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Section 2 • Indexes
Indexes for the annotated references to
NASA-owned inventions covered by U.S.
patents and applications for patent that
were announced in Scientific and Technical
Aerospace Reports (STAR) between May
1969 and December 1977 This issue su-
persedes all previous jndex Sections
Scientific and Technical Information Office JANUARY 1978
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
Washington, D C
This Supplement is available from the National Technical Information Service
(NTIS), Springfield, Virginia 22161, at price code E06 ($1050 domestic, $21 00
foreign)
INTRODUCTION
Several thousand inventions result each year from the aeronautical and space research supported
by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration The inventions having important use in
government programs or significant commercial potential are usually patented by NASA These
inventions cover practically all fields of technology and include many that have useful and
valuable commercial application
NASA inventions best serve the interests of the United States when their benefits are available
to the public In many instances, the granting of nonexclusive or exclusive licenses for the
practice of these inventions may assist in the accomplishment of this objective This
bibliography is published as a service to companies, firms, and individuals seeking new.
licensable products for the commercial market
The NASA Patent Abstracts Bibliography (NASA PAB) is a semiannual NASA publication
containing comprehensive abstracts and indexes of NASA-owned inventions covered by U S
patents and applications for patent The citations included in NASA PAB were originally
published in NASA's Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports (STAR) and cover STAR
announcements made since May 1969
For the convenience of the user, each issue of NASA PAB has a separately bound Abstract
Section (Section 1) and Index Section (Section 2) Unlike the most recently published issues
of PAB. the Abstract Section for this issue covers the years 1974 through 1977 To provide
a more convenient abstract arrangement, those items originally appearing under the old
category scheme were adapted to the revised version which began in 1975 Thus all items
will appear in the Abstract Section in numeric sequence under the currently used categories
The Index Section continues to be cumulative, covering all NASA-owned inventions announced
in STAR since May 1969
The 1091 citations published in this issue of the Abstract Section cover the period January
1974 through December 1977 The Index Section contains references to the 3292 citations
covering the period May 1969 through December 1977
ABSTRACT SECTION (SECTION 1)
This PAB issue incorporates the 1975 STAR category revisions which include 10 major
subdivisions divided into 74 specific categories and one general category/division (See Table
of Contents for the scope note of each category under which are grouped appropriate NASA
inventions) This new scheme was devised in lieu of the 34 category divisions which were
utilized in PAB supplements (01) through (06) covering STAR abstracts from May 1969 through
January 1974 Each entry in the Abstract Section consists of a STAR citation accompanied
by an abstract and a key illustration taken from the patent or application for patent drawing
Entries are arranged in subject category in order of the ascending NASA Accession Number
originally assigned in STAR to the invention The range of NASA Accession Numbers within
each issue is printed on the inside front cover
Abstract Citation Data Elements Each of the abstract citations has several data elements useful






U S Patent Application Serial Number
U S Patent Number (for issued patents only)
U S Patent Office Classification Number(s)
(for issued patents only)
These data elements appear in the citation of the abstract as depicted in the Typical Citation
and Abstract reproduced below and are also used in the several indexes










*-N77-13062*|j< National Aeronautics and Space Administration-
Lyndon B Johnson Space Center. Houston. Tex
•-STATOR ROTOR TOOLS Pctent Application
*- Donald D Diamond, inventor (to NASA) (Serv-Air, Inc) Filed
8 Nov 1976 13 P Sponsored by NASA
-SOURCE
r—^(NASA-Case-MSC-16000-1. US-Patent-Appl-SN-7393l5> Avail




An apparatus and method for removing and reinserting base
I*- member segments in an arcuate slot was considered It is in an
engine part where each base member separately includes blades
or stators comprising holding the engine part in place It
manipulates fingers on an arm into an interfitting abutting
relationship with most of the blades on a base member and
applies a torque force to the base of the blades to move a








INDEX SECTION (SECTION 2)
The Index Section is divided into five indexes which are cross-indexed and are useful in
locating a single invention or groups of inventions
Each of the five indexes utilizes basic data elements (1) Subject Category Number, (2) NASA
Accession Number, and (3) NASA Case Number, in addition to other specific index terms
Subject Index- Lists all inventions according to appropriate alphabetized technical term and
indicates the related NASA Case Number, the Subject Category Number, and the NASA
Accession Number
Inventor Index: Lists all inventions according to alphabetized names of inventors and
indicates the related NASA Case Number, the Subject Category Number, and the NASA
Accession Number
Source Index: Lists all inventions according to alphabetized source of invention (i e, name
of contractor or government installation where invention was made) and indicates the related
NASA Case Number, the Subject Category Number, and the NASA Accession Number
Number Index. Lfsts inventions in order of ascending (1) NASA Case Number, (2) U S Patent
Application Serial Number, (3) U S Patent Classification Number, and (4) U S Patent Number
and indicates the related Subject Category Number and the NASA Accession Number
Accession Number Index: Lists all inventions in order of ascending NASA Accession Number
and indicates the related Subject Category Number, the NASA Case Number, the U S Patent
Application Serial Number, the U S Patent Classification Number, and the U S Patent
Number
HOW TO USE THIS PUBLICATION TO IDENTIFY NASA INVENTIONS
To identify one or more NASA inventions within a specific technical field or subject, several
techniques are possible when using the flexibility incorporated into the NASA PAB
(1) Using Subject Category To identify all NASA inventions in any one of the subject
categories in this issue of NASA PAB, select the desired Subject Category in the Abstract
Section (Section 1) and find the inventions abstracted thereunder
(2) Using Subject Index To identify all NASA inventions listed under a desired technical
subject index term, (A) turn to the cumulative Subject Index in the Index Section and
find the mvention(s) listed under the desired technical subject term (B) Note the indicated
Accession Number and the ^Subject Category Number (C) Using the indicated Accession
Number, turn to the inside front cover of the Index Section to determine which issue of
the Abstract Section includes the Accession Number desired (D) To find the abstract of
the particular invention in the issue of the Abstract Section selected, (i) use the Subject
Category Number to locate the Subject Category and (n) use the Accession Number to
locate the desired invention within the Subject Category listing
(3) Using Patent Classification Index To identify all inventions covered by issued NASA
patents (does not include applications for patent) within a desired Patent Office
Classification, (A) turn to the Patent Classification Number in the Number Index of Section
2 and find the associated irwentions(s), and (B) follow the instructions outlined in (2KB),
and (D) above
PUBLIC AVAILABILITY OF COPIES OF PATENTS
AND PATENT APPLICATIONS
Copies of U S patents may be purchased directly from the U S Patent Office, Washington,
DC 20231, for fifty cents a copy When ordering patents, the US Patent Number should
be used, and payment must be remitted in advance, preferably by money order or check
payable to the Commissioner of Patents Prepaid purchase coupons for ordering are also
available from the Patent Office
NASA patent application specifications are sold in paper copy by the National Technical
Information Service at price code A02 ($400 domestic, $800 foreign) Microfiche are sold
at price code A01 ($300 domestic, $450 foreign) The US-Patent-Appl-SN-number should
be used in ordering either paper copy or microfiche from NTIS
LICENSES FOR COMMERCIAL USE- INQUIRIES AND APPLICATIONS FOR LICENSE
NASA inventions, abstracted in NASA PAB, are available for nonexclusive or exclusive
licensing in accordance with the NASA Patent Licensing Regulations It is significant that all
licenses for NASA inventions shall be by express written instruments and that no license will
be granted or implied in a NASA invention except as provided in the NASA Patent Licensing
Regulations
Inquiries concerning the NASA Patent Licensing Program or the availability of licenses for the
commercial use of NASA-owned inventions covered by U S patents or pending applications
for patent should be forwarded to the NASA Patent Counsel of the NASA installation having
cognizance of the specific invention, or the Assistant General Counsel for Patent Matters, Code
GP-4, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washington. DC 20546 Inquiries
should refer to the NASA Case Number, the Title of the Invention, and the U S Patent Number
or the U S Application Serial Number assigned to the invention as shown in NASA PAB
The NASA Patent Counsel having cognizance of the invention is determined by the first three
letters or prefix of the NASA Case Number assigned to the invention The addresses of NASA
Patent Counsels are listed alongside the NASA Case Number prefix letters in the following
table Formal application of license must be submitted on the NASA Form, Application for





Address of Cognizant 
NASA Patent Counsel 
Ames Research Center 
Mall Code 200- 1 1 A 
Moffett Fleld, Cal\forn~a 94035 
Telephone (41 5)965-5104 
NASA Headquarters 
Mall Code GP-4 
Washington. D C 20546 
Telephone (202)755-3954 
Goddard Space Fl~ght Center 
Mall Code 204 
Greenbelt, Maryland 2077 1 
Telephone (30 1 )982-235 1 
John F Kennedy Space Center 
Malt Code AA-PAT 
Kennedy Space Center. Flor~da 32899 
Telephone (305)867-2544 
Langley Research Center 
Mall Code 456 
Langley Stallon 
Hampton, Virgtnta 23365 
Telephone (804)827-3725 
. Lewis Research Center 
Mall Code 500-31 1 
2 1000 Brookpark Road 
Cleveland, Ohio 441 35 
Telephone (21 6)433-6346 
Lyndon B Johnson Space Center 
Mail Code AM 
Houston, Texas 77058 
Telephone (7 131483-487 1 
George C Marshall Space Flight 
Center 
Mall Code CCOl 
Huntsv~lle, Alabama 3581 2 
Telephone (205)453-0020 
NASA Resrdent Legal Offlce 
Mall Code 180-601 
4800 Oak Grove Dr~ve 
Pasadena. Cahfornta 9 1 103 









1. Subpart 2 Is revised In Its entirety
as follows:
See.
1245.30O Scope of subport.
1245201 Definitions.
1246203 Basic considerations
1246208 Licenses for practical application
of Inventions.
1246204 Other licenses.
1246205 Publication of NASA Inventions
available for license.
1245206 Application for nonexclusive 11-
1346207, Application for exclusive license.
1346208 Processing applications for license.
1246209 Royalties and fees.
1346210 Reports
1345211 Revocation of licenses.
1246212 Appeals
1246 218 Litigation.
1246 214 Address of communications.
AUTHORITY The provisions of this Subpart
2 issued under 43 UBC. 2457. 3473 (b) (3).
§ 1245.200 Scope of mibpart.
This Subpart 2 prescribes the terms,
conditions, and procedures for licensing
inventions covered by US. patents and
patent applications for which the Ad-
ministrator of the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration holds title on
behalf of the United States.
% 1245.201 Definitions.
For the purpose of this subpart, the
following definitions apply:
(a) "Invention" means an invention
covered by a U.S. patent or patent appli-
cation for which the Administrator of
NASA holds title on behalf of the United
States and which is designated by the
Administration as appropriate for the
grant of licensees) in accordance with
this subpart.
(b) "To practice an invention" means
to make or have made, use or have used,
sell or have sold, or otherwise dispose of
according to law any machine, article of
manufacture or composition of matter
physically embodying the invention, or
to use or have used the process or method
comprising the invention
(c) "Practical application" means the
manufacture in the case of a composition
of matter or product, the use in the case
of a process, or the operation in the case
of a machine, under such conditions as
to establish that the invention is being
utilized and that its benefits are reason-
ably accessible to the public.
(d) "Special invention" means any in-
vention designated by the NASA Assist-
ant General Counsel for Patent Matters
to be subject to short-form licensing
procedures. An invention may be desig-
nated as a special Invention when a de-
termination is made that:
(1) Practical application has occurred
and is likely to continue for the life of
the patent and for which an exclusive
license is not In force, or
(2) The public Interest would be
served by the expeditious granting of a
nonexclusive license for practice of the
invention by the public.
(e) The "Administrator" means the
Administrator of the National Aeronau-
tics and Space Administration, 'or his
deslgnee.
(f) "Government" means the Govern-
ment of the United States of America.
(g) The "Inventions and Contribu-
tions Board" means the NASA Inven-
tions and Contributions Board estab-
lished by the Administrator of NASA
within the Administration in accordance
with section 305 o' the National Aero-
nautics and Space Act of 1958 as
amended (42 U S C 2457)
§ 1245.202 Basic considerations.
(a) Much of the new technology
resulting from NASA sponsored re-
search and development in aeronautical
and space activities has application in
other fields. NASA has special author-
ity and responsibility under the Na-
tional Aeronautics and Space Act of
1958, as amended (42 USC 2451), to
provide for the widest practical dis-
semination and utilization of this new
technology. In addition, NASA has been
given unique requirements to protect
the Inventions resulting from NASA
activities and to promulgate licensing
regulations to encourage commercial
use of these inventions.
(b) NASA-owned Inventions will best
serve the interests of the United States
when they are brought to practical ap-
plication in the shortest time possible.
Although1 NASA encourages the non-
exclusive licensing of its inventions to
promote competition and achieve their
widest possible utilization, the com-
mercial development of certain in-
ventions calls for 'a substantial capital
investment which private manufac-
turers may be unwilling to risk under
a nonexclusive license It is the policy
of NASA to seek exclusive licensees
when such licenses will provide the
necessary incentive to the licensee to
achieve early practical application of
the invention.
(c) The Administrator, in determin-
ing whether to grant an exclusive li-
cense, will evaluate all relevant infor-
mation submitted by applicants and
all other persons and will consider the
necessity for further technical and
market development of the invention,
the capabilities of prospective licensees,
their proposed plans to undertake the
required investment and development,
the impact on competitors, and the
benefits of the license to the Govern-
ment and to the public Preference for
exclusive license shall be given to U.S.
citizens or companies who intend to
manufacture or use, in the case of a
process, the Invention in the United
States of America, its territories and
possessions. Consideration may also be
given to assisting small businesses and
minority business enterprises, as well
as economically depressed, low income
and labor surplus areas.
(d) All licenses for inventions shall
be by express written instruments. No
license shall be granted either ex-
pressly or by implication, for a NASA in-
vention except as provided for In§§ 1245 203 and 1245 204 and in any
existing or future treaty or agreement
between the United States and any
foreign government.
(e) Licenses for Inventions covered
by NASA-owned foreign patents and
patent applications shall be granted in
accordance with the NASA Foreign
Patent Licensing Regulations (812454).
§ 1245.203 Licenses for practical appli-
cation of inventions.
(a) General As an Incentive to en-
courage practical application of inven-
tions, licenses will be granted to responsi-
ble applicants according to the circum-
stances and conditions set forth in this
section.
(b) Nonexclusive licenses (1) Each in-
vention will be made available to re-
sponsible applicants for nonexclusive,
revocable licensing in accordance with
§ 1245 206, consistent with the provisions
of any existing exclusive license.
(2) The duration of the license shall
be for a period as specified in the license.
(3) The license shall require the li-
censee to achieve the practical applica-
tion of the invention and to then practice
the invention for the duration of the
license.
(4) The license may be granted for all
or less than all fields of use of the In-
vention and throughout the United
States of America, its territories and pos-
sessions, Puerto Rico, and the District of
Columbia, or in any lesser geographic
portion thereof.
(5) The license shall extend to the
subsidiaries and affiliates of the licensee
and shall be nonasslgnable without ap-
proval of the Administrator, NASA, ex-
cept to the successor of that part of the
licensee's business to which the invention
pertains.
(c) Short-form nonexclusive licenses.
A nonexclusive, revocable license for a
special invention, as defined in ? 1245.201
(d), shall be granted upon written re-
quest, to any applicant by the Patent
Counsel of the NASA installation having
cognizance of the Invention.(d) Exclusive licenses. (1) A limited
exclusive license may be granted on an
invention available for such licensing
provided that:(i> The Administrator has determined
that1 (a) The invention has not been
brought to practical application by a
nonexclusive licensee in the .fields of use
or in the geographical locations covered
by the application for the exclusive li-
cense, (b) practical application of the'in-
vention in the fields of use or geographi-
cal locations covered by the application
for the exclusive license is not likely to
be achieved expeditiously by the further
funding of the invention by the Govern-
ment or under a nonexclusive license re-
quested by any applicant pursuant to
these regulations, and (c) the exclusive
license will provide the necessary Incen-
tive to the licensee to achieve the practi-
cal application of the invention; and(U) Either a notice pursuant to
VIM
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8 1245 205 listing the invention as avail-
able for licensing has been published in
the FEDERAL REGISTER for at least 9
months, or a patent covering the in-
vention has been issued for at least 6
months However, a limited exclusive li-
cense may be granted prior to the periods
specified above if the Administrator de-
termines that the public interest will best
be served by the earlier grant of an ex-
clusive license.(2) Tlie license may be granted for
all or less than all fields of use of the
invention, and throughout the United
States of America, its territories and
possessions, Puerto Rico, and the District
of Columbia, or in any lesser geographic
portion thereof(3) The exclusive period of the license
shall be negotiated, but shall be for less
than the terminal portion of the patent,
and shall be related to the period neces-
sary to provide a reasonable incentive
to invest the necessary risk capital.
(4) The license shall require the li-
censee to practice the invention within a
hereby granted to the contractor report-
Ing an invention made in the perform-
ance of work under a contract of NASA
hi the manner specified in section 305 (a)
(1) or (2) of the National Aeronautics
and Space Act of 1958 as amended (42
U.S.C 2457(a) (1) or (2)), a revocable,
nonexclusive, royalty-free license for the
practice of such invention, together with
the right to grant subllcenses of the same
scope to the extent the contractor was
legally obligated to do so at the time the
contract was awarded Such license and
right is nontransferable except to the
successor of that part of the contractor's
business to which the invention pertains(b) Miscellaneous licenses Subject to
shall preclude the Administra-
tor from granting other licenses for in-
ventions, when he determines that do so
would provide for an equitable distribu-
tion of rights The following exemplify
circumstances wherein such licenses may
Invention
(5) The license shall require the 11-
censee to expend a specified minimum «*•£»
< 2>




 a release of a
" r^t „, „,„or aa pa  of the
Mlrt^'rt^taaK^SaM consideration for a license under ad-
after the effective date of the license, versely heldpatent(s).
in an effort to achieve practical appU- § 1245.205 Publication of NASA inven-
catlon of the invention • lions available for license.
(6) The license shall be subject to at (a) A notice will be perodically pub-
least an irrevocable royalty-free right of ushed in the FEDERAL REGISTER listing in-
the Government of the United States to ventions available for licensing. Abstracts
practice and have practiced the inven-
 of the Inventions will also be publishedWon throughout the world by or on be-
 ln ^e NASA scientific and Technical
half of the Government of the United Aerospace Reports (STAB) and other
States and on behalf of any foreign
 NASA publications,
government pursuantto any existing or
 (b) c leg of p^ng p^t appUca.
I? ^  £efy °r agreement wlth the Wons for inventions abstracted in STAR
Jl to
 th may be purchased from the National
i it J.AIC T~^ * . ,. _ _. 'Tochnloal Infomnvtlon Service, Sprln&~
ing circumstances, the right to require'fleldl Va 22151-
the granting of a sublicense to responsl- § 1245.206 Application for nonexclusive
ble applicant (s) on terms that are con- license.
sidered reasonable by the Administrator, (a) Submission of application. An ap-
taking into consideration the current plication for nonexclusive license under
royalty rates under similar patents and § 1245 203(b) or a short-form nonexclu-
other pertinent facts: (i) To the extent sive license for special inventions under
that the invention is required for public 5 1245.203 (c) shall be addressed to the
use by Government regulation, or (ii) as NASA Patent Counsel of the NASA in-
may be necessary to fulfill health or stallation having cognizance over the
safety needs, or (ill) for other purposes NASA invention for which a license is
stipulated in the license. desired or to the NASA Assistant Gen-
(8) The license shall be nontransfer- eral Counsel for Patent Matters.
able except to the successor of that part (b) Contents of an application for
of the licensee's business to which the nonexclusive license An application for
invention pertains. nonexclusive license under 9 1245.203 (b)
(9) Subject to the approval of the shall include.
Administrator, the licensee may grant (1) Identification of Invention for
subllcenses under the license Each sub- which license is desired. Including the
license granted by an exclusive licensee NASA patent case number, patent appli-
shall make reference to and shall pro- cation serial number of patent number,
vide that the sublicense is subject to the title and date, if known;
terms of the exclusive license Including (2) Name and address of the person,
the rights retained by the Government company or organization applying for
under the exclusive license A copy of license and whether the applicant is a
each sublicense shall be furnished to the U S. citizen or a U S. corporation;
Administrator. (3) Name and address of representa-(10) The license may be subject to Uve of applicant to whom correspond-
such other reservations as may be in the ence should be sent;
public Interest. (4) Nature and type of applicant's
§1245.204 Other licenses.
(a) License to contractor. There is
 
business,(5) Number of employees;
(6) Purpose for which
desired;
license is
(7) A statement that contains the
applicant's best knowledge of the extent
to which the invention is being practiced
by private Industry and the Government,
(8) A description of applicant's capa-
bility and plan to undertake the devel-
opment and marketing required to
achieve the practical application of the
invention, including the geographical
location where the applicant plans to
manufacture or use, in the case of a
process, the invention; and
(9) A statement indicating the mini-
mum term of years the applicant desires
to be licensed.
(c) Contents of an application for a
short-form nonexclusive license An ap-
plication for a short-form nonexclusive
license under § 1245.203 (c) for a special
invention shall Include:
(1) Identification of invention for
which license is desired, including the
NASA patent case number, patent ap-
plication serial number or patent num-
ber, title and date, if known;
(2) Name and address of company or
organization applying for license; and
(3) Name and address of representa-
tive of applicant to whom correspondence
should be sent.
§ 1245.207 Application for exclusive
license.
(a) Submission of application An ap-
plication for exclusive license under
§ 1245 203 (d) may be submitted to NASA
at any time An application for exclusive
license shall be addressed to the NASA
Assistant General Counsel for Patent
Matters
(b) Contents of an application for ex-
clusive license. In addition to the require-
ments set forth in § 1245 206(b)J the ap-
plication for an exclusive license shall
include:
(1) Applicant's status, if any. In any
one or more of the following categories:
(1) Small business firm;
(ii) Minority business enterprise;
(ill) Location In a surplus labor area;
(iv) Location in a low-income urban
area; and
(v) Location in an area designed by
the Government as economically de-
pressed.
(2) A statement Indicating the time,
expenditure, and other acts which the
applicant considers necessary to achieve
practical application of the invention,
and the applicant's offer to invest that
sum and to perform such acts if the
license is granted,
(3) A statement whether the appli-
cant would be willing to accept a license
for all or less than all fields of use of the
invention throughout the United States
of America, its territories and posses-
sions, Puerto Rico, and the District of
Columbia, or in any lesser geographic
portion thereof.
(4) A statement indicating the amount
of royalty fees or other consideration, if
any, the applicant would be willing to
pay the Government for the exclusive
license; and
(5) Any other facts which the appli-
cant believes to show it to be in the inter-
ests of the United States of America for
the Administrator to grant an exclusive
license rather than a nonexclusive 11-
IX
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cense and that such an exclusive license
should be granted to the applicant
§ 1245.208 Processing applications for
license.
(a) Initial review Applications for
nonexclusive and exclusive licenses un-
der 95 1245 206 and 1245 207 will be re-
viewed by the Patent Counsel of the
NASA installation having cognizance for
the invention and the NASA Assistant
General Counsel for Patent Matters, to
determine the conformity and appro-
priateness of the application for license
and the availability of the specific in-
vention for the license requested. The
Assistant General Counsel for Patent
Matters will forward all applications for
license conforming to §9 1245 206 (b) and
1245 207(b) to the NASA Inventions and
Contributions Board when the invention
is available for consideration of the re-
quested license. Prior to forwarding ap-
plications for exclusive licenses to the
Inventions and Contributions Board, no-
tice in writing will be given to each
nonexclusive licensee for the specific In-
vention advising of the receipt of the
application for the exclusive license and
providing each nonexclusive licensee
with a 30-day period for submitting
either evidence that practical application
of the invention has occurred or is about
to occur or, an application for an exclu-
sive license for the invention.
(b) Recommendations of Inventions
and Contributions Board. The Inven-
tions and Contributions Board shall, in
accordance with the basic considerations
set forth in §§ 1245.202 and 1245.203.
evaluate all applications for license for-
warded by the Assistant General Counsel
for Patent Matters. Based upon the facts
presented to the Inventions and Contri-
butions Board in the application and
any other facts in its possession, the In-
ventions and Contributions Board shall
recommend to the Administrator: (1)
Whether a nonexclusive or exclusive
license should be granted, (2) the Iden-
tity of the licensee, and (3) any special
terms or conditions ol the license.(c) Determination of Administrator
and grant of nonexclusive licenses. The
Administrator shall review the recom-
mendations of the Inventions and Con-
tributions Board and shall determine
whether to grant the nonexclusive li-
cense as recommended by the Board If
the Administrator determines to grant
the license, the license will be granted
upon the-negotiation of the appropriate
terms and conditions of the Office of
General Counsel.(d) Determination of Administrator
and grant of exclusive licenses—(1)
Notice. If the Administrator determines
that the best interest of the United States
will be served by the granting of an ex-
clusive license in accordance with the
basic considerations set forth in
§5 1245.202 and 1245 203, a notice shall
be published in the FEDERAL REGISTER
announcing the intent to grant the ex-
clusive license, the identification of the
invention, special terms or conditions of
the proposed license, and a statement
that NASA will grant the exclusive li-
cense unless within 30 days of the publi-
cation of such notice the Inventions and
Contributions Board receives in writing
any of the following together with sup-
porting documentation-
(1) A statement from any person
setting forth reasons why it would not
be in the best interest of the United
States to grant the proposed exclusive
license, or
(ii) An application for a nonexclusive
license under such invention, in accord-
ance with § 1245 206(b), in which appli-
cant states that he has already brought
or is likely to bring the invention to prac-
tical application within a reasonable
period.
The Inventions and Contributions Board
shall, upon receipt of a written request
within the 30 days' notice period, grant
an extension of 30 days for the submis-
sion of the documents designated above
(2) Recommendation of Inventions
and Contributions Board. Upon the ex-
piration of the period required by sub-
paragraph (1) of this paragraph, the
Board shall review all written responses
to the notice and shall then recommend
to the Administrator whether to grant
the exclusive license as the Board ini-
tially recommended or whether a dif-
ferent form of license, if any, should
instead be granted
(3) Grant of exclusive licenses. The
Administrator shall review the Board's
recommendation and shall determine if
the interest of the United States would
best be served by the grant of an ex- •
elusive license as recommended by the
Board. If the Administrator determines
to grant the exclusive license, the license
will be granted upon the negotiation of
the appropriate terms and conditions by
the Office of General Counsel.
§ 1245.209 Royalties and fees.
(a) Normally, a nonexclusive license
for the practical application of an in-
vention granted to a US. citizen or
company will not require the payment of
royalties; however, NASA may require
other consideration.
(b) An exclusive license for an inven-
tion may require the payment of royal-
ties, fees or other consideration when the
licensing circumstances and the basic
considerations hi 9 1245 202, considered
together, indicate that it is hi the public
interest to do so.
§ 1245.210 Reports.
A license shall require the licensee to
submit periodic reports of his efforts to
work the invention The reports shall
contain information within his knowl-
edge, or which he may acquire under
normal business practice, pertaining to
the commercial use that is being made
of the invention and such other Infor-
mation which the Administratoi may de-
termine pertinent to the licensing pro-
grain and which is specified in the
license.
§1245.211 Revocation of licenses.
(a) Any license granted pursuant to
$ 1245 203 may be revoked, either in part
or in its entirety, by the Administrator
if in his opinion the licensee at any tune
shall fail to use adequate efforts to bring
to or achieve practical application of the
invention hi accordance with the terms
of the license, or if the licensee at any
tune shall default in making any report
required by the license, or shall make any
false report, or shall commit any breach
of any covenant or agreement therein
contained, and shall fail to remedy any
such default, false report, or breach
within 30 days after written notice, or if
the patent is deemed unenforceable
either by the Attorney General or a final
decision of a U S court.
(b) Any license granted pursuant to
9 1245 204 (a) may be revoked, either in
part or In its entirety, by the Adminis-
trator if in his opinion such revocation is
necessary to achieve the earliest practi-
cal application of the invention pursuant
to an application for exclusive license,
submitted m accordance with § 1245 207,
or the licensee at any time shall breach
any covenant or agreement contained in
the license, and shall fail to remedy any
such breach within 30 days after written
notice thereof.
(c) Before revoking any license
granted pursuant to this Subpart 2 for
any cause, there will be furnished to the
licensee a written notice of intention to
revoke the license, and the licensee will
be allowed 30 days after such notice in
which to appeal and request a hearing
before the Inventions and Contributions
Board on the question of revocation.
After a hearing, the Inventions and Con-
tributions Board shall transmit to the
Administrator the record of proceedings.
Its findings of fact, and its recommenda-
tion whether the license should be re-
voked either in part or in its entirety.
The Administrator shall review the rec-
ommendation of the Board and deter-
mine whether to revoke the license in
part or in its entirety Revocation of a
license shall include revocation of all
sublicenses which have been granted.
§ 1245.212 Appeals.
Any person desiring to file an appeal
pursuant to 9 1245 211 (c) shall address
the appeal to Chairman, Inventions and
Contributions Board Any person filing
an appeal shall be afforded an oppor-
tunity to be heard before the Inven-
tions and Contributions Board, and to
offer evidence in support of his appeal
The procedures to be followed in any such
matter shall be determined by the Ad-
ministrator The Board shall make find-
ings of fact and recommendations with
respect to disposition of the appeal The
decision on the appeal shall be made by
the Administrator, and such decision
shall be final and conclusive, except on
questions of law, unless determined by a
court of competent jurisdiction to have
been fraudulent, or capricious, or arbit-
rary, or so grossly erroneous as neces-
sarily to imply bad faith, or not sup-
ported by substantial evidence.
§ 1245.213 Litigation.
An exclusive licensee shall be granted
the right to sue at his own expense any
party who Infringes the rights set forth
in his license and covered by the licensed
patent The licensee may join the Gov-
ernment, upon consent of the Attorney
General, as a party complainant in such
suit, but without expense to the Gov-
ernment and the licensee shaU pay c""ts
and any final judgment or decree that
may be rendered against the Govern-
PATENT LICENSING REGULATIONS
ment In such suit The Government shall
also have an absolute right to Intervene
In any such suit at Its own expense The
licensee shall be obligated to rromptly
furnish to the Government, upon re-
quest, copies of all pleadings and other
raners filed In any such suit and cf evi-
dence adduced In proceedings relating to
the licensed patent Including, but not
ll-nlted to, negotiations for settlement
and agreements-settling c'a'ms by a li-
censee based on the licensed patent, and
all other books, documents, rarer", and
records pertaining to such suit If, as a
result of any such litigation the patent
shall be declared inva'id, the licensee
sh<Ul have the risht to surrender his li-
cense and be relieved from any further
obligation thereunder.
§ 1245.214 Address of comTminicetnns.
(a) Communications to the Assistant
General Counsel for Patent Matters In
accordance with 8§ 1245 206 and 1245 207
and requests for Information concerning
licenses for NASA Inventions should be
addressed to the Assistant General Coun-
sel for Patent Matters, Code GP. Na-
tional Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration, Washington, D C 20546.
(b) Communications to the Inven-
tions and Contributions Board In accord-
ance with ;; 1245.208, 1245.211, and
1245 212 should be addressed to Chair-
man, Inventions and Contributions
Board, National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, Washington, D C 20546
Effective date. The regulations set
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Includes aerodynamics of bodies, combinations, in-
ternal flow in ducts and turbomachmery, wings,
rotors, and control surfaces For applications see
02 Aircraft and 32 Space Vehicles For related infor-
mation see also 12 Fluid Mechanics, and 3.3 Ther-
modynamics and Combustion
02 Aircraft
Includes fixed-wing airplanes, helicopters, gliders,
balloons. oTmthopters. etc. and specific types of
complete aircraft (e g. ground effect machines.
STOL. and VTOL). flight tests, operating problems
(e g . sonic boom), safety and safety devices, econom-
ics, and stability and control For basic research see
01 Aerodynamics For related information see also
31 Space Vehicles, and 32 Structural Mechanics
03 Auxiliary Systems
Includes fuel cells, energy conversion cells, and solar
cells, auxiliary gas turbines, hydraulic, pneumatic
and electrical systems, actuators, and inverters For
related information see also 09 Electronic Equip-
ment. 22 Nuclear Engineering, and 28 Propulsion
Systems
04 Biosciences
Includes aerospace medicine, exobiology, radiation
effects on biological systems, physiological and psy-
chological factors For related information see also
05 Biotechnology
05 Biotechnology
Includes life support systems, human engineering,
protective clothing and equipment, crew training and
evaluation, and piloting For related information see
also 04 Biosciences
06 Chemistry
Includes chemical analysis and identification (e g.
spectroscopy) For applications see 17 Materials.
Metallic. 18 Materials. Nonmetallic. and 27 Propel-
lants
07 Communications
Includes communications equipment and techniques,
noise, radio and communications blackout, modula-
tion telemetry, tracking radar and optical observation,
and wave propagation For basic research see 23
Physics, General, and 21 Navigation
08 Computers
Includes computer operation and programming, and
data processing For applications, see specific cate-
gories For related information see also 19 Mathe-
matics
09 Electronic Equipment
Includes electronic test equipment and maintain-
ability, component parts, e g, electron tubes, tunnel
diodes, transistors, integrated circuitry, microminia-
turization For basic research see 10 Electronics
For related information see also 07 Communications
and 21 Navigation
10 Electronics
Includes circuit theory, and feedback and control
theory For applications see 09 Electronic Equip-
ment For related information see specific Physics
categories
11 Facilities, Research and Support
Includes airports, lunar and planetary bases including
associated vehicles, ground support systems, related
logistics, simulators, test facilities (e g . rocket engine
test stands, shock tubes, and wind tunnels), test
ranges, and tracking stations
12 Fluid Mechanics
Includes boundary-layer flow, compressible flow,
gas dynamics, hydrodynamics, and turbulence For
related information see also 01 Aerodynamics, and
33 Thermodynamics and Combustion
13 Geophysics
Includes aeronomy. upper and lower atmosphere
studies, oceanography, cartography, and geodesy
For related information see also 20 Meteorology.
29 Space Radiation, and 30 Space Sciences
14 Instrumentation and Photography
Includes design, installation, and testing of instru-
mentation systems, gyroscopes, measuring instru-
ments and gages, recorders, transducers, aerial
photography, and telescopes and cameras
15 Machine Elements and Processes
Includes bearings, seals, pumps, and other mechanical
equipment, lubrication, friction, and wear, manu-
facturing processes and quality control, reliability,
drafting, and materials fabrication, handling, and in-
spection
16 Masers
Includes applications of masers and lasers For basic
research see 26 Physics, Solid-State
17 Materials. Metallic
Includes cermets, corrosion, physical and mechanical
properties of materials, metallurgy, and applications
as structural materials For basic research see 06
Chemistry For related information see also 18
Materials, Nonmetallic, and 32 Structural Mechanics
XII
18 Materials, Nonmetalhc
Includes corrosion, physical and mechanical proper-
ties of materials (e g, plastics), and elastomers
hydraulic fluids, etc For basic research see 06
Chemistry For related information see also 17
Materials. Metallic. 27 Propellents, and 32 Structural
Mechanics
19 Mathematics
Includes calculation methods and theory, and numer-
ical analysis For applications see specific categories
For related information see also 08 Computers
20 Meteorology
Includes climatology, weather forecasting, and
visibility studies For related information see also
13 Geophysics, and 30 Space Sciences
21 Navigation
Includes guidance, autopilots, star and planet track-
ing, inertial platforms, and air traffic control For re-
lated information see also 07 Communications
22 Nuclear Engineering
Includes nuclear reactors and nuclear heat sources
used for propulsion and auxiliary power For basic
research see 24 Physics. Atomic, Molecular, and
Nuclear For related information see also 03 Auxil-
iary Systems, and 28 Propulsion Systems
23 Physics, General
Includes acoustics, cryogenics, mechanics, and
optics For astrophysics see 30 Space Sciences For
geophysics and related information see also 13 Geo-
physics. 20 Meteorology, and 29 Space Radiation
24 Physics. Atomic. Molecular,
and Nuclear
Includes atomic, molecular and nuclear physics For
applications see 22 Nuclear Engineering For related
information see also 29 Space Radiation
25 Physics, Plasma
Includes magnetohydrodynamics
see 28 Propulsion Systems
For applications
26 Physics, Solid-State
Includes semiconductor theory, and superconduc-
tivity For applications see 16 Masers For related
information see also 10 Electronics
27 Propellents
Includes fuels, igniters, and oxidizers For basic re-
search see 06 Chemistry, and 33 Thermodynamics
and Combustion For related information see also
28 Propulsion Systems
28 Propulsion Systems
Includes air breathing, electric, liquid, solid, and mag-
netohydrodynamic propulsion For nuclear propulsion
see 22 Nuclear Engineering For basic research see
23 Physics. General, and 33 Thermodynamics and
Combustion For applications see 31 Space Ve-
hicles For related information see also 27 Propel-
lants
29 Space Radiation
Includes cosmic radiation, solar flares, solar radiation,
and Van Allen radiation belts For related information
see also 13 Geophysics, and 24 Physics. Atomic.
Molecular, and Nuclear
30 Space Sciences
Includes astronomy and astrophysics, cosmology,
lunar and planetary flight and exploration, and the-
oretical analysis of orbits and trajectories For related
information see also 11 Facilities. Research and
Support, and 31 Space Vehicles
31 Space Vehicles
Includes launch vehicles, manned space capsules,
clustered and multistage rockets, satellites, sounding
rockets and probes, and operating problems For basic
research see 30 Space Sciences For related infor-
mation see also 28 Propulsion Systems, and 32
Structural Mechanics
32 Structural Mechanics
Includes structural element design and weight analy-
sis, fatigue, thermal stress, impact phenomena,
vibration, flutter, inflatable structures, and structural
tests For related information see also 17 Materials.
Metallic, and 18 Materials. Nonmetallic
33 Thermodynamics and Combustion
Includes ablation, cooling, heating, heat transfer,
thermal balance, and other thermal effects, and com-
bustion theory For related information see also 12
Fluid Mechanics, and 27 Propellants
34 General
Includes information of a broad nature related to in-
dustrial applications and technology, and to basic
research, defense aspects, information retrieval,
management, law and related legal matters, and
legislative hearings and documents
XIII
TABLE OF CONTENTS
Section 1 • Abstracts
Subject Categories (1974 - )
AERONAUTICS
Includes aeronautics (general), aerodynamics, air
transportation and safety, aircraft communications
and navigation, aircraft design, testing and perform-
ance, aircraft instrumentation, aircraft propulsion and
power, aircraft stability and control, and research
and support facilities (air)
For related information see also Astronautics
01 AERONAUTICS (GENERAL)
02 AERODYNAMICS
Includes aerodynamics of bodies, combinations,
wings, rotors, and control surfaces, and internal
flow in ducts and turbomachinery
For related information see also 34 Fluid Mechanics
and Heat Transfer
03 AIR TRANSPORTATION AND SAFETY
Includes passenger and cargo air transport
operations, and aircraft accidents
For related information see also 16 Space
Transportation and 85 Urban Technology and
Transportation
04 AIRCRAFT COMMUNICATIONS AND
NAVIGATION
Includes digital and voice communication with
aircraft, air navigation systems (satellite and ground
based), and air traffic control
For related information see also 17 Spacecraft
Communications, Command and Tracking and 32
Communications
05 AIRCRAFT DESIGN, TESTING AND
PERFORMANCE
Includes aircraft simulation technology
For related information see also 18 Spacecraft
Design, Testing and Performance and 39 Structural
Mechanics
06 AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTATION
Includes cockpit and cabin display devices, and
flight instruments
For related information see also 19 Spacecraft
Instrumentation and 35 Instrumentation and Photog-
raphy
07 AIRCRAFT PROPULSION AND POWER
Includes prime propulsion systems and systems
components, e g . gas turbine engines and compres-
sors, and on-board auxiliary power plants for aircraft
For related information see also 20 Spacecraft
Propulsion and Power, 28 Propellanis and Fuels,
and 44 Energy Production and Conversion
08 AIRCRAFT STABILITY AND CONTROL
Includes aircraft handling qualities, piloting, flight
controls, and autopilots
09 RESEARCH AND SUPPORT
FACILITIES (AIR)
Includes airports, hangars and runways, aircraft
repair and overhaul facilities, wind tunnels, shock
tube facilities, and engine test blocks
For related information see also 14 Ground Support
Systems and Facilities (Space)
ASTRONAUTICS
Includes astronautics (general), astrodynamics.
ground support systems and facilities (space), launch
vehicles and space vehicles, space transportation,
spacecraft communications, command and tracking,
spacecraft design, testing and performance, space-
craft instrumentation, and spacecraft propulsion and
power
For related information see also Aeronautics
12 ASTRONAUTICS (GENERAL)
For extraterrestrial exploration see 91 Lunar and
Planetary Exploration
13 ASTRODYNAMICS
Includes powered and free-flight trajectories, and
orbit and launching dynamics
14 GROUND SUPPORT SYSTEMS AND
FACILITIES (SPACE)
Includes launch complexes, research and produc-
tion facilities, ground support equipment, e g . mobile
transporters, and simulators
For related information see also 09 Research and
Support Facilities (Air)
15 LAUNCH VEHICLES AND SPACE
VEHICLES
Includes boosters, manned orbital laboratories,
reusable vehicles, and space stations
16 SPACE TRANSPORTATION
Includes passenger and cargo space transportation,
e g , shuttle operations, and rescue techniques
For related information see also 03 Air Transporta-




Includes telemetry, space communications net-
works, astronavigation, and radio blackout
For related information see also 04 Aircraft
Communications and Navigation and 32 Communica-
tions
18 SPACECRAFT DESIGN, TESTING AND
PERFORMANCE
Includes spacecraft thermal and environmental
control, and attitude control
For life support systems see 54 Man/System
Technology and Life Support For related information
see also 05 Aircraft Design. Testing and Performance
and 33 Structural Mechanics
XIV
19 SPACECRAFT INSTRUMENTATION
For related information see also 06-Aircraft
Instrumentation and 35 Instrumentation and
Photography
20 SPACECRAFT PROPULSION AND
POWER
Includes main propulsion systems and components,
e g. rocket engines, and spacecraft auxiliary power
sources
For related information see also 07 Aircraft
Propulsion and Power. 28 Propellants and Fuels.
and 44 Energy Production and Conversion
CHEMISTRY AND MATERIALS
Includes chemistry and materials (general),
composite materials, inorganic and physical chem-
istry, metallic materials, nonmetallic materials, and
propellants and fuels
23 CHEMISTRY AND MATERIALS
(GENERAL)
Includes biochemistry and organic chemistry
24 COMPOSITE MATERIALS
Includes laminates
25 INORGANIC AND PHYSICAL
CHEMISTRY
Includes chemical analysis, e g , chromatography,
combustion theory, electrochemistry, and photo-
chemistry
For related information see also 77 Thermodynam-
ics and Statistical Physics
26 METALLIC MATERIALS
Includes physical, chemical, and mechanical
properties of metals, e g , corrosion, and metallurgy
27 NONMETALLIC MATERIALS
Includes physical, chemical, and mechanical
properties of plastics, elastomers, lubricants, pol-
ymers, textiles, adhesives. and ceramic materials
28 PROPELLANTS AND FUELS
Includes rocket propellants, igniters, and oxidizers,
storage and handling, and aircraft fuels
For related information see also O7 Aircraft
Propulsion and Power. 20 Spacecraft Propulsion
and Power, and 44 Energy Production and Conver-
sion
ENGINEERING
Includes engineering (general), communications,
electronics and electrical engineering, fluid mechanics
and heat transfer, instrumentation and photography,
lasers and masers, mechanical engineering, quality
assurance and reliability, and structural mechanics
For related information see also Physics
31 ENGINEERING (GENERAL)
Includes vacuum technology, control engineering,
display engineering, and cryogenics
32 COMMUNICATIONS
Includes land and global communications, com-
munications theory, and optical communications
For related information see also 04 Aircraft
Communications and Navigation and 17 Spacecraft
Communications. Command and Tracking
33 ELECTRONICS AND ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING
Includes test equipment and maintainability,
components, eg, tunnel diodes and transistors,
microminiaturization, and integrated circuitry
For related information see also 60 Computer
Operations and Hardware and 76 Solid-State
Physics
34 FLUID MECHANICS AND HEAT
TRANSFER
Includes boundary layers, hydrodynamics, fluidics,
mass transfer, and ablation cooling
For related information see also 02 Aerodynamics
and 77 Thermodynamics and Statistical Physics
35 INSTRUMENTATION AND
PHOTOGRAPHY
Includes remote sensors, measuring instruments
and gages, detectors, cameras and photographic
supplies, and holography
For aerial photography see 43 Earth Resources
For related information see also 06 Aircraft Instru-
mentation and 19 Spacecraft Instrumentation
36 LASERS AND MASERS
Includes parametric amplifiers
37 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Includes auxiliary systems (non-power), machine
elements and processes, and mechanical equip-
ment
38 QUALITY ASSURANCE AND
RELIABILITY
Includes product sampling procedures and tech-
niques, and quality control
39 STRUCTURAL MECHANICS
Includes structural element design and weight
analysis, fatigue, and thermal stress
For applications see OS Aircraft Design, Testing
and Performance and 18 Spacecraft Design. Testing
and Performance
GEOSCIENCES
Includes geosciences (general), earth resources,
energy production and conversion, environment
pollution, geophysics, meteorology and climatology,
and oceanography
For related information see also Space Sciences
42 GEOSCIENCES (GENERAL)
43 EARTH RESOURCES
Includes remote sensing of earth resources by
aircraft and spacecraft, photogrammetry, and aerial
photography
For instrumentation see 35 Instrumentation and
Photography
44 ENERGY PRODUCTION AND
CONVERSION
Includes specific energy conversion systems, e g .
fuel cells and batteries, global sources of energy,
fossil fuels, geophysical conversion, hydroelectric
power, and wind power
For related information see also 07 Aircraft
Propulsion and Power. 20 Spacecraft Propulsion
and Power. 28 Propel/ants and Fuels, and 85
Urban Technology and Transportation
45 ENVIRONMENT POLLUTION
Includes air. noise, thermal and water pollution,
environment monitoring, and contamination control
46 GEOPHYSICS
Includes aeronomy. upper and lower atmosphere
studies, ionospheric and magnetosphenc physics,
and geomagnetism
For space radiation see 93 Space Radiation
47 METEOROLOGY AND CLIMATOLOGY
Includes weather forecasting and modification
48 OCEANOGRAPHY
Includes biological, dynamic and physical oceanog-
raphy, and marine resources
LIFE SCIENCES
Includes life'sciences (general), aerospace medi-
cine, behavioral sciences, man/system technology
and life support, and planetary biology




of radiation, and weightlessness
biological effects
53 BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
Includes psychological factors, individual and group
behavior, crew training and evaluation, and psychiatric
research
55 PLANETARY BIOLOGY
Includes exobiology, and extraterrestrial life
MATHEMATICAL AND COMPUTER
SCIENCES
Includes mathematical and computer sciences
(general), computer operations and hardware,
computer programming and software, computer
systems, cybernetics, numerical analysis, statistics
and probability, systems analysis, and theoretical
mathematics
59 MATHEMATICAL AND COMPUTER
SCIENCES (GENERAL)
60 COMPUTER OPERATIONS AND
HARDWARE
Includes computer graphics and data processing
For components see 33 Electronics and Electrical
Engineering
61 COMPUTER PROGRAMMING AND
SOFTWARE





Includes feedback and control theory
For related information see also 54 Man/System
Technology and Life Support
64 NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
Includes iteration, difference equations, and
numerical approximation
65 STATISTICS AND PROBABILITY
Includes data sampling and smoothing, Monte
Carlo method, and stochastic processes
66 SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
Includes mathematical modeling, network analysis,
and operations research
67 THEORETICAL MATHEMATICS
Includes topology and number theory
PHYSICS
Includes physics (general), acoustics, atomic and
molecular physics, nuclear and high-energy physics,
optics, plasma physics, solid-state physics, and
thermodynamics and statistical physics
For related information see also Engineering
54 MAN/SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY AND
LIFE SUPPORT
Includes human engineering, biotechnology, and
space suits and protective clothing
70 PHYSICS (GENERAL)
For geophysics see 46 Geophysics For astrophys-




Includes sound generation, transmission, and
attenuation
For noise pollution see 45 Environment Pollution
72 ATOMIC AND MOLECULAR PHYSICS
Includes atomic structure and molecular spectra
73 NUCLEAR AND HIGH-ENERGY
PHYSICS
Includes elementary and nuclear particles, and
reactor theory




Includes magnetohydrodynamics and plasma
fusion
For ionospheric plasmas see 46 Geophysics For
space plasmas see 90 Astrophysics •
76 SOLID-STATE PHYSICS
Includes superconductivity
For related information see also 33 Electronics




Includes quantum mechanics, and Bose and Fermi
statistics
For related information see also 25 Inorganic and
Physical Chemistry and 34 Fluid Mechanics and
Heat Transfer
SOCIAL SCIENCES
Includes social sciences (general), administration
and management, documentation and information
science, economics and cost analysis, law and political
science, and urban technology and transportation
80 SOCIAL SCIENCES (GENERAL)
Includes educational matters x
81 ADMINISTRATION AND
MANAGEMENT
Includes management planning and research
82 DOCUMENTATION AND
INFORMATION SCIENCE
Includes information storage and retrieval technol-
ogy, micrography, and library science
For computer documentation see 61 Computer
Programming and Software
83 ECONOMICS AND COST ANALYSIS
Includes cost effectiveness studies
84 LAW AND POLITICAL SCIENCE
Includes space law, international law, international
cooperation, and patent policy
86 URBAN TECHNOLOGY AND
TRANSPORTATION
Includes applications of space technology to urban
problems, technology transfer, technology assess-
ment, and surface and mass transportation
For related information see 03 Air Transportation
and Safety. 16 Space Transportation, and 44 Energy
Production and Conversion
SPACE SCIENCES
Includes space sciences (general), astronomy,
astrophysics, lunar and planetary exploration, solar
physics, and space radiation
For related information see also Geosciences
88 SPACE SCIENCES (GENERAL)
89 ASTRONOMY
Includes radio and gamma-ray astronomy, celestial
mechanics, and astrometry
90 ASTROPHYSICS
Includes cosmology, and interstellar and in-
terplanetary gases and dust
91 LUNAR AND PLANETARY
EXPLORATION
Includes planetology. and manned and unmanned
flights
For spacecraft design see 18 Spacecraft Design.
Testing and Performance For space stations see
15 Launch Vehicles and Space Vehicles
92 SOLAR PHYSICS
Includes solar activity, solar flares, solar radiation
and sunspots
93 SPACE RADIATION
Includes cosmic radiation, and inner and outer
earth's radiation belts
For biological effects of radiation see 52 Aerospace
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Transpirationally cooled beat ablation system
for interplanetary spacecraft reentry shielding
[HASA-CASE-IHS-02677] c31 H70-U2075
Hypersonic test facility for studying ablation
in models tinder high pressure and high
temperature
[HASA-CASE-XLA-003781 c11 N71-15925
Design of hypersonic test facility for ablation
tests and performance tests of vehicles under
conditions of high temperature and pressure
[mSA-CASE-ZLA-05378 ] c11 N71-21U75
Ablation sensor for measuring char layer
recession rate using electric vires
[NASA-CASE-X1A-0179<1] C33 H71-21586
Ablation sensor for measuring surface ablation
rate of oaterial on vehicles entering earths
atmosphere on entry into planetary atmospheres
[HASA-CASE-MA-01791] d<t H71-22991
Ablative systen with liquid carrying ablattive




Filling honeycomb matrix with deaerated paste
filler
[HASA-CASE-XBS-01108] c15 N69-2»322
Sensor device vith switches for measuring
surface recession of charring and noncbarring
ablators
[HASA-CASE-XLA-01781] C1U 1169-39975
Vacuum method for molding thermosettlng
compounds used as ablative materials
[HASA-CASI-X1A-01091] CIS H71-10672
Ablative resins used for retarding regression in
ablative material
[NASA-CASE-X1E-05913] C33 H71-1H032
Design, development, and characteristics of
ablation structures
tHASA-CASE-XHS-01816] C33 H71-15623
Method and apparatus for fabrication of heat
insulating and ablative reentry structure
[HASA-CASE-IHS-02009] C33 H71-2083H
Production and application of sprayable fiber
reinforced ablation material
[HASA-CASE-X1A-01251] Cl8 H71-26100
Ablative heat shield for protection f rom
aerodynamic heating of reentry spacecraft
r t»ASA-CASE-HSC-121«3-1] C33 H72-179U7
Ablative system vith liquid carrying ablattive
naterial bodies and forming self-replacing
ablative surface
[HASA-CASE-LEW-10359] C33 H72-25911
Carrier liquid system containing bodies of
ablative material
[HASA-CASE-LEW-10359-2] C33 H73-25952
Ablation article and surface for analyzing flow
transition on ablative surface
[NASA-CASE-LAR-10139-1] c3J H7J-27796
Dual measurement ablation sensor
[SASA-CASE-LAB-10105-1] C34 171-15652
Intumescent-ablator coatings using endothermic
fillers
[BASA-CASE-ASC-11043-1] cJM H77-1U372
Sprayable low density ablator
[HASA-CASE-HFS-23506-1] C21 N77-15105
ABOUT iPPABATOS
Coupling device for linear shaped charge for
space vehicle abort system
[HASA-CASE-XIA-00189] C3J R70-368U6
ABB&SIOB BESISTAiCE
Zinc dust formulation for abrasion resistant
steel coatings
[HASA-CASE-GSC-10361-1] Cl8 H72-2J581
Improved nozzle for use with abrasive and/or
corrosive materials
[SASA-CASE-BPO-13823-1] c37 N77-17466
Abrasion resistant coatings for plastic surfaces
[SASA-CASE-ABC-10915-3 ] c21 N77-21200
ABSOBBEHTS
Absorbent apparatus for separating gas from
liquid-gas stream used in environmental
control under zero gravity conditions
[ HASA-CASE-XBS-01192] C05 N70-II1297
Fluid flow control valve for regulating fluids
in molecular quantities
[HASA-CASE-X1E-00703] C15 N71-15967
Noncontaminating swab with absorbent end covered
with netted envelope to prevent egress of
absorbent material
[HASA-CASE-BFS-18100] Cl5 N72-11390
Protein sterilization of firefly luciferase
without denaturation
[HASA-CASB-GSC-10225-1] C06 H73-27086
Oil and fat absorbing polymers
[HASA-CASE-NPO-11609-2] C27 H77-31308
ABSOBBEBS (H4TEBIALS)
Broadband chokes and absorbers to reduce
spurious radiation patterns of antenna array
caused by support structures
C HASA-CASB-XBS-05303] c07 N69-27«t62
Analytical photoionization mass spectrometer
with argon gas filter between light source and
monochrometer
LBiSA-CASE-LAB-10180-1 ] C06 H71-1J461
Development of filter system for control of
outgas contamination in vacuum conditions
using absorbent beds of molecular sieve
zeolite, silica gel, and charcoal
[BASA-CASE-HFS-1«711] Cl5 S71-26185
Development and characteristics of calorimeter
with integral heat sink for maintenance of
constant temperature




Badiation source and detection system for
measuring amount of liquid inside tanks
independently of liquid configuration
[HASA-CASE-HSC-12280] C27 H71-163H8
ABSOBPTIVITI




AC GEHEBSTORS SUBJECT INDEX
AC 6EBEBATOBS
Alternating current signal generator providing
plurality of amplitude modulated output signals
CHASA-CASE-XBP-05612] c09 N69-21168
Improved alternator with windings of
superconducting materials acting as permanent
magnet
[NASA-CASE-XLE-028211] c03 N69-39890
superconducting alternator design with cryogenic




Single grid accelerator system for electron
bombardment type ion thrastor
[BASA-CASE-XLE-10P53-2] c28 173-27699
ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)
Centrifuge mounted motion simulator with
elevator mechanism
[BASA-CASE-XAC-00399] c11 B70-34815
Gravity device for accurate and rapid indication
of relative gravity conditions aboard
accelerating carrier
[BASA-CASE-XHF-OOt24] c11 H70-38196
Development of method for producing artificial
gravity in manned spacecraft
CHASA-CASE-XNP-02595] C31 N71-21881
vibration control of flexible bodies in steady
accelerating environment
CNASA-CASE-LAB-10106-1 ] c15 B71-27169
G-load measuring and indicator apparatus for
aircraft
[BASA-CASE-AEC-10806] c06 N74-27872
Apparatus for applying simulator g-forces to an
arm of an aircraft simulator pilot
[RASA-CASE-LAE-10550-1 ] c09 N74-30597
G-load measuring and indicator apparatus
TNASA-CASE-ABC-10806-1] c35 N75-29381
A seat cushion to provide realistic acceleration
cues for aircraft simulator pilots
[NASA-CASE-LAE-121H9-1] c5« N77-31787
ACCELEB&TIOB PBOTECTIOB




Development of method for producing artificial
gravity in manned spacecraft
[NASA-CASF.-XNP-02595] c31 N71-21881
ACCELERATIOH TOLEEANCE
Electronic detection system for peak




Annular arc accelerator shock tube
[NASA-CASE-BPO-13528-1] c09 N77-10071
Spring operated accelerator and constant force
spring mechanism therefor
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10898-1 ] c35 N77-18U17
ACCELEBOHETEBS
Superconductive accelerometer employing variable
force principle to determine acceleration of
bodies
[BASA-CASE-XHF-01099] c1« N71-15969
Describing device for velocity control of
electromechanical drive mechanism of scanning
mirror of interferometer
[NASA-CASE-XGS-03532] c11 N71-17627
Omnidirectional liquid filled accelerometer
design with liquid and housing temperature
compensation
[BASA-CASE-HQN-10780] ell B71-30265
Development of combined velocimeter and
accelerometer bas^d pn__cql_or changes. In liquid
crystalline material subjected to shear stresses
[NASA-CASE-EEC-10292] clt N72-25U10
Temperature compensated digital inertial sensor
circuit for maintaining inertial element
of gyroscope or accelerometer at constant
position




III-V photocathode with nitrogen doping for
increased quantum efficiency
[HASA-CASE-BPO-1213Q-1 ] c33 B76-31409
1-2
ACCOSOLATORS
Direct radiation cooling of linear beam
collector tubes
[HASA-CASE-XBP-09227] Cl5 N69-2UJ19
Begenerative cooling system for small rocket
engine having restart capability and using
noncryogenic hypergolic propellants
[HASA-CASB-XLE-00685] C28 H70-41992
Small plasma probe using tungsten wire collector
in tubular shield
[NASA-CASE-XIE-02578] C25 H71-20747
Electrostatic charged particle collector









Preparation of dicyanoacetylene and vinylidene
copolymers using organic compounds
[NASA-CiSE-XBP-03250] C06 171-2J500
ACOOSTIC ATTEBDATIOH
Ultrasonic calibration device for producing




Noise suppressor for tnrbofan engine by
incorporating annular acoustically porous
elements in exhaust and inlet ducts
[HASA-CASE-LAB-11111-1] C07 N71|-32<tia
ACOUSTIC IBPEDAHCB
Method and transducer device for detecting
presence of hydrogen gas
fHASA-CASE-XHF-03873] c06 169-J973J
ACOUSTIC HBASOREBEHTS
Instrumentation for measuring aircraft noise and
sonic boom
[NASA-CASE-LAR-11U76-1 ] c07 H76-27232
A miniature implantable ultrasonic echosonometer
[NiSA-CASB-ABC-11035-1] C52 S77-15621
Optically selective, acoustically resonant gas
detecting transducer
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10639-1 ] C35 N77-19J88
Differential sound level meter
[HASA-CASE-1AB-12106-1] C35 177-23111
ACOUSTIC PBOPAGATIOB
Haterial suspension within an acoustically
excited resonant chamber at near
weightless conditions
[HASA-CASE-NPO-13263-1] C12 N75-24771
Hearing aid malfunction detection system
[HASA-CASE-HSC-14916-1] Ci3 N77-1333S
ACOUSTIC PBOPEBTIES
Development of wind tunnel microphone structure
to minimize effects of vibrations and
eliminate unwanted signals in microphone output
[HASA-CASE-XNP-00250] Cll B71-28779
Acoustical transducer calibrating system




Hybrid holographic non-destructnve test system
optical and acoustical methods capable ot




[HASA-CASE-SPO-13802-1 ] c7 1 H76-18886
ACOOSTO-OPTICS
Acoustic vibration test apparatus for wiring
harnesses
[HASA-CASE-BSC-15158-1] Cl» S72-17325
Differential optoaconstic absorption detector
[NASA-CASB-NPO-13759-1] c35 B77-11363
Hethod and apparatus for background signal
reduction in opto-acoustic absorption
measurement
[tfASA-CASE-HPO-13683-1 ] c3S R77-H1IH1
1CBTLATES
Ablative resins used for retarding regression in
ablative material
[SASA-CAS1-XIF.-0591JJ c33 »71-1«OJ2
Durable antistatic coating for
polymethylmethacrylate
SUBJECT ISDEI ADHESIVE BOIDII6
(HJ1SA-CASE-BPO-13867-1 ] c27 H77-22257
ACRI1IC BESIIS
fbrasion resistant coatings for plastic surfaces
[HASA-CAS2-SBC-10915-3] c24 B77-24200
ACTIVATIOH EHEBGT
Heat activated emf cells »ith aluminum anode
rB»SA-C*SI-lBS-11359] c03 B71-28579
Heat activated cell with aluminum anode
rHASA-CASE-LES-11359-2] C03 H72-2003a
ACTUATOB DISKS
Cryogenic gyroscope housing with annular
disks for gas spin-up
[NASJ-CASE-MFS-21136-1 ] C35 B74-18323
ACTOATOBS
Electromechanical actuator and its use in rocket
thrust control valve
[BASA-CASE-XHP-05975] c15 H69-23185
"over controlled bimetallic electromechanical
actuator for accurate, timely, and reliable,
response to remote control signal
[BASA-CASE-XSP-09776] c09 B69-39929
Patent data on gas actuated bolt disconnect
assembly
[BASi-CASI-XlA-00326] c03 H70-34667
Hermetically sealed explosive release mechanism
for actuator device
rHASA-CASE-XGS-00824] Cl5 H71-16078
Burst diaphragm flow initiator for installation
in short duration wind tunnels
[HASA-CASE-HFS-12915] Cl1 H71-17600
Hand controller operable about three
respectively perpendicular axes and capable of
actuating signal generators for attitude
control devices
[BASA-CASE-XHS-07487] c15 N71-23255
Hechanical actuator wherein linear motion
changes to rotational notion
[NASA-CASE-XGS-OII548] C15 N71-24045
Hydraulic actuator design for space deployment
of heat radiators
[HASA-CASE-MSC-11817-1] c15 F71-26611
Electromechanical control actuator system using
double differential screws
[HASA-CASE-EBC-10022] CIS N71-26635
System to control speed of hydranlically movable
members by limiting energy applied to
actuators with hydraulic servo loop
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10131-1] c15 K71-27754
Zero power telemetry actuated switch for
biomedical equipment
[HASf-CASE-ABC-10105] C09 H72-17153
Mechanically operated hand which can depress
trigger using touch control device
CHA5A-CASE-BFS-20413] C15 H72-21463
Hermetically sealed elbow actuator for use in
severe environments
[NASA-CASE-HFS-14710] c09 B72-22195
Characteristics of lightweight actuator for
imparting linear motion using elongated output
shaft
[NASA-CASE-HPO-11222] C15 H72-25456
Rotary actuator for use in environments with no
rolling and sliding friction
[HASA-CASE-HFO-10244] c15 N72-26371
Gas-operated actuator with cyclic motion of
expansion chamber
[NASA-CASE-NPO-l'StO] C15 N72-33477
Redundant hydraulic control system for actuators
with three main valve combination
[NASA-CASE-BFS-20944] C15 H73-13466
Actuator operated by electrolytic drive gas
generator and evacuator
[BASA-CASE-HPO-11369] C15 B73-13467
Kanual actuator for spacecraft exercising
machines
[BASA-CASE-8FS-21481-1] c37 H7I1-18127
Optically actuated two position mechanical mover
[HASA-CASE-NPO-13105-1] c37 B74-21060
Miniature hydraulic actuator for control
surfaces on airfoils
tNASA-CASE-lAR-11522-1] c3« S74-34881
Dual output variable pitch tnrbofan actuation
system
(• BASA-CASE-LEW-1 2419-1 ] C07 B77-14025





Cyclical bi-directional rotary actuator
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11883-1] C37 B77-19458
ADAPTERS '
Camera adapter design for image magnification
including lens and illuminator
[SASA-CASE-XHF-03844-1 ] Cl« H71-26»7«t
ADAPTIVB C01IBOI
Self testing and repairing computer comprising
control and diagnostic unit and rollback
points for error correction
[HASA-CASE-HPO-10567] COS H71-24633
Synchronous dc direct-drive system comprising
multiple-loop hybrid control system
controlling load directly connected to actuator
[SASA-CASE-GSC-10065-1] CIO S71-21136
Versatile ergometer with work load control
[ HJSA-CASE-HFS-21109-1] COS B7J-27941
Adaptive voting computer system
[ iqASA-CASE-HSC-13932-1 ] c62 N74-11920
ADAPTIVE FILTERS
Adaptive notch filter, using modulation
techniques for reversed phase noise signal
[NASA-CASE-XHF-01892] C10 H71-22986
ADDIH6 CIRCUITS
Circuit diagram and operation of full binary adder
[1ASA-CASE-T.GS-00689] COS H70-347B7




Ammonium perchlorate composite propellant with
organic Cu/II/ chelate catalytic additive
[HASA-CASE-LAB-10173-1] C27 N71-14090
Tantalum modified ferritic iron base alloys
for use in high temperature environments
[HASa-CASB-LEH-12095-1J c26 H76-17233
ADEBOSHE TBIPHOSPHATE
Ose of enzyme hexokinase and glucose to reduce
inherent light levels of ATP in luciferase
compositions
[NASA-CASE-XGS-05533] C04 B69-27487
Detection instrument for light emitted from ATP
biochemical reaction
CHASA-CASE-XGS-05534] C23 B71-16355
Describing method for lyophilization of
luciferase containing mixtures for use in life
detection reactions
[BASA-CASE-XGS-05532] C06 B71-17705
Automatic device for assaying urine on bacterial
adenosine triphosphate content
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11169-2] COS H7J-32011




Tool for mounting and removing studs with
adhesive coated head portion
[BASA-CASE-BFS-20299] C15 B7^-11392
ADHESIOB TESTS
Apparatus for determining quality of bond




Fabrication of solar cell banks for attaching
solar cells to base members or substrates
[BASA-CASE-XBP-00826] C03 B71-20B95
Bethod for honeycomb panel bonding by
thernosetting film adhesive with electrical
heat means
£BASA-CASE-XHr-01402] C18 B71-21651
Etching aluminum alloys with aqueous solution
containing snlfnric acid, hydrofluoric acid,
and an alkali metal 4ischrornate for adhesive
bonding
C"ASA-CASE-X!!F-02303] c17 B71-2382D
Adhesive spray process for attaching biomedical
skin electrodes
[BASA-CASE-XFB-07658-1] COS B71-262VJ
Bonding of sapphire to sapphire by entectic
mixture of a luminum oxide and zirconium oxide
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11577-1] C37 B75-15992








Thermal insulation attaching means adhesive







[NASA-CASE-LAE-12181-1 ] c27 N77-15192
ADJOSTIHG
Centering device with ultrafine adjustment for
use with roundness measuring apparatus
[SAS'-CASE-XHF-OOISO] c1» N70-39898
Slotted f ine-ad,justment support for optical
devices
[NASA-CASE-tlFS-202119] c15 H72-11386
Adjustable support device sith jacket screw for




rHASA-CASE-LAB-11158-1 ] C35 H76-16392
AEBIAI B0DDBBS
Thrust augmented spin recovery device
rHASA-CASE-LAB-11970-1] cOS H77-221<»7
AEBODYHAHIC MAKES
Bluff-shaped annular configuration for
supersonic decelerator for reentry vehicles
rNASA-CASI-XLE-00222] c02 B70-37939
Lightweight, variable solidity knitted parachute
fabric for aerodynamic decelerators
[NASA-CASE-LBR-10776-1 ] c02 U74-10034
AEBODYHAHIC CBABACTEEISTICS
Variable aspect ratio and variable sweep delta
wing planforms for supersonic aircraft
[HASA-CASE-X1A-00221] c02 H70-33266
Designing spacecraft for flight into space,
atmospheric reentry, and landing at selected
sites
[NASA-CASE-XAC-02058] c02 N71-16087
Spacecraft configurations and aerodynamic
characteristics cf space shuttle systems with
two reusable stages
rNASA-CASE-HSC-12133] C31 N73-1U851
Airfoil shape for flight at subsonic speeds
design analysis and aerodynamic
characteristics of the GAW-1 airfoil
[NASA-CASB-IRB-10585-1] C02 N76-221S1
AERODYSABIC COBFFICIESTS




Supersonic aircraft configuration providing for
variable aspect ratio and variable sweep wings
[HASA-CASE-XLA-00166] C02 H70-31I178
Aerodynamic configuration for aircraft capable
of high speed flight and low drag for low
speed takeoff or landing upon presently
existing airfields
[HASA-CASE-XLA-00806] c02 H70-34858
Manned space capsule configuration for orbital
flight and atmospheric reentry
[SASA-CASE-XLA-001119] C31 N70-37938
Aerodynamic configuration of reentry vehicle
heat shield to provide longitudinal and
directional stability at hypersonic velocities
[HASA-CASE-X11S-OIIK12] =31 170-1(1631
Development and characteristics of translating
horizontal tail assembly for supersonic aircraft
[SASA-CASE-XLf-08801-1] c02 N71-110U3
Variable geometry manned orbital vehicle having
high aerodynamic efficiency over wide speed
range and incorporating auxiliary pivotal wings
[NASA-CASE-XLA-03691] c31 N71-1567U
tfterburner-eguipped jet engine nacelle with
slotted configuration afterbody
[NASA-CASB-XLA-10I I50] c28 N71-21193
Variable geometry lotor system for direct
control ever wake vortex
rHASA-CASE-LAB-10557] C02 H72-11018
Development of auxiliary lifting system to
provide ferry capability for entry vehicles
[HASA-CASE-1AB-1057U-1] Cl1 H73-13257
Multistage aerospace craft perspective
drawings of conceptual design
[BASA-CASE-XMF-02263] c05 H7M-10907
Supersonic fan blading noise reduction in
turbofan engines
[HASA-CASB-LBH-11102-1 ] c07 B7H-28226
Aircraft design concept
[HASA-CASE-1AE-11852-1] COS H77-150..I7
An improved free wing for an aircraft
[HASA-CASE-FBC-10092-1] COS N77-311J5
AEBODYBAHIC BEATIHG
Development of thermal insulation system for
wing and control surfaces of hypersonic
aircraft and reentry vehicles
[SASA-CASE-XLA-00892] C33 B71-17897
Heat flux sensor adapted for mounting on
aircraft or spacecraft to measure aerodynamic
heat flux inflow to aircraft skin
[NASA-CASE-XFE-03802] C33 B71-23085
Ablative heat shield for protection from
aerodynamic heating of reentry spacecraft
[HASA-CASE-MSC-121U3-1 ] C33 B72-17917
AEBODYSAHIC LOADS








Aerodynamically stable meteorological balloon
using surface roughness effect
[NASA-CASE-XHF-04163] C02 H71-2J007
Pressure sensor network for measuring liquid
dynamic response in flight including fuel tank
acceleration, lignid slosh amplitude, and fuel
depth monitoring
[HASA-CASE-XLA-055111] Cl2 N71-26J87
Spacecraft design with single point aerodynamic
and hydrodynamic stability for emergency
transport of men from space station to
splashdown
[SASA-CASE-HSC-13281] c31 872-18859
High lift aircraft with improved stability,
control, performance, and noise characteristics
[ HASA-CASE-LAE-11252-1 ] COS N75-2591U
Hingeless helicopter rotor with improved stability
[HASA-CASE-AEC-10807-1] COS S77-17029
AEBOSAOTICAL EBGIBBEBIHG
Differential pressure cell insensitive to




Liquid aerosol dispenser with explosively driven
piston to compress light gas to extremely high
pressure
[NASA-CASE-BFS-20829] C12 S72-21310
Particulate and aerosol detector
[HASA-CASE-LAB-11l!3a-1 ] CJ5 N76-22509
A method for aerosol analysis by thermolumiescence
[NASA-CASE-LAB-120II6-1 ] C"45 N77-17609
AEROSPACE EBGIBEEBIBG
Hodifying existing solar cells for temperature
control
[NASA-CASE-HPO-10109] C03 N71-11019
Metallic film diffusion for boundary lubrication
in aerospace engineering
[H&SA-CASE-XLE-10337] Cl5 N71-2aOII6
Soldering device particularly suited to making
high guality wiring joints for aerospace
engineering utilizing capillary attraction to
regulate flow of solder
[HASA-CASE-XLA-08911] c1S H71-27214
AEBOSPiCE ERVIBOBHERTS
High voltage insulators for direct current in
acceleration system of electrostatic thrnstor
[HASA-CASE-XLE-01902] C28 B71-1057U
Metallic film diffusion into metal or ceramic
surfaces for boundary lubrication in aerospace
environments
[SASA-CASI-XIE-01765] C18 U71-10772
Preparation of inorganic solid film lubricants
with long wear life and stability in aerospace
environments
[NASA-CASE-XHF-03988] CIS B71-21403
Momentum-velocity analyzer for measuring minute
space particles
[SASA-CASE-XHS-0»201 ] c1<t B71-22990
Retal alloy bearing materials for space
applications
[HASA-CASE-XLE-05033] C15 N71-2J810
SUBJECT IHDBX JIB POBIFICATIOB
nethod and apparatus for adjusting thermal
condnctance in electronic components for space
use
[NASA-CASE-XHP'05521;] c33 B71-21876
Space environment simulator for testing
spacecraft components under aerospace conditions
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10111;] C11 871-21961
High dc switch for causing abrupt , cyclic,
decreases of current to operate under zero or
varying gravity conditions
[KASA-CASE-LES'10155-1] c09 871-29035
fu tomat ic biowaste sampling
[BASA-CASE-HSC-11610-1:) cSI 876-11801
General purpose locket furnace
[KASJ-CASE-BFS'23160-1 ] c09 B77-12070
AEROSPACE BEDICIBE
Piston device for producing known constant
positive pressure within lungs by using
thoracic moscles
[NASA-CASE-XHS-01615] COS 870-11329
An improved cooling system for removing




Aerospace configuration with lov and high aspect
ratio variability for high and low speed flight
[HASA-CASE-XIA-001112] c02 S70-33286
Landing pad assenbly for aerospace vehicles
[BASA-CASE-XHF-02853] C31 870-36651
Aerospace vehicle with variable planforn for
hypersonic and subsonic flight
[FHSA-ClSE-ILA-00805] c31 H70-38010
Development of resilient fastener for attaching
skin of aerospace vehicles to permit movement
of skin relative to framework
[BASA-CASE-XLA-01027]
 C31 B71-21035
Chemical spot tests for identification of
titanium and titanium alloys used in aerospace
vehicles
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10539-1 ] Cl7 873-12517
AEEOSPACEP1ABBS
Hnltistage aerospace craft perspective
drawings of conceptual design
[BASA-CASE'XBF-02263] COS N71-10907
AFTEBBODIES















Device for controlling rotary potentiometer




Gas purged di'Y box glove reducing permeation of
air or moisture into dry box or isolator by
diffusion through glove
rBASA-CASB-IIE-02531] c05 H71-23080
Superconducting magnetic field trapping device
for producing magnetic field in air
[BASA-CASE-XFP-01185] C26 H73-28710
AIB COHDITIOF1B6 IQDIPBEW
Portable apparatus producing high velocity
annular ait column surrounding lov velocity,
filtered, superclean air central core for
industrial clean room environmental control
[BASA-CASE-XHF-03212] Cl5 H71-22721
Air conditioning system and component therefore
distributing air flow f rom opposite directions
tNASA-CASE-GSC-11115-1;] C31 S70-27902
AIB COOL1IG
nodification and improvement of turbine blades
for maximum cooling efficiency
rSASA-CASE-IIE-00092] c15 B70-33261
A18 FILTBBS
Development of filter apparatus for gas
separation and characteristics of filter cell
•support frame for improved operation
[BASA-CASE-HSC-12297] Cll 872-2J1i7
AIB FLOS
Rind tunnel air flow modulating device and
apparatus for selectively generating wave
motion in wind tunnel airstream
[HASA-CASE-X1A-00112] Cll 870-3J287
Photographing surface flow patterns on wind
tunnel test models
[BASA-CASE-XIA-01353] c10 B70-11366
Bethod for maintaining good performance in gas
turbine during air flow distortion
[BASA-CASB-LEB-10286-1] C28 B71-28915
Apparatus and method for generating large mass
flow of high temperature air at hypersonic
speeds
[NiSA-CASE-LAB-10612-1] C12 B73-28111
Air conditioning system and component therefore
distributing air flow from opposite directions
[B4SA-CASE-GSC-11015-1] C31 B71-27902
Controlled separation combnstor airflow
distribution in gas turbine engines
[HASA-CASE-LEB-11593-1] c20 N76-11190






Aeroflexible wing structure with air scoop for
inflating stiffeners with ram air
[B8SA-CASE-IIA-06095] C01 B69-39981




Spacecraft air lock system to provide ingress
and egress of astronaut without subjecting
vehicular environment to vacuum of space
[HASA-CASB-ILA-02050] C31 B71-22968
System for removing and repairing spacecraft
control tbrnsters by use of portable air locks
[ FASA-CASE-HFS-20325] C28 H71-27095
Airlock for waste transferal from pressurized
enclosure aboard space vehicle to waste




Apparatus for inserting and reooving specimens
from high temperature vacuum furnaces
[HASA-CASE-LAB-10841-1 ] C31 H74-27900
BIB POLLOTIOB
Analytical photoionization mass spectrometer
with argon gas filter between light source and
monochrometer
[NASA-C&SE-LAB-10180-1] C06 871-13161
Contamination free separation nut eliminating
combustion products from ambient surroundings
generated by squib firing
[BASA-CASE-XGS-01971] C15 B71-15922
Bonitoring atmospheric pollutants with a
heterodyne radiometer transmitter-receiver
[HASA-CASE-BPO-11919-1] C35 B71-11281
Fluorescence detector for monitoring atmospheric
pollutants
[8ASA-CASB-BPO-13231-1] Cl5 F75-27S85
Stack plume visualization system
[HASA-CASB-LAB-1167S-1] Cl5 B76-17656
Indicator providing continuous indication of the
presence of a specific pollutant in air
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13171-1] CIS 876-21712
Hethod for detecting pollutants through
chemical reactions and heat treatment
[BASA-CASE-LAB-11105-11 CIS B76-31711
Automotive gas turbine fuel control
[BASA-CASB-LOT-12785-1] C37 H77-13126
Combustion engine for air pollution control
[BASA-CASB-BPO-13671-1] C37 B77-31197
AIB PDBIFICAIIOS
Developing high pressure gas purification and
filtration system for use in test operations
of space vehicles
[BASA-CASE-BPS-12806] Cll B71-17b88
Portable apparatus producing high velocity
annular air column surrounding low velocity,
filtered, snperclean air central core for
industrial clean room environmental control
CHASA-CASB-XBP-03212] Cl5 S71-22721
1-5
1IR SAHPLISG SUBJECT INDEX
AIB SAHP1IBG
Pressure probe for sensing ambient static air
pressures
[NASA-CASE-XLA-00«81] ell N70-36824
Sampler of gas borne particles
[HASB-CASE-HPO-13396-1] c35 N76-18401
AIB IBATFIC COHTB01
Traffic control system for supersonic transports
using synchronous satellite for data relay
between vehicles and ground station
rNASA-CSSE-GSC-10087-1] c02 N71-19287
Satellite aided aircraft collision avoidance
system effective for large number of aircraft
[BASA-CASE-EBC- 10090] c21 N71-2H948
System and method for position locating for air
traffic control involving supersonic transports
[NASA-CASE-GSC-10087-3] c07 H72-12080
AIBBOBHE EO.OISHEBT
Inflatable radar reflector unit - lightweight,
highly reflective to electromagnetic
radiation, and adaptable for erection and
deployment with minimum effort and time
[HASA-CASE-XHS-00893] c07 N70-40063
AIBBOBHE/SPACIBOBBE COHPOTEBS
Logic circuit to ripple add and subtract binary
counters for spaceborne computers
[NASA-CASE-XGS-011766] c08 H71-18602
Shared memory for a fault-tolerant computer
[NASA-CASE-SPO-13139-1] c60 N76-21911
AIBCBAFT




Satellite aided aircraft collision avoidance
system effective for large number of aircraft
[NASA-CASE-EBC-10090] c21 N71-2Q948
AIBCBAFT ASTEHRAS
Thin conformal antenna array for microwave power
conversion
[NASS-CASE-NPO-13886-1 ] C32 N77-11269
4IBCBAFT APPBOACB SPACING
Economical satellite aided vehicle avoidance






Variable sweep wing configuration for supersonic
aircraft
[NASi-CASE-XLA-00230] c02 N70-33255
Television simulation for aircraft and space
flight
[NASA-CASE-XFR-03107] C09 B71-19HH9
Design of final fuselage aircraft with pivoting
wing and horizontal stabilizer to permit
yawing of wing in flight for high speed
operation
fNASA-CASE-ABC-10170-1] c02 N73-26005
Development of aircraft configuration for
reduction of jet aircraft noise by exhausting
engine gases over upper surface of wing
tHASA-CASE-LAB-11087-1 ] c02 H73-26008
Variable dihedral shuttle orblter
[NASA-CASE-lAB-10706-2] c05 H77-31132
AIBCBAFT CONTBOI
Development and characteristics of control
system for flexible wings
[NASA-CASE-XlA-06958] c02 H71-11038
Development of attitude control system for
vertical takeoff aircraft using reaction
nozzles displaced from various axes of aircraft
[NASA-CASE-XAC-08972] c02 H71-20570
Device for controlling rotary potentiometer
mounted en aircraft steering wheel or aileron
control
[HASA-CASE-XAC-10019] CIS N71-23809
Direct lift control system having flaps with
slots adjacent to their leading edge and
particularly adapted for lightweight aircraft
[NASA-CASE-IAB-102q9-1] C02 N71-26110
Supersonic or hypersonic vehicle control system
comprising elevens with hinge line sweep and
free of adverse aerodynamic cross coupling
[NASA-CASB-XlA-08967] c02 N71-27088
Developnent of aircraft control system with high
performance electrically controlled and
mechanically operated hydraulic valves for
precise flight operation
[NASA-CASE-XAC-00018] c02 N71-29128
Development of thrust control system for
application to control of aircraft and
spacecraft
[HASA-CASE-HSC-13397-1] C21 N72-25595
Aircraft control system for rotary wing aircratt
[NASA-CASE-EBC-1 01139] c02 N7J-1900H
Situational display system of cathode ray tubes
to assist pilot in aircraft control
[HASA-CASE-EBC-10350] ell N73-2017<t
Development of aerodynamic control system to
control flutter over large range of
oscillatory frequencies using stability
augmentation techniques
[HASA-CASE-1AB-10682-1] c02 N73-26001
Integrated lift/drag controller for aircraft
[5ASA-CASE-ABC-10U56-1] COS N75-129JO
High lift aircraft with improved stability,





Design of supersonic aircraft with novel fixed,
swept wing planform
[NASA-CASB-XLA-OUU51] C02 S71-12213
Design of dual fuselage aircraft with pivoting
wing and horizontal stabilizer to permit
yawing of wing in flight for high speed
operation
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10170-1] C02 N73-26005
Multistage aerospace craft perspective
drawings of conceptual design
[HASA-CASE-XBF-02263] COS N7U-10907
High lift aircraft with improved stability,









Surface based altitude measuring system for
accurately measuring altitude of airborne
vehicle
[HASA-CASE-EBC-10U12-1 ] C09 N73-12211
AIBCBAFT EIGIBES
Noise suppressor for tnrbofan engine by
incorporating annular acoustically porous
elements in exhaust and inlet ducts
[NASA-CASE-LAB-11111-1 ] c07 N7U-J2418
Auxiliary power system for activity cooled
aircraft
[NASA-CASE-LAH-11626-1 ] c3"t N77-12JJ2
Dual cycle aircraft turbine engine
[NASA-CASF-LAB-11310-1 ] C07 N77-28118
AIBCBAFT BQDIPHEBI
Development of radiometric sensor to warn
aircraft pilots of region of clear air
turbulence along flight path
[ NASA-CASE-BBC-10081] C11 H72-28M37
AIBCBAFT GDIDABCB
Terminal guidance system for gniding
aircraft into preselected altitude and/or
heading at terminal point
[NASA-CASE-FBC-10019-1 ] C01 S7U-13I120
AIBCBAFT BAZABDS
Deflector for preventing objects from entering
nacelle inlets of jet aircraft
[HASA-CASE-XLE-00388] C28 S70-3478B
AIBCBAFT BIDBADLIC SISTEHS
Variable-orifice hydraulic oechanism for
aircraft gas turbine engine fuel control
[NASA-CASE-1EB-11187-1] C28 B73-19793
AIBCBAFT INSTBDHESTS
Aircraft instrument for indicating malfunctions
during takeoff
[NASA-CASE-XIA-00100] Cl» 870-36807
Pressure probe for sensing ambient static air
pressures
[HASA-CASE-XLA-00181] Cl» S70-3t>82»
Aircraft indicator for pilot control of takeoff
roll, clisbout path and verticle flight path




Optical projector system for establishing '
opt imum arrangement of instrument displays in
aircraft, spacecraft, other vehicles, and
industrial instrument consoles
rBASf-OSE-XNP-03853] C23 N71-21882
Combined Oft ical attitude and altitude
indicatitg instrument for use in aircraft or
spacecraft
[NASA-CASE-XtA-01907] c1« H71-23268
Aircraft horizon and vertical indicator
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10392;] C21 H73-11692










Aerodynamic configuration for aircraft capable
of high speed flight and lov drag for low
speed takeoff or landing upon presently
existing airfields
[HASA-CASE-XLA-00806] C02 B70-34858
Magnetic method for detection of aircraft
position relative to runway
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10179-1] C21 H72-22619
Integrated lift/drag controller for aircraft
[NAS?-CASE-ABC-10"I56-1] COS B75-12930








G-load measuring and indicator apparatus
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10806-1] c35 N75-29381
AIBCBAPT BODEIS
Free flight suspension system for use with
aircraft models in wind tunnel tests
[NASA-CASE-XLA-00939] ell N71-1S926
Variable geometry wind tunnel for testing
aircraft models at subsonic speeds
[NASA-CASE-XLA-07<I30] c11 N72-222U6








Development of auxiliary lifting system to
provide ferry capability for entry vehicles
[FASA-CaSE-LAB-10574-1] ell B73-13257
AIRCBAFf PILOTS
Apparatus for applying simulator g-forces to an
arm of an aircraft simulator pilot
[HASA-CASE-LAfi-10550-1] c09 N74-30597
AIBCBAPT SAFETY
Aircraft instrument for indicating malfunctions
during takeoff
[NASA-CASE-XLA-00100] c14 N70-36807
Development and operating principles of
collision warning system for aircraft accident
prevention
[BASA-CASE-HQB-10703] c21 B73-13613
Deployable flexible ventral fins for use as an
emergency spin recovery device in aircraft
fSASA-CASE-LAB-10753-1 ] c08 H74-30421
HBCBiPT SliBILMT
flechanical stabilization system for VTOL aircraft
[BASA-CASE-XLA-06339] c02 B71-13422
Development of aerodynamic control system to
control flutter over large range of




Fatigue testing device applying random discrete
load levels to test specimen and applicable to
aircraft structures
[NASA-CASE-XIA-02131] c32 H70-42003
Heat flux sensor adapted for mounting on
aircraft or spacecraft tc measure aerodynamic
1-7
heat flux inflow to aircraft skin
[HASA-CASE-XFH-03802] C33 B71-2J085
Three-axis adjustable loading structure
£HASA-CASE-FBC-10051-1] C35 B74-13129
Transparent fire resistant polymeric structures
[NASi-CASE-ABC-10813-1] C27 H76-162JO
Ringtip vortex dissipator for aircraft
[ HASA-CASE-LAB-11615-1] C02 H77-10001
AIBCBAPT BAKES







Electric analog for measuring induced drag on
nonplanar airfoils
[HASJ-CASE-XIA-00755] C01 H71-1JH10
Electric analog for measuring induced drag on
nonplanar airfoils
[BASJ-CASE-XlA-05828] C01 N71-13H11




[ NiSA-CASE-ABC-110116-1 ] C35 H76-28535




Design of dual fuselage aircraft with pivoting
wing and horizontal stabilizer to permit
yawing of wing in flight for high speed
operation
[NSSA-CASE-ABC-10II70-1 ] c02 H73-26005
AIBSPEED
Aerodynamic configuration for aircraft capable
of high speed flight and low drag for low
speed takeoff or landing upon presently
existing airfields
[ H&SA-CASE-X1A-00806] c02 U70-34B5B
ALCOHOLS
New trifnnctional alcohol derived from trimer
acid and novel method of preparation
[11SA-CASE-HEO-1071IU c06 B69-312UM
Cooling and radiation protection of ruby lasers
using copper sulfate solution in alcohol
[HASA-CASE-HJS-20180] c16 1172-121(110
ALDEBTDBS
Direct synthesis of polymeric schiff bases from
two amines and two aldehydes
[SASA-CASE-XHP-08655] c06 S71-11^J9
Synthesis of azine polymers for heat shields by
azine-aromatic aldehyde reaction
[BASA-CSSE-XBF-08656] c06 N71-11242
Synthesis of aromatic diamines and dialdehyde
polymers using Schiff base
[SASA-CASE-XBF-03074] c06 H71-217IIO
ALIGHHEHT
Centering device with nltrafine adjustment for
use with roundness measuring apparatus
[HASA-CASE-XDF-001180] ell S70-39898
Portable device for aligning surfaces of two
adjacent wall or sheet sections for joining at
point of junction
[HASA-CASE-XBF-01152] c15 H70-11371
Blectro-optical/compnter system for aligning
large structural members and maintaining
correct position
[NASA-CASE-XFP-02029] c11 H70-11955
Electrical and electromechanical trigonometric
computation assembly and space vehicle
guidance system for aligning perpendicular
axes of two sets of three-axes coordinate
references
[NASA-CASE-XHF-0068H] C21 S71-21688
Description of device for aligning stacked
sheets of paper for repetitive cutting
[HASA-CASE-XHS-01178] C1S H71-2279B
Laser beam projector for continuous, precise
alignment between target, laser generator, and
astronomical telescope during tracking
[ HASA-CASE-SPO-11087)
 0 C23 H71-2912S
Reasnring roll alignment of test body with
respect to reference body
[HASA-CASE-6SC-1051«-1] c1» S72-20379
Design of precision vertical alignment system
using laser with gravitationally sensitive
ALKALI HETALS SDBJECT IBDBX
cavity[NASA-CASE-ABC-10«l |<l-i ; j c16 N73-33397
Spacecraft docking and alignnent system
asing television camera system
[BASA-CASB-HSC-12559-1] c18 B76-11186
Method of constructing dished ion thruster grids




Precision alinement apparatus for cutting a
workpiece
[BASA-CASE-LAB-11658-1] c37 B77-14478
Guide for a typewriter
[BASA-CASE-HFS-15218-1] c37 H77-19U57
ALKALI BETSIS
Dltraviolet radiation resistant alkali-metal
silicate coatings fcr temperature control of
spacecraft
[BASA-CASE-XGS-OU119;] c18 B69-39979
Analytical test apparatus and method for
determining oxygen content in alkali liquid
metal
[BASA-CASE-XLE-01997] c06 B71-23527
Composition and production method of alkali
metal silicate paint with ultraviolet
reflection properties
[BASA-CASE-XGS-04799] c18 N71-24183
Design and characteristics of heat activated
electric cell with anode made from one or more
alkali metals and cathode made from oxidizing
material
rBASA-C'SE-LF»-11358] c03 H71-26084
Method for producing alkali metal dispersions of
high purity
[NASA-CASE-XNP-08876] c17 H73-28573
Process for preparing higher oxides of the
alkali and alkaline earth metals using
radio frequency discharge sustained in oxygen
[HASl-CASE-ABC-10992-1] c25 H77-17178
ALKAIIHE BATTEBIES
Hethod for determining state of charge of alkali
Batteries by using tritium as tracer
rBASA-CASE-X8P-01»6l(] C03 N71-10728
Alkaline-type Goniometer cell for primary charge
control in secondary battery recharge circuits
[BASA-CASE-XGS-05M3<I] c03 B71-20491
Flexible formulated plastic separators for
alkaline latteries
[NASA-CASE-LEB-12363-1] ctl H76-19552




Process for preparing higher oxides of the
alkali and alkaline earth metals using
radio frequency discharge sustained in oxygen
CBASH-CASE-ABC-10992-1 ] c25 B77-17178
ALKTl COBJOOBDS
Preparation of flnorohydroxy ethers by reacting




Brazing alloy adapted for brazing corrosion
resistant steel to refractory metals, also for
brazing refractory metals to other refractory
metals
[BASA-CASE-XBP-03063] c17 B71T23365
netal alloy bearing materials for space
applications
[RASA-CASB-XLE-05Q;33] c15 H71-23810
High thermal enittance black surface coatings
and process for applying to metal and metal
alloy surfaces used in radiative cooling of
spacecraft
[NASA-CASE-XLA-06199] CIS 871-24875
Adjustable rigid mount for trihedral mirror
formed of alloy with small coefficient of
thermal expansion supporting screvs and
spring-biased plates
tBASA-C»SE-IBP-08907] C23 S71-29123
Tvo-step diffusion welding process of
unrecrystallized alloys
[BASA-CASE-LEH-11388-1] c15 B73-32358









Characteristics of high pover, low distortion,
alternating current pover amplifier
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10218-1] c09 H70-3<4559
Frequency control network for current feedback
oscillators converting dc voltage to ac or
higher dc voltages
[BASA-CASS-GSC-10041-1] CIO H71-19K18
Blood pressure measuring system for separately
recording dc and ac pressure signals of
Korotkoff sounds
[HASA-CASE-XHS-06061] COS S71-23317
Solid state circuit for svitching alternating
current input signal as function of direct
current gating transistor
[HASA-CASE-XBP-06505] CIO H71-2H799
Device for voltage conversion using controlled
pulse vidths and arrangements to generate ac
output voltage
[BASA-CASE-BFS-10068] CIO R71-251J9
Inverters for changing direct current to
alternating current
[BASA-CASE-XGS-06226] CIO B71-25950
Dc to ac to dc converter with transistor driven
synchronous rectifiers
[NASA-CASE-GSC-11126-1J c09 B72-2525J
Phase protection system for ac power lines
[SASA-CASE-HSC-17832-1] C33 H71-14956




Contained optical attitude and altitude




Ambient atmospheric pressure sensing device for
determining altitude of flight vehicles
[BASA-CASE-XLA-00128] CIS N70-37925
ALDBIBOB
Joining aluminum to stainless steel by bonding
aluminum coatings onto titanium coated
stainless steel and brazing aluminum to
aluminum/titanium coated steel
[N&SA-CASE-BFS-07369] c15 B71-20143
Low concentration alkaline solution treatment of
aluminum vith metal phosphate surface coatings
to improve chemical bonding and reduce coating
weight _
[BASA-CASE-XLA-01995] C18 B71-23047
Etching aluminum alloys with aqueous solution
containing snlfnric acid, hydrofluoric acid,
and an alkali metal dischromate for adhesive
bonding
[N&SA-CASE-XHF-02303] Cl7 B71-23828
Process for producing dispersion strengthened
nickel vith aluminum comprising metallic
matrices embedded vith oxides or other
hyperfine compounds
[NASA-CASE-XLE-06969] C17 S71-21142
Bickel plating onto etched aluminum castings
[SASA-CASE-XBP-OII148] Cl7 B71-2Q830
Hethod of plating copper on aluminum to permit
conventional soldering of structural aluminum
bodies
[BASA-CASE-XLA-08966-1 ] Cl7 B71-25903
Beat activated emf cells with aluminum anode
[BASA-CASB-1ES-11359] C03 B71-28579
Heat activated cell with aluminum anode
[HASA-CASE-LEH-11359-2) c03 B72-20034
Hethod of preparing graphite reinforced aluminum
composite
[BASA-CASE-HFS-21077-1] C24 B75-28135
Hethod of floxless brazing and diffusion bonding
of aluminum containing components
[BASA-CASE-HSC-1MH35-1] C37 B76-18455
Aluminum or copper substrate panel for selective




High strength aluminum casting alloy for
cryogenic applications in aerospace engineering
[BASA-CASB-XHF-02786] C17 B71-20743
SUBJECT IIDBX ARALOG COHPOTBBS
Etching aluminum alloys vith aqueous solntion
containing sulfuric acid, hydrofluoric acid,
and an alkali metal dischromate for adhesive
bonding
[RASA-CASE-XBF-02303] c17 H71-23828
Method of producing complex aluminum alloy parts
of high temper, and products thereof
[BA~SA-CASE-HSC-19693-1 ] c26 N76-29II01
AtORIBaa COATI1GS
Intermetallic chromium containing nickel
alnminide for high temperature corrosion
protection of stainless steels
rnAS&-CSSE-LE«-1126l-1] C 17 573-32<HH
Preparing oxidizer coated metal fuel particles
[HASA-CASE-HPO-11975-1 ] c28 H7K-33209
Method of protecting the surface of a substrate




Heteoroid impact positicn locator aid for manned
space station
[NASA-CASE-LAS-10629-1 ] C3S H75-33367
AI.OBIBDH OXIDES
Bonding of sapphire to sapphire by eutectic
mixture of a l u m i n u m oxide and zirconium oxide
CHASA-CASI-GSC-11577-1] c37 N75-15992
AIOHISOH SILICATES
White paint production by heating impure




Direct synthesis of polymeric schiff bases from
two amines and tvo aldehydes
rSASS-CBSE-XMT-08655] C06 H71-11239
Synthes.is of schiff bases for heat shields by
acetal an ine reactions
[HASA-CASE-XMF-08652} C06 871-1121(3
Polyimide fcam for the thermal insulation and
fire protection
[NASf-CASE-ABC-10464-1] C27 1)74-12812










A m m o n i u m perchlorate composite propellant with
organic Cn/II/ chelate catalytic additive
[NASA-CASI-LAR-10173-1] c27 H71-14090
ABPIIPICATIOH
Automatic neasuring and recording of gain and
zero drift characteristics of electronic
amplifier
[NASA-CASE-XNS-05562-1] c09 H69-39986
Clamped amplifier circuit for horizon scanner
enabling amplification and accurate
measurement of specified parameters
[HASA-CASE-XGS-01784] CIO N71-20782
Diversity receiving system with diversity phase
lock
[HASA-CASE-XGS-01222] dO N71-20841
Design of active RC network capable of operating
at high Q values with reduced sensitivity to
gain amplification and number of passive
components
[BASA-CASE-ASC-10042-2] c10 H72-11256
Amplifying circuit with constant current source




Automatic gain control amplifier system
[NASA-CASI-XHS-05307] c09 H69-2Q330
Bio-isolated dc operational amplifier for
bioelectric measurements
[HASA-CASI-ABC-10596-1 ] c33 H74-21851
Dual mode solid state povet switch
[HASA-CASE-HFS-22880-2] c33 H77-31407
A8FLIFIBBS
Development of stable electronic amplifier




Ear oxineter for monitoring blood oxygenation
and pressure, pulse rate, and pressure pulse
curve, using dc and ac amplifiers
[BASA-CASB-XAC-05422] cO<t H71-2J185
Comb type traveling wave maser amplifier for
improved high gain broadband output
[HASA-CAEE-SPO-10548] C16 H71-214831
Tibrophonocardiograph comprising low weight and
small volume piezoelectric microphone with
amplifier having high imput impedance for high
sensitivity and low freguency response
[HASA-CASE-XFB-07172] c05 S71-27234
Digital data handling circuits for pulse
amplifiers
[HASA-CASE-XHP-01068] CIO N71-28739
Active BC filter networks and amplifiers for
deep space magnetic field measurement
[SASA-CASE-XAC-05462-2] CIO H72-17171
Full wave midulator-demodnlator amplifier
apparatus for generating rectified output
signal
[HASA-CASE-FEC-10072-1 ] c33 B7I4-149J9
Automatic focus control for facsimile cameras
[HASA-CASE-IAE-11213-1] cJS B75-15011I
Reflected-wave maser low noise amplifier
[NASA-CASE-BEO-13490-1] c36 B76-3151/!
ABPLIIDDE DISfEIBOTIOB ANALYSIS
Monitoring system for signal amplitude ranges
over predetermined time interval
[NASi-CASE-XMS-04061-1] C09 B69-39885
Cathode ray oscilloscope for analyzing
electrical waveforms representing amplitude
distribution of time function
[ NASA-CASE-XSP-01383] c09 N71-10659




Alternating current signal generator providing
plurality of amplitude modulated output signals
[NASA-CASE-XSP-05612] COS B69-21U68
Developnent of demodulation system for removing
amplitude modulation from two quadrature
displaced data bearing signals
[MASA-CASE-XAC-04030] C10 N71-19t7^
Development of apparatus for amplitude
modulation of diode laser by periodic
discharge of direct current power supply
[NASA-CASE-XMS-01269] C16 N71-22895
Vibrating element electrometer producing high
conversion gain by input current control of
elements resonant freguency displacement
amplitude
[HASA-CASE-XAC-02807] C09 H71-23021
Scanning signal phase and amplitude electronic
control device with hybrid T waveguide junction
[H5SA-CASE-HPO-10302] CIO H71-26142
High efficiency transformerless amplitude
modulator coupled to RF power amplifier
[ RASA-CASE-GSC-10668-1] c07 B71-28430
Gated compressor, distortionless signal limiter
tHASA-CASE-SPO-11820-1] C32 H7H-1978S
Amplitude steered array
[HASA-CASE-GSC-11II46-1 ] C33 V71-208tO
stark-effect modulation of CO2 laser with BH2D
[SASA-CASI-SPO-119I»S-1 } c3b H76-18027
ABPLITDDES




Electric network for monitoring temperatures,
detecting critical temperatures, and
indicating critical time duration
[HASA-CASI-XBF-01097] c10 B71-1bOb8
Automatic closed circuit television arc guidance
control for welding joints
C SASA-CASE-BFS-130116] C07 N71-191JJ
Electronic divider and multiplier for analog
electric signals
[SASA-CASF.-XFR-05637) c09 1171-iyltBO
Continuous Fourier transform method and apparatus




[HASA-CASF-LEB-11881-1 ] C33 S /7 -1 / J5B
AIALOG COUPOIBBS
Analog spatial maneuver computer with three
ABALOG DMA SOBJBCT IBDEX




Data compression processor for nonitoring analog
signals by sampling procedure
tBASA-CASE-BPO-10068] COS H71-19288
vide range analog data compression system
[HASA-CASE-XGS-02612] c08 H71-19435
Analog signal to discrete time converter
[NASA-CASI-EBC- 1001(8] c09 B72-25251





Apparatus for simulating optical transmission
links
rBASA-CASE-GSC-11877-1] c7H B76-18913
ABiLOG TO DIGITAL COB7BBTBBS
CQnversion system for increasing resolution of
analog to digital converters
[HASA-CASE-XAC-00404] C08 B70-40125
Analog to digital converter for converting
pulses tc frequencies
[BASA-CASI-XLA-00670] COS B71-12501
Describing continuous analog to digital
converter with parallel digital output and
nonlinear feedback[BASA-CASE-MC-04031] c08 B71-1859H
Voltage drift compensation circuit for
analog-to-digital converter
[BASA-CASE-XBP-04780] c08 871-19687
Development and characteristics of f luid
oscillator analog to digital converter with
variable frequency controlled by signal
passing through conditioning circuit
[BASA-CASE-LES-10345-1] c10 H71-25899
Data acgnisiticn system for converting displayed
analog signal to digital values
rBASA-CASE-BPO-1034l|] CIO B71-26514
Apparatus for automatically testing analog to
digital converters for open and short circuits
[BASA-CASE-ILA-06713] C14 871-28991
Hide range analog to digital converter nith
variable gain amplifier
[BASA-CASE-BPO-11018] COS B72-21200
Analog to digital converter using offset voltage
to eliminate errors
[BASA-CASE-HSC-13110-1] c08 H72-22163
Analog to digital converter analyzing system
[BASA-CASE-8PO-10560] COS H72-22166
Control and information system for digital
telemetry data using analog converter to
digitize sensed parameter values
[BASA-CASE-BPO-11016] c08 872-31226
Honrecursive counting digital filter containing
shift register
fSASA-CASE-BPO-11821-1] COS B73-26175
Analog to digital converter circuit for pulse
height analysis
[BASA-CASE-XBP-00477] c08 B73-28045
Analog to digital converter
[NASA-CASE-BPO-13385-1] C33 B76-18345
Analog to digital converter for tvo-diiensional
radiant energy array computers
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11839-3] c60 B77-32731
ABALTZBBS
Hiied liquid and vapor phase analyzer design
nith thermocouples for relative heat transfer
measurement
[HASA-CASE-HPO-10691 ] c14 H71-26199
Automated fluid chemical analyzer for
microchemical analysis of small quantities of
liquids by use of selected reagents and
analyzer units
[BASA-CASE-XBP-091151] C06 B71-26751
Hicrometeoroid analyzer using arrays of
interconnected capacitors and ion detector
tBASA-CASI-ABC-10443-1] C14 B73-20477
BDIB gas analyzer based on absorption modulation





Aneiometer iiith braking mechanism to prevent
rotation of wind driven elements
CB»S*-caSE-XBF-05229] Cl« B71-23726




Contour detector and data acquisition system for




[BAS&-CASE-A8C-11036-1 ] CJ5 877-1136H
ABGLBS (GBOBETBT)
Gage for measuring internal angle of flare on
end of tube
[HASA-CASE-X8F-01II15] Cl« N71-2Q693
Optical device containing rotatable prism and
reflecting mirror for generating precise angles
[HASA-CASE-XGS-OM173] C19 H71-26671
Botating raster generator
[ NASA-CASE-FEC-10071-1 ] C32 N71I-2081J
ABGOLAB ACCBLBBATIOB
Strain gage accelerometer for angular
acceleration measurement
[NASi-CASE-XHS-05936] . Clt N70-M1682
ABGOL1B COBBEIAIIOB
Device for determining relative angular position
of spacecraft and radiating celestial body
[HASA-CASE-GSC-114411-1] C14 H73-28490
ABGOLAB BOBEBTOB
Stretch lo-Io mechanism for reducing initial
spin rate of space vehicle
[NASA-CASE-XGS-00619] C30 N70-40016
AHGOIAB BBSOLOTIOB
Characteristics and performance of electrical
system to determine angular rotation
[NASA-CASE-XHF-00447] clt H70-3J179
iHStJLAE VB10CITI










Synthesis of high purity dianilinosilanes
[SASA-CASE-XHF-06409] C06 B71-232JO
1HIBALS
Automatic real-time pair-feeding system for
animals
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10302-1] c51 B74-15778
Tread drum for animals
[SASA-CASE-ABC-10917-1] C37 B76-20485
ABISOTBOPIC HEDIi
Bybrid composite laminate structures
[HASA-CASi-LEH-12118-1] C24 B77-27188
ABBBALIBG
Becovering efficiency of solar cells damaged by




Large area-ratio nozzles for rocket motor thrust
chambers
[NASi-CASE-XLE-00145] C28 S70-36806
Electrostatic microthrnst propulsion system with
annular slit colloid thrnstor
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10709-1] c28 B71-2521J
ABBOLAB PLATES
Bluff-shaped annular configuration for
supersonic decelerator for reentry vehicles
[BASA-CASE-XLE-00222] c02 H70-379J9
ABODES
Design and characteristics of heat activated
electric cell with anode made from one or lore"
alkali metals and cathode made from oxidizing
material
[BASA-CASB-LEH-11358] c03 B71-26084
Storage battery comprising negative plates of a
vedge shaped configuration for preventing
shape change induced malfunctions
tSASA-CASE-SPO-11806-1] c04 B74-19693
Besistive anode image converter
[BASA-CASE-BQB-10876-1] c33 B76-27473
Rechargeable battery which combats shape change




Arc contrcl in compact arc lamps
[BASA-CASE-8PO-10870-1] c33 H77-22386
ABODIC COATUGS
>nodizing net hod for providing netal surfaces
with temperature reducing coatings against
flames
[BASA-CASE-ItE-00035} C33 H71-29151
Pnode for ion throster
[BASA-CASE-IEB-120H8-1 ] C20 H77-20162
ABTEBHA ABSATS
Honopole antenna system for maximum
omnidirectional efficiency for nse on satellites
f lASA-CASE- ILA-OOUm] C07 870-38200
Radio receiver with array of independently
steerable antennas for deep space communication
[BASA-CASI-XLA-00901] c07 H71-10775
characteristics of antenna horn feeds consisting
of central hern with overlapping peripheral
horns
[BASA-CASI-GSC-10B52] C07 H71-12396
Tracking antenna system with array for
synchronous satellite or ground based radar
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10553-1] C07 B71-1985H
Interferometnc toning acquisition and tracking
radar antenna system
[BASA-CASE-XHS-09610] c07 871-24625
Development of electronic circuit for combining
input signals en two separate antennas to form
two processed signals
[SASA-CASE-flSC-12205-1] c07 H71-27056
Antenna array at focal plane of reflector with
coupling network for beam switching
fBASA-CASE-GSC-10220-1] c07 871-27233
Pattern and impedance matching improvements in
transversely pclarized triaiial antenna
[SHSA-CASE-IGS-02290] cOl H71-28809
Planar array circularly polarized antenna with
wall slot excitation
[UASA-CASE-BPO-10301] C07 872-11148
Vertically stacked collinear array of
independently fed omnidirectional antennas for
use in collision warning systems on commercial
aircraft
[SASA-CASE-IAB-10545-1] C09 872-21244
Circularly pclarized antenna with linearly
polarized pair of elements
[BASA-CASE-BBC-10214] . C09 872-31235
Development 'of phase control coupling for use
with phased array antenna
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10285] c10 B73-16206




Position determination systems using orbital
antenna scan of celestial bodies
[BASA-CASE-HSC-12593-1] C17 B76-21250
Thin conformal antenna array for microwave power
conversion
.[BASA-CASE-BPO-13886-1] C32 B77-11269
Phase array antenna ccntrcl
[BASA-CASE-HSC-14939-1] c33 H77-19320
Phase conjugation method and apparatus for an
active retrodirective antenna array
[8ASA-CASE-BPO-136Q1-1] C32 B77-2«qO
ABTEBBA COHPOBEITS




Development and characteristics of low-noise
mnltimode monopnlse antenna feed system for
nse with microwave communication equipment
[BASA-CASI-XBP-01735] c07 B71-22750
Rose cone nognted teat resistant antenna
comprising plurality of adjacent layers of
silica not introducing paths of high thermal
conductivity through ablative shield
[NASA-C&SE-IBS-OQ312] C07 871-22984
Development of electronic circuit for combining
input signals on two separate antennas to form
two processed signals
twnsA-CASE-HSC-12205-1] c07 H71-27056
Development and characteristics of extensible
dipole antenna using deformable tubular
metallic strip element[SASA-CASE-HQS-00937]
 C07 B71-28979
Development of method for suppressing excitation
of electromagnetic surface waves on dielectric
converter antenna
[BASA-CASE-X1A-10772] C07 B71-28980




Collapsible high gain antenna which can be
automatically expanded to operating state
[BASA-CASE-KSC-10392] C07 873-26117
Dish antenna having switchable beaovidth
with truncated concave ellipsoid subreflector
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11760-1] C33 N75-19516
Born antenna having V-sbaped corrugated slots
[SASA-CASE-LAB-11112-1] c32 H76-15330
Highly efficient antenna system using a
corrugated horn and scanning hyperbolic
reflector
[HASA-CASE-BPO-13568-1] C32 B76-21J65
Fnrlable antenna antenna design
[BASA-CASE-SEO-13553-1] C33 876-32457




Design and operation of multi-feed cone
Cassegrain antenna
[BASA-CASE-8FO-10539] c07 871-11285
Characteristics of antenna horn feeds consisting
/ of central horn with overlapping peripheral
horns
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10452] c07 N71-12396
Target acgnisition antenna feed with reflector
system
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10061-1] CIO B72-222J5
Dultimode antenna feed system for microwave and
broadband communication
[HHSA-CASB-GSC-110H6-1] C07 H73-28013
Low loss dichroic plate
[NASH-CASE-HPO-13171-1] C32 B7Q-11000
Bigh efficiency mnltifregnency feed
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11909] C32 B71-20863
Single frequency, two feed dish antenna having
switcbable beamwidth
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11968-1] «c32 B76-15329
Beflex feed system for dual fregnency antenna
[H&S&-CASE-SBO-11022-1] c32 877-^1338
ABTESIA BADIATIOB PAIIEBBS
Broadband chokes and absorbers to reduce
spurious radiation patterns of antenna array
caused by support structures
[BXSA-CASE-XHS-05303] C07 B69-27a62
Multiple mode horn antenna with radiation
pattern of equal beamwidths and suppressed
sidelobes
CBASA-CASE-XBP-01057] c07 871-15907
Bonopnlse scanning network for scanning
volumetric antenna pattern
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10299-1] C09 H71-2M80*
High impact antennas with high radiating
efficiency
[BASA-CASB-BPO-10231] c07 B71-26101
Pattern and impedance matching improvements in
transversely polarized triaxial antenna
CBASA-CASE-XGS-02290] c07 B71-28809
Dielectric loaded aperture antenna with
directive radiation pattern from waveguide
[BASA-CASE-1AB-110811-1 ] c09 873-12216
System for locating lightning strokes by
coordination of directional antenna signals
[BASA-CASE-KSC-10729-1] C09 873-32110
Highly efficient antenna system using a
corrugated horn and scanning hyperbolic
reflector
[HASA-CASE-BPO-13568-1] C32 B76-21365




Antenna design with self erecting mesh reflector
[BASA-CASB-XGS-09190] C31 871-16102
High Impact antennas with high radiating
efficiency
[H1SA-C&SE-BPO-10231] c07 871-26101
Collapsible antenna boom and coaxial
transmission line having inflatable inner tube
CBASA-CASE-BES-20068] C07 871-27191




IBTIFBICIIOB BEJEIHGS SUBJECT IBDBX
ANTIFB1CTIOH BEABISGS
Developnent of hybrid bearing lubrication system
with coibination of standard type lubrication
and magnetic flnz field for earth atmosphere
and space environment operation
[HASA-CSSE-XNP-01611 ] C15 H71-22997
Development of rolling element bearing for
operation in nltrahigh vacuum environment
[HASA-CASE-XLE-09527-2] c15 H71-26189
Development of optical system for detecting
defective components in rotating machinery
with emphasis on bearing assemblies
[NASA-CASE-KSC-10752-1] c15 R73-27H07
Fatigue life of hybrid antifriction bearings at
nltrahigh speeds
[HASA-CASE-LEH-11152-1] <?15 H73-32359
Hollov high strength rolling elements for







Determination of antimicrobial susceptibilities
of infected urines without isolation
[HASA-CASE-GSC-120t6-1] c52 N77-26797
ABTIBEFLECtlOB COATIHGS
Silicon nitride coated, plastic covered solar cell
[HASA-CASE-LEH-11496-1 ] CHU H77-11580
AN7ILS
Exponential horn, copper plate, magnetic hammer,
and anvil in apparatus for making diamonds
[BASA-CASE-BFS-20698] c15 S72-20116
SPBHTOHES
Apertured electrode focusing system for ion
sources vith nonnniform plasma density
rHASA-CASE-XHP-03332] c09 M71-10618
Threadless fastener apparatus comprising
receiving apertures for plurality of articles,
self-locked condition, and capable of using
nonmalleable materials ID both ends
[SASA.-CASJE-XFB-05302] C15 N71-23251
Apparatus for on-film optical recording of
camera lens aperture and freus setting
[HASA-CASE-HSC-12363-1] c1U N73-26131
Method of forming aperture plate for electron
microscope
[NASA-CASI-ABC-101KI8-2] c7« N75-12732
Bethod of making an apertured casting using
duplicate mold
[HASA-CASE-LEW-11169-1] C37B76-23570
Electron microscope aperture system
[NASA-CASE-ARC-104118-3] c35 S77-1Hlt08
APOIIO PBOJECT
Intra- and extravehicular life support space
suite for Apollo astronauts
[HASA-CASE-BSC-12609-1] COS S73-32012
APOLLO SPACECEAFT
Lou onset rate energy abscrber in form of strut
assembly for crev couch of Apollo command module
[NASA-CASE-SSC-12279-1] c15 H70-35679




Apparatus for computing square roots
[HASA-CASE-XGS-OS768] COS U71-19U37
APPROACH INDICATORS




Fuel system for thermal nuclear reactor which
uses inorganic ion exchanger
[HASA-CASE-LEB-11615-2] c22 N73-28660
Anti-fog composition for prevention of
fogging on surfaces such as space helmet
visors and windshields
[NASA-CASF.-BSC-13530-2] c23 S75-11834
Automated system for identifying traces of
organic chemical compounds in agueous solutions
[NASA-CASE-NPO-13063-1] C25 H76-182II5
ABC EISCBAB6ES
Development of device to prevent high voltage
arcing in electron beam welding
[HASA-CASE-IHF-08522] C15 N7t-19I|86
Direct current powered self repeating plasma




Method and apparatus for nondestructive testing
using high freguency arc discharges
[HASi-CASE-BFS-21233-1] c38 N7H-1S395
Sustained arc ignition system
[NASA-CASE-LEB-12ai»U-1] C33 N77-2B385
ABC BEATIHG
Bagnetically diffused radial electric arc heater
[HASA-CASI-XLA-00330] C33 N70-34540
Electric arc device for minimizing electrode
ablation and heating gases to supersonic or
hypersonic wind tunnel temperatures
[HASA-CASE-XAC-00319] C25 H70-U1628
Annular arc accelerator shock tube
[HASA-CASE-SPO-13528-1] C09 H77-10071
ABC JET EHGIFES




Starting circuit design for initiating and
maintaining arcs in vapor lamps
[NASA-CASE-XNP-01058] c09 N71-125HO
Compact, high intensity arc lamp with internal
magnetic field producing means
[NASA-CASE-NPO-11510-1] C33 H77-21J15
Depressnrization of arc lamps
[HASA-CASE-HEO-10790-1] C33 B77-21316
ire control in compact arc lamps
[HAS4-CASE-NPO-10870-1] c33 N77-22386
ABC fELDIRG
Emission spectroscopy method for contamination
monitoring of inert gas metal arc welding
[SASJ-CASE-XBF-02039J Cl5 S71-15871
Automatic closed circuit television arc guidance
control for welding joints
[HASA-CASE-BFS-13016] C07 S71-19UJ3
Development of device to prevent high voltage
arcing in electron beam welding
[NASA-CASE-XBF-08522] Cl5 H71-19»86
Development of apparatus for automatically
changing carriage speed of welding machine to
obtain constant speed of torch along work
surface
[SASA-CASE-XBF-07069] C15 B71-23815
Grain refinement control in TIG arc welding
[HASA-CASE-BSC-lgOgS1!] c37 H75-19683
ARCHITECTURE
Development of construction block in form of
container folded from flat sheet and filled
with solid material for architectural purposes
[NASA-CASE-BSC-12233-2] c32 N73-13921
ABB (ABATOBT.)
Apparatus for applying simulator g-forces to an
arm of an aircraft simulator pilot
[HASA-CASE-LAB-10550-1] C09 H71-30597
Orthotlc arm joint for use in mechanical arms
[NASi-CASE-HFS-21611-1] C5t S75-12616




Design and development of electric motor vith
stationary field and armature windings which
operates on direct current
[HASA-CASE-XGS-05290] c09 H71-25999
Solenoid valve including guide for armature and
valve member
[NASA-CASE-GSC-10607-1] c15 H72-20tf2
Direct current motor including stationary field
windings and stationary armature winding
[NASA-CASE-XGS-07805] CIS N72-33176
ABOBATIC COBEOONDS
Aromatic polyimide preparation with low
softening temperatures
[HASA-CASE-LAB-11372-1] C27 B74-19772
Oltraviolet and thermally stable polymer
compositions
[HASA-CASE-ARC-10592-1] C27 B71-21156
A method of preparing aromatic polyimides having
uniquely low softening temperatures
[NASA-CASE-LAB-11828-1] C23 B75-29181




Arterial pulse wave pressure transducer
[NASA-CASE-GSC-11531-1] C52 H7q-27566
SOBJECT IJDZX ATBOSPBBBIC SCATTBBISG
ABTIPICTAl CLOODS
Chemical system for releasing barium to create




Artificial gravity system for siaalatlng
self-locomotion capability of astrcnants in
rotating environments
rBASA-CASE-Ilt-03127] c11 H71-10776
Development of method for producing artificial
gravity in manned spacecraft
[HASA-CASE-XBP-02595] C31 B71-21881




Gravity gradient attitude control system with
gravity gradiometer and reaction wheels for
artificial satellite attitude control
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10555-1] c21 H71-2732U
ASBESTOS
Beconstitnted asbestos matrix for use in
fuel or electrolysis cells
[BASA-CASE-BSC-12568-1] C2» H76-1»20»
ASPECT BATIO
Variable aspect ratio and variable sweep delta
wing planforms for supersonic aircraft
rHASA-CASE-XLA-00221] C02 B70-33266
supersonic aircraft configuration providing for
variable aspect ratio and variable sweep wings
[NASA-CASE-XLA-00166] c02 B70-31I178
supersonic aircraft variable sweep wing planforu
for varying aspect ratio
[BASA-CASE-XLA-00350] C02 B70-38011
ASSBBBLIBS
Hnltiple Belleville spring assembly with even
load dlstribotion
[BASA-CASE-XBP-008IIO] Cl5 B70-38225
Bearing seat nsable in a gas tnrbine engine
[BASA-CASE-LEW-12«77-1] c37 F77-32501
ASSEBBLIHG
Apparatus for assembling space structure
[SASA-CASE-HFS-23579-1] Cl2 N77-31213
ASTBOUOT 10CCBOTIOH
Artificial gravity system for simulating
self-loccmotion capability of astronauts in
rotating environments
[BASA-CASE-XLA-03127] c11 B71-10776
Space suit with pressqre-volame compensator systen
[SASA-CASE-XLA-05332] COS 571-11194
Eguipotential space suits utilizing mechanical
aids to minimize astronaut energy at bending
joints
rBASA-CASE-LAB-10007-1] COS H71-11195
Space suit using nonflexible material with low
leakage and providing protection against
thermal extremes, physical punctures, and
radiation with high mobility articulation
tBASA-CASE-XAC-070«3] COS H71-23161
Development of improved convolute section for
pressurized suits to provide high degree of
mobility in response to mininnm of applied
torgue
[BASA-CASB-XHS-09637-1] COS H71-2P730
Gravity environment simulation by locomotion and
restraint aid for studying manual operation
performance of astronauts at zero gravity
[BASA-CASE-AFC-10153] COS H71-28619
A walking boot assembly
[BASA-CASE-ABC-11101-1] c5<! H77-107a2
ASTBOSADT BABBDVEBIB6 BQQIfBElT
Hand-held maneuvering unit for propulsion and
attitude control of astronauts in zero or
reduced gravity environment
[BASA-CASE-XHS-0530H] COS B71-12336
Space environmental work simulator with portions
of space soit mounted to vacuum chamber wall
[HASA-CASE-IHF-07<t88] c11 H71-18773
Lightweight propulsion unit for movement of
personnel and equipment across lunar surface
[HASA-CASB-HFS-20130] c28 K71-27585
ASTBOBAOT PBBFOBBABCE
Gravity environment simulation by locomotion and
restraint aid for studying manual operation





Attitude control training device for astronauts
permitting fiiction-free movement with five
degrees of freedom
[BASA-CASE-XBS-02977] Cl1 H71-107"I6
low and zero gravity simulator tor astronaut
training
[BASA-CRSE-HrS-10555] Cll B71-19191
Apparatus' for training astronaut crews to
perform on simulated lunar surface under
conditions of lunar gravity
[BASA-CASE-X!IS-0<t798] Cll S71-21U7II
iSTBOBAOTS
Three transceiver lunar emergency system to
relay voice communication of astronaut
[BASA-CASE-BPS-21042] C07 B72-25171




Guidance analyzer having suspended spacecraft
simulating sphere for astronavigation
[BASA-CASE-XHP-09572] cH B71-1S621
ASTBOHOSICAL PBOI06BAPBI




Light sensitive control system for automatically
opening and closing dome of solar optical
telescope
[B4SA-CAS2-HSC-10966] C1» B71-19568
Laser beam projector for continuous, precise
alignment between target, laser generator, and
astronomical telescope during tracking
£»»SA-CASE-BPO-11087] C23 B71-291^5
Star image motion compensator using telescope
for maintaining fixed images
[H4SA-CASE-LAB-10523-1] dl B72-224»»
System for the measurement of ultra-low stray
light levels light shields and baffles




Design and development of two types of
atmosphere sampling chambers
[HASA-CASE-BPO-11373] C13 B72-2S323
Development and operation of apparatus for
sampling particnlates in gases in upper
atmosphere
[HASA-CASE-BQB-10037-1] Cl» B73-27376




Designing spacecraft for flight into space,
atnospheric reentry, and landing at selected
sites
[ HASA-CASE-XAC-02058] C02 B71-16087
Development of method for measuring electron
density gradients of plasma sheath around
space vehicle during atmospheric entry
(BASA-CASE-XLA-06232] C25 B71-20563
Orbital and entry tracking accessory for globes
to provide range requirements for reentry
vehicles to any landing site
[BASA-CASI-LAB-10626-1] Cl9 B7H-21015
ATBOSPHBBIC BBTBI SIHOLATIOB
Crossed-field plasma accelerator for laboratory
simulation of atmospheric reentry conditions
[BASA-CASE-XLA-00675] c2S B70-33267
Rind tunnel method for simulating flow fields
around blunt vehicles entering planetary
atmospheres without involving high temperatures
[HASA-CASE-LAB-11138] C12 B71-20B3*
ATBOSPBBB1C PHTSICS
Development and characteristics of apparatus for




fiadiometric measuring system for solar activity
and atmospheric attenuation and emission
[BASA-CASB-EBC-10276] Cl« B73-26032
ATBOSPHIBIC SCATIBBIIG




ATBOSPBBBIC TDBBDIIBCE SDBJECT IBDEX
ATsospHBerc TOBBOIBHCE
Passive optical wind and turbulence remote
detection system
[BASA-CASB-XHF-14032] c20 B71-16340
Focused laser Doppler velccimeter
fBASA-CASE-HFS-23178-1] c35 877-10493
ATOHIZERS
Portable cryogenic cooling system design




Doppler frequency shift correction device for








Rotary vane attenuator nit! two stators and




Analog spatial maneuver conpnter with three
output angles for obtaining desired spatial
attitude
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10880-1] c08 B72-11172
Spacecraft attitude sensing system design with
narrow field of view sensor rotating about
spacecraft x-y axis
[BASA-CASI-GSC-10890-1] c21 B73-30640
Interferometer mirror tilt correcting system
fHASf-CASE-BPO-13687-1] C35 B76-11433
ATTITUDE COSTB01
Visual target luminaires for retrofire attitude
control
[BASA-CASB-XSS-12158-1] c31 869-27499
ffnitary three-axis controller for flight
•vehicles within or outside atmosphere
[BASA-CASE-IFH-00181] C21 B70-33279
Sensing nethoa and device for determining
orientation of space vehicle or satellite by
using particle traps
[SASA-CASE-XGS-001166] c21 870-34297
Attitude and propellant flow control system for
liquid propellant rocket vehicles
[BASA-CASE-XfIF-00185] c21 B70-34539
Spacecraft attitude control system using solar
and earth sensors, gyroscopes, and jet actuators
[BASA-CASE-XSP-00465] C21 H70-35395
Attitude control device for space vehicles
[HASA-CASE-XBP-00294] c21 B70-36938
Attitude orientation control of spin stabilized
final stage space vehicles, using hcrizon
scanners
rBASA-CASE-XLA-00281] c21 B70-36943
Automatic ejection valve for attitude control
and Discourse guidance of space vehicles
[BASA-CASE-XBP-00676] c15 B70-38996
Three-axis controller operated by hand-wrist
motion for yaw, pitch, and roll control
[BASA-CASB-XAC-01404] c05 B70-11581
Attitude control training device for astronauts
permitting friction-free movement with five
degrees of freedom
tBASA-CASB-XBS-02977] C11 871-10746
Photomnltiplier detector of Canopns for
spacecraft attitude control
[HASA-CASE-X8P-03914] c21 871-10771




Development of spacecraft experiment pointing
and attitude control system
[BASA-CASE-XLA-05464] c21 B71-1<H32
Development of attitude control system for
spacecraft orientation
[H&SA-CASE-IGS-OH393] c21 871-14159
System for aerodynamic control of rocket
vehicles by secondary injection of fluid into
nozzle exhaust stream
tBASA-CASE-XLA-01163] c21 H71-15582
Drive mechanism for operating reactance attitude
control system for aerospace bodies
[HiSA-CASB-XHF-01598] c21 B71-15583 1-1"
Attitude detection system using stellar
references for three-axis control and spin
stabilized spacecraft
[BASA-CASE-TGS-03431] C21 B71-15642
Remote control device operated by movement cf
finger tips for manual control of spacecraft
attitude
[SASA-CASB-XAC-02405] C09 871-16089
Thrust and attitude control apparatus using jet
nozzle in movable canard surface ot fin
configuration
[BASA-CASE-XLE-03583] C31 871-17629
Attitude sensor with scanning mirrors for
detecting orientation of space vehicle with
respect to planet
[SASA-CASE-XIA-00793] C21 B71-22880
Development of attitude control system for
sounding rocket stabilization during ballistic
phase of flight
[ HASA-CASE-XGS-01654] C31 871-24750
Development of voice operated controller for
controlling reaction jets of spacecraft
[ 8ASA-CASI-X1A-04063] C31 B71-33160
Attitude sensor
[BASA-CASE-1AB-10586-1] C19 874-15089
Temperature compensated digital inertial sensor
circuit for maintaining inertial element
of gyroscope or accelerometer at constant
, position
[BASA-CASE-BPO-1J044-1] C35 874-15094
Thrust augmented spin recovery device
[BASA-CASE-LAB-11970-1] C08 877-2^147
Sun direction detection system
[SASA-CASE-BEO-13722-1] C74 877-22951
ATTITODB GIBOS
Spacecraft attitude control system using solar





Photosensitive light source device for detecting
unmanned spacecraft deviation from reference
attitude
[8ASA-CASE-XBP-00438] C21 B70-35089
Band controller operable about three
respectively perpendicular axes and capable of
actuating signal generators for attitude
control devices
CBASA-CASE-XHS-07487] CIS B71-23255
Combined optical attitude and altitude
indicating instrument for use in aircraft or
spacecraft
[BASA-CASE-XLA-01907] C14 871-23268




Translatory shock absorber for attitude sensors
[BASA-CASE-HFS-22905-1] C19 876-22284
ATTITODS STABIIITI
Dynamic precession damping of spin-stabilized
vehicles by using rate gyroscope and angular
accelerometer
[SASA-CASI-X1A-01989] c21 870-34295
Attitude stabilizer for nongnided missile or
vehicle with respect to trajectory
[BASA-CASE-ARC-10134] c30 872-17873
AODIO BQOIPHBHT




Bigh efficiency transformerless amplitude
modulator coupled to RF power amplifier
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10668-1] C07 871-28430
Audio frequency analysis circuit for
determining, displaying, and recording
frequency of sweeping audio frequency signal
[BASA-CASB-BPO-11147] C14 B72-27408
ADDITOBI PBBC1PTIOB
Auditor; display for the blind
[SASA-CASE-BQB-10832-1] C71 874-21014
AODITOBT SIGBALS
Audio signal processing system for noise surge
elimination at low amplitude audio input
[BASA-CASE-HSC-12223-1] C07 B71-26181
Audio equipment for removing impulse noise from
audio signals
SUBJECT I1DEI ADIILIABT POSES SOOBCES
[HASA-CASB-RPO-11631] CIO H73-1221I1
A0DITORT. STIHOLI
Auditory display for the blind
[HASA-CASE-BQB-10832-1] c71 B7I4-21011
iOSTEHITIC STAIS1ESS STEELS
Intermetallic chromium containing nickel
aluminide for high temperature corrosion
protection of stainless Eteels
[BASA-CASS-1EH-11267-1} c17 B73-32U1">
Device for measuring the ferrite content in an
austenitic stainless-steel veld
rBASA-CASE-HFS-22907-1] C26 H76-18257
Seduced chromua stainless steel alloys
CHASA-CASE-LEB-12543-1] C26 H77-21217
AOTOCOBBELATIOH
Linear three-tap feedback shift register
[HASA-CASE-BPO-10351] c08 B71-12503
Circuitry for developing autocorrelation




fntomatic control of voltage supply to direct
current sotor
[BASA-CASE-XSS-01215-1] c09 S69-39987
Electro-optical/computer system for aligning
large structural members and maintaining
correct position
[BASA-CASE-XSP-02029] c1H H70-41955
Pulsed energy power system for application of
combustible gases to turbine controlling ac
voltage generator
tSASA-CASE-BSC-13112] C03 B71-11057




Computer controlled apparatus for maintaining
welding torch angle and velocity during seam
tracking
[HASA-CASE-XBF-03287] C15 H71-15607
Fluid leakage detection system with automatic
monitoring capability
[HASA-CASE-LAB-10323-1] C12 571-17573
Light sensitive control system for automatically
opening and closing dene of solar optical
telescope
CSASA-C»SE-HSC-10966] dl H71-19568
Belding torch uith automatic speed controller
using speed sensing wheel and closed servo
system
[BASA-CASE-XBF-01730] c15 N71-23050
Microwave waveguide switch with rotor position
control
[BASA-CASE-XBP-06507] c09 B71-235H8
Automatically reciprocating, high pressure pomp
for use in spacecraft cryogenic propellants
[BASA-CASE-XBP-OB731] C15 871-21042
Automatic controlled thermal fatigue testing
apparatus
[NASA-CASE-XLA-02059] o33 H71-2H276
Automatically charging battery of electric
storage cells
[BASA-CASE-XSP-OU758] c03 871-2*605
Electric motor control system with pulse width
modulation for providing automatic null
seeking servo
[SASA-CASZ-XBr-05195] c10 871-21861
Indexing mechanism for cathode array
substitution in electron beam tube
[BASA-CASB-BPO-10625] c09 H71-26182
Voltage range selection apparatus for sensing
and applying voltages to electronic
instruments without loading signal source
[BASA-CASB-XHS-06197] c1» B71-262B9
Automated fluid chemical analyzer for
microchemical analysis ot small quantities of
liquids by use of selected reagents and
analyzer units
[HASA-CASE-IBP-09151J c06 H71-26751
Antosatic control device for regulating inlet
water temperature of liquid cooled spacesait
[HASA-CASE-BSC-13917-1] COS H72-15098
Optimal control system for automatic speed
regulation of electric driven motor vehicle
CHASA-CASE-HPO-11210] c11 H72-2020»
Plotter device for automatically drawing
eqnipotential lines on sheet of resistance paper
r»ASl-CASB-HPO-1113»] c09 H72-21216
Automatic shunting of ion thrnstor magneticfield when thrustor is not operating
[NASA-CASE-LB»-10835-1] c28 H72-22771
Automatic temperature control for liquid cooled
space suit
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10599-1] c05 R73-26071
Speed control system for dc motor equipped with




Automatically operable self-leveling load table
CSASA-C&S1-BFS-22039-1] C09 B75-12968




Traffic survey system using optical scanners
[NASA-CASE-HFS-22631-1] c66 B76-19888
Automotive gas turbine fuel control
[ SASA-CASE-LEW-12785-1] C37 H77-13126




Ambient atmospheric pressure sensing device for
determining altitude of flight vehicles
[HASA-CASE-XLA-00128] C15 H70-37925
Describing metal valve pintle with encapsulated
elastomeric body
[BASA-CASE-HSC-12116-1] CIS B71-176H8
Semitoroidal diaphragm cavitating flow control
valve
[HASA-CASE-IBP-09700] Cl2 871-18615
Beliability of automatic refilling valving
device for cryogenic liquid systems
[HASA-CASE-HEO-11177] CIS H72-17M53
Combined pressure regulator and shutoff valve
[SASA-C1SE-BPO-13201-1] C37 B75-15050
aOTOHATIC FBEQOEHCI COBIBOL
System for phase locking onto carrier frequency
signal located within receiver bandpass
[NASA-CASE-XGS-01994] C09 B69-21513
Audio signal processing system for noise surge
elimination at low amplitude audio input
[SASA-CASE-BSC-12223-1] C07 B71-26181
Automatic frequency control device for providing
frequency reference for voltage controlled
oscillator
[HASA-CASE-KSC-10393] C09 B72-21217
Self-tuning electronic filter for maintaining
constant bandwidth and center frequency gain
[BASA-CASB-ABC-10264-1] C09 B73-20231
lOTOgATIC 6AII COBTBOL
Automatic gain control amplifier system
[ BASA-CASE-XHS-05307] C09 B69-2W30
Automatic measuring and recording of gain ano
zero drift characteristics of electronic
amplifier
[NiSA-CASE-XHS-05562-1] C09 B69-39986
Self-tuning electronic filter for maintaining
constant bandwidth and center frequency gain
[BASl-CASE-ABC-10261-1] c09 1173-20231
AOTOHAIIC IBS* EQOIPBEBT
Automated visual sensitivity tester for
determining visual field sensitivity and blind
spot size
£SASA-CASE-ABC-10329-1] COS 1173-26072




Automated clinical system for chromosome analysis
[ NASA-CASE-BPO-13913-1] C52 B77-19750
ADTOH1TIOB
Automated multi-level vehicle parking system
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13058-1] C37 B77-22«80
AOTOHOBILB FOBLS
Bydrogen rich gas generator
[BASA-CASE-BPO-133tt2-2] ClKI B76-29700
AOTOBADIOSBAfBI
Hethod of post-process intensification of images
on photographic films and plates
[BASA-CASE-HFS-23q61-1] c35 B76-26»»9
AOIILIABI POS1B SOOBCBS




AXES (BBFEBEBCE LINES) SDBJBCT IBDEI
AXES (BEJEBEBCB HUES)
Test fixture for measuring moment of inertia of
irregularly shaped body vith multiple axes
[NASA-CASE-XGS-01023] d<4 H71-22992
nechanism for restraining universal joints to
prevent separation while allowing bending,




Dnitary three-axis controller for flight
vehicles within or outside atmosphere
[HASA-CASE-XFB-00181] C21 S70-33279
Proportional controller for regulating aircraft
or spacecraft notion about three axes
[NASA-CASB-XAC-03392] c03 N70-11954
Electrical and electromechanical trigonometric
computation assembly anfl space vehicle
guidance system for aligning perpendicular
axes of two sets of three-axes coordinate
references
[NASA-CASE-XHF-006811] c21 B71-21688
Hand controller operable about three
respectively perpendicular axes and capable of




Development and characteristics of device for
indicating and recording magnitude cf force
applied in axial direction
[NiSi-CASE-HSC-15626-1] C1H B72-2S411
AXIAL FLOI TOBBI8ES
Hultistage multiple reentry axial f low reaction
turbine with reverse flow reentry ducting
[HASA-CASE-XLE-00170] C15 H70-36412




Ball locking device which releases in response
to small forces when subjected to high axial
loads
[NASA-CASE-XHF-01371] c15 N70-41829
Method for measuring biaxial stress in a body
subjected to stress inducing loads
[HASA-CASE-HFS-23299-1] c39 N77-28511
AXIAL STRESS
Axially and radially controllable magnetic bearing
[HASA-CASB-GSC-11551-1] c37 H76-18459
Method for measuring biaxial stress in a body
subjected to stress inducing loads
[NASA-CASE-HFS-23299-1] c39 H77-28511
AZIBOTH
Tracking mount for laser telescope employed in
tracking large rockets and space vehicles to
give information regarding azimuth and elevation
CHASA-CASB-HPS-14017] ell H71-26627





Synthesis of azine polymers for heat shields by
azine-arcmatic aldehyde reaction
[SASA-CASE-XHF-08656] c06 S71-11242
Ultraviolet and thermally stable polymer
compositions
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10592-1] e27 B74-21156
Ultraviolet and thermally stable polymer
compositions
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10592-2] c27 H76-32315
Catalytic trimerization of aromatic nitriles and
triayl-s-tnazine ring" cross-linked high








Electronic background suppression field scanning
sensor for detecting point source targets
[HASA-CASE-XGS-05211] c07 S69-39980
BACKBBOaiD BABIAtlOI
Method and apparatus for background signal
reduction in opto-acoustic absorption
measurement
£HASA-CASE-BPO-13683-1 ] cJ5 S77-1I)IH1
BACKSCATTEBIBG
Apparatus for measuring backscatter and
transmission characteristics of sample segment
of large spherical passive satellites
[BASA-CASE-XGS-0260S] C07 S70-41678
Hossbauer spectrometer radiation detector
[SASA-CASE-LAB-11155-1] C35 H71-15091
BACKOPS
Flexible backup bar for welding awkwardly shaped
structures
[BASA-CASE-XBF-00722] CIS B70-40204
Reliable electrical element heater using plural
wire system and backup power sources
[HASA-CASE-HFS-21H62-1] c33 B74-1H935
BACTEBIi
Decontamination of petroleum products with honey
[HASA-CASE-XSP-03835] C06 B71-23H99
Portable tester for monitoring bacterial
contamination by adenosine triphosphate light
reaction
[NASA-CASE-GSC-10879-1] C14 B72-25113
Enzymatic luminescent bioassay method for




Method of detecting and counting bacteria
[MASA-CASE-GSC-11917-2] c51 N76-29891




Detection of bacteria in biological fluids and
foods
[SASJ-CASE-GSC-11533-1] c1t H73-1J135
Application of luciferase assay for ATP to
antimicrobial drug susceptibility
[BASA-CASE-GSC-12039-1] c51 N77-2279I1
Determination of antimicrobial susceptibilities
of infected urines without isolation
[HASA-CASE-GSC-12016-1] c52B7?-26797
Automated single-slide staining revice
[ BASA-CASE-1AE-116119-1 ] c51 N77-27677
BAFFLES
Light radiation direction indicator with baffle
of two parallel grids
[HASA-CASE-XBP-03930] c14 H69-21331
Light baffle with oblate hemispheroid surface
and shading flange
[HASA-CASE-BEO-10337] c1t B71-15604
Flexible ring slosh damping baffle for
spacecraft fuel tank
[HASA-CASB-1AB-10317-1] c32 H71-16103
Submerged fuel tank baffles to prevent sloshing
in liquid propellant rocket flight
[BASA-CASE-XLA-01605] c32 B71-16106
Floating baffle for tank drain
[HASA-CASE-KSC-10639] c15 B73-26472
System for the measurement of ultra-low stray
light levels light shields and baffles
[HASA-CASB-BFS-23513-1] c7« R77-1«8«2
BAGS
Fecal waste disposal container
[HASA-CASB-XHS-06761] c05 B69-23192
BALUCB
Thermoprotective device for balances
[SASA-CASE-XAC-00618] ell R70-10100








Force balanced throttle valve for fuel control
in rocket engines
[HASA-CASB-BPO-10808] c15 B71-27H32








SDBJECT IBDBX BEABS (BADIATIOH)
Hethod for reducing mass of ball bearings for
long life operation at high speed
[HASA-CASE-LBB-10856-1] c15 H72-22«90
low mass rolling element bearing assembly
[NASA-CJSE-LEW-11087-1] c15 N73-30U58
Hollow rolling elenent bearings
[NASA-CASE-LEB-11087-3] c37 H7S-2106H




IHASA-CASB-BIS-231W7-1 ] C37 H77-11H03
BALLAST (BASS)
Inflatable stabilizing system for nse on life
raft to reduce rocking and preclude capsizing
rSASA-CASE-MSC-12393-1] C02 H73-26006
BALLASTS (IBFEDANCES)












Development and characteristics of hot air
balloon deceleration and recovery system
[NASA-CASE-XLA-06821-2] C02 B71-11037
Inflation system for balloon type satellites
CNASA-CASE-XGS-03351] C31 H71-16081
System for controlling torque buildup in




Two axis flight controller Kith potentiometer
control shafts directly coupled to rotatable
ball members
[ N A S A - C A S E - r F B - O q i O U ] C03 B70-42073
BANDPASS FILTEBS
Helical coaxial resonator HP filter
[1ASJ-CASE-XGS-02816] c07 H69-211323
Phase locked demodulator tilth bandwidth
switching amplifier circuit[HASA-CASE-IKP-01107] c10 N71-28859
signal to noise ratio determination circuit
using bandpass lieiter
[NASA-CASI-GSC-11239-1] 010 H73-252II1
Selective bandpass resonators using bandstop
resonator pairs for microwave frequency
operation
[NASA-CASZ-GSC-10990-1] c09 H73-26195





Improvements is receiver of narrow bandwidth
television system
[NASA-CASE-MS-067HO-1] C07 H71-26579
Self-tuning electronic filter for maintaining
constant bandwidth and center frequency gain
rNASJ-CASE-ABC-10261-1] C09 H73-20231
Turnstile and flared cone DBF antenna
[NASA-CASB-LAH-10970-1] c33 N76-10372
Tery narrow band width receiver
[NASA-CASE-GSC-12112-11 c32 N77-20299
BABI01
Chemical system for releasing bariam to create




Improved cathode containing barium carbonate
block and heated tungsten screen for electron
bombardment ion thrustor
[ HASA-CASF.-XLB-07087 ] C06 H69-39889
BABIOB FLOOBIDBS
Production of barium fluoride-calcium fluoride
composite lubricant for bearings or seals
rNASA-CASE-ILE-08511-2] Cl8 N71-16105
BABIDH IOB C10DDS
Socket having bariam release system to create




Hemory device employing semiconductor and








Short range laser obstacle detector for
surface vehicles using laser diode array
[NASA-CASE-BPO-11856-1 ] C36 N74-15KI5
BASES (CBBHICAL)
Low concentration alkaline solution treatment of
aluminum with metal phosphate surface coatings




Battery charging system with cell to cell
voltage balance
[BASA-CASE-XGS-05H32] COS H11-19U38
Alkaline-type conlometer cell for primary charge
control in secondary battery recharge circuits
[NASA-CASE-IGS-0543!*] COS S71-20491
Development and characteristics of battery
charging circuits with coulometer for control
of available current
[ NASA-CASE-GSC-10187-1) C03 N71-2M719




Describing hot filament type Bayard-Alpert
lonization gage with ion collector buried or
removed from grid structure
[NASA-CASE-ILA-071421] c1» H71-18482
BEADS




Integrated circuit package with lead structure
and method of preparing the same
[BASA-CASE-BFS-21371-1] C33 H71-12951
BEAB SPLITTEBS
Optical range finder using reflective first
surfaces mirror and transmitting beam splitter
[SASA-CASB-HSC-12105-1] CH B72-21409






Osing electron beam switching for brnshless
•otor conuutation
CHASA-CASE-XGS-01151] C09 S71-10677
Antenna array at focal plane of reflector with
coupling network for beam switching
[BASA-CASZ-GSC-10220-1] cOI 1171-27233
Dish antenna having switchable beamwidth
with truncated concave ellipsoid subreflector
[NASA-CASB-GSC-11760-1] C33 N75-19516
single frequency, two feed dish antenna having
switchable beamwidth
[NASA-CASE-GSC-11968-1] C32 N76-15329
Switchable beamwidth monopnlse method and system
[HASA-CASE-GSC-1192S-1] C33 B76-27H72
BBAB iAVEGDIDES
Laser machining device with dielectric
functioning as beam waveguide for mechanical
and medical applications
[NASA-CASB-BQN-10511-2] CIS N71-271J5
Optical communication system with gas filled
waveguide for laser beam transmission
[NASA-CASE-HQN-10511-4] C16 N71-2718J
Laser beam projector for continuous, precise
alignment between target, laser generator, and
astronomical telescope during tracking
[NASA-CASE-NPO-11087] C23 B71-29125
BEABS (BADIATION)
Rethod and means for recording and
reconstructing holograms without nse of
reference beam
[SASA-CASE-EBC-10020] C16 H71-2615H
Rethod and system for transmitting and
distributing optical frequency radiation
BEABIBG (DIBECTIOH) SUBJECT INDEX
[BASA-CASE-HQU-105U1-3] C23 1172-23695




Light radiation direction indicator with baffle
of two parallel grids
fBASA-CASE-XBP-03930] cUt N69-24331
Solar radiation direction detector and device
for compensating degradation of photocells
[HASA-CASE-XLA-00183] c1l( H70-t0239
Richelson interferometer mth photodetector for
optical direction sensing
[SASA-CASF.-FEO-10320] C14 H71-17655
Omnidirectional liquid filled accelerometer






netal alloy bearing materials for space
applications
[NASA-CASE-XLE-05033] c15 H71-23810
Low friction bearing and lock mechanism for
two-axis gimtal carrying satellite payload
[UASA-CASE-GSC-10556-1 ] C31 N71-26537
Heasuring device for bearing preload using
spring washers
[HASA-CASE-«FS-201|3a] C11 H72-25288
Magnetic tearing for supplying magnetic fluxes
[NASA-CASE-GSC-11079-1] C37 H75-18574
Bearing material
[NASA-CASE-LEW-11930-2 ] C2<1 H76-26282
Hagnetic tearing system
[HASA-CASE-GSC-11978-1] C37 B77-17464










Catalyst bed element removing tool
[NASA-CASB-XFB-00811] C15 S70-36901
BBEB IAW
Multichannel photoionization chamber for
measuring absorption, photoionization yield,
and coefficients of gases
[BASA-CASE-E8C-100411-1] C14 N71-27090
Decontamination of petrclenm products with honey
[HASA-CASE-XHP-03835] C06 N71-23499
BELLOWS
Compact bellows spirometer for high speed and
high altitude space travel
[BASA-CASE-XJB-01547] COS H69-21473
Electrical connection for printed circuits on
common board, using bellcws principle in rivet
[HASA-CASE-XRP-05082] C15 H70-41960
Flexible bellows joint shielding sleeve for
propellant transfer pipelines
[BASA-CASE-XKP-01855] C15 H71-28937
Internally supported flexible duct joint
device for conducting fluids in high pressure
systems
[HASA-CASE-HFS-19193-1] • C37 N75-19686
BELTS
Apparatus for forming drive belts
[HASA-CASE-HPO-13205-1] c31 H71-32917
BEHDIHG
Bethod and apparatus for bowing of instrument
panels to improve radio frequency shielded
enclosure
[HiSA-CASE-XHF-09422] C07 H71-19II36
Development of systems for automatically and
continually suppressing or attenuating bending
motion in elastic bodies
[BASA-CASE-XAC-05632] c32 H71-23971
Elbow forming in jacketed pipes while
maintaining separation between core'shape andjacket pipes
[HASA-CASE-XFP-10475] C15 H71-24679
Device for bending metal ribbon or wire
[HASA-CASE-XIA-05966] C15 H72-12408
BEHDIIG DIA6BABS
Charged particle analyzer with periodically
1-18
varying voltage applied across electrostatic
deflection members
[ BASA-CASE-XJC-05506-1] c2« H71-16095
BEDDING FATIGUE
Apparatus for testing metallic and nonmetallic
beams or rods by bending at high temperatures
in vacuum or inert atmosphere
[NASA-CASE-XIE-01300] CIS N70-41993




Launch pad missile release system with bending
moment change rate reduction in thrust
distribution structure at liftoff
[HASA-CASE-XHF-03198] c30 B70-40JS3
BEHDIHG YIBBATIOH
Mercury filled pendulum damper for controlling
bending vibration induced by wind effects
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10274-1] ell 871-17626
BBHZBHE
Para-benzoguinone dioxime and concentrated
mineral acid processed to yield intnmescent or
fire resistant, heat insulating materials
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10304-1] Cl8 N73-26572
BEBTLLIDB ALLOYS
Development of fluoride coating to prevent




High temperature beryllium oxide capacitor
[HASA-CASE-LEB-11938-1 ] C33 H76-15373
BIBEIALS
Nonmagnetic thermal motor for magnetometer
movement
[SASA-CASE-XAB-03786] c09 B69-21313
Design and development of linear actuator based
on bimetallic spring expansion
[HASA-CASE-HPO-10637] CIS N72-1^U09
Application of spiral, bimetallic strip to
create circular motion on mechanical shaft by
changing strip temperature
[NASA-CASE-BPO-11283] C09 N72-25260
Development of thermal compensating structure
which maintains uniform length with changes in
temperature
[1ASA-CASE-HFS-20433] CIS B72-28M96
Bimetallic fluid displacement apparatus for
stirring and heating stored gases and liquids
[BASA-CASE-ABC-101411-1] C35 N7M-1S126
Thermocouples of tantalum and rhenium alloys tor
more stable vacuum-high temperature performance
[ BASA-CASE-LEW-12050-1 ] C35 B77-32«51t
BIHABI CODES
Time division relay synchronizer with master
sync pulse for activating binary counter to
produce signal identifying time slot for station
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10373-1] C07 B71-19773
Logic circuit for generating multlbit binary
code word in parallel
[HASA-CASE-XHP-04623] CIO B71-2610J
Design and development of encoder/decoder system
to generate binary code which is function of
outputs of plurality of bistable elements
[BASA-CASI-HEO-10342] C10 S71-33407
Binary coded sequential acquisition ranging
system for distance measurements
[HASA-CASE-SPO-11191] COS B72-25209
Binary to binary coded decimal converter
[NASA-CASE-GSC-12044-1] C60 B76-13781
Binary concatenated coding system
[BASA-CASE-HSC-1M082-1] C60 H76-23850
Hnltiple rate digital command detection system—
with range clean-up capability
[HASA-CASE-BPO-13753-1] C32 B77-20289




nondestructive interrogating and state changing
circuit for binary magnetic storage elements
[HASA-CASE-XGS-0017II] COS B70-347»3
Logic circuit to ripple add and subtract binary
counters for spaceborne computers
[NASA-CASE-IGS-04766] C08 B71-18602




Digital synchronizer for extracting binary data
in receiver of PSK/PCB communication system
[BASi-CASE-BSO-10851] c07 H71-20613
Differential phase shift keyed communication
system
[HASA-CASE-BSC-1Q065-1] C32 H7H-2665II
Hodulator for tone and binary signals phase
of modulation of tone and binary signals on
carrier naves in communication systens
[S&S&-CSSI-GSC-inH3-13 C32 B75-2U981
BIIABY DIGITS
Logarithmic converter for compressing 19-digit
binary inpnt number to 8-digit output
[!IASA-CASE-XI.A-OOn71] c08 B70-30778
Circuit diagram and operation of fnll binary adder
[HASA-CASE-XGS-00689] c08 B70-3B787
Binary number sorter for arranging numbers in
order of magnitude
[NASA-CASE-HPO-10112] c08 N71-12502
Binary sequence detector Kith fen memory
elements and minimized logic circuit complexity
J|NASA-CASE-XNP-05<I15] COS H71-12505
Cathode ray tnbe system for displaying ones and
zeros in binary nave train[»ASA-CASE-XGS-0<!987] c08 H71-20571
Characteristics of comparator circuits for
comparison of binary Hunters in information
processing system
[SASA-CASE-XHP-0«819] c06 N71-23295
Digital converter for scaling binary number to
binary coded decimal number of higher multiple
[HASJ-CASE-KSC-10595] COS B73-12176
Family of m-ary linear feedback shift register
nith binary logic
[HASA-CASE-BPO-11868] ClO H73-2025*






BIH4BY TO DECIBAl C01VEBTBBS
Binary to binary-coded decimal converter using
single set of logic circuits notwithstanding
number of shift register decades
[MASA-C»SE-XBP-OOI|32] C08 B70-35U23
Design and operation of high speed binary to
decimal conversion system
[NASA-CJSE-XGS-01230] C06 H71-19511
Binary to decimal decoder logic circuit design
with feedback ccntrol and display device
[NASA-C8SE-XKS-06167] c08 B71-24890
High speed direct binary to binary coded decimal
converter for use in ECB telemetry systems
[BASA-CASE-KSC-10326] c08 B72-21197
Binary to binary coded decimal converter
[NASA-CASE-GSC-1204S-1] C60 N76-13781
BIIDEBS (B1TISIA1S)
Bonded solid lubricant coatings of calcium






Binocular device for displaying numerical
information in field of vie*
[BASA-CASE-LAR-11782-1 ] c7» H77-20882
BIOACOOSTICS




display to identify fluorescence spectra of
carcinogenic and noncarcinogenic hydrocarbons
[HASA-CASE-XGS-01231] cK H70-11676
Bioassay of flavin coenzymes
tBASA-CASI-GSC-10565-1] c06 H72-251Q9
Enzymatic luminescent bioassay method for




Servo-controlled intravital microscope system
[SASA-CASE-HPO-13214-1] c35 H75-25123
flethod of detecting and counting bacteria
[NASA-CASE-GSC-11917-2] c51 B76-29891
Automated clinical system for chromosome analysis
[HASA-CASE-HPO-13913-1] C52 N77-19750
1-19
Determination of antimicrobial susceptibilities




chloride electrode for detecting bioelectric
potential differences generated by hnman
muscles and organs
[HASA-CASE-XHS-02872] COS H69-21925




Process for control of cell division
[HASA-CASE-IAB-10773-3] C51 B77-25769
BIOELECTBICITI
Development and characteristics of electrodes in
which poisoning by organic molecules is
prevented by ion selective electrolytic
deposition of hydrophilic protein colloid
[HASA-CASE-XBS-01213-1] c09 B71-26002
BIOEHGIIEEBIHG
Bio-isolated dc operational amplifier for
bioelectric measurements
CBASA-CASE-ABC-10596-1] C33 871-21851
Actuator device for artificial leg




Temperature compensated solid state differential
amplifier with application in
bioinstrnmentation circuits
C»»SA-CASE-XAC-00135] C09 H70-35M40
Electrode attached to helmets for detecting low
level signals from skin of living creatures
[ BASA-CASE-ABC-100113-1] COS B71-11193
Characteristics of pressed disc electrode for
biological measurements
[BASA-CASE-XBS-00212-1] COS B71-123U6
Development of apparatus and method for
quantitatively measuring brain activity as
automatic indication of sleep state and level
of consciousness
[BSSA-CASE-BSC-13282-1 ] COS B71-2«729
Development and characteristics of electrodes in
which poisoning by organic molecules is
prevented by ion selective electrolytic
deposition of hydrophilic protein colloid
[BASA-CASE-XBS-01213-1] C09 B71-26002
Ultrasonic biomedical measuring and recording
apparatus for recording motion of internal
organs such as heart valves
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10597-1] C52 B71-20726
Subminiature insertable force transducer
including a strain gage to measure forces in
muscles
[HASA-CSSE-SPO-13423-1] C33 B75-31329
A condition sensor system and method
[NASA-CASE-BSC-KI805-1] C3S N76-26H48
A logic-controlled occlusive cuff system
CHHSA-C1SE-BSC-1H836-1] c52 B76-27839
Catheter tip force transducer for cardiovascular
research
[ BASA-CASE-BPO-136»3-1] C52 H76-29896
Biomedical nltrasonoscope
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10990-1] C52 H76-33835
Thermistor holder for skin temperature
measurements
[NASA-CASB-ABC-10855-1] c52 B77-10780
EKG and nltrasonoscope display
[S1SA-CASE-ABC-10994-2] c52 B77-15619
Induction powered biological radiosonde for
measuring intracranial pressure
tBASA-CASE-ABC-11120-1] c52 B77-23743





Snap-in compressible biomedical electrode
[BASA-CASE-BSC-10623-1] c52 B77-28717
BIOLOBUESCESCB
Detection Instrument for light emitted from ATP
biochemical reaction
[BASA-CASB-XGS-0553B] c23 B71-16355
Describing method for lyophilization of
luciferase containing mixtures for use in life
detection reactions
BIOHEDICAL DATA SUBJECT IHDBZ
[NASA-C8SE-XGS-05532] C06 H71-17705








Characteristics of pressed disc electrode for
biological measurements
[BASA-CASI-XHS-04212-1] c05 H71-123U6
Compressible electrolyte saturated sponge
electrode for biomedical applications
[BASA-CASB-HSC-13648] c05 B72-27103
ultrasonic biomedical measuring and recording
apparatus for recording notion of internal
organs such as heart valves
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10597-1] c52 B74-20726





Biotelemetry apparatus with dual voltage
generators for implanting in animals
[HASA-CASE-XJIC-05706] c05 B71-12342
Miniature multichannel biotelemeter system
[BASA-CASE-HPO-13065-1] c52 B74-26625









Automatic polanmeter capable of measuring












Bistable multivibrator circuits operating at
high speed and low power dissipation
[BASA-CASE-XGS-00823] C10 B71-15910
BIT STHCBBOBIZATIOB
Telemetry data unit to form mnltibit words for
use between demodulator and computer
[SASA-CJSE-XBP-09225] c09 B69-24333
Bit synchronization system using digital data
transition tracking phased locked loop
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10814;) c07 B72-20140
Bit synchronization of PCX communications
signal, without separate synchronization
channel by digital correlation
[BASJ-CASE-BPO-11302-1] c07 S73-13149
Method and apparatus for a single channel
digital communications system
synchronization of received PCM signal by
digital correlation with reference signal
[BASA-CASE-BEO-11302-2] c32 H74-10132
BITEBHBY CODB
Encoders designed to generate comma free
biorthogcnal Beed-Huller type code comprising
conversion of 61 6-b~it words into 61 32-bit
data for communication purposes
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10595] c10 B71-25917
BUS
Logic circuit for generating mnltibit binary
code word in parallel
[BASA-CASE-XBP-04623] c10 H71-26103
HOD 2 sequential function generator for multibit
sequence, with two-bit shift register for each
pair of bits
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10636] c08 H72-25210








Black body cavity radiooeter with thermal
resistance wire bridge circuit
[HASA-CASE-XBP-08961] clU. N71-24809
Black body radiometer design with temperature
sensing and cavity heat source cone winding
[NASA-CASB-THP-09701] c1U B71-26475
Black body radiometer having isothermally




Modification and improvement of turbine blades
for maximum cooling efficiency
[BiSA-CASE-XLE-00092] CIS S70-3326M
BLADES (COTTEBS)
Piston in bore cutter for severing parachute
control lines and sealing cable hole to
prevent water leakage into load
[BASA-CASE-XMS-011072] CIS H70-12017
BLAST LOADS
Development of apparatus for detonating
explosive devices in order to determine forces
generated and detonation propagation rate
[BASA-CASE-LAH-10800-1] cJ3 H72-27959
BLOOD
Seduction of blood serum cholesterol
[BASA-CASE-BPO-12119-1] C52 B75-15270








Blood pressure measuring system for separately
recording dc and ac pressure signals of
Korotkoff sounds
[BASA-CASE-XHS-06061] COS B71-23317
Apparatus and method for processing Korotkov
sounds for blood pressure measurement
[NASA-CASE-MSC-13999-1 ] C52 B71-26626
Arterial poise wave^pressure transducer
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11531-1] c52 B7«-27566
circuit for detecting initial systole and




Bluff-shaped annular configuration for
supersonic decelerator for reentry vehicles
[HASA-CASE-XLE-00222] c02 B70-37939
BLtJBT BODIES
Rind tunnel method for simulating flow fields
around blunt vehicles entering planetary
atmospheres without involving high temperatures
[HASA-CASE-LAB-11138] Cl2 B71-20H36
BODIES OF BE70LDTIOB
Conforming polisher for aspheric surfaces of
revolution with inflatable tube
[BASA-CASE-XGS-02881] CIS H71-22705
Test fixture for measuring moment of inertia of
irregularly shaped body with multiple axes
[HiSi-CASB-XGS-01023] Cl» H71-22992
BODY FLUIDS
Programmable physiological infusion •
[BASA-CASB-ABC-10117-1] c52 M71-22771
Method of detecting and counting bacteria
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11917-2] C51 H76-29891
BODX KIREBATICS
Space suit with improved waist and torso movement
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10275-1] c05 B72-22092







Thernoregnlating with cooling flow pipe network
for hnians
[BASA-CASE-XHS-10269] COS B71-21117









SB improved free wing for an aircraft
[BASA-CASE-FBC-10092-1] c05 H77-31135
BOIIEBS
Vapor generating boiler system for turbine motor
[BASALCASl-XLE-OC785] C33 S71-16104
Shell-side liquid netal boiler employing tube
and shell heat exchanger
rBASA-CASE-HPO-10831] c33 H72-20915
BO10BETEBS
High impedance alternating current sensing
transformer device between two bolometers for
measuring insertion loss of test component
rBASA-CASE-XBP-01193] c10 B71-16057




Patent data on gas actuated bolt disconnect
assembly
[BASA-CASE-XLA-00326] - c03 870-34667
Bolt-latch mechanism for releasing despin
(eights from space vehicle
[NASA-CASE-XLA-00679] c15 H70-38601
Gage foe guality control of sealing surfaces of
threaded boss
[BASA-CASI-XHF-04966;! c14 B71-176S8
Split not and bolt separation device
[BASA-CASE-X8P-06914] C15 B71-21489
Device for securing together structural members
with azially stretched bolt and nut
[HASA-CASI-GSC-11149-1] C15 B73-30457-
BOBDIBG
Silver chloride use in technique for fusion
bonding of graphite to silver, glass,
ceramics, and certain other metals
[BASA-CASI-XGS-00963] c15 B69-39735
Bonded joint and method for reducing peak
shear stress in adhesive bonds
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10900-1} c37 S74-23064
" Bonding method in the manufacture of continuous
regression rate sensor devices
CBASA-CASB-LAB-10337-11 c24 B75-30260
Strain arrester plate for fused silica tile
bonding of thermal insulation to metallic
plates or structural parts
[HASA-CASB-BSC-14182-1] c27 B76-14264
Bonding of sapphire to sapphire by entectic





Graphite reinforced bone cement
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13764-1] C24 B76-26281
Method and system for in vivo measurement of
bone tissue using a tvo level energy source
[HASA-CASE-BSC-U276-1 ] c52 H77-14737
BOOHS (BOOIPBBRT)
Unfolding boom assembly vith knuckle joints for
positioning equipment for spacecraft
[BASA-CASE-XGS-00938] c32 H70-41367
Collapsible antenna boon and coaxial
transmission line having inflatable inner tube
[BASA-CASB-BFS-20068] c07 H71-27191
Extendable, self-deploying boom apparatus
[HASA-CASE-GSC-10566-1] c15 B72-18477
Design and characteristics of mechanically
extended and telescoping boom on crane assembly
[NASA-CASF-HPO-11118] c03 H72-25021
BOOSTXB BECOV1BT
Techniques for recovery of multistage rocket
vehicles by providing lifting surfaces on
individual sections
[HASA-CASl-XBF-00389} c31 H70-3U176
Becoverable, reusable single stage booster




Segmented tack-up bar for butt welding large
tabular structures such as rocket booster
todies or tanks
[HASA-CASE-XHF-00640] c15 B70-39924
Becoverable, reusable single stage booster





A walking boot assembly
[HASA-CASE-ABC-11101-1] C54 B77-14742
BOBIBG BACBIBES




Radiation hardening of HOS devices by boron
for stabilizing gate threshold potential of
field effect device
[ BASA-CASE-GSC-11125-1] C76 B74-20329
BOBOI CABBIDES




Boron trifluoride coatings for thermoplastic
materials
[ NASA-CASE-ABC-11057-1] C27 B77-26308
BOOIDABI LATBB COBTBOt
Double hinged flap for boundary layer control
over trailing edges of wings
{BASA-CASE-I1A-01290] C02 S70-42016
BOOHDABT. LATBB SBPABAIIOB
Tertiary flow injection system for thrust
vectoring of propulsive nozzle flow
[ HASA-CASE-BPS-20831] c28 B71-29153
Controlled separation combnstor airflow
distribution in gas turbine engines
[BASA-CASE-LEB-11593-1] c20 B76-14190
BOOBDiHT LAIBBS
Flow meter for measuring stagnation pressure in
boundary layer around high speed flight vehicle
[HASA-CASF.-XFB-02007] C12 B71-214692
Development of thermocouple instrument for
measuring temperature of wall heated by
flowing fluid without disturbing boundary layer
tBASA-CASE-XLE-05230] Cll B72-27410
BOXES (COBTAIHEBS)
Sealed storage container for channel carriers
with mounted miniature electronic components
[BASA-CASE-HFS-20075] c09 B71-26133
SHAKES (FOB ABBEST1BG 10TIOB)
Energy dissipating shock absorbing system for
land payload recovery or vehicle braking
[ BASA-CASB-XLA-00754) C15 B70-31850
Automatic braking device for rapidly
transferring humans or materials from elevated
location
[BASA-CASE-XKS-0781B] CIS B71-27067
Sprag solenoid brake development and
operations of electrically controlled brake
[HASA-CASE-BFS-21846-1] C37 B71-26976
notion restraining device for dissipating at





Direct current electromotive system for
regenerative braking of electric motor
[BASA-CASE-XHF-01096] clO B71-16030
Linear magnetic braking system with nonnniformly
wrapped primary coil producing constant
braking force on secondary coil
[BASA-CASB-XLE-05079] CIS H71-17652
Anemometer with braking mechanism to prevent
rotation of wind driven elements
CBASA-CASE-XBP-0522'4] ' C14 S71-23726
BBAZJBG
Anti-wettable materials brazing processes using
titanium and zirconium for surface pretreatment
[SASA-CASE-XHS-03537] CIS H69-21471
Application techniques for protecting materials
during salt bath brazing
£BASA-CASB-XLE-000»6] CIS B70-33311
Joining aluminum to stainless steel by bonding
aluminum coatings onto titanium coated
stainless steel and brazing aluminum to
aluminum/titanium coated steel
[HASA-CASE-HFS-07369] c1S 1171-201)43
Brazing alloy adapted for brazing corrosion
resistant steel to refractory metals, also for
braxing refractory metals to other refractory
metals
[BASA-C1SB-XBP-03063] C17 B71-^3365
Electric resistance spot welding and braxing for
producing metal bonds with superior mechanical









Method of flnzless brazing and diffusion bonding
of a luminum containing components
[SASA-CSSE-HSC-1H135-1] c37 R76-18455
BBEATBIHG APCABATDS
Three-port transfer valve with one port open







Development of construction block in form of
container folded from flat sheet and filled
with solid material for architectural purposes
[HASA-CASE-MSC-12233-2] c32 S73-13921
BBIGH1NESS
Modulating and controlling intensity of light




Video signal processing system for sampling
video brightness levels
[HASA-CASE-HPO-10100] c07 H71-217H2
Automated visual sensitivity tester for




Rock sampling apparatus for controlling
particle size
[KASA-CASE-1HP-10007-1] c«6 H7K-23068




Broadband chokes and absorbers to reduce
spurious radiation patterns of antenna array
caused by support structures
[HASA-CASE-XHS-05303] c07 N69-27462
Flexible monopole antenna with broad bandwidth
and low voltage standing nave ratio
[SASA-CASE-MSC-12101] C09 B71-18720
Broadband fregnency discriminator with resistive
captive inductive networks
[HASA-CASE-RPO-10096] c07 H71-24583
Broadband microwave waveguide window to
compensate dielectric material filling
[HASA-CASE-XFP-08880] c09 H71-24808
Comb type traveling wave maser amplifier for
improved high gain broadband output
[HASA-CASE-NPO-10548] c16 H71-24831
Sideband voltage controlled oscillator with high
phase stability
[HASA-CASE-X1A-03893] clO H71-27271




Solid state broadband stable power amplifier
[BASA-CASE-XHP-108511] c10 H71-26331
Broadband distribution amplifier with
complementary pair transistor output stages
[HASA-CASB-SPO-10003] c10 H71-26115
BBOADCASTIBG
Vehicle locating system utilizing AH
broadcasting station carriers
[HASA-CASE-NPO-13217-1 ] c32 B75-26194
BBOHISB
Bydrogen-bromine secondary battery
[HASA-CASE-HPO-13237-1 ] cQ4 H76-18611
BBOSB1S
Fabrication of sintered imparity semiconductor
brushes for electrical energy transfer
[HASA-CASI-IHF-01016] c26 H71-17818
BUCKHR6
Hiniature vibration isolator utilizing elastic
tubing material
[HASA-CASI-XLA-01019] c15 S70-H0156
Test equipment to prevent buckling of small
diameter specimens during compression tests
[HASA-CASE-LAB-10<I«0-1 ] Cl4 B73-32323
BDFFEE STOBAGE
Data handling based on source significance,
storage availability, and data received from
source >
[HASA-CASE-XBP-CX1162-1 ] COS B70-31675
Data acquisition and processing system with
buffer storage and timing device for magnetic
tape recording of PCa data and timing
information
[HASA-CASE-HPO-12107] c08 N71-27255




Apparatus and method of assembling building
blocks by folding pre-cut flat sheets of
material during on-site construction
[HASA-CASE-HSC-12233-1 ] CIS N72-25151
BD1KHBADS /




Inflatable radar reflector unit - lightweight,
highly reflective to electromagnetic
radiation, and adaptable for erection and
deployment with minimum effort and time
[NASA-CASE-XHS-00893] C07 N70-4006J
BOBHIHG BATE
Pressurized gas injection for burning rate
control of solid propellants
[HASi-CASE-XLE-0309t ] c27 1171-21819
Development of apparatus for testing burning
rate and flammability of materials
[NASA-CASB-XBS-09690] C33 B72-25913
BDEHOOT




Channel-type shell construction for rocket
engines and related configurations
[NASA-CASE-XIE-OOIOO] C28 B70-3Q860
Segmented back-up bar for butt welding large
tubular structures such as rocket booster
bodies or tanks
[NASA-CASE-XHF-006«0] CIS N70-39924




Flexible inflatable seal for butterfly valves
[HASA-CASE-XLE-00101] Cl5 B70-33376
BT.PASSES
Low power drain transistor feedback circuit
[N1SA-CASE-XGS-OH999] C09 B69-24317
Helical coaxial resonator BE filter
[SASA-CASE-XGS-02816] C07 B69-24323
Current regulating voltage divider design with
load current shunting
[HASA-CASB-BFS-20935] C09 B71-3«212
Electrical interconnection of unillominated
solar cells in solar battery array
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10314-1] C03 B72-27053
CABLE FOBCB EECOBDEBS
Design and characteristics of device for showing
amount of cable payed out from winch and load
imposed
[BASA-CASE-BSC-12052-1 ] C15 B71-21599
CABLES
Cable guide and restraint device for reefing





High voltage cable for use in high intensity
ionizing radiation fields
[HASA-CASE-XBP-00738] C09 S70-38201




SUBJECT IBDEX CAITXIBVBB BEARS
Support for flexible conductor cable between
drawers or racks holding electronic equipment
and cabinet assembly housing drawers or racks
rSASA-CASI-XHF-07587] C15 H71-18701
Design and construction of satellite appendage
tie-down cord
[HASA-CASE-XGS-0255H] c31 H71-21064
Quick attach mechanism for moving or stationary
wires, ropes, or cables
fHASA-CASE-XFB-05421] CIS B71-22994
Flexible cable that can be Bade rigid
[BASA-CASE-BSC-13512-1] c15 B72-22485






[BASA-CASB-BPS-23074-1 ] C51 B77-21844
CADHIUB S01PIDES




[BASA-CASB-BFS-20994-1 ] c35 S75-12271
CAICIOB FltlOBIDBS
Bonded solid lubricant coatings of calcium
fluoride and binder for high tenperatnre
stability
[BASA-OSl-XBS-00259] C18 N70-36400
Production of barium fluoride-calcium fluoride
composite lubricant for bearings or seals
[BASA-CASl-XLE-08511-2] c18 S71-16105
CAICIOB OI1DES
Process for the preparation of calciui snperoxide
[SiSA-CASI-ABC-11053-1] c2S B77-29252
CilCIDH PBOSPHATBS







Development and characteristics of self-
calibrating displacement transducer for




assembly for measuring fluid
[SHSA-CASE-IBP-01660] C14 H71-23036
Control system for pressure balance device used
in calibrating pressure gages
[BASA-CASI-XBF-04131O C1U B71-23755
Phonocardiogram siaulator producing electrical
voltage waves to control amplitude and
duration between simulated sounds
[BASA-CASE-XKS- 108011] COS 871-24606
Calibrator for measuring and modulating or
demodulating laser outputs
[HASA-CASE-XIA-03Q10] C16 B71-25914
Plastic spttre for radar tracking and calibration
[BASA-CASE-XLA-11154] C07 H72-21117
Calibration of vacuum gauges for measuring total
and partial pressures in altrahigh vacuum region
[BASA-CASE-XGS-07752] C14 H73-30390 -
System for calibrating pressure transducer
[HASA-CASE-lAB-10910-1] c35 B74-13132
In situ transfer standard for nltrahigh vacuum
gage calibration[BASA-CASB-LAB-10862-1 ] c35 H74-15092
Ergometer calibrator for any ergometer
utilizing rotating shaft
[BASA-CASE-SFS-21015-1] c35 S75-15932
Ultrasonic calibration device for producing
changes in acoustic attenuation and phase
velocity
tS»SA-C»SZ-l»B-11<*35-1] C35 B76-15432
High temperature strain gage calibration fixture
[HASA-CiSE-lAB-11500-1] C35 B76-24523
Bicrocomputerized electric field meter
diagnostic and calibration system
CBASA-CASB-KSC-11035-1] C33 B77-20343
C1LOB1BBI1BS
Development and characteristics of calorimeter








Electrically operated rotary shutter for
television camera aboard spacecraft
[BASA-CASE-X8P-00637] C14 B70-40273
Hagnetically opened diaphragm design with camera
shutter and expansion tube applications
[NASA-CASE-XIA-03660] c15 B71-21060
Development and characteristics of cyclically
operable, optical shutter for use as focal
plane shutter for transmitting single
radiation pulses
[HASA-CASE-BPO-10758] c14 B73-14427
Botary solenoid shutter drive assembly and
rotary inertia daaper and stop plate assembly
for use with cameras mounted in satellites
[SASA-CASE-GSC-11560-1] C33 S74-20861
CABBBAS
Mechanism for measuring nanosecond time
differences between luminous events using
streak camera
[BASA-CASE-XIA-01987] C23 871-23976
Camera adapter design for image magnification
including lens and illuminator
[HASA-CASE-XB?-0384<I-1] c14 B71-26474
Longitudinalfilm gate and lock mechanism for
securing flln in motion picture cameras under
vibration and high acceleration loads
[BASA-CASE-1AB-10686] c14 B71-28935
Design and characteristics of laser camera
system with diffusion filter of snail
particles with average diameter larger than
wavelength of laser light
[BASA-CASE-BSO-10417] C16 B71-33410
Optical scanner with linear housing and rotating
camera
[BASA-CASE-BFO-11002] C14 B72-22411
Apparatus for on-film optical recording of
camera lens aperture and focus setting
[BASA-CASE-BSC-12363-1] C14 B73-26431
Bechanical exposure interlock device for
preventing film overexposure in oscilloscope
camera
[BASA-CASE-IAB-10319-1] C14 B73-32322
Real tine moving scene holographic camera system
[BASA-CASE-BFS-21087-1] . c35 B74-17153
Automatic focus control for facsimile cameras
[BASA-CASB-IAB-11213-1] c35 H75-15014
Spectrometer integrated with a facsimile camera
[BASA-CASE-1AB-11207-1] C35 B75-19613
Real tine, large volume, moving scene
holographic camera system
[BASA-CASB-BFS-22537-1] c35 B75-27328
Holographic motion picture camera with Doppler
shift compensation
[BASA-CASB-BFS-22517-1] C35 B76-18402




Controlled caging and uncaging mechanism
[BASA-CASB-GSC-11063-1] C37 B77-27400
CABARD COIP1GOBATIOBS
Thrust and attitude control apparatus using jet




A cervix-to-rectnm measuring device in a
radiation applicator for use in the treatment
. of cervical cancer
[BASA-CASE-GSC-12081-2] cS2 B77-26796
CASOPIES
Transparent fire resistant polymeric structures
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10813-1] c27 B76-16230
CABS
Design and characteristics of device for closing
canisters under high vacuum conditions
[BASA-CASE-XlA-01446] CIS B71-21528
Extrusion can for extruding ceramics under beat
and pressure
[BASA-CASB-BPO-10812] CIS B73-13464
An improved vehicular impact absorption system
[BASA-CASB-BPO-14014-1] c37 B77-31501
ClITILBTOB BUBS
Pneumatic cantilever beams and platform for
space erectable structure
CAHTILEYEB BBHBEBS SUBJECT IBDBX
[BASA-CASE-XLA-01731] c32 U71-21045
CA8TILEVEB BBHBEBS
Deployatle cantilever support for deploying
solar cell arrays aboard spacecraft and
reducing transient loading
[BASA-CASJ-HPO-10883] c31 H72-22874
Miniature biaxial strain transducer
[BASA-CASE-LAB-11648-1] C35 H77-14407
CAPACITAHCB
capacitance measuring device for determining
flare accuracy on tapered tubes
[NASA-CASE-XKS-03495] c14 H69-39785
Device for measuring two orthogonal components
cf force with gallium flotation of measuring
target for use in vacuum environments
[HASA-CASJ-XAC-048850 Cl4 H71-23790
Thin f i lm capacitive bolometer and capacitance
temperature interchange sensor
[SASJ-CASE-KPO-10607J c09 S71-27232
Capacitive tank gaging device for monitoring one
constituent of two phase fluid by sensing
dielectric constant
[NASA-CASE-HFS-21629] C14 H72-22442
Adjustable freguency response microphone
[NASA-CASE-I8B-11170-1] C32 B74-12843
Capacitance multiplier and filter synthesizing
network
rSASA-CASE-HK>-11948-1] C33 B74-32712
Direct reading inductance meter
[HASA-CASE-SPO-13792-1] C35 H77-32455
CAPiCITAHCE SilTCBES
Electric discharge apparatus for
electrohydranlic explosive forming
[NASA-CASE-XBF-00375] C15 870-31(21(9
Extra-long monostable multivibrator employing
bistable seaiconductor snitch to allow
charging cf timing circuit
[NASA-CJSB-XGS-00381] c09 H70-34819
Feedback integrating circuit with grounded
capacitor for signal processing
tBASA-CASE-XAC-10607] c10 1171-23669
CAPACITOBS
Temperature sensitive capacitor device for
detecting very low intensity infrared radiation
rNASA-CASE-XSP-09750] c14 N69-39937
Energy source with tantalum capacitors in
parallel and miniature silver oxide button
cells for initiating pyrotechnic devices on
spacecraft and rocket vehicles
[NASA-CfSE-IAB-10367-1] c03 N70-26817
Electrical power system for space flight
vehicles operating over extended periods
[NASA-CASE-XBF-00517] c03 B70-34157
Capacitor for measuring density of compressible
fluid in liquid, gas, or lignid and gas phases
[HASA-CASE-XIE-00143] c1Q 1170-36618
capacitor sandwich structure containing metal
sheets of known thickness for counting
penetration rates of meteoroids
[BASA-CASI-XLE-01246] c1l( B71-10797
Capacitor fabrication by solidifying mixture, of
ferromagnetic metal particles,
nonferromagnetic particles, and dielectric
material
[NASA-CASE-IEB-103611-1] C09 B71-13522
Mechanism for measuring nanosecond tine
differences between luminous events using
streak caoera
[NASA-CASE-XIA-01987] c23 B71-23976
Circuit for monitoring power supply by ripple
current indication
[BASA-CASE-FSC-10162] c09 H72-11225
Thermodielectric radiometer using polymer file
as capacitor
[BASA-C-ASE-ABC-10138-1] c14 B72-24477
Haterial compositions and processes for
developing dielectric thick films used in
microcircuit capacitors
[NASA-CASE-LAB-10291-1] C26 H72-28762
tlicrometeoroid analyzer using arrays of










A regulated high efficiency, lightweight
capacitor-diode multiplier DC to DC converter
[NASA-CASI-IES-12791-1] C33 B77-2M385
CAPILLABY FLOS
Capillary radiator for carrying heat transfer
liquid in planetary spacecraft structures
[HASi-CASE-XlE-03307] c33 B71-140J5
Lubrication for bearings by capillary action
from oil reservoir of porous material
[HASA-CASE-XBP-03972] CIS S71-23048
Soldering device particularly suited to making
high quality wiring joints for aerospace
engineering utilizing capillary attraction to
regulate flow of solder
[SASA-CASE-XLA-08911] CIS H71-27^14
Capillary flow weld-bonding •
[HASA-CASE-LAB-11726-1] C37 H76-27568
CAPILLiEI TUBES
Tabular flow restrictor for gas flow control in
pipeline
[NASA-CASE-NPO-10117] CIS N71-15608
Development of liquid separating system using
capillary device connected to flexible bladder
storage chamber
[HASA-CASE-XHS-13052] C14 H71-20427
Interrupter switching device utilizing
electrodes and mercury filled capillary tabes
in which current flow vaporizes mercury as
circuit breaker
[HASA-CASE-XRP-02251] Cl2 H71-20896
Diffused wavegniding capillary tube with
distributed feedback for a gas laser
[HASA-CASE-HPO-13544-1] . C36 H76-18428
CABBiZOLES
Hethod of producing output voltage from




Decontamination of petroleum products with honey
[HASA-CASE-XHP-03835] C06 H71-23499
CAEBOM ABCS




Vapor deposited laminated nitride-silicon




Carbon dioxide purge systems to prevent
condensation in spaces between cryogenic fuel
tanks and hypersonic vehicle skin
[HASA-CASE-XLA-01967] c31 H70-42015
Fast response miniature carbon dioxide detector
with no moving parts for measuring
concentration in any atmosphere
[BASA-CASE-HSC-13332-1] Cl"t B72-21408
CAHBOI DIOXIDE 1ASBBS
Repetitively pulsed wavelength selective carbon
dioxide laser
[BASA-CASB-EBC-10178] C16 871-24832
Performance of ac power supply developed for C02
laser system
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11222-1] c16 B73-32391
Stark-effect modulation of C02 laser with SH2D
[NASA-CASE-BBO-11945-1] C36 B75-18427
CABBOB DIOXIDE B1BOTAL
Catalyst cartridge for carbon dioxide reduction
unit
[HASA-CASE-LAH-10SS1-1] c25 B74-12813
Begenerable device for scrubbing breathable air








Chemical and physical properties of synthetic
polynrethane polymer prepared by reacting
hydroxy carbonate with organic diisocyanate
[BASA-CASE-BFS-10512] C06 H73-30099
CABBOIIL SBOOP
Carboxyl terminated polyester prepolyaers and




Stable polyiaide synthesis from mixtures of
lonomeric dianines and polycarboxylic acid
esters
[FASA-CASE-1ES-11325-1] c06 H73-27980
Flnorinated esters cf polycarboxylic acid and
lubricating compositions for use at eitreme
temperature
[BASA-CASE-BFS-210<IO-1 ] c06 N73-30098
CAHCIBOGEHS
Spectrophotofluorometer with 3-dimensional
display to identify fluorescence spectra of
carcinogenic and noncarcinogenic hydrocarbons
[BASA-CASE-XGS-01231] C14 B70-41676
CABDIAC VEBTBIC1ES
Contour detector and data acquisition system for
the left ventricular outline
[BASA-CASE-JBC-10985-1] c52 B77-17701
CABDIOGBAPHY
Digital cardiotachometer incorporating circuit
for measuring heartbeat rate of subject over
predetermined portion of one minute also
converting rate to beats per minute
[HASA-CASE-JMS-02399] COS B71-22896




Development of instantaneous reading tachometer
for measuring electrocardiogram signal rate
CHASA-CASE-HfS-201118] c14 H73-2U473
Hyocardinm wall thickness transducer and
measuring nethod





Ear oximeter for monitoring blood ozygenation
and pressure, pulse rate, and pressure pulse
curve, using dc and ac amplifiers
[NASA-CASE-XAC-05422] c04 H71-23185




Demodulator for simultaneous demodulation of two
modulating ac signal carriers close in frequency
[HASA-CASE-XHF-01160] c07 1171-11298
Automatic carrier acquisition system for phase
locked loop receiver
tBASH-CASE-BKJ-11628-1 3 c07 B73-30113
Demodulator for carrier transducers
[BASA-CASE-BOC-10107-1] C33 H74-17930
Decision feedback loop for tracking a pclyphase
modulated carrier
CBASA-CASE-BPO-13103-1] c32 B74-20811
Svept group delay measurement
[NASA-CASE-BPO-13909-1] c33 H77-17358
CABBIES RITES
Variable frequency subcarrier oscillator vith
temperature compensation
[HASA-CASE-XBP-03916] c09 B71-28810
Hodulator for tone and binary signals phase
of modulation of tone and binary signals on
carrier waves In communication systems
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11743-1] C32 H75-24981
CABBIBBS
Sealed storage container for channel carriers
nith mounted miniature electronic components
[BASA-CASE-nrS-20075] C09 N71-26133
Apparatus for conducting flov electrophoresis in
the substantial absence of gravity
[BASH-CASS-HFS-21394-1] c3« B74-27744
CiBTESIAB COOBDHMBS
Design and development of random function tracer
for obtaining coordinates of points on contour
maps
[BASA-CASB-MA-01401 ] CIS H71-21179
CABTBIDGES
Tape cartridge with high capacity storage of
endless-loop aagnetic tape
[HASH-CASB-XGS-OC769] c1H S70-ft161»7
Endless loop tape transport mechanism for
driving and tensioning recording medium in
magnetic tape recorder
[HASA-CBSE-XGS-01223] C07 H71-10609




Reversible ring counter using cascaded single
silicon controlled rectifier stages
[BASA-CASE-IGS-01473] C09 B71-1067J
Synchronous dc direct-drive system comprising
multiple-loop hybrid control system
controlling load directly connected to actuator
[HASA-CASE-GSC-10065-1] CIO B71-27136
Haltiloop BC active filter network with lov
parameter sensitivity and low amplifier gain
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10192] C09 B72-21245
CASCADE P10I
Cascade plug nozzle for ]et noise reduction
[SASA-CASE-LAB-11674-1] c07 H76-18117
CASES (COSTAIHEBS)
nonmagnetic hermetically sealed battery case
made of epozy resin and woven glass tape for
use vith electrochemical cells in spacecraft
[RASA-CASE-XGS-00886) C03 871-11053
Protected isotope heat source for




Cassegrain antenna snbreflector flange for
suppressing ground noise and increasing
antenna transmitting efficiency
[HASA-CASE-XNE-00683] c09 H70-35125
Design and operation of multi-feed cone
Cassegrain antenna
[BASA-CASE-BSO-10539] C07 H71-11285
Synchronous detection system for detecting weak
radio astronomical signals
[HASA-CASE-XBP-09832] cJO B71-2J72J
Dual frequency feed systems for Cassegrainian
antennas
EBASA-CASE-BEO-13091-1] c09 B73-12211
Low loss dichroic plate
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13171-1] C32 B714-11000
CASTIBG








Onit for generating thrust from catalytic
decomposition of hydrogen peroxide, for high
altitude aircraft or spacecraft reaction control
[BASA-CASE-XHS-00583] C28 N70-38504
Apparatus for photon excited catalysis
[BASA-CASI-BPO-13566-1] C25 H77-J2255
CATALYSTS
Catalyst for increased growth of boron carbide
crystal whiskers
[BASA-CASE-XBQ-03903] C15 B69-21922
Catalyst bed element removing tool
[HASA-CASB-XrB-00811] CIS B70-36901
Catalyst bed ignition system for hydrazine
propellents
[RASA-CASE-XBP-00876] C28 R70-IH311
Developient of device for detecting hydrogen in
ambient environments
[BASA-CASE-HFS-11537] Cl» B71-20442
Catalyst cartridge for carbon dioxide reduction
unit
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10551-1] c2b B74-12813
Process for reioving sulfur dioxide from gas
streams -— using iron as a catalyst
[BASA-CASB-HSC-16299-1] C«5 B77-J1668
CATALYTIC ACTITITT
Catalytic trimerization of aromatic nitriles and
trlaryl-s-triazine ring cross-linked high
temperature resistant polymers and copolymers
made thereby
[BASA-CASE-LES-120S3-1] C27 »7ll-3llb79




Transducer circuit design with single coaxial
cable for input and output connections




CATHODE BAY TDBES SUBJECT IBDBI




Cathode ray oscilloscope for analyzing
electrical waveforms representing amplitude
distribution of tine function
rHASA-CASI-XNP-01383] c09 S71-10659
Cathode ray tube system for displaying cnes and
zeros in binary wave train
[NASA-CASE-IGS-011987]
 C08 S71-20571
Indexing mechanism for cathode array
substitution in electron beam tube
[HASA-CASE-BPO-10625] c09 H71-26182
Color television system utilizing single gun
current sensitive colcr cathode ray tube
[NASA-CASE-EBC-10098] c09 H71-28618
Digital video system for displaying image and
alphanumeric data on cathode ray tube
[HASA-CASE-BPO-11342] c09 H72-25218
Switching circuit for control of cathode ray
tube beam with fast rise time for output signal
rBASA-CASE-KSC-106«7-1] c10 H72-31273
Sitnational display system of cathode ray tubes
to assist pilot in aircraft control
[HASA-CASE-EBC-10350] dq H73-20174
Very high intensity light source using a cathode
ray tube electron beams
[BASA-CASE-XHP-01296] c33 B75-27250
CATHODES
Encapsulated heater forming hollow body for
cathode used in ion thruster
[NASA-CASE-LES-1081II-1] c28 B70-35422
Electronic cathodes for use in electron
bombardment ion thrustors
[NASA-CASB-XLB-0»501] c09 B71-23190
Design and characteristics of heat activated
electric cell with anode made from one or more
alkali metals and cathode made f rom oxidizing
material
CBASA-CASE-tEW-11358] C03 S71-2608U
Characteristics of ion rocket engine with
combination keeper electrode and electron baffle
tBASA-CASE-BFO-11880] c28 1173-21(783
Storage battery comprising negative plates of a
wedge shaped configuration for preventing
shape change induced malfunctions
[BASA-CASE-HPO-11806-1] c"KI H71-19693
CAUCUS
Hater insoluble, cationic jermselective membrane
[BASA-CASB-BPO-11091 ] C18 H72-22567
CAVITATIOH FIOS




Black body radiometer having isothernally
surrounded cavity for ultraviolet, visible,
and infrared radiation
[BASA-CASE-HPO-10810] cUt B71-27323
flethod for coating through-holes in ceramic
substrates used in fabricating miniaturized
electronic circuits
[SASA-CASI-IBF-05999] c15 B71-29032
Soil burrowing mole apparatus
tHASA-CASE-XBP-07169] c15 H73-32362
nethod of constructing dished ion thrnster grids
to provide hole array spacing compensation
[BASA-CASE-1BH-11876-1] c20 B76-21276
Bethod of making hollow elastomeric bodies
[BASA-CASB-BPO-13535-1] c37 B76-3152M
CAVITI BBSOBATOBS
Helical coaxial resonator IF filter
[RASA-CSSE-XGS-02816] c07 R69-24323
Semiconductor in resonant cavity for improving
signal to noise ratio of communication receiver
tHASA-CASE-HSC-12259-1 ] c07 B70-12616
Thermally sensitive tuning probe for nullifying
detnning effects in microwave cavity resonator
of amplifier
[BASA-CASE-IBP-OOnag] c1« B70-35220
Holder for high frequency crystal resonators
tBASA-CASE-XHP-03637] CIS B71-21311
Superconductive resonant cavity for improved
signal to noise ratio in communication signal
[BASA-CASE-BSC-12259-2] c07 B72-331Q6
Infrared tunable dye laser with nonlinear
wavelength mixing crystal in optical cavity
[HASA-CASB-AHC-10I163-1] c09 B73-32111
1-26
Tunable cavity resonator with ramp shaped supports
[HASA-CASE-HQH-10790-1] C36 B7U-11313
CELESTIAL BODIES
Device for determining relative angular position
of spacecraft and radiating celestial body
[ SASA-CASE-GSC-11l|l»<l-1 ] clt B7J-28<190
Position determination systems ' using orbital
antenna scan of celestial bodies
[HASA-CASE-HSC-12593-1] Cl7 H76-21250
CELESTIAL BAVIGATIOB
Development of star intensity measuring system
which minimizes effects of outside interference
[BASA-CAEE-XBP-06510] c1fl N71-2J797
CEIL AIODES
Beat activated emf cells with aluminum anode
[BASA-CASE-IBW-11359] c03 B71-28579
Heat activated cell with aluminum anode
[HASA-CASE-LBB-11359-2] COS B72-2003S
Electrically rechargeable BEDOX flow cell
[BASA-CASE-1EW-12220-1 ] CHI H77-14581
CELL DIVISIOB
Process for control of cell division
[HASP-CASE-IAB-10773-3] C51 B77-25769
CELLS
Separation cell with permeable membranes for
fluid mixture component separation
[BASA-CASE-XHS-02952] C18 H71-207U2
CELLS (BIOLOGT)




Graphite reinforced bone cement
[NASA-CASE-NPO-13761-1] C2& B76-26281
CEBTBIFOSES
Centrifuge mounted motion simulator with
elevator mechanism
[NASA-CASE-XAC-00399] C11 S70-3Q815





Fluid control apparatus and method
[SASA-CASE-LAB-11110-1] C31 B75-26282
CEBAHIC BOBDIBG
Plasma spraying gun for forming diffusion bonded
metal or ceramic coatings on substrates
[BASA-CASE-XLE-0160«l-2] CIS B71-15610
nethod of forming ceramic to metal seals




Evaporating crucible of tantalum-tungsten foil,
nickel alumina bonding agent, and ceramic
coating
[HASA-CASE-XIA-03105] CIS B69-27H83
Onfired-ceramic, highly reflective composite
insulation for large launch vehicles
[BASA-CASE-XHF-01030] C18 B70-11583
Onfired ceramic insulation for protection from
radiant leating environments
[BASA-CASE-BFS-14253] C33 H71-2I1858
Cermet for nuclear fuel constructed by pressing
metal coated ceramic particles in die at
temperature to cause bonding of metal
coatings, and tested for thermal stability
[BASA-CASE-LES-10219-1] Cl8 B71-28729
Two-component ceramic coating for silica
insulation
[BASA-CASE-BSC-14270-1] C27 B76-22377




Cermet for nuclear fuel constructed by pressing
metal coated ceramic particles in die at
temperature to cause bonding of metal
coatings, and tested for thermal stability
[BASA-CASF.-LEW-10219-1 ] C18 B71-28729
CBBABICS
Transpiration cooled turbine blade made from
metallic or ceramic wires
[BASA-CASE-XLE-00020] C15 B70-3J226
Characteristics of foamed-in-place ceramic
refractory insulating material and method of
fabrication
[HASA-CASE-XGS-02435] C18 071-2^998
SUBJECT I1DBX CHEHICAL AOIILIABI POWEB OBITS
Process for fiberizing ceramic materials with
high fasion temperatures and tensile strength
[NASA-CASE-XHP-OC597] c18 H71-23088
Hethod for coating through-holes in ceramic
substrates used in fabricating miniaturized
electronic circuits
[1ASA-CASI-XHF-05999] c15 H71-29032
Extrusion can for extruding ceramics under heat
and pressure
[HASA-CASE-BEO-10812] C15 H73-13464
Thermal shock resistant hafnia ceramic materials
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10894-1] C18 B73-14584
Insulation foil and method of making
[HASA-CASE-LEII- im8<4-2] c21 B75-14839
Thermal shock and erosion resistant tantalum
carbide ceramic material
[HASA-CASI-LAR-11902-1] c27 B76-23436
Improved nozzle for use with abrasive and/or
corrosive materials
[HASA-CASE-HPO-13823-1 ] C37 B77-17466
Thermal insulation attaching means adhesive




Freeze casting of metal ceramic and refractory
compound povders into plastic slips
[BASA-C8SI-X1I-00106] C15 H71-16076
Cermet for unclear fuel constructed by pressing
metal coated ceramic particles in die at
temperature to cause bonding of metal
coatings, and tested for thermal stability
[BASA-CASE-LF.H-10219-1] CIS 871-28729
Cermet conpcsition and method of fabrication
heat resistant alloys and powders
[HASA-CASB-BIO-13120-1] 027 S76-15311




Heated tungsten filter for removing oxygen
impurities f rom cesium
[BASA-CASE-XHP-OII262-2] C17 B71-26773




Oxygen-doped tantalum emitter for thermionic
devices such as cesiun vapor diodes
[HASi-CSSE-HPO-11138] c03 H70-34646




Variable thrust ion engine using thermal
decomposition of solid cesium compound to —
produce propulsive vapor
[HASA-CASS-XflF-00923] c28 870-36802
Hethod for producing porous tungsten plates for




Electric power generation system directory from
laser power
[HASS-CASZ-BPO-13308-1] c36 H75-30524




Fabrication method for lightweight
regeneratively cooled combustion chamber of
channel construction
[HASA-CASB-XI.E-00150] c28 H70-41818
Heated element sensor for fluid flow detection
in thermal conductive conduit with adaptive
means to determine flow rate and direction
[BASJ-CASE-BSC-12084-1] c12 B71-17S69
CHAHELS (DAT» TBJHSBISSIOB)
Error correction circuitry for binary signal
channels[BASA-CASF-XSP-03263] c09 B71-18843
Helical recorder for multiple channel recording
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10614-1] c09 H72-11224
Asynchronous, nultiplexing, single line





Automatic character skew and spacing checking
network of digital tape drive systems
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11925-1] C33 S76-18353
CHABGE DISTBIEOTIOH
operation of vidicon tube for scanning spatial
charge density pattern
[BASA-CASE-IBP-06028] C09 B71-23189
charge storage diode modulators and demodulators
[HASA-CASB-BPO-10189-1] C33 H77-21311
CHABQE EICHAHGB
Ion beam tbraster shield
[BASA-CASE-lES-12082-1] C20 H77-10148
CH&BGB TBA1SIEB
Electronic counter circuit utilizing magnetic
core and low power consumption
CB1SA-CASE-IBP-08836J C09 B71-12515
CHaHSB IBABSFBH DEVICES
Charge transfer reaction laser with
preionization means
[ NASA-CASE-BFO-13915-1] c36 B77-19118
CBABGBD IABTICLBS
Bethod of forming thin window drifted silicon
charged particle detector
[HASA-CASE-XIE-00808] c2« B71-10560
Charged particle analyzer with periodically
varying voltage applied across electrostatic
deflection members
[HASA-CASE-XAC-05506-1] C24 B71-16095
Electrostatic charged particle collector
containing stacked electrodes for microwave tube
[ NftSA-CASE-LEB-11192-1 ] C09 B73-13208
Bethod and apparatus for neutralizing potentials
induced on spacecraft surfaces
[BiSA-CASE-GSC-11963-1 ] C33 S77-10B29
CHABSIHG
Development of device for simulating charge and
discharge cycle of battery in synchronous orbit
[HASA-CASE-GSC-11211-1] c03 B72-25020
CBiRSIBG
Sensor device with switches for measuring
surface recession of charring and noncharring
ablators
[ BRSR-CASE-XLA-01781] Cl4 H69-39975
Ablation sensor for measuring char layer
recession rate using electric wires
[B»SA-ClSE-XLA-0179a] c33 B71-21586
CHECKOUT
Digital computer system for automatic prelannch
checkout of spacecraft
[HASA-CASB-IKS-08012-2] C31 H71-15566
Bapid activation and checkout device for batteries
[B&SA-CASE-BFS-22749-1] c<t<t H76-11601
CHBLAtBS
Ammonium perchlocate composite propellant with
organic cu/II/ chelate catalytic additive
[BASA-CASE-LBB-10173-1] C27 H71-14090
CHEHICIL A1ALTSIS
Analytical test apparatus and method for
determining oxygen content in alkali liguid
metal
tBSSA-CASE-XIE^01997] C06 B71-23527
Automated fluid chemical analyzer for
microchemical analysis of small gnantities of
liquids by use of selected reagents and
analyzer units
[BiSA-CASE-XSP-09151] C06 B71-26751
Method for determining presence and type of OH
in BgO
£HASA-CASE-HPO-1077»] C06 B72-1709S
Development and characteristics of injection
system for use with gas chromatograph
tBASA-CASE-ABC-10311-1] ell B72-21»33
Hicroneteoroid analyzer using arrays of
interconnected capacitors and ion detector
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10413-1] CIO H73-20177
Chromato-fmonographic drug detector device





Gas chromatograph injection systen
tBASA-CASB-ABC-10311-2] C35 H75-26331
CBEBICAL ADIIIIiBI POSEB OBITS
Development and characteristics of ion-exchange
aembrane and electrode assembly for fuel cells
or electrolysis cells
[BASA-CASB-XBS-02063] c03 H71-29011
CBBHICAL C01SOSITIOH SUBJECT IIDEX
CHBB1CAL COHPOSITION
Eabber composition for expulsion bladders and
diaphragms fcr use mth hjdrazine
[BASA-CASI-BFO-11133] Cl8 B71-31110
Phototropic conposition of matter vith
sensitivity to ultraviolet light and usable
for producing positive photographic images
[SASA-CASE-XGS-03736] c1U B72-22<I<13
Frequency scanning particle size spectrometer
[HASI-CASE-SFO-13606-1] c35 H75-19627
CBEHICAL COBSOUHDS
Ultraviolet chromatographic detector for




Apparatus for remote handling of materials
mixing or analyzing dangerous chemicals
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10630-1] c37 B7Q-18123
CBBBICAL EBG1BBEBIHG
Process for the preparation of calcium snperoxide
[BASA-CASE-8BC-11053-1] c25 H77-29252
CBEBICAL BACBIBIB6




Rethod for producing alternating ether-silozane
copolymers vith stable properties when exposed
to elevated temperatures and 0V radiation
[HASA-CASI-IHF-02580] c06 H71-20905
Chemical and physical properties of synthetic
polyurethane polymer prepared by reacting
hydroxy carbonate vith organic diisocyanate
CHASA-CASE-BFS-10512] C06 H73-30099
' Chemical and elastic properties of flnorinated
polynrethanes
[HASA-CASE-BPO-10767-1] c06 H73-33076
Thiophenyl ether disilcxanes and trisiloxanes
useful as lubricant fluids
[SASA-CASE-BIS-22ql1-1] C37 N74-21058
CBBBICAL BBACtlOBS
Process for interfacial polymerization of
pyromellitic dianhydride and tetraamino benzene
[NAS8-CASI-XLA-03101I] c06 N71-1123S
Synthesis cf polymeric schiff bases by
schiff-base exchange reactions
[BASA-CASE-XBF-08651] c06 H71-11236
Preparation of ordered pcly/arylenesiloxane/
polymers
[HASA-CASE-XHF-10753] c06 B71-11237
Synthesis and chemical properties of
imidazopyrrolone/imide copolymers
[HASA-CA5E-XLA-08802] c06 H71-11238
Composition and process fcr improving definition
of resin masks used in chemical etching
[SASA-C8SE-XGS-01993] C14 B71-1757I!
Preparation of inorganic solid fi lm lubricants
vith long near life and stability in aerospace
envlronients
[NASA-CASI-MF-03988] c15 F71-21403
Synthesis of high purity dianilinosilanes
[HASA-CASE-IHF-06H09] c06 B71-23230
Synthesis of aromatic diasines and dlaldehyde
polyters using Schiff base
[HASA-CA5I-XBF-0307II] c06 B71-2H7UO
Chemical synthesis of hydrexy terminated
perflnoto ethers as intermediates for highly
flnorinated polyurethane resins
[FASA-CASE-HPO-10768] c06 S71-2725Q
Chemical synthesis of tberially stable
organom«tallic polymers «ith divalent metal
ion and tetraphenjlphosphonitrilic units
tSASA-C»SE-HO.II-1036<l] C06 B71-27363
Apparatus and process for volumetiically
dispensing reagent quantities of volatile
chemicals for snail batch reactions
[BASA-CASE-HPO-10070] c15 B71-27372
Infusible pclymer production from reaction of
polyfunctional epoiy resins with
polyfunctlonal aziridine coapounds
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10701] c06 B71-28620
Process for preparing high molecular "eight
polyaryloxysilanes frcm lover molecular weight
forms
[SASA-CASE-IHF-0867a] c06 B71-28807
organometallic compounds of niobinn and tantalum
useful tor film deposition
(BASA-CASE-IHP-OQ023] C06 B71-28808
1-28
Description of method for making homogeneous
foamed materials in weightless environment
using materials having different physical
properties
[8ASA-CASE-XBF-09902] Cl5 B72-11387
Bethod to produce high purity copper fluoride by
heating copper hydroxyflnoride povder and
subjecting to flowing fluorine gas
[B&SA-CASE-LBi-1079<!-1] C06 B72-17093
Pumping and metering dual piston system and
monitor for reaction chamber constituents
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10218-1] C1S H72-21465
Development of apparatus for producing metal
povder particles of controlled size
[BASA-CASE-X1E-06161-2] C17 H72-28535
Chemical spot tests for identification of
titanium and titanium alloys used in aerospace
vehicles
[RASA-CASE-LAB-10539-1] Cl7 S73-125B7
Self-cycling fluid heater for heating continuous
fluid strean to ultrabigh temperatures to
facilitate chemical reactions
[BASA-CASE-BSC-15567-1] c33 N73-16918
Chemical process for production of
polyisobutylene compounds and application as
solid rocket propellant binder
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10893] c27 B73-22710
Preparation of stable polynrethane polymer by
reacting polymer vith diisocyanate
CSASA-CASE-BFS-10506] C06 H73-30100
Preparation of polynrethane polymer by reacting
hydroxy polyformal vith organic diisocyanate
[RASA-CASE-BFS-10509] C06 B73-30103
Utilization of lithium p-lithiphenoxide to
prepare star polymers
[RASA-CASE-RPO-10998-1] C06 B73-32029
Polyimide foam for the thermal insulation and
fire protection
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10U6U-1] C27 B7M-12812
Intnmescent composition, foamed product prepared
therewith and process for making same
[SASA-CASE-ABC-1030<(-2] C27 H74-27037
Vapor phase grovth of groups 3-5 compounds by
hydrogen chloride transport of the elements
[BAS4-CASZ-IAB-111<(«-1] C2S H75-26013
Utilization of oxygen diflnoride for syntheses
of fluoropolymers
[1ASA-CASE-BPO-12061-1 ] C27 B76-16228
Bethod for detecting pollutants through
chemical reactions and heat treatment
[BASA-CASE-IAB-111405-1] C*5 B7T5-3171H
CBEBICAI TES1S
Chemical spot tests for identification of
titanium and titanium alloys used in aerospace
vehicles
[BASA-CASE-lAB-10539-1] C17 B73-125B7
Chemical spot test for Identifying magnesium or






Chlorine generator for purifying vater in life
support systems of manned spacecraft
[BASA-CASE-XLA-08913] " Cl<! B71-28933
CBLOBOPBBIE BBSIIS
Flexible fire retardant polylsocyanate modified
neoprene foam —- foe thermal protective devices
[BASA-CASB-ABC-10180-1] c27 B7B-12814




Current dependent variable inductance for input
filter chokes of ac or dc power supplies
[BASA-CASE-BBC-10139] c09 B72-17151
CBOKES (BBSTBICTIOIS)




Seduction of blood serum cholesterol
[BASA-CASE-BPO-12119-1] C52B75-1S270
CHBOHATOGBAPBT
Chromato-flnorographic drug detector device
for detecting and recording fluorescent
properties of materials
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10633-1] C25 B7t-269«7
SUBJECT UDEI CIBCOIT PBOTEC1IOR
CHBOBIOB illOtS
Method of heat treating age-hardenable alloys
[HASA-CASE-XFP-01311] c26 875-29236
Seduced chroiinm stainless steel alloys
[HASA-CASF-lEW-12543-1] C26 H77-21217
CBBOBOSOBBS
Pntomated clinical system for chromosone analysis
[HASA-CASE-BPO-13913-1] c52 B77-19750
CIBEBAT06BAPB*
High speed photo-optical time recorder for
indicating time at exposure of each frame of
high speed movie camera file
[HASA-CASE-KSC-10294] C1<1 H72-18411




Electrical feedthrough connection for printed
circnit boards
[HASA-CASE-XHF-01483] Cl4 H69-27431
Electric connector for printed cable to printed
cable or to printed board
[HASA-CASE-XBF-00369] c09 H70-36494
Electrical connection for printed circuits on
common board, using bellows principle in rivet
[NASA-CASE-XBP-05082] c15 H70-11960
Electrical spot terminal assembly for printed
circuit boards
[BASA-CASE-HPO-10034] Cl5 H71-17685
Development and characteristics of polyimide
impregnated laminates with fiberglass cloth
backing for application as printed circnit
broads
[HASA-CASF-BFS-204081 C18 R73-12604
Techniques for packaging and mounting printed
circuit boards
[NASA-CASE-BFS-21919-1] C10 B73-25243
Tool for-use in lifting pin supported objects
[BASA-CASF.-SPO-13157-1] C37 B74-32918
Shock absorbing mount for electrical components
[NASA-CASE-NPO-13253-1] C37 H75-18573
Connector for connecting circuits on




Interrupter switching device utilizing
electrodes and mercury filled capillary tubes
in which current flov vaporizes mercury as
circuit breaker
[NASA-CASE-XNP-02251] c12 N71-20896
Single electrical circnit component combining
diode, fuse, and blovn indicator vith
elongated tube of heat resistant transparent
material
[NASA-CASE-XKS-03381] C09 N71-22796
Electrical circnit selection device for
simulating stage separation of flight vehicle
[HASA-CASE-XKS-01631 ] C10 H71-23663
Electromagnetic braking arrangement for
controlling rotor rotation in electric motor
[HASA-CASE-XFP-06936] c15 F71-24695
Belay circuit breaker with magnetic latching to
provide conductive and nonconductive paths for
current devices
[HASA-C1SI-BSC-11277] c09 H71-29008
Multiple circuit protector device
[HASA-CASE-XBS-0274U] C33 H75-21249
CIBCtJIT DIAGBABS
Excitation and detection circuitry for flux
responsive magnetic head
[BASA-CASE-XFP-04183] C09 H69-2I1329
impedance transformation device for signal mixing
[FASA-CASE-XGS-01110] c07 F69-24334
Design of transistorized ring counter circuit
with special steering and triggering circuits
[BASA-CASE-XGS-03095] c09 R69-27463
solid state switching circuit design to increase
current capacity of low rated relay contacts
[HASA-CASB-XHP-09228] c09 N69-27500
Extra-long monostable multivibrator employing
bistable semiconductor switch to allow
charging of timing circuit
[BASA-CASB-XGS-00381] c09 B70-34819
Frequency shift keyed demcdolator - circuit
diagrams
[FASA-CASE-XGS-02889] c07 H71-11282
Difference indicating circuit used in
conjunction with device measuring
gravitational fields
[HASA-CASB-XHP-08274] CIO B71-13537
High voltage transistor circnit
[BASA-CASE-XBP-06937] C09 B71-19516
Control of fusion welding through nse of
thermocouple wire
[BASA-CASB-BFS-06074] CIS B71-20393
Circuitry for developing autocorrelation
function continuously within signal receiving
period
[BASA-CASE-XBP-00746] c07 B71-21476
Single electrical circuit component combining
diode, fuse, and blown indicator with
elongated tube of heat resistant transparent
material
[BASA-CASE-XKS-03381 ] C09 B71-22796
Design and development of buck-boost voltage
regulator circnit with additive or snbtractlve
alternating current impressed on variable
direct current source voltage
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10735-1] CIO F71-26085
Design of active EC network capable of operating
at high Q values with reduced sensitivity to
gain amplification and number of passive
components
[FASA-CASE-ABC-10042-2] CIO B72-11256
Precision surface cutter for screen circuit
negatives and other microcircuits
[FASA-CASF.-XLA-09843] c15 N72-27485
Self-regulating proportionally controlled
heating apparatus and technique
[HASA-CASE-GSC-11752-1] C77 HT.5-20140
Symmetrical odd-modulus fregnency divider
[BASA-CASE-FPO-13426-1] C33 B75-31330
Trielectrode capacitive pressure transducer
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10711-2] C33 H76-21J90
Frequency discriminator and phase detector circuit
[NASA-CASE-HPO-11515-1] C33 F77-1J315
CIBCDI1 PBOIICtlOB
Use of silicon controlled rectifier shorting
circnit to protect thermoelectric generator
source from thermal destruction
[HASA-CASE-XGS-Oa808] C03 H69-251«6
Spark gap type protective circnit for fast
sensing and removal of overvoltage conditions
[HASA-CASE-XAC-08981] C09 N69-39897
Development of in-line fnse device for
protection of electric circuits from excessive
currents and voltages
[HASA-CASE-BSC-12135-1] C09 H71-12526
Overcurrent protecting circuit for pnsh-pull
transistor amplifiers
[HASA-CASE-BSC-12033-1] C09 »71-1J531
Solder coating process for printed copper
circnit protection
[HASA-CASE-XBF-01599] C09 H71-20705
Power supply with overload protection for series
stage transistor
[U1SA-CASB-IBS-00913] CIO B71-23503
Selective plating of etched, circuits without
removing previous plating*
[BiSA-CASE-XGS-03120] C15 »71-2tO<l7
Circuit design for failure sensing and
protecting lov vo*tage electric generator and
pover transmission networks
[HASA-CiSE-GSC-1011»-1] ClO H71-27366
Sensing circnit for instantaneous reaction to
pover overloads
[HASA-CiSE-GSC-10667-1] CIO H71-33129
Current protection equipment for satnrable core
transformers
[NASA-C8SE-EBC-10075-2] C09 B72-22196
Development of process for forming Insulating
layer between two electrical conductor or
semiconductor materials
[HASA-CASB-1BW-10U89-1] C15 F72-25H47




Shock absorbing mount for electrical components
[BASA-CASB-BPO-13253-1] C37 B75-1B573
Hnltiple circnit protector device
[BASA-CASB-XBS-027»aj c33 R75-2V249
Hnlti-cell battery protection system
[BASA-CASB-LB»-12039-1] c««l B76-23713





Distribution of currents to circuits using
electrical adaptor
[BASA-CASE-XLA-01288] c09 N69-21170
nondestructive interrogating and state changing
circuit for binary magnetic storage elenents
[BASA-CASE-XGS-0017q]
 C08 N70-3II7I13
Electronic circuit system for controlling
electric notcr speed
[BASA-CASE-XHF-01129] c09 S70-38712
Starting circuit design for initiating and
maintaining arcs in vapor lamps
[NASA-CASl-XNP-01058] c09 H71-12540
Voltage drift compensation circnit for
analog-to-digital converter
[NASA-CASE-XNP-01780] c08 B71-19687
High voltage divider systen for attenuating high
voltages to convenient levels suitable for
introduction to measuring circuits
[BASA-CASE-XLE-02008] c09 H71-21583
Negation of magnetic fields produced by thin
vaferlike circnit elements in space vehicles
[BASA-CASE-XGS-03390] c03 H71-23187
Circuits for controlling reversible dc motor
[HASA-CASE-XNP-07II77] c09 B71-26092
Device for rapid adjustment and maintenance of
temperature in electronic components
[BASA-CASZ-XNP-02792] cIP H71-28958
Pulse generating circuit for operation at very
high duty cycles and repetition rates
[NASA-CASE-XHP-007115] c10 B71-28960
DeveTLopment of electric circuit for production
of different pulse width signals
[HASA-CASE-XIA-07788] c09 N71-29139
Sensing circuit for instantaneous reaction to
power overloads
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10667-1] c10 H71-33129
Pulsed excitation voltage circuit for strain
gage bridge transducers
[HASA-CASE-FBC-10036] c09 B72-22200
Development of thermal to electric power
conversion systen using solid state switches
of electrical currents te load for Seebeck
effect compensation
[NASA-CASE-BPO-11388] c03 B72-23018
Inductive-capacitive loops as load insensitive
power corverters
[BASA-CASI-EFC-10268] c09 H72-25252
Pail-safe multiple transformer circuit
configuration
[NASA-CASE-BPO-11078] c09 H72-25262
Precision surface cutter for screen circuit
negatives and other micrccircnits
[SASA-CASE-XIA-09843] c15 H72-27H85
Bridge-type gain control circuit
THASA-CASE-GSC-10786-1 ] c10 B72-282U1
Active toned circuits fcr microelectronic
construction
[BASA-CASE-GSC-113UO-1 ] c10 H72-33230
Thermochrcmic compositions for detecting heat
levels ill electronic circnits and devices
[BASA-CASE-HPO-1C76n-1] c11 B73-1UI428
Electrodeless lamp circnit driven by induction
[HASA-CASE-HFS-21210-1]
 C09 N73-30181
Circuit for detecting initial systcle and
dicrotic notch for monitoring arterial
pressure
[NASA-CASI-LEW-11581-1] c5« R75-13531





Optical apparatus for visual detection of
roundness and regularity of cone surfaces
[NASA-CASI-XBP-00462] c14 H70-31298
CIBC01AH CTLIBDBBS
Rodnlating and controlling intensity of light




Left and right hand circular electromagnetic
polarization excitation ty phase shifter and
hybrid networks
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10021-1] c09 B71-2H595




Circularly polarized antenna with linearly
polarized pair of elements
[HASA-CASB-BBC-1021M] c09 B72-31235
Dual freguency circularly polarized microwave
integrated antenna
[ HASA-CASE-HSC-16100-1] C32 H77-15233
CIBCOL&B TUBES
Evacuated displacement compression molding
[BASA-CASB-LAB-10782-1 ] C31 B7(|-1<4133
CIBCOL&TOBS (PHASE SHIFT CIBCOITS)
Development of electromagnetic wave transmission




Clamped amplifier circnit for horizon scanner
enabling amplification and accurate
measurement of specified parameters
[HASA-CASE-XGS-0178<f] C10 B71-20782
CIAHPS
Portable device for aligning surfaces of two
adjacent wall or sheet sections for joining at
point of junction
[BASA-CAEE-XBF-01152] Cl5 B70-11371
Hydraulic clamping of sheet stock specimens
[BASA-CASE-X1A-05100] C15 B71-17696
Inertial component clamping assembly design for
spacecraft guidance and control system mounting
[BASA-CASE-XBS-02184] C15 B71-20813
Design and development of module joint clamping
device for application to solar array
construction
[NASA-CASE-XSP-023H1] Cl5 B71-21531
Quick attach mechanism for moving or stationary
wires, ropes, or cables
[BASA-CASE-IFH-05M21] c15 B71-22991
CLAYS
White paint production by heating impure








Device for back purging thrust engines
[NASA-CASE-XHS-01826] c28 B71-28819
Honcontaninating swab with absorbent end covered




Device for removing plastic dust cover from




Development of radioietric sensor to warn
aircraft pilots of region of clear air
turbulence along flight path
[ HASA-CASE-EBC-10081) Cl"4 B72-28437
clear air turbulence detector
[HASA-CASE-BFS-212»<t-1 ] C36 B75-15028
CLIHBIBG FLIGHT
Aircraft Indicator for pilot control of takeoff
roll, climbont path and verticle flight path
in poor visibility conditions
[BASA-CASE-XLA-001187] C1Q B70-10157
CLIBICAL HBDICIHE
Process for preparing calcium phosphate salts
for tooth repair
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10338] COM N72-33072





Automated clinical system for chromosome analysis
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13913-1] c52 B77-19750
A cervix-to-rectnm measuring device in a




Time synchronization system for synchronizing
clocks at remote locations with master clock
using moon reflected coded signals
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10143] CIO B71-26326
SOBJECT ISDEX COBBBEIT BADIATIOB
Circuit fox measuring vide range of pulse rates
by utilizing high capacity counter
[BASA-CSSI-XBP-06231] c10 B71-27137
Fault tolerant clock apparatus utilizing a





Spacecraft docking and alignment systen
using television camera system
fBASf-CASI-BSC-12559-1] Cl8 876-11186
C10SEO CIC1ES
Closed loop radio communication ranging system
to determine distance between moving airborne




Lead-oxygen dc pover supply system having a
closed loop oxygen and vater systen
[HASA-CiSI-BIS-23059-1] c44 876-27664
CLOSED ECOLOGICAL STSTEIS
Potable vater reclamation from human vastes in
zero-G environment
[BASA-CASE-X1A-03213] COS N71-11207
Spacecraft vitb artificial gravity and earthlike
atmosphere
[H&SA-CJSI-LIS-11101-1] C31 873-32750
Rcgenerable device for scrubbing breathable air




Design and characteristics of device for closing






[BASA-CASF.-BFS-22938-1 ] c34 B76-18374
CLOUDS (BETEOIOL06Y)
Development and characteristics of apparatus for
measuring intensity of electric field in
atmosphere
[BASA-C8SI-KSC-10730-1] C11 B73-32318








Solder coating process fcr printed copper
circuit protection
[HASA-CASI-IHF-01599] C09 B71-20705
High thermal emittance Hack surface coatings
and process for applying to metal and netal
alloy surfaces used in radiative cooling of
spacecraft
[BASA-CASE-IIA-06199] C15 871-24875




Bonded solid lubricant coatings of calcium
fluoride and binder for Ugh temperature
stability
[BASA-CASE-XBS-00259] c18 B70-36400




Design and development cf device for cooling
inner conductor of coaxial cable
[SASA-CASI-IBP-09775] c09 B71-20445
Design and development of electric connectors
for rigid and semirigid coaxial cables
[NASA-CJSI-IBP-04732] C09 B71-20851
Transducer circuit design Kith single coaxial
cable for input and output connections
including incorporation into miniaturized
catheter transducer
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10132-1] C09 H71-2<I597
Collapsible antenna boom and coaxial
transmission line having inflatable inner tube
CHASA-CASE-HFS-20068] c07 H71-27191
1-31
Vibration isolation system, using coaxial
helical compression springs
[BASA-CASE-BPO-11012] CIS B72-11391
Development and characteristics of hermetically
sealed coaxial package for containing
microvave senicondnctor components
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10791-1] C15 B73-14469
System for stabilizing cable phase delay
utilizing a coaxial cable under pressure
[BASA-CASI-BPO-13138-1] C33 B74-17927







High strength, corrosion resistant cobalt-based
alloys for aerospace structures
[BASA-CASE-XIE-00726J Cl7 B71-1561H
High temperature cobalt-base alloy resistant to
corrosion by liquid metals and to sublimation
in vacuum environment
[HASA-CASB-XIE-02991] C17 B71-16025
High temperature ferromagnetic cobalt-base alloy
for electrical pover generating equipment
[BASA-CASE-XIE-03629] Cl7 B71-23218




Controlled visibility device for simulating poor
visibility conditions in training pilots in
instrument landing and flight procedures
[BASA-CASB-XFF-011H7] ell B71-10718
CODEBS
Design and development of encoder/decoder system
to generate binary code which is function of
outputs of plurality of bistable elements
[HASA-CASE-HPO-10342] C10 B71-33107
Biorthogonal encoder vith nodular design
[HASA-CASE-HPO-10629] COS H72-18181
Method and apparatus for decoding compatible
convolntional codes
[BASA-CASE-HSC-14070-1] C32 B7Q-32598
Digital plus analog output encoder
[BASA-CASE-GSC-12115-1] c62 B76-31916




Description of error correcting methods for use
vith digital data computers and apparatus for
encoding and decoding digital data
[BASA-CASE-XBP-02748] c08 871-22719
Apparatus and digital technique for coding rate
data
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10128-1] COS 873-20217
Binary concatenated coding system
[BASA-CASE-HSC-11082-1] ' C60 876-23850
Differential pulse code modulation
[BASA-CASE-HSC-12506-1] C32 B77-12239
COEFFICIENT OF FBICTIOI
Static coefficient test method and apparatus
[ BASA-CASE-GSC-11893-1] C35 B76-31189
COBBZIBES
Bioassay of flavin coenzymes
[BiSA-CASE-GSC-10565-1] c06 B72-25119
COBEBEIT ELECTBOBACBETIC BADISTIOB
Design of folded traveling vave maser structure
[BASA-CASE-XBP-05219J Cl6 871-15550




Hybrid holographic system using reference,
transmitted, and reflected beams simultaneously
[BASA-CASE-HFS-20071] Cl6 B71-15565
Development of apparatus for amplitude
modulation of diode laser by periodic
discharge of direct current pover supply
[HASA-CASE-XBS-01269] Cl6 871-22895
Coherent light beam device and method for
measuring gas density in vacuum chambers
[BASA-CASE-XEB-11203] C11 871-28991
COBBBEBT BADIATIOB
Design and development of multichannel laser
remote control system using modulated
helinv-neon laser as transmitter and light
COINCIDENCE CIBCOITS SDBJECT IHDEI
collector as receiving antenna
[NASA-CASZ-1SB-10311-1 ] c16 H73-16536
Bonitoring atmospheric pollutants with a
heterodyne radiometer transmitter-receiver
[BASA-CASI-NSO-11919-1] c35 H74-11284
Apparatus for scanning the surface of a
cylindrical tody
fNASA-CASF-NPO-11861-1] 036 B74-20009
Optically detonated explosive device
tNASA-CASI-NPO-11743-1] c28 N74-27425
Hethod and apparatus for generating coherent
radiation in the ultra-violet region and above
by use of distributed feedback
rNASA-CASI-NlO-13346-1] c36 B76-29575
COINCIDENCE CISC01TS




Cold cathode discharge tube with pressurized gas
cell for meteoroid detection in space
[BASA-CASE-1JB-10483-1] C14 H73-32327
COLD 6AS
Annular arc accelerator shock tube
(BASA-CASI-NPO-13528-1] c09 H77-10071
COLD flOBKING
Cold metal hydroforming techniques using epozy
molds for counteracting creep or stretch
[BASA-CASI-X1E-05641-1] c15 871-26346
COLLAPSE
Collapsible piston for hypervelocity gun
[NASA-CASI-HSC-13789-1] c11 873-32152
COLLECTION








Spatial filter for C-switched lasers
[NASA-CASE-iES-12164-1] c36 877-32178
COL1IHATOES
X ray cilliiating structnre for focusing
radiation directly onto detector
[BASA-CASE-XHQ-04106] c1l| 870-40240
Ccllimator for analyzing spatial location of
near and distant sources of radiation
[BASA-CASE-BIS-20546-2] C14 1173-30389
Bultiplate focusing ccllimator for scanning
small near radiation sources
[BASA-CASE-BFS-20932-1 ] C35 H75-19616
COLLISION AVOIDANCE
Cooperative Doppler radar system for avoiding
midair,collisions
[NASA-CASE-LAB-10403] c21 H71-11766
Satellite aided aircraft collision avoidance
system effective for large number of aircraft
[NASA-CASI-EBC-10090] c21 871-24948
Vertically stacked collinear array of
independently fed omnidirectional antennas for
use in collision warning systems on commercial
aircraft
[NASA-CASE-LAB-1051I5-1] C09 B72-21244
Economical satellite aided vehicle avoidance
system for preventing midair collisions
[SASA-CASE-EBC-10419] c21 B72-21631
Development and operating principles of




Development and characteristics of electronic
signalling system and data processing
equipment for warning systems to avoid midair
collisions between aircraft
[NASA-CASE-LAB-10717-1] c21 H73-30641
Satellite aided vehicle avoidance system
[SASA-CASE-EBC-10II19-1] C03 H75-30132
COLLOIDAL 6INEB1TOBS
colloidal particle generator for electrostatic
engine for propelling space vehicles
[NASA-CASE-X1E-00817] c28 870-33265
COLLOIDAL IBOfELLANTS
Colloidal particle generator for electrostatic
engine for propelling space vehicles
[BASA-CASE-X1E-00817] c28 H70-33265
low density and low viscosity magnetic
propellent for use under zero gravity conditions
[BASA-CASE-X1E-01512] Cl2 870-40124
Electrostatic microthrust propulsion system with
annular slit colloid thrnstor
[NASA-CASE-GSC-10709-1] C28 871-25214
COLOB
Chemical spot test for identifying magnesium or
magnesium alloys used in aerospace applications
[HASA-CASE-lAB-10953-1 ] C17 873-27446
COLOB PHOT06BABHT.
Color photointerpretation of interference colors
reflected from thin film oil-coated components
in moving gases for gas flow visualization
[BASA-CASE-XHF-01779] Cl2 N71-20815
COLOB TELEVISION
color television system utilizing single gun
current sensitive color cathode ray tube
[HASA-CASE-EBC-10098] C09 R71-28618
Color television system for allowing monochrome
television camera to produce color pictures
[BASA-CASS-BSC-12146-1] C07 N72-17109
Video tape recorder with scan conversion
playback for color television signals
[BASA-CASI-BSO-10166-1] c07 H73-22076
Full color hybrid display for aircraft simulators
[SASA-CASE-ABC-10903-1] C09 876-10148
Scan converting video tape recorder
JBASA-CASE-BPO-10166-2] c35 S76-16391
System for producing chroma signals
[BASA-CASE-BSC-14683-1] c74 877-18893
COLOB VISION




Bicropacked column for rapid chromatographic
analysis using low gas flow rates
[HASA-CASE-XBP-014816] c06 869-39936
COLOBNS (SOPPOBTS)




Apparatus for computing square roots
[BASA-CASE-XG3-04768] C08 B71-19437
COBBOSTION




Socket chamber leak test fixture using tubular
plug
[BASA-CASB-XFB-09U79] c11 B69-27503
Propellant injectors for rocket combustion
chambers
[BASA-CASE-X1E-00103] C28 870-33201
fletal ribbon wrapped outer wall for
regeneratively cooled combustion chamber
[BASA-CASE-XIE-00161I] c15 B70-361I11
Apparatus for cooling and injecting hypergolic
propellants into combustion chamber of small
rocket engine
[BASA-CASE-XLE-00303] c15 870-36535
Ignition system for monopropellant combustion
devices
[BASA-CASE-XBP-002H9] C28 B70-38219
Fabrication method for lightweight
regeneratively cooled combustion chamber of
channel construction
ISASA-CASB-X1E-00150] C28 870-41818
Bocket combustion chamber stability by
controlling transverse instability during
propellant combustion
[HASA-CASE-X1E-04603] C33 B71-21507
Begenerative cooling system for rocket
combustion chamber using coolant tubes in
convergent-divergent nozzle
[NiSl-CASE-XlE-04857] c28 B71-2J968
Bocket engine injector orifice to accommodate
changes in density, velocity, and pressure,
thereby maintaining constant mass flow rate of
propellant into rocket combustion chamber
[HASA-CASB-X1E-03157] C28 B71-24736
Coaxial injector for mixing liquid propellants
within combustion chambers
[HASA-CASE-NPO-11095] CIS 872-25455
Swirl can, fnll-annnlns combustion chambers for
high performance gas turbine engines
[NASA-CASE-LEVI-11326-1] C23 H73-30665
1-32
SUBJECT I1DBX COBPOSITE BATBBIALS
Bethod of electroforning a rocket chanber
[HASf-CASE-LEW-11118-1] c20 B74-32919
Heat exchanger rocket combustion chambers
and cooling systeos
[NASA-CASE-LEW-12252-1 ] C34 H75-19579
» heat exchanger and netted of making
tSlSA-CASE-LEil-12<l<U-1] c3H S75-19580
Controlled separation ccmbustor airflow
distribution in gas turtine engines
[HASA-CASE-lSS-11593-1 1 c20 H76-11.190
Fuel combostor
[NASA-CASE-lEW-12137-1 ] C20 H76-20215
Direct heating snrface conbustor
[HASA-CASE-LEW-11877-1] C<IQ H76-286U6




Pressurized gas injection for bnrning rate
control cf solid propellants
[HASA-CASE-XIE-03f9i |] C27 H71-21819
COBBOSTIOH EFFICIENCY
Fuel injection system for nai inmm combustion
efficiency of rocket engines
[BASA-CASE-XLE-00111] c28 N70-38199
COBBDSTIOfl PB1SICS
Characteristics of solid jropellant rocket
engine tilth controlled rate of thrust buildup
operating in vacuum environment
CHASA-CASE-HFO-11559] c28 H73-2il78it
COBBDSTIOH PBODOCTS
Contamination free separation nut eliminating
combustion products frcn ambient surroundings
generated by squib firing
[HASA-CASE-XGS-01971] c15 H71-15922
Device for generating and controlling combustion
produces for testing of fire detection system
[HASA-CASE-GSC-11095-1] C11 S72-10375
System for minimizing internal combustion engine
foliation emission
[BASA-CASB-HPO-131102-1 ] c37 H76-18157
COBBDSTIOH STABILITY
Socket combustion chamber stability by




Multiple rate digital comnand detection system
with range clean-up capatility
[FASA-CASE-HIO-13753-1] C32 S77-20289
COBBASE BODOIES












function continuously within signal receiving
period[BASA-CASI-XBP-00716] c07 H71-21976
Superconductive resonant cavity for Improved
signal to noise ratio In communication signal
[BAS»-C»SE-HSC-12259-2] c07 B72-331»5
COBHDBICiTIOB CABI1S
Rethofl of maXing nolS«4 electric connector for
use with flat conductor cables
[HASA-CASE-XBF-03U98] CIS H71-15986
Process for making E? shielded cable connector
assemblies and resulting structures
tHASA-C»SE-6SC-11215-1] - c09 N73-28083
Fiber distributed feedback laser
[HASA-CASE-HPO-13531-1] C36 B76-211553
COBBOBICSTIOH EQDICBEBT
Bnltiplezed communication system design
including automatic correction of transmission
errors introduced by frequency spectral shifts
[HSSA-CASE-XHP-01306] C07 B71-2081I1
Binary data decoding device for use at receiving
end of communication channel
CNASA-CASE-NPO-10118] cC7 H71-217U1
1-33
Characteristics of data-aided carrier tracking
loop used for tracking carrier in angle
modulated communications system
[H1SA-CASE-BFO-11282] CIO N73-16205
Doppler compensated communication system for
locating supersonic transport position
[HASK-CASE-GSC-10087-H] C07 573-20170




Erectable, inflatable, radio signal reflecting
passive communication satellite
[BASA-CASE-X1A-00210] C30 B70-10309
Development of antenna system for spin
stabilized communication satellite for
simultaneous reception and transmission ot data
£HASA-CASE-XGS-02607] c31 B71-23009
Elimination of tracking occultation problems
occurring during continuous monitoring of
interplanetary missions by using Earth
orbiting communications satellite
[HASA-CASE-IAC-06029-1] C31 B71-21813
Satellite radio communication system with remote
steerable antenna
[NASA-CASE-XBP-02389J c07 H71-28900
Satellite aided vehicle avoidance system
[HASA-CASB-EBC-10U19-1] C03 B75-30132
Oltra stable frequency distribution system
QHASA-CASE-BPO-13836-1] C32 B76-31373
COBBDIATIOB
High speed low level voltage commntating switch
[ NASA-CASE-XAC-00060] C09 B70-3991S)
COBBDIATOBS
Rocket—borne aspect sensor consisting of
radiation sensor, apertures disk, commutator,
and counting circuits
[HASA-CASE-XGS-08266] C1U N69-271J2
Commutator for steering precisely controlled
bidirectional currents through numerous loads
by use of magnetic core shift registers
[NASA-CASE-BPO-107»3] C08 N72-21199
COHPABATOB CIBCOITS
Describing frequency discriminator using digital
logic circuits and supplying single binary
output signal
[NASA-CASE-BFS-14322] C08 B71-18692






Photometric flow meter with comparator reference
means
[HASA-CASE-XGS-01331] ell B71-22996
Characteristics of comparator circuits for




Star image notion compensator using telescope




[HSSA-CASE-BFS-23l|lt7-1 ] 037 B77-11103
COBPOSI1B BATEBIALS
High strength reinforced metallic composites for
applications over wide temperature range
[RAS&-CASE-XL2-02D28] .C17 H70-3J288
Bethod for producing fiber reinforced oetalllc
composites with high strength and elasticity ,
over vise teapexature range
[HASA-CASS-XLB-00231] C17 B70-38198
Composites reinforced with short metal fibers or
whiskers and having high tensile strength
CRASA-CASE-XLE-00228] C17 B70-38190
Onfired-ceramic, highly reflective composite
insulation for large launch vehicles
[HaSA-CASE-XSF-01030] Cl8 B70-11583
Freeze casting of metal ceramic and refractory
compound powders into plastic slips
£H»SA-CASE-XIB-00106] Cl5 B71-16076
Preparation and characteristics of lightweight
refractory insulation
[H»SA-CASE-XBF-05279] c18 *71-1t1.i»
Flexible composite membrane structure impervious
to extremely reactive chemicals in rocket
CORPOSITE FEOPB1IBHTS SUBJECT IBDSX
propellants
[BASA-CASE-XHP-08837] • c18 B71-16210
Cryostat fcr flexure fatigue testing of
composite materials
[BASA-CASF.-XBF-02964] c14 S71-17659
Description of method for producing metallic
composites reinforced kith ceramic and
refractory hard metals that are fibered in place
[BASA-CASE-XIE-03925] C18 B71-22894
Electrically coupled individually encapsulated
solar cell matrix
[BASA-CASE-BPO-11190] C03 1171-31(0*4
Heat treatment and tooling for forming shapes
from thermosetting honeycomb core sheets
[HASA-CASE-BPO-11036] C15 B72-24522
Method for making,fiber ccoposites with high
strength at high temperatures
[BASA-CASE-LEW-10424-2-2; C18 B72-25539
Development of thermal compensating structure
which maintains uniform length with changes in
temperature
[BASA-CASE-BFS-20433] C15 B72-28496
Bearing material composite material with low
friction surface for rolling or sliding contact
[BASA-CASE-LES-11930-1] C24 B76-22309
Fluid seal for rotating shafts
[BASA-CASE-LBW-11676-1] c37 B76-22541
non-flammable elastomeric fiber from a
fluorinated elastomer and containing an




Intomescent-ablator coatings using endothermic
fillers
[BASA-CASE-ABC-11043-1] c34 B77-14372
Method of growing composites of the type
exhibiting the Soret effect improved
structure of eutectic alloy crystals
[HASA-CASE-BFS-22926-1] c2<l H77-27187
Hybrid composite laminate structures
rHASA-CASE-lEW-12118-1] c24 H77-27188
Catalytic trimerization of aromatic nitriles and
triayl-s-triazine ring cross-linked high






Ammonium perchlorate composite propellant with
organic Cu/II/ chelate catalytic additive
CHASA-CASE-LAB-10173-1] C27 871-14090
Rolded comfcsite pyrogen igniter for rocket motors
[BASA-CASF.-LAB-12018-1] c20 H76-29365
CORPOSITE SlBaCTOBES
Inflatable hcneycomb panel element for
lightweight structures usable in space
stations and other construction
[BASA-CASI-XIA-00204] c32 B70-36536
Shrouded composite propulsion system configuration
[SASA-CASE-XIA-01043] c28 B71-10780
Development of composite structures for
spacecraft to serve as anti-meteoroid device
[BASA-CASE-IAE-10788-1] c31 B73-20880
Bonding method in the manufacture of continuous
regression rate sensor devices
[BASA-CASE-IAH-10337-1] c24 B75-30260
Varying density composite structure
[BASA-CASE-LAB-11181-1] C39 B75-31479
Leading edge protection for composite blades
[BASA-CASE-LEB-12550-1] , C24B77-19170
Composite lamination method of resin
impregnated fiber tape
[BASA-CASI-LAB-12019-1] C24 B77-22179
Composite sandwich lattice structure
[BASA-CASE-lAB-11898-2] c24 B77-26242
COBPOSITIOB (PBOCEBTT)
Roving particle composition analyzer
[HASA-CASI-GSC-11889-1] c35 B76-16393
Flame retardant elastomeric compositions
CBASA-CASE-RSC-14331-2] c27 B76-24408
Flame retardant elastomeric compositions
[BASA-CASE-HSC-1II331-3] C27 B76-24409
COHPBESSBD AIB
Actuator using compressed gas as driving force
to control valve handling large liquid flows
[BASA-CASE-XHQ-01208] C15 B70-35409
COBPBESSBD GAS




Capacitor for measuring density of compressible
fluid in liquid, gas, or liquid and gas phases
[SASA-CASE-XLE-00143] Cl4 B70-36618
Apparatus for tensile strength testing of
specimen by pressurized fluid
[HASA-CASE-XF.S-06250] Cl4 B71-15600
COBPBBSSIBG
Bethod and apparatus for producing very low
temperature refrigeration based on gas
pressure balance
[BASA-CASE-XBP-08877] C15 B71-23025
Bethod for compression molding of thermosetting
plastics utilizing a temperature gradient
across the plastic to cure the article
[HASA-CASE-LAB-10489-1] C31 B74-18124
COBPBBSSIOB LOADS
Pressure transducer for systems for measuring
forces of compression
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10832] C14 B72-21405
Solid medium thermal engine
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10461-1] C44 B74-3J379
COBPBESSIOB TESTS
Test equipment to prevent buckling of small
diameter specimens during compression tests
[HASA-CAEE-LAB-10440-1] Cl4 B73-3232J
Anti-bnckling fatigue test assembly for
subjecting metal specimen to tensile and
compressive loads at constant temperature
[SASA-CASE-LAB-10426-1 ] C09 B74-19528
COBPBBSSOB BLADES
Process for welding compressor and turbine
blades to rotors and discs of jet engines
[SASA-CASE-LB«-10533-1] c15 873-28515
COHPBESSOBS
Thermal pump-compressor for converting solar
energy
[BASA-CASE-XLA-00377] c33 B71-17610






Apparatus for computing square roots
[BASA-CASE-XGS-04768] c08 B71-19437
COBPOTBB COBP01EBTS
Computer circuit performing both counting and
shifting logic operations also capable of








System for digitizing graphic displays
[SASA-CASE-HPO-10745] COS B72-22164
COBPOTBB PBOGMHRIB6
Encoders designed to generate comma free
biorthogonal Beed-Bnl-ler type code comprising
conversion of 64 6-bit words into 64 32-bit
data for communication purposes
[BASA-CASB-BSO-10595] c10 B71-25917




Self testing and repairing computer comprising
control and diagnostic n<;it and rollback
points for error correction
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10567] C08 R71-24633
Development of computer program for estimating
reliability of self-repair and fault-tolerant
systems with respect to selected system and
mission parameters
[BASA-CASE-HPO-13086-1] CIS B73-1249S
Development of flight simulator system to show
position of joystick displacement
[BASA-CASE-BPO-11497] COS H73-25206
COBPOTBB STOBAGE DBTICBS
Ragnetic matrix meiory system for nondestructive
reading of information contained in matrix
[HASA-CASE-XRF-OS83S] COS R71-12S04
SUBJECT I1DEI C01STBAIITS
Binary sequence detector with few memory
elements and nicinized Icgic circuit complexity
[HASA-CASB-IBP-05H15] COS B71-12505
Poised magnetic core memory element vith
blocking oscillator feedback for interrogation
without loss of digital inforaation
[BASA-CASE-XSS-03303] c08 B71-18595
Reliable magnetic core circuit apparatus with
application in selection matrices for digital
memories
[BASA-CASE-IBP-01318] c10 B71-23033
Time division multiplexed telemetry transmitting
system controlled by programmed menory
[HASA-CASE-GSC-10131-1] C07 B71-2B62B
Serial digital decoder design with square
circuit latriz and serial memory storage units
CBASA-CASE-BPO-10150] c08 H71-21650
Digital memory system with multiple snitch cores
for driving each «ord location
[HASA'CASf-IBP-01166] C\S B71-2643"!
Redundant memory for enhanced reliability of
digital data processing system
[NASA-CASI-GSC-1056H1 C10 H71-29135
Hemory device employing semiconductor and
ferroelectric properties of single crystal
barium titanate
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10307] C08 H72-21198
Shared memory for a fault-tolerant computer
[HASA-CASE-HPO-13139-1 ] C60 H76-2191H
Lightning current waveform measuring system
[BASA-CASB-KSC-11018-1} C33 S77-21320
COHPOTBB STSTEBS DESIGI





Automated system for identifying traces of
organic chemical compounds in aqueous solutions
[BASA-CASB-BPO-13063-1 ] c25 H76-18245
Computerized system for translating a torch bead
[BASA-CASE-BPS-23620-11 c37 B77-24<197
Apparatus for determining thermophysical
properties of test specimens
[BASA-CiSI-lAB-11883-1] c09 B77-27131
COBP01EBIZED DESI6B
simulator for practicing the mating of an
observer-controlled cbjsct with a target
[HASA-CASE-BFS-23052-2] C11 B77-18179
COBPOTEBIZED SIBUIATIOB
Integrated time shared instrumentation display
for aerospace vehicle simulators
[NASA-CASI-XIA-01952] c08 B71-12507
COHPOTEBS
Telemetry data unit to form mnltibit nerds for
use betveen demodnlatcr and computer
[BASA-CASI-XFP-09225] cC9 B69-20333
Data compression processor for monitoring analog
signals by sampling procedure
[BASi-CASE-BPO-10068] c08 B71-19288








Concentrator device for controlling direction of
solar energy cnto energy converters
[NASA-CASE-XLE-01716] c09 B70-1023B
Thermostatically controlled non-tracking type
solar energy concentrator
[BASA-CASE-SPO-13B97-1] c«n B76-1»602
A non-tracking solar energy collector system
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13817-1] ell B77-28583
Three-dimensional tracking solar energy
concentrator and method for making same
[BASA-CASE-BFO-13736-1] c«l| B77-32583
COBD1BSATES
Apparatus for determining volatile condensable
material present in polymeric products
[BASA-CASE-XSP-09699] C06 H71-2B607
Condensate removal device for heat exchanger
[BASA-CASE-HSC-191Q3-1] c77 B75-20139
COBD1BSEBS (LICOIPIBBS)
Condenser-separator for dehumldifying air
utilizing sintered metal surface[HASA-CAS1-XLA-086B5] c15 B69-2W5
1-35
Condensate removal device for heat exchanger
[HASA-CASE-BSC-1B103-1] c77 B75-20139
COHDOCIUS FLUIDS
Hultidacted electromagnetic pump for conductive
liquids
[BiSA-CASE-BIO-10755) CIS B71-2708H
Internally supported flexible dnct joint




Beasoring conductive heat flow and thermal
conductivity of laminar gas stream in
cylindrical plug to simulate atmospheric reentry
[BASA-CASB-ILE-00266] ClU B70-3H156
Space salt body heat exchanger design composed
of thermal conductance yarn and liquid coolant
loops
[BASA-CASB-XBS-09571] COS B71-19Q39




Support for flexible conductor cable betveen
drawers or racks holding electronic equipment
and cabinet assembly housing drawers or racks
[BASA-CASE-XHP-07587] CIS B71-18701
Method for making conductors for ferrite meiory
arrays from pre-formed metal condnctors
[BASA-CASE-LAB-1099B-1] C2B B75-13032
CORES
Black body radiometer design with temperature
sensing and cavity heat source cone winding
[BASi-CASE-XBP-09701] c1M B71-26B75
COBPIIBBBHT




Conical valve plug for use with reactive
cryogenic fluids
[BASA-CASE-XLE-00715] CIS 870-34859
Conical reflector antenna with feed
approximating line source
[SASA-CASE-BPO-10303] C07 H72-22127
Characteristics of microwave antenna with
conical reflectors to generate plane wave front
[BASA-CASE-BPO-11661] C07 B73-1B130
COBICAL SHELLS
capacitance measuring device for determining
flare accuracy on tapered tabes
[BASA-CASE-XKS-03B95] c1B B69-39785
Foldable, doable cone and parabolic reflector
system for solar ray concentration
[BASA-CASE-XLA-04622] C03 B70-11580




Expanding and contracting connector strip for
solar cell array of Bimbus satellite
[BASA-CASB-IGS-0139S] C03 B69-21S39
Design and development of quick release connector
[BASi-CASE-ILA-011B1] CIS B71-13789
Development and characteristics of strainer for
flared tube fitting
[BASA-CASE-XLA-05056] CIS B72-11389
Process for making BF shielded cable connector
assemblies and resulting structures
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11215-1] C09 B73-28083
COISCXOOSIESS
Development of apparatus and method for
quantitatively measuring brain activity as








Three stage' motion restraining mechanism for
restraining and damping three dimensional
vibrational movement of gimballed package
daring launch of spacecraft
[SASA-CASB-GSC-10306-1] CIS R71-24694
Cable guide and restraint device for reefing
tabes in uniform manner
tB»SA-CASE-LAB-10129-1] CIS B73-25512
CONSTRUCTION BATEP.IALS SUBJECT IBDBX
Development cf restraint system for securing






Apparatus and method of assembling building
blocks by folding pre-cut flat sheets of
material during on-site construction
[HASA-CASE-HSC-12233-11 c15 N72-25454
Development of construction block in form of
container folded from flat sheet and filled
with solid material fcr architectural purposes
[NASA-CASE-HSC-12233-2] c32 N73-13921
COBTACT FOTEBTIAIS
Lightweight, rugged, inexpensive satellite
battery fcr producing electrical power from











Manufac ture of fluid containers from fused
coated polyester sheets having resealable septum
[NASB-CASI-NPO-10123] c15 N71-24835
nethoa for locating leaks in hermetically sealed
containers




Fluid transferring system design for purging
toxic, corrosive, or noxious fluids and fumes
from materials handling equipment for
cleansing and accident prevention
[NASA-CASE-XHS-01905] c12 N71-21089
COHTABINATIOB
Emission spectroscopy method for contamination
monitoring of inert gas metal arc welding
[NASA-CASI-XBF-02039] c15 N71-15871
Contamination free separation nut eliminating
comlusticn products f r o m ambient surroundings
generated by squib firing
[NASA-CASE-XGS-01971] c15 B71-15922
Apparatus and process for volumetrically
dispensing reagent quantities of volatile
chemicals for small batch reactions
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10070] c15 B71-27372
Portable tester for monitoring bacterial




A CD ultrasonic bolt tensioning monitor
rHASB-CASI-LBE-12016-1] c32 B77-15236
COBTIBQODS SAVE liSEBS
High power laser apparatus and system
[NASA-CASE-XIE-2529-2] c36 H75-2736U
Continuous plasma laser method and apparatus
for producing intense, coherent, monochromatic
light f r o m low temperature plasma
[BASA-CASI-XNP-OH167-3] c36 N77-19416
Stabilization of He2 (a-3 S igmau(+) ) molecules in




Phase locked loop with sideband rejecting





Describing device for surveying contour of
surface using I-T plotter and traveling
transducer
[BASf-CASE-XLA-08616] c1» B71-17586
Processing system for semiperiodic electrical
signals to produce real tiie contoured display
[BASA-CASE-BSC-13107-1] c10 N72-20225
1-36
Device for measuring the contour of a surface
[HASA-CHSE-1AE-11869-1] C35 H77-10H97
Contour detector and data acquisition system for
the left ventricular outline
[HASA-CSSE-BBC-10985-1] C52 N77-17701
COSTBOL
Valve assembly for controlling simultaneously
more than one fluid flow, and having stable
qualities under loads
[NASA-CASE-XBS-05890] c09 S71-23191
Control system for pressure balance device used
in calibrating pressure gages
[ NASA-CBSE-XBF-0111311] ClU N71-23755
Failure detection and control means for improved
drift performance of a gimballed platform system
[HASA-CBSE-HFS-23551-1 ] cOt B76-26175
COBTBOL BOARDS
lonization control system design for monitoring







Stepping motor control apparatus exciting
windings in proper time sequence to cause
motor to rotate in either direction
[HASA-CASI-GSC-10366-1] CIO 871-18772
Voltage drift compensation circuit for
analog-to-digital converter
[NASA-CASE-XNP-04780] C08 S71-19687
Development of attitude control system for
vertical takeoff aircraft using reaction
nozzles displaced from various axes of aircraft
[NASA-CASE-XAC-08972] C02 N71-20570
Device for controlling rotary potentiometer
mounted on aircraft steering vheel or aileron
control
[NASA-CASE-XAC-10019] CIS B71-2J809
Controlled release device for use in launching
rockets or missiles
[DASA-CASE-XKS-03338] CIS K71-21013
Circuits for controlling reversible dc motor
[HASA-CASE-XHP-071477] c09 B71-26092
Digital memory system with multiple switch cores
for driving each word location
[NASA-CASI-XSP-01166] C10 B71-26M31
Fluid control jet amplifiers
[NASA-CASE-XIE-0931H] C12 H71-287U1
System for control of variable signal generator
CHHSA-CASE-BPO-11Q6U] C07 N72-11150
Solid state remote circuit selector switching
circuit
[HASA-CASE-LEW-10387] C09 N72-22201
Development of device for simulating charge and
discharge cycle of battery in synchronous orbit
[NASA-CASE-GSC-11211-1] C03 H72-25020
Bridge-type gain control circuit
[BASA-CASE-SSC-10786-1] CIO H72-282U1
Interferometer prism and control system for
precisely determining direction to remote
light source
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10278-1] ClU B73-25U63
Digital controller for a Baum folding machine
providing automatic counting and machine
shotoff
[HASA-CASE-LAS-10688-1] C37 H71-21056
Flow control valve for high temperature fluids
[BASA-CASE-BSO-11951-1] 037 874-21065
Variable ratio mixed-mode bilateral master-slave
control system for shuttle remote manipulator
system
[HASA-CASE-HSC-iq2»5-1] CIS 875-27041
Control for nuclear thermionic power source —-
power supply circuits, energy policy
[SaSA-CASE-DPO-131111-2] cHH B76-15573
Illumination control apparatus for compensating
solar light
[BASA-CASE-KSC-11010-1] C44 B77-15493
Anthropomorphic master/slave manipulator system
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10756-1] c5« N77-32721
COBTBOL SOCKETS
Unit for generating thrust from catalytic
decomposition of hydrogen peroxide, for high
altitude aircraft or spacecraft reaction control
[HASA-CASI-XBS-00583] C28 B70-3850U
COBTB01 BODS
Nuclear reactor control rod assembly with
SUBJECT I1DEX COOLIBG ST.STEBS
improved driving mechanism
[HASS-CASE-X1E-00298] c22 H70-34501
Hannal control mechanism for adjusting control
rod to noil position
[BASA-CASE-XIA-01808] CIS B71-20740
COHTEOL STABILITY
Design and development of active control system
for air cushion vehicle to reduce or eliminate




Conical valve flag for use with reactive
cryogenic fluids
[BASA-CASE-XIB-00715] C15 B70-34859
Attitude ccntrol system for spacecraft based on
conversion of incident sclar radiation on





Self testing and repairing computer comprising
control and diagnostic unit and rollback
points for error correction
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10567] COS H71-24633
COHTBOL VALVES
Electromechanical actuator and its use in rocket
thrust control valve
[BASA-CASE-XBP-05975] c15 S69-23185
Hultiple orifice fluid flow control valve to
provide di f ferent flow patterns
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10208] c15 B70-1C867
Conical valve plug for use vith reactive
cryogenic fluids
[BASA-CASI-XLE-00715] c15 B70-34859
Control valve and coaxial variable injector for
controlling bipropellant mixture ratio and flow
[BASA-CASE-XBP-09702] C15 B71-176S4
Control valve for snitching main stream of fluid
from one stable position to another by means
of electrohydrodynamic forces
[BASA-CASE-HfO-10416] C12 B71-27332
Force balanced throttle valve for fuel control
in rocket engines
[BASA-CASE-HSO-10808] c15 B71-27432
Dual stage check valve for cryogenic supply
systems used in space flight environmental
control system
[BASA-CASB-BSC-13587-1] c15 B73-30459
Airflov control system for supersonic inlets
[8ASA-CASE-LE«-11188-1] c02 B74-20646







Rectangular electric conductors for conductor
cables to withstand spacecraft vibration and
controlled atmosphere
[BASA-CASE-HFS-147II1] c09 H70-20737
High voltage pulse generator for testing flash
and ignition limits of nonmetallic materials
in controlled atmospheres
[SASA-CASB-HSC-12178-1] c09 H71-13518
System for continuous monitoring of exhalations,
neighing, and cage cleaning for animal exposed
to controlled atmosphere for toxic study
[BASA-CASI-XAC-05333] C11 H71-22875
COHTBOLLEBS
Unitary three-axis controller for flight
vehicles within or outside atmosphere
[NASA-CASE-XFH-00181] c21 B70-33279
Two axis flight controller vith potentiometer
control shafts directly coupled to rotatable
ball members
[BASA-CASE-IFB-04104] C03 B70-42073
Hand controller operatic acont three
respectively perpendicular axes and capable of
actuating signal generators for attitude
control devices
[BASA-CASE-XHS-07487] c15 H71-23255
Solid state controller three axes controller
[HASA-CASE-HSC-12394-1] c08 B74-10942




Design and development of device to prevent*




Thin film gauge for measuring convective












Gimbaled partially submerged nozzle for solid
propellant rocket engines for providing
directional control
[BASA-CASE-XHF-01544] C28 H70-34162
Regenerative cooling system for rocket




Scan converting video tape recorder
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10166-2] C35 B76-16J91
Low intensity x-ray and gamma-ray imaging device
[HASA-CASE-GSC-12263-1] C35 H77-29471
COOLABTS
Simulated fuel assembly-type flow measurement
apparatus for coolant flow in reactor core
[B1SA-CASE-XIE-00724] ell B70-34669
COOLIBG
Microwave power receiving antenna solving heat
dissipation problems by construction of
elements as heat pipe devices
[SSSA-CASl-HFS-20333] c09 B71-1J486
Dissipative voltage regulator system for
minimizing heat dissipation
[SASA-CASF-GSC-10891-1] C10 B71-26626
Cooling and radiation protection of ruby lasers
using copper sulfate solution in alcohol
£MASA-CASE-HFS-20180] C16 N72-12440
Compact pulsed laser having improved heat
conductance
[BASA-CASE-SEO-13147-1] C36 B77-25502
Closed loop spray cooling apparatus
[B1SA-CASE-LES-11981-2] C34 B77-32434
COOLIIG STSTBHS
'Automatic thermal switch for improving
efficiency of cooling gases below 40 K
[HASA-CASB-XBP-03796] C23 N71-15467
Differential thermopile for measuring cooling
water temperature rise
[BASA-CASE-XAC-00812] Cl4 B71-15598
Electric power system with circulatory liquid
coolant cooling system
£BASA-CASE-BFS-14114-2] C09 B71-24807
Portable cryogenic cooling system design
including turbine pump, cooling chamber, and
atomizer
[BASA-CASB-HFO-10467] c23 B71-26654
Development and characteristics of natural
circulation radiator for use with nuclear
power plants installed in lunar space stations
IBASA-CASE-XBQ-03673] C33 B71-29046
Development and characteristics of cooling
system to maintain temperature of rack mounted
electronic modules
[BASA-CASE-HSC-12389] C33 B71-29052
Development ox method for cooling high
temperature wall members with cooling medium
having high heat absorption capability
[BASA-CASB-BCB-00938] C33 B71-29053
Apparatus for liquid spray cooling of turbine
blades
[BASA-CASE-ILE-00027] c33 H71-^91b2
Badial heat flux transformer for use in heating
and cooling processes
[BASA-CASB-HPO-10828] C33 S72-17948
Light shield and cooling apparatus high
intensity ultraviolet lamp
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10089-1] ciO B7H-2J066




Refrigerated coaxial coupling for microwave
equip nent
[BASS-CASE-BEO-13504-1] c33 B75-30430
Rocket chamber and netted cf nailing
[BASA-CASE-LEB-11118-2:! c20 876-11191
Closed loop spray cooling apparatns for
particle accelerator targets
[BASf-CASI-lEB-11981-1] c37 876-20486
Auxiliary power system for activity cooled
aircraft
[BASA-CASE-LAB-I1626-1] c3<l S77-12332
An improved cooling system for removing





Tnbniar snblinatory evaporator heat sink
[NASA-CASE-ARC-10912-1] C3U H77-19353
Arc control in compact arc lamps
[SASi-CASE-HPO-10870-1] c33 B77-22386
Oil cooling system for a gas turbine engine
[BASA-CASE-LEB-12830-1] c07 877-23106
COOBDIBATES
Hechanical coordinate converter for ase with
spacecraft tracking antennas
[BASA-CASE-XBP-00614] c14 S70-36907
System for locating lightning strokes by





Method for prodncing alternating ether-siloxane
copolymers with stable properties when exposed
to elevated temperatures and 0V radiation
[BiSA-CASI-XSF-02581j c06 871-20905
Preparation of dicyanoacetylene and vinylidene
copolymers using organic compounds
[BASA-CASE-XBB-03250] C06 871-23500
COPPIB
Development of method for etching copper
fBASJ-CASE-XGS-06306] c17 871-16044
Method of plating copper cc aluminum to permit





A l u m i n u m or copper substrate panel for selective




Zirconium modified nickel-copper alloy
[BASA-CASE-LEW-12245-1] C26 H77-20201
COPPIB COBPOD8DS
Gallium arsenide sclar cell preparation by
surface deposition of cnirous iodide on thin
n-type polycrystalline layers and heating in
iodine vapor
[NASA-CASI-XHP-01960^ c09 871-23027
Cooling and radiation protection of ruby lasers





Hethod to produce high purity copper fluoride by
heating copper hydroxyfluoride powder and
subjecting to flowing fluorine gas
[HASA-CASE-IEB-10794-1] C06 H72-17093
COBD1GE
Fabrication of root cord restrained fabric suit
sections from sheets cf fabric
[BASA-CASE-HSC-12398] COS 872-20098
COBE STORAGE
Memory device employing semiconductor and




Hethod of making rolling element bearings
CS1SA-C8SI-LIK-11087-2] c37 »7I|-15128
Electromagnetic transducer recording head having
a laminated core section and tapered gap
[BASA-CiSI-HEO-10711-1] c35 877-21392
COBRECTIOH
Doppler freguency shift correction device for




Correlation type phase detector with tine
correlation integrator for frequency
multiplexed signals
[BASA-CASE-GSC-117H1-1 ] C33 875-26243
COBHELATOBS







Vapor deposited laminated nitride-silicon
coating for corrosion prevention of
carbonaceous surfaces
[HASA-CASE-XIA-00284] C15 871-16075
Hethod to prevent stress corrosion'cracking in
titanium alloys
[NASA-CASI-BSO-10271] Cl7 871-16393
Hethod and apparatus for inducing compressive
stresses in pressure vessel to prevent stress
corrosion
[HASA-CASE-XLA-07390] C1S 871-18616
Development of fluoride coating to prevent
oxidation of beryllium surfaces at elevated
temperatures
[BASA-C4SI-IED-10327] C17 B71-33408
Prevention of hydrogen embrittlement of high
strength steel by hydrazine compositions
by adding potassium hydroxide to hydrazine
[HASA-CASE-BPO-12122-1 ] C24 S76-14203
COBBOSIOB BESISTABCE
High strength, corrosion resistant cobalt-based
alloys for aerospace structures
[BAS1-CASE-XLE-00726] Cl7 B71-15644
Hydrazine monoperfluoro alkanoate solder flux
leaving corrosion resistant coating, for
metals such as copper
[BASA-CASE-XBP-03459-2] Cl8 871-15688
High temperature cobalt-base alloy resistant to
corrosion by liquid metals and to sublimation
in vacuum environment
[B1SA-CASE-XLB-02991] c17 871-16025
Betal soldering with hydrazine monoperfluoro
alkanoate for corrosion resistant coatings
[BASA-CASI-XBP-03459] c15 B71-21078




Service life of electromechanical device for
generating sine/cosine functions
[BASA-CASI-IAH-10503-1] C09 872-21248
Function generators for producing complex




Sensor for detecting and measuring energy,
velocity and direction of travel of a cosmic
dust particle
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10503-1] Cl4 B72-20381
System for detecting impact position of cosnic
dust on detector surface
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11291-1] C25 872-33696








Low cost solar energy collection system
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13579-1] C44 B75-28519
COOCBES
Shock absorbing couch for body support under
high acceleration or deceleration forces
[H4SA-CASB-XHS-01240] COS B70-35152
Low onset rate energy absorber in for* of strut




Shock absorbing articulated multiple couch
assembly
[BASA-CASE-BSC-11253] cOS B71-12343
Collapsible couch system fcr manned space vehicles
[1ASA-CASI-BSC-13140] cOS H72-11085
COOIOBETEBS
Alkaline-type conloneter cell for primary charge
control in secondary tattery recharge circuits
[UASA-CASE-XGS-051311] c03 H71-20491
Development and characteristics of battery




circuit for measuring wide range of pulse rates
by utilizing high capacity counter
[NASA-CASE-XSP-0623<n clO B71-27137




Rocket-borne aspect sensor consisting of
radiation sensor, apertured disk, commutator,
and counting circuits
[NASA-CASE-XGS-08266] C14 B69-27432
Design of transistorized ring counter circuit
with special steering and triggering circuits
[NASA-CASF.-XGS-03095] C09 B69-27463
Counter-divider circuit for accuracy and
reliability in binary circuits
[NASA-CiSE-XHF-00421] c09 B70-34502
Reversible ring counter using cascaded single
silicon controlled rectifier stages
rHASB-C»SF.-XGS-Om73] C09 B71-10673
Capacitor sandwich structure containing metal
sheets of known thickness for counting
/ penetration rates of meteoroids
[NASA-CASE-XIE-01216 ] ell B71-10797
Electronic counter circuit utilizing magnetic
core and low power consumption
[BASA-CJSI-XBP-088361 C09 H71-12S15
Synchronous counter design incorporating
cascaded binary stages driven by previous
stages and inputs through N A N D gates
[SASA-CJSE-XGS-02440] c08 N71-19432
Digital cardiotachometer incorporating circuit
for measuring heartbeat rate of subject over
predetermined portion of one minute also
converting rate to beats per minute
[BASA-CASE-XBS-02399] c05 H71-22896
Computer circuit performing both counting and
shifting Icgic operations also capable of
miniaturization and integration in basic
circuits
[BASA-CASE-XBP-On53] cOB H71-22897
Noninterroptable digital counter circuit design
with display device for pulse freguency
modulation
[8ASA-CASE-XBP-09759] COS B71-24891
Diode-guad bridge circuit means
[NASA-C»SE-ABC-10364-2(B)] C33 B74-14941




Dual mode solid state,power switch
[NASA-CASE-BFS-22880-1] C33 H76-31410
CODFIIHG
Coupling device for linear shaped charge for
space vehicle abort system
[NASA-CASE-X1A-00189] c33 B70-36846
Base support for expansible and contractible
coupling between two members
[BASA-CBSE-HFO-11059] c15 S72-17454
CODPIIBG CIBC01TS
Interrogator and current driver circuit for
combination with transistor flip-flop circuit
[NASA-CASE-XGS-03058] C10 B71-19547
Antenna array at focal plane of reflector with
coupling network for beam switching
[NASA-CASI-GSC-10220-1] c07 B71-27233
Phase modulator with tuned variable length
electrical lines including coupling and
varactor diode circuits
[NASA-CASE-HSC-13201-1] c07 B71-28429
High efficiency transformerless amplitude
modulator coupled to FF power amplifier
[HASA-CASE-GSC-10668-1] C07 N71-28430
Automatic quadrature control and measuring system
--- using optical coupling circuitry
[BASA-CASE-HFS-21660-1 ] c35 B71-21017
Diode-guad bridge circuit means
[BASA-CASE-iBC-1036a-3] CJ3 F75-19520
Rotating joint signal coupler
[ HASS-CASI-lAB-11261-1 ] C33 H7S-27261
COOELIBGS
Beleasable coupling device designed to receive
and retain matching ends of electrical
connectors
[HASA-CASE-XBS-078116-1] C09 N69-21927
Stage separation using remote control release of
joint with explosive insert
[HASA-CASI-XLA-028511] CIS N69-27Q90
Space vehicle stage coupling and gnick release
separation mechanism
[SASA-CASE-XIA-OIOII] Cl5 H70-Q1679
standard coupling design for mass production
CNASA-CASE-XBS-02532] C15 S70-U1808
Quick-release coupling for fueling rocket
vehicles with cryogenic propellants
[NASA-CASB-XKS-01985] CIS S71-10782
Ratchet mechanism for high speed operation at
reduced backlash
[NASA-CASE-HFS-12805] CIS K71-17805
Split nut and bolt separation device
[HASA-CASE-XBP-0691U] C15 H71-211I89
Quick disconnect duct coupling device for
single-handed operation
[HASi-CASE-BFS-20395] Cl5 S71-2H903
Coupling arrangement for isolating torgne leads
from axial, radial, and bending loads
[HASA-CASE-XLA-OH897] CIS H72-22»82
Refrigerated coaxial coupling --- for microwave
equipment
[NASA-CASE-BEO-13501-1] C33 H75-30430
Opto-aechanical subsystem with temperature
compensation through isothemal design
[HASA-CASF.-GSC-12059-1] C35 B77-27366
1-39
Apparatus for ejecting covers of instrument
packages using differential pressure principle
[HASA-CASE-XBF-09132] C15 H69-27502
CBACKIBG (FBACTOB1HG)
Bethod to prevent stress corrosion cracking in
titanium alloys
[HASA-CASE-BPO-10271 ] C17 H7 1-16393
TV fatigue crack monitoring system






Nickel base alloy with resistance to oxidation




Apparatus and process for volnmetrically
dispensing reagent quantities of volatile
chemicals for small batch reactions
£BASA-CASE-SFO-10070] CIS H71-27372
CBOSS COBBBLATIOB
Surface roughness measuring system
[NASA-CASE-BFO-13862-1 ) C32 N77-17325
CROSSED FIBIDS
Crossed-fieia plasma accelerator for laboratory
simulation of atmospheric reentry conditions
[HASA-CASE-Xli-00675] C25 B70-33267
Direct conversion of thermal energy into
electrical energy using crossed electric and
magnetic fields
[H»SA-CASB-XLE-00212] C03 H70-3U1JO
Crossed field RBD plasma generator-accelerator
[NASA-CASE-XLA-03374] C25 B71-15562
CROSSLIIKII6
Hew trifnnctional alcohol derived from trimer
acid and novel method of preparation
CNASA-CASE-BPO-10714] c06 869-31240
Catalytic trimerization of aromatic nitriles and
triaryl-s-triazine ring cross-linked high
temperature resistant polymers and copolymers
made thereby
CHASl-CASE-lE«-12053-1] C27 B7H-34579
Polymeric foams from cross-linkable
poly-B-arylenebenzimidazoles
[HASA-CASB-ARC-1 1008-1] C27 R76-28421
CRUCIBLES SUBJECT IBDBI
CHBCIBIBS
Evaporating crucible of tantalum-tungsten foil,




Decontamination of petroleum products mth honey
[BASA-CASI-XRP-03835] c06 S71-23U99
CBY06ESIC BQDIFflBHT
Gas balancing, cryogenic refrigeration apparatus
with Joule-Tbcmscn valve assembly
[HASA-CASE-BFO-10309] c15 S69-23190
Low thermal loss piping arrangement for moving
cryogenic nedia through double chamber structure
rHASA-CASI-XSP-08882] c15 H69-39935
Method and apparatus for removing plastic
insulation from wire using cryogenic equipment
[HASA-CASE-11FS-103«0] c15 H71-17628
Dual solid crycgens for spacecraft refrigeration
insuring low temperature coding for extended
periods
[NASA-CASI-GSC-10188-1] c23 B71-2U725
Reliability cf automatic refilling valving
device for cryogenic liquid systems
[BASA-CfSI-BPO-11177] c15 B72-17453
Dual stage check valve for cryogenic supply




Heat operated cryogenic electrical generator
fBASA-CASE-HPO-13303-1 ] c20 N75-21837
Insulation for piping
[NASA-CASE-HSC-19523-1] c31 B76-162<(5
Cryostat system for temperatures on the order of
2 aeg K or less
[NASA-CASE-BPO-13K59-1] c31 H77-10229
Hultistaticn refrigeration system '
[NASA-CASI-HPO-13839-1 ] c31 H77-15219
Device for tensioning test specimens within an
hermetically sealed chamber
[NASA-CASI-BFS-23281-1] c35 R77-22150




Apparatus for cryogenic liquid storage with heat
transfer reduction and for liquid transfer at
zero gravity conditions
[HASA-CASE-XIE-00315] c15 H70-38020
Cryogenic storage system for gases onboard
spacecraft
[KASA-CASE-IHS-01390] c31 H70-41871
Carbon dioxide purge systens to prevent
condensation in spaces between cryogenic fuel
tanks and hypersonic vehicle skin
[NASA-CASB-XlA-01967] c31 B70-K2015





insulation panels using gas with loir vapor
pressure at cryogenic temperatures for
application to storage cf cryogens
[NASA-CASI-XLF-0<t222] c23 R71-22881
Multilayer insulation panels for cryogenic
liquid containers
tBASA-CASI-MIS-14023] c33 H71-25351
Development of thermal insulation natecial for
insulating liquid hydiogen tanks in spacecraft
[SASA-CASE-XHF-050I(6] c33 H71-28892
Beater-mixer for stored fluids
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10<(«2-1] c35 H7«-15093
CSIOGEBIC FLUIDS
Cryogenic flux-gated magnetometer using
superconductors
[BASA-CASE-XAC-02<(07] c14 H69-27123
Fuel tank pressure-relief device for venting
cryogenic liquid vapors through tubes with
porous plug
tHASA-CASI-XLI-00288] c15 H70-31I247
Conical valve plug for use with reactive
cryogenic fluids
[HASA-CASE-XLE-00715] c15 B70-31859
T«o component valve assembly for cryogenic
liquid transfer regulation
[SASA-CASI-I1F.-OC397] c15 H70-36»92
Measuring density cf single and two-phase
cryogenic fluids in rocket fuel tanks
[NASA-CASB-XlF-00688] c1» B70-11330
Leakproof soft metal seal for use in very high
vacuum systems operating at cryogenic
temperatures
[BASA-CASE-XGS-02111] CIS R70-11629
High pressure liquid flow sight assembly for
wide temperature range applications including
cryogenic fluids
[HASA-CASE-XIE-02998] c lU B70-I4207U
Automatic thermal switch for improving
efficiency of cooling gases below 10 K
[BASA-CASI-XBP-03796] C23 B71-15467
Describing apparatus for separating gas f rom
cryogenic liquid under zero gravity and for
venting gas from fuel tank
[HASA-CASE-XIE-00586] C15 N71-15968
Development of apparatus for measuring theroal
conductivity
[HASA-CASE-XGS-01052] Cl» S71-15992
Method and apparatus for producing fine
particles in cryogenic liquid bath for gelled
rocket propellants
[HASA-CASF.-BPO-10250] c23 B71-16212
Superconducting alternator design with cryogenic
fluid for cooling windings below critical
temperature
[BASA-CASE-XLE-02823] C09 871-2341(3
Flow angle sensor and remote readout system for
use with cryogenic fluids
[BASA-CASE-IIE-OU503] \ d<( B71-2»86<(
Design and development of device to prevent
geysenng during convective circulation of
cryogenic fluids
[BASA-CASE-KSC-10615] CIS B7J-12»86





Cryogenic gyroscope housing with annular
disks for gas spin-up \
CSASA-CASE-8FS-21136-1] c35 N7H-18323
CBIOGEBIC HAGBETS
Improved alternator with windings of




Quick-release coupling for fueling rocket
vehicles with cryogenic propellants
[HASA-CASE-XKS-01985] CIS B71-10782
Hot-wire liquid level detector for cryogenic
propellants
[HASA-CASE-XLE-00<(5a ] C23 B71-17802
Automatically reciprocating, high pressure pump
for use in spacecraft cryogenic propellants
[BASA-CASE-XBP-Oq731] CIS B71-2tOI(2
CBIOGEBIC STOEA6B
Light weight plastic foam thermal insulation for
cryogenic storage
[HASA-CASE-XLE-026I(7] C18 B71-2J658
Development of foam insulation for filament
wound cryogenic storage tank
[HASA-CASI-XLE-03803] CIS B71-23816
CHIOGBSICS
High strength aluminum casting alloy for
cryogenic applications in aerospace engineering
[BASA-CASE-XHF-02786] C17 871-207*3
Portable cryogenic cooling system design




Ultraviolet filter of thorium fluoride and
cryolite on quartz base
[BASA-C1SE-XBP-023I(0] C23 B69-21332
CBIOStATS
Cryostat for flexure fatigue testing of
composite materials
[HASA-CASB-XBF-0296<(] C1<I B71-17659
Cryostat for use with horizontal fatigue testing
machines at low temperatures
[HASA-CASE-XHF-10968] Cl« H71-2<(23«
Beater-mixer for stored fluids
[HASA-CASE-AHC-10<(t2-1] C35 H7S-15093
Cryostat system for temperatures on the order of
2 deg K or less
[HASA-CASE-BPO-131(59-1] c31 N77-10229
CHISIAL FILTBBS
Infrared tunable dye laser with nonlinear
SUBJECT I1DEI COSBIOBS




Device for producing nigh jority silicon carbide
on carton base by hydrogen redaction of
silicon tetrachloride
[HASA-CAS2-J1A-02057} C26 B70-U0015
Electrodepcsition method fcr producing
crystalline material frco dense gaseous mediaa
tBASA-CASE-NJO-10110] C15 B72-21166
Growth of call inn nitnae crystals
[NASA-CAS!-lflB-11302-1 ] C25 H75-13051
7apor phase grcwth of groups 3-5 compounds by
hydrogen chloride transpcrt of the eleoents
[BASA-CASE-LAR-111IU-1] c25 H75-260II3
Process for fabricating Sic semiconductor devices
[NASA-CASE-IEH-12094-1] C76 U76-25049
Production of crystals f rom molten solutions
[BASA-CASI-HEO-13969-2] c76 K77-30984




An improved method and apparatus for ase in




Describing crystal oscillator instrument for
detecting ccndensible gas contaminants in
vacuum apparatus
[NASA-C»SE-NPO-1011|<I] C11 H71-17701
Passive intrusion detection system
[NASA-CBSE-NFO-13801-1] C35 H77-19390
CBYSTAI. BBCTIFIBBS
Turn on current transient limiter for




Soft X-ray laser using crystal channels as
distributed feedback cavities zeolites
[HASA-CASE-NPO-13532-1 ] c36 H75-15973
Method of growing composites of the type
exhibiting tie Soret effect improved
structure of eutectic alloy crystals
[8ASA-CASE-MFS-22926-1] c24 B77-27187
CBYSTJLIIZATIOB
Production of crystals frcii molten solutions
[NASA-CASE-BFO-13969-2] c76 B77-30981




Brushless dc tachometer design with Hall effect
crystals and output voltage nagnitnde
proportional to rotor speed
[HASA-CJSE-SIS-2038E] c09 H71-21901
C01TOBB TECHNIQDES
Development of variable angle device for
positioning test tubes to permit optimum
drying of culture median
[NASA-CASE-IAB-10307-1] C11 N72-25281I
Automatic inoculating apparatus includes
movable carraige, drive aotor, and swabbing
motor
r HASA-CASE-IAE-110711-1 ] C51 H75-13S02
Automatic uicrcbial transfer device
[HASA-CASE-LAR-1135M-1] C35 N75-27330
COBIBG
Beaction cured glass and glass coatings
[NASA-CASE-ABC-11051-1] c27 B77-10201
CORRE8T COBVEBTBBS (AC TO DC)




Solid state switching circuit design to increase
current capacity of lew rated relay contacts
[HASA-CASE-XHP-09228] C09 B69-27500
Technique and egnipment for sputtering using
apertnred electrode and pulsed substrate bias
tNASA-CASE-LBW-10920-1] Cl7 N73-21569
COBBBHT DISTBIBOTIOH
Distribution of currents to circuits using
electrical adaptor
[BASA-CASE-ILS-01288] c09 869-21470
Electron bcmbardment ion rocket engine with
improved propellant introdnction systen
[BASA-CASE-XIE-02066] C28 B71-15661
Beversible cnrrent directing circuitry for
reversible motor control
[BiSA-CASE-XLA-09371] clO B71-18721
Electric circuit for reversing direction of
cnrrent flow
[HASA-CASE-XBP-00952J ClO B71-2J^71
Load insensitive electrical device power
converters for supplying direct current at one
voltage frcm a source at another voltage
[BASA-CASE-XEB-11016-2] C33 B71-22861
Method and apparatus for automatic load sharing
among paralleled converters
[BASA-CASE-NFO-13832-1] c33 B76-26393
Overload protection system for power inverter
[BASA-CASE-SPO-13872-1] c33 S77-17359
COBREBT HEGD1AIOBS
Apparatus for ballasting high frequency
transistors
[HASA-CASE-IGS-05003 ] c09 869-21318
Automatic baseline stabilization for lonization
detector used in gas chromatograph
[BASi-CASI-XHP-03128] ClO B70-11991
Describing magnetic core cnrrent switching
device for steering bipolar current pulses to
memory units
[HASA-CASI-BIO-10201 ] c08 B71-1869<1
Circuit design for determining amount of
photomultiplier tube light detection utilizing
variable current source and dark cnrrent
signals cf opposite polarity
[HASA-CASE-XBS-03178] ell B71-21010
Switching series regulator with gating control
network
[BASA-CASE-XMS-09352] c09 871-23316
Magnetic current regulator for saturable core
transformer
[BASA-CASE-BBC-10075J C09 N71-2U800
Automatic power supply circuit design for
driving inductive loads and minimizing power
consumption including solenoid example
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10716] C09 B71-21S92-
Turn on cnrrent transient limiter for
controlling peak current flow in high capacity
load
[NASA-CASE-GSC-10113] ClO N71-26531
Current regulating voltage divider design with
load current shunting
[BASA-CASE-HJS-20935] c09 87





Dual mode solid state power switch
£HASA-CASE-HFS-22880-2] C33 S77-31107




Apparatus and method for spin forming tubular
elbows vith high strength, uniform thickness,
and close tolerances
[BASA-CASF.-XHF-01083] CIS N71-2^723




Sinnlating voltage-current characteristic curves




Fabrication of curved reflector segments for
solar mirror
[HASA-CASB-I1B-08917] Clb B71-15b97
Method and apparatus for bowing of instrument
panels to improve radio frequency shielded
enclosure
[HASA-CASB-X«F-09!>22] C07 «71-19»36
Space erectable rollnp solar array of arcuate
solar panels furled on tapered drum for
spacecraft storage during launch
[8ASA-CASE-BfO-10188] C03 H71-20273
Forming mold for polishing and machining curved
solar magnesium reflector vith reinforcing ribs
[SASA-CASI-IlE-08917-2] Clb »71-2183b
COSBIOBS
An improved vehicular impact absorption system
COTTEBS SUBJECT IBDBX
[NASA-CASE-BPO-1101H-1] c37 877-31501
A seat cushion to provide realistic acceleration
cues for aircraft simulator pilots
[BASA-CASE-LAB-12119-1] c51 877-31787
C0TTBBS
Description of device for aligning stacked
sheets cf paper for repetitive catting
[NASA-CASB-XHS-01178] c15 B71-22798
Portable catting machine fcr piping weld
preparation
[NASA-CASE-XKS-07953] c15 B71-26131
Precision surface catter for screen circuit
negatives and otber microcircnits
[BASA-CASB-XLA-09813] c15 B72-27185
Insert facing tocl manually operated catting
tool for forming studs in honeycomb material
[HASA-CASE-HFS-21ie5-1 ] c37 871-25968





Ellipsograph for describing and cutting ellipses
with nininal axial dimensions
[BJSA-CASI-XLA-03102; ell B71-21079




Pneumatic system for cyclic control of fluid
flow in pneumatic device
[BASA-CASE-XHS-01813] C03 N69-21169
Multistage feedback shift register with states
decomposable into cycles of equal length
[BASA-CASE-HPO-11082]
 L COS 872-22167
CYCLIC ACCBLEEJTOBS
Cyclical bi-directional rotary actuator
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11883-1] c37 877-19*58
CYCLIC HYDBOCABBCBS
Para-benzognincne dioxime and concentrated
mineral acid processed to yield intumescent or
fire resistant, heat insulating materials
[KASA-CASE-ABC-10304-1 ] c18 S73-26572
CYCLIC LOADS
Automatic controlled thermal fatigue testing
apparatus
[BASA-CtSE-XIA-02059] c33 871-21276
Development of device for simulating cyclic
themal loading of flexible materials by
application of mechanical stresses and
deformations
CHASA-CASI-LJB-10270-1] c32 K72-25877
Haterial testing system «ith load sensor for
applying and measuring cyclic tensile and
compressive loads to test specimens
[BASA-CASE-HFS-20673] dl B73-20176
CYCLOTBOI BADIATIOB
Apparatus for producing high purity 1-123 from




Variable beamwidth antenna with multiple
beam, variable feed system
[BASA-CASS-GSC-11862-1] c32 B76-18295
CYLIIDBIC1L BODIES






Dynamic precession damping of spin-stabilized
vehicles by using rate gyroscope and angular
accelerometer
[BASA-CASE-X1A-01989] c21 H70-31295
Slosh damping method for liquid rocket
propellant tanks
[8ASA-CASE-XBF-00658] c12 S70-38997
Utilization of momentum devices for forming
attitude control and damping system for
spacecraft
tSASA-CASE-XIA-02551] c21 S71-21708
Three stage motion restraining mechanism for
restraining and damping three dimensional
vibrational movement of gimballed package
during launch of spacecraft
[8ASA-CASI-GSC-10306-1] CIS 871-21691
Natation damper for use on spinning body
[HASA-CASE-GSC-11205-1] CIS 873-25513
Development of electrical circuit for
suppressing oscillations across inductor
operating in resonant mode
[8ASA-CASE-EBC-10103-1 ] CIO S73-26228
DATA iCQOlSITIOH
Conversion system for increasing resolution of
analog to digital converters
[HASA-CASE-XAC-00101] COS H70-10125
Development of telemetry system for position
location and data acquisition
[SASA-CASE-GSC-10083-1] C30 871-16090
Data acgnisition system for converting displayed
analog signal to digital values
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10311] CIO B71-26511
Data acguisiticn and processing system with
buffer storage and timing device for magnetic
tape recording of PCB data and timing
information
[8ASA-CASE-SPO-12107] COS 871-27255
Simultaneous acquisition of tracking data from
two stations
[8ASA-CASE-BPO-13292-1] C32 B75-15851
Contour detector and data acquisition system for
the left ventricular outline
[1ASA-CASE-ABC-10985-1] C52 877-17701
DATA COLLECTIOB CLATFOBBS
Denote platform power conserving system
[ BASA-CASE-GSC-11182-1] CIS 875-13007
DATA COBPBESSIOB
Dioimua tine delay unit for conventional time
multiplexed data compression channels
[BAS1-CASI-XSP-08832] COS 871-12506
Data compression processor for monitoring analog
signals by sampling procedure
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10068] COS 871-19288
Hide range analog data compression system
[HASA-CASE-XGS-02612] c08 B71-19135
Apparatus with summing network for compression
of analog data by decreasing slope threshold
sampling
[HASA-CASE-BiO-10769] COS 872-11171
Data redaction and transmission system for IV
PCB data
[BASA-CASE-BEO-11213] C07 872-20151
Gated compressor, distortionless signal limiter
[BASA-CASE-BPO-11820-1] c32 871-19788
Space communication system for compressed data
with a concatenated Beed-soloaon-Viterbi
coding channel
[BASA-CASB-BPO-13515-1] C32 B77-12210
Sampling video compression system
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10981-1] C32 B77-21328
DATA COBVBBTBBS
Logarithmic converter for compressing 19-digit
binary input number to 8-diglt output
[BASA-CASE-XIA-00171] C08 870-31778
Hechanical coordinate converter for use with
spacecraft tracking antennas
[BASA-CASE-XBP-00611] Cll 870-36907
Analog signal to discrete time converter
[BASA-CASI-EBC-10018] C09 872-25251
Digital converter for scaling binary number to
binary coded decimal number of higher multiple
[BASA-CASB-KSC-10595] C08 873-12176
Image data rate converter having a drum with a





Characteristics of two channel telemetry system
with two data rate channels for high and low
data rate communication
[SASA-CASE-BPO-11572] C07 873-16121
Automatic accounting system for transfer of data
from terminals to computer
[BASA-CASE-BPO-11156] COS 873-26176
Bulti-compnter multiple data path hardware
exchange systen
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13122-1 ] C60 B76-11818




Selective data segment monitoring system




Data processing and display system for terminal
guidance of X-15 aircraft
rHASi-CASI-XIR-00756] c02 B71-13421
Encoders designed to generate comma free
biorthogcnal Seed-Huller type code conprising
conversion of 61 6-bit words into 64 32-bit
data for communication purposes
[BASJ-CASE-BPO-10595] C10 B71-25917
Data acquisition and processing system with
buf fe r storage and tiling device for magnetic
tape recording of PCS data and timing
information[BASA-CASE-HPO-12107] c08 H71-27255
Digital data handling circuits for pulse
amplifiers
[BASA-CASE-XHP-01068] dO H71-28739
synchronized digital commnnication system[HASA-CASE-XHP-03623] c09 H73-28084
Image data rate converter having a draft Kith a
fixed head and a rotatable head
[NASA-CASE-BPO-11659-1] c35 H74-11283
An interactive color display fox anltispectral
imagery using correlation clustering
[HASA-CASE-HSC-16253-1] c13 S77-31583
Charge-coupled device data processor for an
airborne imaging radar system
[BASA-CASE-HEO-13587-1] c32 B77-32342
DATA PROCESSIHG EQOIPHEHT
Data processor having multiple sections
activated at different times by selective
power coupling to sections
[HiSA-CASE-XGS-04767] c08 871-12494
Development of demodulation system for removing
amplitude modulation from two quadrature
displaced data bearing signals
[HASA-CASE-XAC-04030] c10 871-19472
Development and characteristics of rate
augmented digital to analog ccnverter for
computed time-dependent data
[BASA-CASE-XLA-07828] C08 B7T"-27057
Data processor vith plural register stages for
selectively interconnecting with each other to
effect multiplicity of operations
fSASA-CASE-GSC-10186] COS B71-33110
Development and characteristics of telemetry
system using computer-accessed circuits and
remotely controlled from ground station
[BASA-CASI-HPO-11358] c07 B72-25172
Develoflent and characteristics of data decoder
to process convolution encoded information
[HASA-caSE-SPO-11371] c08 H73-12177
Characteristics of digital data processor using
pulse f r o m clock source to derive binary
singles to show state of various indicators in
processor
[NASA-CASE-GSC-10975-1 ] COS B73-13187
Automatic accounting system for transfer of data
from teriinals to computer
[BASA-CASE-HPO-11456] c08 873-26176
Space communication system for compresses data




Description of system for recording and reading
oat data related to distribution of occurrence
of plurality of events[SASA-CASI-XBP-04067] c08 H71-22707
Design and characteristics of recording system
for selective reprocessing and filtering of
data to obtain optimum signal to noise ratios
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10112] c07 B72-21119
Recorder/processor apparatus for optical
data processing[BASA-CASE-6SC-11553-1] c35 B74-15831
DATA BECOBDIB6
System for recording and reproducing ten data
from data stcred en magnetic tape
[SASJ-CASE-IGS-01021) COS S71-210H2
Description of system foe recording and reading
out data related to distribution of occurrence
of plural i ty of events
tSASA-CASB-IBP-04067] COS S71-22707
Development of data storage system for storing
digital data in high density format on
magnetic tape
[BASA-CASE-XBP-02778] C08 B71-22710
Transient video signal tape recorder with
expanded playback
[BASA-CASB-ABC-10003-1] C09 S71-25866
Apparatus for on-film optical recording of
camera lens aperture and focus setting
[BASA-CASE-HSC-12363-1] C14 873-26431
Image data rate converter having a drum with a
fixed hea'd and a rotatable head
CBASA-CASE-BPO-11659-1] C35 874-11283
Holography utilizing surface plasmon resonances
[NASA-CASE-HPS-22040-1] C35 874-26946
DATA BEDDCTI01
System for storing histogram data in optimum
number of elements
[NASA-CASZ-XBP-09785] COS B69-21928
Respiration analyzing method and apparatus for
determining subjects oxygen consumption in
aerospace environments[BASA-CASB-X?B-08403] COS B71-11202
Minimum time delay unit for conventional t ime
multiplexed data compression channels[BASA-CASE-IBP-08832] COS B71-12506
Data compressicn processor for monitoring analog
signals by sampling procedure
[BASA-CASB-BPO-10068] COS B71-19288
Side range analog data compression system[NASA-CASE-XGS-02612] COS B71-194J5
Description of system for recording and reading
out data related to distribution of occurrence
of plurality of events
[BASA-CASE-XBP-04067] COS 871-22707
Apparatus with summing network for compression
of analog data by decreasing slope threshold
sampling
[NASA-CASE-BPO-10769] COS 872r11171
Data reduction and transmission system for TV
PCR data
[BASA-CASE-BPO-11243] c07 H72-20154
Data compression using decreasing slope
threshold test and digital techniques
[NASA-CASE-BPO-11630] c08 B72-JJ172
DATA BETBIBVAL
Magnetic matrix memory system for nondestructive
reading of information contained in matrix
[NASA-CASE-XHF-05835] c08 871-12504
Asynchronous, multiplexing, single line




Honitoring circuit design for sampling circuit
control and reduction of time-bandwidth in
video commnnication systems
[NASA-CASE-XNP-02791] c07 871-23026
Sampling circuit for signal processing in
multiplex transmission by Fo'rier analysis
[8ASA-CASE-BPO-10388] c07 871-24622
Video signal processing system for sampling
video brightness levels
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10140] C07 B71-24742
Apparatus with summing network for compression
of analog data by decreasing slope threshold
sampling[1ASA-CASS-BIO-10769] c08 B72-11171
Sampling video compression system
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10984-1] C32 B77-24328
DATA SiOOTBIBG
Variable time constant, wide frequency range




Data handling based on source significance,
storage availability, and data received from
source
[BASA-CASE-XBP-04162-1] COS 870-34675
Bagnetic matrix memory system for nondestructive
reading of information contained in matrix
[BASA-CASE-IHF-05835] c08 871-12504
Tape guidance system for multichannel digital
recording system
[BASA-CASE-IBP-09453] COS 871-19420
Event recorder with constant speed motor which
rotates recording disk
[BASA-CASE-HA-01832] C14 B71-21006
System for recording and reproducing Pen data
from data stored on magnetic tape
[BASA-CASE-XGS-01021] COS 871-21042
DATA SYSTEMS SUBJECT IBDEI
Development of data storage system for storing
digital data in high density format on
magnetic tape
[HiSA-CASI-XBP-02778] c08 H71-22710
Multiple pattern holographic information storage
and readcot system
[NASJ-CASE-EBC-10151 ] c16 B71-29131
M o m e n t u m vheel design for spacecraft attitude
control and magnetic dram and liead system for
data storage
[HUSA-CSSE-HPO-niSI ] c21 H73-13644
Data storage, image tube type
[BASA-CASE-MSC-11)053-1 ] C60 B7<t-12888
DITi SYSTEBS
Data handling based on source significance,
storage availability, and data received from
source
[BASA-CASE-XNP-0<|162-1 ] COS B70-3<|675
Development and characteristics of rate
augmented digital to analog converter for
computed tine-dependent data
[BASA-CASE-XIA-07828] COS H71-27057




Telemetry data unit to form multibit voids for
use between demodulator and computer
[NASA-CASI-XBP-09225] c09 B69-2Q333
Phase shift data transmission system vith
pseudo-ncise synchronization code modulated
Kith digital data into single channel for
spacecraft communication
[NASA-CASE-XBP-00911] COS B70-41961
Himmtm tine delay unit for conventional time
multiplexed data compression channels
[BASA-CASE-XBP-08832] C08 B71-12506
Data compression processor for monitoring analog
signals by sampling procedure
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10068] COS H71-19288
Wide range analog data compression system
[BASA-CASE-XGS-02612] COS B71-19U35
Plural channel data transmission system vith
quadrature modulation and complementary
demodulation
CNASA-CASI-XAC-06302] COS S71-19763
Hcnitoring circuit design for sampling circuit
control and redaction of tine-bandvidth in
video ccmmunication systems
[BASA-CASI-XHP-02791] c07 B71-23026
Frequency shift keying apparatus for use vith
pulse code modulation data transmission system
[BASA-CASI-XGS-01537] c07 H71-23405
Binary data decoding device for use at receiving
end of communication channel
[BASA-CASI-HPO-10118] C07 871-2171(1
Data reduction and transmssion system for TV{CM data
[NASA-CASI-HPC-11243] C07 872-20154
Characteristics of tvo channel telemetry system
vith tvo data rate channels for high and lov
data rate communication
[BASA-CASI-BrO-115721 C07 B73-16121
Telemetry and transmission system vith
programmed sampling and multiplexing
[HASA-CASt-GSC-11388-1] C07 873-2*187
Automatic accounting system for transfer of data
from teriinals to computer
[BASA-CASE-BPO-11156] COS 873-26176
System for generating tiling and control signals
[BASA-CASI-BPO-13125-1] C33 875-19519
Sampling video compression system
[BASA-CASE-ABC-1098Q-1] c32 877-24328




Counter pnnping debris excluder and separator
[BASA-CASI-LEB-11855-1] C37 876-20*87
DECAY BATES
Solar sensor vith coarse and fine sensing




Assembly for opening flight capsule stabilizing
and decelerating flaps vith reference to
capsule recovery
fBASA-CASE-XHF-006111] C31 B70-36M10
Device for use in descending spacecraft as
altitude sensor for actuating deceleration
retrorockets
[SASA-CASE-XHS-03792] Cll B70-*1812
Development and characteristics of hot air
balloon deceleration and recovery system
[>)ASA-CASB-XIA-068211-2] c02 B71-11037
Zero gravity apparatus utilizing pneumatic
decelerating means to create payload subjected




Digital converter for scaling binary number to
binary coded decimal number of higher multiple
[WASA-CASE-KSC-10595] COS 873-12176
DECISIOI HAKIBG
Method and apparatus for decoding compatible
convoluticnal codes
[ BASA-CASE-HSC-14070-1] C32 B7<!-32598
DECODERS
Serial digital decoder design vith sguare
circuit matrix and serial memory storage units
[8ASA-CASE-BPO-10150] COS 871-2*650
Binary to decimal decoder logic circuit design
vith feedback control and display device
[BASA-CASI-XKS-06167] COS 871-2*890
Design and development of encoder/decoder system
to generate binary code vhich is function of
outputs of plurality of bistable elements
[SASA-CASE-BEO-103*2] CIO B71-33107
Compact-bi-phase pulse coded modulation decoder
[BASA-CASE-KSC-10834-1] C33 876-1*371
Lov distortion receiver for bi-level baseband
PCD vavelorns
[8ASA-CASE-MSC-11557-1] C32 876-162*9
Three-phase full vave dc motor decoder
[BASA-CASE-GSC-1182*-1] C33 877-26386
DECODIBG
Binary data decoding device for use at receiving
end of communication channel
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10118] C07 871-2*7*1
Development and characteristics of data decoder
to process convolution encoded information
[BASA-CASE-BFO-11371] c08 B73-12177
Method and apparatus for decoding compatible
convolutional codes
[»ASA-CA£E-MSC-1*070-1] c32 S71-32598
Differential pulse code modulation
[NASA-CASE-MSC-12506-1 ] C32 877-12239
DECOHTAMIBATIOB
Decontamination of petroleum products vith honey
[BiSA-CASB-XBP-03835] C06 871-23*99






Lov phase noise frequency divider for use vith
' deep space network communication system
[SASA-CASE-BFO-11569] C10 873-26229
DEFECTS
Hybrid holographic non-destructuve test system
optical and acoustical methods capable of
detecting flavs in materials
[BASA-CASE-MIS-231111-1 ] C35 876-2*529
DEPLECTIOB
Bipropellant injector vith pair of concave
deflector plates
[SASA-CASE-XBP-09*61] C28 B72-23809
Horizontally mounted solar collector
[BASA-CASE-MFS-233*9-1] C** B77-30613
DEFLECTOBS
Deflector for preventing objects from entering
nacelle inlets of jet aircraft
[BASA-CASE-XLB-00388] C28 H70-3*788
Aircraft vheel spray drag alleviator for dual
tandem landing gear
[BASA-CASE-XLA-01583] C02 B70-36825
Ion beam deflector system for electronic thrust
vector control for ion propulsion yav, pitch,
and roll forces
[BASA-CASE-IEJ-10689-1J C28 871-26173
Exhaust flov deflector for ducted gas flov
[BASA-CASE-LAB-11570-1] c3* 876-1836*
DEFOCOSIIG
Optical retrodirective modulator vith focus




Deformation measuring appacatns with feedback
control fcr arbitrarily shaped structures
rBASA-CASE-LAB-10098] c32 H71-26681
Development of device for simulating cyclic
thermal leading of flexible materials by




[BASA-CASI-LEW-12527-1 ] C37 H77-32500
DEGREES OF FBHDOB
Attitude ccntrcl training device for astronauts
permitting fricticn-free movement with five
degrees cf freedom
[BASA-CASE-XBS-02977] c11 H71-10706 .
Tuned damped vibration absorber for mass
vibrating in gore than one degree of freedom
for use with wind tunnel models
[NASA-CASI-LAB-10083-1] c15 S71-27006




Condenser-separator for dehumidifying air
utilizing sintered metal surface
[NASA-CASE-J.LA-086II5] c15 F69-2U65
DBHYDBATBD FOOD
Rice preparation process consisting of cooking,




Development of pulsed differential comparator
circuit
CHASA-CASE-I1E-0380A] c10 871-19171
False duration control device for driving slov
response time loads in selected sequence
including snitching and delay circuits and
magnetic storage




Development and characteristics of solid state
acoustic variable tine delay line us ing direct
current voltage and radio frequency pulses
{BASA-CtSE-EBC-10032] C10 H71-2590Q
DELTA BOD0111IOB
Holtifuncticn audio digitizer producing
direct delta and pulse code modulation
[HAS&-CASI-HSC-13E55-1] c35 H74-17885
DE1TA DINGS
Delta mnged. Banned reentry vehicle capable of
horizontal glide landing at Ion speeds
[HASA-CASI-XIA-002<H] c31 S70-37986
DEHAGBETIZATICB
Tumbling motion system for object demagnetization
[HASA-CASE-T,GS-02tt37] c15 1169-21472
DEBODDLATIOS
Plural channel data transmission system with
quadrature modulation and complementary
demodnlaticn
[H&SS-CASI-XAC-06302] c08 H71-19763
Restoration and improvement of demodulated
facsimile video signals
[HASA-CASE-GSC-10185-1 ] c07 H72-12081
DBHODOlfiTOBS
Telemetry data unit to form multibit words for
use between demodulator and computer
[NASA-CASE-XBP-09225] c09 H69-2W33
Frequency shift keyed demodulator - circuit
diagrams
[HASA-CASI-JGS-02889] c07 B71-11282
Demodulator for simultaneous demodulation of two
modulating ac signal carriers close in frequency
[BASA-CaSF-T.HF-01160] c07 H71-11298
Development of demodulation system for removing
amplitude modulation f roa two quadrature
displaced data bearing signals
[8ASA-CASI-XAC-04030] clO B71-19Q72
Calibrator for measuring and modulating or
demodulating laser outputs
[BASA-CASF-IIA-03410] c16 H71-25911
Threshold extension device for improving
operating performance of frequency modulation




Fall wave modulator-demodulator amplifier









Capacitor for measuring density of compressible
fluid in liquid, gas, or liquid and gas phases
tBASA-CASF.-XLE-001<l3] C11 B70-36618
Beasunng density of single and two-phase





Increasing available power per unit area in ion
rocket engine by increasing beam density
CBASA-CASI-XLE-00519] C28 B70-H1576
Varying density composite structure
C8ASA-CASE-LAR-11181-1] C39 B75-31179
Method and apparatus for compensating reflection
losses in a path length modulated
absorption-absorption trace gas detector
for determining density of gas
[ NASA-CASE-ABC-10631-1] c7« B76-20958
DEBSIII BEASOBEHEST
Capacitor for measuring density of compressible
fluid in liquid, gas, or liquid and gas phases
[NASA-CASF-ILE-001«3] Cl« N70-36618
Measuring density of single and two-phase
cryogenic fluids in rocket fuel tanks
[NASA-CASI-XLE-00688] Cl« B70-l)133«




Process for preparing calcium phosphate salts
for tooth repair
[ HASA-CASE-EBC-10338] cOU B72-33072
DEPLOI8EHI
Extendable, self-deploying boom apparatus
[BASA-CSSE-GSC-10566-1] C15 B72-18177
Deployable cantilever support for deploying




Beans and nethods of depositing thin films on
substrates
[BASl-CASI-XSP-00595] CIS B70-3«»9b7
Dual wavelength system for monitoring film
deposition
[BASA-CASE-BFS-20675] C26 H73-26751









Airfoil shape for flight at subsonic speeds
design analysis and aerodynamic
characteristics of the SAR-1 airfoil
[HiSi-CASE-lAB-IOSSS-l] C02 B76-221b»
Two dimensional wedge/translating shroud nozzle
[BAS»-C»SB-1AB-11919-1] C07 B76-22202
Snap-in compressible blomedical electrode
[SASi-CASE-BSC-111623-1] C52 B77-28717
DEIECTIOB
Heated element sensor for fluid flow detection
in thermal conductive conduit with adaptive
means to determine flow rate and direction
£HASA-CASE-BSC-1208q-1] Cl2 B71-17569
Fluid leakage detection system with antoiatic
monitoring capability
[BASA-CASB-1AB-10323-1] . Cl2 B71-17573
hetal detection system with electromagnetic
transmitter with single coil and receiver with
single coil
[HASA-CASB-ABC-10265-1] ClO B72-28240
System for detecting impact position of cosmic
dust on detector surface
DETECTOBS SDBJECT ISDBI
[HASA-CASE-6SC-11291-1] c25 N72-33696
Detection of bacteria in biological fluids and
foods
rFASA-CA£E-SSC-11E33-1] eld N73-13«35
Short range laser obstacle detector for




Detection of microbial infection in blood and
antibiotic deteninations
[HASA-CASI-GSC-12015-1 ] c52 H77-18733
DETECTORS
Pressurized cell micrcmeteoroid detector
[HASA-CASI-XLA-00936] Cl4 H71-1U996
Development of large area micrometeorcid impact
detector panels
rNASA-CASE-XIP-05906] C31 H71-16221
Development of pulse-activated pclarcgraphic
hydrogen detector
[HASA-CASI-XHF-06531] C1U 1171-17575
Electro-optical detector for determining
position of light source
[SASA-CASE-XHP-01059] C23 N71-21821
Method for locating leaks in hermetically sealed
containers
[BASA-CASE-F.BC-100II5] C15 H71-21910
Precipitation detector and mechanism for
stopping and restarting machinery at
initiation and cessation of rain
[NASA-CASI-XIA-02619] CIO H71-2633U
Hydrogen fire tlink detector for tigb altitude
rocket or ground installation
tNASA-CASE-HFS-15063] ell H72-25412
Device for detection of combustion light
preceding gaseous explosions
[HASA-CASE-LAB-10739-1] dl H73-16184
Optical imaging system for increasing light
absorption efficiency of imaging detector
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10191-1] C23 1)73-20711
Cold cathode discharge tube vith pressurized gas
cell for oeteoroid detection in space
[NASA-CASE-1AB-10II83-1] ell 1173-32327
Deployable pressurized cell structure for a
micrcmeteoroid detector
[S4SA-CASE-IJE-10295-1] C35 N7U-21062
nodulated hydrogen ion flame detector
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10322-1] C35 H76-18403
DBTEBGENTS
Anti-fog composition for prevention of




Optically detonated explosive device
[SASA-CASE-HFO-117q3-1] C28 H74-27425
DETOSATIOI SAVES
Detonation reaction engine comprising outer




Gas chromatograpbic method for analyzing
hydrogen deuteriun mixtures
[HASA-CASE-SJO-11322] C06 H72-25146








Photo-transistor vith base collector junction
diode for integration into photo sensor arrays
[HASA-CASE-HFS-20H07] C09 H73-19235
DIAHIHES
Preparation of elastomeric diamine silazane
polymers
[NASA-CASB-XHF-OH133] c06 H71-20717
Synthesis of aromatic diamines and dialdehyde
polymers using Schiff base
(HASA-CASE-J.HF-030711] C06 H71-2H740
Synthesis of siloxane containing epoxide and
diaiine polymers
[HASA-CASE-HFS-13994-2] C06 H72-25148
Stable polyimide synthesis from mixtures of




Exponential horn, copper plate, magnetic hammer,
and anvil in apparatus for malting diamonds
[NASA-CASE-BFS-20698] Cl5 H72-20"4lt6
Simplified technique and device for producing
industrial grade synthetic diamonds
[HASA-CASE-BFS-20698-2] c15 H73-19457
DIAPHHAGIS (HECBABICS)
Expulsion and measuring device for determining
guantity of liquid in tank under conditions of
weightlessness
[NASA-CASE-IHS-01516] clt »70-I)02J3
Reinforcing beam system for highly flexible
diaphragms in valves or pressure switches
[NASA-CASE-XBP-01962] C32 N70-11370
Flexible rocket motor nozzle closure device to
aid ignition and protect rocket chamber from
foreign objects
[NASi-CASE-XIA-02651] C28 H70-M1967
Knife structure for controlling rupture of shock
tube diaphragms
[HASA-CASE-XAC-00731] c11 H71-15960
Magnetically opened diaphragm design vith camera
shutter and expansion tube applications
[HASA-CASE-XIA-03660] CIS N71-21060
Design and development of inertia diaphragm
pressure transducer-
[NASA-CASE-XAC-02981] c1Q N71-21072
Punch and die device for forming convolution
series in thin gage metal hemispheres
[HASA-CASE-IHP-05297] c15 H71-2J811
Rubber composition for expulsion bladders and
diaphragms for use vith hydrazine
[HASA-CASI-SPO-11II33] CIS H71-31HO
Development of differential pressure control
system using motion of mechanical diaphragms









Dichroic plate as bandpass filters
[NASA-CASI-BPO-13506-1 ] c35 H76-1SI135
DIELECTBIC PBOPEBTIBS
Capacitive tank gaging device for monitoring one
constituent cf two phase fluid by sensing
dielectric constant
[HJSA-CASE-DFS-21629] Cl« R7^-22"|l(2
Fine particnlate capture device
[HASA-CASE-LES-11583-1] C37 H7a-13199
DIELECTBICS
Fabricating solar cells vith dielectric layers
to improve glass fusion
[BASA-CASE-XGS-OM531] COS S69-21267
Temperature sensitive capacitor device for
detecting very low intensity infrared radiation
[HASA-CASE-XBP-09750] cIM H69-39937
Electrical pover system for space fligbt
vehicles operating over extended periods
[BASA-CASI-XHF-00517] c03 H70-31157
Nose cone mounted heat resistant antenna
comprising plurality of adjacent layers of
silica not introducing paths of high tberial
conductivity through ablative shield
CBASA-CASE-XHS-011312] c07 H71-2298U
Broadband microwave vavegnide window to
compensate dielectric material filling
[BASA-CASE-XBP-08880] c09 B71-24808
Laser machining device vith dielectric
functioning as beam vavegnide for mechanical
and medical applications
[NASA-CASE-HQH-10511-2] CIS H71-271J5
Quasi-optical microvave circuit vith dielectric
body for use vith oversize vavegnides
[HASA-CASB-BFC-10011] c07 H71-29065
Semiconductor device manufacture using
refractory dielectrics as diffnsant masks and
interconnection insulating materials
[HASA-CASE-XEB-08476-1] C26 B72-17820
Material compositions and processes for
developing dielectric thick films used in
microcircuit capacitors
[HASA-CASB-IAB-1029<1-1] C26 N72-2876.4
SUBJECT IHDEI DIGITS! D»T»
Low loss dichroic plate
[SASA-CASF-BEO-13171-1] C32 N714-11000
Electrostatic measurement system for
contact-electrifying a dielectric
[BASA-CASE-BFS-22129-1] C33 B75-18177
Bethod and apparatus for measurement of trap
density and energy distribution in dielectric
filns
rBASA-CASE-HPO-13103-1] c76 H76-20991
Charge injection method and apparatus of
producing large area electrets
[HASA-CASE-BFS-23186-1] C33 B76-23183
DIBS
Punch and die device for forming convolution
series in thin gage letal hemispheres
[BASA-CASE-XBP-05297] c15 B71-23811
Development and characteristics of





[BASA-CASE-BPO-13763-1 ] c37 B77-11398
DIETS
Seduction of blood sernm cholesterol
[HASA-CASE-BPO-12119-1] c52 H75-15270
DIFFEBESTIAL ABPIIPIEHS
Temperature compensated solid state differential
amplifier with application in
bioinstrumentation circuits
[BASA-CASI-XAC-00»35] c09 B70-3S440
Stepping motcr control apparatus exciting
windings in proper tine sequence to cause
motor to rotate in either direction
[BASA-CASI-GSC-10366-1 ] c10 B71-18772
DIPPBBEBTI41 IB1EBFEBOBETB1
Device for deteroining acceleration of gravity




Belief valve to permit slow and fast bleeding
rates at difference pressure levels
[BASA-CASE-XBS-05891-1] C15 B69-21921
Apparatus for ejecting covers of instrument
packages using differential pressure principle
[HASA-CASI-HHy-01132] C15 H69-27502
Differential optoaconstic absorption detector





Highly stable optical mirror assembly optimizing
image quality of light diffracticn patterns
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10001] C23 B71-24868
DIPPBACTIOH PATTEBSS
Digital sensor for counting fringes produced by
interferometers with improved sensitivity and




Dual purpose optical instrument capable of




Transmitting and reflecting dlffoser
[BASA-CASE-LAR-10385-3] c23 B73-32538
Application of semiconductor diffnsants to solar
cells by screen printing
CBASA-CASE-LEH-12775-1] c«<l N77-21589
DIPfOSIOl
Selective geld diffusion on monolithic silicon
chips for switching and nonswitching amplifier
devices and circuits and linear and digital
logic circuits
[HASA-CASE-BBC-10072] C09 B70-11118
Metallic fi lm diffusicn for boundary lubrication
in aerospace engineering
[BASA-CASI-XIE-10337] C15 B71-21046




Oil trap for preventing diffusion pump
bacltstreaming into evacuated system
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10518-1 ] C15 B72-22Q89
I-U7
Programmable physiological infusion
[BASA-CASE-JBC-1 01117-1] c52 8711-22771
DIPPOSIOH iBLDIFG
Method for diffusion welding dissimilar metals
in vacuum chamber
[BiSA-CASE-GSC-10303] CIS B72-22187
Beinforced PEP Teflon composite material
diffusion bonded to metal substrate
[BASA-CASE-BPS-20H82] CIS B72-2JH92
Two-step diffusion welding process of
nnrecrystallized alloys
[BASA-CASE-LEB-11388-1] CIS B73-32358
nethod of fluzless brazing and diffusion bonding
of aluminum containing components
[BASA-CASE-HSC-141135-1 ] C37 B76-18USS




Digitally controlled freguency synthesizer for
pulse frequency modulation telemetry systems
[HASA-CASE-XGS-02317] C09 N71-23525
System for maintaining motor at predetermined
speed using digital pulses
[BASA-CASE-XHP-06892] C09 871-21805




Device for removing plastic dust cover from
digital computer disk packs for inspection and
cleaning
[NASJ-CASE-LAB-10590-1] CIS B70-26819
Binary number sorter for arranging numbers in
order of magnitude
[BASA-CASE-BIO-10112] COS B71-12502
Binary sequence detector with few memory
elements and minimized logic circuit complexity
[BASA-CASE-XBP-05115] COS tl/1-12505
Digital computer system, for automatic prelannch
checkout of spacecraft
[SASA-CASE-XKS-08012-2] c31 B71-15566
Description of error correcting methods for use
with digital data computers and apparatus for
encoding and decoding digital data
[SASA-CASE-XBP-02718] c08 B71-22719
Serial digital decoder design with square
circuit matrix and serial memory storage units
[SASA-CASE-BFO-10150] COS H71-21650
Digital magnetic core memory with sensing
amplifier circuits
[NASA-CASE-XBP-01012 ] C08 B71-28925
Bednndant memory for enhanced reliability of
digital data processing system
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10564] C10 B71-29135
Digital converter for scaling binary number to
binary coded decimal number of higher multiple
[BASA-CASE-KSC-10595] COS B73-12176
Fault tolerant clock apparatus utilizing a
controlled minority of clock elements
[ BASA-CASE-BSC-12531-1] c35 B75-30501
Two-dimensional radiant energy array computers
and computing devices
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11839-2] c60 B76-18803
Two-dimensional radiant energy array computers
and computing devices
[HASA-CASE-GSC-11839-1 ] C60 B77-11751
DIGITAL DATA
Phase shift data transmission system with
pseudo-noise synchronization code nodulated
with digital data into single channel for
spacecraft communication
[BASA-CASE-XBP-00911] COS B70-11961
Tape guidance system for multichannel digital
recording system
[HASA-CASE-XBP-09153] C08 B71-19120
Digital telemetry system apparatus to reduce
tape recorder wow and flutter noise during
playback
[BASA-CSSE-XGS-01812] C07 B71-23001
Digital data handling circuits for pulse
amplifiers
[BASA-CASE-XBP-01068] CIO H71-28739
Bit synchronization system using digital data
transition tracking phased locked loop
[HASA-C»SE-BPO-1080I(] cOl 872-^0110
Control and information system for digital
telemetry data using analog converter to
digitize sensed parameter values
DIGITAL FUTEBS SUBJECT IHDBX
[BASf-CASE-BEO-11016] c08 B72-31226
Development and characteristics for
automatically displaying digits in any desired
order using optical techniques
[BASA-CASI-XKS-00348] c09 873-14215





Design and development of signal detection and
tracking apparatus
[BASA-CASE-XGS-03502] CIO B71-20852
Digital filter for reducing jitter in digital
control systems
[NASA-CASE-8PO-11088] c08 B71-29034
Bonrecnrsive counting digital filter containing
shift register
rSASA-CASE-SPO-11821-1] c08 873-26175
Filtering device removing electromagnetic
noise f r o m voice communication signals
[BASA-CASE-BFS-22729-1] c32 B76-21366
DIGITAL SPACICBAFT TELE7ISI01




Light sensitive digital aspect sensor for
attitude control of earth satellites or space
probes
[BASA-CASE-HGS-00359] c14 B70-34158
Circuit diagram and operation of fall binary adder
[BASA-CJSE-XGS-00689] c08 870-34787
Digital telemetry system apparatus to reduce
tape recorder wow and flutter noise daring
playback
[SASA-CASE-XGS-01812] c07 871-23001
Sellable magnetic core circuit apparatus with
application in selection matrices for digital
memories
[SASA-CASE-JBP-01318] c10 B71-23033
Boninterruptable digital counter circuit design
with display device for pulse freguency
modtjlaticn
[BAS4-CASE-XBP-09759] c08 B71-24891
Digital memory system with multiple switch cores
for driving each word location
[BASA-CASE-XBP-01466] c10 871-26434
Digital quasi-exponential function generator
[BASA-CASE-8PO-11130] COS 872-20176
Digital funct ion generator for generating any
arbitrary single valued function
[8ASA-CASE-HPO-11104] c08 B72-22165
Digital video system for displaying image and
alphanumeric data on cathode ray tube
[BASA-CASE-SPO-11342] c09 H72-25248
Data compression using decreasing slope
threshold test and digital techniques
[BASA-CASE-BPO-11630] cC8 872-33172
Characteristics of digital data processor using
pulse from clock source to derive binary
singles to show state of various indicators in
processor
[SASA-CASE-GSC-10975-1] COS K73-13187
Low phase noise frequency divider for use with
deep space network communication system
[BASA-CASE-BPO-11569] c10 873-26229
Synchronized digital communication system
[BASA-CASE-XBP-03623] c09 B73-28084
Digital second-order phase-locked loop
[BASA-CASE-HPO-11905-1 ] c33 B74-12887
Digital controller for a Baum folding machine
providing automatic counting and machine
shntoff
[HASA-CBSE-lAB-10688-1] c37 B74-21056
Digital transmitter for data bus communications
system
[BASA-CASE-HSC-14558-1] c32 K75-21486
Automatic character skew and spacing checking
network of digital tape drive systems
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11925-1] c33 H76-18353
Anti-multipath digital signal detector
[BASA-CASE-LSR-11827-1] c32 B77-10392
Bit error rate measurement above and below bit
rate tracking threshold
[HASA-CASE-BSC-12743-1] c32 877-19290
Multiple rate digital command detection system
with ranee clean-up capability
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13753-1] c32 B77-20289




,[ BASA-CASI-NPO-13982-1 ] c32 877-24341
Open loop digital freguency multiplier
[SASA-CASE-BSC-12709-1] c33 N77-24375
DIGITAL TECBBIQDES
Describing frequency discriminator using digital
logic circuits and supplying single binary
output signal
[BASA-CASE-BFS-14322] COS 871-18692
Constructing Exclusive-Or digital logic circuit
in single module
[SASA-CASE-XLA-07732] COS 871-18751




Digital cardiotachometer incorporating circuit
for measuring heartbeat rate of subject over
predetermined portion of one minute also
converting rate to beats per minute
[SASA-CASE-XBS-02399] COS 871-22896
Digital synchronizer for extracting binary data
in receiver of PSK/PCH communication system
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10851 ] c07 871-24613
Digital sensor for counting fringes produced by
interferometers with improved sensitivity and
one photcmultiplier tube to eliminate
alignment problem
[BASA-CASE-LSB-10204] Cl4 B71-27215
Development and characteristics for
automatically displaying digits in any desired
order using optical techniques
[BASA-CASE-XKS-00348] C09 873-14215




[HASA-CASE-BSC-13912-1 ] C32 874-30524
Digital phase-locked loop
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11623-1] c33 875-25040
DIGITAL TO ABALOG COHVEBTEBS
Development and characteristics of rate
augmented digital to analog converter for
computed time-dependent data
[BASA-CASE-X1A-07828] COS B71-27057
Digital to analog converter with parallel
input/output memory device
[BASA-CASE-KSC-10397] c08 872-25206










Chemical and physical properties of synthetic
polyurethane polymer prepared by reacting
hydroxy carbonate with organic dilsocyanate
[BASA-CASE-BFS-10512] C06 873-30099
Preparation of stable polyurethane polymer by
reacting polymer with aiisocyanate
[BASA-CASE-HFS-10506] c06 B73-30100
Preparation of polyurethane polymer by reacting
hydroxy polyformal with organic dusocyanate
[8ASA-CASE-BFS-10509] C06 873-30103
DIHEBSIOBS




Single electrical circuit component combining
diode, fuse, and blown indicator with
elongated tube of heat resistant transparent
material
[BASA-CASE-XKS-03381] C09 B71-22796
Haintaining current flow through solar cells
with open connection using shunting diode
[BASA-CASE-XLE-04535] C03 871-23354
Gunn effect microwave diodes with BF shielding
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10119] C26 B72-21701
Transistorized switching logic circuits with
tunnel diodes
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10878-1] CIO B72-22236
SOBJECT I1DEX DISCOBSECT DEVICES
Developtent of method and apparatus foe
detecting surface ions on silicon diodes and
transistors
[NASA-CtSE-IBC-10325] c15 B72-25457
Developnent of temperature compensated light
source vith components and circuitry for
naintaiuing luminous intensity independent of
temperature variations
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10467-1] c09 B73-14214
Silicon carbide backvard diode vith coated lead
attachment
[HASA-CASE-BBC-10224-2] C09 B73-27150
Diode-quad bridge circuit neans
t BASA-C A SE-ABC-10364-2(8)] c33 H74-14941
High isolation BE signal selection snitches
tBASA-CASE-BEO-13081-1] c33 S74-22814
Logarithmic circuit vith vide dynamic range
[HASA-CASE-GSC-12145-1] C33 B77-19319
A regulated high efficiency, lightveight
capacitor-diode multiplier DC to DC converter
[BASA-CASE-LES-12791-1] C33 B77-24385
DIPOLE ABTEHSBS
Circularly polarized antenna vith linearly
polarized pair of elements
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10214] c09 1172-31235
DIBECT COBBEST
Begalated dc to dc converter
[NASA-CASE-XGS-03429] c03 H69-21330
Automatic control of voltage supply to direct
current motor \
[HASA-CASE-XHS-04215-1] c09 N69-39987
Thermionic diode svitch for use in high
temperature region to chop current fron dc
source
[SASA-CASE-BEO-10U04] c03 N71-12255
Transistorized dc-conpled multivibrator vith
noninverted output signal
[BASA-CftSE-XBP-09450] c10 S71-18723
Stepping notor control apparatus exciting
vindings in proper time sequence to cause
motor to rotate in either direction
[BASA-CASl-GSC-10366-1] C10 B71-18772
Frequency control netvork for current feedback
oscillators converting dc voltage to ac or
higher dc voltages
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10041-1] CIO B71-19418
Direct current povered self repeating plasma
accelerator vith interccnnected annular and
linear discharge channels
[HASA-CASE-XLA-03103] c25 B71-21693
Conversion of positive dc voltage to positive dc
voltage cf lover amplitude
[BASA-CASI-XBF-14301] C09 B71-23188
Converting output of positive dc voltage source
to negative dc voltage across load vith common
reference point
[NASA-CASB-XHF-08217] c03 N71-23239
Blood pressure measuring system for separately
recording dc and ac pressure signals of
Korotkoff sounds
[HASA-CASE-XHS-06061] COS H71-23317
Badio frequency coaxial filter to provide dc
isolation and lov frequency signal rejection
in audio range
[HASA-CASE-XGS-Oiqi8] cC9 H71-23573
Brushless dc tachometer design vith Hall effect
crystals and output vcltage magnitude
proportional to rotor speed
[BASA-CASE-HFS-20385] c09 H71-24904
Inverters for changing direct current to
alternating current
[BASA-CASE-XGS-06226] c10 H71-25950
circuits for controlling reversible dc notor
[HASA-CASE-ISP-Olim] c09 B71-26092
Feedback control for direct current motor to
achieve constant speed under varying loads
[HASA-CASE-BFS-14610] c09 S71-28886
High dc svitch for causing abrupt, cyclic,
decreases of current to operate under zero or
varying gravity conditions
[HASA-CASB-IEB-10155-1] c09 B71-29035
Pover converters for supplying direct current at
one voltage from source at another voltage
[BASA-CASE-IBB-11046] cC9 B72-22203
Dc to ac to dc converter vith transistor driven
synchronous rectifiers
[HASA-CASE-GSC-11126-1] C09 N72-252S3
Direct current motor including stationary field
vindings and stationary armature vinding
1-49
[HASA-CASE-XGS-07805] c15 B72-J3476
Poverplexer for distribution of dc po»er levels
to loads which require different voltages
[BASA-CAS1-HSC-12396-1] c03 B73-J1988
Bio-isolated dc operational amplifier for
bioelectric neasurements
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10596-1] c33 B71-21851
Loa3 insensitive electrical device pover
converters for supplying direct current at one
voltage from a source at another voltage
[BASA-CASE-XEB-11046-2] c33 H74-22864
Differential pulse code modulation
[BASA-CBSI-BSC-12506-1] c32 B77-122J9
Method of electrically pre-stressing insulation





Three phase full vave dc motor decoder
[HASA-CASE-GSC-11824-1] c33 B77-26386
DIBECT POSSE GBIEBATOBS
Direct conversion of thermal energy into
electrical energy using crossed electric and
magnetic fields
[BASA-CASE-XIE-00212] c03 B70-341311
Thermal pump-compressor for converting solar
energy
[HASA-CASE-XLA-00377] c33 B71-17610
Converting output of positive dc voltage source




Onsaturating magnetic core transformer design
vith varning signal for electrical pover
processing equipment[NASA-CASE-EBC-10125] c09 B71-24893
Load insensitive electrical device pover
converters for supplying direct current at one
voltage from a source at another voltage
[8ASA-CASE-XES-11046-2] c33 B74-22B64









Tracking antenna system vith array for
synchronous satellite or ground based radar
[HASA-CASE-GSC-10553-1] c07 H71-198b4
Drive system for parabolic tracking antenna vith
reversible motion and minimal backlash
[HASA-CASI-BPO-10173] c15 B71-2U696
Variable beauvidth antenna vith multiple
beam, variable feed system
[HASA-CASE-GSC-11862-1] c32 B76-18295
DIBECTIOBAL CCBTBOL
Gimbaled partially submerged nozzle for solid






Bose gear steering system for vehicles vith main
skids to provide directional stability after
loss of aerodynamic control
[HASA-CASE-X1A-0180H] c02 H70-34160




Patent data on gas actuated bolt disconnect
assembly
[BASA-CASE-IlA-00326] c03 B70-34667
Bemotely actuated quick disconnect mechanist for
umbilical cables
fBASA-CASB-XlA-00711 ] c03 B71-122S8
Bemotely actuated quick disconnect for tubular
umbilical conduits used to transfer tlnids
from qronnd to rocket vehicle
[HASA-CASE-IlA-01396] cO3 B71-122S9
Design and development of quick release connector
[HASA-CASI-IIA-OIIII] CIS *71-1J789
Split nut and bolt separation device
[BASA-CASE-XBP-06914] CIS »71-2iq8<(
DISCOSTIHOITY SUBJECT IBDEX
Electrical circuit: selection device for
simulating stage separation of flight vehicle
[BASA-CASE-XKS-04631]
 C10 H71-23663Quick disconnect duct coupling device for
single-landed operation
[BASA-CASE-BFS-20395] C15 B71-24903
Breakaway mnltiwire electrical cable connector
with particnlar application for umbilical type
cables
[HASA-CASE-BPO-11140] C15 *72-17<l55
Torsional disconnect device for releasably
coupling distal ends of fluid conduits
[NASJ-CASE-BEO-10704] C15 872-20445
Frangible connecting link suitable for rocket
stage separation
rHASA-CASE-BSC-11849-1] Cl5 872-22*88
Gas operated quick disconnect coupling for
umbilical connectors
[BASA-CASE-BEO-11202] C15 N72-25450
Quick disconnect filter coupling
[SASA-CHSE-BFS-22323-1 ] c37 876-14463
Positive isolation disconnect
[BASA-CASE-HSC-16043-1 ] C37 H77-15397
DISCOBTIBDITY
Servocontrol system for measuring local stresses
at geometric discontinuity in stressed material
[BASA-CASE-XlA-08530} C32 H71-25360
DISCBIBIN6TOBS
Detector assembly for discrininating first
signal with respect tc presence or absence of
second signal at time of occurrence of first
signal
[BASB-CASE-XBF-00701] C09 870-40272
Difference indicating circuit used in
conjunction with device leasnring
gravitational fields
[HASA-CASE-XSP-08274] C10 N71-13537
Describing frequency discriminator using digital
logic circuits and supplying single binary
output signal
[BASA-CASE-BIS-14322] cC8 B71-18692
circuit design for determining amount of
photonultiplier tube light detection utilizing
variable current source and dark current
signals cf opposite polarity
[BASA-CASE-XBS-03478] C14 B71-21040
characteristics of comparator .circuits for
comparison of binary numbers in information
processing system
[BASA-CASE-XBP-04819;] C08 S71-23295
Diode-quad bridge circuit leans
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10364-3] C33 875-19520
Diode-quad bridge circuit means
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10364-Z] c33 575-25041
DISPEBSEBS
Liquid aerosol dispenser with explosively driven






[8ASA-CASE-I.AB-10EB4-1 ] C37 874-13178
Hetering gun for dispensing precisely measured
charges of fluid
[NASA-CASE-BFS-21163-1] c54 B74-17853
Automatic fluid dispenser[NASA-CASE-ARC-10820-1] c5« B75-32766
0ISPEBSIBG
Apparatus for mechanically dispersing ultrafine
metal powders subjected to shock waves
[BASA-CASF.-XIE-04946] C17 871-2*911
DISPEBSIOBS
Method for producing alkali aetal dispersions of
high purity
[BASA-CASE-XSP-08876] C17 B73-28573
Apparatus for measuring a sorbate dispersed in a
fluid stream[SASA-CASE-ABC-10896-1] C34 175-32389
DISP1ACEHEBT
Bimetallic fluid displacement apparatus for




Bull-type vacuum aicrobalance for measuring
minute mectanical displacements
[BASA-CASI-XAC-OOB.72] c15 870-40180
Development and characteristics of self-
calibrating displacement transducer for
I-SO
measuring magnitude and frequency of
displacement of bodies
[NASA-CASE-XIA-00781 ] c09 871-22999
Gas bearing for model support with capacity for
measuring angular displacement of model in
bearing
[BASA-CASI-XIA-09346] Cl5 N71-28740
Hethod and apparatus for remote measurement of
displacement of marks on specimen undergoing
tensile test
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10778] c1P B72-11364
Miniature muscle displacement transducer
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13519-1 ] c3J B76-19338
DISPLAY DEVICES
Integrated time shared instrumentation display
for aerospace vehicle simulators
[SASA-CASE-XLA-01952] COS B71-12507
Data processing and display system for terminal




Cathode ray tube system for displaying ones and
zeros in binary wave train
[BASA-CASE-XGS-04987] COS 871-20571
Optical projector system for establishing
optimum arrangement of instrument displays in
aircraft, spacecraft, other vehicles, and
industrial instrument consoles
[NASi-CASE-XSP-03853] C23 B71-21882
Optical monitor panel consisting of translucent
screen with test or meter information
projected onto it from rear for application in
control rooms of missile launching and
tracking stations
[1ASA-CASE-XKS-03509] C14 N71-2J175
Binary to decimal decoder logic circuit design
with feedback control and display device
[BASA-CASE-XKS-06167] COS B71-24890
Boninterruptable digital counter circuit design
with display device for pulse frequency
modulation
[BASA-CASB-XBP-09759] c08 871-24891
Data acquisition system for converting displayed
analog signal to digital values
[BASA-CAS1-BIO-103UM] c10 B71-265MB
Plasma-fluidic hybrid display system combining
high brightness and memory characteristics
[BASA-CASE-F.BC-10100] C09 N71-33519
system for digitizing graphic displays
[BASA-CASE-SPO-107B5] c08 N72-22164
Digital video system for displaying image and
alphanumeric data on cathode ray tube
[8ASA-CASE-HPO-11342] C09 B72-25248
Development of apparatus for mounting scientific
experiments in spacecraft to permit
utilization without maneuvering spacecraft
[BASA-CASE-BSC-12372-1] c31 N72-25842
Development and characteristics for
automatically displaying digits in any desired
order using optical techniques
[BASA-CASE-XKS-00348] c09 873-14215
Situational display system of cathode ray tubes
to assist pilot in aircraft control
[8ASA-CASE-EBC-10350] C14 N73-20474
Device for displaying and recording angled views
of samples to be viewed by microscope
[5ASA-CASE-GSC-11690-1] C14 873-28499
Transparent switchboard which permits optical
display devices to be adapted for use in man
machine conmnnications
[BASA-CAEE-BSC-13746-1] clO 873-32143





S-load measuring and indicator apparatus for
aircraft
[SASA-CASE-ABC-10806] C06 874-27872
Field sequential stereo television
[BASA-CASE-BSC-12616-1] c32 B74-J2601
X-Y alphanumeric character generator for
oscilloscopes
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11582-1] C33 875-19517
Fall color hybrid display for aircraft simulators
[BaSA-CASE-ABC-10903-1] C09 876-10148
Projection system for display of parallax and
perspective
SUBJECT I1DEI DIE LASEBS
[1ASA-CASE-KFS-2319P-1 ] ell H76-13909
Turbulence intensity indicator
[SASA-CASI-LAB-11833-1] C06 H76-31229
ERG and ultrasonoscope display
[NASJ-CASE-AKC-1099Q-2] C52 H77-15619
Crosswind landing gear position indicator
[NASf-CASE-LAR-119«1-1] C06 H77-20098
Binocular device for displaying numerical
information in field of view
[BASJ-CASE-LAB-11782-1 ] c711 877-20882
DISS1PJTIOH











Binary coded sequential acquisition ranging
system for distance measurements
[HASA-CaSE-NPO-111911] c08 H72-25209
Apparatus for determining distance to lighting
strokes f rom single station by magnetic and
electric field sensing antennas
[NASA-CAEE-KSC-10698] c07 N73-20175
DISTILLATION EQDIPHEBT
Utilization of solar radiation by solar still
for converting salt and rrackish «ater into
potable vater
[NASA-CAEF.-XBS-01533] c15 H71-23086
Purificaticn apparatus for vaporization and
fractional distillation cf liquids
[HASA-CASE-XSP-08121] C15 H71-2718B
D shaped heated tube for distillation and
purification of liquid metals
[HASA-CASE-XBP-08121-2] c06 N73-13129
DISTBIBOIED 1BPLI7IEBS
Broadband distribution amplif ier vith






Jet exhaust noise suppressor
[HASA-CASI-LEW-11286-1] c07 H71-27490
DI7IDEBS
A synchronous linary array divider
[HASA-CASI-ERC-10180-1] c60 N71-20836
DOCOBEHT STOB1GE




Design and specifications cf emergency escape
system for spacecraft structures
[NASA-CASE-HSC-12086-1 ] C 5 H71-12345
DOPPXBB EFFECT
Doppler frequency shift correction device for
multiplex cciinnnication vith Applications
Technology Satellites
[HASA-CJSI-XGS-02719] c07 H69-39978
Describing laser Doppler velicometer for
measuring mean velocity and turbulence of
f luid f low
[HASA-CASE-HFS-20386] c21 R71-19212
Doppler compensated communication systen for
locating supersonic transport position
[NASA-CASI-GSC-10087-1] c07 N73-20174
Doppler shift system system for measuring
velocities of radiating particles
[RASA-CASI-BQH-10700-1] C72 H74-19310
DOPP1EB BADAB




Development of dosimeter for measuring absorbed
dose of high energy ionizing radiation
[HASA-CASI-ILA-03615] c1» H71-20O30
DBA6 CHUTES




Lightweight, variable solidity knitted parachute
fabric for aerodynamic decelerators
[ HASA-CASF.-LAB-10776-1 ] c02 871-10031
DBAS HEASOBEREBT
Device for measuring drag forces in flight tests
[ NASA-CASE-XLA-00113] C11 F70-33386
Electric analog for measuring induced drag on
nonplanar airfoils
[HASA-CASE-XLA-00755] cOI S71-13»10
Electric analog for measuring induced drag on
nonplanar airfoils
[HASA-CASE-XLA-05828] c01 B71-1J111




Directed fluid stream for propeller blade
loading control
[BASA-CASE-XAC-00139] C02 870-31856




Automatic measuring and recording of gain and
zero drift characteristics of electronic
amplifier '
[HASA-CASE-XBS-05562-1] c09 B69-39986
Solar radiation direction detector and device
for compensating degradation of photocells
[NASA-CASE-XLA-00183] ell N70-10239
Failure detection and control means for improved
drift performance of a gimballed platform system
[HASA-CASE-HIS-23551-1] cOI N76-26175
DRILL BITS
Impact bit for cutting, collecting, and storing
samples such as lunar rock cuttings
[NASA-CASE-XBP-01112] CIS H70-12031
Hole cutter drill bits and rotating shaft
[BASA-CASE-HFS-22619-1] c37 N75-25186
DBILLS
Rotary impact-type rock drill for recovering
rock cuttings
[HASA-CASE-XBP-07178] ell N69-21923
Auger-type soil penetrometer for burrowing into
soil fornaticns




Inverter drive circuit for semiconductor switch
[NASA-CASE-LEw-10233] ClO S71-27126
DROPS (LIQUIDS)
Development of droplet monitoring probe for use




Automated analysis of oxidative metabolites
[HASA-CASE-ARC-10169-1] C25 B75-12086
DBT CELLS
Energy source with tantalum capacitors in
parallel and miniature silver oxide button
cells for initiating pyrotechnic devices on
spacecraft and rocket vehicles
[ HASA-CASE-LAB-10367-1 ] C03 B70-26B17
DBIIHG
Drying chaober for photographic sheet material
[ NAS1-CASE-GSC-11071-1] ell N73-28189
DRTIHG APPABAiaS
Gas purged dry box glove reducing permeation of
air or moisture into dry box or isolator by
diffusion through glove
[ HASA-CASI-ILE-02531 ] COS B71-23080
DOCTS
Quick disconnect duct coupling device for
single-handed operation
[NASA-CASE-HFS-20395] CIS H71-21903
Externally supported internally stabilized
flexible duct joint
[HASA-CASB-HPS-19191-1 ] C37 B76-11160
DOST COLLBCTOBS
Device for removing plastic dust cover from
digital computer disk packs for inspection and
cleaning
[HASA-CASE-lAB-10590-1 ] CIS H70-26819
DTE LiSBBS
Infrared tunable dye laser with nonlinear
wavelength mixing crystal in optical cavity
[RASA-CASE-ABC-10163-1] C09 B73-32111
DIBS SOBJECT IIDEX
Laser head for simultaneous optical pumping of
several dye lasers with single flash lamp
[HASJ-CASE-IAB-113<I1-1] c36 N75-19655
Two vavelencth double pulse tunable dye laser
[HASA-CASI-LAB-12012-1] c36 H77-10517
DIBS
Dye penetrant and technique for nondestructive




Dynamic sensor for gas pressure or density
measurement *
[BASA-CfSI-XAC-02877] c14 870-41681
Design of precision vertical alignment system




notion restraining device for dissipating at
a controlled rate tie force of a moving body
[HASA-CASI.-HEO-13619-1] c37 H75-227H8
DTUHIC LOADS
Hultilegged support system for Hind tunnel test
models subjected to thernal dynamic loading
['HASA-CAS!-XLA-01326] c11 H71-21481
Apparatus for measuring lead on cable under
static or dynamic conditions comprising
pulleys pivoting structure against restraint
of tension strap
[NASA-CASE-XHS-OISUS] c15 H71-22878
Development and characteristics of device for
indicatirg and recording magnitude of force
applied in axial direction
[SfSA-CASI-HSC-15626-1] ell H72-25111
DTHAIIIC BOD010S OF ELASTICITY
Apparatus for testing metallic and nonmetallic
beams or reds by bending at high temperatures
in vacuum or inert atmosphere
[SASA-CASI-XIE-01300] CIS H70-41993
DIHABIC BESPOBSE
Lunar and planetary gravity simulator to test
vehicular response to landing
[HASA-CASI-XIA-00493] c11 H70-31786
Pressure sensor network for measuring liguid
dynamic response in fligtt including fuel tank
acceleration, liquid slosh amplitude, and fuel
depth mcnitoring
[HASA-CASI-XIA-05541] C12 871-26387
Response analyzing apparatus for liquid vapor
interface sensor of sloshing rocket propellant
[HASA-CASE-BFS-1120U] c1H H71-2913U
DTHABIC STBOCIOBAl ABALISIS
Development of system fcr measuring damping
characteristics of structure or system
subjected to random forces or influnces
[HASA-CASF,-ABC-1015<I-1] C1U S72-22t<K>
DIHABIC TESTS
Hydraulic support equipment for full scale
dynamic testing of large rocket vehicle under
free flight conditions
[HASA-CASI-XBF-01772] c11 H70-41677
Hydraulic support apparatus for dynamic testing




Dynamometer measuring micrcforce thrust produced
by ion engine
[HASA-CASI-XII-00702] c11 B70-10203
Development of thrust dynamometer for measuring




Ear oximeter for monitoring blood oxygenation
and pressure, pulse rate, and pressure pulse
curve, using dc and ac amplifiers
[BASA-CASI-XAC-05422] cO<! B71-23185
BABTB (PLAIET)





Ablation sensor for measuring surface ablation
rate of material on vehicles entering earths
atmosphere on entry into planetary atmospheres
[HASA-CASI-XLA-01791 ] Cl4 H71-22991
EABTB OBBITS
Electric furnace for vacuum and zero gravity
melting of high melting point materials during
earth orbit
[HASi-CASE-BFS-20710] cl 1 872-23215
Design and development of space shuttle system




A miniature implantable ultrasonic echosonoieter
[HASJ-CASE-ARC-11035-1 ] C52 H77-15621
ECOHOBIC ABALISIS
Economical satellite aided vehicle avoidance
system for preventing midair collisions
[HASA-CASE-EBC-10II19] c21 B72-216J1
EFPICIEHCI
Becovering efficiency of solar cells damaged by
environmental radiation through thermal
annealing
[HASA-CASE-XGS-04047-2] C03 B72-11062
Bigh efficiency mnltifreqnency feed
[HASA-CASE-GSC-11909] c32 H71-20863
BFFLOBHTS
Vortex generator for controlling the dispersion
of effluents in a flotfing liquid
[NASA-CASE-LAB-12045-1 ] cJI B77-2tl|23
EJECTION
Apparatus for ejecting covers of instrument
packages using differential pressure principle
[NASA-CASE-XBF-OM132] Cl5 R69-27502
EJECTIOS SEATS
Ejector for separating astronaut from ejection




Automatic ejection valve for attitude control
and midcourse guidance of space vehicles
[NASA-CASE-XHP-00676] c15 870-38996
Ejector for separating astronaut from ejection
seat during prelaunch or initial launch phase
of flight
[SASA-CASE-XHS-OM625] COS 871-20718




Belleville spring assembly with elastic guides
having low hysteresis
[NASA-CASE-XBP-09452] CIS 869-275011
Development of systems for automatically and
continually suppressing or attenuating bending
motion in elastic bodies
[HASA-CASE-XAC-05632] C32 B71-2J971
Device for measuring tensile forces
[HASA-CASE-HFS-21728-1] C35 871-27865
ELASTIC DBFOBBATIOH
Heasnring shear-creep compliance of solid and
liquid materials used in spacecraft components
[ BASi-CASE-XLE-01181] C1M 871-10781
Development of systems for automatically and
continually suppressing or attenuating bending
motion in elastic bodies
[HASA-CASE-XAC-05632] c32 S71-23971
ELASTIC BEDIA




Elastic universal joint for rocket motor mounting
[HASA-CASE-XHP-OOIH6] C15 B70-369<I7
Resilient vehicle wheel for lunar surface travel
[HASA-CASE-HFS-20tOO] C31 871-18611
Threadless fastener apparatus comprising
receiving apertures for plurality of articles,
self-locked condition, and capable of using
nonmalleable materials in both ends
[BASA-CASE-XFB-05302] CIS H71-232S1
Chemical and elastic properties of flnorinated
polynrethanes
CHASA-CASE-HPO-10767-1] C06 B73-33076
Heter for use in detecting tension in straps
having predetermined elastic characteristics
SDBJICT I1DEX E1ECT8IC COBBBCTOBS
[BASA-CASE-BFS-22189-1] c35 B75-19615
BI&S1IC SBBB»S
Rot forging of plastic sheets
[8ASA-CASE-XBS-05516] CIS B71-17803
BlASTOnBBS
Describing metal valve pintle with encapsulated
elastcneric bod;
[BASA-CASE-BSC-12116-1 ] CIS B71-17648
Development of apparatus tot measuring
successive increments of strain on elastoners
[HASA-CASI-XBF-OII680] C15 B71-19489
Preparation of elastomeric dianine silazane
polymers
[HASA-CASF-IHF-OP133] c06 H71-20717





A machine for use in monitoring fatigoe life for
a plurality of elastoaeric specimens
[HASA-CASI-HPO-13731-1] C39 S76-17427
Flame retardant elastcoeric compositions
[SASA-CASI-HSC-1H331-2: c27 S76-2«»08
Flame retardant elastoneric compositions
CBASA-CASE-KSC-11331-3] C27 B76-2«l|09
Vacuum pressure molding technique
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10073-1] c37 H76-2«575
Method of making hello" elastomeric bodies
[HASA-CASE-BPO-13535-1] c37 076-315211
BLBCTBBTS
Charge injection method ana apparatus of
producing large area electrets
[HASA-CASE-BFS-23186-1] c33 B76-23483
BLBCTBIC ABCS
Hagnetically diffused radial electric arc heater
[NASA-CASE-X1A-00330] c33 H70-3U540
Controlled arc spot welding method
[HASA-CASE-XBF-00392] CIS H70-3H811
Triggering system for electric arc driven
impulse wind tunnel
[BASA-CASE-XBF-OOU11 ] c11 S70-36913
Electric arc device for nininizing electrode
ablation and heating gases to supersonic or
hypersonic wind tunnel temperatures
[NASA-CASE-XAC-00319] C25 H70-41628
Electric arc heater with supersonic nozzle and
fixed arc length for use in high tenperatnre
Kind tunnels
tBASA-CASI-XAC-01677] C09 H71-20816
Arc electrode of graphite with tantalum ball tip
tSASA-CASE-XLI-011788] c09 S71-22987
High powered arc electrodes producing solar
simulator radiation
tBASA-CASE-lES-11162-1] c33 B74-12913






Sealed electric storage battery with gas
manifold interconnecting each cell
tBASA-CASE-XNP-03378] c03 B71-11051
Battery charging system with cell to cell
voltage balance
[BASA-CASE-XGS-05032] C03 B71-19138
Development and characteristics of battery
charging circuits «ith coolometer for control
of available current
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10Q87-1] C03 B71-24719
Beat activated enf cells with aluminum anode
[HASA-CASE-LBS-11359] C03 871-28579
Development of device for simulating charge and
discharge cycle of battery in synchronous orbit
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11211-1] C03 N72-25020
Storage battery comprising negative plates of a
wedge shaped configuration for preventing
shape change induced lalfnnctions
[HASA-CASI-BPO-11806-1] C*»» B71-19693
Battery testing device for testing cells of
multiple-cell battery
[BASA-CASE-HIS-2C761-1] c«« B7U-27519
Sapid activation and checkout device for batteries
[H4SA-CASI-BIS-22749-1] c1» H76-14601
Zinc-halide cattery with molten electrolyte
[HASA-CASE-HPO-11961-1] C«» H76-186«3
Salti-cell battery protection system
[BASA-CASE-LIB-12039-1] C»4 B76-23713
1-53
Lead-oxygen dc power supply system having a
closed loop oxygen and water system
[SASA-CASI-HFS-2J059-1 ] ctq H76-27661
ELECTB1C BBIDGES
Pulsed excitation voltage circuit for strain
gage bridge transducers
[H1SA-CASE-FBC-10036] C09 H72-22200
Bridge-type gain control circuit
£RASA-CASE-GSC-10786-1 ] CIO H72-282<I1
Diode-qaad bridge circuit means
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10360-2(B) ] C33 B7I1-1H911
Diode-quad bridge circuit means
[BASI-CASE-AEC-1036U-2] C33 S75-2SOH1
Germanium coated nicrobridge and method
[BASA-CASE-HFS-2327H-1] C76 (76-30081
BLECIB1C CELLS
Expanding and contracting connector strip for
solar cell array of Bimbns satellite
[BASA-CASE-IGS-01395] C03 H69-215J9
Design and characteristics of heat activated
electric cell with anode made from one or more
alkali metals and cathode made from oxidizing
material
[BASA-CASE-LES-11358] C03 H71-2608H
Development and characteristics of ion-exchange




Indicator device for monitoring charge of wet
cell battery, using semiconductor light
emitter and pbotodetector
[8ASA-CASE-BPO-1019U] COJ B71-20107




Honostable multivibrator for conserving power in
spacecraft systems
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10082-1 ] ClO B72-20221
BLBCTBIC COI1S
Broadband chokes and absorbers to reduce
spurious radiation patterns of antenna array
caused by support structures
[HASA-CASE-XHS-05303] C07 B69-27462
ELECTBIC COIDOCTOBS
Hollow spherical electrode for shielding
dielectric junction between high voltage
conductor and insulator
[ HASA-CASE-XLE-03778] C09 B69-21512
Conductor for connecting parallel cells intc
sttbmodules in series to form solar cell matrix
[HASA-CASE-HPO-10821 ] C03 B71-19S15
Electrical switching device comprising '
conductive liquid confined within square loop
of deformable noncondnctive tubing also used
for leveling
tHASA-CASE-BPO-10037] c09 B71-19610
Dry electrode design with wire sandwiched
between two flexible conductive discs for
monitoring physiological responses
CHASA-CASE-FBC-10029] ' C09 B71-2461B
Development of process for forming insulating
layer between two electrical conductor or
semiconductor materials
[BASl-CASE-lrS-10089-1) CIS B72-250U7
Improved injector with porous plug for bubbles
of gas into feed lines of electrically
conductive liquid
CHASA-CASE-BIO-11377] CIS B7J-27H06




Shielded conductor cable system
[BJSA-CASE-BSC-127»5-1] C33 B77-133J8
BLBCTBIC COSBBCTOES
Distribution of currents to circuits using
electrical adaptor
[BSSA-CASB-XLA-01288] C09 Bb9-21»70
Fixture for siinltaneously supporting several
components for electrical testing
[HASA-CASE-XBP-06032J C09 B69-21926
Beleasable coupling device designed to receive
and retain matching ends of electrical
connectors
CBASA-C»SB-XSS-078I)6-1] c09 B69-21S27
Electrical teedthrongh connection for printed
circuit boards
ELECTBIC COSTACTS SUBJECT IIDEZ
[BASA-CASE-XMF-01U83 ] d<l H69-27U31
Electrical connector pin with wiping action to
assure reliable contact
[BASA-CASE-XMF-014238] c09 H69-39734
Rectangular electric conductors for conductor
cables to mthstand spacecraft vibration and
controlled atmosphere
[BASA-CASE-BIS-KI7I11] c09 B70-20737
Patent data on terminal insert connector for
flat electric cables
[BASA-CASE-XBF-00324] c09 B70-3U596
Electric connector for printed cable to printed
cable or to printed board
[BASf-CASE-XMF-00369] c09 B70-36«9»
Electrical connection for printed circuits on
common board, using bellows principle in rivet
[HASH-CASE-XHP-05082] c15 B70-<(1960
Method of taking molded electric connector for
nse with flat conductor cables
[»ASA-CASI-XHF-03«98J CIS H71-15986
Design and development of electric connectors
for rigid and semirigid coaxial cables
C BASA-CASE-XNP-04732 ] c09 871-20851
Connector internal force gage for measuring
strength of electrical connection
[BASA-CASE-XBE-03918] C1U B71-23087
Maintaining current f low through sclar cells
with open connection using shunting diode
[8ASA-CASI-XLE-01535] c03 871-23354
Electrical connections for thin film hybird
microcircuitE
[HASA-CSSE-XBS-02182] c10 871-28783
Breakaway multiwire electrical cable connector
with particular application for umbilical type
cables
[BASA-CASE-8PO-11KIO] C15 B72-17U55
Reliability of electrical connectors after heat
sterilization
[BASA-CASE-BEO-10691] c09 B72-20200
Development of electric connector and pin
assembly with radio frequency absorbing sleeve
to reduce radio freguency interference
[HASA-CASE-XLA-05609] C09 872-25256
Electrical interconnection of HE illuminated
solar cells in solar lattery array
[NASA-C&SE-GSC-103IU-1] c03 872-27053
Separable flat cable ccnnector with isolated
electrical contacts
[BASA-CASE-MFS-20757] c09 872-28225
Device for configuring nultiple leads method
for connecting electric leads to printed
circuit board
[BASf-CASE-BFS-22133-1] c33 B74-26977
Connector for connecting circuits on









Solid state switching circuit design to increase
current capacity of lew rated relay contacts
[BASA-CASE-XBP-09228] c09 1169-27500
Characteristics of hermetically sealed electric
switch with flexible operating capability
[BASA-CASE-XBP-09808] c09 B71-12518
Electrode connection for n-on-p silicon solar cell
[HASA-CASE-XLE-01787] c03 871-20*92
Development of slip ring assembly with inner and
outer peripheral surfaces used as electrical
contacts for brushes
[BASA-CASE-XHF-01049] C15 B71-23049
Separable flat cable connector with isolated
electrical contacts
[BASA-CASE-BFS-20757] c09 K72-28225
Electrostatic measurement system for
contact-electrifying a dielectric
[BASA-CASE-BJS-22129-1] c33 B75-18477
Lignid metal slip ring
[BASA-CASE-LES-12277-1] c33 576-281(72
Encapsulated solar cell modules
[BASA-CASE-LES-12185-1] CHH B77-15190





Switching series regulator with gating control
network
[BASA-CASE-XHS-09352] C09 S71-23J16




Charge injection method and apparatus of
producing large area electrets
[ 8ASA-CASE-BFS-23186-1] c3J B76-23M83
ELECTBIC CDBBEHT
Including didyminm hydrate in nickel hydroxide
of positive electrode of storage batteries to
increase ampere hour capacity
[ SASA-CASE-XGS-03505] c03 871-10608
Development of in-line fuse device for
protection of electric circuits from excessive
currents and voltages
[HiSi-CASE-HSC-12135-1] C09 S71-12526
Sicromicroampere current measuring circuit, with
two snbminiatnre thermionic diodes with
filament cathodes
[BASA-CASS-XBE-0038lt] C09 N71-13530
Connector internal force gage for measuring
strength of electrical connection
[HASA-CASE-XBE-03918] Cl« S71-2J087
Electric circuit for producing high current
pulse having fast rise and fall time
[BASA-CASE-XHS-01919] c09 B71-23270
Electric circuit for reversing direction of
current flow
[BASA-CASE-XBP-00952] C10 B71-2J271
Maintaining current flow through solar cells
with open connection using shunting diode
[BASA-CASE-XLE-OU535] C03 N71-2335H
Color television system utilizing single gun
current sensitive color cathode ray tube
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10098] c09 N71-28618
Current dependent variable inductance for input
filter chokes of ac or dc power supplies
[HASA-CASE-BBC-10139] C09 872-1715*
Amplifying circuit with constant current source
for accumulator load and high gain voltage
amplification
[HASA-CASE-HPO-11023] C09 H72-17155
Commutator for steering precisely controlled
bidirectional currents through numerous loads
by nse of magnetic core shift registers
[ 8ASA-CASE-8EO-107<(3] COS B72-21199
Current protection equipment for satnrable core
transformers
[NASA-CASE-EBC-10075-2] c09 B72-22196
Development of thermal to electric power
conversion system using solid state switches
of electrical currents to load for Seebeck
effect compensation
[BASA-CASE-BPO-11388] c03 B72-23048
Load current sensor for series pulse width
modulated power supply
[HASA-CASE-GSC-10656-1] C09 B72-25219
Electrode with multiple columnar conductors for
limiting field emission current
£SASA-CASE-EBC-10015-2] CIO B72-272H6
(leans of vapor deposition using electric current
and evaporator filament
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10511-1] CIS B72-J2187




Bemote lightning monitor system
[BASA-CASE-KSC-11031-1] C33 H77-2131S
Lightning current waveform measuring system
[BiS»-CASE-KSC-11018-1] C33 B77-21320
ELBCTBIC DISCB1BGES
Electric discharge apparatus for
electrohydranlic explosive forming
CNASA-CASE-XHF-00375] CIS B70-31219
High voltage pulse generator for testing flash
and ignition limits of nonmetallic materials
in controlled atmospheres
[BASA-CAEE-MSC-12178-1] C09 871-13518
Pulse generating circuit for operation at very
high duty cycles and repetition rates
[BASA-CASE-XBP-00705] C10 B71-28960
Bapidly pulsed, high intensity, incoherent light
source
[HASA-CASI-XLE-2529-3] c33 B7H-20859
SUBJICT IBDBI BLBCTBIC GEIBBATOBS
Reoote lightcing monitor system
[BASA-CASE-KSC-11031-1] c33 B77-21319




Electric current measuring apparatus design
including satnrable core t ransformer and
energy storage device to avoid nagnetizing
current errors frcn transformer output winding
[NASA-CSSE-XGS-021139] c14 B71-19431
Lead-oxygen dc paver supply systen having a
closed loop oxygen and water system
[HASA-CASE-HFS-23059-1 ] c«1 S76-27664
Electrically rechargeable EEDOX flow cell
[NASA-CASl-LEH-12220-1] c44 B77-14581
Gels as battery separators for soloable
electrode cells
[BASA-CASE-LEH-12364-1 ] c4« B77-22606
ELBCtHIC EQDIJBEHT
Characteristics of high power, low distortion,
alternating current powet amplifier
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10218-1] c09 B70-34559
Design and development of electric generator for
space power system
[HASJ-CASI-XlE-04250] c09 B71-20446
Development of electrical system for measuring
high impedance
[HASA-CASI-XHS-08589-1] C09 S71-20S69
Design, developnent, and operating principles of
power supply with starting circuit which is
independent of voltage regulator
[8ASA-CASE-IHS-01991 ] c09 B71-21449
Development of method for improving signal to
noise ratio and accuracy of Wheatstone bridge
type radiation measuring instrunent
[HASA-OSE-T.LA-02810] c14 H71-25901
Design and development of back-boost voltage
regulator circuit with additive or snbtractive
alternating current impressed on variable
direct current source vcltage
[HASA-CASI-GSC-10735-1] ClO N71-26085
Development and characteristics of
electronically resettable fuse with satarable
core current sensing transformer having two
outside legs and center leg
[BASA-CAS1-XGS-11177] c09 B71-27001
Development and characteristics of voltage
regulator for connection in series with
alternating current source and load using
three leg, two-window transformer
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10113] c09 B71-27053
Development of electric circuit for production
of different pulse width signals
[NASA-CASE-XLA-07788] c09 B71-29139
Development of solar energy powered heliotrope
assembly to orient sclar array toward sun
[BASA-CASZ-GSC-10945-1] c21 N72-31637
Development of temperature compensated light
source with components and circuitry for
maintaining luminous intensity independent of
temperature variations
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10467-1] C09 B73-14214
Development and characteristics of hermetically





Sprag solenoid rrake development and
operations of electrically controlled brake
[HASA-CASE-HFS-21846-1] c37 B74-26976
Shock absorbing mount for electrical components
[HASA-CASE-NFO-13253-1] C37 B75-18573
Self-regulating proportionally controlled
heating apparatus and technique
[SASA-CASE-GSC-11752-1] C77 B75-20140
BLBCTBIC EQOII1BHT TESTS
Fixture for simultaneously supporting several
components for electrical testing
[BASA-CASI-XBE-06032] C09 869-21926
Electrical testing apparatus for detecting
amplitude and width of transient pulse
[BASA-CASZ-XnT-06519] C09 S71-12519
Variable water load for dissipating large
amounts of electrical power during high




Low impedance apparatus for measuring
electrostatic field intensity near space
vehicles
[S4S&-CASE-XIE-00820] Clfl H71-16011
Space environment simulation system for
measuring spacecraft electric field strength
in plasma sheath
[mSA-CASE-X.LE-02038] C09 H71-16086
Device for measuring two orthogonal components
of force with gallium flotation of measuring
target for use in vacuum environments
[H»Sa-CASE-XAC-OB885] C1« B71-23790
Apparatus to determine electric field strength




Electric analog for measuring induced drag on
nonplanar airfoils
[HaSA-CASE-IlA-00755] CO 1 B71-13H10
Electric analog for measuring induced drag en
nonplanar airfoils
[HASA-CASE-XLA-05828] CO 1 B71-13411
Instrument for measuring potentials on two
dimensional electric field plot
[BASA-CASE-ILA-08093] C10 B71-19421
Electron beam deflection devices for measuring
electric fields
[HASi-CASE-XHF-10289 ] Cl« H71-23699
Electrodes having array of small surfaces for,
field ionization
[HASA-CASE-EBC-10013] c09 B71-26678
Apparatus for determining distance to lighting
strokes from single station by magnetic and
electric field sensing antennas
[HASa-CASE-KSC-10698] C07 B73-20175
Development and characteristics of apparatus for
measuring intensity of electric field in
atmosphere
[HaSI-CASE-KSC-10730-1] ClM B73-32318
Fine particnlate capture device
[HASA-CASE-LES-11583-1] C37 S71-13199
Electric field measuring and display system
for cloud formations
[HaSA-CASE-KSC-10731-1 ] C33 B7I1-27862
Bethod of electrically pre-stressing insulation
to provide directional increase in dc
potential breakdown
[HASA-CASE-LES-12273-1 ] C33 B77-17357
Hicrocompnterized electric field meter
diagnostic and calibration system
[HASA-CASE-KSC-11035-1] C33 B77-20303
ILECTBIC PIL1BBS
Describing static inverter with single or
multiple phase output
[NASA-CASE-IBF-00663] c08 B71-18752
Apparatus for filtering input signals
[B4SA-CASE-BFO-10198] c09 B71-24806
Active BC filter networks and amplifiers for
deep space magnetic field measurement
[HASA-CASB-IAC-05U62-2] c10 B72-17171
Rnltlloop BC active filter network with low
parameter sensitivity and low amplifier gain
[HaSA-CASB-ABC-10192] C09 H72-21215
Development of electric connector and pin
assembly with radio frequency absorbing sleeve
to reduce radio frequency interference
[BASA-CASB-ILA-02609] C09 B72-25256




Development of in-line fuse device for
protection of electric circuits fron excessive
currents and voltages
[HASA-CASE-BSC-12135-1] C09 B71-12526
Single electrical circuit component combining
diode, fuse, and blown indicator with




Regulated dc tt> dc converter
[H&SA-CASE-IGS-03429] C03 B69-21330
Buclear electric generator for accelerating
charged propellant particles in electrostatic
propulsion system
[BiSA-CASE-XLE-00818] C22 B70-34248
ELECTBIC IGBITIOB SDBJECT IBDBX
Design and development of electric generator for
space poser system
[BASA-CASI-X1F,-0«250] c09 B71-20146
Developaent and characteristics of single or
donbl pulse generator which produces constant
width pulses in nanosecond region
[BASJ-CASI-XGS-03H27] c10 871-23029
Development of slip ring assembly with inner and
outer peripheral surfaces used as electrical
contacts for trashes
CHfSA-CASE-XHF-01019] C15 871-23049
Conversion of positive dc voltage to positive dc
voltage of lever amplitude
[8ASA-CASI-XBF-11301] c09 H71-23-188
High temperature ferromagnetic cobalt-base alloy
for electrical pover generating equipment
[BASA-CASE-XLE-03629] c17 871-23218
Solid state integrator fcr converting variable
width pulses into analog voltage
[SASA-CSSI-XLA-03356] C10 871-23315
Electric power system with circulatory lignid
coolant cooling system
[BASA-CASE-HFS-KI111-2] C09 871-21807
Device utilizing BC rate generators for
continuous slow speed measurement
» [NASA-CASF.-XHF-02S66] C10 871-24863
Device for vcltage conversion using controlled
pulse widths and arrangeients to generate ac
output vcltage
[BASA-CASE-HFS-10068] c10 871-25139
B.ultiple varactor for generating high
frequencies with high power and high
conversion efficiency
[KASA-CASI-XBF-01958-1] C10 B71-26414
Circuit design for failure sensing and
protecting lew vcltage electric generator and
power transnission networks
[BASA-CASF.-GSC-10111-1] C10 H71-27366
Electric power system with thernicnic diodes and
circulatory liquid metal coolant lines
tHASA-C»SE-HFS-1imi|] c33 H71-27862
Power converters for supplying direct current at
one voltage f r o m source at another voltage
[8ASA-CASI-XIB-11016] c09 1172-22203
Inductive-capacltive loops as load insensitive
power converters
[1ASA-CASF-EFC-10268] c09 872-25252
Dc to ac to dc converter with transistor driven
synchronous rectifiers
[BASA-CASF-GSC-11126-1] C09 872-25253
Device for converting electromagnetic wave
energy into electric power
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11394-1] c09 H73-32109
Heat operated cryogenic electrical generator
[SAS4-CSSE-NPO-13303-1] c20 H75-24837








Method of making sclid propellant rocket motor
having reliable high altitude capabilities,
long shelf life, and capable of firing with




Automatic ccntrol of voltage supply to direct
current motor
[BASA-CASE-IBS-01215-1] c09 B69-39987
Electronic circuit system for controlling
electric motcr speed
[NASA-CASI-XBF-01129] c09 H70-38712
Osing electron bean switching for brushless
motor ccnutation
[BASA-CASE-IGS-01151] C09 B71-10677
Direct current electromotive system for
regenerative braking of electric motor
[BASA-CASE-XBF-01096] CIO 871-16030
Describing angular position and velocity sensing
apparatus
[BASA-CASB-XGS-05680] dq 871-17585




Stepping motor control apparatus exciting
windings in proper time sequence to cause
motor to rotate in either direction
[BASA-CASI-GSC-10366-1] C10 B71-18772
Electromagnetic braking arrangement for
controlling rotor rotation in electric motor
[BASA-CASE-XBP-06936] CIS 871-21695
Electric motor control system with pulse width
modulation for providing automatic nail
seeking servo
[BASA-CASE-XBF-05195] CIO 871-20861
Telocity limiting safety system for notor driven
research vehicle
[BASA-CASB-X1A-07173] CIS B71-24895
Design and development of electric motor with
stationary field and armature windings which
operates on direct current
[8AS4-CSSE-XGS-05290] C09 571-25999
Circuits for controlling reversible dc motor
[BASA-CASE-XBP-07477] c09 B71-26092
Pulse duration control device for driving slow
response time loads in selected sequence
including switching and delay circuits and
magnetic storage
[BASA-CASB-XGS-04221] C10 B71-26118
Feedback control for direct current motor to
achieve constant speed under varying loads
[BASA-CASB-BFS-14610] c09 B71-28886
Optimal control system for automatic speed
regulation of electric driven motor vehicle
[BASA-CASE-BJO-11210] cl1 872-20214
Direct current motor including stationary field
'windings and stationary armature winding
[SASA-CASE-XGS-07805] C15 872-33176
Speed control system for dc motor equipped with
brnshless Ball effect device
[BASA-CASE-BFS-20207-1] c09 B73-32107
A rotary electric device
[BASA-CASE-GSC-12138-1] c33 877-20311
Three phase full wave dc motor decoder
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11821-1] c33 B77-26386
ELECTRIC BBTBOBKS
Electric network for monitoring temperatures,
detecting critical temperatures, and
indicating critical time duration
CHASA-CASE-XBF-01097] CIO 871-16058
Development and characteristics of single or
donbl pulse generator which produces constant
width pulses in nanosecond region
[BASA-CASE-XGS-03127] clO 871-23029
Switching series regulator with gating control
network
[HASA-CASE-XBS-09352] C09 H71-23316




Battery charging system with cell to cell
voltage balance
[8ASA-CASE-XGS-05132] C03 871-19138
Conversion of positive dc voltage to positive dc
voltage cf lower amplitude
[BASA-CASE-XBF-11301] C09 B71-2J188
Solid state integrator for converting variable
width pulses into analog voltage
[HASA-CASB-XIA-03356] C10 871-23315
Device for monitoring voltage by generating
signal when voltages drop below predetermined
value
[NASl-CASE-KSC-10020] ClO 871-27338
Plotter device for automatically drawing
eqnipotential lines on sheet of resistance paper
[NAS»-CASE-SPO-1113<I] C09 872-21216
Poised excitation voltage circuit for strain
gage bridge transducers
£BASA-CASE-FBC-10036] C09 872-22200
Power converters for supplying direct current at
one voltage from source at another voltage
[BASA-CASE-XEB-11016] c09 B72-22203




Switching circuit with regeneratively connected
transistors eliminating power consumption when
not in use
[BASA-CASE-IHP-02651] C10 870-12032
Variable water load for dissipating large
amounts of electrical power daring high
SOBJPCT I1DBX BIECTBIC «IHB






Current dependent variable inductance for input
filter chokes of ac or dc power supplies
IBASA-CASE-IBC-10139] c09 B72-1715*
Development cf thermal to electric power
conversion system using solid state switches
of electrical currents tc load for Seebeck
effect compensation
[BASA-CASE-BSO-11388] c03 B72-23048
Development of electrical circuit for
suppressing oscillations across inductor
operating in resonant mode
[HASA-CASI-EBC-10103-1] c10 873-26228
Powerplexer for distribution of dc power levels
to loads wbich require different voltages
[HiSA-CASE-HSC-12396-1] c03 S73-31988"
Reliable electrical element beater using plural
wire system and backup pcver sources
[BASA-CASE-HFS-21062-1] c33 B7«-1<(935
BIBCTBIC POVBB TBAFSBISSIOB
Pover switch with transfluxor type magnetic core
[NAS»-CASE-BPO-102<t2] c09 H71-21803
Circuit design for failure sensing and
protecting lev voltage electric generator and
power transmission networks
[NASA-CiSE-GSC-10111-1] clO H71-27366
Powerplexer for distribution of dc power levels
to loads wbicb require different voltages
[HASA-CASE-HSC-12396-1] c03 B73-31988
Microwave power transmission system wherein
level of transmitted power is controlled by
reflections f rom receiver
tBASA-C»SE-HIS-21«70-1] c»4 B7IJ-19870




Electric propulsion engine test chamber
CNASA-CASE-I1B-00252] dl H70-3H814
BIECTBIC POISES
BC transistor circuit to indicate each poise of
pulse train and occurrence of nth poise
tBASA-CASE-IBr-00906] c09 B70-I11655
Design and development cf variable pnlse widtb
multiplier
lBASA-CASE-XiA-02850] C09 B71-20UH7
Piezoelectric transducer fcr monitoring sound
waves of physiclogxcal origin
[BASA-CASB-XBS-05365] c11 H71-22993
Development and characteristics of single or
doobl pulse generator which produces constant
widtb poises in nanosecond region
[BASA-CASB-XGS-03»27] C10 H71-23029
Solid state integrator for converting variable
'width pulses into analog voltage
[BASA-CASB-JLA-03356] c10 B71-23315
Development and characteristics of electric
circuitry for detecting Electrical poises rise
time and amplitude
[BASA-CASE-XHF-0880II] c09 1171-24717
Circuit for measuring wide range of poise rates
by utilizing high capacity counter
[NASB-CiSB-XBP-062311] ClO B71-27137
Precision fall wave rectifier circuit for
rectifyirg incoming electrical signals having
positive or negative polarity with only
positive output signals
[HASA-CASE-SBC-10101-1] C09 B71-33109
Phase modulating with odd and even finite power
series of a modulating signal
[BASA-CASE-I8B-11607-1] C32 B77-1«292
BIECTBIC BB1A1S
Spark gap type protective circuit for fast
sensing and removal cf overvoltage conditions
[BASA-CASE-IAC-OB981} c09 B69-39897
Time division mo&tiplexer with magnetic latching
relays
[HASA-CASE-IBP-OOD31J c09 B70-38998
Alarm system design for mcnitoring one or more
relay cicuits
[HASA-C1SI-IBS-10981-1] ClO H71-19«17
Time division relay synchronizer with master
sync pnlse for activating binary counter to
produce signal identifying time slot for station
1-57
[BASA-CASI-GSC-10373-1] C07 B71-19173
Relay circuit breaker with magnetic latching to








Thermionic diode switch for use in high
temperature region to chop current from dc
source
tHlSA-CASE-BSC-IOSOU] COS B71-122Sb
Characteristics of hermetically sealed electric
switch with flexible operating capability
[BASA-CASE-XBP-09808] C09 B71-12518
Electrical switching device comprising
conductive liquid confined within square loop
of deformable noncondnctive tubing also osed
for leveling
[S1SA-CHSI-BSO-10037] C09 B71-19610
System for checking status of several
dooble-throw switches by readout indications
[HASA-CASB-XLA-08799] ClO S71-27272
Palse generating circoit for operation at very
high duty cycles and repetition rates
[SASA-CASE-XBP-007«5] ClO B71-28960
High dc switch for cansing abrnpt, cyclic,
decreases of current to operate under zero or
varying gravity conditions
[HASA-CASE-LER-10155-1] C09 B71-290J5
Zero power telemetry actuated switch for
biomedical equipment
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10105] C09 B72-17153
Development of differential pressure control
system using motion of mechanical diaphragms
to operate electric switch
[N&SA-CASE-BFS-KI216] C14 H73-13118
Dual mode solid state power switch
[ HASA-CASE-HFS-22880-1 ] c33 N76-31II10
7ery narrow band width receiver
[H&SA-CASE-6SC-121H2-1] C3.i S71-20299
ELECTBIC TBBIIIAIS
Electrical connector pin with wiping action to
assure reliable contact
£HASA-C»SE-I8F-01|238] C09 B69-397J1
Patent data on terminal insert connector for
flat electric cables
[HASA-CASE-XBP-00321] C09 H70-3M596
Tool attachment for spreading or moving away
loose elements from terminal posts doring
winding of filamentary elements
(NASA-CASE-XBF-02107] c15 B71-10809
Electrical spot terminal assembly for printed
circuit boards
[ HASA-CASE-HPO-1003H] CIS N71-176S5
Device for resistance soldering electrical leads
to solder cops of multiple terminal block
I BASA-CASE-GSC-10913] C15 N72-22191
Development of electric connector and pin
assembly with radio frequency absorbing sleeve
to reduce radio frequency interference
[SlSl-CASE-XLJL-02609] C09 B72-25256
Device for configuring multiple leads method




Development of electric weeding torch with
casing on one end to form inert gas shield
[BtSi-CASB-Xlir-02330) C15 B71-23798
Electric resistance spot welding and brazing tor
producing metal bonds with superior mechanical
and structural characteristics
[BASA-CASB-LAB-11072-1] CIS H73-20b3!>
Process for welding compressor and turbine
blades to rotors and discs of jet engines
[B4SA-CASE-1EB-10533-1] CIS B73-28S1S
ELBCTB1C wIBB
Apparatus for forming wire grids for electric
strain gages
[B»S»-CASE-XIE-00023] CIS B70-JJJ30
Control of fusion welding through use ot
thermocouple wire
[BBSA-CASE-HFS-0607H] CIS 117 1-^0393
Ablation sensor for measuring char layer
recession rate using electric wires
[NaSA-CASE-XtA-0179"!] C33 B71-21S8*
ELECTRICAL EBGIBEIRIHG SUBJECT ISDBX
Device for resistance scldcnng electrical leads
to solder cups of multiple terminal block
[HASA-CJSE-GSC-10913] CIS H72-22191
Lead attachment for high temperature operation
of electronic devices
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10220] c09 B72-25261
(leans for accommodating large overstrain in lead
mres by storing extra length of wire in
stretchable loop
rBASA-CASE-LfR-10168-1] c33 B7U-22865
Device for configuring multiple leads method
for connecting electric leads to printed
circuit board
[NASA-CASE-HFS-22133-1] c33 H71-26977




Counter-divider circuit for accuracy and
reliability in binary circuits
[ N A S A - C A S E - X H E - O O U 2 1 ] cC9 H70-34502
Vibrating element electrometer producing high
conversion gain by input current control of




Overcurrent protecting circuit for pash-pull
transistor amplif iers
[MSA-CASE-HSC-12033-1] c09 B71-13531
Circuit design for failure sensing and
protecting lew voltage electric generator and
pover transmission networks
tHASS-CASE-GSC-101111-1] c10 H71-27366
Test method and equipment for identifying faulty
cells or connections in solar cell assemblies
[NASA-CASE-BJO-10101] c03 N72-20033
Shared memory for a fault-tolerant computer
CNASA-CASE-BPO-13139-1] c60 H76-2191H






High voltage transistor circuit
[NASA-CASE-XNP-06937] c09 B71-19516
Development of electrical system for measuring
high impedance
[SASA-CASE-XNS-08589-1] c09 N71-20S69
Signaling summary alarm circuit with
semiconductor switch for faulty contact
indications
[NASA-CASE-ltLE-03061-1 ] c10 N71-21798
Signal conditioning circuit apparatus with
constant input impedance
[HAS4-CASE-ABC-10318-1] c33 S75-19518








water cooled solenoid capable of producing
magnetic field intensities up to 100 kilogauss
[HASA-CASE-XBP-01951] c09 B70-U1929
Hethod and apparatus for removing plastic
insulaticn f rom wire using cryogenic equipment
[NASJ-CASI-BFS-103UO] c15 S71-17628
Nonconductive tube as feed system for plasma
thrustor
[BASA-CASI-XLE-02902] c25 H71-2169<t
Internal labyrinth and shield structure to
improve electrical isolation of propellant
feed source fron ion thrastor
[HASA-CASE-lEd-10210-1] c28 B71-26781
Development of process for forming insulating
layer between two electrical conductor or
semiconductor materials
[BASA-CASE-LIW-10U89-1] c15 H72-25H47





Hethod of making an insulation foil
[NASA-CASE-LE»-11<I8<1-1] c2« N75-33181
Bethod of electrically pre-stressing insulation
to provide directional increase in dc
potential breakdown
[ SASS-CiSE-lEII-12273-1 ] c33 N77-17357
ELECTRICAL BEASOBEHEST
Capacitance measuring device for determining
flare accuracy on tapered tubes
[NASA-CiSI-XKS-03195] c11 N69-39785
Bootstrap unloading circuits for sampling
transducer voltage sources without drawing
current
[HASi-CASB-XRP-09768] c09 H71-12S16
Hicromicroampere current measuring circuit, with
two subminiature thermionic diodes with
filament cathodes
[HASA-CASI-XSP-0038U] C09 S71-13530
Low impedance apparatus for measuring
electrostatic field intensity near space
vehicles
[DASA-CASE-XLE-00820] clt N71-16014
Electric current measuring apparatus design
including satarable core transformer ana
energy storage device to avoid magnetizing
current errors from transformer output winding
[SASA-CASE-XGS-02U39] ell N71-191J1
High voltage divider system for attenuating high
voltages to convenient levels suitable for
introduction to measuring circuits
[SASA-CASE-XLE-02008] c09 H71-21583
Ablation sensor for measuring char layer
recession rate using electric wires
[HASA-CASE-XIA-01791] cJ3 H71-21S86
Current measurement by use of Hall effect
generator
[HASA-CASE-XAC-01662] c14 S71-23037
Connector internal force gage for measuring
strength of electrical connection
[SASA-CASE-XBP-03918] c11 B71-23087
Voltage range selection apparatus for sensing
and applying voltages to electronic
instruments without loading signal source
[HASA-CASE-XHS-06197] c11 K71-262HII
Lightning current measuring systems
£NASA-C4SE-KSC-10807-1] c33 N75-262H6
Rapid activation and checkout device for batteries
£HASA-CAS1-HFS-22749-1] clt U76-14601
Electrical conductivity cell and method for
fabricating the sane
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10810-1 ] C33 H76-19339
Trielectrode capacitive pressure transducer
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10711-2] C33 N76-21390




Voltage drift compensation circuit for
analog-to-digital converter
[HASA-CASE-XHP-04780] COS S71-19687
Development and characteristics of
electronically resettable fuse with saturable
core current sensing transformer having two
outside legs and center leg '
CNASA-CASE-XGS-11177] C09 B71-27001
Development and characteristics of voltage
regulator for connection in series with
alternating current source and load using
three leg, two-window transformer
[HASA-CASE-EBC-10113] C09 M71-27053
Development of system with electrical properties
which vary with changes in temperatnre for use
with feedback loop in operational amplifier
circuit
[HASA-CASB-HSC-13276-1] C11 H71-27058
Electrically coupled individually encapsulated
solar cell matrix
[N1SA-CASE-HEO-11190] C03 S71-34011
Storage battery comprising negative plates of a
wedge shaped configuration for preventing
shape change induced malfunctions
[SASA-CASE-BEC—11806-1 ] c»1 H71-19693




Development of electrical system for indicating
optimum contact between electrode and netal
surface to permit improved soldering operation
£HASA-CASE-KSC-10212] C15 H72-23H97
Radio frequency source resistance measuring





Describing netted for vapor deposition of
gallium arsenide fills tc manganese substrates
to provide semiconductor devices with low
resistance substrates
[NASi-CASZ-XNP-01328] C26 N71-18061
Simulating operation of thernopile vacuum gage
tabe at high and low pressures
[HASi-CASB-TLA-02758] d<» H71-18481
Electrically conductive floorocarbon poljmers
CNASA-CASE-XLE-06774-2] c06 B72-25150
lightweight electrically povered flexible
thermal laminate made of metal fibers
[HASA-CASE-HSC-12662-1 ] C24 H75-16635




Thermionic converter for converting heat energy
directly into electrical energy
[HASA-CASE.-XIE-01903] C22 H71-23599
BlECtBO-OPlICS
Electro-optical system vith scan-in illuminator
and scan-out photosensor for scanning variable
transmittance objects
[HASA-CASE-HPO-11106] Cl4 H70-34697
Electro-optical system for maintaining two-axis
alignment during milling operations on large
tank-sections
[HASA-CASE-IHF-009083 C11 H70-U0238
Automatic pclarimeter capable of measuring
transient birefringence changes in
electro-optic materials
[NASA-CASE-tHP-08883] C23 H71-16101
Design and development cf light sensing device
for controlling orientation of object relative
to sun or other light source
[KiSA-CfSI-HJO-112013 C14 572-27*09






Transducer for monitoring oxygen flow in
respirator
[HASA-CASE-FBC-10012] C14 S72-17329
Material suspension within an acoustically




Phonocardiogram simnlatcr producing electrical
voltage waves to control amplitude and
duration between simulated sounds
[NASA-CASI-XKS-10804] c05 H71-24606
B1ECTBOCABDIOGBAPBY
Phonocardiogram sinulator producing electrical
voltage waves to control amplitude and
duration between simulated sounds
CHASA-CASE-JKS-10804] c05 H71-24606
Development of instantaneous reading tachometer





EKG and ultrasonoscope display
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10990-2] C52 H77-15619
ELICfBOCBBRICll CBILS
Apparatus for measuring polymer membrane
expansion in electcocbemical cells
fHASA-CASE-XGS-03865] C14 H69-21363
Preventing pressure buildup in electrochemical
cells by reacting palladium oxide with evolved
hydrogen
[SASA-CASB-XGS-01H19] C03 H70-41864
Nonmagnetic hermetically sealed tattery case
made of epoxy resin and woven glass tape for
use with electrochemical cells in spacecraft
[BASA-CASE-IGS-00886] c03 H71-11053
Epoxy resin sealing device for electrochemical
cells in high vacuum environments
[HASA-CASE-XGS-02630] C03 H71-22974
Sealed electrochemical cell with flexible casing
for varying electrolyte level in cell
[HASA-CASE-XGS-01513] C03 B71-23336
Elimination of two step voltage discharge
property of silver zinc latteries by using
divalent silver oxide capacity of cell to
charge anodes to monovalent silver state
CHASA-CASE-IGS-01674] C03 H71-29129
Flexible, frangible electrochemical cell and
package for operation in low temperature
environment
CHJSA-CASE-XGS-10010] C03 N72-15986
Porous electrode for use in electrochemical cells
[HASi-CASE-GSC-11368-1] C09 S73-3.M08
Battery testing device tor testing cells of
multiple-cell battery
[H4SA-CASE-BFS-20761-1] c44 K71-27519
Electrical conductivity cell and method'for
fabricating the same
[HASS-CASE-ABC-10810-1 ] c33 N76-193"39
Device for the detection of phenol and related
compounds in an electrochemical cell
[SASA-CASE-LEB-12513-1] c25 H77-182J8
EIECTBOCHEB1CSI OXIDATI01
Device for the detection of phenol and related




chloride electrode for detecting bioelectric




formulated plastic separators for soluble
electrode cells rubber-ion trasport sheeting
CHASA-CASI-lIS-12358-1] c«4 N77-18560
ELECTBODEPOSII10H
Binding layer of semiconductor particles by
electrodeposition
[NASA-CASE-XHP-01959] C26 H71-23013
Electrodeposition method for producing
crystalline material from dense gaseous medium
[HASi-CASE-SPO-10440] c15 B72-21466
Electrophoretic sample insertion device for
uniformly distributing samples in flow path
CNASA-CASE-HFS-21395-1] c25 N7"4-26948
aultitarget sequential sputtering apparatus
[HASJ-CASE-HPO-13345-1] C37 N75-19684
Device for the detection of phenol and related
compounds in an electrochemical cell
[HASA-CJSE-lEH-12513-1] C25 N77-18238
ELBCTBODES
Hollow spherical electrode for shielding




chloride electrode for detecting bioelectric
potential differences generated by human
ouscles and organs
CHJSA-CASE-XHS-02872] COS N69-21925
Bonding method for improving contact between





Accel and focus electrode design for ion engine
with improved efficiency
CBASA-CJSE-XIIP-02839] C28 H70-41922
Inclading didyminn hydrate in nicKel hydroxide
of positive electrode of storage batteries to
increase ampere hoar capacity
[ S&SA-CSSB-IGS-03S05] c03 S71-10608
Apertured electrode focusing system for ion
sources with nonnniform plasma density
[HASA-CASB-XBP-03332] C09 S71-10618
Electroiedical garment, applying
vectoccardiologic type electrodes to human
torsos for data recording during physical
activity
[SASA-CASB-IIB-10856] COS B71-11189
Electrode attached to helmets for detecting low
level signals from skin of living creatures
tBASA-CASE-ABC-10043-1] COS H71-11193
Characteristics of pressed disc electrode for
biological measurements
[8ASA-CASE-IBS-04212-1] C05 H71-123H6
Electrode connection for n-on-p silicon solar cell
[BASA-CSSE-X1E-04787] C03 H11-201192




Electrode sealing and insulation for fuel cells
containing caustic liquid electrolytes using
powdered plastic and netal
[BASA-CASI-XBS-01625] CIS B71-23022
Automatic recording BcLeod gage with three
electrodes and sclencid valve connection
rBASA-CSSE-XIE-03280] C14 B71-23093
Dry electrode design with wire sandwiched
between two flexible conductive discs for
monitoring physiological responses
rBASA-CASE-FEC-10029] C09 871-24618
Development and characteristics of electrodes in
which pciscning by organic molecules is
prevented by ion selective electrolytic
deposition of hydrophilic protein colloid
[ BASA-CASE-XBS-04213-1] c09 871-26002
Adhesive spray process for attaching biomedical
skin electrodes
[BASA-CfSE-XFB-07658-1] COS 871-26293
Electrodes having array of small surfaces for
field icrization
rBASA-CASI-IBC-10013] c09 B71-26678




Dry electrode manufacture, using silver powder
with ceient
[8ASA-CASI-JBC-10029-2] COS 872-25121
Compressible electrolyte saturated sponge
electrode for bicmedical applications
[BASA-CASE-BSC-13648] COS B72-27103
Electrode with multiple columnar conductors for
limiting field emission current
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10015-2] CIO B72-27246
Coaxial, high density, hypervelccity plasma
generator and accelerator using electrodes
[BASA-CASE-HFS-20589] c25 B72-32688
Characteristics of ion rocket engine with
combination keeper electrode and electron baffle
[BASA-CASE-BPO-11880] C28 873-21783
Silicon carbide backward diode with coated lead
attachment
[SASA-CASE-EEC-10221-2] c09 873-27150
Porous electrode for use in electrochemical cells
[SASA-CASE-GSC-11368-1] c09 873-32108
High powered arc electrodes producing solar
simulator radiation
[BASA-CASE-LEW-11162-1] c33 B71-12913
Hethod of making porous conductive supports for






Readout electrode assembly for measuring
biological impedance
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10816-1] c35 876-24525
Gels as battery separators for sclnable
electrode cells
[SASA-CASE-LEW-12364-1] c44 877-22606
Snap-in compressible bicmedical electrode
[BASA-CASF.-HSC-14623-1] c52 877-28717
BIECTBOFOBHIHG
Hethod of electrofcrmng a rocket chamber
[BASA-CASE-LES-11118-1] c20 874-32919
ELECTBOHTDBAOLIC POHHIBG




Control valve for switching main stream of fluid




Zeta potential flowmeter fcr measuring very slow
to very high flois
[BASA-CASE-XBP-06509] C14 B71-23226
M.ECTBOL1SIS
Water electrolysis rocket engine with self-
regulating stoichiometric fuel mixing regulator
[8ASA-CASI-IGS-08729] c28 871-14044
Operation method for combined electrolysis
device and fuel cell using molten salt to




Apparatus for measuring polymer membrane





Sealed electrochemical cell with flexible casing
for varying electrolyte level in cell
[SASA-CASE-XGS-01513] c03 B71-2J336
Compressible electrolyte saturated sponge
electrode for biomedical applications
[BASA-CASE-HSC-13618] COS B72-27103
ELECIBOLITIC CELLS
Heat activated cell with aluminum anode
[SASA-CASE-LEH-11359-2] c03 B72-200J1





Reconstituted asbestos matrix for ase in
fuel or electrolysis cells
[BASA-CASE-HSC-12568-1] C21 876-14201





Optical imaging system for increasing light
absorption efficiency of imaging detector
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10191-1] c23 B73-20741
Hethod and apparatus for background signal




Tumbling motion system for object demagnetization
[SiSA-CASE-IGS-02137] c15 H69-21172
Device for high vacuum film deposition with
electromagnetic ion steering
[HASA-CASE-SPO-10331] c09 B71-26701
Metal detection system with electromagnetic
transmitter with single coil and receiver with
single coil
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10265-1] c10 S72-28210
Low power electromagnetic flowmeter system
producing zero output signal for zero flow
[BiSA-CASE-ABC-10362-1] ell N73-32326




Method and apparatus for shaping and Joining
large diameter metal tubes using magnetomotive
forces
[BlSS-CASE-XHF-05111] Cl5 B71-17650
Portable magnetomotive hammer for metal working
[HASA-CASE-XBF-03793] CIS B71-2M833
ELECTHOBAGHETIC IHTEBFEBEBCE
Sealed housing for protecting electronic
egnipment against electromagnetic interference
[HASA-CASE-HSC-12168-1] C09 B71-18600
Method of treating the surface of a glass member
[HiSA-CASE-GSC-12110-1] C27 B77-32308
BLECTEOHAGBETIC SEASOBEBBBT
Apparatus for measuring backscatter and
transmission characteristics of sample segment
of large spherical passive satellites
[BSSA-CASE-XGS-02608] c07 B70-11678
Ricrocompnterized,electric field meter
diagnostic and calibration system
[BiSA-CASE-KSC-11035-1] C33 B77-20313
BLECTHOBAGHEI1C BOISE
Development of idler feedback system to reduce
electronic noise problem in two parametric
amplifiers
[BASA-CASE-LAH-10253-1] C09 B72-25258
Audio equipment for removing iopnlse noise from
audio signals
[BASA-CASE-HFO-11631] c10 873-12214
Filtering device removing electromagnetic
noise from voice communication signals
[BASA-CASE-BFS-22729--V] C32 B76-21366
ELECIHOBAGBETIC POBPS




SOBJECT IBDEI BLECTBOB FlOX BBBSITT
ElBCTEOBSGHETIC BJDUTIOB
Inflatable radar reflector unit - lightweight,
highly reflective to electromagnetic
radiation, and adaptable for erection and
deploynent vith unman effort and tine
[BSS»-CJSE-XHS-00893] cC7 H70-10063
Development of electromagnetic nave transmission
line circnlatcr and application to parametric
amplifier circuits
[BASA-CJSI-XHP-02100) C09 B71-23097
Left and right hand circular electromagnetic
polarization excitation by pjiase shifter and
hybrid networks
tBASA-CSSI-GSC-10021-1] c09 B71-24595
Development of method for suppressing excitation
of electromagnetic surface waves on dielectric
converter antenna
[SAS&-CASE-XLA-10772] c07 H71-28980
Characteristics of nicrcvave antenna with
conical reflectors to generate plane wave front
[HASA-CJSI-HPO-11661] cC7 B73-1H130
Hethod and apparatus for measuring
electromagnetic radiation
[BASA-CASI-LE»-11159-1] d<l B73-28«88
Bonequilibrium radiation nuclear reactor
[BASA-CASI-HCB-108U1-1 ] C~l3 N75-22108
ELECTBOBAGBETIC SHIELDIHG
Shielded flat conductor cable fabricated by
electroless and electrolytic plating
[HASA-CASE-MFS-13687] c09 H71-28691
ELECTBOHSGHETIC SAVE FILTEIS
Design and characteristics of laser camera
system with diffusion filter of small
particles with average diameter larger than
wavelength of laser light
[1ASA-CASE-HPO-10<t17] Cl6 B71-33110
ELECTBOHAGBE'TIC fATE TBSBSBISSIOI
Apparatus for measuring backscatter and
transmission characteristics of saucle segment
of large spherical passive satellites
[8ASA-CASE-XGS-02608] C07 B70-41678
EIECTBOHA6HETISB
Electromagnetic braking arrangement for
controlling rotor rotation in electric motor
[»ASJ-CASB-XSP-06936] C15 1171-24695
ELECTBOBJGBETS
Oscillatory electromagnetic mirror drive system
for horizon scanners
[SASA-OSE-XLA-0372II] c14 B69-27461
Rater cooled solenoid capable of producing
magnetic field intensities up to 100 kilogauss
[BASA-CASE-XSP-01951] c09 H70-11929
Magnetic element position sensing device, using
misaligned electromagnets
[BASA-CASE-XGS-0751U] C23 B71-16099
Electroexplosive safe-arm initiator using
electric driven electromagnetic coils and
magnets to align charge
[SASA-CASI-LAB-10372] c09 B71-18599
Magnetic bearing for supplying magnetic fluxes
[BASA-CASI-GSC-11079-1] C37 B75-18574
BLECTBOBECBA"IC»L DEVICES
Electromechanical actuator and its use in rocket
thrust ccntrcl valve
[HASA-CASI-XBP-05975] CIS B69-23185
Power controlled bimetallic electromechanical
actuator for accurate, timely, and reliable
response to remote control signal
[BASA-CASI-XBP-09776] c09 B69-39929
Electro-mectanical circuit for converting
floating intelligence signal to common
electrically grounded intelligence recorder
[BASA-CASE-XAC-00086] c09 B70-33182
Describing device for velocity control of
electromechanical drive mechanism of scanning
•irror of interferometer
[HASA-CASI-XGS-03532] c14 B71-17627
Mechanical actuator wlerein Linear notion
changes to rotational motion
[BASA-CASE-XGS-00508] c15 B71-240H5
Solid state force measuring electromechanical
transducers made of fiezcresistive materials
[BASA-CASB-EBC-10088] C26 B71-25190
Electromechanical control actuator system using
double differential screws
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10022] c15 B71-26635
niniature electroeechanical junction transducer
operating on piezojnnction effect and
utilizing ecoiy for stress coupling component
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10087] C14 B71-27J34
Service life of electromechanical device for
generating sine/cosine functions
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10503-1] C09 B72-21218
Electromechanical actuator for producing
mechanical force and/or motion in response to
electrical signals
[BASA-CASB-BEO-11738-1] C09 B7J-30185





Vibrating element electrometer producing high
conversion gain by incut current control of
elements resonant freguency displacement
amplitude
[ BASA-CASE-XSC-02807] C09 B71-23021
ELBCTBOBOTIVE POBCES
Heat activated emf cells with aluminum anode
[BASA-CASI-LEB-11359] C03 B71-28579
ELECTBOH BEAR SE1DIHG
Portable electron beam welding chamber
[HASA-CAEI-1SH-11531] CIS H71-1M9J2
Development of device to prevent high voltage
arcing in electron beam welding
[HASA-CASI-XHP-08522] C15 H71-191186
ELECTBOH BBAHS
Using electron beam switching for brnshless
motor commutation
[NASA-CASE-XGS-01451] c09 H71-10b77
Electron beam scanning system for improved image
definition and reduced power requirements for
video signal transmission
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10552] C09 N71-1^539
Electron beam deflection devices for measuring
electric fields
[NASA-CASE-XHF-10289] Cl<! H71-2J69S
Apparatus to determine electric field scrength
by measuring deflection of electron beam
impinging on target
CBASA-CASE-XBF-06617] c09 H71-24813
Characteristics of infrared photodetectors
manufactured from semiconductor material
irradiated by electron beam
[HASA-CASE-LAB-10728-1] Cl« N73-121t«5
Electron beam controller using magnetic
field to refocus spent electron beam in
microwave oscillator tube
[NASA-CASE-LED-11617-1] C33 B71-1019b
Image tube deriving electron beam replica of
mage
[HASA-CASF.-GSC-11602-1 ] CJ3 B71-21850
Very high intensity light source using a cathode
ray tube electron beams
[NASA-CASE-XHP-01296] C33 B7b-27250
ELECTBOI BOBBABDHXHT
Improved cathode containing barium carbonate
block and heated tungsten screen for electron
bombardment ion thrnstor
[BASA-CASE-XLE-07087] C06 B69-39889
Device and method for particle bombardment of
specimens in electron microscope and
measurement of beam intensities
[BASA-CASE-XGS-01725] Clt B69-39982
Electric rocket engine with electron bombardment
ionization chamber
[HASA-CASE-XBP-04121] C28 M71-2182.2
Electronic cathodes for use in electron
bombardment ion thrnstors
[NASA-CASI-XLE-OaSOl] C09 B71-2J190
Single grid accelerator system tor electron
bombardment type ion thrustor
[HASA-CASI-XLE-10053-2] C28 R73-27699
IlECTBOI DIStBIBDTIOS




Vacuum thermionic converter with short-circuited
triodes and increased electron transmission
and conversion efficiency
[ HASA-CASE-XLE-01015] c03 B69-39898
ELECTBOS FLDI DERSITT
Device and method for particle bombardment ot
specimens in electron microscope and
aeasurement of beam intensities
[HASA-CASE-XGS-01725] ell B69-3998^
1-61
E1ECTBOB IBBAEIATIOS SDBJECT ISDEI
ELECTBOH IBB1IIATIOB
Electrostatic ion engines using high velocity
electrons to ionize propellant
rNASA-CASE-XLE-00376] c28 870-37245
ElECTBOB HICFOSCOPBS
Device and method for particle bombardment of
specimens in electron fficroscope and
measurement of beam intensities
[HASA-CASE-XGS-01725] clU B69-39982
Method of forming apertnre plate for electron
microscope
[BASA-CJSI-ABC-10408-2] c74 H75-12732
Electron microscope apertnre system
[NASA-CASI-ABC-10U48-3] C35 B77-14408
E1ECTBOH PHOTCB CASCADES
Pesistive anode image converter
[NASA-CASE-BQB-1C876-1] C33 B76-27473
BLBCTBOB PIASHi
Apparatus for producing highly conductive, high
temperature electron plasna Kith homogenous
temperature and pressure distribution
[NASA-CASB-XLA-00147] C2S H70-34661
EtECTBOB SODBCBS
Electron microscope aperture system[HASA-CASI-ABC-10448-3] c35 B77-14408
ELECTEOH IBISSIEB








Direct radiation cooling cf linear beam
collector tutes
[NASA-CASE-X1IP-09227] c15 H69-24319








Electronic and mechanical scanning control
system for monopulse tracking antenna[NiSA-CASI-XGS-05582] C07 B69-27460
Electronic circuit system for controlling
electric motor speed
[HASA-CASI-XHF-01129] CC9 H70-38712
Scanning signal phase and amplitude electronic
control device with hybrid T waveguide junction
[BASA-CASl-BJO-10302] C10 B71-26142
IOD beam deflector system for electronic thrust
vector control for ion propulsion ya«, pitch,
ana roll forces
[HASA-CASI-LES-10689-1] c28 B71-26173
Electronic detection system for peak
acceleration limits in vibrational testing of
spacecraft components
[HASA-CASI-BPO-10556] c14 H71-27185
Control and information system for digital
telemetry data using analog converter to
digitize sensed parameter values[BASA-CASI-BPO-11016] c08 B72-31226
BLECTBO8IC EQCIFHEBT
Electronic and mechanical scanning control
system for monopulse tracking antenna
[NASA-CASE-XGS-05582] c07 B69-27460
Development of pulse-activated polarographic
hydrogen detector
[BASr-CASE-XHF-06531] C14 B71-17575
Development of stable electronic amplifier
adaptable for monolithic and thin f i lm
construction
[BASA-CASE-XGS-02812] c09 H71-19466
Development and characteristics of oscillating
static inverter
[BASA-CASE-XGS-05289] C09 871-19470
Development of electromagnetic wave transmission
line circulator and application to parametric
amplifier circuits
CBASA-CASI-IBP-02140] c09 B71-23097
Development of optimum pre-detection diversity
combining receiving system adapted for use
with amplitude modulation, phase modulation,
and frequency modulation systems
[BASA-OSE-XGS-00740] C07 B71-23098
Electronic cathodes for use in electron
bombardment ion thrustors
[8ASA-CASE-X1E-04501] c09 B71-23190
Method and apparatus for adjusting thermal
conductance in electronic components for space
use
[SASA-CASE-X8P-05524] C3J H71-24876
Development and characteristics of solid state
acoustic variable tine delay line using direct
current voltage and radio freguency pulses
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10032] CIO H71-25900
Voltage range selection apparatus for sensing
and applying voltages to electronic
instruments without loading signal source
[HASA-CASE-XHS-06497] c14 N71-2624O
Digital sensor for counting fringes produced by
interferometers with improved sensitivity and
one photoonltiplier tube to eliminate
alignment problem
[NASA-CASE-lAE-10204] ell U71-27215
Device for rapid adjustment and maintenance of
temperature in electronic components
[BASA-CASE-XBE-02792] C14 N71-28958
Apparatus with summing network for compression
of analog data by decreasing slope threshold
sampling
[BASA-CASI-BPO-10769] cOB B72-11171
Beadily assembled universal environment housing
for electronic equipment
[NASA-CASE-KSC-10031] Cl5 B72-22486
Lead attachment for high temperature operation
of electronic devices
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10224] c09 B72-25261
Development of method and apparatus for
detecting surface ions on silicon diodes ana
transistors
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10325] c15 B72-25457
Development and characteristics of data decoder
to process convolution encoded information
[BASA-CAEE-BFO-11371] c08 S73-12177
Characteristics of digital data processor using
pulse f rom clock source to derive binary
singles to show state of various indicators in
processor
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10975-1] COS B73-13187
Development and characteristics for
automatically displaying digits in any desired
order using optical techniques
£BASA-CASE-XKS-003»8J c09 B73-1«jl15
Thermochromic compositions for detecting heat
levels in electronic circuits and devices
[BASA-CASB-BPO-10764-1] ell H73-14428
Development of phase control coupling for use
with phased array antenna
[BASA-CASE-EHC-10285] CIO B73-16206
Device for locating electrically nonlinear
objects and determining distance to object by
Prt signal transmission
[8ASA-CASE-KSC-10108] Cl« N73-25161
Electronic strain level counter on in-flight
aircraft
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10756-1] C32 B73-26910
Automatic vehicle location system
[HASA-CASE-BPO-11850-1] C32 M74-12912





Apparatus for automatically testing analog to
digital converters for open and short circuits
[BASA-CASE-XLA-06713] c14 B71-28991
Signal conditioner test set
[NASA-CASE-KSC-10750-1] c35 B75-12270
BLBCTBOB1C FILTBBS
Self-tuning electronic filter for maintaining
constant bandwidth and center frequency gain
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10264-1] c09 B73-20231






Thermal conductive, electrically insulated
cleavable adhesive connection between




Fabrication methods for matrices cf solar cell
submodules
[NASA-CJSE-XHP-05821] c03 H71-11056
Development and characteristics of coding
system to maintain temperature cf rack mounted
electronic modules
[HASA-CASH-HSC-12389] c33 H71-29052
Tool for use in lifting pin supported objects
rnASA-CASE-HEO-13157-i;j c37 87H-32918
Pnase substitnticn of spare converter for a




Electrical feedthrough connection for printed
circuit boards
[HASA-CA<:t-l[BF-01U83] c1U 869-27431
capacitor fabrication by solidifying mixture of
ferromagnetic metal particles,
nonferromagnetic particles, and dielectric
material
[NASA-CASE-LEW-10361-1] C09 N71-13522
Hethod of evaluating moisture barrier properties
of materials used in electronics encapsulation
[UASA-CASE-HPO-IOOSI] c18 H71-2493I*
Electrical connections for thin film hybird
microcircuits
[NASA-CASE-XHS-02182] CIO N71-28783
Flexible, frangible electrochemical cell and
package fcr operation in low temperature
environment
[NASA-CaSE-XGS-IOOlO] C03 H72-15986
Development and characteristics of hermetically
sealed coaxial package for containing
microwave semiconductor components
[SASA-CASE-GSC-10791-1] C15 N73-1«n69
Technignes for packaging and mounting printed
circuit boards
[NASA-CASI-(irs-21919-1] C10 N73-25243
Integrated circuit package with lead structure
and method cf preparing the same
[HASA-CASE-HFS-2137B-1 ] c33 H74-12951
Tool for use in lifting pit supported objects
rNASA-CASE-HPO-13157-1 ] c37 H7U-32918
ELECTBOHIC BECCBDIHG STSTBHS
Electronic recording system for spatial mass
distribution of liquid rocket propellant




Fiber optic transducers for monitoring and
analysis of vibration in aerospace vehicles
and onboard eguipment
[NASA-CASE-XHF-02a33] clU H71-10616
Transducer circuit design, with single coaxial
cable fcr input and output connections
including incorporation into miniaturized
catheter transducer
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10132-1] c09 H71-2H597
Circuit design for failure sensing and
protecting 1,0V vcltage electric generator and
power transmission networks
[NASA-CASE-GSC-10111-1] c10 H71-27366
Diode-quad bridge circuit means
[HASA-CASI-ABC-1036I|-2(B) ] c33 871-1119111
Electromagnetic transducer recording head having
a laminated core section and tapered gap
[HASA-CASE-SPO-1C711-1] c35 1177-21392
ElECTBOPBOBESIS
Electrophoretic sample insertion device for
uniformly distributing samples in flow path
CHASA-CASE-flFS-21395-1] c25 H71-26918
Apparatus fcr conducting flov electrophoresis in
the substantial absence of gravity
CHASH-CASE-SFS-21391-1] C31 H7«-277»»




Hethod and photodetector device for locating
abnormal voids in low density materials
[NASA-CASE-HFS-200<I4] cU H71-28993
BtBCteOEHTSIOLOGT.
Dry electrode design with wire sandwiched
between two flexible conductive discs for
aonitoring physiological responses(S»SA-CASE-{BC-10029] c09 R71-2U618
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ELECTBOElAIIgS
nethod of plating copper on aluminum to permit
conventional soldering of structural aluminum
bodies
[SiSA-CASE-XLA-08966-1] c17 1171-25903
Shielded flat conductor cable fabricated by
electroless and electrolytic plating
[NASA-CASE-HFS-13687] c09 H71-2S691
Technique and equipment for sputtering using
apertured electrode and pulsed substrate bias
[HASA-CASE-LBS-10920-1] c17 H73-21569
ELECTBOSIiTIC CHABGE
Charged particle analyzer with periodically
varying voltage applied across electrostatic
deflection members
[NASi-CASE-XAC-05506-1] C21 S71-16095
Electrostatic measurement system for
contact-electrifying a dielectric
[HASA-CASE-HFS-22129-1] C33 B75-16177




Colloidal particle generator for electrostatic
engine for propelling space vehicles
[HASA-CASE-TIE-00817] C28 N70-3J26b
Encapsulated heater forming hollow body for
cathode used in ion thrnster
[SASA-CaSE-lES-108111-1 ] C28 B70-35H22
Electrostatic ion engines using high velocity
electrons to ionize propellant
[HiSA-CASE-XlE-00376] C28 S70-37215
Electron bombardment ion rocket engine with
improved propellant introduction system
[HASA-CASE-X1E-02066] C28 871-15661
ELECTBOSTATIC GEBEBATOBS
Electrostatic aodulator for communicating









Low impedance apparatus for measuring




Nuclear electric generator for accelerating
charged propellant particles in electrostatic
propulsion system
[HASA-CASE-XIE-00818] c22 N70-31218
High voltage insulators for direct current in
acceleration system of electrostatic thrustor
[HASi-CASE-XLE-01902] c28 N71-1057a
Electrostatic microthrust propulsion system with
annular slit colloid thrustor
[NASA-CASE-GSC-10709-1 ] c28 1171-25213
ELECTBOSTAIIC SHIBLDIHG
Ion beam tbrnster shield
[NASA-CASE-LEB-12082-1] c20 N77-101«8
Shielded conductor cable system
[BSSA-CASE-HSC-12745-1 ] C33 N77-13338
BLBCTBOSTATICS
Controllable high voltage source having fast
settling time
[SASa-CASE-GSC-118aq-1] c33 H75-19522




Electrothermal rocket engine using resistance
heated heat exchanger
[HASA-CASE-X1E-00267] C28 N70-33356




Tracking mount for laser telescope employed in
tracking large rockets and space vehicles to
give information regarding azimuth and elevation
[HAS»-CASE-HFS-1<!017] cut N71-26627
Automatic braking device for rapidly
transferring hnoans or materials from elevated
location
[HAS&-CASE-XKS-07811] CIS H71-27067
ELEVATOBS (LIFTS) SUBJECT IBDEX
ELEViTOBS {LIFTS)
Centrifuge mounted motion simulator with
elevator mechanism ^
[NASA-CASF-XAC-00399] c11 H70-34815




Supersonic or hypersonic vehicle coDtrol system
comprising elevens «lth hinge line sweep and
free of adverse aerodynamic cross coupling
[NASA-CASI-XLA-08967] c02 H71-27088
ELLIPSES
Ellipsograph for describing and catting ellipses
with minimal axial dimensions
[SASA-CASE-XLA-03102] c14 H71-21079
ELONGiTIOB
Strain gage measurement of elongation due to
thermally and mechanically induced stresses
[NASA-CASE-XGS-04478] c14 H71-24233










Pulmonary resuscitation method and apparatus
»ith adjustable pressure regolator
[NASA-CASE-XHS-01115] COS M70-39922
EBBBGEHCi LIFE SDSTAIBIBG SYSTEBS
Development and characteristics of inflatable
stracture tc provide escape from orbit for
spacecrevs under emergency conditions
[NASA-CASF.-XHS-06162] c31 H71-28851
Three transceiver lunar emergency system to





Emission spectroscopy nethcd for contamination
monitonrg of inert gas metal arc welding
[HASA-CASE-XBF-02039] C15 H71-15871
EHITTiHCE
High thermal emttance black surface coatings
and process for applying to metal and metal




Inverted geometry transistor for use with
monolithic integrated circuit[HASA-CASE-ABC-10330-1] c09 B73-32112
EHULSIGNS
Apparatus for obtaining isotropic irradiation on
filn emulsion f r cm parallel radiation source
CHASA-CASE-BFS-2009E] C24 H72-11595
BHABELS
Befractory porcelain enamel passive control
coating for high temperature alloys[NASA-CASE-BFS-2232<!-1] c27 H75-27160
EHCAPSOLATIHG
Development of bacteriostatic ccnformal coating
and methods of application
[HASA-OSE-GSC-10007] C18 B71-16046
Flexible, repairable, pottable composition for
encapsulating electric connectors
[NASA-CASE-XGS-05180] c18 H71-25881
Test chambers with orifice and helium mass
spectrometer for detecting leak rate of
encapsulated semiconductor devices
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10150] C14 H71-28992
Electrically coupled individually encapsulated
solar cell" matrix
[NASA-CASE-HPO-11190] c03 N71-34044
Encapsulated solar cell modules
[SASA-CASE-IE1-12185-1] c«4 S77-15490
BIC10SOBES
Bethod and apparatus for bowing of instrument









Sensor device with switches for measuring




Development of electronic detection system for




son-reusable kinetic energy absorber for
application in soft landing of space vehicles
[NASA-CASE-XIE-00810] C15 H70-31861
Low onset rate energy absorber in form of strut
assembly for crew coach of Apollo command module
[NASA-CASE-HSC-12279-1] CIS N70-35679
Air brake device for absorbing and measuring
power from rotating shafts
[BASA-CASE-XIE-00720] C14 H70-40201
Design and development of double acting shock
absorber for spacecraft docking operations
IBASA-CASE-XBS-03722] c15 B71-21530
Bonreuseable energy absorbing device comprising
ring member with plurality of recesses,
cutting members, and guide member mounted in
each recess
[BASA-CASE-XBF-10010] CIS H71-22877
Suspended mass oscillation damper based on
impact energy absorption for damping wind
induced oscillations of tall stacks, antennas,
and umbilical towers
[HASA-CASB-LAB-10193-1] CIS B71-27146
Energy absorption device in high precision gear
train for protection against damage to
components caused by stop loads
[BASA-CASE-XBP-01848] Cl5 B71-28959
Shock absorber for use as protective barrier in
impact energy absorbing system
[HASA-CASE-BEO-10671] c15 B72-20I|I|3
High energy absorption docking system design for
docking large spacecraft
[BASA-CASE-BFS-20863] c31 B73-26876




Remote platform power conserving system
[HASA-CASB-GSC-11182-1 ] CIS H75-13007
EBEBGY COBVEBSIOB
Thermoelectric power conversion by liquid metal
flowing through magnetic field
[BASA-CASE-XBP-006111] C03 B70-36803
Concentrator device for controlling direction of
solar energy onto energy converters
[BASA-CASE-XLE-01716] c09 B70-40234
Device for converting electromagnetic wave
energy into electric power
[SiSi-CiSE-GSC-11394-1] C09 S73-32109
Electric power generation system directory from
laser power
[SASA-CASE-BPO-13308-1] . c36 B75-30524
Bechanical thermal motor
[BASA-CASB-BES-23062-1] C37 B77-12402
Low to high temperature energy conversion system
[HASA-CASE-SPO-13510-1] C44 K77-32581
Solar energy collection system
[HASA-CASE-HFO-13810-1 ] C44 B77-32582
BBEBSI COIVEBSIOI BFFICIEICI
Vacuum thermionic converter with short-circuited
triodes and increased electron transmission
and conversion efficiency
[SlSA-CASE-T.LB-01015] C03 B69-39898
Direct conversion of thermal energy into
electrical energy using crossed electric and
magnetic fields
[HASA-CASE-XlB-00212-J c03 B70-34134
Increasing power conversion efficiency of
electronic amplifiers by power supply switching
[BASA-CASE-XBS-00945] c09 B71-10798
EIEHSI DISSIEiTIOB
Energy dissipating shock absorbing system for
land payload recovery or vehicle braking
[HASA-CSSE-XLA-00754] C15 B70-34850
Botion restraining device for dissipating at
a controlled rate the force of a moving body
[HASA-CASE-BPO-13619-1] C37 B75-22748
Ringtip vortex dissipator tor aircraft
[NASA-C1SE-IAB-11645-1] C02 B77-10001
SDBJICT IBDBX BHVIBOBBEBTAL COITBOL
BBBBGI DIS1BIBDTIOB
Hethod and apparatus for measurement of trap
density and energy distribution in dielectric
films
CBASA-CfSE-BPO-13tf l3-1] C76 B76-20991
BBBBGI EOUCI
Control for nuclear thermionic power source
power supply circuits, energy policy
[HASi-CASE-BPO-12111-2] cHH B76-15S73
Selective coating for solar panels energy
policy
[HASA-CASB-LES-12159-1] CIH B76-15603
Sclar energy power systea
[BASA-CASE-HFS-21628-2] C«HI B76-23675
Thermal energy storage system operating on
superheating of liquids
CHA.SH-CASB-HFS-23167-1] C<U R76-31667
Solar cell collector and method for producing sane
indinn alloy coatings
tSASA-CASE-LES-12552-1] CHI) B77-17561
In-situ laser retorting of oil shale
[HASA-CASE-LEf-12217-1] c36 N77-18129
ft non-tracking sclar energy collector system
[HASA-C^SE-BPO-13813-1 ] C<U B77-19579
Mount for continuously orienting a collector
dish in a system adapted to perform both
diurnal and seasonal solar tracking
[HASi-CASE-HfS-23267-1] C35 B77-20H01
Solar energy collection systen -
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13579-2] ell B77-20565
tow cost solar energy collection systen
[BASA-CASE-HPO-13579-3] cM<! B77-20566






Solar photclysis of water
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13675-1 ] C41 B77-32580
BVBBGI SOOBCES
Energy source with tantalum capacitors in
parallel and miniature silver oxide button
cells for initiating pyrotechnic devices on
spacecraft and rocket vehicles
[BASA-CASI-1AB-10367-1 ] C03 B70-26817
Pulse generator for synchronizing or resetting
electronic signals without requiring separate
external source
[BASA-CSSF.-XGS-03632] C09 B71-23311
Controllable high voltage source having fast
settling time
[BASA-CASE-GSC-118n<l-1 ] C33 B75-19522
EBBBGT STOBAGE





An improved rotatable nass for a flywheel
[NASA-C»SE-Hrs-23051-1 ] c37 N76-13500
An artificial leg employing a mechanical energy
storage device for hip disarticulation






In-situ laser retorting of oil shale
[BASA-CASE-LIB-12217-1] c36 B77-18029
Solar energy collection system
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13579-2] dlQ B77-20565
Hethod for producing sclar energy panels by
automation
[8ASA-CASE-tE!-125<!1-1] Cl<l B77-22615





A thermal energy transformer
[BASA-CASE-BPO-1«058-1] caa B77-30616
EBGIBB &BALI2BBS ,,
Indicated lean effective pressure instruient(IBEP)
[BASA-CASE-LEW-12661-1] c35 B77-32Q61
BIGI1E COBTBOl
Direct current electromotive system for
1-65
regenerative braking of electric notor
[HASA-CASE-XHP-01096] CIO S71-16030
Integrated lift/drag controller for aircraft
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10156-1 ] COS H75-12930
BBGIIE C001AB1S
Apparatus for cooling and injecting hypergolic
propellants into combustion chamber of small
rocket engine
[SASA-CASt-XlE-00303] CIS 570-36535
Injector manifold assembly for bipropellant
rocket engines providing for fuel propellant
to serve as coolant
[BASA-CASE-IHF-00148] C28 B70-38710
EBGIHB DBSIGB
Design and development of gas turbine combustion
unit with nozzle guide vanes for introducing
diluent air into combustion gases
[HASi-CASE-XLE-103177-1] C28 B71-20330
Construction and method of arranging plurality
of ion engines to form cluster thereby
increasing efficiency and control by









System for monitoring presence of neutrals in
streams of ions - ion engine control
CNASA-CASE-XMP-02592] C2« B71-20518
BBGIBB IBIBTS
Variably positioned guide vanes for aerodynamic
choking
[NASA-CASE-LAB-106Q2-1] C07 B7»-31^70
The engine air intake system
[NASS-CASE-ABC-10761-1] C07 B77-1815II
EBGIBB BOBITOBIBG IBSIBOBBBTS
System for monitoring presence of neutrals in
streams of ions - ion engine control
[HASA-CASE-XBP-02592] C24 B71-20518




Variably positioned guide vanes for aerodynamic
choking
[HASA-CASE-LAB-10612-1] C07 H71-31^70
Apparatus and method for jet noise suppression
CHAS1-CASE-LAB-11903-1] C07 B77-150J6
BBGIBE TESTS






Graphic illustration of lifting body design
[HASA-CASE-fBC-10063] CO 1 B71-12217
Specifications and drawings for semipassive
optical communication systea
[JASA-CASI-XLA-01090] C07 B71-1-!3»9
Hethod of making molded electric connector for
use with flat conductor cables
[BASA-CASB-XHF-03198] c15 F71-15986
EHTBALPI
Beasuring conductive heat flow and thermal
conductivity of laminar gas stream in
cylindrical plug to simulate atmospheric reentry
[BASA-CASE-X1E-00266] Cl« H70-3X1S6
BBTIBOIBEBT SIB011TIOB
Hethod and apparatus for applying conpressicnal
forces to skeletal structure of subject to
simulate force during ambulatory conditions
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10100-1) COS 071-21738
Gravity environment simulation by locomotion and
restraint aid for studying manual operation
performance of astronauts at zero gravity
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10153J C05 B71-2H619
BHTIBOHHBUt SIBOLHOBS
Space environment simulator for testing
spacecraft components under aerospace conditions
[HASA-CASE-BSO-101111 ] Cll H71-21969
BBVIBOlBEBtAL COBTBOL
Portable environmental control and life support
system for astronaut in and out ot spacecraft
[B»SA-CASE-XHS-09632-1] COS B71-1H03
EBVIBOHBE1TAL EHGIBBEBIHG SUBJECT INDEI
Portable apparatus producing high velocity
annular air column surrounding low velocity,
filtered, superclean air central core for
industrial clean room environmental control[NASA-CASF.-XBF-03212] C15 B71-22721
Development and characteristics of thermal
sensitive panel for controlling ratio of solar
absorptivity to surface emissivity for space
vehicle temperature control[8ASA-CASB-XIA-07728] c33 871-22890
Dual solid crycgens for spacecraft refrigeration
insuring low temperature cooling for extended
periods
ftIASA-CASI-GSC-10188-1] c23 B71-2H725
Vibration control of flexible bodies in steady
accelerating envirorment
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10106-1] C15 S71-27169
Test chamber for determining deconposition and
antoignition of materials used in spacecraft
under controlled environmental conditions
[SfSA-CASI-KSC-10198] c11 B71-28629
Readily assembled universal environment housing
for electronic eguipment
[BASA-CJSI-KSC-10031] CIS 872-22*86
Environmentally controlled suit for working in
sterile chamter
[BASA-CASE-LJB-10076-1] c05 B73-20137
Dual stage check valve for cryogenic supply
systems used in space flight environmental
control system
tBASA-CASI-HSC-13587-1] c15 H73-30U59








Hnltisample test chamber for exposing materials
to X rays, temperature change, and gaseous
conditions and determination of material effects
[BASA-CASI-XBS-02930] c11 871-230*2
Space suit using ncnflexible material with low
leakage and providing protection against
thermal extremes, physical punctures, and
radiation with high nobility articulation
[BASA-CASI-XAC-07013] COS B71-23161
Flammability test chamber for testing materials
in certain predetermined environments
[BASA-CBSE-KSC-10126] c11 B71-2H985
Hnltiaxes vibration device for making vibration
tests alcng orthogonal axes of test specimen
[NASA-CASI-HIS-2C2*2] ell B73-19H21
EHVIBOBBEBTS




Use of enzyme hexokinase and glucose to reduce
inherent light levels of ATP in lociferase
compositions
[BASA-CASE-XGS-05533] cOI B69-27487
Enzymatic luminescent bioassay method for
determining lacterial levels in urine
[SASA-CASI-GSC-11092-2] cOH B73-27052
BHZYBBS




Sequencing device utilizing planetary gear set
[BASA-CASE-BSC-19511-1] C37 B77-19«59
EPOXY COBPOOBDS
Synthesis of siloxane containing epoxy polymers
with low dielectric properties
[HASA-CASB-HFS-1399II-1] c06 B71-112»0




nonmagnetic hermetically sealed battery case
made of epoxy resin and woven glass tape for
use with electrochemical cells in spacecraft
[BASA-CaSE-XGS-00886] c03 B71-11053
Epoxy resin sealing device for electrochemical
cells in high vacuni environments
[BASi-CASE-XGS-02630] c03 871-2297*
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Cold metal hyclroforming techniques using epcxy
molds for counteracting creep or stretch
[SASA-CaSI-XIE-056111-1] CIS B71-263H6
Biniature electromechanical Junction transducer
operating on piezojunction effect and
utilizing epoxy for stress coupling component
[HASA-CASE-BBC-10087] C1« B71-2733H
Infusible polymer production from reaction of
polyfunctional epoxy resins with
polyfunctional aziridine compounds
[BASA-CASE-HEO-10701] C06 R71-.i8b.iO
Hethod of-repairing discontinuity in fiberglass
structures
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10<I16-1] c2» B71-30001
Transparent fire resistant polymeric structures
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10813-1] C27 S76-16230
Composite sandwich lattice structure
[HASA-CASE-1AB-11898-1] C2H 877-15103
EQOIPBBBT
Bimetallic fluid displacement apparatus for
stirring and heating stored gases and liquids
[BASA-CASE-ABC-101HH-1 ] c35 S71-15126
EQDIPBEBT SPECIFICATIONS
Differential pressure cell insensitive to






Remote-reading torqnemeter for use where high
horsepowers are transmitted at high rotative
speeds
[BASA-CASI-X1E-00503] ell 870-31(818
Bagnetically centered liquid column float
[HASA-CASE-XAC-00030] c1H B70-3U820
Electric propulsion engine test chamber
[NASA-CASB-XLB-00252] c11 B70-318HM
Channel-type shell construction for rocket
engines and related configurations
[BASA-CASE-XLE-ODIHi;] c28 H70-31860
Bon-reusable kinetic energy absorber for
application in soft landing of space vehicles
[BASA-CASF-X1E-00810] c15 B70-3M861
Slit regulated gas journal bearing
[BASA-CASF-XBP-00«76] c15 B70-38620
Specifications and drawings for senipassive
optical communication system
£BASA-CaSE-XlA-01090] C07 B71-12389
Stretcher with rigid head and neck support with
capability of supporting immobilized person in
vertical position for removal from vehicle
hatch to exterior also useful as splint
stretcher
[BASA-CASE-XHF-06589] COS B71-23159
Development of vortex fluid amplifier for
throttling rocket exhaust
[BASA-CASE-LES-1037U-1] c28 B73-13773
Simplified technique and device for producing
industrial grade synthetic diamonds
£HASA-CASB-HFS-20698-2) C15 H73-19H57
Anti-bnckling fatigue test assembly for
subjecting metal specimen to tensile and
compressive loads at constant temperature
[BASA-CASB-LAH-10126-1 ] c09 B7U-195.28
Apparatus for conducting flow electrophoresis in
the substantial absence of gravity
[BASA-CASE-HFS-21391-1] C31 171-277<Hl
Thermocouple tape developed from
thermoelectrically different metals
£ BASA-CASE-IEH-11072-2] c35 B76-15«3<1
EQOIPOTBBTIA1S
Eqnipotential space suits utilizing mechanical
aids to minimize astronaut energy at bending
joints
[BASA-CASE-IAR-10007-1] COS B71-11195
Instrument for measuring potentials on two
dimensional electric field plot
[1JSJ-CASE-XIA-08493] clO B71-19121
EBGOBSTBBS
Development of restraint system for securing
personnel to ergometer while exercising under
weightless conditions
[NASA-CASE-HFS-21016-1] c1<4 B73-27377
Versatile ergometer with work load control[BASA-CASE-HFS-21109-1] COS rl73-279»1
Tilting table for testing hnaan body in variety
of positions while exercising on"ergometer or
other bloedlcal devices
SDBJICT IHDEI EXBAOST eases
[BASA-CASI-BfS-21010-1] c05 873-30078
Pneumatic foot pedal operated fluidic exercising
device
[BASA-CASE-HSC-11561-1] c05 873-32011









Development of computer program for estimating
reliability of self-repair and fault-tclerant
systems with respect to selected system and
mission parameters
[BASA-CASE-HFO-13086-1] c15 B73-12195





Frror correction circuitry for binary signal
channels
[BASA-CASE-XHP-03263] C09 871-18843
Bultiplexed communication system design
including automatic correction of transmission
errors introduced by frequency spectrum shifts
[H&SA-CASI-XSP-01306] c07 871-20811
Description of error correcting methods for use
with digital data computers and apparatus for
encoding and decoding digital data
[8ASA-CASI-iBP-02748] c08 871-22719
Failure detection and control means for improved
drift performance of a gimballed platform system
[SASf-CASE-HFS-23551-1 ) cOI N76-26175
Guide for a typewriter
tBASA-CASB-HFS-15218-1) c37 877-19157
EBBOB DETECTIOB CODES
Self testing and repairing computer comprising
control and diagnostic unit and rollback
points for error correction
[BASA-CSS3-BPO-10567] c08 871-20633
EBBOB SIGBAIS
Error correction circuitry for binary signal
channels
[BASA-CASE-XBP-03263] c09 871-18803
Feedback controller for sampling error signals
within single control formulation time interval
[BASA-CASI-GSC-10550-1] c08 871-29033
Bit error rate measurement above and below bit
rate tracking threshold
[BASA-CAS1-HSC-12713-1 ] c32 877-19290
EBBOBS




ferial capsule emergency separation device using
jettisonable towers
[HASA-CASI-XLA-00115] cQ3 870-33313
Emergency escape cabin system for launch towers
[BASA-CASE-XKS-02312] COS 871-11199
Spacecraft design with single point aerodynamic
and hydrcdynamic stability for emergency




Design and specifications of emergency escape
system for spacecraft structures
[BASA-CASI-HSC-12086-1] c05 871-12315
Automatic traking device for rapidly




Flnorinated esters of pclycarboxylic acid and




Reusable masking boot for chemical machining
operations
[HASA-CASE-XRP-02092] c15 B70-02033
Development of method for etching copper
[BASA-CASE-XGS-0£30€] C17 B71-16011
Composition and process for improving definition
of resin masks used in chemical etching
CHASA-CASE-XGS-04993] c14 B71-17571
Etching aluminum alloys with agneous solution
containing snlfnric acid, hydrofluoric acid,
and an alkali metal discbromate for adhesive
bonding
[HASA-CASE-IBF-02303] c17 S71-23828
Selective plating of etched circuits without
removing previous plating
£ NASA-CASE-XGS-03120J CIS H71-21047
Nickel plating onto etched aluminum castings
[BASA-CASE-XHP-0<ni!8] C17 B71-20830
Scanning nozzle plating system for etching
or plating metals on substrates without masking
[HASi-CASE-HPO-11758-1 ] c31 BT4-2J065
ETHEBS
Hethod for producing alternating etber-siloiane
copolymers with stable properties when exposed
to elevated temperatures and 0V radiation
[SASA-CASZ-XHF-02581] C06 N71-20905
Chemical synthesis of hydroxy terminated
perfluoro ethers as intermediates for highly
flnonnated polynrethane resins
[HASi-CASE-BIO-10768] C06 B71-2725U




Dsing ethylene oxide in preparation of
x sterilized solid rocket propellants and
encapsulating materials
[HASA-CASE-XHP-017M9] C27 B70-1I1897
Ethylene oxide sterilization and encapsulating
process for sterile preservation of
instruments and solid propellants
[HASi-CASI-ISP-09763] Cl« B71-20161
EOTECTIC ALLOTS
Bonding of sapphire to sapphire by entectic
mixture of a luminum oxide and zirconium oxide
[NASA-CASE-GSC-11577-1] C37 H75-15992
Hethod of growing composites of the type
exhibiting the Soret effect improved
structure of eutectic alloy crystals
tHASA-CASE-HFS-22926-1] c2« N77-27187




Filling honeycomb matrix with deaerated paste
filler
[ HASA-CASE-XBS-01108] CIS B69-21322
Sealing evacuation port and evacuating vacuum
container such as space jackets
[NASA-CASE-XBF-03290] C15 N71-23256




Evacuated, displacement compression mold of
tubular bodies from thetmosettlng plastics
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10782-2] c31 H75-1J111
BVAPOBATIOB
Evaporating crucible of tantalum-tungsten foil,




Tubular snblimatory evaporator heat sink
[S&SA-CASE-&BC-10912-1] c3« S77-19353
E71POBATOBS
Spatter proof evaporant source design for use in
vacuum deposition of solid thin films on
substrates
[HASA-CASE-XHF-06065] c15 B71-20395




An improved method and apparatus for use in




Device for adding water to high velocity exhaust
jets to reduce velocity, noise, and temperature
[BASA-CASE-IBF-01813] c28 H70-11582
Gas turbine exhaust nozzle for noise reduction
[HASA-CASE-1ES-11569-1] C07 B71-15aS3
Abating exhaust noises in jet engines
[ HASA-CASE-ABC-10712-1 ] C07 H71-33218
Exhaust flow deflector for ducted gas flow
CHASA-CASB-LAB-11570-1] c3Q H76-18364
1-67 \
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EXHAUST BOZZLBS
High thrust annular liquid propellent rocket
engine and exhaust nozzle design
[ N A S A - C A S I - X L E - 0 0 0 7 8 ] c28 1170-33281
Exhaust nozzle with afterburning for generating
thrust
[NASA-CfSI-XLA-00151:) c28 1170-33374
Penshaped, supersonic exhaust nozzle design
CNASi-CASI-XIE-00057] c28 1170-38711
Automat ic ejection valve for attitude control
and ujidccorse guidance of space vehicles
[NASA-CASI-XNP-00676] CIS B70-38996
Jet aircraft exhaust nozzle for noise reduction
[NASA-CASE-LAB-10951-1 ] C28 N73-19819
Two dimensional wedge/translating shroud nozzle
rNASA-CASI-lAB-11919-1] C07 1176-22202
EXOTBEBBIC BI1CTICHS
Intumescent-ablator coatings using endothermic
fillers
[1USA-CASE-ABC-11013-1 ] c31 B77-11372
EXPiBDABLE STBDCTOBES
Expanding and contracting connector strip for
solar cell array of Bimbus satellite
[HASA-CASE-XGS-01395] c03 H69-21539
Method of compactly packaging centrifugally
expandable lightweight flexible reflector
satellite
[NASA-CASE-XLA-00138] c31 H70-37981
Foldatle ccnduit capable cf springing back as
self erecting structural member
[NASA-CASI-XII-00620] c32 H70-U1579
Collapsible high gain antenna which can be
automatically expanded to operating state
[HASf-CASE-KSC-10392] C07 1173-26117
Expandable space frames with high expansion to
collapse ratio
[BASA-CASI-IBC-10365-1] C31 N73-327U9
Heans for accommodating large overstrain in lead




Apparatus for measuring polymer membrane
expansion in electrochemical cells
[HASA-CASE-3fGS-03665] Cl« S69-21363
EXPEBIHEBTAL DESIGS
Efficient operation of improved hydrofoil design
[BASA-CASI-X1A-00229] c12 1170-33305
Sealed electric storage battery with gas
manifold interconnecting each cell
[NASA-CASE-XBP-03378] c03 B71-11051
Electrode attached to helmets for detecting low
level signals frcm skin cf living creatures
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10013-1] c05 1171-11193
Space suit using nonflexible material with low
leakage and providing protection against
thermal extremes, physical punctures, and
radiation with high mobility articulation
[BASA-CASI-XAC-070131 COS 1171-23161
EXP10SIOHS




Stage separation using remote control release of
joint with explosive insert
[BASA-CASE-X1A-02851] C15 B69-27190
Hermetically sealed explosive release mechanism
for actuator device
[BASA-CASE-XGS-00821] C15 H71-16078
Development cf non-magnetic indexing device for
orienting magnetic flux sensing instrument in
magnetic field without generation of
detrimental magnetic fields
[NASA-CASH-XGS-02122] c15 1171-21529
Development of apparatus for detonating
explosive devices in order to determine forces
generated and detonation propagation rate
CNASA-CASf-LAR-10800-1] C33 N72-27959
Development and characteristics of squib
actuated explosive disconnect for spacecraft
release frcm launch vehicle
[BASA-CASE-BPO-11330] c33 H73-26958
EXPLOSIVE FOFBIB6




Method for eliminating noise and debris of
1-68
explosive welding techniques by using complete
enclosure
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10911-2] CIS 1173-32371
Totally confined explosive welding apparatus
to reduce noise level and protect personnel
during explosive bonding
tBASA-CASI-LAB-10911-1] C37 N71-21057
Bethod of making an explosively welded scarf joint
[HASA-CASE-LAB-1^211-1] C37 B75-12326
EXPLOSIVES
Production of intermetallic compounds by effect
of shock waves from explosions and compaction
of powder
[NASA-CASE-HPS-20861-1] C18 B73-32137





Digital quasi-exponential function generator
[BASA-CASJ-BEO-11130] COS B72-20176
EXPOSOBE
Mechanical exposure interlock device for




Expulsion bladder equipped storage tank structure
[HASA-CASE-XBP-00612] cl1 B70-38182
Rubber composition for expulsion bladders and
diaphragms for use with hydrazine
CBASA-CASE-SEO-11133] C18 B71-31110
EXTEHSIOBS
Support for flexible conductor cable between
drawers or racks holding electronic equipment
and cabinet assembly housing drawers or racks
EHASS-CASE-XHF-07587] CIS B71-18701




Transducer frame for use with extensometer to







[ NASA-CASE-LAR-11825-1 ] c35 1177-22119
BXTBACTIOI
Liquid-gas separator adapted for use in zero
gravity environment - drawings
£HASA-CASE-XBS-01624] CIS B70-10062
EXTHAVEHICDIAB AC1IVITI
portable environmental control and life support
system for astronaut in and oat of spacecraft
[BASA-CASE-XHS-09632-1] COS B71-11203
Hand-held maneuvering unit for propulsion and
attitude control of astronauts in zero or
reduced gravity environment
[BASA-CASE-XHS-05301] c05 H71-12336
Internal and external serpentine devices for
performing physical operations around orbital
space stations
[HASi-CASE-XBF-05311] C31 B71-16315
Beleasable, pin-type fastener, easily operated
daring EVA
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10110-1 ] Cl5 B71-17653
Design and development of flexible tunnel for
use by spacecrews in performing extravehicular
activities
[HASA-CASE-BSC-12213-1] COS H71-21728
Open loop life support subsystem using breathing
bag as reservoir for EVA
[SASA-CASE-BSC-121111-1] c05 B72-20096
Intra- and extravehicular life support space
suite for Apollo astronauts
[ RASA-CiSE-HSC-12609-1] C05 873-32012
BXTBEBELT. LOR BADIO FBBQOEHCIES









SUBJECT IBDBX PATIGOE LIFE
ETE ( A H A T O B Y )
Sight switch using infrared source and sensor
mounted beside eye
[BASA-CASE-IBF-03931] c09 871-22985
Ultrasonic device for ophthalmic eye surgery
vith safe reaoval of macerated material
[BASA-CASE-LES-11669-1] COS 873-27062










Automated visual sensitivity tester for
determining visual field sensitivity and blind
spot size
[BASA-CJSE-ARC-10329-1] COS H73-26072





Bide angle eyepiece with long eye-relief distance
CHASS-CASE-XHS-06056-1] C23 B71-2»857
FABBICATIOB
Fabrication of pressure-telemetry transducers
[HASA-CASE-IBP-09752] c14 B69-215U1
Fabrication method for lightweight
regeneratively cooled combustion chamber of
channel construction
[BASA-CASE-X1E-00150] c28 B70-41818
Fabrication methods for matrices of solar cell
submodules
[BASA-CASE-XBP-05821] c03 B71-11056
Capacitor fabrication by solidifying muture of
ferromagnetic metal particles,
nonferroiagnetic particles, ana dielectric
material
[BASA-CASE-LIW-10361-1] c09 B71-13522
nethod and apparatus for fabricating solar cell
panels
[BASA-CASE-XBP-03I I13 ] c03 B71-26726
Fabrication of root cord restrained fabric suit
sections f rom sheets cf fabric
[NASA-CASE-MSC-12398] c05 B72-20098
nethod of fabricating equal length insulated wire
[HASA-CASE-EKC-10038] c15 B72-20114
Development of thin fi lm temperature sensor from
TaO
CBASA-CASE-BFO-11775] c26 B72-28761






Fabrication of root cord restrained fabric suit
sections from sheets of fabric
[BASA-CASE-BSC-12398] c05 B72-20098
Nozzle extraction process and handlemeter for
measuring handle
[HASA-CASE-LAE-121H7-1] C27 H77-10198




reflector modulator for optical communication
[BASJ-CBSI-XGS-OU180] C16 B69-27191
PACS1BI1E COBBDBICATI01
Restoration and improvement of demodulated
facsimile video signals
[HASA-CASE-GSC-10185-1] C07 872-12081
Spectrometer integrated with a facsimile camera
[NASA-CASE-LAB-11207-1] C35 H75-19613
PiCIOBIAL DBSIGB *
Space suit with pressnre-volnae compensator system
[HASJ-CASI-ILA-05332] c05 B71-11191
Bquipotential space suits utilizing mechanical











Bethod for reducing mass of ball bearings tcr
long life operation at high speed
[BASA-CASE-LEW-10856-1] CIS B72-22K90
Inverter ratio failure detector
[BASA-CASB-BPO-13160-1] C35 870-18090
FA1BIBGS
System for deploying and ejecting releasable




Device for determining acceleration of gravity




Collimator for analyzing spatial location of
near and distant sources of radiation
[BASJ-CASE-BFS-20516-2] clU B73-30J89
PAB DLTBAVIOLET BADIATIOB
Transient beat transfer gage for measuring total
radiant intensity from far ultraviolet and
ionized high temperature gases
tSASA-CASE-XSS-09802] C3J H71-156H1
FASIEBEBS
Force measuring instrument for structural
members, particularly fastening bolts or studs
[NASA-CASE-XBF-00456] ell N70-3M705
Lightweight life preserver without fastening
devices
[BASA-CASE-XBS-0086H] COS B70-361I93
Hut and bolt fastener permitting all-directional
movement of skin sections with respect to
supporting structure
[SASA-CASE-XIA-01807] Cl5 H71-10799
Releasable, pin-type fastener, easily operated
during EVA
[BASA-CASE-AHC-10110-1] C15 B71-17653
Ultrasonic wrench for applying vibratory energy
to mechanical fasteners
[BASA-CASE-BFS-20586] CIS N71-17686
Design and development of electric connectors
for rigid and semirigid coaxial cables
[HASA-CASE-XBP-OIJ732] C09 B71-20851
Design, development, and characteristics of
latching mechanism for operation in limited
access areas
[BASA-CASE-XBS-037I»S] C15 B71-21076
Design and development of module joint clamping
device for application to solar array
construction
[HASA-CASE-XBP-02311] C15 B71-21531
Threadless fastener apparatus comprising
receiving apertures for plurality of articles,
self-locked condition, and capable ol using
oonmalleable materials in both ends
[SASA-CASE-XFB-05302] CIS B71-2J25*
Development of resilient fastener for attaching
skin of aerospace vehicles to permit movement
of skin relative to framework
[BASA-CASE-XLA-01027] C31 B71-2<IOJ5
Pneumatic mechanism for releasing hook and loop
fasteners between large rigid structures
[HASA-CASE-XBS-10660-1] c1b H71-2591b
FATIGUE (BATBBIALS)
Servocontrol system for measuring local stresses
at geometric discontinuity in stressed material
[BASA-CASE-XIA-08530] C32 B71-25360
TV fatigue crack monitoring system
[BASA-CASE-LAB-11090-1] C35 B76-28530
FATIGOE LIFB
Fatigue resistant shear pin with hollow shaft
and two flags
[HASA-CASB-XM-09122] CIS H69-27S05
Improving load capacity and fatigue lite of
colling element systems in rockets and missiles
[BASA-CASE-XIB-02999] CIS B71-160S2
Method for reducing mass of ball bearings for
long life operation at high speed
[BASA-CASS-LEw-10856-1] CIS B72-22190
Fatigue life of hybrid antifriction bearings at
altrahigh speeds
FATIGUE TESTIB6 HACHIBES SUBJECT IBDEX
[NASA-CSSE-LEB-11152-1] c15 H73-32359
A machine for use in mcnitonng fatigue life for
a plurality of elastoaeric specimens
[HASA-CASI-SIO-13T31-1] c39 K76-17427
FATIGUE TESTIBG BACHISES
Cryostat for use «ith horizontal fatigue testing
machines at low temperatures
[HASA-CASF-XHF-1C96e] cHI N71-24234
Fatigue testing apparatus tith light shield and
infrared reflector for high temperature
evaluation of loaded sheet samples
[NASf-CASI-XLA-01782] c1« H71-26136
A machine for use in monitoring fatigue life for
a plurality cf elastcneric specimens
[NASA-CASE-SPO-13731-1] C39 N76-17U27
FATIGUE TESTS
Fatigue testing device applying random discrete




Oil and fat absorbing polyiers
fHASA-CASI-NFO-11609-2] c27 H77-31308
FBCES
Fecal waste disposal container
[NASA-CASE-XMS-06761] c05 169-23192
FEED STSTEBS
Nonconductive tube as feed system for plasma
thrustor
[NASA-CASE-XIE-02902] c25 B71-21694
Hethod and apparatus for pressurizing propellant
tanks used in propulsion motor feed system
[SASA-CASE-XNP-00650] c27 N71-28929
Pressurized tank for feed ing liguid waste into
processirg equipment
[HASA-CASE-1AB-10365-1] COS N72-27102
Pressurized inert gas feed for lighting system
fHASA-CASE-KSC-1061Q] c09 N72-27227
Dual frequency feed systems for Cassegrainian
antennas
[NASA-CASE-HPO-13091-1 ] c09 N73-12211
Improved injector with corcus plug for bubbles




EC networks with vcltage amplifier, FC input
circuit, and positive feedback
rNASA-CASE-ARC-10020] c10 H72-17172
Multistage feedback shift register with states
decomposable into cycles of equal length
[NASA-CASE-NPO-11082] COS H72-22167
Inverter oscillator with vcltage feedback
[HASA-CASE-HPO-10760] c09 N72-25254
Bide power range microwave feedback controller
[HASA-CASE-GSC-12146-1] c33 N77-21322
FEEDBACK ABPL1PIBBS
Development of system with electrical properties
which vary with changes in temperature for use




Phase locked demodulator with bandwidth
switching amplifier circuit
[NASA-CJSE-XHP-01107] c10 H71-28859
Hcnostable multivibrator for producing output
pulse widths with positive feedback HOE gates
[NASA-CASE-HSC-13192-1] CIO B71-28860
FEEDBACK CIBCOITS
Low power drain transistor feedback circuit
[SASf-CJSE-IGS-01999] c09 B69-24317
Linear three-tap feedback shift register
[HASA-CASE-HFO-10351] COS H71-12503
Frequency control network for current feedback
oscillators converting dc voltage to ac or
higher dc voltages
[HASA-CASE-GSC-10041-1] C10 H71-19118
Feedback integrating circuit with grounded
capacitor for signal processing
[NASA-CASF'XAC-10607] CIO H71-23669
Development of idler feedtack system to reduce
electronic noise problem in two parametric
amplifiers
[HASA-CASE-LAB-10253-1] c09 1172-25258
Linear shift register with feedback Icgic for




Logarithmic circuit with wide dynamic range
[NASA-CASE-GSC-12145-1] C33 B77-19319
Digital automatic gain ampliflier
[HASA-CASI-KSC-11008-1] C33 N77-21J21
FEEDBACK COHTBOL
Describing continuous analog to digital
converter with parallel digital output and
nonlinear feedback
[NASA-CASE-XAC-01031] COS »71-18b94
Pulsed magnetic core memory element with
blocking oscillator feedback for interrogation
without loss of digital information
[NASA-CASE-XGS-03303] c08 S71-18595
Binary to decimal decoder logic circuit design
with feedback control and display device
[KASA-CASE-XKS-06167] c08 N71-21890
Feedback control for direct current motor to
achieve constant speed under varying loads
[HASA-CASE-HFS-11610] c09 1171-28886
Feedback controller for sampling error signals
within single control formulation time interval
[NASA-CASE-GSC-1055P-1] c08 B71-29033
Closed loop servosystem for variable speed tape
recorders onboard spacecraft
[NASA-CASE-BPO-10700] c07 B71-33613
\ Development of aerodynamic control system to
control flutter over large range of
oscillatory frequencies using stability
augmentation techniques
[NASA-CASE-LAB-10682-1] c02 N73-26001
Regulated dc-to-dc converter for voltage step-up
or step-down with input-ootput isolation
[NASA-CASE-HQB-10792-1 ] cJ3 B7H-110<19
System and method for tracking a signal source
employing feedback control
[HASA-CASE-HQB-10880-1] C3? B75-30385
Diffused waveguiding capillary tube with
distributed feedback for a gas laser
[NASA-CASE-NPO-13541-1] c36 N76-18128
Closed loop spray cooling apparatus for
particle accelerator targets
[NASA-CASE-LES-11981-1] c37 H76-20186
The dc-to-dc converters employing
staggered-phase power switches with two-loop
control
[HASA-CASE-BPO-13512-1 ] CJ3 H77-10<128
FEEDBACK FBEQDEBCI HODOLATIOB
aethod and apparatus for communicating through
ionized layer of gases surrounding spacecraft
during reentry into planetary atmospheres
[SASA-CASE-XLA-01127] c07 S70-I11372
Characteristics of data-aided carrier tracking
loop used for tracking carrier in angle
modulated communications system
[NASA-CASE-NPO-11282] c10 H73-16205
Linear phase demodulator including a phase
locked loop with auxiliary feedback loop
[NASA-CASE-GSC-12018-1 ] C33 N77-T433H
FEEDEBS




Thermal insulation attaching means adhesive








Hagnetic recording head composed of ferrite core
coated with thin film of alnminnm-iron-silicon
alloy
[NASA-CASE-GSC-10097-1] c08 871-27210
Method for making conductors for ferrite memory
arrays from pre-formed metal conductors
[ BASA-CASE-LA8-10991-1] c2U N75-1J032




High temperature ferromagnetic cobalt-base alloy
for electrical power generating equipment
[HASA-CASE-XLE-03629] c17 N71-23248
FIBEB OPTICS
Fiber optic transducers for monitoring and
analysis of vibration in aerospace vehicles
SOBJECT I1DEX PURE SPBAIIBG
and onboard equipment
[NASA-CASI-XBF-02A33] c11 H71-10616
Fiber distributes feedback laser
[NASA-C»SE-NFO-13531-1 ] C36 N76-2H553
Fiber optic multiplex optical transmission system
[NASf-C&SE-KSC-110H7-i;! cTH H77-15826
FIBEPS
Process for fiberizing ceramic materials with
high fnsicn temperatures and tensile strength
[NASA-CASE-XBP-00597] C18 H71-23088






Freguency to analcg converters iiith unipolar
field effect transistor for determining
potential charge by poise duration of input
signal
[NASA-CASE-XBP-070IIO] COS H71-12500
Voltage controlled, variable frequency
relaxation oscillator iiith BOSFET variable
current feed
[NASA-CASI-GSC-10022-1] c10 B71-25882
Circuitry for nigh input impedance video
processor with high noise immunity
[NASA-CASE-HPO-10199] C09 S72-17156
Development and characteristics of data
multiplexer circuit using field effect
transistors arranged in tree switching
configuration
[HASA-CASE-NPO-11333] COS H72-22162
Single integrated circuit chip with field effect
transistor
[NASS-CASE-GSC-10835-1] C09 N72-33205
Radiation hardening of BOS devices by boron
for stabilizing gate threshold fotential of
field effect device
[NASA-CASE-GSC-1 HI25-1] c76 F7U-20329
Stored charge transistor
[BASA-CASE-NFO-11156-2] c33 N75-31331




Electrode with multiple columnar conductors for
limiting field emssicn current
[NASA-CASE-EBC-10015-2] C10 B72-27246
PI1ABBST HIDING
Tool attachment for spreading or moving away
loose elements from terminal posts during
winding of filamentary elements
[NASA-CASB-XBF-02107] c15 H71-10809
Fabrication of filament wound propellant tank
for cryogenic storage
[NASA-CASE-XLE-03803-2] c15 N71-17651
Twisted wire or tube superconductor for filament
windings
[NASA-CASE-lBW-11015] c26 N73-32571,
Method of Halting reinforced composite structure
[NASA-CASE-LEB-12619-1] c2« N77-19171
FIIARERTS
Befractory filament series circuitry for radiant
heater
[HASA-CASE-XLE-00387] c33 H70-31I812
Controlled diffusion reaction process for












Apparatus for obtaining isctropic irradiation on
fill emnlsicn fro parallel radiation source
[NASA-CASB-BIS-20095] c21 S72-11595
Hethod and apparatus for neasnresent of trap




Development of filter system for control of
ontgas ccntaiination in vacuum conditions
using absorbent beds of molecular sieve
zeolite, silica gel, and charcoal
[HAS&-CAEE-BFS-1U711] CIS »71-i618S
Heated tungsten filter for removing oxygen
impurities from cesium




Thrust and attitude control apparatus using jet
nozzle in movable canard surface or fin
configuration
[HASA-CASE-XIE-03583] C31 H71-17629
Oeployable flexible ventral fins for nse as an
emergency spin recovery device in aircraft
[BASA-CASE-1AB-10753-1] COS S7l|-30l(21
FIBE CBETE1TIOI '
Hydrogen fire blink detector for high altitude
rocket or ground installation
[SASA-CASE-BFS-15063] Clt B72-25112
flethod and apparatus for checking fire detectors
[HASA-CASE-GSC-11600-11 C35 S7M-21019
FIBEPEOOPIJ6
Fireproof potassium silicate coating
composition, insoluble in water after
application
[HASA-CASE-GSC-10072] C18 B71-1I101H
Intnmescent paint containing nitrile rubber for
fire protection
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10196-1) C18 B73-1J562
Para-benzoguinone dioxime and concentrated
mineral acid processed to yield intumescent or
fire resistant, heat insulating materials
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10304-1 ) CIS B73-26572
Flexible fire retardant polyisocyanate modified
neoprene foam for thermal protective devices
[NASS-CASE-ABC-10180-1] c27 B71-1281«
Non-flammable elastomeric fiber from a
flaorinated elastomer and containing an
halogenated flame retardant
[HASA-CASE-BSC-11331-1 ] C^7 876-21*05
FIBES
Device for generating and controlling combustion
products for testing of fire detection system
[HASA-CASE-GSC-11095-1] ciq B72-10375




Contamination free separation nut eliminating
combustion products from ambient surroundings
generated by squib firing
[HASA-CASE-XGS-01971] CIS B71-15922
FISSIOIABLE ISTBEIALS
Nuclear gaseous reactor for heating working
fluid to high temperatures
[ BASA-CASE-X1E-00321] C22 N70-31572
FITTINGS
Design and development of quick release connector
[NASA-CASE-X1A-01111] CIS N71-13789




Design of supersonic aircraft with novel fixed,
swept wing planform
[SiSA-CASE-XlA-OU<l51 J C02 B71-12243
FIXIDBES
Tool for nse in lifting pin supported objects
[SASA-CASE-NBO-13157-1] C37 N71-32918
Apparatus for positioning modular components on
a vertical or overhead surface
[BASA-CASE-LAB-11H65-1] C37 N76-21551
FUHB IBOBBS




Flame retardant elastomeric compositions
tHASA-CASE-BSC-11331-2] C27 876-2H008
Flame retardant elastomeric compositions
[NASA-CASE-BSC-10331-3] C27 B76-21409




Flame or plasma spraying for molybdenum coating





Modification of polyurethanes with alky! halide
resins, inorganic salts, and encapsulated
volatile and reactive halogen for fuel fire
control
[NASH-CASE-ARC-10C98-1 ] C06 H71-2<4739




Anodizing method for providing metal surfaces
mth temperature reducing coatings against
flames
[RASA-CtSB-XII-00035] c33 S71-29151
Modulated hydrogen ion flame detector
[NASJ-CASE-AEC-10322-1] C35 876-181103
FLAHMABILIT*
Flammability test chamber for testing materials
in certain predetermined environments
[NASA-C8SE-KSC-10126] C11 B71-24985
Development of apparatus for testing burning
rate and flamnability of materials
[BASA-CASE-XMS-C9690] c33 H72-25913
FL&HGBS
Cassegrain antenna subreflector flange for
suppressing ground noise and increasing
antenna transmitting efficiency
[BASA-CASE-XNP-00683] c09 B70-35425
Light baff le with oblate henispheroid surface
and shading flange
[NASJ-CASE-fJPO-10337] C14 N71-15601
Flanged najor modular assembly jig
[NASA-CASE-MSC-19372-1] c39 N76-31562
FLAPS (COHTBCL SUBFACES)
Dpper'surface, external flow, jet-augmented flap
configuration for high wing jet aircraft for
noise reduction
[NASA-CJSE-XIA-00087] c02 H70-33332
Assembly for opening flight capsule stabilizing
and decelerating flaps with reference to
capsule recovery
tSASA-CASE-XHF-00611] c31 F70-36110
Direct lift control system having flaps with
slots adjacent to their leading edge and
particularly adapted for lightweight aircraft
rFASA-CASE-LAR-102t9-1] c02 B71-26110




Development and characteristics of strainer for
flared tube fit t ing
[NASA-CASE-XLA-05056] c15 N72-11389
FLiT COHDBCTOBS
Method of Baking melded electric connector for
use with flat conductor cables
[NASA-CASE-XMF-03498] c15 B71-15986
Shielded flat conductor cable fabricated by
electroless and electrolytic plating
[KASA-CASE-MIS-13687] c09 H71-28691
Shielded flat conductor cable of ribbonlike
wires laminates in thin flexible insulation
[BASA-CASE-HIS-13687-2] c09 H72-22198




Reduced gravity liquid configuration simulator
to study propellant behavior in rocket fuel
tanks
[FASA-CASE-XLI-0262M] C12 B69-39988
Exponential horn, copper plate, magnetic hammer,









Flexible bellows joint shielding sleeve for
propellant transfer pipelines
[BASA-CASE-XHP-01855] C15 N71-28937









Flexible backup bar for welding awkwardly shaped
structures
[HASA-CAS1-XHF-00722] cTS B70-10201
Characteristics of hermetically sealed electric
switch with flexible operating capability
[HASA-CASE-XBP-09808] c€9 1171-12518
Flexible composite membrane structure impervious
to extremely reactive chemicals in rocket
propellants
[BASA-CASE-XBP-08837] Cl8 B71-16210
Development and characteristics of self
supporting space vehicle
[BASA-CASE-XLA-00117] c31 B71-17680
Design and development of flexible tunnel for
use by spacecrews in performing extravehicular
activities
[SASf-CASE-MSC-12213-1 ] c05 H71-21728
Vibration control of flexible bodies in steady
accelerating environment
[NASA-CASE-LAB-10106-1] Cl5 H71-27169
Flexible barrier membrane comprising porous
substrate and incorporating liquid gallium or
indiUB metal used as sealant barriers for
spacecraft walls and pumping liquid propellants
[NASA-CASE-XBP-08881] Cl7 R71-287M7
Development of device for simulating cyclic
thermal loading of flexible materials by
application of mechanical stresses and
deformations
[NASA-CASE-LAH-10270-1] c32 B72-25877
Deployable flexible ventral fins for use as an
emergency spin recovery device in aircraft
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10753-1 ] COS N7M-30121
Internally supported flexible duct joint
device for conducting fluids in hrgh pressure
systems
[ BASA-CASE-MFS-19193-1] c37 N75-19686
FLEXIBLE BUGS
Aeroflexible wing structure with air scoop for
inflating stiffeners with ram air
[NASA-CASE-XIA-06095] c01 H69-39981
Deployment system for flexible wing with rigid
superstructure
[BASA-CASE-XLA-01220] c02 B70-"41863
Development and characteristics of control
system for flexible wings
[BASA-CASE-XLA-06958] c02 N71-11038
FLEZIIG




Flow meter for measuring stagnation pressure in
boundary layer around, high speed flight vehicle
[HASA-CASE-XFR-02007] Cl2 B71-2H692
FLIGHT ALTITUDE
Surface based altitude measuring system for
accurately measuring altitude of airborne
vehicle
[HASi-CASE-EBC-10«12-1] C09 N73-12211
Terminal guidance system for guiding
aircraft into preselected altitude and/or
heading at terminal point
[BSSA-CASE-FBC-100II9-1] cOI K71-13420
FLIGHT COHTBOt ^
Aircraft indicator for pilot control of takeoff
roll, climbont path and verticle flight path
in poor visibility conditions
[H&SA-CASE-XLA-00187] c11 B70-Q01S7
Two axis flight controller with potentiometer
control shafts directly coupled to rotatable
ball members
[BASA-CASE-XFH-01H01] c03 H70-12073
Development of aircraft control system with high
performance electrically controlled and
mechanically operated hydraulic valves for
precise flight operation
[BASA-CASE-XAC-000«8] C02 B71-29128
Development of flight simulator system to show •
position of joystick displacement
[HASA-CASE-BPO-11497] c08 B73-25206
Solid state controller three axes controller
[BASA-CASE-RSC-12394-1] C08 H7H-109H2
G-load measuring and indicator apparatus foe
aircraft
SUBJECT I1DBZ FI01 STABILITY
[HASA-CASI-JBC-10806] COS B7I4-27872
Integrated lift/drag controller for aircraft
rNASA-CASE-BBC-10456-1 ] COS B75-12930
Servo valve
[NASA-CASl-LAB-11613-1 ] c37 N75-13268
Deploy/release systen model aircraft flight
control
[BASA-CASi-LAR-11575-1 ] C02 B76-16014
PlIGBT CBEiS
Survival conch for aircraft or spacecraft crews
[NASA-CASl-XIA-00118] COS B70-33285
FLIGHT ISSTBDBEHTS
Crosswind landing gear fosition indicator
[FASA-CASE-IAB-119111-1] C06 B77-20098
FLIGHT BBCOBDfBS




Penal capsule emergency separation device using
jettisonable tcwers
[NASA-CASI-XtA-00115] C03 S70-33343
Developnent and characteristics of electronic
signalling system and data processing




Lunar landing flight research vehicle
[HASA-CASE-XIS-00929] C31 870-30966
Television simulation for aircraft and space
flight
[SASA-CASE-XFB-03107] C09 B71-19M9
Electrical circuit selection device for
simulating stage separation of flight vehicle
[BASA-CASE-XKS-OQ631] CIO B71-23663
FLIGBT SIHOLATOBS
Centrifuge mcunted motion simulator with
elevator mechanism
[HASA-CASI-XAC-00399] C11 S70-31815
Table structure aid rotating nagnet system
simulating gravitational forces on spacecraft
and displaying trajectories between Earth,
Venus, and Mercury
[SASA-CfSI-XPP-00708] c1H B70-35391
Wind tunnel test section for simulating high
Reynolds number over transonic speed range
[FASA-CASE-HFS-20509] C11 H72-17183
Developnent of flight simulator system to show
position of joystick displacement
[NASA-CASE-HPO-111197] cC8 H73-25206
Apparatus for applying simulator g-forces to an
arm of an aircraft simulator pilot
[KASA-CASE-LAB-10550-1] C09 S7»-30597
Full color hybrid display for aircraft simulators
[FASA-CASE-ABC-10903-1] C09 H76-101U8
Vehicle simulator binocular multiplanar visual
display system
CKASA-CASE-SBC-10808-1] C09 S76-21280
A seat cushion to provide realistic acceleration
cues for aircraft simulator pilots
[BASA-CASE-LAB-12149-1] C5U H77-31787
FLIGHT TESIS
Device for measuring drag forces in flight tests
[SASA-CASI-XLA-00113] C11 1170-33386
FLIGBT 7EH1CLBS
Construction of leading edges of surfaces for
aerial vehicles performing from subsonic to
above transonic speeds
[BASA-CASE-HA-011186] C01 H71-23I497
Electro-optical attitude sensing device for
landing approach of flight vehicle
tBASA-CASE-XHS-01994-1] dl 1172-17326
Design and development cf active contiol system
for air cushion vehicle to reduce or eliminate




Bistable multivibrator circuits operating at
high speed and low cower dissipation
[FASA-CSSE-XGS-OOE23] C10 H71-15910
Stepping motor control apparatus exciting
windings in proper time sequence to cause
motor to rotate in either direction
CSASA-CASI-GSC-10366-1] C10 B71-18772
Interrogator and current driver circuit for
combination with transistor flip-flop circuit
[HASA-C\SE-ICS-03058] C10 B71-195Q7
FLOATIBG
Floating baffle for tank drain
[HASA-CPSI-KSC-10639] , Cl5 H73-26172




Bagnetically centered liquid column float
[HASA-CASZ-XAC-00030] C14 N70-34820
FLOTAIIOR
Development and characteristics of rescue litter




Electric circuit for reversing direction of
carrent flow
[NASA-CASE-XHP-00952] CIO B71-2J271
Flow angle sensor and remote readout system for
use with cryogenic fluids
[SASA-CASE-XLE-Oq503] c1« N71-2186Q
FLOi DISTBIBDTIOH
Bultiple orifice fluid flow control valve to
provide different flow patterns
[NASA-CASB-EBC-10208] C15 B70-10867
Photographing surface flow patterns on wind
tunnel test models
[BASA-CASE-XlA-01353] Cl"4 H70-H1366
Color photointerpretation of interference colors
reflected from thin film oil-coated components
in moving gases for gas flow visualization
[HASA-CASE-XBF-01779] C12 N71-20815
Dual wavelength scanning Doppler velocimeter
without perturbation of flow fields
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10637-1] C35 H75-16783
Controlled separation combastor airflow




 Collapsible flow test device for obstructed
passages
[HASA-CASE-XHS-OH917] C1P H69-24257
Simulated fuel assembly-type flow measurement
apparatus for coolant flow in reactor core
[NASA-CASE-XLE-00724] c1« S70-31669
Hass flow meter containing beta source for
measuring nonpolar liquid flow
[NASA-CASE-HFS-20II85] Cl<4 N72-11365
Instrument for measuring magnitude and direction




Bethod for making a hot wire anenometer and
product thereof
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10900-1 ] C35 H77-2«'45H
FLOW BEGOLATOBS
Antibacklasb circuit for hydraulic drive system
[HASA-CASE-XBP-01020] C03 H71-12260
Tubular flow restrictor for gas flow control in
pipeline
[HASA-CASE-BPO-10117] CIS N71-15608
Fluid flow control valve for regulating fluids
in molecular quantities
[NASA-CASE-XLE-00703J CIS H71-15967
Control of gas flow from pressurized vessel by
thermal expansion of metal plug
[HASA-CASE-BPO-10298] Cl2 H71-17661
Seoitoroidal diaphragm cavitating flow control
valve
[BASA-CASE-XBP-0970H] C12 B71-18615
Describing device for changing flow rate of
fluid in duct in response to change in
temperature
[BASA-CASB-HFS-11259] C15 B71-19^13
Pneumatic servoamplifier for controlling flow
regulation
[HASA-CASE-HSC-12121-1] CIS "71-27H7
Gas flow control device, including housing and
input port
CSASA-CASE-HPO-11179J CIS B73-13H62
Flow compensating pressure regulator for
ophthalmic applications




Detonation reaction engine comprising outer
housing enclosing pair of inner walls for
continuous flow
1-73
FLOH VBIOCHY SDBJBCT INDEX
[BASA-CJSE-XMF-06926] c28 S71-22983
Apparatus f°r establishing flov of a fluid mass
having a knoicn velocity
[NASA-CASI-MFS-21Q2U-1;] c31 B71-27730
VELOCITY.
Continuous variation of propellant flow and
thrust by application of liquid foam flow
theory tc injection orifice
[SASA-CASI-XIE-00177] C28 H70-40367
Measuring density of single and two-phase
cryogenic fluids in rocket fuel tanks
[HASA-CASI-XlE-00688] c11 S70-<11330
Device for adding water to high velocity exhaust
jets to reduce velocity, noise, and temperature
[SASA-CfSI-XHF-01813] c28 H70-11582
Positive displacement flovmeter for measuring
extremely low flews of flnifl with self
calibrating features
CHASA-CASE-XHF-02822] Cl<t B70-IH991
Zeta potential flowmeter fcr measuring very slow
to very high flews
rSASB-CSSI-JKS-06509] C14 H71-23226
Device for simultaneously determining density,
velocity, and temperature of streaming gas
[8ASA-CASE-XLA-03375] c16 H71-21074
Doppler shifted laser beam as fluid velocity
sensor
[BASA-CASE-XAC-1C770-1] C16 B71-2U828
Flowmeters for sensing low fluid flow rate and
pressure for application to respiration rate
studies
[B»SA-C»SE-FBC-10022] c12 N71-26516
Force balanced throttle valve for fuel control
in rocket engines
[BJSA-CASE-HEO-10808] C15 S71-27«32
Flow rate switch for detecting variations in
fluid flow velocity through conduits of
pressurized systems
[SASA-CASI-HSO-10722] c09 S72-20199
Ins t rument for measuring magnitude and direction
of flow velocity in flow field
[NASA-CASE-LAH-10855-1] c11 H73-13115
Apparatus for establishing flow of a fluid mass
having a known velocity
[BASA-CASE-BFS-21lt20-1 ] c3* B70-27730
Wind tunnel flew generaticn section
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10710-1 ] c09 H75-12969
Combined dual scatter, local oscillator laser
Doppler velocimeter
[BASA-CASE-ABC-106U2-1] C36 B76-1«4a7
System for measuring three fluctuating velocity
components in a turbulently flowing fluid
[HASA-CASE-AEC-109711-1] c3» B77-27345
FLOS VISDALIZAIIOB
Method and apparatus for measuring shock layer
radiation distribution about high velocity
objects
[BASA-CASE-XAC-02970] Cl4 B69-39896
Color photointerpretaticn cf interference colors
reflected from thin film oil-coated components
in moving gases for gas flow visualization
[HASA-CASE-XMF-01779] c12 H71-20815
FLOtSEfBES
Collapsible flow test device for obstructed
passages
[BASA-CASE-XHS-OP917] c1» B69-2U257
Simulated fuel assembly-type flow measurement
apparatus for coclant flew in reactor core
[HASA-CASE-XIE-0072M] C11 B70-34669
Positive displacement flowieter for measuring
extremely low flows of fluid with self
calibrating features
[NASA-CASE-XMF-02822] c1» 570-41994
Heated element sensor for fluid flow detection
in thermal conductive conduit with adaptive
means to determine flew rate and direction
[HASA-CASE-HSC-1208U-1] Cl2 H71-17569
Describing laser Doppler velicometer for
measuring mean velocity and turbulence of
fluid flow
[HASA-CASE-HJS-20386] c21 S71-19212
Zeta potential flowmeter for measuring very slow
to very high flows
[HASA-CASE-XHP-06509] c14 H71-23226
Flov meter for measuring stagnation pressure in
boundary layer around high speed flight vehicle
[HASA-CASE-XFB-02007] c12 B71-24692




Flowmeters for sensing low fluid flow rate and
pressure for application to respiration rate
studies
[NASA-CASE-FBC-10022] C12 B71-26546
Mass flow meter containing beta source for /
measuring nonpolar liquid flow
[NASA-CJSB-HFS-20485] ell S72-11365
Respiratory analysis system to rte*er=ice gas
flow rate and frequency of respiration and
expiration cycles in real time
[ NASA-CASE-BSC-13436-1] COS B73-J201S
Low power electromagnetic flovmeter system
producing zero output signal for zero flov
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10362-1] C14 B73-32J26







System for measuring three fluctuating velocity
components in a turbulently flowing flnid
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10971-1] c34 N77-27345
FLUID AHPLIFIEBS
Fluid jet amplifier with fluid from jet nozzle
deflected by inlet pressure
[NASA-CASE-XLE-03512] C12 N69-21166
Multiple vortex amplifier system as fluid valve
[NASA-CASE-XMF-04709] CIS B71-15609
Shear modulated fluid amplifier of high pressure
hydraulic vortex amplifier type
[BASA-CASE-MFS-10412] c12 B71-17578
Development of vortex fluid amplifier for
throttling rocket exhaust
[NASJ-CASE-LEW-10374-1] C28 N73-13773
Fluid pressure amplifier and system
[ NASA-CASE-LAF-10868-1] C33 B74-11050
FLUID FILMS




Fluid seal for rotating shafts
[BASA-CASE-LEB-11676-1] C37 N76-22S41
FLOID FILTERS
Absorbent apparatus for separating gas from
liquid-gas stream used in environmental
control under zero gravity conditions
[NASA-CASE-XMS-01492] COS N70-41297
Compact high pressure filter for rocket fuel lines
[BASA-CASE-XSP-00732] C28 N70-414'47
Development of liquid separating system using
capillary device connected to flexible bladder
storage chamber
[NASA-CASE-XBS-13052] C14 N71-20427
Fluid control apparatus and method
[BASA-CASE-LAB-11110-1] C34 B75-26282
Filter regeneration systems a system for
regenerating a system filter in a fluid flow
line
[BASA-CASE-BSC-14273-1] c34 H75-33312
Quick disconnect filter coupling
[NASA-CASE-MFS-22323-1] C37 B76-14U63
FLUID FLOR
Flttid jet amplifier with fluid from jet nozzle
deflected by inlet pressure
[BASA-CASE-XLE-03512] C12 B69-21466
Pneumatic system for cyclic control of fluid
flov in pneumatic device
[HASA-CASE-XHS-01843] C03 B69-21169
Multiple orifice flnid flov control valve to
provide different flov patterns
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10208] C15 H70-10867
Conical valve plug for use vith reactive
cryogenic fluids
[BASA-CiSB-XLE-00715] Cl5 B70-34859
Pressure regulating system with high pressure
fluid source, adapted to maintain constant
downstream pressure
[BASA-CASE-XBP-00450] CIS B70-38603
Antiflutter check valve for use with high
pressure fluid flov
[HASA-CASE-IBP-01152] CIS B70-H1811
Inductive liquid level detection system
[NASA-CASB-XLE-01609] Cl4 N71-10500
Multiple vortex amplifier system as fluid valve
[HASA-CASE-XMF-04709] Cl5 N71-15609
SOBJICT IBDBX FLOOBESCEBCB
Heated element sensor for fluid flov detection
in thermal conductive conduit vith adaptive
means to determine flcv rate and direction
[SASA-CASE-HSC-1208Q-1 ] C12 B71-17569
Throttle valve for regulating fluid flov volume
[HASA-CASE-XBP-09698] c15 B71-18580
Photometric flov meter «itb comparator reference
ueans
[FASA-CSSF.-ieS-01331 ] c11 B71-22996
Combination pressure transducer-calibrator
assembly for measuring fluid
[HASS-CiSI-MP-01660] c1U H71-23036
7alve assembly for controlling simultaneously
more than one flnid flov, and having stable
qualities under loads
[BASi-CASE-XHS-058901 c09 H71-23191
Flovmeters for sensing lev flnid flov rate and
pressure for application to respiration rate
studies
[HASA-CJSE-FEC-10022] c12 H71-265U6
Control valve for snitching gain strean of flnid
from one stable position to another by means
of electrohydrodynanic forces
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10U16] C12 H71-27332
Flnid control jet amplifiers
rBASA-CASE-lLE-09301] c12 S71-28741
Hass flov meter containing beta source for
measuring nonpolar liquid flov
[NASA-CASE-HPS-20485] Cl« B72-11365
Flov rate svitch for detecting variations in
flnid flov velocity through conduits of
pressurized systems
[BASA-CASI-HPO-10722] c09 H72-20199
Torsional disconnect device for releasably
coupling distal ends of flnid conduits
[HASA-CASE-BPO-1070*] C15 B72-2IW5
Capacitive tank gaging device for monitoring one
constituent cf tvo phase flnid by sensing
dielectric constant
[BASA-CASE-BFS-21629] C1« S72-224«2
Transferring liguid nitrogen through vacuum
chamber to cryopanel
CHASA-CASE-LAB-10031] C15 H72-22»8»
Design and development cf device to prevent
geysering during convective circulation of
cryogenic fluids
[HASA-CASI-KSC-10615] c15 H73-12H86
Design and development of thermomechanical pnmp
for transmitting varming flnid through fluid
circuit to ccntrcl temperature of spacecraft
instrumentation
[HAS8-CASI-HFO-11H17] Cl5 H73-2Q513
Flov control valve for high temperature fluids
CHASA-CASE-HPO-11951-1] C37 B7»-21065
Apparatus for establishing flov of a flnid mass
having a knovn velocity
[BASA-CASE-BFS-21<I2<I-1;) c3» B7U-27730
Internally supported flexible duct joint
device fcr conducting fluids in high pressure
systems
[HASA-CASF.-HFS-19193-1] c37 875-19686
Flov measur ing apparatus
[NASA-CASE-LEW-12078-1] .c35 B75-30503
Filter regeneration systems a system for
regenerating a system filter in a fluid flov
line
[HASA-CASE-HSC-11273-1] c3« H75-33302
Combined dual scatter, local oscillator laser
Doppler velocimeter
[HASA-CASE-ABC-106II2-1] c36 H76-in»B7







Vortex generator for controlling the dispersion
of effluents in a Honing liquid
[8ASA-CASZ-LAB-120B5-1] C30 B77-2UH23
Psendo-backscatter laser Dcppler velocineter






Solid propellant Ignition »ith hypergolic flnid
Injected to predetermined portions of propellant
1-75
[HASA-CASE-XIZ-00207] c28 B70-33375
Hethod for igniting solid propellant rocket
motors by injecting hypergolic fluids
[HASA-CASI-XLE-01988] C27 B71-1563*
Constructing flnid spike nozzle to eliminate
heat transfer and high temperature problems
inherent in physical spikes
[H1SA-CASE-XGS-01103] C31 H71-15607
Net hod and apparatus for producing fine
particles in cryogenic liquid bath for gelled
rocket propeHants
[HASA-CASE-HPO-10250] C23 B71-1621J
Fluid transferring system design for purging
toxic, corrosive, or noxious fluids and fumes
from materials handling equipment for
cleansing and accident prevention
[HASA-CASB-XBS-01905] C12 B71-21089
Tertiary flov injection system for thrust









Logic ADD gate for flnid circuits
[BASA-CASE-XLA-07391] Cl2 F71-17579
PLOID IECHABICS
Fluid leakage detection system vith automatic
monitoring capability
[HASA-CASB-LAB-10323-1] C12 B71-17573
Development and characteristics of parallel
plate viscometer for determination of absolute
viscosity of liquids and viscoelastic materials
[SASA-CASB-SEO-11387] ell H73-1HU29
FLOID POBEB
Fluid pover transmission and gas bearing system
[BASA-CASE-XBS-014Q5] C12 S71-16031




Piezoelectric pump for supplying fluid at high
frequencies to gyroscope fluid suspension system
[BASA-CASI-XBP-05»29] C26 B71-21821
FLOID SilTCHIBG BLBHBBTS












Plasma-flnidic hybrid display system combining
high brightness and memory characteristics
CBASA-CASE-BBC-10100] C09 B71-33519
Continuous gas flov control by flnidlc
proportional thruster system
CHASA-CASE-ABC-10106-1] C28 B72-22769
Fluid pressure amplifier and system
[HASA-CHSE-LAB-10868-1 ) C33 H7U-11050
FLDIDS '
Automated fluid chemical analyzer for
microchemical analysis of small quantities of
liquids by nse of selected reagents and
analyzer units
[SASA-CASB-XBP-09151] c06 B71-2675M
Detection of bacteria in biological fluids and
foods
[BASi-CASE-GSC-11533-1] ClQ B73-1303S
Flnid polydimethylsiloxane resin vith lov
ontgassing properties in cured state
[BASl-CASB-GSC-11358-1] C06 873-26100










display to identify fluorescence spectra of
carcinogenic and noncarcinogenic hydrocarbons
[HiSA-CASE-XGS-01231] clt B70-IH676
Sealed fluorescent tube light anit capable of
connection with ether units to forn string of
work lights
[ B A S A - C P SI-XKS-05932] c09 1171-26787
Chromato-fluorcgraphic drug detector device
for detecting and recording fluorescent
properties of materials
[BASA-CASE-AFC-10633-1] c25 B74-26947




Self lubricating fluoride-netal composite
materials for outer space applications
[IHSA-CASI-T1I-08511] C18 H71-23710
Development of fluoride coating to prevent
oxidation of beryllium surfaces at elevated
temperatures
[NASA-CASI-1F.W-10327] c17 B71-33U08
Perflnoro pclyether acyl fluorides
[NASA-CASI-SPO-1C765] c06 H72-20121
PLOOBIBATIOB
Flnorinated pclyurethanes produced by reacting
hydroxy terminated perfluoro polyether with
dusocyanate
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10767-2] C06 H72-27151
Fluonnated esters of polycarbozylic acid and




Reaction cf polyperfluoropolyenes witli fluorine
to produce saturated fclymer chain or create
reactive sites on chain
rBASA-CASI-HPO-10862] C06 H72-22107
PLOOBO COBPOOBDS
Synthesis cf polyfluorcbutadiene by
polymerization of perfluorobutadiene with
dusopropyl peroxydicarbcnate
[NASA-CASE-NPO-1C863] c06 N70-11251
Low pressure perfluorobutadiene polymerization
Kith peroxide catalysts
[NASA-CASB-NPO-101H7] c06 H70-11252
Preparation of fluorchydroxy ethers by reacting
fluoroalkylene oxides with alkali salt of
polyfluorcalkylene dicl
[BASf-CASI-HFS-10507] C06 H73-30101
Preparation of flnorinated polyethers from
2-hydro-perhalciscpropyl alcohols
[HASA-CASI-HPS-111192] c06 S73-30102
Chemical and elastic properties of fluorinated
polyurethanes .
[HASA-CJSSI-NPO-1C767-1] c06 H73-33076




Electrically conductive fluorocarbcn polymers
[BASA-CASF.-XLF-0677U-2] c06 S72-25150
PIOTTEH
Antiflntter check valve for use vith high
pressure fluid flow
[HASA-CASB-XSP-01152] C15 B70-U1811
Development of aerodynanic ccntrcl systen to
control flutter over large range of




Solid state device for napping flux and power in
nuclear reactor cores
CHASA-CASI-T.IE-00301] c14 S70-36808
Flnxgate magnetometer for leasnring magnetic
field alcng two axes using one sensor
[ms»-CASS-GSC-101l|1-1] C11 H71-27325
PIOX DEHSITT




Hydrazine monoperfluoro alkanoate solder flax
leaving ccriosion resistant coating, for
metals such as copper[BASA-CASt-»,BP-03»59-2] c18 H71-15688
fetal soldering with hydrazine nonoperfluoro









Plastic foam generator for space vehicle
instrument payload package flotation in water
landing
[HASA-CASI-XIA-00838] c03 H70-36778
Continuous variation of propellent flow and
thrust by application of liquid foam flow
theory to injection orifice
[HASA-CASE-3CI.E-00177] C28 S70-H0367
Development of foam insulation for filament
wound cryogenic storage tank
[SASA-CASE-XIE-03803] . C15 B71-2J816
Carboxyl terminated polyester prepolymers and
foams produced from prepolymers and materials
[HASA-CASE-SBO-10596] C06 871-25929
Storage stable, thermally activated forming
compositions for erecting and rigidizing
mechanisms of thin sheet solar collectors
[HASA-CASE-IAB-10373-1] C18 B71-26155
Bethod of making solid propellant rocket motor
having reliable high altitude capabilities,
long shelf life, and capable of firing with
nozzle closure with foamed plastic permanent
mandrel
[NiSA-CASB-HA-0*126] c28 S71-26779
Foam insulation thickness measuring and
injection device for spacecraft applications
[BASA-CASE-HFS-20261] clt B71-27005
Description of method for making homogeneous
foamed materials in weightless environment
using materials having different physical
properties
[BASA-CASB-XSF-09902] C15 B72-11387
Polyimide foam for the thermal insulation and
fire protection
[BASA-CASE-ABC-1016H-1] c27 B7H-12812
Intumescent composition, foamed product prepared
therewith and process for making same
[BASA-CASE-ASC-10301-2] c27 B71I-27037
Ceramic fiber insulating material and methods of
producing same product development of
foams for thermal insulation
[BASA-CASE-HSC-11795-1] C27 H76-15311
FOCUSIHG
X ray collimating structure for focusing
radiation directly onto detector
[BASA-CASE-XHQ-0»106] c1t B70-U02MO
Apertured electrode focusing system for ion
sources with nonuniform plasma density
[HASA-CASE-XHP-03332] C09 B71-10618
Development and characteristics of Petzval type
objective including field shaping lens for
focusing light of specified wavelength band on
curved photoreceptor
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10700] c23 B71-30027
Absolute focus locking device for microscopes to
maintain set focus for extended time period
[HASA-CASF-IAH-10181] C14 B72-22UU5
Electron beam controller using magnetic
field to refocns spent electron beam in
microwave oscillator tube
[BASA-CASE-LES-11617-1 ] c33 B7M-10195
Automatic focus control for facsimile cameras
[BASA-CASE-1AB-11213-1] C35 B75-15011
llnltiplate focusing collimator for scanning





ioti-fog coaposition for prevention of




Foil seal between parts moving relative to each
other
[BASA-CASE-X1E-05130} CIS B69-21362
Method of making an insulation foil
[BtSA-CASE-LEH-11484-1] c2Q F75-33181
P01DIIG
Characteristics of device for folding thin
flexible sheets into compact configuration
SOBJECT I1DBI FBEBZB DBIII6
[BASA-CASE-IIA-00137] C15 B70-33180
POLDIHS STBOCTOB1S
Lenticalar vehicle with fcldable aerodynamic
control flaps ana reaction jets for operation
above and withir earth's atmosphere
[BASA-CASE-IGS-00260] c31 B70-37924




enfolding boos assembly with knuckle joints for
positioning equipment for spacecraft
[BASf-CASE-IGS-00938] c32 H70-111367
Foldable ccndnit capable of springing back as
self erecting structural member
[BASA-CASI-IIE-00620] c32 H70-41579
Foldable, donble cone and parabolic reflector
systen for solar ray concentration
[BASA-CAS1-XLA-04622;] c03 B70-41580
Hethod for deployment of flexible sing glider




Development and characteristics of variable




Rydranlic actoator design for space deployment
of heat radiators
[HASA-CASI-HSC-11817-1] c15 H71-26611
Apparatus and method of assembling building
blocks by fclding pre-cnt flat sheets of
material daring on-site constrnction
[BASA-CASZ-SSC-12233-1 J CIS S72-25454
Folding strnctnre fabricated of rigid panels
[BASA-CASE-XHQ-02146] C18 B75-27040
Variable dihedral shuttle orbiter
[BASA-CASE-lAB-10706-2] cOS H77-31132
FOOD




Electromechanical actuator for producing








Development of two force component measuring
device
[NASA-CASI-XAC-04886-1] c14 B71-20439
Tensile strength testing device having pulley
guides for exerting unltiple forces on test
specimen
[NASA-CASB-IHP-05631] Cl5 B71-24834
Development and characteristics of device for
indicating and recording magnitude cf force
applied in axial direction
[HASA-CASI-HSC-15626-1] c14 N72-25411
Variable direction force coupler for
transmitting force along selectable curve path
[BASA-CASB-HFS-20317]
 C15 H73-13463
Snbminiature insertable force transducer







Preparation of polynrethanc polymer by reacting
hydroxy tolyforaal with organic diisocyanate
[HASA-CASE-HFS-10509] COS B73-30103
FOBRIBG rBCBBIQDBS
Apparatus for foriing wire grids for electric
strain gages
[BASA-CASE-ILE-00023] Cl5 B70-33330
Hot forming of plastic sheets
[BASA-CASE-IHS-05516]
 C15 B71-17803
Forming tabes from long thin flat metal strips
[HASA-CASF-I6S-Oon5] CIS H71-1857.9
Portable magnetomotive hamaer for aetal working
[NASA-CASB-IHF-03793]
 C15 H71-2H833
Forming meld fcr polishing ana machining curved
solar magnesium reflector with reinforcing ribs
CHASA-C1SI-XIE-08917-2] c15 S71-2H836
J-77
Beat treatment and tooling for forming shapes
from thermosettlng honeycomb core sheets
[BiSA-C»SB-NPO-11036] c15 872-24522
Bethod of heat treating a formed powder product
material
[HASA-CASE-LEB-10805-3] c26 S71-10S21
Holding apparatus for thermosettlng plastic
compositions
[HASA-CASE-IAB-10489-2] c31 S74-32920
Process for making sheets with parallel pores of
uniform size
[NASA-CiSE-GSC-10984-1) c37 H75-26371
Drilled ball bearing with a one piece
anti-tipping cage assembly
[HiSA-C»SE-LEf-11925-1] c37 H75-31446
Apparatus for forming dished ion thrnster grids
[HiSA-C»SE-lES-11694-2] c37 S76-14461
Hethod of forming metal hydride films
[HASA-CASE-lEB-12083-1] c26 F76-18262
Acoustic energy shaping
[ HASA-CASE-HSO-13802-1] c71 B76-18886
FOBHOLITI01S
Flame retardant elastomeric compositions
[BASA-CASE-MSC-14331-2] C27 H76-24408
Flame retardant elastomeric compositions
[HASA-CASE-BSC-14331-3] C27 H76-24409
FOBWABD SCATIEBIB6
Forward-scatter polarimeter for determining the
gaseous depolarization factor in the presence
of polluting polydispersed particles
[SASA-CASE-BIO-13756-1] C35 B76-14434
F001D1TIOHS
Base support for expansible and contractible





Photographic film restoration system using
Fourier transformation lenses and spatial filter
[HASA-CAEE-BSC-12448-1] Cl4 B72-20394
Continuous Fourier transform method and apparatus




Purification apparatus for vaporization and
fractional distillation of liquids
£HaSA-CASE-XBP-0812<l] CIS B71-27181
FBACIDBB HECBABICS
Apparatus for testing metallic and nonmetallic
beams or rods by bending at high temperatures
in vacuum or inert atmosphere
[H&SA-CASE-ILE-01300] c15 H70-41993
FBACIOBB SIBBBGIH
High toughness-high'strength iron alloy
[»aSA-CASE-lE»-12542-1] c26 B77-24254
FBAHBS
Shock absorbing articulated multiple couch
assembly
[HASA-CASE-HSC-11253] COS B71-1^343
Pliable frame for sunglasses in emergency
survival kits .
[BASA-CASE-XHS-06064] cOS 871-23096




Bigh speed photo-optical time recorder for
indicating time at exposure of each frame of
high speed movie camera film
[UiSA-CASE-KSC-10294] Cl4 872-18411
FREE FLIGHT TEST APP8BATOS
Bydcaullc support equipment for full scale
dynamic testing of large rocket vehicle under
• free flight conditions
[8&SA-CAS1-XBF-01772] ell B70-41677
Hydraulic support apparatus for dynamic testing
of space vehicles under near-free flight
conditions
[HaS»-C»SE-IHF-03248] Cll B71-10604
Free flight suspension system for use with
aircraft models in wind tunnel tests
[SaSA-CASE-XlA-00939] Cll 871-15926
FBEEZB DBIIB6
Bice preparation process consisting of cooking,









Solar energy power system using Freon
[NASA-CASE-BFS-21628-1] ell B75-32581
FBBQOEHCIES
Controlled oscillator system with a time
dependent output frequency
[HASA-CASF.-REO-11962-1] c33 N71-10194
High efficiency mnltifrequency feed
[NASA-CASE-GSC-11909] c32 B71-20863
FBEO.OEBCT. ASAI1ZBBS
Describing frequency discriminator using digital
logic circuits and supplying single binary
ontpot signal \
[NASA-CBSE-BIS-H322] c08 B71-18692
Broadband frequency discrimnator with resistive
captive inductive networks
[NASA-CASE-HPO-10096] c07 B71-24583
Audio frequency analysis circuit for
determining, displaying, and recording
frequency of sweeping audio frequency signal
[NASA-CASB-HPO-111fl7] ell H72-27408
Continuous Fourier transform metbcd and apparatus
for the analysis of simultaneous analog
signal components
[NASA-CASI-ABC-10466-1] c60 875-13539
Frequency discriminator and phase detector circuit
rHASA-CASE-HFO-11515-1] c33 H77-13315
FEEQOEHCI COSTBOL
Automatic control of voltage supply to direct
current motor
[NASA-CASI-XHS-04215-1] c09 H69-39987
Variable frequency magnetic coupled
multivibrator with temperature compensated
frequency control circuit
[NASA-CASE-XGS-OOU58] c09 H70-3860»
Variable frequency magnetic coupled
multivibrator with output siqnal of constant
amplitude and wavefori
[HASA-CASE-XGS-00131] c09 B70-38995
Development of automatic frequency
discriminators and contrcl for phase lock loop
providing frequency preset capabilities
[NASA-CASE-XMF-08665] c10 B71-19467
Linear accelerator frequency control system
[BASi-CASE-XGS-05«<l1 ] c10 N71-22962
Tuning arrangement for frequency control of
nagnetrcn-type electrcn discharge device
[NASA-CASE-XBP-09771] C09 N71-218U1
Low loss dichroic plate
[HASA-CASE-HPO-13171-1] C32 N7«-11000
Automatic frequency control for pa transmitter
[NASA-CBSF.-HFS-21540-1] c32 S74-19790
Acoustically controlled distributed feedback laser
[HASA-CASE-HPO-13175-1] c36 U75-31127
FBEQOEHCT COHVEETEBS
Frequency to analog converters with unipolar
field effect transistor for determining
potential charge by pulse duration of input
signal
[HASA-CASE-XHP-07040] c08 H71-12500
Describing static inverter vith single or
multiple phase output
[HASA-CASE-IHF-00663] c08 N71-18752
Voltage controlled, variable frequency
relaxation oscillator with MOSFBT variable
current feed
[HBSA-CASP-GSC-10022-1] c10 B71-25882
Development of family of frequency to amplitude
converters for frequency analysis of complex
input signal waveforms
[HASA-CASE-HSC-12395] c09 H72-25257
Variable frequency inverter for ac induction .
motors with torque, speed and braking control
CNASA-CASE-HFS-22088-1] c33 N75-15871
FBBQOBHCT DIS1BIBBTI08
ncnopole antenna system fcr maximum
omnidirectional efficiency for use on satellites
[HASA-CASI-Z.LA-OOIt1<l] c07 B70-38200
Variable frequency snbcarrier oscillator with
temperature compensation
[HASA-CASB-7BP-03916] c09 H71-28810
Ultra stable frequency distribution system
[HASJ-CASE-NSO-13836-1] c32 H76-31373
FBBQDBBC1 tlVlDEBS
Low phase ncise frequency divider for use with
1-78
deep space network communication system
[BASA-CASE-NPO-11569] clO B7J-26229
Technique for extending the frequency range of
digital dividers
[NASA-CASE-LAB-10730-1 ] C33 N74-1022J
Symmetrical odd-modulus frequency divider
[HASA-CASE-BEO-13U26-1] c33 H75-31J30
Electronic analog divider
[HSSA-CASE-LEW-11881-1 ] C33 B77-17J51
EBEQOEHCT DIVISIOI BDLIIPLEIIBG
Earth satellite relay station for frequency
multiplexed voice transmission
[ BASA-CASI-GSC-10118-1] C07 B71-21621
System for monitoring condition responsive




Measurement system for physical quantity
represented by or converted to variable
frequency signal
[SASA-CASE-HES-20658-1 ] c1"l B7J-30386
Frequency measurement by coincidence detection
with standard frequency
[NASA-CASE-HSC-1I46«9-1 ] C33 B76-16331
FBBQOBHCT 10EDLATIOH
Accelerometer with F(! output signals indicative
of mechanical strain on it
[HASA-CASB-XLA-001492] c1t S70-31799
Circuitry for generating sync signals in F!i
communication systems including video
informaticn
[BASA-CASE-XBP-10830] C07 B71-11<!81
Demodulator for simultaneous demodulation of two
modulating ac signal carriers close in frequency
[HASA-CASE-XHE-01160] c07 B71-11298
Optical tracker with pair of PB reticles having
patterns 90 deg out of phase
[HASA-CASE-XGS-05715] c23 B71-16100
Atomic hydrogen maser with bulb temperature
control by output frequency difference siqnal
for wall shift elimination
[NASA-CASI-BQB-10651-1] C16 B73-13«89
Device for locating electrically nonlinear
objects and determining distance to object by
FB signal transmission
[HASA-CASF.-KSC-10108] C11 B73-25U61
Automatic frequency control for FH transmitter
[HASA-CASE-BFS-21510-1 ] c32 H71-19790





[NASA-CASE-BFS-23181-1 ] cJ3 B77-17351
PEEQOEBCY HDLI1P11EBS
Haltiple varactor for generating high
frequencies with high power and high
conversion efficiency
[HASA-CASE-XHP-01958-1] ClO B71-26111
Open loop digital frequency multiplier
[HASA-CASE-BSC-12709-1] c33 B77-2t37S
EBEQOEBCI BADGES
Variable time constant, wide frequency range
smoothing network for noise removal from pulse
chains
[NASA-CASE-XGS-01983] c10 B70-11964
• Variable frequency nuclear magnetic resonance
spectrometer providing drive signals over wide
frequency range and minimizing noise effects
CHASA-CASE-XSP-09830] Cl« B71-26266
Technique for extending the frequency range of
digital dividers
[HASA-CASE-LAB-10730-1] c33 B74-1022J
Multichannel logarithmic BF level detector
[BASA-CASE-LAB-11021-1] C32 B76-14321
Multiple rate digital command detection system
with range clean-up capability
[HASA-CASE-HEO-13753-1] c32 B77-20289
FBEQOEHCI BBSIOHSE
Adjustable frequency response microphone
[HASA-CASE-LAB-11170-1] C32 B7H-128U3
FBEatJEIICY SCABBIBG
Apparatus and method for determining the
position of a radiant energy source
[HASA-CASE-GSC-12iq7-1] CJ5 S77-20110
FBEQOBHCY SBIFI
Doppler frequency shift correction device for
multiplex communication with Applications
SUBJECT IBDBI FUEL SISTBBS
Technology Satellites[BASA-CaSE-XGS-02719] C07 B69-39978
Serrodyne traveling wave tube reentrant
amplifier for synchronous conmnnication
satellites operating at microwave frequencies
[BASA-CASI-XGS-01022] c07 871-16088
flultiplexed communication system design
including automatic correction of transmission
errors introduced by frequency spectrum shifts
rBASA-CaSE-XBP-01306] C07 B71-20811




Frequency shift keyed demodulator - circuit
diagrams
[BASA-CASI-XGS-02889] c07 B71-11282
Frequency shift keying apparatus for use with
pulse code mcdulaticn data transmission system
[BASA-CASE-XGS-01537] C07 871-23105
FBEQOBBCT ST1BILITT
Gas laser frequency stabilized by position of
mirrors in resonant cavity
[BASA-CASE-XGS-03611] C16 871-18611
Solid state broadband stable cower amplifier
[BASA-CfSE-XBP-10651] C10 B71-26331
FBEQDEBCT STaBBABDS
Development of method for synchronizing clocks
at several ground stations based on signals
received frcn spacecraft or satellites
. [BASA-CBSE-XBP-08875] clO B71-23099
Atomic standard with variable storage volume
[BASA-CJSE-GSC-11895-1] c35 B76-15136
Ultra stable frequency distribution system
[BASA-CASF-BSO-13836-1] c32 B76-31373
FHBQOEICT STBCBBOBIZATIOB
Synchronized digital communication system
[BASA-CfSI-XBP-03623] C09 B73-28081
Ultra stable frequency distribution system
[BASA-CASE-8PO-13836-1] c32 B76-31373
FBEQOEBCT STRTBESIZEBS
Digitally controlled frequency synthesizer for
pulse frequency modulation telemetry systems
[SASA-CASE-XGS-02317] c09 B71-23525




Self lubricating gears and other mechanical




Kinetic and static fricticn force measurement
between magnetic tape and magnetic head surfaces
[BASA-CASE-XBP-08680] C11 B71-22995
Static coefficient test method and apparatns[SASA-CASE-GSC-11893-1] C35 S76-31189
FBICTIOH BEDOCTIOB
Development of low friction magnetic recording
tape
[BASA-CASE-XGS-00373] c23 B71-15978
Bellow high strength rolling elements for






Air bearings for near frictionless transfer of
loads f r o m one body to another
[BASA-CASE-XHF-01887] c15 871-10617
Platform with several ground effect pads and
plenum chambers
[BASA-CASZ-HPS-11685] c31 871-15689




Insulating system for receptacles of liquefied
gases using wire cloth for forming frost layer
[SASA-CASE-IBF-00311] C15 B70-33323
FOEL CELLS
Inorganic ion exchange lemtrane electrolytes for
fuel cell use
[HASA-CASE-XBP-01261] C03 869-21337
Operation method for combined electrolysis
device and fuel cell using molten salt to




Electrode sealing and insulation for fuel cells
containing caustic liquid electrolytes using
powdered plastic and metal
£BASA-CASE-XBS-01625] CIS 871-23022
Development and characteristics of ion-exchange
membrane and electrode assembly for fuel cells
or electrolysis cells
[BASA-CASI-IHS-02063] C03 B71-29011
Reconstituted asbestos matrix for use in
fuel or electrolysis cells
[BASA-CASE-BSC-12568-1] C21 B76-11201






Attitude and propellant flow control system for
liquid propellant rocket vehicles
CBASA-CASE-XBF-00185] C21 870-31539
Flexible ring slosh damping baffle for
spacecraft fuel tank
tB»SA-CASE-IAB-10317-1] C32 871-16103
Submerged fuel tank baffles to prevent sloshing
in liquid propellant rocket flight
[B1SA-CASE-XIA-00605] CJ2 871-16106
Control valve and coaxial variable injector for
controlling bipropellant mixture ratio and flow
CHASA-CASE-XBP-09702] CIS B71-1765U
Force balanced* throttle valve for fuel control
in rocket engines
[B»SA-CASE-»FO-10808] CIS B71-271J2
Variable-orifice hydraulic mechanism for
aircraft gas turbine engine fuel control
CHRSA-CASE-1ES-11187-1] C28 873-19793
Automotive gas turbine fuel control
[BSSi-CASE-lEW-12785-1] C37 877-13126
FUEL FLOS
Development of system for preheating vaporized
fuel for use with internal combustion engines
[HASJ-CASE-BPO-12072] C28 872-22772
FUEL FLOB BEGOLAtOBS
Solenoid two-step valve for bipropellant flow
rate control to rocket engine
[BasA-CASE-XHS-01890-1] C15 870-22192
»ater electrolysis rocket engine with self-
regulating stoichiooetric fuel aixing regulator
CBSS4-CASE-XGS-08729] C28 871-11011
Oil cooling system for a gas turbine engine
[NflSA-CASE-lElI-12830-1] C07 877-23106
FUEL GAGES
Besponse analyzing apparatus for liquid vapor
interface sensor of sloshing rocket propellant
[HflSA-CASE-BFS-11201] ell B71-291J1
FUEL HJBC1IOB
Apparatus for cooling and injecting hypergollc
propellants into combustion chamber of small
rocket engine
[BSSa-CASE-XLB-00303] C15 870-36535
Fuel injection system for maximum combustion
efficiency of rocket engines
[SASR-CASE-X1E-00111] C28 B70-38199
Propellant Injection assembly having
individually removable and replaceable nozzles
for liquid fueled rocket engines
[HASB-CASE-XBF-00968] C28 B71-15660
Fuel and oxidlzer injection head for thrust
chamber of reaction engine
£BAS»-CASE-BPO-100<I6] C28 872-17813
Improved injector with porous plug for bubbles
of gas into feed lines of electrically
conductive liquid
[HASR-CASB-BPO-11377] CIS B73-27106
Socket propellant injector with porous faceplate
for rocket engine combustion chamber
[HASa-CASE-lB»-11071-1] C27 873-27695
Splash groove fuel injector
[BASA-CASE-IEi-12117-1] C07 B76-22198
FUEL OILS
Oil cooling system for a gas turbine engine
[HASA-CASE-LBW-12830-1] C07 B77-23106
FOBL POBPS




Internal labyrinth and shield structure to
FOBL TABK PBESSOBIZATIOB SUBJECT IBDBX
improve electrical isolation of propellant
feed source f rom ion thrustor
[BASA-CASE-LEB-10210-1] c28 B71-26781
Development of system fcr preheating vaporizes





Fuel tank pressure-relief device for venting
cryogenic liquid vapors throngh tabes »ith
porous f log
[BASA-CASE-XIE-00288] c15 870-30217
Automatically reciprocating, high pressure pump
for use in spacecraft cryogenic propellants
[NASA-CJSE-XKP-017311 c15 B71-24012
Method and apparatns for pressurizing propellant
tanks Dsed in propulsicn motor feed system
[BASA-CASE-XHP-006501 c27 B71-28929
FUEL TtlKS
Seduced gravity liquid configuration simulator
to study propellant behavior in rocket fuel
tanks[8ASA-CASE-XLI-0262U] c12 B69-39988
Flexible ring slosh damping baffle for
spacecraft fuel tank
[HASA-CASE-IAB-10317-1] c32 N71-16103
Submerged fuel tank baffles to prevent sloshing
in liquid prcpellant rccket flight
[BASA-CASE-ILA-OM605] c32 B71-16106
Pressure sensor netvork for measuring liquid
dynamic response in flight including fuel tank
acceleration, liquid slosh amplitude, and fuel
depth mentoring
CBASA-CASi-XlA-055<n ] c12 B71-26387
Electrical failure detector in solid rocket
propellant motor insulation against thermal
degradation by fuel grain
[BASA-CASE-XMF-039681 c1« H71-27186
FUEL VALVES
Apparatus for cooling and injecting hypergolic
propellants into combustion chanter of small
rocket engine
rBASA-CASE-XLE-00303] c15 B70-36535
Semitoroidal diaphragm cavitating flov control
valve
[SASA-CASE-XBP-0970II] c12 B71-18615
Filler valve design for supplying liguid
propellants at high pressure to space vehicles
[BASA-CASE-XBP-017U7] c15 B71-2302U
Combination automatic-starting electrical plasma











nechanical function generators vith
potenticieter as sensing element
[BASA-CASE-XAC-00001 ] c15 B71-28952
Digital quasi-exponential function generator
tBASA-CASE-BPO-11130] c08 B72-20176
Service life of electromechanical device for
generating sine/cosine functions
CNASA-CASE-lfB-10503-1] c09 B72-2121I8
Function generators for producing complex
vibraticn mode patterns used to identify
vibration mode data
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10310-1] clO B73-20253
Integrated circuit tangnet function generator
[BASA-CASE-HSC-13907-1] c10 B73-26230
FDEIABLE AITENBAS
Development and characteristics of extensible
dipole antenna using deformable tabular
metallic strip element
[BASA-CASE-HCB-00937] c07 B71-28979
Fnrlable antenna for spacecraft
[BASA-CASE-BPO-11361] C07 B72-32169
Furlable antenna antenna design
[RASA-CASE-BPO-13553-1] c33 B76-32457
FOB! ICES
High speed infrared furnace
[SASA-CASE-XLE-10II66] c17 H69-25117




Induction heating of metallurgical specimens to
high temperatures in coil furnace
[BASA-CASE-XIE-01026] Cl<4 B71-23267
Electric furnace for vacuum and zero gravity
melting of high melting point materials during
earth orbit
[NASA-CASE-HFS-20710] Cl1 B72-2321S
High temperature strain gage calibration fixture
[BASA-CASE-LAB-11500-1] c35 B76-2152J
General purpose rocket furnace
[HASA-CSSE-HFS-23160-1] C09 B77-12070
POSIOB (HELTIBG)
Silver chloride use in technique for fusion
bonding of graphite to silver, glass,
ceramics, and certain other metals
[BASi-CASE-XGS-00963] C15 N69-39735
Process for fiberizing ceramic materials vith
high fusion temperatures and tensile strength
[BASA-CASE-XBP-00597] CIS B71-23088
FDSIOB SELDIHG
Fabricating solar cells with dielectric layers
to improve glass fusion
[BiSA-CASE-XGS-0»531] C03 B69-21267
Control of fusion velding through use of
thermocouple vire
[BASA-CASE-HFS-0607U] CIS N71-20393
Diffusion velding in air solid state velding




Doping silicon material Kith gadolinium to
increase radiation resistance of solar cells
[BASA-CASE-XLE-02792] c26 B71-10607
Gadolinium or samarium dopes-silicon
semiconductor material vith resistance to
radiation damage for use in solar cells
[SASA-CJISE-XIE-10715] c26 S71-23292
GALLIOS^
Device for measuring tvo orthogonal components
of force vith gallium flotation of measuring
target for use in vacuum environments
[BASA-CASE-XAC-OU885] ell B71-2J790
GALLIOH AHSEBIDES
Describing method for vapor deposition of
gallium arsenide films to manganese substrates
to provide semiconductor devices vith lov
resistance substrates
[HASA-CASE-XBP-01328] c26 B71-180bq
Gallium arsenide solar cell preparation by
surface deposition of cuprous iodide on thin
n-type polycrystalline layers and heating in
iodine vapor
[HASA-CASE-XBP-01960] c09 B71-23027
Water content in vapor deposition atmosphere for
forming n-type ana p-type junctions of zinc
doped gallium arsenide
[BASA-CASE-XBP-01961] C26 B71-29156
Vapor phase grovth of groups 3-5 compounds by
hydrogen chloride transport of the elements
[BASA-CASE-LAB-111UII-1 ] c25 B75-26013




Grovth of gallium nitride crystals
£BASA-CASE-IAB-11302-1 ] C25 B75-1305Q
GAIVABIC SKIB BESPOBSE




Design of gamma ray spectrometer for measurement




Lov intensity x-ray and gamma-ray imaging device
[BASA-CASE-GSC-12263-1] c35 B77-29Q71
GAHTBI CBABBS
Design and characteristics of mechanically
extended and telescoping boom on crane asseobly
(HASA-CASB-BPO-11118] c03 B72-25021
GAPS
Electromagnetic transducer recording head having
a laminated core section and tapered gap




vectorcaraiologic type electrodes to human
torsos for data recording daring physical
activity
[HASJ-CASB'XFE-10856] c05 S71-11189
Flexible jcint foe pressurizable ganent
[BASA-CSSf-HSC-11072] c5H 871-32546
Spacesuit torso closure
r»AS»-CASE'ABC-11100-1 ] c51 877-25784
615 AHALTSIS
Gas analyzer for bi-gaseous mixtures suitable
for use in test facilities
[BASA-CASE-XIA-01131 ] c14 B71-10774
Describing crystal oscillator instrument for
detecting eondensible gas contaiinants in
vacaaD apparatus
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10144] C14 B71-17701
Design and characteristics of tine of flight
mass spectrometer to measure or analyze gases
at Ion pressures and tine of flight of single
gas molecule
[NASA-CASE-XBP-01056] ell 871-23041
Hicrovave doable resonance spectroscopy
absorpticn cell for gas analysis
tBASA-CASE-LAB-10305] Cl4 B71-26137
Ion microprote mass spectrometer vith cooled
electrode target for analyzing traces of fluids
[BASA-CASE-BBC-10014] Oil 871-28863
Development and characteristics of injection
system for use vith gas chromatograph
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10344-1] Cl4 N72-21<433
Bondispersive gas analysis nsing radiation
detection for quantitative analysis
[BASA-CASE-JBC-10308-1] COS S72-311111
Apparatus for analyzing gas samples in
containers including vacuum chamber, mass
spectrometer, and gas chromatography
[BASA-CASI-GSC-10903-1] c14 H73-12444
Coaxial anode vire for gas radiation counters
[BASA-CASB-GSC-11492-1]
 C35 874-26949
Fast scan control for deflection type mass
spectrometers
[BASA-CASE-lAB-11428-1] C35 H74-348S7
BDIB gas analyzer based on absorption modulation
ratios for known and unknown samples
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10802-1] C35 B75-30502
Gas compression analysis for oxygen supply
equipment[BASA-CASE-HSC-14757-1] C37 876-13496
Stack plane visualization system
[BASA-CASB-LSB-11675-1] c45 876-17656
Rolling device for detection of trace gases by
BDIB absorption
[BASA-CASB-ABC-10760-1] C25 876-22323
Analysis cf volatile organic compounds trace
amounts of organic volatiles in gas samples
CBASA-CASE-HSC-14428-1] c23 H77-17161





Payload soft landing system using stovable gas bag
[BASA-CASE-XLA-09881] c31 B71-16085
GAS BEABII6S
Externally pressurized air bearing foe gyros
operating in high temperature, lov gravity
environments
[BASA-CASE-IHF-00515) c15 B70-34664
Slit regulated gas journal bearing
[HASA-CASE-XHP-00476] CIS H70-38620
Air bearings fcr spacecraft gyros
[NASA-CJSI-XHF-00339] C15 B70-39896
Air bearings for near frictionless transfer of
loads frcm one bcdy tc another
[HASA-CASE-XHF-01887] c15 B71-10617
Fluid pover transmission and gas bearing system
[HASA-CASE-XBS-01445] c12 B71-16031
Bismuth and lead surface coatings for gas
bearings in aerospace encineering
[HASi-CASE-XGS-02011] ' c15 871-20739
Snivel support for gas tearing fox position
adjustment betveen ball and supporting cup
[H»S»-CASB-IBF-07808] CIS B71-23812
Lov friction gas bearing system for fluid pover
transmission to bearing-supported payload
rBAS»-CASE-ZBC-10097) c15 B71-28465
1-81
Gas bearing for model support vith capacity for
measuring angular displacement of model in
bearing
[BiSA-CASE-XLA-09346] Cl5 H71-28740
Journal air bearing vith cylindrical cup
designed to ride on shaft
[HHSA-CASI-HFS-20423] CIS B72-11J88
Air bearing for use in exterior environment for
moving heavy loads
£B»SA-CASE-«LP-10002] Cl5 872-17*51





Hicropacked column for rapid chromatograpbic
analysis nsing lov gas flov rates
[NSSA-CASE-XBP-04816] C06 869-39936
Automatic baseline stabilization for lonization
detector used in gas chromatograph
[ HSSA-CASE-XBP-03128] C10 870-11991
Gas chromatographic method for determining vater
in nitrogen tetroxide rocket propellant
[HflSA-CASE-BTO-10231] c06 B72-17091
Development and characteristics of injection
system for use vith gas chromatograph
[B&SA-CASE-ABC-10311-1] clt H72-211J3
Gas chromatographic method for analyzing
hydrogen deuterium mixtures
[HASA-CASE-BSO-11322] C06 872-25116
Ultraviolet chromatographic detector for
quantitative and qualitative analysis of
compounds
[BASA-CASE-HQB-10756-1] ell H72-25028
Apparatus for analyzing gas samples in
containers including vacuum chamber, mass
spectrometer, and gas chromatography
tSASA-CASE-GSC-10903-1] ell 873-12111
Gas chromatograph injection system
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10311-2] C35 875-26331
GAS COOLED BBBCTOBS




Gas balancing, cryogenic refrigeration apparatus
vith Joule-Thomson valve assembly
[HASA-CASE-BEO-10309] CIS H69-2J190
Gas cooled high temperature thermocouple
[BASA-CASE-XLE-09475-1] C33 871-15568
GAS DEHSITI
Dynamic sensor for gas pressure or density
measurement
[8ASA-CASE-XAC-02877] c11 870-11681
Device for simultaneously determining density,
velocity, and temperature of streaming gas
[SAS1-CASE-XLA-03375] C16 B71-24074
Coherent light beam device and method for
measuring gas density in vacuum chambers
[BASA-CASE-XEB-11203] C11 871-28991
Absorbing gas reactivity control system for
minimizing pover distribution and perturbation
in nuclear reactors
[RASA-CASF.-XLE-01599] C22 87^-20597
Electrodeposition method for producing
crystalline material fron dense gaseous medium
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10440] C15 H72-21166
Wide range dynamic pressure sensor vith
vibrating diaphragm for measuring density and
pressure of gaseous environment'
[BlSA-CASE-ABC-10263-1] ell B72-2^138
Absolute pressure measuring device for measuring
gas density level in high vacuum range
[HASA-CASE-LAB-10000] ell 873-30391
Sethod and apparatus for compensating reflection
losses in a path length modulated
absorption-absorption trace gas detector
for determining density of gas
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10631-1] c7» 876-20958
GAS DBTECTOBS
Sethod and transducer device for detecting
presence of hydrogen gas
[HASA-CASB-XHF-03873] C06 B69-397J3
Development of device for detecting hydrogen in
ambient environments
[HiSA-CASB-HFS-11537] Cl« B71-20Q12
<Gas leak detection in evacuated systems using
ultraviolet radiation probe
[SASi-CiSB-ERC-10030] C15 1171-211896
GAS DISCBAB6E TUBES SUBJECT IBDEI
Fast response miniature carbon dioxide detector
with no BCving parts for measuring
concentration an any atmosphere
[8ASA-CASE-HSC-13332-1] ell B72-21408
Fluorescence detector for monitoring atmospheric
pollutants
fBASA-CASE-BEO-13231-1] c15 B75-27585
Carbon monoxide monitor nsing real tine
operation
[NASA-CASB-BFS-22060-1] c35 1175-29380
Method and apparatus for conpensating reflection
losses in a path length modulated
absorption-absorption trace gas detector
for determining density of gas
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10631-1] c71 N76-20958
Indicator providing continuous indication of the
presence of a specific pollutant in air
[BASA-CASI-BEO-13U7II-1] c«5 B76-217U2
Particulate and aeroscl detector
fNASA-CASE-ISB-l 14311-1]
 C35 B76-22509




[BASA-CASE-BFO-10619-1 ] , c35 H77-21393
GAS DISCBABGE TDBES
Direct current powered self repeating plasma
accelerator with interconnected annular and
linear discharge channels
[HASA-CASE-ILA-03103] c25 B71-21693
Doable discharge metal vapor laser with netal
halide as a lasant
[BASA-CASI-BEO-134II8-2] c36 B77-24469
GIS DISCHARGES
Radio freguency noise generator having microwave
slow-wave structure in gas discharge plasma
[BASA-CASE-XEB-11019] C09 H71-23598
GAS EVOIOTIOH
Developgent of filter system for control of
outgas contamination in vacuum conditions
nsing absorbent beds of molecular sieve
zeolite, silica gel, and charcoal
[BASA-CASI-HfS-14711] c15 N71-26185
GAS ElPftVSIOl
Sealed electric storage battery with gas
manifold interconnecting each cell
[BASA-CSSE-IBP-03378] c03 B71-11051
Method and apparatus for producing very low
temperature refrigeraticn based on gas
pressure balance
[BASA-CASE-XBP-08877;] c15 H71-23025




Tubular flow restrictor for gas flow control in
pipeline
[BASi-CASE-NPO-10117] c15 B71-15608
Developing high pressure gas purification and
filtration system for use in test operations
of space vehicles
[HASA-CASB-HFS-12806] c14 H71-17588
Burst diaphragm flow initiator for installation
in short duration wind tunnels
[BASA-CASE-HFS-12915] c11 H71-17600
Color photcinterpretation cf interference colors
reflected from thin film oil-coated components
in moving gases for gas flow visualization
[BASA-CASE-XHF-01779] c12 S71-20815
Transducer for monitoring oxygen flow in
respirator
[BASA-CASB-FBC-10012] c14 B72-17329
Design, development, and operation of shock tube
with bypass pistcn tunnel
[HASA-CASB-HPO-12109] - c11 872-22245
Continoons gas flow contrcl by floidic
proporticnal thruster system
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10106-1] c28 H72-22769
Developnent of filter apparatus for gas
separation and characteristics of filter cell
support frame for improved operation
[BASA-CASS-HSC-12297] c14 B72-23457
Pressurized inert gas feed for lighting system
[BASA-CASE-KSC-10644] c09 B72-27227
Development of method for controlling vapor
content of gas
[BASA-CASB-BPO-10633] c03 B72-28025







Apparatus for establishing flow of a fluid mass
having a known velocity
[BASA-CASI-BFS-21424-1] c3« B74-27730





Chlorine generator for purifying water in lite
support systems of manned spacecraft
[BASA-CASE-XLA-08913] c14 S71-289J3
Gas operated quick disconnect coupling for
umbilical connectors
[MSA-CASE-NEC-11202] C15 IJ72-251SO
Actuator operated by electrolytic drive gas
generator and evacuator
[NASA-CASE-NSO-11369] CIS B73-13467
Development and operating principles of gas
generator for deploying recovery parachutes
from space capsules during atmospheric entry
[HASA-CASE-LAH-10549-1] c31 K73-13898
Hydrogen rich gas generator
[SASA-CSSI-1IPO-133H2-1] C37 B76-1bl»U6
Hydrogen-rich gas generator
[BASA-CASE-SPO-13061t-1 ] c«ll H76-18642
Hydrogen rich gas generator
[BASA-CASE-NEO-13342-2] C44 B76-29700





Electric arc device for minimizing electrode
ablation and heating gases to supersonic or
hypersonic wind tunnel temperatures
[HASA-CASE-XAC-00319] C25 H70-H1628
GAS BEATING
Bimetallic fluid displacement apparatus for
stirring and heating stored gases and liquids
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10MIH-1] C3S S74-15126
GAS IHJECTIOI
Pressurized gas injection for burning rate




Gas chronatograph injection system
[8ASA-CASE-ABC-103IH1-2] C35 B75-26334
GAS IOIIZATIOB
Electrostatic modulator for communicating
through plasma sheath formed around 'spacecraft
during reentry
[HASA-CASE-XIA-01400] C07 B70-41331
Hnltichannel photoionization chamber for
measuring absorption, photoionization yield,
and coefficients of gases
[BASA-CASE-EHC-100qq-1] c14 B71-27090
nodulated hydrogen ion flame detector
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10322-1] c35 H76-18403




Gas laser frequency stabilized by position of
mirrors in resonant cavity
[BASA-CASE-IGS-0361II] CIS B71-18611
Inert gas metallic vapor laser
[BASA-CASE-HPO-13419-1] C36 B75-32411
Diffused waveguiding capillary tube with
distributed feedback for a gas laser
[BASA-CASE-BPO-1354q-1] c36 B76-18»28




High temperature gas lubricant consisting of two
fluoro-bromo-methanes
, [BASA-CASE-XIE-003S3] Cl8 B70-39897
Thrust bearing
[RASA-CASE-Z.Ed-1191(9-1] C37 B76-2S588
A cantilever mounted resilient pad gas bearing
[RASA-CASE-IE»-12569-1] C37 B77-2H096
GAS HASBBS




Atomic hydrogen maser with bulb temperat-ore
control ly output frequency diffeEence signal
for vail shift elimination
[•»ASA-CASF.-BQF-1065<1-1] Cl6 B73-13089
Bethod of producing a storage bulb for an atomic
hydrogen laser
[BASA-CASE-8EO-13050-1] c36 B75-15029
Atomic standard with variable storage volume
[NASA-C8SE-GSC-11895-1] c35 B76-15H36
615 H1ITOBES
Gas analyzer for bi-gaseons mixtures suitable
for nse in test facilities
[HASA-CASI-XLA-01131] clH H71-1077H
Equipment for measuring partial vater vapor
pressure ir gas tank
[NASA-CASE-XHS-01618] clH B71-207H1
Separation cell with permeable membranes for
fluid mixture component separation
[NASA-CASE-XHS-02952] C18 S71-207H2
Gas chromatcgraphic method for analyzing
hydrogen dentermm mixtures
[BASA-CASE-BEO-11322] c06 B72-251Q6





Tnbalar flow restrictor for gas flow control in
pipeline
[BASA-C8SE-BPO-10117] CIS H71-1S608
61S EBBS SO BE
Expulsion and measuring device for determining
quantity of liquid in tank under conditions of
weightlessness
[HASA-CASE-XHS-015<I6] c1<4 H70-H0233
Dynamic sensor for gas pressure or density
measurement
[HASA-CASE-IAC-02877] c11 F70-41681
Hide ranqe dynamic pressnre sensor with
vibrating diaphragm for measuring density and '
pressure of gaseous environment
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10263-1] Clt B72-22H38
Measurement of gas production of microorganisms
using pressure sensors
[BASA-CASE-tSR-11326-1] c35 B75-33368
Depressnrizaticn of arc lamps
[BASA-CASE-BIQ-10790-1] C33 B77-21316
GAS SP8CTBOSCOPT




Device for simultaneously determining density,
velocity, and temperature of streaming gas
[HASA-CASE-X1A-03375] c16 B71-2107U
Stagnation pressure probe for measuring
pressure of supersonic gas streams
[BASA-CASE-LJB-11139-1] c35 B7U-32878
Process for removing sulfur dioxide from gas
streams using iron as a catalyst
[BASA-CASE-HSC-16299-1 ] c<45 B77-31668
GAS TEBPEBATOBE
Device for simultaneously determining density,
velocity, and tesperatnre of streaming gas
[HASA-CASE-XLA-03375] Cl6 N71-2Q07*
GAS TOBBI1B EHG1IBS
Yariable-orifice hydraulic mechanism for
aircraft gas turbine engine fuel control
[HASA-CASE-LES-11187-1] c28 H73-19793
Swirl can, fnll~annnlus conbostion chambers for
high performance gas turbine engines
CBASA-CASE-LE»-11326-1] c23 F73-3066S
Controlled separation combostor airflow
distribution in gas turbine engines
[BASA-CASB-lEB-11593-1 ] C20 B76-H190
Fused siliclde coatings containing discrete
particles for protecting niobium alloys
used in space shuttle thermal protection
systems and turbine engine components
C8ASA-CASE-LF.B.-11179-1] c27 B76-16229









Nickel base alloy for gas turbine engine
stator vanes
[HfiSA-CASI-lBII-12270-1 ] C26 B77-32280
Bearing seat usable in a gas turbine engine
[HSSA-CASZ-I.ES-12H77-1 ] c37 B77-32501
GAS TOBBIBES
Hethod for maintaining good performance in gas
turbine during air flow distortion
[B&SA-CASE-LES-10286-1] C28 B71-28915
Gas turbine exhaust nozzle for noise reduction
[BaSA-CASE-LE»-11569-1 ] C07 H7<1-1S<!53
Counter pumping debris excluder and separator
[NSSA-CASI-LES-11855-1] C37 H76-20087
Direct heating surface combastor
[BSSA-CASE-LEH-11877-1] c«» H76-286Q6






Shrink-fit vacuum system gas valve
[BASA-CASE-IGS-00587] Cl5 B70-35087
Gas valve operated by thermally expanding and
contracting device
[NASA-CASE-X1E-00815] Cl5 570-35107
Three-port transfer valve with one port open
continuously suitable for manned space flight
[H&SA-CASE-XAC-01158] CIS "71-23051
GAS IBLDIHG
Emission spectroscopy method for contamination
monitoring of inert gas metal arc welding
[HaSA-CASE-XBF-02039] C15 H71-15871
Grain refinement control in TIG arc welding
[BRSA-CASI-HSC-19095-1] C37 875-19683
GAS-LIQOID IBIBBSCT10BS
Fluid control apparatus and method
[HASA-CASE-IAB-11110-1] c3« B75-26282
GASDIBABIC LASBBS
Diatomic infrared gasdynamic laser for
producing different wavelengths
[ BSSA-CASE-ABC-10370-1] c36 H75-31H26
GASEODS DIFFDS1OB
Gas purged dry box glove reducing permeation of
air or moisture into dry box or isolator by
diffusion through glove
[HASA-CASE-XLE-02531] c05 H71-23080
Gaseous core diffusion nuclear reactor for
thermal energy generation
[BASA-CASI-IES-10250-1 ] C22 B71-28759
GASEOUS FISSIOI BEACTOBS
Nuclear gaseons reactor for heating working
fluid to high temperatures
[BASA-CASE-XIE-00321] C22 B70-31572




Electrostatic ion engines using high velocity
electrons to ionize propellant
[BASA-CASI-ILE-00376] C28 B70-37215
Detonation reaction engine comprising outer




Apparatus and process for volnmetrically
dispensing reagent quantities of volatile
chemicals for small batch reactions
[N&SA-CASE-BEO-10070] CIS F71-27372
High speed scanner for measuring mass of
preselected gases at high sampling rate
IB&SA-CASE-IAB-10766-1] Cl« B72-21032
Observation window for internal gas confining
chamber
[BiSA-CASE-BPO-10890] C11 B73-12265




Leakproof soft metal seal for use in very high
vacua* systems operating at cryogenic
temperatures
[HiSA-CASE-XGS-02111] C15 H70-Q1629
Reinforced polvqninoxaline gasket and method of
preparing the same resistant to ionizing
radiation and liquid hydrogen temperatures
[HASA-CASE-HPS-21360-1] C37 B7Q-18126
1-83
GATES (CIECOITS) SUBJECT IBDEX
GATES (CIBCOI1S)
Fluz gate nagnetometer «ith toroidal gating coil
and solencidal output coil for signal
modulation or amplification
[HSSA-C4SE-X6S-01881] c09 H70-10123
Silicon controlled rectifier poise gate
amplifier for blocking false gating caused by
negative transient voltages
[NASA-C8SI-XLA-07H97] c09 N71-12514
Logic AND gate for fluid circuits
[NASA-CHSI-XH-07391] c12 N71-17579
Synchronous counter design incorporating
cascaded binary stages driven by previous
stages and inputs through R A N D gates
[NASA-CASE-XGS-021110] c08 N71-19132
Snitching series regulator vith gating control
network
[BASA-CASI-XHS-09352] c09 N71-23316




Longitudinalfilm gate and lock mechanism for
securing fill in motion picture cameras under
vibration and high acceleration loads
[NASA-CASI-LBB-10686] C1U N71-28935
GAH-1 AIBFOII
Airfoil shape for flight at subsonic speeds
design analysis and aerodynamic
characteristics of the GAW-1 airfoil
[NASA-CASI-lAB-10585-1] C02 B76-2215II
GEABS
Precision stepping drive device using cam disk
[NASA-CASI-HIS-HI772] c15 N71-17692
Gearing system for eliminating backlash and
filtering input torque fluctuations from high
inertia lead
[BASA-CASE-XGS-0<1227] CIS S71-217»t
Self lubricating gears and other mechanical
parts having surface adapted to frictional
contact
[BASA-CASE-HFS-1U971] c15 B71-2H984
Concentric differential gearing arrangement
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10462-1] C37 N74-27901
Sequencing device utilizing planetary gear set
[NASA-CASE-HSC-195KI-1] c37 H77-19459
GELLED SOCKET SBOPBLLABTS
Method and apparatus for producing fine




Intermittent type silica gel adsorption




Apparatus for establishing flow of a fluid mass
having a knovn velocity
[NASA-CASE-HFS-2KI2II-1] c3<l N74-27730
6BBHABIOB
Germanium coated ilcrobridge and method
[BASA-CASE-HfS-2327l|-1] c76 N76-30084
6IHBJ1S
Gimbaled partially submerged nozzle for solid
propellent rocket engines for pioviding
directional central
[NASA-CASI-IBF-015BQ] c28 N70-3«162
Inertial gimbal alignment system for spacecraft
guidance
[BASA-CASE-XHF-01669] C21 S71-23289
Three stage motion restraining mechanism for
restraining and damping three dimensional
vibraticnal movetent of gimballed package
during launch of spacecraft
[NASA-CASE-GSC-10306-1 ] c15 B71-21694
Hermetically sealed vibration damper design for
use in gltbal assembly of spacecraft inertial
guidance system
[HASA-CASE-HSC-10959] C15 B71-26243
Lov friction bearing and lock mechanism for
two-axis gimtal carrying satellite payload
[BASA-CASI-GSC-10556-1] c31 N71-26537
Failure detection and control means for improved
drift performance of a gimballed platfcrm system
[NASA-CASI-BTS-23551-1] cO« B76-26175
6LAHDS (SEALS)
Development of mating flat surfaces to inhibit
leakage cf fluid around shafts
,[HASA-CASF-XLE-10326-2] CIS N72-29188
GLASS
Fabricating solar cells vith dielectric layers
to improve glass fusion
[NASA-CASE-IGS-0<I531 ] C03 B69-2H267
Beduced gravity liquid configuration simulator
to study propellant behavior in rocket fuel
tanks
[NASA-CASE-XLE-02621] Cl2 H69-39988
Betal pattern bonding technique for cover glass
attachment to silicon solar cells for space
applications
[BASA-CASE-X1E-08569] C03 B71-23U49
Apparatus for applying thin glass slides to
solar cells
[BASJ-CASB-SFO-10575] C03 B72-25019
Glass-to-netal seals comprising relatively high
expansion metals
[HASA-CASB-LBS-10698-1] C37 B79-21063
Covered silicon solar cells and method of
manufacture with polymeric films
[BASA-CASE-LEi-11065-2] C44 N76-11600
Reaction cured glass and glass coatings
[BASA-CASE-ABC-11051-1] C27 B77-10201
Hindow defect planar mapping technique
[BASA-CASE-BSC-19<I<I2-1] c7<t B77-10899
Hethod of forming shrink-fit compression seal
[NASA-CASE-LAB-11563-1] C37 B77-23U82
GLASS COAT1IGS
Method of attaching cover glass to silicon solar
cell without using adhesive
[BASA-CASE-XLB-08569-2] c03 B71-21681
Helium outgassing process for fused glass
coating on ion accelerator grid
[HASA-CASE-LEW-10278-1] Cl5 B71-28582
Development of process for constructing
protective covers for solar cells
[BASA-CASB-GSC-11511-1] c03 B72-21037
GLASS ELECTBODBS
Liquid junction for glass electrode or pH meters
[NASA-CASB-BIO-10682] C15 N70-31699
GLASS FIBEBS
Nonmagnetic hermetically sealed battery case
made of epoxy resin and woven glass tape for
use with electrochemical cells in spacecraft
[BASA-CASE-XGS-00886] COS B71-11053
Lathe tool and holder combination for machining
resin impregnated fiberglass cloth laminates
[BASA-CASE-XLA-10<I70] C1S H72-21U89
Development and characteristics of polyimide
impregnated laminates with fiberglass cloth
backing for application as printed circuit
broads
[HASA-CASB-HFS-20<K>8] Cl8 N73-1260"!
Bethod of repairing discontinuity in fiberglass
structures
[NASA-CASE-LAB-10416-1] C21 B7<t-30001
Fiber modified polynrethane foam for ballistic
protection
[HASA-CASE-ABC-1071U-1] C27 B76-15310
Vacuum pressure molding technique
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10073-1] C37 B76-21575




Intra-ocular pressure normalization apparatus
[NASA-CASE-LES-12955-1] C52 B77-30736




Integrated lift/drag controller for aircraft
[HASJ-CASE-ABC-10156-1] COS B75-12930
GLOBES
Orbital and entry tracking accessory for globes
to provide range requirements for reentry
vehicles to any landing site
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10626-1] c19 B71-21015
GLOVES
Gas purged dry box glove reducing permeation of








SUBJECT IBDBX GDIDABCB (HOTIOB)




Dse of enzyie hexokinase and glncose to redace
inherent light levels of ATP in laciferase
compositions
[BASA-CASI-XGS-05533 ] cOt B69-27187
6O1D COATIHGS




System for controlling torque buildup in




Development of device for separating,
collecting, and viewing soil particles
[BASA-CASE-XBP-09770] C15 B71-20410
GEAPB1TE
Silver chloride use in technique for fusion
bonding cf graphite to silver, glass,
ceramics, and certain ether metals
[BASA-CASE-XGS-00963] c15 H69-39735
Hethod of preparing graphite reinforced aluminum
composite
[SASA-CASE-HPS-21077-1] c2<! B75-28135
Graphite reinforced bone cement
[BASA-CASI-BPO-1376U-1] c20 B76-26281
GBATUGS (SPECTBA)




Device for determining acceleration of gravity




Design of precision vertical alignment system
using laser mth gravitationally sensitive
cavity




Gravity device for accurate and rapid indication




Gravity environment simulation by locomotion and
restraint aid for studying manual operation
performance of astronauts at zero gravity
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10153] c05 B71-28619




Difference indicating circuit used in




Stabilization system for gravity-oriented
satellites using single damper rod
[HASA-CASE-XAC-01591] c31 B71-17729




Gravity device for accurate and rapid indication
of relative gravity conditions aboard
accelerating carrier
[BASA-CASE-XHP-OOU21I] C11 B70-38196
Gravity gradient attitude control system vith
gravity gradiometer and reaction wheels for
artificial satellite attitude control
[BASA-CASZ-GSC-10555-1] C21 B71-2732I1
6BIDS
Hethod of making dished ion thrnster grids
[BASA-CASI-LES-11694-1] C20 B75-18310
Apparatus for forming dished ion thruster grids
[BASA-CASE-LBB-11691-2] , C37 B76-14461
Hethod cf ccnstructing dished ion thrnster grids
to provide hole array spacing compensation
[BASA-CASB-tII-11876-1] c20 B76-21276
Solar cell grid patterns
[HASA-CASE-BJO-13087-2] C44 B76-31666
GBIBDIIG (BATBBIAl BEHOTaL)
Laser device for removing material from rotating
object for dynamic balancing
[BASA-CASE-HFS-11279] C16 B71-20100
Grinding mixtures of powdered metals and inert
fillers for conversion to balide
.[BASA-CASE-LEH-10U50-1] CIS B72-25448
GBIBDIIG HACBIBES
Grinding arrangement for ball nose milling cutters
[BASA-CASI-LAB-10450-1] C37 B74-27905
GBOOVES
Bonrenseable energy absorbing device comprising
ring member vith plurality of recesses,
catting members, and guide member mounted in
each recess
[BASA-CASE-XHF-10040] C15 B71-22877
Spiral groove seal for hydraulic rotating
shaft
[BASA-CASB-lEl-10326-3] C37 B74-10474
Spiral groove seal for rotating shaft
[BASA-CASE-XLE-10326-4] C37 B74-15125
Splash groove fuel injector
[HASA-CASE-LBS-12417-1] C07 B76-22198
GBOOBD EFFECT BACBIHES
Bovering type flying vehicle design and
principle mechanisms for manned or unmanned use
[BASA-CASE-HSC-12111-1] C02 H71-11039
Platform with several ground effect pads and
plenum chambers
[BASA-CASE-HPS-14685] c31 B71-15689
Design and development of active control system
for air cushion vehicle to reduce or eliminate
effects of excessive vertical vibratory
acceleration
[HASA-CASB-LAB-10531-1] c02 B73-1J023




Supporting and protecting frame structure and




Traffic control system for supersonic transports
using synchronous satellite for data relay
between vehicles and ground station
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10087-1] C02 B71-1S287
Spacecraft transponder and ground station radar
system for mapping planetary surfaces
[BASA-CASE-BSO-11001] c07 B72-21118
Dltra stable frequency distribution system
[BASA-CASB-BPO-13836-1] C32 B76-31373
GBODHD SOPPOBT BQDIPBEBT
Equipment for testing of ground station ranging
equipment and spacecraft transponders
[BASA-CASE-XHS-0515U-1] C07 B71-12391





reflector modulator for optical communication
[BASA-CASE-XGS-OIIII80] c16 B69-27K91
closed loop radio communication ranging system
to determine distance between moving airborne
vehicle and fixed ground station
[BASA-CASE-XBP-01501] C21 H70-U1930
Location identification system with ground based
transmitter and aircraft borne receiver/decoder
[BASA-CASB-BPC-1032II] c07 B72-25173
GBOUP VELOCKI
Swept group delay measurement
[BASA-CASE-BEO-13909-1] C33 B77-17ib8
GOID1BCB (BOtlCI)
Bovering type flying vehicle design and
principle aechanisms for manned or unmanned use
CBASA-CASB-HSC-12111-1] C02 B71-1103S
Development of adjustable attitude guide block
for setting pins perpendicular to irregular
convex work surface
[BASA-CASE-XLA-07911] CIS B71-15571
Longitndinalfilm gate and lock mechanism tor
securing film in motion picture cameras under
vibration and high acceleration loads
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10686] Cl» B71-289J5
1-85
GOIDABCB SEBSOBS SUBJECT IBDEX
Combination guide and rotary bearing for freely
moving shaft
[BASA-CASE-XLA-00013] c15 H71-29136




Light sensitive digital aspect sensor for
attitude control of earth satellites or space
probes
[BASA-CASF.-XGS-00359] cHI B70-3H158
Guidance analyzer having suspended spacecraft
simulating sphere for astronavigation
[BASA-CASE-XBP-09572] c1l( B71-15621
Optical gauging systen for monitoring machine
tool alignment
[BASA-CASE-XAC-09M89-1] c15 B71-26673
Development of light sensing system for
controlled orientation of object relative to
sun or other light source
[HASA-CASE-HFO-11311] c1U N72-25<!1!|
Sun direction detection system
[BASA-CASE-BJO-13722-1] c7<l B77-22951
GDI LiOBCBEBS
Self-obturating gas-operated launcher for






voltage tunable Gnnn effect semiconductor for
Bicrovave generation
rBASA-CASE-XEB-07891] c09 H71-18721
Gnnn effect micronave diodes vith BF shielding
[BASA-CASE-ERC-10119] C26 B72-21701
Bnltiterminal Gnnn-type semiconductor microwave
generator for producing stable signals
[NASA-CASE-IEH-07895] c26 H72-25679




Method of peening and portable peening gun
[NASA-CASE-BFS-23047-1 ] c37 H76-18it5«
GYBATOBS
Design of gyrator circuit using operational
amplifiers to replace ungrounded inductors
[HASA-CASE-XAC-10608-1] C09 S71-12517
Gyrator circuit using BOS field effect transistors
[SASA-CASF.-HBS-21II33] c09 N73-20232
Integrated F-channel BOS gyrator
[BASA-CASE-BPS-223113-1] c33 B71-31638
Integrable pover gyrator iiith Z-natrix
design using parallel transistors
[BAS»-CASE-BFS-223«2-1] c33 B75-30428
GTBOSCOPES
Externally pressurized air bearing for gyros
operating in high temperature, low gravity
environments
[HASA-CASE-XBF-00515] C15 B70-3166U
Air bearings fcr spacecraft gyros
CBASA-CASE-XBF-00339] c15 H70-39896
Development cf spacecraft experiment pointing
and attitude control system
[!IASA-CASI-X1A-05<I6<O c21 H71-U132
Temperature compensated dicital inertial sensor
circuit for maintaining inertial element
of gyroscope or accelerometer at constant
position
[HASA-CASE-BFO-1300II-1] c35 B74-15094
All sky pointing attitude control system
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10716-1] c35 B77-20399
GIBOSTABI1IZBBS
Passive dual spin misalignment compensators
gyrostabilized device
[BASA-CAS!-GSC-11»79-1] C35 B7«-28097
Annular momentum control device used for




Thermal shock resistant hafnia ceramic materials
[HASA-CASE-lAB-10891-1] C18 N73-11584
HALIDBS
Grinding mixtures of powdered metals and inert
fillers for conversion to halide
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[HASA-CASE-LBS-10450-1] CIS S72-251U8
Zinc-halide battery «ith nolten electrolyte
[BASA-CASE-SEO-11961-1 ] C»1 B76-186U3
BALL EFFECT
Current measurement by use of Hall effect
generator
[BASA-CASE-XAC-01662] Cl<l B71-2J037
Brushless dc tachometer design vith Ball effect
crystals and output voltage magnitude
proportional to rotor speed
[BASA-CAEE-BPS-20385] C09 B71-2«90<t
Development of Ball effect transducer for
converting mechanical shaft rotations into
proportional electrical signals
[BASA-CASI-IAB-10620-1] c09 S72-25255
Speed control system for dc motor equipped vith









Hodification of polynrethanes vith alkyl halide
resins, inorganic salts, and encapsulated




Exponential horn, copper plate, magnetic hammer,
and anvil in apparatus for making diamonds
[BASA-CASE-HFS-20698] CIS B72-20H4&
HAID (ABATOHT)
Hechanically operated hand which can depress







Supporting and protecting frame structure and
plug for empty thrust chamber assembly,
handling, and shipping
[BASA-CASE-XBF-00580] C11 B70-35383
Handling tool for printed circuit cards
[BASA-CASE-BFS-20153] Cl5 B71-2913J
Collapsible corrugated horn antenna
[HASA-CASE-LAB-11715-1] C32 B77-2H339
BABDEBIBG (BATEBIAIS)
Bethod of heat treating age-hardenable alloys
[BASA-CASE-XBP-01311] C26 S75-292J6
HABHOBIC GEBEBATOBS
Wideband generator for producing sine save
quadrature and second harmonic of input signal
[8ASA-CASE-BPO-11133] CIO B72-20223
HABBESSES
Helmet and torso tiedovn mechanism for
shortening pressure suits upon inflation
[BASA-CASE-XBS-0078*] COS B71-12335
One hand backpack harness
[HASA-CASE-LAB-10102-1] COS B72-2J085
Shoulder harness and lap belt restraint system
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10519-2] COS B75-25915
BATCHES
Design and specifications of emergency escape
system for spacecraft structures
[BASA-CASE-BSC-12086-1] COS B71-12315
BEABT
EKG and nltrasonoscope display
£BASA-CASE-ABC-1099U-2] C52 B77-15619
BEABT FOHCT10B
Development of instantaneous reading tachoieter
for measuring electrocardiogram signal rate
[BASA-CASE-BFS-20IH8] ell B73-2HI173
Dltrasonic bionedical measuring and recording
apparatus for recording motion of internal
organs such as heart valves
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10597-1] C52 F71-20726
BEABT BATE
Digital cardiotachometer incorporating circuit
for measuring heartbeat rate of subject over
predetermined portion of one minute also
converting rate to beats per minute
[BASA-CASE-XHS-02399] COS B71-22896
Development of instantaneous reading tachometer
for measuring electrocardiogram signal rate
SOBJECT IBDEI HBAT SBIBLDIBG
[BASA-CJSE-BIS-20118] cMI H73-21173
Digital cenput ing cardiotachometer
(BASA-CASE-BFS-2028H-1 ] c52 B7Q-12778
BEAT
Thermionic converter for converting heat energy
directly into electrical energy
[BASA-CASE-X1E-01903] c22 S71-23599
HEAT BICHAB68BS
Electrothermal rocket engine osing resistance
heated beat eichanger
[HASA-CASI -XIE-00267] c28 H70-33356
Space snit body heat exchanger design composed
of therial ccndnctance yarn and liquid coolant
loops
[BASA-CASE-XBS-OS571] cCS B71-19U39
Dual solia cryogens for spacecraft refrigeration
insuring lov temperature cooling for extended
periods
[FASA-CASF.-GSC-10188-1] C23 B71-2U725
Shell-side lignid metal bciler employing tobe
and shell heat exchanger
[BASA-CASE-HPO-10831] C33 B72-20915
Heat exchanger and decontamination system for
multistage refrigeration unit
[BASA-CASE-BPO-1063U] C23 B72-25619
Heat exchanger rocket combustion chambers
and cooling systens
[HASA-CASE-LIS-12252-1] c30 875-19579
A heat exchanger and method of making
CHASA-CASE-IES-124U1-1] c3« N75-19580
Condensate removal device for heat exchanger
[BASA-CASE-BSC-1U143-1] c77 H75-20139











Heat f lux senscr assembly »ith proviso for heat
shield tc reduce radiative transfer between
sensor elements
[BASA-CASE-XBS-05909-1] dfl S69-27D59
Heat f lux senscr adapted for mounting on
aircraft or spacecraft to measure aerodynamic
heat f lux inflow to aircraft skin
[BASA-CASE-XIF-03802] c33 H71-23085




Electromagnetic energy detection by thermal
sensor vith vibrating electrode
[HASA-CAS!-IAC-10768] C09 S71-18830
Specific wavelength colorimeter for




Electric power system utilizing thermionic
plasma diodes in parallel and beat pipes as
cathodes
[BASA-CASE-XBF-05843] c03 B71-11055
Microwave power receiving antenna solving heat
dissipation problems by construction of
elements as teat pipe devices
[BASA-CASE-BFS-20333] C09 H71-13186
Doable-wall iscthermal cylinder containing heat
transfer fluid thermal reservoir as spacecraft
insulation cover
[BASA-CASE-BFS-20355] C33 H71-25353
Structural heat pipe for spacecraft wall
thermal insulation system
[BASA-C8SE-GSC-11619-1] C3H B75-12222





Thermal punp-ccmpressor for converting solar
energy
[BASA-CASB-XLA-00377] C33 B71-17610
flannally activated heat fo ip for mechanically
converting human operator output into heat
energy
[BASA-CASE-BFO-10677] COS B72-1108H
Design and development of thermomechanical pump
for transmitting warming fluid through fluid








Capillary radiator for carrying heat transfer
lignid in planetary spacecraft structures
[BASA-CASE-XlE-03307] C33 B71-11035
Hydraulic actuator design for space deployment
of heat radiators
[BASA-CASE-HSC-11817-1] CIS B71-26611
Development of method and equipment for testing




preparation of nickel alloys for Jet turbine
blades operating at high temperatures
[BASA-CASE-XIE-00151] C17 B70-33283
Bickel alloy series for aerospace structures
subjected to high temperatures
[HASA-CASE-XLE-00283] C17 H70-36616
High temperature cobalt-base alloy resistant to
corrosion by liquid metals and to sublimation
in vacuum environment
[BASA-CASE-XIE-02991] Cl7 B71-16025
Brazing alloy adapted for brazing corrosion
resistant steel to refractory metals, also for
brazing refractory metals to other refractory
metals
[BASA-CASE-XBP-03063] C17 H71-23365
Superalloys from prealloyed powders at high
temperatures
CBASA-CASE-IE1-10805-1] CIS B73-13465
Bethod of making pressure tight seal for super
alloy
[BASA-CASB-LAB-10170-1] C37 H7U-11301
Hethod of forming articles of manufacture from
snperalloy powders
[HASA-CASE-LEII-10805-2] C37 H71-13179
Befractory porcelain enamel passive control
coating for high temperature alloys
[BASA-CASE-BFS-2232n-1] c27 B75-27160
Cermet composition and method of fabrication
heat resistant alloys and powders
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13120-1] C27 B76-15311
Metallic hot wire anemometer for high speed
wind tunnel tests
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10911-1] C35 H77-20400
Method of growing composites of the type
exhibiting the Soret effect improved
structure of eutectlc alloy crystals
[BASA-CASE-HFS-22926-1] C2« B77-27187
Directionally solidified entectic gamma plus
beta nickel-tase snperalloys
[SASA-CASB-LEH-12906-1] C26 B77-32279




Beat flux sensor assembly with proviso for heat
shield to reduce radiative transfer between
sensor elements
[BASA-CASE-XHS-05909-1] clU B69-271S9
Oven for beat treating heat shields
[BASA-CASE-XBS-01318] Cl5 B69-27871
Compact heat shielding for interplanetary space
vehicles
[BASA-CASB-XBS-00486] C33 B70-33314
Sandwich panel structure for removing heat from
shield between hot and cold areas
[SASA-CASB-XIA-00319] C33 B70-37979
Aerodynamic configuration of reentry vehicle
heat shield to provide longitudinal and
directional stability at hypersonic velocities
[BASA-CASB-XBS-OI)1(|2] C31 H70-11631
Transpirationally cooled heat ablation system
for interplanetary spacecraft reentry shielding
[SASA-CASE-XHS-02677 ] c31 S70-<12075




BEAT SINKS SUBJECT IHDBZ
Synthesis cf schiff bases foe heat shields by
acetal anine reactions
[SASA-CASE-XHF-08652] c06 B71-11243
Preparation and characteristics of lightweight
refractory insulation
[HAS8-CASI-XBP-05279] c18 B71-16124
Development and characteristics of thermal
radiation shielding of refractory metal foil
used for induction furnace
[HASA-CSSE-X1E-03K32] c3 = B71-241II5
Design and development of spacecraft with outer
shell strnctore teat shielding and bnilt-in,
removable excursion module
[NASH-CASE-BSC-13047-1] c31 B71-25434
Structure of fabric layers for micrometeoroid
protection garment «ith capability for
eliminating heat shorts for use in
manufacturing space suits
[BASA-CSSB-HSC-12109] c18 U71-26285
Thermal insulation protection means
[HASA-CASE-KSC-12737-1] c3ll B77-22423
Thermal insolation attaching means adhesive




Thermal conductive, electrically insulated
cleavable adhesive connection between
electronic mcdule and heat sink
[BASA-CASI-XHS-02087] c09 B70-11717
Development and characteristics of calorimeter





Tubular snblimatory evaporator heat sink
[BASA-CfSE-ABC-10912-1 ] c31 B77-19353




Black body radiometer design with temperature
sensing and cavity heat source cone winding
[8ASA-CASE-XSP-09701] c14 B71-26475
Thermally cascaded thermoelectric generator with
radicisotopic heat source
[HASA-CASE-NFO-10753] c03 B72-26031
Protected isotope heat source for






Portable, linear-focused solar thermal energy
collecting system
[HASA-CASE-BJO-13734-1] c44 H76-26690




Thermal switch for transferring excess heat from
one regicn to another heat dissipating one
[HASA-CASE-XBP-00463] c33 S70-36847
Sandwich panel structure for removing heat from
shield between hot and cold areas
[BASA-CASE-X1A-00349] c33 B70-37979
Apparatus for cryogenic liquid storage with heat
transfer reduction and for liquid transfer at
zero gravity conditions
[BASA-CASH-XLE-00345] c15 H70-38020
Method for improving heat transfer
characteristics in nucleate boiling process
[BASA-CASE-ias-0426e] c33 H71-16277
Design and development of device for cooling
inner conductor of coaxial cable
[BASA-CASI-XSP-OS775]
 C09 B71-20445
Beat sensing instrument, using thermocouple
Junction connected under heavy conducting
material
[HASA-CASE-X1A-01551] c14 B71-22989
nixed liquid and vapor phase analyzer design
with thermocouples for relative heat transfer
measure lent
[HASA-CASt-SIO-10691] c14 B71-26199
Development and characteristics of cooling
system to maintain temperature of rack mounted
electronic nodules
[BASA-CASF.-BSC-12389] C33 H71-29052
Development of method ana equipment for testing
heat radiative properties of material under
controlled environmental conditions
[BASA-CASE-BFS-20096] C11 B71-30026
Manually activated heat pump for mechanically
converting human operator output into heat
energy
[BASA-CASE-HPO-10677] COS B72-11084
High intensity radiant energy pulse source for
calibrating heat transfer gages with
thermolnminescent shutter activation
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10178-1] C09 H72-17152
Development of thermocouple instrument for
measuring temperature of wall heated by
flowing fluid without disturbing boundary layer
[BASA-CASE-XLE-05230] C14 H72-27410
Development and characteristics of thermal
control system for maintaining constant
temperature within spacecraft module with wide
variations of component heat transfer
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11018-1] c31 N73-30829
Thermal flux transfer system for maintaining
thrust chamber of operative reaction motor at
given temperatures
[BASA-CASE-BIO-12070-1] C28 S73-32606
Electrostatically controlled heat transfer







Heat flow calorimeter measures output of
Hi-Cd batteries
[BASA-CASE-GSC-111131»-1] cSI H74-27859
Protected isotope heat source for




High speed infrared furnace
[BASA-CASE-XlB-10166] c17 B69-251«t7
Oven for heat treating heat shields
[HASA-CASE-XBS-01318] c15 B69-27871
Vacuum method for molding thermosetting
compounds used as ablative materials
[BASA-CASB-XIA-01091] CIS B71-10672
Production of refractory bodies with controlled
porosity by pressing and heating mixtures of
refractory and inert metal powders
[BASA-CASE-1EI-10393-1 ] c17 B71-15<168
Unite paint production by heating impure
aluminum silicate clay having low solar
absorptance
[HASA-CASE-XBP-02139] CIS B71-2H18M
Hethod for diffusion welding dissimilar metals
in vacuum chamber
[BiSA-CSSB-GSC-10303] C15 N7^-22487
nethoa of heat treating a formed powder product
material
[HASA-CASE-LEH-10805-3] C26 B7I1-10521
Diffusion welding heat treatment of nickel
alloys following single step vacuum welding
process
[BASA-CASE-LBS-11388-2] C37 B71-21055
Heat sterilizable patient ventilator
[BASA-CASE-NPO-13313-1] C54 B75-27761
Bethod of heat treating age-hardenable alloys
[HASA-CASE-XBP-01311] C26 H75-292J6
Bethod for detecting pollutants through
chemical reactions and heat treatment
[BASA-CASB-LAB-11M05-1] cUS B76-31714
BBATBBS
Sellable electrical element heater using plural
wire system and backup power sources
[HASA-CASE-BFS-21162-1] C33 R74-14935
H1ATIBS
Development of system for preheating vaporized
fuel for use with internal combustion engines
[BASA-CASE-BPO-12072] C28 B72-22772
Diffusion welding in air solid state welding




Using heat control unit to preheat circulating
fluid
1-88
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[HASA-CASE-MF-00237]
 C33 B71-16278
Electric arc beater vith supersonic nozzle and
fixed arc length for use in high temperature
vina tnnnels
[NASA-CISE-XAC-01677] c09 B71-20816
Badial heat f luz transforner for use in heating
and ceding processes
[HASA-CASE-SSO-10828] C33 B72-17948
Self-cycling flnid heater for heating continuous






Collapsible high gain antenna vhich can be
automatically expanded to operating state[HASA-CASE-KSC-10392] C07 B73-26117
HBLICOPTEB DBSIGH




Variable gecmetry rotor system for direct
control ever vake vortex
[BASA-CASE-iAB-10557] c02 B72-11018
BELICOPTEBS
Hingeless helicopter rotor vith improved stability
[BASA-CASI-SBC-10807-1] c05 B77-17029
Bondestrnctiv* method for instrumenting
helicopter rotor blades
[BASA-CASE-1PB-11201-1] C35 B77-22452
Constant lift rctor for a heavier than air craft
rHASA-CASE-*BC-11045-1] c05 B77-28111
BEL1CH
Helium refining by superfluidity
tBASA-CASI-XBP-00733] C06 B70-34946
Apparatus and method capable of receiving large
quantity of high pressure helium, removing
impurities, and discharging at received pressure
[BASA-CfSI-XHF-06888] c15 B71-24CW4
Method and apparatus for generating coherent
radiation in the ultra-violet region and above
by use of distributed feedback[BASA-CASE-BFO-13346-1] c36 H76-29575
Cryostat system for temperatures on the order of
2 deg K cr less
[BASA-CASE-BFO-13H59-1] c31 H77-10229
Stabilization of He2(a-3 Sigman(+)) molecules in








Design and development of multichannel laser
remote control system using nodulated
helium-necn laser as transmitter and light
collector as receiving antenna
CHASA-CASE-tAB-10311-1] C16 H73-16536
HELMETS
Transparent polycarbonate resin, shell helmet
and latch design for high altitude and space
flight
[BASA-CASI-MS-04935] c05 S71-11190
Electrode attached to helmets for detecting low
level signals from skin cf living creatures
[BASA-CASI-ABC-10043-1] c05 H71-11193
Venting device for pressurized space suit helnet
to eliminate vomit expelled by crevmen
[BASA-CASE-XHS-09652-1] c05 H71-26333
HBBISPBEBICAL SBBILS




Piston in bore cutter for severing parachute
control lines and sealing cable hole tc
prevent vater leakage into load
CBASA-CASI-XHS-01072] c15 B70-02017
Hermetically sealed explosive release mechanism
for actuator device
[SASA-CASE-XGS-0082Q] c15 N71-16078




Hethod for locating leaks in hermetically sealed
containers
[HiSA-CASB-BBC-10015] CIS B71-24910
Hermetically sealed vibration damper design for
use in gimbal assembly of spacecraft inertial
guidance system
[RASA-CASE-HSC-10959] c15 B71-26243
Hethod of forming ceramic to metal seals
impervious to gaseous and liguid mercury at
high temperature
[BASA-CASE-XBP-01263-2J CIS B71-26312
Pressure seals suitable for use in environmental
test chambers
[BRSA-CASE-SFO-10796] CIS B71-27068
Hermetic sealing device for ends of tubular
bodies during materials testing operations
[BASA-CASB-SPO-10431] CIS B71-29132









Ose of enzyme hexokinase and glucose to reduce








Compact bellows spironeter for high speed and
high altitude space travel
[BASA-CASE-JAB-01547] COS B69-21473
HIGH ALTITUDE EBVIBOBBEBTS,
Hethod of caking solid propellant rocket motor
having reliable high altitude capabilities,
long shelf life, and capable of firing vith




Aerospace configuration vith low and high aspect
ratio variability for high and lov speed flight
[BASA-CRSE-XLA-001H2] C02 B70-33286
Aerodynamic configuration for aircraft capable
of high speed flight and lov drag tor lov








Apparatus for ballasting high frequency
transistors
[BASA-CASE-XGS-05003] C09 B69-24318
Holder for high frequency crystal resonators
[HASA-CASE-XBP-03637] CIS B71-21311
Multiple varactor for generating high




Badio frequency coaxial filter to provide dc




Shock and vibration damping device using






High pressure fonr-vay valve vith o ring adapted
to pass across inlet port
[HASA-CASE-XSP-00214] CIS B70-36908
Compact high pressure filter for rocket fuel lines
CNASA-CASB-XHP-00732] C28 H70-Q1447
intiflutter check valve for use vith high
pressure fluid flov
[HASA-CASE-XBP-01152] CIS »70-«1811
HIGH BESOLOTICH SUBJECT IBDBX
High pressure liquid flo» sight assembly for
vide temperature range applications including
cryogenic fluids
rNASA-CASE-XLE-02998] C14 H70-42074
Structural design of high pressure regulator valve
[BASA-CASI-XBP-0071C] c15 S71-10778
Hypersonic test facility for studying ablation
in modeIE under high pressure and high
temperature
[BASA-CASF.-XIA-00378] c11 H71-15925
Development and characteristics of high pressure
control valve
[NASA-CASI-PSC-11010] C15 H71-19485
Valve seat mth resilient support ring for
venting valves subjected to high pressure
sealing loads
[HASA-CASI-XKS-02582] c15 B71-21234
Apparatus and method capable of receiving large
quantity of high pressure helium, removing
impurities, and discharging at received pressure
[HASA-CfSI-XBF-06888] c15 B71-21044
Liquid aercsol dispenser with explosively driven
piston to compress light gas to extremely high
pressure
[1ASA-CASE-BFS-20829] c12 N72-21310




High resolution radar transmitting system for






Compact bellows spirometer for high speed and
high altitude space travel
[BASA-CASF.-IAR-01547] c05 B69-21473
High speed Ion level voltage commutating switch
tHASA-CASE-XAC-00060] c09 B70-39915
Impact testing machine for imparting large
impact forces on high velocity packages[SASA-CAEI-ISP-OU817] c14 H71-23225
Flow meter for measuring stagnation pressure in
boundary layer around high speed flight vehicle[BASA-CASI-XFB-02007] c12 H71-21692
Hethod for reducing mass of ball bearings for
long life operation at high speed
[BASA-CASF.-LF.R-10856-1] d5 H72-22490
Two stage light gas-plasma projectile accelerator[NASA-CASE-HFS-22287-1 ] c75 U76-14931
Selective data segment monitoring system
using shift registers[HASA-CASI-ABC-10899-1] c60 N77-19760




Electrically operated rotary shutter for
televisici camera aboard spacecraft
[HASA-CASB-XBP-00637] c1» B70-40273
HIGH STBF.1GTH
Hethod for malting fiber composites with high
strength at high temperatures[HASA-CASI-LEB-10424-2-2j c18 H72-25S39
HIGH STBEHGTB ALLOTS
High strength, corrosion resistant cobalt-based
alloys for aerospace structures
[HASA-CASE-XLE-00726] c17 N71-15644
High strength a luminum casting alloy for
cryogenic applications in aerospace engineering
[NASA-CASI-XBF-02786] c17 B71-20743
Production of high strength refractory compounds
and nicrcccnstituents into refractory metal
matrix[BASA-CASE-ILE-03940] c18 H71-26153
High strength nickel based alloys
[HASA-CASE-LZit-10874-1] c17 B72-22535




Prevention of hydrogen embrittlement of high
strength steel by hydrazine compositions
by adding potassium hydroxide to hydrazine
[BASA-CASE-BIO-12122-1] C24 B76-14203
High toughness-high strength iron alloy[NASA-CASE-LEW-12542-1] c26 H77-2425II
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HIGH TEHPEBATDBE
High temperature source of thermal radiation
[SASA-CASI-XLB-00490] C33 N70-34545
Thermionic diode switch for use in high
temperature region to chop current from dc i
source
[NASA-CASB-HPO-10404] C03 B71-12255
Hypersonic test facility for studying ablation
in models nnder high pressure and high
temperature
[1ASA-CASE-XLA-00378] c11 B7 1-15925
Process for fiberizing ceramic materials with
high fusion temperatures and tensile strength
[NASA-CASI-XBP-00597] CIS N71-23088
Induction heating of metallurgical specimens to
high temperatures in coil furnace
[HASA-CASI-XLE-04026] ell S71-2J267
Method of forming ceramic to metal seals
impervious to gaseous and liquid mercury at
high temperature
[ HASA-CASF-XBP-01263-2] c15 B71-26312
Hethod for making fiber composites with high
strength at high temperatures
[NASA-CASE-LEB-10424-2-2] Cl8 H72-25539
Superalloys f rom prealloyed powders at high
temperatures
[NASi-CASB-LEB-10805-1] CIS N73-13465
High temperature beryllium oxide capacitor
[HASA-CASB-LEB-11938-1] c33 N76-15373
Low to high temperature energy conversion system
[HASA-CASE-BPO-13510-1] clt B77-32581
BIGH TEHPEBATOBE AIB
Apparatus and method for generating large mass




High speed infrared furnace
[BASA-CASE-XLE-10166] c17 B69-25117
Nickel alloy series for aerospace structures
subjected to high temperatures
[HASA-CASE-XLE-00283] c17 H70-36616
Rater cooled gage for strain measurements in
high temperature environments
[BASA-CASE-XBP-09205] clO B71-176S7
Tantalum modified ferritic iron base alloys
for use in high temperature environments
[NASA-CASF.-LEH-12095-1 ] C26 H76-172J3
Thermocouples of molybdenum and indium alloys
for more stable vacuum-high temperature
performance
[HASA-CASE-LES-1217U-1] c35 H76-19107
Trielectrode capacitive pressure transducer
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10711-2] C33 B76-21390
Integrated structure vacuum tube
[BASA-CASE-ABC-IOIIS-I] C31 H76-31365
BIGH TEHPEBAtDBE FLOIDS
Self-cycling fluid beater for heating continuous




Multiple wavelength radiation measuring
instrument for determining hot body or gas
temperature
[B&SA-CJSS-XLB-00011] Cl» H70-H19lt6
Ablative resins used for retarding regression in
ablative material
[HASA-CASE-ILE-05913] c33 H71-1S032
Transient b'eat transfer gage for measuring total
radiant intensity from far ultraviolet and
ionized high temperature gases
[BASA-C4SE-XBP-09802] C33 871-15641
Generation of high temperature, high mass flow,
and high Beynolds number air at hypersonic
speeds
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10578-1] c12 H73-25262
Isotope separation using metallic vapor lasers
[HASA-CASE-BPO-13550-1] C36 H77-26077
BIGH TEHPEBAIDBE LOBBICABTS
Production of barium fluoride-calcium fluoride
composite lubricant for bearings or seals
[NASA-CASE-XLB-08511-2] C18 N71-16105
Self lubricating fluoride-metal composite
materials for outer space applications
[BASA-C4SB-XLE-08511] c18 B71-23710
BIGH IBHPBBATOBB PLASHAS
Apparatus for producing highly conductive, high
temperature electron plasma with hoaogenous
SOBJZCT I1DEI HOBBICOBB STBOCIOBES
temperature and pressure distribution
[NASA-CaSE-XLA-00147] c25 N70-34661
BIGH IEBPEE4TUEE PBOP8LLABTS
Development of system for delivering vaporized
mercury to election bcmbardment ion engine
[NASA-CASI-HPO-10737] C28 H72-11709
HIGH TBHPEB4TDBE EESE1BCB
Gas cooled high temperature thermocouple
[HASA-CASB-XLE-<W75-1] c33 H71-15568
Fatigue testing apparatus nth light shield and
infrared reflector for high temperature
evaluation of loaded sheet saiples
[NASS-CASE-XlA-01782] c14 H71-26136
High temperature oxidation resistant ceroet
compositions





Test apparatus for determining mechanical
properties of refractory materials at high
temperatures in vacuum or inert atmospheres
[HASA-CSSI-IIE-00335] dl H70-35368
Apparatus for testing metallic and nonmetallic
teams or rods by bending at high temperatures
in vacuum or inert atmosphere
[HASJ-CASE-XLE-01300] CIS H70-41993
BIGH VACOtlH
Epoiy resin sealing device for electrochemical
cells in high vacuum environments
[BASA-CASE-XGS-02630] C03 H71-22974
Device for high vacuum filn deposition vith
electromagnetic ion steering
rNASJ-CASE-BPO-10331] C09 B71-26701
Absolute pressure neasuring device for measuring
gas density level in high vacuum range
[HASA-CASE-LAR-10000] dl B73-3039»
Thermocouples cf molybdenum and iridium alloys
for more stable vacuum-high temperature
performance
[HASA-CASE-LIW-12174-1 ] c35 H76-19407
HIGH VACOOB OBBITAI S18ULATOB
Space environmental «ork simulator vith portions
of space suit mounted tc vacuum chamber wall
[NASA-CASE-XBF-07188] ell S71-18773
HIGH VOLTAGES
Hollow spherical electrode for shielding
dielectric junction between high voltage
conductor and insulator
[NASA-CASZ-XLE-03778] c09 H69-21542
High vcltage cable for use in high intensity
ionizing radiation fields
[HASA-CASE-XSP-00738] c09 B70-38201
High vcltage pulse generator for testing flash
and ignition limits of ncnmetallic materials
in controlled atmospheres
[NASA-CASE-BSC-12178-1] c09 B71-13518
High voltage transistor circuit
[NASa-CASE-XBP-06937] c09 H71-19516
High voltage divider system for attenuating high
voltages to convenient levels suitable for
introduction to measuring circuits
[HASA-CASE-XLE-02008] C09 H71-21583





Sustained arc ignition system
[NASA-CASE-LED-12B11-1] C33 H77-28385
HIGH!ATS
Traffic survey system using optical scanners
[HASA-CASE-HFS-22631-1 ] C66 H76-19888
BISTC6BAHS




Rater cooled contactors fcr holding rotating
carbon arc anode
[BASA-CA5E-XBS-03700] C15 B69-24266
Quick disconnect latch and handle combination
for mounting articles on vails or supporting
bases in spacecraft under zero gravity
conditions
[HASA-CASE-HFS-11132} C15 H71-176q9
Holder for high frequency crystal resonators
tHASA-CASi-XBP-03637] C15 B71-21311
1-91
Design and construction of mechanical probe for










Role mobility of deposited semiconductor films
in vacuum utilizing thermal gradient
[HASA-CASE-XKS-04614] C15 H69-21460
HOLLO! CATHODES
Dual membrane, hollov fiber fuel cell
[HASA-CASE-BPO-13732-1] C4« H77-19581
BOLOGBJPHI
Development of focused image holography vith
extended sources
[HASA-CASE-EBC-10019] Cl6 H71-15551
Hybrid holographic system using reference,
transmitted, and reflected beams simultaneously
[NASA-CASE-HFS-200711] C16 H71-15565
Becording and reconstructing focused image
holograms
[HASA-CASE-EBC-10017] C16 B71-15567
Method and means for recording and
reconstrncting holograms without use of
reference beam
[BASA-CASB-EBC-10020] C16 B71-26154
Multiple image storing system for obtaining
holographic record on fi lm of high speed
projectile
[HftSA-CASE-HFS-20596] C11 H72-17321
Thin film analyzer utilizing holographic
techniques
[8SSA-CASE-HFS-20823-1] C16 B73-30176
Method and apparatus for checking the stability
of a setup for making reflection type holograms
CHasa-CASE-BFS-21455-1] C35 B7«-151t6
Beal time moving scene holographic camera system
[HSSA-CASE-BFS-21087-1 ] C35 N74-17153
Holography utilizing surface plasmon resonances
[HASA-CASE-BFS-22010-1 ] C35 B71-269I16
Holographic system for nondestructive testing
[HSSA-CASE-BFS-21704-1] ' C35 B75-25124
Beal time, large volume, moving scene
holographic camera system
[SaSA-CASE-BFS-22537-1] C35 H75-27328
Holographic motion picture camera vith Ooppler
shift compensation
[ H&SA-CASE-BFS-22517-1] c35 H76-18U02
Optical process for producing classification
maps from multispectral data
[ NASA-CASE-BSC-14472-1 ] C43 B77-1058K
HOHIIS DEVICES
Location identification system vith ground based
transmitter and aircraft borne receiver/decoder
[BASA-CASE-EBC-1032M] C07 K72-2S173
BOHErCOHB COBES
Technique for making foldable, inflatable,
plastic honeycomb core panels for use in
building and bridge structures, light and
radio vave reflectors, and spacecraft
[ HASA-CASE-XIA-03492] Cl5 B71-22713
Heat treatment and tooling for forming shapes
from thermosetting honeycomb core sheets
[RASA-CASE-BEO-11036] CIS B72-24522




Filling honeycomb matrix vith deaerated paste
filler
[HASA-CASE-XHS-01108J Cl5 069-21322
Inflatable honeycomb panel element for
lightweight structures usable in space
stations and other construction
[HASA-CASE-XLA-00204] C32 B70-36536
Fluid flov control valve for regulating fluids
in molecular quantities
[NASA-CASE-XLE-00703] C1S H71-15967
Method and apparatus for fabrication of heat
insulating and ablative reentry structure
[BASA-CASE-XHS-02009] C33 H71-20834
Bethod for honeycomb panel bonding by




Development of thermal insulation material for
insulating liquid hydrogen tanks in spacecraft
[BASA-CASI-XflF-05046] c33 H71-28892
Honeycomb panels of minimal surface, periodic
tubule layers
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10364] C18 572-25510
Development of process for bonding resinous body
in cavities of hcneyccmb structures
[NASA-CAEJ-HSC-12357] C15 N73-12489
Insert facing tool manually operated catting
tool for forming stnds in honeycomb material
[BASA-CASE-HFS-21485-1] C37 B74-25968




Composite sandwich lattice structure
[BASA-CASE-LAB-11898-1] C24 B77-15103




Design and development of device to prevent





Oscillatory electromagnetic mirror drive system
for horizon scanners
[BASA-CASI-XIA-03724] c14 B69-27461
Bulti-lobar scan horizon sensor
[RASA-CASE-XGS-00809] C21 B70-35427
Attitude orientation control of spin stabilized
final stage space vehicles, using horizon
scanners
[BASA-CASI-X1A-00281] c21 B70-36943
clamped amplifier circuit for horizon scanner
enabling amplification and accurate
measurement of specified parameters
[BASJ-CASE-XGS-01784] c10 N71-20782




Hethod and equipment for locating earth infrared




Delta winged, manned reentry vehicle capable of
horizontal glide landing at low speeds
[RASA-CASI-XLA-00241] C31 H70-37986
BOBIZOBTAL TAIL SOBFACES
Development, and characteristics of translating
horizontal tail assembly for supersonic aircraft
[BASA-CASE-XLA-08801-1] C02 871-1101(3
BOB! 1BTEBBAS
Device for improving efficiency of parabolic
horn antenna system for linearly polarized
signals x
[SASA-CASE-XBP-00611] C09 S70-35219
Device for improving efficiency of parabolic
reflector horn for linearly or circularly
polarized waves
[BASA-CASI-XBP-00540] C09 B70-35382
Characteristics of antenna horn feeds consisting
of central horn with overlapping peripheral
horns
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10452] C07 B71-12396
Hnltiple mode horn antenna with radiation
pattern of equal beamwidths and suppressed
sidelobes
[BASA-CASE-IHP-01057] c07 B71-15907
Hnltipurpose microwave.antenna, employing dish
reflector with plural coaxial horn feeds
[BASA-CASI-BPO-1126Q] c07 B72-25174
Horn antenna having T-shaped corrugated slots
[RASA-CASE-1JB-11112-1] c32 B76-15330
Highly efficient antenna system using a
corrugated horn and scanning hyperbolic
reflectcr
[BASA-CASE-SPO-13568-1] c32 B76-21365
Reflex feed system for dual frequency antenna
[BASA-CASE-SPO-14022-1] C32 B77-24338
Collapsible corrugated horn antenna
[BASA-CASI-LAB-11745-1] C32 H77-24339
HOT CATHODES
Improved cathode containing barium carbonate
1-92
block and heated tungsten screen for electron
bombardment ion thrustor '
[HASA-CASE-XLE-07087] C06 H69-39889
HOT PBESSIBG
Cermet for nuclear fuel constructed by pressing
metal coated ceramic particles in die at
temperature to cause bonding of metal
coatings, and tested for thermal stability
[BASA-CASE-LEW-10219-1] C18 B71-28729
'HOT IOBKIBG
Hot forming of plastic sheets
[SASA-CASE-XHS-05516] C15 R71-17803
HOT-BIRE ABEBOBETBBS
Hetallic hot wire anemometer for high speed
wind tunnel tests
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10911-1] c35 B77-20400








Sealed housing for protecting electronic
equipment against electromagnetic interference
[BASA-CASE-HSC-12168-1] C09 B71-18600
Open type urine receptacle with tubular housing
[BASA-CASE-BSC-12324-1] COS H72-22093
Beadily assembled universal environment housing
for electronic equipment
[SASA-CASE-KSC-10031] CIS H72-22486
Gas flow control device, including housing and
input port
[BASA-CASE-BPO-11479] C15 B73-13162
Cryogenic gyroscope housing with annular







Hovering type flying vehicle design and
principle mechanisms for manned or unmanned use
[HASA-CASE-BSC-12111-1 ] C02 N71-11039
HOGOBIOT EQOATIOB OF STATE




Efficient operation of improved hydrofoil design
[BASA-CASE-XLA-00229] C12 B70-33305
HDBAB BBIHGS
Hethod and apparatus for applying compressional
forces to skeletal structure of subject to
simulate force during ambulatory conditions
[HASA-CASB-ABC-10100-1] COS B71-21738
Automatic braking device for rapidly




Apparatus for measuring human body mass in zero
or reduced gravity environment
[BASA-CASE-XHS-03371] " COS B70-42000
Electromedical garment, applying
vectorcardiologic type electrodes to human
torsos for data recording during physical
activity
[SASA-CASB-XFB-10856] COS B71-11189
Thermoregnlating with cooling flow pipe network
for humans
[BASA-CASE-XHS-10269] COS B71-24147
Tilting table for testing human body in variety
of positions while exercising on ergometer or
other biomedical devices
[BASA-CASE-BFS-21010-1] COS B73-30078
Hethod and system for in vivo measurement of
bone tissue using a two level energy source
[BASA-CASB-HSC-1II276-1] C52 B77-14737
HOHAB FACTOBS EBGIBBEBIBG
Shock absorbing couch for body support under
high acceleration or deceleration forces
[BASA-CASE-XHS-01240] COS B70-3S1S2
Harness assembly adapted to support man on




Bultiple circuit snitch apparatus requiring
linimum hand and eye movement by operator
[BASA-CASE-XAC-03777] CIO H71-15909
Bemote contrcl device operated by movement of
finger tips for manual control of spacecraft
attitude
[BASA-CASE-XAC-02405] C09 B71-16089
Design and development of flexible tunnel for
use by spacecre«s in performing extravehicular
activities
[B»Sl-C»SI-HEC-122lt3-1] c05 B71-2U728
Development of apparatus and method for
quantitatively oeasaring brain activity as







locking mechanism for orthopedic braces
[BASA-CASE-GSC-12082-2] c52 B77-2769*
HO BAB PEBFOBHJSCB













Passive' intrusion detection system
[HASA-CASE-HEO-1380K-1] C35 B77-19390
BTBBID COHCDTEBS
Adaptive voting computer system
[NASA-CAEE-BSC-13932-1] C62 B71I-1H920
BTBBID PBOSE1IABTS
Liner for hybrid solid propellants to bind
propellant tc rocket motcr case
[BASA-CASE-7.B2-097I1I1] C27 B71-16392
BTDBADLIC COHTBOL
Shear modulated fluid amplifier of high pressure
hydraulic vortex amplifier type
[HASA-CASE-BFS-10II12] C12 B71-17578




Developient and characteristics of variable
displacement fluid pump for tranforming
hydraulic pressures
[NASA-CASE-HFS-20830] c15 B71-30028
Hydraulic drain means for servo-systems
[HASA-CASE-HEO-10316-1] c37 H77-22H79
HTIBADIIC BCDISHBM
Hydraulic support equipment for full scale
dynamic testing of large rocket vehicle under
free flight conditions
[BASA-CASE-XFiy-01772] C11 H70-H1677
Hydraulic support apparatus for dynauic testing
of space vehicles under near-free flight
conditions
[HASA-CASI-tH?-032Q8] c11 H71-10604
Hydraulic drive mechanism for leveling isolation
platforms
[HHSA-CASI-IHS-03252] C15 B71-10658
Antibacklaeh circuit for hydraulic drive system
[BASA-CASE-XBP-01020] CO3 B71-12260
Hydraulic clamping of sheet stock specimens
[BASA-CASE-ILA-05100] C15 871-17696
Design and development of double acting shock
absorber fcr spacecraft docking operations
[BASA-CASE-IHS-03722] C15 B71-21530
Hydraulic apparatus for casting and moiling of
liquid polymers
[BASA-CASI-XHP-07659] c06 H71-22975
System to control speed cf hydraulically movable
members by Uniting energy applied to
actuators «itb hydraulic servo loop
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10131-1] C15 B71-2775U
Development of aircraft ccntrcl system nith high
performance electrically controlled and
mechanically operated hydraulic valves for
precise flight operation
[H4SA-CASE-XAC-OOOI48] C02 871-29128
Development and characteristics of variable
displacement fluid pump for tranforming
hydraulic pressures
[BASA-CASE-HFS-20830] C15 B71-30028
Design and characteristics of mechanically
extended and telescoping boom on crane assembly
[BASA-CASE-8PO-11118] C03 B7^-250^1
Design and development of device to prevent
geysering during convective circulation ot
cryogenic fluids
[HASA-CASE-KSC-10615] C15 B7J-12186
Bednndant hydraulic control system for actuators
uith three main valve combination
[NASA-CASE-BFS-20911] Cl5 B73-13466
Rocket propellant Injector with porous faceplate




Combined pressure regulator and shutoff valve
[BASA-CASE-BIO-13201-1] C37 B75-15050
Dltrasonically bonded value assembly
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13360-1] c37 B75-25185
Filter regeneration systems a system for
regenerating a system filter in a fluid flov
line
[NASA-CASB-HSC-1U273-1] C34 B75-33312
Quick disconnect filter coupling
[BASA-CASE-HFS-22323-1] C37 B76-11163
Actuator device for artificial leg
[BASA-CASE-HFS-23225-1] C52 B77-1M735
HIDB1DLIC FLOIBS




[ 1ASA-CASI-BCB-1 0888-1] C37 B77-2248I1
BIDBAZIBE BITBOFOBB
Solid propellant containing hydrazininm




Catalyst bed ignition system for hydrazine
propellants
[NASA-CASE-XBP-00876] C28 B70-U1311
Hydrazine monoperflnoro alkanoate solder f lux
leaving corrosion resistant coating, for
metals such as copper
[HASA-CASB-IBP-03l»S9-2] CIS B71-15688
Rubber composition for expulsion bladders and
diaphragms for use with hydrazine
[NASA-CASE-BEO-11<!33] C18 B71-31140
Prevention of hydrogen embrittlement of high
strength steel by hydrazine compositions
by adding potassium hydroxide to hydrazine
[HASA-CASE-BEO-12122-1 ] C24 B76-TU03
HIDROCAHBOB FDB1S
Apparatus for producing hydrocarbon slurry
containing small particles of magnesium for
use as jet aircraft fuel
[HASA-CASE-XlE-00010] CIS B70-33382
Hydrogen rich gas generator
[HASA-CASE-BPO-133«2-2] C«« B76-29700
Hydrogen rich gas generator
[H»SA-CASE-HPO-13a61-2] ciia B76-29701
HIDHOCABBOBS
Solid propellant containing hydraziniumo
nitroforiate oxidizer and polymeric
hyflrocarbon tinder
[BASA-CASE-HPO-12015] C27 B73-1676Q
Hydrogen rich gas generator
[HASA-CASE-HIO-13302-1] C37 B76-16»U6
Pyrolysis system and process recovering
energy from solid wastes containing hydrocarbons
[HASA-CASl-BSC-12669-1] CM B76-16621
In-situ laser retorting of oil shale
[HaSA-CASE-LM-12217-1 ] C36 B77-18Q29
Combustion engine for air pollution control
[HASA-CASE-BPO-13671-1] C37 B77-31S97
HYDROCHLORIC ACID
Indicator providing continuous indication ot the
presence of a specific pollutant in air
[HASA-CASE-BPO-13Q7Q-1) C»5 B76-21712
HYDROFOILS





Cold petal hydroforming techniques using epoxy
nolds for counteracting creep or stretch
[HASA-CJSf.-XLF.-05611-l] c15 B71-263H6
HYDBCGBH
Method anfl transducer device for detecting
presence of hydrogen gas
[HASA-CASB-XHF-03873]
 C06 H69-39733
Preventing pressure buildup in electrochemical




Development of poise-activated polarographic
hydrogen detector
[HASA-CASE-XHF-06531] d« S71-17575








Hydrogen fire blink detector for high altitude
rocket or ground installation
[HASl-CASE-HFS-15063] c1<l B72-25U12
Separation of dissolved bydrogen frog vater and
coating with palladium black
[NASA-CiSE-BSC-13335-13 C06 H72-311HO
Atonic hydrogen maser with bulb temperature
control by output frequency difference signal
for vail shift elinination
[HASA-CASE-HQN-1065II-1]
 c-|6 H73-13189
Hethod of producing a storage bulb for an atonic
hydrogen maser
[HASA-CASE-HPO-13050-1 ] c36 S75-15029
Atomic standard with variable storage volume
[NASA-CASE-GSC-11895-1] c35 H76-15436








Solar photolysis of vater
[NASA-CASE-HPO-13675-1] cUI 877-32580
HTDSOGEH BH8BITTIEBEBT
Prevention of hydrogen embrittlement of high
strength steel by hydrazine compositions
by adding potassium hydroxide to hydrazine
[NASA-CASB-BPO-12122-1] C21 H76-HI203
HYDBOGEN FOILS
Atomic hydrogen storage method and apparatus
in strong magnetic fields
[NASA-CASE-LFI-12081-1] c28 H76-22399
Hydrogen rich gas -generator
[BASA-CASE-SPO-133»2-2] c<IK H76-29700













Water electrolysis rocket engine with self-
regulating stoichiometric fuel mixing regulator
[NASA-CASE-XGS-08729] C28 B71-140HU
HYDBOGBB PBBOIIDE
Dnit for generating thrust from catalytic
decomposition of hydrogen peroxide, for high
altitude aircraft or spacecraft reaction control
[BASA-CASE-XBS-00583] c28 170-38504
HTDBOGBBiTIOB
Producing high purity silicon carbide on carbon
















Hethod of evaluating moisture barrier properties
of materials used in electronics encapsulation
[HASA-CASE-BPO-10051] c18 N71-2t93»
BYPBBPIBE STBDCIOBE
Pcocess for producing dispersion strengthened
nickel nith aluminum comprising metallic




Solid propellant ignition with hypergolic flnid
injected to predetermined portions of propellant
[BASA-CASI-XlE-00207] C28 H70-33375
Begenerative cooling system for small rocket
engine having restart capability and using
noncryogenic hypergolic propellants
[NASA-CASB-XIE-00685] C28 B70-M1S92
Method for igniting solid propellant rocket
motors by injecting hypergolic fluids
CHASA-CASE-XIB-01988] C27 B71-1563a
BIPEBSOBIC AIBCB1FT
Hultistage aerospace craft perspective
drawings of conceptual design
[BASA-CASE-XHF-02263] COS N7I1-10907
HYPEBSOBIC F10I
Design of hypersonic test facility for ablation
tests and performance tests of vehicles under
conditions of high temperature and pressure
[BASA-CASE-XIA-05378] ell B71-21H75
BIPEBSOHIC SPIED
Leading edge design for hypersonic reentry
vehicles
[HASA-CASI-XLA-00165] c31 B70-33212
Aerospace vehicle with variable planform for
hypersonic and subsonic flight
[SiSA-CASE-XlA-00805] C31 B70-38010
Variable geometry manned orbital vehicle having
high aerodynamic efficiency over wide speed
range and incorporating auxiliary pivotal vings
CHASA-CASE-XLA-03691] C31 B71-1567II
Supersonic or hypersonic vehicle control system
comprising elevens with hinge line sveep and
free of adverse aerodynamic cross coupling
[BASA-CASE-ILA-08967] C02 B71-27088
Generation of high temperature, high mass flow,
and high Beynolds number air at hypersonic
speeds
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10578-1] Cl2 B73-25262
Apparatus and method for generating large mass




Carbon dioxide purge systems to prevent
condensation in spaces between cryogenic tnel
tanks and hypersonic vehicle skin
[BASA-CASE-XIA-01967] c31 S70-12015
HIPEBVBIOCITI GOBS
Bethod and apparatus for use in forming highly
collimated beam of microparticles vith high
charge to mass ratio and injecting beam into
electrostatic accelerating tube
[HASA-CASE-XGS-06628] c24 H71-16213
Implosion driven, light gas, hypervelocity gun
[SASA-CiSE-XAC-05902] C11 S71-18578
Collapsible piston for hypervelocity gun
£HASA-CASE-HSC-13789-1] Cll B73-3215^
HTFERTELOCIIT IHPACI
Bethod of and device for deteroining the
characteristics and flax disjbribntion of
aicrometeorites scanning puncture boles in
sheet material with photoelectric cell
[BASi-C»SE-BPO-12127-1] C91 B7a-13130
Semiconductor projectile impact detector
[HiSA-CJSE-HFS-23008-1] C35 B76-19105
HIFBRTE10CI1T PBOJBCTIIBS
Impact measuring technique for determining size
of hypervelocity projectiles
[BASA-CASE-1AB-10913] Cl« S72-16282
Multiple image storing system for obtaining






Hypersonic test facility for studying ablation
in models tinder high pressure and high
temperature
[HASA-CASE-XIA-00378] C11 H71-15925
Design of hypersonic test facility for ablation
tests and performance tests of vehicles under
conditions of high temperature and pressure
[NASA-CASI-X1A-05378] c11 H71-21475
HTSTEBESIS




Characteristics of solid prcpellant rocket
engine vith controlled rate of thrust buildup
operating in vacuum environment
[NASA-CASE-BSO-11559] c28 H73-24784
Bemote fire stack igniter Kith
solenoid-controlled valve
[HHSA-C1ISE-HIS-216T5-1;] c25 H74-33378
Bolded coapcsite pyrogen igniter for rocket motors
[NASA-CASE-IJB-12018-1] c20 H76-29365
IGBITIOH
Hagnetically controlled plasma accelerator




High voltage pulse generator for testing flash




Solid propellent ignition vith hypergolic fluid
injected to predetermined portions of propellant
fBASA-CASE-XlE-0020'7] c28 S70-33375
Ignition systen for moncpropellant combustion
devices
[HASA-C8SI-XBP-00249] C28 B70-38249
Igniter capsule for chemical ignition of liquid
rocket prope Hants
[HASA-CASE-ILE-00323] C28 H70-38505
Catalyst bed ignition system for hydrazine
propellants
[HASA-CASI-T.BP-00876] c28 H70-41311
Sustained arc ignition system
[NASA-CASE-LEW-12449-1] c33 H77-28385
IGBHIOI TBBPEBATOBB
Test chamber for determining decomposition and
antcigniticn of materials used in spacecraft
under controlled environental conditions
[BASA-CASE-KSC-10198] c11 H71-28629
IlLOBHATIHG




Camera adapter design for image magnification
including lens and illuminator
[NASA-CASE-XBF-03840-1] Cll B71-26474
Illuoinaticn system design for use as sunlight
simulator in space environment simulators vith




Video signal enhancement of signal component
representing brightness cf scene eleaent in
lov contrast
[HASA-CASE-HPO-10343] c07 B71-27341




Beal tine liquid crystal image converter
tHASA-CASE-LAB-11206-1] c7« H74-30118
Deep trap, laser activated image converting system
fSASA-CHSB-NSO-13131-1] C36 B75-19652
Resistive anode image converter
tBASA-CASB-HCB-1C876-1] c33 B76-27473
IHAGE COBBEIAIOBS
(Inltiple pattern holographic information storage
and readout system
[HASA-CaSE-EBC-10151] c16 S71-29131
Automatic focus control for facsimile cameras
[HASi-CASB-IAB-11213-1] c35 H75-150ia
IHAGE DISSBCTOB TUBES
Apparatus for calibrating an image dissector tube
[HASA-CASB-HPS-22208-1] c33 H75-262QI!
Electronic optical transfer function analyzer
[HASA-CSSE-HES-21672-1] c7« B76-19935
IBAGB BSHABCBBBIT
Electron beam scanning system for improved image
definition and reduced pover requirements for
video signal transmission
[HASA-CASE-EBC-10552] C09 B71-12539
Physical correction filter for improving the
optical quality of an ioage
[HASA-CASE-HQB-10542-1] c7d H75-25706
Method of pest-process intensification of images
on photographic films and plates
[HASA-CASE-HFS-23U61-1] C35 H76-261H9
A miniature implantable ultrasonic echosonometer
CHASA-CASE-ABC-11035-1 ] C52 B77-156.i1
IHAGB PILTBBS
Filter arrangement for controlling light
intensity in motion picture camera used in
optical pyroaetry
[HASA-CASE-XIA-00062] Cl« B70-33251
Physical correction filter for improving the





Lov intensity x-ray and gamma-ray imaging device
[HASA-C8SE-GSC-12263-1] C35 S77-29<»71
IBAGB TDBBS
Image tube deriving electron bean replica of
image
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11602-1]






Surface roughness measuring system
[HASA-CASE-HPO-13862-1] c32 B77-17325
IBA6ES
Camera adapter design for image magnification
including lens and illuminator
[BASA-CASE-XHF-038ltlt-1] C14 S71-26171
Stereoscopic television system, including
projecting pair of binocular images
CHASA-CASE-ABC-10160-1] c23 H72-27728
IBAGIIG TBCBBIQDBS
Highly stable optical mirror assembly optimizing
image quality of light diffraction patterns
[•SASA-CASB-EBC-10001] C23 B71-24868
Noise elimination in coherent imaging system by
axial rotation of optical lense for spectral
distribution of degrading affects
[BASA-CASB-GSC-11133-1] C23 H72-11568
Phototransistor imaging system vith mosaic of
phototransistors on semiconductor substrate
[BASA-CASE-HFS-20809] c23 B73-13660
Computerized optical system for producing
multiple images of a scene simultaneously
[HASA-CASE-HSC-12404-1] C23 B73-13661
Optical imaging system for increasing light
absorption efficiency of imaging detector
[HASA-CASB-ABC-1019B-1] C23 B73-207II1
Device for displaying and recording angled vlevs
of samples to be vieved by microscope
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11690-1] Cl» 873-28499
Bitchey-Chretien telescope responsive to images
located off telescope optical axis
[HASA-CASE-GSC-11487-1] C14 B73-30393




Field sequential stereo television
[BASA-CASE-HSC-12616-1] . C32 B74-32601
Electron microscope aperture system
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10448-3] C35 B77-14408
Method and apparatus for producing an image from
a transparent object
[BASA-CftSB-GSC-11989-1] C74 B77-28932
Lou intensity x-ray and gamma-ray imaging device
[NtSA-CASE-SSC-12263-1] C35 H77-29471
IHIDBS




Holding process for imidazcpyrrolcne polymers
[BASA-CASE-LAF-10E<I7-1] c31 B74-13177
IHIHES
Synthesis cf polymeric schiff bases by
schiff-base exchange reactions
[BASA-CASF-XHF-08651] c06 B71-11236
Direct synthesis cf pclyieric schiff bases from
tvo anines and two aldehydes
[BASA-CASE-XBF-08655] c06 B71-11239
Synthesis of schiff bases for heat shields by
acetal amne reactions
[BASA-CASI-XBI-08652] c06 B71-112U3
Synthesis cf aromatic diauines and dialdehyde
polymers using Schiff base
[BASA-CASI-XBF-030711] c06 H71-2U7»0
IHHOBILIZAtlOI
Stretcher with rigid head and neck snpport with
capability cf supporting immobilized person in
vertical position for removal from vehicle
hatch to eiterior also useful as splint
stretcher
[BASA-CASE-XBF-06589] c05 B71-23159
Absolute focus locking device for microscopes to
maintain set focus for extended time period
[HASA-CASE-IJB-1018fl] clt B72-22415
IHPACT
Shock absorber for use as protective barrier in
impact energy absorbing system
[BASA-CASE-HPO-10671] c15 B72-20U43
System for detecting impact position of cosmic
dust on detector surface
[NASA-CASE-GSC-11291-1 ] c25 B72-33696
Impact position detector fcr outer space particles
[BASA-CASF.-GSC-11829-1] c35 B75-27331
IRPACT 1CCE1EEJTIOH
Suspended mass oscillation damper based on
impact energy absorption for damping wind








Piezoelectric transducer for detecting and
measuring licrometeorcids
[BASA-CASI-XAC-01101] c1« B70-41957
Impact testing machine for imparting large
impact forces on high velocity packages
[BASA-CJSE-XBP-OH817] c11 B71-23225
IBPACT BESISTBHCE
Electric storage battery with high impact '
resistance
[BASA-CASE-BEO-11021] c03 S72-20032
Hybrid composite laminate structures
[SASA-CASE-UB-12118-1] c2« B77-27188
IBPACT STBEBGTB
High impact pressure regulator having minimum
number of lightweight movable elements
[HASi-CASE-B.PO-10175] c1U B71-18625
IHPACT TESTIIG HACHIRES
Development and characteristics of pentrometer
for measuring physical properties of lunar
surface
[BASA-CSSZ-XLA-0093U] c1« B71-22765
Impact testing machine for imparting large
impact forces on high velocity packages
[SASA-CASS-XBP-01817] d« B71-23225
IHPACT TCLBBAICBS




Impedance transformation device for signal ailing
[BASA-CASE-XGS-01110] c07 B69-2H331
Reflectometer for receiver input impedance natch
measureient
[BASA-CASE-IKP-108II3] c07 B71-11267
Radio frequency coaxial filter to provide dc
isolation and low frequency signal rejection
in audio range
[NASA-CASE-XGS-01H18] c09 B71-23573
Pattern and impedance Batching Improvements in
transversely polarized triazial antenna
[8ASA-CASE-XGS-02290] c07 B71-28809
IHPBtABCE B1ASDBEBBBTS





Biotelemetry apparatus with dual voltage
generators for implanting in animals
[BASA-CASE-XAC-05706] COS B71-12342




Implosion driven, light gas, hyperveloclty gun
[BASA-CASE-XAC-05902] ell B71-18578
IBPBOVEBBBT






Fabrication of sintered imparity semiconductor
brushes for electrical energy transfer
[HASA-CASE-XBF-01016] C26 B71-17818
IRCIDEIT BADIATIOB
Frequency scanning particle size spectrometer
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13606-1] C35 B75-19627




Hingeless helicopter rotor with improved stability
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10807-1] COS B77-17029
IBCOBEBEBT SCAtlEBIBG




Piezoelectric means for missile stage separation
indication and stage initiation
CBASA-CASE-XlA-00791] C03 H70-39930
Inductive liquid level detection system
[BASA-CASE-X1E-01609] ell B71-10500
Apparatus for determining quality of bond
between high density material and low density
material
[BASA-CASE-BFS-13686] c15 B71-18132




Solar cell collector and method for producing same
indium alloy coatings
[BASA-CASE-LEB-12552-1] ell B77-1756II




Current dependent variable inductance for input
filter chokes of ac or dc power supplies
[BASA-CASE-EFC-10139] C09 S72-17154
Inductance device with vacuum Insulation and
materials of low gas entrapping capability
[BASA-CASB-LES-10330-1] COS B72-27226
Direct reading inductance meter
[BASA-CASE-SPO-13792-1] C35 B77-32«tb5
IHDOC1IOI BEATIBG
Induction heating of metallurgical specimens to
high temperatures in coll furnace
[NASA-CASE-XLB-OU026] d<4 B71-23267
IIDBC1IOI BOTOB3
Voltage controlled oscillator circuit for
two-phase induction motor control
[BASA-CASB-BPS-21W65-1] ClO H73-J21lt5
Variable frequency inverter for ac induction
motors with torque, speed and braking control
[SASA-CASB-BFS-22088-1] C33 B75-1587K




Inductive liquid level detection system
[ SASA-CASE-XIB-01609] Cl» B71-10500
Describing apparatus used In vacuum deposition
of thin film inductive windings for spacecraft
aicroclrcuitry
[HASA-CASB-XHF-01667] c15 B71-176«I7
Double-induction variable speed system for
constant-frequency electrical power generation
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10065] c09 B71-2736H
IBDOSIBIAL PLAITS
Simplified technique and device for producing
SUBJECT I1DEI IBITIATOBS (EXPLOSIVES)
industrial grade synthetic diamonds
[BASA-CASI-HJS-20698-2] c15 H73-19457
IBD0STBIAL liSlES
Process for purification of Haste water produced
by a Kraft process palp and paper lill
[NASA-CASE-BEO-13847-2] c85 S77-17949
IHBBTIA
Gearing system for elininating backlash and




Hermetically sealed vibration damper design for




Inertial coiponent clamping assembly design for
spacecraft guidance and control system mounting
[BASA-CASE-IHS-02184] C15 H71-20813
Inertial giibal alignment system for spacecraft
guidance
[FASA-CASI-XHF-01669] C21 S71-23289
Temperature compensated digital inertial sensor
circuit for maintaining inertial element






Development of attitude control system for
spacecraft orientation
[BASA-CASE-XGS-04393] C21 871-14159
Large amplitude, linear inertial reference








Passive thermal control coating on aluminum foil
laoinate for inflatable spacecraft surfaces
[BASA-CASE-XLS-01291] c33 H70-36617
Erectable, inflatable, radio signal reflecting
passive ccmmnnication satellite
[BASA-CASE-XLA-00210] c30 870-40309
Botating, mnltisid€d mandrel for fabricating
gored inflatable spacecraft
[BASA-CASt-XIA-04143] c15 871-17687
Forming inflatable panels erectable in space for
passive communication satellite
[NASA-CASS-XLA-03497] C15 871-23052
Development and characteristics of inflatable
structure to provide escape frcn orbit for
spacecrevs under emergency conditions
[BASA-CASE-XHS-06162] C31 B71-28851
IBFLATABLE STBOCTOBES
Aecoflexible wing structure vith air scoop for
inflating stiffeners vith ram air[BASA-CASI-XLA-06095] cOI H69-39981
Lightveight life preserver without fastening
devices
[BASA-CASB-XHS-OC864] c05 B70-36493
Inflatable honeycomb panel element for
lightweight structures usable in space
stations and other construction
[BASA-CASf-XlA-00204] C32 H70-3653S
Inflatable tadar reflector unit - lightweight,
highly reflective to electromagnetic
radiation, and adaptable for erection and
deployment with minimum effort and time
[BASA-CASB-IHS-00893] C07 870-40063
Temperature sensor warning system for pneunatic
tires of aircraft and ground vehicles
[BASA-CASB-XLA-01926] C14 S71-15620
Inflation system for ballocn type satellites
[BASA-CASS-IGS-03351] • C31 H71-16081
Development and characteristics of protective
coatings for spacecraft
[BASA-CASB-XBP-02507] C31 H71-17679
Development and characteristics of self
supporting space vehicle
[HASf-CiSB-XIA-00117] c31 B71-17680
Conforming folisher for astheric surfaces of
revolution with inflatable tube
[DASA-CASE-XGS-02884] Cl5 H71-22705
Technique for making foldable, inflatable,
plastic honeycomb core panels for use in
building and bridge structures, light and
radio wave reflectors, and spacecraft
CBASA-CASE-ILA-03492] C15 H71-2271J
Collapsible antenna boom and coaxial
transmission line having inflatable inner tube
CBASA-CASE-HFS-20068] C07 871-27191
Space expandable tether device for use as
passageway between two docked spacecraft
[HASA-CiSi-IBS-10993] C15 871-28936
Inflatable rocket engine nozzle skirt with
transpiration cooling
C8ASA-C1SB-HFS-20619] C28 872-11708
flodification of one man life raft
[HASA-CSSE-IAB-10241-1] c54 874-14845
IBFOBaATIOB BETBIBIAl
Rultiple pattern holographic information storage
and readout system[8ASA-CASE-EBC-10151] Cl6 B71-29131
IBFBABBD DBTBCTOBS
Temperature sensitive capacitor device for
detecting very low intensity infrared radiation
[HASA-CASB-XBP-09750] Cl4 869-39937
Sight switch using infrared source and sensor
mounted beside eye
[BASA-CASE-XHF-03934] C09 871-22985
Characteristics of infrared photodetectors
manufactured from semiconductor material
irradiated by electron beam
[BASA-CASB-IgB-10728-1] C14 873-12445




Infrared scanning system for maintaining
spacecraft orientation with earth reference
[BASA-C&SZ-XH-00120} C21 B70-33181
IBFBABED 1ASBBS
Honitoring atmospheric pollutants with a
heterodyne radiometer transmitter-receiver
[BASA-CASI-BPO-11919-1] C35 B74-11284
Gregorian all-reflective optical system
[8ASA-C4SE-GSC-12058-1] c74 877-26942
IIPBABBD BADIATIOB
High speed infrared furnace
[HASA-CASE-XLE-10466] Cl7 869-25147
High field Cds detector for infrared radiation
[8ASA-CASE-IAB-11027-1] C3S B74-18088
I8FBABBD SCA1BBBS
Infrared scanning system for maintaining
spacecraft orientation with earth reference
[HASA-CASE-Xli-00120] c21 870-33181
Bethod and eguipment for locating earth Infrared








Telespectrograph for analyzing upper atmosphere




Polymer coatings for moisture protection of
optical windows in infrared spectroscopy
[BASi-CASE-ABC-10749-1] C23 B73-32542
Rethod and apparatus for providing a servo drive
signal in a high-speed stepping interferometer
[BAS»-CASB-HFO-13569-2] C33 B77-28395
IIPRASOIIC IBBQDBBCIBS
Etesonant infrasonic gauging device for measuring
liquid quantity in closed bladderless reservoir
[»iSi-CASE-!SC-11847-1] C14 "72-11363
IlItlAtOBS (BMI-OSIVBS)
Piezoelectric leans for missile stage separation
indication and stage initiation
[RASA-CASB-XLA-00791] C03 B70-39930
Blectroexplosive safe-arm initiator using
electric driven electromagnetic coils and







Foam insolation thickness leasnring and
injection device for spacecraft applications
[BASA-CASE-HES-20261] c14 H71-27005
ISJECTOBS
Propellant injectors for rocket combustion
chambers
[BASA-CASE-XLE-00103] c28 H70-33241
Fuel injection system for naxinum combustion
efficiency of rocket engines
rBASA-CASE-XLE-00111] c28 N70-38199
Injector manifold assembly for bipropellant
rocket engines providing for fuel propellant
to serve as coolant
[HASf-CASE-XHF-00148] C28 B70-38710
Hethod and apparatus for use in forming highly
collimated beam of microparticles with high
charge to tass ratio and injecting beam into
electrostatic accelerating tnbe
[BASA-CASE-XGS-06628] c24 B71-16213
Control valve and coaxial variable injector for
controlling bipropellant mixture ratio and flow
[NASJ-CASE-XBP-09702] c15 B71-17654
Rocket engine injector orifice to accommodate
changes in density, velocity, and pressure,
thereby naintaining constant mass flow rate of
propellant into rocket ccmbnstion chamber
CHASA-CASE-KE-03157] c28 N71-24736
Bipropellant injector with pair of concave
deflector plates
[NASA-CASE-XNP-09461] c28 N72-23809
Coaxial injector for nixing liquid propellants
within combustion chambers
[NASA-CASE-NPO-11095] C15 S72-25455
Improved injector with porous plug for babbles
of gas into feed lines of electrically
conductive liquid
[NASA-CASE-SPO-11377] c15 H73-27<K>6
Splash groove fuel injector
[NASA-CASE-LES-12417-1] c07 B76-22198
IHLBT PLO»
High pressure foar-way valve vith O ring adapted
to pass across inlet port
[NASA-CASE-XFP-00214] c15 B70-36908
Hethod for naintaining good performance in gas
turbine during air flow distortion
[NASA-CASE-LEB-10286-1] c28 H71-28915
Airflow control system for supersonic inlets
[NASA-CASE-LIW-11188-1] c02 B74-20646
Variably pcsiticned guide vanes for aerodynamic
choking
[NASA-CASE-LJB-10642-1] cC7 N74-31270
shock position sensor for supersonic inlets
measuring pressure in the throat of a
supersonic inlet
TNASA-CASE-LES-11915-1] c35 B76-11131




Fluid jet amplifier with fluid from jet nozzle
deflected by inlet pressure
[NASA-CASE-XLE-03512] c12 B69-211I66
Shock position sensor for supersonic inlets




Automatic inoculating apparatus includes




Composition of diffuse reflective coating
containing sodiua chloride in combination with
diol solvent and organic wetting and drying
agents
[SASA-CASB-GSC-11214-1] c06 B73-13128
Inorganic-organic battery separator for alkaline
batteries
[NASA-CASE-LEH-12649-1] C44 H76-31674








Preparation of inorganic solid film lubricants
with long wear life and stability in aerospace
environments
[NASA-CASE-XHF-03988] CIS B71-21403
Modification of polyurethanes with alkyl halide
resins, inorganic salts, and encapsulated
volatile and reactive halogen for fuel fire
control
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10098-1] c06 B71-24739
Inorganic theraal control and solar reflector
coatings
[HASA-CASE-HFS-20011 ] Cl8 H72-22566
Process for preparing higher oxides of the
alkali and alkaline earth metals using
radio freguency discharge sustained in oxygen
[NASA-CASB-ABC-10992-1] C25 H77-17178
IBOBGAHIC PEEOIIDBS
Process for the preparation of calcium saperoxide
[HASA-CASE-ABC-11053-1] C25 N77-29252
IBPOT
Apparatus for filtering input signals
[ BASA-CASE-';IO-10198] c09 1)71-24806
SC networks with voltage amplifier, HC input
circuit, and positive feedback
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10020] CIO H72-17172
IHPOI/ODTPD1 BOOTIHES
Analog to digital converter
[HASA-CASE-BPO-13385-1] C33 H76-18345
IISEBIIOH LOSS
High impedance alternating current sensing
transformer device between two bolometers for
measuring insertion loss of test component
[HASA-CASE-XBP-01193] clO B71-16057
IBSTALLIBG





Solar radiation direction detector and device
for compensating degradation of photocells
CBASA-CASE-XLA-00183] Cl4 N70-10239
IBSTEOBEHT FLIGHT BDLES
Controlled visibility device for simulating poor
visibility conditions in training pilots in
instrument landing and flight procedures
[BASA-CASE-XFB-Oqi47] c11 S71-10748
IHSTBOHEHT OBIEITAIIOB
Sensor consisting of photocells mounted on
pyramidical base for improved pointing
accuracy of planetary trackers
[BASA-CASE-XBP-OH180] C07 N69-39736
Inertial gimbal alignment system for spacecraft
guidance
[BASA-CASE-XHF-01669] C21 B71-23289
Optical ganging system for monitoring machine
tool alignment
[SASA-CASE-I»C-09a89-1] c15 H71-26673
Development of solar energy powered heliotrope
assembly to orient solar array toward sun
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10945-1] c21 B72-31637
IHSTBOBEBI PACKAGES
Apparatus for ejecting covers of instrument
packages using differential pressure principle
[BASA-CASE-XHF-04132] Cl5 H69-27502
Removable potting compound for instrument shock
protection
[BASA-CASE-XIA-00482] C15 B70-36409
Plastic foam generator for space vehicle
instrument payload package flotation in water
landing
[BASA-CASE-XLA-00838] C03 B70-36778
High velocity guidance and spin stabilization
gyro controlled jet reaction system for launch
vehicle payloads
[NASA-CASE-XIA-01339] C31 H71-15692
Ethylene oxide sterilization and encapsulating
process for sterile preservation of
instruments and solid propellants
[HASA-CASE-XSP-09763] c14 N71-20461
IBSTBOBBBIS
Hethod and apparatus for bowing of instrument
panels to improve radio frequency shielded
enclosure
[BASA-CASE-XHF-09422] C07 B71-19436
Design and development of pressure sensor for
measuring differential pressures of few pounds
per square inch
SUBJECT UDBI IBTBBBAl COBBOSTIOB B1GIBES
[HASA-CASI-XHF-0197a]
 C1<l H71-22752
Development of temperature compensated thrust
measuring gage for neasuring forces as
function of tine in environment with varying
temperature
IHASA-CASE-XGS-02319] C11 871-22965
Development and characteristics of self-
calibrating displacement transducer for
measuring magnitude ana frequency of
displacement of bodies
[BASA-CASI-XIA-00781] c09 H71-22999
Design, development, and characteristics of
pressure and temperature sensor operating
immersed in fluid flow
tHASB-CJSE-LIS-10281-1] ell 872-17327
Development of apparatus for counting scientific
experiments in spacecraft to permit
utilization without maneuvering spacecraft
[HASi-CISI-HSC-12372-1] C31 S72-25842
IBS0IATBD STBDCTOBBS
lo« thermal loss piping arrangement for moving
cryogenic'media through double chamber structure
[NASA-CASE-XSP-08882] c15 H69-39935
IBSOIATIOB
Electrode attached to helmets for detecting low
level signals f r cm skin of living creatures
[HASA-CASl-ABC-IOOBS-l} COS B71-11193
Characteristics of foanecl-in-place ceramic
refractory insulating ttaterial and method of
fabrication
tHASA-CASE-XGS-02435:) C18 871-22998
Method of fabricating equal length insulated wire
[HASA-CASI-FBC-10038] c15 S72-204«ll
Inductance device with vacuum insulation and




Silica reusable surface Insolation
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10721-1] c27 B76-22376
Two-component ceranic ccating for silica
insulation
[HASA-CASE-SSC-1H270-1] C27 H76-22377




High voltage insulators for direct current in
acceleration system of electrostatic thrnstor
[HASA-CASI-XLE-01902] C28 B71-10574
High temperature resistant cermet and ceramic




Deflector for preventing objects from entering
nacelle inlets cf jet aircraft
[8ASA-CASZ-X1E-00388] c28 B70-30788





computer circuit performing both counting and
shifting logic operaticns also capable of
miniaturization and integration in basic
circuits
tBASH-C&SE-IBP-OnSS] C08 B71-22897
Development and characteristics of electric
circuitry for detecting electrical pulses rise
time and amplitude
[HASH-CASl-XHF-OeeOtl] C09 1171-20.717
Bethod and apparatus for testing integrated
circuit micrctab welds
[BASA-CASE-JBC-10176-1] C15 872-21464
Single integrated circuit chip with field effect
transistcr
[HASA-CASE-GSC-10835-1] C09 B72-33205
integrated circuit tangnet function generator
C&ASA-CASI-HSC-13907-1J C10 B73-26230
Inverted geometry transistor for use with
monolithic integrated circuit
[BASA-CASE-JBC-10330-1] C09 B73-32112
integrated circuit package with lead structure
and methcd cf preparing the same
[BASA-CASE-HFS-21370-1] c33 B7«-12951
Integrated P-channel BOS gyrator
C»AS»-C»SE-HPS-223a3-1] 'c33 B7H-3K638
Four phase logic systems including
integrated microcircnits
[BASA-CASE-BSC-1U2110-1 ] C33 B75-1B957
Integrable power gyrator with Z-matriz
design using parallel transistors
[BASA-CASE-BFS-223Q2-1) C33 B75-30H28
IBXBGBATOBS
Solid state operational integrator
[SASA-CASE-BEO-10230] c09 871-12520
Variable duration pulse integrator design for
integrating pulse duration modulated pulses
with elimination of ripple content
[BASA-CASE-XLA-01219] CIO B71-23081
Solid state integrator for converting variable
width pulses into analog voltage
[HASA-CASE-XLA-03356] CIO B71-2331S
Feedback integrating circuit with grounded
capacitor for signal processing
[BASA-CASE-XAC-10607] CIO B71-23669
High speed phase detector design indicating




Describing device for velocity control of
electromechanical drive mechanism of scanning
mirror of interferometer
[BASA-CASZ-XGS-03532] Cl« B71-17627




Design and development of optical interferometer
with laser light source for application to
schlierer systems
CHASA-CASE-XLA-0«295] C16 B71-2H170
Digital sensor for counting fringes produced by
interferometers with improved sensitivity and





Interferometer prism and control system for
precisely determining direction to remote
light source
[ NASA-CJSI-ABC-10278-1 ) dH B73-25463
Bethod and apparatus for providing a servodrive





Hethod and apparatus for providing a servo drive
signal in a high-speed stepping interferometer
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13569-2J C33 B77-2839S
IHTBEBBDIATB IBBQQBBCT BHPLI»IEBS
flnltichannel logarithmic BF level detector
[HASA-C»SE-IAB-11021-1] C32 B76-10J21
IBTEBBBIALLICS
Controlled diffusion reaction process for
masking substrate of twisted mnltifilament
superconductive ribbon
[HlSi-CASE-LEI-11726-1] c26 B73-26752
Production of Intermetallic compounds by effect




Variable displacement fuel pump for internal
combustion engines
[BASA-C1SE-BSC-12139-1] C28 B71-1»OS8
Detonation reaction engine comprising outer
housing enclosing pair of inner walls for
continuous flow
[BASA-CASE-XBF-06926] C28 871-22983
Development of system for preheating vaporized
fuel for use with Internal combustion engines
CBASA-CASB-BFO-12072] c28 872-22772





Internal combustion engine with electrostatic
.discharging fuels
[BASl-CASE-HPO-13798-1) C37 B77-25535
Combustion engine for air pollution control
[HASl-CASB-BPO-13671-1J C37 877-31197
1-99
IBTBBPLAHETSBT SPACE SOBJECT IBDEI




Compact beat shielding for interplanetary space
vehicles
tNASA-CiSE-XHS-001186] C33 H70-3334W
Active FC filter networks and amplifiers for
deep space magnetic field measurement
[BASA-CASI-XAC-05U62-2] C10 572-17171
IHTEBPLABETAB1 SPACECBAFT
Transpirationally cooled heat ablation system
for interplanetary spacecraft reentry shielding
[BASA-CASE-THS-02677] c31 S70-12075
IBTEBP1ABETAE1 TBAJECTOBIES
Table structure and rotating magnet system
simulating gravitational forces on spacecraft








Intra-ocnlar pressure normalization apparatus
[HASA-CASE-IEB-12955-1] C52 S77-30736




Intra- and extravehicular life support space
suite for Apollo astronauts
[BASA-CASE-HSC-12609-1] c05 H73-32012
IBTBDSIOB





IHVEBTBD COHVBBTEBS (EC 10 AC)
Inverter ratio failure detector
[HASA-CASE-HPO-13160-1] C35 N74-18090
variable frequency inverter for ac induction
motors with torgne, speed and braking control
fSASA-CASE-SFS-22088-1] c33 K75-1587K
IHVEBTEBS
Silicon controlled rectifier inverter with
compensation of transients to avoid false gating
[HASA-CASE-XIA-08507] C09 B69-3998<l
Inverter oscillator with vcltage feedback
tHASA-CASE-HPO-10760] C09 B72-2525*
IODIBB
Hetbod of producing ontpot voltage from
photovoltaic cell using poly-H-vinyl carbazole
complexed vith iodine
tBASA-CASE-BPO-10373] c03 H71-18698
Gallium arsenide sclar cell preparation by
surface deposition of cuprous iodide on thin
n-type pclycrystalline layers and beating in
iodine vapor
[HASA-CASE-XBP-01960] C09 H71-23027
Iodine generator for reclaimed water purification
[NASA-CASI-BSC-1B632-1] c5« U75-2559H
IODISE ISOTOPES
Apparatus for producing high purity 1-123 from
Xe-123 by bombarding tellurium target with
cyclotrcn beam
[HASA-CASr-IIW-10518-2] c2« 872-2871*
production of 1-123 for use as
radiopharmacentical for low radiation exposure[BASA-CASE-LEW-10518-1] c2« H72-33681
Apparatus^for producing high purity 1-123
for thyTci'd measureme'nt
[«ILS&-CASE-I,B«.-105ie-3] c31 S74-10H76
Bethod of producing 1-123 by bombardment of
cesium causing spallaticn
[BASA-CASE-LBH-11390-2] c25 H76-27383
Production of 1-123[HASA-C»SE-IE»-11390-3] c25 R76-29379
IOB ACCE11BATOBS
Helium ontgassing process for fused glass
coating en ion accelerator grid
[HASA-CISE-IIW-10278-1] C15 B71-28582
IOB BURS
Ion beam deflector system for electronic thrust




Dispensing targets for ion beam particle
generators
[HASA-CASE-HPO-13112-1] c73 H7U-26767
Sputtering holes with ion beamlets
[HASA-CASE-LBw-11606-1] c20 B7U-31269
Bethod of constructing dished ion thrnster grids
to provide hole array spacing compensation
[ BiSA-CASE-IBW-11876-1) C20 N76-21276
Ion beam tbrnster shield
[HASA-CASI-lEi-12082-1] C20 H77-10148
IOB CBABGEQnadrapole uass spectrometer using noise
spectrum for ion separation and identification
[NASA-CASE-XBP-01231] Cll H73-32J25
IOB COBCEBTBATIOB




System for monitoring presence of neutrals in
streams of ions - ion engine control
[UASA-CASE-XHP-02592] c2t H71-20518
IOB CICIOTBOB BlDIiTIOB




Bethod and apparatus for measurement of trap




Improved cathode containing barium carbonate
block and heated tungsten screen for electron
bombardment ion thrustor
[HASA-CASE-X1B-07087] c06 B69-39889
High-vacuum condenser tank for testing ion
rocket engines
[BASA-CASE-XIE-00168] cl1 B70-33278
Encapsulated heater forming hollow body for
cathode used in ion thruster
[HASA-CASI-1BB-10814-1] c28 S70-35H22
Electrostatic ion engines using high velocity
electrons to ionize propellant
[HASA-CASE-XLE-00376] c28 B70-37215
Metal ion rocket engine design
[BASA-CASE-X1E-003»2] c28 S70-37980
Dynamometer measuring microforce thrnst produced
by ion engine
[B1SA-CASE-X1E-00702] C1H B70-10203
Increasing available power per unit area in ion
rocket engine by increasing beam density
[BASA-CASE-XIE-00519] c28 H70-U1576
Accel and focus electrode design for ion engine
with improved efficiency
CSASA-CASE-XBP-02839] c28 B70-41922
Ion engine with magnetic circuit for optimal
discharge
[HASA-CASE-XIE-01121] C28 B71-1HOII3
Electron bombardment ion rocket engine with
improved propellant introduction system
[BASA-CASE-XIE-02066] C28 B71-15661
System for monitoring presence of neutrals in
streams of ions - ion engine control
[HASA-CASE-XBP-02592] C24 871-20518
Construction and method of arranging plurality
of ion engines to form cluster thereby
increasing efficiency and control by
decreasing beat radiated to space
[SASA-CASI-XBP-02923] C28 H71-23081
Electronic cathodes for use in electron
bombardment ion thrnstors
[BASA-CASE-XIE-04501] C09 B71-23190
Permanently magnetized ion engine casing
construction for use in spacecraft propulsion
systems
[BASA-CASI-XHP-06942] C28 B71-23293
Development and characteristics of ion thruster
accelerator with single glass coated grid to
provide increased ion extraction capability
and larger diameter accelerator system
[HASA-CASE-LE1-10106-1] C28 H71-266H2
Internal labyrinth and shield structure to
improve electrical isolation of propellant
feed source from ion thrustor
[BASA-CASE-tBB-10210-1] C28 B71-26781
Low mass ionizing device for use in electric
thrnst spacecraft engines
CBASA-CASE-XBP-01950] c28 B71-28850
SUBJECT UDEI IOIIZIBG BADI1TIOB
Development of system for delivering vaporized
mercury to electros bombardment ion engine
[HASA-CASE-HFO-10737] c28 H72-11709
Characteristics of ion rocket engine with
combination keeper electrode and electron baffle
[BASA-CASI-BFO-11880] c28 H73-2I1783
Single grid accelerator system for electron
bombardment type ion throstor
[NASA-CASE-XLE-10453-2] c28 B73-27699
Bethod of making dished ion thrnster grids
[HASA-CASE-LEH-116911-1] C20 B75-18310
Method of constructing dished ion tbrnster grids
to provide hole array spacing compensation
rBASA-CASE-LEH-11876-1] C20 H76-21276
IOH EXCH1HGE BEBEBAHE EIECTH017TES
Inorganic ion exchange nemtrane electrolytes for
fuel cell use
[HiS»-CASE-XHP-0126H] c03 H69-21337
Development and characteristics of ion-exchange
memrrane and electrode assembly for fuel cells
or electrolysis cells
[NASA-CASE-XBS-02063] C03 H71-29044
Formulated plastic separators for soluble
electrode cells rubber-ion trasport sheeting
[BASA-CASE-LEB-12358-1] c!»1 H77-18560
Dual membrane, hollo* fiber fuel cell
[BASA-CASE-HPO-13732-1] ClK H77-19581
IOH BXCHASGISG
Fuel system for thermal nuclear reactor which
uses incrganic ion exchanger
[HASA-CASE-LEB-11615-2] C22 B73-28660
IOH EXTBACTIOB
Extraction and separation cf a preferentially
photo-dissociated molecular isotope into








Ion microprobe mass spectrometer sith cooled
electrode target for analyzing traces of fluids
[HASA-CASE-EBC-10011] d« H71-28863
IOR EBOPDISIOI
Variable thrust ion engine using thermal
decomposition cf solid cesium compound to
produce propulsive vapor
[BASA-CASE-XBF-00923] c28 870-36802
Electrostatic ion engines using high velocity
electrons to ionize propellent
rNASA-CASI-XLI-00376] c28 B70-37215
Betal ion rocket engine design
[HASA-CASE-XLE-003U2] c28 B70-37980
Bethod for producing porous tungsten plates for
ionizing cesium compounds for propulsion of
ion engines
[BASA-CASE-XLE-00455] c28 H70-38197
Accel and focus electrode design for ion engine
with improved efficiency
[HASA-CASE-XHP-02839] c28 B70-11922
Electric rocket engine vith electron bombardment
ionization chamber
[BASA-CASE-XHP-OH124] c28 N71-21822
Ion beam deflector system for electronic thrust
vector control for ion propulsion yaw, pitch,
and roll forces
[BASA-CASE-LEH-10689-1] c28 B71-26173
Development and characteristics of ion thruster
accelerator with single glass coated grid to
provide increased ion extraction capability
and larger diameter accelerator system
[BASA-CBSE-lEB-10106-1] c28 H71-266»2
Development of system fcr delivering vaporized
mercury to electron bombardment ion engine
[NASA-CASE-BPO-10737] C28 N72-11709
Badial magnetic field fcr ion thrnster
CHASA-CASE-LED-10770-1] c28 S72-22770
Automatic shunting of icn thrnstor magnetic
field when thrastor is net operating
[HASA-CASE-LEB-10835-1] C28 H72-22771
Bethod of making dished icn thrnster grids
[NASA-CASB-LEH-1169H-1] c20 H75-18310
Apparatus for forming dished ion thrnster grids
[NASA-CASE-LIS-116911-2] C37 B76-1«»61




Bass spectrometer with magnetic pole pieces
providing the magnetic fields for both the
magnetic sector and an ion-type vacuum pump
[ BASA-CASE-BPO-13663-1] CJ5 B77-1UU06
IOH SOOBCES
Apertnred electrode focusing system for ion
sources with nonnniform plasma density
[HASA-CASE-XBP-03332] C09 N71-10618
Haltilayer porous refractory metal ionizer
design with thick, porous, large-grain
substrates and thin, porous micron-grain
substrates
[NASA-CASE-XHP-01338] Cl7 F71-230H6
Development and characteristics of ion thrnster
accelerator with single glass coated grid to
provide increased ion extraction capability
and larger diameter accelerator system
[NASA-CASE-lES-10106-1] C28 B71-26642
Low mass ionizing device for use in electric
thrust spacecraft engines
[HASA-CASE-XHP-01954] c28 B71-28850
Development and characteristics of apparatus for
ionization analysis
[HASA-CASE-AEC-10017-1] ClI H72-29»6«
Sputtering holes with ion beamlets
[BASA-CASE-LE«-11616-1] c20 H71-31269
Hultitarget seguential sputtering apparatus
[ BASA-CASE-BPO-133M5-1] cJ7 N75-19681
IOH TRAPS (IBSIBDBENIAIIOH)
Bethod and apparatus for measurement of trap
density and energy distribution in dielectric
films
[ NASA-CASE-BPO-13113-1 ] c76 B76-2099<!
IOBIZATIOH CBABBBBS
Automatic baseline stabilization for ionization
detector used in gas chromatograph
[HASA-CASE-XBE-03128] C10 B70-Q1991
Electric rocket engine with electron bombardment
ionization chamber
[BAS1-CASE-XHP-01121] C28 N71-218^2
Multichannel photoionization chamber for
measuring absorption, photoionization yield,
and coefficients of gases
[ HASA-CASE-EBC-100111-1 ] clU H71-27090
Development and characteristics of apparatus for
ionization analysis
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10017-1 ] Cl« B72-29<t61
IOHIZATIOB GAGES
loaization vacuum gage
[ HASA-CASE-XNP-00616] Cl<l H70-35666
Ionization control system design for monitoring
separately located ion gage pressures on
vacuum chambers
[BASA-CASE-XIE-00787] ell H71-21090
Development and characteristics of apparatus for
ionization analysis
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10017-1] C1M B72-29164








Plasma probes having guard ring and primary
sensor at same potential to prevent stray wall
current collection in ionized gases
[BASA-CASI-XIE-00690] C25 B69-3988H
Transient beat transfer gage for measuring total
radiant intensity from far ultraviolet and
ionized high temperature gases
[BASA-CASE-XBP-09802] C3J H71-1!>fc<11
Extraction and separation of a preferentially
photo-dissociated molecular isotope into




Description of electrical equipment and system
for purification of waste water by producing
silver ions for bacterial control
[HASA-CASE-BSC-10960-1] COJ B71-2I1718
Bethod of taking dished ion thruster grids
[BASA-CASE-LEB-11691-1] C20 B75-18J10
IOHIZIBG BADIATIOB




Reinforced pclyqninoxaline gasket and nethod of
preparing the sane resistant to ionizing
radiation and liquid hydrogen temperatures
[BASA-CASE-HFS-2136II-1] c37 N74-18126
IOH05FHBBE
lightweight, ragged, inexpensive satellite
battery for producing electrical jower from




Ificroneteoroid analyzer using arrays of
interconnected capacitors and ion detector
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10443-1] c14 B73-20477
IBISES (BECHABICAL APEBTOBES)
Waveguide, thin fi lm window and microwave irises
tBASA-CASE-LAB-10513-1] c07 B72-25170
Development of thin filn nicrowave iris
installed in nicrowave waveguide transverse to
flow of energy in waveguide
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10511-1] C09 H72-29172
IBOH 1LIOTS
Tantalum nodified ferritic iron base alloys
for use in high temperature environnents[BASA-CHSI-LHS-12095-1] c26 B76-17233
IBBADIATIOB
Solar sensor with coarse and fine sensing
elements for Batching preirradiated cells on
degradation rates
[BASA-CASE-ILA-015811] c14 B71-23269
Apparatus for obtaining isotropic irradiation on
file emulsion fron parallel radiation source
[BASA-CASE-HFS-20095] C24 H72-11595






Internal labyrinth and shield structure to
inprove electrical isclation of propellant
feed source iron ion thrust or
[NASA-CASE-LBS-10210-1] c28 B71-26781
ISOPBOPTI 11COB01




Double-wall isothermal cylinder containing heat




General purpose rocket furnace
[BASA-CASE-HFS-23460-1] c09 H77-12070
Opto-nechanical subsystem with temperature
compensation through isothemal design
[BASA-CASE-GSC-12059-1] c35 B77-27366
ISOTOPE SBPABATIOI
Isotope separation using metallic vapor lasers
[UAS1-CASE-HK3-13550-1] c36 H77-26K77
JBT 1ZBCB1FT
Deflector for preventing objects from entering
nacelle inlets of jet aircraft
tBASA-CASt-XLB-00388] c28 1170-34788
JET A1BCBAFT HOISE
Dpper surface, external flow, jet-augmented flap
configuration for high wing jet aircraft for
noise Deduction[HASArCASE-XLA-00087J _ c02 H70-33332
Jet aircraft exhaust nozzle for noise reduction
[HASA-CASE-IAB-10951-1] c28 1173-19819
Development of aircraft configuration for
reduction of jet aircraft noise by exhausting
engine gases over upper surface of wing
tSASA-CiSE-l8B-11087-1] c02 H73-26008
Boise suppressor tot tnrbofan engine by
incorporating annular acoustically porous
elements in exhaust and inlet ducts
CBASA-CASE-LAB-11KH-1] C07 S74-32418
Abating exhaust noises in jet engines
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10712-1] c07 R74-33218
Instrumentation for measurement of aircraft
noise and sonic boo»
tHASi-CASE-LAB-11173-1] c35 S75-19611
1-102
Cascade plug nozzle for jet noise reduction
[BASA-CASE-LAB-1167U-1] C07 N76-18117
Apparatus and method for jet noise suppression
[HASA-CASE-L4B-11903-1] c07 B77-150J6
JET ABPIIFIBBS
Fluid jet amplifier with fluid from jet nozzle
deflected by inlet pressure
[NASA-CASE-XLE-03512] C12 N6S-21466
Fluid control jet amplifiers
[HiSA-CASE-IIE-09311] C12 171-28741
JET BLAST EFFECTS




Attitude control device for space vehicles
[HASA-CASE-XHP-00294] c21 N70-36938
JBT BHGIIBS
Absorptive, nonreflecting barrier mounted
between closely spaced jet engines on
supersonic aircraft, for preventing shock wave
interference
[HASA-CASE-IIA-02865] C28 B71-15563
Development of thrust dynamometer tor measuring
performance of jet and rocket engines
[BASA-CASI-I1E-05260] C14 B71-20429
Afterburner-equipped jet engine nacelle with
slotted configuration afterbody
tHASA-CASE-XLA-10450] C28 N71-21493
Process for welding compressor and turbine
blades to rotors and discs of jet engines
[NASA-CASI-IES-10533-1] c15 B73-28515
Variably positioned guide vanes for aerodynamic
choking
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10642-1] c07 H74-31^70




The engine air intake system
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10761-1] C07 B77-181S4
JBT EXHAUST
Development of aircraft configuration for
reduction of jet aircraft noise by exhausting
engine gases over upper surface of wing
[SASA-CASE-1AB-11087-1] c02 S73-26008
Jet exhaust noise suppressor
[HASA-CASE-IES-11286-1] C07 B74-27490




Upper surface, external flow, jet-augmented flap








Fuel injection system for maximum combustion
efficiency of rocket engines
[BASA-CASE-XLE-00111] C28 B70-38199
JET BOZZLES
Fluid jet amplifier with fluid fron jet nozzle
deflected by inlet pressure
[BASA-CASE-XLE-03512] C12 B69-21466
Thrust and attitude control apparatus using jet
nozzle in movable canard surface or fin
configuration
[ BASA-CASB-XLE-03583] c31 B71-17629
Heater-mixer for stored fluids
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10442-1] C35 B74-15093
JET THBOST
System for aerodynanic control of rocket
vehicles by secondary injection of fluid into
nozzle exhaust strean
[BASA-CASE-XLA-01163] C21 B71-15582
Drive mechanlsn for operating reactance attitude
control system for aerospace bodies
[BASA-CASB-XBF-01598] C21 B71-15583
JETTISOI STSTEHS
Describing assembly for opening stabilizing and
decelerating flaps of flight capsules used in
space research
[BASA-CASE-XBF-03169] c31 B71-15675
System for deploying and ejecting releasable





Apparatus for positioning nodular cooponents OB
a vertical or overhead surface
[HASA-CASE-1JB-11165-1] C37 H76-21554
JOISTS (AHATOBT)
space salt with pressure-volume compensator system
tHASA-CASI-XLA-05332] COS B71-11194
Eguipotential space suits utilizing mechanical
aids to mnimize astronaut energy at bending
joints
[HASA-CASE-I8B-10007-1] COS N71-11195
cord restraint system fcr pressure suit joints
[BASA-CASE-XHS-09635] COS B71-24623
Orthotic arm joint for use in necbanical aras
[HASA-CASE-MFS-21611-1 ] C5<l B75-12616
Rotational jcint assembly for the prosthetic leg
[NASA-CASE-KSC-11001-1] C51 B77-307Q9
JOIHTS (JOBCTIOBS)
Hollow spherical electrode for shielding
dielectric jnnction between high voltage
conductor and insulator
[BASA-CASE-XIE-03778] C09 B69-21542
Elastic universal joint for rocket motor mounting
[HASA-CASE-IBP-00416] c15 B70-36947
portable device for aligning surfaces of two
adjacent vail or sheet sections fox joining at
point of jnnction
[SASA-CASZ-XHF-011152] C15 B70-IM371
Design and development of flexible jcint for
pressure suits
tHASA-CASE-XMS-OS636] COS J71-12311I
Elbow foroing in jacketed pipes vhile
maintaining separation betveen core shape and
jacket pipes
[HASA-CASE-IHP-10175] C15 H71-2H679
Method and apparatus for precision sizing and
joining of large diameter tubes by bulging or
constricting overlapping ends
[HASA-CASE-XMF-0511«-2] C15 B71-261H8
Universal joints for connecting tvo displaced
shafts or members
[BASA-CASE-BPC-106II6] c15 S71-28167
Flexible bellows joint shielding sleeve for
propellent transfer pipelines
[BASA-CASE-XBP-01855] c15 B71-28937
Mechanism for restraining universal joints to
prevent separation vhile allowing bending,
angnlaticn, and lateral offset in any position
about axis
tHASA-CASE-XSJ-02278] c15 B71-28951
Diffusion velding in air solid state velding
of butt joint by fusion velding/ surface
cleaning, and heating
[HASJ-CSSE-IER-11387-1] C37 B71-18128
Bonded joint and method for reducing peak
shear stress in adhesive bonds
[SASA-CASE-I.AB-10900-1] c37 B7«-2306<l
Flexible jcint for pressnrizable garment
[BASA-CASE-MSC-11072] c5<l B71-325I16
Method of making an explosively welded scarf joint
[NASA-CASE-LAB-11211-1] C37 H75-12326
Method of determining bond quality of power
transistors attached to substrates X ray
inspection of junction nicrostrnctnre
[NASA-CASE-HIS-21931-1] C37 B75-26372












Gas balancing, cryogenic refrigeration apparatus
with Jonle-ThODEcn valve assembly
[HASA-CASE-BFO-10309] c15 B69-23190
JOOBBU. BBABIB6S
Slit regulated gas journal bearing
[SAS»-C»SF.-XBP-00«t76] CIS B70-38620
Journal air tearing with cylindrical cup
designed to ride on shaft
[NASA-CASB-HFS-20q23] c15 B72-11388
1-103









Phototransistor with base collector junction
diode for integration into photo sensor arrays
[SiSA-CASE-BFS-201107] c09 H73-19235
Diode-goad bridge circuit means
[SASA-CASE-ABC-1036U-2]
 C33 S75-25041
Charge storage diode modulators and demodulators
[SASi-CASE-BPO-10189-1] c33 B77-21J14
JOSCTIOI TBAISIS10BS
Apparatus for ballasting high frequency
transistors
[BASA-CASE-XGS-05003] c09 1)69-21318
Miniature piezojunction semiconductor transducer
vith in situ stress coupling ,
[«ASA-CASE-BBC-10087-2] c11 B72-3mi6
Method of determining bond quality of pover
transistors attached to substrates x ray






Bon-reusable kinetic energy absorber for
application in soft landing of space vehicles
[HAS1-CASB-XLE-00810] C15 B70-31861
KISEIIC FBICTIOI
Kinetic and static friction force measurement
between magnetic tape and magnetic head surfaces
[HASA-CASB-XBP-08680] d<» B71-22995
RIIBIICS
Micrometeorold analyzer using arrays of
interconnected capacitors and ion detector
[HASi-CASE-ABC-10»«3-1 ] Cl<» B73-20U77
LABOHATOBT EQOIPHBST
Design of mechanical device for stirring several
test tubes simultaneously
[BiSA-CASE-XAC-06956] C15 S71-2im
Gas purged dry box glove reducing permeation of
air or moisture into dry box or isolator by
diffusion through glove
[BASA-CASE-XIE-02531] COS S71-23080
Apparatus and process for volumetrically
dispensing reagent quantities of volatile
chemicals for small batch reactions
[NAS4-CASE-HFO-10070] Cl5 B71-27372
Development of variable angle device for-
positioning test tubes to permit optimum
drying of culture medium
[BASfi-CASE-lAR-10507-1] cl1 B72-25281
Development of method for controlling vapor
content of gas
[BASH-CASE-BPO-10633] c03 H72-28025
Apparatus for mixing tvo or more lignids under
zero gravity conditions
[HaSS-CASE-lAB-10195-1] C15 H73-191S8
Automatic real-time pair-feeding system for
aninals •
[BASB-CASE-ABC-10302-1] C51 B71I-15778
Automated single-slide staining device
[BASa-C»SE-LAH-116<l9-1] cS1 B77-27677
11HIIAB FLOS
Laminar flov of liquid coolants in rocket engines
[B»sa-CASE-BPO-10122] C12 H71-17631
IABIBAIB3
Multilayer porous refractory metal ionizer
design with thick, porous, large-grain
substrates and thin, porous micron-grain
substrates
[BASa-CASB-XBP-00338] C17 B71-230H6
Development and characteristics of polyimide
impregnated laminates vith fiberglass cloth
backing for application as printed circuit
/ broads
£HASa-CaS!-MFS-20l|08] C18 B73-12601
LAPDIBG AIDS SUBJECT IBDEX
Development of composite structures for
spacecraft to serve as anti-meteoroid device
[NASA-CASB-LAB-10788-1] c31 H73-20880
Beioforced pcljguinoxaline gasket and method of
preparing tie sane resistant to ionizing
radiation and liquid hydrogen temperatures
[NBSB-CBSE-HFS-2136H-1] c37 N71-18126
Hethod of laminating structural members
[NASB-CBSE-XIA-11028-1] c2« U74-27035
Lightweight electrically powered flexible
thermal lamnate nade of metal fibers
[HSSa-CBSE-8SC-12662-1] c2H H75-16635
Bonding method in the manufacture of continuous
regression rate sensor devices
fHASA-CASE-LBB-10337-1] c2t H75-30260




Leading edge protection for composite blades
[HBSB-C>SE-im-12550-1] c2Q H77-19170
Lou density bismaleimide-carbon microballoon
composites
[NASA-CASI-ABC-11040-1] c24 N77-19173
Composite lamnation method of resin
impregnate3 fiber tape
[SASA-CJSI-LAR-12019-1] c2« H77-22179
Hybrid composite laminate structures
[NBSA-C(SE-IIS-12118-1] c24 B77-27188
IBHDISI3 AIDS
Electro-optical attitude sensing device for
landing approach of flight vehicle
[NASA-CASE-XBS-019911-10 c11 H72-17326
Magnetic method for detection of aircraft
position relative to runway
[NASB-CBSE-ABC-10179-1] c21 H72-22619
IAHOIKS GEAB
Pivotal shock absorbing assembly for use as load
distributing portion in landing gear systems
of space vehicles
[HASA-CASI-XHF-03856] c31 R70-311159
Hose gear steering system for vehicles with main
skids to provide directional stability after
loss of aerodynamic control
[HASA-CASE-XLA-01804]
 C02 N70-3H160
Landing pad assembly for aerospace vehicles
[HBSA-CASI-XHI-02853] c31 H70-3665U
Aircraft iiheel spray drag alleviator for dual
tandem landing gear
[BASA-CASE-XIA-01583] c02 N70-36825
Spacecraft shock absorbing system for soft
landings
[HASB-CASE-XHF-02108] c31 B70-368<15
Shock absorber for landing gear of lunar or
planetary landing modules
[SBSA-CflSI-XHF-01045] c15 870-10354
Vertically descending flight vehicle landing
gear for rcngh terrain
[HASA-CASF-XHF-01174] c02 H70-41589
Crosswind landing gear position indicator
[SASA-CASI-LAB-11941-1] c06 N77-20098
LAIDI1G BODULES




Lnnar and planetary gravity simulator to test
vehicular response to landing
[NASB-CASI-XLA-00493] c11 S70-34786
LBHTBBSOB COIEODIDS




High power laser apparatus and system
[NASA-CBSI-XlE-2529-2] c36 H75-27364
Fiber distributed feedback laser
[SASA-CBSI-BPO-13E31-1] c36 H76-21553
Extraction and separation of a preferentially
photo-dissociated molecular isotope into







Volumetric direct nuclear pumped laser
[»»SA-CASI-IflB-12183-1] c36 H77-21<(24
1-1
Pseudo-backscatter laser Doppler velocimeter
employing antiparallel-reflector in the
forward direction
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10970-1] C36 H77-25501
Compact pulsed laser having improved heat
conductance
[NASA-CBSE-NPO-13147-1 ] C36 H77-25502
LASER CAVITIES
Soft x-ray laser using crystal channels as
distributed feedback cavities zeolites
[HASA-CASE-HPO-13532-1] c36 H75-15973
LASER DOPPLEB VELOCIHBTEBS
Dual wavelength scanning Doppler velocimeter
without perturbation of flow fields
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10637-1] C35 B75-16783
combined dual scatter, local oscillator laser
Doppler velocimeter
[NASA-CASB-ABC-106H2-1 ] C36 N76-1II447
Focused laser Doppler velocimeter
[NASA-CASE-HFS-23178-1 ] C35 1177-10493
Psendo-backscatter laser Doppler velocimeter








Laser head for simultaneous optical pumping of
several dye lasers with single flash lamp
[NASA-CASE-LAB-11341-1] C36 H75-19655
LASER BODE LOCKIBG
Laser system with an antiresonant optical ring
[SASA-CASE-BCB-10844-1] c36 B75-19653
Dually mode locked Bd:IAG laser
[NASA-CASE-GSC-11746-1 ] c36 H75-19654




Xenon flashlamp driver system for optical laser
pumping
[BASA-CASF.-EBC-10283] C16 B72-25485
Acoustically ccntrolled distributed feedback laser
[BASA-CASE-HPO-13n5-1 ] c36 B75-31427
LASER OUTPUTS
Hethod and apparatus using temperature control
for wavelength tuning of liquid lasers
[HASA-CASE-EBC-10187] C16 B69-31343
Describing laser Doppler velicometer for
measuring mean velocity and turbulence of
fluid flow
[HASB-CASE-BFS-20386] C21 H71-19212
Development of apparatus for amplitude
modulation of diode laser by periodic
discharge of direct current power supply
[HASA-CASE-XBS-04269] C16 B71-22895
Doppler shifted laser beam as fluid velocity
sensor
[HASA-CASB-XAC-10770-1] C16 H71-21828
Calibrator for measuring and modulating or
demodulating laser outputs
[BASA-CASE-XLA-03410] Cl6 H71-25914
Hethod and apparatus for optically modulating
light or microwave beam
[HASA-CASI-GSC-10216-1] C23 B71-26722
Laser machining device with dielectric
functioning as bean waveguide for mechanical
and medical applications
[NASA-CASE-BQB-10541-2] Cl5 1171-27135
Optical communication system with gas filled
waveguide for laser beam transmission
[HASA-CASE-BQS-10541-4] C16 1171-27183
Design and development of multichannel laser
remote control system using modulated
helium-neon laser as transmitter and light
collector as receiving antenna
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10311-1] Cl6 H73-16536
Performance of ac power supply developed for CO2
laser system
CBASB-CASE-GSC-11222-1] C16 H73-32391
Tflernomagnetic recording and magneto-optic
playback system having constant intensity
laser beam control
[BASA-CASE-BFO-11317-2] C36 B74-13205
Apparatus for scanning the surface of a
cylindrical body
frBASA-CASE-»K>-11861-1] c36 N74-20009
SUBJECT IBDBX LBADIBG EDSBS
Optically detonated explosive device
[BASA-CASE-BEO-11743-1] c28 B74-27425
clear air turbulence detector
[BASA-CASE-BrS-2124t-1] C36 B75-15028
Dually node locked Bd:YAG laser
[HASA-CASI-GSC-11TI6-1] C36 B75-19654
laser bead for simultaneous optical pumping of
several dye lasers with single flash laop
[HASA-CASE-LAB-11341-1]
 C36 B75-19655
Acoustically controlled distributed feedback laser
[HASA-CASE-SPO-13175-1] c36 B75-31427
Optical noise suppression device and net hod
laser light exposing fii»
[BASA-CASE-BSC-12640-1] c74 S76-31998
length controlled stabilized node-lock BE:TAG
laser
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11571-1 ] C36 H77-25499
Apparatus for photon excited catalysis
tHASA-CASE-SPO-13566-1] c25 B77-32255
LiSEE PLASBAS
Continuous plasma laser method and apparatus
for producing intense, coherent, monochromatic
light from low temperature plasma
[HASA-CASE-XKP-04167-3] c36 H77-19H16
LASEB BABGBB/TBACKEB
Laser beam projector tor continuous, precise
alignment between target, laser generator, and




Laser device for removing material frcn rotating
object for dynaiic balancing
[HASA-CASE-BFS-11279] C16 B71-20400
Design and development of optical interferometer
with laser light source for application to
schlieren systems
[NASA-CASI-XLA-04295] c16 N71-24170
Self-generating optical freguency waveguide
[HASA-C'ASE-HQH-10511-1] C07 B71-26291
Design and characteristics of laser camera
system with diffusicn filter of snail
particles with average diameter larger than
wavelength of laser light
[HASA-CASE-BPO-10in] c16 N71-33110
Optical sensing of supersonic floss by
correlating deflections in laser beams through
flow
[NASA-CASI-BPS-2C642] c14 H72-21407
Laser technique for breaking ice in ship path
[BASA-CASI-LAR-10815-1] CIS H72-22520
Design of precision vertical alignment system
using laser with gravltationally sensitive
cavity
[BASA-CASB-ABC-101IIHI-1] c16 H73-33397
Tunable cavity resonator with ramp shaped supports
[SASA-C»SI-BCH-1C790-1 ] c36 S74-11313
Short range laser obstacle detector for
surface vehicles using laser diode array
[BASA-CASI-BPO-11856-1 ] c36 B74-151»5
long range laser traversing system
[BASS-CASI-GSC-11262-1] C36 B74-21091
Deep trap, laser activated image converting system[SASA-CASI-BEO-13131-1] c36 B75-19652
laser system with an antiresonant optical ring
[HASA-CASE-HQB-10811-1] c36 B75-19653
Acoustically controlled distributed feedback laser
[BASA-CASI-HPO-13175-1] c36 B75-31427
Bethod and apparatus for splitting a beam of
energy
[BASA-CASI-GSC-12083-1] C36 «76-15l)51
Bethod and apparatus for generating coherent
radiation in the ultra-violet region and above
by use of distributed feedback
[BASi-CASI-HIO-13306-1] c36 B76-2957S
Polarization compensator for optical
communications
[NASA-CASI-GSC-11782-1] c74 H76-30053
Double discharge metal vapor laser vith metal
halide as a lasant
[BASA-CASE-HPO-13448-2] c36 H77-24469
Gregorian all-reflective optical system
[BASA-CAS1-GSC-12058-1] c7"l B77-26942




Bolt-latch mechanism fox releasing despin
weights from space vehicle
[BASA-CASI-XLA-00679] c15 H70-38601
1-105
Transparent polycarbonate resin, shell helmet
and l&tch design for high altitude and space
flight
[BiSA-CASE-XBS-04935] COS S71-11190Quick disconnect latch and handle combination
for mounting articles on walls or supporting
bases in spacecraft under zero gravity
conditions
[SASA-CASE-BIS-11132] CIS B71-17619
Design, development, and characteristics of
latching mechanism for operation in limited
access areas
[BASA-CASE-XBS-03715] C15 S71-21076
Latching mechanism with pivoting catch ana
self-contained spring ejector
[BASA-CASE-XLA-03538] CIS B71-2H897
Latch for fastening spacecraft docking rings
[BASA-CASE-BSC-1517H-1] CIS H71-26162
Latch mechanism




Three-axis controller operated by hand-wrist
motion for yaw, pitch, and roll control
[ BASA-CASE-XAC-01IIOII] COS 870-41581
Star sensor system for roll attitude control of
spacecraft
[BASA-CASE-XBP-01307] C21 870-11856
Supersonic or hypersonic vehicle control system
comprising elevens with hinge line sweep and





Rotary spindle lathe attachments for machining
geometrical cones
[BASA-CASE-XHS-01292] Cl5 871-22722
Lathe tool and holder combination for machining
resin impregnated fiberglass cloth laminates
[SASA-CASE-XLA-10470] CIS B72-21489
LADBCB ESCAPE SIS1EBS
Emergency escape cabin system for launch towers
[BASA-CASS-XKS-02342] COS B71-11199
Ejector for separating astronaut from ejection




Rotating launch device for a remotely piloted
aircraft
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10979-1] • C09 B77-19076
LADBCH VEHICLES
Support techniques for restraint of slender
bodies such as launch vehicles
[BASA-CASE-XLA-02704] C11 B69-21540
Bicroleak detector mounted on weld seam of
propellant tank of launch vehicle
[BASA-CASE-XBP-02307] C14 871-10779
LAOBCBIB6 CADS
Launch pad missile release system with bending
moment change rate reduction in thrust
distribution structure at liftoff
[NASA-CASE-XBF-03198] C30 B70-40J53
Bemotely actuated quick disconnect for tubular
umbilical conduits used to transfer fluids
from ground to rocket vehicle
[HASA-CASI-IIA-01396] C03 B71-12259
Portable equipment for validating c band launch




Lead-oxygen dc power supply system having a
closed loop oxygen and water system
[BASA-CASB-BFS-23059-1] c4» B76-27664
LEAD TELLDB1BBS
Bonding method for Improving contact between
lead telloride thermoelectric elements and
tungsten electrodes
IBASA-CASE-XGS-0455II] C15 B69-397B6
Procedure for segmenting lead tellnride and
silicon germanium thermoelectric elements to








Construction of leading edges of surfaces for
aerial vehicles perfcrmng from subsonic to
/* above transonic speeds
[BASA-CASE-XH-01»86] c01 B71-23U97
Leading edce protection for composite blades
[8ASA-CASE-LEW-12550-1] C2K B77-19170
LEAKAGE
Rocket chanber leak test fixture using tabular
plug
[BASA-CASI-XFB-OS479] " ~ dt B69-27503
Hicroleak detector mounted on weld sean of
propellant tank of launch vehicle
[NASA-CASE-XBF-02307]
 C11 B71-10779Fluid leakage detection system with automatic
nonitoring capability
[HASA-CASE-LAB-10323-1] c12 B71-17573
Space suit using ncnflexible material vith low
leakage and providing protection against
thermal extremes, physical punctures, and
radiation with high mobility articulation
[BASA-CASF.-XJC-070B3] cC5 871-23161
Developnent of apparatus and method for testing
leakage cf large tanks
[HASA-CASI-XBF-02392] c32 N71-2«285
Gas leak detection in evacuated systems using
ultraviolet radiation probe
[BASA-CASE-EBC-1003<O C15 B71-24896
Hethod for locating leaks in hermetically sealed
containers
[NASA-CASI-EBC-10015] c15 B71-2H910
Volume displacement transducer for leak
detection in hermetically sealed semiconductor
devices
[HASA-CASE-EBC-10033] c1» B71-26672
Test chambers with orifice and helium mass








An artificial leg employing a mechanical energy
storage device for hip disarticulation
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10916-1] c51 876-26871
Actuator device for artificial leg
[BASA-CASE-BPS-23225-1] c52 877-11735
Botational joint assenbly for the prosthetic leg
[BASA-C»Sf-ICSC-1100<l-1] c5« B77-30749
LESS BESIGB
Device for mea-suring the contour of a surface
[BASA-CASl-LAB-11869-1] c35 B77-10497
LEBSES
Lens assembly for solar furnace or solar simulator
[BASf-CASI-XSP-0<l111] c1» B71-15622
Camera adapter design for image magnification
including lens and illuminator
[BASA-CASE-XBP-038<I<1-1]
 C1« 871-26*711Developuent and characteristics of Petzval type
objective including field shaping lens for
focusing light of specified wavelength band on
curved photoreceptor
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10700] c23 B71-30027
Boise elitination in coherent imaging system by
axial rotation of optical lense for spectral
distribution of degrading affects
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11133-1] c23 B72-11568
Photographic film restoration system using
Fourier transformation lenses and spatial filter
[HASA-CASE-BSC-12«II8-1] c1« B72-2039M
Plural team antenna with parabolic reflectors
[BASA-C4SE-GSC-11013-1] c09 H73-19239
Spatial filter for Q-switched lasers
[BASA-CASE-LES-1216B-1] c36 B77-32478
LBBTICOLAB EDDIES
Lenticular vehicle with foldable aerodynamic
control flaps and reaction jets for operation








Gauge for measuring quantity of liquid in
spherical tank in reduced gravity
1-106
[BASA-CASE-XHS-06236] c11 B71-21007
Conversion of positive dc voltage to positive dc
voltage of lower amplitude
[NASA-CASE-XHF-iq301 ] C09 B71-23188
LEVELING
Development of adjustable attitude guide block
for setting pins perpendicular to irregular
convex work surface
[NASA-CASB-XLA-07911] c15 B71-15571
Electrical switching device comprising
conductive liquid confined within square loop
of deformable noncondnctive tubing also used
for leveling
[BASA-CASE-BJO-10037] C09 S71-19610
Adjustable support device with jacket screw for
altering distance between base and supported
member
[HASA-CASE-BPO-10721] Cl5 B72-27181
Automatically operable self-leveling load table
[BASA-CASE-HFS-22039-1] c09 875-1^968
Rotary leveling base platform
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10981-1] c35 B77-10498
LIFE (DOBABIL1TI)
Hollow rolling element bearings
[BASA-CASE-LEB-11087-3] C37 B71-2106H
LIFE DETBCTOBS
Ose of enzyme hexokinase and glucose to reduce
inherent light levels of ATP in luciferase
compositions
[BASA-CASE-XGS-05533] cOt B69-27B87
Describing method for lyophilization of




Inflatable stabilizing system for use on life
raft to reduce rocking and preclude capsizing
[BASA-CASE-HSC-12393-1 ] c02 B73-26006
Modification of one man life ratt
£BJSA-CASE-LAB-102ai-1] c5« !J7a-1<l8»5
LIFE SUPPORT SISTEBS
Shock absorbing conch for body support under
high 'acceleration or deceleration forces
[HASA-C«SE-XBS-012a<>] COS S70-35152
Portable environmental control and life support
system for astronaut in and out of spacecraft
[BASA-CASI-XHS-09632-1] COS H71-1120J
Design and development of flexible tunnel fcr
use by spacecrews in performing extravehicular
activities
[BASA-CASE-BSC-122H3-1] COS B71-2U728
Development of improved convolute section for
pressurized suits to provide high degree of
mobility in response to minimum of applied
torque
[HASA-CASE-XBS-09637-1] COS B71-21730
Development and characteristics of inflatable
structure to provide escape from orbit for
spacecrews under emergency conditions
[HASA-CASE-XSS-06162] C31 S71-28851
Chlorine generator for purifying water in life
support systems of manned spacecraft
[SASA-CASE-XLA-Q8913] ctt H71-28933
Open loop life support subsystem using breathing
bag as reservoir for EVA
[BASA-CASE-BSC-121H1-1] COS H72-20096
Device for removing air from water for use in
life support systems in manned space flight
[BASA-CASE-XLA-891U] c15 B73-12U92
Intra- and extravehicular life support space
suite for Apollo astronauts
[BASA-CASE-BSC-12609-1] c05 B73-32012
.Catalyst cartridge for carbon dioxide reduction
unit
[BASA-CASB-IAB-10551-12 c25 S71-1281J
An improved cooling system for removing




Device for handling heavy loads by distributing
forces
[HASA-CASE-XBP-0«969] ell B69-27Q66
Techniques for recovery of multistage rocket
vehicles by providing lifting surfaces on
individual sections
[BASA-CASE-XHF-00389] C31 B70-31176
Direct lift control system having flaps with
slots adjacent to their leading edge and
S OBJECT IIDBX LIGBTIBG BQOIPBBBT
particularly adapted for lightweight aircraft
[HASA-CASl-LAB-10299-1] C02 H71-26110
Development of auxiliary lifting system to
provide ferry capability for entry vehicles
[HASA-CASE-IA8-1057Q-1] c11 H73-13257
High lift aircraft »ith improved stability,
control, perfornance, and noise characteristics
[Bm-CASE-LiH-11252-1] COS B75-25914





Design of ring ving vehicle of high
drag-to-weight ratio to withstand reentry
stress into low density atmosphere
[HASJ-CASI-X1A-04901] C31 B71-21315
LIPTIHG BODIES
Techniqaes for recovery of multistage rocket
vehicles by providing lifting surfaces on
individual sections
fHASA-CASI-XHI-00389] c31 B70-3II176
Graphic illnstration of lifting body design
[SASA-CASF-FBC-10063] C01 B71-12217




Lenticular vehicle with fcldable aerodynamic
control flaps and reaction jets for operation
above and within earth's atmosphere
[UASA-CASF-XGS-00260] C31 S70-37924
Variable geometry manned orbital vehicle having
high aerodynamic efficiency over wide speed
range and incorporating auxiliary pivotal wings
[BASA-CASE-X1A-03691] C31 B71-1567*
Designing spacecraft for flight into space,




Light baffle with oblate hemlspheroid surface
and shading fiance
tHASA-CASE-HPO-10337] c19 B71-1560H
Haksntov spectrograph for low light level research
[HASA-CASB-X1A-10Q02] c11 B71-29041




Direct lift control system having flaps with
slots adjacent to their leading edge and •




Cylindrical reflector for resolving wide angle
light beam from telescope into narrow beam for
spectroscopic analysis
[NASA-CASE-XGS-08269] c23 071-26206
Development and characteristics of optical
communications system based on modulation of
light beams
[HASA-CASE-XLA-01090] c16 871-28963




Inplosicn driven, light gas, hypervelocity gun
[BASA-CASI-XAC-05902] c11 B71-18578
LIGHT HODOL1TIOB
Optical retrodirective modulator with focus
spoiling reflector driven by modulation signal
[NASA-CASF.-GSC-10062] d<l B71-15605
Bodnlating and controlling intensity of light
beam from high temperature source by
servocontrolled rotating cylinders
[BASA-CASI-XHS-04300] C09 B71-19<!79
Hethod and apparatus for optically modulating
light or microwave beam
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10216-1] C23 B71-26722
Development and characteristics of optical
communications system based on modnlatioa of
light beams
[HASA-CASE-ILA-01090] C16 B71-28963
Lamp modulator for generating visual indication
cf presence and magnitude of signal
[NASA-CASI-KSC-10565] c09 B72-25250





Forward-scatter polarimeter for determining the
gaseous depolarization factor in the presence
of polluting polydispersed particles
[HASA-CASE-BEO-13756-1] C35 B76-1H»3«




System for the measurement of ultra-low stray
light levels light shields and baffles
[BASA-CASE-BFS-23513-1] c7fl H77-11812
LIGHT SOOBCBS
Light radiation direction indicator with baffle
of two parallel grids
[HASA-CASE-IBP-03930] c1« S69-21331
High intensity heat and light unit containing
quartz lamp elements protectively positioned
to withstand severe environmental stress
[BASA-CASE-XLA-00101] C09 H70-33312
Photosensitive light source device for detecting
unmanned spacecraft deviation from reference
attitude
[HASA-CASE-IBP-00038] C21 H70-35089
Electro-optical detector for determining
position of light source
[BASA-CASB-IHP-01059] C23 H71-21821
Optical system for selecting particular
wavelength light beams from multiple
wavelength light source
[HASA-CASE-EBC-102Q8] c1« B72-17323
Electro-optical stabilization of calibrated
light source
[HASA-CASE-HSC-12293-1] CH B72-27011
Development of temperature compensated light
source with components and circuitry for
maintaining luminous intensity independent of
temperature variations
[HASA-CASB-ABC-10167-1 ] COS H73-1«121"l
Interferometer prism and control system for





Very high intensity light source using a cathode
ray tube electron beams
[HASA-CASE-XBP-01296] C33 1175-27250
Electric arc light source having undercut
recessed anode
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10266-1] C33 B75-29318
Uniform variable light source
[HASA-CASS-BEO-11Q29-1] c71 H77-21911
LIGHT TBAISB1SSIOI
Bybrid holographic system using reference,
transmitted, and reflected beams simultaneously
[HASA-CASE-HFS-2007Q] Cl6 B71-15565
Optical characteristics measuring apparatus
[HASA-CASE-IHP-088QO] c23 B71-16365
Optical monitor panel consisting of translucent
screen with test or meter information
projected onto it from rear for application In
control rooms of missile launching and
tracking stations
[HASA-CASE-IKS-03509] cl* B71-23175
Solar cell panel with light transmitting cover
plate
{HASA-CASE-BPO-107II7] C03 H72-22012
Hethod and system for transmitting and
distributing optical fregnency radiation
CBASA-CASI-BQH-105ai-3] c23 B72-23695
thin absorbing metallic film for increased
visible light transmission
[BASA-CASE-1AB-10836-1] C26 B72-2778*
Transmitting and reflecting diffnser for
ultraviolet light
IBASi-CASE-LAB-10385-2] C70 B7Q-13036
Optical instrument employing reticle having




Sealed fluorescent tube light unit capable of
connection with other units to form string of
work lights
[BASA-CASl-XKS-05932] C09 B71-26787




Apparatus for determining distance to lighting
strokes f rom single station by magnetic and
electric field sensing antennas
[SASA-CASB-KSC-10698] CC7 H73-20175
System for locating lightning strokes by
coordination of directicnal antenna signals
[BASA-CASI-KSC-10729-1] C09 N73-32110
Monitoring and recording lightning strokes in
predetermined area
[HfSA-CJSE-KSC-10728-1] c1l| S73-32319
Lightning current measuring systems
[NASA-CAEF.-KSC-10807-1] C33 S75-26216
Remote lightring monitor system
[NASA-CASI-KSC-11031-1] C33 B77-21319
Lightning current waveform measuring system
[B8S8-CASE-KSC-11018-1] C33 H77-21320
LIBITEB CIBCOITS
Variable duration pulse integrator design for
'integrating pulse duration modulated pulses
with elimnation of ripple content
CUASA-CASE-XLA-01219] C10 N71-23084
Circuits for amplitude limiting cf r a n d o m noise
inputs
f BASA-CASI-BEO-10169] C10 N71-2H8II4
Velocity liniting safety system for actor driven
research vehicle
[NASA-CASI-XLA-07II73] C15 B71-2H895





Linear accelerator frequency control system
rtIASA-C8SI-TGS-05nlH] C10 S71-22962
LISESB BECBIVEBS
Antenna array at focal plane of reflector with
coupling network for lean switching
[HASJ-CSSI-SSC-10220-1] C07 B71-27233
LIKBAB STSIBHS
Linear three-tap feedback shift register
[BASA-CASE-BIO-10351] COS S71-12503




Semilinear bearing comprising two rows of roller
bearings separated by spherical bearings and
permitting rotational and translaticnal movement
[BASA-CASE-XLA-02809] Cl5 B71-22982
Mechanical actuator wherein linear motion
changes tc rotational notion
[ NASA-CASE-XGS-OH5U8] c15 871-210115
LINKAGES
Development of collapsible nozzle extension for
rocket engines
rHASA-C»SE-HFS-1la97] C28 H71-1622H
Design and construction cf mechanical probe for
determining if object is properly secured
[SASA-CJSI-HFS-2C760] dl H72-33377
LIQDEFACTIOH
Ophthalmic lignifaction p u m p
[BASA-CASF.-LIH-12051-1] c52 S75-336IIO








Bater cooled contactors for holding rotating
carbon arc anode
[BASJ-CASI^XBS^03700] c15 B69-21266
External device for liquid spray cooling of gas
turbine blades
[HAS8-CASE-XLF.-00037] c28 B70-33372
Water cooled solenoid capable of producing
magnetic field intensities up to 100 kiloganss
[HASA-CASI-IFP-01951] c09 H70-l»1929
Laiinar flow of liquid coolants in rocket engines
[NASS-CASE-HPO-10122] c12 B71-17631
Space salt body teat exchanger design composed
of thermal conductance yarn and liquid coolant
loops
[BASA-CASE-XSS-09571] c05 S71-19H39




Electric power system with thermionic diodes and
circulatory liquid metal coolant lines
[BASA-CASE-HFS-1P11I1] C33 B71-27862
Apparatus for liquid spray cooling of turbine
blades
[HASA-CASE-XLE-00027] C33 B71-291S2
Automatic control device for regulating inlet
water temperature of liquid cooled spacesnit
[NASA-CASE-BSC-13917-1] COS H72-15098
Automatic temperature control for liquid cooled
space suit
[NASA-C8SE-ABC-10599-1] COS B7J-26071
Heat exchanger system and method
[NASA-CASE-LAH-10799-2] C34 H76-17317
Closed loop spray cooling apparatus for
particle acceleratoi targets
[NASA-CASE-LES-11981-1 ] C37 H76-20186
Liquid cooled brassiere and method o± diagnosing
malignant tumors therewith
[ SASA-CASE-ABC-11 007-1 ] C52 B77-111736
LIQUID CBYSIALS
Development of combined velocimeter and
accelerometer based on color changes in liquid
crystalline material subjected to shear stresses
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10292] C1U »72-25<HO
Input signal measurement using liquid
crystalline elements
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10275] C26 S72-25680
Seal tine liquid crystal image converter
[NASA-CASE-LBB-11206-1 ~\ C71 S71-J0118
LIQOIO FILLED SBEL1S
Liquid rocket systems for propulsion and control
of spacecraft
[BASA-CASE-XBP-00610] C28 B70-36910
Design and development of fluid sample collector
[HASA-CASE-XBS-06767-1) C1» H71-20135
Banufacture of fluid containers from fused
coated polyester sheets having resealable septum
[BASA-CASI-BPO-10123] c15 B71-2U835
Omnidirectional liquid filled accelerometer




Seduced gravity liquid configuration simulator
to study propellant behavior in rocket fuel
tanks
[HASA-CASE-XLE-0262<t] C12 H69-39988
Liquid junction for glass electrode or pH meters
[HASA-CASE-BFO-10682] C15 B70-31699
Actuator using compressed gas as driving force
to control valve handling large liquid flows
[BASA-CASE-XHQ-01208] CIS B70-35409
Two component Valve assembly for cryogenic
liquid transfer regulation
[BASA-CASE-XLE-00397] C15 B70-36192
Positive displacement flovmeter for measuring
extremely low flows of fluid with self
calibrating features
[NASA-CASE-XBF-02822] =11 B70-U199U
High pressure liquid flow sight assembly for
wide temperature range applications including
cryogenic fluids
[BASA-CASI-XLE-02998] Cll B70-1207U
Carrier liquid system containing bodies of
ablative material
[BASA-CASE-LES-10359-2] C33 H73-259S2
Zero gravity liquid transfer device, using
spiral shaped screen
[BASA-CASE-ltSC-10626] ell B73-27378
System for measurinq Beynolds in a tnrbulently
flowing fluid signal processing
[BASi-CASE-ABC-10755-2] C3« B76-27517
LIQDID HELIDB




Cryostat system for temperatures on the order of





Development of thermal insulation material for
insulating liquid hydrogen tanks in spacecraft
CBASA-CASE-XHF-05046] C33 B71-28892
Beinforced polyqninoxaline gasket and method of
preparing the same resistant to ionizing
SOBJECT IIDEX LIQOID-GiS HIXTQBES
radiation and liquid hydrogen temperatures
[NASA-CASE-BFS-2136II-1] C37 B71-18126
LIQUID IBJECTIOI
Thrust vector conticl by secondary injection of
fluid into rocket nozzle flow field to
separate exhaust flow
[HASA-CASI-X1E-00208] C28 H70-3«29<»
System for aerodynamic control of rocket
vehicles by secondary injection of flnid into
nozzle exhaust stream
[8ASA-CASE-XLA-01163] c21 H71-15582
Propellant injection assembly having
individually removable and replaceable nozzles
for liquid fueled rocket engines
esASA-CASZ-IHr-00968] c28 H71-15660
LIQDID LASEBS
Hethod and apparatus using temperature control
for vavelenqth toning of liquid lasers
[HASA-CASE-EKC-10187] Cl6 B69-31343
LIQUID LEVELS
Inductive liquid level detection system
[HASA-CASE-ILE-01609] dl H71-10500
LIQDID BBTAIS
Bagnetohydrodynamic generator for vising
noncondactive gas and liquid metal mist to
form slugs'
[NASJ-CSSB-XLE-02083] c03 H69-39983
Thermoelectric power conversion by liquid metal
flowing th rough magnetic field
[BASA-CSSE-XBP-0064H] c03 K70-36803
Analytical test apparatus and method for
determining oxygen content in alkali liquid
metal
[BASA-CASE-XLE-01997] c06 H71-23527
Electric jcver system with thermionic diodes and
circulatory liquid metal coolant lines
[SASA-CASE-BFS-1IH1II] C33 H71-27862
Flexible barrier membrane comprising pcrous
substrate and incorporating liquid gallium or
indium netal used as sealant barriers for
spacecraft walls and pumping liquid propellants
[BASA-CASE-XHP-08881] c17 871-28717
Shell-side liquid metal boiler employing tube
and shell heat exchanger
[HASA-CSSE-SfC-10831] c33 B72-20915
0 shaped leated tube for.distillation and
purification of liquid BetaIs
[NASA-CASE-XHP-0812Q-2] c06 B73-13129
Electromagnetic flow rate meter for liquid
metals
[NASJ-CASE-LEW-10981-1] c35 B74-21018
Liquid metal slip ring
[HASA-CASE-lF.S-12277-1] C33 H76-281172








Dye penetrant and technique for nondestructive
tests of solid surfaces contacted by liquid
oxyqen
[BASA-CASE-IBF-02221] C18 B71-27170




Method and iced system for separating and
orienting liquid and vapor phases of liquid
propellants in zero gravity environment
[BASA-CASE-ILE-01182] C27 H71-15635
B'draulic apparatus for casting and molding of
liquid polyners
[BASA-CASE-XBP-07659] COS 871-22975
Hixed liquid and vapor phase analyzer design
with thermocouples for relative heat transfer
measnreient
[BASA-CASE-SPO-10691] Cl« B71-26199




LIQOID PBOPBLlBlt EOCICBT I1GIIBS
High thrust annular liquid propellent rocket
engine and exhaust nozzle design
[BASA-CASB-J1E-00078] c28 H70-3328B
1-109
Attitude ana propellant flow control system for
liquid propellant rocket vehicles
[BASA-CASE-IBF-00185] C21 H70-3<4539
Injector manifold assembly for bipropellant
rocket engines providing for fuel propellant
to serve as coolant
[HASA-CASE-XHF-00118] C28 B70-38710
Collapsible auxiliary tank for restarting liquid
propellant rocket motors under zero gravity
[BASA-CASE-XHP-01390] C28 N70-H1275
Bocket propellant injector with porous faceplate







Propellant injectors for rocket combustion
chambers
[NASA-CASE-XLE-00103] C28 H70-33211
Liquid rocket systems for propulsion and control
of spacecraft
[BASA-CASF.-XBP-00610] C28 S70-J6910
Igniter capsule for chemical ignition of lignid
rocket propellants
[BASi-CASE-XLE-00323] C28 H70-38505
High temperature spark plug for igniting liquid
rocket propellants
[HASA-CASE-XLE-00660] C28 N70-39925
Compact high pressure filter for rocket fuel lines
[HASA-CASE-XHP-00732] C28 N70-111Ht7
Venting device for liquid propellant storage
tank using magnetic field to separate liquid
and gaseous phases
[NASA-CASE-XlE-Omi9] CIS B70-qi646
Liquid propellant tank design with semit,oroidal
bulkhead
[HASA-CASE-XHF-01899] C31 N70-Q1918
Hethod and feed system for separating and
orienting liquid and vapor phases of liquid
propellants in zero gravity environment
[ BASA-CASS-XIE-01182] C27 N71-15635
Control valve and coaxial variable injector for
controlling bipropellant mixture ratio and flow
[BASA-CASB-XHE-09702] C15 B71-1765M
Slosh and swirl alleviator for liquid propellant
tanks during transport and flight
[BASJ-CASE-XLA-057H9] CIS S71-19569
Filler valve design for supplying liquid
propellants at high pressure to space vehicles
[HASA-CASE-IBP-01747 ] C15 H71-23021
Electronic recording system for spatial mass
distribution of liquid rocket propellant
droplets or vapors ejected from high velocity
nozzles
[BASA-CASE-SPO-10185] CIO B71-26339
Flexible barrier membrane comprising porous
substrate and incorporating lignid gallium or
indium metal used as sealant barriers for
spacecraft walls and pumping liquid propellants
[BASA-CASE-XBP-08881] C17 N71-287t7
Response analyzing apparatus for liquid vapor
interface sensor of sloshing rocket propellant
[BASA-CASE-BFS-112011] eld B71-291JH
LIQUID SLOSBIBG
Slosh damping method for lignid rocket
propellant tanks
[BASA-CASE-XBF-00658] C12 870-38997
Flexible ring slosh damping baffle for
spacecraft fuel tank
[HASA-CASE-LAB-10317-1] C32 B71-U10J
Submerged fuel tank baffles to prevent sloshing
in liquid propellant rocket flight
[BASA-CASB-ILA-OH605] c32 »71-1610b
Hot-wire liquid level detector for cryogenic
propellants
[BASA-CASE-XlE-00150] C23 N71-17802
Slosh and swirl alleviator for liquid propellant
tanks during transport and flight
[HASA-CASE-ILA-057119] CIS B71-19569
Pressure sensor network for measurinq liquid
dynamic response in flight including fuel tank




Liquid-gas separator adapted for use in zero
gravity environment - drawings
LIQOID-ViPOB IBTEBFACBS SUBJECT IBDEX
£BASA-CASE-XBS-01624] c15 B70-10062
Absorbent apparatus for separating gas from
liquid-gas stream used it environmental
control under zero gravity conditions
[BASA-CASE-XHS-01492] c05 H70-41297
Venting device for liquid propellant storage
tank using magnetic field to separate liquid
and gaseous phases
[BASA-C»SE-XLE-01<I«9] c15 B70-U1616
Liquid-gaseous centrifugal separator for
weightlessness envirotment
[BASA-CASE-XLA-00115] c15 B71-16079
Vapor-lignid separator design with vapor driven
pump for separated liquid pumping for
application in propellant transfer
[BASA-CASE-XBJ-01042] c15 B71-23023
LIQOID-VAPOB IBTEBFACES
Describing apparatus for separating gas from
cryogenic liquid under zero gravity and for
venting gas from fuel talk
[BASA-CASE-XLE-00586] c15 H71-15968
Liquid-vajcr interface seal design for turbine
rotating shafts including helical and
molecular pumps and liquid cooling of mercury
vapor
[NASA-CASE-XWP-02862-1] c15 B71-26291
Besponse analyzing apparatus for liquid vapor
interface sensor of sloshing rocket propellant
CHASA-CASE-HFS-1120«] c1» S71-2913«
1IQDIDS
Liquid-gas separator adapted for nse in zero
gravity environment - drawings
[BASA-CASE-XHS-016211] c15 H70-<»0062
Electrical switching device comprising
conductive liquid confined within square loop
of deformable noncondnctive tubing also used
for leveling
£BASA-CASE-BPO-10037] c09 S71-19610
Purificaticn apparatus for vaporization and
fractional distillation of liquids
[HASA-CASE-XBP-08121] c15 N71-27181
Quantitative liquid measurements in container by
resonant frequencies
EBASA-CASE-XBP-02500] c18 B71-27397
Resonant infrasonic gauging device for measuring
liquid quantity in closed bladderless reservoir
[BASA-CASI-BSC-118<I7-1] c11 H72-11363
Ablative systen with liquid carrying ablattive
material bodies and fcrning self-replacing
ablative surface
[NASA-CASE-LEW-10359] c33 H72-25911
Pressurized tank for feeding liquid waste into
processing equipment
[NASA-CASE-IAH-10365-1] COS B72-27102
Apparatus for nixing twc or more liquids under
zero gravity conditions
EBASA-CASE-LAB-10195-1] c15 873-19158
Bimetallic fluid displacement apparatus for
stirring and heating stored gases and liquids
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10111-1] C35 N71-15126
nethod and device for detection of surface
discontinuities or defects
[BASA-CASI-BSC-1 4187-1] c35 871-32879
Automatic liquid inventory collecting and
dispensing unit
[SASA-CASE-LAB-11071-1] c35 B75-19611
A 2 degree/90 degree laboratory scattering
photoget'er
[HASA-CASE-SSC-12088-1] c35 876-17369
Thermal energy storage systen operating on
superheating of liquids
[BASA-CASE-HFS-23 167-1] cl* B76-31667
LITHIOH COBPOOSDS




Force measuring instrument for structural
nenbers, particularly fastening bolts or studs
[NASA-CASE-XBF-00156] ell 870-31705
Multiple Belleville spring assenhly with even
load distribution
[BASA-CASE-XBP-00840] C15 H70-38225
Device for nse in loading tension members
characterized by elongated elastic body
[HASA-CASE-BFS-21188-1] d<l B75-21791
Pneumatic load compensating or controlling system
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10907-1] c37 875-32165
LOAD IESTI1G BACBIHES
Load cell protection device using spring-loaded
breakaway mechanism
£HASA-CASE-XBS-06782] C32 B71-15974
Development of device for transferring load from
load cell to bypass mechanism
[HASA-/ElSE-XHS-06329-1 ] C15 B71-20M11




Differential pressure cell insensitive to




Air bearings for near frictionless transfer of
loads from one body to another
£ RASA-CASE-XHF-01887] CIS H71-10617
LOADS (FORCES)
Device for handling heavy loads by distributing
forces
CSASA-CASE-XBP-01969] cl1 N69-27U66
Two plane balance for simultaneous measurements
of multiple forces
[NASA-CASE-7.AC-00073] • ClI H70-31813
Improving load capacity and fatigue life of
rolling elenent systems in rockets and missiles
[HASA-CASE-XLE-02999] C15 171-16052
Development of device for transferring load from
load cell to bypass mechanism
[SASA-CASE-XBS-06329-1] CIS 871-20111
Valve assembly for controlling simultaneously
more than one fluid flow, and having stable
qualities under loads
[NASA-CASI-XBS-05890] c09 N71-2J191
Solid state force measuring electromechanical
transducers made of piezoresistive materials
[NASA-CASI-EBC-10088] c26 N71-25190
Turn on current transient limiter for
controlling peak current flow in high capacity
load
[HASA-CASE-GSC-10413] C10 B71-26531
Synchronous dc direct-drive system comprising
multiple-loop hybrid control system
controlling load directly connected to actuator
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10065-1] CIO B71-27136
Force balanced throttle valve for fuel control
in rocket engines
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10808] Cl5 B71-27132
Energy absorption device in high precision gear
train for protection against damage to
components caused by stop loads
[HASA-CASE-XBP-01818] CIS B71-28959
Air bearing for nse in exterior environment for
moving heavy loads
[BASA-CASE-HLP-10002] C15 B72-17451
Measuring device for bearing preload using
spring washers
[BASA-CASE-BFS-20134] Cl1 B72-25288
Variable direction force coupler for
transmitting force along selectable curve path
[BASA-CASE-BFS-20317] CIS B73-13163
Versatile ergometer with work load control
[BASA-CASE-BFS-21109-1] COS B73-27941
Three-axis adjustable loading structure
£HASA-CASE-FBC-10051-1] C35 B7
G-load measuring and indicator apparatus for
aircraft
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10806] C06 B71-27872
Spring operated accelerator and constant force
spring mechanism therefor
[KASA-CASE-ABC-10898-1] c35 B77-18117
Penetrometer for determining load bearing





System for locating lightning strokes by
coordination of directional antenna signals
EBASA-CASE-KSC-10729-1] C09 B73-32110
Position determination systems using orbital
antenna scan of celestial bodies
£HASA-CASE-BSC-12593-1] c17 B76-21250
LOCKIBG
Beleasa'ble coupling device designed to receive
and retain matching ends of electrical
connectors
1-110
SUBJECT I1DEI LOW 6BA7ITI HAIOFACIOBIB6
[8ASA-CASE-XHS-07846-1] c09 H69-21927
LOCKS (FISTBRIBS)
Ball locking device which releases in response
to snail forces then subjected to high azial
loads
[HASA-CASF.-XHF-01371] CIS N70-41829
LOH friction bearing and leek nechanism for
two-axis gimral carrying satellite payload
tHASA-CASE-GSC-10556-1] c31 H71-26537
Locking device for retaining turbine rotor
blades on turbine wheel
[HASA-CAS1-XHP-00816] c28 H71-28928
Longitadinalfiln gate and lock mechanism for
securing fill in notion picture cameras under
vibration and high acceleration loads
[HASA-CASE-LAB-10686] C11 H71-28935
Design of quick release locking pin for joining
two or acre load-carrying structnral members
[HASA-CSSE-HFS-18495] CIS H72-11385
locking mechanism for orthopedic braces
[NASA-CASI-GSC-12082-1] c54 H76-22914
Locking nechanism for orthopedic braces
[HASA-CAEE-GSC-12082-2] c52 H77-27694
LOCOBOTIOH
Jet sboes for space loconotion
[HASA-CASE-XLA-08491] c05 H69-21380
Attitude ccntrol training device for astronauts
pernittiig friction-free novenent with five
degrees of freemen
[HASA-CASF.-XHS-02977] c11 H71-107H6
Restraint torso for increased nobility and




Logarithmic circuit with vide dynamic range
[BASA-CASE-GSC-12145-1] c33 H77-19319
LOGAF.ITHBS
Technique for deriving logarithn of input signal




Selective gold diffusion ct monolithic silicon
chips for switching and lonswitching amplifier
devices and circuits and linear and digital
logic circuits
[HASA-CASI-EBC-10072] c09 B70-11148
Counter-divider circuit fcr accuracy and
reliability in binary circuits
[BASS-CASI-XHF-00421] c09 H70-34502
Binary to binary-coded decimal ccnvexter using
single set cf logic circuits notwithstanding
number of shift register decades
[HASA-CASI-XSS-001132] c08 B70-35H23
Conversion system for increasing resolution of
analog to digital ccnverters
[HASA-CASI-XAC-00404] c08 H70-40125
Data processor having multiple sections
activated at different tines by selective
power coupling to sections
[FASS-CfSI-XGS-04767] c08 B71-12494
Binary sequence detector with few memory
elements and minimized Icgic circuit complexity
[BASA-CASE-XHP-05415] c08 871-12505
Bistable multivibrator circuits operating at
high speed and low power dissipation
tBASA-CJSE-XGS-00823] c10 F71-15910
Logic AND gate for fluid circuits
[FASA-CASE-X1A-07391] c12 F71-17579
Logic circuit to ripple add and subtract binary
counters for spaceborne computers
[BASA-CJLSE-XGS-04766] c08 F71-18602
Constructing Exclnsive-Or digital logic circuit
in single nodnle
[BASA-CASE-XLA-07732] COS S71-18751
Stepping motor ccntrol apparatus exciting
windings in proper time sequence to cause
notor to rotate in either direction
[FASA-CJSE-GSC-10366-1] CIO N71-18772
Serial digital decoder design with square
circuit matrix and serial memory storage units
[FASA-CJSI-SIO-10150] c08 S71-24650
Binary to decimal decoder logic circuit design
with feedback ccntrcl and display device
CBASA-CBSF.-XFS-06167] C08 B71-24890
Design and development of inltistage current




Logic circuit for generating nnltibit binary
code word in parallel
[HASA-CASE-XBP-04623] C10 H71-26103
Adaptive signal generating systen and logic
circuits for satellite television systems
[HASA-CASE-GSC-11367] C10 B71-26374
Transistorized switching logic circuits with
' tunnel diodes
[HASA-CASE-GSC-10878-1J CIO B72-222J6
Logical function and circuit generator
[HASA-CASZ-XLA-05099] C09 H73-13209
A synchronous binary array divider
[11SA-CASE-EEC-10180-1 ] C60 R74-20836
Four phase logic systens including
integrated nlcrocircalts
[HASA-CASE-BSC-14240-1] C33 H75-14957
An interleaving device for conputer logic
circuits used in optical data processing
£SASA-CASE-GSC-12111-2] C60 H77-31800
LOGICAL 3LBBEBTS
An interleaving device for computer logic
circuits used in optical data processing
[HASi-CASE-GSC-12111-2] C60 B77-31800
LOBGI1DDIBAL CCHIOL
Three-axis controller operated by hand-wrist
motion for yaw, pitch, and roll control
[BASA-CASE-IAC-OIIOI] COS B70-41581
LOOP ASTBHHAS
Collapsible, space erectable loop antenna systen
for space vehicle
[BASA-CASE-XHF-00437] C07 H70-40202








Endless loop tape transport mechanism for
driving and tensioning recording medium in
magnetic tape recorder
[BASA-CASE-XGS-01223] C07 B71-10609
Filter for third order phase locked loops in
signal receivers
[BASA-CASE-HEO-11941-1] CIO H7J-27171
High speed shutter electrically actuated
ribbon loop for shattering optical or fluid
passageways
[SASA-CASB-ABC-10516-1] C70 B74-21300
Cleans for accommodating large overstrain in lead
wires by storing extra length of wire in
stretenable loop
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10168-1] C33 B74-22865
Closed loop spray cooling apparatus
[BASA-CASE-lEB-11981-2] C34 H77-32134
LOI ASPECT BATIO
Aerospace configuration with low and high aspect
catio variability for high and low speed flight
[HASA-CASE-ILA-00142] C02 B70-33286
Aerodynamic configuration for aircraft capable
of high speed flight and low drag for low




Improved low cost substrates for polycrystalline
solar cells for solar energy conversion
[BASA-CASE-GSC-12022-2] c44 B76-26695
Fabrication of polycrystalline solar cells en
low-cost substrates
[8AS&-CASE-GSC-12022-1] c44 S76-2863S
Low cost solar energy collection systen
[HASA-CASE-HPO-13579-3] C44 B77-20566
LOI DEHSITI BAtBBIALS
Hathod and photodetector device for locating
abnormal voids in low density aaterials
[BASl-CASE-HFS-20044] C14 B71-28993
Intnmescent conpositlon, foamed product prepared
therewith and process for asking sane
[HASA-CASB-ABCM0304-2] C27 H7U-27037
Hixing Insert for foam dispensing apparatus
[HASA-CASZ-BFS-20607-1] C37 B76-19436
LOI FBBgtJBBCIBS




flethod for manufacturing mirrors In zero gravity




Process for preparing high molecular weight




Low phase ncise frequency divider for nse with
deep space network commumcaticn system
[BASA-CASE-HPO-11569] CIO H73-26229
Beflected-wave Baser lew noise amplifier
[NASA-CASI-BPO-13II90-1] c36 B76-31512
LOR PBESSOBE
Flowmeters for sensing low fluid flow rate and




Variable geometry manned orbital vehicle having
high aercdynamic efficiency over wide speed
range and incorporating auxiliary pivotal wings
[NASA-CASE-XLA-03691] c31 B71-15674
Device utilizing EC rate generators for
continuous slow speed measurement
rNASA-CASE-XHF-02966] c10 871-24863
LOR TENPEBATOBE EHVIBOBHBBTS
Flexible, frangible electrochemical cell and




Cryostat for flejure fatigue testing of
composite materials
[BASA-CASE-XBF-02964] c14 B71-17659
Cryostat for use with horizontal fatigue testing
machines at low temperatures
[BASA-CASE-XHF-10968] C1H B71-24234
LOR THHOST
Low thrust ocnopropellant engine
[BASA-CASE-GSC-1219P-1] c20 877-28219
LOR vAction
Vibration damping system operating in low vacuum
environnent for spacecraft mechanisms
[BASA-CASE-XBS-01620] c23 H71-15673
LOR VOLTAGE
High speed low level voltage comuutating switch
[BASA-CASF-XAC-00060]
 C09 B70-39915
Flexible mcnopcle antenna with broad bandwidth
and low voltage standing wave ratio •
[BASA-CASE-HSC-12101] C09 871-18720
Circuit design for failure sensing and




Metallic film diffusion into metal or ceramic
surfaces for boundary lubrication in aerospace
environments
[BASA-CASi-XLE-01765] c18 S71-10772
Metallic film diffusicn for boundary lubrication
in aerospace engineering
[HASA-CASE-XIE-1C337] C15 871-24016
Fluorinated esters of pclycarboxylic acid ana




Thiophenyl ether disiloxanes and trisiloxanes
useful as lubricant fluids
[BASA-CASI-HfS-22411-1]
 C37 B74-21058
Journal bearings for lubricant films
fNASA-CASE-LER-11076-1] c37 874-21061
tOBRIC»TIBG OILS
Fluid seal formed by flexible disk on rotating
shaft to retain lubricating oils around shaft
[BASA-CASE-XLB-05130-2] c15 H71-19570
LOBBICATIOB
Hollow high strength rolling elements for
antifriction bearings fabricated from
preformed components
[BASA-CASE-1BR-11026-1] c15 B73-33383
Variable resistance constant tension and






Development of hybrid bearing lubrication system
with combination of standard type lubrication
and magnetic flux field for earth atmosphere
and space environment operation
[BASA-CASE-XBF-01641] " C15N71-22997
Lubrication for bearings by capillary action





Visual target luninaires for retrofire attitude
control
[HASA-CASE-XHS-12158-1] Cil K69-27D99
Development of ultraviolet resonance lamp with
improved transmission of radiation
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10030] C09 N71-12521
Lamp modulator for generating visual indication
of presence and magnitude of signal
[NASA-CASI-KSC-10565] C09 N72-25250
Electrodeless lamp circuit driven by induction
[BASA-CASE-MFS-21214-1 ] C09 N73-301B1
Uniform variable light source
[HASA-CASB-NPO-111129-1 ] C7« (177-21911
LOHIBOSITY
Mechanism for measuring nanosecond time




Filter arrangement for controlling light
intensity in motion picture camera used in
optical pyrometry
[BASA-CASE-XLA-00062] Cl« H70-33254
Development of star intensity measuring system
which minimizes effects of outside interference
[NASA-CASE-XNP-06510] C14 N71-23797
Continuous plasma laser method and apparatus
for producing intense, coherent, monochromatic
light from low temperature plasma
[NASA-CASI-XBP-04167-3] C36 N77-19416
Solar cell assembly for use under high
intensity illumination
[ BASA-CASI-LH-11549-1 ] cSM 877-19571
Compact, high intensity arc lamp with internal
magnetic field producing means
[HASA-CASE-BFO-11510-1] C33 877-21315
LOS AH BASES
Development and characteristics of natural
circulation radiator for nse with nuclear
power plants installed in lunar space stations
[FASA-CASI-XHQ-0367J] C33 N71-29046
LOBAB COBBONICATIOH
Conversion system for transforming slow scan
rate of Apollo TV camera on noon to fast scan
of commercial TV
[BASA-CASE-XBS-07168] C07 871-11300
Three transceiver lunar emergency system to
relay voice communication of astronaut
[HASA-CASE-BFS-21012] C07 872-25171
LOBAB COBPOSITIOB
Development and characteristics of pentrometer




Backpack carrier with retractable legs suitable
for lunar exploration and convertible to
rescue vehicle
[SASA-CASE-LAB-10056] c05 871-12351
Development and characteristics of pentrometer
for measuring physical properties of lunar
surface
[SASA-CASE-XLA-00934] ell 871-22765
Lightweight propulsion unit for movement of
personnel and equipment across lunar surface
[NASA-CASE-BFS-20130] c28 N71-27585
Three transceiver lunar emergency system to
relay voice communication of astronaut
[BASA-CASE-HFS-21012] C07 872-25171
LOHAB GBAVITATIOB
Apparatus for training astronaut crews to
perform on simqlated lunar surface under
conditions of lunar gravity
£SiSA-CASE-XBS-0«798] C11 B71-21«t7i|
LOBAB GBA7HI SIBOLATOB
Lunar and planetary gravity simulator to test
vehicular response to landing
[BASA-CASE-ILA-OOH93] C11 B70-34786
1-112
SUBJECT 1BDBI BAG1ETIC COBES
LDRAB LARDIBG
Lunar landing flight research vehicle
(HASA-CASE-XFB-00929] c31 S70-34966
LOMB LOGISTICS
Lightweight propulsion unit for movenent of
personnel and equipment across lunar surface
[BASA-CASE-BFS-20130] C28 H71-27585
LOBAB BOCKS
Impact bit for catting, collecting, and storing
samples such as lunar lock cuttings
[HASA-CASE-XBP-01412] C15 R70-42034
LOBAB SOIL
Development of device for separating,
collecting, and viewing soil particles
[RASA-CASE-XBP-09770] C15 R71-20440
Device which separates and screens particles of
soil samples for vidiccn viewing in vacuum and
reduced gravity envircnments
[BASA-CASE-XBP-09770-3] c11 B71-27036
Portable penetrometer for analyzing soil
characteristics
[HASA-CASE-BFS-2C774] Ct4 B73-19420




Resilient vehicle wheel for lunar surface travel
[RASA-CASF.-BIS-20400] c31 B71-18611
Resilient wheel design with woven wire tire and
abrasive treads for Innar surface vehicles
[HASA-CASI-BFS-13929] C15 B71-27091
LDR6S
Piston device for prodncing known constant





Rotary impact-type rock drill for recovering
rock cuttings
[HASA-CASE-XBP-07478] c1« H69-21923
Description of protective device for providing
safe operating conditions around work piece in
machine or metal working tool
tHASJ-CASE-XLE-01092] c15 B71-22797
Description of device for aligning stacked
sheets of paper for repetitive catting
[RASA-CASI-XHS-04178] CIS H71-22798
Development and characteristics of
frosto-conical die nib fcr extrusion of
refractory metals
[SASA-CASE-XLE-06773] c15 B71-23817
Design and development of layout tool for
machine shop use to locate pcint in precise
reference to straight cr bowed reference edge
[RASA-CASB-FBC-10005] c15 B71-26145
Optical ganging system for monitoring machine
tool alignment
[RASA-CASE-XAC-09489-1] c15 H71-26673
Caterpillar micropositicner for positioning
machine tccls adjacent tc workpiece
[BASA-CASE-6SC-1C780-1: C14 H72-16283
Geneva mechanism including star wheel and
driver
[RASA-CASI-BPO-13281-1] c37 H75-13266
Zero torque gear head wrench
[RASA-CASE-RPO-13059-1] c37 176-20480






Design of mechanical device for stirring several
test totes simultaneously
[HASA-CASE-XAC-06956] c15 H71-21177
Precipitation detector and mechanism for
stopping and restarting machinery at
initiation and cessation of rain
[RASA-CASZ-XLA-02619] c10 B71-2633Q
Apparatus for forming drive belts
[RASA-CASE-RPO-13205-1] c31 R74-32917
HACHIBIBG
Laser machining device with dielectric




Lathe tool and holder combination for machining
resin impregnated fiberglass cloth laminates
[BASA-CASE-XLA-10470] Cl5 H72-21489




Chemical spot test for identifying magnesia! or
magnesiam alloys used in aerospace applications
[BASi-CASE-LAB-10953-1] Cl7 B73-27446
HAGBESIDH ALLOTS
Procednre for bonding polytetrafluoroethylene
' thermal protective sleeves to magnesiam alloy
conical shell components with different
thermal coefficients
[BASA-CASE-XLA-01262] Cl5 B71-211IOH
Chemical spot test for identifying magnesium or
magnesium alloys ased in aerospace applications
[HASA-CASE-1AB-10953-1] C17 R73-27446
HAGUESIOH OXIDES




Improved alternator with windings of
superconducting materials acting as permanent
magnet
[BASA-CASE-XLE-02824] C03 B69-39890
Belay circuit breaker with magnetic latching to












Time division multiplexer with magnetic latching
relays
[HASA-CASE-XBE-001131] c09 B70-38998
Linear magnetic braking system with nonuniformly
wrapped primary coil producing constant
braking force on secondary coil
[BASA-CASI-XLE-05079] Cl5 B71-17652 '
Electroexplosive safe-arm initiator using
electric driven electromagnetic coils and









Magnetically opened diaphragm design with camera
shatter and expansion tube applications
[BASA-CASE-XLA-03660] CIS B71-21060
flagnetically controlled plasma accelerator
capable of ignition in low density gaseous
environment
[HASA-CASE-X1A-00327] C25 B71-29184





Variable frequency magnetic coupled
multivibrator with temperature compensated
frequency control circuit
[BASA-CASE-XGS-00458] C09 H70-38604
Variable frequency magnetic coupled
multivibrator with output signal of constant
amplitude and waveform
[BASA-CASr-IGS-00131] c09 B70-3BS95
Electronic counter circuit utilizing magnetic
core and low power consumption
£BASA-C»SE-IRP-08836] C09 »71-1^51b
Pulsed magnetic core memory element with
blocking oscillator feedback for interrogation
without loss of digital information
[BASA-CASE-XGS-03303] COS »71-18i95
Describing magnetic core current switching
device for steering bipolar current pulses to
memory units
[BASA-CASE-HIO-10201] C08 R71-18694
BAGBETIC DIPOIBS SUBJECT IBDBX
Sellable magnetic core circuit apparatus vith
application in selecticn matrices for digital
memories
rHASA-CASI-XRP-01318] c10 H71-23033
nagnetic ccrrent regulator for s'atnrable core
transforner
[NASA-CASZ-EPC-10075] c09 H71-2U800
Power snitch vith transfluior tjpe magnetic core
[HASi-CASE-HPO-10212] c09 H71-2q803
Onsatnrating nagnetic core transformer design
vith warning signal for electrical power
processing equipment
[HASA-CASB-EBC-10125] c09 H71-21893 •
Temperature sensitive magnetometer vith
pulsating thermally cycled magnetic core
[HASA-CASE-XJC-037110] c14 H71-26135




Satarable magnetic core and signal detection for
indicating impending saturation
tBASA-CASE-EBC-10089] c23 S72-177147
Commutator for steering precisely controlled
bidirectional currents through numerous loads





Torguemeter for determining magnitude of torque
generated by interaction of magnetic dipole
betveen test specimen and ambient magnetic field
[NASA-CASE-XGS-01013] c14 H71-23725
BAGBBTIC DISKS
Device for removing plastic dust cover from




Bass spectrometer vith magnetic pole pieces
providing the magnetic fields fcr both the






Hagnetically diffused radial electric arc heater
[BASA-CASE-XIA-00330] c33 B70-3U540
flethod and apparatus for communicating through
ionized layer of gases surrounding spacecraft
during reentry into planetary atmospheres
[HASA-CASI-XLA-01127] c07 H70-U1372
Tenting device for liquid propellant storage
tank using magnetic field to separate liguid
and gaseous phases
[HASA-CASI-XIE-01l|lf9] c15 R70-116<I6




Development of vide range linear fluigate
magnetometer
[NASA-CASE-IGS-01587] c14 N71-15962
Bagnetic element position sensing device, using
misaligned electromagnets
[BASA-CASE-XGS-07510] c23 H71-16099
Development of non-magnetic indexing device for
orienting magnetic flux sensing instrument in
magnetic field vithout generation of
detrimental magnetic fields
[NASA-CASE-XGS-02022] c15 B71-21529
Negation cf magnetic fields produced by thin
vaferlike circuit elements in space vehicles
[HASA-CASE-XGS-03390] C03 H71-23187
Torgnemeter for determining magnitude of torgue
generated by interaction of magnetic dipole
betveen test specimen and ambient magnetic field
[NASA-CASB-XGS-01013] clt N71-23725
Flnxgate magnetometer for measuring magnetic
field alcng tvo axes using one sensor
[NASA-CASE-GSC-10111-1] c11 H71-27325
Segmented superconducting magjiet producing
staggered magnetic field and suitable for
broadband traveling vave masers
[NASA-CASE-XGS-10518] c16 B71-28551
Bagnetic method for detection of aircraft
position relative to rnnvay
tBASA-CASE-ABC-10179-1] c21 B72-22619
1-111
Badial nagnetic field for ion thruster
[HASA-CASE-LB«-10770-1] C28 H72-22770
Automatic shunting of ion thrnstor magnetic
field when thrnstor is not operating
[HASA-CASE-LEW-10835-1 ] C28 H72-22771
Apparatus for determining distance to lighting
strokes from single station by magnetic and
electric field sensing antennas
[HASA-CASE-KSC-10698] c07 H73-20175
Superconducting magnetic field trapping device
for producing magnetic field in air
[NASA-CASE-XBP-01185] C26 B73-28710
Electron beam controller using magnetic
field to refocns spent electron beam in
microvave oscillator tube
[SASA-CASH-LEW-11617-1] cJ3 N7"l-10195
Hagnetometer using superconducting rotating body
[SASA-CASE-HEO-13388-1] C35 B76-16J90
Atomic hydrogen storage method and apparatus
in strong magnetic fields
[NASA-CASE-LES-12081-1] C28 H76-22J99
Magnetic heat pumping
[NASA-CASE-LEH-12508-1 ] C3I4 N77-153M3
Compact, high intensity arc lamp with internal
magnetic field producing means
[HASA-CASE-BIO-11510-1] cJ3 B77-21315
BAGBBIIC F1DX
Excitation and detection circuitry for f lux
responsive magnetic head
[NASA-CASE-XBP-01H83] C09 N69-2I1J29
Cryogenic flux-gated magnetometer using
superconductors
[MASA-CASE-XAC-02<107] oil H69-27Q2J
Flux gate magnetometer vith toroidal gating coil
and solenoidal output coil for signal
modulation or amplification
[NASA-CASE-XGS-01881] c09 B70-10123
Development of hybrid bearing lubrication system
with combination of standard type lubrication
and magnetic flux field for earth atmosphere
and space environment operation
[NASA-CASE-XBP-01641] C15 B71-22997
Bagnetic current regulator for satnrable core
transformer
[NASA-CASE-EBC-10075] C09 S7 1-211800
Magnetic flux pump for changing intensity of
magnetic fields
[HASA-CASE-XBP-01187] C15 B73-28516
Nethod for increasing intensity of magnetic
field by transferring flux
[HASA-CASE-XBP-01188] Cl5 B73-32J61
Bagnetic bearing for supplying magnetic fluxes
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11079-1] C37 N75-1857<l
BAGHEIIC FOBBIBG
Portable magnetomotive hammer for metal vorking
[BASA-CASB-XBF-03793] CIS B71-2a833
Method and.apparatus for portable high precision
magnetomotive bulging, constricting, and
joining of large diameter metal tubes
[ BASA-CASE-XBF-0511t-3] CIS B71-211865
BAGBBIIC IBDOCTIOH
Continuous operation, single phased, induction
plasma accelerator producing supersonic speeds
[HASA-CASB-XIA-01351] C25 B70-36906
Automatic pover supply circuit design for
driving inductive loads and minimizing pover
consumption including solenoid example
[HASA-CASE-HFO-10716] C09 B71-208S2
Double-induction variable speed system for
constant-freguency electrical pover generation
[HASA-CASE-EBC-10065] C09 S71-2736*
Bicrovave generator using Gunn effect for
magnetic tuning
[8ASA-CASE-HIO-12106] C09 B73-152J5
High speed shutter electrically actuated




Quadrupole mass spectrometer using noise
spectrum for ion separation and identification
[BASA-CASE-XBP-OC1231] d» B73-32J25
BAGBBIIC HAIEBIA1S
Lov density and lov viscosity magnetic
propellant for use under zero gravity conditions
[BASA-CASE-IlE-01512] Cl2 H7
BAGH8IIC BBASDBBBBBT
Cryogenic flux-gated magnetometer using
superconductors
SUBJECT IHDZX MAGBIPICATIOB
[BASf -CASZ-XAC-02007] cM) 1169-271)23
Development of vide range linear flaigate
magnetometer
[BASA-CASE-XGS-01587] C1* H71-15962
Active BC filter networks and amplifiers for
deep space magnetic field measurement
rBASA-CASE-XAC-05062-2] c10 B72-17171
Bagnetooeter using superconducting rotating bod;
[NASA-CASE-HPO-13388-1] c35 B76-16390
MAGBETIC POLES
Design of nagnetohydrodynamc induction aachine
with end poles vhich produce compensating
magnetic fields
[HASA-CASE-IHP-071181] c25 H69-21929
Bass spectrometer with magnetic pole pieces
providing the nagnetic fields for both the
nagnetic sector and an ion-type vacuum pump
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13663-1] C35 B77-11406
8AGFETIC PDBPIBG
Magnetic flux pump for changing intensity of
magnetic fields
[BASA-CASE-XBP-01187] ' c15 H73-28516
Method for increasing intensity of magnetic
field by transferring f l u x
[SASA-CASE-XBP-01188] c15 H73-32361





Development of data storage system for storing
digital cata in high density format on
magnetic tape
[HASA-CASE-XBP-02778] COS N71-22710
Magnetic recording head cctposed of ferrite core




Plural recorder system vhich limits signal
recording to signals of sufficient interest
[HASA-CASE-XBS-069Q9] c09 H69-21H67
BAGHETIC STOBAGB
Bondestructive interrogating and state changing
circuit fcr binary magnetic storage elements
[5ASA-CAEE-IGS-00171] c08 870-3171)3
Magnetic matrix memory system for nondestructive
reading cf information contained in natrix
[NASA-CASE-IBr-05835] COS H71-1250Q
Pulse duration control device for driving slow
response time loads in selected seguence
including switching and delay circuits and
magnetic storage
[BASA-CASE-XGS-0022«] CIO B71-26M18
Redundant memory for enhanced reliability of
digital data processing system
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10561] c10 H71-29135
Momentum wheel design for spacecraft attitude




Magnetic suspension and pointing system
[BASA-CASI-LAB-11889-1] c19 H76-18227
MAGBETIC SBITCHHS
Power snitch with transfluior type magnetic core
[NASA-CASE-BPO-10212] c09 B71-2«803
Design and development of nultistage current







Tape cartridge vith high capacity storage of
endless-loop magnetic tape
[BASA-C4SE-XGS-OC769] C1Q B70-t)16Q7
Endless loop tape transport mechanism for
driving and tensioning recording nedini in
magnetic tape recorder
[NASA-CASE-IGS-01223: c07 B71-10609
Development of lov friction magnetic recording
tape
[BASA-CASB-XGS-00373} C23 B71-1S978
System foe recording and reproducing PCD data
from data stored on magnetic tape
CHASA-CASE-IGS-01021] c08 B71-21012
1-115
Kinetic and static friction force measurement
between magnetic tape and magnetic head surfaces
[HASA-CASE-XBP-08680] c1« B71-22995
Technique for recovery of voice data from heat
damaged magnetic tape
[BASA-CASE-MSC-11219-1J C32 B7Q-27612
Magnetic tape head function switching system
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11956-1] c35 B75-25134
Automatic character skew and spacing checking
ne twork of digital tape drive systems
[HASA-CASE-GSC-11925-1] c33 B76-18353
R&GBETIC THABSDOCEBS
£ miniature inplantable ultrasonic echosonometer
[BASi-CASE-ABC-11035-1] C52 B77-15621
BAGBE1IIATIOB
Permanently magnetized ion engine casing




Thersomagnetic recording and magneto-optic
playback system having constant intensity
' laser beam control
[BASA-CASE-HSO-11317-2] C36 B71-13205
HAGBETOBIDBODTBABIC PLOV




Design of magnetohydrodynamic induction machine
vith end poles vhich produce compensating
magnetic fields
[1ASA-CASE-XBE-07181] C25 B69-21929
Hagnetohydrodynamic generator for mixing
nonconductive gas and liqnid metal mist to
form sings
£BASA-CASE-XLE-02083] C03 B69-39983
Thermoelectric pover conversion by liquid metal
flowing through magnetic field
[SASA-CASE-XBP-00611] C03 B70-36803
Crossed field HHD plasma generator-accelerator
[BASA-CASE-XIA-0337U] C25 B71-15562
BAGBETOBETEBS
Nonmagnetic thermal motor for magnetometer
movement
[SASA-C&SE-XAB-03786] C09 B69-21313
Cryogenic flax-gated magnetometer using
superconductors
[BASA-CASE-XAC-02107] d<t B69-27423
Flui gate magnetometer vith toroidal gating coil
and solenoidal output coil for signal
modulation or amplification
[BASA-CSSE-XGS-01881] C09 H70-H0123
Development of vide range linear flnxgate
magnetometer
[BASA-CaSE-XGS-01587] Cl«l S71-15962
Design and development of optically pumped
resonance magnetometer for determining
vectoral components in spatial coordinate system
[BASA-CASE-XGS-011879] Cl f l B71-20U28
Temperature sensitive magnetometer vith
pulsating thermally cycled magnetic core
£HiSA-CASE-XAC-037"10] CIS H71-26135
Flaxgate magnetometer for measuring magnetic
















Tuning arrangement for frequency control of
magnetron-type electron discharge device
[BASA-CASE-XBP-09771] C09 B71-2H8H1
BAGBBTS




Camera adapter design for image magnification
HAGBITUDB SUBJECT IBDEI
including lens and illuminator
[NASA-CASE-XBF-038U<(-1] C11 H71-26«Tl




Torquemeter for deternning magnitude cf torque
generated by interaction of magnetic dipole
between test specimen and ambient magnetic field
[NASA-CASE-XGS-01013] oil H71-23725
BAIBTBBAHCl
Self testing and repairing computer comprising
control and diagnostic unit and rollback
points fcr error correction
[NASJ-CfSE-HPO-10567] c08 N71-21633
Development of process for bonding resinous body
in cavities cf hcneyccmb structures
[NASA-CASE-MSC-12357] c15 M73-12U89








Mandre l for shaping solid propellant rocket fuel
into engine casing
[NASA-CASI -XIA-0030H] c27 H70-3»783
Rotating, nultisided mandrel for fabricating
gored inflatatle spacecraft
[NASA-CASE-X1A-0 1(143] c15 H71-17687
Method of making sclid propellant rocket motor
having reliable high altitude capabilities,
long shelf life, and capable of firing with




Injector manifold assembly for bipropellant
roc>et engines providing for fuel propellant
to serve as coolant
[NASA-CASE-XMF-00148] c28 B70-38710
BANIEDLATOBS
Manipulator for remote handling in zero gravity
environient
[NASA-CiSE-MIS-11(1(05] c15 H72-28U95
Orthotic arm jcint for use in mechanical arms
[HASA-CASB-MFS-21611-1] C5Q N75-12616
Variable ratio mixed-mode bilateral master-slave
control system for shuttle remote manipulator
system
[HASA-CASE-BSC-11(2I(5-1] C18 H75-27041
. Cooperative multiaxis senscr for teleoperation
of article manipulating apparatus
[HASA-CASE-HIO-13386-1] c51 H75-27758






An improved ccntrcller arm for a remotely
related slave arm
[NASJ-CASE-ABC-11052-1] C5<! H77-30751





Artificial gravity systea for si»nlating
self-loccmotion capability of astronauts in
rotating ervircnments
[N&S8-CASI-XLA-03127] C11 N71-10776
•AIIED OBBIT11 BBS1ABCB 1ABOBATOBIES
Banned space station collapsible for launching
and self-erectable in orbit
[HASA-CASE-XLA-00678] c31 B70-3H296




Three-port transfer valve with one port open
continuously suitable for manned space flight
[NASA-CiSE-HC-01158] c15 H71-23051
Device for removing air f rom water for use in
life support systems in canned space flight
[»ASA-CJSE-IIJ-891<I] c15 H73-12<(92
HAHHBD SPACECEAFT
Banned space capsule configuration for orbital
flight and atmospheric reentry
[NASA-CASE-XIA-001<(9] C31 N70-37938
Delta winged, manned reentry vehicle capable of
horizontal glide landing at low speeds
[KASA-CASZ-X1A-0021(1] c31 B70-37986
Parachute system for lowering manned spacecraft
from post-reentry to ocean landing
[HASA-CASE-XLA-00195] C02 B70-38009
Design and configuration of manned space capsule
[HASA-CASE-XLA-01332] C3 1 N71-1566«!
Development of method for producing artificial
gravity in manned spacecraft
[HASA-CASE-XHP-02595] C31 N71-21881
Chlorine generator for purifying water in life
support systems of manned spacecraft
[HASA-CASE-X1A-08913] cm B71-28933
Collapsible couch system for manned space vehicles
[HASA-CAEE-BSC-131UO] COS N72-11085




Magnetically centered liquid column float
[HASA-CASE-XAC-00030] C1K 1170-31)820
Absolute pressure measuring device for measuring
gas density level in high vacuum range
[HASA-CASI-LAB-10000] c11 S73-3039U
BAH01I COBTBOI
Hultiple circuit switch apparatus requiring
minimum hand and eye movement by operator
[BASA-CASE-IAC-03777] ClO B71-15909
Hanual control mechanism for adjusting control
rod to null position
[ SASA-CASE-X1A-01808] CIS N71-207IIO
Manually activated heat pump for mechanically
converting human operator output into heat
energy
[NASA-CASE-BIO-10677] COS H72-11084
Development oi flight simulator system to show
position of joystick displacement
[NASA-CASB-HPO-11197] COS H73-25206
Solid state controller three axes controller
[HASA-CAS!-HSC-1239I(-1] COS "5711-109112
G-load measuring an.d indicator apparatus
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10806-1] C35 B75-29381
BAHOFACTOBIHG
Selective gold diffusion on monolithic silicon
chips for switching and nonswitching amplifier
devices and circuits and linear and digital
logic circuits
[SASA-CASE-EBC-10072] C09 H70-111II8
Standard coupling design for mass production
[BASA-CASE-XBS-02532] CIS 1170-1(1808
Bethod for making screen with unlimited fineness
of mesh and screen thickness
[HASA-CASE-I1B-00953] CIS N71-15966
Describing apparatus for manufacturing
operations in low and zero gravity
environments of orbital space flight
[HASA-CASE-HES-20110] Cl5 H71-1921«
Manufacture of fluid containers from fused
coated polyester sheets having resealable septum
[NASA-CASE-BIO-10123] CIS B71-2I(835
Method of making solid propellant rocket motor
having reliable high altitude capabilities,
long shelf life, and capable of firing with
nozzle closure with foamed plastic permanent
mandrel
[HASA-CASE-XIA-OH126] C28 B71-26779
Shielded flat conductor cable fabricated by
electroless and electrolytic plating
[NASA-CASE-HFS-13687] C09 S71-28691
Production method for manufacturing porous
tungsten bodies from tungsten powder particles
[HASA-CASE-XBE-01339] C17 B71-29137
Method of making porous conductive supports for
electrodes by electroforming and stacking
nickel foils
[SASA-CASE-GSC-11367-1] CU1 B7»-19692
Apparatus for forming drive belts
[BASA-CASE-BEO-13205-1] C31 S7q-32917
Bonding method in the manufacture of continuous
regression rate sensor devices
[BASA-CASE-IAB-10337-1] c2« H75-30260
Process for fabricating Sic semiconductor devices
[NASA-CASB-LEB-12090-1] c76 B76-25049
1-116
SUBJECT UDBI BATEBIALS BABDLIIG
Sclar hydrogen generator
[BASA-CASE-LfB-11361-1] C4P H77-22607
Hetiod of forming shrink-fit conpression seal
[BASA-CASE-LAB-11563-1] c37 B77-23U82




Solid state device for capping flax and power in
nuclear reactor cores
[1HSA-CASE-XLE-00301] dl S70-36808
Design and development cf randcn function tracer
for obtaining coordinates of points on contour
naps
[HAS1-CASI-XLB-OHI01] C1S S71-21179
Spacecraft transponder and gronna station radar
system for napping planetary surfaces
[HASA-CASE-HFO-11001] c07 H72-21118
HAPS
Orbital and entry tracking accessory for globes
to provide range requirements for reentry
vehicles to any landing site
[BASA-CASE-LfR-10626-1] C19 H74-21015
Optical process for producing classification
naps fron multispectral data
[HASA-CASE-BSC-14472-1] c43 B77-1058U
BASESS
Segmented superconducting nagnet producing
staggered magnet ic field and suitable for
broadband traveling vave nasers
[NASS-C8SE-XGS-10518] C16 1171-2855*
Traveling nave maser for operation in 7 to 20
GHz f r equency range
[BASA-CASE-HPO-11437] c16 H72-28521





Reusable masking boot for chemical machining
operations
[SASA-CASE-JHP-02092] Cl5 B70-42033
Composition and process for improving definition
of resin masks used in chemical etching
[NASA-CASE-XGS-04993] C14 H71-17571
BKSS
Apparatus for measuring huian body mass in zero
or reduced gravity environment
[BJSA-CASZ-IPS-03371] COS H70-112000
Tuned damped vibration abscrber for mass
vibrating in more than one degree of freedom
for use vitb wind tunnel models
[HASA-CASE-1AB-10083-1] c15 H71-27006
Fluid mass sensor for a zero gravity environment
[1HSA-CASE-HSC-14653-1] C35 N77-19385
BASS BAIABCE
Tvo plane balance for simultaneous measnreaents
of mul t i f le forces
[BASA-CASI-IAC-00073] C14 B70-34813
Control system for pressure balance device used
in calibrating pressure gages
[HASA-CASE-XH?-04134] c14 H71-23755
BASS DISTBIBOTIOH
Electronic recording systen for spatial mass
distribution of liquid iccket propellent




Rocket engine injector orifice to accommodate
changes in density, velocity, and pressure,
thereby maintaining constant lass flow rate of
propellent into rocket combustion chamber
[SASH-CASI-IlE-03157] c28 H71-2H736
Bass flow neter containing beta source for
Measuring nonpolar liquid flow
[SASA-CASE-BPS-20485] Oil B72-11365
Generation of high temperature, high nass flow,




•Analytical photoionization mass spectrometer




Design and characteristics of time of flight
mass spectrometer to measure or analyze gases
at low pressures and tine of flight of single
gas molecule
[BJSA-C4SE-XSP-01056] ell B71-2JOII1
Ion micro probe mass spectrometer with cooled
electrode target for analyzing traces of fluids
[BASA-CASE-EFC-10014] ell B71-28863
rest chambers with orifice and helium mass
spectrometer for detecting leak rate of
encapsulated semiconductor devices
[BASA-CASE-ERC-10150] Cl4 B71-28992
High speed scanner for measuring mass of
preselected gases at high sampling rate
[BASA-CASE-1AH-10766-1 ] Cl4 1172-21132
Apparatus for analyzing gas samples in
containers including vacuum chamber, mass
spectrometer, and gas chronatograpby
[HASA-CASE-GSC-10903-1] Cll B73-12444
Quadrupole mass spectrometer using noise
spectrum for ion separation and identification
[BASA-CASE-XBP-04231] Cl4 S73-32J25
Fast scan control for deflection type mass
spectrometers
[NASA-CASE-IAB-11«28-1] c35 B71-31857
Bass spectrometer with magnetic pole pieces
providing the magnetic fields for both the
magnetic sector and an ion-type vacuum pump
[HASA-CASE-BPO-13663-1] C35 H77-14406




Boving particle composition analyzer




Describing sorption vacuum trap having housing
with group of reentrant wall portions
projecting into internal gas-pervious




Two component valve assembly for cryogenic
liquid transfer regulation
[5ASA-CASE-X1E-00397] Cl5 B70-36092
Catalyst bed element removing tool
[HASA-CASE-XFH-00811] CIS B70-36901
Air bearings for near frictionless transfer of
loads frcm one body to another
(BASA-CASB-XBF-01887] CIS R71-10617
Quick-release coupling for fueling rocket
vehicles with cryogenic propellents
[BASA-CASE-XKS-01985] Cl5 M71-10782
Bethod and apparatus for removing plastic
insolation fron wire using cryogenic egnipnent
[BASA-CASE-BPS-10340] C15 B71-17628
Fluid transferring system design for purging
tozic, corrosive, or noxious fluids and tones
fron materials handling equipment for
cleansing and accident prevention
[BASA-CASE-7.HS-01905] - C12 B71-21089
Description of method for caking homogeneous
foamed materials in weightless environment
using materials having different physical
properties
[NASA-CBSI-XHF-09902] CIS H72-11387
Design and characteristics of mechanically
extended and telescoping boon on crane asseably
tSASA-CASB-HFO-11118] C03 B72-25021
Design and developnent of device to prevent
clogging in hoppers containing particulate
naterials
tHASA-CASE-LAH-10961-1] CIS S7J-H096
Development of ultrasonic radiation equipment
for removing material from host surface and
vacuum apparatus for recovery of material
[ HASA-CASB-BSO-11213] CIS 873-20511
Developnent and characteristics of system tor
skin packaging articles nsing thermoplastic
file heating and vacuum operated equipment
[BASA-CASE-BFS-20855] Cl5 R73-2710S
Apparatus for inserting and removing specimens




BATBFIALS BBCOVBBT SUBJECT IBDEX
HATEEIALS BECOVEBT
Pyrolysis system and process recovering
energy from solid wastes containing hydrocarbons
[HASA-CASE-BSC-12669-1] c«« H76-16621
Automated system for identifying traces of
organic chemical compounds in aqueous solutions
[NASA-CASE-NJO-13063-1] c25 H76-18245
BATEBIALS SCIBHCE
Plamoability test chamber for testing materials
in certain predetermined environments
[NASA-CASE-KSC-10126] c11 N71-24985
Device for measuring thermcelectric properties
of materials nnder high pressure
[HASA-CASE-HFO-inqg] clU H73-28I186
BATBBIALS TESTS
Development of equipment for measuring thermal
shock resistance cf thin discs of material
[BASA-CASI-X1E-02024] cU H71-22964
Nultisample test chamber for exposing materials
to X rays, temperature change, and gaseons
conditions and determination of material effects
[NASA-CASI-IBS-02930] c11 H71-2301I2
Automated ball rebound resilience test equipment
for determining viscoelastic properties of
polymers
[NASA-CASE-XLA-082543 cl* H71-26161
Hermetic sealing device for ends of tubular
bodies during materials testing operations
[BASA-CASE-HEO-10U31] C15 N71-29132
Development of apparatus fcr testing burning
rate and flammability of materials
[NASA-CASE-IMS-09690] c33 K72-25913
nultiazes vibration device for making vibration
tests alcng orthogonal axes of test specimen
[NASA-CASE-HFS-20242] oil H73-19Q21
Material testing system Kith load sensor for
applying and measuring cyclic tensile and
compressive loads' to test specinens
[HASA-CASI-HFS-20673] c11 B73-20176
HATHEBATICAL LOGIC
Logical furetion and circuit generator
[BASA-CASE-XLA-05099] c09 H73-13209
BATBICE3 (CIBCOITS)
Fabrication methods for matrices of solar cell
snbiodules
[SASA-CASI-IHP-05821] C03 H71-11056
Magnetic matrix memory system for nondestructive
reading cf information contained in matrix
[HASA-CASI-XBF-058351 c08 N71-1250*
Conductor for connecting parallel cells into
snbmodnles in series to form solar cell matrix
[NASt-CASE-BPO-10821] c03 H71-19545
Reliable magnetic core circuit apparatus with
application in selection matrices for digital
memories
[HASA-CASE-XBP-01318] clO B71-23033
Serial digital decoder design with square
circuit matrix and serial memory storage units
[NASA-CASE-BEO-10150] c08 B71-21650




Simulator for practicing the mating of an
observer-controlled object with a target
[BASA-CASE-BFS-23052-2] ell S77-18179
BCLEOD GAGES
Automatic recording HcLecd gage with three
electrodes and solenoid valve connection
[BASH-CASI-XLI-03280] c1Q H71-23093
BBASDBIBG IBS1BOHBBTS
Capacitance measuring device for determining
flare accuracy on tapered tabes
[HASA-CASE-XKS-03195] c11 B69-39785
Characteristics and perfcrnance of electrical
system to determine angular rotation
[NASH-CASI-XUP-CWn] C14 H70-33179
Two plane balance for simultaneous measurements
of mnlticle forces
[HASi-CASE-IAC-00073] c11 H70-34813
Parallel motion suspension device for measuring
instruments
[BASI-CASE-MP-01567] c15 B70-11310
Bethod and apparatus for measuring potentials in
plasmas
[NAS1-CASE-XLE-00821] c25 B71-156SO




Gage for quality control of sealing surfaces of
threaded boss
[HASA-CASE-XBF-01966] C1U N71-176S8
Equipment for measuring partial water vapor
pressure in gas tank
[NASA-CASE-XHS-01618] C11 1)71-20711
Gauge for measuring quantity of liquid in
spherical tank in reduced gravity
[SASA-CASI-XBS-06236] C14 N71-21007
Honreuseable energy absorbing device comprising
ring member with plurality of recesses,
cutting members, and guide member mounted in
each recess
[NASA-CASI-XBF-10010] Cl5 N71-22877
Ablation sensor for measuring surface ablation
rate of material on vehicles entering earths
atmosphere on entry into planetary atmospheres
[NASA-CASF.-XLA-01791 ] C14 H71-22991
Test fixture for measuring moment of inertia of
irregularly shaped body with multiple axes
[NASA-CASE-XGS-01023] ClI B71-22992
Electron beam deflection devices for measuring
electric fields
[HASA-CASE-IHF-10289] ClU N71-2J699
Device for measuring two orthogonal components
of force with gallium flotation of measuring
target for use in vacuum environments
[HASA-CASE-XAC-04885] Cl» B71-23790
Gage for measuring internal angle of flare en
end of tube
[HASA-CASE-XBF-041J15] c1 H B71-24693
Device utilizing EC rate generators for
continuous slow speed measurement
[SASA-CASE-XBF-02966] ClO K71-21863
Solid state force measuring electromechanical
transducers made of piezoresistive materials
[HASA-CASE-EFC-10088] C26 H71-25190
Design and development of layout tool for
machine shop use to locate point in precise
reference to straight or bowed reference edge
[BASA-CJSE-FBC-10005] CIS N71-26115
Volume displacement transducer for leak
detection in hermetically sealed semiconductor
devices
[NASA-CASE-EBC-10033] clt B71-26672
Deformation measuring apparatus with feedback
control for arbitrarily shaped structures
[NASA-CASE-LAB-10098] C32 N71-26681
Foam insulation thickness measuring and
injection device for spacecraft applications
[NASA-CASE-B]?S-20261] clt B71-27005
Resonant infrasonic gauging device for measuring
liquid quantity in closed bladderless reservoir
[NASA-CASE-BSC-11817-1] c1« N72-11363
Beasuring roll alignment of test body with
respect to reference body
[NASA-CASE-GSC-10511-1] Cl» B72-20379
Sensor for detecting and measuring energy,
velocity and direction of travel of a cosmic
dust particle
[NASA-CSSE-GSC-10503-1] C11 H72-20381
Pumping and metering dual piston system and
monitor for reaction chamber constituents
[HASA-CASE-GSC-10218-1] C15 S72-21165
Capacitive tank gaging device for monitoring one
constituent of two phase fluid by sensing
dielectric constant
[ HASA-CASE-BFS-21629] c1t S72-22112
Development of mechanical device for measuring
distance of point within sphere from surface
of sphere
[HASA-CASI-XLA-06683] c1» B72-28U36
Surface based altitude measuring system for
accurately measuring altitude of airborne
vehicle '
[NASA-CASE-EHC-10H12-1] C09 B73-12211
Instrument for measuring magnitude and direction
of flow velocity in flow field
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10855-1] ell B73-1311S
Bnltiazes vibration device for making vibration
tests along orthogonal axes of test specimen
IBASA-CASE-BFS-202»2] C1» N73-19«21
Baterial testing system with load sensor for
applying and measuring cyclic tensile and
compressive loads to test specimens
[BASA-CASE-BFS-20673] Cia B73-20Q76
Development of droplet monitoring probe for use
in analysis of droplet propagation in
mixed-phase fluid stream
SOBJICT IBDBX BBCHAIICAL DEVICES
[NiSA-CSSI-HfO-10985] c14 873-20478
Device for neasnring thermoelectric properties
of materials under high pressure
[BASA-CASE-SPO-11749] c14 B73-28486
Radio frequency source resistance measuring
instruments of varied design
[BASA-CBSE-BIO-11291-1] C14 H73-30388
Absolute pressure measuring device for measuring
gas density level in h igh vacuum range
[1HSA-CASF-1JB-10000] C14 B73-30394
Thin film analyzer utilizing holographic
techniques
[BASA-CASE-BFS-20823-1] C16 B73-30476
Three-axis adjustable leading structure
[SASA-CASE-FF.C-10051-11 c35 S74-13129
Thin filn gauge for xeasaring convective
heat transfer rates along test surfaces in
wind tunnels
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10617-1] c35 B74-22095
Apparatus and method for processing Korotkov
sounds for blood pressure measurement
[BASA-CASI-BSC-13999-1] c52 B74-26626
Electric field measuring and display system
for cloud formations
[NASA-CASE-KSC-10731-1] C33 N74-27862
Device for measuring tensile forces
[NASA-CASE-HFS-21728-1] c35 B74-27865
Heasuring probe positicr recorder
[BASA-CASE-IA8-10806-1] c35 874-32877
Heter for use in detecting tension in straps




Apparatus for measuring a sorbate dispersed in a
fluid stream
[NASA-CASE-PKC-10896-1] c34 H75-32389
Surface toughness measuring system
[BASA-CASE-SPO-13862-1] C32 H77-17325
Method and apparatus for measuring web material
wound on a reel
[HASA-CASE-GSC-11902-1] C38 B77-17495
Lightning current vavefcrm measuring system
[BASA-CASE-KSC-11018-1] C33 877-21320
Optical instrument employing reticle having
preselected visual response pattern formed
thereon
[HASA-CASE-iEC-10976-1] c74 B77-22950
Direct readirg inductance meter
[HASA-CASE-HIO-13792-1] C35 877-32455
BECH1BICAL DEVICES
Rechanical coordinate converter for use with
spacecraft tracking antennas
[BASf-CASE-XBP-00614] C14 H70-36907
load cell protection device using spring-loaded
breakaway mechanism
[BASA-CASE-XBS-06782] c32 871-15974
Design and development of satellite despin device
[BASA-CASE-XHF-08523] c31 H71-20396
Development of two force ccmpcnent measuring
device
[BASA-CASE-XAC-04886-i;] c14 871-20439
Design, development, and characteristics of
latching mechanism for operation in limited
access areas
[BASA-CASE-XHS-03745] c15 B71-21076
Design of mechanical device for Stirling several
test tabes simultaneously
[BASA-CBSI-XAC-06956] C1S H71-21177
Design and development cf random function tracer
for obtaining coordinates of points on contour
maps
[SASA-CASE-XLA-01401] C15 H71-21179
Design and characteristics of device for closing
canisters under high vacuum conditions
CSASA-CASE-XlA-01446] c15 H71-21S28
Development of non-magnetic indexing device for
orienting magnetic flni sensing instrument in
magnetic field without generation of
detrimental magnetic fields
F8ASA-CASE-XGS-02422] c15 871-21529
Design and development of module joint clanping
device fcr application tc solar array
construction
[BASA-CASB-XBP-023II1] C15 H71-21531
Hand controller operable about three
respectively perpendicular axes and capable of
actuating signal generators for attitude
control devices
[BiSA-CASE-XHS-07487] Cl5 B71-23255
Hetal alloy bearing materials for space
applications
[NASA-CASE-X1E-05033] CIS B71-23810
Hechanical actuator wherein linear motion
changes to rotational notion
[BASA-CASE-XGS-04548] C15 B71-2404S
Design and characteristics of device for showing
amount of cable payed out f rom winch and load
imposed
[BASA-CASE-BSC-12052-1] CIS H71-2<4599
Design and development of release mechanism for
spacecraft components, releasable despin
weights, and extensible gravity booms
[NASA-CASE-XGS-08718] CIS B71-24600
Apparatus tor mechanically dispersing nltrafine
metal powders subjected to shock waves
[HASA-CASE-X1E-04946] Cl7 B71-2<!911
Self lubricating gears and other mechanical
parts having surface adapted to frictional
contact
[HASA-CASE-HFS-14971] CIS B71-21981
Design and development of layout tool for
machine shop use to locate point in precise
reference to straight or bowed reference edge
[SASA-CASE-FSC-10005] C15 S71-26115
Design and development of linear actuator based
on bioetallic spring expansion
[NASA-CASE-BPO-10637] CIS B72-12409
Characteristics of lightweight actuator for
imparting linear motion using elongated output
shaft
[HASA-CASE-BEO-11222] C15 B72-25456
Development of mechanical device for measuring
distance of point within sphere from surface
of sphere[SASA-CAEE-XlA-06683] Cl<l 872-281(36
Development of thermal compensating structure
which maintains uniform length with changes in
temperature
[BASA-CASE-«FS-20«33] C15 B72-28H96
Development of lating flat surfaces to inhibit
leakage of fluid around shafts
[BASA-CASE-XLB-10326-2] CIS 872-29488
Development of solar energy powered heliotrope
assembly to orient solar array toward sun
[SASA-CASE-GSC-109115-1 ] c21 B72-31637
Design and construction of mechanical probe for
determining if object is properly secured
[BASS-CASE-BFS-20760] C14 B72-33377
Development and characteristics of rotary
actuator for use on spacecraft to deploy and
support pivotal structures such as solar panels
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10680] c31 873-14855
collapsible support for antenna reflector
applied to installation of spacecraft antennas
[BASA-CASE-BPO-11751] C07 873-24176
Pneumatic foot pedal operated flnidic exercising
device
[ BASA-CASE-BSC-11561-1] COS 873-32014
Hechanical exposure interlock device for





Sprag solenoid brake development and
operations of electrically controlled brake
[BASA-CASE-BPS-21846-1] C37 874-26976
solid medium thermal engine
[BASA-CASB-ABC-10461-1] C44 874-33379
Automatic inoculating apparatus includes





Apparatus for positioning modular components on
a vertical or overhead surface
CBASA-CASE-1AB-11465-1] C37 876-21554
An artificial leg employing a mechanical energy
storage device for hip disarticnlation[BASA-CASB-ABC-10916-1] C54 B76-26871
wrist joint assembly[BASA-CASE-BPS-23311-1] C37 876-28554




HECHAHICAI. DB1VBS SOEJECT IHDBI
Beel safety brake
[BASA-CASI-GSC-11S60-1] c37 H77-HH179




Combined docking ana grasping device
[BASA-CASF.-BFS-23088-1] c37 877-231(83
Locking mechanism for orthopedic braces
rBASA-CASI-GSC-12082-2] c52 H77-27694
HECHABICaL DBIVES
Hydraulic drive mechanism for leveling isolation
platforms
[BASA-CASI-XBS-03252] c15 B71-10658
Antibacklash circuit for hydraulic drive system
[BASA-CASZ-XBP-01020] c03 H71-12260
Precision stepping drive device using cam disk
[BASA-CASE-BFS-11772] C15 B71-17692
Incremental notion drive system applied to
interfercveter components
[BASA-CASE-XBP-088971 c15 H71-1769U
Hatchet mechanism for high speed operation at
reduced tacklash
[BASA-CASE-BFS-12805] c15 B71-17805
Development of apparatus for automatically
changing carriage speed cf welding machine to
obtain constant speed of torch along work
surface
' [HASA-CASB-XBF-07C69] c15 N71-23815
Drive system fcr parabolic tracking antenna vith
reversible mction and minimal backlash
[BASA-CASI-BFO-10173] c15 B71-2M696
Synchronous dc direct-drive system comprising
multiple-loop hybrid control system
controlling load directly connected to actuator
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10065-1] c10 B71-27136
Energy absorption device in high precision gear
train for protection against damage to
components caused by step loads
[BASA-CASE-XBP-018Q8] c15 B71-28959
Automatic controlled drive mechanism for
portable boring tar
[HASA-CASI-IIA-03661] CIS H71-33518
Rotary actuator for use in environments mth no
rolling and sliding friction
[BASA-CASE-HPO-1021IO c15 B72-26371
Development and characteristics of rotary
actuator for use on spacecraft to deploy and
support pivotal structures such as solar panels
[HASA-CASI-HPO-10680] c31 H73-H855
Optically actuated two pcsition mechanical mover
[BASA-CASE-BIO-13105-11 c37 B74-21060
Two speed drive system mechanical device for
changing speed en rotating vehicle wheel
[BASA-CASB-BFS-206H5-1] c37 B71-23070
Concentric differential gearing arrangement
[BASA-CASE-ABC-101462-1] c37 H7II-27901





Mount for continuously orienting a collector
dish in a system adapted to perform both
diurnal and seasonal solar tracking
[BASA-CASE-BFS-23267-1] c35 B77-20H01










Apparatus for automatically spraying a coating
material
[BASA-CASF.-BFS-23506-2] c37 H77-20tqi




Air brake device for absorbing and measuring
power frcm rotating shafts
[NASA-CASF.-XLE-00720] c11 H70-40201




Development of apparatus for measuring
successive increments of strain on elastomers
[BASA-CASE-XBF-Ot680] C15 H71-19H89
Development of Hall effect transducer for
converting mechanical shaft rotations into
proportional electrical signals
[HASA-CASE-1AB-10620-1] C09 N72-25255
Strain gage mounting assembly
[HASA-CASE-HPO-13170-1 ] C35 B76-W30
HECHAIICAL PBOPEBtlBS
Test apparatus for determining mechanical
properties of refractory materials at high
temperatures in vacuum or inert atmospheres
[HASA-CASI-XLE-00335] Cl4 H70-35368
Electric resistance spot welding and brazing for




Hovering type flying vehicle design and
principle mechanisms for manned or unmanned use
[NASA-CASE-BSC-12111-1 ] C02 N71-11039
BECHAHIZATIOB




Circuit for detecting initial systole and





vectorcardiologic type electrodes to human
torsos for data recording daring physical
activity
[BASA-CASE-XFB-10856] • COS N71-11189
Bespiration analyzing method and apparatus for
determining subjects oxygen consumption in
aerospace environments
[BASA-CASE-XFB-081103] COS B71-11.202
Laser machining device with dielectric
functioning as beam waveguide for mechanical
and medical applications
[BASA-CASF.-BQB-10541-2] CIS B71-27135
Zero power telemetry actuated switch for
biomedical eguipment
[BASA-CiSE-ABC-10105] c09 N72-17153
Tilting table for testing human body in variety
of positions while exercising on ergometer or
other bicmedical devices
[BASA-CASB-BFS-21010-1] COS B73-30078
Automatic device for assaying urine on bacterial
adenosine trlphosphate content
[HASA-CAEE-GSC-11169-2] COS H73-32011
Servo-controlled intravital microscope system
[BASA-CASE-BFO-1321U-1] C35 B75-251^3
Heat sterilizable patient ventilator
[NASA-CASE-HPO-13313-1] C51 B75-27761
Hedical subject monitoring systems
multichannel monitoring systems
[HASA-CASE-HSC-1<H80-1 ] C52 H76-1II757
Locking mechanism for orthopedic braces
[BASa-CASB-GSC-12082-1] c5» S76-22914
Beadout electrode assembly for measuring
biological impedance
CHASA-CASB-ABC-10816-1] C35 H76-2qb25
A cervix-to-rectum measuring device in a





Snap-in compressible biomedical electrode
[BASA-CASE-BSC-1U623-1] C52 B77-28717
BEBBBARB StBOCTOBBS
Liquid junction for glass electrode or pH meters
[HASA-CASE-BIO-10682] CIS B70-3H699
Expulsion and measuring device for determining
quantity of liquid in tank under conditions of
weightlessness
[BAS»-CASE-XBS-015<!6] c1« H70-40233
Flexible composite membrane structure impervious
to extremely reactive chemicals in rocket
propellants
[BASA-CASE-XBP-08837] c18 S71-16210
Flexible barrier membrane comprising porous
substrate and incorporating liquid gallium or
indium metal used as sealant barriers for
SUBJECT IBDEX BETH FILHS
spacecraft vails and pumping liquid propellants
[BASA-CASE-XHP-08881] C17 H71-28717
Heteoroid capture cell construction
[HASA-CASE-BSC-12II23-1] c91 B76-30131
BEBBBABES
Apparatus for measuring polymer nenbrane
expansion in electrocheaical cells
rBASA-CASI-IGS-03865] clQ H69-21363
Separation cell vith permeable membranes for
fluid mixture conponeDt separation
[BASA-CASI-XBS-02952] c18 H71-20712
Rater insclnble, cationic fermselective membrane
[HASA-CASE-HPO-11091] c18 B72-22567




Hethod for making conductors for ferrite memory
arrays from pre-formed metal conductors
[8ASA-CASE-LSB-10994-1] c2« B75-13032
BBBCOBT (BETAL)
Interrupter switching device utilizing
electrodes and mercury filled capillary tabes
in which current flow vaporizes mercury as
circuit breaker
[BASA-CASE-XBP-02251 ] C12 B71-20896
Method of forming ceramic to metal seals
imperviccs to gaseous and liquid mercury at
high temperature
[BASA-CASZ-XSP-01263-2] CIS H71-26312
Development of system for delivering vaporized
mercury to election bombardment ion engine
[BASA-CASI-SPO-10737] c28 H72-11709
HEBCDEI VAPOB
Interrupter switching device utilizing
electrodes aid mercury filled capillary tubes
in which cnrrent flow valorizes mercury as
circuit breaker
[BASA-CASI-XNP-02251] C12 B71-20896
Liquid-vapor interface seal design for turbine
rotating shafts including helical and




An improved cooling system for removing




Automated analysis of oxidative metabolites
[HASA-CASE-A5C-10H69-1] C25 H75-12086
Process for control of cell division
[BASA-CASI-IJB-10773-3] c51 H77-25769
HKTA1 BOBDIHG
Bonding method for improving contact between
lead tellnride thermoelectric elements and
tungsten electrodes
[BAS»-CASE-XGS-0«E5«] c15 B69-39786
Plasma spraying gun for forming diffusion bonded
metal or ceramic coatings on substrates
[NASA-CASI-XLE-01604-2] C15 B71-15610
Describing metal valve pintle with encapsulated
elastcmeric tody
[SASA-CASI-BSC-12116-1] C15 871-17648
Apparatus for determining quality of bond
between high density material and low density
material
[BASA-CASE-BFS-13686] C15 B71-18132
Betal soldering with hydrazine mcnoperfInoro
alkanoate for corrosion resistant coatings
[SASA-CAS!-XNP-03<!59] CIS 871-21078
Leak resistant bonded elastomeric seal for
secondary electrochemical cells
[HASi-CJSE-XGS-02e31] c03 B71-23006
Betal pattern bonding technique for cover glass
attachment to silicon solar cells for space
applications
[BASA-CASE-XLE-08569] c03 H71-231H9
Development of electrical system for indicating
optimum contact between electrode and metal
surface tc permit improved soldering operation
[HASA-CASI-KSC-10212] c15 B72-23497
Development of process for bonding resinous body
in cavities of honeycomb structures
[BASA-CASI-BSC-12357] c15 H73-12189
Electric resistance spot welding and brazing for




Totally confined explosive welding apparatus
to reduce noise level and protect personnel
during explosive bonding
[BASA-CASB-LAB-109IH-1] c37 B7U-21057





•Joining aluminum to stainless steel by bonding
aluminum coatings onto titanium coated
stainless steel and brazing aluminum to
aluminum/titanium coated steel
[HASA-CASE-HPS-07369] CIS B71-201M3
Hetal soldering with hydrazine monoperfInoro
alkanoate for corrosion resistant coatings
£HASA-CASE-XBP-03«59] Cl5 B71-21078
Low concentration alkaline solution treatment of
aluminum with metal phosphate surface coatings
to improve chemical bonding and reduce coating
weight
[BASA-CASE-XIA-01995] " c18 S71-23017
Organometallic compounds of niobium and tantalum
useful for film deposition
[BASA-CASE-XBP-01023] c06 B71-28808
Silicide coating process and composition for
protection of refractory metals f rom oxidation
[BASA-CASB-XLE-10910] CIS B71-290itO
Selective nickel deposition on irradiation
sensitive compounds
[HiSA-CASB-LES-10965-1] Cl5 B72-25152
Silicon carbide backward diode with coated lead
attachment
[BASA-CASE-BBC-10221-2] C09 B73-27150
Panel for selectively absorbing solar thermal
energy and the method of producing said panel
[BASA-CASE-HPS-22562-1] ct<! B76-1U595
Dltraviolet light reflective coating
[HiSA-CASE-eSC-11786-1] c2« B76-2136J
Germanium coated microbridge and method
[ BASi-CASE-l)?S-2327i»-1 ] "c76 B76-30081
Solar cell collector and method for producing same
indium alloy coatings
[BASA-CaSI-lE»-12552-1] c»U B77-1756K




Hetal shearing energy absorber
[BASA-CASI-BOB-10638-1] c15 B73-30a60
Vee-notching device with adjustable carriage
[HASA-CASE-HFS-20730-1] C39 B7I1-131J1
Hole cutter drill bits and rotating shaft
[HASA-CASE-BPS-226<19-1] C37 B75-25186
BETAL FIBERS
Lightweight electrically powered flexible •
thermal laminate made of metal fibers
[BASA-CASE-HSC-12662-1] C2» B75-16t3b
BETAL FILES
Beans and methods of depositing thin films on
substrates
[N4SA-CASE-XBP-00595] CIS B70-31967
Hetallic fi lm diffusion into metal or ceramic
surfaces for boundary lubrication in aerospace
environments
[NASA-CASr-XlE-01765] C18 B71-10772
Bismuth and lead surface coatings for gas
bearings In aerospace engineering
[BiSA-CASE-XGS-02011] C15 B71-20739
Hetallic film diffusion for boundary lubrication
in aerospace engineering
CBASA-CASE-XLE-10337) CIS B71-2»0"lb
Hagnetic recording head composed of ferrite core
coated with thin film of alnainnB-iron-slllcon
alloy
[SASA-CASr-GSC-10097-1] c08 B71-27210
Tain absorbing metallic fila for increased
visible light transmission
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10836-1] C26 B72-27784
Deposition of alloy films on irregnlary
shaped metal object
CBASA-CASI-LES-11262-1] C27 B7B-13270
Hultitarget sequential sputtering apparatus
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13315-1] C37 B7b-19b8«
Bethod of forming metal hydride films
ISASA-CASB-1IB-12083-1] C26 B76-18^62
Strong thin membrane structure
[BASA-CASE-BPO-H021-1 ] C27 B77-32313
BETAL PIHISBUS SUBJECT IRDBX
BBTAL FI1ISHIHG
Selective plating of etched circuits without
removing previons plating
[NASA-CASE-XGS-03120] c15 S71-21017
Surface finishing for aircraft wings
[HASA-CASI-BSC-12C31-1] c2<! B77-28225
BETAI FOILS
Characteristics of device for folding thin
flexible sheets into compact configuration
CBASA-CASI-XIA-00137] c15 B70-33180
Passive thermal control coating on aluminum foil
laminate for inflatable spacecraft surfaces
CHASA-CASE-XIA-01291] c33 B70-36617
Development and characteristics of thermal
radiation shielding of refractory metal foil
used for induction furnace
[HASA-CASE-XLE-031132] c33 S71-21145
Bethod of taking porous conductive supports for
electrodes by electroforning and stacking
nickel foils
[NASA-C»SE-GSC-11367-1] cUH B74-19692
Insolation foil and method of making
[NASA-CASE-LEB-111811-2] C21 B75-11839




Preparing oxidizer coated metal fuel particles
rBASA-CASI-HPO-11975-1] c28 B74-33209
BETAL BALIDES
Process for making anhydrous metal halides
[BASA-CAS1-LIW-11860-1] c37 B76-18458
Double discharge metal vapcr laser with metal
halide as a lasant
[HASA-CASF.-HPO-13118-2] c36 B77-211H69
BETAL HTDBIDBS
Bethod of forming metal hydride films
[HASA-CAEI-LEH-12083-1] c26 B76-18262
METAL IOHS
Chemical synthesis of thermally stable
Qrganometallic polymers with divalent metal
ion and tetraphenylphosphonitrilic units
[BASJ-CASE-HC.B-10364] c06 B71-27363
BETAL JOISTS
Leakproof soft metal seal for use in very high






High strength reinforced metallic composites for
applications over vide temperature range
[HASA-CASI-XLI-02q28] dl 170-33288
Pxocess for producing dispersion strengthened
nickel with a luminum comprising metallic
matrices embedded with oxides or other
hyperfine compounds
[BASA-CASI-XLE-06969] c17 871-21142
Self lubricating gears and other mechanical
parts having surface adapted to frictional
contact
[HASA-CASE-BFS-KI971 ] c15 N71-24981
Development of procedure for improved
distribution of refractory compounds and
•icro-ccnstitnents in refractory metal matrix
[HASA-CASE-XLI-03940-2] C17 H72-28536
A heat exchanger and method of making
[HASA-CASE-LES-12II41-1] c34 H75-19580
Bethod of preparing graphite reinforced aluminum
composite
[HASA-CASE-HFS-21077-1] c2<l H75-28135
flethod cf making reinforced composite structure
[HASA-CASE-LIH-12619-1] c2« 1177-19171
BETAL OXIDE SBBICOIpOCTOBS
Gyrator circuit using BOS field effect transistors
[BASA-CASE-HFS-21433] c09 H73-20232
Badiation hardening of BOS devices by boron
lor stabilizing gate threshold potential of
field effect device
[HASi-CASE-GSC-11125-1] c76 H74-20329
Integrated P-channel BOS gyrator
[HASA-CASE-BFS-22343-1] c33 B74-34638
Radiation hardening of BOS devices by boron
for stabilizing gate threshold potential
tHASA-CASE-GSC-111125-2] c76 B75-25730
Solar cell collector and method for producing same
indium alloy coatings
[HASA-CASE-LEl-12552-1] c»» H77-17561
Bultilevel metallization method for fabricating
a metal oxide semiconductor device
[BASA-CASE-BFS-235111-1 ] c33 H77-27308
BETAL OXIDES
Process for producing dispersion strengthened
nickel with aluminum comprising metallic
matrices embedded with oxides or other
hyperfine compounds
[ NASA-CASI-XLE-06969] " C17 N71-2H1H2
Photofabrication techniques for selective
removal of conductive metals oxide coatings
from nonconductive substrates
[HASA-CASE-EBC-10108] C06 H72-21091
Producing metal powders of controlled particle
size by reducing oxide using reactive metal
vapor in vacuum
[1ASA-CASI-XLE-06461] C17 B72-22530




Bagnetohydrodynamic generator for mixing
nonconductive gas and liquid metal mist to
form slugs
[HASA-CASI-XLE-02083] C03 B69-38983
Cermet for nuclear fuel constructed by pressing
metal coated ceramic particles in die at
temperature to cause bonding of metal
coatings, and tested for thermal stability
£HASA-CASI-LIW-10219-1] C18 B71-28729
Preparing oxidizer coated metal fuel particles
[NASA-CASE-HPO-11975-1 ] c28 H7U-33209
BETAL PLATES
Development of large area micrometeoroid impact
detector panels
[BASA-CASE-XLA-05906] c31 H71-16221
Tungsten-coated tungsten-uranium dioxide nuclear
fuel plates
[HASA-CASE-XLE-00209] C22 N7J-3^528
Strain arrester plate for fused silica tile
bonding of thermal insulation to metallic
plates or structural parts
[HASA-CASE-BSC-1H182-1 ] c27 B76-1126«
BETAL POHDEB
Production of refractory bodies with controlled
porosity by pressing and heating mixtures of
refractory and inert metal powders
( BASA-CASE-LES-10393-1] C17 S71-15468
Electrode sealing and insulation for fuel cells
containing caustic liquid electrolytes using
powdered plastic and metal
[NASA-CASE-XBS-01625J CIS B71-23022
Apparatus for mechanically dispersing ultrafine
metal powders subjected to shock waves
[HASA-CASE-XLE-019I16] Cl7 H71-2H911
Bethod to produce high purity copper fluoride by
heating copper hydroxyflnoride powder and
subjecting to flowing fluorine gas
[BASA-CASE-LEB-1079M-1] C06 B72-17093
Producing metal powders of controlled particle
size by reducing oxide using reactive metal
vapor in vacuum
[BASA-CASE-XLE-06«61] c17 H72-22530
Development of apparatus for producing metal
powder particles of controlled size
[BASA-CASE-XLE-06161-2] C17 H72-28535
Betal plating process employing spraying of
metallic power/peening particle mixture
[BASA-CASE-GS(?-11163-1 ] c15 H73-32J60
BETAL SHEETS
Fatigue testing apparatus with light shield and
infrared reflector for high temperature
evaluation of loaded sheet samples
[BASA-CASI-XLA-01782] Cl» B71-26136
Hethod of making pressure tight seal for super
alloy
CBASA-CASE-LAB-10170-1] C37 H71-11301
Bethod of making an explosively welded scarf joint
[BASA-CASE-LAB-11211-1] c37 H75-12326
Process for making sheets with parallel pores of
uniform size
[BASA-CASE-GSC-1098»-1 ] CJ7 H75-26371









Apparatus and method for spin foraing tabular




Betal ribocn wrapped outer vail for
regenerative]? cooled conbnstion chanter
[8ASA-CASE-I1E-0016II] C15 H70-36I111
Hetal strip nonnting arrangement for solar cell
arrays on spacecraft
[BASA-CASE-IGS-01475] C03 B71-11058
Forming tabes f rcn long thin flat netal stcips
tBASA-CASE-XGS-04175] C15 B71-18579
High speed shutter electrically actuated




Condenser-separator for dehumidifying air
utilizing sintered netal surface[HASA-caSB-IlA-08615] c15 B69-21465
Nickel plating onto etched a luminum castings
[BASA-C»SE-IFP-041«8] C17 871-24830
High thermal emittance black surface coatings
and process for applying to netal and metal
alloy surfaces used in radiative cooling of
spacecraft
[BASA-CJSE-X1A-06199] Cl5 871-24875
Bethod for treating metal surfaces to prevent
secondary electron transnission
CBASA-CASE-XBP-09U69] c24 871-25555
Bethod of foraing ceramic to metal seals
impervious to gaseous and liquid mercury at
high tempera ture
[BASA-CASE-XBP-01263-2] C15 871-26312
Anodizing Bethod for providing metal surfaces
«itb temperature reducing coatings against
f lanes
[HASA-CASE-XIE-00035] C33 B71-29151
Thin film gauge for measuring convective
heat transfer rates along test surfaces in
wind tunels
[NASA-CASE-BPO-10617-1] c35 B7U-22095
Thermal barrier coating system
[8ASA-CASE-IEH-12554-1] c24 876-23359




Hagnetohydrodynamic generator for nixing
nonconductive gas and liquid metal mist to
form slugs
[BASA-CASE-IIE-02083] C03 H69-39983
Apparatus for producing hydrocarbon slurry
containing stall particles of magnesium for
use as jet aircraft fuel
tHASA-CSSE-XLE-OOOlO] CIS B70-33382
Inert gas metallic vapor laser
[BASA-CASB-BPO-13449-1] C36 B75-32441
Isotope separation using metallic vapor lasers
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13550-1] C36 877-26477
BETAI I08KI16
Controlled arc spot welding nethod
fBASA-CASE-XBP-00392] C15 870-34814
Method and apparatus for shaping and joining
large diameter metal tubes using magnetomotive
forces
[BASA-CASE-XBF-05114] C15 N71-17650
Descripticn of protective device for providing
safe operating conditions around work piece in
machine or metal working tool
tBASA-CASB-IlE-01092] c15 B71-22797
Description of portable milling tccl fcr Billing
tube or pipe ends to desired shape and thickness
[BASA-CASE-XHP-03511] c1S H71-22799
Development and characteristics of
frnsto-ccnical die nib for extrusion of
refractory metals
[BASA-CASE-X1E-0677-] c15 B71-23817
Portable magnetomotive hammer for metal norking
[BASA-CASB-XBP-03793] C15 B71-24833
Method and apparatus for portable high precision
magnetomotive bulging, constricting, and
joining of large diameter metal tubes
[SASA-CASE-XBP-05114-3] c15 B71-2<I865
Insert facing tool manually operated cutting
tool for forcing studs in honeycomb material
CBASA-CASE-BPS-21485-1] c37 H74-25968
1-123
Apparatus tor forming dished ion thruster grids
[BASA-CASI-IF.B-11694-2] C37 876-14461
nethod of producing complex aluminum alloy parts
of high temper, and products thereof
CHASA-CASE-BSC-19693-1] C26 876-29401
BETA1-BETAL BOBDIHG
Joining aluminum to stainless steel by bonding
aluminum coatings onto titanium coated
stainless steel and brazing aluminum to
aluminum/titanium coated steel
[SASA-C»SE-»?S-07369] C15 B71-20»l»3
Bethod for honeycomb panel bonding by






Development of method for etching copper
[BiSA-CASE-XGS-06306] C17 B71-1604I)
BETM.LOSILOIABB POISBEB
Thiophenjl ether disiloxanes and trisiloxanes
useful as lubricant fluids
[B4SA-CASE-BFS-22Q11-1] C37 B71-21058
BETALLDEGI
Induction heating of metallurgical specimens to
high temperatures in coil furnace
CHASA-CASE-X1E-00026] clU B71-23267
BETALS
Transpiration cooled turbine blade made f rom
metallic or ceraoic wires
[8ASA-CASE-XLE-00020] C15 N70-33226
Self lubricating fluoride-metal composite
materials for outer space applications
[NASA-CASE-IIB-08511 ] C18 B71-23710
Punch and die device for forming convolution
series in thin gage metal hemispheres
[BASA-CASE-XBP-OS297] Cl5 871-23811
Device for bending metal ribbon or wire
[BASA-CASE-XIA-05966] CIS H72-12408
Hetal plating process employing spraying of
metallic power/peening particle mixture
[HA,S&-CASB-GSC-11163-1] CIS 873-32360
Glass-to-metal seals comprising relatively high
expansion metals
[HASA-CASE-lES-10698-1 ] C37 B71-21063
Scanning nozzle plating system for etching
or plating metals on substrates without masking
[ BASA-CASE-BPO-11758-1] C31 B71-2J065
Production of pure metals
[HASA-CASE-LES-10906-1] C25 B71-30502
Thermocouple tape developed from
therooelectrically different metals
[BASA-CASB-LEi-11072-2] C.35 H76-1543Q
Bethod of forming shrink-fit compression seal
[BASA-CASB-lAH-11563-1] C37 B77-23Q82
Bethod for fabricating solar cells having
integral collector grids
1BASA-CASE-LES-12819-1 ] clll B77-21593
BBTBOBITB COILISICBS
Bethod of and device for determining the
characteristics and flux distribution of
Blcrometeorites scanning puncture holes in
sheet material with photoelectric cell
CBASA-CASE-BPO-12127-1] C91 B7H-13130
BETEOBITES




Capacitor sandwich structure containing netal
sheets of known thickness for counting
penetration rates of neteoroids
CBASA-CASE-XLB-01246] ell S71-10797
BETEOBOID BAZABDS




Development and characteristics of protective
coatings for spacecraft
[BASA-CASE-XBP-02507] c31 B71-17679
Development of composite structures for
spacecraft to serve as anti-meteoroid device
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10788-1] C31 B73-20880
BEIBOBOIDS
Cameras for photographing meteors in selected
sky area
[BASA-CASB-1AB-10226-1] ClQ 873-19419
BETEGEOLOGICAL EAILOOHS SUBJECT IJDEI
Beteoroid capture cell construction
[8ASJ-CASE-BSC-12H23-1] c91 B76-30131
BETEOEOLOGICSL BALLOOSS
Aerodynamically stable meteorological balloon
using surface ronghness effect
[BASA-CASE-XBF-0<I163] C02 B71-23007
BETHABE




niche Ison interferometer vith photodetector for
optical direction sensing
[HASA-CASE-SPO-10320] Cli| H71-17655
Servo system for retroreflector of Hichelson
interferometer
[»ASA-CASE-NFO-1030Q ;] Cl« S71-17662
computerized optical system for prodncing
multiple iiages of a scene simultaneously
[BASA-CASE-BSC-1210II-1 ] C23 B73-13661
Interferometer mirror tilt correcting system
[HASA-CASE-HPO-13687-1] C35 H76-1H433
BICBCBiLABCES




Development of variable angle device for
positioning test tabes to permit optimum
drying of culture median
[NASA-CASE-1AB-10507-1] Cll B72-25284
Apparatus for microbiological sampling
including automatic svabbing
[BASA-CASB-LAB-11069-1] c35 H75-12272
Automatic inoculating apparatus includes
movable carraige, drive motor, and svabbing
motor
[NASA-CASE-lAH-11071-1] C51 B75-13502
Automatic micrcbial transfer device
[HASA-CASI-LAB-1135H-1] c35 B75-27330




Separation of semiconductor vafer into chips
bounded by scribe lines
fBASA-CASE-EBC-10138] C26 N71-11351
Vibrophonocardiograph ccmprising lov Height and
small vclume piezoelectric microphone with
amplifier having high input impedance for high
sensitivity and low frequency response
[HASA-CASE-XFB-07172] COS B71-27231
Electrical connections for thin film hybird
microcircoits
[BASA-CASE-IBS-02182] CIO H71-28783
Method for coating through-holes in ceramic
substrates used in fabricating miniaturized
electronic circuits
[NASA-CASE-XBF-05999] C15 B71-29032
Precision surface cutter for screen circuit
negatives and other aicrccircuits
[BASA-CASE-XIA-098U3] C15 B72-27485
Haterial compositions and processes for
developing dielectric thick films used in
microcircnit capacitors
[BASA-CASE-LAB-102911-1] C26 B72-28762
Active tuned circuits for microelectronic
construction
[HASJ>-CASE-6SC-11300-1} C10 1172-33230
Germanium coated microbridge and method
[BASA-CASE-BFS-2327B-1] C76 B76-30084
BICBOFILHS
Apparatus for semiautomatic inspection of




Rethod of and device for determining the
characteristics and flux distribution of
micrometecrites scanning puncture holes in
sheet material vith photoelectric cell
fHASA-CASE-HIO-12127-1] C91 B74-13130
Ricrometeoroid velocity and trajectory analyzer
[HASA-CASE-GSC-11892-1] C35 H76-15U33
BICBOBETEOBOIDS
Particle detector for measuring nicrometeoroid
velocity in space
[BASA-CASE-X1A-OOQ95] Cl<l S70-01332
Piezoelectric transducer for detecting and
measuring micrometeoroids
[BASA-CASE-XAC-01101] Cl4 B70-41957
Pressurized cell micrometeoroid detector
[BASA-CASE-XLA-00936] Cl4 S71-14996
Development of large area micrometeoroid impact
detector panels
[BASH-CASE-XLA-05906] C31 M71-16221
Botary bead dropper and selector for testing
micrometeorite transducers
[BASA-CASE-IGS-03304] C09 B71-22988
Measuring micrometeroid depth of penetration
into various materials
[BASA-CASE-XIA-00941] ell B71-23240
Structure of fabric layers for micrometeoroid
protection garment with capability for
eliminating heat shorts for use in
manufacturing space suits
[HASA-CASE-BSC-12109] C18 B71-26285
Bicrometeoroid analyzer using arrays of
interconnected capacitors and ion detector
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10443-1] C14 B73-20477
Cold cathode discharge tube with pressurized gas
cell for meteoroid detection in'space
[HASA-CASE-LAB-10483-1] ell S73-32327
Deployable pressurized cell structure for a
micrometeoroid detector
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10295-1] cJS B74-21062
Semiconductor projectile impact detector
[BASi-CASE-BFS-23008-1] C35 B76-19405
BICBOBIBIATOBIZiTIOF




Development of bacteriostatic conformal coating
and methcds of application
[BAS4-CASE-GSC-10007] c18 B71-16046
Portable vacuum probe surface sampler for
sampling large surface areas vith relatively
light loading densities of microorganisms
[BASA-CASB-LAB-10623-1] Cl« N73-30395
Heasnrenent of gas production of microorganisms
Using pressure sensors
[SAS4-CASE-LAB-11326-1] C35 B7S-33368
Determination of antimicrobial susceptibilities
of infected urines vithout isolation
[BASA-CASE-GSC-12046-1] C52 B77-26797
BICBOPABTICLES
Hicropacked column for rapid chromatographic
analysis using lov gas flov rates
[BASA-CASE-XNP-04816] C06 B69-39936
BICBOPHOBBS
Audio signal processing system for noise surge
elimination at lov amplitude audio input
[MASA-CASE-BSC-12223-1] C07 B71-26181
Vibrophonocardiograph comprising lov weight and
small volume piezoelectric microphone vith
amplifier having high input impedance for high
sensitivity and lov frequency response
[BASA-CASE-XFB-07172] COS B71-27234
Development of wind tunnel microphone structure
to minimize effects of vibrations and
eliminate nnvanted signals in microphone output
[BASA-CASE-XBP-00250] C11 H71-28779
Adjustable frequency response microphone
[HASA-CASE-LAB-11170-1] C32 B74-12843
BICBOPBOCBSSOBS
Bicrocompnterized electric field meter
diagnostic and calibration system
[HASA-CASE-KSC-11035-1] C33 B77-20343
BICBOSCOPBS
Absolute focus locking device for microscopes to
maintain set focus for extended time period
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10184] Clt B72-2244S
Band-held, lightweight, portable photomicrcscope
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10468-1] c14 B73-33361
BICEOSTBIP TBAJSHISSIOI IIBBS




Production of high strength refractory compounds
and nicroconstitnents into refractory metal
matrix
[NASA-CASE-XLE-039<10] C18 B71-26153
Development of procedure for improved
distribution of refractory compounds and
micro-constituents in refractory metal matrix
SUBJECT IBDEX (IIILIBG BSCBUBS
[BASJ-CASI-XLE-03930-Z] C17 B72-28536
Diffus ion welding heat treatment of nickel
alloys following single step vacuuB welding
process
rBASA-CSSE-LES-11388-2] C37 B7B-21055
Method of determining bend quality of power
transistors attached to substrates X ray
inspection of junction licrostrnctore
[BASA-CASI-HFS-21931-1] c37 B75-26372
EICBOTHBOST
Electrostatic microthrost propulsion systen with
annnlar slit colloid thrnstor
[BASA-CASI-GSC-10709-1] c28 H71-25213
Heated porous plug mlcrcthrustor for spacecraft
reaction jet controlled systems such as fuel
flo» regulation, propellant aisassociation,
and heat transfer augmentation
[BASA-CASE-GSC-106qO-1] C28 B72-18766
BICBOSAVE IBfllPIEBS
Thermally sensitive toning probe for nullifying




Microwave power receiving antenna solving heat
dissipation problems fcy construction of
elements as heat pipe devices
[BASA-CASI-BJS-20333] c09 H71-13U86
Development and characteristics of low-noise
mnltimode tonopnlse antenna feed system for
use with nicrowave communication equipment
[BASA-CASE-IBP-01735] c07 B71-22750
Bicrowave cainidirectional antenna for use on
spacecraft
[HASA-CAS!-XlA-031lq] c09 H71-22888
Portable eqnirnent for validating c band launch
pad antennas and transmission lines used for
spacecraft checkout
[BASA-CASE-JKS-105U3] C07 S71-26292
Hnltipnrpose microwave antenna, employing dish
reflector vith plural coaxial horn feeds
[BASA-CASE-HPO-11261] C07 B72-2517I1
Omnidirectional antenna array vith
circumferential slots for mounting on
cylindrical space vehicle
[HASA-CASE-IAB-10163-1] C09 H72-25247
Characteristics of microwave antenna vith
conical reflectors to generate plane vave front
[BASA-CASE-HIO-11661] C07 B73-1U130
Thin conformal antenna array for microwave pover
conversion
IBASA-CASE-BPO-13886-1] c32 B77-11269




Quasi-optical microwave circuit vith dielectric
body for use vith oversize waveguides
[HASA-CASE-BBC-10011] c07 B71-29065
BICBOliVB CODELIBG




Apparatus for generating microwave signals at
progressively related phase angles for driving
antenna array
[HASA-CASE-EBC-100IU] ClO S71-18722
Broadband nicrovave waveguide window to
compensate dielectric material filling
[BASA-CASE-XHP-08880] 009 H71-2«808
Dual frequency feed systens for Cassegrainlan
antennas
[B»Si-CASE-HPO-13091-1] c09 B73-12214
Resonant waveguide stark cell --- using
microwave spectrcneters
[BASA-CASE-LAH-11352-1] c33 B75-262H5




Ricrowave power divider fcr providing variable
output power to output waveguide in fixed
waveguide system
[BASA-CASJ-BFO-11031] C07 B71-33606
Selective bandpass resonators using bandstop





Taractor microwave frequency mixing circuit
[BASA-CASE-XGS-02171] C09 B69-2«J2«
Voltage tunable Gnnn effect semiconductor for
microwave generation
[ BASA-CASE-XEB-0789II] C09 B71-18721
Hultimode antenna feed system for microwave and
broadband communication
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11046-1 ] C07 B7J-28013
BICBOldVE OSCI11A10BS
Hicrowave generator using Gnnn effect for
magnetic tuning
[BASA-CASZ-BPO-12106] c09 H73-1S2J5
Electron beam controller using magnetic
field to refocos spent electron beam in
•icrowave oscillator tube
[ HASA-CASI-IH-11617-1 ] C33 H7I4-10195
BICBOiiVE BADIOHETBBS
Input radio frequency circuit for switching type




Beflectometer for receiver input impedance match
neasurement
[NASA-CASE-XBP-108<»3] C07 871-11267




Bicrowave double resonance spectroscopy
absorption cell for gas analysis
[SASA-CASB-LAB-10305] Cl« B71-26137
HICBOBAVE SEBSOBS




Design of gyrator circuit using operational
amplifiers to replace ungrounded inductors
[BASA-CASE-XAC-10608-1 ] C09 B71-12517
8ICBOBA7E TOBBS
Electrostatic charged particle collector
containing stacked electrodes for microwave tube
[BASA-CBSE-1U1-11192-1 ] c09 B7J-13208
BICBOBAVES
Radio frequency noise generator having microwave
slow-wave structure in gas discharge plasia
[HASi-CiSB-XEB-11019] C09 H71-2J598
Bethod and apparatus for optically modulating




Hicrowave power transmission systen wherein
level of transmitted power is controlled by
reflections from receiver
[BASH-CASI-BPS-21170-1] CIS S71-19870
HP bean center location method and apparatus tor
pover transiission system
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13821-1] c"»i» 876-26692
Ride power range nicrowave feedback controller
[HASA-CASZ-GSC-12116-1] c3J B77-21322
BIDAIB C01IISICBS
Economical satellite aided vehicle avoidance
system for preventing midair collisions
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10119] C21 B72-216J1
Development and characteristics of electronic
signalling system and data processing




Billimeter wave antenna systen for spacecraft use
[BASA-CASI-GSC-109U9-1] C07 B71-28965
Billireter wave pumped parametric amplifier
[BASA-CASZ-GSC-11617-1] C33 874-32660
B1HIBQ (BACBU1BG)




Electro-optical system for maintaining two-axis
alignment during milling operations on large
tank-sections
[BASA-CASE-XBF-00908] C10 570-H02J8
Description of portable milling tool for milling
tube or pipe ends to desired shape and thickness
[HASA-CASE-XBF-03511 ) CIS 871-2279!)
HIHEBAL BBIAEOLISH SDBJECT IBDEX
Grinding arrangement for ball nose milling cotters
[BASA-CASE-1AB-10450-1 ] c37 H74-27905
HIBEBAL HBTABCLISB
Method and system for in vivo measurement of
bone tissue using a two level energy source
[BASA-CASE-MSC-14276-1] C52 S77-14737
BIBIATOBE BLECfBOSIC EO.DIBBBM
Biniatare solid state, direction sensitive,
stress transducer design with bonded
semiconductlve piezoresistive element for
sensing residual stresses
[8ASA-CASE-XHP-02983] c14 B71-21091
Transducer circuit design with single coaxial
cable fcr input and output connections
including incorporation into miniaturized
catheter transducer
[BASA-CASE-ARC-10132-1] c09 S71-24597
Solid state television canera system consisting
of monolithic semiconductor mosaic sensor and
molecular digital readout systems
[BASA-CASI-XBF-06092] c07 B71-24612
Miniature ingestible telemeter devices to
measure deep-body temperature
[BASA-CASI-ABC-10583-1] c52 N76-29894
Hiniature biaxial strain transducer
[NASA-CASE-IfB-116l)8-1] c35 B77-14«07
BIHIATOBIZATICB
Hiniature vibration isolator utilizing elastic
tubing material
[BASA-OSE-X1A-01019] c15 H70-40156
Computer circuit performing both counting and
shifting logic operations also capable of
miniaturization and integration in basic
circuits
tBASA-OSE-XBP-01753] c08 N71-22897
Fast response miniature carbon dioxide detector
vith no icving parts for measuring
concentration in any atmosphere
[BASA-CASI-HSC-13332-1] <=14 H72-21408
HIBBOBS
Pneumatic ccntrol of telescopic mirror support
system
[BASA-CASZ-XLA-03271] c11 B69-24321
Oscillatory electromagnetic mirror drive system
for horizcn scanners
[BASJ-CASE-Xlf-03724] clt H69-27461
Servo system for retroreflector of flichelson
interferometer
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10300] c14 H71-17662
Gas laser frequency stabilized by position of
mirrors in resonant cavity
[BASA-CASE-XGS-03644] C16 871-18614
Highly stable optical mirror assembly optimizing
image quality of light diffraction patterns
[BASA-CASI-EBC-10001] c23 B71-24868
Adjustable rigid mount for trihedral mirror
formed of alloy vith small coefficient of
thermal expansion supporting screws and
spring-tiased plates
[BASA-CASE-XBP-08907] c23 B71-29123
Optical range finder using reflective first
surfaces lirrcr and transmitting beam splitter
[BASS-CASI-HSC-12105-1] c14 B72-21409
Optical mirror support system
[B&SA-CASB-XEB-07896-2] c23 B72-22673
Strain gauge ambiguity sensor for segmented
mirror active optical system
[HASA-CASl-HIS-20506-1] c35 S75-12273
Interferometer mirror tilt correcting system
CBASA-CASE-SFO-13687-1] c3S B76-14433
. Nethod for manufactur ing oirrors in zero gravity
environment
[BASA-CASE-HSC-12611-1] c12 H76-15189
Hethod and means for testing a









Launch pad missile release system witb bending
moment change rate reduction in thrust
distribution structure at liftoff
[BASA-CASI-XHF-03198] c30 B70-40353
Optical monitor panel consisting of translucent
screen with test or meter information
projected onto it from rear for application in
control rccms of missile launching and
tracking stations
[NASA-CASE-XKS-03509] C14 H71-23175




Process for control of cell division
[HASA-CASZ-LAB-10773-3] c51 H77-25769
BIXXRG CIBCDItS





Traveling wave solid state amplifier utilizing a




Silicon controlled rectifier inverter with
compensation of transients to avoid false gating
[BASA-CASI-XIA-08507] C09 B69-39984
Dual waveguide mode source for controlling





Charge storage diode modulators and demodulators
[BASA-CASE-BIO-10189-1 ] cJJ H77-2131P
BODOL1TIOB




reflector modulator for optical communication
[BASA-CASE-XGS-04480] Cl6 B69-27491
Optical retrodirective modulator vith focus
spoiling reflector driven by modulation signal
[BASA-CASB-GSC-10062] C14 S71-15605
Calibrator for measuring and modulating or
demodulating laser outputs
[BASA-CASB-X1A-03II10] Cl6 B71-25914
Full wave modulator-demodulator amplifier
apparatus for generating rectified output
signal
[BASA-CASE-PBC-10072-1] C33 H71-H1939
Charge storage diode modulators and demodulators
[BASA-CASB-BFO-10189-1] C33 B77-21314
BODDLBS
Biorthogonal encoder with modular design
[BASA-CASB-BPO-10629] COS B72-18181
HOISTOBE
Gas purged dry box glove reducing permeation of








Hethod of evaluating moisture barrier properties
of materials used in electronics encapsulation
[HASA-CASE-HPO-10051] C18 B71-24934
BOLDIHG HATBBI11S
Vacuum method for molding thermosetting
compounds used as ablative materials
[BASA-CASE-XLA-01091] CIS B71-10672
Hethod of making molded electric connector for
use with flat conductor cables
[BASA-CASE-IHF-03498] C15 B71-15986
Hydraulic apparatus for casting and molding of
liquid polymers
[BASA-CASB-XBP-076S9] c06 B71-22975
Cold metal hydroforming techniques using epoxy
molds for counteracting creep or stretch
[HASA-CASE-XIE-05641-1] CIS B71-^6346
Holding process for imidazopyrrolone polymers
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10547-1] c31 B74-13177
Evacuated displacement compression molding
[BASA-CASB-LAB-10782-1] c31 B74-14133
BOLOS
Forming mold for polishing and machining curved




Using molds for fabricating individual fluid
circuit components
[BASA-CASE-X1A-07829] c15 B72-16329
Evacuated displacement ccufressicn melding
fBASA-CASE-LAF-10782-1] c31 B7a-14133
Holding apparatus for thermosetting plastic
compositions
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10489-2] c31 874-32920
Evacuated, displacement compression mold of
tubular todies from thernosetting plastics
[SASH-CASE-LHB-10782-2] c31 H75-13111




Selector mechanist) for mechanical separation and
discrinination of high velocity molecular
particles
[HASA-CASE-XLE-01533] c11 H71-10777






Stabilization of He2(a-3 Sigmau(+» molecules in




Omnidirectional anisotropic molecular trap, used
with vacuum pump to simulate space
environ lents for testing spacecraft components
[BASJ-CASI-XGS-00783] c30 B71-17788
Liquid-vapor interface seal design for turbine
rotating shafts including helical and








Microwave double resonance spectroscopy
absorption cell for gas analysis
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10305] C14 B71-26137
BOLTEB SALT EIBCTBOIITES
Operation method for combined electrolysis
device and fuel cell using molten salt to
produce power by thermoelectric regeneration
mechanisB
[KASA-CASI-XLE-01645] c03 H71-20904
Zinc-halide battery vith molten electrolyte
[BASA-CASI-BPO-11961-1] c44 B76-18643
BOLYBDEBDH CA1BIDES
Flame or plasma spraying for molybdenum coating








Test fixture for measuring moment of inertia of
irregularly shaped body with multiple axes
[HASA-CASS-XGS-01023] c14 B71-22992
BOHEHTOB
Utilization of momentum devices for forming
attitude control and damping system for
spacecraft
[BASA-CASt-XLA-02551] C21 B71-21708




Fluid leakage detection system iiith automatic
monitoring capability
[HASA-CASf-LBS-10323-1] Cl2 B71-17573
Bonitoring circuit design for sampling circuit
control and redaction of time-bandwidth in
video communication systems
[BASA-CASB-XBP-02791] C07 H71-23026
Optical mcnitor panel consisting cf translucent
screen with test or neter information
projected onto it f icn rear for application in




Peak polarity selector for monitoring waveforms
[BASA-CASE-FBC-10010] CIO B71-211862
circuit for monitoring power supply by ripple
current indication
[BASA-CASE-KSC-10162] c09 B72-11225
Development of droplet monitoring probe for use
in analysis of droplet propagation in
mixed-phase fluid stream
[SASA-CASE-SEO-10985] c14 B73-20178
Uonitoxing and recording lightning strokes in
predetermined area
[8ASA-CASE-KSC-10728-1] c14 N73-32J19
Method and apparatus for ^optically monitoring
the angular position of a rotating mirror
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11353-1 ] C74 N7<1-21JOI|
Remote lightning monitor system
[BASA-CASE-KSC-11031-1] C33 B77-2131S
Cable fault locator
[ HASA-CASE-KSC-1 0899-1 ] C33 B77-28391I
HOHOCBBOHATIC BADIATIOB




[ NASA-CASE-HFS-19259-1] C36 B77-10516
BOHOCBBOBA10BS
Analytical photolonization mass spectrometer
with argon gas filter between light source and
monochrometer
[NASA-CASI-LAB-10180-1] c06 B71-13461
Coior television system for allowing monochrome
television camera to produce color pictures
[SASJ-CAEE-HSC-12116-1] C07 B72-17109
BOHOPOLE ABTEJBAS
Sonopole antenna system for maximum
omnidirectional efficiency for use on satellites
[HASA-CASE-XLA-00111] C07 H70-38200
Flexible monopole antenna with broad bandwidth
and low voltage standing wave ratio
[H4SA-CASE-HSC-12101] c09 B71-18720
BOHOPHOPELLABTS
Ignition system for monopropellant combustion /
devices
[HASA-CASE-XBP-00219] C28 870-38219
Catalyst bed ignition system for jydrazine
propellants
[HASA-CASE-XBP-00876] c28 B70-11311
Low thrust monopropellant engine
[ HASA-CASE-GSC-1219a-1 ] c.20 B77-28219
BOBOPOLSE ABIEBBAS
Electronic and mechanical scanning control
system for monopnlse tracking antenna
[HASA-CASE-XGS-05582] C07 B69-27160
Development and characteristics of low-noise
multimode monopulse antenna feed system for
use with microwave communication equipment
tHASA-CASE-XBP-01735] C07 B71-22750
gonopulse scanning network for scanning
volumetric antenna pattern
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10299-1] C09 B71-2U801
Switchable beamwidth oonopnlse method and system
[SASA-CASE-GSC-11921-1] C33 B76-27172
BOBOPOLSS BADAB
Polarization diversity monopnlse tracking
receiver design without radio frequency switches
[BASA-CASE-IGS-03501] C09 B71-20861
Honopnlse tracking system with antenna array of




Development and characteristics of resettable
monostable pulse generator with charge
rundown-tiling circuit
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11139] COS B71-27016
Bonostable multivibrator for producing output
pulse widths with positive feedback BOB gates
[BASA-CSSE-HSC-13192-1] C10 B71-28860
BOSSBAOBB EFFECT
Hossbaner spectrometer radiation detector
£BASA-C»SE-LAB-11155-1] C35 S7S-15091
Bethod and apparatus for vibration analysis
utilizing the Hossbauer effect
[BASA-CASE-XBF-OS882] C35 B75-27329
BOTIOB
Quick attach mechanism for moving or stationary
wires, ropes, or cables
[BASA-CASE-XFB-05121] CIS B71-22991
HOTIOH PEBCBCTIOH SUBJECT XHDEX
HOTIOH PERCBPTIOH
f condition sensor system and method
[HASA-CASI-HSC-1t805-1] c35 H76-26»i(8
HOTIOS PICTDHIS
Real tine moving scene holographic camera system
[NASA-CSSE-MFS-21087-1] c35 S74-17153












Nonmagnetic thermal motor for magnetometer
movement
[BASA-CASE-XAB-03786] C09 H69-21313
System for maintaining motcr at predetermined





Mounting fixture for supporting thermobulb in
pipeline
[SASA-CASE-SPO-10158] c33 H71-16356
Mounting apparatus for temperature control system
[S4SA-CASE-HEO-10138] C33 F71-163S7
Inertial component clamping assembly design for
spacecraft guidance and control system mounting
[BASA-CASE-IBS-021811] C15 H71-20813










Automatic vehicle Iccation system
[NASA-CASI-HSO-11850-1] C32 H71-12912
B0LTICBABBEL COHHOBICATIOI
Tape guidance system for multichannel digital
recording system
[NASA-CASE-XHP-09453] C08 B71-19H20
Plural channel data transiission system with
guadrature modulation and complementary
demodulation
[B*SA-C»SE-XAC-06302] c08 H71-19763
Improved phase lock loop for receiver in
multichannel telemetry system vith suppressed
carrier
[BASA-CASE-HJO-11593-1] c07 H73-28012
Biniature multichannel riotelemeter system
[SASA-CASE-SKI-13065-1] 052 H7U-26625









Electrode sealing and insulation for fuel cells
containing caustic liquid electrolytes using
powdered plastic and metal
[HASA-CASE-XMS-01625] CIS B71-23022
Multilayer Insulation panels for cryogenic
liquid containers
[HASA-CASB-MJS-KI023] c33 H71-25351
Electrical failure detector In solid rocket
propellant motor insulation against thermal
degradation by fuel grain
[BASA-CASE-XHF-03968] C1» H71-27186
Insulation fell and method of making
[NASA-CASE-IEW-1148H-2] C24 H75-10839





Anti-iultipath digital signal detector
CHASH-CASI-IAE-11827-1] c32 H77-10392
BDLTIPLE BBAH IBTEBVA1 SCAHHBBS
• Tracking antenna system Kith array for
synchronous satellite or ground based radar
[HASA-CASI-GSC-10553-1 ] c07 N71-1985I!
variable beamwidth antenna nith multiple
beam, variable feed system
[ HASA-CASE-GSC-11862-1] C32 N76-18295
BDLTIPIE DOCRIHG ADAPTERS
Probe and drogue assembly for mechanical linking
of tvo space vehicles
[BASS-CASE-XHS-03613] C31 H71-16316
ROLTIPLE OOfCtIT PBOGRABS




Doppler frequency shift correction device for
multiplex communication with Applications
Technology Satellites
[HASA-CASE-XGS-02709] C07 N69-39978
Multiplexed communication system design
including automatic correction of transmission
errors introduced by frequency spectrum shifts
[NASA-CASE-IHF-01306] C07 S71-2081*
Satellite network synchronization system vith
multiple access to multiplex repeater
[RASA-CASE-GSC-10390-1] c07 B72-111U9
Apparatus with summing network for compression
of analog data by decreasing slope threshold
sampling
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10769] C08 B72-11171
Development and characteristics of data
multiplexer circuit using field effect
transistors arranged in tree switching
configuration
[HASA-CASE-HPO-11333] C08 N72-22162
Telemetry and transmission system with
programmed sampling and multiplexing
[NASA-CASE-GSC-11388-1] C07 H73-2M187
Television multiplexing system, using single
crystal controlled clock for signal
synchronization
[BASA-CASE-KSC-10654-1] c07 N73-30115
Asynchronous, multiplexing, single line
transmission and recovery data system for
satellite use
[NASA-CASE-BPO-13321-1] C32 B75-26195
Correlation type phase detector with tine
correlation integrator for frequency
multiplexed signals
[NASA-CASE-GSC-117141-1] C33 H75-262U3
System for producing chroma signals
£HAS»-CAS!-HSC-1«683-1] C7<1 H77-18893
MULTIPLIERS
Pulse duration modulation multiplier system
[HASA-CASE-XER-09213] C07 D71-12390
Design and development of variable pulse width
multiplier
[NAS4-CASE-XLA-02850] C09 S71-20117




Optical process for producing classification
naps from multispectral data
[HAS»-C»SE-HSC-1«I172-1 ] Ct3 B77-10581
An Interactive color display for mnltispectral
imagery using correlation clustering
[BASA-CASE-HSC-16253-1] C<I3 H77-31583
HDLTISPBCTBAL PBOIOGB1PBT
Computerized optical system for producing
multiple images of a scene simultaneously
[HASA-CASB-NSC-12QOt|-1] C23 873-13661
Optical prccess for producing classification
maps from nultispectral data
[HASA-CASB-HSC-1IIU72-1] CM3 B77-10S84
An interactive color display for Bultispectral
imagery using correlation clustering
[BASA-CASE-HSC-16253-1) CB3 B77-31583
MULTISTAGE BOCKB1 VBBIC1BS
Techniques for recovery of multistage rocket
vehicles by providing lifting surfaces on
individual sections
tBASA-CASE-XHP-00389] C31 B70-3H176
Steerable solid propellant rocket motor adapted
to effect payload orientation as multistage




Multi-mission space vehicle module stage design
[BASA-OSI-XHF-01503] C31 H71-17730
Separation mechanism for use between stages of
multistage locket vehicles
[NASA-CASE-XLA-00188] c15 B71-2287«
Developaent of remotely controlled shaped charge
for lateral displacement of rocXet stages
after separation
[BASA-CASE-I1A-01801I] C31 B71-23008




Extra-long monostable multivibrator employing
bistable seiicondnctor switch to allow
charging of tining circuit
[BASA-CASZ-XGS-00381] <=C9 N70-3Q819
Variable frequency nagnetic conpled
multivibrator wi th temperature compensated
fregnency control circuit
[NASB-CASE-XGS-00156] C09 S70-38604
Variable frequency magnetic conpled
multivibrator with output signal of constant
amplitude and waveform
[NASA-CASE-XGS-00131 ] c09 N70-3899S
Improved semiconductor multivibrator circuit
which approaches 100 percent efficiency
[HASA-CASE-XAC-00942] C10 B71-16042
Transistorized de-coupled nultivibrator with
noninverted output signal
[BASJ-CASE-XBP-09II50] CIO H71-18723
One shot multivibrator circuit for producing
long dnratior output pulses
[BASA-CASI-JBC-10137-1] C09 H71-28468
RDSC1ES
Subminiature insertable force transducer




Miniature muscle displacement transducer
[BASA-CJSI-HEO-13S19-1] c33 B76-19338
MOSCOLOSKELETH STSTEB
Method and apparatus for applying compressional
forces to skeletal structure of subject to
simulate force during ambulator; conditions
fBASA-CASE-ABC-10100-1] c05 S71-21738
HTOClBDIOa




Deflector for preventing objects from entering
nacelle inlets of jet aircraft
[BASA-CASI-XLE-00388] c28 B70-34788










Satellite aided aircraft collision avoidance
system effective for large number of aircraft
[HASA-CASE-EBC-10090] C21 B71-21948
IEAB IlFBSBEt BADIATIOB
Collimator for analyzing spatial location of
near and distant sources of radiation
[HASA-C8S8-HFS-20516-2] ell S73-30389
BBGATIVB PEEIBACK
Complementary regenerative transistorized switch









Left and right hand circular electromagnetic




High speed phase detector design indicating
phase relaticnship between two square wave
input signals





Method and apparatus for neutralizing potentials
induced on spacecraft surfaces
[HASA-CASE-GSC-11963-1] C33 H77-10029
HEOTSOB BBISSIOH




Process for producing dispersion strengthened
nickel with aluminum comprising metallic
matrices embedded with oxides or other
hyperfine compounds
[BASA-CASE-XLE-06969] C17 B71-21112





Method of making reinforced composite structure
[ BASA-CASE-LES-12619-1] C24 B77-19171
1ICKBL AL10YS
Preparation of nickel alloys for jet turbine
blades operating at high temperatures
[HASA-CASE-XLE-00151] Cl7 B70-33283
Bickel alloy series for aerospace structures
subjected to high temperatures
[HASA-CASE-XLE-00283] Cl7 B70-36616
Bickel base alloy with resistance to oxidation
at high temperatures and superior
stress-rupture properties
[HASA-CASE-XLB-02082] C17 B71-16026
High strength nickel based alloys
[BASA-CASE-LB»-1087q-1] Cl7 B72-22535
Diffusion welding heat treatment of nickel
alloys following single step vacuum welding
process
[HASA-CASE-LEW-11388-2] C37 H7I4-21055
Method of heat treating age-hardenable alloys
[BASA-CAS1-XBP-01311] C26 N75-29236
Zirconina modified nickel-copper alloy
[BASA-CASE-LE1-122IIS-1 ] C26 B77-20201
Directionally solidified eutectic gamma plus
beta nickel-base snperalloys
[N&SA-CASE-LBB.-12906-1] c26 B77-32279




Heat flow calorimeter measures output of
Hi-Cd batteries
[HASA-CASE-GSC-111311-1] C3» B7U-27859
Method and apparatus for reconditioning
nickel-cadmium batteries
[BASA-CASE-BFS-23270-1 ] cat 877-12511
HICKEL COAT1BGS
Intermetallic chromium containing nickel
alnminide for high temperature corrosion
protection of stainless steels
[BASA-CASE-LIS-11267-1 ] C17 B73-32411
IICSBL COBBOD1DS
Including didymiam hydrate in nickel hydroxide
of positive electrode of storage batteries to





Bickel plating onto etched aluminum castings
[HASA-CASB-IBP-0»1<!8) C17 »71-211liJO
IIOBIDH
Organometallic compounds of niobium and tantalum
useful for film deposition
>[RASA-CASB-XBP-Oa023] C06 B71-2S80B
IITBIC OHDI








Intumescent paint containing nitnle rabber for
fire prctecticn
[HASA-CASB-ABC-10196-1] c18 H73-13562
Catalytic trinerization of aromatic nitriles and
tnaryl-s-tnazine ring cross-linked high




Hitroaniline snlfate, itttamescent paints
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10099-1] c1B N71-15469
Hercaptan terminated polyier containing sulfonic
acid salts of nitrosutstituted aromatic amines









Combustion engine for air pollution control
[BASA-CASE-BEO-13671-1] c37 N77-31497
1ITBOGEB TETBOXIDB
Gas chromatographic method for determining vater
in nitrcgen tetronde rocket propellant
[NASA-CASB-BPO-10234] c06 B72-17094
HTBOGOABIDIBE




Psendo-noise test set for communication systen
evaluation test signals
[NASA-CASE-BFS-22671-1] c35 B75-21582




Instrumentation for measurement of aircraft
noise and sonic boom
[BASA-CASE-LAB-11173-1] c35 B75-19614
Differential sound level meter
[NASA-CASE-LAB-12106-1] c35 N77-234M1
NOISE BEDOCTIOB
Dpper surface, external f lew, jet-augmented flap
configuration for high ving jet aircraft for
noise redaction
[NASA-CASE-X1A-00087] c02 B70-33332
Cassegrain antenna snbreflector flange for
suppressing ground noise and increasing
antenna transmitting efficiency
[NASA-CASB-XBP-00683] c09 N70-35425
Device for adding vater to high velocity exhaust
jets to reduce velocity, noise, and temperature
[NASA-CASE-XBF-01813]- c28 B70-M1582
Variable time constant, vide frequency range
smoothing netvork for ncise removal from pulse
chains
[NASA-CASE-XGS-01983] c10 B70-1196U
Digital telemetry system apparatus to reduce
tape recorder vov and flutter noise during
playback
[BASA-CASE-XGS-01812] c07 B71-23001
Audio signal processing system for noise surge
elimination at lov amplitude audio input
[BASA-CASE-BSC-12223-1] c07 B71-26181
Variable frequency nuclear magnetic resonance
spectrometer providing drive signals over vide
frequency range and minimizing noise effects
[BASA-CASE-T.BP-09830] C11 871-26266
Noise elimination in coherent imaging system by
axial rotation of optical lense for spectral
distribution of degrading affects
[HASI-CASE-GSC-11133-1] c23 B72-11568
Audio equirmett for removing impulse noise from
audio signals
[BASA-CASE-BPO-11631] c10 N73-12244
Jet aircraft exhaust nozzle for noise reduction
[SASA-CASE-IAB-10951-1] c28 B73-19819
Development of aircraft configuration for
reduction of jet aircraft noise by exhausting
engine gases over upper surface of ving
[HASA-CASE-IJB-11087-1] c02 H73-26008
Rethod for eliminating noise and debris of




Gas turbine exhaust nozzle for noise reduction
[ mSA-CASE-II«-11569-1 ] C07 H7«-15«lb3
Totally confined explosive velding apparatus
to reduce noise level and protect personnel
during explosive bonding
[8ASA-CASE-LAB-10941-1] c37 B74-21057
Jet exhaust noise suppressor
[^ASA-CASE-LES-11286-1] c07 B74-27490
Supersonic fan blading noise reduction in
turbofan engines
[NASA-CASE-lED-11402-1] C07 N7a-28226
Variably positioned guide vanes for aerodynamic
ch6king
[BASA-CASE-LAB-106H2-1] C07 B7M-31270
Noise suppressor for turbofan engine by
incorporating annular acoustically porous
elements in exhaust and inlet ducts
[BASA-CASE-IJB-11111-1] c07 N71-32118
Abating exhaust noises in jet engines
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10712-1] C07 N71-33218
Television noise reduction device
[NASA-CASE-BSC-12607-1] C32 N75-21185
Cascade plug n zzle for jet noise reduction
[HASA-CASE-tAB-11671-1] C07 B76-18117
Boise suppressor for turbo fan jet engines
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10812-1] C07 N76-18131
Apparatus for reducing aerodynamic noise in a
vind tunnel
[BASA-CASE-HFS-23099-1] c09 B76-23273
Optical noise suppression device and method
laser light exposing film
[BASA-CASE-BSC-12640-1] C71 B76-31998





Input radio frequency circuit for switching type




Threshold extension device for improving
operating performance of frequency modulation




Nondestructive radiographic tests of resistance
velds
[NASA-CASE-XBE-02588] CIS B71-18613
Space environment simulator for testing
spacecraft components under aerospace conditions
[BASA-CASi-SEO-10111] ell N71-2U96"!
Apparatus for semiautomatic inspection of
microfilmed documents for density, resolution,
size, and position
[NASA-CASE-BFS-20210] cl* N71-26788
Dye penetrant and technique for nondestructive
tests of solid surfaces contacted by liquid
oxygen
[HASA-CASB-XSF-02221] c18 B71-27170
Hethod and photodetector device for locating
abnormal voids in lov density materials
[BASA-CASE-HFS-20011] C11 B71-28993
Holographic system for nondestructive testing
[NASA-CASB-HFS-2170H-1] C35 B75-25121
Hybrid holographic non-destrnctnve test system
optical and acoustical methods capable of
detecting flavs in materials
[HASA-CASE-BFS-23114-1] C35 B76-24529
Bethod and apparatus for nondestructive testing
of pressure vessels
[-BASA-CASE-BPO-12112-1] C38 B76-28563




Plasma probes having guard ring and primary
sensor at same potential to prevent stray vail
current collection in ionized gases
[BASA-CASB-XLB-00690] c25 B69-39884
HOHFL1BBAB1B BATBBIAtS
Intnmescent paint containing nitrile rubber for
fire protection
[BlSA-CASE-iBC-10196-IJ C18 B73-1J562
Bon-flammable elastomeric fiber from a
flaorinated elastomer and containing an
SOBJZCf IBDBX 10TS (PASTBBBBS)
halogenated flame retardant
[SASA-CASI-HSC-10.331--I] c27 B76-2»»05
Process for producing fJane resistant polyamides
and products produced thereby
[UASA-C8SI-HSC-16074-1] c27 B77-1Q262




Coherent receiver employing nonlinear coherence
detection for carrier tracking
[BASA-CASE-BIO-11921-1] c32 H74-30523
Nonlinear nonsingnlar feedback shift registers
[BASA-CASE-NK)-13II51-1] c33 N76-1B373
BOBLIBBAB SISTBBS
Detector assembly for discriminating first
signal vith respect to presence or absence of
second signal at time of occurrence of first
signal
[BASA-CASE-XBF-00701] c09 B70-U0272
Describing continuous analog to digital






Automatically deploying nozzle exit cone extension
[HASA-CBSE-HE-01640] c31 H71-15637
Hose cone lounted heat resistant antenna
comprising plurality of adjacent layers of
silica not introducing paths of high thermal'
conductivity through ablative shield
[NASA-CBSE-XHS-04312] c07 B71-22984
BOSB 1BEBLS
Nose gear steering system for vehicles vith main
skids to provide directional stability after
loss of aerodynamic ccntrol
[H»SA-CASE-XI8-0180<I] c02 B70-34160
BOTCB TBSIS








High thrust annular liguid propellant rocket
engine and exhaust nozzle design
[NASA-C1SI-X1E-00078] c28 B70-33281
Penshaped, supersonic exhaust nozzle design
[NASA-CASF.-X1P.-00057] c28 B70-38711
Telescoping-spike supersonic nozzle for turbojet
or ramjet engines
[NASA-CASI-III-OOOOS] c28 B70-39899
Automatically deploying nozzle exit cone extension
[HiSi-CASI-IIE-016«0] C31 B71-1S637
Propellant injection assembly having
individually removable and replaceable nozzles
for liquid fueled rocket engines
[HASA-CASE-XBF-00968] c28 B71-15660
Development of collapsible nozzle extension for
rocket engines
[NASA-CASB-HPS-1HI97] c28 H71-16224
Design and development of gas turbine combustion
unit with nozzle guide vanes for introducing
diluent air into combustion gases
[HASA-CASI-XIE-1031177-1] C28 B71-20330
Prestressed rocket nozzle «ith ceramic inner
rings and refractory metal outer rings
(NASA-CASE-XBP-02888] C18 H71-21068
Scanning nozzle plating system for etching
or plating metals on substrates without masking
[NASA-CASE-BEO-11758-1] C31 N7H-23065




System for aerodynamic control of rocket
vehicles by secondary injecticn of fluid into
nozzle exhaust stream
[NASA-CASI-XLA-01163] C21 B71-15582
Constructing fluid spike nozzle to eliminate
heat transfer and high temperature problems
inherent in physical spikes
(BASA-CASE-XGS-01103] c31 B71-1569.7
Electronic recording system for spatial mass
distribution of liquid rocket propellant
droplets or vapors ejected from high velocity
nozzles
[BASA-CASE-NEO-10185] ClO B71-26339
Tertiary flow injection system for thrust
vectoring of propulsive nozzle flov
[BASA-CASE-HPS-20831] C28 B71-29153




Tvo dimensional vedge/translating shroud nozzle
[HASA-CASE-LAB-11919-1] C07 N76-22202
BOZZLE IBSBBTS
Flexible rocket motor nozzle closure device to
aid ignition and protect rocket chamber from
foreign objects
[BASA-CASE-XLA-02651] C28 B70-01967
HDCLBAB E11CTB1C EOBBB 6BBBBATIOB
Haclear electric generator for accelerating




Development of method for protecting large and








Variable frequency nuclear magnetic resonance
spectrometer providing drive signals over vide
frequency range and minimizing noise effects
[HASA-CiSE-XBP-09830] Cll B71-26266
BOCLBIB POBBB PlABtS
Development and characteristics of natural
circulation radiator for use vith nuclear
pover plants installed in lunar space stations
[NASA-CASE-XBQ-03673] c33 B71-29016
BOCLB&B EOHEIBG
Volumetric direct nuclear pumped laser
[BASA-CASE-lAB-12183-1] CJ6 B77-2112II
BOCLBAB BBACTOB COBIB01
Absorbing gas reactivity control system for








Nuclear gaseous reactor for heating vorking
fluid to high temperatures
[NASA-CAS1-XIB-00321] C22 B70-31572
IOCLBATB BOILIBG
Bethod for improving heat transfer
characteristics in nucleate boiling process
(NASA-CASB-XBS-04268] v33 B71-16277
BOLL KOBBS
Baaaal control mechanism for adjusting control
rod to null position
[NASA-CASI-ILA-01808] CIS N71-20740
BOBBBB IBBOBT
Binary concatenated coding system
[HASA-CASE-BSC-1«082-1] C60 B76-23850
BOBBBICAL COBtBOL
Digital sensor for counting fringes produced by
interferometers vith improved sensitivity and




Apparatus for computing square roots
[NASA-CASE-XGS-01768] COS B71-19«37
BOTATIOB
Flexible turnstile antenna system for reducing
nutation in spin-oriented satellites
[BASA-CAS8-IHP-OOHU2] C31 H71-107H7
Natation damper for use on spinning body
[NASA-CASE-GSC-1120S-1] CIS B73-25513
BOTS (PiSTBBBBS)
Contamination free separation nut eliminating
combustion products from ambient surroundings
generated by squib firing
[NASA-CASE-XGS-01971] CIS B71-15922
1-131
o BIBG SEALS SOBJECT IFDEI
Split nut and bolt separation device
[BASa-CBSI-XBP-069110 CIS B71-21U89
Device for secoring together structural members
with azially stretched bolt and not
[H1SA-C»S!-GSC-111«9-1] Cl5 B73-30U57
0 BIBG SEAIS
High pressure four-way valve with O ring adapted






High visibility air sea rescue panel
[HASA-CASE-HSC-125611-1 ) c5« B76-15792




Development of electrical system for indicating
optimum ccntact between electrode and metal
surface tc permit improved soldering operation
[RASS-CfEI-KSC-102U2] CIS H72-23t97
OIL BICOVEBI
In-situ laser retorting of oil shale
[RASA-CASI-IIS-12217-1 ] c36 B77-18429
Oil and fat absorbing pclyners
rnASA-CASI-HFO-11609-2] c27 H77-31308 .
OILS
Color photcinterpretaticn cf interference colors
reflected frcm thin film oil-coated components
in moving gases for gas flow visualization
[HASA-CASI-XBF-01779] C12 H71-20815
Oil and fat absorbing pclyiers
[HASA-C«SI-»PO-11609-2] c27 N77-31308
OHHIDIBECTIOBAL ABTBBHAS
Microwave ominidirectional antenna for use on
spacecraft
[SASA-CASI-T.IA-03111] c09 B71-22888
Vertically stacked collinear array of
independently fed omnidirectional antennas for
use in collision warning systems on commercial
aircraft
[NASA-CASE-IJB-10515-1] c09 B72-21214
Omnidirectional antenna array with
circumferential slots for mounting on
cylindrical space vehicle
[BASA-CASE-LAH-10163-1 ] c09 B72-25217
OHBOABD ZQOIIBEBT
Survival couch for aircraft or spacecraft crews[HASA-CASI-XLA-00118] c05 B70-33285
Cryogenic storage system for gases onboard
spacecraft
[BASA-CASE-XBS-OB390] c31 H70-I11871
Fiber optic transducers for monitoring and
analysis of vibraticn in aerospace vehicles
and onboard egnipnent
[HASA-CASE-XBF-02U33] dl H71-10616
Design and construction of satellite appendage
tie-down cord
[BASA-CASI-XGS-0255*] c31 B71-2106U
Satellite aided aircraft collisicn avoidance
system effective for large number of aircraft
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10090] c21 H71-2«9«8
Closed loop servosystem for variable speed tape
recorders onboard spacecraft
[BASA-CASI-BPO-10700] c07 H71-33613
Collapsible couch system fcr manned space vehicles
[HASA-CASI-HSC-131HO] c05 S72-11085
Honostable multivibrator for conserving power in
spacecraft" systems[HASA-CSSI-GSC-10082-1] c10 H72-20221
Delayed siinltaneons appendage release mechanism
for use en spacecraft eguipped with despin
gechanisis and releasatle coaponents
[RASA-CSSE-GSC-10811-1] c03 S73-20039






Digital aotcmatic gain aipliflier
[NASA-CASI-KSC-11008-1] C33 H77-21321
OPHTBAIHOLOGT
Dltrasonic device for ophthalmic eye surgery
1-132




Improved tissue macerating instrument
ophthalmic liguifaction pump[NASA-CASE-LE8-12668-1] c52 H76-23837
Plow compensating pressure regulator for
ophthalmic applications
CH4SA-CASE-IEH-12718-1 J C35 H77-201I08
OPTICAL COBHOBICATIOH
Pabry-Perot interferometer retrodirective
reflector modulator for optical communication
[HASA-CASE-XGS-01180] C16 N69-27091
Specifications and drawings for semipassive
optical communication system
CHASA-CASE-XL4-01090] C07 N71-1238S
Optical communication system with gas filled
waveguide for laser beam transmission
[HASA-CASI-BQH-105m-H] Cl6 B71-27183
Development and characteristics of optical
communications system based on modulation of
light beams
[SASA-CASE-XLA-01090] C16 N71-28963
High resolution radar transmitting system for
transmitting optical pulses to targets
[HASA-CASE-BPO-11M26] C07 B73-26119
Apparatus for simulating optical transmission
links
[SASA-CASE-GSC-11877-1] C71 B76-18913
Fiber distributed feedback laser
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13531-1] c36 S76-21553
Polarization compensator for optical
communications
[FASA-CASE-GSC-11782-1] C7U H76-30053
Fiber optic multiplex optical transmission system
[HASA-CASE-KSC-11017-1] c71 N77-1S826
Gregorian all-reflective optical system
[BASA-CASE-GSC-12058-1]
 C7« S77-269<»2




Automatic quadrature control and measuring system
/ using optical coupling circuitry
[HASA-CASE-HFS-21660-1] c35 B7U-21017
OPTICAL DATA IBOCBSSIBG
Optical data processing system using
paraboloidal reflecting surfaces
[HASA-CASE-GSC-11296-1] c23 B73-30666
Recorder/processor apparatus for optical
data processing
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11553-1] c35 B71-15831
An interleaving device for computer logic
circuits used in optical data processing
[HASA-CASE-GSC-12111-2] C60 B77-31800
OPTICAL EBISSICB SPECTBOSCOPI
Haksutov spectrograph for low light level research
[BASA-CASE-XLA-10B02] Cl« S71-290111
OPTICAL EQOIPBEFT
Detection instrument for light emitted from ATP
biochemical reaction
[NASA-CASE-XGS-05531(] C23 H71-16355
Optical characteristics measuring apparatus
[S»SA-CASI-IHP-088»OJ c23 B71-16365
Combined optical attitude and altitude
indicating instrument for use in aircraft or
spacecraft
[HASA-CASE-XLA-01907] C11 B71-2J268
Design and development of optical interferometer
with laser light source for application to
schlieren systems
£»ASA-CASE-ILA-0»295] C16 H71-2H170
Highly stable optical mirror assembly optimizing
image quality of light diffraction patterns
[NASA-CASE-EBC-10001] C23 B71-2»868
Optical device containing rotatable prism and
reflecting mrror for generating precise angles
CHASA-CASZ-IGS-011173] Cl9 R71-2667«
Development and characteristics of Petzval type
objective including field shaping lens for
focusing light of specified wavelength band on
curved photoreceptor
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10700] C23 871-30027
Slotted fine-adjustment support for optical
devices
[BASA-CASE-HFS-20219] CIS S72-11386
Development of process for constructing
protective covers for solar cells
SDBJECT IBDBX OPTICAL HEFLECTIOH
[HASA-CASF.-GSC-1 151 1-1] C03 B72-21037
Development of light sensing system for
controlled orientation of object relative to
sun or other light source
[RASA-CASE-HPO-11311] Cll H72-2541H
Borescope with adjustable hinged telescoping
optical system
[HASA-CASE-HJS-15162] C14 B72-32452
Development and characteristics of cyclically
operable, optical shutter for use as focal *
plane shutter for transnitting single
radiation poises
[SASA-CASI-I1IO-1C758] d<l H73-11427
Hethod for producing reticles for use in outer
space
[BASA-CfSI-GSC-11188-2] C21 H73-19630
Method and eguipment for locating earth infrared
horizon frcn space, independent of season and
latitude
[BASA-CASE-LSB-10726-1] Cll H73-20G75
Optical imaging system for increasing light
absorption efficiency of imaging detector
[BAS?-CASE-JBC-1019<1-1] C23 B73-207U1
Development of optical system for detecting
defective components in rotating machinery
with emphasis on bearing assemblies
[HASA-CASE-KSC-10752-1] C15 H73-27B07
Attitude sensor[NASB-CASI-LJB-10586-1] Cl9 H74-15089
Formation cf star tracking reticles
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11188-3] c7H H74-20008
Hethod and apparatus for optically monitoring
the angular position cf a rotating mirror
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11353-1] c7U S74-213CHI
Single reflector interference spectrometer and
drive system therefor
[SASA-CASE-NEO-11932-1] C35 H7U-23010
strain gauge ambiguity sensor for segmented
mirror active optical system
CHASA-CASE-HFS-20506-1] c35 875-12273




Optical instrument employing reticle having
preselected visual response pattern formed
thereon[HASA-CASB-AEC-10976-1] c7t H77-22950
Water system virus detection[MASA-CASE-HSC-16098-1] C51 H77-2U755
Opto-mechanical subsystem mth temperature
, compensation through isothemal design
[NASA-CASI-GSC-12059-1] c35 H77-27366
Hethod and apparatus for producing an image from
a transparent object[HASA-CASE-GSC-11989-1] c74 H77-28932
Three-mirror telescope
[NASA-CASE-HPS-23675-1] c7q S77-28937
Hethod of treating the surface of a glass member
[HASA-CASE-GSC-12110-1] C27 1177-32308
OPTICAL FILTEBS
Lens assembly for solar furnace or solar simulator
[HASA-CASE-XBP-04111 ] C11 H71-15622
Doise elimination in coherent imaging system by
axial rotation of optical lense for spectral




Optical ncise suppression device and method
laser light exposing fill
[NASA-CASE-HSC-12610-1 ] ell H76-31998
System for producing chroma signals
[HASA-CASI-HSC-11683-1] c7« H77-18893
OPTICAL HETEtODTHIHG
Computerized optical system for producing
multiple images of a scene simultaneously
[HASA-CASI-HSC-12l|0<l-1 ] C23 H73-13661
Gregorian all-reflective optical system
[HASA-CASF.-GSC-12058-1] c7« N77-269<12




Passive optical vind and turbulence remote
detection system
[SASA-CASE-XHF-1Q032] C20 H71-163UO




Single reflector interference spectrometer and
drive system therefor
[HASA-CASE-HPO-11932-1] c35 B71-2JOQO
Hybrid holographic non-destructuve test system
optical and acoustical methods capable of
detecting flaws in materials
[HASA-CASE-HFS-23111-1] C35 B76-24529
OPTICAL BEiSOBIBG IBSTBOBESTS
Design and development of optically pumped
resonance magnetometer for determining
vectoral components in spatial coordinate system
[HASA-CASE-XGS-01879] Cl« B71-20428
Optical gauging system for monitoring machine
tool alignment
[HASA-CASE-XAC-09»89-1] c15 H71-2667J
Optical system for selecting particular
wavelength light beams from multiple
wavelength light source
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10248] c1« B72-17J2J
Optical sensing of supersonic flows by
correlating deflections in laser beams through
f lOW'
[ SASA-CASE-HFS-20612] Cll H72-21107
nultiparameter vision testing apparatus
[HASA-CASE-HSC-13601-2] cS<! S75-27759
Device for measuring the contour of a surface
[HASA-CASE-LAB-11869-1 ] C35 B77-10I497
OPTICAL PATHS
Optical instruments
[HASA-CASE-HSC-11096-1 ] C7<l S7D-1S095
OPTICAL PBOPBBTIES
Remote-reading torguemeter for use where high
horsepowers are transmitted at high rotative
speeds
[HASi-CASE-XLI-00503] Cll N70-31818
Quasi-optical microwave circuit with dielectric
body for use with oversize waveguides
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10011] c07 B71-29065
Development of light sensing system for
controlled orientation of object relative to
sun or other light source
[HASA-CASE-BIO-11311] Cl« H72-2511M
Design and development of light sensing device
for controlling orientation of object relative
to son or other light source
[HASA-CASE-BPO-11201] ell H72-27Q09
Device and method for determining X ray
reflection efficiency, scattering properties,
and surface finish of optical surfaces
[NASA-CASE-HFS-20213] C23 H73-1J662
Formation of star tracking reticles
[HASA-CASE-GSC-11188-3] c7<l B7t-20008
Optically actuated two position mechanical mover
[NASA-CASE-BPO-13105-1 ] C37 BT4-21060
OPTICAL POHPI1G
Xenon flashlanp driver system for optical laser
pumping
[HASA-CASE-EBC-10283] c16 «72-25»85
Laser head for simultaneous optical pumping ot
several dye lasers with single flash lamp
[HASA-CASE-LAB-11311-1] C36 H75-19655
OPTICAL PIBOHBTBBS
Filter arrangement for controlling light




Acquisition and tracking system for optical radar
• [BASA-CASB-HFS-20125] C16 B72-1J1J7
OPTICAL BAIGE FIRDBBS
Electro-optical attitude sensing device for
landing approach of flight vehicle
CHASA-CASE-XBS-0199M-1] C1H S72-17326
Optical range finder using reflective first
surfaces mirror and transmitting beam splitter
[SASA-CASE-HSC-12105-1] Oil S72-21U09
OPTICAL BEFLBCTI01
Hybrid holographic system using reference,
transmitted, and reflected beams simultaneously
CHASA-CASB-HFS-2007H] C16 H71-15S65
Optical device containing rotatable prism and
reflecting mirror for generating precise angles
[ NASA-CSSE-XGS-01173] c19 871-26t>7«
Illumination system design for use as sunlight
simulator in space environment simulators with
multiple light sources reflected to single
virtual source
[NASA-CASE-HCN-10781] C23 B7
OPTICAL BBSOBABCE SOBJECT ISDEI
Composition of diffuse reflective coating
containing sodium chloride in combination with
diol solvent and organic wetting and drying
agents
[NASA-C1SZ-GSC-1121U-1] c06 N73-13128
Schlieren system employing antiparallel
reflector in the forward direction
[NASa-CSSI-aBC-10971-1] c09 N76-26224
Gregorian all-reflective optical system
[NASa-caSE-GSC-12058-1] ell N77-26912
Lightweight reflector assembly
[NASa-casE-NPO-13707-1 ] c7<l H77-28933
OPTICAL BESOBABCE
Design and developient of optically pumped
resonance magnetometer fcr determining
vectoral components in spatial coordinate system
[NASA-CASE-XGS-011879] c14 N71-20428




Optical scanner mounted en rotating support
structure with method of compensating for
image or satellite rotation
[NASA-CASI-XGS-02401] c14 N69-27485
Optical apparatus for visual detection of
roundness and regularity of cone surfaces
[NASA-CASI-XHF-00462] d<l N70-34298
Electro-optical system with scan-in illuminator
and scan-out photosensor for scanning variable
transmittance objects[NASA-CASE-NPO-11106] c14 N70-34697
Bulti-lobar scan horizcn sensor
[BASa-CASE-XGS-00809] c21 N70-35427
Optical scanner with linear housing and rotating
camera
[NASA-CASE-NPO-11002] ' C14 N72-22441
Spacecraft attitude sensing system design with





Dual digital video switcher
[SASA-CASE-KSC-10782-1] c33 N75-30431





Sun tracker with rotatable plane-parallel plate
and two photocells
[NASA-C8SE-XGS-01159] c21 N71-10678
Optical tracker with pair of FH reticles having
patterns 90 deg out of ptase
[NASA-CASE-XGS-05715] c23 N71-16100
Tracking mount for laser telescope employed in
tracking large rockets and space vehicles to
give information regarding azimuth and elevation
[NASA-CASI-BFS-14017] C14 N71-26627
OPTICAL fBABSIEB FDBCTIOB
Electronic optical transfer function analyzer
[NASA-CBSI-HFS-21672-1] c74 N76-19935
OPTIBIZATIOB
Power point tracker for maintaining optimal
ontput vcltage of power source
[NASA-CASE-GSC-10376-1] c14 H71-27407
OBBITAL BECBABICS
Design and development cf space shuttle system




Radial module manned space station with
artificial gravity environment[NASf-CBS!-XBSr01906] c31 N70-.41373
Internal and external serpentine devices for
performing physical operations around orbital
space stations
[NASA-CASE-XHf-05344] C31 N71-16345
Describing apparatus for manufacturing
operations in low and zero gravity
environments of orbital space flight
[NASA-CASE-HFS-20II10] C15 N71-19214
OBGABIC CHEBISTBY
Process for interfacial polymerization of





Synthesis of high purity dianilinosilanes
[NASA-CaSE-XBF-06409] c06 B71-23230
Preparation of dicyanoacetylene and vinylidene
copolymers using organic compounds
[NASA-CaSE-XBP-03250] c06 B71-2J500
Infusible polymer production f rom reaction of
polyfunctional epoxy resins with
polyfnnctional aziridine compounds
, [HASA-CASE-BEO-10701] c06 871-28620
Composition of diffuse reflective coating
containing sodium chloride in combination with
diol solvent and organic wetting and drying
agents
[NASA-CASE-GSC-1121M-1] C06 B7J-13128
Automated system for identifying traces of
organic chemical compounds in aqueous solutions
CNASA-CASF-BPO-13063-1] c25 B76-18245
Analysis of volatile organic compounds trace
amounts cf organic volatiles in gas samples
[NASA-CASE-HSC-14428-1] C2J N77-17161
Preparation of dielectric coatings of variable
dielectric constant by plasma polymerization
[HASA-CaSF.-aBC-10892-2] C27 B77-17245
OBGABIC LIQOIDS
Inorganic-organic battery separator for alkaline
batteries
[NASA-CaSE-LES-12649-1 ] C44 B76-31674
OBGASIC SILICCB COSPODNDS
Oxygen post-treatment of plastic surfaces coated




Ammonium perchlorate composite propellant with
organic Cu/II/ chelate catalytic additive
[NASA-CASE-LAR-10173-1] C27 B71-14090
Organometallic compounds of niobium and tantalum
useful for film deposition
[NASA-CASE-XNP-04023] C06 B71-28808
OBGABOBETALLIC P01IBEBS
Chemical synthesis of thermally stable
Organometallic polymers with divalent metal
ion and tetraphenylphosphonitrilic units
[NASA-CASE-HQN-10364] c06 N71-27363
Thiophenyl ether disiloxanes and trisiloxanes
useful as lubricant fluids
[NASA-CASE-BFS-22411-1] C37 S74-21058
OBGABS
A miniature implantable ultrasonic echosonometer
[NASA-CASE-aRC-11035-1] C52 N77-15621
ORIFICE FLOS
Relief valve to permit slow and fast bleeding <
rates at difference pressure levels
[NASA-CASE-XBS-05894-1] C15 N69-21924
ORIFICES
Rocket engine injector orifice to accommodate
changes in density, velocity, and pressure,
thereby maintaining constant mass flow rate of
propellant into rocket combustion chamber
[NASA-CaSE-XLE-03157] c28 B71-24736
OBTHOGOIAL HOLTIPLBXIBG TBEOBI
Encoders designed to generate comma free
biorthogonal Reed-Huller type code comprising
conversion of 64 6-bit words into 64 32-bit
data for communication purposes
[NASA-CASE-NPO-10595] c10 H71-25917
OBTBOGOBALITI
Device for measuring two orthogonal components
of force with gallium flotation of measuring
target for use in vacuum environments
[NASA-CASE-XAC-04885] C14 N71-23790
OBTBOPEDICS
Locking mechanism for orthopedic braces
[NASA-CASE-GSC-12082-10 C54 N76-22914
Locking mechanism for orthopedic braces
[SASA-CASE-GSC-12082-2] C52 H77-27694
OBTHOTBOPIC CYLINDERS
Method for shaping regeneratively cooled rocket
motor casing having minimum thickness at each
channel cross section
[NASA-CASE-XLE-00409] C28 N71-15658
Regeneratively cooled rocket motor casing with
tapered channels to insure minimum thicknesses




Design and operation of viscous pendulum damper
SUBJECT IBDBX OXTGBB PLOOBIDBS
[HASA-CSSI-X1A-02079] c12 B71-16894
Stabilization system for gravity-oriented
satellites using single damper rod
[HASA-CASZ-XAC-01591] c31 H71-17729
Suspended mass oscillation danper based on
impact energy absorption for damping Hind
induced oscillations of tall stacks, antennas,
and umbilical toners
[BASA-CASE-IAB-10193-1] C15 B71-27146
Danper system for alleviating air flov shock
loads on wind tunnel ocaels
[NASA-CASE-XIA-OS480] c11 B71-33612
OSCILLAT10BS
Development of electrical circuit for
suppressing oscillations across inductor
operating in resonant node
[BASA-CASE-BBC-10403-1] C10 B73-26228
OSCILIATOBS
Oscillatory electromagnetic mirror drive system
for horizon scanners
[BASA-CASE-XIA-0372B] C14 N69-27461
Frequency ccntrol network for current feedback
oscillators converting dc voltage to ac or
higher dc voltages
[NASA-CASI-GSC-10041-1] c10 871-19118
Developnent and characteristics of oscillating
static inverter
[NASA-CASE-XGS-OE289] c09 N71-19470
Voltage controlled oscillators and pulse
amplitude modulation for signal ratio system
[NASA-CASE-XHF-OII367] C09 B71-23545
Development and ctaracteristics of fluid
oscillator analog to digital converter with
variable frequency controlled by signal
passing through conditioning circuit
[NASA-CASE-LEW-10345-1] CIO H71-25899
Wideband vcltage controlled oscillator «ith high
phase stability
[BASJ-CASE-X1A-03893] CIO B71-27271
Variable frequency snbcarrier oscillator with
temperature compensation
[HASA-CASE-XHP-03916] c09 B71-28810
Inverter oscillator with voltage feedback
tNASA-CASE-SPO-10760] c09 B72-25254
Controlled oscillator system nith a time
dependent output frequency
[NASA-CASE-NPO-11962-1] C33 B74-10194
Dltra-stable oscillator «ith complementary
transistors
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11513-1] c33 B74-20862
LC-oscillator with antonatic stabilized
amplitude via bias current control power








Sign vave generation simulator for variable
amplitude, frequency, damping, and phase
pulses for oscilloscope display
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10251] C10 B71-27365
Scan oscilloscope for mapping surface
sensitivity cf photomaltiplier tube
fBASA-CASE-LAB-10320-1] c09 B72-23172
Rechanical exposure interlock device for
preventing film overelpoenre in oscilloscope
camera
[BASA-CASI-1AB-10319-1] c14 N73-32322




Spectrometer integrated with a facsimile camera
[NAS>-CASE-LBB-11207-1] C35 H75-19613
ODTSASSIB6
Optical characteristics measuring apparatus
CBASA-CASE-XBP-08840] c23 S71-16365
Helium ontgasslng process for fused glass
coating on icn accelerator grid
[BASA-CASB-1EB-10278-1] C15 B71-28582
Fluid polydimethylsllozane resin with lo«
ontgasslng properties in cured state
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11358-1] c06 H73-26100
oorpm




Oven for heat treating heat shields
[BASA-CASE-XHS-04318] CIS H69-27871
OVBBVOltiGB
Spark gap type protective circuit for fast
sensing and removal of overvoltage conditions
[HASA-CASE-XAC-08981] C09 869-39897
Sensing circuit for instantaneous reaction to
power overloads
[NASA-CASE-GSC-10667-1 ] C10 N71-33129
Overvoltage protection network
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10197-1] C33 H74-17929
Overload protection system for power inverter
[BASA-CASI-SPO-13872-1] C33 N77-17359
. OIIDiriOB
Silicide coating process and composition for
protection of refractory metals from oxidation
[BASA-CASE-XIB-10910] Cl8 H71-29040
Automated analysis of oxidative metabolites
[BASA-CASE-AFC-10469-1 ] c25 B75-12086
A process of forming catalytic surfaces for
oxidation reactions
[HASA-CASE-HSC-10831-1] C25 B76-23387
Hydrogen rich gas generator
[BASA-CASE-BFO-13«6i(-2] C44 H76-29704
OIID1IIOB BESIMAIICB
Bickel base alloy with resistance to oxidation
at high temperatures and superior
stress-rupture properties
[NASH-CASE-XLE-02082] Cl7 H71-16026
Hethod of protecting the surface of a substrate




High temperature resistant cermet and ceramic
compositions for use in thermionic
converters or diodes
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13690-1] c27 B76-13294




Stainless steel panel for selective absorption











Fuel and oxidizer injection head for thrust
chamber of reaction engine
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10046] C28 B72-17843
OIIBEIBI
Ear oximeter for monitoring blood oxygenation
and pressure, pulse rate, and pressure pulse
curve, using dc and ac amplifiers
[BASA-CASE-XAC-OS422] cOI B71-2318S
OXI6BI
Analytical test apparatus and method for
determining oxygen content in alkali liquid
metal
[BASA-CASE-XLB-01997] C06 H71-23527
Heated tungsten filter for removing oxygen
impurities from cesium
[BASA-CASE-XBP-04262-2] Cl7 H71-26773
Hethod for detecting oxygen in gas by
thernoluminescence
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10668-1] C06 B73-16106
Bethod for obtaining oxygen from lunar or
similar soil
[BASA-CASE-HSC-12408-1] C46 H74-13011




Bespiration analyzing method and apparatus for




Utilization of oxygen dlflnorlde for syntheses
of flnoropolymers
[RASA-CASE-BEO-12061-1] C27 B76-16228
OXTGEI METABOLISM SUBJECT IHDBI
OX7GEB BETABOLISM
Metabolic analyzer for measuring metabolic
rate and breathing dynamcs of human beings
[HASA-CASE-HIS-21415-15 c52 B74-20728
OXYGEB PLASBA
Oxygen post-treatment of plastic surfaces coated




lead-oxygen dc power supply system having a
closed loop oxygen and »ater systea
[BASA-CASE-HFS-23059-1] C44 H76-27661
OXYGBB SUPPLY EQUIPBBBT






Lithium drifted silicon radiation detector vith
gold rectifying contacts
[SASA-CASF-XLE-10E29] ell B69-23191
Semiconductor p-n junction on needle apex to
provide stress and strain sensor
[BASA-CASE-XIA-04980] C09 B69-27422
Improving radiation resistance of silicon
semiconductor junctions by doping with lithium
[BASA-CASE-XGS-07801] C09 B71-12513
Silicon radiation detecting probe design for in
vivo bicmedical use
mASA-CASZ-XMS-01177] COS 871-19440 '
Electrode connection for n-on-p silicon solar cell
[8ASA-CASE-XIE-04787] c03 S71-20492
Water content in vapor deposition atmosphere for
forming n-type and p-type junctions of zinc
doped gallium arsenide
[BASA-CASE-XSP-01961 ] C26 871-29156
Hethod for making semiconductor p-n junction
stress and strain sensor
[NASA-CASE-XLA-C4980-2] C1I1 H72-28138




Addition cf group 3 elements to silicon
semiconductor material for increased
resistance to radiation damage in solac cells
[NAS4-CASE-XIE-02798] c26 871-23654
Integrated P-channel BOS gyrator
[NASA-CASE-BFS-22343-1] C33 N74-34638
PICK AGES
Impact testing machine for imparting large
impact forces on high velocity packages
[&ASA-CASE-X8P-04817] c14 B71-23225
One hand backpack harness
[BASA-CASE-LAR-10102-1] COS H72-23085
PACKAGING
Characteristics of device for folding thin
flexible sheets into compact configuration
[HASA-CASE-X1A-00137] C15 870-33180
Bethod of compactly packaging centrifngally
expandable lightweight flexible reflector
satellite
[BASA-CASE-XLA-00138] C31 870-37981
Development and characteristics of system for
skin packaging articles using tberncplastic
film heating and vacuum operated equipment
[HASA-CASE-HFS-20e55] c15 873-27405
P1CKI16 DEHSITI
Hicropacked column for rapid chromatographic
analysis using Ion gas flow rates
[BASA-CASE-XBP-04816] cC6 869-39936
PACKH6S (SEALS)






Ritroaniline snlfate, intnmescent paints
[NASA-CASE-8BC-10099-1] CIS H71-15469
Coiposition and production method of alkali




Shite paint production by heating impure




Preventing pressure buildup in electrochemical
cells by reacting palladium oxide vith evolved
hydrogen
[HASA-CASE-IGS-01119] c03 R70-l)1864
Separation of dissolved hydrogen from water and
coating with palladium black
[SASA-CASE-DSC-13335-1] C06 H72-31HIO
PA8ELS
Hut and bolt fastener permitting all-directional
movement of skin sections with respect to
supporting structure
[HASA-CASE-XLA-01807] Cl5 B71-10799
Multilayer insulation panels for cryogenic
liguid containers
[ NASA-CASE-HFS-1H023] C33 B71-25351
Method and apparatus for fabricating solar cell
panels
[HASA-CASE-mP-03113] C03 B71-26726
Method for making pressurized meteoroid
penetration detector panels
[HASA-CASE-JUA-08916] CIS B71-29018
Honeycomb panels of minimal surface, periodic
tubule layers
[BASA-CASE-EBC-1036U] c18 H72-25510
Fabrication of light weight panel structure
using pairs of elongate hollow ribs of
semicircular configuration
[ HASA-CASE-LAR-11052-1] c32 H73-13929
Dltrasonic scanner for radial and flat panels
[HASA-CASE-HFS-20335-1] C35 B71-10415
Folding structure fabricated of rigid panels
C»ASA-C»SE-XHQ-02146] CIS B75-27010
Varying density composite structure
[HASA-CASE-LAR-11181-1] c39 R75-31479
Composite sandwich lattice structure
[NJSA-CJSE-LAB-11898-1] c21| 877-15103
PAPERS
Process for purification of waste water produced
by a Kraft process pulp and paper mill
[ BASA-CASE-HPO-138H7-2] c85 B77-17949
Guide for a typewriter
[HASA-CASE-BIS-15218-1] c37 S77-19157
PABABOLIC ABTE1BAS
Device for improving efficiency of parabolic
horn antenna system for linearly polarized
signals
[ BASA-CASE-XBP-00611] C09 B70-3S219
Drive system for parabolic tracking antenna with
reversible motion and minimal backlash
[BASA-CRSE-BIO-10173] C15 B71-24696
Switchable beamwidth monopnlse method and system
[HASA-CASE-GSC-11924-1] C33 B76-27472
PABABOLIC BEFLECTOBS
Device for improving efficiency of parabolic
reflector horn for linearly or circularly
polarized waves
[H4SA-CASB-7SP-00510] C09 S70-35382
Foldable, double cone and parabolic reflector
system for solar ray concentration
[HASA-CASE-ILA-04622] C03 B70-41S80
Self erecting parabolic reflector design for use
in space
[BASA-CASE-XBS-03454] C09 B71-20658
Plural beam antenna with parabolic reflectors
[NASA-CASE-GSC-11013-1] C09 B73-19234
Bultimode antenna feed system for microwave and
broadband communication
[HASA-CASE-GSC-11046-1] • C07 B73-28013
Single frequency, two feed dish antenna having
switchable beamwidth
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11968-1] C32 876-15329
Sun tracking solar energy collector
[MASA-CASE-BPO-13921-1] c»4 877-24590
PABABOLOID HIBBOBS
Optical data processing system using
paraboloidal reflecting surfaces
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11296-1] C23 B73-30666




Multiple parachute system for landing control of
Apollo type spacecraft
[8ASA-CASE-XLA-00898] CO2 870-36804
SUBJECT ISDEI PASSIVE SATELLITES
Parachute system for levering Banned spacecraft
from post-reentry to ccean landing
[HASA-CASE-XIA-00195]
 C02 H70-38009
Piston in bore cotter for severing parachute
control lines and sealing cable hole tc
prevent tater leakage into load
[BASA-CASI-XBS-0<I072] c15 S70-42017
Developnent and operating principles of. gas
generator for deploying recovery parachutes
fron space capsules daring atmospheric entry
[HASA-CASE-LAB-10549-1] C31 H73-13898
PABACBDTB FAEBICS
Lightweight, variable sclidity knitted parachute
fabric for aerodynamic decelerators
[FASA-CSSI-IAB-10776-1] C02 N7II-10034
PABACBOTES
System for controlling torque buildup in
suspension of gondola connected to balloon by
parachute shroud lines
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11077-1] C02 H73-13008












Describing instrument capatle of measuring true





[IIAS»-CASI-BPO-13676-1 ] c60 N77-2U781
PABAHETBIC iHFLIFIBBS
Development of idler feedback system to reduce
electronic ncise problem in two parametric
amplifiers
[HASA-CASI-LAB-10253-1] C09 B72-25258
Hillimeter wave pumped parametric amplifier
[BASA-CASF-GSC-11617-1] c33 H7H-32660
PABASIBGS
Hethod for deployment of flexible King glider




Automated multi-level vehicle parking system
[BASJ-CASl-HFO-13058-1] C37 N77-22480
PABT1AL PBESSDBE
Equipment for measuring partial water vapor
pressure in gas tank
[FASA-CASI-XBS-01618] d« N71-20741
PABT1CLE ACCBLEBATIOF
Selector mechanism for mechanical separation and
discrimination of high velocity molecular
particles
[NASA-CASE-XLF-01533} c11 R71-10777
Hethod and apparatus for use in forming highly
collimated beam of micrcjarticles with high




Dispensing targets fcr ion beam particle
generators
[BASA-CASE-BIO-13112-1] c73 B7H-26767
Deuterium pass through target neutron
emitting target
[BASA-CASE-HB-11866-1] c72 H76-15860
Closed loop spray cooling apparatus for
particle accelerator targets
[BASA-CASB-LES-11981-1] C37 H76-20Q86
clcsed loop spray cooling apparatus
[BASA-CASE-LEH-11981-2] C3<! H77-32H34
PABTICLB BIBBS
Particle beam power density detection and
measnreaent apparatus
[BASA-CASE-XIE-00243] c1« H70-38602
Doppler shift system system for measuring
velocities of radiating {articles
[HASA-CASE-HQH-107*0-1] C72 H74-19310
P1BIIC1E COLLISIOS









Hosaic semiconductor radiation detector and
position indicator systems engineering for low
energy particles
[HASA-CASE-XGS-03230] c1« H71-23401
Apparatus for detecting particle emission lower
than noise level of multiplier tube
[HSSA-CASE-XLA-07813] CIS F72-17J28
PABTICLE BBEB6T
Particle detector for indicating incidence and
energy of ninute space particles
[SSSA-CASE-XLA-00135] ell) B70-33322
Particnlate and aerosol detector











Hicropacked column for rapid chromatographic
analysis using low gas flow rates
[HASA-CSSF.-XBP-00816] c06 B69-39936
Apparatus for producing hydrocarbon slurry
containing small particles of magnesium for
use as jet aircraft fuel
[NASA-CASE-XLE-00010] C15 B70-33382
Production of high strength refractory compounds
and microc°onstitnents into refractory metal
matrix
[SASA-CASI-XLE-03910] Cl8 B71-26153
Frequency scanning particle size spectrometer
[HASA-CASE-BPO-13606-1] C35 B75-19627
Particle size spectrometer and refractometer
[BASA-CASE-BPO-1361H-1] C35 B75-19628
Grain refinement control in TIG arc welding
[HASA-CASE-HSC-19095-1] c37 F75-19683
Forward-scatter polarimeter for determining the
gaseous depolarization factor in the presence
of polluting polydispersed particles
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13756-1] c3S B76-1QH3H
PABTICLE TBAOECTOBIES
Bicroneteoroid velocity and trajectory analyzer
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11892-1] C35 B76-15H33
PABTICLBS
Development of device for separating,
collecting, and viewing soil particles
[HASA-CASE-XBP-09770] C15 H71-20»ltO
Development of apparatus for producing metal
powder particles of controlled size
[HASA-CAS1-X1E-06H61-2] C17 F72-28535
PABCICOL1IB SABPL1IG
Design and development of device to prevent
clogging in hoppers containing particulate
materials
[HASA-CASE-LAB-10961-1 ] Cl5 B73-12P96
Development and operation of apparatus for
sampling particnlates in gases in upper
atmosphere
[ HASA-CASE-BQB-10037-1] ClQ H73-27376
Fine particnlate capture device
[SASA-CASE-LE1-11583-1] C37 B71-13199
Electrophoretic sample insertion device for
uniformly distributing samples in flow path
[BASA-CASE-BFS-21395-1] C25 N7«-269»8
Sampler of gas borne particles
[HASA-CASE-BPO-13396-1 ] C35 B76-18101
PASSAGBIAIS
Space expandable tether device for use as
passageway between two docked spacecraft
[HASA-CASE-XBS-10993] CIS "71-28936
PASSIVE SATELLITES
Brectable, inflatable, radio signal reflecting
passive communication satellite
[BASA-C8SE-XLA-00210] C30 »70-<10309
Apparatus for measuring backscatter and
transmission characteristics of sample segment
of large spherical passive satellites
[NASA-CftSI-XGS-02608] C07 1170-41678
P»IB»T 1PPL1CJTIOSS SOBJBCT IBDBI










Stretcher vith rigid head and neck support with
capability of supporting immobilized person in
vertical position for removal frcm vehicle




Boaghness detector for recording surface pattern
of irregularities
[BASA-CASI-XtA-00203] CHI H70-3U161
Auditory display for the blind
[NASA-CASE-HQB-10832-1] c7 1 B74-2101U
PATLOADS
Plastic foam generator for space vehicle
instrument payload package flotation in vater
landing
[HASA-CASE-HA-00838] ' c03 N70-36778
Stage separation system fcr spinning vehicles
and payloads
[NASA-CASE-XLA-02132] c31 H71-10582
Payload/spent rocket engine case separation system
[BASA-CASE-XtA-05369] C31 B71-15687
High velocity guidance and spin stabilization
gyro controlled jet reaction system for launch
vehicle paylcads
[BASA-CASE-XIA-01339] c31 H71-15692
Payload soft landing systei using stovable gas bag
[BASA-CASE-XtA-09881] c31 B71-16085
Zero gravity apparatus utilizing pneumatic
decelerating means to create p.ayload subjected




Variable tine constant, vide frequency range
smoothing network fcr noise removal frcm pulse
chains
[BASA-CASE-XGS-01983] clO H70-41961
Data acquisition and processing system with
buffer storage and timing device for magnetic
tape recording of PCR data and timing
information
[BASA-CASE-BPO-12107] c08 871-27255
High speed direct binary to binary coded decimal
converter for use in PCM telemetry systems
[BASA-CASB-RSC-10326] c08 H72-21197
PELLETS
Supporting structure for simultaneous exposure
of pellets to I rays
[NASA-CASB-XBP-06031] c15 B71-15606
FBLTIEB EFFECTS
Use of silicon controlled rectifier shorting
circuit to protect thermoelectric generator
source from thermal destruction
[BASA-CASE-XGS-OB808] c03 H69-251U6
PENBtBABTS
Dye penetrant and technique for nondestructive








Development and characteristics of pentrometer
for measuring physical properties of lunar
surface
CNiSA-CAS!-lCrA-0093a] c1» B71-22765
Portable penetrometer for analyzing soil
characteristics
[BASA-CASE-BFS-2077H] C1« B73-19q20
Auger-type sell penetrometer for burrcving into
soil formations
CHASA-CASi-r.BP-05530] c1» H73-32321
Penetroaeter - — for determining load bearing
characteristics of inclined surfaces
[HASl-CASB-SSO-11103-1] c35 B77-27367
PBBCBPTIOB
Measuring method for cutaneous perception using
instrument vith elongated tubular housing
CHASA-CASE-BSC-13609-1] c05 N72-25122
PBBFLOOBO COBPOOHDS
Chemical synthesis of hydroiy terminated
perfluoco ethers as iotermediates for highly
fluorinated folyarethane resins
[BASA-CiSE-BEO-10768] c06 S71-27254
Perfluoro polyether acyl fluorides
[HASA-CASE-HIO-10765] c06 S72-20121
Reaction of polyperflnoropolyenes »ith fluorine
to produce saturated polymer chain or create
reactive sites on chain
[NASA-CSSB-SPO-10862] C06 S72-22107





Formation of polynrethane resins from hydroxy
terminated perfluoro ethers
[NASA-CASE-BIO-10768-2] C06 H72-271<l<l









Helium ontgassing process for fused glass
coating on ion accelerator grid
[HASA-CASE-IBS-10278-1] Cl5 B71-28582
PERFORATED SBBLLS
Method of fabricating an article with cavities
vith thin bottom vails
[NASA-CASE-LAE-10318-1] c3 1 B711-18089
PEBFOBBiBCE
Thermocouples of molybdenum and iridinm alloys
for more stable vacuum-high temperature
performance
[NASA-CASE-LEK-1217II-1 J C35 B76-19H07
PERFOBHABCS PBEBICTIOB
Failure detection and control means for improved
drift performance of a gimballed platform system
[HASA-CASE-BFS-23551-1] cOI B76-26175
PBBFOBBABCB TESTS
Flexible', frangible electrochemical cell and
- package for operation in lov temperature
environment
EBASA-CASB-XGS-10010] c03 B72-15986
Test method and equipment for identifying faulty
cells or connections in solar cell assemblies
[BASA-CASB-BSO-10<K>1] c03 B72-20033
Development of apparatus for detonating
explosive devices in order to determine forces





nonnt for continuously orienting a collector
dish in a system adapted to perform both
diurnal and seasonal solar tracking
[HASA-CASE-HFS-23267-1] c35 B77-20101
PEBBBAB1LITI
Rater insoluble, cationic pernselective membrane
[BASA-CASE-BPO-11091] C18 B72-22567
PEBBIITIYITI
Preparation of dielectric coatings of variable
dielectric constant by plasma polynerlzation
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10892-2] c27 B77-172»b
PEROXIDES









Absorbing gas reactivity control system for




SOBJECT I1DBX PB4SB SBIPT CIBCOITS
PBBTOBBATIOH 1BBOBI
Dual wavelength scanning Happier velocimeter




Apparatus for estinating amplitude and sign of
phase difference or tine lag between two signals[HASA-CASB-SPO-11203] c10 B72-2022«
Coherent receiver employing nonlinear coherence
detection for carrier tracking
[HASA-CASE-BPO-11921-1] c32 H74-30523
PBISE COBTBOL
System designed to redace tine required for
obtaining synchronization in data
communication vith spacecraft utilizing
psendonoise codes
[HASA-CASE-SPO-1021Q] CIO H71-26577
Wideband voltage controlled oscillator with high
phase stability
[HASA-CASE-XIA-03893] C10 H71-27271
Voltage controlled oscillator circuit for
two-phase induction rotor control
[»ASA-CASE-HFS-21«65-1] C10 H73-32145
System for generating timing and control signals
[HASA-CASE-BIO-13125-1] C33 B75-19519
PHASE DEHOD01ATOBS
Development of phase demodulation system with
two phase locked loops
[BASA-CASI-XBP-00777] C10 B71-19169
Beceiving and tracking chase modulated signals
[BASA-CASE-HSC-16170-1]
 C32 B77-122H8
Linear phase demodulator including a phase
locked loop with anilliary feedback loop
[HASA-CASE-GSC-12018-1] c33 B77-1i»331
PHASE DETECIOBS
Detector assembly for discriminating first
signal with respect to presence or absence of




Bipolar phase detector and corrector for split
phase PCX data signals
[HASA-CASF.-XGS-01590] c07 H71-12392
High speed phase detector design indicating
phase relaticnship between two sgnare wave
input signals
[NASA-CASI-XHP-01306-2] C09 S71-21596
Phase protection system for ac power lines
[HASA-CASI-HSC-17832-1] C33 N7«-1<!956
tow distortion automatic phase control circuit
voltage controlled phase shifter
[NASA-CASE-HJS-21671-1]
 C33 H71-22885Correlaticn type phase detector with time




Impact position detector for outer space particles
tHASA-CASE-GSC-11829-1] C35 S75-27331
frequency discriminator and phase detector circuit
[HASA-CASE-BSO-11515-1] C33 S77-13315
Phase sabstitation of spare converter for a




System for stabilizing cable phase delay









System for phase locking onto carrier frequency
signal located within receiver bandpass
[BASA-CASB-XGS-04994] c09 N69-21543
Phase locked Icop with sideband rejecting
properties in continuous wave tracking radar
IBASA-CASE-XHP-02T23] c07 H70-H1680
Development cf automatic frequency
discriminators and control for phase lock loop
providing frequency preset capabilities
[BASA-CASI-IBf-08665] C10 H71-19H67
Development and characteristics of burst
synchronization detection system
[HASA-CASI-XBS-05605-1] C10 H71-19468
Development of phase demodulation system with
two phase locked loops
[HASA-CASI-ISP-00777] C10 171-1 9<I69
1-139
Diversity receiving system with diversity phase
lock 4
[BASA-CASE-IGS-01222] CIO B71-20811
Phase locked phase modulation system with
voltage controlled oscillator for final phase
linearity
[BASA-CASE-HP-05382] clO B71-235H4
video sync processor with phase locked system
[HASA-CASB-KSC-10002] ClO H71-25865
Characteristics of data-aided carrier tracking
loop used for tracking carrier in angle
modulated communications system
[HASA-CASE-HSO-11282] c10 B73-16205
Filter for third order phase locked loops in
signal receivers
[NASA-CASE-BK>-119<I1-1] ClO H73-27171
Improved phase lock loop for receiver in
multichannel telemetry system with suppressed
carrier
[HASA-CASB-HPO-11593-1] c07 H73-28012
Automatic carrier acquisition system for phase
locked loop receiver
[HASA-CASE-HPO-11628-1] C07 873-30113
Phase-locked servo system for synchronizing
the rotation of slip ring assembly
[HASA-CASE-HFS-22073-1]
 C33 B75-1J139






[ HASA-CASE-GSC-11868-1] c17 B76-22245
Receiving and tracking phase modulated signals
[HASA-CASE-SSC-16170-1] c32 H77-122U8
PBASB HODOLATIOB
Plural channel data transmission system with
quadrature modulation and complementary
demodulation
[HASA-CASE-XAC-06302] COS B71-19763
Adaptive notch filter, using modulation
techniques for reversed phase noise signal
[ HASA-CASE-IHF-01892] c10 B71-22986
Phase locked phase modulation system with
voltage controlled oscillator for final phase
linearity
[HASA-CASE-XBP-05382] C10 »71-235»<t
Scanning signal phase and amplitude electronic
control device with hybrid T waveguide junction
[HASA-CASE-HPO-10302] ClO »71-261«2
Phase modulator with tuned variable length
electrical lines including coupling and
7aractor diode circuits
£HASA-CASE-HSC-13201-1] C07 N71-28129
Hulticarrier communications system for
transmitting modulated signals from single
transmitter
[BASA-CASE-BPO-11518] c07 B73-26118
Decision feedback loop for tracking a polyphase
modulated carrier
[HASA-CASE-BPO-13103-1] c32 H7U-20811
Hodulator for tone and binary signals phase
of modulation of tone and binary signals on
carrier waves in communication systems
[BASA-CASE-GSC-117U3-1] c32 B75-21981
Phase modulating with odd and even finite power
series of a modulating signal
IHASA-CASB-lAB-11607-1] c32 B77-1»292Qnadrapnase deiodnlation
IHASA-CASE-GSC-12137-1 ] c32 B.77-27272
PEASE SHIFT
Bipolar phase detector and corrector for split
phase PCB data signals
tBASA-CASE-XGS-01590) c07 H71-12392
Left and right hand circular electromagnetic
polarization excitation by phase shifter and
hybrid networks
CBASA-CASE-GSC-10021-1] C09 B71-21595
false code modulated data from frequency




Design of gyrator circuit using operational
amplifiers to replace ungrounded inductors
CHASA-CASE-XIC-10608-1] C09 871-12517
Phase shifting circuit for selecting phase of
input signal
CBASA-CASB-ABC-10269-1] ClO 872-16172
PHiSE SHIFT IfTIBG SUBJECT IBDEI
Continuously variable, voltage-controlled phase
shifter A
[HASA-CASE-BPO-11129] C09 872-33204
Voltage controlled oscillator circuit for
two-phase induction motor control[BASA-CASE-BFS-21II65-1] c10 H73-321<I5
Low distortion antomatic phase control circuit
voltage controlled phase shifter
[HASA-CASE-BFS-21671-1] c33 S74-22885
Traveling nave tube circuit
[HASA-CASE-1ES-12013-1] c33 H77-17360
PHASE SHIFT KETIBG
Decision feedback loop for tracking a polyphase
nodulated carrier
[BASf-CASE-UPO-13103-1] C32 H74-20811
Differential phase shift keyed communication
system[NASA-CASI-BSC-14065-1] c32 B74-26654









Hagnetchydrcdynamic generator for nixing
nonconductive gas and liquid metal mist to
form slugs
CBASA-CASB-XIE-02083] c03 B69-39983
Hethod and feed system for separating and
orienting liquid and vapor phases of liquid
propellants in zero gravity environment
[HASA-CASI-XLI-01182] c27 871-15635
PHASE VBLOCITI
Ultrasonic calibration device for producing




Development of phase control coupling for use
vith phased array antenna
[HASA-CASE-EBC-10285] C10 N73-16206
Phase array antenna control
[BASA-CASI-BSC-14939-1] c33 877-19320
Phase conjugation method and apparatus for an
active retrodirective antenna array
[HASA-CASE-BPO-13641-1] c32 577-20310
PHASED LOCKED SISTERS
Bit synchronization system using digital data
transition tracking phased locked loop
rNASA-CASE-BIO-10844] C07 872-20140
Digital second-order phase-locked loop
[NASA-CASI-BPO-11905-1] c33 874-12887
linear phase demodulator including a phase
locked loop with auxiliary feedback loop
[HASA-CASI-GSC-12018-1] C33 877-14334
PHEBOLIC BESIBS
Bonding method in tie manufacture of continuous
regression rate sensor devices
[BASA-CASI-lAB-10337-1] c24 H75-30260
PHEHOIS
Utilization of lithium p-lithiphenoxide to
prepare star polymers
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10998-1] c06 N73-32029
Device for the detection of phenol and related
compounds in an electrochemical cell
[BASA-CASE-LEW-12513-1] C25 H77-1B238
PBOBOCAHDIOGBAPBY
phonocardiogram simulator producing electrical
voltage naves to control amplitude and
duration between simulated sounds
[BASA-CASI-XKS-10804] c05 871-24606
Vibrophoriocardiograph comprising lov weight and
small volume piezoelectric microphone with
amplifier having high input impedance for high
sensitivity and lov frequency response
[HASA-CASE-XFB-07172] c05 871-27234
PHOSPHATES
lov concentration alkaline solution treatment of
alni innm vith metal phosphate surface coatings








Chemical synthesis of thermally stable
organometallic polymers vith divalent metal
ion and tetraphenylphosphonitrilic units
[BASA-CASE-BCB-103614] c06 N71-27363
PHOTOCATHODBS
Spectrometer using photoelectric effect to
obtain spectral data"
[HASA-CASE-XBP-04161] C14 B71-1S599




Extraction and separation of a preferentially
photo-dissociated molecular isotope into
positive and negative ions by means of an
electric field
[ NASA-CASE-lEi-12465-1] c72 876-27967
Process for producing flame resistant polyamides
and products produced thereby
[HASA-CASE-BSC-16074-1] C27 N77-14262
Apparatus for photon excited catalysis
[NASA-CASE-SPO-13566-1] C25 H77-32255
PBOTOCOIDUCTIVE CELLS




Photofabrication techniques for selective








Sun tracker with rotatable plane-parallel plate
and tvo photocells
[BASA-CASE-IGS-01159] c21 H71-10678
flethod of and device for determining the
characteristics and flux distribution of
micrometeorites scanning puncture holes in
sheet material vith photoelectric cell
[HASA-CASE-SPO-12127-1] C91 H7M-13130
PHOTOELECTBIC 'EFFECT




Light radiation direction indicator vith battle
of tvo parallel grids
[SASA-CASE-XHP-03930] C14 B69-214J31
Use of thin f i lm light detector
[HASA-CASI-BFO-11432-2] C35 B74-15090
PHOTOELECTBOHS
Photoelectron spectrometer vith means for
stabilizing sample surface potential
[HiSA-CASE-BPO-13772-1] C35 B76-26450
PHOTOSBAPHIC EQOIPHEHT
Camera protecting device for use in
photographing rocket engine nozzles or other
engine components
[HASA-CASE-SPO-1017II] C14 H71-18M65
Hethod of treating the surface of a glass member
[BASA-CASB-SSC-12110-1] C27 B77-32308
PHOTOGBAPHIC FILH
Longitndinalfilm gate and lock mechanism for
securing film in motion picture cameras under
vibration and high acceleration loads
[HASA-CASE-LAB-10686] C14 B71-28935
Photographic fill restoration system nsing
Fourier transformation lenses and spatial filter
[HASA-CASE-BSC-12448-1] C14 B72-20394
Hechanical exposure interlock device for
preventing film overexposnre in oscilloscope
camera
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10319-1] C14 B73-32322
Optical noise suppression device and method
laser light exposing film
[BASA-CASE-BSC-126BO-1] C74 H76-31998




Photographic method for measuring viscoelastlc
strain in solid propellants and other materials
[HASA-CASE-XBP-01153] C32 B71-17645
SUBJECT I1DEZ PHOTOVOLTAIC CELLS
Impact measuring technique for determining size
of hypervelocity projectiles
[HASA-CASI-LAB-10913] clll H72-16282
TV fatigue crack monitoring systei
[NASA-CASE-LAfi-111190-1] c35 H76-28530
PHOTOGBAPHIC PBOCBSSIB6
Rethod of post-process intensification of linages
on photographic films and plates
[RASA-CASF-RFS-23II61-1] c35 H76-26119




Drying chamber for photographic sheet material
[HASA-CASI-GSC-1107II-1] c11 H73-28489
PBOT06BAPBIC B1COBDIBG
Photographing surface flow patterns on vind
tunnel test models
[NASA-CASI-XIA-01353] c1<l H70-11366
Development of focused image holograph; with
extended sources
[BASA-CASF.-BBC-10019] Cl6 N71-15551
Becording and reconstructing focused image
holograms
[HASA-CASI-EBC-10017] C16 U71-15567
Hethod and means for recording and
reconstructing holograms without use of
reference beam
[HASA-CASI-F.BC-10020] c16 H71-26154
Multiple image storing system for obtaining
holographic record on film of high speed
projectile
[HASA-CASE-HFS-20596] Cl» H72-1732U
Phototropic composition of matter vith
sensitivity to ultraviolet light and usable
for producing positive photographic images
[HASA-CASI-XGS-03736] c14 H72-221H3
Hethod'for determining thermo-physical
properties of specimens photographic
recording of changes in thin film phase-change
temperature indicating material in vind tunnel
[HASA-CASE-lAB-11053-1] c25 H7H-18551
PHOTOIOHIZATICB
Hultichannel photoionization chamber for
measuring atsorption, photoionization yield,
and coefficients of gases
[HASA-CASE-EBC-100UH-1] C1U N71-27090
PHOTOLYSIS
Solar photolysis of water
[HASA-CASI-HPO-13675-1] c44 H77-32580
PHOTOBAPPIBG
Window defect planar mapping technique
[HASA-CASB-«SC-19l|lt2-1 ] c74 N77-10899
PHOTOHETEBS
Richelson interferometer vith photodetector for
optical direction sensing
[NASA-CASE-SPO-10320] c11 N71-17655
Indicator device for monitoring charge of wet
cell battery, using semiconductor light
emitter and photodetector
[BASA-CASE-RPO-1019II] C03 N71-20407
Electro-optical detector fcr deternining
position of light source
[HASA-CASE-JSP-01059] C23 N71-21821
Photometric flov meter vith comparator reference
means
[HASA-CASI-JtGS-01331] clfl B71-22996
Development of radiant energy sensor to detect
the radiant energy wavelength bands frcm
portions of radiating body
[NASA-CASE-BBC-101711] - d"! B72-25409
Characteristics of infrared photodetectors
manufactured f rom semiconductor material
irradiated by electron beam
[NASA-CASE-1AB-10728-1] c1<! H73-12qi)5
Chromato-fluorographic drug detector device
for detecting and recording fluorescent
properties of materials
[HASA-CASE-JBC-10633-1] C25 H7H-269Q7




Stereo photcilcrography system with stereo
microscope for viewing specimen at various
magnifications
[BASA-CASE-IJB-10176-1] c1» H72-20380
Device for displaying and recording angled views
of samples to be viewed by microscope
[ HASA-CASZ-GSC-11690-1] C11 B73-28999
Rand-held, lightweight, portable photomicrcscope
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10<168-1] Clt 873-33361
PHOTOHOITiniEB TUBES
Photomaltiplier detector of Canopus for
spacecraft attitude control
CHASA-CASE-XHP-039lq] C21 S71-10771
Electronic divider and multiplier for analog
electric signals
[HASA-CASS-XFB-05637] C09 S71-19q«0
Circuit design for determining amount of
photomnltiplier tube light detection utilizing
variable current source and dark current
signals of opposite polarity
[NASA-CASB-XHS-03078] C11 B71-210MO
Apparatus for detecting particle emission lower
than noise level of multiplier tube
[SASA-CASE-HA-07813] c1 » B72-17328
Scan oscilloscope for mapping surface
sensitivity of photomultiplier tube
[HASA-CASE-1AB-10320-1] C09 H72-23172
Design and development of light sensing device
for controlling orientation of object relative
to sun or other light source
[HASA-CASE-BPO-11201] C11 B72-27H09
Photomultiplier circuit including means for
rapidly reducing the sensitivity thereof
and protection from radiation damage
[ BASA-CASI-ABC-10593-1] C33 B7U-27682
PHOTOS BEARS
Apparatus for photon eicited catalysis
[HASA-CASE-HIO-13566-1] C25 B77-32255
PHOTOHS
Solar cell collector and method for producing same
indium alloy coatings
[NASA-CASE-1ES-125S2-1 ] c»« S77-17564
PHOTOSBBSITIVI11
Photosensitive light source device for detecting
unmanned spacecraft deviation from reference
attitude
[SASA-CASI-XSP-OOq38] c21 N70-35089
Light sensitive control system for automatically
opening and closing dome of solar optical
telescope
[HASA-CASE-BSC-10966] clll B71-19568
Scan oscilloscope for mapping surface
sensitivity of photooultiplier tube
[HASA-CASE-LAB-10320-1] C09 B72-23172
Holography utilizing surface plasmon resonances
[HASA-CASE-BFS-22040-1 ] C35 »7"4-269q6
Apparatus for calibrating an image dissector tube
IBASA-CASE-HFS-22208-1] C33 B75-262**
PHOTOTBAHSISTOIS
Phototcansistor imaging system with mosaic of
phototransistors on semiconductor substrate
[HASA-CASE-HFS-20809] C23 S73-13660
Phototransistor with base collector junction
diode fox integration into photo sensor arrays
[SASA-CASE-HFS-20107] C09 B73-192J5
PHOTOTBOPISH
Phototropic composition of matter with
sensitivity to ultraviolet light and usable
for producing positive photographic images
[SASA-CASI-XGS-03736] ell B72-22W3
PHOIOVISCOBL1SHCI1T
Photographic method for measuring viscoelastic
strain in solid propellants and other materials
[HASA-CASB-XBP-01153] C32 H71-176Q5
PHOTOVOLTAIC CELLS
Sensor consisting of photocells mounted on
pyramidical base for improved pointing
accuracy of planetary trackers
[BASA-CASE-IBP-0«180] C07 B69-39736
Light sensitive digital aspect sensor for
attitude control of earth satellites or space
probes
[HASA-CASB-XGS-00359J ell B70-3Q158
Hethod of producing output voltage from
photovoltaic cell using poly-B-vinyl carbazole
complezed with iodine
[HASA-CASE-BPO-10373] C03 R71-18698









Semiconductor in resonant cavity for improving
signal tc noise ratio of communication receiver
[HASA-CASt-HSC-12259-1] c07 N70-12616
Ose of thin film light detector
[BASf-CASE-HPO-11432-2] c35 N74-15090
PHYSICAL EXEBC1SE
Development of restraint system for securing
personnel to ergometer while exercising under
weightless conditions
[SASA-CBSI-BPS-21046-1] ell 873-27377
Tilting table for testing human body in variety
cf positions while exercising en ergometer or
other bicuedical devices
[BASA-CASE-BFS-21010-1] COS B73-30078





Tread drum for animals
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10917-1] C37 876-20485
PHYSICAL PBOPEBflES
Chemical and physical properties of synthetic
polyurethane polyner prepared by reacting
hydroxy carbonate with organic dusocyanate
[HASA-CfSS-HIS-10512] C06 873-30099
PHISIOIOGICAI SPFECTS
Restraint torse for increased nobility and




Vibrophonocardiograph conprising low weight and
small vclume piezoelectric microphone with
amplifier having high input impedance for high
sensitivity and low freguency response
[BASA-CBSI-XJB-07172] COS 871-27234




Piezoelectric transducer for monitoring sound
waves of physiological origin
[HASA-CASE-XBS-OE365] c14 B71-22993
Rethod of detecting and counting bacteria
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11917-2] . c51 H76-29891
PIEBCIBG
Pressurized cell micrcmeteoroid detector
[BASA-CASS-XLA-00936] c11 H71-11996 ,
PIEZOELECTBIC CBISTAIS
Hiniatnre solid state, direction sensitive,
stress transducer design with bended
semiconduetive piezoresistive element for
sensing residual stresses
[BASA-CASE-XSP-02983] C14 871-21091




Piezoelectric transducer for detecting and
measuring ilcrometeoroids
[BASA-CASE-XAC-01101] C14 870-41957
Describing crystal oscillator instrument for
detecting condensible gas contamnants in
vacuum apparatus
[BASA-CASE-BJO-10144] c14 B71-17701
Piezoelectric transducer for nonitoring sound
waves of physiological origin
[BASA-CASS-IHS-05365] C14 871-22993
Miniature piezojnncticn semiconductor transducer
with in situ stress coupling
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10087-2] c14 872-31446
PXBZOBLSCTBICm
Piezoelectric means for lissile stage separation
indication and stage initiation
[BASA-CASS-XLA-00791] c03 870-39930
Piezoelectric pump for supplying fluid at high
frequencies to gyroscope fluid suspension system
[HASA-CASK-XBP-05429] C26 B71-21824
Hiniature electromechanical junction transducer
operating on piezojnnction effect and
utilizing epoxy for stress coupling component
[8ASA-CASE-EBC-10087] C14 871-27334
PIEZOBESISTITB IBABSDDCEBS
Hiniatnre solid state, direction sensitive,
stress transducer design with bended
semicondnctive piezoresistive element for
sensing residual stresses
[>)ASA-CASE-XBP-02983] Cl4 N71-21091
Solid state force measuring electromechanical
transducers made of piezoresistive materials
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10088] c26 B71-25490
PIGRBBTS
Binder stabilized zinc oxide pigmented coating
for spacecraft thermal control
[8ASA-CASI-XHF-07770-2] Cl8 N71-26772
PILOT EBBOB




Controlled visibility device for simulating poor
visibility conditions in training _pilots in
instrument landing and flight procedures
[8ASA-CASE-XFB-04147] cl1 B71-10748








Fatigue resistant shear pin with hollow shaft
and two plugs
[HASA-CASE-XLA-09122] C15 869-27505
Blade vibration damping pins for turbomachinery
[BASA-CASI-XLE-00155] c28 871-29154
Design of quick release locking pin for joining
two or more load-carrying structural members
[BASA-CASE-HFS-18495] c15 872-11385
PIBTLBS













Capacitance measuring device for determining
flare accuracy on tapered tubes
[BASA-CASE-XKS-03495] Cl4 B69-39785
Low thermal loss piping arrangement for moving
cryogenic media through double chamber structure
[BASA-CASE-XBP-08882] CIS B69-39935
Foldable conduit capable of springing back as
self erecting structural member
[8ASA-CASE-XLE-00620] C32 870-41579
Bounting fixture for supporting thermobnlb in
pipeline
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10158] C33 871-16356
Rethod and apparatus for shaping and joining
large diameter metal tubes using magnetomotive
forces
[BASA-CASE-XHF-05114] C15 871-17650
Sealed separable connection for thin wall metal
tube
[BASA-CASE-BTO-10064] C15 B71-17693
Electrical switching device comprising
conductive liquid confined within square loop
of deformable noncondnctive tubing also used
for leveling
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10037] C09 B71-19610
Band tool for forming dimples and nipples on end
portion of tubes
[BASA-CASE-XBS-06876] CIS 871-21536
Boncondnctive tube as feed system for plasma
thrnstor
[BASA-CASI-X1E-02902] C25 B71-21694
Apparatus and method for spin forming tubular
elbows with high strength, uniform thickness,
and close tolerances
[BASA-CASE-XHF-01083] C15 B71-22723
Description of portable Billing tool for milling
tube or pipe ends to desired shape and thickness
[BASA-CASE-IBF-03511] CIS B71-22799
Gage for measuring internal angle of flare on
end of tube
[BASA-CASB-XHF-04415] C14 B71-24693
Rethod and apparatus for portable high precision
magnetomotive bulging, constricting, and
SUBJECT ISDBI PLASBA DIAG10SIICS
joining of large diameter metal tabes
[HASA-CASE-XHF-051111-3] C15 B71-2S865
Portable cutting machine for piping veld
preparation
[HASA-CASE-XKS-07953] Cl5 B71-26134
Method and apparatus for precision sizing and
joining of large diaoeter tabes by bulging or
constricting overlapping ends
[N1SA-CJSE-IHF-05111-2] C15 H71-26148
Collapsible antenna bco« and coaxial
transmission line having inflatable inner tabs
rNASA-CASE-HPS-20068] c07 H71-27191
Process for developing filament reinforced
plastic tabes ased in research and development
programs
[HASA-CASE-LAB-10203'1] CIS S72-16330
Torsional disconnect device for releasably
coupling distal ends of f luid conduits
[HASA-CASE-BPO-1070t] CIS N72-20115
Open type urine receptacle vith tabular housing
[NASA-CASE-HSC-12321-1] COS H72-22093
ncasuring netted for cutaneous perception using
instrument vith elongated tubular housing
[NASA-CASE-1SC-13609-1] c05 H72-25122
Low mass truss structure vith elongated
thin-vailed tubular segments
[NASA-CASE-LAB-10546-1] C11 H72-25287
Honeycomb panels of niniual surface, periodic
tubule layers
tNASA-CASE-EBC-10361] C18 N72-25540
Honeycomb core structures of minimum surface
tubule sections
[NASA-CASE-EBC-10363] C18 S72-255H1
D shaped heated tube for distillation and
purification of liguid metals
[NASA-CASE-XHP-0812U-2] C06 1173-13129
Cable guide and restraint device for reefing
tubes in uniform manner
[HASA-CASE-LAB-10129-1 ] C15 N73-25512
Tvisted vire or tube superconductor for filament
vindings
[HASA-CASE-1EW-11015] c26 H73-32571
Open tube gnidevay for high speed air cushioned
vehicles
[NASA-CASE-LAB-10256-1] c85 H74-34672




Stirling cycle engine and refrigeration systems
[NASA-CASE-NPO-13613-1 ] c37 N76-29590
PISTOIS
Automatically reciprocating, high pressure pump
for use in spacecraft cryogenic propellants
[UASA-CASE-XHP-Oq7313 c15 H71-24042
Pumping and metering dual piston system and
monitor for reaction chamber constituents
[HASA-CASE-GSC-10218-1] ' C15 H72-21465
Collapsible piston for hypervelocity gan
[HASA-CASE-HSC-13789-1] C"11 N73-32152
Air f low ccntrol system for supersonic inlets
[HASf-CASE-LEW-11188-1] C02 N74-20646
PITCH (IHCLISATIOH)
Beverse pitch fan iiith divided splitter
[HASA-CASE-LIB-12760-1] c07 H77-17059
PIVOTS
Apparatus for measuring load on cable under
static or dynamic conditions ccmpcising




Rindov defect planar napping technique
[HASA-CASI-BSC-194112-1:) C74 N77-10899
PLABB RAVES
Characteristics of microvave antenna vith
conical reflectors to generate plane vave front
[BASA-CASB-BPO-11661] c07 H73-1<I130
PIABBTABT ATBOSPBBBBS
Planetary atmospheric investigation nsing split
trajectory dual flyby mode
[HASA-CASE-XAC-0849II] c30 H71-1S990
Rind tunnel method for simulating flov fields
around blunt vehicles entering planetary
atmospheres vithout involving high temperatures
[SASA-CASI-1AB-11138] Cl2 H71-20«36
Ablation sensor for measuring surface ablation
rate of material en vehicles entering earths
atmosphere on entry into planetary atmospheres
£NASA-CASI-XLA-01791] C14 B71-22991
PLAISTABX GBAVITATIOB
Lunar and planetary gravity simulator to test
vehicular response to landing
[HASA-CASE-ILA-00493] c11 B70-34786
Table structure and rotating magnet system
simulating gravitational forces on spacecraft




Haltiple parachute system for landing control of
Apollo type spacecraft
[NASA-CASE-ILA-00898] c02 B70-36804
Payload soft landing system nsing stovable gas bag
[HASA-CASE-ILA-09881] C31 B71-16085
PLAIETABT OBBITS
Self-erectable space structures of flexible foam
for application in planetary orbits
[HASA-CASE-X1A-00686] C31 H70-34135
Banned space station collapsible for launching
and self-erectable in orbit
[8ASA-CAES-XLA-00678] C31 BTO-34296
PLAHETABI BADIATIOB
Attitude sensor vith scanning nirrors for




Spacecraft transponder and ground station radar
system for mapping planetary surfaces
[HASA-CASE-SPO-11001] c07 B72-21118
PLARTS (BOTAHT)




Increasing available pover per unit area in ion
rocket engine by increasing beam density
[SASA-CRSE-X1B-00519] c28 B70-41576
Coaxial, high density, hypervelocity plasma
generator and accelerator nsing electrodes
[RASA-CASE-BJS-20589] C25 H72-32688
PIASSA ACCELEBAIOBS
Crosses-field plasma accelerator for laboratory
simulation of atmospheric reentry conditions
[HASA-CASE-X1A-00675] c25 B70-33267
Continuous operation, single phased, induction
plasma accelerator producing supersonic speeds
£HASA-CASE-XLA-01354] C25 B70-36946'
Crossed field HBD plasma generator-accelerator
[HASA-CBSS-XlA-03374] C25 H71-15562
Direct current povered self repeating plasma
accelerator vith interconnected annular and
linear discharge channels
£ RASA-CASE-X1A-03103] C25 B71-21693
Magnetically controlled plasma accelerator
capable of ignition in lov density gaseous
environment
[RASA-CASE-XLA-00327] C25 B71-29184
Tvo stage light gas-plasma projectile accelerator
[HASA-CASE-BJS-22287-1] c75 H76-14931
PLASBA COBTBOl
Superconducting magnetic field trapping device
for producing magnetic field in air
[HASA-CASB-XBP-01185] C26 R73-28710
Self-energized plasma compressor for




Plasma-flnidic hybrid display system combining
high brightness and memory characteristics
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10100] c09 B71-33519
PLASBA DBWSITI
Apertnred electrode focusing system for ion
sources vith nonnniform plasma density
[HASA-CASE-XBP-03332] C09 B71-10618




Plasma probes having guard ring and primary
sensor at same potential to prevent stray vail
current collection in ionized gases
[BASA-CASE-XLE-00690] c25 B69-39884
Apparatus for measuring conductivity and
velocity of plasma vith multiple sensing coils
positioned in plasma
PLASBA DYBABICS SUBJECT IHDBX
[NASA-CASE-XAC-05695] c25 H71-16073




Apparatus for measuring conductivity and
velocity cf plasma with Eultifle sensing coils
positioned in plasma
[NASA-CASE-XAC-05695] c25 B71-16073
Self-energized plasma compressor for








Apparatns for prodncing highly conductive, high
temperature electron plasma with homogenous
temperature and pressure distribution
[HASA-CASE-XIA-00147] C25 B70-3U661
Crossed field HHD plasma generator-accelerator
[1ASA-CAS1-XLA-0337U] c25 B71-15562
Coaxial, high density, hypervelocity plasma
generator and accelerator using electrodes
[BASA-CASE-BIS-20589] c25 S72-32688
Self-energized plasma compressor for





Continuous plasma laser method and apparatus
for producing intense, coherent, monochromatic
light frcm low temperature plasma
[BASA-CASI-XBP-01167-3] c36 N77-19416
PLASBB GODS
Plasma spraying gun for forming diffusion bonded
oetal or ceramic coatings on substrates
[NASA-CASE-XLE-01601-2] c15 N71-15610
PUSH! JE1S
Method cf preparing water purification membranes
pcljnerization of allyl amine as thin
films in plasma discharge
[HAS8-CASI-AHC-10613-1] c25 B75-12087
Combination automatic-starting electrical plasma






Electrostatic modulator for communicating
through plasna sheath formed around spacecraft
during reentry
[SASA-CASI-XLA-01UOO] C07 570-111331
Method and apparatus for communicating through
ionized layer of gases surrounding spacecraft
during reentry into planetary atmospheres
[HASA-CASE-XLA-01127] c07 H70-<I1372
Reentry coimunication by injection of water




Hethod and apparatus for measuring potentials in
plasmas
[NASA-CASF-XLE-00821] C25 H71-15650
Hethod and apparatus for neutralizing potentials
induced en spacecraft surfaces
[HASA-CASE-GSC-11963-1] C33 H77-10U29
PLASBA PBOBES
Plasma probes having guard ring and primary
sensor at same potential to prevent stray wall
current collection in ionized gases
[NASA-CASI-XLE-00690] C25 H69-39884




Method of making dished ion thruster grids
[NASA-CASE-LEB-1169H-1] C20 N75-18310
PLASBA BAD1ATIOH
Development of method for measuring electron
density gradients of plasma sheath around
space vehicle during atmospheric entry
[HASA-CBSI-XLA-06232] c25 H71-20563
Apparatns for producing monochromatic light from
continuous plasma source
[BASA-CASE-XHP-OU167-2] ' C25 H72-2<I75:J
PLASUA SHEAIBS
Space environment simulation system for
measuring spacecraft electric field strength
in plasma sheath
[HASB-CASE-XLE-02038] c09 H71-16086
Development of method for measuring electron
density gradients of plasma sheath around
space vehicle during atmospheric entry
[HASA-CAEE-XIA-062J2] C25 S71-20563
PLASHA SPBAII1G
Flame or plasma spraying for molybdenum coating








Apparatus for measuring conductivity and




Process permitting application of synthetic
resin coating to irregular-shaped objects at
ambient temperature
[NASA-CASE-XBP-06508] C18 B69-39895
Development and characteristics of system for
skin packaging articles using thermoplastic
film heating and vacuum operated equipment
[BASA-CASE-BFS-20855] CIS H73-27105
Polymer coatings for moisture protection of
optical windows in infrared spectroscopy
[BASA-CASI-ABC-10719-1] C23 873-32512
Silicon nitride coated, plastic covered solar cell
[HASA-CASE-LEW-11U96-1 } ct<t N77-1U580
Low density bismaleimide-carbon microballocn
composites
[BASA-CASE-AEC-11010-1] c2« B77-19173




Process for analysis of strain field of
structures subjected to large deformations
involving low modulus substrate with thin
coating
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10765-1 ] c32 K73-207HO
FUSTIC liPES
Development of flexible thermocouple in form of




Rot forming of plastic sheets
[BASA-CASF.-XHS-05516] Cl5 N71-17803
Technique for making foldable, inflatable,
plastic honeycomb core panels for use in
building and bridge structures, light and
radio wave reflectors, and spacecraft
[SASA-CASE-XLA-031192] CIS B71-22713
Electrode sealing and insulation for fuel cells
containing caustic liquid electrolytes using
powdered plastic and metal
[BASA-CBSE-XBS-01625] C15 N71-23022
Dielectric apparatus for heating, fusing, and
hardening of organic matrix to form plastic
material into shaped product
[BASA-CASE-LAE-10121-1] C15 B71-26721
Plastic sphere for radar tracking and calibration
[N&SA-CASE-XLA-11151] C07 B72-21117
Holding apparatus for thermosetting plastic
compositions
[BASA-CASE-LAR-10189-2] C31 H7Q-32920
Ultraviolet and thermally stable polymer
compositions
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10592-2] c27 B76-3231S
Formulated plastic separators for soluble
electrode cells rubber-ion trasport sleeting
[BASA-CASE-LES-12358-1 ] C<t<t B77-18560
oxygen post-treatment of plastic surfaces ccated




& Irasion resistant coatings foe plastic surfaces
[HASA-CASI-lBC-10915-3] c21 N77-2I1200
PLATES (STBDCTDBil BBHBBBS)






Selective plating of etched circuits without
removing previous plating
[BASA-CASE-XGS-03120] Cl5 N71-2UOq7
Metal plating process employing spraying of
metallic pover/peening particle niitnre
[HASA-CASE-GSC-11163-1] Cl5.H73-32360
Scanning nczzle plating system for etching





Platinum resistance thermometer circuit
[HASA-CASE-BSC-12327-1 ] c35 H77-27368
PLAYBACKS




Platform with several ground effect pads and
plenum ctamt€rs
[BASA-CASB-BFS-1U685] C31 871-15689
Development of filter apparatus for gas
separaticn and characteristics of filter cell
support frame for improved operation
[HASA-CASI-HSC-12297] c1» B72-23157
PLETBTSBOGBiPBT




Plotter device for automatically drawing
egnipotential lines on sheet of resistance paper
[HASA-CASE-HPO-1113Q] C09 B72-21216
PLOTTIBG
Instrument for measuring potentials on two
dimensional electric field plot
t»AS8-CASI-ILA-Oe«93] C10 B71-19421
FLOG HOZZLES
Cascade plug nozzle for jet noise redaction
CNASA-CASE-lAH-1161q-1 ] C07 H76-18117
FLOGS
Socket chamber leak test fixture using tubular
plug
[BASA-CASB-XFB-09B79] c1» H69-27503
Fatigue resistant shear pin with hollow shaft
and two plugs
[HASA-CASI-XtA-09122] C15 B69-27505
Control of gas flow from pressurized vessel by
thermal expansion of metal plug
[HASA-CASE-HPO-10298] c12 B71-17661
Heated porcus plug microthrnstor for spacecraft
reaction jet controlled systems such as fuel
flow regulation, propellaat disassociatioo,
and heat transfer augmentation
tHASA-CASE-GSC-1060,0-1] C28 872-18766
PHEOBiTIC CORTEOL
Pneumatic system for cyclic control of fluid
flow in pneumatic device
[RASA-CASE-XBS-048U3] c03 B69-21H69
Pneumatic control of telescopic mirror support
system
[BASA-CASE-X1A-03271] C11 B69-21I321
Actuator using compressed gas as driving force
to contrcl valve handling large liquid flows
[IASA-CASE-XBC-01208] c15 H70-35109
Pneumatic mechanism tor releasing hook and loop
fasteners between large rigid structures
[HASA-CASE-XBS-10660-1] c15 H71-25975
Pneumatic foot pedal operated fluidic exercising
device
[HASA-CASI-BSC-11561-1] COS B73-32011
Pnennatic load compensating or controlling system
[SASA-CASI-ABC-109Q7-1] c37 H75-32H65
PBEDBATIC BQOIFBHT
Development and characteristics of high pressure
control valve
[HASA-CASB-BSC-11010] Cl5 H71-19485
Pneumatic cantilever beams and platform for
space erectable structure
I-las
[ HASA-CASE-XlA-01731 ] C32 S71-210II5
Fluid transferring system design for purging
toxic, corrosive, or noxious fluids and fumes
from materials handling equipment for
cleansing and accident prevention
[ HASA-CASl-XBS-01905] Cl2 H71-2108V
Zero gravity apparatus utilizing pneumatic
decelerating means' to create payload subjected
to zero gravity conditions by dropping its
height
[HASA-CASE-XBF-06515] Cl» H";1-2J227
Pneumatic servoamplifier for controlling flcv
regulation
[NASA-CASE-HSC-12121-1] CIS H71-27107
Inflatable stabilizing system for use on life
raft to reduce rocking and preclude capsizing
£HASA-C»SE-BSC-12393-1] c02 B73-26006
Airlock
[ SASA-CASE-HFS-20922-1] Cl8 H7U-221J6
Servo valve
[HASA-CASE-LAB-116»3-1] c37 B75-13268
Pneumatic load compensating or controlling system
[HASA-CASE-AHC-10907-1] c37 H75-32»65
POIBI SODBCES
Electronic background suppression field scanning
sensor for detecting point source targets
[HASA-CASE-IGS-05211] C07 B69-399BO
X ray collimating structure for focusing
radiation directly onto detector
[ BASA-CASI-XBQ-OII106] ell B70-H02UO
POIHTIBG COBTBOI SISTBBS
Development of reflector system for application
to line-of-sight pointing and tracking
telescopes
[HASA-CASE-BPO-10U68] C23 N71-3322S
Bagnetic suspension and pointing system
[HASA-CASE-1AB-11889-1] C19 S76-18227
All sky pointing attitude control system
[HASA-CASI-ABC-10716-1] c35 H77-20J99
POIAE OBBITS
Spin phase synchronization of cartwheel
satellite in polar orbit
[BASA-CASE-IGS-05579] c31 N71-15676
P01ABIBETEBS
Automatic polarimeter capable of measuring





Forward-scatter polarimeter for determining the
gaseous depolarization factor in the presence
of polluting polydispersed particles
[HASA-CASE-BPO-13756-1 ] C35 B76-14»3"l
P01ABITI
Converting output of positive dc voltage source
to negative dc voltage across load with common
reference point
[BASA-CASE-XBF-08217] C03 H71-232J9
Peak polarity selector for monitoring waveforms
[HASA-CASB-FBC-10010] C10 H71-2H862
Precision full wave rectifier circuit for
rectifying incoming electrical signals having








Device for improving efficiency of parabolic
horn antenna system for linearly polarized
signals
[HASA-CASI-IBP-00611] C09 B70-35219
Device for improving efficiency of parabolic











Conforming polisher for aspheric surfaces ot
revolution with inflatable tube
POLIOTIOF COBTBOI SUBJECT UDBX
[BASA-CASE-XGS-02881] c15 H71-22705
POI1BTIOJ C01TBOL
System for lininizing internal combustion engine
pollntien emission
tHASA-CASE-BPO-13<l02-1] c37 N76-18«57
Combustion engine for air pollution control
[HASA-CASI-BPO-13671-1] c37 H77-31U97
POLUJTIOB 10BITOBIB6
Fluorescence detector for monitoring atmospheric
pollutants
[HASA-CASI-BPO-13231-1] c<!5 N75-27585
Stack plnne visualization system
[SASA-CASB-IAB-11675-1] c«5 H76-17656
Indicator providing continuous indication of the
presence of a specific pollutant in air
[BASA-CASI-BEO-13a7Q-1]
 C15 H76-217U2
Bethod for detecting pollutants through
chemical reactions and heat treatment
[BASA-CASI-IfR-11405-1] c«5 H76-3171I4
K>LTAnDE BESIBS
Process for producing flame resistant polyamides
and products produced thereby
[BASA-CASI-HSC-16071-1] c27 B77-1Q262
FOLYBOTADIBBE
Synthesis of polyfInorohntadiene by
polymerization of perfIncrobntadiene with
diisoprofyl peroiydicarbonate
[HASA-CASE-BPO-10863] c06 N70-11251




Transparent polycarbonate resin, shell helmet




Improved lo» cost substrates for polycrystalline
solar cells for sclar energy ccnversion
[HASA-CASB-GSC-12022-2] c<!Q B76-26695




Carboxyl terminated polyester prepolymers and
foams produced from prepolymers and materials
[BASi-CJSI-BFO-1'0596] c06 B71-25929
Apparatus for forming drive belts
[BASA-CASB-BPO-13205-1] C31 H7U-32917




Preparation of stable pclynrethane polymer by
reacting rclyner vith diisocyanate
[BASA-CASE-BIS-1050e] c06 H73-30100
Preparation of fluorohydroxy ethers by reacting
fluoroalkyleoe oxides vith alkali salt of
polyfluoroalkylene did
[BASA-CASE-BFS-10507] c06 B73-30101
Preparation of fluoridated polyethers f rom
2-hydro-perhaloiscpropyl alcohols
[BAS1-CASI-BIS-11H925 C06 H73-30102







Stable polyimide synthesis f rom mixtures of
monomeric diatines and polycarboxylic acid
esters
[HASA-CASI-LEH-11325-1] COS B73-27980
Polyimide foam for the thermal insulation and
fire protection
[BASA-C»SE-JBC-101I6«-1] C27 B71-12812





A-nethod of preparing aromatic polyimides having
uniquely low softening temperatures
[HASA-CASE-LAB-11828-1] c23 B75-29181









Chemical process for production of
polyisobntylene compounds and application as
solid rocket propellant binder
[HASA-CASE-BPO-10893] c27 S73-22710
POLTBEB CBBBISIBI
New trifnnctional alcohol derived from triner
acid and novel method of preparation
[NASA-CASE-BPO-10711] C06 B69-312111
Synthesis of siloxane containing epoxy polymers
with low dielectric properties
[BASA-CASE-BPS-1399M-1 ] C06 B71-112I40
Apparatus for deteroinisg volatile condensable
material present in polymeric products
[NASA-CASE-XHP-09699] C06 B71-24607
Catalytic trimerization of aromatic nitriles and
triaryl-s-tnazine ring cross-linked high






Ethylene oxide sterilization and encapsulating
process for sterile preservation of
instruments and solid propellants
[NASA-CASE-XHP-09763] c1« B71-20H61
Hydraulic appar'atns for casting and molding of
liquid polymers
[HASA-CASB-XBP-07659] c06 N71-22975
Thermodielectric radiometer using polymer film
as capacitor
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10138-1 ] dl B72-2«tt77
Development and characteristics of system for
skin packaging articles using thermoplastic
film heating and vacuum operated equipment
[HASA-CASE-BFS-20855] CIS B73-27405
Covered silicon solar cells and method of
manufacture vith polymeric films
[SASA-CASE-LE»-11065-2] c«1 B76-1<»600
Preparation of dielectric coatings of variable
dielectric constant by plasma polymerization
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10892-2] C27 H77-17215
A reverse osmosis membrane of high urea
rejection properties
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10980-1] C27 H77-18265
Strong thin membrane structure
[NASA-CASE-BEO-1Q021-1] C27 N77-32313
POLTBEHIZAII01
Synthesis of polyfluorobutadiene by
polymerization of perfluorobutadiene with
dusopropyl peroxydicarbonate
tNASA-CASE-HPO-10863] C06 B70-11251
Low pressnre perfluorobutadiene polymerization
with peroxide catalysts
[SASA-CASE-BPO-10117] C06 B70-11252
Process for interfacial polymerization of
pyromellitic dianhydride and tetraamino benzene
[HAS1-CASB-X1A-0310H] C06 »71-11235
Synthesis and chemical properties of
imidazopyrrolone/imide copolymers
[BASA-CASE-XLA-08802] c06 S71-11238
Direct synthesis of polymeric schiff bases from
two amines and two aldehydes
[SASA-CASE-XBF-08655] C06 871-11^39
Synthesis of azine polymers for heat shields by
azine-arcmatic aldehyde reaction
[BASA-CiSE-XHF-08656] c06 H71-112H2
Synthesis of schiff bases for heat shields by
acetal amine reactions
[SASA-CASE-XBP-08652] C06 S71-112HJ
Preparation of elastomeric diamine silazane
polymers
[HASA-CASE-XBF-Ot133] C06 H71-20717
Beaction of polyperflaoropolyenes with fluorine
to produce saturated polymer chain or create
reactive sites on chain
[BASA-CASE-BEO-10862] C06 872-22107





Preparation of fluorohydroxy ethers by reacting
flnoroalkylene oxides with alkali salt of
SDBJICT IBDBX POBTABLB BQOIPBEBT
polyflnorcalkylene diol
CHASA-CASE-HFS-10507J C06 873-30101
Preparation of flnorirated folyethers frcm
2-hydro-perhaloisopropyl alcohols
[BASA-CASI-BIS-11192] c06 H73-30102
Bethod of preparing vater purification membranes
polymerization of allyl amine as thin
films in plasma discharge
[RASA-CfSE-ARC-10613-1] c25 B75-12087
Btilizaticn of oxygen difluoride for syntheses
of fluorctclymets
[BASA-CASE-8EO-12061-1] c27 876-16228
Polymeric fcams frcm cross-linkable
poly-H-arylenebenzimidazoles
[BASA-CASE-AEC-11008-1] c27 N76-28121
Catalytic trimerization of aromatic nitriles and
triayl-s-triazine ring cross-linked high




Preparation of ordered poly/arylenesiloxane/
polymers
[BASA-CASE-XHF-10753] c06 871-11237
Synthesis cf aromatic diamines and dialdehyde
polymers using Schiff base
C8ASA-CASI-XBI-0307q] C06 B71-21710
Automated tall rebound resilience test egaipment
for detexiining viscoelastic properties of
polymers
[HASA-CJSI-XIA-08251] c11 H71-26161
Infusible pclymer production from reaction of
polyfnnctienal epcxy resins vith
polyfnncticnal aziridine compounds
[HASA-CASI-RJO-10701] c06 871-28620
Development of solid state polyner^coating for
obtaining thermal balance in spacecraft
components
[BASA-CASI-X1A-01715] C33 H71-28903
Hercaptan terminated polymer containing snlfonic
acid salts cf nitrosnbstituted aromatic amines
for heat and moisture resistant coatings
[BASt-CASI-ABC-10325] c06 872-25117
Solid propellant containing hydrazinium
nitrofonate oxidizer and polymeric
hydrocarbon binder
t8ASA-CASB-BEO-12015] c27 873-16761
Chemical prccess for production of
polyisobutylene compounds and application as -
solid rocket propellant binder
[SASA-CASI-HEO-10893] c27 B73-22710
Utilization of lithium p-lithiphenoxide to
prepare star polyners
[BASA-CASI-BEO-10998-1] c06 B73-32029
Oltraviolet and thermally stable polymer
compositions
[HASA-CASJ-ABC-10592-1] c27 871-21156
Oltraviolet and thermally stable polymer
compositions
CRASA-CASB-AEC-10592-2] c27 H76-32315




[8ASA-CASE-HSO-1 3620-1] C27 B77-30236
POITTETBAPLOOBOETBTIBBB
Procedure for bonding pclytetraflnoroethylene
thenal protective sleeves to magnesium alloy






Self-erectatle space structures of flexible foam
for application in planetary orbits
tSASA-CASB-XlA-00686] c31 B70-31135
Codificaticn of polynrethanes vith alkyl halide
resins, incrganic salts, and encapsulated
volatile and reactive halogen for fuel fire
control
tRASA-CASE-ABO10098-1 ] C06 B71-21739
Flexible fire retardant polyisocyanate modified
neoprene foam for thermal protective devices
[HASA-CASI-ABC-10180-1] c27 871-42811
Fiber modif ied polynrethane foam for ballistic
protection
[8ASi-CASI-ABC-1071«-1] c27 876-15310
tilling insert for foam dispensing apparatus
[ K4SA-CASE-BFS-20607-1] c37 B76-19«J6




Chemical synthesis of hydroxy terminated
perflnoro ethers as intermediates for highly
fluorinated polyurethane resins
[SASA-CiSE-BPO-10768] C06 B71-27251
Formation of polyurethane resins from hydroxy
terminated perfluoro ethers
£SASA-CASE-HPO-1076S-2J c06 H72-2711HI
Flaorinated polyarethanes prodoced by reacting
aydroxy terminated perfluoro polyether vith
diisocyanate
[HASA-CAS1-BPO-10767-2] c06 B72-271S1
Chemical and physical properties of synthetic
polyurethane polymer prepared by reacting
hydroxy carbonate vith organic diisocyanate
[BASA-CASE-BJS-10512] C06 B73-30099
Preparation of stable polyorethane polymer by
reacting polymer with diisocyanate
[FASA-CASE-BFS-10506] C06 B7J-30100
Preparation of polynrethane polymer by reacting
hydroxy polyformal vith organic diisocyanate
[BASA-CASB-BFS-10509] c06 B73-30103




Eefractory porcelain enamel passive control
coating for high temperature alloys
[HASA-CASE-BFS-2232H-1] C27 H75-27160
POBOSITI




Production of refractory bodies vith controlled
porosity by pressing and heating mixtures of
refractory and inert metal ponders
[BASA-CASE-lEi-10393-1] C17 B71-15H68
Bultilayer porous refractory metal ionizer
design vith thick, porous, large-grain
substrates and thin, porous micron-grain
substrates
[HASA-CASE-IBP-01338] c17 H71-23046
Lubrication for bearings by capillary action
from oil reservoir of porous material
[HASA-CASI-XBP-03972] c15 871-23018
Bethod and photodetector device for locating
abnormal voids in lov density materials
tFASA-CASB-BFS-200na] ' c11 B71-28993
Production method for manufacturing porous
tungsten bodies from tungsten ponder particles
[HJSi-CASI-XSP-00339] C17 B71-291J7
Compressible electrolyte saturated sponge
electrode for biomedical applications
[BASA-CASB-SSC-13618J COS 872-27103
porous electrode for use in electrochemical cells
[HASA-CASB-SSC-11368-1] c09 B73-32108
Bethod of making porous conductive supports for




Method for producing porous tungsten plates lor




Portable electron beam velding chamber
[HiSA-CASE-IES-11531] CIS 871-1«932
Portable apparatus producing high velocity
annular air column surrounding lov velocity,
filtered, superclean dir central core for
industrial clean room environmental control
[BASA-CASB-IBF-03212] CIS B71-22721
Portable cutting machine for piping veld
preparation
[BAS4-CASE-XBS-07953] CIS S71-26130
Hethod and apparatus for precision sizing and
joining of large diameter tubes by bulging or
constricting overlapping ends
[BiSA-CASE-XBJ-OSIia-2] CIS B71-26118
Portable cryogenic cooling system design
including turbine pump, cooling chamber, and
atomizer
I-1H7
POETABIB LIFE SOPPOBT SYSTEMS SUBJECT INDEX
[NASA-CASE-HIO-10II67]
 C23 H71-2665II
Automatic controlled drive mechanism for
portable Soring bar
[UASA-CASI-XLA-03661] c15 N71-33518
One hand backpack harness
[NASA-CASE-LAB-10102-1] c05 S72-23085
Portable tester for mcnitonng bacterial
contaninaticn by adenosine tnphosphate light
reaction
[HASA-CJSE-GSC-10879-1] c1f H72-25U13
Portable penetroneter for analyzing soil
characteristics
[BASA-CAS£-BFS-2C77<I] Cll( H73-19420
Hand-held, lightweight, portable photonicroscope
[HASA-CSSS-ABC-ICleS-l] c11 H73-33361
System for enhancing tool-exchange capabilities
of a portable wrench
[BASA-CASI-MFS-22283-1]
 C37 S75-33395
Method of peening and portable peening gun
[BASA-CASB-MIS-230it7-1] c37 176-18lt54
Portable, linear-focused solar thermal energy
collecting system
[NASA-CASE-HPO-1373lt-1] c<t1 H76-26690




Sealing evacuation port and evacuating vacuum
container such as space jackets
[BASA-CASE-XBF-03290] C15 B71-23256
POSHIOB (LOCWI01)
Position locating system for remote aircraft
using voice communication and digital signals
[HAS8-CASJ-GSC-10087-2] C21 B71-13958
Development of telemetry system for position
location and data acquisition
[NASA-CASB-GSC-10083-1] C30 S71-16090
Automatic Making device for rapidly
transferring humans or materials from elevated
location
[BASA-CASI-XKS-C781U] C15 H71-27067
Systen and uethod for position locating for air
traffic control invclving supersonic transports
[NASA-CASI-GSC-10087-3] c07 H72-12080
Location identification system with ground based
transmitter and aircraft borne receiver/decoder
rHASJ-CASI-EBC-10321] c07 H72-25173
System for detecting impact position of cosmic
dnst on detector surface
[NASA-CASE-GSC-11291-1] o25 N72-33696
Cclliaator for analyzing spatial location of
near and distant sources of radiation
[BASA-CASB-MFS-20516-2] clQ B73-30389
Heasuring probe position recorder
[BASA-CASl-LAB-10806-1] C35 H74-32877
Vehicle locating system utilizing AH
broadcasting station carriers
[HASA-CASE-BPO-13217-1] c32 H75-2619*









Bocket'borne aspect senscr consisting of
radiation sensor, apertured disk, coaiutator,
and counting circuits
[NAS&-CASE-XGS-08266] ciq B69-27B32
Characteristics and performance of electrical
system to deternine angular rotation
[HAS»-CASE-IBF-OOIllt7] c1» H70-33179
Magnetic eleaent position sensing device, using
iisaligoed electromagnets
[HASS-CASE-XGS-07514] 023 B71-16099
Describing angular positict and velocity sensing
apparatus
[HAS»-CAS!-XGS-05680] C1Q H71-17585
Mosaic seticcnductor radiation detector and
position indicator systets engineering for low
energy particles
[NASA-CASE-XGS-03230] C1« B71-23a01
Dopplec ccapensated coimnnication system for
locating supersonic transport position
[SAS»-CASE-GSC-10087-»] C07 B73-2017H




position determination systems using orbital
antenna scan of celestial bodies
[HASA-CASE-MSC-12593-1] C17 H76-21250
POSI1IOHIHG
Centering device with ultrafine adjustment for
use with roundness measuring apparatus
[HASA-CASE-XBF-00480] ell S70-39898
Portable device for aligning surfaces of two
adjacent wall or sheet sections for joining at
point of junction
[HASA-CASE-IBF-01152] Cl5 S70-11J71
Electro-optical/computer system for aligning
large structural members and maintaining
correct position
[HASA-CASE-XHP-02029] • ell S70-<I1955
Manual control mechanism for adjusting control
rod to null position
[HASA-CASE-X1A-01808] CIS B71-207BO
Rotating raster generator
[BASA-CASE-FBC-10071-1 ] C32 B7I4-20813
POSITIOSISG DEVICES (BACHHBBT)
swivel support for gas bearing for position
adjustment between ball and supporting cup
[SASA-CASt-XBF-07808) Cl5 S71-23812
Caterpillar micropositioner for positioning
machine tools adjacent to workpiece
[ HASA-CASE-GSC-10780-1 ] c1<t B72-16283
Positioning mechanism for converting translatory
motion into rotary motion
[BASA-CASE-mO-106791 C15 B72-21U62
Design and development of test stand system for
supporting test items in vacuun chamber
[NASA-CASF.-HFS-21362] c11 B73-20267
Method and apparatus for optically monitoring
the angular position of a rotating mirror
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11353-1] c7« B7«-2130<l
Automatic focus control for facsimile cameras
[HASA-CASE-lAB-11213-1] c35 B75-1501H
Beference apparatus for medical ultrasonic
transducer
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10753-1] c51 B7S-27760
Controlled caging and uncaging mechanism
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11063-1] c37 B77-27400
POSITIVE FEEDBACK
Complementary regenerative transistorized switch
circuit employing positive and negative feedback
[NASA-CASE-XGS-02751] c09 B71-23015
POTABLE 1ATEB
Potable water reclamation from human wastes in
zero-G environnent
[BASA-CASE-XLA-03213] c05 H71-11207
Utilization of solar radiation by solar still
for converting salt and brackish water into
potable water
[BASA-CASE-XBS-01533] c15 S71-23086
Chlorine generator for purifying water in life








Fireproof potassinn silicate coating




Two axis flight controller with potentiometer
control shafts directly coupled to rotatable
ball me libers
CBASA-CASE-XFB-0410H] C03 R70-H2073
Device for controlling rotary potentiometer
mounted on aircraft steering wbeel or aileron
control
[BASA-CASE-XAC-10019] C15 B71-23809
Mechanical function generators with





Bemovable potting compound for instrnaent shock
protection
[BASA-CASE-XLA-00482] CIS S70-36H09
Flexible, repairable, pottable composition for
encapsulating electric connectors
SOBJECT IBDEX FORBB SOFFIT. CIECOIT3
[BASA-CASE-XGS-05180] C18 871-25881




Freeze casting of metal ceramic and refractory
compound ponders into plastic slips
[BASA-CASI-XIE-00106] C15 1171-16076
Production method for manufacturing porous
tungsten bodies from tungsten powder particles
[HASA-CASE-XBP-04339] C17 871-29137
Dry electrode manufacture, using silver powder
with ceuent
[SASA-CASE-IBC-10029-2] COS 872-25121
Grinding mixtures of powdered metals and inert
fillers for conversion tc halide
[8ASA-CASE-1ER-10450-1] c1S B72-25<1»8
Snperalloys frcm preallcycd powders at high
temperatures
[HJSi-CiSZ-lEW-10805-1] c15 S73-13065(lethod of beat treating a formed powder product
material
[8ASA-CASZ-IES-10805-3] c26 871-10521
Hethod of forming articles cf- manufacture from
saperallc; powders
[HASA-CASE-lEB-10805-2] C37 871-13179
Cermet composition and method of fabrication
• heat resistant alloys and powders
[HASA-CASB-BEO-13120-1] C27 H76-15311
CORES
Donegailibrinn radiaticn unclear reactor
[BASA-CASE-HQB-10811-1] C73 N75-22108
POSEB ABFLIFIBBS
Characteristics of bigb pover, low distortion,
alternating current power amplifier
[BASA-CASI-lAB-10218-1] C09 870-31559
Power supply with automatic power factor
conversion system
[BASA-CASE-XBS-02159] C10 871-22961
Sclid state broadband stable power amplifier
[SASA-CASE-XBP-10851] ClO H71-26331
High efficiency transformerless ampli tude
modulator coupled to ff pover amplifier
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10668-1] c07 871-28130




low power drain^transistor feedback circuit
, [BASS-CJSE-XGS-01999] C09 869-21317
Excitation and detection circuitry for flax
responsive magnetic head
[HASA-CJISE-XNP-01183] c09 S69-21329
Increasing available power per unit area in ion
rocket engine by increasing bean density
[BASA-CASI-XlE-00519] c28 870-0.1576
Absorbing gas reactivity control system for
minimizing power distribution and perturbation
in nuclear reactors
[8ASA-CASE-XIE-01599] c22 872-20597
Remote platform power conserving system
[SASA-CASE-GSC-11182-1] c15 875-13007
F01BB GilH
Serrodyne traveling vave tube reentrant
amplifier for synchronous communication
satellites operating at microwave freguencies
[SASA-CASE-XGS-01022]
 C07 871-16088Switching circuit for control of cathode ray
tube beam with fast rise time for output signal
[HASA-CASE-KSC-106U7-1] ClO B72-31273
POSEB LIB1TBBS




Patent data on terminal.insert connector for
flat electric cables
rHASA-CASB-XHF-00324] c09 H70-3P596





Describing circuit for obtaining sun of squares
of numbers
[HASA-CASB-IGS-01765] c08 H71-18693
Phase modulating vith odd and even finite power
series of a modulating signal •
[BASA-CASE-LAB-11607-11 c32 H77-1B292
PORBB SPECTBA




Tape recorder designed for low power consumption
and resistance to operational failure under
high stress conditions
£HASi-CASB-XGS-08259] c1« B71-2J698
Current dependent variable inductance for input
filter chokes of ac or dc power supplies
[NASA-CASB-EBC-10139] C09 H72-1715H






Begnlated dc to dc converter
£BASA-C»SB-XGS-03I(29} c03 B69-21330
Power control switching circuit using low
voltage semiconductor controlled rectifiers
for high voltage isolation
[HASA-CASE-XRP-02713] ClO 869-39888
Increasing power conversion efficiency of
electronic amplifiers by power supply switching
tHASA-CASE-XBS-009«5] c09 871-10798
Electric power system utilizing thermionic
plasma diodes in parallel and heat pipes as
cathodes
(8ASJ-CSSI-JB?-058"I3] C03 B71-11055
Pulsed energy power system for application cf
combustible gases to turbine controlling ac
voltage generator
[8&SA-CASE-BSC-13112] C03 871-11057
Data processor having multiple sections
activated at different times by selective
power coupling to sections
[8ASA-CASZ-XGS-01767] COS B71-1219Q
Bicrowave power receiving antenna solving beat
dissipation problems by construction of
elements as heat pipe devices
[8ASA-CASE-BFS-20333] C09 B71-13H86
Design, development, and operating principles of
power supply with starting circuit which is
independent of voltage regulator
[BASA-CASI-XBS-01991] C09 H71-21«q9
Power supply with automatic power factor
conversion system
[HASA-CASI-X8S-02159] C10 871-22961
Electric circuit for reversing direction of
current flow
[BiS»-CASE-XSP-00952] ClO 871-^3271
Power snpply with overload protection for series
stage transistor
[8ASA-CASE-XBS-00913] ClO 871-23503
Automatic power supply circuit design for
driving inductive loads and minimizing power
consumption including solenoid example
[BASK-CASE-BEO-10716] c09 871-21892
Onsaturatlng magnetic core transformer design
with warning signal for electrical power
processing eguipment
[N»Sa-CASB-EBC-10125J C09 H71-21893
Device for monitoring voltage by generating
signal when voltages drop below predetermined
value
[BASA-CASE-KSC-10020] ClO B71-27338
Power point tracker for maintaining optimal
output voltage of power source
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10376-1] Cll 871-27107
Bicrowave power divider for providing variable
output power to output waveguide in fixed
waveguide system
[S4SA-CASE-BPO-11031] C07 H71-33606
Circuit for monitoring power supply by ripple
current indication
[BASA-CASE-KSC-10162] C09 872-11225
Dc to ac to dc converter with transistor driven
synchronous rectifiers
[BASA-CASB-GSC-11126-1] C09 872-25^53
LC-osclllator with automatic stabilized
amplitude via bias current control power
supply circuit for transducers
[BASA-CASB-HFS-21698-1] c33 871-267J^
Integrable power gyrator with Z-«atrlx
design using parallel transistors
[8ASA-CASE-BFS-22312-1] C33 875-3C12b
PBECISSIOB SUBJECT IBDBX
Control for nuclear therEicnic power socrce
power supply circuits, energy policy
[BASA-CASE-HPO-131111-2] ell 1176-15573
The dc-to-dc converters employing
staggered-phase pover snitches with two-loop
control
[HASA-CASE-NEO-13512-1] c33 877-10128
Overload piotection system for power inverter
[BASA-CASB-HPO-13872-1] c33 877-17359




Dynamic precession damping of spin-stabilized




Production of puce netals
[HASA-CASE-LF.H-10906-1] c25 B71-30502
PBECISIOS
Precision stepping drive device using cam disk
[BASA-CASE-BIS-11772] c15 N71-17692




Automatic balancing device for use on




Low loss parasitic probe antenna for prelaunch
tests cf spacecraft antennas
[NASA-CASB-XKS-09318] c09 H71-13521




Carbozyl terminated polyester prepolymers and
foams produced from pretclymers and materials
[BASA-CASE-HPO-1C596] c06 H71-25929
PBESSOBB
Strain gage mounting assembly
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13170-1] C35 876-11130
PBESSDBE CBA8BEBS
Triggering system for electric arc driven
impulse wind tunnel
rBASA-CASE-XBF-00111] c11 870-36913






Piston device for producing known constant
positive pressure within lungs by using
thor'acic muscles
[HASA-CASE-XBS-01615] c05 B70-11329
Preventing pressure buildup in electrochemical




[HASA-CASE-BFS-1 9287-1] c31 H77-30399
A seat cushion to provide realistic acceleration






System for stabilizing cable phase delay
utilizing a coaxial cable under pressure
[BASA-CASE-BFO-13-138-1] C33 871-17927
Evacuated, displacement compression mold of
tubular bodies from thermosetting plastics
[HAS»-CASB-L»B-10782-2] c31 H75-13111
Internally supported flexible dnct joint




Differential pressure cell insensitive to
changes in ambient temperature and extreme
overload
[BASA-CASE-XAC-00012] dl B70-31816
Blood pressure measuring system for separately
recording dc and ac pressure signals of
Korotkoff sounds
[SASA-CASZ-XHS-06061] COS 871-23317
Control system for pressure balance device used
in calibrating pressure gages
[BASA-CASE-XBF-01131] ell N71-23755
Improved HcLeod gage for pressure measurement
[BASA-CASE-XAC-01158] ell 871-21232




Positive displacement flowmeter for measuring




Design and development of inertia diaphragm
pressure transducer
[1ASA-CASE-XAC-02981 ] ell 871-21072
Design and development of pressure sensor for
measuring differential pressures of few pounds
per square inch
[BASA-CASE-XHF-01971] ell 871-22752
Improved Bcleod gage for pressure measurement
[BASA-CASE-XAC-01158] ell 871-21232
Coherent light beam device and method for
measuring gas density in vacuum chambers *
[BASA-CASE-XEB-11203] C11 871-28991
Design, development, and characteristics of
pressure and temperature sensor operating
immersed in fluid flow
[BASA-CASI-IEB-10281-1] Cll N72-17327
Calibration of vacuum gauges for measuring total
and partial pressures in ultrahigh vacuum region
[BASA-CASE-XGS-07752] ell 873-30390
Absolute pressure measuring device for measuring
gas density level in high vacuum range
[8ASA-CASE-IAB-10000] C11 873-30391
Rind tunnel model and method
[BASA-CASE-IAH-10812-1] C09 871-17955
Indicated mean effective pressure instrument(IBEP)
[SASA-CASl-I.EH-12661-1] C35 877-32161
PBESSOBE BEDDCTIOH
Belief valve to permit slow and fast bleeding
rates at difference pressure levels
[BASA-CASE-XHS-05891-1] Cl5 869-21921
Sealed electric storage battery with gas
manifold interconnecting each cell
[BASA-CASE-XBP-03378] C03 871-11051
Depressurization of arc lamps
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10790-1] C33 B77-21316
PBESSDBE BE60LATOBS
Pressure regulating system with high pressure
fluid source, adapted to maintain constant
downstream pressure
[BASA-CASE-XBP-00150] CIS B70-38603
Pulmonary resuscitation method and apparatus
with adjustable pressure regulator
[BASA-CASE-XHS-01115] COS 870-39922
structural design of high pressure regulator valve
[BASA-CASE-XBP-00710] c15 871-10778
Space suit with pressure-volume compensator system
[BASA-CASB-XIA-05332] COS 871-11191
Portable environmental control and life support
system for astronaut in and out of spacecraft
[BASA-CASE-IHS-09632-1] COS 871-11203
Antibacklash circuit for hydraulic drive system
[BASA-CASE-XBP-01020] C03 871-12260
High impact pressure regulator having minimum
number of lightweight movable elements
[8ASA-CASE-BPO-10175] c11 871-18625
Pressure regulator for space suit worn
underwater to simulate space environment for
testing and experimentation
[BASA-CASE-HFS-20332] COS 872-20097
Onderwater space suit pressure control regulator
[BASA-CASE-BFS-20332-2] COS 873-25125
Combined pressure regulator and shntoff valve
[BASA-CASE-SPO-13201-1] C37 875-15050






• Fabrication of pressure-telemetry transducers
1-150
SUBJECT I1DEI PBIBTBD CIBCDItS
[HASA-C1SI-XBP-09752] c14 H69-21541
Pressure probe for sensing ambient static air
pressures
[HASJ-CSSE-XIA-00181] c14 F70-36824
Ancient atiosphenc pressure sensing device for
determining altitude of flight vehicles
[1ASA-CASE-X1A-00128] C15 H70-37925
Dynamic sensor for gas pressure or density
neasareBent
[BASA-CASE-XJC-02877] ell 870-41681
Design and development of inertia aiaphragn
pressnre transducer
[BASi-CASE-XAC-02981] c14 H71-21072
Design and development of pressnre sensor for




assembly for measuring fluid
[BASA-CASE-XBP-01660] C11 B71-23036
Pressure sensor network for measuring liquid
dynamic response in flight inclading fuel tank
acceleration, liquid slosh amplitude, and fuel
depth Dcnitoring
[BASA-CASI-XLA-055m] C12 871-26387
Hiniatnre electromechanical junction transducer
operating on piezojunction effect and
utilizing epoxy for stress coupling component
[HHSA-CASE-EFC-10087] C14 871-27334
Method for making pressurized meteoroid
penetration detector panels
[BASA-CASE-XIA-08916] CIS N71-29018
Design, development, and characteristics of
pressure and temperature sensor operating
immersed in fluid flow
[NASA-CJSE-LES-10281-1] c14 872-17327
Pressure transducer for systems for measuring
forces of compression
[HASA-CASE-8FO-10832] C14 H72-21405
Pressure operated electrical switch responsive
to pressnre decrease after pressure increase
[B&SA-CASI-LBB-10137-1] c09 872-22204
Wide range dynamic pressure sensor with
vibrating aiaphragn foi measuring density and
pressnre of gaseous environment
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10263-1] Cl<4 872-22438
Development of differential pressure control
system/ using notion of mechanical diaphragms
to operate electric switch
[BASA-CSEE-BIS-14216] Cl4 B73-13418
System for calibrating pressure transducer
[BASA-CASE-1BB-10910-1] C35 S7II-13132
Stagnation pressure prcle for measuring
pressure of supersonic gas streams
[SASA-CASF-LAB-11139-1] C35 874-32878
Circuit for detecting initial systole and





Heasureient of gas production of microorganisms




Trielectrcde capacitive pressure transducer
[NASS-CASE-ABC-10711-2] C33 876-21390
Catheter tip force transducer for cardiovascular
research
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13643-1] c52 H76-29896
Biniatnre biaxial strain transducer
[BASA-CAS1-IBB-11648-1] c35 H77-14H07




Helmet and torso tiedovn lechanisi for
shortening pressure suits upon inflation
rnASA-C»SI-IHS-0078U] c05 B71-12335
Design and development of flexible jcint for
pressure suits
[BSSA-CASE-IBS-09636] c05 B71-12314
Ccrd restraint system for pressure suit joints
[H»SA-CASE-I»S-09635] COS B71-2H623
Developient of iaproved convolute section for
pressurized suits to provide high degree of
mobility in response to minimum of applied
torque
[HASA-CASE-IBS-09637-1] COS 871-24730
Fabrication of root cord restrained fabric suit
sections from sheets of fabric
[H&SA-CASE-HSC-12398] COS B72-20098
Restraint torso for increased mobility and
reduced physiological effects Hhlle wearing
pressurized suits
[BflSa-CASE-SSC-12397-1] COS B72-2S119
Flexible joint for pressnrizable garment
tHASA-CASE-HSC-11072] C51 R7fl-32Sq6
A walking boot assembly
[ BASA-CASE-SBC-11101-1 ] C51 S77-1«7I|2
PBESSOBB S8ITCHES
Reinforcing beam systen for highly flexible
diaphragms in valves or pressnre snitches
[BASA-CASE-XBP-01962] C32 B70-11370
PRESSOBB VESSELS
Liguid rocket systems for propulsion and control
of spacecraft
[ BASA-CASE-XBP-00610] C28 B70-36910
Thin vailed pressnre test vessel using
low-melting alloy-filled joint to attach shell
to heads
[BASA-CASE-XIE-00677] CIS B71-10S77
control of gas flow from pressurized vessel by
thermal expansion of metal plug
[8ASA-CASE-BPO-10298] C12 B71-17661
Bethod and apparatus for inducing compressive
stresses in pressnre vessel to prevent stress
corrosion
[RASA-CASI-IIi-07390] CIS B71-18616
Heater-mixer for stored fluids
[HASA-CASB-ABC-100(|2-1]
 C35 B71-15093




Diffusion welding heat treatment of nickel




Prestressed rocket nozzle with ceramic inner
rings and refractory metal outer rings
[S&SA-CASE-XBP-02888] Cl8 B71-21068
PBBTBEATBE1I
Ant'i-wettable materials brazing processes using
titanium and zirconium for surface pretreatment
[HASA-CASE-XBS-03537] CIS B69-21071
PBI1TED CIBCDITS
Electrical feedthrongh connection for printed
circuit boards
CBASA-CASE-XBP-Oiq83] Oil B69-27U31
Electric connector for printed cable to printed
cable or to printed board
CBASA-CASE-XBF-00369] c09 870-36091
Electrical connection for printed circuits on
common board, using bellows principle In rivet
[HASA-CASE-XHP-05082] C1S H70-<41960
Electrical spot terminal assembly for printed
circuit boards
[H4SA-CASB-SEO-10031] CIS B71-17685
Solder coating process for printed copper
circuit protection
CBASA-CASB-XBF-01599] C09 B71-2070S
Handling tool for printed circuit cards
[BASA-CASE-BrS-20153] CIS B71-29133
Development and characteristics of polyimlde
impregnated laminates with fiberglass cloth
backing tor application as printed circuit
broads
{BASA-CASE-BFS-20408J c18 B73-12604
Techniques for packaging and mounting printed
circuit boards
[HASA-CASE-BBS-21919-1] ClO 873-25243
Device for configuring multiple leads method
for connecting electric leads to printed
circuit board
[HASa-CASE-BFS-22133-1] c33 874-26977
Connector for connecting circuits on
different layers of multilayer printed circuit
boards
[HASS-CASE-IAB-11709-1] C37 H76-27567
controlled caging and uncaging mechanism
[HASfl-CASE-SSC-11063-1] C37 B77-27100






Application of sencondnctor diffusants to solar
cells by screen printing
rHASA-CASE-LEW-12775-1] ell N77-21589
PBIBTOOTS
Handling tccl for printed circuit cards
[HASA-CASE-HFS-20II53] C15 H71-29133
PBISBS
Interferometer prism and control system for




Hethod and apparatus for connecting twc
spacecraft with probe of one inserted in
rocket engine nozzle of other spacecraft
[HASA-CASS-HJS-11133] c31 H71-16222
, Development of droplet monitoring probe for use
in analysis of droplet propagation in
mixed-phase f luid stream
[HASA-CASE-HPO-10985] cIM H73-20<(78
PBODDCT DEVEtCEBEflT
Using molds for fabricating individual fluid
circuit ccmpcnents
[HASA-CASE-X1A-07829] c15 H72-16329
Process for developing filament reinforced
plastic tubes used in research and development
programs
[HASA-CASE-LAB-10203-1] c15 H72-16330
Simplified technique and device for producing
industrial grade synthetic diamonds
[Hf.SA-CASE-HFS-20698-2] , c15 H73-19457
High power laser apparatus and system
[HASA-CAEI-XLE-2S29-2] c36 H75-27364
Ceramic fiber insulating material and methods of
producing same product development of






Standard coupling design for mass production
[HASA-CASI-XBS-02532] c15 H70-11808
Fabrication of curved reflector segments for
solar mirror
[NASA-CASE-XLE-08917] c15 H71-15597
Production of barium fluoride-calcium fluoride
composite lubricant for hearings or seals
[NASA-CASE-XLE-08511-2] c18 H71-16105
Fabrication of sintered impurity semiconductor
brushes for electrical energy transfer
[RASA-CASE-XHF-01016] c26 H71-17818
Technique for making foldable, inflatable,
plastic honeycomb cere panels for use in
building and bridge structures, light and
radio wave reflectors, and spacecraft
[HASA-CAS!-XLA-03<(92] c15 H71-22713
Dultilayer porous refractory metal ionizer
design vith thick, porous, large-grain
substrates and thin, porous micron-grain
substrates
[RASA-CASE-XSP-OH338] c17 H71-23016
Permanently magnetized ion engine casing
construction for use in spacecraft propulsion
systems[HASA-CASE-IRP-069112] c28 H71-23293
Dry electrode design vith wire eandvicbed
between two flexible conductive discs for
monitoring physiological responses
[RASA-CASE-JBC-10029] c09 R71-2I(618
Production method of star tracking reticles for
transmitting in visible and near ultraviolet
regions
[RASA-CASI-SSC-11188-1] dl H73-32320
Process for making sheets with parallel pores of
uniform size
[HASA-CASI-GSC-1098q-1] c37 1175-26371
Strong thin membrane structure
[KASA-CASf-H£0-1d021-1] c27 H77-32313
PBOJECTILES
Self-obturating gas-operated launcher for
launching projectiles in decontaminated medium
[HASA-CASE-HPO-11013] c11 H72-22247
Tvo stage light gas-plasma projectile accelerator
[HASA-CASI-HFS-22287-1] c75 H76-H931'
PBOJBCTIOi -'






Projection system for display of parallax and
perspective
[BASA-CASE-SFS-2319»-1 ] c7<l H76-13909
PBOJBCTOBS
Optical projector system for establishing
optimum arrangement of instrument displays in




Dual vaveguide mode source for controlling
amplitudes of tvo modes
[HASA-CASE-XHP-0313B] C07 H71-10676
PBOPELLAHT BIBDEBS
Chemical process for production of
polyisobutylene compounds and application as
solid rocket propellant binder
[S&SA-CASE-SPO-10893] C27 1173-22710
PBOPBLLAHT CASTING
Casting propellant in rocket engine
[HASA-CASE-IAB-11995-1] C28 H77-10213
Solid propellant rocket motor and method of
making same
[SASA-CASE-XLA-13<I9 J c20 S77-17HI3
PBOPELLAHT COBBOSTIOI
Spherical solid propellant rocket engine having
abrupt burnout
[HASA-CASE-XBO-01897] C28 H70-35J81
Socket combustion chamber stability by




Onit for generating thrust from catalytic
decomposition of hydrogen peroxide, for high
altitude aircraft or spacecraft reaction control
[HASA-CASE-XBS-00583] C28 B70-3850H
PHOPELLAHT GBAISS




Liquid rocket systems for propulsion and control
of spacecraft
[HASA-CASE-IJIP-00610] C28 1170-36910
Slosh damping method for liquid rocket
propellant tanks
[HASi-CASE-XBF-00658] c12 H70-38997
Expulsion and measuring device for determining
quantity of liquid in tank under conditions of
veightlessness
[HASA-CASE-XHS-0151(6] Cl<l H70-110233
Collapsible auxiliary tank for restarting liquid
propellant rocket motors under zero gravity
[HASA-CASE-IHP-01390] c28 B70-K1275
Liquid propellant tank design vith semitoroidal
bulkhead
[HASA-CASB-IBP-01899] c31 D70-II1948
Hicroleak detector mounted on veld seam of
propellant tank of launch vehicle
CN»SA-C»SI-XBF-02307] cIM S71-10779
Fabrication of filament wound propellant tank
for cryogenic storage
[HASA-CASE-J1E-03803-2] CIS S71-17651
Slosh and swirl alleviator for liquid propellant
tanks during transport and fligbt
[HASA-CASE-ILA-057B9] C15 S71-19569




[HASA-CASE-BSC-12561-1] ' C18 876-17185
PBOPBLLABT TBAHSFEB
Tvo component valve assembly for cryogenic
liquid transfer regulation
[HASA-CASE-XLE-00397] CIS »70-36<I92
Apparatus for cryogenic liquid storage vith heat
transfer reduction and for liquid transfer at
zero gravity conditions
[HASA-CASI-IIE-00315] c15 H70-38020
Continuous variation of propellant flow and
thrust by application of liquid foam flov
theory to injection orifice
[HASA-CASE-X1E-00177] C28 H70-M0367
method and feed system for separating and
orienting liquid and vapor phases of liquid
propellents in zero gravity environment
CHASA-CASE-XLE-01182] C27 1171-15635
SUBJECT IBDEI PBOTBCTIVB COATIBGS
Electron bombardment ion rocket engine «ith
improved propellant inticdnction system[BASA-CASE-X1E-02066] c28 B71-15661
Socket comhnstlcn chanter stability by
controlling transverse instability dating
propellent combustion[BASA-CASI-XII-OII603] c33 H71-21507
Vapor-liquid separator design nith vapor driven
pump for separated liquid pooping for
application in propellant transfer
[BASA-CASE-XHT-OH012] c15 H71-23023
Filler valve design fcr supplying liquid
propellants at high pressure to space vehicles
[BASA-CASE-XBP-01T17] C15 H71-2302I!
Internal labyrinth and shield structore to
improve electrical isolation of propellant
feed source frog ion throstor
[8ASA-CASF.-IE&-10210-1] c28 871-26781








Proportional controller for regulating aircraft
or spacecraft motion abcut three aies[HASA-CSSI-XAC-03392] c03 B70-41951J
PBDPD1SIOB SISIBB COHF1SDBSI10BS
Electrothermal rocket engine using resistance
heated heat exchanger[BASA-CASI-X1E-00267] c28 B70-33356
Grain configuration for sclid propellant rocket
engines[BASA-CASE-XGS-03556] c27 B70-35534
Shrouded conposite propulsion system configuration
tBASA-CASI-XlA-01043] C28 B71-10780
Electrostatic micrcthrvst propulsion system with
annular slit colloid thrustor[BASA-CASZ-GSC-10709-1] c28 871-25213
Hethod and apparatus for pressurizing propellant
tanks used in propnlsion motor feed system
[SASA-CASI-XBP-00650] c27 871-28929
PBOSTBETIC DEVICES
Prosthetic limb with tactile sensing device
[BASA-CASI-HIS-16570-1J COS B73-32013
Orthotic arm joint for use in mechanical arms
[BASA-CASB-SFS-21611-1 ] C514 875-12616
Graphite reinforced hone cement
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13764-1] c2M B76-26281
An artificial leg employing a mechanical energy
storage device for hip disarticnlation
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10916-1] c5<l S76-26871
Actuator device for artificial leg
[NASA-CASE-HIS-23225-1] C52 B77-1H735
Aldehyde-containing urea-absorbing polysaccharides[HASA-CJSP.-SPO-13620-1} c27 877-30236





Camera protecting device for use in
photographing rocket engine nozzles or other
engine components
[BASA-CASE-BFO-10171] ClU B71-18<165




Conditioning tanned sharkskin for use as
abrasive resistant clothing[HASA-CSSB-XHS-09691-1] c18 871-15505
One piece human garment for use as contamination
proof garment[BASA-CISB-HSC-12206-1] c05 871-17599
Thermoregulating with cooling flow pipe network
for humans[BASA-OSE-IRS-10269] c05 871-211107
Development of improved convolute section for
pressurized salts to provide bigh degree of
mobility in response to minimum of applied
torque
[BASA-CASE-XHS-OS637-1] COS 871-2*730
Voice operated receiving and transmitting system
for use in protective suits
[BASA-CASI-KSC-10164} C07 B71-33108
PBOIECTIVB COA1IH6S
process permitting application of synthetic
resin coating to irregular-shaped objects at
ambient temperature
[BASA-CASI-XBS-06508] c18 B69-39895
Ultraviolet radiation resistant alkali-metal
silicate coatings for temperature control of
spacecraft
[BASA-C&SE-XGS-OU119] C18 B69-39979
Application techniques for protecting naterials
during salt bath brazing
[HASA-CASE-XLE-00006] CIS B70-33311
Removable potting compound for instrument shock
protection
[SASA-CASB-IIA-OOII82] CIS 870-36109
Passive thermal control coating on aluminum foil
laminate for inflatable spacecraft surfaces
[S4SS-CASE-XLA-01291] c33 N70-36617
Using ethylene oxide in preparation of
sterilized solid rocket propellants and
encapsulating materials
[HASA-CASE-IBP-01719] C27 B70-11897
Fireproof potassium silicate coating
composition, insoluble in vater after
application
CSAS4-CASE-GSC-10072] Cl8 S71-11011
Development of bacteriostatic conformal coating
and methods of application
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10007] CIS B71-160«t6
Vapor deposited laminated nitride-silicon
coating for corrosion prevention of
carbonaceous surfaces
[BASA-CASE-X1A-00281] CIS H71-16075
Flame or plasma spraying for molybdenum coating
of carbon or graphite surfaces to prevent
oxidative corrosion
[BASA-CASE-X1A-00302] CIS 871-16077
Development and characteristics of protective
coatings for spacecraft
[HAS1-CASE-XHP-02507] C31 871-17679
Development of thermal insulation system for
wing and control surfaces of hypersonic
aircraft and reentry vehicles
[BASA-CASI-X1A-00892J C33 B71-17897
Bismuth and lead surface coatings for gas
bearings in aerospace engineering
[BASA-CASE-XGS-02011] C15 B71-20739
Composition and production method of alkali
metal silicate paint vith ultraviolet
reflecticn properties
[BASA-CASE-XGS-01799] C18 S71-2U183
Sathod for treating metal surfaces to prevent
secondary electron transmission
[BASA-CASB-XHP-09069] c2» 871-25555
Development of solid state polymer coating for
obtaining thermal balance in spacecraft
components
[SASl-CASE-XIA-01715] C33 S71-28903
Method for coating through-holes in ceramic
substrates used in fabricating miniaturized
electronic circuits
[BASA-CASE-XHF-05999] c15 B71-290J2
Zinc dust formulation for abrasion resistant
steel coatings
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10361-1] C18 872-23581
Development of process for constructing
protective covers for solar cells
[HASA-CASE-GSC-1151U-1] C03 B72-21037
Besin for protecting p-n semiconductor junction
surface
CBASA-CASE-EBC-10339-1] c18 B73-305J2
nonflammable coating compositions for use in
high oxygen environments
CSASA-CASB-aFS-20»86-2) C27 D7H-17J83
Fused silicide coatings containing discrete
particles for protecting niobium alloys
used in space shuttle thermal protection
systems and turbine engine components
[BASA-CASB-I.BS-11179-1 J C27 876-16229
Thermal barrier coating system
[BASA-CASE-IEI-1255Q-1] c2Q 876-23359
Extreme temperature thermal control coating
[BASA-CASE-lAB-11756-1] c2« B76-26284
Beaction cured glass and glass coatings







High temperature oiidation resistant cermet
compositions ,
[BASA-CASI-HPO-13666-1] c27 H77-13217
Intnmescent-ablator coatings using endothermic
fillers
[BASA-CASE-ABO11013-1] C34 B77-14372
Sprayable lew density arlator
[BASA-CJSE-HFS-23506-1] C24 B77-15105
Leading edge protection for composite blades
' [BASA-CASI-LIH-12550-1] c21 R77-19170
Apparatus for automatical!; spraying a coating
material
[NASA-CASI-HIS-23506-2] c37 B77-20441
Durable antistatic coating for
polymethylmethacrylate
[BASA-CASE-BEO-13867-1] c27 877-22257
Abrasion resistant coatings for plastic surfaces
[NASA-CASI-ABC-10915-3] c24 B77-24200
PBOTECTOBS
load cell protection device using spring-loaded
breakaway lechanisn
[NASA-CASE-XHS-06782] c32 871-15974
Payload soft landing systet using stovable gas bag
[BASA-CASE-XLA-09881] C31 871-16085
PBOTEIHS








System designed to reduce tine required for
obtaining synchronization in data
communication with spacecraft utilizing
psendoncise codes
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10214] C10 S71-26577
Linear shift register with feedback logic for
generating psendonoise linear recurring binary
sequences
[SASA-CASE-BPO-11406] c08 H73-12175
Rulticarrier communications system for
transmitting nodulated signals from single
transmitter
[FASA/-CASI-BPO-11548] C07 1173-26118




tpparatns for measuring load on cable under
static or dynamic conditions comprising
pulleys pivoting structure against restraint
of tension strap
[BASA-CASE-XBS-04545] c15 H71-22878
Tensile strength testing device having pulley




Pulmonary resuscitation method and apparatus
with adjustable pressure regulator
[BASA-CASE-XBS-01115] c05 870-39922
POLBOBABT IOBCIIOIS
Piston device for producing known constant




nonitoring system for signal amplitude ranges
over predetermined time interval
[SASA-CASE-XBS-04061-1] c09 B69-39885
Analog to digital converter for converting
pulses tc frequencies
[BASA-CASI-XLA-00670] c08 H71-12501
Electrical testing apparatus for detecting
amplitude and width cf transient pulse
CBASA-CASI-XBF-06519] c09 H71-12519








Voltage controlled oscillators and pulse




Adaptive compression signal processor for 'PCS
communication systems
[SASA-CASE-XLA-03076] C07 N71-11266
Bipolar phase detector and corrector for split
phase PCD data signals
[HASA-CASE-IGS-01590] C07 N71-12392
System for recording and reproducing Pen data
from data stored on magnetic tape
[HASA-CASE-XSS-01021 ] c08 B71-21042
Frequency shift keying apparatus for use with
pulse code modulation data transmission system
[BASA-CASE-XGS-01537] C07 B71-23405
Data redaction and transmission system for TV
PCn data
[SASA-CASE-8PO-11243] C07 H72-2015I!
Pulse code modulated data from frequency
multiplex communications by digital phase
shift or carrier
[NASA-CASE-HPO-11338] COB N72-25208
Bit synchronization of PCH communications
signal, without separate synchronization
channel by digital correlation
[BASA-CASI-BPO-11302-1] C07 B73-1J149
Method and apparatus for a single channel
digital communications system
synchronization of received PCR signal by
digital correlation with reference signal
[BASA-CASI-BEO-11302-2] c32 B74-101J2
Bultifunction audio digitizer producing
direct delta and pulse code modulation
[SASA-CASE-HSC-13855-1] C35 B71-17885
Pulse code modulated signal synchronizer
[NASA-CASE-BSC-12»62-1} C32 871-20809
Pulse code nodulated signal synchronizer
[HASA-CAEE-MSC-12494-1] c32 H74-20810
Digital transmitter for data bus communications
system
[HASA-CASE-HSC-114558-1] c32 B75-21H86
Compact-bi-phase pulse coded modulation deccder
[BASA-CASE-KSC-10831-1] C33 N76-14371
Low distortion receiver for bi-level baseband
PCH waveforms
[BASA-CASE-HSC-T1557-1] C32 H76-16219
Differential pulse code modulation
[ BASA-CASE-HSC-12506-1] c32 N77-122J*
PDLSE COBHOHICiTIOB
Phase shift data transmission system with
pseudo-noise synchronization code modulated
with digital data into single channel for
spacecraft communication
[BASA-CASE-XBP-00911] COS 870-41961
Differential pulse code modulation
£BASA-CASE-HSC-12506-1] c32 877-122J9
PULSE DOBAtlOI
Frequency to analog converters with unipolar
field effect transistor for determining
potential charge by pulse duration of input
signal
[HASA-CASE-IBP-07040] COS H71-12500
Electrical testing apparatus for detecting
amplitude and width of transient pulse
[BASA-CASE-IHF-06519] C09 B71-12519
Design and development of variable pulse width
multiplier
[BASA-CASE-XLA-02850] c09 B71-20447
Device for voltage conversion using controlled
pulse widths and arrangements to generate ac
output voltage
[HASA-CASE-HFS-10068] C10 B71-25139
One shot multivibrator circuit for producing
long duration output pulses
[BASA-CASB-ABC-10137-1] C09 871-28468
Pulse stretcher for narrow pulses
[ BASA-CASE-HSC-14130-1] C3J 874-32711
POLSE DOBA110B HODDLATIOB
Pulse duration modulation multiplier system
[HASA-CASE-XEB-09213] C07 H71-12390
Variable duration pulse integrator design for
integrating pulse duration modulated pulses
with elimination of ripple content
[BASA-CASB-XLA-01219] CIO 871-23084
Electric motor control system with pulse width
modulation for providing automatic null
seeking servo
[BASA-CASE-XBF-05195] ClO 871-24861
Pulse duration control device for driving slow
response time loads in selected sequence




Bonostable moltivibratcr fcr producing output
pulse widths with positive feedback HOB gates
[BASA-CASE-BSC-13492-1] ClO 871-28860




Electric current neasnring apparatus design
including satarafcle core transfornec and
energy storage device to avoid magnetizing
current errors from transformer output winding
[BASA-CASE-XGS-02439] C14 B71-19<I31
Digitally controlled frequency synthesizer for
pulse frequency modulation telemetry systems
[BASA-CASE-IGS-02317] c09 H71-23525
Boninterruptable digital counter circuit design
with display device for pulse frequency
modulation
[BASA-CISS-XHP-09759] c08 871-24891
Threshold extension device for improving
operating performance of frequency oodulation
demodulators by eliminating click-type noise
impulses
[BASA-CASI-BSC-12 165-1] C07 H71-33696
POISE GBBEBATOBS
High voltage pulse generator for testing flash
and ignition limits of ncnmetallic materials
in controlled atmospheres
[HASA-CASS-HSC-12178-1] C09 871-13518
Interrogator and current driver circuit for
combination with transistor flip-flop circuit
[HASA-CASt-XGS-03058] C10 871-19547
Electric circuit for producing high current
pulse having fast rise and fall time
[BASA-CJSI-XBS-04919] c09 871-23270
Pulse generator for synchronizing or resetting
electronic signals withcut requiring separate
external source
[SASA-CAS«-XGS-03632] c09 871-23311
Development and characteristics of resettable
monostable pulse generator with charge
rundown-timing circuit
[BASA-CASJ-GSC-11139] c09 H71-27016
Poise generating circuit for operation at verj
high duty cycles and repetition rates
[HASA-CASI-IBP-00745] ClO B71-28960
Pulse coupling circuit tith switch between
generator and winding
[HASA-CASE-IES-10033-1] C09 N72-22197
net ho a and apparatus for nondestructive testing





Circuit for measuring wide range of pulse rates
by utilizing high capacity counter
CHASA-CASB-XBP-06234] c10 H71-27137
Peak holding circuit for extremely narrow pulses
C8ASA-CASS-BSC-14129-1] C33 875-18479
POISED IASEBS
Bepetitively poised wavelength selective carbon
dioxide laser
[BASA-CASB-EBC-10178] c16 B71-24832
Dually mode locked Bd:YAG laser
rBASA-CASB-GSC-11746-1] C36 H75-19651(
Two wavelength double poise tunable dye laser
CBASA-CASB-lAB-12012-1] C36 877-10517
Isotope separation using metallic vapor lasers
[BASA-CASB-SIO-13550-1] C36 877-26477
PULSED BADIATIOH
Development and characteristics of cyclically
operable, optical shutter for use as focal




High resolotion radar transmitting system for
transmitting optical fulses to targets
CHASA-CASE-BPO-11426] c07 B73-26119
POBP SBAIS
Flexible barrier membrane comprising porous
substrate and incorporating liquid gallium or
indiom metal used as sealant barriers for
spacecraft walls and pumping liquid propellants
[BASA-CASB-XBP-08881] c17 871-28747
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Piezoelectric pump for supplying fluid at high
frequencies tc gyroscope fluid suspension system
[HASA-CASE-XHP-05429] C26 H71-21824
Tapor-liquid separator design with vapor driven
punp for separated liquid pumping for
application in propellant transfer
[HASA-CASB-XBF-04042] C15 B71-2302J
Automatically reciprocating, high pressure pomp
for use in spacecraft cryogenic propellants
[BASA-CASE-XBP-04731] C15 N71-24042
Development and characteristics of variable
displacement fluid pump for tranforming
hydraulic pressures
[BASA-CASE-BFS-20830] C15 H71-30028
Pumping and metering dual piston system and
monitor for reaction chamber constituents
[HASA-CASE-GSC-10218-1) CIS 872-21465
Nagnetocaloric pump for cryogenic fluids
[HASA-CASE-IEB-11672-1] c37 874-27904
POBCBBD CABDS
Describing device for flagging punched business
cards
[8ASA-CASE-XIA-02705] C08 B71-15908
Handling tool for printed circuit cards
[HASA-CJSE-HFS-20453] Cl5 H71-29133
POBCHES
Punch and die device for forming convolution
series in thin gage metal hemispheres
[BASA-CASE-XBP-05297] Cl5 871-23811
POBGIHG
Carbon dioxide purge systems to prevent
condensation in spaces between cryogenic fuel
tanks and hypersonic vehicle skin
[BASA-CASB-XLA-01967] c31 B70-02015
Developing high pressure gas purification and
filtration system for use in test operations
of space vehicles
[BASA-CiSB-BrS-12806] Cl4 B71-17588
Fluid transferring system design for purging
toxic, corrosive, or noxious fluids and fanes
from materials handling equipment for
cleansing a&d accident prevention
[SASA-CASE-XHS-019053 Cl2 H71-21089
Device for back purging thrust engines
£HASA-CASE-XHS-04826] C28 871-28849
POBIFICiTIOB
Apparatus and method capable of receiving large
quantity of high pressure helium, removing
impurities, and discharging at received pressure
[BASA-CASE-XBF-06888] Cl5 B71-24044
Purification apparatus for vaporization and











Molded composite pyrogen igniter for rocket motors
[8ASA-CASE-IAB-12018-1] C20 876-29365
PIHOIISIS
Pyrolysis system and process recovering
energy from solid wastes containing hydrocarbons
[BASA-CASE-BSC-12669-1] C44 H76-16621
PXBOLITIC GBAPBITE








Sensor device with switches for measuring




Energy source with tantalum capacitors in
parallel and miniature silver oxide button
cells for initiating pyrotechnic devices on
Q SWITCHED LASEBS SUBJECT IHDEX
spacecraft and rocket vehicles
[BASA-CASE-1AB-10367-1] c03 H70-26817
Development and characteristics of squib
actuated explosive disconnect for spacecraft




Optically detonated explcsive device
[BASA-CASI-BPO-117U3-1] c28 B7U-27425
Spatial filter for Q-snitched lasers
[BASJ-CASI-LIR-1216I1-1] c36 B77-32478Q VALUES
Design of active EC network capable of operating
at high Q values with reduced sensitivity to







Automatic quadrature ccnticl and measuring system
using optical coupling circuitry
[BASA-CASB-HIS-21660-1] c35 B74-21017
QUALITATIVE ABAITSIS
Ultraviolet chromatographic detector for
guantitative and qualitative analysis of
compounds
[BASA-CASE-BQN-1C756-1] dl B72-25428
Analysis of volatile organic compounds trace
amounts of organic volatiles in gas samples
[BASA-CASE-MSC-11128-1] c23 H77-17161
QUALITATIVE ABALISIS
Hixed lignid and vapor phase analyzer design
with thermocouples for relative heat transfer
measurement
[BASA-CASE-BPO-106911 C14 B71-26199Quantitative liguid measurements in container by
resonant freguencies
[BASA-CASE-XBP-02500] c18 B71-27397
Ultraviolet chromatographic detector for
gnantitative and qualitative analysis of
compounds
[BASA-CASF-HCB-1075€-1] c11 B72-25128
Bondispersive gas analysis using radiation
detection for quantitative analysis
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10308-1] c06 B72-311U1
Analysis of volatile organic compounds trace
amounts cf organic volatiles in gas samples
[BASA-CASE-«SC-1<l<l28-1] c23 H77-17161
QUABTOB TBBOB1




Ultraviolet filter of thorium fluoride and
cryolite on quartz base
[BASA-CASE-XSP-02340] c23 B69-21332




Bigh intensity heat and light unit containing
guartz lamp elements protectively positioned
to nithstand severe environmental stress
[BASA-CASE-XIA-001II1] c09 H70-33312




Design and development of test stand system foe
supporting test iteis in vacuum chamber
[BASA-CASE-HJS-21362]
 C11 B73-20267
Thrnst-isclating mconting characteristics of
snppcrt for loads mounted in spacecraft
[BASA-CASE-HFS-21680-1] c18 B71-27397
BAD1B ABT11BAS
Interferometric tuning acgnisiticn and tracking
radar antenna system
[SASA-CASE-XBS-09610] c07 B71-24625
Variable btaawidth antenna »ith multiple
team, variable feed system
[HASA-CASE-GSC-11862-1] c32 B76-18295
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Bighly efficient antenna system using a







Charge-coupled device data processor for an
airborne imaging radar system
[NASA-CASE-BEO-13587-1] C32 H77-323U2
BADAB ECBOES
Charge-coupled device data processor for an
airborne imaging radar system
[BASA-CASI-BEO-13587-1] CJ2 B77-32312
BADAB EQUIPBBBT
Spacecraft transponder and ground station radar
system for mapping planetary surfaces




Hethod of locating persons in distress by
using radar imagery from radar reflectors
[NASA-CASI-lAB-11390-1] C32 N77-21267
BADAB BABGE
Badar signal receiver arrangement for extending
range and increasing signal to noise ratio
[BASA-CASE-XBP-00748] c07 B70-J6911
BADAB BECEIVEBS
Polarization diversity monopulse tracking
receiver design without radio frequency snitches
[BASA-CASB-XGS-03501 ] c09 H71-2086«t
BADAB BECEPTIOB
Badar signal receiver arrangement for extending
range and increasing signal to noise ratio
[NASA-CASE-XBP-00718] c07 B70-36911
BADAB BBFIECTOBS
Inflatable radar reflector unit - lightweight.
Highly reflective to electromagnetic
radiation, and adaptable for erection and
deployment with minimum effort and time
[BASA-CASI-XBS-00893] c07 S70-10063
Hethod of locating persons in distress by
using radar imagery from radar reflectors
[BASA-CASl-IAB-11390-1] C32 B77-21267
BAD&B TBACKIBG
Tracking antenna system with array for
synchronous satellite or ground based radar
[BASA-CASF-GSC-10553-1 ] c07 871-19854
Polarization diversity nonopnlse tracking
receiver design without radio frequency switches
[HASA-CASE-XGS-03501] c09 B71-20864
nonopulse tracking system with antenna array of
three radiators for deriving azimuth and
elevation indications
[BASA-CASE-XGS-01155] C10 B71-21483
Plastic sphere for radar tracking and calibration
[BASA-CASF-XLA-11151] c07 B72-21117
BADAB TBAHSHITIBBS
Bigh resolution radar transmitting system for
transmitting optical pulses to targets
[HASA-CASE-BEO-11126] c07 N73-26119
BADIA1 PLOB
Badial heat flux transformer for use in heating
and cooling processes
[BASA-CASI-BEO-10828] c33 B72-179«8
Axially and radially controllable magnetic bearing
[BASA-CAEB-GSC-11551-1] C37 B76-18U59
BADIABCB
Hethod and apparatus for measuring shock layer




Direct radiation cooling of linear beam
collector tubes
[BASA-CASI-IBP-09227] c15 869-21319
High thermal emittance black surface coatings
and process for applying to metal and metal
alloy 'surfaces used in radiative cooling of
spacecraft
CBASA-CASE-XIA-06199] c15 B71-2U875




High intensity radiant energy pulse source for
calibrating heat transfer gages with




Bigh intensity heat and licht unit containing
quartz lamp elements protectively positioned
to withstand severe environmental stress
[HASl-CASE-XLA-00111] C09 B70-33312
High temperature source of theraal radiation
[BASA-CASE-XIE-OOP90] c33 B70-315H5
Refractory filaient series circuitry for radiant
beater
[BASA-CASE-XII-0038T] c33 B70-31812
Onfired ceramic Insulation for protection froa
radiant leating envircnients
[BASA-CASE-HfS-1<l253 j c33 B71-21858
BADIMIOB
Development
 Of radiant energy sensor to detect
the radiant energy %avelengtt rands from
portions of radiating body
[HASA-CASE-iBC-10171] ell H72-25109
Development of thernopile vith sensor surface to
receive radiant energy ard to provide
measurement cf energy guantity
[HASA-CASE-BIO-1K193J d* B73-12117
Tvo-dimensicnal radiant energy array computers
and computing devices
ruASA-CiSE-GSC-11839-2] c60 H76-18803
Analog to digital ccnveiter for two-dimensional
radiant energy array computers
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11839-3] c60 H77-32731
BADIATIOB ABSOEpTJOB
BOIB gas analyzer based on absorption modulation
ratios for kncvn and orkncvn samples
[HASA-CASE-»BC-10802-1] c35 B75-30502
Differential optoaconstic absorption detector
[BASA-CASE-HFO-13759-1] c35 H77-11363
BADI1TIOF COOBTEBS
Particle"detector for indicating incidence and
energy cf irirnte space particles
[HASA-CASE-JIA-0013E] ell 570-33322
Sensing method and device for determining /
orientation of space vehicle or satellite by
using particle traps
[NASS-CJSE-XGS-00166] c21 B70-3U297
Solid state device for napping flax and power in
nuclear reactor cores
[NASA-CJSE-XLE-00301] Cll B70-36808
Particle reaB pover density detection and
measureient apparatus
[HASA-CASE-xiE-00213] ell N70-38602
Automatic raseline starilizaticn for icnizaticn
detector used in gas cinematograph
tBAS»-CASE-XBE-03128] ClO B70-«1991
Method of fcrning thin vindov drifted silicon
charged particle detectcr
[BASA-C9SE-UE-00808] c21 H71-10560
Development of dosimeter for measuring absorbed
dose of Ugh energy icnlzing radiation
[BASA-CASE-xiA-03605] c11 B71-20130
Apparatus ior detecting particle emission loner
than noise level of multiplier tube
tBASA-CASE-xiA-07813] dl B72-17328
Badiation or charged particle detector and
amplifier
[BASA-CASB-HPO-12128-1] c11 B73-32317
Coazial accde Dire for gas radiation counters
[HASA-CASI-GSC-11H92-1] C3S B7»-26949
BADIA110B DABJ6B
addition cf groop 3 elesents to silicon
semiconductor material Icr increased
resistance to radiation damage in solar cells
[BASi-CASI-xn-02798] c26 B71-2365U
Becovering efficiency of solar cells damaged by
environmental radiation through thermal
annealing
[HASA-CASB-xGS-010<n-2] c03 B72-11062
Photomnltiplier circuit including means for
rapidly reducing the sensitivity thereof
and protection from radiation damage
[SiSJ-CJS!-asc-7C593-1J c33 S70-27682
BADIA510B DEIlCtoBS
Badiation source and detection system for
measuring aicnnt of lignid inside tanks
independently of liquid configuration
[BASA-CASS-HSC-12280] C27 871-16318
Detection instrument for light emitted from ATP
biochemical reaction
[BASA-CASB-XGS-0553H] c23 B71-16355
Circuit design for determining amount of
pSotoialtiplier tabe light detection utilizing
variable current source and dark current
signals cf opposite polarity
CHASA-CASE-XBS-03478] C1Q 871-21010
Attitude sensor vith scanning mirrors for
-detecting orientation of space vehicle with
respect to planet
[BASA-CASI-1LA-00793] C21 B71-22880
Bosaic semiconductor radiation detector and
position indicator systems engineering for low
energy particles
[SiSi-CJlSl-I6S-0323DJ ClO S71-23D01
Bondispersive gas analysis using radiation
detection for quantitative analysis
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10308-1] C06 B72-31111
Badiation source tracker comprised of sectored
matrix of detectors vith output voltages
corresponding to irradiance levels
[BASA-CASE-BSO-11686] Cll B73-25162
Badiation or charged particle detector and
amplifier
[BASA-CASI-BIO-12128-1] Cll B73-32317
Bossbaner spectrometer radiation detector
[HASA-CASE-LAB-11155-1] C35 B71-15091
High field CdS detector for infrared radiation
[HASS-C4SE-1AB-11027-1] C35 N71-18088
Flame detector operable in presence of proton
raaiaticn
[BiSA-CASE-BFS-21577-1 ] Cl9 B71-29110
iide angle sun sensor consisting of
cylinder, insulation and pair of detectors
[BASA-CASE-BEO-13327-1] C35 B75-23910




Space simulator vith uniform test region




Development of dosimeter for measuring absorbed
dose of high energy ionizing radiation
[BASA-CASE-X1A-03615] Cll N71-20130
BADIA1IOH EFFECTS
(lethod for temperature compensating




Baiiation hardening of BOS devices by boron




Development of thermopile vith sensor surface to
receive radiant energy and tc provide
measurement of energy quantity
[BASA-CASE-BFO-11193] Cll B73-12117
BADIiTIOB BBASOBIBG IBSIBOBBBTS
BocXet-borne aspect sensor consisting of
radiation sensor, apertured disk, commutator,
and counting circuits
[BiSA-CASE-XGS-08266] C1U B69-271J2
Infrared scanning system for maintaining
spacecraft orientation vith earth reference
[SASA-CASI-X1A-00120] c21 B70-33181
Suitiple tare length radiation measuring
instrument for determining hot body or gas
temperature
IBASA-CASE-XIE-00011) C11 B70-11S16
Development of method for improving signal tc
noise ratio and accuracy of Kheatstone bridge
type radiation measuring instrument
[BASA-CASI-I1A-02810] Cll B71-25901
Development of thermopile vith sensor surface to
receive radiant energy and tc provide
measurement of energy guantity
[XiSt-CiSI-SfC-11493] Cll S73-1.WH7
Phototransistor vith base collector junction
diode for integration into photo sensor arrays
[S»SA-CAE!-BfS-20107] C09 B73-192J5
Hethod and apparatus for measuring
electromagnetic radiation
[BASA-CASI-lES-11159-1] Cll B73-28HB8
Design of gamma ray spectrometer for measurement
of intense radiation using compton scattering
effect
1-151
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[BASA-CASE-HFS-211HI1-1] clt B73-30392
Coaxial anode wire fcr gas tadiaticn counters
[H&SA-CASI-GSC-11492-1] c35 B70-269H9
BADIATIOB BEDICIBI




Development cf method fct protecting large and
oddly shaped areas f r cm radiant and convective
beat
[HASA-CASE-ISP-01310] C33 H71-28852
Coding and radiation protection of ruty lasers
using copper snlfate sclntion in alcobcl
tHA5i-CASE-BJS-20180] C16 S72-12H40
Phototmltiplier circuit including means for
rapidly reducing the sensitivity thereof
and protection frcm radiation damage
[NA5*-CASI-AEC-1G593-1] c33 B74-27682
BADIMI08 SEIBLDIBG
Encapsulated heater forming hollow body for
cathode csed in icn thruster
[HASA-CASI-LIS-108114-1] c28 B70-35U22
Describing hot filament type Bayard-Alpert
ionizatlcn gage tilth icn collector buried or
removed free grid structure
[BASJ-CASI-I1S-C712U] c1<» B71-18182
Sealed housing fcr protecting electronic
egnipient against electromagnetic interference
[NASA-CfSI-HSC-12168-1] cC9 H71-18600
Internal labyrinth and shield structure to
improve electrical isolation of prcpellant
feed source from ion thrnstor
[HASA-CASE-IES-10210-1] c28 H71-26781




Sight switch using infrared source and sensor
mounted beside eye
[BASA-CASE-IHF-0393U] c09 B71-22985
Apparatus for obtaining isctropic irradiation on
file emnlsicn f r o m parallel radiation source
[BASA-CASE-HFS-20095] c24 B72-11595
Badiation source tracker comprised of sectored
matrix cf detectors with output voltages
corresponding tc irradiance levels
[HASA-CASE-BEO-11686] ell B73-25Q62
High powered arc electrodes producing solar
simulator radiation
[NA£A-CASE-LEi-11162-1] c33 B74-12913
Electric arc light source having undercut
recessed anode
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10266-1] c33 B75-29318
Apparatus and method for determining the
position of a radiant energy source
[HASA-CASI-GSC-12147-1] C35 B77-20H10
BADI1TIOB SPICTBA
Baksutcv spectrcgraph fcr Ion light level research
[NASA-CaSI-IlA-10102] c1« 871-29041
BADIATIOB 1HBIAEI
A cervix-tc-rectnm measuring device in a




Ultraviolet radiation resistant alkali-metal
silicate coatings for teiperatnre ccntrol of
spacecraft
[BASA-CASE-IGS-OH119] C18 B69-39979
Doping' silicon material Kith gadolinium to
increase radiaticn resistance of solar cells
[BASA-CASI-IIE-02792] C26 B71-10607
Improving radiation resistance of silicon
semiconductor junctions ky doping vith lithium
[BASA-CASE-XGS-07801] C09 B71-12513
Badiation hardening of BOS devices by boron
for stabilizing gate threshold potential
[BASA-CAEE-GSC-11125-2] c76 B75-25730
BADIATIVB BEAT TBABSPEB
Beat flux sensor assembly with prcviso for heat
shield tc reduce radiative transfer between
sensor elements
[HASA-CASE-IBS-05909-1] c1Q B69-27459
Capillary radiator for carrying heat transfer
liquid ii planetary spacecraft structures
[HASA-CASI-IIE-03307] c33 B71-11035
Transient teat transfer gage for measuring total
radiant intensity from far ultraviolet and
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ionized high temperature gases
[BASA-CASI-IBS-09802] c33 B71-1564
Construction and method of arranging plurality
of ion engines to form cluster thereby
increasing efficiency and control by
decreasing heat radiated to space
[BASA-CASE-XSP-02923] C28 N71-23081
BADIATOBS
Development and characteristics of natural
circulation radiator for use with nuclear
power plants installed in lunar space stations
£HASA-CASI-IBC-03673] cJ3 H71-290H6
BADIO ABtEBBAS
Low loss parasitic probe antenna for prelannch
tests of spacecraft antennas
[BASA-CASE-IKS-093118] c09 B71-13521
VHJ/DBF parasitic probe antenna for spacecraft
communicat ion
CHASi-CASE-XKS-093110] C07 S71-2a611
Development and characteristics of extensible
dipole antenna using deformable tubular
metallic strip element
[BASA-CASE-BCB-00937] C07 B71-28979
Highly efficient antenna system using a








A system for synchronizing synthesizers of
comunicaticu systems
[BASA-CASE-GSC-12148-1 ] C32 B77-22311
BADIO COBTBOL
Badio frequency controlled solid state switch
[BASA-CASE-JBC-10136-1] C09 B72-22202
BADIO BQOIFBBBT




Helical coaxial resonator EP filter
[BASA-CASE-XGS-02816] C07 H69-21323
Automatic gain control amplifier system
[BASA-CASI-IHS-05307] COS B69-24330
Hethod and apparatus for bowing of instrument
panels tc improve radio frequency shielded
enclosure
[HASA-CASE-IBE-09022J C07 H71-19136
Development of automatic frequency
discriminators and control for phase lock loop
providing frequency preset capabilities
[HASA-CASI-XHF-08665] CIO B71-19U67
System generating sidereal frequency signals
from signals of standard solar frequency
without use of mixing operations or feedback
loops
[BASA-CASB-IGS-02610] Cl"l B71-2317I1
Badio frequency coaxial filter to provide dc
isolation and low frequency signal rejection
in audio range
[BASA-CASE-IGS-011118] C09 H7 1-23573
Variable frequency nuclear magnetic resonance
spectrometer providing drive signals over wide
frequency range and minimizing noise effects
[BASA-CASE-IBP-09830] Cl« B71-26266
High efficiency transformerless amplitude
modulator coupled to EF power amplifier
CSASA-CASE-GSC-10668-1] C07 B71-28430
Technique and equipment for sputtering using
apertured electrode and pulsed substrate bias
CHASi-CASE-lEI-10920-1) Cl7 B73-24569
Badio frequency source resistance measuring
instruments of varied design
[BASA-CASB-BPO-11291-1] Clt B73-30388
Holtichannel logarithmic BF level detector
[HASA-CASI-IAB-11021-1] C32 876-113^ 1




Process for preparing higher oxides of the
alkali and alkaline earth metals using
radio frequency discharge sustained in oxygen
[BASA-CASI-ABC-10992-1] C25 B77-17178
BADIO PBBQDB1CI IBTBBFBBBBCB
Badio frequency noise generator having microwave
SUBJECT IBDBX BAB6BIIBDIBG
slov-«av€ structure in gas discharge ilasma
[BASA-CASI-XIB-11019] CC9 H71-23598
System for interference signal nulling by
polarization adjustment
[BASA-CJSE-BIO-131140-1] C32 B75-21982
Systems and uettods foe determining radio
f regnency interference
[BASA-CASE-GSC-12150-1] c32 H77-122H7
Apparatus and netted for determining tbe
position of a radiant energy source
[BASA-CA£I-GSC-121<n-1] C35 B77-20110
BADIO FBIQUEBCI SBI11DIH6
Gunn effect mcrovave diodes with BF shielding
[BASA-CISI-EBC-101191 c26 B72-21701
Process for making BF shielded cable ccnnector
assemblies and resulting structures
[NASA-CASE-GSC-11215-1] c09 H73-28083
BADIO BECEIVIBS
Badio receiver tilth arraj of independently
steerable antennas for deep space communication
[NASA-CASE-IIA-00901] cC7 B71-10775
Developnent of optimum pre-detection diversity
combining receiving system adapted for use
with amplitude mcdulaticn, phase modulation,
and frequency ncdulaticn systems
[NASA-CJSI-XGS-OC71IO] cC7 B71-23098
Very narrow band width receiver
[HASA-CASI-GSC-121U2-1] C32 S77-20299
EADIO BEIAI STSTEBS
Satellite radio communication system with remote
steerablc antenna
[BASA-CASE-XHE-02389] cC7 B71-28900




Erectable, inflatable, radio signal reflecting
passive communication satellite
[HASA-CASE-XLA-00210] c30 B70-I10309




Conical scan tracking system employing a large




System generating sidereal freguency signals
from signals of standard sclar freguency




Digital telemetry system apparatus to reduce











Gunn effect licrcwave diodes with BF shielding
[HASA-CASI-EBC-10119] C26 S72-21701
BADIOACIIVE ISOTOPES
Thermally cascaded thermoelectric generator with
radioisotopic heat source
[NASA-CASI-HPO-10153] c03 H72-26031
Protected isotope leat source for




Production of 1-123 for use as
radiopbarmacentical fcr low radiation exposure
[HASA-CJSE-LUI-10»16-1] c21 B72-33681
BADIC6BASBT
Nondestructive radiographic tests of resistance
welds
[BASA-CASH-XBP-02588] c15 B71-18613
Method and system for in vivo measurement of
bone tissue using a two level energy source
[HASA-CASI-HSC-1Q276-1] C52 S77-1»737
BADIOIISIS
Process for making anhydrous metal halides
[BAS4-CASE-III-11860-1] c37 B76-18158
BADIOBETEBS
Miniaturized radiometer for detecting low level
thermal radiation
[BASA-CASE-XIA-0<4556] ClI B69-2718H
Black body radiometer design with temperature
sensing and cavity heat source cone winding
[BASA-CASE-XBP-09701 J , c1t B71-26<»75
Black body radiometer having isothermally
surrounded cavity for ultraviolet, visible,
and infrared radiation
[BASA-CASE-BIO-10810] da B71-27323
Thermodielectric radiometer using polymer film
as capacitor
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10138-1] C11 H72-21H77
Development of radiant energy sensor to detect
the raCiant energy wavelength bands from
portions of radiating body
[HASA-CASE-EBC-1017U] C1Q B72-25H09
. Development of radicmetric sensor to warn
aircraft pilots of region of clear air
turbulence along flight path
[BASA-CAEE-EBC-10081] Cl« B72-28437
Radiometric measuring system for solar activity
and atmospheric attenuation and emission
[BASA-CASE-EEC-10276] ell B73-26132
Steady state thermal radiometers
[BASA-CASE-BFS-21108-1] c31 B7H-27861
BADIOSOSDBS




Precipitation detector and mechanism for
stopping and restarting machinery at
initlaticn and cessation of rain
[BASA-CASE-XLA-02619] CIO B71-2633M
BABJET EBGIBBS




Automated multi-level vehicle parking system
[BASA-CASE-SPO-13058-1] C37 B77-22B80
BABDOB IOADS
Fatigue testing device applying random discrete




Circuits for amplitude limiting of random noise
inputs
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10169] C10 B71-2181*
Digital servo control of random sound test








Logarithmic circuit with wide dynamic range
[BASA-CASE-GSC-121II5-1] C33 B77-19319
BABGB PIHDEBS
Closed loop radio communication ranging system
to determine distance between moving airbcrne






Egaipment for testing of ground station ranging




Binary coded segnential acquisition ranging
system for distance measurements
[NASA-CASE-BPO-1119H] COB B72-25209
Loop transponder for regenerating code of
nu-type ranging system
[HASA-CASE-BPO-11707] C07 B73-25161
Orbital and entry tracking accessory for glebes
to provide range requirements for reentry
vehicles to any landing site
[NASA-CASB-1AB-10626-1] Cl9 B74-21015
1-159
BIBB IABTB CCBECDBDS SOBJECI IHDEI
BABE IABTH CCBEODBDS
Including didyiium hydrate in nickel hydroxide
of positive electrode of storage batteries to
increase ampere honr capacity
[BASA-CASE-JGS-03505] C03 N71-10608
BABE GASES





Preparation of dielectric coatings of variable
dielectric constant by plasma polymerization
[HASA-CASE-ABC-1C892-2] c27 B77-172<45
BABEFIBD CASES
Hagnetically controlled plasma accelerator








Be transistor circuit to indicate each poise of
pulse train and occurrence, of nth poise
[BASA-CASI-XBF-00906] C09 B70-11655
Device utilizing EC rate generators for
continuous slew speed measurement
[BASA-CSSI-XBF-02966] C10 B71-24863
Digital data handling circuits for poise
amplifiers
[HAS8-CJSI-XBP-01068] c10 N71-28739
Design of active PC network capable of operating
at high C values with reduced sensitivity to
gain amplification and number of passive
components /
[B8SA-C8SE-ABC-10042-2] c'10 B72-11256
Active BC filter networks and amplifiers for
deep space magnetic field measurement
[BASB-CASI-XAC-05162-2] c10 872-17171
Be networks vith voltage amplifier, BC input
circuit, and positive feedback
[BASA-C8S1-AEC-10020J CIO H72-17172
Holtlloop EC active filter network Kith Ion
parameter sensitivity and low amplifier gain
[BASA-CASE-8BC-10192] c09 B72-21215
Temperature control system comprised of
vheatstone bridge mth BC circuit
,[BASA-CASE-BEO-1130I|] c1l» B73-26U30
Dicde-guad bridge circuit means
[HASA-CASI-ABC-1036<l-3] c33 B75-19520
BEACIIOB CO*}1CL
Development cf voice operated controller for
controlling reaction jets of spacecraft
[NASA-C8SI-XL8-00063] C31 H71-33160
BBACTION BBEE1S
Satellite stabilization reaction wheel scanner
[BASA-CJSI-I6S-02629] clU H71-21082
Gravity gradient attitude control system vith
gravity gradiometer and reaction wheels for
artificial satellite attitude ccntrcl
[SASJ-CASI-GSC-10555-1] C21 B71-2732*
BEACIIVITI
Absorbing gas reactivity control system for




Simulated fuel assembly-type flo« measurement
apparatus for coolant flo» in reactor core
[BASA-CASI-XIE-00721I] d« S70-34669
Solid state device for mapping flux and power in
nuclear reactor cores
[BASA-CJSI-XLE-0030-1 ] c1« B70-36808




Bcneguilibrinm radiation nuclear reactor
[BASA-CASI-HCB-108H1-1] c73 H75-22108
lEACfOB BAtEBIlLS
Zirconium modified nickel-copper alley
[HASA-CASE-LEB-122II5-1] c26 B77-20201
BEAC10B 1ZCBBCL061





Flov angle sensor and remote readout system for
use with cryogenic fluids
£BASA-CASI-*II-04503] Clt B71-2H861
System for checking status of several
double-throw switches by readout indications
[8ASA-CSSI-XIA-08799] CIO H71-27272
SEAL 1IHE OEBBJTICB
Bespiratory analysis system to determine gas
flow rate and frequency of respiration and
expiration cycles in real tine
[BASA-CASE-BSC-13II36-1] COS B73-32015
Beal time moving scene holographic camera system
[HASA-CASE-HES-21087-1] C35 B71-17153
Seal time liquid crystal image converter
[BASA-CASE-LAB-11206-1] c7"t B74-30118
Beal time, large volume, moving scene
holographic camera system
[HASA-CASE-HFS-22537-1] C35 B75-27328
Carbon monoxide monitor using real time
operation
[BASA-CASI-HFS-22060-1] C35 B75-29380
Beal time analysis of voiced sounds
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13U65-1] C32 B76-31372
Contour detector and data acquisition system for
the left ventricular outline
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10985-1] C52 S77-17701




Semiconductor in resonant cavity for improving
signal to noise ratio of communication receiver
[BASA-CASI-HSC-12259-1] C07 B70-12616
Improved phase lock loop for receiver in
multichannel telemetry system with suppressed
carrier
[BASA-CASI-BIO-11593-1] C07 B73-28012
Automatic carrier acquisition system for phase
locked Icop receiver
CBASA-CASI-BSO-11628-1] c07 H73-30113
Coherent receiver employing nonlinear coherence
detection for carrier tracking
£BASA-CASE-BJO-11921-1] C32 B74-30523
Low distortion receiver for bi-level baseband
PCS waveforms
[BASA-CASl-BSC-11557-1] c32 B76-16219
Receiving and tracking phase modulated signals
[BASA-CASI-BSC-16170-1] C32 B77-122M8




Bethod and means for recording and




Hagnetic tape head function switching system
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11956-1] C35 B75-2513*
Electromagnetic transducer recording head having
a laminated core section and tapered gap
[BASA-CASP.-BIO-10711-1] c35 B77-21392
BBCOBDIBG IIS1BOBBBTS
neighing and recording device for obtaining
precise automatic record of small changes in
force
[BASA-CASE-HA-02605] Cl<! B71-10773
Blood pressure measuring system for separately
recording dc and ac pressure signals of
Korotkoff sounds
[BASA-CASE-XBS-06061] c05 B71-23J17
Belical recorder for multiple channel recording
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10611-1] c09 B72-11221
Iheraomagnetic recording and oagneto-optic
playback system having constant intensity
laser beam control
CBASA-CAEE-BIO-11317-2] C36 8711-13205
Holography utilizing surface plasmon resonances
[BASA-CASE-HFS-220MO-1] C35 B7t-269«6
Beasnring probe position recorder
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10806-1] c35 B7I1-32877
Apparatus and method for determining the
position of a radiant energy source
[SASA-CAEE-GSC-121H7-1] c35 B77-20110
BECOTBBABILII1





Techniques for recover; of multistage rocket




Describing assembly for opening stabilizing and




Parachute system for lowering manned spacecraft
from post-reentry to ocean landing
[SASJ-CASI-XLA-0019S] c02 870-38009
Develop tent and operating principles of gas
generator for deploying recovery parachutes
frca space capsules during atmospheric entry
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10549-1;] c31 N73-13898
BBCTAIGDLIB PJBELS
Rectangular sclar cell stacked panels to
generate electrical pcver aboard spacecraft
[8ASA-CASE-HEO-11771j c03 873-20040
BECIIPIEBS
Lithium drifted siliccn radiation detector with
gold rectifying contacts
[FASA-CASE-X1E-1C529] c14 H69-23191
Fover conticl snitching circuit using Ion
voltage seiiccnductor controlled rectifiers
for high vcltage isolation
tNASJ-CASE-XHP-02713] c10 H69-39888
Precision full vave rectifier circuit for
rectifying incoming electrical signals having
positive or negative polarity vith only
positive output signals
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10101-1] C09 S71-33109
Voltage amplitude-responsive trigger circuit
•ith siliccr controlled rectifier
[SASA-CASE-GSC-10221-1] C09 B72-23171




Reduced gravity liguid configuration simulator
to stud; propellant behavior in rccket fuel
tanks
[BASA-CASI-XIE-02624] C12 B69-39988
Apparatus for measuring human body mass in zero
or reduced gravity environment
[NASA-CASE-XHS-03371] COS 870-42000
Cable suspension and inclined walkway system for
simulating reduced or zero gravity environments
[HASS-CJSE-XLf-01787] C11 S71-16028
Development of restraint system for securing




Producing letal powders of controlled particle
size by reducing oxide using reactive metal
vapor in vacuum
CHASA-CASI-XLE-06461] c17 B72-22530
Process for making anhydrous metal halides
[HASA-CASE-LES-11860-1] C37 H76-18458
BBDQBD1BT COBIOBEBTS
Redundant memory for enhanced reliability of
digital cata processing system
[FASA-CASE-GSC-10564] C10 871-29135
BEBIS
Tetherline system for orbiting satellites[HASi-CASE-Hrs-23564-1] c13 S77-11079
Method and apparatus for measuring web material
Hound on a reel
[BASA-OSE-GSC-11902-1] c38 877-17495
BBBBTBI COBHDBICATIOH
Electrostatic modulator for communicating
through plasma sheath formed aicnnd spacecraft
during reentry
[BASA-CAEI-ILA-01400] C07 B70-11331
Hethod and apparatus for communicating through
ionized layer of gases surrounding spacecraft
daring reentry into planetary atmospheres
[BASA-CASI-XLA-01127] cC7 B70-41372
Reentry ccnunication by injection of water




Transpiraticnally cooled heat ablation system
for interplanetary spacecraft reentry shielding
1-161
[SASA-CASE-XBS-02677] C31 B70-42075
Hetbod and apparatus for fabrication of beat
insulating and ablative reentry structure
[BASA-CASE-XBS-02009] c33 871-20834
Ablative heat shield for protection from
aerodynamic beating of reentry spacecraft
[BASA-CASt-HSC-12143-1] C.J3 872-17947
Protected isotope heat source for




Aerodynamic configuration of reentry vehicle
heat shield to provide longitudinal and
directional stability at hypersonic velocities
[BASi-CASE-XBS-04142] C31 B70-41631
BEBBIBI VEBICIES
Leading edge design for hypersonic reentry
vehicles
[B4SA-CASI-XLA-00165] c31 H70-3J242
Delta vinged, manned reentry vehicle capable ot
horizontal glide landing at Ion speeds
[BASA-CASE-XLA-00241] c31 B70-37986
Telespectrograph for analyzing upper atmosphere
by tracking todies reentering atmosphere at
high velocities
[SSSi-CASE-XLA-03273] C14 B71-18699
Ablation sensor for measuring surface ablation
rate of material on vehicles entering earths
atmosphere on entry into planetary atmospheres
[BJSJ-CASB-XLA-01791J C14 B71-22991
Design of ring ving vehicle of high
drag-to-»eight ratio to withstand reentry
stress into lov density atmosphere
tBSSA-CASE-XlA-04901] C31 B71-24315
Development of auxiliary lifting system to
provide ferry capability for entry vehicles
[BSSS-CASE-LAB-10574-1] Oil B73-13257
Development and operating principles of gas
generator for deploying recovery parachutes
from space capsules during atmospheric entry
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10549-1] c31 873-13898




Automatic fregnency control device for providing






Helium refining by superfluidity
[BASA-CASE-XBP-00733J C06 870-34946
BEPLBCTABCB
Optical characteristics measuring apparatus
[BASA-CASE-XBE-08840] C23 871-16365
Device for determining acceleration of gravity
by interferometric aeasnrement of travel cf
falling body
[BSSA-CASE-XBP-0584K] C14 871-17587
Bighly stable optical mirror assembly optimizing
image guality of light diffraction patterns
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10001] C23 B71-24868
Transmitting and reflecting diffnser
[SASA-CASE-LAB-10385-3] C23 B7J-32538
BBPLBCfBB IAVBS
Device and method for determining X ray
reflection efficiency, scattering properties,
and surface finish of optical surfaces
[RASA-CASB-BfS-20243] C<2 873-13662
Clear air turbulence detector
[BASA-CASI-HJS-21244-1] C36 875-15028






Vacuum preparation of zinc titanate pigment
resistant to loss of reflective properties
[B1SA-CASB-BIS-13532J Cl8 B7J-175J2
Solar cell surface treatment
CBASA-CASI-lBS-11330-1] C«4 876-14612
Bethod and apparatus for compensating reflection
losses in a path length modulated
absorption-absorption trace gas detector




Ellipsoidal nrror reflector for measuring
reflectance
[SASJ-CJSE-IGS-OJ291] c23 S71-16341




Hethod of compactly packaging centnfugally
expandable lightweight flexible reflector
satellite
[BASJ-CASB-XLA-00138] c31 B70-37981
Antenna design with self erecting mesh reflector
[BASA-CASE-XGS-09190] c31 N71-16102
Cylindrical reflector for resolving wide angle
light beam f rcm telescope intc nar row beam for
spectrosccfic analysis
[BASA-CASE-XGS-08269] c23 H71-26206
Conical reflector antenna with feed
approxiiating line source
[BASA-CBSI-HPO-10303] c07 1172-22127
Target acquisition antenna feed Kith reflector
system
[BASf-CASI-GEC-IOOeq-l] clO H72-22235
Multipurpose microwave antenna, employing dish
I reflector with floral coaxial horn feeds
[BASA-CASE-BEO-11260] cC7 B72-25174
Characteristics of microwave antenna with
conical reflectors to generate plane nave front
[BAEA-CBSZ-SIC-11661] cC7 N73-1»130
Schlieren systei employing antiparallel
reflector in the forward direction
[BASA-CAEE-ABC-10971-1] c09 B76-26221
HBEBACTOBETBBS
Particle size spectroneter and refractometer
[BASA-CASE-BIC-13610-1] c35 B75-19628
BEFBACTOB? BS1EBIJ1S
Test apparatus for deteriining nechanical
properties of refractcry materials at high
temperatures in vacuum or inert atmospheres
CBASA-CASI-I1E-00335] c14 B70-35368
Bethod'for producing refractory molybdenum
disilicides
[NASA-CASE-XMS-00370] c17 B71-20941
Prestressed rocket nozzle with ceramic inner
rings and refractory uetal outer rings
[IHSa-CJSE-XUP-02888] c18 S71-21068
Semiconductor device manufacture using
refractcry dielectrics as diffusant masks and
interccnnection insulating materials
[BASA-CASE-XEB-06II76-1] c26 B72-17820
Electric furnace for vacuum and zero gravity
melting of high melting point materials during
earth orlit
[BASA-CASI-HIS-20710] c11 H72-23215
Catalytic trimerization of aromatic nitriles and
tnaryl-s-triazine ring cross-linked high




Refractor} filament series circuitry for radiant
heater
[HASA-CASE-JLE-00387] c33 H70-3<I812
Production of refractcry bodies with controlled
porosity bj pressing and heating mixtures of
refractory and inert metal powders
[BASA-CASE-IEB-10393-1] c17 B71-15168
Hultilayer porous refractory metal ionizer
design with thick, porots, large-grain
substrates and thin, porcns micron-grain
substrates
[HASA-CASI-XBP-0<t338] c17 B71-23046
Brazing alloy adapted for brazing corrosion
resistant steel to refractory metals, also for
brazing refractory metals to otter refractory
metals
[HASA-CASI-XBP-03063] c17 B71-23365
Development and characteristics of thermal
radiation shielding of refractory metal foil
used for induction furnace
[BASA-CASE-IIE-03132] c33 B71-2II145
Production of high strength refractory compounds




Silicide coating process and composition for
protection of refractory metals from oxidation
1-162
[HASA-CASE-XIE-10910] C18 B71-29040
Development of procedure for improved
distribution of refractory compounds and
micro-constituents in refractory metal matrix
£»ASA-C4EI-XlE-039»0-2] C17 S72-28536
Fused silicide coatings containing discrete
particles fcr protecting niobium alloys
used in space shuttle thermal protection
systems and turbine engine components
[BiSA-CiSE-LE»-11179-1 ] C27 H76-16229
Hethod of making an apertured casting using
duplicate odd
[HAS1-CAEE-IE8-11169-1 ) C37 1176-23570
BEFBIGEB4TIB6




Gas balancing, cryogenic refrigeration apparatus
with Joule-Thomson valve assembly
tB4S4-C4SE-HFO-10309] CIS B69-i3190
Method and apparatus for producing very low
temperature refrigeration based on gas
pressure balance
[ BASA-CASE-XBP-08877] CIS B71-23025
Dual solid crycgens for spacecraft refrigeration
insuring low temperature cooling for extended
periods
[BAS4-C4SE-GSC-10188-1] C23 871-21725
Stirling cycle engine and refrigeration systems
[B4S4-CASE-BTO-13613-1] C37 B76-29590
BEFBIGBBATOBS
Intermittent type silica gel adsorption




[B4SA-C4SE-BFO-13lt35-1 ] C3 1 B76-1428I1
BESBBEB4TIOB (EBGIBEBBIBG)
Switching circuit with regeneratively connected
transistors eliminating power consumption when
not in use
[BASA-CASE-XBE-0265*] C10 B70-12032
Direct current electromotive system for
regenerative braking of electric motor
[BASA-CASE-XBF-01096] CIO B71-16030
BBGEHBBATIVB COOIIIG
Hetal ribbon wrapped outer wall for
regeneratively cooled combustion chamber
[BASA-CASI-XIE-00164] C15 B70-36111
Fabrication method for lightweight
regeneratively cooled combustion chamber of
channel construction
[B4SA-C4SE-X1E-00150] C28 B70-»1818
Regenerative cooling system for small rocket*
engine having restart capability and using
noncryogenic hypergolic propellants
[SASA-CASE-JIIE-00685] C28 B70-11992
Begenerative cooling system for rocket
combustion chamber using coolant tubes in
convergent-divergent nozzle
[BASA-CASE-xlB-01857] C28 B71-23968
Thermocouple apparatus for measuring wall
temperatures in regeneratively cooled rocket











Data processor with plural register stages for
selectively interconnecting vith each other to
effect multiplicity of operations
[BASA-CASE-QSC-10186] COS B71-33110




Process for developing filament reinforced
plastic tubes used in research and development
programs
[ BASA-CASI-lAB-10203-1] CIS B72-16330
Beinforced structural plastics
[BASA-CASE-1E1-10199-1] C27 B7
SDBJICT IBDEX BEBOTB SBBSOBS




Reinforcing ream system for highly flexible
diaphragos in valves or pressure switches
[BASA-CASE-IBP-01962] c32 B70-41370
Fabrication of light weight panel structure




High strength reinforced metallic composites for
applicaticns over vide temperature range
[HASA-CASE-X1E-024283 C17 B70-33288
Hethod for producing fiber reinforced netallic
composites »ith high strength and elasticity
ever vide temperature range
[HASA-CASE-XLE-00231] C17 B70-38198
Description of nethcd fcr producing letallic
composites reinforced with ceramic and
refractory hard netals tha£ are fibered in place
[HASA-ClSI-XII-03925] c18 1171-22894
production and application of sprayable fiber
reinforced ablaticn material
[HASA-CASI-XLA-0<I251] c18 B71-26100
Hethod cf preparing graphite reinforced aluminum
composite
[HASA-CASE-HIS-21077-1] C24 B75-2813S
Composite sandwich lattice structure
[HASA-CASE-IJB-11898-1] c24 H77-15103
BBLAXATIOB OSCI1LJTOBS
Voltage controlled, variable frequency








Bolt-latch lechanism for releasing despin
weights frci space vehicle
[HASA-CASI-I1A-OC679] CIS B70-38601
Quick-release coupling for fueling rocket
vehicles with crycgenic propellants
[HASA-CASE-IKS-01985] c15 B71-10782
Design and development cf release mechanism for
spacecraft components, releasable despin
Heights, and extensible gravity booms
[HASJ-CASI-IGS-06718] c15 B71-24600
pneumatic lechanisa for releasing hook and loop
fasteners between large rigid structures
[HASA-CASI-XHS-10660-1] c15 H71-25975
Delayed simultaneous appendage release mechanism
for use en spacecraft eguipped with despin
Dechanisns and releasable ccnpcnents
[BASA-CASI-GSC-10814-1J c03 B73-20039
BELIABIIIT1 AIJIISIS
Development of computer prcgran for estimating
reliability cf self-repair and fault-tolerant




improving load capacity and fatigue life of
rolling element systems in rockets and missiles
CHASA-CASl-XIE-02999] C15 S71-16052
Gage for guality control of sealing surfaces of
threaded boss
[BASA-CASE-XBE-04S66] C14 B71-17658
Reliability of automatic refilling valving
device fcr cryogenic liquid systems
[HASA-CASE-BPO-11177] C15 H72-17453
Reliability of electrical connectors after heat
sterilization
[»ASA-CASE-SSO-1069<O c09 872-20200
Sellable electrical element heater using plural
lire system and backup pover sources
[HASA-CASI-BES-21II62-1] c33 879-14935
Hello* rolling element bearings
CBASA-CASE-LEW-11087-3] c37 B74-21064
BI1IM »AL?ES
Belief valve to permit slo« and fast bleeding
rates at difference pressure levels
[HASA-CASI-IBS-05890-1] c15 B69-2192"»
Describing apparatus for separating gas from
cryogenic liquid under zero gravity and for
venting gas from fuel tank
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[BASA-CASE-XIE-00586] C15 B71-15968
Redundant hydraulic control system for actuators
aith three main valve combination
[HASA-CASE-SFS-20944] CIS B73-13466
BBBOIB COBTB01
Oscillatory electromagnetic mirror drive system
for horizon scanners
[BASA-CASE-XLA-03724] c1t H69-27461
Stage separation using remote control release of
joint uith explosive insert
[BASi-CASE-XlA-02854] CIS B69-27490
Pouer controlled bimetallic electromechanical
actuator for accurate, tinely, and reliable
response to renote control signal
JBASA-CASE-IBP-09776] c09 B69-39929
Tuo component valve assembly for cryogenic
liquid transfer regulation
CHASA-CASE-XlI-00397] c15 B70-36492
Remotely actuated quick disconnect mechanism for
umbilical cables
[HASA-CASE-X1A-00711] C03 B71-12258
Renotely actuated quick disconnect for tubular
umbilical conduits used to transfer fluids
from ground to rocket vehicle
[BASA-CAEE-XLA-01396J COS H71-12259
Eemote control device operated by movement cf
 /
finger tips for manual control of spacecraft
attitude
[ BASA-CASI-XAC-02105] C09 B7/1-16089
Satellite radio communication system with remote
steerable antenna
tHASA-CASi-XBP-02389] c07 B71-28900
Laser neaa projector for continuous, precise
alignment between target, laser generator, and
astronomical telescope during tracking
[BASA-CASE-BPO-11087] c2i B71-29125
Solid state remote circuit selector switching
circuit
[BASA-CASE-LE1I-10387] C09 B72-22201
Design and development of multichannel laser
remote control system using modulated
helinm-necn laser as transmitter and light
collector as receiving antenna
[BASA-CASI-IAB-10311-1] Cl6 B73-16536
Cooperative mnltiaxis sensor for teleoperatlon
of article sanipalating apparatus
[BASA-CASE-JSO-13386-1] c5<t B75-27758





Banipnlatoi for remote handling in zero gravity
environment
[BiSA-CASI-BIS-14405] CIS B72-28U95
Apparatus for remote handling of materials
mixing or analyzing dangerous chemicals
[BASA-CASB-IAB-10634-1] C37 B74-18123
An improved controller arm for a remotely
related slave arm
[BASA-CASE-ABC-11052-1] C51 B77-30751
Anthropomorphic master/slave manipulator system
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10756-1] cS4 B77-32721
BEBOIS 3B8SOB3
Passive optical wind and turbulence remote
detection system
I RASA-CASE-IBP-14032] C20 B71-16340
lonizatlon control system design for monitoring
separately located ion gage pressures on
vacuum chambers
[BASA-CASZ-XlZ-00787] C14 B71-21090
Flow angle sensor and remote readout system for
use with cryogenic fluids
[BASA-CASE-I1E-04503] ClM B71-24864
Time synchronization system for synchronizing
clocks at remote locations with master clock
using moon reflected coded signals
[BASA-CASE-BIO-10143] CIO B71-26326
Development of radiometric sensor to warn
aircraft pilots of region of clear air
turbulence along flight path
[BASA-CASE-BBC-10081] C14 S72-28437
Development of electronic detection system for
remotely determining number and movement of
enemy personnel
[BASA-C1SE-ABC-10097-2) C07 B73-25160
Bicrowave pover transmission system wherein
level of transmitted pover is controlled by
reflections from receiver













Apparatus and aethod for determining the
position of a radiant energy source
[SASA-CASI-GSC-1S147-1] C35 877-20410
Penetrometer for determining load tearing
characteristics of inclined surfaces
[BASA-CASl-SSO-11103-1] c35 B77-27367
Benote vatei acnitoring system
[BASA-CASI-1IB-11973-1] Cl3 H77-28563
BEHOTB1T PILCIBE VEHICLES









Tetherline system fcr crbiting satellites
[BASA-CASI-HIS-23564-1] C13 1177-11079
BBPBATEHS
Tine division relay synchronizer vith master
sync pulse for activating binary counter to
produce signal identifying time slot for station
[NASJ-CASI-GSC-10373-1] cC7 S71-19773
BEPLACIBG
Indexing mechanism fcr cathode array
substitution in electron beam tube
[HASA-CAEE-BIO-10625] c09 B71-26182
BB5CDE OPEBAIICIS
Backpack carrier vith retractable legs suitable
for lunar exploration and convertible to
rescue vehicle
[BASA-CASE-IAB-1005e] COS B71-12351
Development and characteristics of rescue litter
vith inflatable flctaticr device for vater
rescue application
[HASA-CASH-XBS-04170] COS 871-22748
High visibility air sea rescue panel
[BASA-CASE-HSC-12564-1] C51 B76-15792
Method of locating persons in distress by
using radar imagery frcm radar reflectors
[BASA-CASI-LJB-11390-1] c32 H77-21267
BB5EIBCB ABD tBVBtOFBEST
Process for developing filament reinforced




Lunar landing flight research vehicle
[HASA-CASE-XIB-OC929] C = 1 870-34966




Hiniatnre sclid state, direction sensitive,
stress transducer design «ith bonded
semiccndnctive piezcresistive element for
sensing residual stresses
[NASA-CASE-XBP-02983] C14 B71-21091





Automated tall rebound resilience test equipment




Procedure for bonding polytetraflnoroethylene
thermal protective sleeves to magnesium alloy
conical shell components vith different
thermal coefficients
[HASJ-CASI-IIA-01262] C15 B71-21(|OI|
Covered siliccr solar cells and method of
manufacture vith polymeric films
[BASA-CASE-lm-11065-2] C44 B76-14600




Modification of polynrethanes vith alkyl halide
resins, inorganic salts, and encapsulated
volatile and reactive halogen for fuel f ire
contrcl
[BASA-CASI-ABC-10098-1] C06 B71-24739
Development of process for bonding resinous body
in cavities of honeycomb structures
[BASA-CASI-HSC-12357] C15 873-12489








Variable resistance constant tension and
lubrication device using oil-saturated
leather viper
[BASA-CASE-KSC-10723-1 ) C37 875-13265
BESIS1ABCB BEJ1IBG




High isolation BF signal selection svitches
[BASA-CASI-BEO-13081-1] c33 874-22814
Basistive anode image converter
[BASA-CASE-BQB-10876-1] C33 876-27473
BESOtOTIOB
Conversion system for increasing resolution of
analog to digital converters
[BASA-CASI-XAC-00404] COS B70-40125
Cylindrical reflector for resolving vide angle




Differential phase shift keyed signal resolver
[BASA-CASI-BSC-14066-1 ] C33 874-27705
BESOBABCE




Vibrating element electrometer producing high
conversion gain by input current control of
elements resonant freguency displacement
amplitude
[SASA-CASI-XAC-02807] C09 B71-23021
Quantitative liquid measurements in container by
resonant frequencies
[BASA-CASE-XBE-02500] C18 B71-27397
Development cf electrical circuit for
suppressing oscillations across inductor
operating in resonant node
[B&SA-CASE-EBC-10403-1 ] CIO B73-26228
A Ci ultrasonic bolt tensioning monitor
[BASA-CASE-LAB-12016-1 ] c32 877-15236
BESOBATOBS
Selective bandpass resonators using bandstop
resonator pairs for microvave freguency
operation
[BASA-CASF.-GSC-10990-1 ] C09 B73-26195
BESPIBATIOB
Bespiration analyzing method and apparatus for
deteriining subjects oxygen consumption in
aerospace environments
- [HASS-CASE-HB-08403] c05 B71-11202
BESPIBATOBS




Flovueters for sensing lov fluid flov rate and
pressure for application to respiration rate
studies
[HASA-CASE-FBC-10022] Cl2 B71-26546
Bespiratory analysis system to determine gas
flov rate and freguency of respiration and
expiration cycles in real time
[HASA-CASE-HSC-13436-1] c05 H73-32015
Hetabolic analyzer for measuring metabolic
rate and breathing dynamics of human beings
SCBOICT I10BI BUG STBOCTOBES
[HASJ-CJSE-BJS-2KI15-1 ] c52 H7i|-20728
BESPIBOBSTIBS
Hetabolic analyzec for measuring metabolic
rate and breathing dynamics of human beings
[HASA-cm-BFS-21H15-1] c52 B7U-20728
BBSPCBSES
System for monitoring condition responsive




Collapsible auxiliary tank foe restarting liquid
propellant rocket actors under zero gravity
[BASA-CJSE-IBP-01390] c28 H70-U1275
Begenerative ccoling system for snail rocket




Pulmonary resuscitation method and apparatus
«ith adjustable pressure regulator
[BASA-CAEE-XHS-011151 COS B70-39922
BETiEDIHG




Optical tracker with pair of FH reticles having
patterns 90 deg cut of phase
[HASA-CASE-IGS-05715] c23 H71-16100
Rethod for producing reticles for use in outer
space
[BASJ-CASE-GSC-11188-2] c21 H73-19630
Production netlod cf star tracking reticles for
transmitting in visible and near ultraviolet
regions
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11188-1] c1U H73-32320
Formation of star tracking reticles
[NASA-CASE-GSC-11188-3] c'il B74-20008
Star scanner »ith a reticle with a pair of
slits having d i f f e r ing separation
[BASA-CASI-GSC-11E69-1] c89 H7»-30886
EETBiCTiBLE BC.OIIBBBT
Betractable r u n w a y lights
[BASJ-CASE-XIA-00119] c11 N70-33329
Support for flexible conductor cable between
drawers or racks holding electronic equipment
and cabinet assembly housing drawers or racks
[BASA-CASE-XHr-07587] c15 1171-18701
BBTBCFIBIS6
Visual target luminaires fcr retrofire attitude
contrcl
[8ASA-CASE-I1S-12158-1] c31 B69-27499
Device fcr use in descending spacecraft as








steerable sclid propellant rocket motor adapted
to effect payload orientation as multistage
rocket stage or reduce velocity as retrorocket
[NASA-CSSH-XKP-0023Q] c28 B70-386»5
BEDSIELE SEACICE4FT
Becoverable, reusable single stage booster
capable ct injecting large payloads into
circular earth crbit
[NSSB-CASB-XBF-01973] c31 H70-B1588
Spacecraft configurations and aerodynamic




Silica reusable surface insolation
[H»S«-CASH-»EC-10721-1] c27 B76-22376
BBVBESED FIO!
Bultistage oultiple reentry axial flow reaction
turbine with reverse flew reentry ducting
[HASA-CJSE-ILE-00170] c15 B70-36412
Reversible current directing circuitry for
reversible meter cccticl
[HAS»-CASE-XIJ-09371] clO B71-1872»
Positive locking check valve for stopping
reversed flew
[HASA-CASB-IBS-09310] c15 B71-22706
Beverse pitch fan with divided splitter
[HASA-CASI-im-12760-1] c07 H77-17059
BBTSOLDS BOBBBE
find tunnel test section for simulating high
Reynolds number over transonic speed range
[SASA-CASI-BIS-20509] C11 S72-17183
BEIBOLDS S1BESS
System for measuring Beynolds in a tnrbulently
flowing fluid signal processing
I BASA-CASB-ABC-10755-2] C3<1 S76-27517
BBBBIOa
Thermocouples of tantalum and rhenium alloys for
more stable vacuum-high temperature performance
[HASA-CASI-1IB-120SO-1] C35 B77-32U51
BIBBOBS
Betal ribbcn wrapped outer wall for
regeneratively cooled combustion chamber
[HASA-CaSE-IlE-001611] • C15B7C-36U11
Device for bending metal ribbon or wire
[ BASA-CASI-I1A-05966] CIS B7J-121108
Controlled diffusion reaction process lor
masking substrate of twisted multifilament
superconductive ribbon
[BASA-CASI-1IS-11726-1] C26 S73-26752
Apparatus for asseibling space structure
[BASA-CASI-BFS-23579-1] Cl2 B77-31213
EIBOFUVIS
Bioassay of flavin coenzymes
[B4SA-CaSE-GSC-10S65-1] C06 B72-251M9
BIBS (SBPPOB1S)
Aeroflexible wing structure with air scoop for
inflating stiffeners with ram air
[B1S4-C8SJ-HA-06095] C01 B69-39981
Fabrication of light weight panel structure




Bice preparaticn process consisting of cooking,




Bingeless helicopter rotor with improved stability
[BASA-CASE-AEC-10807-1] COS B77-17029
BIGID SIBOCTOBBS
Pneumatic mechanism for releasing hook and loop
fasteners between large rigid structures
[BASA-CASE-XBS-10660-1] CIS B71-25975
Storage stable, thermally activated foaming
compositions for erecting and rigidizing
mechanisms cf thin sheet solar collectors
[BASi-CASE-IAB-10373-1] CIS B71-26155
Adjustable rigid mount for trihedral mirror
formed of alloy witb small coefficient of
thermal expansion supporting screws and
spring-biased plates
[BASA-CiSE-XBP-08907] C23 S71-29123
Folding structure fabricated of rigid panels
[BASA-CASE-IHQ-02K16] CIS H75-27010
Composite sandwich lattice structure
[BASi-CASI-IAB-11898-2] C2Q B77-26212
BIGID IIBGS




Design of transistorized ring counter circuit
with special steering and triggering circuits
[BASA-CAEE-XGS-03095] C09 B69-27M63
BUG StBOCTOBBS
Reversible ring counter using cascaded single
silicon ccntrolled rectifier stages
[BASA-CASB-IGS-01H73) C09 B71-10b73
Nonreuseable energy absorbing device comprising
ring member with plurality of recesses,
cutting members, and guide member mounted in
each recess
[BASA-CASI-XBI-100HO] CIS B71-22877
Phase-locked servo system for synchronizing
the rotation of slip ring assembly
[BASA-CASE-BIS-22073-1J C33 B75-1J13*
Laser system with an antiresonant optical ring
CBASl-CASI-BCB-10840-1) C3b »75-19bb3
Liquid metal slip ring
[BASA-CASB-LEi-12277-1] C33 B76-28172
Collapsible corrugated horn antenna
[BASA-CASI-1A8-117Q5-1] CJ2 H77-2Q339
Bine 1IHGS SUBJECT IBDBI
EIH6 BIBGS
Design of ritg wing vehicle of high
dreg-to-weight ratio to withstand reentry
stress intc low densitj atmosphere
[BASA-CASE-XIA-04901;) c31 H71-21315
BIPPIES





Electrical ccnnecticn fcr printed circuits on
commcn toard, using bellows principle in rivet
[BASJ-CASE-XBP-05082] c15 B70-IM960
'SOCKET EBGIBE CASES
Method for shaping regeneratively cooled rocket
motor casinc having mniium thickness at each
channel cross section
[KASA-CASI-XII-O0109] c28 B71-15658
Regeneratively cooled rocket motor casing with
tapered channels to insure minimum thicknesses




Fayload/spent rocket engine case separation system
[BASJ-CJSI-X1A-05369] c31 B71t-15687
Liner for hybrid sclid propellants to bind
propellant tc rocket meter case
[BASA-CJSE-XBP-097<|i|] c27 B71-16392
Permanentl} magnetized ion engine casing
construction for use in spacecraft propulsion
systems
[BASA-CSSE-XBP-069M2] c28 1171-23293
Casting prcpellant in rocket engine
[NASA-CASE-LJB-11995-1] c28 1177-10213




High thrust ancular liquid propellant rocket
engine and eitaust nczzle design
[HASA-CASE-XLI-OOC7S] c28 B70-33284
Spherical sclid propellant rocket engine design
[BASi-CASI-XLA-00105] c28 1170-33331
Spherical sclid propellant rocket engine having
abrupt r truout
[HASA-CASE-XBQ-01897] C28 H70-35381
Betal icn rocket engine design
[BASA-CASE-XIE-00312] c28 H70-37980
Improvement in rocket engine performance with
swirling flow exhaust nozzle development
[NASA-CASE-XHP-03692] c28 H71-21321
Characteristics of icn rocket engine with




Rocket chamber and metbcd cf mak ing
[BASA-CASE-LEH-11118-2] c20 B76-14191





Channel-type shell ccnstructicn for rocket
engines and related configurations
[8ASA-CASB-XLI-001I(<O c28 B70-3H860
Encapsulated beater formnc hcllcw bcdy for
cathode used in icn thruster
[8ASA-CASE-LES-108KI-1] c28 B70-35422
Apparatus for cooling and injecting hypergolic
propellants into combustion chamber of small
rocket engine
[NASA-ClSZ-XLI-00303] c15 H70-36535
Elastic universal joint for rocket motor mounting
[HASA-e-ASE-IHP-00416] C15 B70-36917
Rater electrclysis rocket engine with self-
regulating stoichiometric fuel mixing regulator
[HASA-CASI-XGS-08729] C28 H71-110414
Hethod for igniting sclid propellant rocket
motors by injecting hypergolic fluids
[BASA-CASE-XII-01988] C27 B71-1563Q
Laminar flow of liquid coclants in rocket engines
[NASA-CASE-BPO-10122] C12 B71-17631
Improvement in rocket engine performance with
swirling flow exhaust nozzle development
[BASA-CASE-IBP-03692] c28 S71-2Q321
System for reioving and repairing spacecraft
control thrnsters by use of portable air locks
[BASJ-CASE-BIS-20325] c28 B71-27095
1-166
Device for tack purging thrust engines
[BASA-CASI-XBS-0<I826] C2B B71-28819
Development of method for cooling high
temperature wall members with cooling medium
having high heat absorption capability
[SASS-CASI-BCB-00938] c33 1171-29053
Automatic shunting of ion thrustor magnetic
field when thrustor is not operating
INASA-CASI-LIB-10835-1] C28 H72-22771
Vacuum chamber with scale model of rocket engine
base area of space vehicle
[HASA-CASE-BFS-20620] ell N72-27262
Thermocouple apparatus for measuring wall
temperatures in regeneratively cooled rocket
engines having thin walled cooling passages
[HASA-CASE-XLE-05230-2] C l < 4 H73-13<H7
Improving preformance of magnetoplasmadynamic
arc rocket engine
[HASA-CASB-lES-11180-1 ] C25 1173-25760
Method of electroforming a rocket chamber
[NASA-CASE-LEB-11118-1] C20 N7U-32919
Device for installing rocket engines
[SASA-CASI-HPS-19220-1] c20 N76-22296
Molded composite pyrogen igniter for rocket motors
[HASA-CASE-LAE-12018-1] C20 »76-2S365
Ion beam thruster shield
[HASA-CASE-LIH-12082-1] C20 B77-10118
Anode for icn thruster
[HASA-CASI-LEB-12018-1]
 C20 K77-2C162
Low thrust monopropellant engine
[NASA-CASI-6SC-12191-1] C20 1177-28219
SOCKET BIH10S1
Thrust vector control by secondary injection of
fluid into rocket nozzle flow field to
separate exhaust flow
[HASA-CASI-XLE-00208] c28 H70-31291




Design and characteristics of linkage to
alleviate rocket vehicle divergence during
launch
[NASA-CASE-XIA-00256] . c31 1171-15663
EOCKST FLIGB1




Design and characteristics of linkage to
alleviate rocket vehicle divergence during
launch
£HASA-CAS!-XIA-00256] c31 1171-15663




Gimbaled partially submerged nozzle for solid
propellant rocket engines for providing
directional control
[NASA-CASE-XBF-01511] C28 F70-3I1162
Large area-ratio nozzles for rocket motor thrust
chambers
[NASA-CASE-XLE-00115] C28 B70-36806
Flexible rocket notor nozzle closure device to
aid ignition and protect rocket chamber from
foreign objects
[BASA-CASE-XIA-02651] C28 B70-11967
Automatically deploying nozzle exit cone extension
[BASA-CASE-XIE-016110] c31 N71-15637
flethod for testing rocket nozzles at high
tensile stress levels
£KASA-CA"SE-B£0-10311] c31 H71-15613
Development of collapsible nozzle extension for
rocket engines
[BASA-CASE-HFS-11U97] • c28 B71-16221
Camera protecting device for use in
photographing rocket engine nozzles or other
engine components
[HASS-CASE-BfO-10171] c1» B71-18465
Bnltislot film cooled pyrolytic graphite rocket
nozzle
[BASA-CASE-XBF-01389] c28 B71-20912
Prestressea rocket nozzle with ceramic inner
rings and refractory metal outer rings
[BASA-CASE-XBP-02888] c18 B71-21068
Improvement In rocket engine performance with
swirling flow exhaust nozzle development
[BASA-CASE-XBF-03692] C28 B71-2«321
SUBJECT IBDBI BOTATIBG DISKS
Development of method for cooling high
temperature nail neuters with ccoling medium
having high heat absorption capability
[HASA-CASE-HCB-00938] c33 B71-29053
Inflatable iccket engine nczzle skirt with
t ranspi ra t ion cooling
[HASA-CASE-HfS-20619] . C28 H72-11708
Thin walled nozzle with insulative ncnablative
coating for solid propellant rocket engines
[BASJ-CASE-BEO-11II58] c28 H72-23810
SOCKET OIIDIZEBS
Preparing clidi2er coated metal fael particles
[BASA-CASI-HEO-11975-1] c28 B7IJ-33209
SOCKET PBOEEllABTS
Solenoid tio-step valve for bipropellant flow
rate conticl to rocket engine
[BASA-CfSE-XHS-04890-1] CIS B70-22192
Rocket engine injector orifice to accommodate
changes in density, velocity, and pressure,
thereby laintaining constant mass flow rate of
propellant into rocket combustion chamber
[BASA-CASE-XLE-03157] C28 B71-24736





SOCKET TIST 1 AGILITIES
High-vacuum condenser tank for testing ion
rocket engines
[BASA-CASI-XLE-00168] c11 N70-33278




Sclid propellant rocket vehicle thrust control
method and apparatus
[SASA-CASI-XBP-00217] c28 B70-38181
High vcltage insulators for direct current in
acceleration system of electrostatic thrustor
[BASA-CASE-XLI-01902] C28 B71-1057<l
Characteristics of solid propellant rocket
engine with controlled rate of thrust buildup





Umbilical separator fcr rockets
[8ASA-CASE-XBP-00425] C11 B70-38202
Hydraul ic snppcrt egnipment for full scale
dynamic testing of large rocket vehicle under
free flight conditions
[BASA-CASI-XHF-01772] c11 B70-41677
Design and characteristics of linkage to
alleviate rocket vehicle divergence during
launch
[BASA-CASE-XIA-00256] c31 B71-15663




Rocket-borne aspect sensor consisting of
radiaticn sensor, apertnred disk, commutator,
and counting circuits
[BASA-CASE-XGS-08266] c14 B69-27432
General purpose rccket furnace
[BASA-CASB-HFS-23460-1] C09 B77-12070
BOCK BIS




Rotary impact-type rock drill for recovering
rock cuttings
[8ASA-CASI-XBP-07478J C11 B69-21923
Rock saipling apparatus for controlling
particle size
[BASA-CASE-XBP-10007-1] C46 B74-23068








Beasnriog rcll alignment of test body with
respect to reference tod] 1-1 e?
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10514-1] Cl» B72-20J79
BOILER BEABIH6S
Solid lubricant applied to porous roller
bearings prior to use in nltrahigh vacuum
[BASA-CASE-XLE-09527] c15 S71-17688
Seoilinear bearing comprising two rows cf roller
bearings separated by spherical bearings and
permitting rotational and translational movement
[BASA-CASE-X1A-02809] CIS 871-22982
Low mass rolling element bearing assembly
[BASA-CASE-LES-11087-1 ] C15 B73-30458
aethod of taking rolling element bearings
[MASA-CASE-LES-11087-2] c37 H7<4-15128
Bearing material composite material witk low
friction surface for rolling or sliding contact
[BASA-CASB-LBi-11930-1] C24 876-22309
BOLLZHS
Improving load capacity and fatigue life of
rolling element systems in rockets and missiles
[H&SA-CASE-XtE-02999] CIS S71-160S2
Load regulating latch
£B»SA-CASI-BSC-19535-1 ) C37 H77-32499
BOLLIHS COBJACT LOADS
Development of rolling element bearing for
operation in nltrahigh vacuum environment
[BASA-CASE-XIE-09527-2] C15 N71-26189
BOLLIBS BOBBB1S




Process permitting application of synthetic




Drive mechanism for operating reactance attitude
control system for aerospace bodies
[BASA-CASE-IBF-01598] C21 871-15583





Rotary leveling base platform
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10981-1 ] c35 B77-1C498
Cyclical bi-directional rotary actuator
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11883-1] C37 H77-19458
BOTABZ IIBG AIBCBAFT
Aircraft control system for rotary wing aircraft
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10U39] cO^ B73-19004
BOTARI BIBGS
Variable geometry rotor system for direct
control over vake vortez
[BASA-CASE-IAB-10557] C02 B72-11018
Hingeless helicopter rotor with improved stability
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10807-1) COS B77-17029




[BSSA-CASE-ABC-11106-1] , COS 877-31130
BOTATIBG BODIES
Optical scanner mounted on rotating support
structure with method of compensating for
image or satellite rotation
[BASA-CASE-XGS-02401] ClK 869-27485
Laser device for removing material from rotating
object for dynamic balancing
[BASA-CASI-BIS-11279] C16 871-20400
Phase-locked servo system for synchronizing
the rotation of slip ring assembly
[BASA-CASE-BES-22073-1] c33 B75-13139
Rotating joint signal coupler
[B&SA-CASE-1AB-11264-1] C33 B75-27261
An improved rotatable mass for a flywheel
CBASA-CASE-BFS-23051-1] C37 876-13500
Annular momentum control device used for
stabilization of space vehicles and the like
[BASA-CASE-LAB-11051-1] CIS 876-14158
Axially and radially controllable magnetic tearing
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11551-1] c37 B76-18459




Foil seal between parts moving relative to each
other
[HASA-CASE-XIB-05130] c15 B69-21362
BOTATISG Z1ECIBICAI, BACBIBES SOBJECT IHDEX
Docket-tome aspect sensor consisting of




Nodulatinc and controlling intensity of light
bean frci high teiferature source by
servocontrclled rotating cylinders
[HASA-CASE-XHS-04300] c09 B71-19479
Design and development of electric not or mth
stationary field and armature Bindings vhich
operates en direct cnrrert
[SSSA-CASE-XGS-CE29CJ c09 1171-25999
Double-induction variable speed system for
constant-frequency electrical pcver generation
[HASA-CBSE-EBC-10065] c09 S71-27364
BOTATIBG ES7IJCBBIETS
Radial nodule tanned space station with
artificial gravity environment
[BASA-CASI-XHS-01906] c31 B70-41373
Artificial gravity system for Emulating







Optical retrodirective ncdulator vith focus
spoiling reflector driven by nodulation signal
[SASA-CAEE-GEC-10062] c14 B71-15605
Attitude sensor mth scanning mirrors for
detecting orientation of space vehicle with
respect to planet
CHASA-C8SI-11A-OC793] c21 B71-22880
Optical device containing rotatable prism and
reflecting mrror for generating precise angles
[SASJ-C8SE-XGS-041731 C19 B71-26674
Hethod and apparatus for optically mcnitoring
the angular position of a rotating mrror
[NASA-CASI-GSC-11353-1] c74 B74-21304
BOTATIBG SBAF1S
Fluid seal formed by flexible disk on rotating
shaft tc retain lubricating oils around shaft
[SASA-CASE-XIE-05130-2] c15 H71-19570
Anemometer iiith braking nechanism to prevent
rotation of vind driven elements
[BASA-CSSI-XHF-05224] C1H S71-23726
Electromagnetic braking arrangement for
controllirg rotor rotation in electric motor
[NAEf-CASE-XBE-C6S36] C15 B71-24695
liguid-vapcr interface seal design for turbine
rotating shafts including helical and
molecular pumps and liguid cooling of mercury
vapor
[HASA-CBSI-XHP-02862-1] c15 B71-26294
Combicaticr guide and zctary bearing for freely
loving staft
[UASA-CAEE-XLA-00013] c15 H71-29136
Developient of Ball effect transducer for
convertirg mechanical shaft rotations into
proporticnal electrical signals
[BASA-CASE-LIB-10620-1] c09 B72-25255
Development of optical system for detecting
defective components in rotating machinery
vith enphasis on bearing assemblies
[HASA-CASI-KSC-1C752-1] c15 H73-27407
Spiral groove seal for rotating shaft
[BASA-CJSI-XLE-10326-1] c37 N7a-15125
Digital servo ccntrcller for rotating
antenna shaft
IHASA-CAEE-REC-1C769-1] c33 B74-29556
Solid nedium thermal engine
[BASJ-CASI-ABC-104J51-1] CM H7U-33379
Ergometer calibrator fcr any ergcaeter
utilizirg rotating shaft
[NASA-CASE-HFS-2101E-1] c35 H75-15932




Cyclical bi-directicnal lotary actuator
[HASJ-CASI-GSC-118S3-1] c37 S77-19158





Senlinear tearing comprising tvo rods of roller
1-168
bearings separated by spherical bearings and
permitting rotational and translational movement
[HASA-CASJ-XIA-02809] C15 H71-22982
Hechanical actuator wherein linear motion
changes tc rotational notion
[HASA-CASE-XGS-OII5H8] CIS H71-24045
Positioning mechanism for converting translatory










Locking device for retaining turbine rotor
blades on turbine vheel
[HASA-CASI-XBP-00816] C28 B71-28928
Blade vibration damping pins for tnroomactainery
[HASA-C8SE-XIE-00155] C28 H71-2915"!
Apparatus for velding blades to rotors
[S8S8-C8SE-LIH-10533-2] C37 B74-11300
Supersonic fan blading noise redaction in
turbofan engines
[HASA-CASB-Lf.S-11102-1 ] C07 874-26226
Apparatus and method for reducing thermal stress




Platform for a sving root turtomachinery blade
£N8SA-C8SI-LE1I-12312-1] C07 H77-32148
BOIOB LIFT
Constant lift rotor for a heavier than air craft
[N8SA-CASE-8BC-11045-1] COS B77-28111
BOTOB SPEED
Brushless dc tachometer design mth Ball effect
crystals and output voltage magnitude
proportional to rotor speed
£HASA-CASI-HES-20385] C09 H71-24904
B01OHS
Multistage, multiple reentry, single rotor,
axial flcv turbine
[MASA-CASE-XIE-00085] C28 B70-39895
Describing angular position and velocity sensing
apparatus
[SAS8-C8SE-XGS-05680] C14 B71-17585
Uicrovave vavegnide switch vith rotor position
control
[SASA-CaSE-XBE-06507] c09 B71-23548
Electronagnetic braking arrangement for
controlling rotor rotation in electric motor
[BASA-CASE-XBP-06936] CIS B71-24695
Botary vane attenuator vitb tvo stators and
intermediary rotor, using resistive and
orthogonally disposed cards
[HASA-CASI-BSC-11418-1] Cl4 B73-13420
Process for velding compressor and turbine
blades to rotors and discs of jet engines
[SASA-CASE-LEB-10533-1] CIS H73-28515
Liguid aetal slip ring
[BASA-CASE-LEl-12277-1] C33 B76-28472
BOBBBB
Bubber composition for expulsion bladders and
diaphragms for use vith hydrazine
[HASA-CASE-BIO-11433] C18 H71-31140
Formulated plastic separators for soluble
electrode cells rubber-ion trasport sheeting
[BASA-CASE-LES-12358-1] C44 B77-18560
BOBBEB C08TIBGS




Bonding of sapphire to sapphire by entectic
mixture of aluminum oxide and zirconium oxide
[HASA-CASE-GSC-11577-1] C37 B75-15992
Bonding of sapphire to sapphire by eutectic
mixture of aluminum oxide and zirconium oxide
[BASA-C8SE-GSC-11577-3] C24 S76-19234
BOB! 1A5BBS
Cooling and radiation protection of ruby lasers
using copper snlfate solution in alcohol
[BASA-CASE-BFS-20180] C16 B72-12440
BOBiAI ALIfiBIIlt
Magnetic method for detection of aircraft
position relative to rnnvay















Safety f l j i teel
[HASA-CBSI-BCH-1C888-1]
SAFBT1 DfVICIS
Helmet and terse tiedour lechanism for
shortening pressure suits upon inflation
[HASB-CASI-XBS-00781] cC5 S71-12335
Positive locking check valse foe stopping
reversed flow
[HASA-CBSI-1HS-09310] C15 B71-22706
Descripticn of protective device for providing
safe operating conditions around work piece in
machine cr metal work ing tool
[NiSA-CBSI-XlI-01092] c15 H71-22797
Velocity liniting safety sjstem fcr motor driven
research vehicle
[NAS4-CBSI -XLJ-07M73] C15 H71-24895
Device for generating and controlling combustion
products for testing of fire detection system
[HASB-CBSI-GSC-11095-1] d<t H72-10375
Bestraint terse for increased mobility and
rednced physiclcgical effects while Hearing
pressurized suits
[BASA-CBSE-SSC-12397-1] c05 S72-25119
Totally ccniined explosive welding apparatus
to reduce ncise level and protect personnel
during explosive bonding
[NBSA-CJSI-11B-109IH-1 ] C37 S74-21057
Deployable flexible ventral fins for use as an
emergency spin recovery device in aircraft
[HASJ-CASI-LJB-10753-1] c08 H71-30II21










Application techniques fcr protecting materials
during salt bath brazing
[SASA-CASI-I1E-00016] C15 B70-33311
SABABIOH
Gadolinium cr samarium doped-silicon
semiconductor material Ki th resistance to
radiaticn damage for use in solar cells
tHASA-CASI-XLE-10715] c26 B71-23292
SAHP1EBS
Portable vacant probe surface sampler for
sampling larce surface areas »ith relatively
light loading densities cf microorganisms
[HASA-CBSI-LJB-10623-1] c1« B73-30395
SAHPIES




Impact bit for cutting, collecting, and storing
samples such as lunar rock cuttings
[HBSA-CASE-XHP-OKI12] C15 H70-42034
Design and development cf fluid saiple collector
[FASA-CASI-IBS-06767-1] Cl» B71-20<135
Design and development cf tvo types of
atmosphere sampling chanters
[BASA-CASE-BFO-11373] C13 B72-25323
Digital to analog ccnverter for sampled signal
reconstruction
tHASJ-CASi-BSC-12»58-1] c08 B73-32081
Bock sampling apparatus for ccntrelling
particle size
[BASA-CASB-IHP-10007-1] C<|6 B7»-23068
Bock sampling method fcr controlling
particle size distribution
[HASA-CBSI-IBS-09755] C«6 B7U-23069
Apparatus fcr ncrobiological sampling
inclading automatic scabbing
[H4SA-CJSI-1AB-11069-1] , C35 B75-12272
Automatic bionaste sampling
[ HASA-CASE-HSC-1U610-1 ) cS» B76-H1801
Eenote nater mcnitoring system
[HASA-CASE-IBB-11973-1] c«3 B77-28563
SAIDIICB STBOCTOBIS
Sandwich panel structure for removing heat from
shield between hot and cold areas
[HASA-CASE-I1A-00319] C33 B70-37979
Particle detector for measuring micrometeorcid
velocity in space
£HASA-CBSI-IIA-00195] Cll H70-01332
Capacitor sandwich structure containing metal
sheets of known thickness for counting
penetraticn rates of meteoroids
[HASA-CASI-ILE-012M6] c1« H71-10797
Technique fot making foldable, inflatable,
plastic honeycomb core panels for use in
building and bridge structures, light and
radio vave reflectors, and spacecraft
[HASA-CBSE-X1A-03<I92] CIS H71-22713
Punch and die device for forming convolution
series in thin gage metal hemispheres
[HASA-CASI-XHP-05297] C15 H71-23811
Composite sandwich lattice structure
[8ASA-CASE-1AB-11898-1] C21 B77-15103
Composite sandwich lattice structure
[BASA-CaSE-LAB-11898-2] c2» B77-26212
SAPPHIBB
Bonding of sapphire to sapphire by eutectic
mixture of aluminum oxide and zirconium oxide
£NASA-CASE-GSC-11577-1] ' C37H75-15992
Bonding of sapphire to sapphire by eutectic
mixture of aluminum oxide and zirconium oxide
[BASA-CASI-GSC-11577-3] C24 B76-1S234
SATELLITE ABTEBBAS
nonopole antenna system for maximum
omnidirectional efficiency for use on satellites
[NASA-CASE-HA-00«1<4] C07 H70-38200
Development of antenna system for spin
stabilized communication satellite for
simultaneous reception and transmission ol data
[UASA-CJSE-XGS-02607] C31 H71-23009
SATELLITE ATTITUDE COHTBOL
Photosensitive light source device tor detecting
unmanned spacecraft deviation from reference
attitude
[HASA-CASI-IBP-OOQ38] C21 B70-35089
Attitude ccntrol system for spacecraft based on
conversion of incident solar radiation on
movable ccntrol surfaces into mechanical torques
[HASA-CASI-XBP-02982] C31 B70-II1855
Design and development of satellite despin device
[HASA-CASE-IBF-08523] C31 H71-2C396
Utilization of momentum devices for forming
attitude control and damping system for
spacecraft
[HiSA-CASI-XlA-02551] c21 B71-2170B
Gravity gradient attitude control system with
gravity gradiometer and reaction wheels for
artificial satellite attitude control
CHASA-CASI-GSC-10555-1] C21 N71-27J2Q
Method and apparatus for providing active
attitude control for spacecraft by converting
any attitude motion of vehicle into simple
rotational motion
[HASA-CASE-BC.H-10439] C21 S72-2162U
Hoaentum wheel design for spacecraft attitude
control and magnetic drum and head system tor
data storage
[HASA-CBSI-BPO-11181] C21 B73-1J6<1<!
Combination automatic-starting electrical plasma






Stabilization system for gravity-oriented
satellites using single damper rod
[BASA-CASE-XAC-01591J C31 "71-17729
SATELLITE DBS161
Inflation system for balloon type satellites
CHASA-CISI-XGS-033S1] Cjl R71-160B1
SATELLITE IIS1BOBEBIS
Satellite stabilization reaction wheel scanner
1-169
SATELLITE BBTIOBKS SUBJECT IBDBX
[HASA-CASE-XGS-02629] c1<4 871-21082
Economical satellite aided vehicle avoidance
system for preventing ndair collisicns
[RASA-CJSI-EBC-101119] c21 B72-21631
SATELLITE BETSCBKS
Satellite network synchronization system with
nultiple access to nultiplex repeater
[SASi-CJSI-SSC-10390-1] c07 B72-11119
SSTE1IITE OB BUS
Development of method and apparatus for spinning




Sensing method and device for determining
orientaticn of space vehicle or satellite by
using particle traps
[BASA-CJSI-XGS-001166] c21 870-31297
Spin phase synchrcnizaticn of cartwheel
satellite in polar crlit
[NASJ-CASI-XGS-0557SJ c31 N71-15676
Development of method and apparatus for spinning
satellite about selected axis after reaching
predeternined orientaticn
[NASA-CASI-BC8-OC936] c31 H71-29050
Analog spatial maneuver coiputer with three




Flexible turnstile antenna system for reducing
nutaticn in spin-oriented satellites
[»ASA-CASE-J[»F-001|I|2] c31 N71-10717
SATELLITE BOT1TIOB
Optical scanner mounted on rotating support
structure *ith netted of compensating for
image or satellite rotation
[BASA-CASI-3!GS-02lt01] c1U S69-27185
stretch Yc-Jc necbanism fcr reducing initial
spin rate cf space vehicle
[BASA-CAS2-XGS-00619] c30 870-40016
Development of method and apparatus for spinning




Adaptive signal-generating system and logic
circuits for satellite television systems
[NASA-CASH-GSC-11367] c10 871-26371
SATELLITE TBACHBG
Design and development cf tracking receiver for
tracking satellites and receiving radio signal
transmissions under adverse noise conditions
[BASA-CASJ-XGS-08679] c10 871-21173
Simultaneous acgoisition of tracking data f rom
two stations
[BASA-CASI-BIO-13292-1] c32 N75-1585II
Switchable leamwidth itcncpulse method and system
[BASA-CAES-GSC-119211-1] c3 3 876-27172
SATELLITE TBABSBISSIOH
Asynchronous, multiplexing, single line




Botary solenoid shutter drive assembly and
rotary inertia damper and stop plate assembly
for use with cameras mounted in satellites
[BASA-CASI-GSC-11560-1] c33 871-20861
SATOBATIOH




Linear sawtcoth voltage wave generator with
transistor timing circuit having capacitor and
zener diode feedback Iccjs
[BASA-CASE-IHS-01315] cC9 B70-41675
SCABISBS
Electronic and mechanical scanning centre!
system for ncnopulse tracking antenna
[H4S4-CJEI-IGS-05582] c07 H69-27<(60
Electronic tackgronnd suppression field scanning
sensor for detecting pcint source targets
[FASA-CASB-XGS-OE211] c07 B69-39980
Electron beam scanning system for improved image




Satellite stabilization reaction wheel scanner
[BASA-CASI-XGS-02629] ell B71-21082
nonopulse scanning network for scanning
volumetric antenna pattern
[SASA-CASE-GSC-10299-1] C09 B71-2t80'l
High speed scanner for measuring mass of
preselected gases at high sampling rate
[HASA-CJSl-lAB-10766-1] c1» H72-21132
Scan oscillcsccpe for napping surface
sensitivity of photomultipller tube
[NASA-CASE-LAB-10320-1] c09 B72-23172
Ultrasonic scanner for radial and flat panels
[SASA-CASI-HFS-20335-1 ] C35 B7<t-10<115
Apparatus for scanning the surface of a
cylindncal tody
[SASA-CASE-8EO-11861-1] C36 B7I4-20009
Fast scan control for deflection type mass
spectrometers
[NASA-CASB-LAB-11128-1] c35 B71)-3I|857




Conversion system for transforming slow scan
rate of Apollo TV camera on moon to fast scan
of commercial TV
[HASJ-CAS!-3tHS-07168J C07 871-11300
Operation of vidicon tube for scanning spatial
charge density pattern
[NASA-CASE-XBB-06028] c09 B71-23189
Position determination systems using orbital
antenna scan of celestial bodies
[BASA-CJSSB-BSC-12593-1] c17 B76-21250
SCHLIBBEB EBOtOGBAFHT.
Schlieren system emtloying antiparallel
reflector in the forward direction
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10971-1] c09 B76-2622D
SCHOOLS




High voltage, high current Schottky barrier
solar cell
[ NASA-CASI-BIC-13182-1 J cl* B7lt-30tl(8
Improved backwall cell
CSASA-CASE-LHS-12236-1] c«M B77-17565




Aeroflexible wing structure with air scoop for
inflating stiffeners with ram air
[BASA-CASE-X1A-06095] C01 B69-39981
SCBEiS
Electromechanical control actuator system using
double differential screws
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10022] c15 871-26635
Adjustable support device with Jacket screw for




Developing high pressure gas purification and
filtration sjsten for use in test operaticns
of space vehicles
CHASA-CASE-BIS-12806] c1« H71-17588
Process for removing sulfur dioxide from gas
streams using iron as a catalyst
[BASA-CASE-HSC-16299-1] c15 B77-31668
SEA ICE
Laser technique for breaking ice in ship path
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10815-1] c16 872-22520
SEALEBS
Design and development of flexible Joint for
pressure suits
[BASA-CASE-XHS-09636] COS B71-123IU
Epoxy resin sealing device for electrochemical
cells in high vacuum environments
[BASA-CASE-XGS-02630] C03 B71-2297H
Leak resistant bonded elastomeric seal for
secondary electrochemical cells
CBASA-CASE-XGS-02631] C03 B71-23006
Self lubricating fluoride-aetal composite
materials for outer space applications
SUBJECT IIOBZ SEBICOBDOCTOB DEVICES
[HASA-CASI-HI-08511 j c18 H71-23710
polyinides cf ether-licked aryl tetracarboxylic
dianhydr ides
[BASA-CASE-BJS-22355-1] C23 B76-15268




loll seal retween parts noning relative to each
ether
[HASA-CJSI-X1I-OE130] c15 B69-21362
Sealed electric storage batter; vith gas
manifold interccnnecting each cell
[BASA-CASE-XBP-C3378;) cC3 H71-11051
Efoxy resin sealing device for electrochemical
cells in high vacant environments
[BASA-CASI-XGS-02e30] C03 H71-22974
Electrode sealing and insolation for fuel cells
containing caustic liguic electrolytes using
powdered elastic and metal
[NASA-CASE-XHS-01625] c15 H71-23022
scaling evacuation pert and evacuating vacuum
container snch as space jackets
tBASl-CASI-IBI-03290] c15 B71-23256





Flexible inflatable seal for butterfly valves
[NASA-CASE-XIE-00101] c15 B70-33376
Sbrink-fit vacuum system gas valve
CNASJ-CASE-XGS-00587] c15 870^35087
Thin vailed pressure test vessel using
low-nelting alloy-filled Joint to attach shell
to heads
• [SASA-CASI-XII-011677] C15 B71-10577
Fluid seal formed by flexible disk en rotating
shaft to retain lubricating oils around shaft
[HASA-CASI-XIE-05130-2] CIS 1171-19570
Sealed storage container for channel carriers
with mounted miniature electronic components
[NASA-CASE-HfS-200753 c09 B71-26133
Liquid-vapor interface'seal design for turbine
rotating shafts incladinc helical and
molecular f n m p s and liquid ceding of mercury
vapor
[HASA-CASE-XBF-02862-1] CIS H71-26294
Spiral groove seal fcr rotating shaft
[NASA-CASE-X1E-10326-II] C37 B74-15125
Glass-to-metal seals comprising relatively high
expansion metals
[HASA-CASE-LES-10698-1] c37 B7U.-21063





Hethod cf terming shrink-fit compression seal
[HASA-CASI-LJH-11563-1] C37 B77-23482
Gas path seal for use «ith turbine engines
CttASA-CASE-LES-12131-1] C37 B77-21U98




Sealing apparatus for joining two pieces of
frangible materials
[HASA-CASE-X1A-01091T C15 B71-2&.164
Ccrd restraint system ici pressure suit joints
[NASS-CASI-XBS-09635] c05 B71-2B623




Shoulder harness and lap belt restraint system
[BASA-CASI-JBC-10519-2] c05 B75-25915
SEATS
A seat cushion to provide realistic acceleration






In-situ laser retorting of oil shale
f1ASl-CAS!-l!i-12217-1} C36 B77-18X29
SEGHltIS









Selector mechanisn for mechanical separation and
discrimination of high velocity molecular
particles
[HASA-CASE-XII-01533] C11 B71-10777
Peak polarity selector for monitoring waveforms
[SASA-CAEE-FBC-10010] CIO B71-24862
SELF 41IGBBE1I
Electro-optical system for maintaining two-axis




Self-erectable space structures of flexible fcam
for application in planetary orbits
[HASA-CASE-XLA-00686] C31 H70-31135
Banned space station collapsible for launching
and self-erectable in orbit
[BASA-CASI-X1A-00678] cJI B70-3I1296
Banned space station launched in packaged
condition and self erecting in orbit
[SASA-CASE-X1A-00258] C31 K70-38676
Foldable ccnduit capable of springing back as
self erecting structural member
[BASA-CASE-XIE-00620] c32 B70-1157S
Antenna design with self erecting mesh reflector
[NASA-CASE-XGS-09190] C31 B71-16102




Self lubricating fluoride-metal composite
materials for outer space applications
[HASJ-CASE-ILE-08511] C18 B71-23710
Self lubricating gears and other mechanical







Hand-held maneuvering nni't for propulsion and
attitude control of astronauts in zero or
reduced gravity environment
[HASA-CAS1-IBS-05301J c05 B71-12336
Lightweight propulsion unit for movement of
personnel and egnipment across lunar surface
[BASA-CASE-BFS-20130] C28 B71-27585
SELF PBOPAGAIICH
Self-generating optical frequency waveguide
[NASA-CASE-BQB-1051H-1] C07 B71-262S1
SELF SBALIB6
Hodification of one man life raft
[HASA-CASE-LAB-10211-1] C51 B71-1Q8a5
SEBICOBDOCTOB DEVICES
Fixture for simultaneously supporting several
components fcr electrical testing
[HASA-CASE-XBF-06032] C09 B69-21926
Semiconductor p-n junction on needle apex tc
provide stress and strain sensor
[NASA-CAEE-I1A-OI1980] COS S69-27M22
Selective gold diffusion on monolithic silicon
chips for switching and nonswitchiog amplifier
devices and circuits and linear and digital
logic circuits
[HASA-CASE-EBC-10072] C09 B70-11118
Extra-long monostable multivibrator employing
bistable semiconductor switch to allow
charging cf timing circuit
[BASA-CASE-XGS-00381] c09 B70-31819
Hethod of forming thin window drifted silicon
charged particle detector
[BASA-CASE-XLE-00808] c21 B71-10560
Doping silicon material with gadolinium to
increase radiation resistance of solar cells
IBASA-CASE-XLE-02792] c26 H71-10607
Separation of semiconductor wafer into chips
bounded ty scribe lines
£BASA-CASE-EBC-10138] c26 H71-1«35lt
Voltage tunable Gunn effect semiconductor for
microwave generation
[BASA-CASB-XIB-0789H] c09 B71-18721
SEBICOBDOCTOB J01C1IOBS SDDJECT IHDEI
Indicator device for monitoring charge of wet
cell lattery, using semiconductor light
emitter and photodetectcr
[BASA-CASE-BJO-10191] c03 B71-20107
Signaling summary alarm circuit with
semiccnductor switch fcr faulty contact
indications
[SSSS-CJSS-XlI-03061-1] C10 H71-21798
Method for temperature compensating
semicondoctor gages by exposure to high energy
radiation
[HASA-C8SE-XIA-01555-1] dl 871-25892
Development and characteristics of fluid
oscillator analog to digital converter with
variable frequency controlled by signal
passing through conditioning circuit
[BASA-CASI-LES-103U5-1] clO H71-25899
Volume displacement transducer for leak
detection in hermetically sealed semiccnductor
devices
[BASA-CSSI-IBC-10033] dl 571-26672
Inverter drive circuit for semiccnductor switch
CSASS-CJSB-IEW-10233] c10 1171-27126
Test chambers with orifice and beliuo mass
spectrometer for detecting leak rate of
encapsulated seiiccnductcr devices
[HASA-CASI-EBC-10150j dl B71-28992
Semiconductor device manufacture using
refractory dielectrics as diffusant masks and
interconnection insulating materials
[BASA-CASI-XEB-06176-1] c26 B72-17820
Single crystal film semiconductor devices
[SASA-CiSE-BBC-10222] c09 S72-22199
Development cf process for forming insulating
layer between two electrical conductor or
semiconductor materials
[SASA-CSSI-LIS-10189-1] c15 B72-25147
Hultitermnal Gunn-type seuiconductor microwave
generator fcr producing stable signals
[SASA-CJSI-XEB-07895] c26 H72-25679
Miniature piezojunction semconductor transducer
with in situ stress coupling
[NASA-CASI-IBC-1CC87-2] C14 872-31116
Developnent and characteristics of hermetically
sealed coaxial package fcr containing
microwave semiconductor components
[BASA-CASE-GSC-1C791-1] C15 873-11169
Seiiccnductcr projectile inpact detector
[NASA-CASE-HTS-23008-1] c35 876-19105
Process for fabricating SiC semiconductor devices
tNASA-CASI-im-12091-1] c76 876-25019
An improved method and apparatus for use in
examining the lattice of a semiccnductor wafer
by X-ray diffraction
[HASt-CASI-UJS-23315-1] c76 876-32029
Application of semiconductor diffusants to solar
cells by screen printing
[SASA-CASI-LII-12775-1] dl 877-21589
SEBICOBDOCtOB OOBCTIOBS
Gallium arsenide solar cell preparation by
surface deposition of cuprous icdide en thin
n-type pclycrystalline layers and heating in
iodine vapor
[BASA-CASI-XBP-01960J c09 H71-23027
Miniature electromechanical junction transducer
operating on piezcjunction effect and
utilizing epoxy for stress coupling component
[BASA-CASE-BBC-10087] dl 1171-27334




Hole •cbillty of .deposited semiconductor films
in vacuum utilizing therial gradient
[NASA-CASl-XKS-01611] C15 B69-21160
Seiicondnctcr in resonant cavity for improving
signal to noise ratio of communication receiver
[BASA-CASE-BSC-12259-1] C07 B70-12616
Improved seticcndnctor lultivibrator circuit
which approaches 100 percent efficiency
[BASA-CASE-XAC-009U2] c10 -B71-160H2
Fabrication of sintered impurity semiconductor
brushes fcr electrical energy transfer
[HASA-CAEI-XHJ-01016] c26 B7KI7818
Binding layer of seticcnductoi particles by
electrodepcsition
[BASA-CJSI-XBS-01959] c26 H71-230H3
Gadolinium cr samarium doped-silicon
semiconductor material with resistance to
1-172
radiation damage for use in solar cells
[NASA-CASE-XLE-10715] C26 871-23292
Characteristics of infrared photodetectors
manufactured from semiconductor material
irradiated by electron beam
[BASA-CASE-IAB-10728-1 ] Cl» B73-121I15
Traveling wave solid state amplifier utilizing a
semiconductor with negative differential
mobility
[SASA-C1SE-BQS-10069] . C33 875-27251
Vapor deposition apparatus semiconductors
and gallium arsenides
[BASA-CASI-BQB-10162J C25 B75-29192




Design of active RC network capable of operating
at high C values with reduced sensitivity to
gain amplification and number of passive
components
[HASi-CASI-ABC-10012-2 ] ClO N7*-11256
SEBSOBS
Bonding method in the manufacture of continuous
regression rate sensor devices
[NASi-CASE-IAB-10337-1] C21 875-30260




Prosthetic limb with tactile sensing device
[ BASA-CASI-HIS-16570-1 ] COS B73-32013
SEPABATED F10B
Thrust vector control by secondary injection of
flu'id into rocket nozzle flow field to
separate exhaust flow
/INASA-CASE-XII-00208] c28 870-31291
Double hinged flap for boundary layer centre!
over trailing edges of wings
[BASA-CASI-XIA-01290] C02 B70-12016
Separation cell with permeable membranes for





Condenser-separator for dehumidifying air
utilizing sintered metal surface
[8ASA-CASE-XIA-08615] CIS N69-21165
Umbilical separator for rockets
[BASA-C4SE-XBP-00125] ell 870-38202
Liquid-gas separator adapted for use in zero
gravity environment - drawings
[BAS&-CASE-XBS-01621] CIS 870-10062
Describing apparatus for separating gas from
cryogenic liquid under zero gravity and for
venting gas from fuel tank
[BiSl-CiSE-XII-00586] CIS 871-15968
Liquid-gaseous centrifugal separator for
weightlessness environment
[BASA-CASI-X1A-00415J CIS 871-16079
Development of liquid separating system using
capillary device connected to flexible bladder
storage chamber
[BASA-CASE-XBS-13052] ell 871-20127
Vapor-liquid separator design with vapor driven
pump for separated liquid pumping for
application in propellant transfer
[BASA-CASI-XBF-01012] CIS B71-2302J
Device for removing air from water for use In




Fluid control apparatus and method
[BASA-CASE-IAB-11110-1] C31 875-26282
Low gravity phase separator
[BASA-CASB-HSC-11773-1 ] C31 B7S-32262
Method and apparatus for fluffing, separating,
and cleaning fibers
iHASA-CASE-IiB-11224-1] C37 B76-18156
Flexible formulated plastic separators for
alkaline latteries
[BASA-CASE-IE»-12363'1] C11 B76-19552
Inorganic-organic battery separator for alkaline
batteries
[BASA-CASI-1BI-12619-1] ell B76-3167»





Synchronous counter design incorporating
cascade a binary stages driven by previous
stages and inputs thrcugl NA8D gates
[BASA-CiSI-JGS-020U<n COS B71-19432
False dnraticn control device for driving slow
response tine loads in selected sequence
including snitching and delay circuits and
magnetic storage
[NASA-CJSI-JGS-0<I22I|1 c10 B71-26<I18
Digital fuEct iou generator for generating an;
arbitral} single valued inncticn
[NASA-C4SE-HPO-1110II] C08 B72-22165
BCD 2 sequential function generator for multibit
sequence, with two-bit slift register for each
pair of bits
[NASA-CASE-HFO-10636] COS B72-25210
Linear shift register with feedback logic for






Binary coded sequential acquisition ranging
systen fcr distance nea£t)rements
[HASA-CASE-HFO-1119<O c08 H72-25209
Event sequence detector %ith several input and






Linear three-tap feedback shift register
[HASA-CSSI-SIO-103511 c08 N71-12503
Binary .sequence detectcr with few memory
elements and utilized logic circuit complexity
[NASA-C8SI-XKP-OEH15] c08 B71-12505
Sequencing device utilizing planetary gear set
[SASA-C8SH-BSC-1951I1-1] c37 B77-19459
SEBOBS
Reduction cf blood serum cholesterol
[NASA-CASI-BPO-12119-1] c52 H75-15270
SERVICE LIFE








Electronic and nechanical scanning control
systen fcr mcncpulse tracking antenna
[BASA-CAEE-XGS-05582] cC7 869-27460
Proportional ccntroller for regulating aircraft
cr spacecraft EOticn abcut three axes
[8ASA-CASE-XAC-03392] c03 870-41954
Modulating and ccntrolling intensity of light
bean frci high temperature source by
servocontrclled rotating cylinders
[BASA-CASE-XHS-011300] C09 B71-19479
Sezvoconticl systei for measuring local stresses
at geometric discontinuity in stressed material
[BASA-CASI-X1A-08530] c32 H71-25360
Systen to ccntrcl speed of hydraulically movable
members tj Uniting energy applied to
actuators iiith hydraulic servo loop
[BASA-CASI-ABC-10131-1] C15 H71-2775*
Digital servo ccntrcller for rotating
antenna shaft
[NASA-CAEE-KSC-10769-1] C33 H71-29556
Digital servo ccntrcl of random scand test
excitaticn in reverberant acoustic chamber
[BASA-CAEI-HIC-11623-1] c71 B71-311H8
Phase-lccked servo system for synchronizing
the rotation cf slip ring assembly
[NASA-CiSE-HIS-22073-1] c33 B75-13139
Servo-controlled intravital microscope systea
[SASA-CASI-HIO-1321II-1] C35 B75-25123
SBBTOBBCBAB1SBS
Servo system for retroreflector of Bichelson
interfercieter
[NASA-CAEI-8EO-1030C] clt B71-17662
Rechanical function generators Kith
potentioeter as seising element
[BASi-CASI-XAC-OOOCI] CIS S71-28952
Closed loop servosystem for variable speed tape
recorders onboard spacecraft
[HASA-CASI-HPO-10700] C07 H71-33613
Characteristics of lightweight actuator for
imparting linear motion using elongated output
shaft
(HASA-CASE-HEO-11222] CIS N72-25«56
Development and characteristics of rotary
actuator for use on spacecraft to deploy and
support pivotal structures such as solar panels
[BASA-CASI-SIO-10680] C31 873-1*855
Bethod and apparatus for providing a servodrive
signal in a high speed stepping interferoieter
[HASA-CSSE-BIO-13569-1 ] "" c35 H75-21600
Simulator for practicing the mating of an
observer-controlled object with a target
£BASA-CASE-BPS-23052-2] C11 B77-18179
Hydraulic drain means for servo-systems
[NASA-CASI-BFO-10316-1] C37 B77-22M79
Method and apparatus for providing a servo drive
signal in a high-speed stepping interferoieter
[BASA-CASI-MSO-13569-2] C33 H77-28395
SEBVOIOTOBS
Automatic closed circuit television arc guidance
contrcl for (elding joints
[H1SA-CASI-BIS-13046] C07 B71-19133
Electric motor control system with pulse width
modulation fcr providing automatic null
seeking servo
[BASA-CASE-XHF-05195] CIO B71-2«861
Development and characteristics of cyclically
operable, optical shutter for use as focal
plane shutter for transmitting single
radiation pulses
[HASA-CASI-BIO-10758] C11 H73-11<127
Development and characteristics of rotary
actuator for use on spacecraft to deploy and
support pivotal structures such as solar panels
[BASA-CASI-SIO-10680] c31 H73-1185S
Servo valve
[BJSA-CASE-LAB-11603-1 ] C37 B75-13268
SHAFTS (BACHIBI ELEBEITS)
Fatigue resistant shear pin with hollow shaft
and two plugs
[ BASA-CASE-XLA-09122] Cl5 B69-27505
Elastic universal joint for rocket motor mounting
[BASA-CAEI-XBP-00116] C15 B7g-36947
Air brake device for absorbing and measuring
power frcm rotating shafts
[BASA-CASE-XLE-00720] C1H B70-H0201
Two axis flight controller with potentioneter
control shafts directly coupled to rotatarle
ball members
[BASA-CASE-JFB-0110H] C03 B70-12073
Ratchet mechanism for high speed operation at
reduced backlash
CBASA-CJSE-BIS-12805] C15 B71-17805
Universal joints for connecting two displaced
shafts or members
[BASA-CASE-BIO-10616] CIS B71-28167
Development of Dating flat surfaces to inhibit
leakage of fluid around shafts
[BASA-CASE-XLE-10326-2] CIS S72-29188
Fatigue life of hybrid antifriction bearings at
nltrahigh speeds
[BASA-CAEB-lES-11152-1] CIS B7J-32359
Spiral groove seal for hydraulic rotating
shaft
[BASA-CASE-LE1-10326-3] C37 B7<t-10«7M
Hole cutter drill bits and rotating shaf t
[BASA-CASE-HFS-22619-1] C37 B75-25186
counter pumping debris excluder and separator







Shaft seal assembly for high speed and high
pressure applications
CBASA-CAEI-LIi-11873-1] C37 «77-27»0»




In-situ laser retorting of oil shale '
[BASA-CASI-lH-12217-1] C36 B77-18«29
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SHAPED CH1BGIS SUBJECT HLBX
SHJPID CBAB6ES
Coupling device for linear shaped charge for
space vehicle abcrt system
[HASA-CASI-XIA-00189] c33 870-36846
Development of remotely controlled shaped charge
for lateral displacement of rccket stages
after separation
[HASA-CJSI- I IA-OIBOt] c31 H71-23008
SHAFEBS
Bandrel for shaping sclid fropellant rocket fuel
into engine casing
[HASA-CSSI-XLA-003011] c27 B70-34783
Rand tool fcr forging dimples and nipples on end
portion cf totes
[BASA-CASE-XBS-06876j C15 H71-21536
Dielectric apparatus for heating, fusing, and
hardeninc of organic tatrix to fern plastic
material into shaped product
[BASA-CBEl-IfB-10121-1] c15 B71-26721
SBABKS




Heasaring shear-creep ccmpliance of solid and
liquid materials used in spacecraft components
[HASA-CASI-XII-0.11181] c11 H71-10781
SHBAB FLOS
Shear modulated fluid aiplifier of high pressure
hydraulic vortei amplifier type
[HASA-CASE-HFS-10Q12] c12 H71-17578
SBEAB PEOPBBT1ES
Describing instrument capatle of measuring true




Fatigue resistant shear pit with bellow shaft
and two (lugs
[BASS-CASE-XLA-09122] C15 B69-27505
Development of combined velocimeter and
accelercaeter based on color changes in liquid
crystalline material subjected to shear stresses
[SASA-CASE-EBC-10292] c1« 872-25410
Bonded joint and method for reducing peak
<shear stress in adhesive bonds
[BASA-CASE-LIB-10900-1] C37 H74-23064
SBEIIS (STBOC1UBAL FOBHS)
Channel-type stell construction fcr rocket
engines and related configurations
[BASA-CBSI-X1I-0014«] c28 B70-34860
SHIB1D1BG
Flexible bellows jcint shielding sleeve for
propellant transfer pipelines '
[BASA-CfSE-XBP-Oie55] Cl5 H71-28937
Shielded flat conductor catle of ribbonlike
vires laminates in thin flexible insulation
[HASA-CASE-BJS-13687-2] cC9 B72-22198
System for the measurement of ultra-Ion stray
light levels ligtt shields and baffles
[BAEA-CASB-HFS-23E13-1] c74 B77-14842
SHIFT BBGISfEBS
Binary to binary-coded decimal ccnverter using
single set cf logic circuits notwithstanding
number of shift register decades
[BASA-CASE-XBP-00432] c08 B70-35423
Linear three-tap feedback shift register
[BASA-CASE-«IO-10351] c08 H71-12503
Ccmputer circuit perfcrning both counting and
shifting Icgic operations also capable of
miniaturization and integration in basic
circuits
[HASA-CASE-XBP-01753] c08 B71-22897
Commutator for steering precisely controlled
bidirectional currents through numerous loads
by use of magnetic cere shift registers
[BASA-CASE-BIO-10742] c08 B72-21199
Hultistage feedback shift register with states
decomposable into cycles cf egual length[HASA-CASB-BPO-11082] c08 B72-22167
BCD 2 sequential function ;eneratcr for lultibit
sequence, with two-bit shift register for each
pair of tits
[BASA-CASE-BEO-10636] c08 B72-25210
Linear shift register with feedback logic for




Family of m-ary linear feedback shift register
with binary logic
[HASA-CASI-BFO-11868] C10 B73-20254
Bonrecursive counting digital filter contairing
shift register
[HASA-CASI-BIO-11821-1] COB B73-26175
Event segncnce detector with several input and
shift register responsive to clock pulses
[1ASA-CASI-BIO-11703-1] C10 B73-32144
Method and apparatus for decoding compatible
convolnticnal codes
[BASA-CASI-BSC-14070-1] C32 B7<4-J2598
Honlinear ncnsingnlar feedback shift registers
[NASA-CASI-BIO-13451-1] C33 B76-14373






Pivotal shock absorbing assembly for use as load
distributing portion in landing gear systems
of space vehicles
[NASA-CASE-XBF-03856] C31 N70-34159
Energy dissipating shock absorbing system for
land payload recovery or vehicle braking
[HASA-CAS1-X1A-00751] C15 B70-3U850
Shock absorbing couch for body support under
high acceleration or deceleration forces
£HASA-CASE-XBS-012<tO] COS B70-35152
Low onset rate energy absorber in form of strut
assembly for crew conch of Apollo command module
[BASA-CASB-BSC-12279-1] C15 H70-35679
Landing pad assembly for aerospace vehicles
£BASA-CASi-XBF-02853] C31 N70-3665M
Spacecraft shock absorbing system for soft
landings
[BASA-CASE-XHF-02108] C31 870-36815
Shock absorber for landing gear of lunar or
planetary landing modules
£BASA-CASE-XBF-01045] Cl5 870-M035U
Shock absorbing articulated multiple couch
assembly
£HASA-CAS!-BSC-11253] COS B71-123U3
Design and development of double acting shock
absorber for spacecraft docking operations
[NASA-CASE-XBS-03722] CIS H71-21SJO
Impact energy absorber with decreasing
absorption rate
[BASA-CASE-XLA-01530] C11 H71-23092
Energy absorbing crew conch strut for Apollo
command module
[HASA-CASE-BSC-12279] CIS N72-17150
Shock absorber for use as protective barrier in
impact energy absorbing system
[NASA-CASE-BPO-10671 ] CIS »72-i04<43
Translatory shock absorber for attitude sensors
[BASA-CASE-BFS-22905-1 ] Cl9 B76-2228*
An improved vehicular impact absorption system
[BASA-CASE-BIO-1101t-1] C37 B77-31501
SHOCK LOADS
Damper system for alleviating air flow shock
loads on wind tunnel models
[SASA-CASE-XLA-09180] ell B71-33612
SHOCK SEASDB1B6 IBSTBDBBBTS
Semiconductor projectile impact detector
[HASA-CASE-HIS-23008-1] C35 B76-19105
SHOCK BSSISIABCB
Benovable potting ccmponnd for instrument shock
protection
[BASA-CASB-XIA-00182J CIS B70-36U09
Thermal shock resistant hafnia ceramic materials
[BAS&-CASE-LAB-1089II-1] CIS N73-1»58»




Knife structure for controlling rupture of shock
tube diaphragms
[BASA-CASE-IAC-00731] ell B71-15960
Design, development, and operation of shock tube
with bypass piston tunnel
[HASA-CASE-BFO-12109] ell B72-22215
Annular arc accelerator shock tube
tHASA-CASE-BFO-13528-1] C09 B77-10071
SHOCK iAYB IBIEBAC1IOB
Absorptive, nonreflecting barrier mounted
between closely spaced jet engines on
supersonic aircraft, for preventing shock wave





Method ana apparatus for measuring shock layer




Hethod and apparatus for measuring shock layer




Apparatus for nechanically dispersing ultrafine
metal powders subjected to shock naves
[!IAS»-CASI-ILI-C<19<16} c17 B71-2U911
Electrical device for developing converging
spherical shock waves
[NASJ-CASE-HES-2C890] c1t H72-22439
Production of intermetallic compounds by effect
of shcck waves fiom explosions and ccnpacticn
cf ponder
[HASA-CSSI-flfS-20861-1] c18 N73-32437
Shock position sensor fcr supersonic inlets








Dse of silicon controlled rectifier shorting
circuit to protect thermoelectric generator
source f r o m thermal destruction
[HASA-CISI-JGS-OII808] c03 H69-25T46
Vacuum thermcnic converter with short-circuited
tricdes and increased electron transmission
and conversion efficiency
[HASA-CASE-11E-010150 c03 B69-39898
Apparatus for automatically testing analog to
digital converters for cjen and short circuits
[HASJ-CASE-XIA-06T133 ctl B71-28991
SHOT EBBHIBG
Hethod of feening and portable peening gun
[NASA-CASE-BIS-230M7-1] c37 H76-1845I1
SHBODDS
Shrouded composite propulsion system configuration
[NASA-CASE-I IA-010U3] C28 1171-10780
Two diaenEicnal wedge/translating shtond nozzle
[NASA-CJSE-1JB-11919-1] C07 B76-22202
SHOTIEBS
High speed shutter electrically actuated




Phase locked loop with sideband rejecting
properties in continuous wave tracking radar
[HASA-CASE-XBP-02723] c07 »70-<t1680
SIDEICBE BZDOCTIOB
Hultiple node horn antenna with radiation




Design and development cf signal detecticn and
tracking apparatus
[HASA-CASE-XGS-03502] clO S71-20852
Bethod and apparatcs for a single channel
digital communicat ions system
synchronization of received PCfl signal by
digital correlation with reference signal
[NASA-CASE-NEO-11302-2] C32 H71-10132
Different ia l phase shift keyed signal resolver
[SASA-CASE-HSC-111066-1] C33 S74-27705
Correlation type phase detector with tine
correlation integrator for frequency
multiplexed signals
[HASA-CASI-GSC-inil-1 ] c33 H75-262II3
Seal time analysis cf voiced sounds
[NASA-CASE-HEO-13U65-1] c32 H76-31372
Digital pins analog onttnt encoder
[SASA-CASE-GSC-12115-1]
SIGHAI ASA1IZEBS
Monitoring system for signal amplitude ranges
over predetermined tile interval
[HASA-CASE-XHS-OH061-1] c09 H69-39885
feedback controller for sampling error signals
within single control formulation time interval
C62 N76-31946
[HASA-CASE-GSC-1055H-1] c08 B71-29033
Development of family of frequency to amplitude
converters fcr frequency analysis of complei
input signal waveforms
[HASA-CASE-BSC-12395] C09 B72-25257
Device for performing statistical time-series
analysis cf complex electrical signal waveforms
[BASA-CJSE-BSC-12Q28-1] C10 H73-252HO
Pulse stretcher for narrow pulses
[HASA-CASI-HSC-1«130-1] C33 H71-32711





Position locating system for remote aircraft
usinq voice communication and digital signals
£HASA-CBEI-GSC-10087-2] C21 B71-13958
Saturable magnetic core and signal detection for
indicating upending saturation
tHASA-CaSE-EKC-10089] c23 B72-177<17
Inti-multipath digital signal detector
[BASA-CaSE-IAB-11827-1] C32 N77-10392
Bearing aid malfunction detection system
[HASA-CSSE-HSC-1i|916-1] C33 B77-13J3S
Bnltlple rate digital command detection system
with range clean-up capability
(HASA-CASE-BFO-13753-1] C32 B77-20289
SIGBA1 DETBCIOES
Boughness detector for recording surface pattern
of irregularities
[ NASA-CASE-JtlA-00203] ell B70-31161
Electrical testing apparatus for detecting
amplitude and width of transient pulse
[HASA-CASE-IHF-06519] C09 B71-12519
system for monitoring presence of neutrals in
streams of icns - ion engine control
[BASA-CASE-XBP-02592] c21 B71-^0518
Development of apparatus for generating output












Plural recorder system which limits signal
recording to signals of sufficient interest
[HASA-CASE-XBS-069M9] c09 B69-21467
Alternating carrent signal generator providing
plurality of amplitude modulated output signals
[NASA-CASE-XBP-05612] c09 H69-21168
Circuitry for generating sync signals in PH
communication systems including video
information (-
[HASA-CASE-XBE-10830] c07 871-11281
Apparatus for generating microwave signals at
progressively related phase angles for driving
antenna array
[HASA-CASE-EBC-100U6] ClO H71-18722
System generating sidereal frequency signals
froa signals of standard solar frequency
without use of mixing operations or feedback
loops
[ BASA-CASE-IGS-02610] clt B71-2J170
Hand controller operable about three
respectively perpendicular axes and capable of
actuating signal generators for attitude
control devices
CHASA-CASE-XBS-07H87] c15 B71-23255
Voltage controlled oscillators and pulse
amplitude modulation for signal ratio system
[HASA-CASE-IBP-OU367] c09 B71-235U5
Sampling circuit for signal processing in
multiplex transmission by Fourier analysis
[HASA-CASE-HSO-10388] C07 B71-21622
Signaling summary alarm circuit with
semiconductor switch for faulty contact
indications
[HASA-CASE-IIE-03061-1] C10 B71-24798
Adaptive signal generating system and logic
circuits for satellite television systems
[SASA-CASE-GSC-11367] C10 B71-2637*
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SIGHiL BEiSUBEHBHT SUBJECT INDEX
Device for monitoring vcltage by generating
signal wyen voltages drcp belov predetermined
value
[NASA-CASE-KSC-10020] c10 B71-27338
System for control of variable signal generator
[NASA-CASE-BPO-11061] C07 B72-11150
Digital function generator for generating any
arbitrary single valued function
[BASA-CASE-BIO-1110<I] COS B72-22165
Development of Hall effect transducer for
converting mechanical shaft rotations into
proportional electrical signals
[ IASA-CASE-LfH-10620-1] C09 H72-25255
Hult i terminal Gunn-type semiconductor microwave
generatcr for producing stable signals
[HASA-CASE-XEB-07895] c26 B72-25679
Audio f requency analysis circuit for
determining, displaying, and recording
fregnency of sweeping audio frequency signal
[1HSH-C8SE-SJO-111I17] clt H72-27U08
Digital servo control of random sound test
excitation in reverberant acoustic chamber
[1ASA-CASE-BEO-11623-1] c71 B74-31118
Signal conditicner test set
[SASA-CASI-KSC-10750-1] c35 H75-12270
System for generating timing and control signals
[SASA-CASE-SPO-13125-1] C33 B75-19519
Pseadc-noise test set fcr ccmmunicaticn system
evaluation test signals
[NASA-CASE-HrS-22671-1] c35 H75-21S82
NDIB gas analy2er based on absorption modulation
ratios for known and unknown samples
[NASA-CASI-ABC-10802-1] c3S B75-30502




Traveling wave tube circuit
[BASA-CASE-LEW-12013-1 ] c33 H77-17360
SIGHiL SIXIBG
Impedance transformation device for signal mixing
[NASf-CASE-XGS-01110] cC7 B69-2M33U
SIGHIL PBOCESSIBG
Adaptive compression signal processor for PCH
communicat ion systems
CNASA-CJSE-XIA-03076] C07 H71-11266
Conversion system for t r ans fo rming slew scan
rate of Apcl lo TV caoera on moon to fast scan
of commercial TV
[NASA-CSSE-XHS-07168] c07 H71-11300
Difference indicating circuit used in
conjunction with device leasuring
gravitational fields
[BASA-CASI-XKP-0827II ] C10 S71-13537
Circuitry for developing autocorrelation
function continuously within signal receiving
period
r»ASA-CASE-]!SP-OOT»6] C07 B71-21176
System generating sidereal fregnency signals
from signals of standard solar frequency
without use of mixing operations or feedback
loops
[BASA-CASE-XGS-02610] cU N71-23171
Feedback integrating circuit with grounded
capacitor for signal processing
[ H A S f - C A S I - X A C - 1 0 6 0 7 ] c10 N71-23669
Saupling circuit for signal processing in
unltiplex transmission by Fourier analysis
[SASA-CASE-BPO-10388] C07 H71-24622
video signal processing system for sampling
video brightness levels
[NASA-CASE-HEO-IOUlO] cC7 H71-21742
Honopulse scanning netvork for scanning
volumetric antenna pattern
[HASA-CASF.-GSC-10299-1] c09 B71-2P80H
Apparatus for filtering input signals
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10198] c09 871-2Q806
video sync processor with phase locked system
[KASA-CASE-KSC-10002] clO B71-25865
Transient video signal tape recorder with
expanded playback
[SASA-CASI-ABC-10003-1] c09 H71-25866
Scanning signal phase and amplitude electronic
control device with hybrid T waveguide junction
CBASA-CASE-SEO-10302] ClO H71-26112
Variable frequency nuclear magnetic resonance
spectroieter providing drive signals over wide
frequency range and niniiizing noise effects
rBASA-CASE- IDP-09830] c1» H71-26266
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Development of apparatus for generating output
signal commensurate with information contained
in input signal
[NASA-CASE-EBC-100IH] COS H71-29138
Development of electric circuit for production
of different pulse width signals
[NASA-CASE-1UA-07788] C09 B71-29139
Phase shifting circuit for selecting phase of
input signal
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10269-1] CIO N72-16172
Processing system for semiperiodic electrical
signals to produce real time contoured display
[NASA-CASE-HSC-1 3<!07-1] CIO B72-20225
Design and characteristics of recording system
for selective reprocessing and filtering cf
data to obtain optimum signal to noise ratios
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10112] C07 N72-21119
Technique for deriving logarithm o± input signal
using exponentially varying electric signal
inversely
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10267] c09 N72-2317J
Development and characteristics of telemetry
system using computer-accessed circuits and
remotely controlled from ground station
[BASA-CAEI-BIO-11358] C07 N72-25172
Characteristics of digital data processor using
pulse from clock source to derive binary
singles to show state of various indicators in
.processor
[BASA-CASI-GSC-10975-1] C08 N73-13187
Characteristics of two channel telemetry system
with two data rate channels for high and low
data rate communication
[HASA-CASI-NfO-11572] C07 H73-161.il
Measurement system for physical quantity
represented by or converted to variable
frequency signal
[HASA-CASE-HFS-20658-1 ] dl| B73-30J86
Digital to analog converter for sampled signal
reconstruction
[NASA-CASE-t!SC-12<l58-1 ] COS N73-32081
Fluid pressure amplifier and system
[NASA-CASE-LAB-10868-1 ] cJ3 H71-11050
low level signal limiter
[BASA-CASE-XLE-01791J C32 N71-22096
Miniature multichannel biotelemeter system
[BASA-CASE-BEO-13065-1] C52 B71-26625
Apparatus and method for processing Korotkov
sounds for blood pressure measurement
[BASA-CASE-HSC-13999-1 ] c52 N71-26626
Pulse stretcher for narrow pulses
[HASA-CASI-nSC-14130-1] c3J N71-32711
Continuous Fourier transform method and apparatus
for the analysis of simultaneous analog
signal components
[SASA-CASB-ABC-10166-1] C60 B7b-135J9
Signal conditioning circuit apparatus with
constant input impedance
[NASA-CASE-ABC-103U8-1] cJ3 B7b-19518
Television noise reduction device
[HASA-CASE-BSC-12607-1] CJ2 B75-21185
Isolated output system for a class D
switching-mode amplifier
[SASA-CASl-BFS-21616-1] C33 B75-30t29
Binary to binary coded decimal converter
[BAS&-CASE-6SC-12011-1] C60 B76-13781
Compact-bi-phase pulse coded modulation decoder
[BASA-CASI-KSC-10831-1] C33 B76-1»371
Filtering device removing electromagnetic
noise f r cm voice communication signals
[SASA-CASE-BFS-22729-1] C32 B76-21366
System for measuring Beynolds in a turbnlently
flowing fluid signal processing
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10755-2] C3« B76-27517
Surface roughness measuring system
[BASA-CASE-NPO-13862-1] C32 B77-17325
Bit error rate measurement above and below bit
rate tracking threshold
[BASA-CASE-HSC-12703-1] C32 N77-19290
Three phase full wave dc motor decoder
[BASA-CASE-GSC-1182»-1] C33 B77-26386
Apparatus for determining thermophysical
properties of test specimens
[HASA-CASE-1AB-11883-1] C09 B77-27131Quadraphase demodulation
[HASA-CASE-GSC-12137-1] C32 877-27272
An interleaving device for coapnter logic
circuits used in optical data processing
[BASA-CASE-GSC-12111-2] C60 B77-31800
SDBJICT IBDEI SILICIDES
Analog to Digital converter for two-dimensional
radiant energy array conpnters
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11839-3] c60 877-32731
SIGBAL BECBET10J
Badar signal receiver arrangenent for extending
range and increasing signal to noise ratio
[BASA-CASI-XBP-007«8] c07 H70-36911
Beflectcneter for receiver input impedance match
Beasurenent
[BASA-CASE-XBP-10803;] C07 871-11267
Diversity receiving systei with diversity phase
lock
[BASA-CASl-IGS-01222] clO B71-20811
Design and develop lent of signal detection and
tracking apparatus
[BASA-CASI-XGS-03502] c10 H71-20852
Development of optimum pre-detection diversity
combining receiving system adapted for use
with amplitude nodnlaticn, phase modulation,
and fregnencj modulation systems
[BASA-CSSE-XGS-00710] C07 871-23098
Binary data decoding device for use at receiving
end of communication channel
[BASA-CHSI-BFO-10118] C07 871-21711
Development of electronic circoit for combining
inpnt signals on two separate antennas to form
two processed signals
[BASA-CASI-BSC-12205-1] cC7 B71-27056
Input signal measurement using liquid.
crystalline elements
[BASA-CASI-EBC-10275] c26 H72-2S680
Filter for third order phase locked loops in
signal receivers
[BASA-CJSE-BPO-11911-1] C10 873-27171
Electromechanical actuator for producing
mechanical force and/ex notion in response to
electrical signals
[8ASA-C4SE-BPO-11738-1] c09 B73-30185
Scan converting video tape recorder
[HASA-C1SE-BPO-10166-2] c35 H76-16391
SI6BAL BEFIECTIOB
Beflectometer for receiver inpnt impedance match
measnrencnt
[HASA-CSSI-XHP-lOSI tS] c07 N71-11267
SIGBAL ST1BIIIZATIOB
Linear accelerator frequency control sjstem
[BASA-CASI-IGS-05111 ] C10 871-22962
Development of apparatus for generating cutpnt
signal conensnrate with information contained
in input signal
[BASA-CASI-IBC-10011] c08 S71-29138
System for interference signal nulling by
polarization adjustment
[BASA-CASI-BPO-13110-1] c32 H75-2I1982
SIGBAI TO BOISE EJTIOS
Semiconductor in resonant cavity for improving
signal to noise ratio of communication receiver
[BASA-CiSJ-HSC-12259-1] c07 S70-12616
Badar signal receiver arrangement for extending
range and increasing signal to noise ratio
[BASA-CASI-XBP-OC718] c07 870-36911
Detector assembly for discriminating first
signal with respect tc presence or absence of
second signal at time of occurrence of first
signal
[HASA-C4SI-XBF-00701] C09 870-140272
Automatic estimation of signal to noise ratio
and other parameters in signal communication
systems
[SASA-CiSE-IBP-0525<t] c07 871-20791
Voltage controlled oscillators and pulse
amplitude modulation for signal ratio system
[BASA-CASI-XBI-01367] c09 871-23515
Design and characteristics of recording system
for selective reprocessing and filtering of
data to obtain optinni signal to noise ratios
[HASA-CASI-EBC-10112] CC7 872-21119
Development of idler, feedback system to reduce
electronic noise p'rctlem in tvo parametric
amplifiers
[8ASA-C»SI-LAB-10253-1] c09 872-25258
Superconductive resonant cavity for improved
signal to noise ratio in communication signal
[SASS-CASI-HSC-12259-2] c07 872-33116
Signal to noise ratio determination circuit
using bandpass lititer
[HiSA-CASI-GSC-11239-1] clO B73-25211




Synchronizing apparatus for multi-access
satellite time division multiplex system
[SASA-CASE-XGS-05918] C07 B69-J9971
Electro-mechanical circuit for converting
floating intelligence signal to common
electrically grounded intelligence recorder
[BASA-CASE-XAC-00086] C09 N70-JJ182
Demodulator for simultaneous demodulation ot tvo
modulating ac signal carriers close in frequency
[BASA-CASI-XBF-01160] C07 H71-11298
Bipolar phase detector and corrector for split
phase Per data signals
[BASA-CASE-XGS-01590] C07 B71-12392
Automatic estimation of signal to noise ratio
and other parameters in signal communication
systems
[SASi-CBSE-XBP-0525«] COT B71-20791
Bnltiplexed communication system design
including automatic correction of transmission
errors introduced by frequency spectrum shifts
[BASA-CASJ-IBP-01306] C07 N71-2081U
Adaptive notch filter, using modulation
techniques for reversed phase noise signal
£8ASA-CASE-XBF-01892] , C10 B71-22986
Pulse generator for synchronizing or resetting
electronic signals without requiring separate
external source
[BASA-CASE-XGS-03632]' C09 N71-23311
Device for locating electrically nonlinear
objects and determining distance to object by
FB signal transmission
[BASA-CASI-KSC-10108] C11 H73-2b»61
Television multiplexing system, using single
crystal centrolled clock for signal
synchronization
[BASA-CASE-KSC-10651-1] C07 B73-J0115
Controlled oscillator system with a time
dependent output frequency
[ NASA-CASE-BPO-11962-1] C33 S71-1019Q
Pulse code modulated signal synchronizer
[ NASA-CASE-BSC-12162-1] cJ2 H71-20809
Pulse code modulated signal synchronizer
[BASA-CASE-BSC-12M91-1] c32 871-20810
Digital transmitter for data bus communications
system
[NASA-CASE-BSC-1U558-1] C32 B75-21«86
Modulator for tone and binary signals phase
of nodnlaticn of tone and binary signals en
carrier waves in communication systems
[NASA-CASE-GSC-11713-1] C32 H75-24981
Rotating joint signal coupler
[ HASA-CASE-1AB-11261-1 ] C33 J175-27261
Method and apparatus for background signal
reduction in opto-acoustic absorption
measurement
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13683-1] C35 H77-11M11
Very narrow band width receiver
[BASA-CASE-GSC-12112-1] C32 877-20299
Automatic transponder measurement of the
internal delay time of a transponder
[8ASA-CASB-GSC-12075-1] C32 B77-J13SO
SI1ASSS '
Preparation of elastomeric diamine silazane
polymers
[ BiSA-CASI-XBF-01133] C06 871-20717
Synthesis of high purity dianilinosilanes
[BASA-CASE-XHP-06109] C06 871-23230
Process fcr preparing high molecular weight




Gels as battery separators for solnable
electrode cells
[ B»SA-CASI-lEi-1236lt-1 ] C»1 877-22606
SIlICAtBS
Ultraviolet radiation resistant alkali-metal




Silicide coating process and composition tor
protection of refractory metals from oxidation
[BASA-CASI-XIE-10910] CIS 871-29010
Fused siliclde coatings containing discrete
particles for protecting niobium alloys
used in space shuttle thermal protection




Method cf forming thin vindov drifted silicon
charged particle detector
[NASA-OSI-XLI-00808] C21 H71-10560
Gadolinium cr samarium doped-silicon
semiconductor material vith resistance to
radiation damage for use in sclar cells
[NASA-CASI-XLI-10715] C26 H71-23292
Metal pattern tending technique fcr cover glass
attachnent to siliccn solar cells for space
applications
[BASA-CASE-XLE-08569: C03 B71-23149
Covered siliccn solar cells and method of
manufacture vith polymeric filas
[HASA-CASE-LEB-11065-;] ell B76-14600
SIIICOB CABBIDES
Deposition method for epitaxial beta SiC films
having high degree of crystallographic
perfecticn
[NASA-CASE-EBC-10120] c26 B69-33482
Producing high purity silicon carbide on carbon
base by hydrogen reduction cf silicon
tetrachlcride
[HASA-CASE-X1A-00158] c26 870-36805
Device for producing high purity silicon carbide
on carbcn base by hydrogen reduction of
silicon tetrachloride
[BASA-CASI-XLA-02057] c26 B70-40015
Process for fabricating SiC semiconductor devices
[NASA-CASE-IES-1209II-1] c76 B76-25049
Production of crystals from molten solutions
[NASA-CASE-BFO-13969-2] c76 S77-30981
SILICOH COBPOOHDS
Doping silicon material with gadolinium to
increase radiation resistance of solar cells
[NASA-CASE-XLI-02792] c26 N71-10607




Use of siliccn controlled rectifier shorting
circuit tc protect thermoelectric generator
source fxom thermal destruction
[NASJ-CASI-XGS-04808] c03 B69-25146
Silicon controlled rectifier inverter with
compensation of transients to avoid false gating
[BASA-CASI-XLA-08507] c09 B69-39981
Reversible ring counter using cascaded single
siliccn controlled rectifier stages
[NASA-CASE-XGS-01«73] c09 N71-10673
Siliccn conttolled rectifier pulse gate





Intermittent type silica gel adsorption
refrigerator for providing temperature control
for spacecraft components
[BASA-CASE-XHP-00920] c15 H71-15906
Nose cone mounted heat resistant antenna
comprising plurality cf adjacent layers of
silica not introducing paths of high thermal
conductivity through ablative shield
[BASA-CASE-XBS-0<I312] c07 N71-22984
Method and apparatus for stable silicon dioxide
layers on silicon grovn in silicon nitride
ambient
[BASA-CASI-EBC-10073-1] c2» H7U-19769
Silica reusable surface insolation
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10721-1] c27 B76-22376




Deposition method for epitaxial beta Sic filns




Improving radiation resistance of silicon
seaiconductor junctions by doping vith lithium
[NASA-CASE-IGS-07801] c09 B71-12513
SIIICOH BITBIDES
Hethod and apparatus for stable silicon dioxide




Silicon nitride coated, plastic covered solar cell
[NASA-CASE-LES-11096-1] Oil B77-1H580
SIIICOB OXIDES




Oxygen post-treatment of plastic surfaces coated




Lithium drifted silicon radiation detector vith
gold rectifying contacts
[NASA-CASE-XLE-10529] ell B69-23191
Silicon radiation detecting probe design for in
vivo biomedical use
[ HASA-CASE-XSS-01177] COS B71-19IHIO
SILICOH TBAHSISTOBS
7apor deposition method for forming metallized
tungsten contacts on silicon substrates
[NASA-CASE-GSC-10695-1 ] C09 H72-25259
Development of method and apparatus for




Vacuum pressure molding technique
[ BASA-CASI-LAB-10073-1] c37 N76-2M575
SILICOBIZIHG
Vapor deposited laminated nitride-silicon




Synthesis of siloxane containing epoxy polymers
with lov dielectric properties
[NASA-CASE-HFS-13994-1] c06 B71-112MO
Hethod for producing alternating ether-siloxane
copolymers vith stable properties vben exposed
to elevated temperatures and 0V radiation
[HASA-CASE-XBP-02581] C06 S71-20905
Synthesis of siloxane containing epoxide and
diamine polymers
[BASA-CASE-HFS-1399U-2] C06 B72-25118
Silphenylenesiloxane polymer vith in-chain
perfluorcalkyl groups
[BASA-CASE-BPS-20979] C06 N72-25151
Fluid polydinethylsiloxane resin vith lov
ontgassing properties in cured state
[NASA-CASE-GSC-11358-1] C06 B73-26100
SILVBB





[HASA-CASE-XBT-06053] ' C26 175-27126
SILVEB CHLOBIDES
Electrochemically reversible silver-silver
chloride electrode for detecting bioelectric
potential differences generated by human
muscles and organs
[HASA-CASE-XBS-02872] COS B69-21925
Silver chloride use in technique for fusion
bonding of graphite to silver, glass,
ceramics, and certain other metals
[BASA-CASE-IGS-00963] Cl5 N69-39735
SILVEB COHPOOBDS
Description of electrical equipment and systei
for purification of vaste vater by producing
silver ions for bacterial control
[BASA-CASE-HSC-10960-1] C03 N71-21718
SILVEB ZIBC EJTTBBIBS
Elimination of tvo step voltage discharge
property of silver zinc batteries by using
divalent silver oxide capacity of cell to
charge anodes to monovalent silver state
[NASA-CSSE-XGS-01674] . c03 N71-29129
SIBOtiTOBS
Development of apparatus for simulating zero
gravity conditions
[BASA-CASE-BFS-12750] c27 B71-16223
Phonocardiogram simulator producing electrical
voltage laves to control amplitude and
duration betveen simulated sounds
[BASA-CASE-XKS-10808] COS N71-2«I606
Sign vave generation simulator for variable
amplitude, frequency, damping, and phase
SDBJICI IHDBX
poises fcr oscilloscope display
[BASA-CASH-HPO-102511 C10 H71-27365
SIHE SERIES
Service life of electromechanical device for
generating sine/cosine functions
[BASA-CASF.-LAB-10503-1] C09 B72-21218
Function generators for producing complex




Sign nave generation simulator for variable
amplitude, frequency, damping, and phase
pulses for oscillcscofe display
[HASA-CASE-BPO-10251] c10 1171-27365
Sideband generator fcr {reducing sine wave





Producing high purity silicon carbide on carbon
base by hydrogen reduction of silicon
tetrachlcride
[UASA-CASI-XLA-00158] C26 N70-36805
Single crystal film semiconductor devices
C8ASA-CPSE-EHC-10222] c09 H72-22199
Growth of gallium nitride crystals
fNASA-CASE-LJB-11302-1 ] C25 875-13051
Ball Effect magnetometer
[NASA-CASE-LEH-11632-2] c35 B75-13213
Vapor phase growth of groups 3-5 compounds by
hydrogen chlcride transport of the elements
[ NASA-CASE-LJR-11111-1] c25 N75-26013
SIHTEBISG
Condenser-separator for dehnmidifying air
utilizing sintered metal surface
[HASA-CASF.-X1A-08615] c15 N69-21165
Production cf refractory bodies with controlled
porosity by pressing and heating miitures of
refractory and inert netal powders
[BASA-CASI-1ZH-10393-1 ] Cl7 B71-15168
SIZE (DIBEBSIC1S)
Development of apparatus for prodncing metal
powder particles cf controlled size
[HASA-CASE-XIE-06161-J] Cl7 N72-28535
SIZE DETEBBISATIOH




Method and apparatus for precision sizing and
joining cf large diameter tubes by bulging or
constricting overlapping ends
[SASA-CASE-XBF-OE111-2] C15 871-26118
Device which separates and screens particles of




Method and apparatus for shaping and joining




Method for Baking screen with unlimited fineness
of mesh and screen thickness
[BASA-CASE-XI1-OC953 ] C15 H71-15966
Screen particle separator for soil samples
[BASA-CASI-XSP-CST70-2] C15 B72-22183
SKEV1ESS
Tape guidance system for multichannel digital
recording system
[BASA-CASE-XBP-09153] C08 871-19120
Automatic character skev and spacing checking
network of digital tape drive systems
[BASA-CAEF.-GSC-11925-1] c33 B76-18353
SKID 1A1DI16S
Dose gear steering system for vehicles with main
skids to provide directional stability after
loss of aerodynamic control
rBASA-CASI-XIA-01801] c02 870-31160
SKI! (1BATORI)
Conditioning tanned sharkskin for use as
abrasive resistant clctling
[HASA-CASI-XBS-09691-1] C18 B71-15515
Percutaneous connector device[BASA-CASI-KSC-1C819-1] C52 877-11738
1-179
SKIB (STBOCTDEAL BEBBBB)
Development of resilient fastener for attaching
skin of aerospace vehicles to permit movement
of skin relative to framework
[HASA-CASE-XLA-01027] c31 N71-21035
SKIB TEHPEBATOBE (BIOLOGT)




Heat flux sensor adapted for mounting on
aircraft or spacecraft to measure aerodynamic
heat flux inflow to aircraft skin
[BASA-CASE-IFB-03802] C33 871-23085
SKIBTS




Camera arrangement for satellite scanning of
earth or sky
[ HASA-CASE-GSC-12032-2] C35 876-19108
SLEEP
Development of apparatus and method for
quantitatively measuring brain activity as




Nonreuseable energy absorbing device comprising
ring member with plurality ot recesses,
cutting members, and guide member mounted in
each recess
tBASA-CBSl-XHF-10010] Cl5 871-22877
System for enhancing tool-exchange capabilities
of a portable wrench
[8ASA-CBSE-HFS-22283-1] c37 B75-J3395
SLEHDBB BODIES
Support techniques for restraint of slender
bodies such as launch vehicles
£HASA-CASE-XLA-02701] Cl1 869-21510
SLIDISG COHIICI
Electrical connector pin with wiping action to
assure reliable contact
[BASA-CBSE-XHF-04238] C09 B69-39731
Development of slip ring assembly with inner and




Bearing material composite material with low
friction surface for rolling or sliding contact
[ BASA-CASE-LEi-11930-1 ] C21 H76-22309
SLIP CJSTIIG
Freeze casting of metal ceramic and refractory
compound powders into plastic slips
[BASA-C5SE-XLE-00106] CIS 871-16076
SLITS
Slit regulated gas journal bearing
£BASA-CSSE-XHP-00»76] Cl5 870-38620
Method of fabricating an object with a thin wall
having a precisely shaped slit
[BASA-C&SE-LAS-10109-1] c31 B74-21059
SLOPES
Penetrometer for determining load bearing
characteristics of inclined surfaces
[8ASA-C&SE-HPO-11103-1] c35 B77-27367
SLOT ABTEIBAS
Planar array circularly polarized antenna with
wall slot excitation
[HASA-CASE-BFO-10301] c07 872-11118
Omnidirectional antenna array with^
circumferential slots for mounting on
cylindrical space vehicle
, [BASA-CASE-LAB-10163-1J C09 B72-25217
Circularly polarized antenna with linearly




Born antenna having T-shaped corrugated slots
CBASA-CASE-LAB-11112-1] C32 876-15330
SLOTS
Belleville spring assembly with elastic guides
having lew hysteresis
[BASi-CASB-XBP-09152] C15 869-27501
Direct lift control system having flaps with
slots adjacent to their leading edge and
particularly adapted for lightweight aircraft
SLDEB? PBOPELIAB1S SUBJECT IBDEX
[NASA-CASI-LSB-10249-1] c02 H71-26110




Apparatus for producing hydrocarbon slurry
containirg saall particles of magnesium for
use as jet aircraft fnel
[HASA-CfSI-XlI-00010] c15 H70-33382
SMOKE
Development of netted fcr protecting large and










Composition of diffuse reflective coating
containing sodium chloride in combination with
diol solvent and organic vetting and drying
agents
[NASA-CASI-GSC-112K-1] c06 H73-13128
A reverse osmosis membrane of high urea
rejecticD properties[NASA-CASI-ABC-1C980-11 c27 H77-18265
SOFT LABDIBG
Non-reusable kinetic energy absorber for
application in soft landing of space vehicles
[SASA-CASI-X1I-00810] c15 H70-34861
Spacecraft shock absorbing system for soft
landings
[HASA-CASE-XHF-02108] C31 B70-36845
Payload soft landing system using stovable gas bag[NASA-CASI-XIA-09881] c31 S71-16085
SOFT IABDIIG SPJCECBAFT •
Pivotal shcck absorbing assembly for use as load




Penetrometer for determning load bearing
characteristics of inclined surfaces
[NASA-CASE-BPO-11103-1 ] c35 B77-27367
SOIL SClESCE
Anger-type sell penetrometer for burrowing into
soil foliations
[BA.SA-CASE-XHP-05530] Cl» S73-32321




Screen particle separator for soil samples
[NASA-CASE-XBP-09770-2] c15 B72-22483
Soil burrowing ncle apparatus
[SASA-CASE-XBP-07169] C15 H73-32362
SOLAS iCTIVITI
Badiometric measuring system for solar activity
and atmospheric attenuation and emission[HASA-CASI-EBC-10276] c14 873-26432
S01AB ABBAIS
Deployable cantilever support for deploying
solar cell arrays aboard spacecraft and
reducing transient loading
[BASJ-CASE-BPO-10883] c31 B72-22874
Electrical interconnection of nnilluainated
solar cells in solar lattery array
tBASA-ClSE-GSC-103H«-1] c03 B72-27053
Development of solar energy povered heliotrope
assembly to orient solar array toward sun
[HASA-CASI-GSC-10945-1] c21 B72-31637
Hethod of making siliccr solar cell array
and mounting on-flexible substrate
[HASA-CASl-LES-11069-1] c«l( B71-11178II
A non-trackitg solar energy collector system
[NASA-CASl-BPO-13813-1] ClUt B77-19579






Fabricating solar cells vith dielectric layers
to iiprove glass fusicn
[HASA-CASE-XGS-011531] C03 B69-24267
Solar radiation direction detector and device
for compensating degradation of photocells
[SASA-CASE-X1A-00183] c1t B70-402J9
Attitude control system for spacecraft based on
conversion of incident solar radiation on
movable control surfaces into mechanical torques
[BASA-CASE-XHP-029823 C31 N70-41855
Simulating voltage-current characteristic carves
of solar cell panel with different operational
parameters
[BASA-CASE-XHS-01554] CIO B71-10578
Doping silicon material with gadoliniun to
increase radiation resistance of solar cells
[SiSA-CiSI-XlE-02792} C26 HT1-10601
nodifying existing solar cells for temperature
control
[HASA-CASI-BIO-10109] C03 H71-11019
Solar battery with interconnecting means for
plural cells
[BiSA-CASE-XBP-06506] C03 H71-11050
Fabrication methods for matrices of solar cell
snbmodnles
[MASA-CASE-XBP-05821] C03 H71-11056
Metal strip mounting arrangement for solar cell
arrays en spacecraft
[NASA-CASB-XGS-01175] C03 H71-11058
Conductor for connecting parallel cells intc
submodnles in series to form solar cell matrix
[N&SA-CASE-SPO-10821] c03 H71-19505
Space erectable rollup solar array of arcuate
solar panels furled on tapered drum for
spacecraft storage daring launch
[HASi-ClSE-IIIO-10188] C03 B11-20213
Electrode connection for n-on-p silicon solar cell
[HASA-CASI-XLE-OU787] C03 H71-20192
Fabrication of solar cell banks for attaching
solar cells to base members or substrates
[HASA-CASE-XHP-00826] c03 B71-20895
Gallium arsenide solar cell preparation by
surface deposition of cuprous iodide on thin
n-type pclycrystalline layers and heating in
iodine vapor
[BASA-CASE-XBP-01960] C09 K71-23027
Gadolinium or samarium doped-silicon
semiconductor material with resistance to
radiation damage for use in solar cells
[BASA-CASE-XlE-10715] C26 N71-23292
Haintaining current flow through solar cells
with open connection using shunting diode
[BASA-CASE-XLE-011535] C03 B71-23351
Hetal pattern bonding tecbnigne for cover glass
attachment to silicon solar cells for space
applications
[BASA7CASE-XLB-08569] C03 H71-23»l|9
Addition of group 3 elements to silicon
semiconductor material for increased
resistance to radiation damage in solar cells
[BASA-CASE-XIB-02798] C26 B71-2365M
Hethod of attaching cover glass to silicon solar
cell without using adhesive
[HASA-CASI-XLE-08569-2] c03 B71-24681
Hethod and apparatus for fabricating solar cell
panels
[BASA-CASE-XBP-03113] C03 B71-26726
Development and characteristics of solar cells
with phosphors in cover glass to improve
response to solar ultraviolet radiation
[BASA-CASE-iBC-10050] C03 B71-33109
Electrically coupled individually encapsulated
solar cell matrix
[BASA-CASE-BPO-11190] C03 B71-310HI!
Becovering efficiency of solar cells damaged by
environmental radiation through thermal
annealing
[BASA-CASE-XGS-04017-2] C03 B72-11062
Spacecraft solar 'cell system with switching
circuit to provide compensation for
environmental changes[BASA-CiSE-GSC-10669-1] C03 B72-20031
Test method and equipment for identifying faulty
cells or connections in solar cell assemblies
CBASA-CISE-1EO-10401J C03 B72-20033
Electrically connected matrix of discrete solar
cell blanks
[BASA-CASE-BFO-10591] C03 S72-22011




SOB.nct IBDBX SOLAB GBAVIXaTIOl
Development cf process for constructing
protective covers for sclar cells
[BASA-CAEE-GSC-11E1II-1]
 C03 H72-2U037
Apparatus for applying thin glass slides to
solar cells
[BASA-CJSE-HJO-10575] c03 H72-25019
Electrical interconnection of unillaijinated
solar cells in solar batterj array
[HASA-CASI-GSC-103<1<)-1] c03 S72-27053
Eectangnlar solar cell stacked panels to
generate electrical power aboard spacecraft
[8ASA-CASE-BIO-11771] c03 B73-200UO
Method cf Dating silicon sclar cell array
and mounting on flexible substrate
[SASA-CASE-LI«-11069-1] Cl» 871-14784
High vcltage, high current Schottky barrier
solar cell
[BASA-CASI.-BSO-13482-1 ] C44 874-30448
Covered silicon solar cells and method of
manufacture with polymeric films
[ BASA-CASF.-LEB-11065-2 ] C44 876-14600
Solar cell surface treatment
t 8ASS-CASI-LEB-11330-1 ] C44 S76-11612
Improved lc» cost substrates for polycrystalline
solar cells for sclar energy conversion
[NASA-CASF.-GSC-12022-2] c44 876-26695
Fabrication of polycrystalline solar cells on
low-cost substrates
[HAS&-CASF.-GSC-12022-1] c44 H76-28635
Solar cell grid patterns
[BAS1-CASE-HPO-13087-2] ell 876-31666
Solar cell surface treatment
[NASA-CASI-UB-11330-2] c44 H76-33624
Photovoltaic cell array
[BASA-CASE-HPS-22458-1 ] c44 H77-10635
Silicon nitride coated, plastic covered solar cell
[8ASA-CASF.-LEB-11496-1] C44 877-14580




Solar cell assembly for use under higl
intensity illumination
[SASA-CASE-LEH-11549-1] c<44 877-19571
Hethod for producing sclar energy panels by
automation
[BASA-CASI-LEH-12541-1] c44 S77-22615
Application of semiconductor diffnsants to solar
cells by screen printing
[BASA-CASI-LEH-12775-1] c<!4 877-24589
Horizontally mounted sclar collector
[BASA-CASI-HFS-233B9-1] c44 B77-30613
SOLAS COIIECTCBS
Expanding and contracting connector strip for
solar cell array of nimbus satellite
[HASA-CASE-XGS-01395] C03 1169-21539
Concentrator device for controlling direction of
solar energy onto energy converters
[BASA-CASI-XLI-01716] C09 S70-U0234
Space erectable rcllnp eolar array of arcuate
solar panels furled on tapered drum for
spacecraft storage during launch
[SASA-CASE-BEO-10188] C03 B71-20273
Storage stable, thermally activated foaming
compositicns for erecting and rigidizing
nechanlsms of thin sheet solar collectors
[HASA-CASI-LAB-10373-1] C18 H71-26155
Development and characteristics of solar cells
with phosphors in cover glass to improve
response to sclar ultraviolet radiation
[BASA-CASF.-ABC-10050] c03 H71-331I09
Selective coating for sclar panels energy
policy
[BASA-CASI-LEW-12159-1 ] c44 H76-15603
Portable, linear-focused sclar thermal energy
collecting system
[HASA-CASI-BEO-13734-1] c«4 1176-26690
Solar cell collector and method for producing same
indini alloy coatings
[BASA-CASE-LlS-12552-1 ] cQ4 N77-1756U
A non-tracking solar energy collector system
[BASA-CASI-BPO-13813-1] cHH S77-19579
nount for continuously orienting a collector
dish in a system adapted to perform both
diurnal and seasonal sclar tracking
[HASA-CASE-HFS-23267-1] C35 H77-20U01
Sclar energy collection system
tBASA-CASI-BPO-13579-2] c4ll H77-20565
Low cost sclar energy collection system
[H1SA-CASE-BIO-13579-3] Clt B77-20566
Sun tracking solar energy collector
[HASA-CSSI-BIO-13921-1] Cll H77-21590
Hethod for fabricating solar cells having
integral collector grids
£»»SA-CASE-1E!I-12819-1 J C01 N77-21593




Aluminum or copper substrate panel for selective
absorption of solar energy and the method of
producing said panel
[BASA-CASI-BJS-23518-1] C01 B77-31610
Stainless steel panel for selective absorption
of solar energy and the method of producing
said panel
[BASi-CASE-HFS-23518-2] c«4 B77-31611
solar energy collection system
[HASA-CASE-HEO-13810-1] C11 B77-32582
Three-dimensional tracking solar energy
concentrator and method for making sane
t NASA-CASE-BPO-13736-1 ] cl|1 B77-32583
SOLAR BBEBG1
Bectangnlar solar cell stacked panels to
generate electrical power aboard spacecraft
[BiSA-CASE-BEO-11771] c03 D73-20040
Solar energy power system using Freon
[SASA-CASE-HFS-21628-1] cHU B75-32581
Thermostatically controlled non-tracking type
solar energy concentrator
[ NiSA-CSSF-BFO-131197-1] ell B76-1U602
Hethoa for producing solar energy panels by
automation
[BASA-CASE-LES-12541-1] Cl» B77-22615
Aluminum or copper substrate panel for selective
absorption of solar energy and the method of
producing said panel
[HASA-CASE-HFS-23518-1] C41 H77-31610
Solar photolysis of water
[BASA-CASE-NPO-13675-1] C44 N77-32580
Three-dimensional tracking solar energy
concentrator and method for making same
[BASA-CiSE-BSO-13736-1] Clt B77-32583
SOL1B EBEBGI ABSOBBEES
•Lou cost solar energy collection system
[B4SA-CASE-BEO-13579-1] C»1 H75-28519
Panel for selectively absorbing solar thermal
energy and the method of producing said panel
[NASA-CASE-HFS-22562-1] C«« B76-11595
Solar energy absorber
[HASA-CASE-BFS-227II3-1 ] cHH B76-22657
Solar energy trap
CBASi-CASE-HFS-22THt-1] c«t B76-2I16S6




stainless steel panel for selective absorption




Solar energy rover system
[HASA-CASB-HTS-2162P-2] C«1 B76-23675
Improved low cost substrates for polycrystalline
solar cells for solar energy conversion
[BASA-CSSE-6SC-12022-2] CHI B76-26695
Improved backwall cell
[ HASA-CASI-1M-1 2236-1 ] cO<! 877-17565
Horizontally mounted solar collector
I»ASA-CASI-HIS-233tt9-1] c«1 B77-30613
SOIAB FOBIACBS
Lens assembly for solar furnace or solar simulator
[SASA-CASE-XBP-OIH11] clt 871-1562^
SOLAB GE8BBATOBS
Describing nethod for vapor deposition of
gallium arsenide films to manganese substrates




Table structure and rotating magnet system
simulating gravitational forces on spacecraft




SOIAE BEATIHG SUBJECT IBDBX
SOLAS BEATIHG
Improved solar beating system
[HASA-CASE-LAB-12009-1 ] ell B76-32619
SOLAB OBSEBVA10BI1S
Light sensitive contrcl system for automatically
opening and closing dome of solar optical
telescope
[HASA-CASE-HSC-10966] d<l B71-19568





[BASA-CASE-HSC-12617-1 ] c35 H76-29552
SOLAS BADIATIOH
Space simulator with uniform test region
radiation distribution, adapted to simulate
Venus sclar radiations
[HASA-CASE-XBP-00159] c11 B70-38675
Design and cbaracteristics of device for sensing
solar radiation and providing spacecraft
attitude control to maintain direction with
respect to incident radaticn
[BASA-CASE-XBP-05535] c11 H71-230ltO
Otilizaticn of solar radiation by solar still
for converting salt and trackish water into
potable nater
[HASA-CASE-X!!S-Ot533] c15 N71-23086
Wide angle SUE sensor consisting of
cylinder, insulation and pair of detectors
[HASA-CASE-HPO-13327-1] c35 B75-23910




System generating sidereal frequency signals
from signals of standard solar frequency




Foldable, double cone and parabolic reflector
system fcr sclar ray concentration
[BASA-CASE-XIA-04622] C03 H70-41580
Hodifying existing solar cells for temperature
control
[BASA-CASI-HEO-10109] c03 S71-11049
Fabrication of curved reflector segments for
solar mirror
[BASA-CASE-X1E-08917] c15 H71-15597
Thermal pump-compressor for converting solar
energy
[HASl-CASI-XLA-00377] c33 B71-17610
Forming meld fcr polishing and machining curved
solar nagnesiuD reflector with reinforcing ribs
[NASt-CASI-XLE-08917-2] c15 B71-24836
Inorganic thermal ccntrcl and solar reflector
coatings
[HASA-CASI-HFS-20011] c18 B72-22566
Low cost sclar energy collection system
CBASA-CASE-HPO-13579-1] c4<l B75-28519
solar energy collection system
[BASA-CASE-HIO-13579-2] c4« B77-20565





Strong thin Bembrane structure
[BASA-CASE-BEO-1H021-1] C27 H77-32313
SOLAB SEDSOBS
sensor consisting of photocells mounted on
pyramidical tase for improved fe int ing
accuracy of planetar] trackers
[HASA-CASB-XBP-04180] c07 H69-39736
Spacecraft attitude contrcl system using solar
and earth sensors, gyroscopes, and jet actuators
[BASA-CASE-XBF-OOQ65] c21 B70-35395
Sun tracker with rotatable plane-parallel plate
and two photocells
[HASA-CASE-XGS-01159] C21 H71-10678
Solar senecr with coarse and fine sensing
elements for matching preirradiated cells on
degradation rates
[HASA-CASE-XLA-0158«] c1«t H71-23269
Sun direction detection system
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13122-1] c"7<t H77-22951




Lens assembly for solar furnace or solar simulator
[HASA-CASI-XBE-OIII I ] Cl<! B71-15622




Soldering device particularly suited to making
high quality wiring Joints for aerospace
engineering utilizing capillary attraction to
regulate flow of solder
[NASA-CASE-XLA-08911] CIS S71-27214
SOIDEBIHG
Hydrazine monoperfluoro alkanoate solder flux
leaving corrosion resistant coating, for
metals such as copper
[NASA-CASE-XSP-031159-2] C18 N71-15688
Hetal soldering with hydrazine monoperfluoro
alkanoate for corrosion resistant coatings
[SASA-CASE-XHP-031159] CIS H71-21078
Method of plating copper on aluminum to permit
conventional soldering of structural aluminum
bodies
[HASA-CASE-IlA-08966-1] C17 H71-25903
Device for resistance soldering electrical leads
to solder cops of multiple terminal block
£HASA-CASE-GS010913] C15 N72-22H91
Development of electrical system for indicating
optimum contact between electrode and metal
surface to permit improved soldering operation
[HASA-CAEI-KSC-10242] CIS N72-2JM97
SOLDEBS
Solder coating process for printed copper
circuit protection
[NASA-CASE-JBF-01599] C09 B71-20705




Solenoid two-step valve for bipropellant flow
rate control to rocket engine
[HAS&-C&SI-7BS-OH890-1] c15 S7Q-22192
Automatic recording HcLeod gage with three
electrodes and solenoid valve connection
[NASA-CASE-XLE-03280] clt H71-23093
Solenoid valve including guide for armature and
valve member
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10607-1] Cl5 N72-201H2
Remote fire stack igniter with
solenoid-controlled valve
[HASA-CASE-BFS-21675-1 ] c25 B7H-33378
Automatically operable self-leveling load table
[HASA-CASE-BFS-22039-1] c09 N75-12968
SOLEHOIDS
Nater cooled solenoid capable of producing
magnetic field intensities up to 100 kilogauss
[BASA-CASE-XBP-01951] C09 H70-K1929
Automatic power supply circuit design for
driving inductive loads and minimizing power
consumption including solenoid example
CBASA-CAEE-BPO-10716] C09 B71-21892
Botary solenoid shatter drive assembly and
rotary inertia damper and stop plate assembly
for nse with cameras mounted in satellites
[HASA-CASE-GSC-11560-1] c33 B71-20861
Sprag solenoid brake development and
operations of electrically controlled brake
£HASA-CASE-BFS-218q6-1] c37 B7K-26976
SOLID IDBBICABIS
Bonded solid lubricant coatings of calcium
fluoride and binder for high temperature
stability
[BASA-CASE-XBS-00259] C18 B70-36400
Solid lubricant applied to porous roller
bearings prior to use.in nltrahigh vacuum
[HASA-CASE-XLE-09527] C15 B71-17688
Preparation of inorganic solid film lubricants
with long wear life and stability in aerospace
environments
£BASA-CAEE-XBF-03988] C15 B71-21II03
Development of rolling element bearing for
operation in ultrahigh vacuum environment
[BASA-CASE-XLE-09527-2] c15 B71-26189
SOLID PBOPElLABt IGBIIIOB
Solid propellant ignition with hypergolic tluld
injected to predetermined portions of propellant
[HASA-CASE-XLE-00207] C28 B70-33375
Hethod for igniting solid propellant rocket
notors by injecting hypergolic fluids
SDEJECT I1DBZ
[NASA-CJSE-XII-01988] c27 B71-15634
SOLID PBOPELLAIT EOCEET E1GIBBS
Spherical sclid propellant rocket engine design
[NASS-CSSJ-X1S-00105] c28 B70-33331
Randrel for shaping sclid fropellant rocket fnel
into engine casing
[NASJ-CASE-XLA-0030<t;] C27 870-31783
Spherical sclid propellant rocket engine having
abrupt brinout
[>II1SS-C»SS-IHQ-01897] C28 B70-35381
Grain configuration for sclid propellant rocket
engines
[NASA-CASJ-XGS-03556] c27 B70-3553U
Solid propellant rocket vehicle thrust control
method ana apparatus
[NASA-C»SE-XBP-002n] \ c28 B70-38181
Steerable solid propellant rocket motor adapted
to effect payload orientaticn as multistage
rocket stage or reduce velocity as retrorocket
[NAS»-CASE-XBP-0023<i;) C28 N70-386U5
nethod of taking sclid propellant rocket motor
having reliable high altitude capabilities,
long shelf life, and capable of firing icith
nozzle closure with foamed plastic permanent
mandrel
[HASA-CJSE-XLA-00126;] c28 N71-26779
Electrical failure detector in solid rocket
propellant mctor insulation against thermal
degradation by fuel grain
[BASA-CASE-XHF-03968] el* B71-27186
Solid propellant rocket engine vith venting
system to control effective nozzle throat area
[BASA-CSSE-XBP-03282] C28 N72-20758
Thin vailed nozzle with insnlative ncnablative
coating for solid propellant rocket engines
rHAS»-C»SE-BK>-11<l5e] c28 B72-23810
Characteristics of solid propellant rocket
engine vith controlled rate of thrust buildup








Variable thrust ion engine using thermal
decempositicn of solid cesium compound to
produce propulsive vapor
[NASA-CASE-XHF-00923] c28 B70-36802
Photographic methcd for measuring viscoelastic
strain in solid propellants and other materials
[BASA-CASE-XBE-01153] c32 B71-176II5
Ethylene oxide sterilization and encapsulating
process for sterile preservation of
instruments and solid propellants
[SASA-CASE-XBP-OS763]
 f d<4 B71-20U61
Chemical process for production of
polyisobutylene compounds and application as
solid rccket propellent binder
[HASS-CASE-HEO-10893] c27 B73-22710
SOLID BOCKE1 BIHDEBS
Liner for hybrid sclid propellants to bind
propellant to rocket motor case
[BASA-CASE-IBP-09744] c27 B71-16392
SOLID SOCKET ISOPELliBTS
Using ethyleie oxide in preparation of
sterilized solid rocket propellants and
encapsulating materials
[HASA-CASE-XBP-01749] c27 H70-41897
Pressurized gas injection for burning rate
control cf solid propellants
[BASA-CASE-XLE-0349II] C27 B71-21819
Solid propellant stabilizer containing
nitrognanidire
[BASJ-CASB-BPO-12000] C27 B72-25699
Sclid propellant containing hydrazinium
nitroforiate oxidizer and polymeric
hydrocarron tinder
[BASA-CASE-BSO-12015] C27 B73-16764
Preparing cxidizer coated metal fuel particles
[BASA-CASE-BFO-11975-1] c28 B74-33209
Casting prcpellant in rocket engine
[SASJ-CIS2-LAB-11995-1] C28 B77-10213









Solid state switching circuit design to increase
current capacity of low rated relay contacts
[BASA-CASE-XBP-09228] c09 H69-27500
Temperature compensated solid state differential
amplifier with application in
bioinstrumentation circuits
[ HASA-CASE-XAC-00435] c09 B70-35"H10
Solid state device for mapping flux and power in
nuclear reactor cores
[HASA-CASE-XlE-00301] C14 B70-36808
Solid state operational integrator
[HASA-CASE-BPO-10230] C09 BT1-12520
Hicrowave power receiving antenna solving heat
dissipation problems by construction of
elements as heat pipe devices
[BASA-CASE-HFS-20333] c09 B71-13486
Computer circuit performing both counting and
shifting logic operations also capable of
miniaturization and integration in basic
circuits
[BASA-CASE-XBP-01753] c08 H71-22897
Solid state television camera system consisting
of monolithic semiconductor mosaic sensor and
molecular digital readout systems
CBASfi-CASE-XHF-06092] C07 B71-2M612
Solid state circuit for switching alternating
current input signal as function of direct
current gating transistor
[BASA-CASE-XSP-06505] C10 N71-24799
Solid state force measuring electromechanical
transducers made of piezoresistive materials,
[HASB-CASE-EBC-10088] C26 B71-25«90
Development and characteristics of solid state
acoustic variable time delay line using direct
current voltage and radio frequency pulses
[NASA-CASE-EBC->10032] c10 B71-25900
Solid state broadband stable power amplifier
[BASA-CASE-XBP-108511] - C10 B71-26331
Solid state remote circuit selector switching
circuit
[BaS*-CASE-LB»-10387] C09 B72-22201
Badio frequency controlled solid state switch
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10136-1 ] C09 B72-22202
Development of thermal to electric power
conversion system using solid state switches
of electrical currents to load for SeebecK
effect ccmpensation
[HASA-CASE-BIO-11388] c03 1172-2301)8
Solid state switch for variable circuit switching
[BASA-CiSE-BIO-10817-1] COS B73-30135
Full wave modulator-demodulator amplifier
apparatus for generating rectified output
signal
[HASA-CASE-FSC-10072-1] C33 B7Q-11939
Traveling wave solid state amplifier utilizing a
semiconductor with negative differential
mobility
[BASA-CASE-BQB-10069] c33 H75-27251





Dye penetrant and technique for nondestructive




Fireproof potassium silicate coating




Specific wavelength colorimeter for




Instrumentation for measurement of aircraft
noise and sonic boom
[SAS1-CASE-LAB-11173-1] C35 B75-19614




Apparatus for measuring a sorbate dispersed in a




Bethod of growing composites of the type
exhibiting the Soret effect improved
structure of eutectic alloy crystals
[HASA-CASE-BFS-22926-1] c2"l S77-27187
SOUND GEM1JTOBS




Instrumentation for measurement of aircraft
noise and sonic boon
[NASA-CASE-LAB-11173-1] C35 B75-19614
Differential sound level aeter
[BASA-CASE-lAB-12106-1] c35 B77-23U41
SODHD TBA1SDOCBBS
Method aid transducer device for detecting
presence of hydrccen gas
[HASA-CASE-XBF-03873] c06 N69-39733
Sensor for detecting and neasuring energy,




Piezoelectric transducer for monitoring sound
naves of physiological origin ,
[BASA-CASE-XBS-05365] d« B71-22993
Haterial suspension within an acoustically






[BASA-CASI-SBC-11106-1 ] c05 H77-31130
SODBDIBG SOCKETS
Development of attitude control system for
sounding rocket stabilization dcring ballistic
phase of flight
[NASA-CASE-XGS-016511] c31 H71-24750
System for deploying and ejecting releasable
clamshell fairing sections from spinning
sounding rockets
[HASA-CASl-GSC-10590-1 ] c31 N73-11853
SPACE CAPSDIES
Assembly for opening flight capsule stabilizing
and decelerating flaps with reference to
capsule recovery
[HASA-CASI-XBP-006II1] c31 H70-36<110
Design and configuration of manned apace capsule
[HASA-CASE-XLA-01332] c31 N71-1566U
Describing assembly fcr opening stabilizing and




Radio receiver with arraj of independently
steerable antennas for deep space communication
[HASJ-CASE-X1A-00901] C07 H71-10775
Design and development cf tracking receiver for
tracking satellites and receiving radio signal
transmissions under adverse noise conditions
[HASA-CASE-XGS-08679] c10 B71-2K173
Development of antenna system for spin
stabilized communication satellite for
simultaneous reception and transolssicn of data
[HASA-CASI-XGS-02607] c31 B71-23009
Space coimnnication system for compressed data
with a concatenated Beed-Solomon-Viterbi
coding ckannel
[BASA-CASE-BPO-135U5-1] c32 S77-122UO
Redundant BF systec for space applications
[BASA-CASE-HPO-13955-1] c32 H77-28358
SPACE BB7IBOBBB1T SIHD1ATICB
Simulating voltage-current characteristic curves




Method and feed system fot separating and
orienting liquid and vapor phases cf liquid
propellants in zero gravity environment
[HASA-CASI-XLI-01182] c27 B71-15635
Cable suspensicn and inclined walkway system for
simulating reduced or zero gravity environments
[HASA-CASE-XLA-01787] C11 B71-16028
Space environment simnlaticn system for




Optical characteristics measuring apparatus
[HASA-CASE-XHP-08810] c23 B71-16365
Omnidirectional anisotropic molecular trap, used
with vacuum pump to simulate space
environments for testing spacecraft components
[HASA-CASE-XGS-00783] C30 B71-17788
Space environmental work simulator with portions
of space suit mounted to vacuum chamber wall
[BASA-CASE-XBF-07088] C11 1171-18773
Low and zero gravity simulator for astronaut
training
[BASA-CASE-BFS-10555] Oil B71-19194
Self lubricating fluoride-metal composite
materials for outer space applications
[HASA-CASE-XLE-08511] CIS B71-23710
Test chamber for determining decomposition and
autoignition of materials used in spacecraft
under controlled environmental conditions
[HASA-CASE-KSC-10198] Cl1 B71-28629
Illumination system design for use as sunlight
simulator in space environment simulators with
multiple light sources reflected to single
virtual source
[HASA-CASE-HCB-10781] C23 B71-30292
Pressure regulator for space suit worn




Self-erectable space structures of flexible foam
for application in planetary orbits
[BASA-CASE-XLA-00686] c31 N70-34135
Banned space station collapsible for launching
and self-erectable in orbit
[BASA-CASE-XIA-00678] c31 N70-3II296
Banned space station launched in packaged
condition and self erecting in orbit
[BASA-CASE-XIA-00258] c31 B70-38676
Collapsible, space erectable loop antenna system
for space vehicle
[BASA-CASE-XBF-OOM37] C07 B70-Q0202
Erectable, inflatable, radio signal reflecting
passive communication satellite
[HASA-CASE-XLA-00210] c30 B(70-<(0309
Deployment system for flexible wing with rigid
superstructure
[BAS1-CASE-XIA-01220] C02 B70-41863
Capillary radiator for carrying heat transfer
liquid in planetary spacecraft structures
[BASA-CASE-XLE-03307] C33 H71-14035
Describing apparatus for manufacturing
operations in low and zero gravity
environments of orbital space flight
[HASA-CASB-BFS-20<110] CIS B71-1921K
Space erectable rollup solar array of arcuate
solar panels furled on tapered drum for
spacecraft storage during launch
[HASA-CASE-HIO-10188] C03 871-20273
Self erecting parabolic reflector design tor use
in space
[HASa-CASE-XHS-03»5«] C09 B71-20658
Pneumatic cantilever beans and platform for
space erectable structure
[BASA-CASB-XlA-01731] c32 H71-21045
Hydraulic actuator design for space deployment
of heat radiators
[HASA-CASE-HSC-11817-1] C15 B71-26611
Space expandable tether device for use as
passageway between two docked spacecraft
[BASA-CASE-XBS-10993] C15 B71-28936
Expandable space frames with high expansion to
collapse ratio
[HASA-CASE-EBC-10365-1] C31 H73-32749
Apparatus for asseibllng space structure
[HASA-CASE-HFS-23579-1] C12 B77-31213
SPACE BXPLOBA1IOB
Self-propelled vehicle with wheel, track laying,




Portable environmental control and life support
system for astronaut in and out of spacecraft
[HASA-CASE-XBS-09632-1] COS B71-11203
Television simulation for aircraft and space
flight
[HASA--CASE-XFB-03107] C09 B71-19419
SUBJECT IBDBI SPACEBOBBE PBOTOGBAPBI
SP&CI BilBTBBAHCE
System for removing and repairing spacecraft
control thrnEters bj use of portable air locks
[HASA-CASE-BIS-20325] C28 871-27095
SPACE HA80FACTOBIBG
flaterial suspension within an acoustically
excited resonant chanter at near
weightless conditions
[8ASA-CASE-BIO-13263-1] C12 B75-2U77H




Planetary atmospheric investigaticn using split
trajectory dnal flyby mode
[BASA-C»S!-XJC-08499] C30 H71-15990
Elimination of tracking occnltaticn problems
occurring daring continuous monitoring of
interplanetary missions by using Earth
orbiting coitnnications satellite
[HASA-CASI-XfC-06029-1] C31 871-24813
Design and developient cf space sbnttle system




Electrical and electromechanical trigonometric
comfntaticn assembly and space vehicle
guidance system for aligning perpendicular
axes of two sets of three-axes coordinate
references
[BASA-CJSE-XBF-00684] C21 H71-21688
Homentnm wheel design for spacecraft attitude
control and magnetic d r u m and head system for
data storage
[SASJ-CASE-NPO-11II81] C21 B73-136U4




Sensing method and device for determining




Method and apparatus for connecting t»o
spacecraft with probe of one inserted in
rocket ergine nozzle of other spacecraft
[BASJ-CASI-HIS-11133] c31 871-16222
SPACE SHUTTLE OBBITEBS
Thermal insulation attaching means
[BASJ-CASE-HSC-12ei9-1] c39 875-21671
Variable ditedral shuttle orbiter
[BASA-CASE-LfE-10706-2] c05 877-31132
SPACE SHUTTLES
Designing spacecraft for flight into space,
atmospheric reentry, and landing at selected
sites
[BASA-CASI-XAC-02058] C02 H71-16087
Design and development cf space shuttle system
for delivering payload to earth orbit or
celestial ortit
[BASA-CASH-HSC-12391] c30 H73-12884
Spacecraft configurations and aerodynamic
characteristics of space shuttle systems with
tiro reusable stages
[BASA-CASl-HSC-12433] c31 873-1*859
Variable ratio mixed-mode bilateral master-slave
control system for shuttle remote manipulator
system
CBASA-CAEl-HSC-14245-1] C18 B75-270<I1
Fused silicide coatings containing discrete
particles for protecting niobium alloys
used in space shuttle thermal protection
systems and turbine engine components
[ BASA-CASB-LH-11179-1 ] c27 B76-16229
SPACE SIBOL1IOES
Space simulator with uniform test region
radiation distribution, adapted to simulate
Venus sclar radiations
CHiSA-CASE-IBP-00459] ell B70-38675
Variable gecmetry manned orbital vehicle having
high aerodynamic efficiency over wide speed
range and incorporating auxiliary pivotal wings
[BASA-CASE-XIA-03691 ] C31 "71-15674
Development of method and equipment for testing





Banned space station launched in packaged
condition and self erecting in orbit
[BASA-CASB-X1A-00258J C31 B70-38676
Reteoroid impact position locator aid for manned
space station
[BASA-CASE-1AB-10629-1] C35 H75-33367




Astronaut restraint suit for high acceleration
protection
[BiS»-CiSB-XAC-00«05] COS H70-11819
Space suit with pressure-volume compensator system
[BASA-CASE-X1A-05332] COS H71-1119M
Eguipotential space suits utilizing mechanical
aids to minimize astronaut energy at bending
joints
[HASA-CASE-1AB-10007-1] COS 871-11195
One piece human garment for use as contamination
proof garment
[BASA-CASE-HSC-12206-1] c05 B71-17599
Space environmental work simulator with portions
of space suit mounted to vacuua chamber wall
[BASA-CASE-XBP-07Q88] Cll 871-18773
Space suit body beat exchanger design composed
of thermal conductance yarn and liquid coolant
loops
[ BASA-CASE-XBS-09571] COS B71-19<»39
Space suit using nonflexible material with lew
leakage and providing protection against
thermal extremes, physical punctures, and
radiation with high mobility articulation
[S&SA-CASE-XAC-070U3] COS 871-23161
Sealing evacuation port and evacuating vacunft
container such as space jackets
[BSSA-CASE-XBF-03290] c15 B71-23256
Structure of fabric layers for micrometeoroid
protection garment with capability for
eliminating heat shorts for use in
manufacturing space suits
[BASA-CAEE-BSC-12109] C18 B71-26285
Venting device for pressurized space suit helmet
to eliminate vomit expelled by crewmen
[BASA-CASI-XBS-09652-1] COS B71-263J3
Automatic control device for regulating inlet
water temperature of liquid cooled spacesuit
CBASA-CASI-BSC-13917-1] COS B72-15098
pressure regulator for space suit worn
underwater to simulate space environment for
testing and experimentation
CBASA-CASE-BFS-20332] COS B72-200S7
Space suit with improved waist and torso movement
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10275-1] COS 872-22092
Underwater space suit pressure control regulator
[BASA-CASB-BFS-20332-2] COS 873-25125
Automatic temperature control for liguid coded
space suit
[BASA-CASB-ABC-10599-1] COS B73-26071
Intra- and extravehicular life support space
suite for Apollo astronauts
CBASA-CASE-BSC-12609-1] COS B7J-32012
Bon-flammatle elastomeric fiber from a
flnorinated elastomer and containing an
halogenated flame retardant
£BASA-CASE-BSC-1K331-1] C27 876-20405
An improved cooling system for removing







SPACE VEHICLE CHECKOUT PBOGBAB
Hydraulic support apparatus for dynamic testing
of space vehicles under near-free flight
conditions
[BASA-CASE-XBF-03248] Cll B71-10604
Digital computer system for automatic prelaunch
checkout cf spacecraft
(BASA-CASE-XKS-08012-2] C31 B71-15566
Developing high pressure gas purification and









Betal strip mounting arrangement for solar cell
arrays en spacecraft
[HASA-CASE-XGS-01H75] C03 S71-11058
Attitude sensor with scanning mirrors for
detecting orientation of space vehicle with
respect tc planet
[BASA-CASE-X1A-OC793] c21 B71-22880
Negation of Dagoetic fields produced by thin
waferlike circuit elements in space vehicles
[BASA-CASE-XGS-03390] c03 B71-23187
low mass icnizing device for use in electric
thrust spacecraft engines
[KASA-CASE-XBP-01954] C28 871-28850
Vacuum chamber with scale model cf rccket engine
base area cf space vehicle
[BASA-CASE-HFS-20620] C11 H72-27262
SPACECRAFT AMEBBAS
Low loss parasitic probe antenna for prelaunch
tests of spacecraft antennas
[NASA-CAEI-XKS-09348] C09 B71-13521
Hillimeter wave antenna system for spacecraft use
[NASA-CAEE-GSC-10949-1] c07 B71-28965
low weight, integrated thermoelectric
generator/antenna combination for spacecraft
[BASA-CASE-XEB-09521] C09 B72-12136
Omnidirectional antenna array with
circumferential slots for mounting on
cylindrical space vehicle
[HASA-CASE-LAH-10163-1] C09 H72-25247
Fnrlable actenna for spacecraft
[BASA-CfSE-HPO-11361] C07 H72-32169
Collapsible support for antenna reflector
applied to icstallaticn of spacecraft antennas
[HASA-CASE-HIO-11751] C07 B73-24176
SPACECBAFT CABIH AT80SPBFBES
Thermal control wall panel with application to
spacecraft cabins
[NASA-CASE-XLA-01243] c33 B71-22792
Nonflammable ccating ccnpositions for use in
high ozycen environments
[NASJ-CASE-BFS-20486-2] C27 B74-17283
Regenerable device for scrubbing breathable air




Synchronizing apparatus for multi-access
satellite time division multiplex system
[BASA-CASE-XGS-05918] c07 B69-39974
Phase shift data transmssion system with
pseudo-ncise synchronization code modulated
with digital data into single channel for
spacecraft communication
[BASA-CASE-XBP-00911] COS S70-41961
Design and development cf tracking receiver for
tracking satellites and receiving radio signal
transmissions under adverse noise conditions
[BASA-CASE-XGS-08679] c10 S71-21473
Bicrowave cminidirectional antenna for use on
spacecraft
[HASA-CASE-XLA-03114] c09 B71-22888
VBF/OHF parasitic probe antenna for spacecraft
communication
[NASA-CASE-XKS-09340] c07 S71-24614
System designed to reduce time reguired for
obtaining synchronization in data





Switchable teanxidtn nonopnlse method and system
[HASA-CASE-GSC-11924-1] " 033 B76-27472
SPACICBAFf CCBECSEBTS
Bectangnlar electric conductors for conductor
cables to withstand spacecraft vibration and
controlled atmosphere
[BASA-CASE-BFS-1<I7<I1] C09 H70-20737
Vibration damping system operating in low vacnnn
environment for spacecraft mechanisms
[BASA-CASE-XBS-01620] c23 H71-15673
Intermittent type silica gel adsorption




omnidirectional anisotropic molecular trap, used
with vacuum pump to simulate space
environments for testing spacecraft components
[HASA-CASE-XGS-00783] C30 B71-17788
Spacecraft air lock system to provide ingress
and egress of astronaut without subjecting
vehicular environment to vacuum of space
[HASA-CASE-XLA-02050] C31 B71-22968
Development and characteristics of docking
structure and apparatus for spacecraft docking
[BASA-CASE-XBF-05941] C31 B71-23912
Design and development of release mechanism for
spacecraft components, releasable despin
weights, and extensible gravity booms
[BASA-CASE-XGS-08718] C15 B71-24600
Space environment simulator for testing
spacecraft components under aerospace conditions
[BASA-CASE-BIO-101IH ) ell B71-24961
Design and development of spacecraft with outer
shell structure heat shielding and built-in,
removable excursion module
[BASA-CASE-HSC-13047-1] C31 N71-25434
Electronic detection system for peak
acceleration limits in vibratignal testing of
spacecraft components
CHASA-CASE-NEO-10556] eld H71-27185
Development of solid state polymer coating for
obtaining thermal balance in spacecraft
components
£»ASA-CASE-XL»-01745] c33 B71-28903
Development of apparatus for mounting scientific
experiments in spacecraft to permit




Thrust-isolating mounting characteristics of
support for loads mounted in spacecraft
[NASA-CASE-BIS-21680-1] Cl8 H74-27397
Variable ratio mixed-mode bilateral master-slave




Inflatable honeycomb panel element for
lightweight structures usable in space
stations and other construction
[HASA-CASE-X1A-00204] c32 B70-36536
Lenticular vehicle with foldable aerodynamic
control flaps and reaction jets for operation
above and within earth's atmosphere
CBASA-CASE-XGS-00260] C31 B70-37924
Stage separation system for spinning vehicles
and paylcads
[BASA-CASE-XLA-02132] c31 B71-10582
Spacecraft configurations and aerodynamic





Variable dihedral shuttle orbiter
[BASA-CSSE-LAB-10706-2] COS B77-31132
SPACECBAFT C01STBOCTIOH BATEBIALS
Pressurized cell microneteoroid detector
[BASA-CASE-XLA-00936] Cl« B71-14996
Flexible barrier membrane comprising porous
substrate and incorporating liquid gallium or
indium metal used as sealant barriers for
spacecraft walls and pumping liquid propeHants
£BASA-CASE-XSE-08881] C17 B71-28747
Hethod of producing complex aluminum alloy parts
of high temper, and products thereof
[BASA-CASE-BSC-19693-1] C26 H76-29401
SPACBCBAFT COBtBOL
Light sensitive digital aspect sensor for
attitude control of earth satellites or space
probes
[BiSA-CiSE-XGS-00359] Cl« »70-3"»158
Spacecraft attitude control system using solar
and earth sensors, gyroscopes, and Jet actuators
[BASA-CASE-XBP-00465] C21 B70-35395
Bultiple parachute system for landing control of
Apollo type spacecraft
[HASA-CASB-ILA-00898] C02 B70-36804
Attitude control device for space vehicles
[HASA-CASB-XBP-00294] c21 B70-36938
Attitude orientation control of spin stabilized
final*stage space vehicles, using horizon
SOBJICT IBDEX SPACECBiPT IBSTBOBBBTS
scanners
[BASA-CASE-XIA-00281] c21 B70-369H3
Aerodynamic configuration of reentry vehicle
heat shield to provide longitudinal and
directioral stability at hypersonic velocities
[BASA-CASI-XBS-0<H12] C31 B70-H1631
Star sensor system for roll attitude control of
spacecraft
[SASA-CASE-XBP-01307] c21 B70-41856
Photomultiplier detector of Canopns for
spacecraft attitude control
[HiSA-CASI-ISE-03911] c21 H71-10771
Development cf spacecraft experiment pointing
and attitude control system
[HASJ-CASB-XIA-05161] c21 B71-KI132
Development of attitnde control system for
spacecraft orientation
[SASA-CASI-XGS-04393] C21 B71-1H159
Drive mechanism for operating reactance attitnde
control system for aerospace bodies
[BASA-CAS!-IBF-0159e] C21 B71-15583
Attitnde detection system using stellar
references for three-axis control and spin
stabilized spacecraft
[BASA-CASI-XGS-031131] C21 871-15642
Large ampli tude, linear inertial reference
system of vibrating string type for spacecraft
reference plane
[NASA-CASE-XAC-03107] C23 H71-16098
Construction and method of arranging plurality
of ion engines tc form cluster thereby
increasing efficiency and control by
decreasing heat radiated to space
[BASA-CASB-XSP-02923] c28 B71-23081
Ion beam deflector system for electronic thrust
vector ccntrcl for icn propulsion yaw, pitch,
and roll forces
[BASA-CASI-L1I-10689-1] c28 H71-26173
Heated porcus plug micrcthrustor for spacecraft
reaction Jet controlled systems such as fuel
flov regulation, propellant disassociation,
and heat transfer augmentation
[HASA-CASE-GSC-106<|0-1 ] C28 H72-18766
Development of thrust control system for
application to contrcl cf aircraft and
spacecraft
fHASA-CASI-BSC-13397-1] c21 B72-25595
All sky pointing attitude control system
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10716-1] c35 B77-20399
SPACICBAFT DESI6B
Lunar landing flight research vehicle
[BASA-CASI-XIH-00929] c31 B70-34966
Design and configuration cf manned space capsule
[BASA-CASI-XIA-01332] c31 B71-1566U
Development cf spacecraft radiator cover
[HASA-CASI-BSC-120119] c31 H71-16080
Bethod and apparatus for connecting tvo
spacecraft vith probe of one inserted in
rocket engine nozzle of other spacecraft
[SASA-CASE-BIS-11133] c31 B71-16222
Developaent and characteristics of protective
coatings for spacecraft
[BASA-CBSI-XBP-02507] C31 R71-17679
Developient and characteristics of self
supporting space vehicle
[NASA-CASE-XIA-00117] C31 B71-17680
Bulti-missicn space vehicle nodule stage design
[BASA-CASE-XHF-015II3] c31 B71-17730
Development and characteristics of docking
structure and apparatus for spacecraft docking
[BASA-CASE-XHF-0591H] C31 B71-23912
Design and development of spacecraft vith outer
shell structure heat shielding and built-in,
removable excursion nodule
[SaSA-CASI-BSC-13007-11 C31 B71-25Q3H
Spacecraft design vith single pcint aerodynamic
and hydrodynamic stability for emergency







Bethod and apparatus for neutralizing potentials
induced en spacecraft surfaces
[HASA-CASE-GSC-11963-1 ] c33 B77-10129
SPACECBAPt DOCII16
Probe and drogue assembly for mechanical linking
of tvo space vehicles
[HASA-CASE-XBS-03613] C31 871-163<I6
Development and characteristics of docking
structure and apparatus for spacecraft docking
[HASA-CASE-XBF-05941] c31 B71-23912-
Latch for fastening spacecraft docking rings
[BASA-CASE-BSC-15474-1] cl 5 B71-26162
High energy absorption docking system design for
docking large spacecraft
[SASA-CASE-HFS-20863J C31 873-26876
Latch mechanise[BASA-CASE-BSC-125M9-1] C37 874-27903
Spacecraft docking and alignment system
using television camera system
[SASA-CASE-SSC-12559-1] C18 876-14186
Bultiple in-line docking capability for rotating
space stations
[BASA-CASI-BFS-20855-1] CIS B77-10112
Combined docking and grasping device
[BASA-CASE-BFS-23088-1] C37 B77-23483
SPACBCBAFT BLBCTBOHIC BQDIPB8BT
Equipment for testing of ground station ranging
equipment and spacecraft transponders
[8ASA-CASB-XHS-05454-1] c07 B71-12391
Describing apparatus used in vacuum deposition
of thin film inductive Bindings for spacecraft
microcircuitry
[BASA-CASS-XBF-01667] c15 B71-17647
Bose cone mounted heat resistant antenna
comprising plurality of adjacent layers of
silica not introducing paths of high thermal
conductivity through ablative shield
[SASA-CASE-XBS-01312] C07 B71-2298Q
SPACECBAFT BB^IBOIBEBTS
Portable environmental control and life support'
system for astronaut in and oat of spacecraft
[BASA-CASE-XBS-09632-1 ] cOS H71-11203
Quick disconnect latch and handle combination
for mounting articles on vails or supporting
bases in spacecraft under zero gravity
conditions
[BASA-CASE-BFS-11132] Cl5 B71-17649
Dual solid cryogens for spacecraft refrigeration
insuring lov temperature cooling for extended
periods
[HASA-CASE-GSC-10188-1] C23 B71-21725
Dual stage check valve for cryogenic supply
systems used in space flight environmental
control system
[BASA-CASI-BSC-13S87-1] C15 B73-30159






Automatic ejection valve for attitnde control
and midconrse guidance of space vehicles
[B&SA-CASE-XBP-00676] CIS B70-38996
Electrical and electromechanical trigonometric
computation assembly and space vehicle
guidance system for aligning perpendicular
axes of tvo sets of three-axes coordinate
references
[BASA-CASE-XBF-00681] C21 B71-21688
Design and characteristics of device for sensing
solar radiation and providing spacecraft
attitude control to maintain direction vitb
respect to incident radiation
[BASA-CASE-IBP-05535] Cl» H71-2301IO
Inertial global alignment system for spacecraft
guidance
[BASA-CASE-XBF-01669J C21 B71-23289
Hermetically sealed vibration damper design for




Bechanical coordinate converter for use vith
spacecraft tracking antennas
CBASA-CASE-XBP-0061U] c1« B70-36907
Air bearings for spacecraft gyros
[BASA-CASE-IBP-00339] CIS B70-39896
Unfolding boon assembly vith knuckle joints for
positioning equipment for spacecraft
[HASA-CASE-XSS-00938] C32 B70-M1367
Pressurized cell ilcroneteoroid detector
[BASA-CASE-XLA-00936] Cll B71-11996
1-187
SPACICBAFT IA1DIB6 SUBJECT IBDBX
Guidance analyzer having suspended spacecraft
simulating sphere for astronavigation
[NASA-CASE-XBP-09572] Cl<l 871-15621
Inertial component clamping assembly design for
spacecraft guidance and control system mounting
[BASA-CASE-XHS-021811] C15 B71-20813
Optical projector system for establishing
opt imum arrangement of instrument displays in
aircraft, spacecraft, ether vehicles, and
industrial instrument consoles
[HASA-CASI-XBP-03853] c23 H71-21882
Combined optical attitude and altitude
indicating instrument for use in aircraft or
spacecraft
[BASA-CJSI-XLA-01907] c1Q H71-23268
Spacecraft transponder and ground station radar
system for mapping planetary surfaces
[HASA-CASE-BPO-11001] C07 H72-21118
Hethod and apparatus for providing active
attitude control for spacecraft by converting
any attitude motion of vehicle into simple
rotational motion
[NASA-CJS!-BQB-10<I39] c21 S72-2162«
Design and development of thermomechanical pump
for transmitting warning fluid through fluid
circuit to ccntrol temperature of spacecraft
instrumentation
[HAS6-CASE-HK>-1Hm] c15 S73-2«513




Non-reusable kinetic energ; absorber for
application in soft landing of space vehicles
. [BASA-CASE-XLE-00810] C15 B70-3<I861
Plastic foai generator for space vehicle
instrument payload package flotation in water
landing
[BASA-CASl-XLA-00838] C03 870-36778| Device for use in descending spacecraft as




Three stage lotion restraining mechanism for
restraining and damping three dimensional
vibraticnal tcvement of gimballed package
during launch of spacecraft
[NASA-CASI-GSC-10306-1] C15 N71-21694
Development and characteristics of sguib
actuated explosive disconnect for spacecraft
release from launch vehicle
[BASA-CASE-BPO-11330] c33 H73-26958
SPACICBAFT HODELS
Space environment simulation system for




Badial module manned space station with
artificial gravity environment
[BASA-CASE-XBS-01906] C31 870-141373
Hulti-aission space vehicle mcdnle stage design
[BASA-CASE-XBF-015113] C31 B71-17730
Design and development of spacecraft with outer
shell structure teat shielding and built-in,
removable excursion module
[BASA-CASE-BSC-130»7-1] C31 871-2533*
Development and characteristics of thermal
control system for maintaining constant
temperature within spacecraft module with wide
variations of component teat transfer
[HASA-CASI-GSC-11018-1] C31 873-30829
SPACICBAFT POSITION IBDIC1TOBS
Device for determining relative angular position
cf spacecraft and radiating celestial body
[NASA-CASE-GSC-l iqnU-1] c14 B73-28490
Spacecraft attitude sensing system design with






Electrical power system for space flight
vehicles operating over extended periods
[SASA-CASI-IHF-OOE17] c03 N70-3T157
Lightweight, rugged, inexpensive satellite
battery for producing electrical power from
ionosphere using electrodes with different
contact potentials
[BASA-CASE-XGS-01593] C03 B70-35II08
Design and development of electric generator for
space power system
[NASA-CASE-XLE-OH250] C09 871-20446
Honostable multivibrator for conserving power in
spacecraft systems
[ BASA-CASE-GSC-10082-1] CIO B72-20221
Rectangular solar cell stacked panels to
generate electrical power aboard spacecraft
[NASA-CASE-BIO-11771] C03 873-20040
Thermoelectric power system for spacecraft
[BASA-CASE-BFS-22002-1] C44 H76-16612
Solar energy power system
[BASA-CASB-BFS-21628-2] C44 B76-2J675
SPACECBAFT PBOPOLSIOB
Colloidal particle generator for electrostatic
engine for propelling space vehicles
[BASA-CASE-XIE-00817] C28 H70-33265
Spacecraft trajectory correction propulsion system
[HASA-CASE-XSP-01104] C28 N70-39931
Permanently magnetized ion engine casing
construction for use in spacecraft propulsion
/ systems
[NASA-CASE-XBP-069M2] C28 H71-23293
Development of voice operated controller for
controlling reaction jets of spacecraft
[HASA-CASE-XtA-04063] C31 B71-33160
SPACECBAFT BICOVBBI
Assembly for opening flight capsule stabilizing
and decelerating flaps with reference to
capsule recovery
[HASA-CASE-XBP-006B1] C31 H70-36410
Hethod for deployment of flexible wing glider




Banned space capsule configuration for orbital
flight and atmospheric reentry
[NASA-CASE-XLA-00119] c31 B70-37938




Development and characteristics of protective
coatings for spacecraft
[BASA-CASI-XBP-02507] C31 B71-17679
Double-wall isothermal cylinder containing heat
transfer fluid thermal reservoir as spacecraft
insolation cover
[BASA-CASE-HFS-20355] C33 B71-25J53
Binder stabilized zinc oxide pigmented coating
for spacecraft thermal control
[BASA-CASE-XHF-07770-2] C18 B71-26772
Thermal insulation protection means
1
 [HASA-CASE-HSC-12737-1] c3* H77-22423
SPACECBAPT STABIIIIT




Annular momentum control device used for
stabilization of space vehicles and the like
[BASA-CASE-IAB-11051-1] Cl5 H76-1IH58
SPACECBAFT STBDCTOBES
Collapsible, space erectable loop antenna system
for space vehicle
[NASA-CASB-XBF-00137] C07 B70-H0202
Electro-optical system for maintaining two-axis
alignment during milling operations on large
tank-sections
[ BASA-CASE-XBF-00908] C11 B70-«0238
Development of spacecraft radiator cover
[HASA-CASE-BSC-12019-] C31 H71-16080
Design and construction of satellite appendage
tie-down cord
[NASA-CASB-XGS-02550] c31 B71-2106Q
Development and characteristics of thermal
sensitive panel for controlling ratio of solar
absorptivity to surface emissivity for space
vehicle temperature control
[HASA-CASB-XLA-07728] C33 H71-22890
Space expandable tether device for use as
passageway between two docked spacecraft
[BASA-CASE-XHS-10993] c15 B71-28936
Delayed simultaneous appendage release mechanism
for use on spacecraft equipped with de'spin
1-168
SOBJICI UDEX SPBEBICAL SBBL1S
mechanisis and releasablc components
[BASA-CASI-GSC-10810-1] c03 B73-20039
Development cf composite structures for
spacecraft to serve as anti-meteoroid device
[HASA-CASI-LJB-1C788-1] c31 B73-20880




Anger attachment method for insulaticn of
spacecraft
[BASA-CBSE-BSC-12615-l] c37 H76-191I37





Electrically operated rotary shutter for
televisicr camera aboard spacecraft
[HASA-CASI-IBP-00637] cH K70-I40273
Conversion system for t ransforming slow scan






Elimination of tracking occultation problems
occurring during continuous monitoring of
interplanetary missions by using Earth
orbiting ccnutnnicaticns satellite
[BASA-CSSI-XAC-06029-1] c31 N71-21813
Tracking mount for laser telescope employed in
tracking large rockets and space vehicles to
give information regarding azimuth and elevation
[NASA-CASE-BPS-1<!017]
 C1H N71-26627
Orbital and entry tracking accessory for globes
to provide range requirements for reentry
vehicles to any landing site
[BASA-rASI-LAB-10626-1] C19 S7<4-21015
Conical scan tracking system employing a large




Development and characteristics of inflatable
structure to provide escape from orbit for
spacecrens under enercency conditions
[BASi-CSSE-XBS-06162]" c31 B71-28851
SPAILATIOB




Spark gap tjpe protective circuit for fast
sensing and removal cf cvervoltage conditions
[H&SA-CASE-7.AC-08981] cCS B69-39897
Hechanism for measuring nanosecond time












Electronic recording system for spatial mass
distribution of liquid rccket propellent




Photographic f i lm restoration system using
Fourier transformation lenses and spatial filter
[HASA-CASI-HSC-12118-1] ell 872-2039*
Spatial filter for C-switched lasers
[NAS4-CASE-LEB-12161-1;] C36 S77-32U78
SPBCTBAL EEFLICTABCE




Spectrometer using photoelectric effect to
obtain etectral data
[BASA-CASE-XBP-01161] dl B71-15599
Variable frequency nuclear magnetic resonance
spectrometer providing drive signals over vide
1-189
frequency range and minimizing noise effects
[BASA-CASl-XBE-09830] C11 B71-26266
Haksntov spectrograph for low light level research
[B1SA-CASE-XLA-10U02] C11 B71-290U1
Dual purpose optical instrument capable of
simultaneously acting as spectrometer and
diffractometer
[BASA-CJSE-XBP-05231] C11 B73-28191
Design of gamma ray spectrometer for measurement
of intense radiation using Compton scattering
effect
[BASA-CASE-HFS-21<!<!1-1] C14 B73-30392
Hossbauer spectrometer radiation detector
[BASA-CASZ-1AB-11155-1 ] C35 B7U-15091
Single reflector interference spectrometer and
drive system therefor
[BASA-CASE-BPO-11932-1] c35 B7«-23040
Spectrometer integrated with a facsimile camera
[BASA-CASE-lAH-11207-1] C35 B75-19613
Frequency scanning particle size spectrometer
[BASA-CJSI-BJO-13606-1] c35 B75-19627
Besonant vavegnide stark cell using
microvave spectrometers
[BASA-CAS1-IAB-11352-1] C33 B75-26215
Photoelectron spectrometer with means for
stabilizing sample surface potential
[BASA-CASE-BEO-13772-1] C35 876-26450





display to identify fluorescence spectra of
carcinogenic and noncarcinogenic hydrocarbons
[HASA-CASE-XGS-01231] Cl» B70-41676
Particle size spectrometer and refractoneter




Differential optoacoustic absorption detector
[BASA-CASI-BFO-13759-1 ] C35 B77-11363
SFECTBOSCOPIC AIAIISIS
Cylindrical reflector for resolving vide angle




Spectrometer using photoelectric effect to
obtain spectral data
[BASA-CASE-XRP-OU161] C11 B71-15599
Emission spectroscopy method for contamination
monitoring of inert gas metal arc "elding
[NASA-CASE-XBF-02039] c15 B71-15871











System for maintaining motor at predetermined
speed using digital pulses
[HASA-CASE-XHF-06892] C09 S71-2UB05
Optimal control system for automatic speed
regulation of electric driven motor vehicle
[BASA-CASE-BIO-11210] c11 872-20211
Two speed drive system mechanical device tor
changing speed on rotating vehicle wheel
[HAS1-CASB-HFS-20615-1] c37 B71-23070




Feedback control for direct current motor to
achieve constant speed under varying loads
[BASA-CASE-HFS-11610] COS B71-28886
SPHEBBS
Guidance analyzer having suspended spacecraft
simulating sphere for astronavigatlon
[BASi-CASi-XBP-09572] Cll 871-15621
Plastic sphere for radar tracking and calibration
[BASA-CASB-XLA-11151] C07 872-21117
SPHERICAL SBBLLS
Hollow spherical electrode for shielding
SPHBBICAI TASKS SUBJECT IBDEI
dielectric junction between high voltage
conductor and insulator
[HASJ-CASE-XLE-03778] c09 H69-21542
DevelofBent of mechanical device for neasuring




Gauge for treasuring quanti ty of liquid in
spherical tank in reduced gravity
[HASA-CASE-XHS-06236] c1<l S71-21007SPHEBICAI nvis




A logic-controlled occlusive cuff system
[HASJ-CASI-HSC-1H836-1] c52 H76-27839
SPIKE HOZZIES
Constructing fluid spike nozzle to elioinate
heat transfer and high temperature problems
inherent in physical spikes
[BASA-CASE-XGS-01143] c31 H71-156H7
SPIB DYBSBICS
Nutation damper for use en spinning body
[HASA-CAE1-GSC-11205-1] C15 H73-25513
SPIH BEDOCTIOB
Optical scanner mounted on rotating support
structure with method of compensating for
image or satellite rotation
[HASA-CASE-XGS-02401] Cl4 B69-27485
Bolt-latch mechanism for releasing despin
Heights frcB space vehicle
[HASA-CASI-XIA-00679] C15 B70-38601
Stretch Tc-Yo mechanism for reducing initial
spin rate of space vehicle
[HASA-CASF.-XGS-00619] c30 S70-40016
Stage separation system fcr spinning vehicles
and paylcads
CHASA-CASI-XIA-02132] C31 H71-10582
Flexible turnstile antenna system for reducing
nutation in spin-oriented satellites
[NASA-CASI-XBI-00442] c31 871-10747
SPIR STABHIZATIOB
Dynamic precession damping of spin-stabilized
vehicles by using rate gyroscope and angular
accelercneter
[BASA-CASI-X1A-01989] c21 B70-31295
Attitude orientation ccntrcl of spin stabilized
final stage space vehicles, using horizon
scanners
[HASA-CASE-IIA-OC281] C21 H70-36943
Attitude detection system using stellar
references fcr three-axis ccntrcl and spin
stabilized spacecraft
[HASA-CASE-XGS-03431] c21 H71-15642
Spin phase synchronization of cartwheel
satellite in polar orbit
[HASA-CASE-XGS-05579] c31 B71-15676
High velocity guidance and spin stabilization
gyro controlled jet reaction system for launch
vehicle paylcads
[HASA-CASI-XIA-01339] c31 B71-15692
Passive dual spin nisalignient compensators
gyrostabilized device
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11479-1] c35 B74-28097
Deployable flexible ventral fins for use as an
emergency spin recovery device in aircraft
[HASA-CASE-IJB-10753-1] c08 B74-30H21
Thrust augmented spin recovery device
[HASA-CfSE-IAB-11970-1] COS B77-2211I7
SPIBAI RBAPPIBG
Adjustable spiral wire winding device
[BASI-CASI-XHS-02383] c15 B71-15918
SPIB11S (COBC18TBATOBS)




Compact bellows spirometer for high speed and,
high altitude space travel
[NASA-CASE-XAB-01547] COS B69-21473
SPLASBIHG






Stretcher with rigid head and neck support with
capability of supporting immobilized person in
vertical position for removal from vehicle







Controlled arc spot welding nethod
[BASA-CASI-XBF-00392] CIS 870-34814
Automatic closed circuit television arc guidance
control for welding joints
[HASA-CASE-HPS-13046] C07 H71-19433
Electric resistance spot welding and brazing for




Plasma spraying gun for forming diffusion bended
letal or ceramic coatings on substrates
[NASA-CASE-XLE-01604-2] C15 B71-15610
Production and application of sprayable fiber
reinforced ablation material
[BASA-CASE-X1A-01251] CIS H71-26100
Betal plating process employing spraying of
netallic power/peening particle mixture
[HASA-CASE-GSC-11163-1] C15 H73-32J60
Sprayable low density ablator
[BASA-CASB-HFS-23506-1] C211 B77-15105




External device for liquid spray cooling of gas
turbine blades
[BASA-CASI-X1E-00037] C28 B70-33372
Adhesive spray process for attaching biomedical
skin electrodes
[BASA-CASE-IBB-07658-1] COS B71-26293
Apparatus for liquid spray cooling of turbine
blades
£HASA-CASE-XIE-00027] c33 H71-29152
Closed loop spray cooling apparatus for
particle accelerator targets
[HASA-CASE-lBB-11981-1] c37 B76-20186








Tool attachment for spreading or moving away
loose elements from terminal posts during
winding of filamentary elements
[HASA-CASE-XBF-02107] C15 N71-10809
SPBIBGS (ELASTIC)
Belleville spring assembly with elastic guides
having lew hysteresis
£BASA-CASE-XBP-09«52] CIS 869-27504
Multiple Belleville spring assembly with even
load distribution
[BASA-CASE-XBP-00840] c15 B70-38225
Switching mechanism with energy stored in coil
spring
[BASA-CASE-XGS-OOB73] C03 B70-38713
toad cell protection device using spring-loaded
breakaway mechanism
[BASA-CASE-XHS-06782] C32 871-15974
Vibration isolation system, using coaxial
helical compression springs
[HASA-CASE-BEO-11012-] C15 872-11391




Deposition method for epitaxial beta Sic films
having high degree of crystallographlc
perfection
[HAS&-CSSE-BBC-10120] c26 869-33482
Development of procedure for producing thin




SOBJECT IIDEX SUB TBACKEBS
Technigue and equipment fox sputtering using
apertured electrode and poised substrate bias
[SASA-CASE-1IW-10920-1] c17 873-21569
Sputtering holes vith icn leaflets
[BASA-CASE-LHI-11616-1] c20 B71-31269
flultitarg£t seonential spattering apparatus[SASA-C4SE-BFO-13315-1] c37 S75-19681
Hultilevel metallization aethod for fabricating
a netal cxide semiconductor device
[BASA-CJlSE-BFS-23511-1] * C33 B77-27308
SQDABE SAVES
High speed phase detector design indicating




Apparatus for comput ing square roots
[BASA-CJSE-XGS-01768] c08 871-19137
SQOIBS
Contamination free separation not elininating
combnsticn products frcn ambient surroundings
generated by sguib firing
[BASA-CSSE-XGS-01971] Cl5 H71-15922
STABILITY TESTS
Method and apparatus for checking the stability
of a setup for caking reilecticn type holograms
[BASA-CJSE-HrS-21155-1] C35 B71-15146
STSBILIZATIOB
Electro-optical stabilization of calibrated
light source '
[NASA-CASE-HSC-12293-1] ell 872-27111
System foi ccntrclling torgue buildup in
suspension of gondola connected to balloon by
parachute shroud lines
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11077-1] c02 H73-13008
Development of aerodynamic control system to
control flutter over large range of
oscillatory frequencies using stability
augmentation techniques
[NASA-CAS-E-LAB-1C682-1] C02 873-26001
Radiation hardening of BOS devices by toron
for stabilizing gate threshold potential
[SASA-CASB-GSC-11425-2] c76 H75-25730
Tetherline system for orbiting satellites
[HASA-CASE-HFS-23564-1] C13 B77-11079
Arc contrcl in compact arc lamps
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10870-1] C33 B77-22386
STABILIZED I1ATFOBBS
Hydraulic drive nechanisn for leveling isolation
platfores
[8ASA-CASE-XHS-03252] CIS H71-10658
Failure detection and ccntrol means for improved
drift performance of a gimballed platform system
[NASA-CASE-HES-23E51-1] cOI H76-26175
Botary leveling base platform
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10981-1 ] C35 877-10198
SHBILIZEBS
Design and development of satellite despin device
[BASA-CASI-XBF-08523] C31 B71-20396
STABILIZES (AGBBTS)




Assembly for opening flight capsule stabilizing '
and decelerating flaps vith reference to
capsule recover;
[BASA-CASE-IBF-00641] C31 870-36410
Rechanical stabilization system for VIOL aircraft
[BASA-CASE-XIA-06339] C02 B71-13122
Attitude stabilizer for ncnguided missile or
vehicle vith respect to trajectory
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10134] C30 B72-17873
Inflatable stabilizing system for use on life
raft to reduce rocking and preclude capsizing
[BASA-CASE-BSC-12393-1] C02 H73-26006




Automatic measuring and recording of gain and









Stage separation using remote control release of
joint vith explosive insert
[HASA-CASE-XlA-02854] CIS B69-27490
Piezoelectric means for missile stage separation
indication and stage initiation
[BASA-CASE-XIA-00791] C03 H70-39930
Space vehicle stage coupling and gnick release
separation mechanism
[HfiSA-CASE-XLA-01441] CIS B70-II1679
Stage separation system for spinning vehicles
and payloads
[HASA-CJSE-IIA-02132] c31 H71-10582
Payload/spent rocket engine case separation system
[HASA-CASE-XLA-05369] c31 871-15687
Separation mechanism for use between stages of
multistage rocket vehicles
[HASA-CASE-XIA-00188] CIS B71-22871
Development of remotely controlled shaped charge
for lateral displacement of rocket stages
after separation
[HASA-CASE-XIA-OI480Q] C31 871-23008
Electrical circuit selection device for
simulating stage separation of flight vehicle
[HASATCASE-XKS-01631J CIO 871-23663




Flow meter for measuring stagnation pressure in
boundary layer around high speed flight vehicle
[BASA-CASE-XFH-02007] C12 B71-24692
Stagnation pressure probe for measuring
pressure of supersonic gas streams
[BASA-CSSE-LAB-11139-1] c35 871-32878
STAGHATIOI IBBPBBATOBB
Beasuring conductive heat flov and thermal
conductivity of laminar gas stream in
cylindrical plug to simulate atmospheric reentry
[HAS&-C8SE-ILE-00266] ell 870-31156
STAIHIBG
Automated single-slide staining device
[BASA-CSSE-LAB-11619-1] c51 877-27677
STAIB1ESS STEELS
Joining aluminum to stainless steel by bonding
aluminum coatings onto titanium coated
stainless steel and brazing aluminum to
aluminas/titanium coated steel
[SASA-CASE-BFS-07369] c15 B71-20113
Ultrasonic scanning system for in-place
inspection of brazed tube joints
[BASA-CASE-HFS-20767-1] c38 871-15130
nethod of forming a vick for a heat pipe
[SASi-CASI-BIO-13391-1] C31 876-27515
nethod of making reinforced composite structure
[HASA-CASE-LEd-12619-1] C21 877-19171
Stainless steel panel for selective absorption




Star sensor system for roll attitude control of
spacecraft
[BASA-CASE-XBP-01307] C21 H70-11856
San tracker vith rotatable plane-parallel plate
and tvo photocells
[BASA-CASE-XGS-01159] C21 B71-10678
Photomultiplier detector of Canopus for
spacecraft attitude control
[KASA-CASE-XBP-03911] C21 871-10771
Attitude detection system using stellar
references for three-axis control and spin
stabilized spacecraft
[BSSA-CASE-XGS-03131] C21 871-15612
Belay controlled voltage svitcbing unit for
scanning circuitry of star tracker
[BBSi-CASB-BSO-11253] C09 B72-17157
Bethod for producing reticles for use in outer
space
[8ASS-CASE-GSC-11188-2] C21 873-19630
Production method of star tracking reticles for
transmitting in visible and near ultraviolet
regions
[BASB-CASE-GSC-11188-1] C11 873-32320,
Formation of star tracking reticles
[BASa-CASB-GSC-11188-3] C71 B74-20008
Star scanner vith a* reticle vith a pair of
silts having differing separation
tS»Si-CASE-GSC-11569-1] c89 871-30886
STABK EJJECT SUBJECT IBDBX
STABK BFIECT
Resonant waveguide stark cell using
microwave spectrometers
[BASA-CfSE-LAR-11352-1] c33 B75-26245
Stark-effect modulation of C02 laser with SH2D
[NAS8-CASE-BPO-11945-1] C36 B76-18427
SIABTBHS
Starting circuit design for initiating and
maintaining arcs in vapcr lamps
tBASJ-CASE-XBP-01058] c09 B71-12540
Motor'run-up system peter lines
[NASA-CASI-HPO-13374-1] c33 B75-19524
STATIC FBICTIOB
Kinetic and static friction force measurement
between magnetic tape anc magnetic bead surfaces
[BASA-CASE-XBP-08680] c14 B71-22995
Static coefficient test method and apparatus
[NASA-CASE-GSC-11893-1] C35 B76-31489
STATIC IBVSBTIBS
Describing static inverter with single or
multiple phase cotput
rsASA-CASI-XHP-00663] c08 1171-18752




Measuring shear-creep compliance of solid and
liquicl materials used in spacecraft components
[BASA-CASE-XIE-01tt81 ] C14 B71-10781
Apparatus for treasuring lead on cable under
static cr dynamic conditions comprising




Pressure probe for sensing ambient static air
pressures
[BASf-CfSE-XLA-00481] c14 B70-36824
Ambient atmospheric pressure sensing device for
deternining altitude of flight vehicles
[NASA-CASI-XlA-00128] CIS B70-37925
static pressure probe
[HASA-CASE-LSH-11552-1 ] c35 B76-14429
STATIOBKEESIB6
Method of stationkeeping for lenticular gravity
gradient satellites
[HASA-CASI-XLA-03132] , c31 H71-22969
STATISTICAL COBBEIAT10B
Optical sensing of supersonic flows by











Steady state thermal raoicieters
[NASA-CASI-BJS-21108-1] c3ll H74-27861
STEAB TDBBIHES
Vapor generating boiler system for turbine motor
[BAS8-C8SI-XLZ-00785] c33 H71-16104
STEE1S




Apparatus for generating microwave signals at
progressively related phase angles for driving
antenna array
[BASA-C8SE-EBC-100<f6] c10 B71-18722





Phase array antenna ccnticl
[SASA-CASI-HSC-1Q939-1] C33 B77-19320
STEBBII6
•Steerable sclid propellant rocket motor adapted
to effect payload orientation as multistage
rocket stage or reduce velocity as retrorocket
[HASA-CASE-IHP-00231] c28 B70-38645
STEL1AB LOSIHOSITI
Development of star intensity measuring system




Development of star intensity measuring system
which minimizes effects of outside interference
[HASA-CASE-XBP-06510] C14 B71-2J797
STEEEOPHOTOGBiPHI
stereo photomicrography system with stereo
microscope for viewing specimen at various
magnifications
[HASA-CJSE-LAB-10176-1 ] ell N72-20380
Field sequential stereo television
[HASA-CAEE-HSC-12616-1] CJ2 1174-32601
STEREOSCOPIC VISICB
Stereoscopic television system, including
projecting pair of binocular images
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10160-1] C23 H72-27728
STEBItlZATIOl
Using ethylene oxide in preparation of
sterilized solid rocket propellents and
encapsulating materials
[NASA-CASE-XliP-On49] C27 K70-11897
Ethylene oxide sterilization and encapsulating
process for sterile preservation of
instruments and solid propellants
[HASA-CASE-XHP-09763] C14 B71-20461
Environmentally controlled suit for working in
sterile chamber
[HASA-CASE-IAE-10076-1 ] C05 1173-20137
Protein sterilization of firefly laciferase
without denaturation
[NASA-CASE-GSC-10225-1 ] C06 S73-27086
Heat sterilizable patient ventilator
[NASA-CASE-NEO-13313-1 ] C54 N75-27761
STEBILIZATIOB EFFECTS








Stirling cycle engine and refrigeration systems
[ NASA-CASI-BIO-13613-1] C37 1176-29590
STIEEIBG




Design and development of fluid sample collector
[NASA-CASE-XHS-06767-1] clU N71-20M35
STORAGE BA1TEBIES
Leak resistant bonded elastomeric seal for
secondary electrochemical cells
[BASA-CASE-XGS-02631] C03 B71-23006
Automatically charging battery of electric
storage cells
[HASA-CASE-XSP-04758] 003 B71-24605
Elimination of two step voltage discharge
property of silver zinc batteries by using
divalent silver oxide capacity of cell tc
charge anodes to monovalent silver state
• [BASA-CASE-XGS-0167<I] C03 B71-29129





Rechargeable battery which combats shape change
of the zinc anode
CBASA-CASE-BfJS-10862-1] C41 B76-29699
Electrically rechargeable REDOX flow cell
[BASA-CASE-LIS-12220-1] C44 B77-14581
Formulated plastic separators for soluble
electrode cells rubber-ion trasport sheeting
[BASA-CASI-LEW-12358-1] C44 B77-18560
STOSAGE STABILIIT
Storage stable, thermally activated foaming
compositions for erecting and rigidizing
nechanisms of thin sheet solar collectors
fHASA-CASE-LAB-10373-1] c18 B71-26155
Atomic hydrogen storage method and apparatus
in strong magnetic fields
[BASA-CASE-LES-12081-1] c28 B76-22399
STORAGE TABKS
Expulsion bladder equipped storage tank structure
[HASA-CASI-XSP-00612] ell B70-38182
Development of apparatus and method for testing
leakage of large tanks
SUBJECT IBDBI STBOCTUBIL DESIGB
[HASA-CASE-IBI-02392] c32 B71-21285
STBAIH GAGI ACCEIEBOB8IEBS
Acceleroneter with IB output signals indicative
of mechanical strain en it
[BASA-CASE-XIA-00192] d« 870-30799








Seiiconductor p-n junction on needle apex to
provide stress and strain senscr
(BASJ-CASE-X1A-0«980] c09 B69-27122
Apparatus for forming wire grids for electric
strain gages
[BASA-CASE-XLE-00023] C15 H70-33330
Force measuring instrument for structural
members, particularly fastening bolts or studs
[HASA-CASI-XBF-OOH56] cU S70-31705
Difference indicating circnit used IB
conjunction with device measuring
gravitaticnal fields
[NASA-CASE-XHP-Oe27<l] clO H71-13537
Hater cooled ga'ge for strain measurements in
high temperature environnents
[HASA-CASE-XKP-09205] C14 H71-17657
Development of apparatus fcr measuring
successive increments of strain on elastomers
[NASA-CASI-XBF-OS680] C15 B71-19H89
Strain gage measurement of elongation due to
thermally and mechanically induced stresses
CHASA-CAS!-XGS-0«178] C1H B71-2Q233
Method for temperature ccupensating
semiconductor gages bj eiposnre to high energy
radiatacn[BASA-CASE-X1A-OK555-1] c1« H71-25892
Pulsed excitation vcltage circuit for strain
gage bridge transducers
[HASA-CASI-FBC-10036] c09 H72-22200
Bethod for making semiconductor p-n junction
stress and strain sensor
[NASA-CASE-X1J-OQ980-2] c1» B72-28H38
Device for monitoring a change in mass in
varying gravimetric environments
[NASA-CASI-BFS-21556-1] C35 S7U-269U5
Strain gauge ambiguity sensor for segmented
mirror active optical system[NASH-CASI-BFS-20506-1] c35 H75-12273
Subminiature insertable force transducer




Strain gage mounting assembly
[HASA-CASE-BIO-13170-1] c35 S76-HH30
High temperature strain gage calibration fixture
[NASH-CSSE-I4B-11500-1] C35 B76-2B523
Miniature liaiial strain transducer
[NASA-CASI-LAB-116U8-1] c35 H77-14H07
A CB ultrascnic bolt teisicning monitor
[SASa-CASE-IAB-12016-1] <=32 H77-15236
STBAIB BITE
Process for analysis of strain field of
structures subjected to large deformations




All sky pointing attitude control systen
IBASA-CASE-ABC-10716—|] c35 H77-20399
SIBAPS
Deter for use in detecting tension in straps
laving predetermined elastic characteristics
[HASA-CASE-BPS-22189-1] c35 R75-19615
STBESS AIA1ISIS
Development of system for Beasnring damping
characteristics cf structure or system
subjected to random forces or influnces
[»ASA-CASE-AHC-1015«-1] C1H B72-22K40
Process for analysis of strain field of
structures subjected tc large deformations
involving Ion modulus substrate vith thin
[HASA-CASE-I»B-10765-1] c32 H73-207HO




[HASA-CASE-IAB-11263-1 ] C35 H75-33369
Bethod of electrically pre-stressing insulation




Betbod to prevent stress corrosion cracking in
titanium alloys
[HASA-CASB-HJO-10271] C17 B71-16393
Bethod and apparatus for inducing compressive




Seoicondnctor p-n junction on needle apex to
provide stress and strain sensor
[NASA-CASE-XLA-00980] c09 H69-27M22
Force neasnring instrument for structural
members, particularly fastening bolts or studs
[HASA-CASE-XBF-OOU56] C11 B70-31705
Self-balancing strain gage transducer vith
bridge circnit
[HASA-CASB-BFS-12827] CIS B71-17656
Servocontrol system for measuring local stresses
at geometric discontinuity in stressed material
[HASA-CSSE-XIA-08530] c32 B71-25360





Hat and bolt fastener permitting all-directicnal




Tape recorder designed for low power consumption
and resistance to operational failure under
high stress conditions
£NASA-CASE-X6S-08259] cm B71-23698
Strain gage measurement of elongation due to
thermally and mechanically induced stresses
[BASA-CASE-XGS-01178] ell H71-2M233
Strain arrestor plate for fused silica tile
bonding of thermal insulation to metallic
plates or structural parts .
[ HASA-CASI-BSC-1II182-1 ] C27 H76-1U261
STBETCHEBS
Development and characteristics of rescue litter
with inflatable flotation device for water
rescue application
[HASA-C4SB-XBS-01H70] COS H71-227<!8
Stretcher with rigid head and neck support with
capability of supporting immobilized person in
vertical position for removal from vehicle




Device for securing together structural members
with axiallj stretched bolt and not
tHASA-CiSE-GSC-111U9-1] CIS 873-30157
STBIIGS
cord restraint system for pressure suit joints
[HASA-CASE-XBS-09635] COS B71-21623
STBIP




Bindow defect planar mapping technique
[B»SA-C»SE-BSC-19»»2-1] c7« H77-10899
STBDCfOHAL DBSI6B
Structural design of high pressure regulator valve
[BASA-CASE-XBP-00710] CIS B71-10778
Graphic illustration of lifting body design
[BASA-CASE-FBC-10063] C01 B71-12217
Design of ring wing vehicle of high
drag-to-weight ratio to withstand reentry
stress into low density atmosphere
[BASA-CASB-I1A-OH901] C31 »71-2«31S
Opto-mechanical subsystem with temperature
compensation through isothemal design
[HASA-CASB-GSC-12059-1] C35 B77-27366
1-193




Composite sandwich lattice structure
[BASA-CASE-LAB-11898-2] C24 B77-26242
Apparatus for asseibling space structure
[NASA-CAEF.-HFS-23579-1] c12 H77-31213
STBDCTDBA1 PSI1DBE




Broadband chokes and absorbers to reduce
spurious radiation patterns of antenna array
caused bj support structures
[BASA-CASE-XHS-05303] c07 869-27462
Electro-optical/compnter system for aligning
large structural members and maintaining
correct position
[BASA-CASI-XBS-02029] c14 870-41955
Nut and belt fastener permitting all-directlonal
movement of skin sections with respect to
supporting structure
[BASA-CASI-XIA-01807] C15 B71-10799
Universal joints for connecting two displaced
shafts or neabers
[NASA-CASI-NFO-106U6] c15 B71-28467
Fabrication of light weight panel structure
using pairs of elongate hollow ribs of
semicircular configuration
[BASA-CASE-1AB-1105J-1] c32 B73-13929
Device for securing together structural members
with axially stretched bolt and not
[NASA-CAEE-GSC-11149-1 ] Cl5 873-301(57
Method cf laminating structural members
[SASA-CASE-XLA-11028-1] c2i| B74-27035
Folding structure fabricated of rigid panels
[BASA-CSSE-XBQ-02146] c18 B75-27040
Strain arrester plate for fused silica tile
bonding cf thermal insulation to metallic
plates or structural parts
[BASA-CASE-HSC-14182-1] c27 B76-14264
STBDCTOBil STABIIITY
Flanged major modular assembly jig
[8ASA-CASF.-BSC-19372-1] c39 H76-31562
STBOCT0HAI VIEBATIOB
Eectangular electric conductors for conductor
cables to withstand spacecraft vibration and
controlled atmosphere
[BASA-CASF-MIS-14741] C09 870-20737
Determining sway of buildings by low frequency
device using pendulum
[BASA-CASI-XHF-00479] c14 B70-34794




Deformaticn measuring apparatus with feedback
control for arbitrarily shaped structures
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10098] c32 H71-26681
STHOTS
low onset rate energy abscrber in form of strut
assembly for ere* conch cf Apollo command module[BASA-CASE-BSC-12279-1] c15 870-35679
Collapsible support for antenna reflector
applied to installation cf spacecraft antennas
[BASA-CASE-HFO-11751] C07 873-24176
Automatically lockable anally extensible strut
for helicopters
\ [BASA-CSSE-LJB-11900-1] c05 B77-18134
STUDS (STBUCTOBll BEBEBBS)
Design of gnick release locking pin for joining
two or mere load-carrying structural members[BASA-CASE-MFS-18495] c15 N72-11385
Tool for mojiDtin_g_ ajid remjsying studs with
adhesive coated head portion[NASA-CASI-BFS-20299] c15 872-11392
Insert facing tool manually operated catting
tool for forting studs in honeycomb material[BASA-CASE-HFS-21485-1] c37 874-25968
,STYBESBS




Tubular sublimatory evaporator heat sink
[BASA-CISI-8EC-10912-1] c34 B77-19353
SUBBIBIATOBIZATIOB
Hicromicrcampere current aeasaring circuit, with




Dish antenna having switchable,beamwidth
with truncated concave ellipsoid subreflector
[NASA-CASE-GSC-11760-1] C33 B75-19516
SOBSOSIC SPEED
Aerospace vehicle with variable planform for
hypersonic and subsonic flight
[BASA-CASE-X1A-00805] C31 870-38010
Construction of leading edges of surfaces for
aerial vehicles performing from subsonic to
above transonic speeds
[8ASA-CASE-X1A-011I86] cOI 871-23497
Airfoil shape for flight at subsonic speeds
design analysis and aerodynamic
characteristics of the GAS-1 airfoil
[BASA-C8SE-IAB-10585-1] C02 H76-22154
SDBSOBIC BIBD IDBBELS
Variable geometry wind tunnel for testing
aircraft models at subsonic speeds
[BASA-CASE-XIA-07430] ell 872-22246
SOBSIBATES
Beans and methods of depositing thin films en
substrates •
[BASA-CASE-XBP-00595] C15 B70-34967
Fabrication of solar cell banks for attaching
solar cells to base members or substrates
[NASA-CASE-XBE-00826] cOJ B71-20895
Hethod and apparatus for fabricating solar cell
panels
[HASA-CASE-XBP-03413] C03 B71-26726
Fabrication of polycrystalline solar cells on
low-cost substrates
[SASA-CASE-GSC-12022-1] c44 B76-28635




Supporting structure for simultaneous exposure
of pellets to X rays
[NASA-CASE-XBP-06031] CIS 871-15606
Opto-mechanical subsystem with temperature
compensation through isothenal design
[8ASA-CASE-GSC-12059-1] C35 877-27366
S01FATBS
Bitroaniline sulfate, intumescent paints





Hercaptan terminated polymer containing snlfcnic
acid salts of nitrosubstituted aromatic amines
for heat and moisture resistant coatings
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10325] C06 B72-25147
SDLFOB DIOXIDES
Stack plane visualization system
[BASA-CASE-IAB-11675-1] C45 H76-17656
Process for removing sulfur dioxide from gas
streams using iron as a catalyst
[BASA-CASE-HSC-16299-1] C45 B77-31668
SOB BOLBS








Illumination system design for use as sunlight
simulator in space environment simulators with
multiple light sources reflected to single
virtual source
[BASA-CASE-HQB-10781] C23 B71-30292




Cryogenic flux-gated magnetometer using
superconductors
[BASA-CASB-XAC-02407] Cl4 B69-27423
Improved alternator with windings of





Segmented superconducting nagnet producing
staggered magnetic field and suitable for
broadband traveling wave inasers
[BASA-CASI-XGS-1C518] c16 B71-28554
Operating properties of superconducting magnet
in vacuum environment
[BA.SA-CASI-XBP-06503] c23 B71-29049
flagnetoneter using superconducting rotating bod;
[SASA-CASE-BPO-13388-1] c35 H76-16390
S0PEBCOHDOCTHITI
Superconducting alternator design with cryogenic
fluid for ceding windings below critical
temperature[BASA-CASE-XlE-02823] c09 871-231(113
Superconductive rescnant cavity for improved
signal tc noise ratio in communication signal
[BASJ-CASI-BSC-12259-2] c07 B72-33146
Superconducting magnetic field trapping device
for producing magnetic field in air
CBASJ-CASE-XSP-01185] c26 B73-28710




Superconductive accelercmeter employing variable
force principle to determine acceleration of
todies
[BASA-CASI-IBJ-01099] C11 B71-15969
Controlled diffusion reaction process for
•asking substrate of tvisted moltifilament
superconductive ribbon
[FASA-CASE-II«-11726-1] c26 B73-26752




Helium refining by superfluidity
[BASA-CiSE-XBP-00733] c06 B70-34946
Hetbod anc apparatus for generating coberent
radiaticn in tbe ultra-violet region and above
by use of distributed feedback
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13346-1] c36 B76-29575
SDPEBBBATIBG




Independent gain and bandwidth control of a
travelinc wave naser
[8ASA-CASI-8PO-13801-1] c36 B76-31514
Swept group delay measurement
CHASA-CASE-BEO-13909-1] c33 H77-173S8
Redundant BF system for space applications
[NASA-CASE-HPO-13955-1] c32 H77-28358
SOPEBSOBIC A1BCBSFT
Variable sveep ving configuration for supersonic
aircraft[BASA-CASI-XLA-00230] c02 H70-33255
Supersonic aircraft variable sweep ving planform
for varying aspect ratio
[BASA-CASI-JIIA-00350] c02 B70-38011
Development and characteristics of variable
sweep ving ccntrcl system for supersonic
aircraft
[HASA-CASE-XLA-03659] C02 B71-11041
Development and cbaracteristics of translating
horizontal tail assembly for superscnic aircraft
[BASA-CASE-UA-08801-1] C02 B71-110II3
Design of supersonic aircraft with novel fixed,
svept ving f lanforn
[HASA-CASE-UA-04Q51] c02 B71-12243
Absorptive, ncnreflect ing barrier mounted
between closely spaced jet engines on









Bluff-shaped annular configuration for
supersonic decelerate! fcr reentry vehicles
rBASA-CASE-IIE-00222] c02 B70-37939
snpiasoiic meet
Variable acpect ratio and variable sveep delta
ving planforis for su[ersonic aircraft
[BASA-CASI-XLA-00221] c02 N70-33266
1-195
Supersonic or hypersonic vehicle control system
comprising elevens with binge line sveep and
free of adverse aerodynamic cross coupling
[HASA-CASI-XIA-08967] C02 B71-27088
SDPEBSOIIC PIC1
Optical sensing of supersonic flovs by
correlating deflections in laser beams through
flov
[BASA-CAEE-HPS-20612] ell B72-21107
Stagnation pressure probe for measuring
pressure of supersonic gas streams
[HASA-CASE-LAB-11139-1] C35 S7M-32878
SOPBBSOSIC 111BTS
Airflow control system for supersonic inlets
[BASA-CASl-IEH-11188-1] C02 B714-206I46
Shock position sensor for supersonic inlets




Penshaped, supersonic exhaust nozzle design
[BASA-CASE-XIE-00057] C28 H70-38711
lelescoping-spike supersonic nozzle for turbojet
or ramjet engines
[BAS1-CASE-X1E-00005] C28 B70-39899
Electric arc heater with supersonic nozzle and




Continuous operation, single phased, induction





Position locating system for remote aircraft
using voice communication and digital signals
[BASJ-CASE-GSC-10087-2] C21 871-13958
Traffic control system for supersonic transports
using synchronous satellite for data relay
betveen vehicles and ground station
[BASi-CASE-GSC-10087-1] c02 871-19287
System and method for position locating for air
traffic control involving supersonic transports
[SASA-CASE-GSC-10087-3] x C07 872-12080
Doppler compensated communication system for
locating supersonic transport position
[NASA-CASE-GSC-10087-4] C07 873-20174






Hydraulic support apparatus for dynamic testing
of space vehicles under near-free flight
conditions
[BASS-C1SE-IBF-03248] cl1 B71-10604
Supporting structure for simultaneous exposure
of pellets to X rays
[B1SS-CASE-XBP-06031 ] C15 B71-15606
Multilegged support system for vind tunnel test
models subjected to thermal dynamic loading
(BASS-CASE-XLA-01326] Cll B71-21481
Adjustable support device with jacket screv for






Support techniques for restraint of slender
bodies such as launch vehicles
[BASB-CASE-XIA-02704] c11 B69-21540
Pneumatic control of telescopic mirror support
system
[SASA-CASE-XlA-03271] Cll B69-24321
Optical scanner mounted on rotating support
structure vith method of compensating for
image or satellite rotation
[BAS&-CASE-XGS-02401] Cl4 B69-27485
Support for flexible conductor cable betveen
dravers or racks holding electronic eqnipaent
and cabinet assembly housing dravers or racks
[BASA-CASE-XBP-07587] C15 B71-18701
Svivel support for gas bearing for position
adjustment betveen ball and supporting cup
[BASA-CASE-XBP-07808] Cl5 B71-23812
SOPPBESSOBS SUBJECT IBDEJ.
Tracking meant for laser telescope employed in
tracking large rockets and space vehicles to
give information regarding azimuth and elevation
rHASA-CASI-HFS-1<l017] cl* H71-26627
Gas bearing for model support mth capacity for
measuring angnlar displacement cf model in
tearing
[NASA-CASI-XIf-093116] CIS B71-28740
Adjustable rigid mount for trihedral mrror
forued cf alloy with small coefficient of
thermal expansion supporting screws and
spring-biased plates
[NASA-CASE-XNP-08907] C23 B71-29123
Slotted fine-adjustment support for optical
devices
[NASA-CASE-HFS-20249] CIS B72-11386
Base support for expansible and contractible
coupling between two neuters
[BASA-CASE-BIO-11059] CIS B72-1745*
Optical nirror support system
[HASA-CASE-XEB-07896-2] C23 H72-22673
Fixture for supporting articles during vibration
tests comprising integral annular unit
[NASA-C4SF.-MFS-20523] Cl"! B72-27412
Design and development cf test stand system for
supporting test items in vacuum chamber
rBASA-CASE-MFS-21362] Cl1 B73-20267
collapsible support for antenna reflector
applied to installation cf spacecraft antennas
[HASA-CASE-BJO-11751 ] C07 B73-21176
Method of iaking porous conductive supports for
electrodes, by electroforning and stacking
nickel fcils
[NAEA-CASE-GSC-11367-1] cHH N74-19692
Thrnst-isclating mounting characteristics of
support for loads mounted in spacecraft
[HASA-CASE-BFS-21680-1] Cl8 B74-27397
locking mechanism for orthopedic braces
[HJSA-CASE-GSC-12082-2] C52 H77-2769H
SOPPBESSOBS
Electronic background suppression field scanning
sensor for detecting pcitt source targets
[BASA-CASI-XGS-05211] ' c07 H69-39980
SOBFiCE iCOOSIIC 1AYS D8TICES




Surface defect detection ty reflected microwave
radiation pattern
[HASA-CASI-ABC-10009-1] CIS B71-17822




Hetallic film diffusion into metal or ceramic




Development cf procedure for producing thin
transparent films of zinc oxide on transparent
refractory substrate
tBASA-CASE-FBC-10019] CIS B73-12187
Device and method for determining X ray
reflection efficiency, scattering properties,
and surface finish of optical surfaces
[HASA-CASE-HFS-202U3] C23 B73-13662
sclar cell surface treatnect
[BASA-CASF.-LEB-11330-1] CHH B76-1H612
Sclar cell scrface treatment
[HASA-CASE-1EH-11330-2] C<t<l H76-33624
Surface firishing for aircraft wings
tBASJ-C4SI-MSC-12631-1] c2« B77-28225




ElectrodeE having array of small surfaces for
field icrizaticn
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10013] C09 H71-26678
Development cf methcd and apparatus for




Bismnth and lead surface coatings for gas
hearings in aerospace encineering
[UASA-CJSB-XGS-0201V CIS B71-20739
Method and apparatus for stable silicon dioxide
layers on silicon grown in silicon nitride
ambient
[HASA-CfSE-EBC-10073-1 ] C2Q S71-19769
SURFACE PBOBEBTIES
Anti-wettable materials brazing processes using
titanium and zirconium for surface pretreatment
[NASA-CASB-XHS-03537] CIS N69-21U71
Ablation article and surface for analyzing flew I
transition on ablative surface
[ NASA-CASE-IAB-10t39-1 ] C33 M73-27796
Dual measurement ablation sensor
[NASA-CASE-LAB-10105-1 ] C3I| N7D-1S652
Apparatus for scanning the surface of a
cylindrical tody
[SiSA-CASl-BPO-11861-1] C36 B7U-20009
Apparatus for microbiological sampling
including automatic swabbing
[NASA-CASE-IAB-11069-1 ] C35 B75-12272
Device for measuring the contour of a surface
[SASA-CASI-LAB-11869-1 ] c3S B77-10«97
Penetrometer for determining load bearing





Chemical spot test for identifying magnesiui or
uagnesiun alloys used in aerospace applications
[BASA-CASI-1AB-10953-1] Cl7 S73-27a«6
SDHFiCE BOOGHHESS
Boughness detector for recording surface pattern
of irregularities
[BASA-CASE-XlA-00203] ClU B70-34161
Optical apparatus for visual detection of
roundness and regularity of cone surfaces
[NASA-CASE-XHF-00<t62] ell N70-31298
Describing device for surveying contour of
surface using X-I plotter and traveling
transducer
[BASA-CASE-XLA-08646] c1"t S71-17586
Surface roughness measuring system
[BASA-CASE-BfO-13862-1] C32 B77-17325
SOBPACE BOOGHSBSS EFFECTS
Aerodynanically stable meteorological balloon
using surface roughness effect
[HASA-CASE-XHF-01163] c02 H71-23007
SDBFACB VEHICLES
Optimal control system for automatic speed
regulation of electric driven motor vehicle
[BASA-CASE-BSO-11210] Cl1 N72-202U4
Self-propelled vehicle with wheel, track laying,
and walking capability for exploratory
expolaration
[HASA-CASE-MPO-11366] C11 B73-262J8
Short range laser obstacle detector for
surface vehicles using laser diode array
[BASA-CASE-BSO-11856-1] C36 B71-15115
Vehicle locating system utilizing AH
broadcasting station carriers
[SASA-CASE-BPO-13217-1] c32 B75-26191I
An improved vehicular impact absorption system
[BASA-CASE-BIO-IIOIt-l] C37 B77-31501
SURFACE BAVBS
Development of method for suppressing excitation




Techniques for recovery of multistage rocket
vehicles by providing lifting surfaces on
individual sections
[B»SA-CASE-XMF-00389] c31 B70-314176
Kinetic and static friction force measurement
between magnetic tape and magnetic head surfaces
[BASA-CASE-XBP-08680] c14 B71-22995
Three-axis adjustable loading structure
[BASA-CASE-FBC-10051-1] C35 B7H-13129
SDBGEEI
Intra-ocolar pressure normalization apparatus
[BASA-CASE-LES-12955-1] C52 B77-J0736




Silicon controlled rectifier inverter with
compensation of transients to avoid false gating
[BASA-CASE-X1A-08507] C09 B69-3998*
1-196
SOBJJCT IBDBX SilTCBIlG CIBCOITS
Torn on current transient limiter for




Ultrasonic device for ophthalmic eye surgery








Survival ccnch for aircraft or spacecraft cress
[HASA-CJSI-XLA-00118] c05 B70-33285
Lightweight life preserver without fastening
devices
[BASA-CBSE-XBS-OC861] c05 B70-36193
Pliable f r a m e for sunglasses in emergency
survival kits
C H A S ? - C A S E - X B S - 0 6 0 6 q ] COS H71-23096
SOSPEHDIBG (BABGIBG)
Parallel mcticn suspension device for measuring
instruments
[BASA-CSSE-XNP-01567] CIS B70-11310
Cable suspension and inclined w a l k w a y system for
simulating reduced or zero gravity environments
rNASf-CSSI-XIA-01787] ell N71-16028
Suspended mass oscillaticn damper based on
impact energy absorption for damping wind




A 2 degree/90 degree latcratory scattering
photoneter
[NAS7i-CJSE-GSC-12088-1 ] C35 B76-17369
SWEAT COOLING
Transpiration cooled turbine blade made from
metallic or ceramc wires
[NASA-CJSI-XIE-00020] c15 N70-33226
Transpiraticnally cooled heat ablation system
for interplanetary spacecraft reentry shielding
[NASf-CfSE-XBS-02677] C31 N70-12075
Bethod of electroforning a rocket chamber
[BASA-CASI-LEH-11118-1 ] c20 874-32919
SWEEP CIRCUITS
Transistorized circuit for producing multiple
slope vcltage sweep
[ N A S A - C A S E - X B S - 0 3 E » 2 ] c09 B71-28926
SWEEP BFJECT
Supersonic or hypersonic vehicle control system
comprising elevens with hinge line sweep and
free of adverse aerodynamic cross coupling
[NASA-CASI-XLA-08967] c02 B71-27088
SWEL1IHG
Para-benzognincne dioxiie and concentrated
mineral acid processed to yield intumescent or
fire resistant, heat insulating materials
[HASA-C8SI-ARC-1030<I-1 ] _ C18N73-26572
SWEPT RIHGS






Slosh and swirl alleviator for liquid propellant
tanks during transport and flight
CBASA-CASE-ILA-05T49] c15 B71-19569
Swirl can, full-annulus ccibnstion chambers for
high performance gas turbine engines
[BASA-CASE-IEW-11326-1] C23 N73-30665
SBITCBBS
Switching mechanism with energy stored in coil
spring
[BASA-CASI-XGS-00173] C03 B70-38713
Digital memcry systes with multiple switch cores
for driving each word location
[NASA-CASE-XBP-OH66] C10 871-26134
Radio frequency controlled sclid state switch
[BASA-CASE-ARC-10136-1] cC9 B72-22202
SWITCHING CIBCOITS
Solid state switching circuit design to increase
current capacity of leu rated relay contacts
[NASA-CASE-XBP-09228] c09 B69-27500
Power contrcl switching circuit using low
voltage semiconductor ccctrclled rectifiers
for high voltage isolation
[NASA-CASE-IBP-02713] CIO B69-39888
Selective gold diffusion en monolithic silicon
chips for switching and nonswitching amplifier
devices and circuits and linear and digital
logic circuits
[BASA-CASI-EBC-10072] C09 B70-11148
Electrical power system for space flight
vehicles operating over extended periods
[BASA-CASE-XBF-00517] c03 H70-3D157
High speed low level voltage commntat ing switch
[HASA-CASI-ZAC-00060] c09 N70-39915
Snitching circuit with regeneratively connected
transistors eliminating power consumption when
not in use
[81SA-CASE-IBP-026514] CIO N70-«2032
Dsing electron beam switching for brnsbless
motor covmutation
[BASA-CASI-XGS-01151] COS B71-10677
Increasing power conversion efficiency of
electronic amplifiers by power supply switching
[BASA-CAS1-XHS-00905] c09 H71-10798
Silicon controlled rectifier pulse gate
amplifier for blocking false gating caused by
negative transient voltages
[HASA-CASE-IIA-07197] c09 S71-12511
Describing magnetic core current switching
device for steering bipolar current pulses to
memory units
[BASA-CASI-DFO-10201] C08 N71-1869K
Transistorized de-coupled multivibrator with
noninverted output signal
[HASA-CASI-XBE-091450] CIO H71-1872J
Reversible current directing circuitry for
reversible motor control
[ NASA-CASE-XIA-09371] CIO N71-18721I
Constructing Exclusive-Or digital logic circuit
in single module
[HASA-CASE-X1A-07732] COS N71-18751
Polarization diversity monopulse tracking
receiver design without radio freguency switches
[HASA-CASI-XGS-03501] C09 N71-20861
Sight switch using infrared source and sensor
mounted beside eye
[HASA-CASE-XBF-03931] C09 N71-22S85
Complementary regenerative transistorized switch
circuit employing positive and negative feedback
[BASA-CAS2-XGS-02751] C09 B71-23015
Reliable magnetic core circuit apparatus with
application in selection matrices for digital
memories
[BASA-CASE-XBP-01318] C10 B71-2J03J
Electric circuit for producing high current
pulse having fast rise and fall time
[NASA-CASE-XHS-OMSig] C09 B71-23270
Electric circuit for reversing direction of
current flow
[BASA-CASE-XBP-00952] CIO H71-23271
Switching series regulator with gating ccntrcl
network
[BASA-CAEI-XBS-09352] C09 B71-2J31b
Bicrowave waveguide switch with rotor position
contrcl
[BASA-CASE-XBF-06507] c09 B71-235U8
Signaling summary alarm circuit with
semiconductor switch for faulty contact
indications
[BASA-CASE-X1B-03061-1] . CIO B71-2Q79B
Solid state circuit for switching alternating
current input signal as function of direct
current gating transistor
[BASA-CASE-XBP-06505] CIO B71-2Q799
Inverters for changing direct current to
alternating current
[H&SA-CASB-IGS-06226] CIO B71-259bO
Design and development of multistage current
steering switch with inductively coupled
magnetic cores
[BASA-CASE-XBP-08S67] C09 B71-26000
Pulse duration control device for driving slow
response time loads in selected sequence
including switching and delay circuits and
magnetic storage
[BASA-CASE-XGS-00221] CIO B71-2641H
Turn on current transient limiter for




SWITCHIH6 TBIOBY SDBJBCT IBDBX
Input radio frequency circuit for switching type
absolute temperature neasnring radiometer for
noise sources
[HASA-CAS1-SBC-11020] c11 H71-26774
Inserter drive circuit for semiconductor switch
[NASA-CASE-LES-10233] c10 B71-27126
Phase locked demodulator with bandwidth
switching amplifier circuit
[BASA-CASI-XBP-01107] c10 1171-28859
Monostable multivibrator fcr producing output
pulse widths with positive feedback BOB gates
[NASA-CASE-BSC-13492-1] CIO N71-28860
Digital magnetic core memory with sensing
amplifier circuits
[BASA-CJSI-XBP-01012] cC8 N71-28925
current regulating voltage divider design with
load current shunting
[BASA-CASE-BFS-20935] c09 B71-34212
Relay controlled vcltage switching unit for
scanning circuitry of star tracker
[NASA-CASE-NPO-11253] c09 N72-17157
Spacecraft sclar cell system with switching
circuit to provide compensation for
environmental changes
[HASA-CASI-GSC-10669-1] c03 1172-20031
Flow rate switch for detecting variations in
fluid flow velocity through conduits of
pressuri2ed systems
[HASA-CASE-BPO-1C722] cC9 H72-20199
Switching type voltage regulator with relatively
simple circuit arrangement
[BASA-CASE-LEW-11005-1] c09 B72-21243
Development and characteristics of data
multiplexer circuit using field effect
transistors arranged in tree switching
configuration
[BASA-CASE-BPO-11333] c08 B72-22162
Pulse coupling circuit kith switch between
generator and winding
[BASA-CASI-LEH-10433-1] cC9 H72-22197
Solid state remote circuit selector switching
circuit
[BASA-CfSI-IH-10387] c09 N72-22201
Pressure operated electrical switch responsive
to pressure decrease a f te r pressure increase
[BASA-CASE-IAE-10137-1] c09 B72-22201
Transistorized switching logic circuits with
tunnel diodes
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10878-1] c10 B72-22236
Switching circuit for control of cathode ray
tube r e a m with fast rise time for output signal
[BASA-CASE-KSC-10647-1] c10 N72-31273
Electronic video editor fcr switching video
input signals to common output channel
[HASA-CASE-KSC-10003] c10 B73-13235
Solid state switch for variable circuit switching
[NASi-CASE-BEO-10817-1] c08 B73-30135
Transparent switchboard which permits optical
display devices to be adapted for use in nan
machine ccmmnnicaticns
[HASA-CASE-HSC-13746-1] c10 S73-32143
High isolation 8F signal selection switches
[BASA-CASE-HEO-13081-1] c33 B74-22814
Isolated output system for a class D
switching-mode amplif ier
[HASA-CASE-HES-21616-1] c33 B75-30429
Dual digital video switcher
[BASA-CASE-KSC-10782-1] c33 875-30*31





Sustained arc ignition system
[BASA-CiSE-lEH-12444-1] c33 B77=28385
Dual mode solid state power switch
[BASA-CASE-BFS-22880-S] c33 B77-31407
SIITCBIBG 1HEOBI
Multiple circuit switch apparatus requiring
minimal hand and eye govenent by operator
[BASA-CASE-X1C-03777] c10 B71-15909
Magnetic tape head function switching system
[HASA-CASE-GSC-11956-1] c35 B75-25131
SilVBIS
Swivel support for gas tearing for position
adjustment between ball and supporting cup
[HASJ-CASE-XHI-07808] C15 B71-23812
STBCHBOBISB
Synchronizing apparatus for multi-access
1-198
satellite time division multiplex system
[1ASA-CASE-XGS-05918] C07 B69-39974
Circuitry for generating sync signals in FM
communication systems including video
information
[HASA-CASE-XBP-10830] C07 N71-11281
Development of method for synchronizing clocks
at several ground stations based on signals
• received from spacecraft or satellites
[BASA-CASE-XBP-08875] CIO 871-^ 099
Pulse generator for synchronizing or resetting
electronic signals without requiring separate
external source
[BASA-CAEI-XGS-03632] c09 S71-2JJ11
Time synchronization system for synchronizing
clocks at remote locations with master clock
using moon reflected coded signals
[BASA-CASE-BPO-101113] C10 B71-26J26
System designed to reduce time required for
obtaining synchronization in data




Development of phase demodulation system with
two phase locked loops
[HASA-CASE-IHP-00777] CIO B71-19469
Phase locked phase modulation system with
voltage controlled oscillator for final phase
linearity
[HASA-CASE-XBP-05382] CIO B71-23544
Automatic frequency control device for providing




Development and characteristics of burst
synchronization detection system
[HASA-CASZ-IBS-05605-17] CIO B71-19468
Time division relay synchronizer with master
sync pulse for activating binary counter to
produce signal identifying time slot for station
[NASA-CASB-GSC-10373-1] C07 B71-19773
Design and development of synchronous servo loop
control system
[BASA-CASE-XBP-03744] CIO N71-20448
Digital synchronizer for extracting binary data
in receiver of PSK/PCB communication system
[HASA-CASE-BPO-10851] 007 B71-24613
Video sync processor with phase locked system
[NASA-CASE-KSC-10002] CIO B71-25865
Pulse code modulated signal synchronizer
[BASA-CASE-BSC-12462-1] C32 B74-20809
Pulse code modulated signal synchronizer
[BiSA-CASE-BSC-12494-1] C32 B74-20810





Synchronous dc direct-drive system comprising
multiple-loop hybrid control system
controlling load directly connected to actuator
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10065-1] clO B71-27136
Motor run-up system power lines
[BASA-CASE-BFO-13374-1] C33 B75-19524
STHCHEOHOOS SATELLITES
Position locating system for remote aircraft
using voice communication and digital signals
[SASA-CASE-GSC-10087-2] C21 B71-13958
Serrodyne traveling wave tube reentrant
amplifier for synchronous communication
satellites operating at microwave frequencies
[BASA-CASE-XGS-01022] C07 B71-16088
Traffic control system for supersonic transports
using synchronous satellite for data relay
between vehicles and ground station
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10087-1] C02 B71-19287
Tracking antenna system with array for
synchronous satellite or ground based radar
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10553-1] C07 B71-19854
Satellite network synchronization system with
multiple access to multiplex repeater
[BASi-CASE-GSC-10390-1] C07 B72-11149
Development of device for simulating charge and
discharge cycle of battery in synchronous orbit
[BAS4-CAEZ-GSC-11211-1] c03 B72-25020
Camera arrangement for satellite scanning of
earth or sky
SUBJECT IIDEI SYSTEBS BBGIBEBBIBG
[NASA-CASE-GSC-12032-2] c35 B76-19U08




Synthesis cf polymeric schiff bases by
schiff-tase exchange reactions
tNASA-CJSE-XHF-08651] COS H71-11236
Preparation cf ordered pcly/arylenesiloxane/
polyaers
tBASa-CiSE-XHP-1C753] C06 (171-11237
Synthesis and chemical propert ies of
imidazopyrrolone/imide ccpolymers
[8ASA-CASE-XIA-08802] COS B71-11238
Stable fdyiside synthesis frcffl mixtures of




Digitally controlled frequency synthesizer for
pulse frequency modulation telenetry systems
[HASA-CASE-XGS-0231TI C09 N71-23525
SYBTBBTIC HUBS
Hannfacture of flaia containers from fusel
coated polyester sheets having resealable septum
[HASA-CASE-BPO-10123: C15 B71-2Q835
Stractnre cf fabric layers for nicrcaeteoroid
protection garment with capability for
eliminating heat shorts for use in
manufactur ing space snits
[HASA-CASE-HSC-121091 C18 H71-26285
Flexible barrier membrane comprising porous
substrate and incorporating liquid galliua or
indium metal used as sealant barriers for
spacecraft vails and pumping liquid propellants
[HASA-CAS1-XBP-08881] C17 B71-28747




Process pexaitting application of synthetic




Tape recorder designed for Ion power consumption
and,resistance to operational failure under
high stress conditicns
[NASA-CASE-X6S-08259] c11 B71-23598
Fault tolerant clock apparatus utilizing a
controlled minority of clock elements
rHASA-CAEE-HSC-12531-1] C35 B75-30504
SYStEHS ABAL1SIS
Analog to digital converter analyzing system
[NASA-CASI-BPO-10560] c08 B72-22166
STSTEBS EBGIBEEEI1G
pesign of nagnetohydrodynamic induction machine
with end teles which produce compensating
magnetic fields
[HASA-CASB-XNP-07U81] c25 B69-21929
Hovering type f lying vehicle design and
principle mechanisms for manned or unmanned use
[HAS8-CASE-HSC-12111-1] c02 S71-11039
Solar battery with interconnecting means for
plural cells
[HASA-CASE-XHP-06506] C03 S71-11050
Transparent polycarbonate resin, shell telnet
and latch design for high altitude and space
flight
[NASA-CASE-XBS-OII935] c05 B71-11190
Design and operation of multi-fee <5 cone
Cassegrain antenna
[BASi-CASE-BPO-10539] C07 B71-11285
flethod and apparatus for measuring potentials in
plasmas
CNASA-CASE-X1E-008211 C25 B71-15650
pesign and operation cf viscous pendulum damper
CHASA-CASE-XIA-02079] c12 B71-16894
Alarm system design for monitoring one or more
relay cicuits
[BASA-CASE-XBS-10984-1] c10 B71-19117
Side range analog data ccmfression system
[BASA-C«SE-XGS-OZ612] cC8 B71-19«35
Space suit body heat exchanger design composed
of thermal conductance yarn and liquid coolant
loops
fHASA-CASE-XBS-09571] COS B71-19439
Silicon radiation detecting probe design for in
vivc bictedlcal nee
[SASA-CASE-XHS-01177] COS B71-19QOO
Design and operation of high speed binary to
decimal ccnversion system
[BASA-C4SE-XGS-01230] C08 B71-19510
Spatter proof evaporant source design for use in
vacuum deposition of solid thin films on
substrates
[HASA-CJSI-XBE-06065] CIS K71-20395
Hethod and apparatus for fabrication of heat
insulating and ablative reentry structure
[SASA-CSSB-XBS-02009] C33 S71-2083M
Polarization diversity monopulse tracking
receiver design without radio frequency switches
[BASA-CASE-XGS-03501] C09 B71-20861
Pnenmatic cantilever beans and plattorn for
space erectable structure
£BASA-CASE-XIA-01731] C32 B71-21015
Hagnetically opened diaphragm design with camera
 1
shutter and expansion tube applications
[BASA-CaSE-XlA-03660] C15 B71-21060
Portable apparatus producing high velocity
annular air column surrounding low velocity,
filtered, snperclean air central core for
industrial clean room environmental control
[SASA-CASE-XBE-03212] C15 S71-22721
Rotary spindle lathe attachments for machining
geometrical cones
[HiSA-CASE-XBS-OI»292] CIS H71-2.H22
Apparatus and method for spin forming tabular
elbows with high strength, uniform thickness,
and close tolerances
CBASA-CASE-XBF-01083J C15 »71-22723
Spacecraft air lock system to provide ingress
and egress of astronaut without subjecting
vehicular environment to vacuum of space
[N4SA-CASE-X1A-02050] c31 N71-22968
Hethod of stationkeeping for lenticular gravity
gradient satellites
[HASA-CASE-XLA-03132] C31 B71-22969
Filler valve design for supplying liquid
propellants at high pressure to space vehicles
[BASA-CASE-XBE-01707] Cl5 B71-23021
Method and apparatus for producing very low
temperature refrigeration based on qas
pressure balance
[BASA-CASE-XSP-08877] C15 B71-23025
Honitoring circuit design for sampling circuit
control and reduction of time-bandwidth in
video communication systems
[NaSA-CASE-XBP-02791] C07 B71-23026
Haltisample test chamber for exposing materials
to X rays, temperature change, and gaseous
conditions and determination of material effects
[8ASA-CASE-XHS-02930] Cll B71-230»2
Variable duration pulse integrator design for
integrating pulse duration modulated pulses
with elimination of ripple content
[HASA-CASE-IIA-01219] CIO S71-23081
Sealed electrochemical cell with flexible casing
for varying electrolyte level in cell
[H&SA-CASB-XGS-01513] c03 B71-23J36
Mosaic semiconductor radiation detector and
position indicator systems engineering for low
energy particles
1BASA-CASE-XGS-03230] C1Q N71-23Q01
Device for measuring two orthogonal components
of force with gallium flotation of measuring
target for use in vacuum environments
[BASA-CASE-XAC-04885] Cl» B71-23790
Transducer circuit design with single coaxial
cable for input and output connections
including incorporation into miniaturized
catheter transducer
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10132-1] C09 B71-21597
Bethod of attaching cover glass to silicon solar
cell without using adhesive
[BASA-CASI-X1E-08569-2] C03 H71-20681
Development of attitude control system for
sounding rocket stabilization during ballistic
phase of flight
[BASA-CASE-XGS-016511] C31 B71-24750
Temperature telemetric transmitter with
frequency determining tank circuit for short
range transmission
(BASA-CASE-BIO-10649] C07 B71-208QO
Tuning arrangement for frequency control of




Broadband modified turnstile antenna for use in
space tracking and cctmnncaticns
[SASA-CASE-HSC-12209j c09 B71-2fl812
Apparatus to determine Electric field strength
by measuring deflection of electron team
impinging on target
[NASA-CASI-XHF-06617j c09 B71-21843
Binary to decimal decoder logic circuit design
Kith feedback ccntrcl and display device
[NASA-CASI-XFS-06167] c08 N71-21I890
Bcninterruptable digital counter circuit design
with display device for pulse freguency
modulation
[NASA-CASE-XBP-OS759] cC8 B71-21891
Quick disconnect duct coupling device for
single-handed operation
[BASA-CASE-BES-2C395] c15 H71-2U903
Brushless dc tachometer design with Ball effect
crystals and output voltage magnitude
proportional to rotor speed
[NASA-CASB-MFS-203e5] c09 B71-2U90I4
Pneumatic mechanism for releasing hock and loop
fasteners between large rigid structures
rNASS-CASE-XIS-10660-1] c15 H71-25975
Sealed fluorescent tube licht unit capable of
connection with other units to form string of
work lights
[8ASA-CASE-XKS-OE932] c09 1171-26787
Apparatus for semiautomatic inspection of
microfilmed docunents for density, resolution,
size, and position
[BASA-CASE-HFS-20240] d<t 1171-26788
Hethod and apparatus for remote measurement of
displacement of marks on specimen undergoing
tensile test
[NASA-CASH-NEO-10778] c11 B72-1136U
Spacecraft solar cell system with switching
circuit to provide compensation for
environlental changes
[BASA-£AS!-GSC-1 0669-1] c03 1172-20031
Electric storage battery with high impact
resistance
[NASA-CfSE-NEO-11021] c03 S72-20032
Method and apparatus for providing active
attitude control for spacecraft by converting
any attitude mcticn of vehicle into simple
rotational mction
[8ASA-CASI-BCB-10II39] c21 N72-21621
Development cf light sensing system for
controlled orientation cf object relative to
sun or other light source
[BASA-CASI-BSO-11311 ] c14 B72-25U1I*
Development of thrust control system for
application to control ci aircraft and
spacecraft
[NASA-CASl-BSC-13397-1] c21 S72-25595
Development cf computer program for estmating
reliability cf self-repair and fault-tolerant
systems with respect to selected systen and
mission parameters
[BASA-CASJ-HEO-13086-1] CIS 873-12195
Design and development cf active contrcl system
for air cushion vehicle to reduce or eliminate
effects cf excessive vertical vibratory
acceleration
[HASA-CASB-IJE-10531-1] C02 873-13023
Measurement system for physical quantity
represented by cr converted to variable
freguency signal
[BASA-CASI-BJS-20658-1] c1M 1173-30386
Design of precision vertical alignment system
using laser with gravitationally sensitive
cavity
[SASA-CASE-ABC-10'14'1-1] c16 H73-33397
System for calibrating pressure transducer
[8ASA-CASI-LAB-10910-1]- c35 B74-13132
Three nrrcr glancing incidence system for X-ray
telescope
[SASA-CASE-BIS-21372-1] c7H B74-27866
Holographic system for nondestructive testing
[BASA-CASE-SFS-2170<I-1] c35 B75-251211
Improved solar heating system
rBASA-CASE-lAB-12009-1] ctU B76-32649
A non-tracking solar energy collector system
[HASA-CSSI-BPO-13813-1] cOU H77-19579
A cantilever, nconted resilient pad gas bearing
[BASA-CASl-Uw-12569-1] C37 H77-2i»196





Digital cardiotachooeter incorporating circuit
for measuring heartbeat rate of subject ever
predeteruined portion of one minute also
converting rate to beats per minute
[SASA-CASI-XHS-02399] COS N71-22896
Brushless dc tachometer design with Ball effect
crystals and output voltage magnitude
proportional to rotor speed
[8ASA-CASE-BIS-20385] C09 N71-2190M
Development of instantaneous reading tachometer





Aircraft instrument for indicating malfunctions
during takeoff
[HASA-CASE-XIA-00100] Cll 870-J6807
Aircraft indicator for pilot control of takeoff
roll, climbout path and verticle flight path
in poor visibility conditions
[NASA-CASI -XIA-OOU87] c1K B70-110157
TABGEHTS
Integrated circuit tangnet function generator
[BASA-CASE-BSC-13907-1] CIO B73-26230
TANK GEOBETBI




Radiation source and detection system for
measuring amount of liquid inside tanks
independently of liquid configuration
[B&SA-CASE-BSC-12280] C27 B71-163H8
Development of apparatus and method for testing
leakage cf large tanks
[BASA-CASI-XBP-02392] C32 B71-2K285
Design and development of device to prevent
clogging in hoppers containing particalate
materials
[B4SA-CASI-LAB-10961-1 ] Cl5 S7J-12196
Floating baffle for tank drain
[N4SA-CASE-KSC-10639] CIS B73-26472




Oxygen-doped tantalum emitter for thermionic
devices such as cesium vapor diodes
[HASA-CASE-NPO-11138] c03 B70-346116
Arc electrode cf graphite with tantalum ball tip
[BASA-CASE-XIE-01788] C09 B71-22987
Organometallic conpounds of niobium and tantalum
useful for film deposition
[SASA-CASE-XBS-011023] C06 B71-28808
Tantalum modified ferritic iron base alloys
for use in high temperature environments
[NASA-CASE-LE«-12095-1] c26 B76-172J3
Thermocouples of tantalum and rhenium alloys for
more stable vacuum-high temperature performance
[SASA-CASE-IES-12050-1] C35 B77-32U51
TAHTALDB A1LOIS
Evaporating crucible of tantalum-tungsten fcil,












Plural recorder system which limits signal
recording to signals of sufficient interest
[BASA-CASB-XHS-069H9] C09 B69-21167
Endless loop tape transport mechanism for
driving and tensioning recording medium in
magnetic tape recorder
[BASA-CASE-XGS-01223] c07 B71-10609




Tape guidance system for multichannel digital
recording system
[HSS&-CASI-XFP-091153] COS B71-19420
Design and development cf synchronous servo loop
control system
[KAS«-C?SE-XHP-037IHl] c10 B71-2CWI8
Development of data storage system for storing
digital data in high density fo rmat on
nagnetic tape
[BASA-CASE-XBP-02778] c08 S71-22710
Digital telemetry systen appara tus to reduce
tape recorder wow and flutter noise doling
playback
[HASA-CASE-XGS-01812] C07 1171-23001
Tape recorder designed for Ion poser consumption
and resistance to operational failure under
high stress conditions
[HASA-CASE-XGS-08259] c1« H71-23698
Transient video signal tape recorder with
expanded playback
[BASA-CASE-fRC-10003-1] c09 B71-25866
Closed locp servosystem fcr variable speed tape
recorders onboard spacecraft
[NA-SA-CASE-BPO-10700] c07 B71-33613
Design and characteristics of recording system
for selective reprocessing and filtering of
data to obtain op t imum signal to noise ratios
[NASA-CASE-EBC-10112] cC7 H72-21119
Video tape recorder with scan conversion
playback fcr color television signals
[SASA-CASE-HEO-10166-1] cC7 B73-22076
Magnetic tape head function switching system
[FASA-CASI-GSC-11956-1] c35 B75-2513M
Scan converting video tape recorder
[NASA-CJSE-BEO-10166-2] c35 S76-16391




Method for shaping regeneratively cooled rocket
motor casinc having n i n i n u m thickness at each
channel cross section
[NASA-CASE-XIE-00»09] C28 B71-15658
Regeneratively ccoled rocket motor casing with
tapered channels to insure min imum thicknesses




Acquisition and tracking system for optical radar
[BASA-CASE-BFS-20125] c16 B72-13437
Target acquisition antenna feed with reflector
system
[NASA-CASE-GSC'1006«-1] c10 B72-22235
Development of electronic detection system for




Electronic background suppression field scanning
sensor for detecting poiit source targets
[HASA-CASI-XGS-05211] C07 B69-39980
TABGEI SIHOtSTOBS
Simulator for practicing the mating of an







Bozzle extraction process and handlemeter for
measunnc bandle
[BASA-CASI-LAF-12117-1] C27 H77-10198
Rotary leveling »ase platform
[HASA-CASI-ABC-1C981-1] C35 B77-10H98
Two wavelength double pulse tunable dye laser[BASA-CASE-1AB-12012-1] C36 B77-10517
Apparatus and method for reducing thermal stress
in a turbine rotor
[HASA-CASI-LBI-12232-1] C07 H77-18160
Sequencing device utilizing planetary gear set
[BaSl-CASI-MSC-19511-13 C37 BTJ-19I»59
Collapsible corrugated horn antenna
[HASA-CASI-LA8-11715-1] c32 S77-2Q339
TEPLOB (TBIDIHABK)
Beinforced IEP Teflon composite material
diffusicn bended to metal substrate
[H&SA-CASI-HFS-20Q82] Cl5 B72-22492
1-201
Method of producing a storage bulb for an atomic
hydrogen maser
[SASA-CASE-BEO-13050-1] C36 B75-1S029
Lead-oxygen dc power supply system having a
closed loop oxygen and water system
[BASA-CASE-HFS-23059-1] cMM B76-2766U
lELECOHBDHICillOB
Adaptive ccmpression signal processor for PCM
communication systems
EBASA-CASE-XLA-03076] • C07 B71-11266
circuitry tor generating sync signals in IS
communication systems including video
informaticn
[NASA-CASE-XBP-10830] C07 B71-11281
Automatic estimation of signal to noise ratio
and other parameters in signal communication
systems
[BASA-CASE-XBE-05251] ' C07 B71-20791
Digital syrchronizer for extracting binary data
in receiver of PSK/PCB communication system
[HASA-CASE-BIO-10851] C07 B71-24613
Encoders designed to generate comma free
biorthogonal Beed-Hnller type code comprising
conversion of 61 6-bit words into 61 32-bit
data for communication purposes
[NASA-CASE-BEO-10595] C10 B71-25917
Multicamer communications system for
transmtting modulated signals from single
transmitter
[BASA-CASE-BIO-IISHS] C07 173-26118
Synchronized digital communication system
[BASA-CASE-XBI-03623] C09 873-2808«
Coherent receiver employing nonlinear coherence
detection for carrier tracking
[BASA-CASE-BEO-11921-1] C32 B7H-30523
Pseudo-noise test set for communication system
evaluation test signals
[BASA-CASE-BFS-22671-1] C35 B75-21582
Modulator for tone and binary signals phase
of modulation of tone and binary signals en
carrier waves in communication systems
[BASA-CAEE-GSC-117Q3-1] c32 B75-2H981
Receiving and tracking phase modulated signals
[BASA-CASE-BSC-16170-1 ] c32 F77-122«8
IE1EHEIBT
Fabrication of pressure-telemetry transducers
[BASA-CASE-XBJ-09752J cHl S69-21511
Telemetry data unit to form multinit words for
use between demodulator and computer
[BASA-CASE-XBf-09225] c09 B69-213J3
Development of telemetry system for position
location and data acquisition
[SASA-CASE-GSC-10083-1] C30 H71-16090
Telespectrograph for analyzing upper atmosphere
by tracking bodies reentering atmosphere at
high velocities
£HASA-CASE-H»-03273] C11 B71-18699
Digitally controlled frequency synthesizer for
pulse frequency modulation telemetry systems
[HASA-CASE-XGS-02317] C09 B71-2352S
Time division multiplexed telemetry transmitting
system controlled by programmed memory
[NASA-CASI-GSC-10131-1] C07 B71-2162«
Temperature telemetric transmitter with
frequency determining tank circuit for short
range transmission
[BASA-CASE-BEO-10619] C07 B71-2Q8«0
System designed to reduce time required for
obtaining synchronization in data




Zero power telemetry actuated switch for
biomedical equipment
CSASA-CASB-ARC-10105] C09 B72-17153
Development and characteristics of telemetry
system using computer-accessed circuits and
remotely controlled from ground station
[BiSA-CASE-BIO-11358] C07 B72-2S172
Control and information system for digital
telemetry data using analog converter to
digitize sensed parameter values
[BASA-CASE-BIO-11016] C08 H72-31226
Characteristics of two channel telemetry system
with two data rate channels for high and low
data rate communication
[B4SA-CASI-BFO-11572] C07 B73-16121
Telemetry and transmission system with




Improved phase lock loop for receiver in






Cooperative nultlaiis sensor for teleoperation






Pneumatic ccntrol of telescopic mirror support
system
[mSA-CASI-XIA-03271] dl N69-21321
Tracking mcnnt for laser telescope employed in
tracking large rockets and space vehicles to
give information regarding azimuth and elevation
CNASA-CSSE-MPS-111017] c1» B71-26627
Development of reflectcr system for application
to line-of-sight pointing and tracking
telescopes
[H4SA-OSI-BEC-10168] c23 B71-33229
Design and development of light sensing device
for controlling orientation of object relative
to son or other light scurce
[NASA-CASE-NEO-11201] ell 872-27409
Borescope with adjustable hinged telescoping
optical systeE
[BASA-CASE-BFS-15162] C14 S72-32U52
Bitchey-Ctretien telesccpe responsive to images
located off telescope optical axis
[BASA-CASI-GSC-11487-1] c11 B73-30393
Servo-controlled intravital microscope system
[BASA-CASE-NPO-13214-1] c35 N75-25123
TBLETTPEiBITEB STSTEBS
Teletype»riter video commanication system and
apparatus
' [BASA-CASE-XBP-06611] c07 N71-26102
TBLEV1SIOH CABEBAS
Electrically operated rctary shutter for
televisicr camera aboard spacecraft
[BASA-CASI-XBP-00637] c1ll B70-40273
TV camera output signal control system for
digital spacecraft communication
[BASA-CASE-XNP-01472] c14 B70-11807
Sclid state television camera system consisting
of monolithic semiconductor mosaic sensor and
molecular digital readout systems
[8ASA-CASE-XHF-06092] C07 S71-2H612
Color television system for alloying monochrome
television camera to produce color pictures
[HASA-CASI-HSC-121U6-1]
 C07 H72-17109Optical conversion method
[NASA-CASE-BSC-12618-1] clU N76-18917
TV fatigue crackx monitoring sjstem
[BASA-CASE-LAR-11490-1] c35 N76-28530
TELEVISION EQDIEBEBT
Conversion system for transforming slow scan
rate of Arcllo TV camera on moon to fast scan
of commercial TV
[BASA-CASE-XHS-07168] C07 H71-11300
Automatic closed circuit television arc guidance
control for welding joints
[BAS&-CASB-BFS-13006] c07 N71-19433
Color television system utilizing single gun
current sensitive cclcr cathode ray tube
[BASA-CASI-EBC-10098] c09 H71-28618
Television multiplexing system, using single
crystal controlled clock for signal
synchronization
- [HASA-CASF-KSC-10654-1] c07 B73-30115
Rotating raster generator
[BASA-CASI-PBC-10071-1] c32 B74-20813
Auditory display for the blind[NASA-CASI-HCB-10832-1] cTI N74-2101*
Spacecraft decking and alignment system
using television camera system
[BASA-C4SE-BSC-12559-1] c18 B76-1U186
System for producing chroma signals
[NASA-CASE-HSC-1H683-1] c7« H77-18893
IEIEVISIOH BECEIVEBS





Electron beam scanning system for improved inage
definition and reduced power requirements for
video signal transmission
CNASA-CASE-EBC-10552] C09 N71-125J9
Development and characteristics of burst
synchronization detection system
[HASA-CASB-XHS-05605-1] clO H71-19168
Improveaenta in receiver of cation bandxidtk
television systen
[NASA-CASE-XBS-06710-1] c07 H71-26S79
Stereoscopic television system, including
projecting pair of binocular images
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10160-1] C23 B72-27728
TELBTISIOI TBAHSBISSIOB
Television simulation for aircraft and space
flight
[SASA-CASE-XIB-03107] c09 N71-19«19
Automatic fregnency control for FB transmitter
[NASA-CASE-BIS-21510-1] c32 B71I-19790
Television noise reduction device
[SASA-CASI-BSC-12607-1] ' c32 H75-21M85
TEBPEB (BETAIIDB61)
Bethod of producing complex aluminum alloy parts
of high temper, and products thereof
[HASA-CASE-BSC-1969J-1] c26 N76-29101
TEBPEBATOBE
Fluorinated esters of polycarboxylic acid and




Temperature compensated solid state differential
amplifier vith application in
bioinstrnmentation circuits
[BASA-CASE-XBC-00135] C09 S70-35110
Variable fregnency magnetic coupled
multivibrator with temperature compensated
' frequency control circuit
[HASA-CASE-XGS-00158] C09 B70-38601
Hatched thermistors for microwave power meters
with compensation for temperature changes
[NASA-CASE-NPO-103«8] ClO B71-12551
Development of temperature compensated thrust
measuring gage for measuring forces as
function of time in environment with varying
temperature
[NASA-CASE-XGS-02319] C1U B71-22965
Variable frequency snbcarrier oscillator with
temperature compensation
[SASA-CASE-XNP-03916] C09 N71-28810
Omnidirectional liquid filled acceleroneter
design with liquid and housing temperature
compensation
[BASA-CASE-HQB-10780] Oil B71-30265
Development of thermal compensating structure
which maintains uniform length with changes in
temperature
[BASA-CASE-BJS-201t33] C15 B72-28O96
Development of temperature compensated light
source with components and circuitry for
maintaining luminous intensity independent of
temperature variations
[ BASA-CASE-ABC-1 0167-1 ] C09 B7J-1II211
Opto-mechanical subsystem with temperature
compensation through isothemal design
[BASA-CASB-GSC-12059-1] C35 B77-27366
TEBPEBATOBB CC1TBOL
Bethod and apparatus using temperature control
for wavelength tuning of liquid lasers
[B1SA-CASB-EBC-10187] C16 N69-3134J
Ultraviolet radiation resistant alkali-metal
silicate coatings for temperature control of
spacecraft
[NASA-CASE-XGS-OU119-] Cl8 B69-39979
Passive thermal control coating on aluminum foil
laminate for inflatable spacecraft surfaces
[BASA-CASE-XLA-01291] C33 B70-36617
Thermal switch for transferring excess heat from
one region to another heat dissipating one
CBASA-CASE-XBP-00463] C33 B70-36817
Sandwich panel structure for removing heat from
shield between hot and cold areas
[BASA-CASE-XLA-003«9] cJ3 N70-37979
Device for adding water to high velocity exhaust
jets to reduce velocity, noise, and temperature
[BASA-CASE-XHF-01813] C28 B70-11582
Modifying existing solar cells for temperature
control
SOBJICT I1DBI IBHPBB1IDBB BBASOBIBG IBSTBOBBBTS
[BASA-CASI-BEO-10109] C03 B71-11019
Temperature sensor taming system for pneumatic
tires of aircraft and ground vehicles
CBASA-CASI-XlA-01926] C1U 871-15620
Intermittent type Eilica gel adsorption
refrigerator for providing temperature control
for spacecraft components
[NASA-OSI-XHP-00920] c15 H71-15906
Using heat conttol unit to preheat circulating
fin idj 'HASA-CASl-Xflf-011237] c33 B71-16278
Mounting apparatus for temperature control system
[H»S»-C?SI-HFO-101380 c33 871-16357
Design and development cf device for cooling
inner conductor of coaxial cable
[HASA-CASI-IBP-OS775] cC9 871-20115
Thermal ccntiol nail panel vith application to
spacecraft cabins
[NASA-CASI-XLA-01213] c33 H71-22792
Development and characteristics of thermal
sensitive panel for controlling ratio cf solar
absorptivity to surface enissivity for space
vehicle teiperatnre ccntrol
tSASA-CASI-XlB-07728] C33 871-22890
Method and apparatus for adjusting thermal
conductance in electronic components for space
use
[BASA-CASI-XBP-05521] C33 871-21876
Device for rapid adjus tment and maintenance of
temperature in electronic ccmrcnents
[BASA-CASB-IHP-02792] c-11 871-28958
Automatic ccntrol device for regulating inlet
water temperature of liquid coded spacesait
[NASA-CASE-HSC-13917-1 ] COS 872-15098
Development of method fcr controlling vapor
content cf gas
[HASA-CASI-BFC-10633] c03 872-28025
Atomic hydrogen maser with bulb temperature
control by output frequency difference signal
for nail shift elimination
[BASA-CASI-BCB-10651-1] c16 873-13189
Design and development cf thermomechanical pump
for transiitting Harming fluid through fluid
circuit to ccntrcl temperature of spacecraft
instrumentation
[BASA-CASZ-BFO-11117] c15 873-21513
Automatic temperature control for liguid cooled
space suit
[BASA-CASI-A8C-10599-1] COS 873-26071
Temperature contrcl system comprised of
vheatstone bridge vith BC circuit
[HASA-CASZ-HPO-11301] dl 873-26130
Development and characteristics of thermal
contrcl system for maintaining constant
temperature within spacecraft module vith vide
variations cf component heat transfer
[BASA-CASI-GSC-11018-1] C31 873-30829




heating apparatus and technique
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11752-1 ] c77 875-20110
Rocket chamber and methcd of making
[BASA-CASE-IEi-11118-2] C20 B76-11191






Oven for beat treating heat shields
[BASA-CASI-XBS-OQ318] Cl5 B69-27871
TBBPBBATOBB tiltCIS
Shock and vibration damping device using
temperature sensitive solid amorphous polymers[BASA-CASI-IAC-11225] ell 869-27186
Differential pressure cell insensitive to
changes in ambient temperature and extreme
cverlcad
[RASA-CASE-XAC-00012] C11 B70-31816
fluid flow contrcl valve for regulating fluids
in iclecnlar guantities
[BASA-CASI-XLE-00703] C15 871-15967
Describing device for changing flc« rate of




Temperature sensitive magnetometer vith
pulsating thermally cycled magnetic core
[HASA-CASE-XAC-03710] Cll 871-26135
Development of system with electrical properties
which vary vith changes in temperature for use




Differential thermopile for measuring cooling
water temperature rise
[HASA-CASE-XAC-00812] Cll B71-15598
Development of temperature compensated light
source vith components and circuitry for
maintaining luminous intensity independent of
temperature variations
(BASA-CASE-ABC-10167-1] C09 B73-11211
net hod for compression molding of thermosetting
plastics utilizing a temperature gradient
across the plastic to cure the article
[SASA-CASl-lAB-10189-1] C31 N71-18121
Bethod and apparatus for checking fire detectors
[ HASA-CASE-GSC-11600-1] C35 871-21019
TEBPEBATOBB BEiSDBBBEBT
Filter arrangement for controlling light
intensity in motion picture camera used in
optical pyrcmetry
tHASA-CASE-XlA-00062] Cll 870-33251
Development of apparatus for measuring thermal
conductivity
[HASA-CASE-IGS-01052] Cll B71-15992
Design and characteristics of thermocouples
consisting of flexible tape for improved
attachment to temperature source
CBASA-CASE-XSP-01659] Cll 871-23039
Black body cavity radiometer vith thermal
resistance wire bridge circuit
[NASA-CASE-XBP-08961] Cll 871-21809
Design, development, and characteristics of
pressure and temperature sensor operating
immersed in fluid flow
(8ASA-CASE-IEW-10281-1 ] Cll 872-17327
Development of thermocouple instrument for
measuring temperature of vail heated by
flowing fluid vithont disturbing boundary layer
[HASA-CASI-XLE-05230] Cll 872-27110
Thermocouple apparatus for measuring vail
temperatures in regeneratively cooled rocket
engines having thin vailed cooling passages
[NASA-CASE-X1E-05230-2] Cll B73-13117
Thernochrcmic compositions for detecting heat
levels in electronic circuits and devices
[HASA-CASE-BPO-10761-1 ] c11 B73-11128
Method of fabricating an article vitb cavities
vith thin bottom vails
(HASA-CRSE-lAB-10318-1 ] c31 871-18089
Bethod for determining thermo-physical
properties of specimens photographic
recording of changes in thin film phase-change
temperature indicating material in vind tunnel
tHASA-CASE-lAB-11053-1 ] C25 B71-18S51
Vind sensor
[BASA-CASE-HPO-13162-1] C35 B76-21521




Temperature sensor varnlng system for pneumatic
tires of aircraft and ground vehicles
[8ASA-CASE-I1A-01926] Cll 871-15620
Electric netvork for monitoring temperatures,
detecting critical temperatures, and
indicating critical time duration
[BASA-CASI-XBF-01097] C10 B71-16058
Electromagnetic energy detection by thermal
sensor vith vibrating electrode
[BiSA-CiSE-IAC-10768] C09 871-18830
Input radio frequency circuit for switching type
absolute temperature measuring radiometer for
noise sources
I 8ASA-CSSB-EBC-11020] Cll 871-26771
Bigh intensity radiant energy pulse source for
calibrating heat transfer gages vith
thermolnmlnescent shutter activation
[BASA-CASI-ABC-10178-1] C09 872-17152
Development of flexible thermocouple in form of
tape for adaptation to special temperature
measuring conditions
[BASA-CiSE-lEI-11072-1] Cll B73-21172
TEBPEBATDBE PBOBES SUBJECT IBDEZ
Thermocouples cf tantalum and rhen ium alloys for
more statle vacuum-high temperature performance
[NASA-CASI-LBS-12050-1] c35 B77-3245<l
TEHPEBATOBE PBOBBS
Thernallj sensitive toning probe for nullifying
detuning effects in nicrcuave cavity resonator
of anp l i f i e r
[SASJ-C8SE-XHP-004U9] c1« B70-35220
Design, development , and characteristics of
pressure and temperature sensor operating
immersed in f luid f low
[NASA-CASI-IEB-10281-1] d<4 H72-17327
TEBPEBiTOBE SEBSOBS
Miniaturized radiometer for detecting low level
therial radiation
[NASJ-CASE-XLA-04556] c l f l H69-27H84
Mounting future for supporting tbermobnlb in
pipeline
CHASA-CASI-BEO-10158] c33 H71-16356
Hcunt ing apparatus for temperature control system
[NAS8-CASE-NPO-10138] C33 N71-16357
Heat flux sensor adapted fcr mounting en
aircraft or spacecraft to measure aerodynamic
beat f l u i inf low to aircraft skin
[NASA-C8SI-XJR-03802] c33 B71-23085
Temperature telemetric transmitter with
frequency determining t a n k circuit for short
range transmission
[NASA-CASE-BEO-1C649] c07 B71-2U840
Black bcdy raciometer design with temperature
sensing and cavity heat source cone winding
[HASA-CASE-XSP-09701] cHI N71-26475
Thin f i lm capacitive telemeter and capacitance
temperature interchange sensor
[NASA-CASI-BFO-10607] c09 B71-27232
Development of thin f i lm temperature sensor from
TaO
tBASf-C&SE-HPO-11775] c26 H72-28761




Precision surface cutter for screen circuit
negatives and other miciccircnits
[NASA-CASE-XLA-09843] c15 B72-27M85
TEHSILE STBBHGTH
Hethod for producing fiber reinforced metallic
composites with high strength and elasticity
over vide temperature range
[BASA-CASE-XIE-00231] c17 N70-38198
Composites reinforced with short netal fibers or
whiskers and having high tensile strength
[NASA-CASE-XIE-00228] C17 B70-38U90
Apparatus for tensile strength testing of
specimen by pressurized fluid
[BASA-CASE-XKS-06250] cU N71-15600
Process for fiterizing ^ ceramic materials with
high fusion temperatures and tensile strength
[NASA-CASI-XHP-00597] C18 B71-23088
Tensile strength testing device having pulley
guides fcr exerting multiple forces on test
specimen
[HASA-CASE-XSP-056311] C15 H71-24834
Device for use in leading tension members
characterized by elongated elastic bcdy
[HASA-CASE-HFS-21188-1] c1<! H75-2<I794
TERSIIS STBESS
Method for testing rocket nozzles at high
tensile stress levels
[HASA-CASE-BEO-10311] c31 571-156143
Device for measuring tensile forces
[NASA-CASE-HFS-21728-1] C35 B74-27865
Solid medium thermal engine
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10461-1] clQ S71I-33379
TEHSILE TEST
Tensile strength testing device having pulley




Apparatus for tensile strength testing of
specimen by pressurized fluid
[BASA-CASE-XKS-06250] d« B71-15600
Apparatus for leasuring lead on cable under
static or dynamic conditions ccgtrising
pulleys riveting structure against restraint
of tenslcn strap
[HASA-CASI-IHS-045II5j c15 H71-22878
Hethod and apparatus for remote measurement of
displacement of marks on specimen undergoing
tensile test
[HASA-CASJ-SIO-10778] Cll H72-1136H
Anti-buckling fatigue test assembly for
subjecting netal specimen to tensile and
compressive loads at constant temperature
[NASA-CAS!-IAB-10t26-1] C09 S7D-19528
Hethod and apparatus for tensile testing of
metal foil
[HASA-C8SI-IBB-10208-1] c35 B76-18IIOO




Beter for use in detecting tension in straps
having predetermined elastic characteristics
[HASA-CASE-HFS-22189-1] c35 B7J-19615
TEBHIHAI GOICABCE
Data processing and display system for terminal
guidance of x-15 aircraft
[BlSA-CASE-IEB-00756] c02 H71-13H21
Terminal guidance system for guiding
aircraft into preselected altitude and/or
heading at terminal point
[HASA-CASI-FBC-10019-1] cOI S7K-13M20
TEBB&IB
Vertically descending flight vehicle landing
gear for rough terrain
[NA.SA-CHSE-XHP-0117H] c02 H70-U1589
TEST CBAHBBBS
System for continuous monitoring of exhalations,
weighing, and cage cleaning for animal exposed
to controlled atmosphere for toxic study
[BASA-CASI-XBC-05333] ell B71-22875
Hultisample test chamber for exposing materials
to X rays, temperature change, and gaseous
conditions and determination of material effects
[HASA-CASE-TBS-02930] ell B71-23012
Flammability test chamber for testing materials
in certain predetermined environments
[HASA-CASE-KSC-10126] ell B71-2«985
Pressure seals suitable for use in environmental
test chambers
[NASA-CASI-BPO-10796] Cl5 B71-27068
Test chamber for determining decomposition and
autoignition of materials used in spacecraft
under controlled environmental conditions
[NASA-CASE-KSC-10198] cl1 B71-28629
Test chambers with orifice and helium mass
spectrometer for detecting leak rate of
encapsulated semiconductor devices
[BASA-CASE-BBC-10150] ell N71-28992
Method for measuring biaxial stress in a body
subjected to stress inducing loads
[NASA-CASE-HFS-23299-1] c39 B77-28511
TEST EQOIPHEHT
Eguipment for testing of ground station ranging
equipment and spacecraft transponders
[BASA-CASE-XHS-OSa5tt-1]
 C07 B71-12J91
Apparatus for tensile strength testing of
specimen by pressurized fluid
[BiSA-CASE-XKS-06250] clt N71-15600
Development of black-body source calibration
furnace
[H4SA-CASE-XLE-01399] c33 B71-15625
Design and characteristics of thermocouples
consisting of flexible tape for improved
attachment to temperature source
CBA.SA-CASE-IBP-01659] c11 B71-23039
Automatic controlled thermal fatigue testing
apparatus
[BASA-CASI-XIA-02059] cJ3 H71-2H276
Development and characteristics of electric
circuitry for detecting electrical pulses rise
tine and amplitude
[BASA-CASE-XBF-0880M] c09 B71-21717
Automated ball rebound resilience test equipment
for determining viscoelastic properties of
polymers
[BASA-CASE-XIA-0825H] c1» B71-26161
Portable equipment for validating c band launch
pad antennas and transmission lines used for
spacecraft checkout
[BASA-CASE-XKS-105U3] c07 B71-26292




SOBJECT IBDBX TBEBBAL EBEBGI
Design and development ct two types cf
atmosphere sampling chanters
[HASA-CASE-BEC-11373] c13 872-25323
Development of apparatus for testing burning
rate and f lammabi l i ty of materials
rHASA-CASE-XBS-09690] c33 B72-25913
Development of apparatus for detonating
explosive devices in crder to determine forces
generated and detonation propagation rate
[HASA-CASf-LAB-10800-1] c33 H72-27959
Egnipitent for vibration testing of assemblies,
components, and ether articles
[NASA-CAEI-GSC-11302-1] c1» H73-13<I16
Design and development cf test stand system for
supporting test items in vacuum chanter
CNASA-CASE-SFS-21362] dl S73-20267
Development and characteristics of apparatus for
measuring intensity of electric field in
atmosphere
[NASA-CASE-KSC-10730-1] C11 B73-32318
Test egnipoent to prevent buckling of small
diameter specimens during compression tests
CN1SA-CASI-1AE-10U10-1] Cl» B73-32323
Bind tnnnel model and method
[BASA-CASE-LSB-10812-1 ] c09 B7I1-17955
Anti-buckling fatigne test assembly for
subjecting metal specimen to tensile and
compressive loads at constant temperature
[BASA-CASI-LJB-10026-1] c09 B7U-19528
Hethod and apparatus 'for checking fire detectors
[NASA-CASE-GSC-11600-1] c35 B7U-21019
Battery testing device for testing cells of
multiple-cell battery
[HASA-CASI-HFS-20761-1] Cl4 B71-27519
Signal conditioner test set
[HASA-CAEE-KSC-10750-1] c35 B75-12270
Particulate and aeroscl detector
[HASA-CASE-LAF-11131-1] C35 B76-22509
High t e m p e r a t u r e strain gage calibration fixture
[NASJ-C>SE-LAR-11500-1] C3S B76-2U523
nethod and aeans for testing a
glancing-incidence mrror system for X-ray
telescopes
tHASA-CASE-HFS-22409-2] c71t S76-26988




Electric prcpulsion engine test chamber
[NASA-OSI-XIE-00252] Cl1 B70-34844
Test apparatus for determining mechanical
properties of refractory materials at high
temperatures in vacuni or inert atmospheres
[BASA-CASE-XLE-00335] ell S70-35368
Gas analyzer for bi-gaseous mixtures suitable
for use in test facilities
[NASA-CASI-XIJ-01131] C14 H71-10774
Design and characteristics of device for
launching models in vind tunnels without
disturbance cf air f lew
[HASA-CASE-XBP-03578] ell S71-23030
Design, development, and operation of shock tube
with bypass piston tunnel
CHASA-CASE-NPO-12109] c11 B72-222HS
TEST STANDS








Force separation rigid tethering device using
cables
[NASA-CASE-XIA-02332] c32 H71-17609
Space expandable tether device for use as
passageway between two decked spacecraft
[HASA-CASE-XBS-10993] CIS S71-28936
TBTBBBLIBES
Flexible cable that can be nade rigid
[BASA-CAEI-HSC-13512-1] C15 B72-22185
Tetherline system for orbiting satellites
tHASA-CASI-BIS-23561-1] c13 B77-11079
TETBAPBBBTLS
Chemical synthesis of thermally stable
organometallic polymers with divalent metal
ion and tetraphenylphosphonitrilic units
[BASA-CASE-HOH-10361] C06 B71-27363
TEXTILES
Non-flammable elastomeric fiber from a
fluorinated elastomer and containing an
halogenated flame retardant
[BASA-CASI-HSC-11331-1 ] C27 N76-21105
TBBEHAL ABSOBPTIOB
Development and characteristics of calorimeter




Beasnring conductive heat flow and thermal
conductivity of laminar gas stream in
cylindrical plug to simulate atmospheric reentry
[BASA-CASI-X1E-00266] C14 B70-31156
Development of apparatus for measuring thermal
conductivity
[HASA-CASI-XGS-01052] c1t B71-15992
Heated element sensor for fluid flow detection
in thermal ccnductive conduit with adaptive
neans to determine flow rate and direction
[B&SA-CASE-BSC-1208M-1 ] C12 B71-17569
nethod and apparatus for adjusting thermal
conductance in electronic components for space
use
[ BASA-CAEE-XBP-05521] cJ3 S71-2<!876
Thermally ccnductive polymer for potting
electrical components
[BASA-CASI-GSC-1130M-1 ] C06 B72-21105
Electrostatically controlled heat transfer
system for conducting thermal energy
[BASA-CASE-BIO-11902-1] C33 B73-32B18
THBBHAL COIDOCTOBS
Thermal conductive, electrically insulated
cleavable adhesive connection between
electronic module and heat sink
[NASA-CAS1-XBS-02087] COS N70-I11717
Solar energy absorber
[NASA-CASE-HrS-22713-1 ] cHI4 N76-22657
THBBSAL COBTB01 COATIBGS
Low concentration alkaline solution treatment of
aluminum with metal phosphate surface coatings
to improve chemical bonding and reduce coating
weight
[HASA-CASE-X1A-01995] CIS B71-23017
Binder stabilized zinc oxide pigmented coating
for spacecraft thermal control
[BASA-CASI-XBF-07770-2] CIS H71-26772
Inorganic thermal control and solar, reflector
coatings
[HASA-CASE-BfS-20011] CIS B72-22566
Bercaptan terminated polymer containing snlfonic
acid salts of nitrosnbstitnted aromatic amines
for heat and moisture resistant coatings
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10325] C06 H72-25117
Lightweight electrically powered flexible
thermal laminate made of netal fibers
[BASA-CASJ-BSC-12662-1 ] C24 B75-16635
Refractory porcelain enamel passive control
coating for high temperature alloys
[BASA-CASB-BFS-22320-1] C27 B75-27160
Thermal barrier coating system
CBASA-CASE-1ED-12S51-1 ] C2<! B76-23359
Particulate and solar radiation stable coating
for spacecraft
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10805-2] C30 B77-18382
Bethod of preparing zinc orthotitanate pigment
[BASA-CASB-BFS-23305-1] C27 B77-30237
THBBBAL DBGBADATIOB
Ose of silicon controlled rectifier shorting
circuit to protect thermoelectric generatcr
source from thermal destruction
[ BASA-CAEE-XGS-0«808] C03 S69-251H6
Electrical failure detector in solid rocket
propellant motor Insulation against thermal
degradation by fuel grain
[BASA-CASE-XBF-03968] Cl« H71-27186
THBBBAL BBBBGT
Direct conversion of thermal energy into
electrical energy using crossed electric and
magnetic fields
[BASA-CASE-XIF.-00212J COS B70-3«13»
Concentrator device for controlling direction of
solar energy onto energy converters
[BASA-CASE-X1E-01716] C09 B70-S02JB
1-205
THEEB1L BXPiBSICH SUBJECT IHDEX
Storage stable, thermally activated foaming
compositions for erecting and ngidizing
mechanisms cf thiD sheet solar collectors
[NASA-CfSE-lfB-10373-1] c18 B71-26155
Gaseous core diffusion unclear reactor for
thermal enercy generation
[NASA-CASE-LE»-10250-1] c22 N71-28759
Electrostatically controlled heat transfer
system fcr conducting thermal energy
f NASA-CASF.-HFO-11942-1 ] c33 N73-32818
Solid medium thernal engine
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10461-1] c44 B74-33379
Panel for selectively absorbing sclar thermal
energy and the method of producing said panel
[UASA-CASE-BFS-22562-1] C44 B76-14595
Thermal energy storage system operating on
superheating cf liquids
[HASA-CASE-BFS-23167-1] c44 U76-31667
A thermal energy transformer
[SASA-CASI-HPO-14058-1] oil B77-30616
Lou to high temperature energy conversion system
[HASA-CASI-NEO-13510-1] c44 H77-32581
THBBBAL EIPAJSIOB
Gas valve operated by thermally expanding and
contracting device
[NASA-CASI-XLE-00815] c15 N70-35407
Adjustable rigid mount fcr trihedral mrror
formed of alloy with small coefficient of
thermal expansion supporting screvs and
spring-biased plates
rNASA-CASE-XBP-08907] c23 H71-29123
Application of spiral, bimetallic strip to
create circular motion on mechanical shaft by
changing strip temperature
rBASA-CPSE-NPO-11283] c09 H72-25260








Low thermal less piping arrangement fcr moving
cryogenic media through double chamber structure
[HASA-CASE-XKP-08882] C15 B69-39935
Insulating system for receptacles cf liquefied
gases using wire cloth for forming frost layer
[HASA-CASI-XHE-003111] c15 B70-33323
Onfired-ceramic, highly reflective composite
insnlaticn for large launch vehicles
[FASA-CAS^-XBF-01030] c18 N70-41583
Carbon dioxide purge systems to prevent
condensaticn in spaces between crycgenic fuel
tanks and hypersonic vehicle skin
[NASA-CASE-XIA-01967] c31 B70-42015
Preparation and characteristics of lightweight
refractory insnlaticn
[HAS1-CASE-XBF-05279] c18 B71-16124
Development cf thermal insulation system for
wing and control surfaces of hypersonic
aircraft and reentry vehicles
[HASA-CASE-XLA-00892] c33 S71-17897
Prefabricated multilayered self-evacuating
insnlaticn panels using gas with low vapor
pressure at cryogenic temperatures for
application to storage of cryogens
[BASA-CASE-XIE-04222] c23 B71-22881
Light weight plastic foam thermal insulation for
cryogenic storage
[BASA-CASB-X1E-02647] c18 B71-23658
Development of foam insulation for filament
wound cryogenic storage tank
[SASA-CASE-X1B-03803] c15 H71-23816
Multilayer insulation panels for crycgenic
liquid ccntainers
[BASA-CAEE-BFS-14023] c33 B71-25351
Double-wall iscthermal cylinder containing heat
transfer fluid thermal reservoir as spacecraft
insulation cover
[BASA-CASE-BFS-20355] c33 N71-25353
Structure of fabric layers for micrometeoroid
protection garment with capability for
eliminating heat shorts for use in
manufacturing space suits
[NASA-CASE-BSC-12109] C18 B71-26285
Foam insulation thickness measuring and
injection device for spacecraft applications
[BASi-CASE-BFS-20261] c14 H71-27005
Development of thermal1insulation material tor
insulating liquid hydrogen tanks in spacecraft
[NASA-CASE-iaF-05006J C33 B71-28892
Para-benzoqninone dioxime and concentrated
mineral acid processed to yield intumescent or
fire resistant, heat insulating materials
[1USA-CASE-ABC-10304-1] C18 173-26572
Development and characteristics of thermal
control system for maintaining constant
temperature within spacecraft module with wide
variations of component heat transfer
[NASA-CASI-GSC-11018-1 ] C31 N73-J0829
Heater-mixer for stored fluids
[ BASA-CASI-ABC-104112-1 ] C35 B74-15093
Intumescent composition, foamed product prepared
therewith and process for making same
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10304-2] C27 B74-27037
High current electrical lead for thermionic
converters
[NASA-CASE-1ES-10950-1] c33 H74-27683
Structural heat pipe for spacecraft wall
thermal insulation system
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11619-1] C3M N75-12222
Insulation foil and method of making
[NASA-CASE-LEB-11U8a-2] C21 N75-1M839
Thermal insulation attaching means
[HASA-CASE-BSC-12619-1] C39 N75-21671
Strain arrestor plate for fused silica tile
bonding of thermal insulation to metallic
plates or structural parts
[HASA-CASE-BSC-1K182-1 ] C27 H76-1I4261
Ceramic fiber insulating material and methods of
producing sane product development of
foams for thermal insulation
[HASA-CASE-BSC-11795-1 ] C27 N76-1531U
Auger attachment method for insulation of
spacecraft
[NASA-CASE-BSC-12615-1] C37 B76-191J7
Flexible pile thermal barrier seal
[NASA-CASE-BSC-19568-1 ] c37 B76-23585
Extreme temperature thermal control coating
[HASA-CASE-1AB-11756-1] c2U H76-26281
Intumescent-ablator coatings using endothermic
fillers
[HASA-CASE-ABC-11043-1 ] c3<t H77-11J72
Thermal insulation protection means
[BASA-CASZ-BSC-12737-1 ] C34 H77-22123
Thermal insulation attaching means adhesive








Thermoprotective device for balances
[BASA-CASE-XAC-00618] C1H B70-10100
Design, development, and characteristics of
ablation structures
[HASA-CASE-XBS-01816] c3d B71-15623
Development of spacecraft radiator cover
[NASA-CASE-BSC-12009] c31 N71-16080
Characteristics of foamed-in-place ceramic
refractory insulating material and method of
fabrication
[BASA-CASE-XGS-02H35] c18 B71-22998
Dnfired ceramic insulation for protection from
radiant heating environments *
[BASA-CASE-BFS-11253] c33 S71-21858
Development of solid state polymer coating for
obtaining thermal balance in spacecraft
components
[NASA-CASE-X1A-017Q5] C33 H71-28903
Anodizing method for providing, metal .surfaces
with temperature reducing coatings against
flames
[BASA-CASE-XLE-00035] C3J B71-29151
Ablative heat shield for protection from
aerodynamic heating of reentry spacecraft
[BASA-CAS1-BSC-121U3-1 ] C33 1172-17947
Flexible fire retardant polyisocyanate modified
neoprene foam for thermal protective devices
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10180-1] C27 B74-12814
Thermal insulation attaching means
[NASA-CASE-BSC-12619-1] C39 B75-21671
Reaction cured glass and glass coatings
[BASA-CASE-ABC-11051-1] C27 B77-10201
1-206
SOBJECT IBDSX TBEBBOCHBOBATIC BAMBIALS
Intnmescent coating containing
l.l '-dinitrcsnlfanilide
[HASA-CASE-fRC-11012-1 ] c2« S77-11119
THEBH1I BADIATIOB
Miniaturized radiometer for detecting low level
therial ladiation
rHASA-CASE-XIA-04556] c1i| B69-27»8l|
Temperature sensitive capacitor device fcr
detecting very lo» intensity infrared radiation
[ B A S A - C A S E - X B P - 0 9 7 5 0 ] c14 B69-39937
High tenperatare source of thermal radiation
[HASA-CBSI-XLE-OOII90] c33 B70-34545
Development and characteristics of thermal
radiation shielding of refractory metal foil
used for induction furnace
[BASA-CASI-XLI-03H32] c33 B71-241II5
Black body cavity radiometer vith thernal
resistance vire bridge circuit
[HASA-CASE-IBP-08961] ell H71-2II809
Development of method for protecting large and




Fuel systeo for thermal nuclear reactor which
uses inorganic icn ezcharger
[BASA-CASE-LEH-11645-2] C22 H73-28660
Noneguilibrinm radiation nuclear reactor
[KASA-CASE-BCB-1C841-1] c73 B75-22108
THBBBAL BESISTilCE
Single electrical circuit component conbining
diode, fuse, and blown indicator tilth
elongated tube cf heat resistant transparent
material
[BASJ-CBSS-XKS-03381] c09 S71-22796
Polyimide foam for the thermal insolation and
fire protection
[8ASA-CASE-ABC-10461I-13 <=27 B7U-12812
Dual measurement ablaticn sensor
[^ASA-CASE-lJR-10105-1] c3M N71-15652
Self-regulating proportionally controlled
heating apparatus and technique
[BASA-CAEE-GSC-11752-1] C77 B75-20140




Development cf egnipment fcr measuring thermal
shock resistance of thin discs of material
[8ASA-CASE-X1B-02024] c1<( B71-22964
Tiermal sbcck resistant hafnia ceramic materials
rBASA-CASE-IAB-10894-1] CIS B73-14584




Simulating operation of thermopile vacuum gage
tube at ligb and lev pressures
[RASA-CASI-ILA-02758] c14 B71-18481
THEBBJ1 STABIIITI
Bonded sclid lubricant ccatings of calcium
fluoride and binder for high temperature
stability
[BASA-CASE-XHS-00259] C18 B70-36400
Portable environmental control and life support
system for astronaut in and out of spacecraft
[BASA-CfSI-XBS-09632-1] COS S71-11203
Chemical synthesis of thermally stable
organoietallic polymers *ith divalent metcl
ion and tetraphenylthcsphcnitrilic units
[BASA-CASE-BCB-10364] C06 H71-27363
Cermet for nuclear fuel constructed by pressing
metal coated ceraiic particles in die at
temperature to cause bonding of metal
coatings, and tested for thermal stability
[HASA-CASE-LEW-10219-1] C18 B71-28729
Ultraviolet and thermally stable polymer
compositions
[BASA-CASB-AFC-10592-1] c27 N7«-21156




Rultilegged support system for vind tunnel test
models subjected to thermal dynamic loading
rsASA-CASE-IIA-01326] C11 B71-21181
Developient cf device for simulating cyclic
thermal loading of flexible materials by
application of mechanical stresses and
deformaticns
[NASA-CASB-LAB-10270-1] C32 B72-25877
Apparatus and method for reducing thermal stress
in a turbine rotor
[NAS1-CASE-LEI-12232-1] C07 H77-18160
IBBBBIOBIC CATHODES




VacuuQ thermionic converter vith short-circuited
triodes and increased electron transmission
and conversion efficiency
[HASA-CASE-X1E-01015] c03 H69-398S8
Thermionic converter for converting heat energy
directly into electrical energy
CHASA-CASE-XLE-01903] C22 H71-23599
Thermionic cesiun diode converter vith cavity
emitters
[HASA-CASE-HEO-10112] c09 H71-28121
Development and characteristics of solar cells
vith phosphors in cover glass to improve
response to solar ultraviolet radiation
CBASA-CASE-ABC-10050] C03 H71-33409
Beactor heated in-core diodes for energy
conversion
[HASA-CASE-BIO-10512] c09 N72-27228
High current electrical leafl for thermionic
converters
[BASA-CASE-LBS-10950-1] » C33 S7II-27683
Electric pover generation system directory from
laser pover
[NASA-CASE-BIO-13308-1] C36 B75-30524
High temperature resistant cermet and ceramic










Electric pover system utilizing thermionic
plasma diodes in parallel and heat pipes as
cathodes
[HASA-CASi-XHP-05813] C03 B71-110S5
Thermionic diode snitch for use in high
temperature region to chop current from dc
source
[NASA-CASE-NPO-IOlOa] C03 N71-12255
Hicronicroaopere current measuring circuit, vith
tvo subminiature thermionic diodes vith
filament cathodes
[BASA-CASE-XBP-0038«] c09 H71-13530
Electric pover system vith thermionic diodes and
circulatory liquid metal coolant lines
[BASA-CASE-HFS-1<I11<I] c33 B71-27862
Beactor heated in-core diodes for energy
conversion
[NASA-CASE-HPO-105H2] c09 B72-27228
High temperature resistant cermet and ceramic




Oxygen-doped tantalum emitter for thermionic
devices euch as cesium vapor diodes
CHASA-CASB-REO-11138] c03 B70-346II6
THBBHIOB1C POilB G1BEBATIOB
Control for nuclear thermionic pover source
pover supply circuits, energy policy
[HASA-CASB-NPO-13111-2] C9Q N76-15573
THBBHISTOBS,
Hatched thernistors for microwave pover meters
vith compensation for temperature changes
[SASA-CASB-BEO-IOSqa] C10 B71-125511




Thermochromic compositions for detecting heat
levels in electronic circuits and devices
[HASA-CASE-SSO-1076Q-1] Oil N73-1»<128




THEBHOCOOPIB EYBOHBTEBS SUBJECT INDEX
THEBHOCOOPLB PIEOBETEBS
Dual measirement atlaticn sensor
[NASA-CASE-IAB-10105-1 ] c34 B71-15652
THEBHOCOOPLBS
Heat f lux sensor assembly with proviso for heat
shield tc reduce radiative t ransfer between
sensor elements
[SASA-CfSE-XHS-05909-1] C11 B69-27<I59
Gas cooled h igh temperature thermocouple
[BASA-CASE-XLE-OS475-1] c33 N71-15568
Control of fnsion welding through use of
thermocouple wire
[BASA-CASE-H?S-0607<4] c15 N71-20393
Beat sensing instrument, using thermocouple
junction ccnnected under heavy conducting
material
[NASJ-CASB-X1A-01551] c1« H71-22989
Design and characteristics of thermocouples
consisting of fleiible tape for improved
attachment to temperature source
[UASA-CJSI-XNP-0165S] Cl« H71-23039
lined liquid and vapor phase analyzer design
with thermcconples for relative heat transfer
leasaieient
[BASA-CASE-NPO-10691 ] Cl» N71-26199
Development of thermocouple instrument for
measuring temperature of vail heated by
flowing fluid without disturbing boundary layer
[NASA-CfSI-ILI-OE23C] dt N72-27110
Thermocouple apparatus for measuring vail
temperatures in regeneratively cccled rocket
engines having thin vailed cooling passages
[BASA-CASI-XIE-05230-2] c1t S73-13417
Development of flexible thermocouple in form of
tape for adaptation to special temperature
measuring corditicns
[NASA-CASI-LEH-11072-1] C11 B73-2UU72
Thermocouple tape --- developed from
thermoelectncally different metals
[NASA-CASE-LEW-11C72-2] c35 B76-1513<l
Thermocouples cf molybdenum and indium alloys
for more stable vacuum-high temperature
performance
[NASA-CASE-LEW-1217Q-1 ] C35 B76-19407
Thermocouple installation
[SASA-CASE-BPO-13510-1] c35 B77-1«M09
Thermocouples cf tantalum and rhenium alloys for
more stable vacuum-high temperature performance
tB4SA-CASI-H«-12050-1] c35 H77-32H5H
THBBHODYSABIC PBOPEET1ES
Development cf equipment for measuring thermal
shock resistance of thin discs of material
[BASA-CASI-XIE-0202<O c14 B71-22964
Characteristics of fcamedrin-place ceramic
refractory insulating material and method of
fabrication
[SASA-CASE-XGS-02«35 j c18 B71-22998
Operating properties of superconducting magnet
in vacuoi environment
[NASA-CASE-XHP-06503] c23 B71-29049




Dse of silicon controlled rectifier shorting
circuit to protect thermoelectric generator
source from thermal destruction
[BASA-CASE-XGS-04808] c03 B69-25146
Procedure for segmenting lead tellnride and
silicon germanium thermoelectric elements to
obtain composite elements effective over vide
temperature range
[BASA-CSSE-XGS-05718] c26 H71-16037
generator/antenna coibination far spacecraft
[NiSA-CASI-XIB-09521] c09 B72-12136




Bonding method for improving contact betveen
lead tellnride thermoelectric elements and
tungsten electrodes
CH1SA-CASI-XGS-0155B] c15 B69-39786
Procedure for segnenting lead tellnride and
silicon germaniui thermoelectric elements to
obtain composite elements effective over vide
temperature range
f HASA-CASE-XGS-OS718] c26 B71-16037
THEBHOBLECIBIC POSEB 6BHEBATIOH
Thermoelectric pover conversion by liquid netal
floving through magnetic field
[NASA-CASE-IBP-0061*] c03 S70-36803
Operation method for combined electrolysis
device and fuel cell using molten salt to
produce cover bj thermoelectric regeneration
mechanism
[HASA-CASI-XLE-016t5] C03 S71-20901
Thermoelectric pover system for spacecraft
[NASA-CASE-HFS-22002-1] ctl B76-16612
THEBHOEIECTBICITY
Development of flexible thermocouple in form of
tape for adaptation to special temperature
measuring conditions
[BASA-CASE-LBB-11072-1] ell) N73-2Q172
Device for measuring thermoelectric properties
of materials under high pressure
[BASA-CASE-NFO-117119] ell N73-28486
THEBSOLOBIBBSCEHCE
Hethod for detecting oxygen in gas by
thermcluninescence
[NASA-CASE-IAB-10668-1]
 v c06 B73-16106
i method for aerosol analysis by thermoltmiEscence
[NASA-CASE-IAB-120116-1 ] CIS B77-17609
IHEBBOB1GBBT1C EFIECTS
Thermomagnetic recording and magneto-optic




Platinum resistance thermometer circuit
[BASA-CASE-HSC-12327-1] c35 B77-27368
THEB/10PBISIC11 SBOPEBTIES
Hethod for determining thermo-physical
properties of specimens photographic
recording of changes in thin film phase-change
temperature indicating material in mnd tunnel
[NASA-CASE-lAB-11053-1] C25 B7<(-18551
Apparatus for determining thermophysical
properties of test specimens
[BASA-CASE-1AB-11883-1] C09 B77-27131
THEBSOPILES
Differential thermopile for measuring cooling
water temperature rise
[BASA-CASE-XAC-00812] clt B71-15598




Development of thermopile vith sensor surface to
receive radiant energy and to provide
measurement of energy quantity
[BASA-CASE-HPO-11193] Cl« N73-12417
THBHUOPLAStlC BESIBS








Vacuum method for molding thermosetting
compounds used as ablative materials
[HASA-CASE-X1A-01091] CIS B71-10672
procedure for bonding polytetrafluoroethylene
thermal protective sleeves to magnesium alloy
conical shell components vitb different
thermal coefficients
[BASA-CASE-XLA-01262] CIS H71-21HO'*
Sathod for honeycomb panel bonding by
thermosetting film adhesive vith electrical
heat aeans
£BASA-CASE-XBF-01t02] CIS N71-21651
Heat treatment and tooling for forming shapes
from thermosetting honeycomb core sheets
[BASA-CASE-BPO-11036] C15 B72-2«522
Fluorinated polynrethanes produced by reacting
hydroiy terminated perfluoro polyether vith
diisocyanate
[BASA-CiSE-BIO-10767-2] C06 B72-27151
Evacuated displacement compression molding
[HASA-CiSE-LAB-10782-1] C31 B71I-11133
Hethod for compression Holding of thermosetting
plastics utilizing a temperature gradient
across the plastic to cure the article
[BASA-CASE-IAB-10«89-1] C31 B7
1-208
SOBOICT IBDBX IBEOST AOGBE1TATIOB
Evacuated, displacement ccmpresslcn icld of
tabular todies frcn thericsetting plastics
[BASA-CASE-LJB-10782-2] c31 H75-13111
TBEBBOSTATS
Thermal snitch for transferring eicess beat fron
one region tc another teat dissipating one
[BASA-CISE-XBP-00063] c33 B70-36847
Design and development cf linear actuator based
on bimetallic spring expansion
[HASA-CASE-HEO-10631] c15 B72-12409




Baterial compositions and processes for




Myocardium vail thickness transducer and
measuring lethod[BASA-CASI-BFO-13600-1] cE2 B76-29895
THIH PILHS
Temperature sensitive capacitor device for
detecting very lev intensity infrared radiation
[BASA-CJSI-XBP-OS75C] C14 B69-39937
Beans and tethcds of depositing thin filns on
substrates
[BASA-CHSI-XBP-00595] c15 B70-30967
Bethod cf forning thin window drifted silicon
charged particle detector
[BASA-CASI-XIE-00808] C21 H71-10560
Describing apparatus used in vacuum deposition
of thin fill inductive findings for spacecraft
microcircuitry
[BASA-C8SI-XHF-01667] C15 B71-17647
Describing letbod for vapor deposition of
gallium arsenide fills tc manganese substrates
to provide semiconductor devices vith low
resistance substrates
[HASA-CASI-XBP-01328] c26 871-18060
Developaent cf stable electronic amplifier
adaptable for monolithic and thin fi lm
construction
[8ASA-CASI-XGS-02812] c09 B71-19466
Spatter proof evaporant source design for use in
vacuum deposition of solid thin films en
substrates
[BASA-CBSE-XBF-060651 c15 B71-20395
Binding layer cf semiconductor particles by
electrodeposition
[HASl-CISE-XBP-01959] C26 871-230*3
Device for high vacuum fill deposition vith
electrolagnetic ion steering
[BASA-CASI-BPO-10331; c09 B71-26701
Bagnetic recording head composed of ferrite core
coated with thin film of aluninua-iron-silicon
alloy[81SA-CASE-GSC-10097-1] c08 B71-27210
Thin film capacitive bolcneter and capacitance
temperature interchange sensor
[BASA-C8SF-SPO-1C607] c09 B71-27232
Electrical connections for thin film hybird '
microcircuits
[HASA-CASI-XHS-02182] CIO B71-28783
Single crystal film semiconductor devices
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10222] c09 B72-22199
Waveguide, thin film window and microwave irises
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10513-1] C07 872-25170
Thin absorbing metallic f i l m for increased
visible light transoissicn
[BASA-CASE-IAB-10836-1] c26 872-27784
Development of thin fill licronave iris
installed in microwave taveguide transverse to
flow of energy in vavegnide[BASA-CASI-LAB-10511-1] c09 B72-29172
Development of procedure for producing thin
transparent films of zinc oxide on transparent
refractory substrate
[BASA-CASE-FBC-10019] C15 873-12087
Process for analysis of strain field of
structures subjected to large deformations
involving lev modulus substrate with thin
coating[BASA-CASB-IAB-10765-1] c32 873-20710
Dual wavelength system for monitoring film
depositicn
[BASA-CAS1-HFS-20675] C26 873-26751
Thin film analyzer utilizing holographic
techniques
[HASi-CASF.-BFS-20823-l ] Cl6 B73-30176
Transparent switchboard which permits optical
display devices to be adapted for use in man
machine communications
[BASA-CASI-HSC-13706-1] CIO 873-32113
Nethod for determining thermo-physical
properties of specimens photographic
recording of changes in thin film phase-change
temperature indicating material in wind tunnel
[HASA-CASE-LAB-11053-1] C25 B71-18551
Bethod of preparing water purification membranes
polymerization of allyl amine as thin
films in plasma discharge
[HASA-CASE-ABC-106<13-1] c25 R75-12087
System for depositing thin films
[BASA-CASE-BFS-20775-1] C31 B75-12161
Bethod of producing a storage bulb for an atomic
hydrogen naser
[HASA-CASE-SPO-13050-1] C36 H75-15029
nethoa of forming metal hydride films
[SASA-CASE-LES-12083-1] C26 B76-18262
Integrated structure vacuum tube
[HASA-CAS£-ABC-10ia5-1] C31 B76-31365
1BII PLATES
Dichroic plate as bandpass filters
[HASA-CASE-BSO-13506-1] C35 B76-15«35
TBIB BALLED SBELLS
Thin walled pressure test vessel using




Channel-type shell construction for rocket
engines and related configurations
[RASA-CASE-ILB-001UU] C28 N70-3M860




Low mass truss structure with elongated
thin-walled tubular segments
[HASA-CASE-LAB-105116-1] Cll B72-25287
Development of differential pressure control
system using motion of mechanical diaphragms
to operate electric switch
[HASA-CASE-HFS-1H216] C l f l B73-13118
Bethod of fabricating an article with cavities
with thin bottom walls
[HASA-CASE-LAB-10318-1] c31 B71-1808V
Bethod of fabricating an object with a thin wall
having a precisely shaped slit
[HASA-CASE-LAB-10009-1] C31 S71-21059
fHOSIOB FLOOBIDBS
Dltraviolet filter of thorium fluoride and





[HASA-CASE-BPO-13121-1 ] C73 B77-18891
1BBEADS
Gage for quality control of sealing^ surfaces of
threaded boss
[NASA-CASE-XBF-OB966] ell B71-17658
Threadless fastener apparatns comprising
receiving apertures for plurality of articles,
self-locked condition, and capable of using
nonmalleable materials in both ends
[SASA-CASE-XFB-05302] CIS B71-2J25H
tEBEE DIBBISIOIAL BOTIOI
Solid state controller three axes controller
[UASA-CASE-HSC-12390-1] c08 BTt-10902
tBBESHOLD GAI1S
Apparatus with summing network for compression
of analog data by decreasing slope threshold
sampling
[BASA-CASE-BEO-10769] COS B72-11171
Radiation hardening of BOS devices by boron
for stabilizing gate threshold potential
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11125-2] C76 B75-25730
tHBBSHOLD LOGIC
Silicon controlled rectifier pulse gate




Exhaust nozzle with afterburning for generating
thrust
I-20S
IBBOST BEABIB6S SUBJECT IRDBZ
[BASA-CASE-XIA-00154] c28 870-33374
Construction ana methcd of arranging plurality
cf Ion engines tc fort cluster thereby
increasing efficiency and control by
decreasing heat radiated to space
PHASA-CASI-XBP-02923] C28 B71-23081
Reversed ccvl flap inlet thrust augmentor
with adjustable airfoil
[SASA-C1SB-JBC-1C154-1] cC7 N75-24736






Socket chaiber leak test fixture using tubular
plug
[NASA-CASI-XJB-09479] c14 H69-27503
Supporting and protecting frame structure and
plug for empty thrust chamber assembly,
handling, and shipping
[SASA-CASE-XHF-00580] C11 870-35383
large area-ratio nozzles fcr rocket motor thrust
chaibers
[NASA-CASI-XI.B-00145] c28 B70-36806
Hethod for shaping regeneratively cooled rocket
aotor casing having Biniium thickness at each
channel cross secticn
[NASA-CASE-ILE-00409] c28 S71-15658
Regeneratively ccoled rccket motor casing vith
tapered channels to insure minimum thicknesses
at each channel cross section for necessary
strength requirements
[HASA-CASE-XLE-05689] c28 1171-15659
Rocket engine injector orifice to accommodate
changes in density, velocity, and pressure,
thereby eaintaining ccnstant mass flov rate of
propellant into rocket ccabusticn chamber
[NASA-CASE-XLE-03157] C28 N71-24736
Fuel and oiidizer injection head for thrust
chamber cf reaction engine
[HASA-CASE-BPO-10046] - c28 S72-17843
Continuous gas flov control by flnidic
proporticnal thrnster system
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10106-1] C28 H72-22769
Radial magnetic field fcr ion thrnster
[HASA-CASE-tES-10770-1] C28 H72-22770
Thermal flnz transfer system for maintaining




Electromechanical actuator and its use in rocket
thrust ccntrcl valve
[HASA-CASE-XBP-05975] c15 B69-23185
Solid propellant rocket vehicle thrust control
method and apparatus
[BASA-CASE-XBP-00217] c28 1170-38181
Thrust and attitude ccnticl apparatus using jet
nozzle in movable canard surface or fin
configuration
[HASA-CASI-XLE-03583] c31 H71-17629
Detonation reaction engine comprising outer
housing enclosing pair of inner vails for
continuous flov
IBASA-CASE-IBF-06926] c28 B71-22983
Lov uass icnizing device for use in electric
thrust spacecraft engines
[HASA-CASE-XBP-01954] C28 B71-28850
Heated porous ping licrcthrustor for spacecraft
reaction jet controlled systems such as fuel
flov regulation, propellant disasscciation,
and heat transfer augmentation
[NASA-CASE-GSC-10640-1] c28- B72-18766







Dynamometer measuring microforce thrust produced
by ion engine
[NASA-CASE-XLE-00702] C14 870-40203
Development of thrust dynamometer for measuring
performance of jet and rccket engines
t«ASA-CASE-XlE-05260] C1U 1171-20429
Development of temperature compensated thrust
measuring gage for measuring forces as
function of time in environment vith varying
temperature
[BASA-CASE-XGS-02319] c14 B71-22965




Thrust vector control by secondary injection of
fluid into rocket nozzle flov field to
separate exhaust flov
[BASA-CASE-XlB-00208] C28 870-34290
High velocity guidance and spin stabilization
gyro controlled jet reaction system for launch
vehicle payloads
[BASA-CASE-X1A-01339] c31 1171-15692
Ion beam deflector system for electronic thrust
vector control for ion propulsion yav, pitch,
and roll forces
[NASA-CASE-1ES-10689-1] C28 B71-26173
Tertiary flov injection system for thrust
vectoring of propulsive nozzle flov
[SASA-CASE-HFS-20831] C28 871-29153
Development of thrust control system for
application to control of aircraft and
spacecraft
[HASA-CASE-BSC-13397-1] c21 B72-25595
Development of vortex fluid amplifier for
throttling rocket exhaust
[»4SA-CASE-1E»-10374-1] C28 H73-13773




Launch pad missile release system vitb bending
moment change rate reduction in thrust
distribution structure at liftoff
[NASA-CASE-XHF-03198] C30 B70-40J53
TBTBOID GIABD
Apparatus for producing high purity 1-123
for thyroid measurement
[ BASA-CASE-LEB-10518-3] c31 B71-10176
TILES
Strain arrester plate for fused silica tile
bonding of thermal insulation to metallic
plates or structural parts
[BASA-CASE-HSC-14182-1] C27 B76-11264
TILT ilBG AIBCBAFI
An improved free ving for an aircraft
[HASA-CASE-IBC-10092-1] COS B77-31135
TIHE COBSTABT
Variable time constant, vide frequency range




Extra-long nonostable multivibrator employing
bistable semiconductor svitch to allov
charging of timing circuit
[BASA-CASE-XGS-00381] C09 B70-31819
TIBB DIVISI01 BOllIPLEIIHG
Synchronizing apparatus for multi-access
satellite time division multiplex system
LHASA-CASE-XGS-05918] C07 B69-39974
Time division multiplexer vith magnetic latching
relays
[HASA-CASE-XBP-00431] c09 B70-38998
Data processor having multiple sections
activated at different times by selective
pover coupling to sections
[HASA-CASE-XGS-04767] COS B71-12494
Binimnm time delay unit for conventional time
multiplexed data compression channels
[BASA-CASE-XBP-08832] COS B71-12506
Time division relay synchronizer vith master
sync pulse for activating binary counter tc
produce signal identifying tine slot for station
[SASA-CASE-GSC-10373-1] C07 871-19773
Sampling circuit for signal processing in
multiplex transmission by Fourier analysis
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10388] C07 M71-24622
Time division multiplexed telemetry transmitting
system controlled by programmed memory
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10131-1] C07 B71-24624
TIHB FDBCTIOBS
Cathode ray oscilloscope for analyzing
electrical vaveforms representing amplitude





Closed loop radio cotmunication ranging system
to deternine distance between moving airborne
vehicle and fixed ground staticn
[S1SJ-CASZ-XSP-01501] C21 B70-01930
Minimum time delay nnit fcr conventional time
multiplexed data compression channels
fNASA-CASE-XHP-08832] c08 H71-12506
Apparatus for estimating amplitude and sign of
phase difference or time lag between two signals
[NAS1-C1SE-HEO-11203] ClO B72-2022*
Automatic transponder neasurement of the
internal delay time cf a transponder
[HASA-CASE-GSC-12075-1] C32 B77-31350
TIHE BEASDBIBG IBS1BUHBIIS
Mechanism for neasuring nanosecond time
differences retween luminous events using
streak canera
[BASA-CASE-XlS-01987] C23 B71-23976
TIHE Ot FLIGBT SFICTBOBBTBBS
Design and characteristics of time of flight
mass spectrometer tc Beasnre or analyze gases




Device for performing statistical tine-series
analysis cf complex electrical signal waveforms
[BASJ-CASI-HSC-12Q28-1] c10 B73-252HO
TUB SBABIIG
Integrated time shared instrumentation display
for aerospace vehicle simulators
[BASA-CASI-XLA-01952] COS S71-12507
IIBB SIGBALS
Monitoring system for signal amplitude ranges
over predetermined tine interval
[HAS1-CASI-XHS-01061-1] c09 B69-39885
Development of method for synchronizing,clocks
at several grcnnd stations based,on signals
received f rcm spacecraft or satellites
[BASA-CASI-XBP-Oe875] ClO B71-23099
Time synchrcnizaticn system for synchronizing
clocks at remote locations with master clock
nsing mccn reflected coded signals
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10113] c10 H71-26326
Circuit for measuring wide range of pulse rates
by uti l izing high capacity counter
[HASA-CASI-IBP-06231O c10 H71-27137
System for generating t iming and control signals
[HASA-CAEE-BPO-13125-1] C33 N75-19519
TIBIBG DEVICES
Design and development of synchronous servo loop
control system
[BASA-CASI-XBP-037U1] c10 B71-200U8
Development of method for synchronizing clocks
at several grcnnd staticrs based on signals
received f rc i spacecraft or satellites
CHASA-CASI-XBP-08875] c10 H71-23099
Development and characteristics of resettable
monostable pulse generator with charge
rundown-timing circuit
[8ASA-CASI-GSC-11139] c09 H71-27016
Data acgnisiticn and processing system with
buffer storage and tiling device for magnetic
tape recording of ECB data and timing
information
[BASA-CASl-BEO-12107] c08 H71-27255
High speed photo-optical tine recorder for
indicating time at exposure of each frame of
high speed movie camera fill •
[HASA-CASI-KSC-10291!] C1« H72-18111
TIBBS
Temperature sensor warning system for pneumatic
tires of aircraft and grcund vehicles
[1ASA-CASE-XLA-01926] c1« H71-15620
Besilient wheel design with woven wire tire and
abrasive treads for lunar surface vehicles
[BASA-CISI-HJS-13929] c15 H71-27091
TISSDBS (BIOICSI)
Servo-controlled intravital microscope system[BASA-CASI-HFO-1321II-1 ] C35 B75-25123
Improved tissue macerating instrument
ophthalmic liguifacticn [nap
[BASA-CASE-LEi-12668-1] cE2 B76-23837
Method and system for in vivo measurement of
bone tissue nsing a twc level energy source
[BsSA-CAEE-BSC-1«276-1] c52 B77-14737





Vacuuo preparation of zinc titanate pigment
resistant to loss of reflective properties
[HASA-CASE-BFS-13532] Cl8 H72-17532
TIIABIOB
Joining aluminum to stainless steel by bonding
alaminum coatings onto titanium coated






Hethod to prevent stress corrosion cracking in
titanium alloys
[BASA-CASE-SIO-10271] c17 B71-16393
Chemical spot tests for identification of




Hethod of preparing zinc orthotitanate pigment
[BaSA-CASE-BPS-23315-1] c27 B77-30237
TOLEBABCBS (BECHABICS)
Hecbaniso for restraining universal Joints to
prevent separation while allowing bending,




Tool attachment for spreading or moving away
loose elements from terminal posts during
winding of filamentary elements
[SAS4-CASI-XBF-02107] Cl5 H71-10809
Development of adjustable attitude guide block
for setting pins perpendicular to irregular
convex work surface
[BASA-CASE-XIA-07911] CIS B71-15571
Hand tool for forming dimples and nipples on end
portion of tubes
[HASA-CiSB-XHS-06876] c15 B71-21536
Tool for mounting and removing studs with
adhesive coated head portion
[BASA-CASE-HPS-20299] C15 B72-11392
Insert facing tool manually operated cutting
tool for forming studs in honeycomb material
[BASA-CASE-BPS-21185-1] c37 H7H-2S968
TOOTH DISEASES




Computer controlled apparatus for maintaining
welding torch angle and velocity during seal
tracking
tBASA-CASE-XBF-03287] Cl5 H71-1S607
Development of electric weeding torch with
casing on one end to form inert gas shield
[BASA-CASE-XBP-02330] CIS B71-23798
TOBOIDS
Flax gate magnetometer with toroidal gating coil




Gearing system for eliminating backlash and
filtering input torque fluctuations from high
inertia load
£»ASA-CJSE-XGS-OB227-I CIS B71-217H1
Coupling arrangement for Isolating torque loads
from axial, radial, and bending loads
[B&SA-CASE-ILA-04897] c15 B72-22U82
TOBQOB BOIOBS
Low speed phaselock speed control system for
brashless dc motor
CBASA-CASE-GSC-I 1127-1] c<>9 B75-2»7S8
TOBQOEiBTBBS
Senate-reading torqoemeter for use where high
horsepowers are transmitted at high rotative
speeds
[BASA-CASE-XLE-00503] c1« B70-3«818
Torqaemeter for determining magnitude of torque
generated by interaction of magnetic dipole
between test specimen and ambient magnetic field
[HASA-CASB-IGS-01013] C14 B71-23725
TOBSO
Bestraint torso for Increased mobility and







Mechanically operated hand which can depress
trigger csirg touch control device
[NASA-CASE-MFS-201113] c15 S72-21H63
Measur ing itethcd for cutaneous perception asing
instrument kith elongated tubular housing
[BASA-CASI-HSC-13609-1] COS 872-25122
Prosthetic limb with tactile sensing device
[NASA-CASI-BFS-16570-1] c05 H73-32013
TOiEBS
Aerial capsule emergency separation device usingjettisonable tellers
[NASA-CASI-XIA-00115] c03 K70-333II3
TOXICITY A»D SAIETI BEZAED
Apparatus for remote handling of materials
mixing or analyzing dangerous chemicals
[H&SA-CASF.-LHJ-1063U-1] c37 S7H-18123
TOXICOLOGY
System for continuous monitoring cf exhalations,
veighirg, and cage cleaning for animal exposed
to controlled atuosphere for toxic study
[NASA-CASI-XAC-05333j c11 H71-22875
TBACE COBTABIBAHTS
Describing crystal oscillator instrument for
detecting cccdensible gas contaminants in
vacuum apparatus
[HiSA-CASI-BSO-IOKlll] c1« S71-17701
Heated tungsten filter for removing oxygen
impurities from cesini
[HASA-CASE-XBP-01262-2] c17 B71-26773
Electric discharge for treatment of trace
contaminants
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10975-1 ] c5<l H77-2P771
TBACE ELEBEBTS
Icn microprobe mass spectrometer with cccled
electrode target for analyzing traces of fluids
[H&SA-CASI-EBC-1C01U] cm H71-28863
Automated system for identifying traces of
crganic chenical compounds in aqueous solutions
[KASA-CASE-HPO-13063-1] C25 H76-182II5




Sensor consisting of photocells mounted on
pyramidical base for improved pointing
accuracy of planetary trackers
[HASA-CASI-XBP-011180] C07 H69-39736
Telespectrcgraph for analyzing upper atmosphere
ty tracking bodies reentering atmosphere at
high velocities
[NASA-CASI-XLA-03273] clll H71-18699
Laser beam projector for continuous, precise
alignment between target, laser generator, and
astronomical telescope during tracking
[HASA-CASI-SEO-11087] C23 B71-29125
System and method for tracking a signal source
employing feedback control
[NASf-CASI-BOH-10880-1] c32 1175-30385
Mount for continuously orienting a collector
dish in a system adapted to per form both
diurnal and seasonal sclar tracking
[NASA-CASE-BFS-23267-1] C35 B77-20I401
Sun tracking sclar energy collector
[HASA-CASI-HPO-13921-1] clll S77-21590
TBiCKIBS FILTFBS
System for phase locking cnto carrier frequency
signal Iccated within receiver bandpass
[HASA-CASI-XGS-0<|99I|] C09 B69-21513
TBACKING BACIE
Electronic and mechanical scanning control
system for icnopnlse tracking antenna
[NASA-CASI-XGS-05582] CO? H69-27160
Phase locked loop with sideband rejecting
properties in continuous wave tracking radar
[NASA-CASE-XBP-02723] c07 H70-01680
Interfero«etric tuning acquisition and tracking
radar antenna system
[BASA-CASF-XHS-09610] c07 B71-2<I625
Acqoisiticn and tracking system for optical radar
[N1SA-CASI-BFS-20125] c16 H72-13q37
TB1CIIBG STATIOIS
Optical monitor panel consisting cf translucent
screen with test or meter information
projected onto it from rear for application in
1-212
control rccms of missile launching and
tracking stations
[NASA-CASE-XKS-03509] ClM H71-23175
Simultaneous acquisition of tracking data f rom
two stations
[NASA-CASF-HPO-13292-1 ] C32 B75-158511
TRAFFIC COITBOL
Traffic survey system using optical scanners
[SASA-CASE-BFS-22631-1] 066 1176-19888
TBAILIBG-EDGE FLIES
Double hinged flap for boundary layer control
over trailing edges of wings
£NASA-CASE-XIA-01290] C02 B7C-12016
TBAIHIBG SIBOIATOBS
Low and zero gravity simulator for astronaut
training <
[BASA-CASF.-BFS-10555] oil B71-19«l9t
Apparatus for training astronaut crews to
perform on simulated lunar surface under
conditions of lunar gravity
[«ASA-CAEE-XBS-0»79B] C11 B71-21U7<1




Table structure and rotating magnet system
simulating gravitational forces on spacecraft
and displaying trajectories between Earth,
Venus, and Rercnry
[NASA-CASE-IBP-00708] Cl<4 B70-3539a
Planetary atoospheric investigation asing split
trajectory dual flyby mode
[NASA-CASE-XAC-08U94] C30 H71-15990
1BAJECTOBX CCITIOL
Spacecraft trajectory correction propulsion system
[HASA-CASE-XSP-01101] c28 H70-39931
Development of technique for control of free
flight rccket vehicles
[SASA-CASE-XLA-00937] c31 D71-17691
Attitude stabilizer for nonguided missile or
vehicle with respect to trajectory
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10131] C30 H72-17873
TBAIS00CBBS
Fabrication of pressure-telemetry transducers
[HASA-CASE-XBP-09752] Cl» S69-21511
Bootstrap unloading circuits for sampling
transducer voltage sources without drawing
current
[HASA-CASE-ISP-09768] c09 B71-12516
Transducer for measuring deflections from
vibrating structures
[HASA-CASB-XLA-03135J c32 B71-16128
Describing device for surveying contour of
surface using x-Y plotter and traveling
transducer
[BASA-CASE-ILA-08616] d» B71-17586
Botary bead dropper and selector for testing
micrometeorite transducers
[SASA-CASB-XGS-03301] c09 H71-22988
Development and characteristics of self-
calibrating displacement transducer for
measuring magnitude and frequency of
displacement of bodies
[HASA-CASE-XLfl-00781] c09 N71-22999
Transducer frame for use with extensometer to




Pulsed excitation voltage circuit for strain
gage bridge transducers
[HASA-CASE-FBC-10036] c09 N72-22200
Passive type, magnifying scratch gage, force
transducer
[BiSA-CASE-LiB-10496-1J c11 B72-22137
Development of electronic detection system for
remotely determining number and movement of
enemy personnel
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10097-2] c07 B73-25160
Acoustical transducer calibrating system
including differential pressure activating
device
[HASA-CASE-FBC-10060-1] c11 H73-27379
Demodulator for carrier transducers
CHASl-CJSI-BOC-10107-1] c33 H7H-17930
LC-oscillator with automatic stabilized
amplitude via bias current control power
supply circuit for transducers
[HiSA-CASE-BFS-21698-1] c33 B7«l-26732
SDBJICT IBDBX IBJBSBISSIOB IIIIS
Arterial pulse vave pressure transducer
[BASA-CASI-GSC-11531-1] C52 B7U-27566
Diode-goad bridge circuit means
[BASA-CASE-»BC-1036il-33 c33 H75-19520
Snbminiatvre insertatle force transducer





Hiniature itiscle displacenent transducer
[NASA-CSSI-8PO-13E19-1] c33 H76-19338
Method and apparatus for nondestructive testing
of presstre vessels
[BASA-CSSI-HIO-12142-1] c38 H76-28563
Myocardium vail thickness transducer and
measuring method
[BASA-CASI-HEO-136«<I-1] C52 B76-29895
Hagnetcmeter vith an automatic scanning
transducer
[BASA-CASI-LJB-11617-23 c35 H77-17430
Apparatus and method for deternning the
position of a radiant energy source
[B&SA-CASI-GSC-12iq7-1] c35 B77-20H10
IB1BSFOBBEBS
Impedance transformation device for signal nixing
[BASA-CJSI-JtGS-01110] c07 B69-24334
High impedance alternating current sensing
transformer device between two bcloveters for
measuring insertion loss of test component
[BASA-CASE-JBP-01193] C10 B71-16057
Hagnetic current regulator for saturable core
transformer
[BASA-CASI-SBC-10075] c09 B71-24800
Dnsatnrating tagnetic core transformer design
vith naming signal for electrical pover
processing eguipnent
[BASA-CASI-IBC-10125] c09 H71-24893
Development and characteristics of
electronically resettable fuse vith saturable
core current sensing transformer having two
outside legs and center leg
[BASi-CASI-XGS-11177] c09 H71-27001
Development and characteristics of voltage
regulator for connection in series vith
alternating current scarce and load using
three leg, tvo-vindov t ransformer
[BASA-CASE-JBC-10113] C09 B71-27053
Kadial heat flax transformer for use in heating
and ceding processes
[BASA-CASE-BJO-1C828] c33 B72-179U8
Current protection equipment for saturable core
transf oners
[NASA-CASI-EBC-10075-2] c09 B72-22196






[NASA-CASE-HFS-22560-1] ' c33 B77-11)335







Deployalle cantilever support for deploying




Overcnrrent protecting circuit for push-pull
transistor aiplifiers
[BASA-CASZ-NSC-12033-1] C09 H71-13531
Dual mode solid state pover svitch
[SASA-CASE-8IS-22880-2] c33 B77-31107
TBAHSISIOB CIBC01TS
Lev pover drain transistor feedback circuit
[BASA-CASE-1GS-OH999] c09 B69-20317
Design of transistorized ring counter circuit
vith special steering and triggering circuits
CBASA-CASE-1GS-03095] C09 B69-27163
BC transistor circuit to indicate each pulse of
pulse t ra in and occurrence of nth pulse
tBASA-CASI-IBF-00906] C09 B70-»1655
Linear savtooth voltage vave generator vith
transistor tiling circuit having capacitor and
1-213
zener diode feedback loops
[BASA-CASE-IHS-01315] C09 B70-Q1675
Switching circuit vith regeneratively connected
transistors eliminating pover consumption vhen
not in use
[BASA-CASE-XBP-02651] C10 R70-q20J2
aigh voltage transistor circuit
[BASA-CASE-XBE-06937] c09 B71-19516
Compleaentary regenerative transistorized svltch
circuit employing positive and negative feedback
[BASA-CASE-XGS-02751] c09 B71-23015
Inverter drive circuit for semiconductor switch
[SASA-CAS1-LES-10233] ClO B71-27126
Transistorized circuit for producing multiple
slope voltage sveep
[BASi-CASE-XHS-035"42] C09 F71-28926
Circuitry for high input impedance video
processor vith high noise immunity
[BASA-CASE-BEO-10199] C09 B72-17156









Pover supply vith overload protection for series
stage transistor
[BASA-CASE-XHS-00913] ClO S71-23503
Solid state circuit for svitching alternating
current input signal as function of direct
current gating transistor
[BASA-CASE-XHE-06505] ClO H71-21799
Broadband distribution amplifier vith
compleaentary pair transistor output stages
[SASA-CASB-BFO-10003] C10 N71-26415
transistorized svitching logic circuits vith
tunnel diodes
[ BASA-CASE-GSC-10878-1] ClO B72-2^236
Inverted geometry transistor for use vith
monolithic integrated circuit
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10330-1] c09 B73-32112




Ablation article and surface for analyzing flov
transition on ablative surface
[BASA-CSSE-LAB-10U39-1] c33 B73-27796
TBAHSITI08 IEHEEB8TOBB
A method of preparing aromatic polyimides having
uniquely lov softening temperatures
[BASA-CASE-LAB-11828-1] c23 B75-29181
THABSliTIOIAL iOHOB
Centrifuge mounted motion simulator vith
elevator mechanist
[BASA-CASE-XAC-00399] Cll B70-30815
Development and characteristics of translating
horizontal tail assembly for supersonic aircraft
[BiSA-CASE-XLA-08801-1 ] C02 B71-11013
Senilinear bearing comprising tvo rovs of roller
bearings separated by spherical bearings and
permitting rotational and translational movement
[BASA-CASE-XIA-02809] Cl5 B71-22982
Positioning mechanism for converting translatory
motion into rotary motion
[BASA-CASE-HPO-10679] Cl5 B72-21062
TBABSBISSIOB BFPICIEBCT
Hicrovave pover transmission system vherein
level of transmitted pover is controlled by
reflections from receiver
[BASA-CASE-HIS-21070-1] CQ« B7«-19870
Linear phase demodulator including a phase




Portable egnlpment for validating c band launch
pad antennas and transmission lines used for
spacecraft checkout
[BASA-CASE-XKS-105Q3] C07 B71-26292
Collapsible antenna boom and coaxial
transmission line having inflatable Inner tube
£SASA-C»SB-!!FS-20068] CO? B71-27191
Phase modulator vith tuned variable length
electrical lines including coupling and
varactor diode circuits
[SASA-CASE-BSC-13201-1] ' C07 B7
TBSSSBITTAHCB SUBJECT IHDBX
Shielded flat conductor catle of ribbonlike
vires lannates in thin flexible insolation
[HASA-CASI-BIS-1 3687-2] c09 H72-22198
Development of phase control coupling for use
vith chased array attenna
[HASi-CASI-EEC-10285] c10 873-16206
Phase protection systen for ac power lines
[8ASA-CASI-BSC-17832-1] c33 874-14956
Systen for stabilizing catle phase delay
utilizing a coaxial cable under pressure
[SASA-CASB-BEO-13138-1] c33 874-17927
T.BABSBITTABCB
Transmitting and reflecting diffaser
[8ASA-CASI-LAB-10385-3] c23 H73-32538
TBiBSBITTEB BICBIVEBS
low weight, integrated thernoelectric
generator/antenna ccntination fcr spacecraft
[HASA-CASI-XEK-09521] C09 872-12136
Location identification systen vith ground based
transmitter and aircraft borne receiver/decoder
rBASA-CASE-EEC-10324] c07 H72-25173




Bedundant BF systen for space applications
[NASA-CASE-SPO-13955-1] c32 H77-28358
TBABSBITTEBS
Tenperatnre telenetric transnitter vith
frequency deternining tank circuit for short
range transiission
tBASA-CASI-HSO-10649] c07 1171-24840
Bnlticarrier communications systen for
transmitting modulated signals fron single
transnitter
[SASA-CASE-8PO-11548] cC7 B73-26118
Biniatnre nultichannel tiotelemeter system
[SASA-CASI-HFO-13065-1] c52 874-26625




Construction of leading edges of surfaces for




Rind tunnel test section fcr simulating high
Beynolds nnnber over transonic speed range
CNASA-CASE-BFS-20509] c11 872-17183
TBABSPABBBCB
Transparent polycarbonate resin, shell helmet
and latcb design for tigb altitude and space
flight
[BASA-CASE-XBS-04935] COS 1171-11190




Rocket chanber and method of naking
[BASA-CASE-LER-11118-2] C20 876-1*191
TBA8SEOBDEBS
Egnipient for testing of ground station ranging
equipment and spacecraft transtcnders
[HASA-CASE-IHS-OSaSlt-l] c07 H71-12391
Spacecraft transponder and ground station radar
systen for napping planetary surfaces
[BASA-CASE-BPO-11001] C07 H72-21118
Loop trans fender for regenerating code of
mu-type ranging systen
[NASA-CASE-BEO-11707] c07 H73-25161
Automatic vehicle location systen
[HASA-CASE-BPO-11850-1] c32 S74-12912
SimnltaneouE acguisiticn cf tracking data from
tvo stations
[HASA-CASI-BIO-13292-1] c32 H75-15854
Automatic transponder --- neasurenent of the
internal delay tine of a transponder
[HASA-CASI-GSC-12075-1] c32 H77-31350
IBASSPOBIAIIOJ
Supporting and protecting frame structure and
plug for empty thrust chanber assenbly,
handling, and shipping
[HASA-CASF.-XBF-00580] c11 H70-35383
peep trap, laser activated image converting systen[BASA-CASF-BPO-13131-1] c36 H75-19652
TBAVBIISG iATE ABE1IFIBBS
Serrodyne traveling vave tube reentrant
amplifier for synchronous communication
satellites operating at microvave frequencies
[HASA-CASB-XGS-01022] C07 B71-16088
Traveling vave solid state amplifier utilizing a




Design of folded traveling vave maser structure
£BASA-CASI-XBP-0!>219J C16 871-15550
Comb type traveling vave maser amplifier for
improved high gain broadband output
[BASA-CASB-BEO-10548} C16 871-24831




Segmented superconducting magnet producing
staggered magnetic field and suitable for
broadband traveling vave masers
[BASA-CASE-XGS-10518] C16 871-28554
Traveling vave tube circuit
[BASA-CASE-LIi-12013-1] c33 877-17360
TBAVBLIRG RAVES








Tread drum for animals
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10917-1] C37 B7b-204b5
TBIGGEB CIBCOIfS
Design of transistorized ring counter circuit
vith special steering and triggering circuits
[BASA-CASI-XGS-03095] C09 H69-27463
Triggering system for electric arc driven
impulse vind tunnel
[8ASA-CASI-XHF-00411] C11 870-36913
Voltage range selection apparatus for sensing
and applying voltages to electronic
instruments without loading signal source
[8ASA-CASE-XBS-06497] C14 871-26244
One shot multivibrator circuit for producing
long duration output pulses
[BASA-CASI-ABC-10137-1] C09 871-28468
Voltage anplitnde-responsive trigger circuit
vith silicon controlled rectifier
[HASA-CASE-GSC-10221-1] C09 872-23171




Electrical and electromechanical trigononetric
conputation assembly and space vehicle
guidance systen for aligning perpendicular




New trifnnctional alcohol derived fron trimer
acid and novel method of preparation
£BASA-CASE-SPO-1071U] C06 869-31244
Catalytic trinerization of aromatic nitriles and
triaryl-s-triazine ring cross-linked high
temperature resistant polymers and copolymers
made thereby
£8ASA-CASE-LER-12053-1] C27 874-34579
Catalytic trimerization of aromatic nitriles and
triayl-s-triazine ring cross-linked high




Vacuum thermionic converter vith short-circuited




Bethod for deternining state of charge of alkali














Doal menlrane, hollow fiber fuel cell
[BASA-CASE-HPO-13732-1] CP1 B77-19581 '
TOBE CATHODES
Dual membrane, hollow fiber fuel cell
[BASA-CASE-HSC-13732-1] C«<» B77-19581
TDBE BEIT EICBABGBBS
High resistance cross flow beat exchangers for
electrothermal rocket engines
[BASA-CASE-XLE-01783] C28 570-34175
Gas chromatcgraphic net hod for determining water
in nitrogen tetroxide rocket propellant
[HASA-CASE-BPO-10230] c06 H72-1709U




Forming totes f rom long thin flat metal strips
[BASA-CfSE-XGS-04175] c15 B71-18579
Hermetic sealing device for ends of tabular
bodies daring materials testing operations
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10131] C15 H71-29132
TOBBLISG BOTICB
Tumbling mction system for object demagnetization
[BASA-CASE-XGS-02M37] c15 H69-211472
TOHOBS




Bonding method for improving contact between
lead tellnride thermoelectric elements and
tungsten electrodes
[BASA-CASE-IGS-0455IO C15 H69-39786
Method for producing porous tungsten plates for
ionizing cesium ccapcunds for propulsion of
ion engines
[BASA-CJSE-XLE-00455] c28 S70-38197
Small plasma probe using tungsten wire collector
in tabular shield
[BASA-CASl-XLI-02578] c25 H71-207117
Production method for manufacturing porous
tungsten bodies from tungsten powder particles
[8ASA-CASE-X8P-OQ339J c17 N71-29137
Vapor depcsiticn method for forming metallized






Evaporating crucible of tantalum-tungsten foil,
nickel alumna bonding agent, and ceramic
coating
[BASA-CASI-XLA-03105] c15 B69-27483
Cobalt-tungsten allojs «ith superior strength at
elevated temperatures
rBASA-CASE-LES-10436-1] Cl7 B73-32415




Active tuned circuits for microelectronic
construction
[BASA-CASE-GSC-113IIO-1 ] C10 S72-33230










Transpiration cooled turbine blade made from
metallic or ceranic wires
[SASA-CISI-XLI-000203 c15 B70-3:226
Hodification and improvement of turbine blades
for lazi ium cooling efficiency
[HASA-CASE-ILE-00092] CIS B70-3326U
Preparation of nickel alloys for jet turbine
Hades operating at high temperatures
[BASA-CASE-ILE-00151] C17 B70-33283
1-215
External device for liquid spray cooling of gas
turbine blades
[HASA-CASE-XLE-00037] C28 H70-J3372
Apparatus for liquid spray cooling of turbine
blades
CHASA-CASE-XLE-00027] c33 B71-291S2
process for welding compressor and turbine
blades to rotors and discs of jet engines
[HASA-CASE-LES-10533-1] C15 H73-28515
Thermal barrier coating system
tBASA-ClSE-LE«-1255«-1] c2» H76-23359
Apparatus and method for reducing thermal stress
in a turbine rotor
[NASA-CASE-LEW-12232-1] c07 B77-18160
Leading edge protection for composite blades
[BASA-CASE-LEH-12550-1] C21 B77-19170
TOBBIBE EBGIBES
High speed, self-acting shaft seal for use
in turbine engines
[BASA-CASE-LEi-1127B-1] C37 B75-21631
Gas path seal for use with turbine engines
[BASA-CASE-LEW-12131-1] C37 B77-24498
Dual cycle aircraft turbine engine
[BASA-CASE-LAB-11310-1] c07 B77-28118
TOBBIHE POBPS
pulsed energy power system for application of
combustible gases to turbine controlling ac
voltage generator
[BASA-CASE-flSC-13112] C03 B71-11057
Portable cryogenic cooling system design




[BASA-CASE-LEB-11058-1 ] C20 B71-13502
TOBBIBB IBEELS
Locking device for retaining turbine rotor
blades en turbine wheel
£HASA-CASE-XHP-00816] c28 B71-28928





Liquid-vapor interface seal design for turbine
rotating shafts including helical and




Multistage multiple reentry axial flow reaction
turbine with reverse flow reentry ducting
[HASA-CASE-X1E-00170] C15 B70-36H12
TOBBOPAB EBGIBES
Supersonic fan blading noise reduction in
turbofan engines
[HASA-CASE-LIW-111102-1] C07 871-28226
Boise suppressor for turbofan engine by
incorporating annular acoustically porous
elements in exhaust and inlet ducts
tHASA-CASE-LAB-11141-1] C07 B7n-32«18
Boise suppressor for turbo fan jet engines
[BASA-CASE-AHC-10812-1] C07 B76-18131
TOBBOfARS
Dual output variable pitch turbofan actuation
system
[HlSA-CASE-LZw-12119-1] C07 B77-11025
Beverse pitch fan with divided splitter
[BASA-CASE-LEW-12760-1] c07 B77-17059
10BBOJBT BIGIBES
Telescoping-splke supersonic nozzle for turbojet
or ramjet engines
[BASA-CASE-XLE-00005] C28 B70-39899
Design and development of gas turbine combustion
unit with nozzle guide vanes for introducing
diluent air into combustion gases
[BASS-CASE-XLB-103U77-1] C28 871-20330




Platform for a swing root tnrbomachlnery blade
CBASA-CASE-LEH-12312-1] c07 B77-32148
TOBBOSACHIBEBT
Blade vibration damping pins for turbomachinery
[BASA-CASE-ILE-00155] c28 B71-2915H
TOBBOSHAFTS
Bemote-readlng torquemeter for use where high
horsepowers are transmitted at high rotative
TUBBULEBCE HEIEBS SUBJECT IBDEX
speeds
[BASA-CASB-XLE-00503] c11 B70-3<|818





[HASA-CASE-LAB-11633-1 ] c06 N76-31229
TOBBD1EBT P10S
Exhaust flow deflector for ducted gas flow
[BASA-CASE-LAB-11570-1] C3M N76-1836«
System for measuring Beynclds in a turbulently
flowing flnid signal processing
[HASA-CASE-aBC-10755-2] c31 B76-27517
System for measuring three fluctuating velocity
components in a tnrbulently flowing fluid
[HASA-CASE-ABC-109711-1] c3H B77-273Q5
TUBBOTEBT RAKES




Flexible turnstile antenna system for reducing
natation in spin-oriented satellites
[BASA-CASE-XHF-00<I<I2] C31 S71-10747
Broadband modified turnstile antenna for use in




Turnstile and flared cone DBF antenna
[NASA-CASI-LAB-10970-1] c33 S76-14372
TDBBEt
Indexing mechanism for cathode array
substituticn in election bean tube
[BASA-CASB-BPO-10625] c09 S71-26182
110 BOD1 SBOBIBB
Instrument for measuring potentials en two
dimensicial electric field plot
[BASA-CASE-XLA-081193] c10 H71-19<!21
TWO DIBESSIOBAI BODIES
Two dimensional wedge/translating sbroud nozzle
[HASA-CASI-IAB-11919-1] C07 H76-22202
Two-dimensional radiant energy array computers
and compet ing devices
[NASA-CASI-GSC-11839-1] C60 B77-14751
liO PEASE PLOB
Solenoid two-step valve for bipropellant flow
rate contrcl to rocket engine
[BASA-CASB-XHS-OM890-1] C15 H70-22192
Two phase fluid pressnrization system for
propellant tank
[NASA-CASB-HSC-12390] C27 B71-29155








Elbow fort ing in jacketed pipes while
maintaining separation between core shape and
jacket pipes
[BAS»-CASE-XBP-10<I75] CIS B71-24679
U shaped heated tube for distillation and
purification of liguid metals
[BASA-C8SB-XSP-0812I1-2] C06 H73-13129
OLL1EB
Badiation source and detection system for
measur ing amount cf liguid inside tanks
independently of liquid configuration
rBASA-CASE-HSC-12280] c27 N71-16348
DLTBABIGB IBBCOEHCIES
Turnstile and flared cone DBF antenna
[BASA-CASI-LJB-10970-1] c33 N76-1<I372
Swept group delay oeasnreeent
[HASA-CASE-BEO-13909-1] C33 H77-17358
D1TBABIGB VACODB
Solid lubricant applied to porous roller
bearings piicr tc use in nltrahigh vacuum
[HAS»-CAS!-XLE-09527] CIS H71-17688
Calibraticn of vacuum gauges for measuring total
and partial pressures in nltrahigh vacaun region
[HASA-CASI-I6S-C7752] c1<l B73-30390
nltrahigh vacuum gauge with two collector
electrodes
[SASA-CASE-LAB-027f3] C1U H73-32321




Development of ultrasonic radiation egnipment
for removing material from host surface and
vacuum apparatus for recovery of material
[BASA-CASE-BPO-11213] C15 B73-20511
D1TBASOHIC BADIATIOS
Ultrasonic biomedical measuring and recording
apparatus for recording motion of internal
organs such as heart valves
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10597-1 ] C52 N7H-20726
Biomedical ultrasonoscope
[HASA-CASE-SBC-10991-1] C52 B76-33835
EKS and ultrasonoscope display
[BASA-CASE-ABC-1099H-2] C52 B77-15619
DITBiSOBIC TBStS
Ultrasonic scanner for radial and flat panels
[BASA-CASI-HPS-20335-1 ] C35 »7<1-10'I15
Ultrasonic scanning system for in-place
inspection of brazed tube joints
[HASA-CASB-MFS-20767-1] C38 M7H-15130
Method and apparatus for nondestructive testing
using high frequency arc discharges
[BASA-CASE-HFS-21233-1] C38 H7I1-15395
A CD ultrasonic bolt tensioning monitor
[BASArCASE-LAB-12016-1] c32 B77-15236
A ainiature implantable ultrasonic echosonometer
[BASA-CASI-ABC-11035-1] C52 S77-15621
DITBASOHIC IA»E TBABSDDCBBS
Development of ultrasonic radiation equipment
for removing material from host surface and




Beference apparatus for medical ultrasonic
transducer
[BASA-CiSE-ABC-10753-1] c54 S75-27760
Ultrasonic calibration device for producing




Ultrasonically bonded value assembly
[HASA-CASI-BFO-13360-1] C37 S75-25185
ULTBASOHICS




Ultraviolet filter of thorium fluoride and
cryolite en quartz base
[BASA-CAS1-XBF-02340] C23 B69-2M332
Development of ultraviolet resonance lamp with
improved transmission of radiation
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10030] C09 B71-12521
ULIBATIOLBT BADIAT10I
Ultraviolet radiation resistant alkali-metal
silicate coatings for temperature control of
spacecraft
[SASA-CASF.-XGS-OH119] Cl8 B69-39979
Development of ultraviolet resonance lanp with
improved transmission of radiation
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10030J C09 B71-12521
Gas leak detection in evacuated systems using
ultraviolet radiation probe
£BASA-CASB-EfiC-1003!l] CIS B71-21896
Fhototropic composition of matter with
sensitivity to ultraviolet light and usable
for producing positive photographic images
[BASA-CASB-IGS-03736] el* 1)72-2241*3
Transmitting and reflecting diffnser
[BASA-CASI-IAB-10385-3] c23 B73-32538
Transnitting and reflecting diffuser for
ultraviolet light
[BASA-CASB-liB-10385-2] C70 H74-13H36
Ultraviolet and thermally stable polymer
compositions
£BASA-CASE-ABC-10592-1] C27 B7H-21156
Light shield and cooling apparatus high
intensity ultraviolet lanp
£BASA-CASE-IAB-10089-1] C31 H71-23066




SDEJICI IBDEX VACOOB CBABBBBS
Bethod and apparatus for generating coherent
radiation in the nitre-violet region and above
by use of distributed feedback
[FASA-CASE-SEO-13346-1] c36 H76-29575




Composition and prodacticn oethod of alkali
metal silicate paint tith ultraviolet
reflection properties
[HASJ-CASE-JtGS-0'1799] c18 871-24183
Ultraviolet light reflective coating
[HASt-CASI-GSC-11786-1] c2« H76-21363
OLTBAVIOIET SPECIEA
Ultraviolet cbromatograpbie detector for




Concave grating spectrometer for use in near and
vacuum ultraviolet regions
[SASA-CASI-XGS-01036] C11 H70-40003
Telespectrcgraph for analyzing upper atmosphere




Cnbilical separator for rockets
[HASA-CASE-XBP-OOU25] c11 H70-38202
Remotely actuated quick disconnect mechanism for
umbilical cables
[SASA-CASI-XLA-00711J c03 S71-12258
Bemotely actuated quick disconnect for tubular
umbilical ccndnits used to transfer fluids
from ground to rocket vehicle
[HASi-casi-xis-01396] c03 571-12259
Internal aid eiternal serpentine devices for
perfornirg physical operations around orbital
space stations
[HASA-CASI-IBJ-OE3I14] C31 H71-163<l5
Breakaway inltivire electrical cable connector
with particular application for umbilical type
cables
(SASA-CASI-HEO-111110] c15 B72-17Q55






Emergency escape cabin system for launch toners
[HASA-C»SI-XBS-023<12] c05 B71-11199
ORDESRATES BHGIgBEBIBG




Pressure regulator for space suit worn
nndervater to simulate space environient for
testing and experimentation
tNASA-CASB-HJS-20332] c05 B72-20097
Underwater space suit pressure control regulator
[HASA'-CAEI-nTS-20332-2] c05 H73-25125
DBIFOBH PI01
Rind tunnel flow generation section
[HASA-CASI-ABC-107KH1] C09 B75-12969
ONOADIBG
Bootstrap unloading circuits for sampling




Device vhich separates and screens particles of




Telespectrcgraph for analyzing upper atmosphere
by trackiig todies reentering atmosphere at
high velccities
[HASA-C8SI-XIA-03273] c1» K71-18699
Development and operation cf apparatus for
sampling particnlates in gases in upper
atmosphere
CBiSA-CASE-HQB-10037-1] c1« B73-27376
Socket having tarinm release system to create
ion clouds in the upper atmosphere
CBiSa-ClSE-lAB-10670-2] CIS B7»-27360
OBASIOB 235
Isotope separation using metallic vapor lasers
[HASA-CASB-BFO-13550-1) c36 B77-26H77
UREAS






Automated fluid chemical analyzer for
nicrocheaical analysis of soall qaantlties of
liquids by use of selected reagents and
analyzer units
fBASA-CASE-XHE-09451] C06 B71-2675U
Enzymatic luminescent bioassay method for
determining tacterial levels in urine
[BAS1-CASE-GSC-11092-2] cO« B73-27052




Open type urine receptacle with tubular housing
[BASA-CASI-BSC-1232a-1] COS B72-2209J
DBIBE
Determination of antimicrobial susceptibilities
Of infected urines without isolation
[BASA-CASE-GSC-12006-1] C52 B77-26797
DIEBOS
A cervix-to-rectnm measuring device in a









Bole mobility of deposited semiconductor films
in vacuum utilizing thermal gradient
[HASA-CAS!-IKS-0»61<I] C15 B69-21060




Hull-type vacuum microbalance for measuring
minute mechanical displacements
[HASA-CASE-XAC-00172] C1S B70-10180
Sealing evacuation port and evacuating vacuum
container such as space jackets
[BASA-CASl-XBF-03290] C15 H71-2J256
Apparatus for determining volatile condensable
material present In polymeric products
[SASA-CASI-XHP-09699] C06 B7 1-21607
Oil trap for preventing diffusion pomp
backstreaming into evacuated system
[SASA-CASE-GSC-10518-1] CIS B72-22489
Inductance device Kith vacuum Insulation and
materials of low gas entrapping capability
[HASA-CASE-lBl-10330-1] C09 B72-27226
Development of apparatus for producing metal
powder particles of controlled size
[HASA-CASE-XIE-06Q61-2) C17 B72-28535
Portable vacuum probe surface sampler tor
sampling large surface areas with relatively
light loading densities of microorganisms
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10623-1 J c14 B73-3039S
Servo valve
[HASA-CASB-IAB-116Q3-1 ] CJ7 B75-13268
Vacuum leak detector
[HASA-CASE-LAB-11237-1) C35 S75-19612
Apparatus for positioning modular components on
a vertical or overhead surface
[BASA-CASI-1AB-11I165-1J C37 B76-21551
VACOtm CB1BBBBS
High-vacuum condenser tank for testing ion
rocket engines
£SASA-CJSH-XII-00168] ell 1170-33271)
Portable electron beam welding chamber
[BiSA-CASB-LH-11531] CIS H71-H932
Space environmental work simulator with portions
of space suit mounted to vacuum chamber wall
£BaSA-C»SE-XBF-07B88J Cll H71-1877J
1-217
VACODB DEPOSI1IOB SDBJECI IBDBI
Icnization ccntrcl system design for mcnitonng
separately located ion gage pressures en
vacuum chatters
CBASA-CASE-XLE-00787] d» N71-21090
Coherent light bean device and method for
measuring gas density in vacuum chanters
[HASA-CASE-Xm-11203] cm B71-28994
Transferring liquid nitrogen through vacuum
chamber tc cryopanel
[NASA-CiSI-lSS-10031] c15 B72-2248M
Vacuum chamber with scale ncdel of rocket engine
base area of space vehicle
CNASA-CASE-HFS-2C620] ell H72-27262
Packless valve for use with evacuation chamber
vith adapter for attachment to vacuum line and
vacuum pump
[BASA-CSSE-L8B-10061-1] c15 B72-31483
Apparatus for analyzing gas samples in
containers including vacuum chamber, mass
spectrometer, and gas chromatography
tBASA-CAEI-GSC-10903-T]
 C11 B73-12»tH(
Design and development of test stand system for
supporting test items in vacuum chamber
[BASA-CASl-liIS-21362] c11 B73-20267
VACDDB DBIOSITIOB
Deposition method for epitaxial beta SiC films
having high degree of crystallographic
perfecticn
[BAS8-CASI-E8C-10120] c26 B69-33482
Describing apparatus used in vacuum deposition
of thin film inductive findings for spacecraft
microcircnitry
[BASA-CASI-XnF-01667] CIS B71-176H7
Spatter proof evaporant source design for use in
vacuum deposition of solid thin films en
substrates
[8ASA-CASF.-XHF-06065] c15 H71-20395
Device for high vacuum fill deposition vith
electromagnetic ion steering
[NASA-CASE-SEO-10331] c09 H71-26701
Freparaticn of dielectric coatings of variable
dielectric constant by plasma polymerization
[BASA-CASE-BBC-10892-2] C27 B77-172U5
VACODB FOBBiCBS
Apparatus for inserting and removing specimens
from high temperature vacuum furnaces
[HASA-CASE-I,JB-108«I1-1] c31 H74-27900
VACOOB CAGES
Simulating operation of thermopile vacuum gage
tube at high and lev pressures
[SASA-CASI-I1A-02758] c1« B71-18»81
Calibration of vacuum gauges for measuring total
and partial pressures in altrahigh vacuum region
tHJSA-CSSE-I.GS-07752] Cll» B73-30390
lonization gage for measuring altrahigh vacuum
levels
[SASA-CASE-X1A-05087] el* S73-30391




Electric furnace for vacnni and zero gravity




Shrink-fit vacnnm system gas valve
[BASA-CASI-ICS-00587] c15 B70-35087
leakproof soft metal seal for nse in very high
vacnum systems operating at cryogenic
temperatures
IBASA-CASE-IGS-02IH1] c15 B70-U1629
Describing hot filament type Bayard-Alpert
ionizaticn gage with ion collector buried or
removed from grid structure
[HASA-CASI-X1A=07II2<I] C1Q S71-18482
Describing sorption vacuum trap having housing
vith group of reentrant vail portions
projecting into internal gas-pervious










High impact pressure regulator having minimum
1-218
number of lightweight movable elements
[BASA-CASI-BFO-10175] C14 B71-18625
VALVES
Actuator using compressed gas as driving force
to contrcl valve handling large liquid flows
[BASA-CASE-XBQ-01208] CIS 870-35409
Two component valve assembly for cryogenic
liquid transfer regulation
[BASA-CASE-XLE-00397] CIS B70-36492
High pressure four-way valve with 0 ring adapted
to pass across inlet port
[BASA-CASE-XBP-00214] C15 B70-36908
Beinforcing beam system for highly flexible
diaphragis in valves or pressure switches
[NASA-CASE-XSP-01962] c32 870-41370
Multiple vertex amplifier system as fluid valve
[BASA-CASE-XBP-04709] CIS B71-15609
Throttle valve for regulating fluid flow volume
[BASA-CASE-XBP-09698] C15 H71-18580
Development and characteristics of high pressure
control valve
[B4SA-CAS1-BSC-11010] CIS 871-19485
Valve seat with resilient support ring for
venting valves subjected to high pressure
sealing loads
[BASA-CASl-XKS-02582] C15 B71-212J4
Positive locking check valve for stopping
reversed flow
[BASA-CASE-XBS-09310] C15 B71-22706
Valve assembly for controlling simultaneously
more than one fluid flow, and having stable
qualities under loads
[8ASA-CASE-XBS-05890] C09 B71-23191
Segmented sealing surface in valve seat
[BASA-CASE-SIO-10606] CIS B72-25451
Packless valve for nse with evacuation chanter
with adapter for attachment to vacuum line and
vacnum pump
[SASA-CASE-IAB-10061-1] CIS B72-31183





Design and characteristics of device for sensing
solar radiation and providing spacecraft
attitude control to maintain direction with
respect to incident radiation
[HASA-CASE-XBP-05535] C14 871-23040
Botary vane attenuator vith two stators and




Deposition method for epitaxial beta SiC films
having high degree of crystallographic
perfection
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10120] C26 869-33482
Device for producing high purity silicon carbide
on carbon base by hydrogen reduction of
silicon tetrachloride
[HASA-CASE-IIA-02057] C26 870-40015
Rater content in vapor deposition atmosphere for
forming n-type and p-type junctions of zinc
doped gallinm arsenide
[BASA-CASE-XBP-01961] C26 871-29156
Vapor deposition method for forming metallized
tungsten contacts on silicon substrates
[BASA-CASI-GSC-10695-1] C09 B72-25259
Beans of vapor deposition using electric current
and evaporator filament
[BASA-CASE-1AB-10541-1] CIS 872-32487
Deposition of alloy films on irregnlary
shaped metal object
[BASA-CASE-1BS-11262-1] C27 1174-13270
System for depositing thin films
[8AS4-CASE-HFS-20775-1] C31 875-12161




Hethod and feed system for separating and i
orienting lignid and vapor phases of liquid
propellents in zero gravity environment
[BASA-CASE-XlE-01182] C27 171-15635
Gallinm arsenide solar cell preparation by
surface deposition of enproas iodide on thin
n-type polycrystalline layers and heating in
iodine vapor
SOBOICT IJDBX VELOCITY BODOHTIOI
[BASA-CASI-XBP-01960] c09 B71-23027
Biied liquid and vapor phase analjzer design
with thermocouples for relative leat transfer
measnreient
[HASA-CASI-BEO-10691] C14 S71-26199
Electronic recording system for spatial aass
distribution of liquid rocket propellant
droplets or vapors ejected from high velocity
nozzles
[HASA-CASI-BEO-10185] c10 B71-26339
lo* gravitj phase separator
[SASA-CAEE-BSC-HI773-1] C31 H75-32262
V1SOB PBBSSOBl
Fuel tank pressure-relief device for venting
cryogenic liquid vapors through tabes vith
porous ping
[HASA-CASI-XLl-00288] C15 B70-3Q2H7
Vapor-liquid separator design with vapor driven
pnmp for separated liquid pumping for
application in propellant transfer
[SASA-CASI-XBP-040H2] C15 N71-23023
VAPOB TRAPS
Describing sorption vacuum trap having housing
with grcnp of reentrant nail portions
projecting into internal gas-pervious




Vapor generating boiler system for turbine motor
[HASA-CASB-HI-007S5] c33 H71-1610<l
VAPOBIZIB6
Apparatns and process for volnmetrically
dispensing reagent quantities of volatile
chenicals fcr small batch reactions
[SASA-CASE-SfO-10070] c15 H71-27372




Phase mcdalator with tuned variable length




Varactor ncrowave frequency nixing circuit
[BASA-CASE-XGS-02171] c09 H69-24321
Bultiple varactor for generating high
frequencies mth high power and high
conversion efficiency
[BASA-CASE-XBF-OU958-1] C10 B71-26111
Billimeter vave pumped parametric amplifier
[HASA-CASI-GSC-11617-1] C33 N74-32660
VABI1BLB CICIB BBGIBES
Dnal cycle aircraft tnrcine engine
[BASA-CAEI-LAB-11310-1] C07 N77-28118
VABIABIB GEOBETBY STBOCTDBIS
Aerospace configuration vith low and high aspect
ratio variability tor high and low speed flight
[HASA-CJSI-I1A-001II2] c02 S70-33286
Variable geometry wind tunnel for testing
aircraft models at subscnic speeds
[BASA-CASI-XLA-071130] ell B72-222Q6
VABIABLB PITCH PBOPBLIEBS




Variable sweep wing configuration for supersonic
aircraft
[HASA-CASI-XLA-00230] c02 N70-33255
Variable aspect ratio and variable sweep delta
wing pLanfcns for snperscnlc aircraft[BASA-CASE-XlA-00221] c02 H70-33266
Supersonic aircraft configuration providing for
variable aspecjb ratio anJ variable sweep wings
[HASA-CASI-XlA-001e6] C02 B70-31178
Supersonic aircraft variable sweep wing planform
for varying aspect ratio
[ NASA-CASE-X1A-00350] ct>2 B70-38011
Development and characteristics of variable
sweep wirg ccctxcl system for supersonic
aircraft
[HASA-CASE-XIA-03659] c02 871-11011
Design of dual fuselage aircraft with pivoting
wing and horizontal stabilizer to permit





Variable thrust ion engine using thermal
decomposition of solid cesium compound to
produce propulsive vapor •
[DASA-CASE-XHF-00923] C28 B70-36802
Continuous variation of propellant flow and
thrust by application of liquid foam flow
theory tc injection orifice
CHASA-CASE-XIE-00177] C28 B70-90361
VABIAIIOIS
Gearing system for eliminating backlash and









vectorcardiologic type electrodes to human




Botary plant growth accelerating apparatus
weightlessness
[HASA-CASB-ABC-10722-1] c51 S75-25503




Besilient vehicle wheel for lunar surface travel
[SASA-CASE-B.PS-20100] c31 H71-18611
Besilient wheel design with woven wire tire and




Two speed drive system mechanical device for
changing speed on rotating vehicle wheel








Particle detector for measuring micrometeoroid
velocity in space
[BASA-CSSE-XIA-00495] clit B70-H1332
Superconductive accelerometer employing variable
farce principle to determine acceleration of
bodies
[BASA-CASE-XBP-01099] clt 571-15969
Device for determining acceleration of gravity
by interferometric measurement of travel of
falling body
{BASA-CAEB-XBP-058a«J ell B71-17587
Describing laser Doppler velicometer for
measuring mean velocity and turbulence of
fluid flow.
[BASA-CASE-BPS-20386] C21 B71-19212
Bonentum-velocity analyzer for measuring minute
space particles
[BASA-CKSE-XBS-04201] C14 B71-22990
Development of combined velocimeter and
accelerometer based on color changes in liquid
crystalline material subjected to shear stresses
[HASA-CASE-EBC-10292] Cl« B72-25110
Instrument for measuring magnitude and direction
of flow velocity in flow field
tHASA-C»SB-LAB-10855-1] Cl» H73-13415
Doppler shift system system for measuring







Selector mechanism for mechanical separation and
discrimination of high velocity molecular
particles
[RASA-CASE-X1E-01533] C11 B71-10777
Describing device for velocity control of





Heat sterilizatle patient ventilator
£BASi-CASE-BFO-13313-1] cEt B75-27761
VEST IBG
Fuel tank pressure-relief Jevice for venting




Venting device for liquid propellant storage
tank using magnetic field to separate liquid
and gasecus phases
[HASA-CASF.-X1E-01449] c1S B70-41646
Valve seat witb resilient support ring for




Venting device for pressurized space suit helmet
to eliminate vomit expelled by crewnen
[KASi-CASl-XHS-09652-1] c05 B71-26333
Solid propellant rocket angine with venting
system to control effective nozzle threat area
[HASA-CASE-XBP-03282] c28 B72-20758
VEBOS (PlAiET)
Space simulator with nnifcrn test region




Aircraft indicator for pilct control of takeoff
roll, climbout path and verticle flight path
in poor visibility conditions
[HASA-CiSE-XLA-00487] c14 H70-40157
VEBTICAI IABDIHG
Vertically descending flight vehicle landing
gear for rough terrain
[NASB-CASE-XHF-01174] c02 N70-41589
VBBTICAL TA1ECEE AIBCBAPT
Hechanical stabilization system for VIOL aircraft
EHASA-CASE-XIA-06339] c02 N71-13422
Development of attitnde control system for
vertical takecff aircraft using reaction
nozzles displaced frcx various axes of aircraft
[HASB-CASI-XBC-08972] c02 H71-20570
VEBY HIGH FBEQOEHCIBS








/ Three stage motion restraining mechanism for
restraiiicg and damping three dimensional
vibratlocal covement of gimballed package
daring launch of spacecraft
[HASA-CASE-GSC-10306-1] c15 B71-24694




Hercnry filled pendulum damper for controlling
bending vibration induced by wind effects
[HASA-CASE-lAB-10274-1] c14 S71-17626
Digital filter for reducing jitter in digital
control systems
EBASA-CASE-BPO-11088] C08 B71-29034
Blade vibration damping pins for tnrbcmachinery
[SASA-CASE-XLE-001553 c28 B71-29154
VIBBATIOII BUECIS
Electromagnetic energy detection by thermal
sensor vith vibrating electrode
[HASA-CASI-XAC-10768] c09 B71-18830
Development of ultrasonic radiation equipment
for removing material frca host surface and
vacuum apparatus for recovery of material
EBASA-CASE-BIC-11213] c15 H73-2051I1
Development of optical system for detecting
defective components in rotating machinery
with emphasis on bearing assemblies
[SASA-CASE-KSC-10752-1] c15 B73-27407
VIBBAtlOI ISOIATOBS
Shock and vibration damping device using
temperature sensitive sclld amorphous polymers
[MSA-CASE-XJC-11225} c14 H69-27«86
Riniatnre vibration isclatcr utilizing elastic
tubing material
[HASA-CASI-IIA-01019] c15 B70-40156
Vibration damping system operating in low vacuum
environment for spacecraft mechanisms
[HASA-CASE-XHS-01620] c23 S71-15673
Hermetically sealed vibration damper design for
use in gimbal assembly of spacecraft inertial
guidance system
£SASA-CASE-BSC-10959] Cl5 H71-2624J
Tuned damped vibration absorber for mass
vibrating in more than one degree of freedom
for use with wind tunnel models
[HASi-CASE-LAB-10083-1] C15 B71-27006
Vibration isolation system, using coaxial
helical compression springs
[HASA-CASE-Sf0-11012] Cl5 H72-11391
Thrust-isolating mounting characteristics of
support for loads mounted in spacecraft
[BASA-CASE-BJS-21680-1] - C18 B74-27397
Shock absorbing mount for electrical components
[HASA-CASE-8SO-13253-1] C37 B75-18573
Thermal insulation attaching means adhesive




Development of system for measuring damping
characteristics of structure or system
subjected to random forces or influnces
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10154-1] C14 B72-22440
Method and apparatus for vibration analysis
utilizing the Bossbauer effect
£BASA-CASE-XHP-05882] C35 B75-27329
VIBBATIOB BETEBS
Fiber optic transducers for monitoring and




Function generators for producing complex




Equipment for vibration testing of assemblies,
components, and other articles
[HASi-CASE-GSC-11302-1] C14 H73-13416
VIBE4TIOB TESIS
Electronic detection system for peak
acceleration limits in vibrational testing of
spacecraft components
[HASA-CASI-BPO-10556] c14 B71-27185
Fixture for supporting articles during vibration
tests comprising integral annular unit
£8ASA-CASB-HFS-20523] ell S72-27412
Equipment for vibration testing of assemblies,
components, and other articles
£BASA-CASE-GSC-11302-1] c14 B73-13416
flultiaxes vibration device for making vibration
tests along orthogonal axes of test specimen
£BASA-CASE-HFS-20242] c14 B73-19421
VIBBATIOBA1 SBECTBA
Tuned damped vibration absorber for mass
vibrating in more than one degree of freedom
for use with wind tunnel models
£BASA-CASE-IAE-10083-1] C15 B71-27006
VIDEO COBHOBICATIOB
Circuitry for generating sync signals in FB
communication systems including video
information
ESASA-CASE-XBP-10830] C07 B71-11281
Honitoring circuit design for sampling circuit
control and reduction of time-bandwidth in
video communication systems
, £HASA-CASB-XBP-02791] c07 B71-23026
Teletypewriter video communication system and
apparatus
EHASA-CASE-XBP-06611] C07 B71-26102
Sampling video compression system
EHASA-CASE-ABC-10984-1] c32 B77-24328
VIDEO DMA
TV camera output signal control system for
digital spacecraft communication
£»ASA-CASE-XBP-01472] c14 B70-41807
Transient video signal tape recorder with
expanded playback
[NASA-CASE-BBC-10003-1] C09 B71-25866





SQBJICT I1DEI VOLTAGE COBVEBTEBS (DC TO DC)
Dnal digital video switcher
[BASA-CASE-KSC-10782-1] C33 875-30131
VIDEO EQOIIHBIT
Video signal processing system for sanpllng
video brightness levels
[SASA-CASI-BIO-10140] cC7 B71-247H2
Video sync processor »ith phase locked system
[NASA-CJSI-KSC-10002] ClO H71-25865
Teletypewriter video communication system and
apparatus
[8ASA-CASS-XSE-06611] CC7 H71-26102
Video signal enhancement of signal component
representing brightness cf scene element in
low contrast
[BASA-CASE-BFO-103II3] c07 B71-27341
Circuitry for high input upedance video
processor »itn high noise immuni ty
[HASA-CASE-8PO-10199] C09 H72-17156
Electronic video editor for snitching video
input signals to common output channel
[BASA-CiSI-KSC-10003] c10 H73-13235
Video tape recorder with scan conversion
playback for color television signals
[HASA-CASI-NEO-1Q166-1] c07 H73-22076
Scan converting video tape recorder
[HASA-CASI-BEO-10166-2] C35 B76-16391
Stack plune visualization system
[HASA-CASE-IAB-11675-1] C*5 1176-17656
VIDICOBS
Operation of vidicon tube for scanning spatial
charge density pattern
[BASA-CSSI-XBP-06028] C09 B71-23189
nevice which separates and screens particles of




Method of producing output voltage from
photovoltaic cell using rcly-H-vinyl carbazole
complexes with iodine
[BASA-CASI-BIO-10373] C03 H71-18698




Preparation of dicyanoacetylene and vinylidene
copolymers using organic compounds
[NASA-CASE-XSP-03250] c06 S71-23500
VIBOSES
Water system virus detection
[HASJ-CASI-flSC-16098-1] c51 B77-24755
VISCOEIASTICITY
Automated tall rebound resilience test equipment
for determining viscoelastic properties of
polyners
[HASA-CASI-X1A-08254] C14 H71-26161
Development and characteristics of parallel
plate visccmeter for determination of absolute
viscosity of liguids and viscoelastic materials
[BASA-CASE-SJO-11387] c14 R73-14429
Shock absorbing mount for electrical components
[HASA-CASI-RPO-13253-1] c37 H75-18573
VISCOBETEBS
Describing instrument capable of measuring true
shear viscosity of liquids and viscoelastic
materials
[RASA-CASI-XBB-09462] c14 R71-1758U
Development and characteristics of parallel
plate viscometer for determination of absolute
viscosity of liquids and viscoelastic materials
[HASA-CASI-BfO-11387] c1U 873-14429
VISCOSITY
Lo« density and lov viscosity magnetic
propellent for use under zero gravity conditions
[BASA-CASI-XIE-01512]. Cl2 870-40124
VISCODS D1IPIRG
Shock and vibration damping device using
temperature sensitive sclid amorphous polymers
[BASA-CASE-XAC-11225] C1<1 H69-27486
Design and operation of viscous pendulum damper
[HASA-CISI-I1A-02079] c12 B71-16894
gercnry filled pendulum damper for controlling
bending vibration induced by wind effects
[HASA-CASE-1AB-1027H-1] c14 B71-17626
VISIBILITY
Ccntrolled visibility device for simulating poor
visibility conditions in training pilots in




Anti-fog composition for prevention of




Haltiparameter vision testing apparatus
[NSSA-CSSI-HSC-13601-2] c5« B75-27759
VISUAL COBTE01




Automated visual sensitivity tester for





Binocular device for displaying numerical
information in field of view
[HaSA-CASZ-LAB-11782-1] C70 B77-20882
VISOAL BBBCEITIOB
High pressure liquid flow sight assembly for








Position locating system for remote aircraft
using voice communication and digital signals
[NSSA-CASE-GSC-10087-2] c21 B71-13958
Earth satellite relay station for frequency
multiplexed voice transmission
[HSSi-CASE-GSC-10118-1 ] c07 B71-2H621
Voice operated receiving and transmitting system
for use in protective suits
[NBSA-CASE-KSC-10164] C07 B71-33108
technique for recovery of voice data from heat
damaged magnetic tape
[NaSi-CASE-HSC-14219-1] c32 B71-27612
Filtering device removing electromagnetic
noise frcm voice communication signals
[BaSl-CASE-MPS-22729-1J C32 H76-21366






Apparatus for determining volatile condensable
material present in polymeric products
[HSSA-CASE-XHE-09699] C06 B71-21607
VOLI-ABEEBE CBABACTEBIStlCS
Simulating voltage-current characteristic curves
of solar cell panel with different operational
parameters
[B4SA-CASE-XHS-01554] c10 B71-10578
The dc-to-dc converters employing






Increasing power conversion efficiency of
electronic amplifiers by power supply switching
[BASA-CASI-XBS-009II5] C09 H71-107S8
Bootstrap unloading circuits for sampling
transducer voltage sources without drawing
current
[BASA-CASE-XHP-09768] C09 N71-12516
BC networks with voltage amplifier, BC input
circuit, and positive feedback
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10020] ClO B72-17172
lide range analog to digital converter with
variable gain amplifier
[BiSA-CASE-HEO-11018] C08 R72-2VOO
VOLTAGE C01VBBTBBS (DC TO DC)
Begnlated dc-to-dc converter for voltage step-up
or step-down with input-output isolation
[BASA-CASE-HOH-10792-1] c33- B7«-110»S
The dc-to-dc converters employing
staggered-phase power switches with two-loop
control
[BASA-CASE-BFO-13512-1] C33 H77-10Q28
VOLTAGE GEHEBATOBS SUBJECT ISDEI
Inrush current llmiter
[HASA-CASI-GSC-11789-1] c33 H77-11333
A regulated high efficiency, lightweight
capacitor-diode multiplier DC to DC converter
[BASA-CASE-IEW-12791-1] c33 H77-2U385
Phase substitution of scare converter fcr a




Pulsed energj (over system for application of
combustible gases to turbine controlling ac
voltage generator
[NASA-CASE-BSC-13112] c03 B71-11057
Biotelemetry apparatus with dual voltage
generators fcr inplanting in animals
CNASA-CASZ-XAC-05706]
 C05 B71-12342
Transistorized circuit for producing nultiple
slope vcltage sweep
[NASA-CASE-XBS-035Q2] c09 N71-28926




Fegulated dc tc dc converter
[NASA-CASE-XGS-03H29] c03 B69-21330
Power control switching circuit using low
voltage seiiconductor ccrtrolled rectifiers
for high vcltage isclaticn
[SASA-CJSB-IBP-02713] c10 B69-39888
Automatic treasuring and recording of gain and
zero drift characteristics of electronic
amplifier
[NASA-CASE-XBS-05562-1] C09 N69-39986
Automatic control cf voltage supply tc direct
current itotcr
[HASA-CASB-XBS-04215-1] cC9 H69-39987
Design, development, and operating principles of
power supply with starting, circuit which is
independent cf vcltage regulator
[HASA-CASE-XBS-01991]
 C09 B71-21«49
High voltace divider system for attenuating high
voltages to convenient levels suitable for
introduction to measuring circuits
[HASA-CASE-X1I-02008] c09 H71-21583
Power supply with overload protection for series
stage transistor
[NASA-CASI-XBS-00913] c10 H71-235<I3
Voltage controlled, variable frequency
relaxation oscillator sith BOSFBT variable
cnrrent feed
[HASA-CASI-GSC-10022-1] C10 B71-25882
Design and development cf tuck-boost vcltage
regulator circuit with additive or snbtractive
alternating current impressed on variable
direct cnrrent scurce vcltage
[NAS4-C8SE-GSC-1C735-1] clO B71-26085
Voltage range selection apparatus for sensing
and applying voltages to electronic
instruments without leading signal source
[NASA-CASI-XBS-06U97] c11 B71-26244
Dissipative voltage regulator system fox
niniiizing heat dissipation
[HASA-CASI-GSC-10891-1] c10 H71-26626
Power point tracker for maintaining optimal
output vcltage of power source
[NiSA-CASI-GSC-10376-1] ell B71-27407
Microwave power divider for providing variable
output power to output waveguide in fixed
waveguide system
[HASA-CASI-BJC-11031] c07 H71-33606
Belay controlled voltage switching unit for
scanning circuitry of star tracker
[HASA-CASB-HSO-11253] c09 H72-17157
Switching type voltage regulator with relatively
simple circuit arrangement
[NASA-CASI-IES-11005-1 ] C09 H72-21213
Inductive-capacitive loops as load insensitive
power converters
[HASA-CASE-EBC-10268] c09 B72-25252
Regulated dc-to-dc ccnverter for voltage step-up




Low distortion antcmatic phase control circuit




A regulated high efficiency, lightweight






Volunetric direct nuclear pumped laser
CNiSA-CASB-lAB-12183-1] C36 B77-211I2II
VOBITIJG
Venting device for pressurized space suit helmet
to eliminate vomit expelled by crewmen
[HASA-CASE-XBS-09652-1] COS B71-26333
VORTEX BEEAKDOSB
Ringtip vortex dissipator for aircraft
[NASA-CASE-LAB-116K5-1] C02 B71-10001
VOBTEI GEIBBA10BS




Vortex attenuation method for multi-engine
aircraft
[HASA-CASE-LAB-12031-1] C02 S77-220H5
Vortex generator for controlling the dispersion






Method for compression molding of thernosetting
plastics utilizing a temperature gradient




Separation of semiconductor wafer into chips
bounded by scribe lines
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10138] c26 B71-1i)3bt
An improved method and apparatus for use in




Thermocouple apparatus for measuring wall
temperatures in regeneratively cooled rocket
engines having thin walled cooling passages
[ HASi-CASE-ILE-05230-2] CIS B73-13117




Hetal ribbon wrapped outer wall for
regeneratively cooled combustion chamber
[HASA-CASE-XLE-00161] Cl5 B70-36111
IABII1G STSIEIS
Alarm system design for monitoring one or more
relay cicnits
[BASA-CASE-XBS-1098B-1] clO H71-19417
Onsatnrating magnetic core transformer design
with warning signal for electrical power
processing equipment
[NASA-CASE-EBC-10125] C09 B71-2I1893
Electrical failure detector in solid rocket
propellent motor insulation against thermal
degradation by fuel grain
[BASA-CASB-XBP-03968] clt B71-27186
Device for generating and controlling combustion
products for testing of fire detection system
[HASA-CASE-GSC-11095-1] c1» H72-10375
vertically stacked collinear array of
independently fed omnidirectional antennas for
use in collision warning systems on commercial
aircraft
[BASA-CASE-IAB-105H5-1 ] C09 B72-212«l|
Development and operating principles of
collision warning system for aircraft accident
prevention
[HASA-CASE-BOB-10703] C21 F73-1J6I43
Pilot warning indicator system of intruder
aircraft
[NASA-CASE-EBC-10226-1] Cl4 S73-16183





Development and characteristics of electronic
signalling sjstei and data processing
equipment for naming systems to avoid nidair
collisions tetveen aircraft
[NASA-CASI-LJP-10717-1] c21 B73-306H1
Inverter ratio failure detector
[HASA-CASE-BFO-13160-1] c35 S7Q-18090
Passive intrusion detection system
rnASA-CASB-HPO-1380«-1] c35 H77-19390
RiSIB DISPOSAL
Fecal vastE disposal container
[HASA-CASI-IBS-06761] COS B69-23192
Airlock for vaste transferal frci pressurized
enclosure atcard space vehicle to vaste
receiver at negative pressure
CNASA-CASB-HFS-20922] C31 B72-20840
Pressnrized tank for feeding liquid vaste into
processing equipment
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10365-1] COS S72-27102













Pyrolysis system and process recovering
energy f rcn solid wastes containing hydrocarbons
[HASA-CJSB-BSC-12669-1] cl|« H76-16621
R1SIE RATES
Process for purification of vaste vater produced
by a Kraf t process palp and paper Bill
[BASA-CASI-HPO-138H7-2] C85 H77-179U9
Rater systei virus detection
[NASA-CASE-HSC-16098-1] C51 B77-24755
SATES
Variable water load for dissipating large
amounts cf electrical pcver daring high
voltage pcver supply tests
[HASA-CASE-1HP-OE381] ,c09 H71-208<(2
Gas chromatcgraphic netted for determining vater
in litrcgei tetroxlde rocket propellant
[BASA-CASE-SK>-1023B] c06 H72-17094










Beentry cciiuiicatioa by injection of vater




Parachute system for lovering manned spacecraft
from post-reentry tc ccean landing
[BASA-CASI-IIA-00195] C02 S70-38009
Spacecraft design vith single point aerodynamic
and hydrcdynamic stability for emergency




Descripticn of electrical equipment aid system
for purification of vaste vater by producing





Dtilizaticn of solar radiation by solar still
for ccnvertiig salt aid trackish vater into
potable later
[H»S«-CJSI-I«S-OQ533] c15 B71-23086
Portable teeter for monitoring bacterial




Potable vater reclamation from human vastes in
zero-G envircnient
[BiSA-CASE-ILA-03213] COS B71-11207
Iodine generator for reclaimed vater purification
[HASA-CASE-BSC-1Q632-1] c5» B75-2559H
Rater system virus detection
[HASA-CASE-BSC-16098-1] C51 B77-21755
IATEB TEHPlEAtOBE




Description of electrical equipment and system
for purification of waste vater by producing
silver ions for bacterial control
[BASA-CASE-BSC-10960-1] C03 B71-21718
Method of preparing vater purification membranes
polymerization of allyl amine as thin




Iodine generator for reclaimed vater purification
[BASA-CASE-BSC-111632-1] c5» 875-2559*
Air removal device for purification of vater
under zero gravity conditions <
[HASA-CASE-XIA-89H-2] c3q B76-23S22
Process for purification of vaste vater produced
by a Kraft process pulp and paper mill
[BASA-CASE-BIO-138U7-2] C85 B77-17919
A reverse osmosis membrane of high area
rejecticn properties
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10980-1] C27 H77-18265
Rater system virus detection
[BASA-CASE-BSC-16098-1] C51 B77-2H755
HATEB VAPOB
Bgolpment for leasuring partial vater vapor
pressure in gas tank
£HASA-CASE-IBS-01618] Cl» B71-20711
iATBBPBOOriSG












Rind tunnel air flov modulating device and
apparatus for selectively generating vave
motion in vind tunnel airstream
[BASA-CASE-XIA-00112] Cl1 870-33287
Linear savtooth voltage vave generator vith
transistor timing circuit having capacitor and
zener diode feedback loops
[BASA-CASE-XBS-01315] C09 870-41675
Sign vave generation simulator for variable
amplitude, frequency, damping, and phase
pulses for oscilloscope display
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10251] clO B71-27365
Rideband generator for producing sine vave
quadrature and second harmonic of input signal
[BASA-CASE-BPO-11133] ClO H72-20223
Material suspension vithin an acoustically




Surface defect detection by reflected microwave
radiation pattern
[HASA-CASB-ABC-10009-1] Cl5 B71-17822
Billimeter vave antenna system for spacecraft use
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10949-1] C07 871-28965
RA»E SCATTBBIIG
Device and method for determining X ray
reflection efficiency, scattering properties,
and surface, finish of optical surfaces
[BASA-CASB-BFS-202Q3] c23 873-13662
RkVUOBBS
Variable frequency magnetic coupled




W A V E G U I D E 4Bim«S SUBJECT IBDEI
Cathode ray oscilloscope for analyzing
electrical waveforms representing ampl i tude
distribution of tune function
tBASA-CiSZ-XBP-01383]
 C09 871-10659
Peak pclantj selector for monitoring waveforms
[SASf-CASE-JBC-10010] c10 H71-24862
Developnent of f ami ly of f requency to amplitude
converters fcr f requency analysis of complex
input signal w a v e f o r m s
[KASA-CASI-BSC-12395] c09 N72-25257
Device for performng statistical tine-series
analysis cf ccuplei electrical signal waveforms
[BAS2-CASE-BSC-12II2S-1] c10 B73-252<10




Lightning current waveform measuring system
[HASJ-CfSI-KSC-11018-1] c33 B77-21320
Speech ana lyze r
[HASA-CASI-GSC-11898-1] c32 B77-30309
HAVE6DIDE iHTBBBAS
Planar array circularly polarized antenna with
nail slct eicitation
[HASA-CASE-»IO-10301] c07 B72-11148
Dielectric leaded aperture antenna vith
directive radiaticn pattern from waveguide
[BASA-CiSE-L»B-1108<l-1] c09 S73-12216
WAVEGUIDE FIL1IIIS
Microwave power divider for providing variable
output power to output waveguide in fixed
waveguide system
[BASA-CASE-SIC-11031 ] c07 S71-33606
WAVEGOIDE ilHIOSS
Broadband microwave waveguide window to
compensate dielectric gatenal filling
[NASA-CSSI-XHP-08880] c09 B71-2U808
WSVEGDIDBS
Dual waveguide mode source for controlling
amplitudes cf twc modes
[NASA-CASE-IBP-03131]
 C07 N71-10676
Design of folded traveling wave Baser structure
[NASA-CASE-X8P-OJ219] c16 B71-15550
Quasi-optical ncrowave circuit with dielectric





Waveguide , thin filn window and microwave irises
[NASA-CASE-LSB-10513-1]
 C07 B72-25170
Developient cf thin fill microwave iris
installed in microwave waveguide transverse to
flow of energy in waveguide
[HASA-CAEE-LJB-10511-1] c09 N72-29172
Besonant waveguide stark cell using
microwave spectrcneters
[HASA-CASE-IAB-11352-1] c33 B75-262U5
Diffused waveguiding capillary tube with
distributed feedback fcr a gas laser
[BASA-CASE-BIO-13SIKI-1 ] c36 B76-18I428
RAVEHHGTBS
Method and apparatus using temperature control
for wavelencth tuning cf liquid lasers
[BASA-CASE-EHC-10187] c16 S69-313«
Multiple wavelength radiation measuring
instrument fcr determining hot body or gas
temperature
[SASA-CASf-XII-00011] C1H B70-U19I16
Optical systet for selecting particular
wavelength light beams f rom multiple
wavelencth light scurce
[8ASA-CASS-IBC-102Q8] dl B72-17323
Development of radiant energy sensor to detect
the radiant energy wavelength bands from
portions of radiating body
[HASA-CJISE-EBC-IOIX1!] c1U. H72-25.109




Dual wavelength scanning Doppler velocineter
without perturbation cf flow fields
[KASA-CASI-AEC-10637-1] c35 B75-16783
Diatomic infrared gasdynaiic laser for
producing different wavelengths
[BASA-CASi-ABC-10370-1] c36 H75-31«26
Two wavelength double pulse tunable dye laser
[BASA-CASE-tJH-12012-1] c36 H77-10517
WEAB
High temperature resistant cermet and ceramic







Hethod and apparatus for measuring web material
wound en a reel
[5ASA-CASE-GSC-11902-1] cJ8 B77-1T195
IEBS (SDJPOaiS)
Apparatus for assenbling space structure
[BASA-CASE-HIS-23579-1] C12 B77-31213
IEDGES '
Hethod and apparatus for splitting a beam of
energy
[SASA-CASl-GSC-12083-1] C36 B76-15451
Two dimensional wedge/translating shroud nozzle
[SASA-CASE-1AB-11919-1] C07 N76-22^02
REIGHI (BASS)
Suspended mass oscillation damper based on
impact energy absorption for damping wind








Weighing and recording device for obtaining
precise automatic record of small changes in
force
[BASA-CAEE-XIA-02605] clU B71-10773




Apparatus for cryogenic liquid storage with heat
transfer reduction and for lignid transfer at
zero gravity conditions
[BASA-CASI-XIE-00315] CIS B70-38020
Liguid-gas separator adapted for use in zero
gravity environment - drawings
[HASA-CASE-XHS-01621] c15 B70-l)0062
Expulsion and measuring device for determining
guantity of liquid in tank under conditions of
weightlessness
[BASA-CASE-XBS-015M6] C1Q S70-10233
Collapsible auxiliary tank for restarting liquid
propellant rocket motors under zero gravity
[BASA-CASE-XBE-01390] C28 B70-111275
Absorbent apparatus for separating gas from
liguid-gas stream used in environmental
control under zero gravity conditions
[MASA-CASI-XHS-01'492] COS B70-11297
Potable water reclamation from human wastes In
zero-G environment
[BASA-CASE-X1A-03213] COS B71-11207
Describing apparatus for separating gas frcs
cryogenic liquid under zero gravity and for
venting gas from fuel tank
[BASA-CASB-XIE-00586] CIS B71-15968
Cable suspenslcn and inclined walkway system for
simulating reduced or zero gravity environments
[HASA-CASE-XIA-01787] C11 B71-16028
Development of apparatus for simulating zero
gravity conditions
[BASA-CASI-BES-12750] C27 B71-1622J
Quick disconnect latch and handle combinaticn
for mounting articles on walls or supporting
bases in spacecraft ujder zero gravity
conditicns
[HASA-CiEE-BFS-11-132] Cl5 H71-176M9
Gauge for measuring quantity of liquid in
spherical tank ID reduced gravity
[SASA-CASE-XSS-06236] ell B71-21007
Zero gravity apparatus utilizing pneumatic
decelerating means to create payload subjected
to zero gravity conditions by dropping its
height
[8ASA-CASE-IHF-06515] clt B71-23227
Hethod and apparatus for applying compressicnal
forces tc skeletal structure of subject to
simulate force during ambulatory conditions
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10100-1] COS B71-217J8
I-22Q
SOEJICT I1DBI ilBD BB1SOBBBBBT
Device which separates and screens particles of
soil samples for vidicon vieving in vacuum and
reduced gravity environments
[BASA-CAEB-ISP-09770-3] c11 B71-27036
Description of netled fcr taking homogeneous
foamed tatenals in weightless environment
using materials liaving different phjsical
properties
[HASA-CASI -XKF-C99C2] C15 B72-11387
Hanipnlatcr for remote handling in zero gravity
envi ronment
[BASA-C4EE-BFS-ia405] c15 B72-28495
Apparatus for lixiog twc or more liquids under
zero gravity conditions
[BASA-CASI-lAB-10195-1] C15 873-19458
Zero gravity lignid transfer device, using
spiral shaped screen
[BAS8-CASI-KSC-1C626] Cl4 B73-27378
Reduced gravity fecal collector seat and urinal
[HASA-CASE-BPS-22102-1] c54 B74-20725
Appara tus for conducting flow electropboresis in
the substantial absence of gravity
[BASA-CASE-BFS-21394-1 ] c34 B74-2774U
Eotary plant growth accelerating apparatus
weightlessness
[ NASA-CASE-ABC-1C722-1] c51 1175-25503
Fluid ccntrcl apparatus and method
[BASA-CASB-LAB-11110-1] C3» B75-26282
Method for manufactur ing mirrors in zerc gravity
environment
[NASA-CAEZ-MSC-12611-1] C12 H76-15189
Air removal device for purification of water




Fluid Bass sensor for a zero gravity environment
[HASA-CfSI-BSC-1Be53-1] c35 B77-19385




Deduced gravity liquid configuration simulator
to study prcpellant behavior in rccket fuel
tanks
[NASA-CASE-1IE-0262U] C12 H69-39988
Apparatus for measuring human body mass in zero
or reduced gravity environment
[SASA-CAEI-ZHS-03371]
 C05 B70-42000
Harness asseitlj adapted tc support nan en
ground based apparatus which simulates
weightlessness
[HASA-CASE-HFS-1U671] C05 871-12341




Grain refinement ccntrcl in TIG arc welding
[BASA-CASE-BSC-19095-1] c37 H75-19683
•BID TESTS
Nondestructive radiographic tests of resistance
welds
[NASA-CASI-XBP-02588] c15 N71-18613




Apparatus for welding blades to rotors
[BASA-CASE-LH-10533-2] c37 B74-11300
Ultrasonic scanning system for in-place
inspection of brazed tube joints
[BASA-CASE-MFS-2C767-1] C38 H74-15130






Grain refinement control in TIG arc welding
[BASA-CASE-HSC-19095-1] c37 875-19683







Segmented tack-op bar for butt welding large




Flexible backup bar for welding awkwardly sbaped
structures
[BASi-CiSi-lnF-00722] C15 B70-U020U






Computer controlled apparatus for maintaining
welding torch angle and velocity during seam
tracking
[BAS&-CASE-IBS-03287] CIS B71-15607
Welding torch with automatic speed controller
using speed sensing wheel and closed servo
system
[H4S1-CISE-IB?-01730] c15 871-23050
Development of electric weeding torch with
casing on one end to form inert gas shield
[BASA-CASE-IBF-02330] CIS B71-2J798
Development of apparatus for automatically
changing carriage speed of welding machine to
obtain constant speed of torch along work
, surface
[BASA-CASE-XBF-07069] C15 B71-2J815
Computerized system for translating a torch head
[BASA-CASI-HIS-23620-1] C37 877-24497
IB1 CELLS
Indicator device for monitoring charge of wet




Anti-wettable materials brazing processes using
titanium and zirconium for surface pretreatment
[SASA-CSSF.-IMS-03537] C15 B69-21471
iHEATSTOSB BfilDGBS
Self-balancing strain gage transducer with
bridge circuit
[HASA-C8EB-HIS-12827] Cl4 B71-17656
Development of method for improving signal to
noise ratio and accuracy of Rheatstone bridge
type radiation measuring instrument
[HASA-CJSE-1IA-02810] C14 B71-25901
Temperature control system comprised of
wheatstcne bridge with BC circuit
[ BASA-CAEI-BSO-11304] c14 B73-26430
•BISK8B COMOSI11S
Composites reinforced with short metal fibers or
whiskers and having high tensile strength
l.BASA-CASI-XIB-00228] C17 B70-38490
SHISltBRS JSIBGIB CBTSTAIS)




Bethod of forming a wick for a heat pipe
[BASA-CASI-BIO-13391-1] C34 N76-27515
1IDB ABSLB LB1SBS
tide angle eyepiece with long eye-relief distance
[BASA-C1SI-IBS-06056-1] c23 B71-24857
IIDBBABD COBB01ICAIIOB
Sideband heterodyne receiver for laser
comnaDication system
[SASi-CASI-GSC-12053-1 ] c32 877-26346
1IBCHBS
Design and characteristics of device for shewing




Bercory filled pendulum damper for controlling
bending vibration induced by wind effects
[8»S»-CASB-IAB-10274-1] c14 871-17626
BI8D BBASOBBBB1T
Passive optical wind and turbulence remote
detection system
CBASA-CAS1-IBP-14032] c20 871-16340









WIND PBOFIIES SUBJECT IDOEX
WIND PBOFILES
Free-fall body for obtaining wind velccity
profiles by tadar tracking
[BASA-CASH-XLA-02081] c20 S71-16281
HIND TDBBEL APP1BATOS
Rind tunnel air flow modulating device and
apparatus for selectively generating wave
notion in vied tunnel airstrean
[NA£A-CASE-I1?-00112] c11 870-33287
Electric arc device fcr uninizing electrode
ablation and heating gases to supersonic or
hypersonic mud tunnel temperatures
[BASA-CASI-XAC-00319] c25 B70-41628
Free flight suspension system for use nth
aircraft ncdels in find tunnel tests
[BASJ-CASI-XIA-OC939] c11 B71-15926
Burst diaphragg flow initiator for installation
in short duration Hind tunnels
[BASA-CASE-HPS-12915] c11 B71-17600
Electric arc heater nith supersonic nozzle and
fixed arc length fcr use in high temperature
wind tnncels
[NAS4-CASE-XJC-01677] c09 N71-20816
Design and ctaractenstics of device fcr
launching ncdels in wind tunnels without
disturbance cf air flow
[BASA-CASE-XBP-03576] c11 N71-23030
Development cf wind tunnel microphone structure
to Biniiize effects of vibrations and
eliminate unwanted signals in nicrcphcne output
[BASA-CASB-XBP-00250] dl B71-28779
•IND TONBE1 DEIVBS
Triggering system for electric arc driven
impulse vind tunnel
[BASA-ClSE-XMf-OOiH1 ] c11 H70-36913
VIND TONNE! BCDEIS
Rind tunnel method for simulating flow fields
around blunt vehicles entering planetary
atmospheres without involving high temperatures
[NASA-CASE-LJB-11138] C12 H71-201I36
Multilegged support system for mnd tunnel test
models subjected to thermal dynamic loading
[NASA-CASE-XIS-01326] Cl1 B71-21481
Design and characteristics of device fcr
launching mcdels in Hind tunnels without
disturbance of air flew
[BASA-CASE-XBP-0357e] C11 B71-23030
Damper system for alleviating air flow shock
loads on wind tunnel models
[8ASA-CASE-XIA-OS480] Cl1 H71-33612
Rind tunnel mcdel and method
[BASA-CASE-lAB-10812-1] cC9 R74-17955
Method for detenining thermo-physical
properties of specimens photographic
recording cf changes in thin film phase-change
temperature indicating material in wind tunnel
[BASA-CASI-LAR-11053-1] c25 B71-18551
VIRD TOBBEL BOZZIES




Hulti-pnrpose wind tunnel reaction control model
block
[SASA-CASE-MSC-1970e-1] cC9 B77-19077




Thin film cauge for measuring convective
heat transfer rates along test surfaces in
wind tnrcele
[BASA-CASI-HPO-10617-1] C35 S74-22095
Wind tunnel flew generation section
[NASA-CASl-AECr_107.10.-1 ] c09 B75-12969




Free-fall body for obtaining wind velocity
profiles by radar tracking
[BASA-CASE-XIA-02081] c20 B71-16281
WINDIIG
Black body radiometer design with temperature
sensing and cavity heat source cone winding
[RASA-CASE-XBE-OS701] c11 B71-26175





Waveguide, thin film window and microwave irises
[NASA-CASE-IAB-10513-1] C07 N72-251TO
Observation window for internal gas confining
chamber
£NASA-CASE-B£0-10890J ell B73-12265
Polymer coatings for moisture protection of
optical windows in infrared spectroscopy
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10719-1] c23 B73-32512
WINDSHIELDS
Transparent fire resistant polymeric structures
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10813-1] C27 B76-162JO
WINS FLAPS
Dpper surfacer external flow, jet-augmented flap




Supersonic aircraft configuration providing for
variable aspect ratio and variable sweep wings
[NASA-CASE-XIA-00166] C02 N70-31178
1IBG IIP VOBTICES
Bingtip vorter dissipator for aircraft





Development of auxiliary lifting system to
provide ferry capability for entry vehicles
[HAS4-CASE-LAB-1057U-1] ell B73-13257
Surface finishing for aircraft wings
[HASA-CASI-flSC-12631-1] c2« B77-28225
Variable dihedral shuttle orbiter
tHASA-CASB-LAB-10706-2] COS N77-31132
An improved free wing for an aircraft
[NASA-CASE-fBC-10092-1] COS B77-31135
WISE
Transpiration cooled turbine blade made frca
metallic or ceramic vires
[NASA-CASI-XIE-00020] c15 B70-33226
Soldering device particularly suited to making
high quality wiring joints for aerospace
engineering utilizing capillary attraction to
regulate f low of solder
[HASA-CASE-XIA-08911] CIS B71-2721U
Device for bending metal ribbon or wire
[HASJ-CASE-XIA-05966] c15 B72-12U08
Method of fabricating equal length insulated wire
[BASA-CASE-IBC-10038] CIS B72-201!<|1|
Shielded flat conductor cable of ribbonlike
vires laminates in thin flexible insulaticn
£NASA-C»SE-HFS-13687-2] c09 S72-22198




Black body cavity radiometer with thermal
resistance wire bridge circuit
CNASA-CJSE-IBP-08961] ell B71-21809
WIBE C10TB
Insulating system for receptacles of liquefied
gases using wire cloth for forming frost layer
[BASA-CASE-IHE-00341] Cl5 B70-33323
Method for making screen with unlimited fineness
of mesh and screen thickness
[BASA-CASE-XIE-00953] c15 B71-1S966
NIBE IIBDIBG
Adjustable spiral wire winding device
[BASA-CASE-XMS-02383] CIS N71-15918
Superconducting alternator design with cryogenic
fluid for cooling windings below critical
temperature
[BASA-CASE-XIE-02823J C09 B71-23143
Direct current motor including stationary field
windings and stationary armature winding
[NASA-CASE-IGS-07805] CIS N72-33H76
HIBELESS COBHOBICHIOBS








Encoders designed to generate comma free
biorthogcnal Beed-Huller type code comprising
conversion of 64 6-bit words into 64 32-bit
SOBJICT 1JDEI ZIBCOBICB CXIDES
data for ccmmnnicaticn purposes
[BASA-CASI-BIO-10595j clO B71-25917
logic circuit fct generating mnltibit binary
code lord in parallel
[8ASA-CASE-1BI-OU622] c10 H71-26103
Digital memory system with multiple switch cores
for dr iving each word IccatiOD
[BASA-CASE-XBP-01U66 j ClO B71-26Q3<I
BBBHCBES
Ultrasonic vrench for applying vibratory energy
to mechanical fasteners
[BASA-CASI-BJS-2C586] C15 B71-17686
System for enhancing tccl-exchange capabilities
of a portable vrench
[BASA-CASE-BPS-22283-1] c37 H75-33395






Device and nethcd for determining X ray
reflection efficiency, scattering properties,
and surface finish of optical surfaces
[BASA-CASZ-BIS-202U3] c23 B73-13662
X BAT DEHSITT E1ASOBEBEI1




An improved method and apparatus for use in




Bethod of determining bend quality of pover
transistors attached to substrates X ray
inspection of junction licrostructure
[HASA-CASI-BIS-21931-1] c37 B75-26372
An improved method and apparatus for use in




Hultisample test chamber for exposing materials
to X rays, temperature change, and gaseous
conditions and determination of material effects
[BASA-CASE-IBS-02930] c11 B71-23012
X BAT LASEBS
Soft X-ray laser using crystal channels as
distributed feedback cavities zeolites
[HASJ-CASI-BPO-13532-1] c36 B75-15973
X BAT TELESCOPES
X ray colligating structure for focusing
radiation directly cnto detector
[BASA-CASI-IBQ-01106] c14 870-40210
Three mirror glancing incidence system for X-ray
telescope
[HASA-CASE-BrS-21372-1] c-(« B74-27866
Hethod and means for testing a




Supporting structure for simultaneous exposure
of pellets tc X rays
[SASf-CASE-XBE-06031] Cl5 B71-15606
Low intensity I-ray and gamma-ray imaging device
[BASJ-CASI-GSC-12263-1 ] c35 B77-29U71
I-T SLOTTBBS
Describing device ror surveying contour of
surface using X-T plctter and traveling
transducer
[BASA-CASI-ILA-086II6] cU B71-17586




Data processing and display system for terminal
guidance of X-15 aircraft
[BASA-CASI-IIB-OC756] cC2 B71-13<I21
IEB01 ISOTOPES
Apparatus for producing high parity 1-123 from








Dually nod'e locked Bd:TAG laser
[BASA-CASI-GSC-11746-1] C36 B75-19651




Flexible pile thermal barrier seal
[HASA-CASI-BSC-19568-1] C37 B76-23585
III
Three-axis controller operated by hand-wrist
motion for yaw, pitch, and roll control
[BASA-CASI-XAC-OIIOI] c05 B70-11581
TO-IO DEVICES
Stretch To-To mechanism for reducing initial
spin rate of space vehicle
[BASA-CASE-XGS-00619] C30 S70-10016
ZEOLITES
Development of filter system for control of
outgas contamination in vacuum conditions
using absorbent beds of molecular sieve
zeolite, silica gel,-and charcoal
[BASA-CASE-HSS-14711] C15 B71-26185
Soft x-ray laser using crystal channels as
distributed feedback cavities zeolites
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13532-1] C36 B75-15973
2IBC
Zinc dust formulation for abrasion resistant
steel coatings
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10361-1] C18 B72-23581
Bechargeable battery which combats shape change
of the zinc anode
(BASA-CASE-BCB-10862-1] C"4<! B76-29699
ZIBC COBPOOBDS
iater content in vapor deposition atmosphere for
forming n-type and p-type junctions of zinc
doped gallium arsenide
[BASA-C4SI-XBP-01961] c26 B71-29156
Vacuum preparation of zinc titanate pigment




Zinc-halide battery vith molten electrolyte
[BASA-CASE-BPO-11961-1] Ct« B76-18613
Hethod of preparing zinc orthotitanate pigment
CBA3A-CASE-HTS-233«5-1] C27 H77-30237
ZIBC OXIDES
Binder stabilized zinc oxide pigmented coating
for spacecraft thermal control
[BASA-CASI-IBP-07770-2] C18 B71-26772
Development of procedure for producing thin




Zirconium modified nickel-copper alloy
[BASA-CASE-LE»-122»5-1] C26 B77-20201
ZIBCOIIOB OXIDES
Bonding of sapphire to sapphire by entectic
mixture of aluminum oxide and zirconium oxide
(HASA-CASI-GSC-11577-1] C37 B75-15992
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Insert fac ing tcol
[BASA-CJSE-BJS-21185-1] C37 B71-25968
ABHIABKAB, K. D.
Inter fere leter-polar meter
[BASA-CJEE-BEO-1123S] c1H 873-12146
ABSBIBB, 0. E.




Photosensitive device tc detect rearing
deviaticr Patent
[BASA-CASE-XSP-00138] C21 S70-35089
Space vehicle attitnde ccntiol Patent
[BASA-CAS2-XBP-OC465] c21 870-35395
Attitude control for spacecraft Patent
[ B A S A - C J S E - X B P - 0 2 9 8 2 ] c31 B70-11855
Anti-hacklash circuit for hydraulic drive system
Patent
[8ASA-CISE-XBP-01020] c03 H71-12260
Solar vane actuator Patent
CBASA-CASE-XBE-05535] c1«. B71-23010
ACOBA, B. B.
T«o ails flnigate magnetometer Patent
[BASJ-CAEI-GSC-10111-1] c11 H71-27325






ADABS, C. B., JB.
Pretreatment method fcr anti-wettable materials
[BASA-CISE-XBS-03537] c15 B69-21471
ADARS, G. D.
Vacuum deposition apparatus Patent
[BASA-CJSE-XBP-01667] c15 N71-17647
Evaporant source for vapor deposition Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBf-06065] c15 H71-20395
ADABSOB, B. J.
Dltraviolet and therially stable pclymer
compositions
[HASA-CJSE-JBC-1C592-1] C27 N7<1-21156
Electrical ccndnct ivi t j cell \id letbod for
fabricating the same
[BASA-CASE-ABC-1C810-1 ] C33 N76-19339
Ultraviolet and thermally stable polymer
compositions
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10592-2] C27 H76-32315
AIBTB, B. B., JB.






High efficiency multifregnency feed
[BASA-CSSI-GSC-11909] c32 N71-20863
AKA8IB, B. I.
Ihiophenyl ether disiloxanes and trlsilozanes






Hater management system and an electrolytic cell
therefor Patent
[8ASA-CASE-BSC-10960-1] c03 B71-21718
Process for separation of dissolved hydrogen
from vater by use of palladium and process for
coating palladium vlth palladium clack
[BASA-CASE-BSC-13335-1 ] C06 B72-31110
ALB0S, 3. S.
Light sensitive digital aspect sensor Patent
CBASA-CASE-XGS-00359] C11 B70-31158
System and method for tracking a signal source
[SASA-CASI-BCB-10880-1] c32 B7E-J0385
SIDSICH, B. B.
Underwater space suit pressure control regulator
[NASA-CASI-HIS-20332] COS 872-20097
Underwater space suit pressure control regulator
[8ASA-CASE-BPS-20332-2] COS 873-25125
General purpose rocket furnace
[BASA-CASI-BPS-23160-1 ] C09 B77-12070
ALESIA, B. B.





ALFOBD, i. 3., JB.
Variable sleep wing configuration Patent
[BASA-CASI-XIA-00230] C02 870-33255
ALGBB, D. I.
Deuterium pass through target
[NASA-CASE-1EI-11866-1] c72 B76-15860
aethod of forming metal hydride films
[8ASA-CASE-1E1-12083-1 ] C26 B76-18262
closed loop spray cooling apparatus
[NASA-CASE-lEi-11981-1] C37 B76-20186
closed loop spray cooling apparatus
CBASA-CASE-LEB-11981-2] C31 877-32130
ALLBB, G. V.
Electric nelding torch Patent
[NASA-CASI-XBF-02330] C15 B71-2J798
A1LBI, B., JB.
Apparatus for igniting solid propellents Patent
[BASA-CASE-X1F-00207] C28 B7C-33375
nethod of igniting solid propellants Patent
[8ASA-CASI-XLE-01988] c27 871-15631
ALLBB, 3. 6., JB.
Lunar landing flight research vehicle Patent
[8ASA-CASB-XFB-00929] C31 B70-31966
ALLBB, J. B., SB.
Apparatus for machining geometric cones Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBS-0.11292] CIS 871-22722
ALLBB, L. D.
Hethod of improving heat transfer
characteristics in a nucleate boiling process
Patent
1-229
ALIEB, L. B. IBVEBTOB IBOEX
[BASA-CASI-XHS-0<l26e] c33 N71-16277
1ILEH, L. B.




Ceramic insulation for radiant beating




Tiie division inltiplez system
[BASA-CISI-X6S-05918] c07 H69-3997I1
Serrodyne frequency converter re-entrant
amplif ier system Patent
[NASA-CiSI-IGS-01022] c07 H71-16088
Traffic ccitrol system and lethod Patent
[HASA-CASI-GSC-10087-1] c02 N71-19287
Satellite interlace synchronization system
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10390-1] C07 N72-11149
Doppler compensation by shifting transmitted
object frequency within limits
[NASA-CJSI-GSC-10087-4] C07 H73-20174
ALLEN, W. I.
Analog-to-digital converter analyzing system
[NASA-CASI-BIO-10560] c08 N72-22166
ALLEI, V. 1., OB.





ALLGBIBB, B. I., JB.




Automated inltl-level vehicle parking system
[NASA-CASI-BPO-13058-1] c37 N77-22480
ALISBDLEB, I. I.












Forming tccl for ribbon or Hire
[NASA-CISI-XlA-C5S6e] CIS B72-12H08
1BAGBCS100, B.
Encapsulated solar cell modules
[HASA-CASI-1ES-12185-1] c«1 B77-15U90
AIDBESOB, D. I.




Sclid propellant rocket motor
[BASA-CASI-XBP-03282] c28 H72-20758
ABDEESOB, 6. B.
Phase detector assembly Patent
[BASA-CASI-XHI-00701] cC9 N70-II0272
ABDBBSOB, G. B.
Flexible pile thermal barrier seal
[HASA-CASI-BSC-19568-1] c37 H76-23585
ABDBiSOB, J. B.




Pulsed excitation vcltage circuit for transducers
[NASA-CASE-FBC-10036] c09 R72-22200
AIDBBSOB, B. A.

















Error correcting method and apparatus Patent
[HASA-CASI-XBP-027U8] COS K71-227H9







Parallel generation of the check bits of a EN
sequence Patent
[NASA-CASE-XBP-04623] ClO B71-26103
Bapid sync acquisition system Patent
[BASA-CASE-BSO-10214] ClO B71-26577
Digital filter for reducing sampling jitter in
digital control systems Patent
[NASA-CASI-NEO-11088] C08 N71-29034
Encoder/decoder system for a rapidly




Transition tracking bit synchronization system
[NASA-CASE-BIO-10840] c07 N72-20110
Digital gnasi-exponential function generator
[NASA-CASE-NPO-11130] c08 N7Z-20176
NOD 2 sequential function generator for mnltibit
binary sequence
[NASA-CASE-BIO-10636] C08 S72-25210
Digital slcpe threshold data compressor
[NASA-CASE-NSO-11630] COS B72-33172
Asynchronous, multiplexing, single line
transmission and recovery data system
[BASA-CASE-NEO-13321-1] i32 N75-26195






Hethod of improving the reliability of a rolling
element system Patent
[NASA-CSSE-XtE-02999] c15 B71-16052
High speed rolling element bearing
[BASA-CASE-1ES-10856-1 ]. c15 N72-22490
High speed hybrid bearing comprising a fluid






Annular momentum control device used for
stabilization of space vehicles and the like
[BASA-CASE-lAB-11051-1] c15 N76-14158
Bagnetic suspension and pointing system
[NASA-CASE-IAB-11889-1] c19 N76-18227
ABDBBSOB, S. I., OB.
Compensating radiometer
[BASA-CASI-XLA-04556] ell N6S-27484
Seal-linear ball bearing Patent
[NASA-CASE-IIA-02809] CIS N71-22982
ABDBEiS, B. B., JB.










Electrical connector for flat cables Patent
[ NASA-CASE-XHf-00324] C09 B70-3459C)
Instrument support with precise lateral
adjustment Patent
[NASA-CASI-XHF-00480] C14 N70-39898
Support apparatus for dynamic testing Patent
[NASA-CASB-XBF-01772] ell N70-41677
Hathod of making a molded connector Patent
[BASA-CAS1-XBF-03498] c15 N71-15986
1-230
IBVEBTOB IBDEI BABHB, B. P.
Method cf taking shielded flat cable Patent
[HASA-CSSE-HJS-13687] c09 H71-28691
Shielded f la t cable
tBASA-CASI-HPS-13687-2] c09 H72-22198
Electrical connector[BiSS-C>SI-HrS-2C'757) c09 H72-28225
Cryogenic gyroscope housing[1ASA-OSE-MIS-21136-1] c35 H70-18323
APPEL, R. 1.
Propellant t ank pressurization system Patent
[HASA-CASE-IBP-OC650] c27 B71-28929
APPLIEBBBY, 1. 1.
Device for measur ing tensile forces[BASA-CJSE-MIS-21728-1] c35 873-27865
Device for ase in loading tension members
[HASA-CASI-MFS-21188-1] c1» B75-2Q791






Load regulat ing latch
[HASA-CASI-HSC-19535-1] c37 H77-32199
APPLES, B. 1.
Method for generating ultra-precise angles Patent
[BASA-CASI-IGS-OH173] c19 H71-2667U
APPLEIOB, B. S.




Method for determining the state of charge of
batteries by the use of tracers Patent
[BASA-CASI-XHE-0116II] c03 B71-10728
SBCELLA, F. 6.






Charge-coupled device data processor for an





Apparatus for positioning and loading a test
specimen Patent[NASA-CASI-I1I-01300] c15 H70-H1993
Thermal shcck apparatus Patent
[BASA-CASI-II1-02021] dt H71-2296H
Production of i«tal polders
[NASA-CASI-I1E-06B61] c17 H72-22530
Method fcr producing diEtersion strengthened
alloys by ccnverting metal to a halide,
comminut ing , reducing the metal halide to the
metal and sintering[NASA-CASI-IIS-10950-1] c15 H72-25UH8
Appara tus fcr producing aetal ponders[HASA-CSSI-X1I-06161-2] c17 H72-28535
A3HSIBOR6, B. 1.
Coupling fcr linear shaped charge Patent
[BASA-CSSI-XIA-00189] c33 870-36846
ABBOT, 6. E.
System for improving signal-to-ncise ratio of a
communication signal Patent Application
[BASA-CASI-BSC-12259-1] cC7 B70-12616
System for improving signal-to-noise ratio of a
communicaticn signal[HASJ-CASI-BSC-12259-2] • c07 H72-33146
ABH01D, I. B.f JB.Electrical resistance spct nelding and brazing
techniques fcr metal tending[HASA-CASI-1JB-11072-1] CIS B73-20535
ABBAJCB, F. C.
Rethod cf making oelbranes
[BASA-CASI-IBP-0«26q] c03 B69-21337
ASHBBOOK, B. I.
High temperature cctalt-base alloy Patent
[BASA-CASI-X1E-00726]
 C17 B71-156«q
High temperature co»alt-base alloy Patent
[HASA-CASI-XII-C2991] Cl7 H71-16025
High temperature fetrcmagnetic coralt-base alloy
Patent
[BASA-CASI-XII-03629] c17 B71-232a8
Method cf fcrtlnq saperalloys
[BASA-CASI-Ili-1C805-1] c15 B73-13a65
Method of heat treating a forned powder product
material
[NASA-CASI-1IB-10805-3] C26 H71-10521




Apparatus fcr applying simulator g-forces tc an
arm of an aircraft simulator pilot
CHASA-CASI-IAB-10550-1] C09 B7H-305S7
A seat cushion to provide realistic acceleration
cues for aircraft simulator pilots
[ HASA-CASE-IAB-121H9-1 ) C51 1177-31787
ASEISS, B. S.
Method of pest-process intensification of images
on photographic films and plates
[HiSA-CASE-BfS-23<161-1] C35 B7t-26H<19
ASTHEIHBB, B. R.
Hnlti-lobar scan horizon sensor Patent
[HASA-CASE-XGS-00809] C21 H70-35M27
AUISSOB. B. 1.
Apparatus having coaxial capacitor structure for
measuring fluid density Patent
[BASA-Ci£E-XIE-001»3] Clt S70-36618
10BLB, C. B.
Instrument for the quantitative measurement of
radiation at multiple nave lengths patent
tHASA-CASB-IlE-00011] ell »7C-«19q6
AOBB, S. 0.
Cosmic dust or other similar outer space




Impact position detector for outer space particles
[BASA-CASI-GSC-11829-1] C35 B75-27331
Bicrometeoroid velocity and trajectory analyzer
[BASA-CASI-GSC-11892-1] C35 B7t-1S<!33
Boving particle composition analyzer
{HASA-CAEE-GSC-11889-1] C35 N76-16393




Befractory porcelain enamel passive control
coating for high temperature alloys
[BASA-CASE-BJS-22321-1] C27 H75-27160
AOSIIB, 8. B.
Compton scatter attenuation gamma ray spectrometer
[BASA-CASE-BIS-2HI1I1-1] ell B73-30392
aTIXIBBIS, A. A,
Self-testing and repairing computer Patent
[BASA-CASI-BfO-10567] COS B71-21633
SI7AZIAI, B. A.
Laminar flo* enhancement Patent
[BASA-CASE-BIO-10122] C12 B71-17631




BAB A, P. 0.




Method and apparatus for cryogenic Hire
stripping Patent
[BASA-CASE-BPS-10340] CIS B71-17628







[BASA-CAS1-XBQ-01208] Cl5 B70-35109 •
BACBLB, B. B.
Mechanically eitendible telescoping boon
[BASA-CASI-BPO-11118] C03 B72-2S021
BAOII, I. B.
Space simulation and radiative property testing
system and method Patent
[HASA-CASI-HPS-20096] ' Cl« B71-30026
BABBB, I. P.
Channel-type shell construction for rocket
engines and the like Patent
[BASA-CASI-HE-dOltm] C28 B70-31860
1-231
BAEB, D. A. IBVBHTOB IBDEX
Socket thrust chanter latent
[BASA-CASI-XIE-00115] c28 H70-36806
Method of taking a regeneratively cooled
combustion chamber Patent
[8ASA-CASI-XIE-00150] c28 B70-U1818
Method of nakiug a rocket notor casing Patent
[BASA-CASI-XLI-00109] c28 H71-15658
Socket notcr casing Patent
[BASA-CASI-X1E-05689] c28 H71-15659
Ophthalmic liquifacticn pu§p
[UASA-CSSI-IEB-12051-1 ] C52 875-33610
Improved tissue lacerating instrunent
[BASA-CASI-LH-12668-1 ] c52 B76-23837




Intra-ocnlar pressure ncrnalization apparatus
[BASA-CASI-1IS-12955-1] c52 H77-30736
BJBE, D. A.
Synchronous ortit lattery cycler
[BASA-CASI-GSC-11211-1] c03 S72-25020
BAGAHCFF, 0.










J dc servosystem including an ac motor Patent
[BASA-CASI-BEO-1C700] c07 H71-33613
BAILIT, C. L., JB.
Solid state controller three axes controller
[BASA-CJSI-BSC-1239II-1 ] c08 B71-10912
BAILII, J. 3., It.
Airplane take-off performance indicator Patent
[BASA-CASI -XLA-00100] dl B70-36807
BAILIY, 6. t.
nagnetic matrix memcry system Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBF-05835] C08 B71-12501
BAILH, J. 1.
Bi-polat phase detector and corrector for split
phase PCD cata signals Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-01590] C07 871-12392
Badio frequency coaxial high pass filter Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-01118] c09 B71-23573
BAILII, R. C.
Stacked array of omnidirectional antennas
[BASA-CASI-LAB-10515-1 ] c09 B72-21211
BAILII, B. L.
Apparatus and netted for protecting a
photographic device Patent
[BASA-CSSI-BPO-10171] d<l 871-18165
Solid propellant rocket motor nozzle
[BASA-CASE-BEO-11158] C28 H72-23810
Electromagnetic nave energy converter
[BASA-CASl-GSC-11391-1] C09H73-32109
BAKEB, B. B.












Centr i fuge mounted motion simulator Patent
[HASA-CASI-IAC-00399] C11 H70-3H815
BAEBB, J. I.










Vapor pressure measuring system and method Patent[HASI-C1SI-XHS-01618] c11 871-20711
BAKSIOB, B.
Apparatus for the determination of the existance




particle beam measurement apparatus using bean
kinetic energy to change the heat sensitive
resistance of the detection probe Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLB-002113] ell B70-J8602




Controlled glass bead peening Patent
[BASA-CASE-I1A-07390] C15 871-18616
Electrical resistance spot welding and brazing









Process for the preparation of calcium superoxide
[BASA-CASI-ABC-11053-1] C25 877-29252
BABFOBD, B. B.
Elastic universal joint Patent
[BASA-CASI-XBP-00116] CIS 870-36917
Sealed separable connection Patent
[BASA-CASE-BIO-10061] CIS 871-17693
BiBDIBI, 0.
Out of tolerance warning alarm system for
plurality of monitored circuits Patent
[BASA-CAEI-XBS-10981-1] ClO 871-19117
BASKS, B. 1.
Ion beam deflector Patent
[BASA-CASI-LH-10689-1] C28 B71-26173
Ion thruster accelerator system Patent
[BASA-CASZ-IED-10106-1] C28 871-26612
Process for glass coating an ion accelerator
grid Patent
[BASA-CASE-LIS-10278-1] CIS B71-28582
Ion thruster magnetic field control
CBASA-CASE-LEK-10835-1] C28 B72-22771
Electromagnetic flow rate meter
[BASA-CASE-IBi-10981-1] C35 871-2X018
Sputtering holes with ion beanlets
[BASA-CASE-LEB-11616-1] C20 B71-31269
flethod of making dished ion thrnster grids
[BASA-CASE-lM-11691-1] C20 H75-18310
Apparatus for forming dished ion thruster grids
[BASA-CASI-IH-11691-2] C37 876-11161
Bet hod of constructing dished ion thraster grids
to provide hole array spacing compensation[BASA-CASE-LEi-11876-1] C20 B76-21276
Anode for ion thruster
[SASA-CASE-LE«-12018-1] C20 B77-20162
BABKSTOI, B. I.




Positive contact resistance soldering unit
[BASA-CASE-KSC-10212] Cl5 872-23197
BABBBB, J. B.
Laser grating interferometer Patent
[BASA-CASI-XIA-01295] Cl6 1171-21170
BABBBBA, A. 3.
Use of nnillnminated solar cells as shunt -diodes
for a solar array
[BASA-CiSE-GSC-10311-1] C03 872-27053
BABGBB, B. L.















IBVESIOB IIDEI BECRB11, S.
[BASA-CJSI-BEO-13553-1] c33 876-32457
BABBISEIS, S. 1.




Sclar cell surface treatment
[BASA-CJSI-LIVI-11330-1] Cll 876-14612
Solar cell surface treatnect
[BASA-CJSI-LEi-11330-2] Cl4 876-33624
BABBITT, C. 1.
Seduced chrcainm stainless steel alloys
[BASA-CJSI-LIW-12543-1] c26 H77-21217
BAB8ETT, T. «.
Personal piopulsion unit Patent
[BASA-CASI-BJS-20130] C28 871-27585
BABSIBGTCB, I. B.




leak detector wherein a probe is monitored vitb
ultraviolet radiaticn Patent
[HASA-CASI-EBC-10034J c15 B71-24896
field icnizaticn electrodes Patent
[BASA-CASI-IBC-10013] c09 H71-26678
Ion microprobe mass spectrometer for analyzing
f lu id materials Patent
[SASA-CASI-ZBC-10014] c14 H71-28863
Device for measuring light scattering vterein
the measuring beam is successively reflected
between a pair of parallel reflectors Patent[BASA-CASI-XEB-11203] c14 871-28994
BAB1ZBA, B. E.
Indicator prcviding continuous indication of the
•presence cf a specific pcl la tant in air
[BASA-CASE-BFO-13174-1] c45 B76-21742
Arc control in compact arc lamps[BASI-CSSI-BPO-.1C870-1] c33 H77-22386
BABIB10BE, D. E.
Space suit pressure stabilizer Patent
[BASJ-CiSI-XU-OE332] COS H71-11194




Collapsible corrugated horn antenna[BASJ-CJSI-LAB-11745-1] c32 877-24339
BABZA, B. J.
Application of luciferase assay for ATP to
antimicrobial drug susceptibility
[8ASA-CASI-GSC-12039-1] c51 H77-22794
Determination cf antimicrobial susceptibilities
cf infected urines without isclaticc
[BASA-C1SI-GSC-12046-1] c52 1177-26797
BiSIDLIS, A.
nethod and apparatus for distillaticn of liquids
Patent
[BASA-CAS1-ISP-0812H] Cl5 N71-2718a
padial heat flux t ransformer
[BASA-CASI-BIC-10828] C33 N72-17948
Bethod for distillation of liquids
[NASA-CSSI-1BP-08121-2] C06 H73-13129
BASS, A. B.
Dltraviclet resonance lamp Patent
[NASA-CJSI-ABC-10030] c09 H71-12521
nltraviclet atomic emission detector
[HASA-CJSI-BCU-1C756-1] Cl« H72-25428
BiSTlBH, 6. 0.
Fluid flo* restrictor latent
[HASA-CASI-SPO-10117] c15 871-15608
BATE, E. B., JB.
Apparatus for establishing flov of a fluid mass
having a known velocity
I8ASA-CASI-BIS-211I2I1-1] C34 H70-27730
BATES, B. E.




Dual f requency nicrovave reflex feed
CBASA-CASI-HtO-13091-1] C09 873-12211
BAISCB, I. P.
Attitude control for spacecraft Patent[BASA-CBSI-JBP-002911] c2 1 870-36938
Slit regulated ?as journal bearing Patent[NASA-CASI-XBP-00176] CIS 870-38620
EATI8, I. 6.











Air conditioning system and component therefore
distributing air flow from opposite directions[SASA-CASE-GSC-11I1U5-1] c31 871-27902
BAQEaSSCHOB. 0. I., JB.
Folding boom assembly Patent
CBASA-CASE-IGS-00938] c32 B70-11367









Solder flux which leaves corrosion-resistant
coating Patent
[BASA-CASE-IBP-03159-2] c18 B71-15688
Soldering vitb solder fltix which leaves
corrosion resistant coating Patent
[8ASA-CASE-XBP-03159] CIS B71-21078
Fluid impervious barrier including liquid .metal












Thermodielectric radiometer utilizing polymer film[BASA-CASE-ABC-10138-1] c11 872-21177
BEAB, B. A.
Optical projector system Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBP-03853] c23 B71-21882
BBAB, B. B.
Solid medium thermal engine
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10161-1] ell B71-33379
BEASLEI, B. B.
Two-component ceramic coating for silica
insnlaticn[BASA-CASI-BSC-KI270-1] C27 H76-22377








Botary vane attenuator wherin rotor has




Hater separating systea Patent
[BASA-CASI-XBS-13052] Cll 871-20127
BECK, A. F.
Small plasua probe Patent
[HASA-CASI-IIE-02578] C25 B71-20707
BECE, T. B.










Probes having ring and primary sensor at same
potential to prevent collection of stray wall
currents in ionized gases
£BASA-CASE-X1I-00690] C25 869-39884
1-233
BECKUITB, E. B. IBTBBtOB IBDBX
BECKSIT8, B. I.
Bechunical coordinate converter Patent
[HASA-CASI-XHP-00614] c14 B70-36907
BEEHB, 0. B.
Optical trackirg mount Patent
[HASA-CASI-BFS-14017] c14 B71-26627
BBBH, J, t.




Sclid propellant rocket motor
[HASA-CASI-BIC-11559] c28 B73-24784
BELABGBB, B. J.
Fluid lubricant system Patent
[BASA-CASI-XBP-C3972] c15 N71-23048
BBU9CO, B.
Hedical subject monitoring systems
[BASA-CASI-HSC-14180-1] 052 N76-14757
BELER, B. i., JB.




Thermal ccipensating structural member
[BASA-CASE-BFS-20433] c15 H72-28496





Process fcr preparing higher oxides of the
alkali and alkaline earth metals
[8ASA-CASE-ABC-10992-1] c25 H77-17178
BEII, C. B.
Fiber optic multiplex optical transmission system
[SASA-CASI-KSC-11047-1] c74 N77-15826
BBLl, D., III





A method cf preparing aicnatic polyinides having






BBII, V. I., OB.
Process fcr interfacial polymerization of











Totally confined explcsive velding
[HASA-CASI-IAB-10941-2] c15 H73-32371
Totally confined explosive nelding
[HASA-CASI-IAB-10941-1] C37 H74-21057
. Bethod of Baking an explosively velded scarf joint
[HASA-CASE-1AB-11211-1] c37 H75-12326
BEIBDICI, B. D.




Fast opening diaphragm Patent
[RASA-CASI-XIA-03660] c15 H71-21060
BEBS16HI, J. D.
Bethod and apparatus for precision sizing and
joining cf large diameter tubes Patent
[HASA-CASI-HF-05114] c15 B71-17650
Bethod and apparatus for piecision sizing and
joining of large diameter tabes Patent
[HASA-CASI-IBF-OE114-3] Cl5£S71-24865
Bethod and apparatus for precision sizing and
joining cf large diameter tubes Patent
[NASi-CASE-XBF-05114-21 c15 H71-26148
BBBD1BI, C. B.
Selective image area ccnttcl of x-ray film
exposure density
[HASA-CAEI-BIO-13808-1] C35 B77-24456
A thermal energy transforuer
[SASA-CASE-SIO-14058-1] C44 B77-30616
BEBEBAHD, D. 6.
Direct beating surface combustor
[HAS*-CASI-IEi-11877-1] C44 876-28616
BBBEBABD, G. E.
Method of taking fiber composites
[RASA-ClSZ-im-10424-2-2] C18 S72-25538
EBBS, 0. E.






Erectable nodular space station Patent
[HASA-CASI-X1A-00678] C31 870-31296
BBBKOFBC, F. E.
Liquid netal slip ring
[SASA-CASI-1IS-12277-1] C33 B76-2B472










Bethod of making silicon solar cell array
[BASA-CASI-1EH-11069-1] C44 B74-14784
BEBBSBB, B.
Electrical apparatus for detection of thermal
decomposition of Insulation Patent
IBASA-CASI-XBF-03968] c14 B71-27186
BEBBIBB, B. I.
Thrust augmented spin recovery device
[BASA-CASF.-IAB-11970-1] c08 B77-22147
BBBBX, E. B.
Positive dc to positive dc converter Patent
[SASA-CASB-IBF-14301] C09 B71-2J188















Bethod of groning composites of the type
exhibiting the Soret effect
[BASA-CASE-BFS-22926-1] C24 B77-27187
BBIIABDKBB, B. C.




Flexible seal for valves Patent
[BASA-CASI-XII-00101] Clb B70-33376
B1BBIBK, I.




Focused laser Eoppler velocimeter
[BASA-CASE-BFS-23178-1] C35 B77-10493
BUDBBBACK, B, B.
Amplitude modulated laser transmitter Patent
[HASi-CJSi-XBS-04269] C16 B71-2289b
BILES, J. B., JB.






Temperature controller for a fluid cooled garment
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10599-1] cOb B73-26071
BILLIB6S, C. B.
Emergency escape system Patent
1-234
IBVEBTOB I1DBX BOH, I. I.
[NASJ-CASI-XKS-07814] c15 H71-27067
BILUHGSLEI, P. C.
Electro-optical scanning apparatus Patent
^pplicaticn
[BASA-CASE-BPO-11106] c10 B70-34697
Iiage data rate converter baving a drum with a
fixed head and a rctatatle head
[BASJ-CASE-BIC-1165S-1] 035 B70-11283
BILLBAJ, R. i.





Alignment apparatus using a laser hating a
gravitaticnally sensitive cavity reflector
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10004-1]
 C16 B73-33397




Thiophenyl ether disiloxanes and tnsiloxanes
useful as lucricant f luids
[BASA-CASI-BIS-22411-1] c37 B74-21058
BIHCKLEY, R. 6.
voltage regulator with plural parallel power
source sections Patent












Broadband cliche for antenna structure
[HASA-CASI-XPS-05303] cC7 B69-27462
BISHCP, B. E.
optical alignient system latent
[SASA-CJSI-HIP-02029] C14 B70-41955
BLACK, D. B.
Horizontally ncunted solar collector
[BASA-CASI-BIS-23349-1] c44 H77-30613
BLACK, I. A.






















Inorganic thermal ccsticl jiga«st Batent
[HASA-c»si-mp-o;i39] cis H7
BLAISB, B. I.
Air cnshicn lift pad Patent
[KASA-CASE-BfS-11685] c31 H71-15689






Tantalum modified ferritic iron base alleys
[HASA-CAS!-L!i-12095-1] c26 B76-17233





Lateral displacement system foe separated rocket
stages Patent
[HASA-CASI-HA-00800] C31 H71-23008
Quiet jet transport aircraft
[BASA-CASI-IAB-11087-1] c02 B73-26008
High lift aircraft
[BASA-CASI-1AB-11252-1 ] c05 B75-25910
BLiHCHE, J. P.
Electrical leed-throagh connection for printed
circuit toards and printed cable
£HASA-CASI-IBF-01083] Cl« HtS-27031
BLABD, C.
Bacteriostatic conformal coating and methods cf
application Patent
CHASA-CASI-GSC-10007] , Cl8 n7l-16006








Formed metal ribbon wrap Patent
[HiSA-CASl-HE-00161] Cl5 H7C-36011
BLOOHFIBLD, H. S.
In-sita laser retorting of oil shale
[BASA-CASE-LES-12217-1 ] C36 B77-18029
BLOSSEB, B. B.




Apparatus for producing high purity 1-123
CSASA-CASB-LH-10518-2] c20 H72-2871«t
Production of high purity 1-123
[BASA-CASI-1ID-10518-1] c2« B72-33681
Apparatus for producing high purity 1-123
['SASA-CASE-IE1I-10518-3] C31 B70-10476










parametric amplifiers vith idler circuit feedback
[SASi-CASJ-lAB-10253-1] c09 B72-252&8
BLDBBICH, J. P.
Pivotal shock absorbing pad assembly Patent
[BASA-CASF.-IBF-03856] C31 B70-301S9
Landing pad assembly for aerospace vehicles Patent
CBASA-CASE-XHP-02853] C31 B70-36654
Double-acting shock absorber Patent
[BASA-CASI-XBr-01005] CIS B7C-40354
Tank construction for space vehicles Patent
£BASA-CAS!-XBF-01899] C31 B70-41908











Apparatus and method for generating large mass




Barrow bandwidth video Patent
[BASA-CASE-IBS-06740-1] C07 B71-26S7S
BOBDI, D. 0.











BOGBEB, B. S. IBVBBTOB ISDBI
[SASS-ciSI-HEC-11273-1] c31 H75-33342
BOGBEB, B. S.
Storage battery comprising negative plates of a
1
 wedge shaped configuration
[BASA-CASE-BIC-11806-1] cH<t B7U-19693
BOGDSZ, P. j.
Pressure transducer calitrator Patent
[BASJ-CASI-XHF-01660- dll H71-23036
BOIES, fi. D.
Instrument for measuring potentials on two
dimensional electric field plots Patent
[NASA-CASE-XIA-061193] C10 B71-19421
BOISSBVAIB, J. 6.
Optical machine tccl alignient indicator Patent
[NASA-CJSF.-XJC-09489-1] c15 H71-26673
BOLT, C. A., OB.
Broadband chcke for antenna structure
tHASA-CASE-XBS-05303] c07 B69-27462
BOHD, W. S.
Ccnnector internal force gauge Patent
[NASA-CASI-XliP-03918;) C1H H71-23087
BOHISCH, F.
Automatically lockable anally extensible strut
[»AS*~CASI-IAF-11900-1] COS B77-1813<l
BOBH, J. I.
Hire grid fcrning apparatus Patent
rHASJ-OSI-III-00023] c15 H70-33330
EOHHEB, T. F., JB.
Quiet jet t ransport aircraft
[NASA-CASE-IfB-11087-1] c02 H73-26008
BONO, P.
Recoverable single stage spacecraft booster Patent
rHASA-CASI-XBP-019731 c31 B70-41588
BOOD1ET, I, E.






CNASi - C J SE - XlA- 00< l15 ] Cl5 N71-16079


















Adaptive tracking notch filter system Patent
[HASA-CASI-XHI-01892] c10 N71-22986
BOBOSCH, B, B.
Wide range linear floigate lagnetcaeter Patent
[NASA-CISI-XGS-01587] c1« H71-15962
BOSCO, 6. B., JB.





Bapid activaticn and checkout device for batteries
[HAEA-CASI-HFS-227H9-1] C<tH H76-14601
Lead-oxygen dc power supply system having a
closed icop oxygen and later system
[HASA=CA£E=HFS-23059=1] C<|!| H76-2766H.
BOSTCH, B. I.




Turnstile and flared cone OB? antenna
[HASJ-CSSH-IHB-1C970-1] c33 B76-1D372
BOOTDBB, D, 1.
Rultilevel netallizatioc lethod for fabricating
a metal cxide semiccndnctor device
[HASA-CASI-HFS-23EI11-1] c33 H77-27308
BOOBKB, D. 6.















BOYLE, 3. »., JB.
Adjustable attitude guide device Patent
CBASA-CASE-XLA-07911] c15 B71-15571












BBADFIELD, S. S., Ill
Onbalanced guadriphase demodulator *
[NASA-CASI-HSC-118IIO-1] C32 N77-2«331
BBADLEI, B. B.
Emergency earth orbital escape device
[BASA-CASI-HSC-13281] c31 H72-18859
A method of delivering a vehicle to earth orbit




Surface roughness detector Patent
[BASA-CASE-XIA-00203] cla B70-31161
EBABDHOBST, B. i., JB.
Bapidly pulsed, high intensity, incoherent light
source
[BASA-CASI-XLE-2529-3] c33 B71-20859
High power laser apparatus and system
[BASA-CASS-XLE-2529-2] c36 B75-27364
Solar cell surface treatment
[HASA-CASF.-LEg-11330-l] ClU B76-14612






Application of semiconductor diffnsants to solar






Leading edge protection for composite blades
[BASi-CASE-LEi-12550-1] c2q B77-19170
BBABTLBI, I. I., JB.
Hount for continuously orienting a collector
dish in a system adapteu to perform both






Thermal energy storage system
[BAS»-CiSE-HFS-23167-1] clq B76-31667
BBASCHIIIZ, J. B.













IBVBBTOB I1DBI BBOIB, i. E.. Ill
BBBAOIT, B. I.




Vapor phase grcvth Ct greets 3-5 ccmpcunds by





Flnorinated esters of pclycarboxylic acids
[BASi-CASI-BfS-21040-1] ' C06 H73-30098
BBBBD, I. I.
Preparation of ordered ccly /arylenesiloxane/
pclyiers[BASJ-CASI-IBI-1C753] C06 B71-11237
BBEEZE, B. K.
Hethod and systei for respiration analysis Patent
[BASA-CASI- IJB-06903] COS H71-11202
BBBGBAB, B. 3.
Derivation cf a tangent function using an
integrated circuit fcor-cuadrant Multiplier[BASJ-CASI-BSC-13907-1] " C10B73-26230
BBBITIIESEB. B.
High corrert electrical lead[BASA-CISZ-LII-10950-1] c33 874-27683
BBSOCBA, 1. G., OB.
Coazial cable connector Patent
[BASA-CBSI-XBP-OH732] C09 H71-20851
BBBI, B.
Freguency division multiplex techniqae
[HASA-CASI-KSC-10521] c07 F73-20176
FH/CI raiar system[FASJ-CBSI-HIS-22234-1] c32 876-33364
BBICRBB, B. I.
Bass measuring systen Patent
[SASA-CASi-xas-03371] cos 570-12000
BBI6BT, C. I.














Cable arrangement for rigid tethering Patent
[NASA-CASI-IIA-02332] c32 H71-17609
BBIIT, I. 0.
Beiote lightring icnitor system
[HASA-CAEI-KSC-11031-1] c33 B77-21319
BBITZ, I. J.
Bapid actlvaticn and checkout device for batteries
[SASA-CASI-HIS-22719-1] Cl« B76-11601
Lead-oxygen dc pocer supply systei having a
closed Icop oxygen and later systei
[HASA-CASI-HIS-23059-1] c«q N76-2766»
BBOCK, F. J.
Gauge calibration by diffusion
[BASA-CASI-IGS-C7752] c1» B73-30390
Dltrahigh vacuum measuring ionization gauge
[BASA-CASI-XIA-05C87] c1» B73-30391
BBOCRBAR, B. B.
Charge stcrage diode lodnlators and demodulators
[HASA-CASI-BIO-10189-1] c33 S77-2131H
BBOD1B, J. C.
Hethod of taking electrical ccntact on silicon
sclar cell and resultant product Eatent
[HAS»-CfSI-HI-0«787] C03 R71-20492
Rethod of laklcg eillcot solar cell array
[SASA-CASI-LH-11069-1] cll« B7a-1Q78ll
Covered sillccr solar cells and methcd of
manufactcre
[HASl-C»SI-ril-11065-2] caa B76-1<1600
Silicon nitride coated, plastic covered solar cell
[BASA-CASI-IIS-11I196-1] C»H B77-11580
BBODIBICK, J. C.
Solid state television camera system Patent
[BASA-CASI-XHF-06092] c07 871-24612
BBODIBICR, B. I.
Signal ratio system utilizing voltage controlled
oscillatcis Patent
[BASA-CASI-IBE-04367] C09 B71-235B5




Variable ratio mixed-mode bilateral master-slave


























Capacitive tank gaging apparatus being






Optical tracking mount Patent
[BASA-CJSI-BBS-11017] Cll 871-26627
BBORBLL, B. V.
Two wavelength double poise tunable dye laser
[BASA-CASI-LAB-12012-1 ] C36 877-10517
BBOIB, 0.
Radial module space station Patent
[BASA-CASI-XBS-01906] c31 870-11373
BBOIB, D. I.




Sprayable lov density ablator
tNASA-CASE-HFS-23506-1] C24 877-15105
BBOIB, G. A.
Integrated circuit including field effect
transistor and cermet resistor
[BASA-CAEI-GSC-10835-1] C09 872-33205
BBOIB, G. T.













Seduced gravity fecal collector seat and urinal
[BASA-CASZ-BFS-22102-1] C54 H74-20725
BBOIB, R. B.






Gimbaled, partially submerged rocket nozzle Patent
[BASi-CASI-lB?-015<tl»] C28 H70-34162
BSOIB, B. B.
Bultiple pass reimaging optical system
[BASA-CASB-ABC-10194-1] C23 873-20741
BBOII, I. B., Ill
Bethod and means for providing an absolute poser
measurement capability Patent
1-237
BB08BIHG, E. t. INVEHTOB IBDEX
[NASA-CASI-IEC-11020] ell B71-2677U
Clear air turbulence detector
[NASA-CASI-IBC-10C81] d<l B72-28II37
dethod and apparatus for leasuring solar
activity and atmospheric radiation effects
[BASA-CASI-EBC-10276] c1« B73-26«32
BBOBBIHG, B. !.
Flexible seal for valves Patent
[NASA-C8SI-X1I-00101] c15 S70-33376
BBOYLES, B. I.
Parallel jlate visconeter Patent
[HASf-ClEI-INE-09162] ell H71-17581I
Bethod of irakirg hello* elastcmeric bodies
[SASA-CASH-BEO-13535-1] c37 H76-315211
BBOUBS, B. B.
Parallel plate visccmeter Patent
[HASA-CASI-XBE-09462] Cl« 871-17584
BBUCI, I. B., OB.
Computerized system for translating a torch head
[HAEA-CASI-MFS-23e20-1] c37 H77-2II497
BBOCI, B. A,












Dual f requency nicrowave reflex feed
[BASA-CASE-SEC-13091-1] C09 873-12211
BETAS, C. 0.
Autoignitici test cell latent[BASA-CASI-KSC-10198] c11 U71-28629
BSYAH, B. B.
Rind tunnel lodel damper latent
[NASA-CASI-Xll-091480] c11 H71-33612
BBIAHT, B. I.
Fatigue testing device latent
[BASA-CASE-XIA-02131] c32 N70-112003
BSIAB1, «. B.






Hypersonic test facility Eatent
CSASA-CASI-XlA-00378] c11 S71-15925









Folded traveling nave Baser structure Patent
tBASA-CASI-XBE-05219] C16 B71-15550
BOCK1BI, D. B.
Gas lubricant compositions Patent
[BASA-CASI-XII-00353] c18 B70-39897(letallic filn dif fus ion fcr boundary lubrication
Patent
[HASi-CAS£-lL!-On65] c18 B71-10772
Alloys for hearings Patent
[HASA-CASI-X11-05033] c15 B71-23810




Reter for use in detecting tension in straps
having predeteriined elastic characteristics
[BASA-CASI-BFS-22189-1] c35 H75-19615
eOLLUGEB, B. E.
Photoetching of aetal-oxide layers
[HASA-CASI-IBC-10108] cC6 B72-2109I)
BOBCI, B. C.
Closed locf ranging sjstea Patent
[BAS4-CASI-XBP-01501] c21 H70-H1930
Automatic carrier acquisition system
tSASA-CASE-HPO-11628-1:
 C07 B73-30113




Grinding arrangement for ball nose milling cotters
[NASA-CASE-IAB-101150-1] c37 B7H-27905
BOBCB, J. L.
Tvo speed drive system
[BASA-CASI-HFS-206145-1] C37 B7M-23070
Automatically operable self-leveling load table
[BASA-CASI-BIS-22039-1 ] C09 N75-12968
Actuator device for artificial leg
[S1SA-CASE-HIS-23225-1] c52 S77-1H735
Combined docking and grasping device
[ BASA-CASI-HIS-23088-1] C37 B77-23483
Apparatus for asseibling space structure
[HASA-CASE-HFS-23579-1] Cl2 B77-J1213
BDBCBAI, 1. «.
controlled release device Patent
[BASA-CASI-XRS-03338] C15 B71-210M3
BDBCBBB, E. B.
Laser communication system for controlling
several functions at a location remote to the
laser
[BASi-CAEE-IAB-10311-1] C16 B73-16536
Transmitting and reflecting diffuser
CBASA-CASE-LAB-10385-3] C23 B73-32538
Transmitting and reflecting diffaser
[NASA-CASE-IAE-10385-2] c70 B71-13Q36
Automatic focus control for facsimile cameras
CHASA-CASI-1AB-11213-1] C35 S75-1501Q
Spectrometer integrated with a facsimile camera
[HASA-CASE-IAH-11207-1] c35 B75-19613








Process for conditioning tanned sharkskin and
articles made therefrom Patent
[SASA-CASI-XBS-09691-1J C18 N71-15545
BDBK, S. H., JB.
Deployable flexible ventral fins for use as an
emergency spin recovery device in aircraft












Improved tissue macerating instrument
[HASA-CASE-IIIi-12668-1] C52 B76-23837
BOBBBAB, D. C.









Biomedical radiation detecting probe latent
[BASA-CASl-XBS-01177] COS B71-19HIIO
BDBHS, B. B.




Protected isotope heat source
[HASA-CASE-1H-11227-1] C73 S75-30876
BOBBODS, C. I.
Temperature compensated light source using a









IB1EBTOB IBtBX CABBIBG, I. I.
BOHTCS, 8. A.
Endless tape cartridge Patent
[HASA-CASB-XGS-00769] d<l B70-11647






Vacuum pressure adding technique
[HASA-CASI-lAB-10073-1] c37 B76-2U575
Ligh tweigh t stroctcral col ODES
[FASA-CASI-lAB-12095-1] c39 H77-27132
BDTLEB, D. B.
Biniatnre vibration isolator Patent
[HASA-CASI-X1A-01019] c15 B70-10156
Badio frequency filter deuce




Mult ichannel telemetry system
[NASA-CASF.-BEO-11572] c07 B73-16121
Beceiver vith an improved ptase lock Icop in a




Multiple rate digital command detection system
»ith range clean-up capability
[BASA-CASI-BIO-13753-1] c32 N77-20289
BOZZ1SD, B. J.
Badial heat flux transformer
[NASA-CASI-HPO-10828] C33 B72-17948
BYEBS, D. C.
Electrostatic tbrustor with improved insulators
Patent
[NASA-CASI-XIF.-01902] c28 H71-1057a
Sputtering holes vith ion teaalets
[BASA-CASB-LEB-116<46-1] c20 B7M-31269
BIBDB, |B. G.





Beat pipe tlermionic dicde power system Patent
[BASA-CASI-XBF-05613] cC3 B71-11055
Pover systea vith heat pipe liquid coolant lines
latent
[BASJ-CASI-HIS-11111-2] c09 B71-21807
Isothermal cover vith thermal reservoirs Patent
[SAEA-CASS-BFS-20355] C33 B71-25353






Elastcmeric silazane pclymers and process for






BCD to decimal decoder Patent
[NASJ-CASI-IKS-06167] c08 M71-2»890
Video sync processor Patent
[BASA-CSSE-KSC-10002] c10 H71-25865






Solar cell assembly test method
[NASA-CASE-BPO-101101] c03 B72-20033
CABLI, 1. I.
Botary solenoid shutter drive assembly and
rotary inertia damper and stop plate assembly[BSSA-CASt-GSC-11560-1] c33 H74-20861
CACOSSA, E. A.




Positive locking check valve Patent





Solid state television camera system Patent
[HASA-CAEE-XBF-06092] c07 B71-21612
C4LVEBT, B. F.










Sethod and system for in vivo measurement of
bone tissue using a tvo level energy source
[HASA-CAEE-HSC-11276-1} C52 H77-1«737
CABP, D. I.
Anemometer vith braking mechanism Patent
[BASA-CASI-XHF-05221J C1U B71-23726
Haxometers (peak wind speed anemometers)
[BASA-CASI-BFS-20916] Cl<4 B73-25160
CABP, E. 1.
Automatic signal range selector for metering .
devices Patent
[NASA-CAEI-XBS-06497] ell B71-26211
, CABPBBll, B. A,
Epozy-aziridine polymer product Patent
[NASA-CASI-BPO-10701] c06 N71-28t20
CABPBEH, C. C., JB.
Discrete local altitude sensing device Patent
[NASA-CAEE-XBS-03792] Cl» B70-I11812
CABPBELI, 0. B.
Tine division radio relay synchronizing system
using different sync code vords for in sync
and out of sync conditions Patent
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10373-1] c07 H71-19773
CAHPBELl, P. D.




Self-recording portable soil penetrometer
[BASA-CAEE-BFS-2077H] ell B73-19420
CABPBEI1, 6. ».
Hsthod and system for respiration analysis Patent
[BASA-CASE-XIB-08q03] c05 B71-11202
CABPBEI1, J. G.
Haltislot film cooled pyrolytic graphite rocket
nozzle Patent
[BASA-CASE-IBP-OQ389] C28 B71-20912
Tube sealing device Patent
[BASA-CASE-BEO-10«31] CIS B71-291J2
CABPBE1I, B. 1.
Redundant hydraulic control system for actuators
[BASA-CASE-BFS-20911] Cl5 B73-13166
CAHPBEI1, B. E., JB.
Focused laser Coppler velocimeter
[BASA-CASE-BES-23178-1] c35 B77-10Q93
CABPBEII, 1. 6.
Omnidirectional slot antenna for mounting on
cylindrical space vehicle
[HASA-CASE-LAB-10163-1] c09 B72-25217
CABPBB, C. P., OB.
Automated system for identifying traces of
organic chemical compounds in aqueous solutions
[BASA-CASI-BJO-13063-1] c25 B7t-182a5
CABCBO, C. 1.
Lou pover drain semi-conductor circuit
[NASA-CASI-XGS-01999] C09 B69-21317
Hide range data compression system Patent
[BASA-CASE-IGS-02612] C08 B71-19H35
Passive synchronized spike generator vith high
input impedance and low output impedance and
capacitor pover supply Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-03632] c09 B71-23311













 Heater-mixer fcr stored fluids
[BASA-CASE-8BC-1044S-1] c35 F74-15093
Bimetallic fluid displacement apparatus
[N8S1-C8SI-8BC-10441-1] C35 B74-15126
CAHTOB, C.'
ft t i tude ccotrcl system Patent
[BASJ-CASI-XGS-C4393] c2 1 B71-14159












Two-step rocket engine bipropellant valve Patent
tBASA-CSSI-XHS-04890-1] C15 S70-22192
CABEB, B. P.




Apparatus for deriving synchronizing poises from
pulses in a single channel PCB communications
systea
[HASA-CASE-BPC-11302-1] C07 B73-13149
Method and apparatus for a single channel
digital ccmmunicaticns system
[HASA-CAEE-HPO-11302-2] c32 H74-10132









Hethod an8 apparatus for ccntrollablj heating
f lu id Patent
x [HASA-C{£I-IMI-OU237] c33 H71-16278
CABISCI, A. I.





CABISCB, V. C. A.
Electric arc device for heating gases Patent
[NASJ-CASI-XJC-00319] C25 N70-41628




Honeyccib panel and method of making same Patent
[B8S8-CJSI-XI1I-OK102] C18 H71-2165V
CABOH, P. B.
logarithmic furcticn generator utilizing an
exponentially varying signal in an inverse
manner
[HASJ-CASE-EBC-10267] c09 H72-23173
Phase control circuits using frequency
multiplications fcr phased array antennas
[HASA-CASI-EBC-10285] C10 H73-16206
CABBIBI, 1. D.
Flcv velocity and directicnal instrument
[NASA-CASE-1AB-10855-1] Cl« H73-13B15
CABB, I. F.
Split not separation systei Patent
[B8SA-CASE-IHP-0691»] c15 N71-21Q89
CABB8SAI, J. B.
Riniatnre moltichannel tictelemeter sjstea
[BASA-CASE-HFO-13065-1] e52 H74-26625
C1BBOII, I. I.
Stabilized zinc oxide ccating compositicns Patent
[HASA-CASE-IB*-07770-Z] C18 871-26772
CABSOI, J. 1.
Quasi-optical ilcrovave cciponeat Patent
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10011] c07 B71-29065
CABSCI, P. B.
Array phasing device Patent
[BASA-CASE-EBC-1C04e] C10 H71-18722
CABSOI, I. B., JB.






Hethod and apparatus for producing a plasma Patent
[SASA-CASE-XLA-00147] C25 B70-J4661
CABIBB, a. B.
Sprayable low density ablator
[BASA-CASB-BPS-23506-1] C2<1 H77-15105




Emergency earth orbital escape device
[NASA-CASE-BSC-13281] C31 H72-18859
C1E050, A. J.
Sorption vacuum trap Patent
[NAS8-CASE-1BB-09519] C1U B71-18<|83
CABDSO, T. P.






Electrical load protection device Patent
[HASA-CASl-HSC-12135-1] C09 B71-12526
CASBIOB, K. D.
Solar optical telescope dome control system Patent
[BASA-C8SI-BSC-10966] ell B71-19568






Shielded conductor cable system
[BASA-CAEI-BSC-12745-1] C33 H77-13J38
CASTLBBAB, K.
Automated clinical system for chromosome analysis
£BASA-CASE-BFO-13913-1] C52 B77-19750
CAODI1L, 1. 0.
long range laser traversing system
[HASA-CASE-GSC-11262-1] C36 N71I-21091
CECCOB, B. 1.
Optical pump and driver system for lasers
[HASA-CASE-EBC-10283] c16 N72-25185
CEPOLLIBA, P. 0T






Optical binocular scanning apparatus
[BASA-CASE-BPO-11002] ell H72-22<!l|1
CBAHBEBS, A. B.
Temperature controller for a fluid cooled garment
£BASA-C8SI-8BC-10599-1] c05 H73-26071
A walking boot assembly
[HASA-CiSE-ABC-11101-1] c5« H77-KI7I12
CBABIS, C. C.





Crossnind landing gear position indicator
[BASA-CASB-1AB-11911-1] C06 B77-20098
CHABD1EB, JT A.




Spacecraft radiator cover Patent
[BASA-CASF.-HSC-12049] CJ1 B71-16080




Cryogenic storage system Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBS-04390] C31 B70-41871
CHAD, 0. I. 1,
Locking mechanism for orthopedic braces
[BASA-CASZ-GSC-12082-2] C52 B77-27694
1-240




Peak acceleraticn liiiter for vitrational tester
Patent
[FASA-CASE-BFO-10556] C14 H71-27185
Apparatus for recovering natter adhered to a
tost surface
[BASA-CASE-BIC-11213] Cl5 H73-20514
Automated attendance accounting sjstei
[BASA-CASE-BEO-1145€] C08 H73-26176
Servo-controlled intravital microscope system
[NASA-CASE-BPC-132111-1 ] C35 H75-25123
CHAPBAB, B. I.




Use of the enzyme telokinase for the reduction
of inherent light levels
[SASA-CASE-1GS-05533] cC4 869-27487
light detection instrument Patent
[BASA-CASI-ICS-05534] C23 S71-16355




Method of detecting and counting bacteria in
body fluids
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11092-2] cO« H73-27052
Protein sterilization m e t h o d of f i re f ly
lucifexase using reduced pressure and
nolecular sieves
[HASA-CASE-GSC-10225-1] COS 873-27086
Automatic instrument for chemical processing to
detect licrccrganism in biological samples by
measuring light reactions
[HASA-CASE-GSC-11169-2] COS 873-32011
Hethod of detecting and counting bacteria
[BASf-CASI-GSC-11917-2] C51 B76-29891
Detection cf nicrohial infection in blood and
antibiotic deterninaticns *
[SASA-CASE-GSC-12045-1] C52 H77-18733
Application of luciferase essay for Alp to
antimicrobial drug susceptibility
[BASA-CASE-GSC-12039-1] C51 H77-22794
Deterninaticn cf antimicrobial susceptibilities
of infected urines without isclaticn
[BASA-CASF.-GSC-12046-1] C52 B77-26797
CHAB1TOB, E. i.




Tool attachment fcr spreading loose eleients
away f re i Hoik Patent
[HASA-CASE-IH?-02107] C15 B71-10809
CHASE, I. D.
Full color hybrid display for aircraft simulators
[HAEA-CASI-ABC-10903-1] C09 H76-10148
Vehicle siiulator binocular multiplanar visual
display systei
CBASA-CASE-ABc-10808-1] c09 B76-24280




Dielectric loaded aperture antenna
[KASA-CAEB-IAB-1108II-1] C09 H73-12216
CHEATBAB, t. C.
Spacecraft docking and alignment system
[RAS»-CAS!-BSC-12559-1] C18 B76-11186
can, c. J.
Double discharge tetal vapcr laser with metal
halide as a lasant
[BASA-CASE-BIO-13qi(8-2] C36 H77-2»«59
Isotope separation using metallic vapor lasers
[HASA-CASl-BIO-13550-1] C36 H77-26477
CBBI, I.
Arterial poise nave pressure transducer
[HASA-CASI-GSC-11531-1] C52 H74-27566
CBEI, «. S.
Rind tunnel microphone structure Patent
[SiSA-CASZ-IBI-00250] C11 S71-28779
CBBIG, 0. I.
Beversed cc«l flap inlet thrust augmentor
[BASI-CAS1-JBC-1075H-1) C07 875-24736
Boise suppressor for turbo fan jet engines
[BASA-CASE-AEC-10812-1] C07 876-18131
System for measuring Beynolds in a turbnlently
flowing fluid
[BASA-CASI-ABC-10755-2] C34 B76-27517
System for measuring three fluctuating velocity
components in a tnrbulently flowing fluid
[8ASA-CASE-ABC-10974-1] c34 H77-2734S
CBBBS, S. I.
Pyrolysis system and process
[BASA-CAEI-BSC-12669-1] C44 B76-16621
CBEBOAK, A. S.
Haxinum power point tracker Patent
[BASA-CASI-GSC-10376-1] C14 B71-27407
CBBBHOFF, B. C.
Phase conjugation method and apparatus for an
active retrodirective antenna array
[HASA-CASI-BIO-13641-1] c32 877-^4340
CBESISUtT, 0.








optical frequency waveguide Patent
[BASA-CASE-BQB-10541-1 ] c07 871-26291




Process for the preparation of brnshrte crystals
[BASA-CASE-BBC-10338] C04 B72-33072
CBILDS, J. H.
High-vacuon condenser tank for ion rocket tests
Patent
[BaSA-CAEI-XIE-00168] ell 870-33278
Electric propulsion engine test chamber Patent
CBASA-CAS1-XLE-00252] ell 870-34844
CHILEBSKI, J. J. i






Space capsule Patent '
[SflSA-CASE-XlA-01332] C31 B71-15664
CHIOi, B. I.
Laser machining apparatus Patent
[BSSA-CASI-HCB-10541-2] CIS 871-27135




Fluidic proportional thrnster system
[HBSA-CASI-ABC-10106-1] C28 872-22769
CHOBS, C. F.




Elastic universal joint Patent
[BftSA-CASE-XBP-00416] Cl5 870-36947
CBOBIIBG, D.
Emergency earth orbital escape device
[BASA-CASI-BSC-13281] C31 B72-18859
CHHEITZBBEG. A. B.







Bethod of fabricating an object with a thin wall
having a precisely shaped slit
[BaSa-CASE-IAB-10409-1] C31 B74-21059
CHO, I. L.
Growth of gallium nitride crystals
[BaSA-CASE-LAB-11302-1] c25 B75-13054
Improved low cost substrates fcr polycrystalline
solar cells
CSiSA-CASZ-GSC-12022-2] C«4 B76-26695




Zero gravity apparatus Patent
CIBBIOCB, C. C. IBVBBTOB IBDBI
[BASA-CASE-IBF-06515] c1« B71-23227
CIBEIOCB, C. C.
Apparatus for igniting solid propellents Patent
[BASA-CASS-XII-00207] C28 B70-33375
Bet hod of igniting solid piopellants Patent
[RASA-CASI-IIZ-01988] c27 N71-15634
CXSSEIX, B. 1.
Threadless fastener apparatus Patent
[SASA-CASE-1IB-05302] c15 H71-2325H
CIS2BK, I. t.
Production of crystals fzci molten solutions
[BASA-CASI-BIO-13969-2] c76 H77-3098U
CLIPS, 1. B.




Bypersonic test facility latent,
[BASA-CAEI-XlA-00378] ell H71-15925
Bypersonic test facility latent
[BASA-CASE-XIA-05378] c11 871-211(75
CLABE, B. K.
Thernal pnmp-ccmpressor fci space use Patent
tBASA-CASI-HA-OC377] c33 H71-17610
CIAIB, J. B.
Automated fluid cheiical analyzer Patent
[BASA-CISI-XBP-09«51] c06 H71-26754
CLABE, R. B.






Born feed laving overlapping apertures Patent
[BASA-CASI-SSC-10B52] c07 H71-12396
CL1BBB, D. B. ;





Process for taking BF shielded cable connector
assemblies and 'tee products f cried thereby
[BASA-CAEE-GSC-11215-1] c09 B73-28083
Bicroscope multi-angle, reflection, viewing
adaptor and photographic recording system
[BASA-CASI-GSC-11690-1] c1t H73-28I499
CLAOSS, B. C.
Transmission line thermal short Patent
.[BASA-CASI-XBP-09775] c09 N71-20415
Circulator having quarter tavelength resonant
post and parametric amplifier circuits
utilizing the same latent
[BASA-CASI-ISS-021HO} c09 871-23097
High-gain, broadband traveling nave naser Patent
[HASA-CASE-HSO-105<ie] c16 B71-2H831







Bethod and apparatus for checking fire detectors
[BASA-CASE-SSC-11600-1] c35 H74-21019
CL1I, F. P., OB.
lonization vacuum gauge vith all bat tbe end of
the ion collector shielded Patent
[BAS1-CASB-1LA-07424] c1fl B71-18482
CLEBB1S, 6. 1., JB.
Deep space monitor communication satellite
system latent
CBASA-CASE-XAC-06029-1] c3 1 B71-2«813
CLBBBBS, F. I/
Device for configuring multiple leads
[BASA-CASE-BIS-22133-1] C33 B7U-26977
CLBBEBI, B. 6.
Friction measuring apparatus Patent
[BASA-CASI-IBP-08680] c1« B71-22995
CLBBEBTS, P. A.
System for stabilizing cable phase delay
utilizing a coaxial cable under pressure
IBASA-CASE-BEO-13138-1] c33 B7I»-17927
C1BBBOBS, 0. I., JB.
Thermal ccntrol cf space vehicles Patent
[BASA-CASI-ILA-01291] c33 870-36617
CLBTBLABD, 6. J.
Bedical subject monitoring systems
[HASA-CASE-BSC-ltlSO-l] c52 H76-ia757




Data processor having multiple sections
activated at different times by selective
power coupling to the sections Patent
[HASA-CASZ-XGS-OU767] c08 H71-12S9H
Bipple add and ripple subtract binary counters
Patent
£HASA-CASE-IGS-0«766] C08 B71-18602
Apparatus for computing square roots Patent
[HiSA-CASI-XGS-01768] C08 H71-19437










Hethod and apparatus for optically monitoring
the angular position of a rotating mirror
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11353-1] , CT4 N71-21JO"!
CLOIFBLIBB, I. B.
Apparatus for the determination of the existence
or non-existence of a bonding between two
members Patent
[HASA-CASI-B1S-13686] C15 B71-18132
Device for measuring tbe ferrite content in an
austenitic stainless-steel weld
[HASA-CASI-BJS-22907-1] C26 H76-18257
Bethod for measuring biaxial stress in a body
subjected to stress inducing loads
[ BASA-CASE-HIS-23299-1] C39 N77-28511
CLOOSB, L. G.
Driving lanps by induction





Bethod and apparatus for detecting surface ions
on silicon diodes and transistors
[HASA-CASE-EBC-10325] Cl5 >B7i-25<!57
COB, B. B.
High speed rolling element bearing
[HASA-CASI-1ES-10856-1] CIS H72-22Q90




Oil cooling system for a gas turbine engine
[NASA-CASE-IB»-12830-1] c07 H77-23106
COHEH, D.
Fluid sample collector Patent
[HASA-CASE-XBS-06767-1] c 11 B71-20II35
COBBB, B. A.
Audio frequency marker system
£HASA-CASE-BEO-111<t7] ell B7i-27«08
COBBB, B. F.






A method for selective gold diffusion of
monolithic silicon devices and/or circuits
Patent application
[BASA-CASE-EEC-10072-] cQ9 H70-11KI8
Bethod and apparatus for stable silicon dioxide




Bechargeable battery which combats shape change
of the lite anode
[BASA-CASI-BQB-10862-1] ell B76-296V9
COBB, B. B.




Quick disconnect latch and handle "combination
Patent
1-2*2
IBVE1TOE 1BDBI COBIIB, B. B.
[HASA-CASE-BJS-11132] C15 K71-176U9
COLBOEB, g. E.
Automatic instrument fcr chemical processing to
detect ncrccrganiSB in tiological samples by
measuring light reactions
[BASA-CJSI-GSC-11169-2] COS B73-32011
COIE, B. A., JE.
Method and apparatus for measuring the damping
characteristics cf a structure
[NASA-CfSI-ABC-1015<l-1] C11 H72-221HO
COIE, P. 1.
Lev friction magnetic recording tape Patent
[BASA-CAEI-IGS-OC373] C23 H71-15978
System for recording and reproducing pnlse code
modulated data Patent
[BASA-CASE-IGS-01021] COS H71-21012
Friction measuring apparatus Patent
[BASA-CASI-IBP-C8680] c11 H71-22995
Helical recorder arrangement for multiple









Garments fcr ccntrclling the temperature of the
body Patent
[HASA-CASI-XHS-10269] CO 5 H71-2U1I17
C011IB, E. E.
Apparatus and method for skin packaging articles
[SASA-CJSE-BfS-20655] c15 H73-27405
C011IHS, D. D.
Process for removing sulfur dioxide f r o m gas
streams
[HASA-CASE-MSC-16299-1] c45 H77-31668
C011HS, D. 1., 3t.
Flold pover transiitticg gas bearing Patent
[BASA-CASE-EBC-1C097] c15 H71-28<(65
C011IUS, E. B.
Automated multi-level vehicle parking system
[HASA-CASE-BPO-13058-1] C37 B77-22Q80
COllIBS, E. B., JB.











Phototropic composition of matter
[HASJ-CASI-IGS-03736] d« N72-22IH3
COIABt, J. E.
Television simalaticn for aircraft and space
flight Patent
[HASA-CASI-XIB-03107] c09 H71-19H49
COBE, C. D., JB.
Minimum induced drag aiifcil body Patent
[NASl-CASE-XIA-00755] c01 »71-13«10
Minimum induced drag airfoil body Patent
CKASA-CASE-Xli-05828] CO 1 B71-13qi1
Absolute fccns lock for licrosccpes
CHASA-CAEE-lJE-101811] ell »72-22a»5
Process fcr ccitrol of cell division
[HASI-CASI-IJB-1C773-3] c51 H77-25769
COSGIB, C. C.
Inductance device sith vacuum insulation
[SASA-CASI-1I8-10330-1] C09 B72-27226
COBIG1IO, 6. 1.




Bcment of inertia test fiiture Patent
[HASA-CASE-IGS-01023J c1» H71-22992
COIBBll, E. I.
Flexible Jcint for presscrlzable garient
[HASA-CASE-HSC-11072] c5P B7Q-32516
COIICLII,.D. J.
Traveling «ave tube circuit
[BASA-OSI-1IS-12013-1] C33 H77-17360
conciii, J. i.




Annular rocket motor and nozzle configuration
Patent
[BASa-CASE-XlB-00078] C28 B70-3328a
Annular supersonic decelerator cr drogue Patent
[SASA-CJSE-JlZ-00222] ' C02 B70-37939
Penshape eibaust nozzle for supersonic engine
Patent
[BASA-CASE-IlE-00057] C28 B70-38711
Telescoping-spike supersonic inlet for aircraft
engines Patent
[BSSA-CASE-IIE-00005] C28 B70-39899
Thrust and direction control apparatus Patent
[B&SA-CAS1-IIB-03583] C31 B71-17629
COIBAD, B. B.
Thrust vector control apparatus Patent
[H4SA-CASE-XIB-00208] C28 H70-3a29a
Non-xensuable kinetic energy absorber Patent
[BaSA-CASE-IlE-00810] CIS B7C-3H861
COBHAD, I. B.




Hethod for detecting pollutants
[B»SA-CASI-lAB-1ia05-1] Cl5 B76-3171B
C006AB, J. B.
Dethod of planetary atmospheric Investigation
using a split-trajectory dual flyby mode latent
[BASA-CASE-IAC-0849II] C30 B71-1S990
COOK, 1. A.
Metering gun fcr dispensing precisely measured
charges of fluid
[BASA-CASI-HIS-21163-1] c5<t B7<l-17853
COOK, I. B., JB.
Detector panels-micrometeoroid impact Patent
£»ASA-CASE-XIA-05906] C31 B71-16221
COO1IDGB, J. E.
Data transfer system Patent
[BASA-CASJ-BIO-12107] C08 H71-27255
COOB, G. B.
vibrating element electrometer uith output
signal magnified over input signal by a
function of the mechanical Q of the vibrating
element Patent
[SASA-CASI-XAC-02807] c09 B71-23021
Thermally cycled magnetometer Patent
[BASA-CASI-IAC-03710] c1« B71-26135
Trielectrode capacittve pressure transducer
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10711-2] C33 B76-21390
COOPBB, C. B.
Underwater space suit pressure control regulator
[HASA-CAEE-HPS-20332] c05 B72-20097
Underwater space suit pressure control regulator
IBASA-CASE-MFS-20332-2] COS B73-25125
COOPBB, D. I.
Generator for a space pover system Patent
£gASA-C4SE-IlE-0«250] C09 »71-20««6





COP1LAID, H. T., JB.
High speed photo-optical time recording
[BASA-CASE-SSC-10294] Cl<l B72-18111
COBBII, P. I.
Automatic fatigue test temperature programmer
Patent
[HASA-CASE-XIA-02059] c33 871-24276
COSIIILB, B. J., OB,
Stretch de-spin mechanism Patent
[HASA-CiSI-IGS-00619] c30 B7C-40016
COBBISB, S. 9.
Flame detector operable in presence of protcn
radiation
(BASA-CASE-BFS-21577-1] c19 B7«-29«10








Apparatus for determining thermophysical
pcopertles of test specimens
1-243








Vortex generator fcr ccntrclling the dispersion
of effluerts in a flexing liquid
[NASA-CASE-UB-12045-1] C34 H77-24123
COSTIS, B. C.
Self-recording portable sell penetrometer
[BASA-CASI-BFS-20774] c14 N73-19420
COSTOB, B. H.




Display for binary characters Patent
[HAS8-CJS!-XGS-0<)987] COS H71-20571
CODCB, B. B.
Apparatus fcr aiding a pilot in avoiding a
nidair collision between aircraft
[HASA-CSSE-IAB-10717-1] c21 N73-30641
Phase modulat ing with odd and even finite power
series of a modulating signal
[NASA-CSSI-IIB-11607-1] C32 H77-14292
COOLEEBT, C. t.
Multislot film cooled pjrclytic graphite rocket
nozzle Patent
[HASA-CaSE-XBP-04389] c28 H71-20942
COOVIILOH, I. 1., JB.
Signal-tc-Ecise ratio estimating by taking ratio
cf mean and standard deviation of integrated
signal sanples Patent
[HASA-CBSI-XBP-05254] C07 H71-20791
Hethod and apparatus fcr frequency-division
BUltiplex conmunications by digital phase
shift of carrier
[HASf-CASI-BPO-11338] c08 H72-25208
Apparatus for deriving synchronizing pulses from
poises in a single channel PCN communications
systen
[HASa-CaSE-HIO-11302-1] C07 B73-13149
Pseadonoise (PB) synchronization of data system
mth derivation of clock frequency f rom
received signal for clocking receiver PN
generator
[HA'sa-caSE-XBP-03623] c09 H73-28084
Hethod and apparatus for a single channel
' digital communications system
[HASA-CASE-HEO-11302-2] c32 874-10132
COIAB, J. J.
Bclograph; utilizing surface plasmon resonances
[HASA-CASE-MFS-22040-1] C35 B74-26946
COfEU, I. E.






Control system for rocket vehicles Patent
[HASJ-C8SI-XIA-01163] c21 S71-15582
CBAI6, B. t.




Sclar energy powered heliotrope
[»ASB-C»E!-GSC-109<l5-13 c21 S72-31637
CBiWFOBD, I. I.
Drive circuit for linitiziug power consniption















CBEEL, I. B., JB,
Apparatus for determining thermophysical
properties of test specimens
[ SASA-CSSE-IAB-11883-1 ] c09 H77-27131
CBEPBin, E. C.








Display for binary characters Patent
£BASA-CAS!-XGS-0<I987] C08 B71-20571
CBE1S, J. H., OB.
strain coupled servo control system Patent
[NASA-CASE-XLB-08530] C32 B71-25360
CBIBB, B. E.
Parasitic probe antenna Patent
[SASA-CASE-XKS-09318] C09 S71-1J521
Weatherproof helix antenna Patent ,
[BASA-CASE-XKS-081185] c07 H71-19193
VHP/DBF parasitic probe antenna Patent
[NASA-CASI-XKS-09310] C07 B71-2»61M
Validation device for spacecraft checkout
equipment Patent
[BASA-CaSE-XKS-10543] C07 B71-26292
Protective suit having an audio transceiver Patent
[BASA-CASE-KSC-1016II] C07 B71-33108
Collapsible high gain antenna
[BASA-CASB-KSC-10392] c07 873-26117
CBOFI, B. B.
Personal propulsion unit Patent
[BASA-CSSE-BFS-20130] C28 H71-27585
CBOFIS, D. E.






Omnidirectional microwave spacecraft antenna
Patent
CHASA-CASE-XIA-0311II] C09 B7 1-22888
stacked array of omnidirectional antennas
[BASA-CJSE-IAB-105B5-1] C09 B72-2121U
Dielectric loaded aperture antenna
[BASA-CASE-lAB-11084-1] c09 B73-12216
CBODCB, B. I.
Shrink-fit gas valve Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-00587] CIS H70-35087
CBOOCB, B. R.
Vapor phase growth of groups 3-5 compounds by
hydrogen chloride transport of the elements
[HASA-CASE-lAB-miHt-1] C25 B75-26013
CHOS, B. B.
iide band doubler and sine wave quadrature
generator
[B»SA-CiSE-BSO-11133] CIO B72-20223
Filter for third order phase locked loops
£B»SA-CASl-BPO-119ai-1] CIO B73-27171
Frequency discriminator and phase detector circuit
CBASA-CiSE-BSO-11515-1] C33 B77-13315
cam, G. i.
Foot pedal operated fluid type exercising device
[BSSA-CASE-HSC-11561-1] COS B73-3201«
CBOSP1BB, J. F,





Hultilegged support system Patent
[BASA-CASB-IlA-01326] C11 B71-21181
CBOTCBBB, J. I?




Thrust and direction control apparatus Patent
[BASA-CASI-XlE-03583] C31 »71-17629
COBLBI, B. D.




Method of making hollow elastomeric bodies
[BASA-CASE-BtO-13535-1] C37 (76-31524
1-244
IBVEBTOB IBDEI DAVIDSOB, J. S. R.
CODBOSB, P. B.
Ragnetlc tape bead functicc switching system
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11956-1] c35 H75-25131
COLLZB, V. B.
Ryocardinm vail thickness transducer and
measur inc methcd
[HASJ-CJSI-HIO-136<ia-1] c52 H76-29895




Liquid metal slip ring
[HASA-CASB-LEI1-12277-1] c33 H76-281(72










Bi-carrier demodulator »itt modulation Patent
[HASA-CASE-XM-01160] c07 H71-11298
Transistor servo system including a anigne
differential amplifier circuit Patent
[BASA-CASE-IBI-05195] C10 B71-24861




Induction icctcr contrcl syEten with voltage
controlled oscillator circuit
[BASA-CASE-HIS-21465-1] ClO B73-321«5
COBBIB, B. B., JB.
Belay binary circuit Patent
[HASA-C»S!-XB!-00<I21 j C09 B70-3U502
COBBT, 3. E.























Clear air turbulence detector
[BASI-CASI-BIS-212KH-1] c36 B75-15028









flicronave poner receivlrg antenna Patent
[BASi-C»£B-BFS-20333] C09 B71-13486




Hethod of fabricating an article with cavities
[BASA-CASE-LIB-10318-1] C31 B7B-1B089
Bending mettod in the manufac tu re of continuous
regressicn rate sensor devices
[BASA-CASE-lAB-10337-1] c20 B75-30260
OA1BIIO, 6. f.
Synthesis cf polymeric schlff bases by
schiff-base eichange reactions Patent
[BASA-CAEE-IBP-08651] C06 B71-11236
Direct synthesis of polymeric scbiff bases from
t«o amines and t»o aldehydes Patent
[BASA-CASE-IBP-086S5] C06 H71-11239
Azine polymers and process for preparing the
same Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBP-08656] C06 B71-11212
Synthesis cf polymeric schiff bases by reaction
of acetals and amine compounds Patent
[BASA-CASE-IHP-08652] C06 B71-112K3
Aronatic diamine-arooatic dialdehyde high
molecular weight Schiff base polymers prepared
in a moncfnnctional Schiff base Patent
[BASi-CASE-IBF-03071] C06 B71-217"10
DALI, B. I.
Fault tolerant clock apparatus utilizing a
controlled minority of clock elements
[BASA-CASE-BSC-12531-1] C35 B75-30501
DABEBOB, C. B.
Instrument for measuring potentials on two
dimensional electric field plots Patent
[HASA-CASE-ILA-08Q93] C10 B71-19K21
DABBI6, 1. B., JB,
Capacltive tank gaging apparatus being
independent of liquid distribution
[BASA-CASE-BPS-21629] Cl« B72-22442
DABCHBBRO, V.
Badiatlon hardening of BOS devices by boron
[BASA-CASE-SSC-11125-1] c76 B7U-20329









Mechanical simulator of low gravity conditions
Patent
[BASA-CASE-HES-10555] C11 B71-1919H












Adaptive tracking notch filter system Patent
[HASA-CASE-IBF-01892] C10 B71-22986
DABSKIB, J. B.




Satellite communication system and method Patent
IBaSA-CASE-GSC-10118-1] c07 S71-21621
DABB, J., JB.
Threadless fastener apparatus Patent
[HASA-CJSI-IIB-05302] CIS B71-2325Q
D1BBOI, R. I., JB.




Dual purpose optical instrument capable of







Guidance and maneuver analyzer Patent
[BASA-CASE-IBP-09572] ell 871-15621
DillDSOl, t. C.





DAJIDSOB, J. S. I.
Centrifuge mounted motion simulator Patent
DAVIES, B. D. 1. IBVBBTOB ISDEX
[BASA-CASE-XJC-00399]
 C11 H70-34815
DAVIIS, I. D. f.
Correlation type phase detector
[»ASA-CaSE-GSC-inn<|-1] c33 B75-26213
DATIS, i. O.




Spectral method for monitoring atmospheric





Sclar energy power system
[BASA-CASI-BIS-21628-1] c«<4 S75-32581










Anti-glare improvement for optical imaging
systems Patent
[SASA-CASE-SIO-10337] clt H71-1560A
Badiant energy intensity measurement system Patent
[NASA-CASI-XBP-06510] Cll N71-23797
Beference vcltage snitching unit
[SASA-CASE-BPO-11253] COS H72-17157




Hultidncted electronagnetic pump Patent
[BASJ-CASE-BSO-10755] c15 H71-2708U
Shell side liquid xetal teller
[NASA-CASE-HPO-10831] C33 H72-20915
Uninsulated in-core theroicnic diode
[BASJ-CASE-BEO-105II2] c09 H72-27228
DAVIS, J. I.
Burst diaphragm flow initiator patent
[SASi-CASE-BES-12915] C11 H71-17600
Wind tnnnel test section
[BASA-CASB-BFS-20509] c11 B72-17183











Strain coupled servo control system Patent
[SASI-CiSI-irA-06530] c32 H71-25360
DAVISOB, E. 9.
Beteoroid sensing apparatnt having a coincidence




Gaseous control systet for nuclear reactors
[BASA-CASI-HE-OQ599] c22 B72-20597
DAiB, F. S.
Burn rate testing apparatus
[HASA-CAEI-XBS-09690] C33 H72-25913




Electrode for biological recording
[BASA-CAEF.-XBS-02872] COS B69-21925
Pressed disc type sensing electrodes with 100-
screeniig leans Patent
[HASA-CASE-HS-OII212-1 ] COS B71-123U6









DEBHAII, B. 3., JE.
Vapor phase growth of groups 3-5 compounds ly
hydrogen chloride transport of the elements
[BASA-CiSE-I»R-111lt<l-1] c25 N75-260113
DEBOO, 6. J.
Gycator type circuit Patent
[SASA-CASI-XAC-10608-1 ] c09 N71-12517
Feedback integrator with grounded capacitor Patent[NASA-CASt-XAC-10607]
 cio B71-23669
Precision rectifier with FET switching means
Patent
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10101-1] C09 N71-33109
Phase shitt circuit apparatus
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10269-1] clO N72-16172






Failure detection and control means for improved
drift performance of a gimballed platform system
[BASA-CSEI-BES-23551-1] ' cOI B76-^6175
DECKEB, A. J.
High powered arc electrodes
[BASA-CASE-IEB-11162-1] c33 871-1^913
DEDOLPB, B. D.
Botary plant growth accelerating apparatus
£BASA-CASE-ABC-10722-1] c51 S7E-25503
DEBBKOSKI, L. F.
Signal-to-noise ratio determination circuit
[NASA-CASE-GSC-11239-1] CIO B73-252111
Switchable beamwidth monopnlse nethod and system
t»iSA-C«SI-GSC-1192«-1 ] C33 B76-271172










Folded traveling wave maser structure Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBS-05219] C16 B71-15550
DEIS, B. C.
Traveling sealer for contoured table Patent
[HASA-CASE-XIA-01494] c15 B71-2<(161|




System for monitoring the presence of neutrals
in a stream of ions Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBP-02592] c2* BT1-20518
DEL DOCA, A.








Botary leveling base platform
£SASA-CASE-ABC-10981-1 ] C35 NTJ-10H98
DELAIEDB, L. A.
Emergency earth orbital escape device
[BASA-CAEZ-BSC-13281] C31 B12-18859
DEL6BEGO, D. J.
Clear air turbulence detector
£BASA-C»SE-BfS-212<l<(-1] C36 B75-15028
DELOCA, J. J.
Segmented superconducting lagnet for a broadband
traveling wave laser Patent
[BASA-CiSB-XGS-10518] C16 B71-285SH
Bonding of sapphire to sapphire by eutectic
mixture of alniinui oxide and zirconiui oxide
fHASA-CSSI-GSC-11577-1J c37 S75-15S92
Bonding of sapphire to sapphire by eutectic
mixture of alniinni oxide and zirconium oxide
[SASA-CASI-GSC-11577-3] C2Q B76-192JH
DBIVIGS, P.
Preparation of polyliides fro* ilxtures of
•onomeric diaiines and esters of
1-246




Detection of macrotial injection in bleed and
antibiotic deteminaticrs
[BASA-CASE-GSC-12015-1] c52 H77-18733
Determination cf antimicrctial susceptibilities
of infected urines without isolation
[HASA-CASI-GSC-12016-1] c52 B77-26797
DEBOGBHBS, C.
Low cycle fatigue testing nachine
[8ASi-C«SF.-llB-10270-1] C32 H72-25877
DBHOBEST, R. I.




Clamping assembly for inertial components Patent
[8ASA-C1SI-XBS-02181] c15 H71-20813
DEO, H.




Vortex breech high pressure gas generator
[HASA-CASI-IJB-10549-1] ' c31 H73-13898
DEKB, I. J.
Direct radiation cooling of the collector of
linear rcaa tubes
[BASA-CASI-XRE-09227] c15 H69-21319
Temperature-compensating means for cavity
rescnatcr cf amplifier Eatent
[BASA-CASE-XBE-001119] dl H70-35220
Electron lean tube containing a multiple cathode

















High isolation BF signal selection switches
[BASA-CJSI-BEO-13081-1] c33 H7U-22811
DEVISE, B. J.










volumetric direct nuclear pumped laser
[HASA-CASI-IJB-12183-1] c36 H77-21<1211
DI LOSA, V. J.











[HASA-CAS!~1SB-1C788-1 ] c31 H73-20880
Determining (article density using kncvn
material Bugeniot curves
CHASA-CASE-liB-11059-1] c76 B75-12810











BF beam center location method and apparatus for
power transmission system
[HASA-CASE-BIO-13821-1] cIM B76-26692




Ampli tude steered array
[HASA-CASI-GSC-1HH6-1] c33 S7<1-20860
DILLOH, B. P., OB.
Shock absorbing mount for electrical components
[HASA-CASI-BEO-13253-1] c37 B75-18573
OIHEFF, J.
Cryogenic apparatus for measuring the intensity
of magnetic fields
[HASA-CASE-XAC-02407] ClU S6S-27II23
Apparatus for coupling a plurality of ungrounded




Differential pressure cell Patent
[HASA-CASI-XAC-00012] C1H B70-3»816





Electrostatic charged particle analyzer having
deflection members shaped according to the
periodic vcltage applied thereto Patent
[BASA-CASI-XAC-05506-1] c2« B71-16095
Inertial reference apparatus Patent
CBASA-CASE-XAC-03107] c23 B71-16098
Thermal detector of electromagnetic energy ty
means of a vibrating electrode Patent
[BASA-CASE-XAC-10768] C09 B71-18830
Vibrating element electrometer with output
signal magnified over input signal by a
function of the mechanical Q of the vibrating
element Patent
[BASA-CASB-XAC-02807] C09 871-23021
Ride range dynamic pressure sensor
[BASA-CASi-JBC-10263-1] cm B72-22«38
Nondispersive gas analyzing method and apparatus
wherein radiation is serially passed through a
reference and unknown gas
[B4SA-CASE-ABC-10308-1] c06 B72-31141




Diode-quad bridge circuit means
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10361-3] c33 B7J-19520
Diode-quad bridge circuit means
[BASA-CASI-ABC-10361-2] C33 B75-25011
NDIB gas analyzer based on absorption modulation
ratios for known and unknown samples
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10802-1] c35 B75-30502
nodulated hydrogen ion flame detector
[HASA-CASI-ABC-10322-1] c35 B76-18103
Hethod and apparatus for compensating reflection
losses in a path length modulated
absorption-absorption trace gas detector
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10631-1] c71 B7e-20958
Hulling device for detection of trace gases by
HDIK abscrption
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10760-1] c25 H76-22323
Integrated structure vacuum tube
£BASA-CASE-ABC-101II5-1] C31 H76-31365
















DOUBD, 6. 0. IIVIITOB I1DEX
[BASA-CASI-GSC-11013-1] c09 873-19234
DOIABD, 6. P.
Hethoa and apparatus for decoding conpatible
convoluticnal codes
[HASA-CASJ.-HSC-1<l(nO-1] c32 H74-32598
Phase area; antenna ccntrcl
[HASA-CASI-BSC-14939-1] c33 H77-19320
DOBBEORSKI, B. G.
Adjustable tension Hire guide Patent
[NASA-CASI-XBS-02383]
 C15 B71-15918
DOBAIDSOB, B. R., JB.
Gas chrcuatocraph injection system
[BASA-CJSI-JBC-10344-1] c14 H72-21II33
Gas chrcmatcgraph injection system
[NiSi-C»SE-SEC-103lll|-2] c35 H75-263311
DOHFEILT, t. C.




Hydrogen fire blink detector
[HASA-CASI-SIS-15063] c1« H72-25U12
DOBOBOB, J. B.
Passive dual spin lisallgmient compensators
[BASA-CASJ.-GSC-11479-1] c35 874-28097
DOBOm, B. P.
Artificial gravity spic deployment system Patent
[BASA-CASI-XHP-02595] c3 1 871-21881
DOBOm, 6.
Drying apparatus for photographic sheet material
[SASA-CASI-GSC-11074-1] c14 873-281(89
DOBOV1B, B. I.
Particulate and aerosol detector
CBASA-CASE-LAB-11434-1] c35 876-22509
DOOB6, B.
Analog to digital converter Patent
[HASA-CJSI-IIA-00670]




Hose cone ncnnted beat resistant antenna Patent
[BASA-CASI-xaS-04312]
 C07 871-22984
DOTSCI, I. P., JB.
Digital to analog conversion apparatus
[HASA-CASI-BSC-12458-1] *c08 873-32081
DOITS, B. L.
Thermal insulation protection means
[HASA-CASE-HSC-12737-1] c3q H77-22U23
DODGBBEH, 8. B.
Rotary solenoid shutter drive asseably and
rotary inertia iaiper aai stop plate assembly
[NASA-CASE-GSC-11560-1] c33 H74-20861
DOOGflfl, B. 1.




Process of casting heavy slips Patent
[HASA-CASI-XLE-00106] c15 H71-16076
DOBGIiS, J. 1.(laxlmui roiier point tracker Patent
[SASA-CASE-GSC-10376-1] c14 H71-27K07
008, B. B.
Vacnai pressure Holding technique
CHASA-CASB-lAB-10073-1] c37 876-29575
D0«, f. ?.
T»o coiponent bearing Patent
(HASA-CASI-II1-00013] c15 B71-29136
DOfIBB, ». I.
Sclid propellant rocket lotor nozzle
(HASA-CASI-BtO-11458] ' c28 B72-23810
Sclid propellant rocket motor
C»ASA-C»SI-HEO-11559] c28 H73-2178H
DOIIS, B. B.
Transpirationally cooled heat ablation system
Patent











Bolti-porpcse vlnd tunnel reacticn control model
block
[HASA-C»SI-BSC-19706-1] c09 S77-19077
OBBXH16B, B, 6. &








Flexible back-np bar Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBE-00722] c15 870-40204
DO POST, P. 8.
Solar panel fabrication Patent
[BASA-CASE-IHP-03413] c03 H71-26726
DOBBI, B.
Central spar and module joint Patent
• [HASA-CiSE-MP-02341) c15 871-21531
DDBOIS, B. 0.
Guide for a typenriter
[BASA-CASI-BJS-15218-1] c37 877-19457
DDBDSKBB, «.
Apparatus for neldlng sheet material
[BASA-CASE-XBS-01330] c37 H75-27376
DDPPI, J. 0.
Bininal logic block encoder Patent
[HASA-CASB-BPO-10595] clO 871-25917
DOBABIZ, B. 1.




Hot air ballon deceleration and recovery system
Patent
[HASA-CASE-XIA-06824-2] 1 c02 H71-11037
DOBB, J. 6. '






Ellipsoidal mirror reflectometer including means








Process for preparation of dianilinosilanes Patent
[BASA-CASZ-XBP-06409] c06 871-23230
Process for preparation of high-molecnlar-
veight pclyarylozysilanes Patent
[8ASA-CASE-XBF-0867I)] c06 871-28807
DOBBIB3, J. I., 3t.
Slug flov magnetohydrodynamlc generator
[HASA-CASE-X1E-02083] c03 869-39983
DDSBAI, R. 1.
Analytical test apparatus and method for
deteriining oxide content of alkali metal Patent
[BASA-CASB-X1B-01997] c06 871-23527
DOBAB, B. B.
Subminiature insertable force transducer
[BASA-CASB-BIO-13423-1] c33 B75-31329








shock position sensor for supersonic inlets
[BASA-CASB-IBB-11915-1] c35 876-14431
B1SLBX, R. C.
Resonant vavegnide stark cell
[BASA-CASE-LAB-11352-1] c33 875-26245
BASTBBLIB6, B, I,
Badar ranging receiver Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBP-00748] c07 870-36911




IBVE110B I1DBX E»IE, B. B.
lame synchronization sjEtea utilizing soon
reflected coded sigrals Patent
[N4S1-CAS£-BEO-101<13] CIO H71-26326




Data multiplexer using tree snitching
confiscation *
[BASB-CASE-BPC-11333] c08 S72-22162
Flexible c o m p u t e r accessed telemetry
CSASJ!-C8S£-BEC-1l35e] cC7 H72-25172
EATOB, 1. B.
Heat t r ans fe r device
[BASA-CASI-HFS-22938-1] c3<l B76-1837I!
EBEBSOLB, 1. 3.
Inverter ratio failure detector
[BASA-CSSI-BEO-13160-1] c35 H71-18090
2BIB1B1, B. I.
Thermal radiation shielding Patent
[BASJ-CASI-X1I-03H32- c33 B71-241U5
EBY, B. J.
Thermal ccntrcl sjsten for a spacecraft nodular
housing
[HASA-CASI-GSC-11018-1] C31 B73-30829
ECKEB1, E. B. 6.







Space craft soft landing system Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBJ-02108] c31 B70-368U5


















Method cf forning transparent films of ZnO
[RASS-CJSI-FBC-10019] ct5 873-12487
BBBE1FELD, D. «.
Excitation and detection circuitry for a flax
responsive nagnetic head
[HASA-CASE-XBE-OQ183] C09 H69-2*329






light shield and infrared reflectcr for fatigue
testirg latent
[H&SA-CASI-X1A-01782] clll S71-26136
Anti-bnckling fatigue test asselbly
- CHASA-CASE-1AB-10126-1] C09 N7U-19528
BICHEBTH1L, 0.






Acoustically controlled dlstcibnted feedback laser
[HASA-CASI-BIO-13175-1] c36 H75-31H27
Diffused vavegoiding capillary tube «ith
distributed feedback for a gas laser
[HASA-C»SI-BIC-135nil-1] c36 N76-18«28
Fiber distr ibuted feedback laser
[SASA-CASE-HPO-13531-1] c36 B76-2a553




Internal f lare angle gauge Patent
[BiSA-CJS!-JBF-0»l|15] C1« 871-21(693
ILIA, A. D.






Flexible joint for pressurizable garment
[BBSA-CASE-HSC-11072] C51 B7«t-32516










Material suspension vithin an acoustically
excited rescnant chamber
[BiSA-CASE-BtO-13263-1] c12 H75-2t771
Heat operated cryogenic electrical generator
[BASA-CASF.-BIO-13303-1] c20 M75-21637





Method of evaluating moisture barrier properties
of encapsulating materials Patent
£BiSA-CASE-HPO-10051 J CIS B71-2«93<4
BHI01I, 0. 6.
Magnetohydrodynamic induction machine v
£BASA-C»SE-XSP-07t81] c25 B69-21929
TKO-fluid nagnetohydrodynamic system and method
for thermal-electric power conversion Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBS-006I|I|] c03 B70-36803




Preparation of ordered poly /arylenesiloxane/
polymers
[BASA-CASE-XBI-10753] C06 B71-11237
Fluorinated esters of polycarboxylic acids
fBASA-CSEE-BFS-210140-1] C06 B73-30098
ELLIS, D. B.
Integrated lift/drag controller for aircraft
£HASA-CSSE-ABC-10156-1J c05 B75-12930
ELLIS, S. G.
Simple method of making photovoltaic junctions
Patent
[8ASA-CASE-XBP-01960] C09 N71-23027
Method of electrolytically binding a layer cf
semiconductors together Patent
[NASA-CASE-XBP-01959] C26 H71-230M3
Method of changing the conductivity of vapor
deposited gallium arsenide by the introduction




Etching of aluminas for bonding Patent
[BASA-CASE-IBF-02303] c17 B71-23828
EBBBI, 3. C.
Laser grating interferometer Patent
[BASA-CJSI-IIA-OU295] C16 S71-24170
EBGEL, 1.
Digital video display system using cathode ray
tube
CHASA-CASE-BFC-113<I2J C09 B72-25218







Zinc-halide battery with molten electrolyte
[BASA-CASB-SPO-11961-1] C«4 B76-18643
BiGLAB, E. 6.
Artificial gravity spin deployment system Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBP-02595] C31 B71-21881
EIIB, B. B.




EBBIQoBZ, I. IBVEB10B IBDBX
EBBICOBZ, E.




Water cooled contactor for anode in carbon arc
mechanist
[HASH-CAEI-XBS-03700] c15 869-21266
EPPS, c. B.. JB.
locking mechanise fcr crthcpedic traces
t8ASA-CASE-GSC-12082-1] c51 876-22911
Locking icctanisa fcr orthopedic traces[BASA-CAEI-GSC-12082-2] c52 877-27691
EPStEIB, 3.
Segmenting lead telloride-silicon gernanium
thermoelements Patent
[BASA-CASI-XGS-05718] c26 871-16037
Tqngsten ccDtacts en silicon substrates
[BASA-CASI-GSC-1C695-1] c09 S72-25259
EPS«MB, F.






Hypersonic test facility Patent
[HASA-CAEI-XLA-00378] c11 H71-15925
Hypersonic test facility Eatent
[SASA-CASI-X1A-05378] c11 871-21175





Means and methods of depositing thin fi lms on
substrates Patent
CBAS&-CAEE-XBP-00595] c15 H70-31967
Process for reducing secondary election emission
Patent
[BASJ-CASI-XBP-09169] c21 S71-25555




Canopns detector including automotive gain
control cf phctcmnltiplier tube Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBP-03911] c21 H71-10771
ESCBtB, i. J. B.
Attitude and propellant flcv control system and
netkod latent
[S&SA-CASB-XBF-Q0185] c21 H70-314539
Ccmposite poverplant and shroud therefor Patent
[HASA-CASt-XIA-010113] c28 H71-10780




Thin-vailed pressure vessel Patent
[HASA-CASE-I1E-OH677] c15 H71-10577
Ophthalmic lignifacticn f o i p
[NASA-CASr-IEi-12051-1] C52 H75-336<tO
BSREB, M. B., OB.
Bandom fnncticn tracer Patent
[HASA-CASI-XI.A-01II01] C15 H71-21179
ESPI, I. B.
Coaxial higt density, bypervelocity plasna




Socket cozzle test method Patent
[BASA-CASI-BIO-10311] c31 H71-15643
BSIES, B. !.
Apparatus for taking diamonds
[BASA-CASI-HIS-2C698] c15 B72-20446
Prccess for making diamcnds
tHASA-CASB-HFS-2C698-2] c15 873-19*57
BTSICl, I.
A cantilever icunted resilient pad gas bearing
fHASA-CASE-IIS-12569-1] c37 B77-2UH96
EDBABKS, 1. G.
Device for measuring electron-beam intensities
and for subjecting materials to electron
irradiaticn in an electrcn microscope
[BASA-CASB-XGS-01725] c1« B69-39982




Slosh suppressing device and method Patent
[SASJ-CaSI-XBF-00658] Cl2 S70-38997
BV4HS, D. D.
Ignition means for nonopropellant Patent
[HASi-CASI-XBI-00876] c28 B70-H1311
EVABS, D. G.
Multistage multiple-reentry turbine Patent
[BASA-CSSI-XiE-OOnO] C15 H70-36H12
Bultistage multiple-reentry turbine Patent
[HASA-CASI-X1E-00085] C28 870-39895
EViHS, E. B.
Strain sensor for high temperatures Patent
[NASA-CASI-XBP-09205] Cl» 871-17657
EVABS, F. D.
Autoignition test cell Patent
[8ASA-CASE-KSC-10198] C11 B71-28629
EVABS, G. A.






Hillimeter nave antenna system Patent Application
[HASA-CASE-GSC-10919-1] C07 871-28965





BVABS, J. C., OB.
Rapidly pulsed, high intensity, incoherent light
source
[BASA-CASE-HE-2529-3] c33 B7H-20859
High power laser apparatus and system[BASA-CASE-XIE-2529-2] C36 87E-27361
Solar cell collector and method fo/r producing sane
[BASA-CASI-1ES-12552-1] / Clt B77-1756M
Method for producing solar energy panels by
automation
tBASA-CASE-lES-12541-1] ell B77-22615
Application of semiconductor diffasants to solar
cells by screen printing
[8ASA-CASE-LES-12775-1] ell B7?-2»589
Method for fabricating solar cells having
integral collector grids
£HASA-CASE-L!S-12819-1] Cl« B77-21593
EVABS, J. B., OB.
System and method for tracking a signal source
[HASA-CASE-BCB-10880-1] c32 Hli-30385
BV&BS, E. E.




Buoyant anti-slosh system Patent
[BASA-CASE-XIA-04605] C32 871-16106
EVVABO, J. C.
Ophthalmic method and apparatus
[BASA-CASE-lIl-11669-1J COS 873-27062
BIER, B. I.
Hethod and means for providing an absolute cover
measurement capability Patent
[BASA-CASE-EEC-11020] clO B71-2677H
Clear air turbulence detector
[BASA-CASY-EBC-10081] ClU B72-28H37
BXIOH, B. 0,
Stack plume visualization system
[BASA-CASI-IAB-11675-1] C»5 B76-17656
TV fatigue crack monitoring system
[BASA-CASE-1AB-11190-1] C35 876-28530
ESEKIBL, F. D.
Fluid pover transmitting gas bearing Patent
£BASA-CASE-BBC-10097] CIS 871-28*65
FAETH, P. 1.










IBV.EHTOB IBDEX PIBK, J. 8.
Space capsule Patent
[SASA-CASE-XIA-01332] c31 B71-15664





Gas lo« pressure lo« £lc« rate netering system
Patent








FA IB EL, G.
Bnlti-lobar scan hcrizcr sensor Patent
[BASJ-C1EE-XGS-00809] C21 870-35427




Miniature vibration isclator Patent
[FASA-CASI-IIA-01019] C15 B70-40156
Canister closing device Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLA-01446] C15 871-21528
Fine, p.













Space sinnlaticn and radiative property testing
systeo and method Patent
[BASA-C»SF-BIS-20096] c14 871-30026
FABBEll, B.
Lead a t tachment to high temperature devices
[BASA-CJSI-EBC-10224] c09 H72-25261








Device for detcnining relative angular position








Bonding graphite vith fnsed silver chloride
[HASA-CJSI-IGS-OC963] c15 869-39735
FIT, B. J.
Betal shearing energy absorber
CBASl-CASI-BQH-10638-1] C15 873-301)60
FBAE1S, F.
Gauge calibraticn by diffusion
[BASA-CISI-XGS-07752] C14 873-30390
FBALEI, B. D.
Bacteria detection instrument and method
[HASA-CASI-GSC-11533-1] C11 873-13435
FEiBIEHOOGB, B. I.




Bethod of flniless brazing and diffusion bonding
of a luminum containing components
[BASA-CASI-BSC-14435-1] C37 876-18455
FBDOB, J. I.
Stretch de-spin mechanism Patent
[HASJ-CASE-XGS-OC619] c30 870-40016
FBDO1S, B. F.
















Digital telemetry system Patent
[HASA-CASE-XGS-01812] C07 871-23001
Progrannable telemetry" system Patent
[BASA-CBSE-GSC-10131-1] c07 B71-24624
FEIBSIBIB, I.
Kicrowave fla« detector Patent
[BASA-CJSI-JBC-10009-1] C15 871-17822
Bat hod and apparatus for svept-freguency
impedance measurements of welds
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10176-1] CIS B72-^1«6I4
FZ10SIBII, C.
Subniniature insertable force transducer
[BASA-CASI-BPO-13423-1] c33 875-31329
Hiniature muscle displacement transducer
[SASA-CASE-BfO-13519-1] C3J H76-19338
Myocardium vail thickness transducer and
measuring method
[SASA-CASI-BIO-13644-1] c52 876-29895




Flexible pile therial barrier seal
[BASA-CASE-BSC-19568-1] c37 B76-23585
FBLTBBB, «. B.
Field effect transistor and method of
construction thereof
[NASA-CSSE-BFS-23312-1] C33 876-26394
Multilevel metallization method for fabricating
a metal cxide semiconductor device
[BASA-CASE-BFS-23541-1] C33 877-27308
PEBG, S. I.
Regulated dc-to-dc converter for voltage step-up
or step-do»n ulth input-output isolation
[8ASA-CASE-BQB-10792-1] C33 874-11049
FE8IBBSS, C. B.
Expanding center probe and drogue Patent











Thin window, drifted silicon, charged particle
detector
[BASA-CASI-XlB-10529] C14 B69-23191
Method of forming thin window drifted silicon
charged particle detector Patent
(HASA-CASI-XlE-00808] C24 871-10560
FIELDS, S. A.
Device and method for determining X ray
reflection efficiency of optical surfaces
[BASA-CASE-HFS-20243] c23 B73-13662
PIBI, 0. 0.
Electrohydredynamic control valve Patent
[BASA-CASE-BFO-10416 J Cl2 B71-273J2
FIGGI1S, D. 1.




Storage container for electronic devices Patent
[BASA-CAEI-BFS-20075] c09 871-26133







Bus voltage compensation circuit for controlling
direct current motor
1-251
FIBRE, B. C. IBVEHTOE IHDEI
[NASA-C1SI-XBS-04215-1] c09 H69-39987
FIBKE, B. C.
Electrode aid insulator «ith shielded dielectric
junction
[BASA-CASI-X1I-03778] c09 B69-21542
Pressure mcnitcring »ith a plurality of










Insertion loss measuring apparatus having




A cervix-to-rectum measuring device in a










Spin forming tabular elbovs Patent
[HASA-CASI-XBF-01083J c15 H71-22723
FISB, B. B.




Auditor; display for the blind
[NASA-CASE-BCB-10832-1] C71 B74-21014
FISBIB, 1.
Process for Baking BF shielded cable connector
assemblies and the products formed thereby
[BASA-CASP-GSC-11215-1] C09 H73-28083
Microscope multi-angle, reflection, viemng
adaptor and photographic recording system
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11690-1] c11 N73-281199
FITCH, B. J.





FIIICB, J. A., JB.
Hulttple crifice throttle valve Patent
[BASA-CASE-XSF-09698] c15 B71-18580
FITZZB, G. E.
A machine fcr use in monitoring fatigue life for
a plurality of elastcmeric specimens
[HASA-CASE-BPO-13731-1] c39 B76-17427
FI1Z6EBAID, D. 3.
Icn thruster mth a coobinaticn keeper electrode

















Apparatus for simulating optical transmission
links
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11877-1] clt B76-18913




Vibrating structure displacement measuring
instrument Patent
[BASA-CASE-I1A-03135] C32 B71-16428









Thermally cascaded thermoelectric generator
[HASA-CASE-BIO-10753] C03 B72-26031
FIABH, D. 1.








Variable ratio mixed-node bilateral master-slave




Wideband heterodyne receiver for laser
communication system
[SASA-CASI-GSC-12053-1] C32 B77-28316
PLEETiOOD, C. H., JB.




[HASA-CASl-GSC-11998-1 ] c3<l B77-32413
F1B1CBEB, B. A.
Apparatus for igniting solid propellents Patent
[BASl-CASI-XLE-00207] c28 B70-33375
Hethod of igniting solid propellants Patent
[BASA-CASI-X1E-01988] C27 B71-1563H
FLEICBBB, I. I.









Field lonization electrodes patent
[BASA-CAS1-EBC-10013J c09 H11-26678
FLOYD, E. L.




[BASA-CASE-BSC-116110-1] ' C5<4 876-14804





Transparent fire resistant polymeric structures
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10813-1] c27 B76-16230
FOHTA8A, 1.
Solar sensor having coarse and fine sensing vith












Bock drill for recovering samples
CBASA-C&SE-IBS-07IH8] C14 B69-21923





Goniometer and third electrode battery charging
1-252




Antenna system using parasitic elements and tvo
driven cleients at 90 deg angle fed 180 deg
out of phase Patent
[BASA-CASP-XIA-00<)1») c07 H70-38200
FOBBBABD, I.
Sclar cell mounting Patent
[BASA-CASE-XSF-00826] c03 H71-20895
FOBBSTIEBI, A. F.
Hethod cf Baking silicon sclar cell array
[BASA-CASE-1IS-11069-1] C44 B74-14784
Encapsulated sclar cell modules







Umbilical separator foi rockets Patent
CHASA-C8SE-XHP-00125] c11 H70-38202
roEfisi, j.
Hethod of electroforting a rocket chamber
[BASA-CAEE-LB«-11118-1] c20 B7H-32919
A heat -exchanger and method of I at ing
[BASH-CASE-LES-12U41-1] c34 H75-19580
Docket chanber and method of naking
[8ASA-CASE-LIS-11118-2] C20 876-14191
FOSTEB, J. ¥.
Mechanically limited, electrically operated
hydraulic valve systet fcr aircraft ccritrols
Patent
[BASA-CASE-XAC-00048] C02 S71-29128
Magnetic fcsiticn detection netbod and apparatus
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10O9-1] C21 872-22619
FOSTEB, L. E.
Ragnetonotive metal vorking device Patent
[SASA-CASI-XBI-037S3j c15 871-24833FOV.LBB, j.










Process for applying a protective coating for










Segmented back-op bat latent
[BASA-CASE-XHP-00600] c15 H70-3992U
Portable al ignment tccl Patent
tBASA-CASE-XBP-01»S2] C15 B70-ai371
II1SIB, B. S.
Rater system virus detection
[HASA-CASI-BSC-16CS8-1] c51 H77-24755
IBAZE, B. B.
Cryogenic coding systen Patent
[HASA-CASE-BIO-10q67] c23 H71-26651
FBAZ1B, B. 1.
TacDOD evaporator ultli electromagnetic ion
steering Patent
[HASA-CASE-SIO-10331] C09 H71-26701






High temperature nickel-base alloy Patent
[HASA-CASE-X1E-00151] Cl7 H70-33283





Bigh temperature cobalt-base alloy Patent
[BASA-CASI-IIE-00726] Cl7 B71-1560fl
High temperature cobalt-base alloy Patent
[BASA-CASI-ILE-02991] C17 B71-16025
8ickel-base alloy containing Bo-s-il-Cr-
Ta-Zr-C-Bb-B Patent
£HASA-CJSE-X1E-02082] C17 B71-16026
High temperature ferromagnetic cobalt-base alloy
Patent
[BASA-C«SE-XLE-03629] Cl7 H71-23218
Ligaid spray cooling method Patent
• CSASA-CASI-IIE-00027] c33 B71-29152




Method of heat treating a formed ponder product
material[BASA-CASB-LEl-10805-3] C26 B7U-10521






Energy absorption device Patent
[HASA-CASZ-XBS-01818] 015 B71-28959
PBEBSiB, B. 8.
Air frame drag balance Patent
[HASA-CASI-X1A-00113] Cl« H70-33386
PBBGSESS, B. A.















Automated clinical system for chromosome analysis
[HASA-CASI-mO-13913-1] C52 B77-19750
PBIEDBEICBS, J. E.
Biomedical radiation detecting probe Patent
[HASA-CASI-XBS-01177] COS H71-194UO
PBIEDBICB, B. S.
Beentry vehicle leading edge Patent
[HASA-CASI-XIA-00165] C31 870-33242
IBISBIB, B. I.
Device for determining relative angular position
between a spacecraft and a radiation emitting





Casting propellent In rocket engine
[BASA-CASI-lAB-11995-1] C28 877-10213
FBOSI, J. D., OB.




Snap-in compressible biomedical electrode
[BASA-CASE-BSC-14623-1] C52 877-28717
FBIBB, T. B.
Telemeter adaptable for implanting in an anlaal
Patent
[HASA-CASE-XAC-05706] c05 B71-12342
BP controlled solid state switch
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10136-1] c09 872-22202
Low power electromagnetic flowmeter providing
accurate zero set
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10362-1] C14 873-32326
Miniature ingestible telemeter devices to
measure deep-body temperature
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10583-1] C52 876-29894
Induction powered biological radiosonde
[BASA-CASE-ABC-11120-1] c52 877-23743
FOCBS, J. C.
Lightning current waveform measuring system
£BASA-CASE-KSC-11018-1] c33 877-21320
1-253
FOBBBEISTBB, E. F. XBVBBtOB IBDBX
FOBBBEISTBB, E. F.
Randon function tracer Patent
[NASA-C8SI-X1A-01401] CIS H71-21179
FDJICK1, B. S.
Fclding structure fabricated of rigid panels
[SAS1>-C8SJ.-XBQ-02116] C18 H75-270<IO
FOICEIB, C. S. 6.
Automat ic ccntrol cf liquid cooling garnent by




Lev speed phaselock speed control system






Binocular device for displaying nnnerical
informaticn in field cf view
[HASA-CaSE-lfR-11782-1] c7ll N77-20882
FORK, B. B., JB.
Optical prcbing of supersonic floss mth
statistical correlaticn
[ N A S A - C A E I - H I S - 2 0 6 M 2 ] C1H H72-21U07
FOBCIBltl, C. A.
Pulse-width modulation multiplier Patent
[SAS8-CAS3-XIB-09213] c07 N71-12390
FOEHAB, E. B.
closed loop sjiay cooling apparatus
[HASA-CASI-1IH-11981-1] c37 N76-20U86
Closed Iccf Ef iay cooling apparatus
[NASA-CASE-L!S-1198 1-2] c3« H77-32<I3I|
FDEHIB, B. 1.
Automated analysis of oxidative metabolites
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10H69-1] C25 H75-12086
FDBOBCTO, B. 1.
Optical p u n p and driver system for lasers[HASA-CASI-IBC-10283] c16 N72-25485
TTLEB, B. 1.




In terf ere meter-folanmeter
[HASA-CASI-HJO-11239] d<l N73-12II46
Freguency scanning particle size spectrometer
' [HASA-CASE-BPO-13606-1] c35 H75-19627
Particle size spectrometer and refractoneter
[HASA-CASE-tiSO-13611-1] C35 B75-19628
Forward-scatter polariaeter for deternining the
gasecus depclarizaticn factor in the presence




[NASA-CASE-HFO-13601-1 ] c35 H76-31490
GABBOYIC, I. 3.
Bisnnth-lead coatings for gas bearings used in




Inorganic sclid fi lm lubricants Patent
[HASJ-CASI-IHF-03988] c15 H71-2U03
GIDDI, B. B.
Optinno perfonance spacecraft solar cell system
[BASJ-CAEI-GSC-10669-1] c03 H72-20031
GADB, D. R.
Temperature regulation circuit Patent
[HASA-CASE-XBP-02792] d<! B7-1-28958
GAETABO, G.
Fast scan control for deflection type mass
spectrometers
[BASA-CAEI-LAB-10766-1 ] d« B72-2la32




Analytical test apparatus and method for
deteriining czide content of alkali metal Patent
[NASA-CASE-IIE-01997] C06 B71-23527




Color television systems using a single gun






Construction and method of arranging a plurality
of ion engines to form a cluster Patent
[SiSi-CiSB-JBP-02923] c28 871-23081
Bigh efficiency ionizer assembly Patent
[HASA-CJSE-XNP-0195U] c28 N71-28850
GAIIO, A. 0.
Rapid sync acquisition system Patent
[BASA-CAS!-!IFO-1021ft] C10 S71-26577
6AEAVAG1IA, A. I.






Computerized system for translating a torch bead
[HASA-CASE-BFS-23620-1] C37 H77-21M97
GABD8BB, D. B.
Wire grid forming apparatus Patent
£BASA-CAS£-XIE-00023] CIS H70-33330
GABDBBB, J. I.




Differential pressure cell Patent
[BASA-CASE-XAC-00042] C14 H70-34816
GABDOS, B. 1.
Refractory porcelain enamel passive control
coating for high temperature alloys
[HASA-CASI-HIS-22321-1] C27 H75-27160
GABFB1B, A.
Pressure sensitive transducers Patent
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10087] Cl"l H71-27334






optical frequency waveguide Patent
[HASA-CAS!-BQB-105<!1-1] c07 S7 1-26291
Laser machining apparatus Patent
[BASA-CASE-BCB-10511-2] c15 B71-271JS
Optical frequency waveguide and transmission
system latent
[HASA-CASE-BO»-105I11-<1] C16 B71-27183






Dynamic precession damper for spin stabilized
vehicles Patent
[HASA-CASE-XLA-01989] C21 B70-3429S
Attitude orientation of spin-stabilized space
vehicles Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLA-00281] c21 H70-36913









Solid state pulse generator with constant output
width, for variable input width, in nanosecond
range Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-03427J clO I71-2J029
Besettable monostable pulse generator Patent
[HASA-CASI-GSC-11139] C09 S71-2701*
GABBBI, 0. F., JB.
Mechanical stability augmentation system Patent
£BASA-CASE-XIA-06339] c02 B71-13422
GABiOOD, D. C.
lonization vacuum gauge Patent
[HASi-CASI-IBE-00616] ell «70-3b6fct
I-25«








Stabilized zinc oxide ccating comtositicns Patent
[BASf-C8SF.-XHF-07770-2] c18 B71-26772
Synthesis cf zinc titanate pigment and coatings
containing tie sane
[BASA-CASB-BIS-13532] c18 H72-17532





BATES, L. E., JB.
Hethod for fiberizing ceramic materials Patent
[BASA-CiSl-XRP-00597] c18 871-23088
GATBSOOD, J. E.
Thin f i lm temperature sensor and method of
uakiog s a m e
[HASS-CftSI-HSO-imS] c26 S72-28761
GATLIH, J. A.
Cartwheel satellite s;nchrcnization sjstem Patent
[BASJ-CASE-XGS-05579] c31 871-15676
Gravity gradient attitude control system Patent
[BASA-CASI-GSC-10555-1] c21 871-27321
Sampled data ccntrcller patent
[HiSB-CASE-GSC-10551-1] c08 B71-29033
GATTI, A.






















Turnstile and flared ccne OHF antenna
[HASA-CASB-UE-10970-1] c33 B76-11372
GDDIi, R. 6.




Circuit for detecting initial systole and
dicrotic notch
[NASA-CASI-im-11581-1] • C51 H75-13531
GEDBILI, B. A.






[BASi-CASI-FBC-10049-1 ] COQ H7II-13120
GEBBIHG, I. B.
Apparatus for purging systems handling toxic,
corrosive, ncxions and other fluids Patent
[HASA-CASI-IBS-01905] c12 H71-21089
GEIDEBAB, «. A., JE.




Shock absorbing support and restraint means Patent
[SASA-CASI-IBS-012IIO] c05 H70-35152
GEIP11, 0. B.
Onnidirectional acceleration device Patent
[BASA-CASI-BCH-1C780] Cl« B71-30265








ii.de angle long eye relief eyepiece Patent
[BASA-CASE-IBS-06056-1] C23 B71-21857
GEHTHB, B. E.
Electronically resettable fuse Patent
[BJSA-CA2I-IGS-11177] C09 B71-27001
GEOBSB, I. B., JB.
Device for installing rocket engines
[BASA-CASE-HBS-19220-1] C20 B76-22296
GBBDTS, J. C.
Concentric differential gearing arrangement
[HASA-CASI-AEC-10162-1] C37 B71-27901
GBBIIGBE, B. J.
Induction furnace with perforated tungsten foil
shielding Patent
[BASA-CASI-XIE-011026] Cl4 871-23267
GEBHiBl, B. I., JB.
Radiation direction detector including means tor






Pressure garment joint Patent
[BSSA-CASI-XBS-09636] COS 871-12311
GBTTBLIH, C. C.
High powered arc electrodes
[BASA-CASI-LII-11162-1] C33 871-12913
GI4CCOH1, B.
I-ray reflection collimator adapted to focus
X-radiation directly on a detector Patent
1NASA-CASI-IHQ-01106] ell B7C-10210
GIAIDOBBBICO, A.
Billimeter wave radiometer for radio astroncmy
Patent
[ BASA-CASE-XBP-09832] C30 B71-23723
GliHSIHI, G. B.
Conbination automatic-starting electrical plasma
torch and gas shotoff valve
[BASA-CASI-I1E-10717] C37 875-29126
GIBSOH, F. I.
contour surveying system Patent
[8ASA-CASE-XIA-08616] C11 871-17586
Pressure operated electrical switch responsive
to a pressure decrease after a pressure increase
E»iSA-CASZ-lAB-10137-1] C09 B72-22204
GIFFIH, C. B.
Bass spectroieter with magnetic pole pieces
providing the magnetic fields for both the
magnetic sector and an ion-type vacuum pump
[BASA-CASE-BIO-13663-1] C35 B77-11106
GIIBEBT, G. J.








signal-to-noise ratio estimating by taking ratio
of mean ana standard deviation of integrated
signal samples Patent
[BASA-CASE-IBP-052SO] C07 871-20791
GILES, B. B. P.
Dye penetrant for surfaces subsequently
contacted by liquid oxygen Patent
[BASA-CASB-XBP-02221] C18 B71-27170
GILKISOH, C. A.
Linear accelerator frequency control system Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-05111] C10 871-22962
GILL, I. L.
Barn rate testing apparatus
CBASA-CASI-XBS-09690] C33 872-2S913
GILLBBBAI, J. B.






Passive cotinnication satellite patent
[BASA-CASI-XLA-00210] C30 170-10309
I-2S5
6ILLETTB, B. E. IBVERtOB IBDEX
Alleviation of divergence during rocket launch
Patent
[NASA-CAEI-XIA-00256] c31 871-15663






Shared memory fcr a fault-tolerant computer
[NASA-CASB-KPC-1-139-1] C60 N76-21914
6I1LBI, S. 3.
Hatenal fatigue testing system
[SASA-CASE-HIS-2C673] • d<l B73-20476
GILLIGAB, J. E.
Hethod of preparing zinc orthotitanate figment
[BASA-CASE-HIS-23345-1] c27 K77-30237
GILLBOBB, I. I.
Hethod and apparatus for high resolution
spectral analysis
[ H A S A - C A S E - H F O - 1 C 7 4 8 ] COS B72-20177
GILBAB, B. B.
Flanged najor nodular assembly jig
[HASA-CASI-HSC-19372-1] c39 H76-31562
GILBEATH, B. C.







Apparatus and method for control cf a sclid










Open type urine receptacle
[NASA-CASE-HSC-12321-1] c05 N72-22093
GLASEB, P. E.
Apparatus for measuring thermal conductivity
Patent
[BASA-CfSE-IGS-01052] C14 H71-15992
GLSSSEI, E . .A .
Line fol lowing servosystem Patent
[BASA-CJEZ-XAC-00001] c15 871-28952
GLARE. G. E.
Enthalpy and stagnation temperature
determination of a high temperature laminar













Method of lubricating rolling element bearings
Patent
[HASA-CASE-XII-09527] c15 H71-17688
Belling element bearings Patent
[SASI-CASI-XLI-09527-2] c15 S71-26189
GLOBDS, B. B.




Time division radio relay synchronizing system
using different sync code words for in sync
and out cf sync conditicns Patent
(HASA-CASI-GSC-10373-1] C07 B71-19773
Tracking receiver Patent[HASA-CASI-1GS-08679] C10 B71-21473
B. B.
Dltraviclet and thermally stable pclymer
compositicce
[HASA-CASE-1BC-10592-1] c27 B7«-21156








Automotive gas turbine fuel control
[BASA-CASE-LER-12785-1] C37 B77-13426
GOLDBEBG, G. I.
Beaction wheel scanner Patent
[HASA-CASE-XGS-02629] C14 B71-21082
GOLOBBBG, J.
Automatic fault correction system for parallel
signal channels Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBP-03263] C09 B71-18843
GOLDEH, D. t., JB.
Contonrograph system for monitoring
electrocardiograms
[HASA-CASI-HSC-13407-1] C10 072-20225




High powered arc electrodes
[BASA-CASB-LEi-11162-1] C33 B74-12913
GOLDSBBBBX, B. E.
Ultraviolet and thermally stable polymer
compositicns
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10592-1] C27 B7U-21156




Shear modulated fluid amplifier Patent
[UASA-CASE-HFS-10412] C12 B71-17578
GOLDSBITB, J. ?,











Silica reusable surface insulation
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10721-1] c27 B76-22376
Beaction cured glass and glass coatings
CBASA-CASE-ABC-11051-1] c27 B77-10201
GOLDSIBIB, I.
Clear air turbulence detector '
[BSSA-CASE-RPS-21244-1] c36 B7S-15028
GOLDSIBIB, B. B.
Correlaticn function apparatus Patent
[BASA-CASE-XRf-00746] c07 H71-21476
Hethod and apparatus for mapping planets
[HASA-CASE-BPO-11001] C07 B72-21118
Binary coded sequential acquisition ranging system
[BiS4-CASB-SPO-11194] C08 B72-25209
Apparatus for deriving synchronizing pulses froi
pulses in a single channel PCB communications
system
[SASA-CASB-BEO-11302-1] C07 573-13149






Locking device for turbine rotor blades Patent
[8ASA-CaSE-X8P-00816] C28 871-28928
GOODRIB, F. B.
Opto-oechanical subsystem with temperature
compensation through isothemal design
[BASA-CASE-GSC-12059-1] c35 877-27366
GOODRIB, B. a,
Spectroscope equipment using a slender






IBVEBTOB IBDBI GBBGOBI, 0. I.
[HASA-CASE-IJB-11139-11 C35 H7U-32878
GOOK1B, B.




Television ncise reduction device
[HASA-CASE-BSC-12607-1] c32 H75-21485
GOEDCB, I. ft.
Arc electrode cf graphite wi th ball tip Patent
[HASA-CASI-X1E-OII788] cC9 B71-22987
60BEIICK, D.
Arterial pulse wave pressure transducer
[BASA-CJEI-GSC-11531-1] c52 B7I1-27S66
GOBS1BIB, B.
Two color hcrizcn sensor
[BASA-CASI-EBC-1017Q] C11 B72-25409
GOSS, S. C.
High pulse rate high resolution optical radar
system
[ K A S A - C A S E - B E O - 1 1 H 2 6 ] C07 H73-26119
CODEI, J. E.
Capacitor poser pak Eatent Application
[HASA-CASE-1JB-10367-1] c03 B70-26817
GOOLt, C. i.




Static inverters which sun a plurality of vaves
Patent
[HAS1-CASI-XPI-00663] COS B71-18752
Acquisition and tracking system for optical radar
[HASA-CASI-BFS-20125] Cl6 B72-13437
GOOir, I. I., OB.
Hillimeter wave antenna system Patent Application
[HASA-CASE-GSC-109119-1] c07 B71-28965
GBftf tE, J. 1.
Analytical test apparatus and method for























Bemote Hater mcnitcring system
[BASA-CASI-LAB-11973-1] c43 B77-28563
GBAHA1A, B. L.
Sidereal frequency generator Patent
[HASA-CASE-XGS-02610] Cl<l B71-2317U
6BANT, D. J.
Passively regulated water electrolysis rocket
engine Fatent
[BASA-CASE-IGS-08729] C28 H71-140»«
Precision thrust gage Patent
[HASA-CJSI-XGS-02319] cH H71-22965










Beans fcr teasnring tie electron density
gradients cf the plasma sheath formed around a
space vehicle Patent
[NASA-CiSI-XlA-06232] c25 H71-20563
Antenna design foi surface nave suppression Patent
[SRSA-CASI-X1A-10772] C07 871-28980
6BAY, C. B.
Optical characteristics measuring apparatus Patent
£BASA-CASE-XBF-08800] c23 F71-16365
GBAI, I. I.
Ihree-azis adjustable loading structure
[BiSA-CASE-EBC-10051-1] c35 B7«l-13129
GBAY, J. 1.














Voltage-current characteristic simulator Patent
[BiSA-CASE-XBS-OISSt] c10 B71-10578
GBEBB, V. J.
Inductive liquid level detection system Patent
[B4SA-CASI-X1E-01609] clf l B71-10500
GBEBB, I. a.
Variable ratio mixed-mode bilateral master-slave








Linear sawtooth voltage-wave generator employing
transistor timing circuit having




Highly efficient antenna system using a












Serial digital decoder Patent
[B8SA-CASE-BSO-10150] c08 H71-21650
Apparatus for deriving synchronizing pulses from
pulses in a single channel PCH communications
system
[BSSA-CASI-BFO-11302-1] c07 B73-131U9




Bass measuring system Patent
[B1SA-CASI-IHS-03371] c05 B70-I12000
GBBBBBEBG, J.
Combined electrolysis device and fuel cell and
nethod of operation Patent
[BSSA-CASE-XIE-016U5] c03 H71-2090<1
Heat activated cell with alkali anode and alkali
salt electrolyte Patent
[B&SA-CASE-1BB-11358] c03 B71-26081
Heat activated cell Patent
[H6SA-CASI-IH-11359] c03 H71-28S79
Bethod of taking emf cell
[BSSA-CASI-IES-11359-2] c03 B72-20034
GBBBlLBftF, J. B,




Seismic displacement transducer Fatent
[HSSA-CASE-IBF-001179] ell B70-3179I1
CoaditioB and condition duration Indicator Fatent
[HBSA-CASI-IBF-01097] clO H71-16058
8BB60BI, J. I.
Backet motor system Fatent
1-257




Socket thrust throttling system
[HASA-CASI-LH-10374-1] c28 H73-13773
GBEGOBT, I. J.








Device for determining the accuracy of the flare
en a flared tube
[NASA-Cl>SE-IKS-03495] c1<l N69-39785
Optical mcmtcr panel Patent
[NASJ-CASI-XKS-03509] c14 H71-23175
GBIFFIB, B. I.
Apparatus for conducting flow electrcrhoresis in
the substantial absence of gravity
[NASA-CASI-HBS-213911-1] C34 N74-27744
GBIFFIB, 8. S.
Fluid jet ampl i f ie r
[HASA-CASE-I1I-03S12] c12 N69-21466
Fluid jet amp l i f i e r Patent
[HASA-CASE-X1F.-C9341] c12 N71-28741
6BIFFITH, G. B.
High intensity heat and licht unit Patent
[8ASA-CASF.-XLA-00141 ] " C09H70-33312
GBINEB, D. B.




Hethod cf Baking a diffusion bonded refractory
coating Patent
[HASA-CASI-XLI-01604-2] c15 H71-15610
Nickel alniinide coated Ion alloy stainless steel
[HASA-CASI-LIS-11267-1] c17 B73-32414




Fused silicide coatings containing discrete
particles for protecting niobium alloys
[SASS-CASE-IEH-11179-1] c27 H76-16229
GBISSOLD, B. B., OB.




Electric propulsion engine test chamber Patent
[HASA-CASI-XII-00252] c11 N70-34841I
GBOOB, B. 3.
Electroiagnetic lirror drive system
[HASA-CASI-XlA-03721] c14 N69-27461
Variable pulse width noltiplier Patent
[NASA-CASE-XIA-02850] c09 H71-20417
Annular ncnentua ccntrcl device used for
stabilisation of space vehicles and the like
[BASA-CASE-llB-11051-1] C15 N76-111158












Hethod of fabricating an object nith a thin vail
having a precisely shaped slit
[BAS8-CASI-IAB-10409-1] c3 1 B7I4-21059
GBOTB, I. G.
Optical inspection apparatus Patent
[BASA-CAEI-IHI-QOU62] C1H 870-34298
GBOVE, C.
Lightning current «avefcm leasnring system
[BASA-CASI-KSC-11018-1] C33 H77-21320
GBOBBS, 1. B.




Tension measurement device Patent
[NASA-CA£!-)CHS-04545] c15 N71-22878













Soft X-ray laser using crystal channels as
distributed feedback cavities
[HASA-CASH-BEO-13532-1] C36 S75-15973
Photoelectrcn spectrometer with means for
stabilizing sample surface potential
[HASA-CASE-HFO-13772-1] c35 876-26450
G011LOTTE, B. J. I
Infrared scanner Patent
[BASA-CASE-X -A-00120] C21 H7C-33181
GDISIBGBB, J. E.
Starting circuit for vapor lamps and the like
Patent
[SASA-CASI-XBP-01058] c09 B71-12540
Variable frequency nuclear magnetic resonance
spectrometer Patent
[NASA-CASI-XBP-09830] Cl<4 H71-26266
High voltage transistor amplifier Hith constant
current lead
[SASA-CASE-BPO-11023] c09 H72-17155
Thermomagnetic recording and magneto-optic




solid medium thermal engine
[HASA-CASI-ABC-10461-1] ' c44 B74-33379
GOBGLB, B. 1.
Self-sealing, unbonded, rocket motor nozzle
closure Patent
[NASA-CASE-IIA-02651] C28 B70-41967
GMTEfi, I. D., JB.
Multiple pass reimaging optical system
[BASA-CASE-ABC-1019U-1] c23 B73-20741
Dual navelength scanning Doppler velocimeter
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10637-1] . C35 B75-16783
Schlieren system employing antiparallel
reflector in the forward direction
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10971-1] C09 B76-26224
Pseudo-backscatter laser Doppler velocimeter






Pressurized cell micrometeoroid detector Patent
[HASA-CASF.-XLA-00936] Cl4 N71-14996
Dual measurement ablation sensor
[HASA-CASI-LAB-10105-1] c34 874-15652
GDSSOI, S. S.
Pseudo-noise test set for communication syste*
evaluaticn
[HASA-CAE1-HIS-22671-1] c35 »7i-21b»2










GDI, J. 1., SB.
Disk pack cleaning table Patent Application
[8ASA-CASF.-IAB-10590-1] CIS H70-26819
GIOBGAS, C. A.
Process for applying a protective coating tct
salt tath brazing Patent
CBASA-CASI-XLE-00046] CIS 870-33311
Protective device for machine and metalnorking
tools patent
[BASt-CASI-XLB-01092] Cl5 871-227S7
Extrosicn die for refractory metals Patent
£SASA-CASB-XLE-06773] CIS 871-23817
1-258
IBVEBTOB IBDBX BABST, I. L.
H
BABBAL, I. A.
Analog sicnal integration and reconstruction
system Eatert
[HASA-CASE-H£0-1031|«] C10 B71-265<U
Sjstem for qoentiiiag qtaphic dieflajs
[BASA-CISI-BJO-10705] c08 H72-22164
BABBA, J. B.
Multiple varactor frequency doubler Patent
[NASA-CASI-XHF-04956-1] c10 H71-26414
BADBK, V.
Appara tus and method lot seasoning the Seebeck
coefficient and resistivity of materials
[BASA-CASE-BEO-117H9] c14 B73-28486
Durable antistatic coating for




[HASf-CJSI- IJC-10019] c15 B71-23809
Two degree inverted flejure
CNASA-CAEI-JBC-10345-1] C15 873-12488
BADLEI, B. C., OB.
High field CdS detectcr for infrared radiation
[BAEA-CSSE-UH-11027-1] C35 B74-18088
BADI, I. F.
High speed, self-acting shaft seal
[HiSA-CASI-I.IB-112711-1] C37 1175-21631












Digital f ins analog cnt fut encoder
[BASA-CASI-GSC-12115-1] C62 B76-31946
BAGIBABA, F. S.
Frequency to analog converter Patent
[BASi-CASE-XSS-07040] c08 B71-12500
BAGOOD, 6. J-, JB.








Optical instrnnent enploymg reticle having










Apparatus for leasvrlng electric field strength
en the surface of a model vehicle Patent
[BASA-CASE-X1E-02038] c09 B71-16086
BILL, B. D.
Spectroscope eqoipient using a slender




Bethod for deterilning presence of OB in
nagnesini czide
[BASA-CJSE-BSO-1077II] C06 H72-17095
BALL, J. B., OB.
Surface roughness detector Patent
tNASA-CASE-XU-00203] c1U B70-3<1161
Liguid waste feed systei
[BASA-CASI-LAB-10365-1] cCS H72-27102
Antoiatic liguid inventory collecting and
dispensing unit
[BASA-CASI-1AB-11071-1] c35 H75-19611
BILL, J. F., OB.










Turn on transient liniter Patent
[HASA-CAEI-GSC-10113] clO B71-26531
BALLOCK, J. B.










Autonatic quadrature control and measuring systei
[BASA-CASE-HIS-21660-1] c35 H71-21017
IC-oscillator with automatic stabilized








Variable sweep aircraft Patent
[HASA-CASE-HA-03659] c02 S71-11011
BABCHEI, K. 5.
Device for preventing high voltage arcing in
electron beam welding Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBF-085221 Cl5 B71-19H86
BABO, I. J.
Temperature compensated digital inertial sensor
[HASA-CiSE-HIO-130111-1] C35 »7a-1509l4








High isclation EF signal selection switches
CNASA-CAEI-BSO-13081-1] c33 B7Q-22811
BAISBI, 6. B., JB.
Automatic vehicle location system
:BASA-CASE-BPO-11850-1] C32 H74-12S12




Flow angle sensor and read out system Patent
[HASA-CASI-X1E-OU503] Cl» 871-20864
Low level signal limiter
[BASA-CASI-XLB-OU791] C32 »71-22096
Bethod of electrically pre-stressing insalaticn






Bethod of >aking screen by casting Patent
[HASA-CASE-ILB-00953] CIS B71-1S966











Tensile strength testing device Patent
(HASA-CASB-XBP-05631)] CIS B71-24834
Bydroforming techniques using epozy molds Patent
[HASA-CASI-IIE-05611-1] CIS B71-263Q6
BASST, P. L.
Bepetitively pulsed, wavelength selective laser
1-259









Method cf preparing zinc cithotitanate pigment
[BASA-CASE-BIS-23345-1] c27 H77-30237
HAHALSOH, B. S.
Ultrasonic scanning system for in-place
inspection of trazed tube joints
CHASA-CASE-BIS-2C767-1] c38 H74-15130
BABASAI, R. B., JE.
Thermal prctection ablation spray system Patent
[BASA-CASI-XIA-04251 ] C18 H71-26100
Bending method in the manufacture of continuous
regression rate sensor devices
[HASA-CASE-UB-10337-1] c24 H75-30260
Vacuum pressure molding technique[NASA-CASI-ISB-10073-1] c37 H76-2U575
BABD, T. B.
Optical systems having spatially invariant outputs
[NASA-CASE-BBC-10248] > c14 B72-17323
BABDGBOVE, S. I.





BABBAB, J. I., Ill




Apparatus for automatical!} stabilizing the
attitude cf a ncngnided vehicle
[HASA-CASE-ASC-10130] c30 H72-17873
BABODIBS, 6. 6.
Method and means for providing an absolute power
ueasnreiert capability Pateat
[BAS.A-CASI-HC-11020] c1ll H71-26774
Clear air turbulence detector[HASA-CASI-BF.C-10081] c14 H72-28437
Method and apparatus for measuring sclar
activity and atmospheric radiation effects[NASA-CASI-IBC-10276] c14 H73-26132
BABFEB, C. A.




Integrated circuit including field effect
transistor and cermet resistor
[BASA-CASI-GSC-1C835-1] c09 H72-33205
BABBIGIIL, 1. I.
A regulated hici efficiency, lightweight
capacitor-dicde multiplier DC to DC converter
[HASA-CASE-LEH-12791-1] c33 H77-2U385
BABBIS, D. B.
Becorder using selective noise filter
[NASA-CASE-BBC-10112] C07 H72-21119
BABBIS, B. P.
Hethod for fabricating a mass spectrometer inlet
leak
[NASA-CASI-GSC-12077-1] c35 B77-21455




Transducer circuit and catheter transducer Patent
[SASA-CASl-ABC-10132-1] c09 H71-21I597
Diode-goad bridge circuit leans
[ HASA-CASI-AFC-10361^2 (B] ] c33 N711-14941
Diode-quad bridge cirefult" leans
[HASA-CASI-ABC-1036H-3] C33 H75-19520
Diode-quad bridge circuit means
[BASA-CASI-ABC-10361-2] c33 H75-25041
BABB1SOI, E. S.






BABBISOB, B. 6., JB.
Pressure variable capacitor
[HASA-CASE-IBP-OS7S2] c11 N69-21S41
Temperature telemetric transmitter Patent
CHASA-CASE-HPO-10649] c07 S71-24840
BABSIAO, K. G.
Isotope separation using metallic vapor lasers
[NASA-CASl-SSO-13550-1] c36 S77-26477
BABTBBSTEII, B. 6,
Accelerometer vith FB output Patent
[NASA-CASE-X1A-00492] clt N70-34799
Variable time constant smoothing circuit Patent
[HASA-CASI-XGS-01983] clO H7C-41964
BAETOP, B. H.





Apparatus for photographing meteors
[HASA-CASE-LAB-10226-1] Cl« B73-19419
BAEVEI, S. D.









Optical process for producing classification
maps frog mnltispectral data
[NASA-CASE-BSC-1U472-1] c43 B77-10584
An interactive color display for multispectral
imagery using correlation clustering
[SiSA-CASE-BSC-16253-1] c43 B77-31583
BASSOB, D. I.
Space and atmospheric reentry vehicle Patent
[HASA-CJISB-JGS-00260J c3 1 S70-37924
BATAKEIABA, 1. F.
Method and system for ejecting fairing sections
from a rocket vehicle
[UiSA-CASI-GSC-10590-IJ c31 S73-11853
BATCH, J. S.
Energy conversion apparatus Patent
[HASA-CASI-XLE-00212] c03 B70-341J4
BAICHB8, 1. 8.




Automatic balancing device Patent
[NASA-CASE-1AB-1077P] c10 B71-1354S
Attitude sensor for space vehicles Patent
CHASA-CASE-IIA-00793] c21 F71-22880
BATFIBID, 3. 0.




Frangible tnbe energy dissipation Patent
[BASA-CAS1-X1A-00754] CIS H70-34850
BAUGE, G.




Bydrazininm nitroformate propellant stabilized
nith nitrogaanidine
[BASA-CASE-BFO-12000] c27 B72-25699
Bydrazininm nitrofornate propellant vith
saturated polymeric hydrocarbon binder
[HASA-CASE-BPO-12015] c27 H73-16764
BAOSEB, J. A.
High pressure qas filter system Patent
[HASA-CASE-BTS-12806] C14 B71-17588
High pressure helium purifier Patent
[BASA-CASl-IBF-06888] CIS H71-2404M
BA7EBS, D. E.
Heter for use in detecting tension in straps
having predetermined elastic characteristics
[HASA-CASE-HPS-22189-1] C35 B75-19615
BA1KIIS, C. 1.




Hethod of erasing target material of a vidicon
tube or the like Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBP-06028] C09 B71-23189
BAILEI, 1.1.
Omnidirectional acceleration device Patent
1-260






Bemote water acnitcring systeo
[HiSA-CAES-IJB-11973-1] Cl3 S77-28563
HATBBS, J. L. '
Ultrasonic scanning system for in-place
inspecticD of brazed tube joints
[BASA-C8SI-HIS-2C767-1] C38 H71-15130
H1TIIE, C. C.
Apparatus for positictirg modular components on
a vertical or overhead surface
[SASl-CASI-I.JB-11165-1] c37 B76-21551
HATBCS, J. 6.





Fluid phase analyzer Patent
[SASA-CBSl-SPO-10691] C1<4 H71-26199
Two phase tic* sjsteu ¥itb discrete impinging
two-phase jets
[BASB-CASI-8IC-11556] C12 H72-25292





Wideband vcc with high phase stability Patent
[BASA-CASE-XIA-03893] clO B71-27271
Hultichannel Icgarlthiic B? level detector
[BASJ-CASl-lAB-11021-1] c32 876-11(321
Phase modnlatirg with odd and even finite power






Apparatus fcr absolute pressure measurement
[8ASA-CASI-UB-10000] d<l H73-30391
BECKILHAB, 3. V.
Hultialara snnnarv alarn Patent
[HASA-CASI-ttE-03061-1] C10 B71-21798
B1CKIIB, C. B.
Hercnry capillary interrupter Patent
[BASA-CSSI-XHP-02251] c12 H71-20896


















Spatial filter for Q-snitcbed lasers
[HASA-CJSI-1I»-1J16I)-1] C36 B77-32478
BBIDBAB1, •!. I.
Injector fcr bipiofellant rocket engines Patent
[BASA-CJSI-IBI-00118] C28 B70-38710
Instrument for the quantitative measurement of
radiaticn at multiple wave lengths Patent
[BASA-CASI-III-00011] Cl« B70-119U6
Ccntrol cf transverse instability in rocket
combustors Patent
[BASA-C»SI-IlI-Oa603] c33 B71-21507
Burning rate ccotrcl cf EClid propellents Patent
[BASA-CASI-I1I-03491] c27 B71-21819
BBID1. B. t.
Oltrastable calibrated light source
CBASA-CASI-8SC-12293-1] ciq B72-27H11
BBIBB, I. C.
Hethod for molding compcnnds Patent
CBASA-CASI-m-01091] c15 B71-10672
Evacuated displacement compression molding
(B»S»-CASJ-I«B-10782-1] C31 B7«-1»133
Bethod for compression molding of thermosetting
plastics utlli2ing a temperature gradient
across the plastic to core the article
[BSSA-CASZ-HB-10089-1] c31 B7n-I812<t
Bethod of laminating structural members
[BASA-CASI-X1A-11028-1] c2<t B70-27035
Holding apparatns
[B5SA-CASE-I»B-10"l89-2] . c31 B71-32920
Evacuated, displacement compression mold
[BASA-CJSI-lAB-10782-2] c31 B75-1J111














Fluid lubricant system Patent
[BASA-CASE-XSP-03972] c15 B71-230M8
BEIBBBABB, K.
Hethod of forming aperture plate for electron
microscope
£HASA-CASE-ABC-10<!<!8-2] c7« B75-12732
Electron microscope aperture system
[ HASA-CASF.-JEC-1 01148-3] C35 B77-11108
BEIHEl, 0. K.
Self-obturating, gas operated launcher-
[BASA-CASI-BIO-11013] ell B72-22217
BBISBAI, B. B.
lube dimpling tool Patent
[HASA-CASE-XHS-06876] C15 B71-21536
BE1BEBT, i. B., OB.




Logic ABD gate for fluid circuits Patent
[SASA-CASE-X1A-07391] c12 B71-17579
Technique cf duplicating fragile core
[HASA-CASE-X1A-07829] CIS B72-16329
Fluid pressure amplifier and system,
[SASA-CASF.-LAB-1 0868-1] C33 B71-11050
BELLES, J. A.
apparatus and method for reducing thermal stress
in a turbine rotor
[HASA-CASE-1EB-12232-1] C07 H77-18160
BBLLBABB, B. F.
Apparatus for purging systems handling toxic,
corrosive, nczions and other fluids Patent
[BASA-CASE-XHS-01905] c12 B71-21089
BBBDEBSOI, B. EF
Gas chromatcgraph injection system
[BASA-CASI-ABC-10311-1] dl B72-21133
Gas chroiatograpb injection system
[BASA-CAEE-ABC-10311-2] c35 S75-26331
BBBDBICKS, B. D.
Hethod of detecting oxygen in a gas
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10668-1] c06 B73-16106
BEILEI. B. B.
Hethod of fabricating an object with a thin wall
having a precisely shaped slit
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10109-1] c31 S71-21059
BEBBIGAB, 1. J.
Apparatus for measuring swelling characteristics
of membranes
[BASA-CASl-XGS-03865] ell B69-21363
Prevention of pressure build-up in
electrochemical cells Patent
[SASA-CASE-IGS-01119] c03 870-11861
Bon-magnetic battery case Patent
[SASA-CASE-XGS-00886] c03 B71-11053
Hethod and apparatus for battery charge control
Patent
[BASA-CAES-IGS-05132] c03 B71-19138
Sealing device lor an electrochemical cell Patent
[BASA-CASE-IGS-02630] c03 B71-22971








BEBBI, B. Z., OB. IBVEHIOB IBDBX
BEHE1, B. Z., JB.
Variable geoietry Banned orbital vehicle Patent
[BASl-CAEI-XIA-03691] C31 H71-15671
Variable diledral shuttle orbiter
[HASA-CA£I-I»B-1C70e-2] COS H77-31132
BEBBI, V. «.




' Ride range linear f lnxgate magnetometer Patent
[BASA-OSE-XGS-01587] dl H71-15962
BEHBBIl, t. F.
Gas purged dry rox glove Eatent
[BASA-CASI-XLI-02531] cC5 H71-23080
Bethod cf producing refractor; composites
containing tantalum carbide, bafnini carbide,
and h a f r i n m toride latent N
[BASA-CBSI-I1I-03910] c18 N71-26153
Befractory metal base alley composites
tBASA-CISI-XIE-03910-2] c17 H72-28536
BEBH1B, C. I.
Differential pulse code mcdulaticn
[SASA-CAEI-HSC-12506-1] c32 N77-12239
BBBHABB, A. I.
Method of using phctovcltaic cell using
poly-B-vinylcarbazole cctplei Patent
[HASJ-CASI-BIC-10373] c03 H71-18698













Variable direction force coupler[HASA-CASE-BfS-20317] c15 H73-13163
BESS, B. '.
A technique fcr breaking ice in the path of a ship
[HAsa-CASE-UB-10815-1] c16 H72-22520
BESS, B. i.
Ccntour surveying system Eatent
[HASA-CASE-XLA-06616] c11 H71-17586
BESTIB, B. B.
Current regulating voltage divider
[HASf-CASB-BJS-20935] c09 H71-31212
BETBCOAT, J. P.
Thruster taintenance systei Patent
[HAS»-C»S!-BfS-20325] c28 H71-27095
BliES, D. I.
Botatlng space station siaulator Patent
[HASJ-CiSI-XIA-03127] c11 H71-10776





A Cl ultrasonic bolt tensioning icnitcr
CBASA-CASE-HB-12016-1] c32 H77-15236
BETSEB, B. C.











Stirling cycle engine and refrigeration systems
[BiSA-CASI-BIO-13613-1] c37 B76-29590
BIGBT, B. I.
Electronic background suppression method and
apparatus for a field scanning senecr
[BASA-CASE-XGS-05211] c07 H69-39980
BIGH, B. I.
Reteoroid capture cell construction
[HASA-CASI-BSC-12Q23-1J c91 S76-30131
BILBBBT, E. E.
Data multiplexer using tree switching
configuration
[8ASA-CAS1-BIO-11333] COS N72-22162
flexible ccnputer accessed telemetry
[BASA-CASI-BPO-11358] C07 S72-25172
Space comnunication system for compressed data




Method and means for an improved electron beam
scanning system Patent
[HASA-CASE-EBC-10552] c09 B71-12539
Fluidic-thermochromic display device Patent
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10031J c12 B71-18603
Plasma flnidic hybrid display Patent
[HASA-C8SI-EBC-10100] c09 B71-33519
BILDBBBABDT, ». I.
Helium refining by superfluidity Patent
C»ASA-C»S£-XBP-00733] C06 H70-31I9Q6







Folding structure fabricated of rigid panels
[HASA-CASB-XBQ-021116] c18 N75-270HO
BILL, B. K.
Ultrasonic scanner for radial and flat panels
[HASA-CAEE-HfS-20335-1] c35 H7"I-10I115
BILL, 0. B.
Burst diaphragm flow initiator Patent
£HASA-CJ£E-HJS-1291S] C11 R71-17600
Hind tunnel test section
[NASA-CASE-HFS-20509] Cl1 N72-17183
BILL, P. B.





Sprayable low density ablator
[HASA-CASi*H!S-23506-1] c2» H77-15105
BILLBEBG, B. 1.
Load relieving device Patent
[HASA-CASI-XBS-06329-1] C15 B71-20i|"n
BILLBOBH, E. B,
Color television systems using a single gun
color cathode ray tube Patent
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10098] C09 871-28618
BILLIS, D. A.
Drift compensation circuit for analog to digital
converter Patent
[HASA-CASE-XBP-OU780] C08 H71-19687
BILLBAB, C. E., JB.
Snap-in cocressible biomedlcal electrode
[HASA-CASI-HEC-11623-1] C52 S77-28717
BILTOI, 6. E.












Gas ligaefication and dispensing apparatus Patent
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10070] Cl5 871-27372
Hovel polymers and method of preparing same
[BASA-CASI-BSO-10998-1] C06 873-J2029
BIICBBAB, R. J.




Lignid flow sight assembly Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLE-02998] Cll R7C-12071
BOBBS, A. J.
Bethod and apparatus for determining the
contents of contained gas samples
[BASA-CASI-GSC-10903-1] Cll 87
1-262
IBVEJfOB I1DBX BOLT, 1. I.
BOBLIB, I. I.
Unfurlable structure including coiled strips
thrust launched open tension release Patent
[BASA-CASI-BCB-00937] c07 H71-28979
BOCBBAIB, I. £.
Gyrator employing field effect transistors
[NASJ-CJEI-BIS-21433] C09 H73-20232





Apparatus fcr remote handl ing of aatenals
[BASA-CASI-IAB-10634-1] c37 874-18123
BODGES, D. H.
Hingeless helicopter rotor mth improved stability
[BASA-CASI-ABC-10807-1] c05 877-17029
BOFF1BB, G. i.
Apparatus and method for processing Korotkov
sounds
[BASA-CASE-BSC-13999-1] c52 1)711-26626
A logic-ccrtrclled occlusne cuff system
[SAEJ-CASI-flSC-1483e-1] c52 876-27839
BOFFBAB, D. 6.
Light detection instrument Patent
[SASA-CAEI-%GS-0553q] c23 871-16355
HOFFBiB, E. I.
Flexible fcan erectable space structures Patent
[BASA-CJSI-UA-00686] c31 1170-31(135
HOFFHAB, H. C.
Gravity gradient attitude control system Patent
[BASA-CASI-GSC-10555-1] c2 1 H71-2732Q
BOFFBAB, I. S.




Niniatnre biaxial strain transducer
[BASA-CASE-lJB-11648-1] C35 B77-14407
BOFFBAB, L. 1.
Coipensating tandvidth stitching transients in






Tunable cavity rescnatcr Kith ramp shaped supports
[BASA-CASI-BCB-1C790-1] C36 H74-11313
BOBI. F. -
Volumetric direct nuclear pumped laser
[BASA-CASE-1AB-12183-1] c36 H77-21424
BOKLO, R. B.
Relding blades to lotcrs
[*ASA-CASE-1BS-10533-1] CIS N73-28515
HOIDEBAH, L. E.






Electric arc driven Hind tunnel Patent
[NASA-CJS!-XB!-00<I11] Cl1 B70-35913




Digital second-order phase-locked loop
[NASA-CASE-HEO-11905-1] C33 H74-12887
BOLBSKI, D. E.





Apparatus lor velding tladcs to rotors
[HASA-CASI-LBS-10S33-2] C37 H7Q-11300





Protection cf loistnre sensitive optical
components
[HASA-CASE-ABC-lf iHg-l ] C23 H73-32542




Oxygen post-treatment of plastic surfaces coated
vith plasna polymerized silicon-containing
nononers
£HASA-CASE-ABC-10915-2] C27 H77-20256
Abrasion resistant coatings for plastic surfaces
{BASA-CASI-ABC-10915-3] C24 B77-24200
EOILAID, V. B.
Signal conditioning circuit apparatus
[SASA-CASI-ABC-103148-1] C33 S75-19518
BOLIAHDEB, J.






Three axis controller Patent
[BASA-CASE-XIB-00181] C21 B70-33279
BOLLBHBAUGB, B. C.
Position location system and method Patent
[HASA-CAEi-GSC-10087-2] C21 B71-1J958
Position location and data collection system and
Bethod Patent
[BASA-CAEI-GSC-10083-1] C30 B71-16090
Traffic control system and method Patent
[BASA-CAEE-GSC-10087-1] C02 B71-19287
Position location system and method
[B1SA-CASE-GSC-10087-3] C07 B72-12080
Doppler compensation by shifting transmitted
object freguency mthin limits
£BASA-CASE-GSC-10087-4] C07 B73-20174
BOLLEI, L. 0.
Automatic lightning detection and photographic
system
CHASA-CAEl-KSC-10728-1] Cl4 B73-J2J19
Hicroconpoterized electric field meter
diagnostic and calibration system
CB4SA-CASI-KSC-11035-1] C33 B77-20343
Digital automatic gain ampliflier
[BASA-CASE-KSC-11008-1] c33 B77-21321
BOLLIDAI, B. lt
Precision alinement apparatus for cutting a
HOEkpiece
[NASA-CASE-LAB-11658-1] C37 B77-10478
BOLLIS, B. B., JB.
Multilevel metallization method for fabricating
a metal oxide semiconductor device





Inflatable transpiration cooled nozzle
[HSSA-CASE-BIS-20619] c28 B72-'l1708
BOLBBS, B. K.
Telocity limiting safety systen Patent
[BaSA-CASI-XIA-071173] c15 B7 1-24895
BOLIBS, B. I.









Vibration damping system Patent
[HASA-CASI-XBS-01620] c23 B71-15673
B01BES, I. I.
Lifting body Patent Application
[BASA-CASE-PBC-10063] cOI B71-12217
B01BSTBOB, F. B.




[ BASA-CASI-HA-08507] c09 B69-39984
SCB blocking pulse gate amplifier Patent
[HASA-CASE-1LA-07497] c09 B71-12514
B01T, I. I.
Scan converting video tape recorder
(HASA-CAEE-BEO-10166-1] c07 873-22076
Scan converting video tape recorder
[BASA-CASI-BIO-10166-2] c35 B76-16391
Electromagpetlc transducer recording head having
a laminated core section and tapered gap
1-263






Hodel launcher for wind tunnels Patent
[ HASA-CASE-XBP-0357e] e11 N71-23030
BOBKES, B. J.
Boltiparameter visicn testing apparatus
[NASA-CASI-HSC-13601-2] C54 N75-27759
HOBBY, B. S.








Beal tine analysis of voiced sounds
[BASJ-CASI-HEO-13465-1] c32 B76-31372
HOBHEL1, B. 1.
Automatic frequency ccntrcl for FB transmitter
[BAS1-CASE-HIS-21540-1] c32 874-19790






Rail current measuring apparatus having a series
resistor for temperature compensation Patent
[HASA-CASE-XAC-01662] CHI H71-23037
HOOP, J. B.








Cclliuator of multiple plates with axlally
aligned identical randcm arrays of apertures
[BASA-CASE-HFS-20546-2] C14 N73-30389
fu tomat ic l ightning detection and photographic
system
[BASA-CASI-KSC-10728-1] c14 B73-32319






Extrusion die for refractory metals Patent[FASA-CfSI-XII-06773] c15 S71-23817
BOSKIBS, P. B. .
Differential phase shift keyed communication
system
[HASl-CASE-BSC-1i(065-1] c32 B7q-26651
Differential phase shift keyed signal resolver
[BASA-CASE-BSC-1MC66-1] C33 B7I(-27705
BOCKI1S, 1.






Aircraft vteel spray drag alleviator Patent
[BASA-C6SE-XIf-01583] C02 B70-36825
HOHBES, J. I.
Photographic film restoration system
[BASJ-CASI-HSC-12II48-1] c14 B72-2039"!
Optical noise snppression device and method,
[BASA-CASE-HSC-12640-1 ] c71 B76-31998
BOBT01, D. B.








Bethod and apparatus for mapping planets
[BASA-CASE-BPO-11001] C07 B72-21118
BOSE1TBIEB, B. B.












Signal conditicner test set
[BASA-CASE-KSC-10750-1] c35 B75-12270
HODSEHAB, J.




Hydrogen rich gas generator
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13342-2] C«4 BTt-29700












Geysering inhibitor for vertical cryogenic
transfer pipe
[BASA-CASE-KSC-10615] Cl5 B73-12K86
Floating baff le to improve efficiency of liquid
transfer from tanks
[BASA-CASE-KSC-10639] CIS S73-26172
Zero gravity liquid transfer screen
[HASA-CASI-KSC-10626] c1M 873-27378
BOIABO, J. C.
Deans for suppressing or attenuating bending
motion of elastic bodies Patent
[SASA-CASE-XAC-05632] c32 B71-23971
G-load measuring and indicator apparatus
[BASA-CASE-AEC-10806] C06 B74-27872
G-load measuring and indicator apparatus
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10806-1] c35 B75-29381
H08ABD, P. I.












Tread drum for animals
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10917-1] C37 B76-20U85
H01ABTH, J. I.
Hon-flamnable elastomeric fiber from a
fluorinated elastomer and containing an
halogenated flame retardant
[SASA-CASE-HSC-14331-1] c27 B7e-2««05
Flame retardant elastomeric compositions
[NASA-CASE-BSC-14331-2] c27 B76-21408
Flame retardant elastomeric compositions
[BASA-CASE-BSC-14331-3] c27 876-24409
HOSE, T. L.
Strain gauge ambiguity sensor for segmented
mirror active optical system
[BASA-CAEE-BIS-20506-1] c35 875-12273
HOiELL, J. B.




Fringe counter for interferometers Patent
[BASA-CASE-1AB-10204] C14 871-27215
Star image motion compensator
[BASA-CASE-lAB-10523-1] ell 872-22444
BOIUID, B. t.
High pressure air valve Patent
[BASA-CASE-HSC-11010] CIS B71-19485
1-264
IBVESTOE HDBI BDSAI1-ABIDI, 1. S.
EDIT, B. P.




Capacitor and method of joking same Patent
[NASA-CiSI-HS-10361-1] c09 H71-13522
HBOB, B. 1.




Bicrovave tlav detector Patent
[BASA-CASE-ABC-1000S-1] c15 S71-17822
Transient videc signal recording with expanded
playback Patent
[HASA-CASI-ABC-10003-1] c09 H71-2S866
Bethod and apparatus for swept-freguency
impedance mcasurenents ci velds
[FASA-CASE-ABC-10176-1] C15 B72-21464
Coaxial inverted geometry transistor having
buried enitter
[HASA-CASI-ABC-10230-1] C09 H73-32112










Catalytic trioerizaticn of aromatic nitriles and
triaryl-s-triazine ring cross-linked high
temperature resistant polymers and copolymers
Bade thereby
[HASA-CASE-LES-12052-13 c27 H7U-34579
Catalytic trinerizaticn of aromatic nitriles and
triayl-s-triazine ring cross-linked high

























Preparation of dielectric coatings of variable
dielectric constant by plasma polymerization
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10892-2] C27 H77-17245
BODOCK, B. J.





[ H A S A - C A S E - X B E - O S B I H ] cia 871-17587
BDDSPBtB, T.
Phase demodulation system with tvo phase locked
loops Patent
C H A S A - C A S E - X 8 F - O C 7 7 7 ] c10 87,1-19469
BOIISBAH, 1. P.
BC netvorks and amplifiers employing the sane
CSASA-CISI-XAC-05462-2] clO H72-17171
BOFP, B. 6.
Apparatus for sensing temperature
CSASI-CASI-I1E-OE230] c14 B72-27410
Method of taking apparatus fox sensing temperature[SASA-C1SI-XIE-05230-2] cia 873-13417
Jet exhaust tcise suppressor
[HASA-CASI-LIB-11286-1] C07 B74-27490
BOPPAEBB, B. B.
Laser Doppler system for measuring three
dimensional vector velocity Patent
[BASA-CAEE-BIS-20386] c21 F71-19212
Clear air turbulence detector
[HASA-CAEI-BIS-21244-1] C36 B75-15028
Focused laser Doppler velocimeter










Fast scan control for deflection type mass
spectrometers
CHASA-CASE-IAB-10766-1] C14 H72-21432




















Process for purification of vaste vater produced
by a Kraft process pulp and paper mill
[BASA-CASE-BIO-13847-2] C85 B77-17949
BUISBBFOBD, S. J.
Conforming polisher for aspberic surface of
revolution Patunt
[BASA-CASE-XGS-02884] CIS 117 1-22705
BOBKELBB, B. B.










HOil, S. B., OB.
Nultiparameter vision testing apparatus
[BASA-CASE-HSC-13601-2] c54 B75-27759
BOIIBB, B. S.
Bethod and apparatus for neutralizing potentials
induced on spacecraft surfaces
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11963-1] c33 B77-10429
HOHTBBSS, I. 1.








Digital filter for reducing sampling jitter in
digital ccntrol systems Patent
[BASA-CASE-BPO-11088] COS 871-29034
Transition tracking bit synchronization system
[BASA-CASE-HIO-10844] c07 872-20140
Digital quasi-exponential function generator
[BASA-CASE-BSO-11130] COS 872-20176
Code regenerative clean-up loop transponder for
a nn-type ranging system
(NASA-CASE-HIO-11707] C07 873-25161
BOBSTi, B. I.
A logic-controlled occlnsive caff systea
[8ASA-CASE-BSC-14836-1] c52 876-27839
BOSAH-ABIDI, lf S.
Optical data processing using paraboloidal
1-265
BOSCEKE, B. 6., JE. XBVEBTOB IBDBX
•itioi ssgnants[HASA-CASB-GSC-11296-1] c23 H73-30666
BOSCBKE, E. 6., JB.








Hultilayer porous ionizer Patent
[NASA-CASE-XHP-OII3383 c17 B71-23046
BDSSEI, I. «.
Filter regeneration systems[BASA-CASI-BSC-11273-1] c34 1175-33342
BOTCBIBSOB, «. 0.
Hanaally actuated teat fui[[HASA-CASZ-BJO-1C677] c05 H72-11084
BOTCBISOB, J. J.
Trifancticnal alcohcl[BASA-CASI-BPO-1C714] c06 H69-31244




Badiaticn sensitive solid state switch
[BASA-CASI-BFC-10817-1] COS H73-30135
BTBBB, B. I.
Audio signal processor Patent[HASA-CASE-BSC-12223-1} c07 H71-26181
I-IECBAO, J.
Locking nechanisi for orthopedic traces[SASA-CASI-GSC-12082-1] c5i| H76-22914
IAHHIHI, A. A.




Grain refioeient control in TIG arc velding[BASA-CASE-HSC-19095-1] c37 H75-19683
IDEB, B. B.




Self-energized plasna ccupressor[HASA-CASE-Hrs-221«E-1] c75 B75-13625
Tvo stage light gas-plasia projectile accelerator[BASA-CASE-HIS-22287-1] c75 B76-14931
Self-energized [lasia ccipressor[BASA-CASE-HFS-22145-2] c75 B76-17951
I60E, B. B.
Dynamic vicraticn absorcer Patent[BASA-CASE-IAB-10083-1] c15 H71-27006
IIES, P. A.
Hethod for producing a sclar cell having an
integral pictective ccvering
[HASA-CASE-IGS-01531] c03 B69-24267
Hethod cf coating sclar cell with borcsilicate
glass and resultant predict
[HASA-CASI-GSC-1151H-1] C03 H72-24037
IL1S, S.
Hydraulic grip Patent[HASA-CASI-IIA-05100] c15 B71-17696







Anti-buckling fatigue test asseably
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10426-1] c09 H74-19528
IHLAI, E. 8.
Binary to fcinaiy-coded-deciial converter Patent
[BASA-CASB-IBP-00432] c08 H70-35423
IBGEBO, B. D.
Splash groove fuel injector
[HASA-CASE-LH-12417-1] c07 B76-22198
IBGBAH, J. D.
Dual aeitrane, hollo* fiber fuel cell
[BASA-CASE-BFO-13732-1] c44 B77-19581
IHGBAH, K. 1.
Locking device for turbine rotor blades Patent
[BASA-CASE-XDP-00816] C28 B71-28928
IBICK, S. C.
EJectable undervater sound source recovery
assembly
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10595-1] v C35 H74-16135
IBOHS, A. S.
Beat sterilizable patient ventilator
[BASA-CASI-HIO-13313-1] C54 B75-27761
IEIIH, A. 8.








Leading edge protection for conposite blades
[HASA-CASE-LIS-12550-1] c2U D77-19170
ISLEX, B. C.
Beated porous plug nicrothrnstor
CHASA-CASE-GSC-10640-1] c28 B72-18766
IVES, B. E.






Electro-thermal rocket Patent[8ASA-CASE-XLE-00267] C28 B70-33356
Electrothemal rockets having improved heat
exchangers Patent
[BASA-CASI-XLE-01783] C28 B70-34175
JiCKSOB, C. B., JB.
Wind tunnel model and method
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10812-1] C09 B74-17955
JACKSOB, K. B.
Optical alignment system Patent
[HASA-CASI-XBP-02029] C14 H70-41955
' JACKSOB, L. B.






















A process of foraing catalytic surfaces for
oxidation reactions
[BASA-CASI-HSC-14831-1] C25 B76-23387






Hethod for improving the signal-to-noise ratio




Volmetric direct nuclear puiped laser
[BASA-CASI-LAB-12183-1] C36 B77-21424
JARBS, L. I.



















Quick discccnect filter coupling
[BASA-C1SI-BIS-22323-1] c37 S76-11KI63
JASBICBB, F. 3., JB.
passive synchronized spike generator «ith high
input impedance and Ion cutpot impedance and
capacitcr cover supply latent
[BASl-CASE-XGS-03632] c09 H71-23311
JAVAS, A.







Reinforced metallic ccipcsites Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLI-02II28] C17 B70-33288
Hethod cf iaHng liber reinforced metallic
composites Patent
[BASA-CASi-XlE-00231] c17 B70-38198
Reinforced Metallic cciposltes patent
[SASA-CASE-XIE-00228] c17 B70-38190




solid medium thermal engine
[BASA-CASI-JBC-10K61-1] c«<» N7H-33379
JBFIBE1S, B. B.
Focused laser Doppler velocimeter
[NASA-CASF-HPS-23178-1] c35 B77-10193
JBIAIIAB, A. V.
clear air turbulence detector
[HASA-CISE-HIS-212l|fl-1] c36 H75-15028
Focused laser Doppler velccimeter
[BASA-CASE-HPS-23178-1] C35 B77-10193
JE1IISOB, J. C.
Resilience testing device Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLA-082511] C1U B71-26161
JB1KIIS, R. B.
Diode and protection fuse unit Patent
[8ASA-CASI-IKS-03381] C09 B71-22796
JBBKHS, L. B.


















Ic» ncise single aperture multimode nonopnlse
antenna feed system latent
[SASA-CISI-XHP-01735] c07 H71-227SO
JBISBB, B. I.
Improved Eclar heating system










Flannability test chamber Patent
[HASA-CASI-KSC-10126] Cll B71-24985
JEIB11, P. A.
Data handling system based on source
significance, storage availability and data
received from the source Patent Application
[HASA-CASI-XBP-04162-1] c08 870-34675
JEIB11, B. A.
Production of high parity silicon carbide Patent
CBiSi-CAEI-XIA-00158] C26 B7C-36805
Apparatus for producing high purity silicon
carbide crystals Patent
[BASA-CiEJ-Xli-02057] C26 B70-10015
Hethod of coating carbonaceous base to prevent
oxidation destruction and coated base Patent
[BAS1-CASE-XLA-0028II] CIS B71-16075
Hethod of coating carbonaceous base to prevent





T«o stage light gas-plasma projectile accelerator
[BASA-CASB-HIS-22287-1] C75 B7t-1«931
JBABTAIA, B. E.




Spectrometer integrated »ith a facsimile camera
[HASA-CASE-LAB-11207-1] C35 B75-19613
JOHiSBSEB, I.




Articulated multiple conch assembly Patent








System and method for tracking a signal source
[BASA-CASE-BCB-10880-1] C32 B75-30385
JOBBSOB, A. 1., JB.
Hicroelectronic module package Patent
[BASA-CASI-IBS-02182] CIO B71-28783
JOBSSOB, C. E.
Bypersonic test facility Patent
[BASA-CASE-Ill-00378] C11 B71-1S925





Visual target for retrofire attitude control
£BASA-CAS!-XHS-12158-1] C31 B69-27499
Orbital escape device Patent
[BiSi-CSSI-JHS-06162] C31 B71-288S1




A reverse osmosis membrane of high urea
rejection properties
[BJSi-CiSE-8BC-10980-1] C27 B77-1826S






Impact testing machine Patent
[BASA-CAEB-IBP-011817] Cll B71-23225
JOBBSOB, C. L.
Holding process for Imldazopyxrolone polymers
[BASA-CASB-lAB-10547-1] C31 B7q-13177
JOBBSOB, C. I.
Hethod of resolving clock synchronization error
and means therefor Patent
[BASA-CASB-XBE-08875] clO B71-23099
JOHISOI. B. T.
Automated clinical system for chromosome analysis
[BASA-CASB-BSO-13913-1J c52 B77-19750
1-267
JOHHSOH, F. I. IRVEHTOB IBDBI
JOHHSCH, F. 1.
Heat conductive resiliently ccmpre&sible








Training vehicle fcr ccntrclling attitude Patent
[NASl-CASE-IMS-02977] c11 S71-107<I6
Gravity stabilized flying vehicle Patent
[SASA-CAES-MSC-12111-1] c02 B71-11039
Hana-heId self-maneuvering unit Patent
[NASJ-CASE-XMS-05304] COS H71-12336







JOHBSOB, J. C., JB.
Mechanical actuator Patent
[BASA-CASI-X6S-04548] c15 R71-24045
JOHHSOH, J. 1.. JB.








Extreme temperature theroal control coating
[BASA-CASE-1JB-11756-1] c24 B76-2628II
JOHHSOH, B. C.
Enthalpy and stagnation temperature
determination of a high temperature laminar
flow gas stream' Patent
C»ASA-CASE-XIE-00266] Cl« B70-34156
JOHHSCB, B. I.
Acguisiticn and tracking system fcr optical radar
[BASA-CASE-HIS-20125] C16 B72-13437
JOHHSOB, B. I.
Gas lubricant ccmpcsiticns Patent
[HASA-CASE-XIE-00353] c18 B70-39897
Betallic film diffusion fcr boundary lubrication
Patent
[BASA-CASE-ZLE-01765] c18 H71-10772
Alloys for bearings Patent
[NASA-CASE-I1E-05033] Cl5 B71-23810
Metallic film diffusion fcr boundary lubrication
Patent
[BASA-CASE-XIE-10337] c15 H71-24046
JOHBSOH, ?. E., JB.
Hydrofoil Patent
[BASA-C1SE-X1A-00229] cl 2 B70-33305
JOHHSTOH, 1. B.




Cooperative lultiaiis sensor for teleoperation
of article manipulating apparatus
[BASJ-CASE-SIO-13386-1] c51 B75-27758





Ccmbined decking and grasping device
[HASA-CASE-HPS-23088-1] c37 B77-23483






Multiple environment materials test chamber
having a multiple pert Z-ray tube for
irradiating a plurality of samples Patent
[BAS1-CISZ-IBS-C2930] c11 B71-23042
JOHIS10I, B. S.
Shock absorbing support and restraint means Patent
[HASl-CJSE-XBS-01210] c05 B70-35152


















Lightning current measuring systems
[HASA-CiSE-KSC-10807-1] c33 H75-26246
JOHES, J. I.
Hultiple circuit snitch apparatus »ith imprcved
pivot actuator structure Patent
[BASA-CASE-XAC-03777] C10 S71-15909
Stereoscopic television system and apparatus
[B1SA-CASE-AHC-10160-1] C23 B72-27728
JOIES, E. 1.
Flow field Emulation Patent
[BASA-CASE-tAB-11138] Cl2 B71-20436
Method for determining thermo-physical
properties of specimens
[BASA-CASI-liE-11053-1] C25 B7<l-18551
Auxiliary power system for activity cooled
aircraft
[BASA-CASE-lAB-11626-1] C34 B77-12332
Apparatus for determining thermophysical
properties of test specimens
[BASA-CASE-1A8-11883-1J C09 B77-^7131
JOBBS, B. E.
Swirl can prinary combastor
[BASA-CASE-1ED-11326-1] c23 B7--30665
JOBES, B. B.
Apparatus for establishing flow of a fluid lass






Helmet assembly and latch means therefor Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBS-04935] COS B71-11190
JOIES, B. I.






Botational joint assembly for the prosthetic leg
[BASA-CASE-KSC-11004-1] cSt B77-30749
JOBES, I. P.








Inspection gage for boss Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBf-04966] c14 S71-17658
JOSIAS, C. S.
Hicro current measuring device using plural




Boiler for generating high quality vapor Patent
[HASA-CASE-XLB-0078S] c33 B71-16104
JOIIBB, 0. I.



















Hethod and system fee in vivo measurement of
bone tissue using a t«c level energy source
[SASA-CAEE-HSC-14276-1] C52 B77-14737
JOBBGEBSEB, K.
Regenerative braking sjstei Patent





Hethod cf fabricating an article with cavities
[BASA-CASE-1AB-10318-1] c3 1 H74-18089
JOTIBAL1, G. I.





Epoxy-azindine pclymer prcduct Patent
[BASA-CAEE-BIO-1C701] C06 F71-28620












Penetrating radiation system for detecting the
amount of liquid in a tank Patent
[BASJ-CASE-HSC-12280] c27 B71-16348
KABBEBHETEB, K.
Hixture separation cell Eatcnt
[ B A S A - C A S E - X H S - 0 2 S 5 2 ] c18 B71-20742
K&BPIBSET, A.
Hethod and apparatus for determning
electrolagnetlc characteristics of large
surface area passive reflectors Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-02608] C07 H70-41678
Apparatus providing a directive field pattern




Spacecraft attitude ccntrcl Bethod and apparatus
[BASA-CASE-SCB-10439] C21 H72-2162«
KAPDSTKA, B. I.








[BAS»-CASI-IAB-101|IIO-1] . cltt. B73-32323
KABSB, I.
Tape guidance system and apparatus for the
provision thereof Patent
[HASA-CASE-IBP-09Q53] c08 H71-19420











Oil ccoling system for a gas turbine engine
[HASA-CASI-HW-12630-1] cC7 N77-23106
IASTAI, B.
Absorptive splitter for clcsely spaced
snperEoxlc engine air inlets Patent
CSASA-CASI-ILA-02865] c28 B71-15563
EAIOi. B. S.
Haiti-feed cone Cassegrain antenna Patent
[HASA-CASE-BIO-10539] C07 B71-11285
UTVALA, T. E.
Beaction cured glass and glass coatings
[BASA-CASE-ABC-11051-1] C27 B77-10201
EAIZ, 1.
Force measuring instrument Patent
[SASA-CASE-XBF-00156] dt B70-3<4705
Optimum predetection diversity receiving system
Patent
[BASA-CASI-IGS-00710] C07 H71-23098




Temperature reducing coating for metals subject
to flame exposure Patent
[BASA-CASB-XIE-00035] C33 B71-29151
KA1ZBBBG, S. 0.
Autonatic focus control for facsimile cameras
[BASA-CASE-IAB-11213-1 ] C35 B75-1S011
Spectrometer integrated with a facsimile canera
[BASA-CASE-LAB-11207-1] C35 B7S-1961J
Device for measuring the contour of a surface
[BASA-CASE-IAB-11869-1] C35 B77-10197
KAIZBB, E. D.










Electrostatic ion engine having a permanent
magnetic circuit Patent
[BASA-CASI-XIE-0112U] C28 871-11043
Electrostatic icn rocket engine Patent
[BASA-CASE-XIE-02066] C28 B71-15661
Ion beam deflector Patent
[BiSA-CASI-IES-10689-1] C28 B71-26173
KAOFBAB, J. «.
Haxoneters (peak Kind speed anemometers)
[HASA-CAEE-BIS-20916] Cl4 H73-25160
KAOFBAB, •. B.
High current electrical lead
[BASJ-CAEE-LES-10950-1] C33 B7<4-27683
KAOFBAIB, J. 0.
Lead-oxygen dc poser supply system having a
closed loop oxygen and water system
[BASA-CASI-HIS-23059-1 } cl* F76-27664
KAZAHOPF, J. B.
A heat exchanger and method of making
[BASA-CASE-lEll-12441-1] C34 B7S-19580
KAZHOFF, A. I.





KBAPBB, 1. S., OB.
Transmitting and reflecting diffnser
[BASA-CASE-I.AB-10385-3] C23 B73-32538
Transmitting and reflecting diffuser
[BSSA-CASl-LAB-10385-2] C70 B74-13436
KBABBS, I. J.
Hount for thermal control system Patent
[B4SA-CASE-BIO-10138] C33 B71-16357
KBACBLEI, B. B.
Energy absorbing structure Patent Application
[ BASA-CASE-HSC-12279-1] C15 B70-35679
Lou onset rate energy absorber
[BASA-CASI-HSC-12279] Cl5 B72-17450
KEATIIG, J. B.







Cleac air turbulence detector
[BASA-CAEI-HIS-21244-1] C36 B75-15028
Focused laser Doppler velocimeter
[HASA-CASE-HFS-23178-1] C3S B77-10493
1-269




Space and atmospheric reentry vehicle Patent
[HASA-CASE-XGS-00260] c31 H70-3792"!
Space capsule Patent




Automat ic instronient for chenical processing to










Pressure regnlating system Patent
[HASA-CASE-XBF-OOII50] CIS H70-38603
KBLIE1, 0. B.
Hechanical stability augmentation system Patent
[HASA-CASI-XLA-06339] C02 B71-13422
KEILS, 8. C.





KBllI, I. I., IT





SCB blocking pulse gate amplifier Patent
[HASA-CASI-X1A-07497] c09 B71-1251"!
KEBP, K. 1.
Pneumatic lirrcr support sjstem
[NASA-CASE-XIA-03271] Cl1 B69-24321
KERF, B. P.
Method and apparatus for measuring potentials in
plasnas Patent
[HASA-CASE-X1B-00821] c25 H71-15650




Thin-walled pressure vessel Patent
[NAS»-C»SE-III-0<1677] c15 871-10577
KBBDA1L, J. B., SE.
Conically shaped cavity radiometer with a dual
purpose ccne winding Patent
[NASA-CASE-XSP-OS701] ell H71-26475








Electrical connector Patent Application
[HASS-C»S!-H!S-1I(71!1) c09 H70-20737
Filter system fcr contrcl cf outgas
contamination in vacuun Patent
[HAS»-C»SI-HrS-HI711] c15 H71-26185




Polyimide resin-fiberglase cloth laminates for
printed circuit toatas
[BASa-CASE-HfS-2C408] c18 R73-12604
Integrated circuit package with lead structure
and method cf preparing the same
[NASA-CASE-HFS-2137q-1] c33 H74-12951














Tertiary flow injection thrust vectoring system
Patent
[SASA-CASI-BIS-20831] C28 B71-29153
KEBLEI, J. J., JB.
Apparatus for vibrational testing of articles
[NASA-CASI-GSC-11302-1] C11 B73-1J<416
KBBB, C. V.
Oeformable vehicle wheel Patent
[BASA-CASE-BFS-201400] C31 B71-18611
KEBB, J. D.








[BASA-CASI-BIS-22631-1 ] c66 H76-19888
KEBSEI, E. D., OB.






Electronic cathode having a brush-like structure



















Hultiloop BC active filter apparatus having low
parameter sensitivity with low amplifier gain[BASA-j:ASE-ABC-10192] C09 N7J-21215

















[BASA-CASE-BIS-23659-1 ] C3J B77-20311
BIBBB, B. R.




C NASA-CASE-GSC-1 1789-1 ] C33 B77-mj33
KIBFEB, C. 3., OB.




Hultiducted electromagnetic pump Patent
[HASA-CAS1-HIO-10755] clb H71-2708Q
Shell side liquid metal boiler
[»ASA-CASI-»tO-10831] C33 H72-2091&
KILLALBA, i. I.
Clamping assembly for inertial components Patent
[BASA-CASJ-JBS-02180] CIS 171-20813
1-270
IBVEBTOB IIDEX KOBATASBI, B. S.
KIB, C.
Arterial poise nave pressure transducer
[BAE4-CASI-GSC-11531-1] c52 H74-27566
KIB, B. B.




Apparatus for remote hand l ing of naterials
[BASA-CASE-UB-10e3<l-1 ] c37 874-18123
KIBABB, I. B.
Particle detection apparatus Patent
[BASA-CASE-X1A-0013E] dfl 870-33322
Gas actnated belt disconnect Patent
[NASI-CASI-I IA-00326] C03 B70-34667
Hicroneteoroid velocity measuring device Patent
[BASA-CASE-X1A-00495] c14 H70-41332
Hicrometeoioid penetraticn measuring device Patent
[SASA-C&SI-SIA-009U1] C14 871-2320.0
Deployable pressurized cell stractare for a
micrometeoroid detector
[BASA-CASE-1AB-10295-1] c35 B74-21062
Particnlate and aeroscl detector
[HASA-CAS1-1AB-11434-1] C35 S76-22509
KIBEI1, D. R.
Poor phase Icgic systems
[BASi-CJSI-HSC-14240-1] C33 B75-1I1957
RIBG, C. B.
Method cf obtaining permanent reccrd of surface
flov pheicneia Patent
[BASA-CASE-XIJ-01353] c14 S70-41366
Hethod and apparatus for bending a plastics
sleeve cntc a metallic body Patent
[BASA-CASI-XLA-01262] C15 S71-21404






Hethod of Baking impurity-type semiconductor
electrical ccntacts Patent
[BASA-CASl-XBT-01016] c26 B71-17818
Sprayable low density ablator
[BASA-CASI-HFS-23506-1] c24 B77-15105
KIHG, B. B.
Preparation of high parity copper fluoride
[BAEA-CASI-1IH-1C19IJ-1] c06 B72-17093
KIHG, B. F.
Anthropomorphic master/slave manipulator system
[BASJ-CASI-ABC-10756-1] cSH 1177-32721
RIBG, B. I.
Hethod and apparatus for maKing a heat
insulatinc and ablative structure Patent
[BASA-CASI-XHS-02009] c33 S71-20834
KIBG, «. 1.
Gregorian all-reflective optical system
[BASA-CASI-GSC-12058-1] C74 H77-26942
KIBKEI, 0. F.
Data transfer system Patent
[BASA-CASI-BFO-12107] COS H71-27255
KIBBABD, K. F.
Laser Doppler system for ueasuring three
dimensional vector velocity Patent
[NASA-CASI-BIS-Z0386] c21 871-19212
KIBO, G. S.
Traveling nave solid state amplifier utilizing a




Signal multiplexer[HASJ-CASi-IGS-01110] c07 S69-2H334
KIBZIEB, J. a.
Emergency escape system Patent[HASl-CASI-BSC-12086-1] COS H71-12345
Surface finishing
[HASA-CASE-HSC-12631-1] C2I| 877-28225
Surface ficishing[HASA-CASE-HSC-12631-2] COS H77-31131
RIBBT, C. 1.
Translatory shock abscrber for attitude sensors[SASi-C»SE-HIS-2290E-1] CIS H76-2228Q
RIBCBB1B, 1. 3.
Accelerometer sith FH output Patent
[HAS1-CASI-IIA-OOII92] Cl« H70-3«799
KIBSTIH, C. C.
Sclar-po«ered p u m p[HASA-CASB-BFO-13567-1] c<lt> 876-29701
RIS, G.
Optical alignment system Patent
[BASi-CASE-IHF-02029] ell 870-11955
KISSEL, B. B.






Portable saperclean air column device Patent
[BASA-CASI-IHf-03212] Cl5 871-22721
KI11S, I. T.
Cryogenic ccnnector for vacuum use Patent
[ HASA-CASI-IGS-021IH ] C15 870-1)1629
KLECBKE, B. 1.
Nickel alnminide coated lov alloy stainless steel
[BASA-CASI-LEI-11267-1] Cl7 B73-32411
KLBIB. 2. I.







Stable amplifier having a stable quiescent point
Patent
[BASA-CASE-IGS-02812] C09 871-19466












Hethod and apparatus for data compression by a
decreasing slope threshold test
[KASA-CASE-BPO-10769] COS B7J-11171
KLIBA, S. 3.
High temperature cobalt-base alloy Patent
[BASA-CASI-I1E-00726] Cl7 871-15644
R1IBB, 1. J.
Capacitance multiplier and filter synthesizing
network
[SASA-CASI-BIO-11948-1] C33 874-32712
RLIBB, 1. J., JB.
Automatic frequency discriminators and control
for a phase-lock loop providing frequency
preset capabilities Patent
CBASi-CASE-XHF-08665] C10 871-19467
KIIBGHAB, E. 2., Ill
Apparatus for calibrating an image dissector tube
[BASA-CAS2-HFS-22208-1] c33 875-26244
Electronic optical transfer function analyzer
[BJSA-CASE-HFS-21672-1] C74 876-19935
KLISCB, J. 1.









lno force component measuring device Patent
C8ASA-CASE-XAC-04886-1] C14 871-20439




Graphite reinforced bone cement
[BASA-CASE-atO-13764-1] c24 876-26281
An improved vehicular impact absorption system
[BASi-CASE-BFO-14014-1] C37 877-31501
KIOOS, S. P.
Shock tube bypass piston tunnel
[BAS1-CASF-BIO-12109] ell 872-22245
KOBAIASHI, B. S.
Pulse code modulated signal synchronizer
[HISa-CASE-HSC-12462-1] C32 874-20809
Pulse code modulated signal synchronizer
[HAS4-CASI-BSC-12494-1 ] C32 B74-20810
1-271
KOCH. B. F. IHVKHTOB IBDEX
Receiving and tracking phase nodulated signals
[8ASA-CASI-HSC-16170-1] c32 B77-122<I8




Expulsion bladder-equipped storage tank
structure Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBP-00612] c11 H70-38182
Combined pressure regolatcr and sbntcff valve
fBASJ-CASE-BIO-13201-1] C37 1175-15050
KOCH, K. F.
CB1 blanking and brightness ccnticl circuit
[BASA-CASI-KSC-106H7-1] C10 872-31273
KOCZSIA, I. J.
Adaptive vcting computer system
[BASA-CASI-HSC-13932-1] C62 H71-14920
KODIS, B. D.
Clear air turbulence detector
[BASA-CASI-EBC-10C81] Gil N72-28H37
KOJIBi, C. K.
A miniature implantable ultrasonic echosonometer
[BASA-CASI-ABC-11035-1] C52 B77-15621
KOIB1T, B. B.
High pover micrcvave pcver divider Patent
[NASA-CASI-SPO-11031] CC7 H71-33606




Direct reading inductance leter
[HASA-CASI-BIC-13792-1] c35 S77-32Q55
KOLOBOF7, 6. 3.
Ampli tude steered array
(HASA-CASI-GSC-1HI<I6-1] C33 B71-20860
KOIS1ZB, B. B.












Transmitting and reflecting diffuser
[BASA-CASI-1AB-10385-2] C23 H73-32538
Transmitticg and reflecting diffuser
[BASA-CASI-LAB-10385-2] c70 B71-13U36
KOBABOISKI, 3. 3.
Pressure carient jcint Patent
[BASA-cIsl-XHS-09e3e] cC5 H71-1234Q












Tracking antenra eystem latent
[BASA-C1SI-GSC-10553-1] c07 B71-1985Q
Antenna ar ray at fecal plate of reflector vith
coupling retnork for leaf snitching Patent
[BASA-CASI-GSC-10220-1] c07 B71-27233
KOSCBBEDEB, L. A.
Bi-polar pease detector and corrector for split
phase-Pen data signals Eatent
[BASA-CASE-XSS-01590] c07 B71-12392
KOSH1B1, B. 6.
linear magnetic brake vith t«o vindings Patent
[HASA-CAEI-III-05C79] c15 B71-17652
Electrostatic collector for charges particles
[BASA-CASI-II1-11192-1] c09 S73-13208
Electron tcai controller(BASA-CASI-lS«-1ien-1] c33 B7a-10195
KOSBO, J. 3.
Extravehicular tunnel suit system Patent
[BASA-CASI-HSC-122H3-1] c05 B71-24728
KOOBTID1S, D. 1.













Device for suppressing sound and heat produced
by high-velocity exhaust jets Patent
[BASA-CASE-IBF-01813] C28 B7C-11582
KBABBB, 3. S.
Apparatus for determining thermophysical
properties of test specimens
[BASA-CASE-IAB-11883-1] c09 B77-27131
KBABBB, B.










Satellite interlace synchronization system ,
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10390-1] c07 B72-11149
KBAOSE, 1. B.
Enthalpy and stagnation temperature
determination of a high temperature laminar
£lov gas stream Patent •
[HASA-CASE-XIE-00266] C11 H70-31156
Sensing probe
[BASA-CSSE-lEl-10281-1 ] ClB N72-17327
KBAOSE, B. C.
Focused laser Doppler velocimeter
[BASA-CASE-BFS-23178-1] C35 II77-10M93
Wind measurement system
£BASA-CASI-BFS-23362-1 ] C47 B77-10753
KBAOSB, S. J.




Coaxial ancde Hire for gas radiation counters
[BASA-CASI-GSC-11«92-1] C35 B7«l-269*9
KBBISBAB, 1. S.




Bigh-voltage cable Patent[BASA-CASI-XBP-00738] c09 H70-38201
KBOPP, C. J.






Hethod for detecting hydrogen gas
[BASA-CASI-XHF-03873] c06 B69-39733




Aluminum cr copper substrate panel for selective
absorption of solar energy and the method of
producing said panel
[HASA-CASI-BFS-23518-1] c«<! B77-31610
Stainless steel panel for selective absorption














IBVBBTOB UDBI LABGBOIB, B. V.
Poser responsive everlead sensing circuit Patent
tHASA-CAEI-GSC-10667-1] CIO B71-33129
Infinite range electronics gain control circuit
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10786-1] ClO H72-28211
KDBIE, C. I.
Method and construction fcr protecting teat




Device for preventing high voltage arcing in
















Quiet jet transport aircraft .
[NASA-CASE-LAB-11087-1] c02 B73-26008
KOBH, B. P., JE.
Universal restrainer and joint Patent
[HASA-CASE-XHP-02276] C15 B71-28951
Internally supported flexible duct joint
[HASA-CASE-HfS-19193-1 ] C37 B75-19686
EOBIS, P. i.
Generator for a space power system Patent
[HASA-CASI-X1E-01250] c09 H71-20116
KDPPESIAB, 3. E., JB.
Ion friction aagnetic recording tape Patent
CHASA-CASE-XGS-00373] C23 B71-15978
KDBAI, B. B.
Strain arrester plate for fused silica tile
[NASA-CASE-HSC-11182-1] c27 B76-11261
KOBIGEB, 8. I.
Short range laser obstacle detector
[FAS»-CASB-BEO-11856-1] c36 H71-15115
KOBP1B, I.




Hybrid holographic systen using reflected and
transmitted object teams simultaneously Patent
[SASA-CASE-HFS-20071] c16 B71-15565
Multiple image storing system for high speed
projectile holography
[BASA-CASE-HJS-20596] d<! B72-17321
Beal time moving scene telegraphic camera system
[BASA-CASE-HFS-21C87-1] c35 H71-17153
Holographic system for nondestructive testing
[HASA-CASE-BfS-21701-1] c35 B75-25121
Beal time, large vclume, moving scene
holographic camera systei
[BASA-CASE-MFS-22537-1] c35 B75-27328
Projection system for display of parallax and
perspective
[BAEA-CASE-HFS-23191-1] c74 H76-13909
Holographic motion picture camera with Doppler
shift cctpensation
[NASA-CASE-HJS-22517-1] c35 B76-18102
Hybrid holographic non-destructuve test system
[BASA-CASB-HFS-23111-1] c35 B76-21529
KOBVIB, C. «.
Bemote platform pover conserving system
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11182-1] C15 H75-13007
KOBT.XO, I. 3., Ill
Ultraviolet atomic emission detector
[HASA-CASE-ECB-10756-1] ell 872-25128
KBBZBA1S, P. B.
Spacecraft experiment pointing and attitude
control system Patent
[HASA-CASE-X1A-05161] c21 B71-11132




Hydrogen rich c.as generator
[HASA-CASE-Bf0-13312-1] C37 B76-16116
Hydrogen rich gas generator
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13312-2] C11 B76-29700
IA BOSSA, P. 0.
Array phasing device Patent
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10016] ClO B71-18722
LA VIGBA, T. A.
Buck boost voltage regulation circuit Patent
[NASA-CASE-GSC-10735-1] C10 B71-26085
1ACKBEB, B. G.
Method and apparatus of simulating zero gravity
conditions Patent
[BASA-CAEE-HFS-12750] C27 BT1-1622J
Method and apparatus for checking the stability
of a setup for making reflection type holograms
[BASA-CASE-HFS-21155-1] C35 H71-1S116
LAIACOIA, P. P.
Bonding of reinforced Teflon to metals
[BASA-CASE-HFS-20182] CIS B72-22192
Method of preparing graphite reinforced a luminum
composite








Hypersonic reentry vehicle Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBS-01112] C31 B70-U1631
LAMPEBI, B. H.
Bismuth-lead coatings for gas bearings used in




Besistive anode image converter
[HASA-CASE-BQB-10876-1] C33 B7b-2717J
LABDADBB, F. P.




Method for controlling vapor content ot a gas
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10633] C03 87^-28025
Parallel-plate viscometer vith double diaphragm
suspension
[BASA-CASE-BPO-11387] ell B73-11129
Preparation of alkali metal dispersions
£HASA-CASE-XBP-08876] Cl7 B73-28573
LABDBS, B. S.
Active microwave irises and windows
[NASA-CASE-IAB-10513-1] C07 B72-/5170
Thin film microwave iris
[HASA-CASE-IAB-10511-1] C09 B72-29172
IABB, J. 1.
ii.de range dynamic pressure sensor
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10263-1] ell B72-22138
IABBI, C. C., JB.
Micrometeoroid velocity measuring device Patent
CNASA-CASE-X1A-00195] ell B70-11332





Beflector space satellite Patent
[HASA-CASE-X1A-00138] CJ1 B70-37981
LAIS, B.




Continuous detonation reaction engine Patent
[N4SA-CASE-IBP-06926] c28 »71-22983
IA1SB, B. 1.




Quadrnpole mass filter with means to generate a
noise spectrum exclusive of the resonant




LABSIBG, J. C., JB. IBVBBIOB XBDBX
UISIIQ, 3. C., JB.
Method ana apparatus for optically monitoring
the angular position of a rotating aitror
[BASA-CASZ-GSC-11353-1] c74 H74-21304
LA««, E.
Gaseous ccntrol system foi nuclear reactors
C/BASA-CASE-XII-04599] , c22 H72-20597
U«0, C. 0. •
Simulated fuel assembly Patent
[HASA-CASI-XlE-00724] c14 N70-3U669
IftBK, B. P.
Hybrid composite laminate structures
[HASA-CJSE-IIH-12118-1] c24 H77-27188
LABHEB, J. B.










The engine air intake system
[HASA-CASE-ABC-1C761-1] cC7 H77-1815II
LATTC, i. 1., JB.
Siall rocket engine Patent
[BASA-CASE-X1E-OC685] c28 H70-U1992
LAOS, J. B.
Attitude control for spacecraft Patent
[RASA-CASE-XBF-00294] C21 B70-36938
Slit regulated gas Journal bearing Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBF-OC476] c15 H70-38620
L10DBBSLAGBB, J. E.




Rethod and apparatus for securing to a
spacecraft Patent






Passive intrusion detectici system
[HASA-CASB-BPO-13804-1] C35 B77-19390
UOB, fl. B.





U06B1IB, C. B., JB.
Position location sjstec and lethod Patent
[HASA-CASE-SSC-10087-2] c21 B71-13958
Position location and data collection systei and
•ethod Patent
[HASA-CASI-6SC-10083-1]
 v c30 H71-16090
Traffic ccntrcl svsteu and aethod Patent
[HASA-CASE-GSC-10087-1] C02 H71-19287
Diversity receiving systei nith diversity phase
lock Patent
[NASA-CASE-X6S-01222] c10 B71-20841
Position location systei and aethod
[BASA-CASB-GSC-10081-3] c07 H72-12080
Ooppler ccipensation by shifting transmitted




















Drying apparatus for photographic sheet material
[HASA-CASI-6SC-11074-1] C14 B7;-28489
1AIBBBCB, B. E.









Electrical resistance spot welding and brazing
techniques for metal bonding
[NASA-CASE-UB-11072-1] C15 K73-^0535
IAHSOB, B. D.
Assembly for recovering a capsule Patent
[BASA-CASE-XHF-00611] C31 H70-36410
Space capsule ejection assembly Patent
[BASA-CAEE-XBF-03169] C31 B71-1b675
Bount for continuously orienting a collector
dish in a system adapted to perform both
diurnal and seasonal solar tracking
[BASA-CAEE-HIS-23267-1] C35 B77-20101
I.ARSOH, D. D.
Dual membrane, hollow fiber fuel cell








LB BEL, P. J.
AOlation sensor Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLA-01794] C3J H71-21b86
IB DOOI, F. B.
Bacteriostatic conformal coating and methods cf
application Patent
[HASA-CASE-GSC-10007] C18 H71-16016
LE VAI, K. H.
Holder for crystal resonators Patent
[BASA-CAEE-XBP-03637] CIS H71-21311
LEATHBBIOOD, J. D.
Active vibration isolator for flexible todies
Patent
£BASA-CASE-LAB-10106-1] CIS B71-27169








Trigonometric vehicle guidance assembly which








Ignition means for monopropellant Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBP-00876] c28 B7C-41311
IBB, J. S.
High voltage transistor circuit Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBB-06937] c09 B71-19b16
IBB, a. c.









Dltrasonic tiomedical measuring and recording
apparatus
CBASA-CASl-ABC-10597-1] Cb2 B74-20726
Bio-isolated dc operational amplifier
[BASA-CASF.-ABC-10596-1 ) CJJ B71-21851
Reference apparatus for medical ultrasonic
transducer
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10753-1] Cb« B7i -2»760
1-274
IBVE1TOE IBDBX LBIIS, 6. 8.
Bionedical ultrascnoscope
[BASA-CSSE-aBC-109911-1] c52 B76-33835
EKG and ultrascncscope display
[NAEA-CASE-ABC-10994-2 ] c52 B77-15619
LEE, S. B.
Method and apparatus for producing an image fron
a t ransparent object
[BASf-CBSE-GSC-11989-1] c7U B77-28932
LEE, S. I.
Physical correction filter for inproving the













High eff iciency multifrequency feed
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11909] C32 874-20863
LEES, I. L.
Field icnizaticn electrodes Patent
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10013] C09 B71-26678




flexibly ccnnected support and skin Patent
[BASA-CJSE-XIA-01027] c31 B71-24035
LE7IIICB, B. f.
Multi-lobar scan horizcn sensor Patent
[HASA-CfSE-XGS-00809] c21 870-35427
LBGEB, L.
Thermal insulation attaching means
[BASS-CSSI-BSC-12619-1] C39 H75-21671
Thermal insulation attaching means
[BASA-CASI-HSC-12619-2] , c16 H77-31237
LEGEB, L. 3.




Electrically ccndnctive fluorocarbcn polymer
[8ASA-CASE-I1E-06774-S] c06 H72-25150
LEIB01ITZ, L. P.
Annular arc accelerator shock tube
[BASA-CASE-FPO-13E28-1] c09 N77-10071
LEISEB, D. B.
Silica reusable surface insulation
[BASA-CASI-JBC-10721-1] C27 S76-22376
Reaction cured glass and glass coatings
[BASA-CASE-JBC-11051-1] „ C27N77-10201
LEISS, ».
Air frame drag balance Patent
[BASA-CASE-XlA-00113] C1<1 H70-33386
LBHOS, F. B.
Metallic hot vire anemometer
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10911-1] C35 B77-20400
LEHSCS, P. B.
Broadband modified turnstile antenna Patent
[BASA-CASI-HSC-12209] c09 H71-2181I2
LEHET1, S. D.
Receiving and tracking phase nodulated signals
[BASA-CASE-HSC-16170-1] c32 H77-12248
LEBHCS, C. L.
Benote lightning mcnitcr system
[BASA-CASE-KSC-11031-1] C33 H77-21319
LEBT, I. E.
Method for fiberizing ceramic materials Patent
[BASA-CASI-IBP-00597] cl8 S71-23088
LEOH, B. 1.
Stirring apparatus for plural test tubes Patent
[NASA-CASE-XAC-06956] CIS H71-21177




Alignment apparatus using a laser having a
gravitaticnally sensitive cavity reflector
[BASA-C»SE-ABC-104«a-1] C16 H73-33397
LEPP, D. B.






Bodulator for tone and binary signals
£BASA-CA£Z-6SC-117«3-1] CJ2 875-24981
1ESB, J. B.
Bultiple rate digital command detection system
Kith range clean-up capability
[BASA-CASE-BSO-13753-1] c32 B77-2028S
LESKO, J. 6., JB,
Programmable telemetry system Patent
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10131-1] C07 871-29621
IESIIBISKI, B. J.
Variable digital processor including a register
for shifting and rotating bits in either
direction latent
[SASA-CASE-GSC-10186] c08 H71-JJ110








[ BASA-CASE-LES-11573-1] C26 877-28265
LE7IH, B.
Befractory porcelain enamel passive control
coating for high temperature alloys
[HASA-CASE-MFS-22324-1 ] c27 F7E-S7160
LEVII, K. I.
Lunar landing flight research vehicle Patent
[HASA-CASE-XFB-00929] c31 870-34966-
LEVIIE, I. I.
Atomic hydrogen maser vith bulb temperature
control to remove vail shift in maser output
frequency
£HASA-CASE-BCB-10654-1] C16 873-13489
Tunable cavity resonator vith ramp shaped supports
[BASA-CASE-HOB-10790-1] C36 B74-11313
LBVIBB, S. B.
Fused silicide coatings containing discrete
particles fcr protecting niobium alloys
[ HASA-CASI-LES-11179-1 ] c27 876-164(29
LEVIBSOB1, H.
Conforming polisher for aspheric surface of
revolution Patent
£ NASA-CASE-IGS-02881] c15 871-22705
LE?I. G. S.
Multi-feed cone Cassegrain antenna Patent
[BASA-CASI-BIO-10539] C07 B71-11285
LBBICEI, G. I.
High voltage transistor amplifier vith constant
current load
[BASA-CASE-BIO-11023] C09 872-17155
Thermomagnetlc recording and magneto-optic
playback system having constant intensity
laser beam control
[BASA-CASE-BPO-11317-2] c36 874-13205





Photoelectrcn spectrometer vith means for
stabilizing sample surface potential
CB»SA-CASE-B!0-13772-1] c35 876-26450
LBIIS, B. I.





Bocket having barium release system to create
ion clouds in the upper atmosphere
[BSSi-CASE-IAB-10670-2] CIS 874-27360
LBIIS, D. J.
Mandrel for shaping solid propellant rocket fuel
into a motor casing Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLA-00304] c27 870-34783




Subminiatore insertable force transducer
[BASA-CASE-BEO-13423-1] c33 875-31329
Miniature muscle displacement transducer
[HASA-CASJ-BEO-13519-1] C33 876-19338
Myocardium vail thickness transducer and
measuring method
1-275
LEWIS, J. IBVEBTOH IBDBI
[BASA-CASI-BIC-13644-1] C52 H76-29895











Acoustical transducer calibrating system and
apparatus





Flexible wing deployment device Patent
[BASA-CASI-X1A-01220] c02 870-41863
LIBBI, J. R.
Dltra-long mcncstable multivibrator eHEIcying
bistable seiiccnductor smtch to allow
charging of timing circuit Patent
[BASA-CfSI-XGS-00381] C09 870-34819
Reversible rirg counter employing cascaded
single SCB stages Patent
[NASA-CASE-XGS-01473] C09 B71-10673
LIBBI, W. F.









Resonant infrasonic gauging apparatus
[BASA-CASB-BSC-11847-1] C14 N72-11363
LIEBIBT, C. B.
Thermal barrier coating system
[BASA-CASE-LIS-12554-1] C24 H76-23359
LIGHT, D. 3.




Preparation of polyimides from mixtures of




clear air turbulence detector
[BASA-CASB-EFC-10C81] c14 B72-28437
LIB, I. T.






















LIBDSEI, J. F., Ill
Flexible blade antenna Patent
[SASA-CJSE-HSC-12101] C09 B71-18720
LIIDS1I, B. S., JB.
Pulse stretcter for narrow pulses




Transition tracking bit synchronization system
[HASA-C4SE-BPO-108I1I!] C07 B72-20140
Data-aided carrier tracking loops
[HASA-CASE-8SO-11282] C10 B73-1620S
Coherent receiver employing nonlinear coherence






Thermal shcck resistant hafnla ceramic material
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10894-1] c18 B73-14S84
LIBEBAEIEE, B.
Varying density composite structure
[HASA-CAEI-LAE-11181-1] C39 B75-J1479
LIBFOHD, B. B. P.




Flux sensing device using a tubular core with
toroidal gating coil ana solenoidal output
coil vound thereon Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-01881] C09 B70-401.23
LIBGLB, J. I.






Medical subject monitoring systems
[BASA-CASI-BSC-14180-1] c52 B76-11757
LIPKE, D. W.




Television signal scan rate conversion system
Patent '
[HASA-CASE-X/BS-07168] C07 B71-11300
Burst synchronization detection system Patent
[BASA-CASI-IBS-05605-1] CIO 871-19468
Data storage, image tune type
[BASA-CASE-BSC-14053-1] C60 874-12888
System for producing chroma signals
[HASA-CASE-BSC-14683-1] C74 877-18893
LIPPITT, B. W., JB.
Electrode for biological recording
[BASA-CASI-XBS-02872] COS 869-21925




controlled glass bead peening Patent
[NASA-CASE-XLA-07390J C15 871-18616
LISLE, B. T.
Lightning current measuring systems
[MASA-CASB-KSC-10807-1] C33 B75-26246
LIST, W. f.








Apparatus and method for separating a
semiconductor wafer Patent
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10138] C26 871-14354











High power-high voltage waterload Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBP-05381] C09 871-20842
LID, C. C.




Bespiratory analysis system and method
1-276
IBVEBtOB IBDEI LODBIG, 4. C.
[BASA-CASE-HSC-12436-1] COS B73-32015
1LOID, B. E.
Bearing and giibal leek mechanism and spiral
flex lead mcdule Patent
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10556-1] c31 S71-26537
LOCH, F. 3.











Landing arrangement for aerial vehicles Patent
[KASA-CASE-XLA-OOH2] c02 B70-33286
Landing arrangement for aerial vehicle Patent
[NASA-CASE-ILA-00806] c02 B70-34858
Landing arrangeoent for aerospace vehicle Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLA-OC805] c31 S70-38010
10fTit, 1. !t.. OB.
Rind tnnnel airstream oscillating apparatus Patent
fBASA-CASE-XLA-00112] c11 H70-33287
LOGAB, «. B.
Method cf preparing zinc orthotitanate pigment
[HASA-CAEE-MIS-233H5-1] c27 B77-30237
LOB, 6. B.
Medical subject monitoring systems
[BASA-CASE-HSC-H180-1] c52 B76-14757
LOBE, J. J.
Variable stiffness polytteric damper
[BASA-CASE-IAC-11225] c14 H69-27486
LOKEBSOB, B. C.
Vcltage tc frequency converter Patent
[BASA-CASE-SSC-10022-1] ClO B71-25882






Attitnde control for spacecraft Patent
[HASJ-ClSE-XHP-02982] c31 B70-41855
LOBG, E. B., JB.






High teiperature ccmpositicns Patent
[HASA-CASI-IHS-00370] C17 H71-20941
LOBG, I. C.
Technique for eitending the frequency range of
digital dividers
[BASA-CASE-IJ8-10730-1] c33 B74-10223
Botating joint signal coupler
[BASA-CJSE-LAB-11264-1] c33 B75-27261










Device to prevent clogging In a hopper
[HASA-CASE-LAB-10961-1] c15 B73-12496
LOOP, B. B.
Absolute focus lock for microscopes
[BASA-CASI-LAB-101811] c1U B72-224H5
LOOSE, J. D.
Steady state tberial radiometers
[BAS»-C»SE-HFS-21108-1] c3a B74-27861
LOPEZ, 1. 1.
Three-axis finger tip ccntroller for s»itches
Patent
[BASA-CASt-XAC-02«05] c09 B71-16089
LOBD, B. C., XII
Analysis of hydrogen-deuterium mixtures
[BASJ-CASE-HFO-11322] c06 B72-251H6
LOBEIl, E. B.
Bigh teiperatnre lens ccnstrnction Patent
[ B A S A - C A S I - X B P - O f l l H J Cl« B71-15622


















Ligaid metal slip ring
[BASA-CASE-LES-12277-1] C33 B76-28472







Toice operated controller Patent
[SASA-CASE-XLA-04063] c31 B71-33160
LOf, C. 1., OB.




Continuous turning slip ring assembly Patent
[BASA-CASE-IHF-01049] Cl5 B71-23049
LOBES, I. B.






Panel for selectively absorbing solar thermal
energy and the method of producing said panel
[BASA-CASE-BFS-22562-1] C44 B76-14595
LOIBI, J. 6.





Tank construction for space vehicles Patent
[BASi-CASl-XBF-01899] C31 H70-41948
LOIO, C.
System for maintaining a motor at a
predetermined speed utilizing digital feedback
means Patent
[FASA-CJSI-XHF-06892] c09 B71-24805









Analog to digital converter
[BSSA-CASE-BPO-13385-1] C33 B76-18345
LOCBBO, D. P.
Bethod for detecting hydrogen gas
[BASi-CASI-XBP-03873] c06 B6S-39733
LOCBI, B. 1.
A technique for breaking ice in the path of a ship
[HASA-CJSE-1AB-10815-1] c16 B72-22520
LOCI, a. B.
Holdefl composite pyrogen Igniter for rocket motors
[B1SA-CASE-LAB-12018-1] c20 B76-2936S
LDDRIG. >. C.
Dual vavegnide mode source having control means
for adjusting the relative amplitude of t«o
modes Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBP-03134] C07 B71-10676
Singly-curved reflector for use in high-gain
antennas
[BASA-CASZ-BEO-11361] C07 B7^-32169
Dual frequency mlcrovave reflex feed
[BASA-CJSI-HFO-13091-1] c09 B73-12214
1-277
IDDSIS, I. t. IBVBHTOB IBDEX













High speed, self-acting shaft seal
[HASA-CASE-LEB-11274-1] c37 B75-21631












Thermionic tantalum eiitter doped with oxygen
Patent Application
[BASA-CASE-HPO-11138] c03 B70-3H616






Sampling video compression system
[BASA-CASl-ABC-1098a-1] c32 N77-2I1328
lOHCZ, B. S.
Hcdical subject monitoring systems
[BASA-CASB-HSC-11I18C-1] c52 H76-14757
10HD, R. C.
Heated poiccs plog micrcthrustor
[NASA-CAEI-GSC-10610-1] c28 H72-18766
108DCDI3T, 3. B.







Error correcting method and apparatus Patent
[RASS-CASI-XBP-027H8] c08 N71-227II9
Ccmparator for the comparison of two binary
numbers Patent
[H&SA-CAS!-XHP-0«819} c08 H71-23295
Parallel generation of the check bits of a PR
sequence Patent
[HAS4-CJSI-ISE-01I623] c10 N71-26103
Versatile arithmetic unit for high speed
sequential decoder
[HiSA-CASE-HFO-11371] c08 H73-12177
IDfBS, 6. I., OB.
Broadband stable power mltiplier Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBP-10851] c10 B71-26331
Cascaded ccipleientacy pair broadband transistor
amplifiers Patent
[BASA-CASE-BEO-10003] CIO H71-26115




tHASA-CJSE-BPQ-10230] C09 B7 1-12520
ITLAiD, J. I.




Three-axis adjustable leading structure
[BASA-CASE-FBC-10051-1] C35 B7q-13129
LTJCB, I. I.
Pulsed excitation vcltage circuit for transducers
[HASA-CASE-FBC-10036] c09 B72-22200
1101, I. B.





Oltra stable frequency distribution system
[HASA-CASE-BPO-13836-1] C32 H76-31373
BACCOHOCBIE, I. 0.






Rotating mandrel for asseibly of inflatable
devices Patent
[NASA-CASE-XIA-OQ11I3] CIS B71-17687
•ACGLASHAB, R. t., JB.
Belleville spring assembly with elastic guides
[BASA-CASE-XBP-09152] C15 B69-27501
High pressure four-way valve Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBP-0021<IJ CIS B70-36S08
Bultiple Belleville spring assembly Patent
[HASA-CASE-XHE-00810] C15 B70-38225




Beinforcing means for diaphragms Patent
[BASA-CASE-XHf-01962] c3i H70-11370
High pressure filter Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBE-00732] c28 B70-<41M"I7
Antiflutter ball check valve Patent
[BASA-CASI-XBP-01152] CIS »70-«1811











nuclear reactor control rod assembly with
improved driving mechanism Patent
[BASA-CASE-X1E-00298] C22 H7C-J4501
BACVBIGB, G. B.






Satellite appendage tie down cord Patent
[BASA-CASI-XGS-02551] C31 B71-2106K
Redundant actuating mechanism Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-08718] CIS B71-24600
A rotary electric device[BASA-CASI-GSC-12138-1] CJ3 B77-20JM1I
11DISOI, I. B.
Aerodynamic spike nozzle Patent
[HASA-CASI-XGS-01113] C31 B71-1S617
BADSEB, B.
Apparatus and method for skin packaging articles
[HASA-CASE-HIS-20855] CIS B73-27U05
BABAB, J. C.
Device for preventing high voltage arcing in
electron beam welding Patent
[SASA-CASI-XBF-08522] CIS H71-19U8t
BAIDES, D. L.
Floy velocity and directional Instrument
[BASA-CASI-IAB-10855-1] clit B73-1J115
Two dimensional wedge/translating shrond nozzle
[HASA-CASE-LAB-11919-1] C07 B76-222U2
BAI1100X, B. 0.




Phase control circuits using frequency
multiplications for phased array antennas
[BASA-C8SE-EBC-10285] ClO B7J-U206
HAJOB, C. J.
Mixture separation cell Patent
[BASA-CASE-XRS-02952] C18 B71-^0742
1-278
IBVEBTOB I1DEI BABTIB, I. C.
B11LIHG, I. B.
Digital television camera control system Patent
[BASA-CASl-ISP-01472]
 C1» H70-41807
Seduced bandmdth video ccmunicaticn system
atilizing sampling technigues Patent







Emergency lunar communicat ions system
[NASA-CASE-BFS-21042] c07 N72-25171
B1HATT, S. I.








Azimuth laying system Patent
[HASA-C8SZ-XBF-01669] C21 N71-23289
HAHDBLKOBB, J.
Hethod of making a silicon semiconductor device
Patent
[HASA-CASI-XLE-02792] c26 H71-10607
Bethod cf aalting electrical contact en silicon
solar cell and resultant product Patent
[NASA-CASI-X1E-04787]
 C03 H71-20492Gd or Sm doped silicon semiconductor composition
Patent
[HASJ-CJSI-XLI-10715] c26 H71-23292
Silicon selar cell tilth cover glass tended to
cell by metal pattern Patent
[NASA-CASI-UE-06569] c03 N71-23449








A condition sensor system ana method
[HASA-CASI-HSC-1<1805-1] c35 N76-26448
BAHGIOF, C.
System for preconditioning a combustible vapor
[HASA-CASI-NPO-12072] c28 N72-22772
HABGOID, D. I.





HiHBIBG, C. B., JB.
ccntrolled glass bead peening Patent
[NASA-CASI-XIA-07390]
 C15 H71-18616
Thermal shock resistant hafnia ceramic material
[HASA-CASJ-LAB-10894-1]
 C18 N73-14584








Servo-ccntiolled intravital oicroecope system
[NASA-CASE-NEO-1321U-11 c35 H75-25123
HAST1EB, B. L.




Active miciovave irises and uindo«s
tSASi-CASE-I.AB-10513-1] c07 S72-25170
Thin film licrcvave iris
[NASA-CASH-I.JE-10511-1] c09 H72-29172
Logarithmic circuit vith vide dynamic range
[HSSA-CASE-BSC-121115-1] c33 H77-19319
Very narrov band width receiver
CF8SA-CASE-esC-12142-1] c32 H77-20299
BAP1B, fl. B.
Analytical test apparatus and method for
determining cxifle content of alkali metal Patent
[HiSA-CASI-UB-01997] C06 S71-23527
HAP1ES, B. E.
Light intersity modulator controller Patent
[HiSA-CSSE-XHS-OqSOO] C09 H71-19B79
BABAIA, B. J.
















Electrostatic thrustor mth improved insulators
Patent
[BASA-CASE-X1E-01902] C28 N71-10574
Single grid accelerator for an ion thrnstor
£BASA-CASI-IlE-10lt53-2] C28 H73-27699
BABGBAP, B. J.
High pressure fonr-vay valve Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBP-00210] CIS B70-36908
BABK1EI, B. A.




Bethod of laking a cermet Patent
£HASA-CASI-LIB-10219-1] C18 B71-28729
BABI.01, B. B.
System for enhancing tool-exchange capabilities
of a portable "rench
[HASA-CASE-gIS-22283-1] C37 N75-JJ3S5
fiemotely operable articulated manipulator
[HASA-CASI-BIS-22707-1] C37 N76-1iMb7
HABOPIS, H.




Process for preparation of dianilinosilanes Patent
£»ASA-CASE-XaF-06«09] C06 S71-2J230
B1BBOBI, B. A., JB.




Foreshortened convolute,section for a
pressurized suit Patent
CHASA-CASE-XBS-09637-1] COS N71-24730
Bethod of forming a root cord restrained
convolute section
[BASA-CASI-BSC-12398] COS H72-20098
Bestraint torse for a pressurized suit
[ N4SA-CASE-BSC-12397-1] COS B72-25119
BABSB, B. E., JB.
Trifonctional alcohol
CBASA-CASB-BIO-107111] c06 N69-312I)4
Novel pclycarboxylic prepolymeric materials and
polymers thereof Patent
[HASA-CiSE-BSO-10596] C06 B71-25929
Aldehyde-containing area-absorbing polysaccharides[HASA-CASI-BEO-13620-1] C27 B77-30236
Oil and fat absorbing polymers
[SASA-CSSE-BEO-11609-2] C27 B77-J1308
BAHSHALL, J. B.
Baseline stabilization system for lonlzation
detector Patent
[HASA-CASI-IBP-03128] C10 N70-41991






Production of pure metals
[ HASA-CASB-LE8-10906-1 ] C2S B74-30S02






Dynamic Doppler simulator Patent
[H&S&-CSSB-XBS-05454-1] C07 B71-12391
B1BTIB, B. C.
Segmented back-up bar Patent
[H&S&-CASE-XBF-00640] C1S H70-39924
Portable alignment tool Patent
[SASA-CASI-IBF-01D52] CIS H7C-41371
1-279





Correlation type phase detector
[HASA-CASE-GSC-11744-1] c33 N75-26243
BABTIB, I. L.
Phase-locked Icop with sideband rejecting
properties Patent
[HASA-CASE-XSP-02723] c07 N70-41680
Method of resolving clock synchronization error
and neans therefor Patent
[8ASA-CASE-XBP-08875] c10 H71-23099
Communications link for cciputers
[BASA-CASE-BPO-11161] COS H72-25207
Binary coded sequential acquisition ranging system
[HASA-CJSI-BIO-11194] COS H72-25209









Electrical connector for flat cables Patent
[BASA-CASI-XBJ-00324] c09 H70-34596
Printed catle connector Patent
[HASA-CJSI-XBF-00369] c09 N70-36494





Tuning arrangement for an electron discharge
device or tie like Patent
[B1SA-CAS1S-XBP-09771] c09 H71-24841
HABTZ. B. 1. /
• Externally pressurized fluid bearing Patent
[BASA-CASI-XBF-00515] C15 N70-34664
BABZBK, B. A.
Tool for vse in lifting pin supported objects
[BASA-CAEI-BPO-13157-1] C37 N74-32918
BASCT, A. C.




Electron bcttbardment ion engine Patent
[BASA-CJSI-XBP-04124] C28 H71-21822
Feed systei fcr an ion thrnster
[SASA-CASI-BIO-10737] c28 H72-11709
SASEBJI1B, J.
Temperature sensitive capacitor device
[NASA-CASE-XBP-09750] c14 B69-39937
Thin fi lm capacitive bolometer and temperature
sensor Patent
CBASA-CASE-BPO-10607] c09 H71-27232
Thin fi lm temperature sensor and method of
making Eaie
[BASA-CASE-BPO-11775] c26 B72-28761
Dee of thin fi lm light detector
[BASA-CASI-BSO-11432-2] C35 N74-15090




Bethod and apparatus for measurement of trap




Insulation fell and method of making
[BASA-CASI-IZR-1148(1-2] c24 B7S-14839
Bethod cf taking an insulation foil
[BASA-CASE-IIi-1148«-1] C24 B75-33181
BASOB, a. i.
Hicrocomputerlzed electric field meter






Badial modole space station Patent
[BASA-CASE-IBS-01906] c31 B70-41373
BASSOCCO, A. 1.
Hon-flammatle clastcmerlc fiber from a
flaorinated elastomer and containing an
halogenated flame retardant
[BiSA-CASE-BSC-14331-1] C27 B76-24405
Flame retardant elastomeric compositions
[HASA-CASE-BSC-14331-2] 027 B76-24408
Flame retardant elastomeric compositions
[HASA-CASE-BSC-14331-3] C27 H76-24409
B4TB2B, G. 6.
Flo« separation detector[HiSi-CASB-SEC-11016-1] c35 B76-28S3S
BiTHOB, F. I.
Program for computer aided reliability estimation
[SASA-CASE-BPO-13086-1 ) C15 B73-12495
BAISOBIBO, D. S.
Shoulder harness and lap belt restraint system
[HASA-CASB-ABC-10519-2] . COS B75-25915
BAfSOBOXO, I.





BATTHBSS, F. B., OB.








Dual mode solid state power switch
[SASA-CASI-BIS-22880-1] C33 B76-J1410
Dual mode solid state pover snitch[HASA-CASE-BFS-22880-2] C33 B77-31407
BAXIElt, B. 8.
Spacecraft attitude detection system by stellar
reference Patent
[BASA-CASE-IGS-03431] C21 B71-1S642
Programmable telemetry system Patent
' [HASA-CASE-GSC-10131-1] C07 B71-24624
Pineal beam antenna[SASA-CASB-GSC-11013-1] C09 B73-192J4
HAIIBL1, B. «.
Helical coaxial resonator BF filter
[BASA-CASI-IGS-02816] C07 B69-24323
BAXiBLt, B. F., JB.
Electronic background suppression method and
apparatus for a field scanning sensor
[BASA-CASI-XGS-05211] C07 B69-39980
BAZIBLt, 8. A.




Production of pure metals
£BASA-CASE-LBS-10906-1] C25 B7q-30502
Process for making anhydrous metal halides
[SASA-CASI-LES-11860-1] c37 B76-18458
BAI, C. J.
Capacitor power pak Patent Application
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10367-1] C03 B70-26617
BAIALI, S. D.
Frictlonless universal joint Patent
[NASA-CASE-BtO-10646] CIS B71-28467
BAlBiBD, 0. B,
Badial module space station Patent
[NASA-CASE-XBS-01906] C31 B70-41373
BAIIE, B. C.
Shock absorbing mount for electrical components
[SASA-CASE-BIO-13253-1] C37 B75-18573
BAIO, B. I.





Tubular coupling having frangible connecting leans
[BASA-CASE-XLA-02854] CIS B69-27490
Bissile stage separation indicator and stage
initiator Patent
[BASA-CASE-XIA-00791] C03 B70-39930
Detector panels-mlcrometeoroid impact Patent
[RASA-CASE-XIA-05906] c31 B71-16221
BAIO, B. I.
Electric-arc heater Patent[SASA-CASB-XIA-00330] C33 H70-34S40
1-280
IBVBBfOB IBD3X BCGOOGB, 0. I.
BAZAEIS, g. A.
Hpplicati.cn of seticonductor diffusants to so lac
cells bj screen printing
[BASA-CSSI-LEB-12775-1] c44 B77-24589
HAZEE, L.
Analog-to-dijital conversion system Patent
[BASA-CiEI-liC-OOUO<O c08 B70-II0125
BAZIQOB, J.
A cervix-to-rectum measuring device in a
radiation applicator for use in the treatment
of cervical cancer[HlSA-CiSI-GSC-12081-2] c52 H77-26796
BC1IBS, D. F.
Si-polar phase Detector ant corrector for split
phase PCB data signals latent
[NASA-C4SI-IGS-01590] c07 H71-12392
Badio frequency coaxial h igh pass filter Patent
[HASA-CJS1-IGS-01II18] c09 871-23573
BCAIBIABEIB, E. I.




Soft f rame adjustable eyeglasses Patent
[BASJ-C«£I-*SS-0606«] COS H71-23096
BCBBllB




Beconstitoted asbestos latrix[ HAS J-CASI-HSC-12568-1] c24 876-14204
HCC1IG, J. c.
Electric arc nelding Patent
[BASA-CASI-XBI-00392] c15 870-34814
BCCAL1DB, 3.
Porus electrode conprising a bonded stack of
pieces cf corrugated tretal foil[BAEA-CASI-GSC-11368-1] c09 873-32108
BCCABPBEII, s. 8.
Electric arc velding Patent
' CHASA-CAS1-IBP-OC392] , c15 870-34814
Weld control system using therncccaple Hire Patent
[HASA-CASI-HBS-06070] c15 B71-20393
EC rate generator for slov speed measurement
Patent
[KASS-CSSI-3W-02966] c10 871-24863
1 dc notcr cpeed ccntiol system Patent
[HASA-CASI-BIS-11610] c09 H71-28886
BCCABDIBSS, 1. C.












Sidereal frequency generator Patent
[HASA-CASI-XGS-02610] C1<1 N71-23171









Photoioltipliei circuit icclnaing Beans for
rapidly reducing the sensitivity thereof
[HASA-CASI-ABC-10593-1] c33 H7»-27682
BCCL01BT, I. B.




Star scanner[BASA-CAEI-GSC-11569-1] c89 H74-30886
BCCOHBLL, J. C.
Bethod of plating copper on alniinni Patent
tSASA-CASI-Il»-08966-1] c17 B71-25903
BCCOIBACE, B.
Single acticn separation lechanisi Patent
tSASA-CAEI-HA-00188] c15 B71-22871
BCCOBBICK, C. t., JB.




Eaergency escape systeo Patent
[BASA-C&SE-HSC-T2086-1] cQ5 S7\-12345
RCCBEA, F. B.
Indexing oicro«ave snitch Patent
[BASA-CASE-IBP-06507] C09 B71-23548
BCCBE1BT, B. 1.




[HASA-CASI-BIS-21395-1 ] C25 H74-26948
Apparatus for conducting flov electrophoresis in
the substantial absence* of gravity
£BiSA-CAS!-BFS-21394-1] c34 B74-27744
BCCOSKBB, I. J,
Foldable sclar concentrator Patent
[5ASA-CASE-J14-OM622] c03 N70-41S80
BCDiBIBLS, D. I,
Beinforced metallic composites Patent
£BASA-CASI-XLE-02428] c17 H70-3328S
Bethod of Baking fiber reinforced metallic
cogposites Patent
[N1SA-CASI-XIE-00231] C17 B70-38198
Beinforced metallic coaposites Patent
[BASA-CASE-ILE-00228] C17 B70-38490
BCDABIS, B. >.














Selective coating for solar panels
[SAS4-CASE-IEi-121S9-1 J cq<l H7e-15603
BCDOBiLD, B. I.














Zero torgne gear head wrench
[BASA-CASE-BSO-13059-1] C37 B76-20480
BCBBLBAB, B. 1,
Bonding method in the manufacture of continuous
regression rate sensor devices
[BASA-CASE-IAB-10337-1] C24 B75-30260
BCEADH, L. I.
Platinum resistance thermometer circuit
CBASA-CASI-HSC-12327-1] C35 B77-27368
BCSABBOB, I. J.
Ophthalmic method and apparatus
[»&Si-CASE-LES-11669-1] COS 873-27062
Ophthalmic ligalfactlon puBp
[BASA-CASE-lIl-12051-1 ] C52 B75-33640




Frangible tube energy dissipation Patent
[HASi-CASE-ILA-00754] CIS 870-348SO




Eaergency escape system Patent
[BASA-CASE-XKS-07814] CIS B71-27067
1-281
RCBAFfIB, D. J. IBVBBCOB IBDBI
BCBAFflB, D. J.
Extensible cable support latent
[BASJ-CSSI-SBP-C7587] c15 B71-18701
BCBAI10B, 1. D.
Canister closing device latent
[HAS»-C»SI-IIJ-01««6] c15 B71-21528
Traveling sealer for contoured table Patent
[HASi-CJSI-HIi-0111911] C15 B71-2416Q
A m p l i f y i n g ribbon extenscneter
[BASA-CiS£-LAB-11825-1] c35 B77-22«i(9
HCBaHOB, A. t.





Hiniature carbcn dioxide senscr and methods
[SAS>-C*SI-BSC-13332-1] c11 H72-21108
RCKEI, C. S.
?loid control apparatus and nethoa
[BASA-CiSI-lfB-11110-1] c3« H75-26282
BCKEBBA, 3, t., IS.
Panlt tolerant clock apparatus utilizing a
controlled minority of clock elements
[BASA-CJSI-BSC-12531-1] c35 B75-30501
BCKEBBA, E. 1.




Diatoiic infrared gasdynamic laser
[BASJ-CJSI-ABC-10370-1] c36 B75-31U26
BCKECIB, D.




Stirling flcv nozzle latent
[HASA-CtSI-XBP-03692] c28 B71-24321
BCKIB1BT, B. I.
Self-calitrating displacement transducer Patent
[HASA-C»SI-XLA-00781] c09 N71-22999
BCKIEBOB, E. 1.







Bcrizcn sensor vith a plurality of fixedly
positioned radiation ccicensated radiation
sensitive detectors Patent
[HASA-C»SE-XHP-06S57] c1«l N71-21088





BCLHAB, C. V. I.








Phase substitution of spare converter for a







Vapor phase gro«th of groups 3-5 coaponnds by
hydrogen ctlcride transport of the elements
[SAS!-CASE-tAH-111l|<l-1] c25 B75-260»3
BCIOII, B. C.









Iso color horizon sensor
[BASA-CASE-EBC-101711] c1« B72-25«09
BEAD, D. C.
Variable frequency oscillator Kith tenperature
compensation Patent
[BASA-CASI-IBP-03916] c09 B71-28810
BEADOB, T. 6., JB.
Light shield and cooling apparatus
[BASA-CASI-LAB-10089-1] c3M H71-23066
BBALI, 6. B.
Electrostatic thrustor vith improved insulators
Patent
[BASA-CASI-XIE-01902] c28 H71-10571
High voltage divider system Patent
[HASA-CASE-IIE-02008] c09 H71-21583
BBDCALF, H. A.
Gas filter mounting structure
[BASA-CASl-BSC-12297] cia B72-23157
BEIBIEL, A. 3., JB.




Photosensitive device to detect bearing
deviation Patent
[BASA-CASE-XHP-OOM8] c21 B70-35089
Boll attitude star sensor system Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBF-01307] c21 H7C-41856
BBISSHGEB, B. F.
Bethod of and device for determining the
characteristics and flux distribution of
uicroueteorites
[BASA-CASE-BFO-12127-1] c91 B74-13130




Angular velocity and acceleration measuring
apparatus
[BASA-CASI-EFC-10292] ell B72-25410
BBLFI. L. T., JB.
Gas analyzer for bi-gaseons mixtures Patent
[BASA-CASH-I1A-01131] c1» B71-1077*
lonization vacuum gauge nith all but
 xtbe end of
the ion collector shielded Patent
[BASA-CJSS-X1A-07H2H] Cl» S71-18H82
BBLLABS, B.




Technique for recover; of voice data fro* heat
damaged magnetic tape
[BASA-CAEE-BSC-1U219-1] cJ2 B7K-27612
BBLTILLB, B. D. S.
Stark-effect modulation of C02 laser vith NB2D
[BASA-CASI-BIO-11915-1] c36 B76-18127





' BEBGBS, B. J.
Precipitation detector Patent
[BASA-CASP.-XLA-02619J c10 B71-2633*
Dielectric molding apparatus Patent
[SASA-CASE-LAB-10121-1] CIS B71-26721
BBBICBBLLI, V. J,





Horn antenna having V-shaped corrugated slots
[BASA-CAEE-LAB-11112-1] c32 I76-153JO
BEBZIES, B. T.








Borizon sensor vith a plurality of fixedly




Stabilization of gravity oriented satellites
Patent
1-282
IIVEBTOB UDBI BILLEB, J. L.
[BASA-CASI-1K-01591] c31 B71-17729
BEBBIIL, J. 1., II
Apparatus for applying simulator g-forces to an
am of an aircraft siiulator pilot
[BASA-CASE-1AB-10550-1] C09 B74-30597
BESSIBEO, S. 1.
Apparatus for positioning nodular components on
a vertical ct overhead surface
[HASA-CASE-LAB-11165-1 ] c37 H76-2155H
BBSS1BB, I.
System for generating tiiing and control signals
(BASA-CJSE-HPO-13125-1] c33 H75-19519
BESTIELLC, 1.
Apparatus and method for jet noise suppression
CBASA-CASE-IJB-11903-1] c07 H77-15036
BESZ1SOS, G.




Silicide ccatings for refractory metals Patent
[BASA-CASE-HI-10910] C18 H71-29010
BBTZGEB, A. E.
Dual purpose optical instrument capable of






BBYEt. A. J., JB.
Hodificaticn and improvements to cooled blades
Patent
[BASA-CASE-HE-00092] c15 B70-33264




































Bigh-vacani condenser tank for ion rocket tests
Patent
[BASS-CASE-I1E-00168] Cl1 870-33278














Radio fregnency filter device
[HASA-CJSZ-ILJ-02609] c09 B72-2S256
BIESZAB, 0. P.
Frequency shift keying apparatus Patent
[BASA-CAEI-IGS-01537] c07 B71-2J105
BIKOIAS, B. B., JB.
Composite sandnich lattice structure
[BASA-CASB-1AB-11898-1] c2« B77-15103
Composite sandvich lattice structure
[BASA-CASE-LAB-11898-2] c2« B77-262H2
IILOICB. 3. S.
Light radiation direction indicator tilth a
baffle of tve parallel grids
CHASA-CASE-IBP-03930] eld B69-24331
B11ES, P. A.
Clear air turbulence detector
[BASA-CAEE-HfS-212114-1] C36 B75-15028
BUKOLli, V.










Dispensing targets for ion beam particle
generators
[BASA-CASI-BPO-13112-1] C7J B71-26767
Low cost sclar energy collection system
[BASA-CASE-BIO-13579-1] clt B75-28519
Sampler of gas borne particles
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13396-1] CJ5 B76-18<)01
Indicator providing continuous indication of tbe
presence cf a specific pollutant in air
[BASA-CAEl-BIO-13M7a-1] Cl5 B7fc-217«2
Portable, linear-focused solar thermal energy
collecting system
[BASA-CASH-BPO-13731-1] cMM B76-26690
cryostat system for temperatures on the order of
2 deg K or less '
£BASA-CASE-BIO-13»59-1] C31 B77-10229
Solar energy collection system
[BASA-CASE-BSO-13579-2] cMM B77-2056S
Low cost solar energy collection system
[HASA-CASE-BPO-13579-3] cHU B77-20566
Compact, high intensity arc lamp with internal
magnetic field producing means
[BASA-CASE-BSO-11510-1] c33 B77-21315
Depressurizaticn of arc lamps
[SASA-CASB-BSO-10790-1] c33 B77-21316
Arc control in compact arc lamps
[ BASA-CASE-BIO-10870-1] C33 B77-22J86





Low to high temperature energy conversion system
[SASA-CASE-BPO-13510-1] ell B77-3^581
Three-dimensional tracking solar energy












BILLBB, J. A., OB.
flethod of forming difnnctional polyisobntylene
[BASA-CASI-BIO-10893] C27 B73-22710
BILLBB, J. C.
Apparatus for detecting the amount of material
in a resonant cavity container Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBP-02500] Cl8 B71-27397
BILLBB, J. B.






Boeing bar drive mechanism Patent
[BASA-CASE-1LA-03661J CIS B71-33518
1-283
BILLBB, P. C. IBYBBTOB IBDEX
BILLEB, P. C.
Low temperature aluiiruu alloy Patent
[BASA-CASI-XBF-02786] c17 B71-20743
BILLIGAB, 6. C.
Digital memory sense asplifying means Patent
[HASA-CASE-XBE-01012] c08 B71-28925
BILLIKBI, B. J.
Film feed camera laving a detent leans Patent
[HASA-CASI-LAB-10686] ell H71-28935
BXLLIKEB. J. I.






Tracking antenna system Patent
[8ASA-CASI-GSC-10553-1] c07 871-19851
Antenna array at focal plane of reflector with









Automatic mcrctial transfer device
[BASA-CASE-LAB-11351I-1] c35 875-27330
Beasarenent of gas production of microorganisms
[BASA-CASH-LAB-11326-1] c35 H75-33368
Automated single-slide staining device
[HASA-CASI-LAB-11619-1] c51 H77-27677
BILL!, 3. 3.
Satellite despin device Patent
CBASA-CJSI-XBF-08523] c31 B71-20396
BIBKIB, B. L.








Hethod of peening and pcrtable peening gun
[NASS-CASI-BPS-230H7-1] c37 H76-18151
BIHTCB, F. B.
Window defect planar napping technigue
[BASJ-CASI-BSC-19112-1] cTl H77-10899
HIHTCB, 0. 0.
Window defect planar napping technique
[BASA-CJSI-HSC-19112-1] c71 H77-10899
BITCBELL, 0. K.
Borescope *ith variable angle scope
[NASA-CASI-BBS-15162] c11 H72-32452
BITCEELL, F. E.
Attitude ccntrol for spacecraft Patent
[BASA-CASI-IIIP-0029fl] c21 B70-36938
BITCBELL, e. 1.
Airflow cccticl system for supersonic inlets
[HASA-CASE-LEi-11188-1] c02 H74-20646
BITCBJLL, I. B.




Digital cardiotachcieter system Eatent
[NASA-CASI-XBS-02399] cOS H71-22896
RITCBDB, L. L., OB.
Collapsible Iccp antenna fcr space vehicle Patent
[HASA-CASI-XBF-OOII37] c07 870-10202
BIXSCI, J. S.
Bing wing tension vehicle Patent




Hethod of naking hollow,elastoneric todies
[HASA-CASI-SFO-13535-1] c37 H76-31S24




Ride range analog-to-digital converter with a
variable gait amplifier
[BASA-CASE-HPO-11018] c08 B72-21200
Digital control and information system





Image magnification adapter for cameras Patent
[BASA-CASI-XBF-03804-1] ell S71-26<I74
BOG1VEBO. L. 1.





BOHFOBD, L. 6,, JB.






Binary concatenated coding system
[BASA-CASI-BSC-11082-1] c60 B76-23850
BOSTEITB, J. B,
Flow velocity and directional instrument
[BASA-CASE-J.AB-10855-1] Cl» B73-13115
BOBTBITH, L. K.
Particnlate and aerosol detector
[BASA-CASI-LAB-111131-1 ] c35 H76-22509
BOIT60BBBI, L. C,
Process for preparing sterile solid propellants
Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBP-017H9J c27 B7C-11897




Readout electrode assembly for measuring
biological iapedance
[BASA-CAS1-ABC-10816-1] C35 B76-21525
BOODI, D. L., OB.







Reversible ring counter employing cascaded
single SCB stages Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-OHI73] c09 S71-10673
BOOBS, B. C.
Open loop digital frequency multiplier
[BASA-CASE-BSC-12709-1] c33 877-21375
BOOBS, B. L.
Trigonometric vehicle guidance assembly which










Production of hollow components for rolling
element bearings by diffusion welding
[BASA-CASE-IEW-11026-1] Cl5 873-33383
Apparatus for welding blades to rotors
CBASA-CASE-LIB-10533-2] c37 871-11300















Bethod of recording a gas flow pattern Patent
[BASA-CASE-IBF-01779] C12 871-20815
1-284
IBVEBTOB HDBI BOBCBI, J. P.
BOBECBOFT. J. B.
Incremental coticn drive system Patent
[BASA-C1SE-IBP-08897] C15 871-17694
BOBBIII, P. A.
Process for preparing sterile solid protellants
Patent
[BiS»-CASI-XBP-On491 c27 B70-41897
Processing fcr {reducing a sterilized instrument
Patent
[SASA-CASI-XSP-OS763] d4 B71-20461
BOBBBBB, 0. S., Ill
Deformatlc bearing seat
[BASi-CASI-LIR-12527-1] c37 B77-32500
Bearing seat usable in a gas turbine engine
[BASJ-CJSE-LIS-12477-1] c37 B77-32501
HOEG1H, I. I., JB.
Translator] shock absorber for attitude sensors
[HASA-OSI-HIS-22905-1] c19 876-22284
BOBGAB, J. E.
A conditico sensor sjstem and method
[HASA-CAS1-BSC-14805-1] c35 B76-261148
BOBGAB, R. C.






Method for continuous variation of propellant
flow and thrust in propulsive devices Patent
[BiSi-CJSI-XIE-00177] c28 B70-10367
BOBB1S, 0. E.
Silphenjleresiloxane polymers having in-chain
perflnorcalkyl gicops
[BASA-CASE-BFS-20S79] c06 B72-25151




Probes having ring and primary sensor at same
potential to prevent collection of stray nail
currents in ionized gases
[NASA-CASE-X1E-00690] C25 869-39884
Thermocouples cf mclvbdenns and iridinm alloys
for mere stable vacuum-high temperature
performance
[BASA-CASE-LEB-12174-1] C35 B76-19407
Thermocouples cf tantalum and rhenium alloys for
more stable vacuum-high temperature performance
[HASA-CASI-LES-12050-1] C35 877-32454
















Zeta potential flovieter latent
[BASA-CJSI-XBP-06509] c1« B71-23226
Betbod for controlling vapcr content of a gas
[BASA-CASE-RFO-10633] c03 872-28025
BOSBB, 3. C.













Decontamination of petroleum products Patent
[HASA-C1SI-XBP-0383SJ c06 B71-23H99
BOSS01AHI, D. I.
Rotary leveling base clatfcri
CBASA-CASI-IBC-1C981-1 ] c35 B77-10998
BOOBT71IA, A. J.
Lightweight refractory insulation and method of
preparing the same Patent
[BASA-CASE-IBP-05279] Cl8 87
BOIES, X. I.
Redundant actuating mechanism Patent
[BASA-CAEI-XGS-08718] CIS B71-2U600
Delayed simultaneous release mechanism
[BASA-CASE-GSC-108iq-1] C03 B73-20039
BBOZ, T. S.
Direct beating surface combnstor
[ SASA-CASI-1IB-11877-1] CU1 876-28616
BOEHI8B, C. P.
Beat sterilizable patient ventilator
[BASA-CASI-BSO-13313-1] C5<4 875-27761
BDEUBB, B. 1.








B01BEBB, J. B., JB.
Becorder using selective noise filter
[HASA-CASE-EBC-10112] c07 B72-21119
BOILER, D. L.
Batched thermistors for microwave power meters
Patent
[BASA-CASE-BSO-10348] C10 871-1^551
Broadband microwave waveguide window Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBP-08880] c09 B71-2K808
BOLLEB, L. 0.
Electrical insulating layer process
[HASA-CASE-LIB-101489-1] CIS B72-25U47
BOLLEB, K.




Bethod and apparatus for measuring web material
wound on a reel
[HASA-CASE-GSC-11902-1] C38 877-17495
BOHIKBB, B. t.
Bethod of repairing discontinuity in fiberglass
structures
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10Q16-1 ] c24 B74-30001
BOBOLA, P. B.




High efficiency multivibrator Patent
[BASA-CASE-XAC-00942] CIO B71-160M2




Phase gnadratnre-plnral channel data
transmission system Patent
[BASA-CASE-XAC-06302] c08 B71-19763






Apparatus for testing polymeric materials Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBC-09699] C06 B71-24607
Procedure and apparatus for determination of
water in nitrogen tetroiide
[BASA-CASI-BIO-10234] C06 H72-17094
BDBCB, B. B.










Bimetallic power controlled actuator
[BASA-CASE-1BP-09776] c09 B69-39929
BOBPBX, J. 9.
All sky pointing attitude control system
1-285





Socket having tarinm release system to create
ion clouds in the upper atmosphere
[BiSA-CASE-LAB-10670-2] C15 B74-27360
BOBTI, B. V. f. K.










Portable environmental control system Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBS-09632-1] cC5 H71-11203
MYERS. I. T.
A regulated high efficiency, lightweight
capacitor-diode inltitlier DC to DC ccnverter
[HASA-CASE-LIS-12791-1] C33 B77-24385
HIEBS, 8. B.










Overload protection system for power inverter
[SASA-CASE-BPO-13872-1] c33 H77-17359




Hulti-cell battery protection system
[BASA-CASE-IIH-12039-1] c44 H76-23713
HAIDnCB, S.
Method cf producing crystalline materials
[HASA-CASE-BEO-101440] Cl 5 H72-21466
HAIHEB, J.
High visibility air sea rescue panel
[H&SA-C&SE-HSC-1256U-13 c5H H76-15792
BAKAEA, H. P.
Time cf f l ight mass specticmeter with feedback
means f i c m the detectcr to the Ion source and
a specific counter Patent
[NASi-CASE-XBE-01056] d« H71-23011
SAKABDBA, B. B.
Lightweight refractory insulation and method of
preparing the saie Patent
[HASA-CASE-XBI-05279] c18 H71-1612II
BAKASISBI, S.
Ion throster cathode Patent Application
[HASA-CASE-LIB-1081H-1] c28 870-35122
Plasma device feed system Patent
[NASA-CASI-XII-02902] c25 H71-21694
Ion thrnster accelerator system Patent
[HASA-CASB-lEB-10106-t] c28 H71-26642
Prcpellant feed isclatcr Eatent
[HASA-CASE-LBW-10210-1] c28 B71-26781
Single grid accelerator for an ion thrnstor
[HASA-CASE-XLi-101153-2] c28 B73-27699
HAKICB, B. B.
Apparatus for scanning the surface of a
cylindrical hcdy
[HASA-CASE-BEO-11661-1] C36 B74-20009




A dc notor speed ccntrol system Patent
[NASA-CASE-BES-14610] c09 H71-28886
8APIIS, 3. 1.
Bethod for foriing plaetic materials Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBS-05516] c15 B71-17803
BASOB, 6. B.
Flexible blade antenna Patent
[HASA-CASE-BSC-12101] c09 B71-18720
BASOII, A. 3,
lest fixture for pellet-like electrical elements
[BASA-CASI-XSP-06032J COS S6S-21926
Support structure for irradiated elements Eatent
[BASA-CASI-I8P-06031] CIS »71-15606
HDBtlB, B. C.
Fatigue testing device Patent
[BASA-CASE-XIA-02131] C32 H7C-12003
Automatic fatigue test temperature programmer
Eatent
[HASA-CASB-XIA-02059] C33 S71-24276
Arbitrarily shaped model survey system Patent
[BASA-CASI-IAB-10098] C32 B71-26681



















Optical machine tool alignment indicator Patent
£HASA-CASE-XAC-09«89-1] CIS B71-26673
IBLSOH, C. A.






Beentry communication by material addition Patent
[HASA-CASE-XLA-01552] C07 B71-11281
BELSOB, D. E.













Inert gas metallic vapor laser
£BASA-CASE-BEO-13iia9-1] C36 B75-32141
Double discharge metal vapor laser with metal








IEICOBB, A. 1., 01.
Electromagnetic mirror drive system
[BASA-CASE-X1A-03724] Cl<t «eS-27«61
Ac power amplifier Patent Application
[SASA-CASB-LAB-10218-1] c09 B70-34b5S
Variable duration pulse Integrator Patent
[HASA-CASF.-XIA-01219] c"10 B71-2JOB4





Bull device for hand controller Patent
[HASA-CASB-XIA-01808] CIS R71-207HO
BEICOBB, 1. 1.
Quick release separation mechanism Patent
[HASA-CASE-XIA-01411J CIS B7C-«1fc79
BBBCOBBE, C. 1.




IBVEBTOB IBDEX OCOIBOB, J. I.
BEIBIB, I. I.
Test stand system for vacuum chambers
CHASA-CASE-HfS-21362] c11 B73-20267
BEIBAB, 0. B.
Catalyst ted relieving tccl Patent
[BASA-CASE-XIB-OC811] CIS B70-36901
SBID1B, J. B.
Hen polyners cf perflucrobntadiene and method of
manufacture Patent application
[HASA-CASE-HJO-1C863] C06 H70-11251




Apparatus for ccnttclling the velocity cf an
electromechanical drive for interferometers
and tie like patent
[NASA-CASE-XGS-03532] C14 B71-17627
Apparatus for phase stability determination Patent
[NASA-CASE-XGS-01118] C10 B71-23662
BICHCLS, 3. 3.
Force neasnrico instrument Patent
[NASA-CASE-XHf-00456] Cl4 H70-34705
BICBCIS, B. B.
Nacelle afterbody for jet engines Patent
[HASA-CASI-XlA-10450] C28 H71-21493
Doal cycle aircraft turbice engine
[HASA-CASE-UB-11310-1] c07 H77-28118
BICK1AS, J. C.
Attitude contrcl for spacecraft Patent
[HASA-CASE-XBP-02982] c31 H70-41855
Solar vane actuator Patent
[HASA-CASE-XNP-05535] c14 H71-23040
BICKS, 0. I.


















Mass spectiooeter «ith magnetic pole pieces
providing the magnetic iields for both the










Parabolic reflector horn feed vith spillover
correction Patent
[HASA-CASE-XBP-OC540] c09 B70-35382
Indexing micro«av« siitch Patent
[HASA-CASE-XBP-06507] c09 B71-23548
Botary vane attenuator vherin rotor has







Positive dc to positive dc converter Patent
[HASi-C»SE-Xar-14301] COS B71-23188
Positive dc to negative dc converter Patent
[BAS1-CASE-XHI-08217] c03 B71-23239
Transistor servo system Including a unique
differential amplifier circuit Patent
[BASi-CASE-XM-05195] C10 871-24861
Brushless direct current tachometer Patent
[BiSS-CASE-BIS-20385] c09 B71-24904
Bedundant speed contrcl for brnshless Ball
effect motor
[BAS»-C»SE-ars-20207-1] c09 B73-32107
Induction motor control system «itb voltage
controlled oscillator circuit
[BSSA-CASI-BIS-21465-1] C10 H73-J2145
Variable frequency inverter for ac induction
notors Kith torque, speed and braking control
[HASA-CAS2-BFS-22088-1] c33 B7£-15874










Hybrid holographic system nsing reflected and
transmitted object beams simultaneously Patent
[HASA-CASE-BFS-20074] Cl6 B71-15565






Colloid propulsion method and apparatus Patent
[8ASA-CASI-IIE-00817] c28 B70-3J26S
Gas turbine combnstor Patent
CHASA-CASI-Ili-10286-1] C28 B71-2891S
Splash grocve fuel injector
CHASA-CASE-IIB-12417-1 ] C07 B76-22198
BOBE, C. L.









Zero torque gear head wrench
CHASA-CASE-BIO-13059-1] C37 S76-20480
BOBIOB, B. B.
Thrnster maintenance system Patent
[BASA-CASI-HIS-2032S] c28 B71-27095
Self-recording portable soil penetrometer
[HASA-CASE-BIS-20774] Cl4 B73-19420
BOBBOOD, J., JB.
Bagnetically controlled plasma accelerator Patent
[DASA-CASE-XIA-00327] C25 B71-29184
BOSS2B, E. J.




Oltrastable calibrated light source
£BASA-CASE-BSC-12293-1] C14 B72-27411
BDSBAOB, B. J.









Air conditioning system and component therefore
distributing air flow fr«s; opposite directions
[HASA-CASE-SSC-11445-1] c31 B74-27902
OBSIBB, D. B., Ill




Failure detection and control means for improved
drift performance of a gimballed platform system
[BASA-CASE-HFS-23551-1] COO B76-2617S
QCORBOB, B. I.






ODELI, H. 6. IBVEBTOB I1DEZ
ODEII, H. G.
Dual latching solenoid valve Patent
CHASA-CASI-JHS-C5890] c09 B71-23191
0DOBHELL, I. t.
Corrosion resistant beryllium Patent
[HASA-CASE-1E«-10327] c17 H71-33<408
ODORBELL, T. J.
Spherically-shaped rocket motor Patent
CNASJ-CASE-IHQ-01897] c28 N70-35381
OEETE1, G. K.
Fast opening diaphragm Patent
[HASA-CASI-XIA-03660] CIS B71-21060




Emergency escape system Patent
[BASA-CASE-IKS-023II2] c05 B71-11199
06DEB. B. P.
Aerodynaoic measuring device Patent
[BASA-CASI-ILA-001181] d<4 N70-3682«
Check valve assently fcr a probe Patent
[HASA-CASB-XIA-00128] c15 B70-37925
OGDEB, H. B.
Low temperature a luminum alloy Patent
[NASA-CASE-IBF-02786] c17 871-20713
oeiE, a. s.
flhcle body measurement systems
[HASJ-CASI-BSC-13972-1] c52 H7H-10975
OBLSCB, J. E.
System for interference signal Dulling by
polarization adjus tment
[BASH-CASI-HIO-13140-1] C32 875-21982
Conical scan tracking system employing a large
antenna[8ASA-CASE-BEO-14009-1] c32 H77-28357
OKABE, J. E.
Pressure suit tie-down nechanisn Patent
[BASA-CASI-ZHS-00781] c05 H71-12335
CKBAB, B. C.




Read-up atti tude display
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10392] c21 873-11692
CKEIIT., K. E.
Method of flniless brazing and diffusion bonding
of a l u m i n u m containing components
[BASJ-CAEI-HSC-11135-1] c37 876-18455
OLC01T, J. S.
Integrated lift/drag controller for aircraft
[HASJ-CASI-ABC-10156-1] COS H75-12930
OLDBIEVB, B. E.
Reinforced metallic ccmpcsites Patent
[BASA-CASI-XlH-02428] c17 B70-33288
Method of taking fiber reinforced metallic
composites Patent
[BASA-CASI-X1I-00231] c17 B70-38198
Tantalum modi f ied ferritic iron base alloys
[HASA-CASE-1IS-12095-1] c26 H76-17233
OLIVES, e. D.
Scanning nozzle plating systea
[HASA-CASE-NEO-11758-1] c3 1 K7I1-23065
OLITBB, B. B.
Multiple reflection ccnical mlcronave antenna
[BASA-CASE-NEO-11661] c07 B73-11130
OLIVBB, B. 1.






Radial nodule space station Patent
[BASA-CJSI-XBS-01906] C31 B70-II1373
OLSASKI, B. J.
Laser camera and diffusion filter therefore Patent
[8ASA-CASE-HEO-10017] Cl6 H71-331HO
OLSEB, «. 1., JB.
Bednced gravity liquid configuration simulator
[BAS1-CASI-HE-0262U] c12 H69-39988




Inlet deflector for jet engines Patent
[HASA-CASE-ILE-00388] c28 B70-34788
OLIBABS, D. A.




Particulate and aerosol detector
[ HASA-CASI-LAB-111134-1 ] C35 B76-22509
OBEILL, B. I.
Bonostable nultivibrator with complementary BOB
gates Eatent
[NASA-CASE-BSC-13492-1] ClO B71-28860
Peak holding circuit for extremely narrov poises
£BASi-CASE-HSC-1M129-1] c33 B75-18<179
OBE1LLI, I. J.
















Bingeless helicopter rotor with improved stability
£HASA-CASE-ABC-10807-1] c05 B77-17029
OBIBB, J. «.
Method and apparatus for detecting gross leaks
Patent
[BASA-CASI-IBC-10033] Cl« B71-26672
OBOOBKB, I. E., JB.
Sealing member and combination thereof and
method of prodncing said sealing member Eatent
[BSSA-CASE-XBS-01625] Cl5 B71-23022
OB1B, B. I.
Erocess for producing dispersion strengthened
nickel tilth aluminum Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLE-D6969] C17 B71-2«1<I2
OSBBB, J. 1.
Miniature muscle displacement transducer
[BASA-CASE-BEO-13519-1] C33 B76-19338
OSHDIDSOB, J.
Dually mode locked Bd:IAG laser
[BASA-CA£I-6SC-117<I6-1] c36 B7S-196S"!
OSTBOFF, A. J.





OSDLLIVAB, I. 0., JB.
Bethod and apparatus for shock protection Patent
[BASA-CASI-XL-A-00482] c15 B70-36D09
Self supporting space vehicle Patent
EBASA-CASE-XLA-00117] c31 B71-17680
Thermal control vail panel Eatent
[BASA-CASE-ILA-012113] C33 B71-22792






Botary vane attenuator nherin rotor has




Synthesis' of superconducting compounds by
explosive compaction of powders
[HASA-CASE-BIS-20861-1] Cl8 B73-32437
OOIL1I, B. I.
In situ transfer standard for nltrahlgh vacuum
gage calibration
[SASA-CASE-LAB-10862-1] C35 B7«-15092
OBBBS, L. J. ,





Magnetic electrical connectors for biomedlcal
percutaneous implants
1-288
IBTEBTOB HDEX PATOB, I. J.
[HASJ-CASS-KSC-11030-1] c52 877-25772
Bctational jcint assetbly fee the prosthetic leg
[BASA-CASS-KSC-1100H-1] C5Q B77-30749
PACA1A, 1. J.
Charge t ransfer reaction laser Kith
preicnizaticn Deans
[BASA-CASI-BIO-13945-1] C36 B77-19418
FACE, 6. 0., OB.
Sun direction detection system
C8ASA-CASE-BIO-13722-1] c74 H77-22951
PACIOBBK, It.














Parametric microwave ncise generator Patent
[BASA-CASI-XIB-11019: C09 K71-23598
FAIR, H. V.




Anti-nnltipatb digital signal detector
[HASA-CASI-LSB-11827-1] c32 B77-10392
FALAHDATI, C. t., JB.











A de-coupled noninverting one-sbot Patent
[BASA-CASB-IBP-09450] C10 H71-18723
PAOIHI, J. J.
Full flov «ith shot off and selective drainage
control valve Patent application
[BASJ-CASI-IBC-10208] C15 870-10867
PAPI1I, S. S.
lov viscosity magnetic f luid obtained by the
colloidal suspension of magnetic particles
latent
[BASS-CASZ-XIE-01512] C12 B70-40124
liquid storage tank venting device for zero
gravity environment Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLI-01449] c15 870-41646
Capacitor and method of caking same patent
[BASA-CASI-LJB-10364-1] c09 B71-13522






Besistive anode image converter
[HASA-CASI-BCB-10876-1] c33 H76-27»73
PABK, J. J.
Betbod of laking tabes Patent
[BASA-CASE-I6S-Oai75] c15 H71-18579
P1BKEB, D. I.
An improved tethod and apparatus for use in




Eliminaticn of f requency shift in a multiplex
coiianicaticn sjetem Batent
[BASA-CASI-XBP-0130e] C07 B71-20811
High speed phase detector Patent
[KASA-CASI-HS-01306-2] c09 B71-2H596
Optical binocular scanning apparatus
[BASA-CASI-BPO-11002] Cl« B72-22«|l|1





Modified pclyuretbane foams for fuel-fire Patent
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10098-1] C06 B71-21739
Intumescent composition, foamed product prepared
thereHith, and process for making same
[HASA-CASI-AFC-10301-1] CIS S73-26572





Intuoescent composition, foamed product prepared
therevitb and process for making same
[BASA-CASI-ABC-10301-2] C27 B7B-27037
Fiber modified polyntethane foam for ballistic
protection
£BASA-CASI-ABC-10711-1] C27 B76-15310











Despin Height release Patent
[BASA-CASI-X1A-00679] C15 BTC-38601
Spacecraft separation systea for spinning





Bethod of improving tbe reliability of a rolling
element system Patent
[BASA-CASE-XIE-02999] CIS S71-16052
Lov mass rolling element for bearings
[BASA-CASI-IIB-11087-1] CIS B73-30H5S
Bethod of taking rolling element bearings
[BASA-CASI-1IB-11087-2J C37 B7<l-15128
Hollow rolling element bearings
[ BASA-CASI-LIl-11087-3] c37 H7<4-2106«
PABB1BI, B. t.













Purge device for tbrust engines Patent
[BASA-CASE-XRS-04826] C28 871-28849
PASCIOTTI, B. B,
Protection for energy conversion systems
CBASA-CASE-X6S-04808] C03 869-25116
Inverter nith means for base current shaping for
sveeping charge carriers from base region Patent
[BiSi-CASE-XGS-06226] clO B71-25950








Beat conductive resiliently compressible







Plammabilit'y test chamber Patent
[RASA-CASI-KSC-10126] Cll 871-24985
1-289
PATTED, C. I. IHVBBIOB IHDEI
PATTE8, C. 1.
Hethod and apparatus for attaching physiological
monitoring electrodes Patent
[HASA-CASE-XFB-07658-1] COS B71-26293
PATTEBSOB, J. C., JB.
iingtip vortex dissipator for aircraft
[BASJ-CASE-I8B-11615-1] C02 B77-10001
PiTTEBSOB, I. 0.
Synthesis cf siloxane-containing epoxy polymers
latent
[BASA-CASE-HFS-13991-1] C06 B71-11240
Siloxane containing epoxide compounds
[BASA-CASE-HFS-13991-2] c06 B72-25118
Silphenylenesiloxane pclymers having in-chain
perfluorcajkyl groups
[HASS-CASE-HIS-20979] c06 B72-25151




Attitude controls for VICL aircraft Patent
[BASA-CASE-XAC-08972] c02 B71-20570
PAULKOVICB, J.
Apparatus for treasuring current flo» Patent
[SASA-CASE-XGS-02439] c1<! B71-19131




Variable frequency aagaetic aaltivibrator Patent
[BASA-CJSE-XGS-00458] c09 B70-386014






Plasma device feed system Patent
[NASA-CASE-xiE-02902] c25 B71-21691
Ion thruster mth a ccabination keeper electrode
and electron baff le
[BASA-CASI-BEO-11880] C28 F73-2U783




Measurement of gas production of microorganisms
[NASA-CASE-LJB-11326-1] c35 B75-33368
EECBHJB, A.
T»o-component ceraaic coating for silica
insulaticn
[BASA-CASB-HSC-111270-1] c27 B76-22377
Three-component ceramic coating for silica
insulaticn
[HASA-CASE-BSC-11270-2] c27 B76-23126
PECK BAH, V. 1., JE.
Sample collecting impact bit Patent
[BASA-CASE-XHP-01012] C15 B70-12031
EBDBBSOB, C. S.
Low distortion aatcmatic pease control circuit
[SASA-CASE-BFS-21671-1] c33 B71-22885
PEB1GBEB, B. 1.
Shell side liquid tetal boiler
[HASA-C4SE-BIO-1C831] c33 B72-20915
PEBB, C. B.
Connector strips-positive, negative and I tabs
[BASA-CAEI-XGS-01395] C03 B69-21539
PE6DE1, C. D.
Multiple in-line decking capability for rotating
space stations
[BASA-CASE-8IS-20855-1] c15 B77-10112
PBI1EBIB, C. J., JB.
Tvo axis flnigate magnetometer Patent
[BASA-CA£I-6SC-10»II1-1] Cll H71-27325
PEBQDE, 1. J.
Varactor high level mixer
[BASA-CASB-XGS-02171] c09 B69-24324
PEOPLES, J. 1.





Ball screv linear actuator
[HASA-CASE-BFO-11222] c15 B72-25156
Improved nozzle fcr use vit$ abrasive and/or
corrosive materials
[B1SA-CISE-BEO-13823-1] c37 B77-17K66
Sun tracking solar energy collector
[NASA-CASE-BIO-13921-1] ell B71-2U590
EEHKIHS, B.
System for imposing directional stability on a
rocket-propelled vehicle
£BASA-CASE-HES-21311-1] c20 B7t-21275
PBBKIHS, P. J,, OB.





Linear three-tap feedback shift register Patent
[BASA-CASE-BtO-10351] COS B71-12503
Binary sequence detector Patent
[ BASA-CASE-XBP-051115] C08 B7 1-12505
Digital futcticn generator
[BASA-CASE-BPO-1110<4] C08 B72-i2165
Feedback shift register vith states decomposed
into cycles cf equal length
£BASA-CASE-B£0-11082] C08 872-2^167
Psendonoise sequence generators with three tap
linear feedback shift registers
[BASA-CASE-BtO-111106] C08 B73-12175
A m-ary linear feedback shift register with
binary logic
[BASA-CASE-BIO-11868] CIO B73-2025H
System for generating timing and control signals
(BASA-CASE-BIO-13125-1] C33 B75-19519
VoBlinear nonslngnlar feedback shift registers
[BASA-CASE-BEO-13151-1] C33 N76-KI373
EEBLBOTTEB, 8.







Zero gravity apparatus Patent
[BASA-CASE-XHF-06515] Cl« B71-23227
PEBBI, «. E.





Clamping assembly for inertial components Patent
[BASA-CASE-XHS-02184] CIS B71-20813
circuit board package vith wedge shaped covers
[BASA-CASE-BFS-21919-1] CIO B73-25213
PESBAB, G. J.
Shock absorbing support and restraint means Patent
[BASA-CASF.-XHS-0121IO] COS B70-35152
PEIEBS, D. A.
Hingeless helicopter rotor vith improved stability
.[BASA-CASE-ABC-10807-1] COS B77-17029
PEIEBS, B. B.
Atomic standard vith variable storage volume
[SASA-CASE-GSC-11895-1] C35 K76-151J6
PEIEBS, 1., JB.
Born antenna having V-shaped corrugated slots
[BASA-CASE-lAB-11112-1] C32 B76-153JO
PEIEBS, F. I.
Germanium coated microbridge and method
[BASA-CASE-BIS-23274-1] C76 B76-3008V
PEIEBS, B. 1.
CBI blanking and brightness control circuit
[HASA-CASE-XSC-106M7-1] CIO B72-31273
PSTBSS, B. «.
I*o component bearing Patent
[BASA-CBSI-IlA-00013] C15 B71-29136
PETSBSBB, B. I.
Four phase logic systems
[BASA-CASI-BSC-H210-1] c33 H7b-1»9b7
PBIBBSBB, B. I.
Adjustable mount for a trihedral mirror patent
[HASA-CASJ-XBE-08907] C23 S71-29U3
PEIBBSOB, E. 1.
Canopus detector including automotive gain




Ultraviolet atomic emission detector
[BASA-CASS-BfiB-10756-1] cm 17^-25428
PEIEHSOI, I. 1., JB.
Shrink-tit gas valve Patent
[BASA-CASB-XGS-00587] CIS *70-J5087
1-290
IBVBB10B I1DBZ PITTS, D. B.
PBTEBSOH, P. D.




[BASA-CASJ-IAB-101I83-1] c 1 4 B73-32327
PBTBBSOB, V. S.
Flow angle sensor and read oat systen Patent
[BASJ-CASI-IIE-04503] da H71-2U86II
Solid state remote circuit selector snitch
[HASA-CASI-lIW-10387] cC9 H72-22201
Fine particfllate capture device
[BASA-CASI-LIR-11583-1] C37 B7U-13199
Low level signal liiiter
[BAEA-CASI-XIE-OU791] c32 H7H-22096
PETEESOB, I. A,





Automatic frequency discriminators and control




Bedical subject monitoring systems
[HASA-CASI-BSC-111180-1] cS2 B76-U757
PETBASEK, E. «.
Reinforced metallic composites Patent
[BASA-CASI -XIE-02H28] c17 H70-33288
Hethod of t ak ing fiber reinforced metallic
composites Patent
[HASA-CASE-X1E-00231] Cl7 B70-38198
Reinforced netallic ccmpcsites Patent
[SAEA-CASI-I1E-00228] C17 B70-38IJ90
Method cf asking fiber composites
[HASA-CASI-IIS-10<l2l|-2-2j CIS B72-25539
PBIBICK, B. 1.
Variable thrust ion engine utilizing tbermally
decomposable solid fue l Patent
[HAEA-CASI-JBF-00923] c28 B70-36802
PBTYSIA, i. 1.













Dosimeter for high levels cf absorbed radiation
Patent
[HASA-CASE-IIA-036H5] C1Q B71-20430
Solid state theroal ccntrcl polyner ccating
Patent
[BASA-CASI-XlA-Onq5] C33 H71- 28903
PFAFF, B.











Production cf pure letals
[BASA-CASI-lIS-10906-1] c25 B71-30502
Process for making anhydrous letal halides
[BASA-CASI-IE1-11860-1] c37 B76-18158
PBILIPS, A. B.
Technique cf duplicating fragile core
[HASA-CASI-ILA-07829] CIS B72-16329
PB11I1PS, B. I. S.
File card marker Patent
CHASA-CJSI-IIA-02705] c08 B71-15908
PBI11IPS, B. C., JB.
Hethod cf fcrming a nick for a heat pipe
[IASA-CaSB-HPO-13391-1] c3fl B76-27515
FBIL1IPS, I. B.
Variable-gectetry Hinged reentry vehicle Patent
[BASA-CASZ-XlA-002Q.il c31 B70-37986




Shell side liquid netal boiler
[BASA-CASI-BIO-10831] C33 B72-20915
Bigi tenperatnre resistant ceriet and ceranlc
compositicns
[BASA-CASE-BEO-13690-1] C27 B76-1329I1
Cermet ccmposition and method of fabrication
[HASA-CASI-BIO-13120-1] C27 B7t-15J11
High temperature oxidation resistant cermet
compositicns
[BASA-CASE-BIO-13666-1] C27 B77-1J217





PHLIEGEB, G. A,, JB.
Separation simulator Patent
[BASA-CASE-XKS-OP631] CIO B71-2J663
Internal iiork light Patent
[5ASA-CASI-XRS-05932] C09 871-26787





Character indicating display device
[BASA-CASE-XKS-003II8] C09 B73-11215
PI4SECKI, 1. B.
Apparatus and method for control of a solid





Hethod of detecting and counting bacteria in
body fluids
[HASA-CAEI-GSC-11092-2] C01 B73-27052
Automatic instrnnent for chemical processing to
detect microcrganisi in biological samples by
measuring light reactions
[H1SA-CASE-GSC-11169-2] COS B73-32011
Hethod of detecting and counting bacteria
[HASA-CASE-GSC-11917-2] C51 H7e-29fc91
Detection of microbial infection in blood and
antibiotic determinations
[HASA-CAEB-GSC-12045-1] C52 B77-18733
Application of luciferase assay for ATP to
antimicrobial drug susceptibility
[HASA-CASE-GSC-12039-1 ] C51 B77-22791
Determination of antimicrobial susceptibilities
of infected urines nithout isolation
[HASA-CASB-GSC-12046-1] C52 B77-26797
PIBBCE, B. B.
Propellant grain for rocket motors Patent
[BASA-CASI-IGS-03556] 027 B70-3553*
HICK HI, R. B.
System for monitoring the presence of neutrals






Scanning aspect sensor employing an apertnred
disc and a commutator
[RASA-CASE-XGS-08266] ell HtS-271432
PIHEEL, I. I.
Bednced gravity liquid configuration simulatcr
[HASA-CASE-XIE-02624] C12 B69-39S88
PIISOI, 6. T.
Guide for a typewriter
[BASA-CASB-BFS-15218-1] C37 H77-19«57
PIPPEI, 0. L.
High voltage poise generator Patent
tBASA-CASB-HSC-12178-1] C09 H71-1J518
IITBI1I, B. B.













Tvo force ccmpcnent measuring device Eatent
[BASA-CASI-XAC-04886-1] c1<l 871-20439
piyiscTTO, T. a.







PL1BCEDOB, J. 1., OB.
Ccnically shaped cavity radiometer vith a dual






Cryogenic connector for vacuum use Patent
[ H A S A - C A E I - X G S - 0 2 4 4 1 ] c15 B70-41629
PLAZIK, D. 3. '




Inflatable support structure Patent
[HAEA-CASI-XLJ-01731] c32 B71-21045
Vortex breech high pressure gas generator











Apparatus for velding sheet material
[HASl-CAEI-XBS-01330] c37 B75-27376
POBL, H. O.
Tvo-step rocket engine bipropellant valve Patent
[S*SA-CASI-XBS-04890-1] c15 B70-22192
pool, J. e.
Portable, linear-focused solar thermal energy
collecting system
[BASA-CASI-BIO-13734-1] C44 N76-26690
Three-diiersicnal tracking solar energy






variable steep King configuration Patent
[BASA-CASE-X1A-00230] c02 B70-33255
Variable sveep aircraft wing Patent
[HASA-CASE-I1A-00350] c02 B70-38011
Variable sveep aircraft Patent
[BiSi-CASI-XlA-0365S] c02 B71-11041
P01BEBOS, J. 1.
A condition sensor system and method
[BiSA-CASE-BSC-111805-1] C35 B76-26»l»8
POLLACK, I.
Etching of alucinnm for bonding Patent
[BiSA-CASI-XBI-02303] c17 B71-23828
Dye penetrant for surfaces subsequently
contacted b; liquid oxygen Patent
[B1SA-C»S!=XB!=02221] c18 H71-27170
POLLACK, 3. 1.
High pottered arc electrodes
[BASA-CAEI-1II-11162-1] c33 B7«-12913
POLL1BD, S. 1.
Rescue litter flotation assembly Patent
[B&SA-CASE-XHS-011170] cC5 B71-22748
POLLOCK, 6. B.
Gas chrcmatcgraph injection system
[BASJ-CAS!-1BC-103<I«-1] c14 B72-21«33
Gas chromatcsraph injection system
[B»SA-CASI-ABC-103q»-2] c35 B75-2633"
POLSIOBFP, I. J.
Simnlatci fcr practicing the mating of an
observer-controlled object vith a target
[BiSA-CASB-BIS-23052-2] Cl» B77-18179
POOL, S. L.
Hedical subject monitoring systems
[BASA-CiSE-BSC-111180-1 ] C52 B76-14757
POPE, a. a.
Zero gravity separator Patent
[HiSA-CASE-XLE-00586] CIS H71-15968
POPE, 3. B.




Lov gravity phase separator
[BASA-CASI-BSC-1Q773-1] C31 H75-32262
POPICK, H.








Process for conditioning tanned sharkskin and
articles made therefrom patent
[BiSA-CASl-XBS-09691-1] Cl8 B71-15545




Liquid rocket system Patent
[BASA-CASI-XBP-00610] C28 B70-36910
Zero gravity starting means for liquid '
propellant motors Patent
[BASA-CASI-XBI-01390] c28 B70-11275
Force-balanced, throttle valve Patent
[HiSA-C»SE-BPO-10808] CIS B71-27132
POBTBB, 8. A.
An improved method and apparatus for use in







Analytical photoionization mass spectrometer
vith an argon gas filter betveen the light
source and monochrometer Patent
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10180-1] c06 871-13461
POSBBB, E. C.





Apparatus for deriving synchronizing pulses from
pulses in a single channel PCB communications
system
[BASi-CASE-BPO-11302-1] C07 B73-13149







Bultiparameter vision testing apparatus
[HASA-CASI-BSC-13601-2] c54 B75-27759











Cassegrainian antenna snbflector flange for
suppressing ground noise Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBP-00683] C09 B70-35425





Self-adjusting mnltlsegment, deployable, natural
1-292




Burning rate control of sclid proiellants Patent
£BASA-CASI-XLI-03i|9<l] c27 B71-21819
POiEIl, C. 1.. JB.




Process for fabricating sic semiconductor devices
[NAS»-CJSI-im-12091-1] 076 B76-25049
POBEII, J. D.





POBBIl, B. 1., JB.
Target acquisition antenna
[NASA-CASl-GSC-1006fl -1] c l f l H72-22235
POBEE, J. 1.
An ion exchange nuclear reactor
[BASA-CASI-LHH-116U5-2] c22 H73-28660
Ion bean thruster shield
CBASA-CASF.-LEH-12082-1] C20 H77-10H8
POiEBS, B. I.




Apparatus and method for skin packaging articles
EHASA-CAEE-BJS-20855] CIS 873-27105
PBESCOTT, I. A.
Liguid-gas separation system Patent
£BASA-CASI- IHS-0162<I] C15 H70-I10062
PBESLZT, I. I.















Gravity gradient attitude control system Patent
[HASA-CASI-GSC-10555-1] c21 N71-27321
PBICI, E.
Apparatus fox establishing flow of a fluid mass
having a *BC»D velocity
tNASA-C»SI-BIS-21<l2l |-1] C31| N7U-27730
PBICI, S. B.
Surface roughness detector Patent
[BASl-CJSI-XIA-00203] C14 »70-3*161
FBIOZ, J. D., OB.






Inductive liquid level detection systei Patent
[BASA-C4SI-X1I-01609] ell S71-10500
PBITCBABD, I. B.
Orbital and entry tracking accessory for globes
[NASA-CASI-LAB-10626-1] c19 H7a-21015
FBITCBABI, B. 0.




Digital tranEiittei for data bus comnnnications
systea
[BASA-CAEE-HSC-1 0556-1] C32 II75-21'l8e








Hydrogen fire detection system with logic
circuit to analyze the spectrum of temporal
variations of the optical spectrum
£HASA-CASE-BIS-13130] CIO B7i-17173
SBOG4B, D. 3.






£NASA-CAEE-LAB-12181-1 ] C27 H77-151S2
PBOK, S. H.










Inflatable transpiration cooled nozzle
[HASA-CASE-BPS-20619] C28 H72-11708
PEIOB, P. P., OB.
Computerized system for translating a torch head
[BASA-CASI-BIS-23620-1] C37 H77-2ia97
FBZ3BXSZB8SKI, J. S.
Bet hod and apparatus for sputtering utilizing an





















Hethod for producing fiber reinforced metallic
composites patent
£HASA-CAS1-XIE-03925] C18 K71-2289M
Gas purged dry box glove Patent
£BASA-CASI-XIE-02531] COS B71-2J080
Process for producing dispersion strengthened
nickel with a luminum Patent
£BASA-CAS!-HE-06969] C17 B71-24142
Hethod of producing refractory composites
containing tantalum carbide, hafnium carbide,
and hafnium fcoride Patent
£BASA-CASI-XLB-039MO] CIS K71-26153
Refractory metal base alloy composites
£NASA-CASI-XlE-039ilO-2] C17 BTi-28536
Q04IIBOBE, C. D.
Exposure system for animals Patent
£HASA-CASE-XAC-05333] C11 B71-22875
QOIBI, B. B.
Baser for frequencies in the 7-20 GHz range
£NASA-CASI-BSO-11137] C16 B7i-28S21
B&DBOPSKI, B. I.








High visibility air sea rescue panel
EBASA-CASI-BSC-12564-1] c5<4 H76-15792
B1GGIO, C. 1., JBT
Steerable solid propellant rocket motor Patent
1-293
BAIBII, B. I. IBVBBTOB IBDEX
[BASA-CASI-XBP-00231] c28 N70-38615
BAIBM, B. I.
High speed flight vehicle control Patent
[BASA-CASI-XIA-08S67] c02 871-27088
BAIBIATBB, I. I.




Depositing semiconductor filns utilizing a
thenal gradient
[BASA-CASE-I!iS-0161<l] c15 B69-21160
'ctive licrcwave irises and vindcis
[BASA-CAS!-1»B-10513-1] c07 N72-25170
Thin fill licrcwave iris
[BASA-CASZ-1AB-10511-1] c09 H72-29172
BABHB, r. B.
Plexitle conductive disc electrode Patent
[BASA-CASI-JBC-10029] c09 871-21618
Bethod of reioving insulated naterial from
insulated vires
[HASA-CASI-IEC-10038] c15 R72-20111
Hethod of naking dry electrodes
[BASA-CAS1-JFC-10029-2] COS H72-25121
BAHBA1I, J. C.
Attitude ccntrcl for spacecraft Patent
[BASA-CASI-XBP-02982] c31 870-11855
B1HBI, a. I.












Angular icasgrement sjstei Patent
[BASA-CASI-XHF-00147] ell B70-33179
Electro-optical alignient control system Patent
CHASA-CASE-XHF-00908] dl 870-10238
Laser coclant and ultraviolet filter
[BAEA-CASE-HIS-20180] c16 H72-12140
Underwater space suit pressure control regulator
[BASA-CASH-HIS-20332] c05 H72-20097
Apparatus for taking diaicnds
[BiSi-CJSE-BIS-20698]
 C15 872-20116
High teiperature furnace for Belting materials
in space
[HASA-CAE1-HFS-20710] c11 B72-23215
Process for taking diaicnds
[BASA-CASB-8FS-20698-2] c15 B73-19157











Transistor drive regulator Patent
[HASA-CASI-IIi-10233] c10 H71-27126
BlfBlBALL, B.
Platform for a swing root turboiachinerv blade
[HASA-CISI-LH-12312-1] c07 H77-321H8
BA8SCB, J.
Display research collision earning systei
[HiSJ-CiSI-BCB-10703] c21 H73-13613
BAI, I. L.
Beiote fire stack Igniter
[HASA-CASI-HIS-21675-1] c25 H7B-33378
BATH, I. D.






Silent eiergency alan systei for schools and
the like
[BASA-CASI-BK-11301-1] c10 H73-30205
Tool for use in lifting pin supported objects
[BASA-CASI-BtO-13157-1] c37 H74-32918
BEADEB, A. P.
Hethod and apparatus for making curved
reflectors Patent
[SASA-CASJ-XIE-08917] c15 H71-15597





Electrostatic ion engine having a permanent
magnetic circuit Patent
[HASA-CiSE-XIE-01121] C2B B71-1M013
Electrostatic icn rocket engine Patent
£BASi-CASI-XIE-02066] C28 H71-15661
BECBTEB, B. L.
Lightweight refractory insulation and nethod cf
preparing the sane Patent
[ HASA-CASI-XBI-05279] Cl8 B71-16121
BBDDIBG, A. B.




Air bearing assembly for curved surfaces
[BASA-CASE-BFS-20B23] CIS H7i-11388
BEECE, 0. I.
Low temperature flexure fatigue cryostat Patent
[HASA-CAEE-IBF-029611] C1Q B71-17659
Horizontal cryostat for fatigue testing Patent
£HASA-CASE-XBP-10968] C11 B71-2<123<t
Synthesis of superconducting compounds by
explosive compaction of powders
[BASA-CASI-HIS-20861-1] C18 B73-32M37
SEED, A. B.
High power-high voltage waterload Patent
[BASA-CASE-IBS-05381] C09 H71-208M2
BEBD, 3. B., JB,




Hethod of foriing ceramic to metal seal Patent
[HiSA-CASI-XBS-01263-2] CIS B71-26312
BEBD, ». B., Ill




Viscous pendului damper Patent
[BASA-CASE-LAB-1027U-1] clU N71-17626
Suspended cass impact damper Patent
, [BASA-CASE-LAB-10193-1] CIS 871-27116
BEBAGB, J. B.
Pulse counting circuit which simultaneously
indicates the occurrence of the nth pulse Patent
[BASA-CASE-XRF-00906] C09 B70-116SS
BEIBBB, J. B. C.
Contour detector and data acquisition systei for
the left ventricular outline
£BASA-CASI-ABC-10985-1] c52 877-17701
BBID, B. J. B., JB.
Dynamic precession damper for spin stabilized
vehicles Patent
[BASA-CASI-ILA-01989] C21 870-31295




Pulse width inverter Patent
fRASA-CASZ-HFS-10068J ClO N71-2S139
Inducticn lotor control systei with voltage
controlled oscillator circuit
[BASA-CASE-HIS-21165-1 ] ClO B73-3j!115
BEID, B. S.




Spacecraft docking and alignient systei
[BASA-CAEI-HSC-12559-1 ] c18 B76-11186
BBID, B. 3.
Digital frequency discriiinator Patent
[BASA-CAEI-BIS-11322] COS B71-18692
BBIBBiBOT, 6.
Gas purged dry box glove Patent
[BASA-CAEE-XI1-02531] COS B71-2JOBO
BBIBBOLD, B. B.
Circuit breaker utilizing magnetic latching
relays Eatent
1-294
IBVEBfOB IBDBX BIBB1IBG, B. I.
[NASJ-CASB-HSC-11277] C09 H71-29008
ISCH, S. I.
Ultraviolet and thermally stable polymer
compositions
[HASA-CJSZ-JBC-10592-1] c27 H71-21156




Extended area semiconductor radiation detectors
and a novel readout arrangement Patent
[BASA-CJSI-IGS-03230] c1<( 871-231101
BBHBAUB, A.
Hethod of using photovoltaic cell using
poly-B-vinylcarbazole ccoplex Patent[BASA-CASI-BEO-10373] c03 H71-18698
Dicyanoacetylene pclynezs Patent
[NASA-CASI- IBP-03250] c06 H71-23500
Beat detection and conpositions and devices
therefor
[BASA-CASE-BSO-1C76II-1] C14 H73-14428
Preparaticn of alkali metal dispersions
[BASA-CfSI-XBP-08876] C17 B73-28573
Heat detection and coipositions and devices
therefor
[8ASA-CAEE-BPO-10760-J] c35 H75-25122




Optically pooped resonance magnetometer, for







Bacteria detection instrument and method
[NASA-CJSI-GSC-11533-1] c11 B73-13135
HSBBIB, P. A.
Automated clinical system for chromosome analysis
[BASA-CASI-HIO-13913-1] c52 H77-19750
B8PAB, J.







Device and netted fcr determining I ray

















Latching lechanisi Patent[SASA-CA£I-BSC-15ll7q-1] c15 B71-26162
BBOD1S, B. D.
Composite Eandvich lattice structure[SiS»-CJSI-l»B-1ie98-1] c2« B77-15103
Composite sand«lch lattice structure[HASA-CASI-IAB-11898-2] c24 B77-26242
BIAZ. B.
Constant frequency oatjut tvo stage induction
machine systems Patent[BASA-CASI-IBC-10065] c09 B71-2736«
BIBABJCB, 3. 3.
Guidance and maneuver analyzer Patent
[HASA-CASB-XBP-09572] c1« B71-15621
BICCniEHO, E. B.
Hodified pclyuretbane foams for fael-fire Patent
tBASA-CASI-ABC-10098-1] c06 B71-24739
Intniescent ccapositiCE, teamed product prepared
tbere«ith, and piocess for making same
[HASA-CASB-ABC-10301-1] c18 B73-26572
Flexible fire retardant polyisocyanate modified
neoprene foam
£HASA-CASE-ABC-10180-1] C27 H7a-12811
Intamescent composition, foamed product prepared
therewith and process for making same
£HASA-CA£E-AEC-1030l |-2] C27 H7a-27037












Space communication system for compressed data










Sethod of treating the surface of a glass neuter
[HASA-CAEI-GSC-12110-1] C27 B77-32J08
BICB, I. J.






Protein sterilization method of firefly










Bethod for detecting pollutants
£HASA-CASE-LAB-11«05-1] Cl5 B7e-3171«l
BICBABDS, I.'B.
Rethod and apparatus for optical modulating a
light signal Patent
[ HASA-CASE-GSC-10216-1] C23 B71-26722
BICH1BDSOB, B. I.






Ellipsoidal mirror reflectometer including means




Formed metal ribbon wrap Patent
[HASA-CAEE-IIE-00161] c15 B7C-36U11
BICHIBB, B. I.
Beversible motlcn drive system Patent
CBASA-CASE-BIO-10173] c15 B71-24696
BICB1BB, I. A,
Dual digital video switcher
£BASA-CASE-KSC-10782-1] c33 B75-30131
BIBBB, J. B.
Landing arrangement for aerial vehicles Patent
[BASA-CSSB-X1A-001H2]
 C02 HIC-33286
Jet aircraft configuration Patent
[RASA-CASE-IIA-00087] c02 B70-33332
Landing arrangement for aerial vehicle Patent
[BASA-CASB-XLA-00806] c02 870-34858
Landing arrangement for aerospace vehicle Patent
[BASA-CASB-ILA-00805] C31 B70-38010
Control system for rocket vehicles Patent
£BASA-CAS1-X1A-01163] c21 B71-15582
BIBBLII6, B. «.
Porce-balanced, throttle valve Patent
[BASA-CASI-BIO-10808] ' c15 B71-27032
1-295










Tumbler system to provide random notion
[BAEA-CASI-XGS-02137] c15 U69-21172
BIBDBtB, S.
Voltage tunable Gunn-type microwave generator
latent
[BASA-CASI-XER-07890] c09 871-18721
Transverse piezoresistance and pinch effect
electromechanical transducers Patent
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10088] c26 N71-25190
Pressure sensitive transducers Patent
[NASA-CAS1-IBC-10087] d<t H71-2733a
Conn-type sclid state devices
[HASA-CASI-XIR-07895] c26 H72-25679









Eegalated pcwer supply Patent
[HASA-CASl-XBS-01991] c09 H71-21«lt9
BIPP1, B. B.
Linear pbase demodulator including a pbase
locked Iccp vith auxiliary feedback loop
[NASA-CASI-GSC-12018-1] c33 »77-1433<l
BITCBIB, D. 6.
Sell particles separator, collector and viewer
latent
[BASA-CASI-XBE-C9770] c15 B71-20U10









Aetodynaiic measuring device Patent
[HASA-CJSI-X1A-00181] .dl H70-36821






Dual wavelength scanning Doppler velocimeter
[HASA-CASI-lBC-10637-1] c35 N75-16783
BOACB, J. E.
Casting picpellant in rocket engine
CRASA-CJSI-IiE-11995-1] c28 B77-10213
BOBBIIS, B. J.


















Alnninum or copper substrate panel for selective
absorption cf solar energy and the method of
producing said panel
CSASA-CASI-HIS-23518-1] ell H77-31610
Stainless steel panel for selective absorption











High field CdS detector for infrared radiation
[SASA-CASE-LAB-11027-1] C35 B74-18088






Apparatus and method for control of a solid






Beat flux sensor assembly
[BASA-CASl-IHS-05909-1] C11 B69-27159
BOBISSOB, B.
Solid state chemical source for ammonia beam
maser Patent
[HASA-CAEE-XGS-01501] C16 B70-11578
BOBIHSOB, ». J., OB.
nicrowave power transmission system wherein




Traveling wave solid state amplifier utilizing a




Hydroxy terminated perfluoro ethers Patent
[BASA-CASI-BIO-10768] C06 B71-27251
Perfluoro polyether acyl fluorides
[BASA-CASI-BSO-10765] C06 572-20121























Jet aircraft configuration Patent
[BASA-CASE-XlA-00087] C02 B70-33332
Control for flexible parawing Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLA-06958] C02 871-11038
BOGALiO, T. L.
Propeller blade loading control Patent
[BASA-CASE-IAC-00139] C02 870-31856
Bull-type vacuum nicrobalacce Patent
[BASA-CASE-XAC-00172] C1S B70-40180
Thermo-protective device for balances Patent





















Rethod fcr detect ing jcllutants
[SASJ-C8SI-UE-11105-1 ] ci|5 H76-317HI
A method for aerosol analysis by thermolumtescence
[SASA-CASI-LJB-12046-1] C45 H77-17609
BOLP, B.
Laser Doppler system for measuring three
dimensional vector velocity Patent
tBASA-CASI-BIS-20386] C21 S71-19212
E01IR, 6. E.
Sclar cell panels vitb ligbt t ransmit t ing plate
[HASA-CASE-SEC-107M7] c03 H72-22042
BOLLIB, B. F.
Demodulator for carrier transducers
[BASA-CASE-KOC-1C107-1] c33 B74-17930
BOL1IBS. G. I.
System for calibrating pressure transducer
[BASA-CSSE-IJB-1C910-1] C35 B74-13132
BOILIBS, 3. B.




Gaseous nuclear rocket Patent
[HASA-CASE-XLE-00321] c22 H70-31I572
Gas core nuclear reactor Patent
[BASA-CASE-LES-10250-1] c22 M71-28759
BOBAB, J. 1.
Bionedical electrode arrangement Patent
CNASA-CASE-HB-1C85C] COS H71-11189
Method and apparatus for attaching physiological
aonitcrino, electrodes Patent
[BASA-CASE-XFB-07658-1] COS B71-26293






f r inge counter for interferometers Patent
[HASA-CASH-IJB-10201] C14 B71-27215
BOBBEl, B. A.
Hydrogen leak detecticn device Patent
[BASA-CASE-BIS-11537] c14 S71-20442
BOHV1BI, B., JB.





[HASA-CASE-1?B-10061-1 ] c15 H72-31I183
BOOK, C. I.
Bcdnndant BF sjstea for space applications





Ccntrol valve and co-axial variable injector
Patent
[NASA-CASI-IBP-OS702] C15 N71-17651
BDltiple crifice throttle valve Patent
[NASA-CASE-XHP-09698] C15 871-18580
BOSB1, B. 1.
Varactor high level (ixer
[SASA-CJSI-XCS-02171] C09 869-24321
Appara tus for chancing tie orientation and




Fccnsed image bclcgrafhy nith extended sources
latent
[BASA-CASS-IBC-10019] C16 B71-155S1
Becording and leconstrnctiig focused image
hclcgrais latent
[»ASi-C&SE-EBC-100n] C16 B71-15561
Rethod and means for recording and







Split nclding chatter Patent
[SIISA-CASI-IIS-11531] C15 S71-1H932
Analytical test apparatus and method for
determining oxide content of alkali metal patent
IBASA-CASE-I1E-01997] c06 B71-23527
BOSZIGB8B, L. G.
Method and apparatus for background signal




Zero gravity separator Patent
[BASA-CASI-I1E-00586] C15 B71-15968
BOSIB, S.













Poljimide team for the thermal insulation and
fire protection
[BASA-CASE-ABC-101164-1] C21 B711-12812




X-ray reflection collimator adapted to focus
X-radiation directly on a detector Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBC-04106] ell N70-40240
BOSSOR, V. 3.
Apparatus for measuring conductivity and
velocity of plasma utilizing a plurality of
sensing coils positioned in the plasma Patent
[NASA-CASI-XAC-05695] C25 B71-16073
BOIB, B.
Voltage tunable Gnnn-type microwave generator
Patent
[BASA-CASE-XEB-07894] C09 B71-18721
Gunn-type solid state devices
[BASA-CASE-XEB-07895] C26 B72-25679
EOTBAB, A.
Supporting and protecting device Patent
[HASA-CASI-XBF-00580] C11 B70-35383
BODOBBOSB, I. B.
Gas turbine combnstor Patent
tHASA-CASE-IER-10286-1] c28 B71-28915
BODGHIOI, B. t.
Bethod and apparatus for vibration analysis
utilizing the Bossbauer effect
[BASA-CASE-IBF-05882] c35 B75-27329
BOOSBI, 8. J.
System for generating tinting and control signals
[HASA-CASE-BPO-13125-1] C33 B75-19519
BOOTH, 0. B.
Multilevel metallization method for fabricating




Segmented superconducting magnet for a broadband
traveling nave maser Patent
{BASA-CASE-XGS-10518] C16 B71-2B554
BORE, B. B.
Dually mode locked Bd:IAG laser
[HASA-CASE-GSC-11746-1] C36 B75-19654
B01LABD, C. R.
Apparatus for ejection of an instrument cover
[NASA-CASE-XBF-04132] CIS Bt9-27502
Laser communication system for controlling











Synthesis of superconducting compounds by
explosive compaction of ponders
[HASi-CJSI-BIS-20861-1] c18 B73-32437
1-297
BOBEB1, It. F. IBVBBTOB IRDBI
BDBBBI, X. I.
Method of obtaining permanent record of surface
flow pbereieta Patent
[BASi-OSI-IIA-01353] c1<l H70-Q1366
Quick release connector Patent
[BASA-CASI-iU-01131] c15 B71-13789
BOBIB, B.
Process lor th« preparation of brushite crystals
[NiSA-cm-IBC-10338] e04 H72-33072
BDBIB, D. C.




Optically puiped resonance magnetometer for




Determining distance to lightning strokes from a
single staticn
' CBASA-CASI-KSC-1C698] cC7 B73-20175
Bccket botne instrument to aeasure electric
fields inside electrified clouds
[HASA-CASI-KSC-10730-1] c11 B73-32318
BOBBIE, C. V.
Adjustable frequency response nicrophcne
[BASA-CASI-1JE-11170-1] c32 H74-128U3







Automatic force measuring system Patent
[HASJ-ClSI-XIA-02605] c1l| B71-10773
Lou mass truss structure
[BASA-CASI-L»B-1CE<ie-1] c11 H72-25287
HOPE, J. B.
Hydrogen rich gas generator
[BASA-CJSE-BIO-13342-1] c37 H76-16446
System for miniiizing internal combustion engine
pollution eiission
[8ASA-CASE-BJO-13II02-1] c37 B76-18H57








Tetherl^ne system for orbiting satellites
[NASA-CASE-BIS-2356q-1] c13 H77-11079
BDSSELI, C. B.
Analog to digital converter tester Patent
[BASA-CASI-XlA-Oe712j clt N71-28991
BOSSELL, G. B.
Inert gas metallic vapor laset
[BASA-CASE-BIO-13IIII9-1] c36 B75-32111
Doable discharge letal vapor laser vith metal
halide as a lasant
[BASA-CASE-BIO-13KH8-2] c36 B77-2K169
Isotope separation using metallic vapor lasers
[BASA-CASE-BIO-13550-1] c36 877-26177






High intensity radiant energy pulse source
having leans for opening shutter when light
flux has'reached a desired level
[BASA-CASB-SBC-10178-1] o09 B72-17152
Thermodielectric radicmeter utilizing polymer film
[HASJ-CASI-iBC-10138-1] c1« H72-24477
BDSSEIL, 1. B.
Bethod and apparatus for liking curved
reflectors latent
[HASA-CASE-HE-08917] CIS B71-15597













Broadband Ireguency discEimlnator Patent
[B1SA-CASB-BEO-10096] C07 S71-iU583









Crossed-fiela BBD plasma generator/ accelerator
Patent
[BASA-CASt-XIA-0337«J c25 B71-15562
Self-repeating plasma generator having
communicating annular and linear arc discharge
passages Patent
[BASA-CASE-XIA-03103] c2S H71-21693
Apparatus and method for generating large mass
flov of high temperature air at hypersonic
speeds
[BASA-CASI-lAB-10612-1] Cl2 B73-281»«
Heat exchanger system and method
[BASA-CASE-IAB-10799-2] c31 B76-17317
Solar hydrogen generator
[BASA-CASt-IAB-11361-1 J c»<l B77-22607
SACKS, B. B.




Process for preparing higher oxides of the
alkali and alkaline earth metals
[BASA-CASI-ABC-10992-1 ] C25 BTi-17178
SAFPHEH, B. B.
Haterial suspension vithin an acoustically
excited rescnant chamber
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13263-1] c12 B7S-2477M
Beat operated cryogenic electrical generator
[BASA-CASH-BPO-13303-1] c20 B7S-24637




Bagnetometer using superconducting rotating body
[BASA-CASE-BIO-13388-1] c35 B76-16390
Bethod and apparatus for generating coherent
radiation in the ultra-violet region and arove
by use of distributed feedback
[BASA-CASB-BPO-133M6-1] C36 B76-29575
Apparatus for photon excited catalysis
[BASA-CASE-BFO-13566-1] C25 B77-32255
SAHIIKAIA, I.












SALISBOBI, J. B., OB.




Badiation direction detector including means tor
compensating for photocell aging Patent
CBASA-CASI-XLA-00183] Cl« B70-402J9
Spacecraft separation system for spinning
vehicles and/or payloads Patent
[BASA-CASI-I1A-02132] C31 B71-10582
SALTBB, 1. B.
Pseudo-noise test set for communication system
evaluation
[HASA-CASI-BIS-22671-1] C3b »7;-21b82
Hethod of and means for testing a tape
record/playback system
I-2S8






Electrohjdrodyramic control valve Patent
[BASJ-C?SI-BPQ-10i |16] c12 871-27332





SABOBSKI, I. B., 08.
Lignia-gas separator fcr 2Ero gravity
environment Patent ,'
[BASA-CASE-XBS-01II92] COS 870-41297
SABSOB, J. 1. B.
Analytical phctoionization toass spectrometer
«ith an argcn gas filter between the light






Means and method cf measuring viscoelastic
strain Patent
[NASA-CASE-XBp-01153] C32 N71-17645
Miniature stress transducer Patent
[ NASA-CASE-XBJ-02983] c14 B71-21091
S1BDBOBB, 1. I.
Particle beam measureDent apparatus using beam
kinetic etergj to change the heat sensitive
resistance cf the detection probe Patent
[BASA-CAEI-XIE-002II3] c14 H70-38602








Airf low ccntrcl system for supersonic inlets
[NASA-CJSI-LIIJ-.11188-1} C02 B74-206H6
SABDBOCK, 6. D.
High temperature cobalt-base alloy Patent
[SASA-CJSI-XIt-02991] C17 N71-16025










Dually mode,locked Bd:TAG laser
[HASA-C»SB-6SC-ini|«-1] c36 S75-1965H
SAOBB, L. S.











[HASA-CASB-XBS-01546] ' c11 H70-40233




A technique fcr breaking ice in the path of a ship
[HASA-CSSI-LAS-10815-1] C16 S72-22520
SAOHEEBS, B. 1.
Bethod of {reducing porcvs tungsten ionizers for
ion rccket engines patent
[NASA-CASI-I1I-00055] c28 H70-38197
SAOTBB, B. J.
Foot pedal operated fluid type exercising device
[HASA-CASI-BSC-11561-1] c05 H73-3201
SATIBO, 0. B.
Simulated fuel assembly Patent
[RASA-CASE-X1B-00121] cia B70-30669
SAiKO, S. B.
Polymeric vehicles as carriers for snlfonic acid
salt of nitrosubstituted aromatic amines
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10325] C06 H72-25K17
Intuaescent paint containing nitrile rubber
[HASA-CASI-ABC-1 0196-1] Cl8 B73-1-J562





























Hater cooled ccntactcr for anode in carbon arc
mechanism
l .NASA-CAEI-XBS-03700] CIS B69-24266
SCBACBIEB, B. B,
Apparatus for producing three-dimensional
recordings of flourescence spectra Patent
[BASA-CASE-IGS-01231] clq 870-01676
SCBAEFBB, D. B.




Full binary adder Patent
£BASA-C»SE-XGS-00689] C08 B70-3«787





Signal detection and tracking apparatus Patent
CNASA-CASE-X6S-03S02] CIO B71-20852
T»o-4imensicnal radiant energy array computers
and competing devices
[ BASA-CJEI-GSC-11839-1] C60 B77-1M751
SCBASFBB, 6. 0.
Apparatus and method for determining the
position of a radiant energy source
(HASA-CASI-GSC-121A7-1] C35 N77-20H10
SCBABB, G. B.
Bethod of making porous conductive supports tor
electrodes
( BASA-CASE-GSC-11367-1 ] ell) B7H-19692
SCBAFFBB, 6. 1.
Bultivlbrator circuit vith means to prevent




Ultra-long lonostable anltivibrator employing
bistable semiconductor switch to allov
charging cf timing circuit Patent
[BASA-CAS2-XGS-00381] C09 B70-3H819
SCBALLBB, B. C.
Apparatus for vibrational testing of articles
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11302-1 ] CHl 873-13116
SCBAPPBBT, G. 1.

















Cryogenic thermal insulaticn Patent
[HASA-CSSI -XMF-OECII6 ] c33 H71-28892
SCHEB, H. E.
Spacecraft attitude ccntrcl method and apparatus
[HASA-C8SI-BCN-10139] c21 H72-21624
SCHEB, S. B.
Hot air ballon deceleration and recovery system
Patent
[ I JAEA-CAEE-XlA-06e2l l -2 ] c02 871-11037
SCHIIIHEB, G.
Power supply fcr carbon dioxide lasers
[HASJ-CJEI-CSC-11222-1] c16 H73-32391
SCBIILEB, J. G.




Interferometer direction sensor Patent
[NASA-CfSE-sro-10320] d« N71-17655
Interferometer servo system Patent
[NASA-CASE-BIO-10300] c1<t N71-17662
Single reflectcr interference spectrometer and
drive system therefor
[BASA-CASE-8SO-11932-1] c35 H74-23040
Method and apparatus fcr providing a servodrive
signal in a high speed stepping interferometer
[NASA-CASE-BPO-13569-1] c35 N75-21600
Interferometer mirror tilt correcting system
[8ASA-CASI-HPO-13687-1] c35 B76-1M<I33
Method and apparatus for providing a servo drive
signal in a high-speed stepping interferometer
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13569-2] c33 H77-28395
SCBLESINGEB, f. I.














Radiation and particle detector and amplifier
[BASS-CASl-HIO-12128-1] c1« N73-32317
SCHMIDT, I. I.





Son direction detection system
[HASA-CASI-HPO-13722-1] c7<l H77-22951
SCHMIDT, B.
Beactance ccntrcl system Patent
[NAS«-CASI-XHF-0159e] c21 H71-15583
SCBBIDI, B. t.
Mcnopulse system vith an electronic scanner
[HASirCiSI-IGS-_C5582] c07 R69-27I160
Electrciic scanning of 2-channel monopulse
patterns Patent
[HASA-CASI-GSC-10299-1] c09 N71-2»80<1
Dish antenna having snitchable beamnldth[SASA-CASI-GSC-11760-1] c33 H75-19516





Svitchafcle teainidth mcnopulse method and system[BASA-CASI-GSC-119211-1] c33 876-27472
SCHMIDT, I. 6.
Aiioniui perchlorate composite propellant
containing an organic transitional metal












nonegnilibrinm radiation nuclear reactor









Manned space station Patent
[HASA-CASE-XIA-00258] c31 1170-38676
Method of Baking inflatable honeycomb Patent
CHASA-CASI-XIA-03192] Cl5 »71-i2713
SCHBOCPBB, B. «.
Dual purpose optical instrument capable of




Honeycomb panels formed of minimal surface
periodic tubule layers
[NASA-CASE-EBC-10361] C18 H72-25540




[HASA-CASI-EBC-10365-1 ] c31 M73-J27<(9
SCBOII, J. A.
Method of forming shapes from planar sheets of
thermosetting materials
[NASA-CASE-BEO-11036] . Cl5 B72-21522
SCHOBDB, S. I.




Multiple input radio receiver Patent
[NASA-CASE-XIA-00901] c07 S71-10775
Cooperative Doppler radar system Patent
[HASA-CASI-lAB-10103] c21 S71-11766
Apparatus for aiding a pilot in avoiding a
midair collision between aircraft
[HASA-CASE-LSB-10717-1] c21 B73-306«1
SCBBEDEB, X. D,
Broadband stable pover multiplier Patent
[HASA-CASI-XBP-10851] CIO 871-26331
SCBBOCE, C. G.
Detection of microbial infection in blood and
antibiotic determinations
£HASA-CAS!-GSC-12045-1] C52 B77-18733
Determination of antimicrobial susceptibilities
of infected urines without isolation
[BASA-CASE-GSC-12016-1] C52 H77-26797
SCHOBBBT, ?. B.
Iodine generator for reclaimed vater purification
[HASA-CAEI-HSC-1U632-1] C54 H7i-25594
SCHOEBEB, t. B.










[HASA-CASB-LBS-11076-4] " C37 B76-15461
SCBOBACBEB, 1. 1.
Ride angle sun sensor
[BASA-CASI-BIO-13327-1] C35 B75-23910
SCHOS1BB, 0. B.
Antenna beam-shaping apparatus Patent
[HASA-CASE-XBE-00611] C09 870-35219
1-300
XIVBITOB IIDBX SEITZ, I. B.
Parabolic reflectcr horn feed «ith spillover
correction Patent
[BAS1-CASI-XHF-00540] c09 H70-35382
Insertion loss measuring apparatus haling




Solid state television camera system Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBF-06CS2] C07 B71-24612
SCBDT1, J. B.
Alkali-metal silicate protective coating
[BASA-CASI-XGS-0411S] C18 B69-39979
Fire resistant coating composition Patent
[HASA-CASE-6SC-1CC72] c18 B71-14014
Method for etching copper Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-0630e] C17 871- 1601(1
Alkali metal silicate protective coating Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-01799] C18 B71-24183
Phctotrcpic ccipositicn of matter
[BASA-CISI-XGS-03736.] c14 B72-22443
Potassium silicate zinc ccatings
[HASA-CJS£-GSC-10361-1] C18 H72-23581
Beiote sensing of vegetation and soil nsing
•icrovave ellipscmetry
[BASA-CASS-GSC-ime-l] C<I3 H76-23671
Oltraviclet light reflective coating
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11786-1] C24 H76-21363
SCBOTZBBBOIBB, 1. 1.




Clcsed loop spray cooling apparatus
[BASA-CASE-LEi-11981-1] c37 B76-20486
Clcsed loop spray ccoling apparatus
[BASA-CASE-LEi-11981-2] c34 877-32434
SCBBAE, «. B.
Sclid state poner mapping instrument Patent
[HASA-CASE-XIE-00301] C14 870-36808
SCBfAHZ, I. B.
Stating eilaust noises in jet engines
[HASA-CASI-ABC-10712-1] c07 874-33218
SCBSABZ, I. C.
Satnration current protection apparatus for
satnrable core transferors Patent
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10C75] c09 B71-24800
Dnsatnrating saturable core transformer Patent
rBASA-CASI-F.BC-10125] COS H71-24893





Analog Signal to Discrete lime Interval
Converter (ASETIC)
[HASA-CASE-EBC-100118] C09 B72-25251
Controllable lead insensitive power converters
[BASA-CASF-EBC-10268] c09 B72-25252
Load insensitive electrical device
[BASA-CASI-XEB-11046-:] c33 874-22864
SCBiIHGHABIB, B. J.
Angular measurement system Patent
[HASA-CASF-XHF-00447] c14 B70-33179
Space vehicle electrical system Patent
[HASA-CiSE-XBF-00517] c03 B70-34157
Electrical discharge apparatus for forming Patent
[BASA-CASE-1BE-00375] C15 B70-34219
Electro-optical aligntent control system Patent
[BASA-CJSE-XBI-C0908] c11 H70-40238
Retbod and apparatus for precision sizing and
joining of large diameter tubes Patent
[HASA-CASI-XBP-05114] C15 B71-17650
Hagnetomotive metal «orking device Patent
[HAS1-CJSI-XBI-03793] c15 B71-24833
Bethod and apparatus for precision sizing and
joining of large diameter tubes Patent
[BASA-CASI-XBF-051111-3] c15 B71-24865
Bethod and apparatus for precision sizing and
joining of large diameter tubes Patent
[HASA-CASI-XBP-OE114-2] C15 871-26148
SCBlDtTKE, 6. B.
Production of crystals fret molten sclntions
[HASA-C1SJ-BEO-13969-2] c76 S77-3098H
SCIACCA, 1. t.
Device for measuring electron-beam intensities
and for subjecting materials tc electron






Hagnifying scratch gage force transducer
[BASA-CASE-1AB-10496-1] ell B72-22437
SCOTT, C. I.






Solar cell including second surface mirrors Patent
[BASA-CASE-BIC-10109] c03 B71-110«9
SCOTT, S. G.
Banmagnetic thermal motor for a magnetometer
[BASA-CASI-XAB-03786] C09 B69-21313
SCOTT, I. 1.
Tactile sensing means for prosthetic limbs
[HASA-CASI-BfS-16570-1) COS B73-32013
SCOW, J.
Multiple circuit snitch apparatus vith improved






Application of semiconductor diffusants to solar
cells by screen printing








Phase multiplying electronic scanning system
Patent
[BASA-CASE-BEO-10302] ClO 871-26112






Electrostatic plasoa modulator for space vehicle
re-entry communication Patent
[BASA-CASE-XlA-01400] C07 870-01331
Beans for communicating through a layer of
ionized gases Patent
[BASA-CASB-IIA-01127] C07 B70-H1372





SEAT, B. P., JB.






Integrated lift/drag controller for aircraft
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10456-1] COS H75-12930
SECBETAB, I.
Botary bead dropper and selector for testing
microiieteorite detectors Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-0330<I] C09 871-22988
SEEGIIL1BB, B. 1. B,
Inertia diaphragm pressure transducer Patent
[BASA-CASI-XAC-02981] « cl* B71-21072
SBIDZBBBBG, B.
Bethod and apparatus for determining the
contents of contained gas samples
[BASA-CASI-GSC-10903-1] Cl4 873-12140




Bethod for leakage testing of tanks Patent
[BASi-CAEE-IHP-02392] c32 871-24285
SBITZ, T. B.




SBITZINGBB, «. P. IBVERIOB IBDBX
SEITZIB6BB, V. F.
Unfired-ceranic flane-resistant insolation and
method cf takirg the same Patent
[HASA-CSSI-XRF-01030] c18 S70-11583
Ceramic insulation for radiant beating




A non-trackitg sclar energy collector system
[BASA-CASI-HSO-13813-1] C44 H77-19579
A non-trackiig sclar energ; collector system
[SA£A-CJSE-!IPO-138n-1] c44 H77-28583
Sclar energ; collection system
[BASA-CJSE-HPO-13810-1] ell B77-32582
SB1IBB, 0. H., OB.
Rethod and apparatus for measuring potentials in
plasmas Patent
[BASA-CJSI-XLE-OC821] c25 N71-1S650
Apparatns for field strength measurement of a
space vebicle Patent
[BASA-CASJ-X1E-00820] c14 H71-16014
Apparatns for Eeasnring electric field strength
on the surface of a ncdel vehicle Patent
[BASA-CASI-XIE-02036] c09 N71-16086
SEB1FIBI, I. I.
Preparation of polyinifles lion mitnres of
Bcnomeric diaiines and esters of
polycarboiylic acids
[BASA-CASS-Ui-11325-1] i C 0 6 N 7 3 - 2 7 9 8 0
SBVABI, F. 0.
Hiniatore hydraulic actuatcr
[BASA-CASI-1AB-11522-1 ] c34 B71-34881
SBfiBD, B. B.
T«o color hcnzcn senscr
CBASA-CASI-ESC-10174] c14 B72-25409
SETTFEBT, B. B.
Controlled glass bead peening Patent
[HASA-CASE-XLA-07390] c15 H71-18616
SBI1, J. 1.
Dynamic Doppler simulator Patent
[BASA-CASE-XHS-05454-1] cC7 B71-12391
SBABI, D. I.




Analog to digital converter for tvo-dinensional
radiant energy array ccnpnters
[BASA-CAEI-GSC-11839-3] c60 B77-32731
SBAFIB, 3. I.
Solid propellant rocket ootor nozzle
[BASA-CASI-BIC-11<t58] c28 N72-23810
Sclia propellent rocket mctor
[SASA-CASE-BIO-11559^ c28 »73-2i»78l)





Bnltiloop EC active filter'apparatus having Ion
parameter sensitivity tilth low amplifier gain
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10192] cC9 B72-21215
SB1I, C. B.
Alkali-metal silicate protective coating
[HASA-C*SE-XGS-0<m9] C18 B69-39979
Alkali metal silicate protective coating Patent
[BASA-CSSE-XGS-01799] C18 B71-21183
SBA1IB8S, B. R.
Rethod and apparatus for sputtering utilizing an
apertnrcd electrode and a pulsed substrate bias
[BASA-CASE-LES-10920-1] c17 B73-2«569
SBaBKIB, I. E.






Oini-directicnal anisotropic aolecular trap Patent
[HiS»-C»SE-XGS-00783] c30 B71-17788
Trap for preventing d i f fus ion pomp fcackstreaiing
[BASA-CASl-GSC-10E18-i;| c15 B72-22489
SBABPI, H. B.
Sprajable lo« density aclator
CBiSA-ClSI-HIS-23506-1] c2« 877-15105
Apparatns for automatically spraying a coating
material
[HASA-CAEI-RIS-23506-2] c37 S77-204I41
Aluminun or ccpper substrate panel for selective
absorption of solar energy and the method of
producing said panel
[HASA-CASB-8IS-23518-1] cMU B77-31610
Stainless steel panel for selective absorption








Protection of serially connected solar cells











Hethod and apparatus for distillation of liquids
Patent
£BASA-CASE-XBP-08124] CIS H71-27181
Hethod for distillation of liquids
[HASA-CASE-XRP-08124-2] C06 B73-13129
SBBIBLEI, D. H.
Inorganic-organic battery separator for alkaline
batteries
£BASA-CASE-IEi-12619-1] ell B76-31671
Formulated plastic separators for soluble
electrode cells
[BASA-CASE-IEB-12358-1] C44 B77-18560




System for the measurement of ultra-Ion stray
light levels
[BASA-CAEI-RFS-23513-1 ] C74 B77-14842
Botch filter
[BASA-CAEE-HFS-23303-1] c3z B77-18307
SBBLTOI, J. E., OB.
Honopnlse tracking system Patent
[BASA-CSSE-XGS-01155] clO B71-21483
SHELTOB, B. D.










Peak polarity selector Patent
[BASA-CASE-IBC-10010] C10 B71-21862
SBBBBOBBB, A. B.
Capacities tank gaging apparatus being
independent of liquid distribution
[BASA-CASE-BFS-21629] Cl4 B72-22442
SBEBFBI, J. B.









Annular slit colloid thrnstor Patent
[BASA-CASI-GSC-10709-1] C28 BT1-25213
SBBBIIB, B. J.




Bon-flammatle elastoaeric fiber from a
floorinated elastomer and containing an
ualogenated flame retardant
[BASA-CASI-HSC-14331-1] C27 «7t-24HOb
Flame retardant elastomeric compositions
[BASA-CASI-RSC-14331-2] C27 B76-244U8
1-302
IBVEHTOE I1DBX SILVBB, B. B.





Inflatable radar reflector onit Patent
[NASA-CASI- IBS-OC893] cC7 870-10063
Rescue litter flotation asseably Patent
[NASA-CASE-XBS-01170] COS 871-22718
SBIBBIB, B.
Prestresscd refractory structure Patent
[HASf -CASE-XHP-02888] Cl8 N71-21068
SHIGEHOTO, F. E.
Laser fluid velocity detector Patent
[NASA-CASI-XAC-10770-1] Cl6 871-21828
SBILUHGEB, G. I., JB.







Holtitarget sequential sputtering apparatus
[BASA-CASE-BEC-13315-1] C37 H75-1968a
SHIBAEA, K.
Tbermicr ic dicde switch latent
[NASA-CASI-nro-10101] C03 H71-12255
Cavity emitter for thergicnic converter Patent
[NASA-CASI-BPC-10112] C09 N71-28<t21
Thermal tc electrical {ever ccnversicn system
with sclid-state stitches with Seebeck effect
compensation
[BASA-CASI-BIC-11388] C03 H72-230I18
Electric pcwer generation system directory from
laser pcver
[FASJ-CASI-BJO-13308-1] c36 H75-30521








Hethod. of beat treating ace-hardenable alloys





Switching circuit employing regeneratively
connected complementary transistors Patent
[BASA-C8SI-XBP-02651] c",0 870-12032
SBBIVEB, C. B.
Bethod of making a filament-wonnd container Patent
[NASA-CASE-IIE-03803-2] C15 B71-17651
Filament wound container latent
[SASA-CASI-X1E-03803] CIS B71-23816




Boltichannel Icgarithnic El level detector
[BASA-CASI-LAB-11021-1] C32 H76-11321
SHBI7EB, B. I.
Apparatus for determining the deflection of an
electron bean impinging en a target Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBf-06617] C09 B71-21813








Semiconductor projectile itpact detector
[BASA-CASI-BFS-23008-1] C35 876-19105
charge injection method and apparatus of
prodncin; large area electrets
[BASA-CASE-BFS-2j18e-1] C33 876-23183
SBOBE, B. B.
Bose cone mounted heat resistant antenna Patent
[BASA-CASI-XBS-01312] C07 871-22981
SBOLBIH. 1. B.
Bethod and apparatus for eliminating coherent
noise in a ccherent ener;y imaging system
without destroying spatial coherence
[HASA-CASE-GSC-11133-1] c23 B72-11568




Bethod and apparatus for aligning a laser beam
projector latent
[BASA-CASE-BEO-11087J c23 R71-Z91^5
Differential oftoaconstic absorption detector
[BASA-CASE-BfO-13759-1] C35 B77-11363
SBOBE, 1. I.
Protected isotope heat source
[SASA-CASE-1H-11227-1] c7j 875-30876
Direct heating surface combustor
[BASi-CASE-lEw-11877-1] ell 876-28616
SBOTE, 0. I.




Non-flamnable elastomeric fiber from a
flnorinated elastomer and containing an
halogenated f lame retardant
[HASA-CASE-HSC-11331-1] c27 876-21105
Flame retardant elastomeric compositions
[BASA-CASl-HSC-11331-2] C27 876-21108









Besonant infrasonic gauging apparatus
CBASA-CASI-BSC-11817-1] ell B72-11363
SIEGBAB, 1. E.
Laser system.with an antiresonant optical ring
[BASA-CASE-BCB-10811-1] C36 875-19653
SIBBADSKI, L. B,
Bass spectrometer with magnetic pole pieces
providing the magnetic fields for both the
magnetic sector and an ion-type vacuum pump
[BASA-CASE-BSO-13663-1] c35 877-11106
SIBBEBT, B. 0.










Beinforced metallic composites Patent
tBASA-CASE-IIB-02128] c17 B70-33288
Hethod of making fiber reinforced metallic
composites fatent
[BASA-CAEE-XlE-00231] c17 B70-38198
Bethod of making fiber composites
CBASA-CASB-IIS-10121-2-2] cie »7i-2553s
SIKOB1, S. t.
Bigh temperature testing apparatus Patent
[BASA-CASE-XIE-00335] ell 870-35368
SIEOBBA, D. J.




Deans and method of measuring viscoelastic
strain latent
£BASA-CAS!-ISS-01153] C32 B71-1761S
Biniature stress transducer Patent
[BASA-CASI-X8P-02983] ell B71-21091
Apparatus for remote measurement of displacement
of marks en a specimen undergoing a tensile test
£HASA-CASE-Bf0-10778] ell BTi-11361
Subminiature insertable force transducer
£BASA-CA£E-BIO-13123-1] c33 B75-31329
Strain gage mounting assembly
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13170-1] C35 876-11130
Hiniature muscle displacement transducer
[BASA-CASE-BEO-13519-1] c33 876-19336




SILVEBHAB, J. B. XBVBBTOB IBDEZ





Programmable telemetry system Patent
[BASA-CAEI-6SC-10131-1] c07 H71-24624
SI17EBTSCB. «. B., JB.
logical fnrct icn generator
[HASA-CASI -XIA-05099] c09 B73-13209
SIHAS. 7. B,














Preparing ciidizer coated letal fuel particles
[BASA-CAEI-B50-11975-1} c28 B7U-33209
SIBBOBS, S. B.
Indexed keyed ccnnection latent
[HASA-CASH-XBS-02532] c15 B70-41808
SIBOB, B. K.
Data-aided carrier tracking loops
[BASA-CASE-BFO-11282] c10 B73-16205
Decision teed tack loop for tracking a fclyphase
modulated carrier
[HASA-CJSI-SSO-13103-1] c32 H74-20811
Coherent receiver employing nonlinear coherence
detection fcr carrier tracking
[BASA-CASI-BPO-11921-1 ] c32 B74-30523
SIBOB. S. I. ,
Tenperatare reducing ccatirg for metals subject






Badiator deployment actuator Patent
[BASA-CASI-BSC-11817-1] c15 N71-26611
SIBESOB, I. 6.




Hixing insert for foam dispensing apparatus
[HASA-CASB-BFS-2C607-1] c37 S76-19436
Sprayable leu density atlator
[BASA-CASE-HFS-23506-1] c24 B77-15105









laser communication system for controlling
several functions at a location remote to the
laser
[BASA-CASE-IAB-10311-1] c16 B73-16536
Automatic focus ccntrcl fcr facsimile cameras
[BASA-CASE-tAB-11213-1] c35 B75-1501B
SIBGB, J. J.
Rossbauer spectrometer radiation detector
[BASA-CASI-1AB-11155-1] c35 B7H-15091
SIBOCIT, P. J.
Apparatus fcr transferring cryogenic liquids
Patent \
[BASA-CASE-X1E-003«5] c15 B70-38020
SITEETSOB. I. I., OB.





Hethod of locating persons in distress
[SASA-CASI-1AB-11390-1] c32 B77-21267
SITI1BB, 3. B., JB.
Hicrometeorcid penetration measuring device Patent
[BASA-CASE-XIA-00911] C1M B71-23240
SIH.BI, J. B.








Traveling sealer for contoured table patent
[HASA-CASE-I1A-0149M] C15 B71-2M160
SIATIEHI, J. C.




Pulse amplitude and vidth detector Patent
[BASA-CASB-XBr-06519] c09 B71-12519
Pulse rise time and amplitude detector Patent
[BASA-CAE1-XBF-0880U] C09 B71-24717
SIBBBAB, B. C., OB.
Control for flexible paraving Patent
£HASA-CASI-I1A-06958] C02 B71-11038
SLBBP, B. S.
Particulate and solar radiation stable coating
for spacecraft
[BASA-CASE-1AB-10805-2] c3» B77-18J82
S1IFBB, 1. »., JB.
Solar cell and circuit array and process for
nullifying magnetic fields Patent
CBASA-CASE-IGS-03390] C03 B71-23187
SLIIBI, B. B.
Bonded solid lubricant coating Patent
[BASA-CASE-XRS-00259] CIS B7C-36QOO
Hethod of making self lubricating flnoride-
netal composite materials Patent
[BASA-CASI-XLE-08511-2] Cl8 B71-16105










Digital pulse vidth selection circuit Patent
[BASA-CASE-X1A-07788] c09 B71-29139
SBAH, J. 6.
Beans for visually indicating flight paths of




aethod of forming thin vlndo* drifted siliccn
charged particle detector Patent
[BASA-CASZ-XLE-00808] c21 B71-10560
SBITH, C.











Socket having tariui release system to create
ion clouds in the upper atmosphere
[BASA-CASI-1AB-10670-2] c15 B79-27360
SHITH, B. 1.
Spherical tank gauge Patent




SBITH, B. J. ,




Thermal insulation protection means
£BASA-CASE-HSC-12737-1 ] c30 B77-22423
SBITH, 3. S.
Energy management system for glider type vehicle
1-304
IBVEBTOB IBDEI SPBBCEB, B. L.
latent
[BASA-CASI-XJB-OC15€] c02 B71-13421
SHITH, J. B., JB.
Balanced rellovs spircmetei[BASA-CASI-X1B-01S47] c05 H69-21473





Hethod and apparatus for continuously monitoring
blocd oxycenation, rlccd pressure, poise rate
and toe pressure pulse curve utilizing an ear
oxineter as transducer latent
fBASA-CASf-XAC-05422] cOd B71-23185
SBIIB, L.
Lou gravit; phase separator




SRITB, 1. B., JB.
Reverse pitch fan nit! divided splitter[SASA-OSI-1IS-12760-1 ] c07 B77-17059
SBHB, I. S.
Polarit j sensitive circuit Patent
CHASA-CASI-XHP-009521 clO B71-23271
SBIfH, B.
Silica reusable surface insulation
tSASA-CASI-ABC-10721-1 ] C27 B76-22376
SSITH, B. I.
Ccupact sclar still latent
[SASI-C8SI-XBS-04533] CIS B71-23086
SBITB, I. B., Ill
Display research collision warning system
CBASS-CASI-ECB-10703] C21 B73-13643
SBIIB, ». 0.





Formation of star tracking reticles
[BASA-CASI-GSC-11188-3] c74 874-20008
SBITB, I. B.
Production of high purity 1-123
CBASA-CJSE-IEi-10518-1] c2« B72-33681
SBITB, i. 1.
Trajectory-correcticn propulsion system Patent
[BASA-CASI-XBP-0110H] c28 B70-39931
SBOOT, 6. P.
leu gravity phase separator
[BASA-CASI-BSC-14773-1] c31 B75-32262
SBI1IB, B. B.
























Production of ligh parity 1-123
[HASJ-CASI-1H-10E18-1] c2q H72-33681
soniB, e. A.
Aatoiated fluid cheiical analyzer Patent
[BiSl-CASI-Igr-09551 ] C06 171-26754
SOBI, 6.
Focussing system for an leg scarce having
apertured electrodes Patent
CB4SA-CASE-XBF-03332] c09 871-10618
Icn engine casing construction and lethcd of
taking sale Patent
CBASA-CRSI-XBP-069M2] C28 B71-23293
SOI HI, H. B.





[BASA-CASE-tSi-12252-1 ] C31 B75-19579
S010BOH, 6.
Error correcting method and apparatus Patent
[8ASA-CASE-XSE-027U8] COS B71-227U9
S01TIS, D. G.
Bethod of oaking membranes
[BASA-CASl-XHP-0'1261] COJ B69-21337








Clear air turbulence detector
[8ASA-CASE-SIS-21211-1] C36 B75-15028
Focused laser Eoppler velocimeter
[BASA-CASI-BIS-23178-1] C35 B77-10H93
SOBSBSSCHEIB, 6.




Electric arc device for heating gases Patent
CHASA-CASE-XAC-00319] C25 B70-<11628
SOBEHSBB, B. E.
frind tunnel flcv generation section
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10710-1] C09 875-1^969
The engine air intake system
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10761-1] C07 877-18151
SOTEB, E. J.
Bonification of one man life raft
[BASA-CASE-IAB-10211-1] C5M BT4-1181I5
SOTHEHLDHD, A. B., JB.
Single action separation mechanism Patent
[8SSA-CASE-XIA-00188] CIS 871-22874
SODBS, H. E.
Hinimech self-deploying boon mechanism
£BASA-CASE-GSC-10566-1] Cl5 K72-18477
SOIA, H. |.
Inflatable transpiration cooled nozzle
[BASA-CASE-BIS-20619] C28 B72-11708
SPADI, 1. A., JB.
Backpack carrier Patent
[BASA-CASE-IAB-10056] COS 871-12351












Translating horizontal tail Patent
[BASA-CASI-IIA-08801-1] C02 B71-11013
SPBISBB, B. C.




Variable geometry manned orbital vehicle Patent
[BASA-CASE-XIA-03691J C31 871-15674
Variable dihedral shuttle orbiter
[BASA-CASI-1AB-10706-2] COS 877-31132
SPEBCBB, D. J.







Badiation direction detector including means for
compensating for photocell aging Patent
[B1SA-CASB-XIA-00183] C14 B70-40239
SPBBCBB, B. I.
Thickness measnring and injection device patent
1-305
SPBBC1B, B. t. XVVEB10B IBDEX
[SASA-CASE-HIS-20261] d» R71-27005
Oltrascnic scanner for radial and flat panels
[SASA-C1£E-B?S-20335-13 c35 B7U-10U15
SPSHCIB, B. S.
Method cf treating the surface of a glass member
[8ASA-CJSI-GSC-12110-1] c27 877-32308
SPUE, B. 1.
Portable illlirg tcol Patent
[SASA-CJSE-XHF-03511] C15 N71-22799
Bestraint system £01 eigcueter
[HASA-CASE-HFS-210»6-1] cU 873-27377






Observation window for a gas confining chamber
[HASA-CASE-BEO-1089C] c11 H73-12265
SPIKES. I. K.
Thermal insulation protection means
[HASA-CASE-HSC-1 2737-1] c3« B77-22423
SPIT21, 1. 1.





Exposure interlock for oscilloscope cameras
[HASA-CASE-LAB-10-19-1] C14 H73-32322
SPITZIG, i. A.










Phase-shift data transmission system having a
pseudo-noise SYHC cede modulated with the data
in a single channel Patent
[BASA-CASl-XBF-00911] COS M70-II1961
Aadio system with means for reducing noise effects
[HASA-CiSS-BEO-11631] c10 B73-122UII
SPBIH6FIJ1B, C. I.
Flanmacility test chanter Patent
[HASA-CASB-KSC-1012e] c11 H71-24985
Antoigniticn test cell Patent
[HiSA-CASI-KSC-10198] c11 H71-28629
snoss, i. B.
Biological isolation garment Patent
[HASA-CASI-HSC-1220C-1] cO'5 S71-17S99
SQDIIIABI, I.




Uniform variable light eonice
[HASA-CASE-BFO-11«29-1] c7« H77-21941
ST.JCII, B. B.
A walking toot assembly
[BASA-CASI-ABC-11101-1] c5« H77-1tt7«2
SIABIEI, S. D.




Exposure interlock for oscilloscope cameras
[HASA-CASI-I1B-10319-1] cm H73-32322
STAtll, B. I.
Pulse amplitude and width detector Patent
[BASA-CiSI-XHI-06519] C09 S71-12519
Pulse rise time and amplitude detector Patent
[BASA-CASI-XBF-08804] c09 B71-2B717
ST»LBT, B. «.
Exposure system for animal: Patent
[HASA-CASI-XAC-05333] ell H71-22875
STIIICOS, 0. B.




Frequency shift keyed demodulator Patent
[BASA-CISI-IGS-02889] c07 H71-11282
STABFS, J. C.





Cyclical bi-directional rotary actuator
[»iSi-CAS!-GSC-11883-1] C37 B77-1915B
STABK, K. B.
Endless tape cartridge Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-00769] c11 B70-116117
Endless tape transport necbanism Patent
[BASA-CASI-XGS-01223] C07 S71-10609
Annular slit colloid thrustor Patent
£HASA-CAS!-GSC-10709-1] C28 H71-2521J
Micro-pound extended range thrust stand Patent
[NASA-CAS1-GSC-10710-1] C28 H71-270S4
STABK, H. R.
Solid propellant liner patent












Thermal barrier coating system
[HASA-CASE-IIl-12551-1] C21 Klt-23359
STBELB, E. B.
Satellite aided vehicle avoidance system Patent
[HASA-CASF.-EBC-10090 J C21 B71-2»S«8
Improved satellite aided vehicle avoidance system
[HASA-CASI-EBC-10419] C21 S72-216J1
Satellite aided vehicle avoidance system
[HASA-CASB-EBC-10419-1] C03 F75-30132
STEEIE, B. K.













Continuous detonation reaction engine Patent




Socket engine injector Patent
[BASA-CASI-XIE-00111] 028 B70-JB199
Rocket engine injector Patent
[HAS»-CAS!-XI!-03157] C28 B71-2«7J6
STBIIBEBG, B.
Solid state power mapping instrument Patent
[HASA-CASI-XIB-00301] C14 B70-J6bOb
Molecular beam velocity selector Patent
[BASA-CASI-XU-01533] C11 B71-10777
Hethod of forming metal hydride films
[BASi-CASI-LIS-12083-1] Ci6 Blt-18^62
STBIBHBTZ, C. S,










Electrical connector pin with wiping action
[BASA-CASt-lBr-014238] COS »tS-397J«
SIBUBIBO, C. 1.
Beflectometer for receiver input impedance latch
measurement Patent
[N»SArCASF-IBf-10813] C07 B71-11267
Multi-feed cone cassegrain antenna Patent
[HASA-CASS-BSC-10539] C07 B7
Hatched thermistors for microwave power meteis
Patent
1-306
ISVESTOB IBDEI STBIBGHAB, S. S.
[BASA-CASI-HPO-10348] C10 B71-12554
Broadband micrcvave navegnide vindov Patent
[HASJ-OSI-XBP-C8880] c09 B71-2U808
Rotary vane attenuator vherin rotor has




Bind velocity probing device and method Patent
[BASA-CASI-T .LA-02C81] C20 B71-16281
STBBI01D, S. J.
Botating mandrel for asseitly of inflatable
devices Patent
[BAEA-CASE-X1A-04143] C15 B71-17687
Traveling sealer for contoured table Patent
[BASA-CJSE-XIA-011194] C15 B71-24164
STBPEEBS, D. 6.
Flexible ring slosh dantin; ba f f l e Patent
[BASA-CASE-LJB-10317-1] c32 B71-16103
Instrument for measuring tie dynamo behavior of
liquids Patent
[HAS4-C1SE-IIA-05541] c12 H71-26387
Active vitraticn isolator lor flesible bcdies
Patent
[RASA-CJSI-LJB-10106-1] c15 H71-27169
Active air cushion contrcl system aininzing
vertical ccshicn re£tcnse[BiSJ-CASI-lAB-10531-1] c02 H73-13023
SIEPBB1S, D. I.




Ricroralance including crystal oscillators for




lc» cost sclar energy cellecticn system
tBASA-CASI-BPO-13579-1] C<I<1 B7S-28519
Saipler of gas borne particles[BJSA-CAEI-BEO-13396-1] c35 H76-18401
Rind sensor
tHASA-CASE-BEO-13462-1] c35 B76-24S24
Cryostat system for temperatures on the order of
2 deg K or less
tBASA-C8SI-BEO-13459-1] c3 1 H77-10229
Solar energy collection system[BASA-CASI-BEO-13579-2] c«4 H77-20565
Ion cost Eclar energy collection system
tHASA-CASJ-BPO-13579-3] c44 H77-20566






Bedoced chrcmun stainless steel alloys
[»ASi-CiSI-lZi-12fll3-1] c26 S77-21217
High toughness-high strength iron alloy
[HASJ-CASI-1IS-12512-1] C26 B77-212'5 H
STBB1, I.
Reversible current control apparatus Patent
[HASA-CASt-XlA-09371] C10 B71-18724
STEBBIIT, 3. E.
laser grating interferometer Patent
[HASA-CASI-XLA-04295] C16 H71-24170
STBTS01, 1. B.
suicide coatings for refractory metals Patent[BASA-CAsr-XII-10910] c18 H71-29040
STEOEI, B. B.





Family cf frequency to amplitude converters[BASA-CAEI-BSC-12395] C09 H72-25257




Apparatus and method for generating large mass
flov cf high temperature air at hypersonic
speeds
[RASA-CASI-LJB- 106 12-1] C12 H73-281««
STBBABt, B. I.
Hnltistage moltiple-reentry turbine Patent
[HASA-CASE-XLE-00170] CIS B7C-36112
Bultistage multiple-reentry turbine Patent
[BASA-CAE1-J1I-00085] C28 B7C-39895
STICKLE. J. S.
Direct lift ccntrol system patent
£B»SA-CAEI-1AB-10249-1) C02 B71-26110
STIPP1EB, J. J.
Error correcting method and apparatus Patent
[BiSA-Ci£i-XBE-027<I8) COS B71-22749
Encoder/decoder systea for a rapidly




Signal conditicner test set
[BASA-CSEE-KSC-10750-1] C35 875-12270
STIBB, B. A.
Electric arc apparatus Patent
[BASA-CASI-IAC-01677] c09 B71-20816
SIIBB. B. J.




Semiconductor p-n junction stress and strain
sensor
[BASA-CASE-2IA-01980] C09 H69-27422
Hethod of making semiconductor p-n junction
stress and strain sensor
[SASi-CASI-IlA-04980-2) c14 B72-28438
STOCKSB, P. J.
Laser eztensoaeter[BASA-CASI-BJS-19259-1J C36 B77-10516
STOKES, C. S.
Bariua release systea[BASA-CiSI-IAB-10670-1] c06 B73-30097
Socket having barium release systea to create
ion clouds in the upper atmosphere
[HASA-CASE-IAB-10670-2J c15 B74-27360
STOLLEB, P. «.
Beversible moticn drive systea Patent
[BASA-CASE-BIO-10173] CIS 871-^4696
SIOII, I. A.
Synchronous servo loop control system Patent
CHASi-CiEE-IBF-03744] C10 B71-20448
STOBE, L. P.
Articulated multiple couch assembly Patent
[HASA-C8EI-BSC-11253] COS B71-12343
STOHE, S. B.
Fluid sample collector Patent
[HASA-CASI-IHS-06767-1] C14 H71-20435
STOBI. A. B.







C mSA-CJSE-HI-00323] c28 B70-38505
Gas turbine exhaust nozzle
£HASA-CASE-lSi-11569-1] C07 H74-15453
SIBABD, L. D.





Position sensing device employing misaligned




heating apparatus and technique
[HASA-C1S1-GSC-11752-1] c77 B75-20140
SIBASS, B. K.
lotion picture camera foe optical pyrometry Patent
[SASA-CASE-lli-00062] C14 B70-33254






Process fot producing flame resistant polyamides
and products produced thereby
[BASA-CASI-BSC-1607a-1] C27 877-11262
1-307







Stirring appa ra tu s for plural test totes Patent
[HfSA-CSSE-XAC-06956] Cl5 N71-21177
STBOBG, J. P., Ill
Tvo-diKensicnal radiant energy array computers
and comput ing devices
[NfcSA-CASI-GSC-11839-2] c60 H76-18803
Two-dimensional radiant energy array computers
and computing devices
[NASJ-CASI-GSC-11839-1] c60 H77-14751
Analog to digital converter for tvo-dimensional
radiant energy array computers
[HASA-CASI-GSC-11839-3] c60 N77-32731
SIBOOB, B. H.
constant lift rotor for a heavier than air craft
[NASA-CJSI-ABC-11045-1] c05 H77-28111
STBOOBAL, G.
Tbermal insulation protection means
[NASA-CAEI-HSC-12737-1] c3« B77-22123
STBOOF, E. B.




Solid state television camera system Patent
[HASA-CASI-XHr-06092] cC7 H71-24612
STEDZ1K, B. 1.




Autonated fluid chemical analyzer Patent
[NASA-CASI-XHP-tmSI] C06 N71-2675"!
STOAB1, 3. I.
Fire resistant coating composition Patent




Panelized tigh perfcrmance multilayer insulation
Patent
[HASA-CASH-BJS-1Q023] c33 H71-25351
Clyogenic therial insulation Patent
[BASA-CASI-XBF-05016] 033 H71-28892
STODSBICK, D. K.






Electronic beam snitching commutator Patent
[HASA-CASI-XGS-01<I51] C09 B71-10677
Direct current motor vith stationary armature
and field Patent
[NASi-CJSI-XGS-05290] c09 H71-25999
Helical recorder arrangeuect for multiple
channel recording en tcth sides of the tape
[HASA-CASI-GSC-1061II-1] C09 H72-1122«l








Three phase full wave dc motor decoder
[HASA-CASI-GSC-1182Q-1] c33 B77-26386
SIOHP, B. C., JB.
Hydroxy tertinated perflucrc ethers Patent
[S»Sll-C»S!-HtC-1C768] cC6 S71-2725H
Perflucro pclyetner acyl fluorides
[HASA-CJSI-NPO-1C765] c06 N72-20121








Hnltiparameter vision testing apparatus
[HASA-CJSI-HSC-13601-2] c5« H75-27759
SIDSB, B. G.
Self-recording portable soil penetrometer
[BASA-CASI-BFS-2077U] Cl» S73-19M20
STOBBAH, J. C.
Pulsed differential comparator circuit Patent
[HASA-CASH-XIE-0380<1] CIO H7 1-191171
STYLES, C. 8.
Spherical solid-propellant rocket motor Patent
[HASA-CASI-XIA-00105] C28 H70-JJJ31
SODEI, J.
Low speed phaselock speed control system
[SSSi-CAEI-GSC-11127-1] C09 B75-2175B
SDLLIVAB, D. E.
Electrical Insulating layer process
[SASA-CAS!-I!B-10q89-1] CIS B72-2S<KI7
S01LI7AH, B. t.









Miniature multichannel bioteleneter system
[NASA-CASI-SSO-13065-1] C52 B7H-26625
SOBHEBFIEID, D, 6,
Rind tunnel model and method





Ring deployment method and apparatus Patent
[BASA-CASI-KHS-00907] C02 H70-41630
SRAIH, R. I.
Spherical solid-propellant rocket motor Patent
[HASA-CASE-XIA-00105] C28 H70-33331
SRAIH, B. I.
Sandwich panel construction Patent
[BASA-CASE-X1A-003»9] c33 H70-37979
Dielectric molding apparatus Patent
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10121-1] Cl5 B71-26721
SRBAT, J. C.








Compact solar still Patent
[BASA-CBSJ-XBS-OQ533] c15 S71-23086
SRIBSKI, B. D.
Hethod of fabricating an object vith a thin vail












Pulse generating circuit employing switch means
on ends of delay line for alternately charging
and discharging sane Patent
[SASA-CASI-XBP-00745] clO B71-28960
TALB01, B. B.
Protection for energy conversion systems
[BASA-CASE-XGS-OQ808] c03 B69-25146
Inverter vith means for base current shaping for
sveeping charge carriers from base region Patent
[HASA-CASE-XGS-06226] ClO B71-2b950
TALLBI, D. B.
Besponse analyzers for sensors Patent
[BASA-CASZ-BES-11204] ell H71-2913q
TABPLBT, J. 1.
Static coefficient test method and apparatus
[HASA-CASI-GSC-11893-1] c35 B76-31<(89
1-308
IHVEBTOB IBDEX TBOBSOI, J. A. I.
T1SBE1B. F. B.
System for depositing thin films[BASA-CASI-BIS-2C775-1] c3 1 B75-12161
HOB, S. H.





Filter for tbiid order phase locked loops
[HASi-CASI-BIC-11901-1] CIO N73-27171
Phase conjugat ion method and apparatus for an
active retrcdlrective antenna array[BASl-Ct£Z-BPO-136l|1-1] c32 H77-2U3BO
TATLOB. C. J.
High resolution developing of photosensitive
resists Patent[HASA-CASI-IGS-OU993] c1« H71-1757H
TATLOB, I. I.
Flexible composite membrane Patent[BASA-CJSI-XHP-06837] c18 S71-16210
TATLCB, 1. 1.
Plnral positicn snitch status and operativeness
checker Patent[HASA-CASI-HA-08799] clO H71-27272
TilLOB, B. A.
Digital comput ing cardiotachometer[BASA-CASE-BIS-20281-1] C52 B7H-12778
I1IICB, B. C.
Hulti axes vibration fixtnres[SASA-CASE-HIS-202II2] c1<l B73-19421
TAILCB, B. E.
Automat ic acgnlsition system for phase-lock loop
[HASA-CASE-IGS-0<1991|] C09 B69-215«3
Polarization diversity none false tracking
receiver Patent
[BASA-CASJ-IGS-03501] c09 B71-20864




Variable frequency nuclear magnetic resonance
spectrometer Patent
[HASA-CASF.-XBP-CS830] c14 H71-26266
TE ECU, B. B.




Digital second-order phase-locked loop
[HASA-CJSI-BIO-11905-1] c33 »7»-12887
1EITEIBAOB, S.
Frequency shift keyed demodulator Patent
[SAS»-C»SE-IGS-02889] c07 H71-11282
TBIIEB, I. a.
Rethod of deteriining bend quality of pover






Collapsible pistoas[SASA-CASI-BSC-13789-1] c11 H73-32152
TEIOSO, B. 3.
iater system vims detection[BASA-CASI-BSC-16098-1] c51 B77-21755
IBPPBB, B. B.
Bcgeaerable device for ectnbbiag breathable air




Gae coipresaicn analysis[BASA-CASE-BSC-1H757-1] c37 876-13496
IBBBAT, 1.
Hethod of taking an apertored casting
[SASA-CISE-l!»-m69-1J c37 S76-23570
TEBSIIIC, B. 1.
Split nelding chamber latent
[BASA-OSl-l!i-11531] C15 B71-14932
TB3IBSKI, J. S.
Flexible pile thermal barrier seal
CHASA-CASE-BSC-19568-1] c37 H76-23585
THSORA, 6. B.






Cacrent dependent filter inductance
CBASA-CASI-IBC-10139] c09 B72-1715II
THAtLBB, 1. B.
Combined electrolysis device and fuel cell and
method of operation Patent
[BASA-CASI-X1I-016U5] C03 B71-20901
Electrically rechargeable BEDOX flov cell[saSA-CASF-IBB-12220-1) ciq B77-1«5J)1
THIBODADI, 0. 6., OB.
Spherical solid-propellant rocket motor Patent
[BASA-CASI-XlA-00105] c28 B70-33331
Handrel for shaping solid propellent rocket xnel
into a motor casing Patent
[HASA-CASZ-XIA-00301] c27 B70-3U783
Method of taking a solid propellent rocket lotor
Patent
[BASA-CAS!-XIA-0<H26] C28 H71-26779










A thermal energy transformer
[HASA-CASI-BIO-1U058-1] ctl S77-30616
THOLE, J. B.





Hagnetically controlled plasma accelerator Patent
[HASA-CASE-XtA-00327] C25 K71-2918H










Electronic motor control system Patent
£BA5A-CASE-XBF-01129] C09 H70-38712
1HOBIS, B. E.
Optical communications system Patent
[BASA-CASB-XlA-01090] C07 B71-12389










Bulti-cell lattery protection system
tBASA-CASE-IH-12039-1] CQ<4 B76-23713
IBOUSOB, B. B.
Trigonometric vehicle guidance assembly which
aligns the three perpendicular axes of t«o
three-axes systems Patent ,,
£HASA-CASE-IBy-0068^] \ C21 B71-21688
Azimuth laying system Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBr-01669] C21 B71-23289
IBOUSOB, 9. D., OB.
Cascaded complementary pair broadband transistor
amplifiers latent
[BASA-CASI-BEO-10003] CIO B71-2641S
fHOirSOl, j. B., JB.
Inflatable transpiration cooled nozzle
[BASA-CASE-BES-20619] C28 B72-11708
IBOUSOB, B. E.
On-film optical recording of camera lens settings
[BASA-CASB-BSC-12363-1] C14 B73-26431
IBOBSOR, 1. B,
Pulsed energy power system Patent
[BASA-CASE-BSC-13112J C03 R71-11057









Regulated dc to dc converter
[HASA-CASZ-XGS-03II29] c03 H69-21330
Pulse-type magnetic core seniorj element circuit
with blocking oscillator feedback Patent
IBASA-C1SB-XGS-03303] c08 H71-18595













Liquid cooled brassiere and method of diagnosing
lalignant tumors therewith













Beceiver nith an improved (base leek Icop in a








Probes having ring and primary sensor at same
potential to prevent collection of stray vail














Riiture separation cell Patent
[HASA-CASE-IBS-02952] c18 H71-20742
TODD, B. B.
Method of producing refractory bodies having
controlled pcroEity Patent
[BASA-CiSE-lSB-10393-1] C17 B71-15U68
Shock tube povder dispersing apparatus Patent
[BASA-CBSE-XII-Oa946] C17 S71-24911
TOFT, A. B.





Formation of star tracking reticles
[SASA-CASE-GSC-11188-3] clH B7H-20008
TOI1, T. 1. ;
Variable sneep ving aircraft Fatent
[BASA-CAS2-XI1-00221] c02 B70-33266
TOLSC1, B. 1. ,







Temperature sensitive flow regulator Patent
[BASA-CASB-HIS-11259] c15 B71-19213
TOBGIEB, B., JB,
Absolute focus lock for microscopes
[SASA-CASI-1AB-10181] Cll B72-221M5
TOOLS, F. C.
Bigb speed direct binary-to-binary coded decimal
converter
[HASA-CASI-KSC-10326] COS H72-21197
High speed direct binary to binary coded decimal
converter and sealer
[HASA-CASE-KSC-10595) COS H75-12176
Compact-bi-phase poise coded modulation decoder
fHASA-CASI-KSC-10834-1] C33 B76-10371
TOPI1S, A., JB,
High impact pressure regulator Patent
[NASA-CASI-SIO-10175] Cl« H71-18625
Apparatus for forming drive belts
[BASA-CASE-NPO-13205-1] c31 K7II-32917
TOBBEX, F. 1., JB.




Belleville spring assembly with elastic guides
[BASi-CASI-XBP-09152] c15 BtS-21504
TOIBES, C. B.
Optical fregnency vaveguide Patent
[HASA-CASI-BCN-105II1-1 J c07 H71-26291
Laser machining apparatus Patent
£BASA-CAS!-BCB-105<!1-2] c15 H71-271J5








Digital telemetry system Patent
[HASA-CASI-XGS-01812] C07 H71-23001
TOI, a. S.
Hen polymers of perfluorobntadiene and method of
manufacture Patent application
[HiSA-CASI-BIO-10863] C06 H7C-11251
Method of polymerizing perfluorobntadiene Patent
application
[HASA-CASE-HSO-10<I<I7] C06 N70-11252
Beaction of fluorine with polyperfluoropolyenes
[HASA-CASI-HPO-10862] C06 H7i-22107
Polymers of perfluorobntadiene and method of
manufacture
[HASA-CASE-Hf0-10863-2] C06 H72-25152
Dtilization of oxygen diflnoride for syntheses
of fluoropolymers
[»ASi-CAS!-«!0-12061-1] C27 »7fc-1b22B
Process for producing flame resistant polyamides








Satellite appendage tie dovn cord Patent
[BASA-CASI-IGS-02554] C31 117 1-210611
TBELBASB, B. B.
Bydraulic casting of liquid polymers Patent
[BASA-CAEI-XBP-07659] C06 B71-22975
IBBHI, B. C.














Booster tank system Patent
[HASA-CASE-BSC-12390] C27 *71-291bb
TBISCBLBB, F. D.
Polynrethaces of fluorine containing
1-310
IBVEHTOB I1DEI VABDBBIBT, B. K.
polycarbonates
[BASA-CJSF-BIS-10512] c06 N73-30099










Data compression system »lth a ninimut time
delay out Patent
[HASA-CISE-XBP-C8832] cC8 H71-12506
1BOOT, 0. ?., JB.
Beat protection apparatus Patent
[HASJ-CiSE-Xlt-00892] c33 H71-17897
TBOBEBID6B, I. 1.
Independent gain and bandnidth ccntrcl of a
traveling nave laser
[BASA-CASE-BEO-13801-1] c36 B76-31514
Svept group delay measurement
[HASa-CASE-HPO-13909-1] c33 H77-17358
TBDBIBT, B. B.
Collapsible structure for an antenna reflector
[SASJ-CASI-BIC-11751] c07 N73-2ai76
TBOSCB, B. B.
Condensate removal device for heat exchanger
[BASl-CASI-BSC-14143-1 ] c77 B75-20139
TBDSSEII, D. B.
High intercity heat and light nnit Patent
[S9SJ-CiSB-IIi-001U1] C09 S70-33312
TSCBDBKO, B. I. A.
Optical eiircr apparatus Patent
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10001] C23 B71-24868
Electromecianical conticl actuator sjsteu Patent
[HASA-CASE-EBC-10022] c15 N71-26635
Optical sjsten support apparatus
[BASA-CfSE-XIR-01896-2] C23 N72-22673
TSODA, 6. I.
Bigh efficiency multifrequency feed
[HASA-CASE-6SC-11909] c32 H74-2C863
ISDTSOBI, R.
Hydraulic drive mechanism Patent
[HASA-CASE-XBS-032E2] c15 H71-10658
TOBBS, B. E.





Space suit heat exchanger Patent
{R1SJ-CJSZ-XHS-OS571] COS U71-19139
Extravehicular tunnel suit system Patent
[HASA-CASE-HSC-122II3-1] c05 H71-2U728
T06GIE, B. II.
Apparatus for assennling space structure
[NASA-CAEE-BFS-23579-1] Cl2 H77-31213
TDBD1TI. I. 1., JB.
Bininech self-deploying been oechanisi
[HASJ-CASE-6EC-10566-1] c15 H72-18i;77
TQHG, I.
Liguid vaste feed systei
[HASA-CASE-liB-10365-1] c05 N72-27102
TQBK, B. B.
Fabricat ion cf ccnttolled-porositj metals Patent
[HASA-CASE-XHP-OU339] C17 H71-29137
IDBHAGE, J. B.










Anemometer «ith braking mechanist Patent
[SASA-CASE-XBI-05221] C11 H71-23726
Baxometers (peak mid speed anemometers)
[HASA-CJSE-BIS-20916] c1» H73-25U60
ItlBHEB, t. B.
Double hinged flap patent
[HASJ-CJSI-ILA-01290] C02 H70-P2016
TQR1E, S. 1.







High field CdS detector for infrared radiation
[BASA-CASE-LAB-11027-1] CJ5 B7D-18088
Vapor phase grovtn of groups 3-5 compounds ty
njdrogen chloride transport of the elements
£»ASA-CASE-IAB-111"11I-1] ckS B7S-26013
1TCZ, 1.
Apparatus for simulating optical transaissicn
links
[ BASA-CASE-GSC-11877-1 ] c7"4 B76-18913
TI1EB, A. L.
Belical recorder arrangement for multiple
channel recording en both sides of the tape
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10611-1] C09 H7i-11220














D1IEBIOOD, 3. B. '
Colliuator of multiple plates «ith axially



















Boll-up solar array Patent
[HASA-CASI-BIO-10188] c03 B71-20273
Deployable solar cell array
[BASA-CASE-BIO-10883] C31 S72-2287H
TA1IBSEI, J. I,




An artificial leg employing a mechanical energy
storage device for hip disarticnlation
[HASA-CJSE-ABC-10916-1] c5» S76-26871





T A I A B B A H , D. E.




Circularly polarized antenna .
[BASA-CASE-BBC-10214] C09 B7S-31235
TAIAOKBI, B.




Bagnetic peter snitch Patent
[IASA-CASI-BEO-10242] C09 871-24803
1-311
VAHGO, S. F. XBVBBTOB IIDBX
VAHGO, S. J.
liqaia Junction and nettod of fabricating the
sane Patent Application
[SASA-CASE-SPO-10682] c15 B70-3<1699
Flexible ccnposite membrane Patent
[HASA-CJSE-XBP-08637] c18 H71-16210
vino, a. E.
Quick attach mechanism Patent
[BASA-CASE-XIB-05II21] c15 H71-22994
VABOIBDH, D. 6.
Electric arc light Eoorce having undercut
recessed ancde
[BASA-CASI-ABC-10266-1] c33 B75-29318
VABSCBOIACE, B. B. E.
High impedance measurinc afparatos Patent
[HASA-CASE-XHS-08589-1] c09 H71-20569
VABTOI1BOSCB, «.




Ophthalmic nethcd and apparatus
[BASA-CSSE-1H-11669-1] c05 873-27062
VAST, A.
Triode themicnic energy converter
[BASA-CASZ-XII-01015] cC3 N69-39898
High temperature heat source Patent
[HASA-CASE-X1E-00<I90] c33 B70-34545
Eadiant heater having fcrned filaments Patent
[BASA-CASE-X1I-00387] c33 B70-34812
Inductive lignid level detection systen Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLI-01609] c14 B71-10500
Capillary radiator Patent
[BASA-CJSE-XII-03307] c33 117 1-14035
Thermionic ccnverter with current augmented by























Apparatus for establishing flow of a fluid mass
having a kncwi velocity
[HASA-CASE-HPS-2HI2H-1] c3H H7H-27730
TEII1ETTI, I. J.
Angular poeiticn and velocity sensing apparatus
Patent
[HASA-CASI-XGS-05680] c1« N71-17585
Bidirectlcnal step torque filter with zero
backlast characteristic Patent
[HASA-CAEE-XGS-OH227] c15 H71-2174U
Control apparatus for applying poises of
selectively predeteralned duration tc a
sequence of loads Patent
[HASA-CASI-IGS-0122II] c10 N71-26418
Synchrciois dc direct drive systei Patent
[HASA-CASE-GSC-10065-1] clO H71-27136
Azially and radially controllable nagnetic bearing
[HASA-CSSE-GSC-11551-1] c37 B76-18459
VI11B1D, B.
Application of lucifezase assay for ATP to
antimicrobial drug susceptibility
[BASA-CASE-GSC-12039-1] • c51 B77-22791I
Deterninaticn cf antialcrcrial susceptibilities
cf infected urines withcnt isolation
[BASA-CAEE-GSC-12016-1] c52 B77-26797
TBBBI1LICI, C. B.





TESSOI, B. F. C.
Atomic hydrogen maser vitb bulb temperature
control to reiove vail shift in maser output
frequency
[BASA-CASZ-BCH-10654-1] C16 B73-13489
Tunable cavity resonator with ramp shaped supports
[BASA-CASS-BCB-10790-1] c36 H71-11313
TICK, A. B.




Blood pressure measuring system for separating
and separately recording dc signal and an ac
signal Patent
[SASA-CASI-IHS-06061] COS B71-2J317
VICKEBS, J. B. F.




Beceiving and tracking phase modulated signals
[BASA-CASE-HSC-16170-1] C32 B77-12248
VIBAL, 1. I.
Redundant memory organization Patent
[BASA-CASE-6SC-10564] ClO N71-29135
VIBCBBI, J. S,
Hethod of forming thin window drifted silicon






Photosensitive device to detect bearing
deviation Patent
[BASA-CASI-IBE-OOU38] c21 B7C-3S089









Cable arrangement for rigid tethering Patent
[BASA-CASE-X1A-02332] c32 B71-17609








Sun tracker with rotatable plane-parallel plate
and two photocells Patent
[SASA-CASE-XGS-01159] C21 B71-10678





Support apparatus for dynamic testing Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBF-01772] ell B70-41677









Energy absorbing device Patent
[BASA-CASE-XHF-10040] c15 B71-22877
VOBHABBB, E. B.
System for producing chroma signals
[BASA-CASE-BSC-14683-1] c7« B77-18893
VOBKIBK, B. 6.




Impact energy absorber Patent
[BASA-CASE-ILA-01S30] Cl4 B71-23092
High temperature strain gage calibration fixture
[BASA-CASB-1AB-11500-1] C35 B76-21523
1-312
IBVEBTOE I1DEX IABBEB, I. S.
VOKE1ICB, E. B.
Hethod and device for detecting voids in low
density laterial Patent
[8AEA-CASE-HIS-20044] cm S71-28993
VIKOKil , B. C.
Universal [ilot restraitt suit and bod; support
therefor Patent
[HASA-CASE-X8C-C0405] COS N70-41819
Hard space suit Patent
[HASA-Cf£E-XK-070431 COS H71-23161
Locomotion and restraint aid Patent
[HASA-CASI-8BC-10153] c05 H71-28619
Space suit having improved vaist and torso
Bovement
[NASA-C1SE-4BC-10275-1] COS H72-22092
A valking toot asseitlj
[HASA-CASI-8BC-11101-1] c5q B77-14742
An improved ceding system for relieving
oetarclic heat f t cm an hermetically sealed
spacesuit
[HASA-CASE-ABC-11059-1] c54 B77-14743
Spacesoit nobility jcints[BASA-CASE-8EC-11058-1] c54 B77-15641
Spacesait torse clcsnre
[HASJ-CfJB-ABC-11100-1] c54 H77-2578(|
Anthropcmoiphtc master/slave manipulator system[HASA-C8SI-ABC-10756-1] c54 H77-32721
w
WADE, 0. I.




Ultrasonic scanning system for in-flace
inspection of brazed tube Joints
[HASA-CASE-HFS-2C767-1] c38 B74-15130
RAGHEB, A. P.






Collapsible lecp antenna fcr space vehicle Patent
[HASA-CASI-XHf-00437] C07 H70-110202
SAKEIIS, B. I.
Production of high purity silicon carbide Patent
[HASA-CASI-X1A-00158] c26 B70-36805
Apparatus for producing high purity silicon
carbide crystals Patert
CHAS8-CASI-XIA-02057] c26 K70-40015
Hethod cf coating carbonaceous base to prevent
- ozidaticn destruction and coated base Patent
[SASA-CASE-Xli-00281] Cl5 H71-16075
Hethod cf coating carbonaceous base tc prevent
oxidaticn destruction and coated base Patent
[UASA-CASE-XIA-00302] CIS S71-16077
Thermal ccnticl ccating latent
[NASA-CASE-HA-01995] Cl8 S71-230U7
mo, D.
Differential teiperature transducer Patent
[BASA-CASI-X8C-00812] C14 B71-15598
BA1KBB, D. J.










Automated clinical system for chrcnosoae analysis[SASA-CASI-BPO-13913-1] c52 B77-19750
Rill, I. I., JB.
Apparatus for veiling tcrch angle and seas
tracking contrcl Patent
[HASA-CASI-XHF-03287] C15 B71-15607
Automatic closed circuit television arc guidance
contrcl Patent
tBASA-CASE-HIS-13016] C07 871-191133
Automat ic nelding speed controller Patent
[BASA-CKSI-XHF-0173C] CIS B71-23050
Selding skate nith coipcterized ccntrcl Patent
[SASA-CASI-XHF-07069] C15 B71-23815
Internal flare angle gauge Patent
CHASA-CASB-XaP-Oi)i |15] c1« B71-21693
Computerized system for translating a torch head
[BASA-CASE-HIS-23620-1] C37 B77-2HQ97
SA1L4CE, B. D.
Apparatus for tensile testing Patent
[BiSA-CASE-XKS-06250] ell B71-15600
Valve seat vith resilient support member Patent
[BASA-CASE-IKS-02582] CIS B71-21231
leld preparation machine Patent
[BASA-CASE-XKS-07953] CIS B71-26131
iAILACE, 6. B.
pseudo-noise test set for commonication system
evaluation
[HASA-CASE-HS-22671-1] C3S B75-^1582




Differential phase shift keyed communication
system
[SASA-CASI-HSC-11065-1] c32 B71I-26651
Differential phase shift keyed signal resolver








Vibration damping system Patent
CBASA-CASI-XHS-01620] c23 B71-15673
BALSH, I. J.
















A synchronous binary array divider
[BASA-CASI-EBC-10180-1] C60 B74-20836
»AHG. T. 6.
Haterial suspension nithin an acoustically
eicited resonant chamber
£SASA-CASE-BIO-13263-1] C12 B75-2<I77I|





automatically deploying nozzle exit cone
extension Patent
[SASA-CASI-XIE-01640] C31 B71-15637
B1BD, 3. C., JB.
Capacitor power pak Patent Application
[HASA-CASE-IAB-10367-1] C03 H70-26817
iABD, J. P.
Variable geometry rotor system
[BASA-CASE-IAB-10557] c02 B72-11018
SABD, 3. O.
Digital automatic gain ampliflier
[BASA-CASB-KSC-11008-1] c33 H77-21321
iABD, I. D.
Vapor liquid separator Patent
[HASA-CASE-XHF-OII012] C15 B71-23023
IABKEBTIIB, D. R.
Automatic battery charger Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBP-04758] C03 S71-24605
iAEBECK, P.
Analytical photoionization mass spectrometer
• ith an argon gas filter betiieen the light
source and monochrometer Patent
[HASA-CASI-1AB-10180-1] c06 B71-13461
IABBBB, ». E.
Assembly for recovering a capsule patent
[BASA-CASE-XHF-00641] C31 B70-36410
Space capsule ejection assembly Patent
[HASA-CASI-XHP-03169] c31 H71-1567S
1-313
SATBBS, I. 3. IBVEIfOB ISDBX











Hetbod cf fencing superalloys
[NASA-CASE-IES-1C805-1] C15 B73-13465
Method of beat treating a formed powder product
material
tBASA-CllSI-llD-10805-3] c26 TOa-10521






Tumbler sjsten to provide random notion
LNASA-CASE-XGS-02U37] c15 N69-21172
BAISCS, 3. B.
High temperature spark plug Patent
[BASJ-CSSE-XIE-00660] c28 B70-39925
8ATSCB, N. B.




Electric arc appara tus Patent
[BASA-CASE-UC-01677] c09 N71-20816
iilllBD, B. 3.






Pseudo-noise test set fcr comnnnicaticn system
evaluation
tBASA-CASE-HFS-22671-1] c35 N75-21582




Multiple it-line docking capability for rotating
space stations
[NASA-CASE-HFS-20S55-1 ] c15 N77-10112
IBATIB, 0.
Charge injection method and apparatus of
producing large area electrets
[HASA-CAEE-HIS-23186-1] c33 N76-23183
•EBB. D. 0.
Sprayable leu density ablator
[NASJ-CASE-HIS-23506-1] c21 N77-1510S
•EBB, D. I.




•EBB, J. I., JB.










An improved cooling system for removing
metabolic beat f rom an hermetically sealed
spacesoit
CHAS&-CISE-ASC--U059-1] c5<( H77-1H1U3





Hethod of taking reinforced composite structure
[NASA-CASI-1H-12619-1] c2» H77-19171
•BBBB. 6. J.
Multiple circuit protector device
[HAS8-CJSI-IBS-02T11] c33 N75-27249
IEBEB, I.
prevention of hydrogen embrittlenent of high
strength steel by hydrazine compositions
[SASA-CASI-NPO-12122-1] cil N76-1«I203
IBBSB, B. 3.














Reinforced netallic composites Patent
[NASA-CJEE-XIE-02128] C17 N70-33288
Hethod of taking fiber reinforced metallic
composites Patent
[NASA-CAEE-XIE-00231J C17 B70-38198
Reinforced metallic composites Patent
[NASA-CAEE-I1E-00228J Cl7 N7C-38190
Hethod for producing fiber reinforced metallic
composites Patent
[NASA-CASE-XIE-03925] CIS N71-22891
process for producing dispersion strengthened
nickel mth aluminum Patent
£NASA-CASE-IIE-06969] Cl7 B71-21112
Hethod cf producing refractory composites
containing tantalum carbide, hafnium carbide,
and hafn ium boride Patent
[BASA-CASI-XIE-039IIO] ' C18 N71-26153
Hethod, of taking fiber composites
[BASA-CASE-IE8-1012*-2-2] CIS B72-25539
Refractory aetal base alloy composites
[BASA-CASI-XIE-039140-2] C17 N7i-28536
1EIDBSB4HEB, 3. B. „'




High intensity heat and light unit Patent
[SASA-CASI-11A-001H1] C09 S70-3331.2
1EIBSABT, 3. B.
Stacked solar cell arrays
[BASA-CAEI-NPO-11771] C03 B73-200<10
1EIBSTBIB, 1.
Application of luciferase assay for ATP to
antimicrotial drug susceptibility
£NASA-CASE-GSC-12039-1] C51 B77-2279"!
Determinaticn of antimicrobial susceptibilities
of infected urines without isolation
£BASA-CASE-GSC-120*6-1] C52 B77-26797
IEIBSIEIB, B.
Bonding thermoelectric elements to nonmagnetic
refractory metal electrodes
[NASA-CASE-XGS-0455H] CIS H69-39786




Acquisition and tracking system for optical radar
[NASA-CASE-RFS-20125] cl'b B72-13037
•EISS. S.
Pretreatment method tot anti-nettable materials
CNASA-CASE-IBS-03537] Cl5 B69-21171
IBITZBL, 0. F.
propellant tank pressnlization system Patent
[NASA-CASE-ZBP-00650] C27 871-28929
1BITZEI, D. B.
Resilience testing device Patent
[BASA-CASE-XIA-08254] ClU M71-26161
BELCH, 8. I.
sas filtar moontiisg stsoctnre
[BASA-CASI-HSC-12297) Cl« B72-2J157
8BJ.LIHG, C. E,
Thermally activated foaming compositions Patent
[BASA-CASE-IAB-10373-1] CIS »71-261b5
1E1LBAH. J. B.
Gas flon ccntrol device
CBASA-CASE-BFO-11Q79) CIS S73-13162
1B11S, A. F.
Rater system virus detection
[BASa-CAEE-BSC-16098'1] CS1 »77-247>b
1-3
IBVEHTOB IIDBX IIKBB, 6. 1.
BBLIS, B. B.
Appara tus for ejection of an instrument cover
[BASA-CASI-XBI-OH132] c15 H69-27502
1BIIS, F. E.
Positive displacement flovieter Patent
rBASA-CASE-XHr-02822] c14 B70-«199U















A m p l i f i e r dr if t tester
[BASA-CASE-XHS-05562-1] c09 H69-39986
iBBBEB, B. A.
Method and apparatus for Baking curved
reflectcrs Patent
[8ASA-CASI-XIE-08917] c15 H71-15597
Apparatus for making curved reflectors Patent
[BASA-CASE-XIE-08917-2] c15 H71-24836
IBSSELSK1, C. J.
Energy absorbing structure Patent Application
[BASA-CASI-HSC-12279-1] c15 H70-35679
Lou onset rate energy arscrber
[BASA-CASE-HSC-12279] c15 N72-17II50
IEST. B. I.
• Device for handling printed circuit cards Patent
[HASA-CASE-gFS-20<l53] c15 H71-29133
IBST, B. I., OB.
Hetbod an c apparatus fcr making a heat






Method and apparatus for automatic load sharing
among paralleled cccverters
[NASA-CASI-BSO-13832-1] c33 H76-26393
The dc-to-dc converters employing
staggered-phase pover snitches mth tile-loop
contrcl
[HASA-CAEI-HIO-13'12-1] c33 877-10*28
Phase substitution of spare ccnverter for a
















iBIlBB. G. B., JB.






Hermetic sealed vibration damper Patent
[BASA-CASI-HSC-10959] C15 B71-2621I3
BBBB1BB, B. I.
Bethod and apparatus for stable silicon dioxide




find tunnel microphone structure Patent
[HASA-C1SS-IBP-00250] C11 B71-28779
iBEBIBB, S. B.









1BIPPIB, E. C., JB.
Hethod and apparatus for determining satellite




Inspection gage for boss Patent
[BASA-CAEI-XHF-OU966] c1» 1171-17658
SBITiCBB, B. I.
Quick release hook tape Patent
[SASA-CASI-IBS-10660-1] CIS B71-25975
Scientific experiment flexible mount
[BASA-CASI-HSC-12372-1 J C31 B7k-^58<12
IBITCOBB, B. 1.
Airfoil shape for flight at subsonic speeds
[BASA-CAEE-1AB-10585-1] C02 876-^2151
SBITE, A. B.
Scientific experiment flexible mount
[HASA-CAEI-HSC-12372-1] C31 H7i-258«2
SBITE, B. C.
Bethod of making pressurized panel Patent
[SASA-CASE-XIA-08916] C15 B71-^9018
lightweight, variable solidity knitted parachute
fabric
[ HASA-CASE-LAR-10776-1] C02 B7H-1003U
IBIT2, F. i.
Coincidence apparatus for detecting particles
[HASA-CASI-IIA-07813] Cl« N72-17328
SBITE, J. A.
Hagnetically centered liquid column float Patent
[BASA-CASE-XAC-00030] clt B70-3a820
IBITE, I. F.
Dual resonant cavity absorption cell Patent
[BASA-CASI-1JSB-10305] Cl« S71-26137
Resonant vaveguide stark cell
[BASA-CASI-IAB-11352-1] C33 B75-26205
1BITBHB10, C. I.
Apparatus for inserting and removing specimens
from high temperature vacuum furnaces
[NASA-CASE-IAB-108U1-1] c31 B7H-27900
IBITFIELD, C. B.
Selective plating of etched circuits without
removing previous plating Patent
[HASA-CASE-XGS-03120] C15 H71-2UOU7
IBITBOBB, I. C.
Continuous magnetic flux pump






General purpose rocket furnace
[BASA-CASI-HIS-23060-1] C09 H77-12070
SBITTBH, 0. B.
Dual stage check valve
[BASA-CAEI-BSC-13587-1] Cl5 B73-304S9
iHITTEBBBBGBB, 0. D.
Zirconium modified nickel-copper alloy
[HASA-CASI-lIi-122«5-1] c26 R77-20201
HBBBG, B. B.
combustion products generating and metering device
[BASA-CASl-GSC-11095-1] Cl« B72-1037S
1IBBB, E. B.
Automatic thermal switch Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBS-03796] c23 B71-15M67
















RILEI, P. 1. IHVBHTOB IBDBI
WILBY, F. I.
Temperature regulation circuit Patent
[BASA-CASE-IBP-02792] c14 N71-28958
II1EI, P. B.
Logarithmic circait with wide dynamic range
[BASA-CAEI-GSC-12145-1] C33 B77-19319
Very narrcw land wid th receiver
CSASA-CAEI-GSC-12142-i] c32 B77-20299
RILGOS, D. S.
Adaptive voting computer system
[BASA-CAEI-BSC-13932-1] c62 874-14920
SILBELB, B. B.
Eitraction and separation cf a preferentially
photo-dissociated molecular isotope into




flicropacked column for a ehromatograpbic system
* [BASA-CfSI-IBP-04816] c06 869-39936
WILKBI, J. R., JB.
Velocity package Patent[SASA-CASI-XI.A-01339] c31 871-15692
Variable diledral shuttle arbiter
[BASA-CASE-LJB-1070S-2] COS S77-31132
VILKI1S, J. B.




Automatic micrctial t ransfer device
[BASA-CAEI-LIB-11354-1] c35 875-27330





Process for fabricating Sic semiconductor devices
[BASA-CASE-LIS-12094-1] c76 876-25049
Will, B. I.




Thermistor hclder for skin temperature
measareieEts
[HASA-CAEI-ABC-1C855-1] c52 877-10780
liguid cocled brassiere and method of diagnosing
malignant tuners therewith
[BASJ-CASl-JBC-11007-1] c52 877-14736
An improved cooling system for removing




Apparatus for changing tie orientation and




tual mode solid state power switch
[BASA-CASI-BFS-22880-1] c33 876-31410
Dual mcde solid state power switch
[SASA-CJSI-BFS-2288C-2] c33 877-31407
illLUBS, D. 1.
Low temperature aluminum alloy Patent
[HASA-CJEI-XHI-02786] C17 H71-207143
illlliHS, I. I.






Light intensity strain analysis
~[HASA-C»S!-LtB-1C765-1J c32 873-20740
WILLI11S, J. E.
Rclograpbic th in film aralyzer
[SASA-CiSE-BrS-20623-1] C16 873-30476
•ILLI1BS, B. C.




Reasnreient cf time differences between luninons
events latent
[SiSH-CASI-XLi-01987] c23 871-23976
Tclnmetric direct nuclear pumped laser
[BAS»-C»SI-LJB-12183-1] C36 877-21424
BILLIiBS, S. B.





























Bethod of producing complex aluminum alloy parts






Phase modulating with odd and even finite power
series of a modulating signal
[BASA-CASI-LAB-11607-1] c32 877-14292
RILSOB, B. 1.
Bondestructive spot test method for titanini and
titanium alloys
[BASA-CASE-IAB-10539-1] C17 B73-12547
Bondestructive spot test method for magnesium
and magnesium alloys
[HASA-CA£H-LAB^10953-1] C17 B73-27446











Regulated dc-to-dc converter for voltage step-up
or step-down with inpnt-outpnt isolation
[BASA-CASI-BQB-10792-1] C33 B74-11049
RILSOB, R. A.




, Socket chamber leak test fixture
[BASA"CASE-HB-09479] C14 B6S-27503
RIBBBB, B. I.
Silicide coatings for refractory metals Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLB-10910] Cl8 B71-29040
RIBBLADB, B. L,









Seduction of blood serum cholesterol
[HASA-CASE-BPO-12119-1] C52 B75-15270
BI8KBLSIEIB, B. A.
Noninterrnptable digital counting system Patent
£BASA-CASE-XBP-09759] COS B71-24891




IBVEBtOE IIDBX SOBTBAB, 0. 0.
RIBKIEB, C. E.
Static inveitets which sag a plurality of waves
fatent
[ H A S A - C A S I - X B I - O C 6 6 - ] cC8 S71-18752
RIBRIBB, I.
AC logic flip-flop circuits Patent
[HASA-CJSE-XGS-00823] c10 H71-15910
RUB, 1. B.
Ellipsograph fcr pan tograph Patent
[HASA-CASE-XIA-03102] cia B71-21079
Lathe tool tit and holder for machining
fiberglass materials
[SASA-CASI-IlA-10<nO] C15 H72-21H89
Lignid waste feed system
[HASA-CASE-llB-10365-1] COS H72-27102
RIBTB, B. B.





HUB A IB, A. I.
Hethod of coating circuit paths en printed
circuit boards tilth solder Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBE-01599] • c09 B71-20705
SITTBOCK. I. E.
Metal shearing energj absorber
[HASi-CASE-BCN-10638-1] c15 B73-30460
RITZKB, R. B.
Apparatus for taking a letal slurry product Patent
[HASA-CASE-XII-00010] c15 B70-33382
High toughness-high strength iron alley
[NASA-CASZ-IER-125H2-1] c26 S77-2H25H
HOBI6, 0. A.
Fluid power transnlssicri Patent
[NASA-CA£E-XHS-01«<15]
 % C12 N71-16031





Automatic lightning detection and photographic
system
[BASA-CASE-KSC-10728-1] c1« H73-32319
Electric field measuring and display system
[BASJ-CA£I-KSC-1C731-1] C33 B7U-27862
Lightning current Beasnring systems
[NiSA-CASI-KSC-10807-1] C33 H75-26216
Lightning current vavefon measuring system
[»ASA-CA£E-KSC-11018-1] c33 H77-21320
R01CZOK, J. B.











Evacaaticn port seal Patent
[BASA-CASI-IBI-03290] c15 B71-23256
R010RIC8, C. t.
An improved flee ving for as aircraft
[BASA-CJSI-1BC-10092-1] COS H77-31135
I01IBDIS, B. 1.
Ccntoorogroph system for icnitoriag
electroctrdicgrams
[B»SA-CiS!-BSC-13«07-1] c10 H72-20225




Plurality tt photosensitive cells en a
pyracidical base for planetary trackers
[BASA-CASI-IBI-OH180] c07 B69-39736
Apparatus for absorbing and measuring poier Patent
[MSA-CASI-I1I-OC720] cia S70-H0201
Television signal pccceEfing system Patent
[RASA-CASH-BrO-10140] C07 B71-2H712
Video signal enhancement system lith dynamic




Phase protection system for ac power lines
[HSSA-CASI-BSC-17832-1] C33 B7«-1«956
100, R. B.
High impact antenna latent
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10231] C07 B71-26101
Haiti-purpose antenna employing dish reflector
«ith plural coaxial horn feeds
[HASA-CASI-BtO-112611] C07 B72-2517U
100, B. I.
Lov loss dlchrolc plate
[BASA-CASI-BEO-13171-1] C32 B71-11000
ROOD, A. D.
Transient heat transfer gauge Patent
[BASA-CASB-XSP-09802] C33 B71-15611
1000, 6. B.
Simultaneous acquisition of tracking data iron
tso staticns
[N&SA-CASI-KEO-13292-1] C32 B7S-1585"!
ROOD, S. B., JB.















Process for the preparation of calcium snperoxide
[HASA-CASI-ABC-11053-1] C25 B77-29252
ROOD, B. 1.
Lotf temperature aluminum alloy Patent
[MASA-CASZ-XBJ-02786] Cl7 H71-20743
ROOD, B. C.





Gated compressor, distortionless signal limiter
[BASA-CASE-SPO-11820-1] C32 B74-19788








Electronic checkout system for space vehicles
Patent
[HASA-CASI-XKS-08012-2] C31 H71-15566
ROODS, G. B., OB.
Instrument for measuring potentials on tvo






Atomic hydrogen storage method and apparatus
[BASA-CASZ-LU-12081-1) C28 B76-22399
ROOIFSOB, I. 6.
Linear sawtooth voltage-vave generator employing
transistor timing circuit having
capacitor-zener diode combination feedback
Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBS-01315] C09 B70-<41675
Pulse modulator providing fast rise and fall
times Patent
[HASA-CASE-XHS-04919] C09 B71-23270










Semiconductor p-n junction stress and strain
1-317
VBIGB1, I. B. IBVBI10B IBDBZ
sensor
[BASA-CASE-XIA-C4980] COS H69-27422
Method cf taking semiconductor p-n junction
stress aid strain sensor
[NASJ-CJSI-X1A-C4980-5] C14 B72-28438
Particulate and aeicscl detector
[NASA-CASE-lAB-11434-1] c35 H76-22509
8BIGB1, I. B.
Method for measuring cutaneous sensor; perception
[HASJ-CASI-BSC-13609-1] c05 B72-25122
BBIGHi, D. E.
Penetrating radiation system for detecting the










Apparatus for remote h a n d l i n g of materials
[HASA-CASE-LAB-10634-1] c37 H74-18123
BQBBSCBEB, B. t.




Space manufactur ing machine Patent
[BASA-CASE-BJS-20410] C15 B71-19214
Method of lakicg foamed materials in zero gravity
[HASA-CSSE-XBP-09902] c15 H72-11387
Hermetically sealed elbov actuator
[BASA-CAEB-BIS-14710] c09 S72-22195
R0BBKEB, B. P.
Spatial filter for Q-switched lasers
[BASA-CASE-IEB-12164-V] C36 B77-32478
RIBLI. C. I.
Thermal ccnductive connection and method of
caking sane Patent
[SASJ-CSSB-JHS-02C87] c09 B70-41717
IIDETEB, T. J., OE.
Protection of noistare sensitive optical
components
[BASA-CSSI-SBC-10749-1] C23 B73-32542




Preparaticn of dielectric coatings of variable
dielectric constant by plasma polymerization
[BASA-CASE-JBC-1C892-2] c27 B77-17245
A reverse csmosis membrane of high urea
rejection picperties
[BASA-CASI-ABC-1C980-1] c27 N77-18265
Oxygen post-treatment of plastic surfaces coated
vith plasma polymerized silicon-containing
Dononers
CHASA-CASI-JBC-10915-2] c27 B77-20256
Abrasion resistant coatings for plastic surfaces
[HASA-CASI-&RC-10915-3] C2<1 877-24200
Electric discharge for treatment cf trace
contaiinants
[HAS8-CASI-SBC-10975-1] c54 H77-24771
Process for the preparation of calciun snperozide
[HASA-C1SI-JBC-11053-1] C25 B77-29252
BTLIE, 6. I.
Sealed batterj gas manifold construction Patent
[BASA-CJSI-XBP-03378] C03 B71-11051
WTMAB, C. I.
Acquisition and tracking system for optical radar
[BASl-CASI-BIS-20125] c16 B72-13437
Strain gance ambiguity sensor for segmented
mirror active optical systen
(NASA-CJSI-BIS-20506-1) c35 B75-12273





 Iodine generator for reclaimed water purification
[HiSA-CASI-BSC-14632-1] C54 S75-25594
8ISOCKI, J. J.








Optically actuated tvo position mechanical mover
[BASA-CAEE-BEO-13105-1] C37 H74-21060
Optically detonated explosive device
[HASA-CASE-BtO-11743-1] C28 B74-27425




Fluid power transmitting gas bearing Patent
[HASA-CiEB-EBC-10097] CIS B11-28465
TASOI, B. K.
Solar cell snbmcdule Patent
CHASA-CASE-XBP-05821] C03 B71-11056
Solar cell matrix Patent
[BASA-CASE-BIO-10821] C03 B71-19545
Solar cell matrix
[BASA-CASE-BPO-11190] / c03 B71-34044
stacked solar cell arrays
[SASA-CASE-BPC-11771] COS B73-20040
Solar cell grid patterns
[BASA-CASE-BIO-13087-2] C44 B76-31666




Gas analyzer for bi-gaseons mixtures Patent
[HASi-C»S!-ILA-01131] C14 S71-10714
Thermopile vacuum gage tube simulator Patent
[BASA-CASI-X1A-02758] c14 B71-18481
Fast scan ccntrol for deflection type mass
spectrometers
[BASA-CAEE-lAB-10766-1] c14 B72-21432




Fiber distributed feedback laser
[BASA-CASI-BIO-13531-1] cJ6 B76-24553
III, L. I.
Low intensity X-ray and gamma-ray imaging device
[BASA-CiSI-GSC-12263-1] c35 B77-29471
IOSBIIO. S. I.
Bonding or repairing process
[BiSA-CiSI-BSC-12357] C15 B73-12489
TOSI, T. B.




Control valve and co-axial variable injectci
Patent
[NASA-CASI-XBP-09702] CIS 871-17654
Semitoroidal diaphragm cavitating-valve Patent
[BASA-CAEE-XJS-09704J -.12 1171-18615
IODHG, D. B.





Radio frequency shielded enclosure Patent
[BASA-CASE-IHF-09422] C07 B71-19436
IOOBG, I. I.
Display research collision warning system
[BASA-CASE-BQB-10703] c21 B73-1J643
IOOBG, B. I.
Ac power amplifier Patent Application
[BASA-CASI-1AB-10218-1] c09 B70-34559






Method and apparatus for mapping the sensitivity




Dual frequency circularly polarized microwave
integrated antenna
1-318






Vacuum prcbe surface sampler
[NASA-CASE-LfF-10623-1] c14 873-30395
ZABBBBA, J. G.
Passive caging mechanism Patent
[BASA-CASI-GSC-10306-1] C15 871-2*694
ZABETSKT, E. V.
Bethod of improving the reliability of a rolling
element system Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLE-02999] C15 N71-16052
Z A V A I A , E. J.
Frangible tube energy dissipation Patent
[NASJ-CASE-XLB-00751] CIS 870-31850
ZA7IBBTSBFF, V.






At t i tude ccntrcl system for sounding rockets
Patent





Concentric differential gearing arrangement
[HASA-CASZ-ABC-10II62-1] C37 B7U-27901
ZEI1BEH, 6. J.










Stabilized zinc oxide coating compositions Patent
[HSSA-CJSI-XBI-C7770-2] c18 N71-26772








Sun tracker »ith rotatable plane-parallel plate
and tic photocells Patent
[SASl-CASI-XGS-01159] c21 H71-10678
Gravity gradient attitude control systen Patent
[HASA-CASI-GSC-10555-1] c21 H71-2732H
Passive dual spin Bisal ignnent ccnpensatcrs
[BASA-CJSE-GSC-111179-1] c35 M71-28097
ZIHBEBB4B, B. I.
Apparatus for applying cover slides
[BASA-CJSI-BIO-10575] C03 B72-25019
ZIBBEBBAB, B. 1.
Thermal ly operated valve Patent
[BASA-OSI-XIE-00815] C15 H70-35a07
Doable optic systee for icn engine Patent
[SASA-CASE-IHE-02839] C28 H70-11922
ZIOIRCRSKI, A. J.
Holti-lobar scan bcrizon sensor Patent
[BASi-CSSI-IGS-00809] C21 S70-35Q27
Z1ATEIS, A.






Stabilization of Be2(a-3 Sigmau(*)) molecules in











Seteoroid capture cell construction
[BASA-CAEJ-BSC-121123-1]
ZOHOBSKI, I. I,





Bagnetic core current steering commutator Patent
[BASA-CASI-BIO-10201 ] c08 H71-18691
Drive circuit utilizing two cores Patent
[HASA-CASE-IBE-01318] CIO H71-23033
Current steering switch Patent
[HASA-CASI-XBP-08567] C09 B71-26000
Digital memory in nhich the driving of each word
location is controlled by a switch core Patent
[BASA-CASE-IBE-01«66] CIO N71-26M31
ZBOBBK, 8. B.






Instrumentation for measurement of aircraft
noise and scnic boom
[HASA-CASE-1AB-1 1173-1] C35 S75-1961«
Instrumentation for measuring aircraft noise and
sonic bocm
£HASA-CASE-LAH-11<176-1]
Differential sound level meter
[BASA-CASE-1AB-12106-1]
ZOS1SKI, J. I.






Communications link for computers
[BASA-CASE-BSO-11161]
Digital video display system using cathode ray
tube
1BASA-CHSE-BSO-11312] C09
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ACCESSOR! FEODOCTS CO., SBITTtBB, C1IIF.
Bobber coaccsition for use vitb hydrazine Patent
application
[NASA-CASE-BEO-11II33] c18 N71-31110
AEBOILBX I1ES., IIC., ElillVIEB, B. I.
Rotary actuator
[BAEA-CASI-BEO-102U4] c15 H72-26371
ABBOJET-GEBEBAL COBP., EL BOBXE, CALIF.
High-speed infrared furnace
[HASJ-CASI-11I-10166] Cl7 H69-25147
A m m o n i u m psrchlorate composite prcpellant
containing an organic transitional metal
chelate catalytic additive Patent
[BASA-CASE-LAF-10173-1 ] C27 N71-1II090
Svirling flo» nozzle Patent
[HASA-CASi-XBE-03692] C28 B71-2<4321
Automatic lattery charger Patent
[NASA-C8S1-IBE-OII758] c03 B71-24605
Atti tude ccntrcl systei foe sounding rockets
latent
[NAS1-CSSI-IGS-01651] C31 N71-24750
Tensile strength testing device Patent
[HASA-CASI-JBP-05630] CIS N71-2483H
Bydroforo ing techniques using epoiy melds Patent
[BASA-C»SI-XlB-05e<H-1 ] c15 B71-263»6
Electrical apparatus for detection of thermal
aeccnposito.cn of insulation Patent
[HASA-CASI-XBF-03968] Cl« H71-27186
Method and apparatus for nondestructive testing
cf pressure vessels
[BASA-CASE-BSO-121<I2-1] c38 B76-28563
ABBOJBT-GIBIBAL COBP., GLIBDAtB, CALIF.
Botating shaf t seal Patent
[BASA-CASI-IBP-02862-1] CIS H71-2629U
AEBOJET-6EB1BAL COBP., SACBABEBTO, CALIF.
Process of forming particles in a cryogenic path
Patent
[BASA-CAEI-BPO-10250] c23 B71-16212
AEBOBAOTICAL BBSIABCB ASSOCIATES OF EBIBCBTOB,
IBC., B. J.
Integrated lift/drag controller for aircraft
[BASA-CASI-ABC-10156-1] COS B75-12930
AIBBOBBB IBSIBOBEB1S 1AB-, OBIB PABE, B. I.
Bigh-Q bandpass resonators utilizing bandstop
resonator pairs
[BASA-CASI-GSC-1C990-1] c09 B73-26195
AIBTBOBICS, IIC., iASHIIGIOB, D.C.
Protection for energy conversion systems
[BASA-CASE-XGS-0«808] C03 B69-25116
Inverter «ith means for base current shaping for
sweeping charge carriers frcm base region Patent
£BASA-CASE-XGS-06226] CIO B71-25950
ABEBICAB AIB FILTEB CO., IBC., SI. LOOIS, BO.
Gas filter mounting structure
£BASA-CASE-HSC-12297] Cl« H72-23U57
ABEBICAB OPTICAL CO., PITTSBOB6B, PA.
Telespectrcgraph Patent
[HASA-CASE-ILA-03273] el* H71-18699
ABEBICAH OPTICAL CO., SOOTBBBIDGB, BASS,
pneumatic lirrcr support system
[BASA-CASE-XLA-03271] ell B69-2U321
ABEBICAB SCIBBCB ABD EBGIBEBBIHG, IBC., ClflBBIDGB,
BASS.
X-ray reflection collimator adapted to focns
X-radiaticn directly on a detector Patent
[BASA-CASI-XBQ-01106] Clt H70-Q0240
AHPEI COBP., BEDIOOO CItl, CALIF.
Hethod for malting conductors for fercite memory
arrays
[BASA-CASE-LAB-1099P-1 ] c2» B75-130J2
APPLIED BAGBETICS COBP., GOLBTA, CALIF.
nagnetic recording head and method of making
sane Patent
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10097-1] C08 B71-27210
APPLIED PBISICS LAB., JOBHS BOPKIBS DBIV., LADBBL,
BD.
Open loop digital frequency multiplier
[BASA-CASE-BSC-12709-1] C33 B77-2M375




APPLIED SPACE EBODOCTS, IBC., PALO ALTO, CALIF,
latnmescent paints Patent
[»ASA-CASI-ABC-10099-1] C18 B71-15169




ASTBO-SPACE LABS., IBC., BOBTSYILLB, ALA.
Linear differential pressure sensor Patent
[B4SA-CASE-XBF-01971] cltt B71-22752
ATLA8TIC BESBABCB COBP., ALEIABDBIA, VA.
Spherically-shaped rocket motor Patent
£BfiSA-CASE-XBQ-01897] C28 B7C-35381
AOBDBB BESBABCB FODBDAIIOB, IBC., ALA.
Shear nodulated fluid amplifier Patent
£B»SA-CASE-BFS-10«I12] C12 871-17578
Laser coolant and ultraviolet filter
£NASA-CASE-BIS-20180J Cl6 B72-12q«0
ADBOBS OBIV., ALA.
Automatic frequency control for FB transmitter
£B»SA-CASE-BFS-215ltO-1] C32 B71-19790






Adaptive voting computer system
£BASA-CASI-BSC-13932-1] C62 B7«l-m920
ATCO COBP., BEI IOBK.
Signal mnltipleier
EB»Si-CASE-XGS-01110] c07 B69-2"433«
ATCO COBP., IILBIBGTOB, BASS.
Bethod and apparatus for making a heat
insulating and ablative structure Patent
[BASA-CSSE-IBS-02009] C33 B71-20830
B
B1LOIIB ELECtBOBICS, IBC., LITTLE BOCK, ABB.
Digital plus analog output encoder
£BASA-CASE-GSC-12115-1] C62 B76-31S16
BALDIIB-LIBA-BABILTOI COBP., SAB FBABCISCO, CALIF.
Talve actuator Patent
1-321
BALL BEOS. BESIJBCH COBP., SODBCE INDEX
[8ASA-CASE-XHC-01208] c15 B70-35409





BABBF.S EBGIBEEEIBG CO., S1AHFOBD. CCH8.
Bulti-lobar scan hcnzcn sensor Patent
[BASA-C8SE-XGS-00809] c21 B70-35427
Horizon sensor with a plurality of fixedly
positioned radiation ccapensated radiation
sensitive detectors Patent
[BASA-CASI-XBP-06957] c14 N71-21088
Miniature carbcn dioxide sensor and methods
[HiSi-CSSI-BSC-13332-1] C14 B72-21408
BATTELLE BEHOEIAI IBS1., CCLDBBDS, OBIO.
Process for preparation of dianilinosilanes Patent
[BASA-CJSl -XBF-06409] c06 B71-23230
Process fcr preparation of high-molecular-
weight pclyaryloxysilanes Patent
[HASA-CASI-JBr-Oe674] C06 H71-28807
Method for deternining presence of OH in
magnesiuir cxide
[B8S8-C8SE-BIO-10774] c06 B72-17095
Porus electrode conprising a bonded stack of
pieces ~cf corrugated octal foil
[B8S8-C8SI-GSC-11368-1] c09 1173-32108
Method of Baking porous conductive supports for
electrodes
[HASA-CaSE-GSC-11367-1] C44 H74-19692
BATTILLB HEBOEIAL IBS!., BICBLABD, IASH.
Low temperature a luminum alloy Patent
[8AS8-C8SE-XBF-02786] c17 B71-20743
BATTELLE-BOBIBIES1, BICBIA1D, BASH.
Preparation of high purity copper fluoride
[BASA-CaSE-im-10794-1] c06 B72-17093
EADSCB ABD LCBB, IBC., EOCBESTEB, B. I.
Petzval type objective including field shaping
lens Patent
[HASA-C8SI-GSC-10700] c23 B71-30027
Illumination systen including a virtual light
source Patent
[H8SJ-C8SI-HCH-1C781] c23 H71-30292
BAILOB DIIV., BOOSTOB, TZX.




BECKRAB IBSTEOBEBIS, IBC., ABAHEIB, CALIF.
Pressure modula t ing value
[NASa-CASE-BSC-149C5-1] c37 B77-28487
BECKBAB IBSTEOBEBTS, IBC., FOLLEBTOS, CAIIF.
Pulse activated polarcgraphic hydrogen detector
latent
[BASA-CSSI-XBF-06531] el* B71-17575
Electronic divider and multiplier using
photocells Patent
[NASa-CASI-XfB-05637] c09 N71-19480
Pulse generating circuit employing switch means
on ends cf delay line for alternately charging






BECEBAH IBSTEDBEBTS, IBC., SOOTH PASADEBA, CALIF.
Pneumatic system for controlling and actuating
pneumatic cyclic devices
[BASA-CBSI-XBS-018H3] C03 N69-21469
BECTCB, DICEIISOB ABD CO., BDIHEEFOBD, B. J.
Vacuua prcbe surface sampler
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10623-1] c1« B73-30395
BELL AEBOSPACE CO., BOFIA10, 1. I.
Rcdulator for tcne and binary signals
[BASA-CASI-GSC-117113-1] C32 H75-2U981
Correlation type phase detector
[BAS8-CAE!-GSC-117<!1|-1] c33 H75-262»3
BELL 8EBOSISTIBS CO., BDFFAIO, B. I.
Lunar landing flight research vehicle Patent
[BASA-CASI-XFB-00929] C31 B70-34966
Flexibly connected support and skin Patent
[NASA-CASI-X1A-01027] C31 B71-24035





BELL ABO BOIEIL CO., CHICAGO, ILL.
Boron trifluonde coatings for thermoplastic
materials
[SASA-CASE-ABC-11057-1 ] C27 BTJ-26J08
BELLCOBB, IBC., iASBINGTOB, D. C.
Physical correction filter for improving the
optical quality of an image
[ BAS8-CAEI-BQB-10512-1] c71 B75-25706
BEBDIX COBP., ABB ABBOB, HIGH.
Circuit breaker utilizing magnetic latching
relays Patent
[BAS8-C8SI-BSC-11277] C09 B71-29008
BEBDIX COBP., DAVEBPOBT, IO8A.
Dual stage check valve
[BASA-C8SI-HSC-13587-1] Cl5 N7i-30U59
BEBDIX COBP., DETEOIT, BICB.
Deformable vehicle wheel Patent
[BASA-CASE-HFS-20100] C31 B71-18611
BEBDIX COBP., BOB1SVILLE, ALA.
flulti axes vibraticn fixtures
[SASA-CASE-BIS-20212] c1t B73-19121
BEBDIX COBP., KEBBEDI SPACE CBBTIB, FLA.
Color perception tester
[BASA-C8SE-KSC-10278] COS B72-16015
BEBDIX COBP., IEIIBBOBO, B. J.
Evacuation valve
[HASA-CASI-LAB-10061-1] CIS S72-31183
BEBDIX BESEABCB LABS., SOOTBFIELD, flICB.
Image tube
[NASA-CAEI-GSC-11602-1] C33 »7<1-21850
BOEIBG CO., COCOA 8BACB, FLA.
Positive contact resistance soldering unit
[NASA-CASE-KSC-10212] C15 B72-2J197
Variable resistance constant tension and
lubrication device
[NAS8-CASE-KSC-10723-1] c37 B75-1326S
BOEIBS CO., BOBtSVILLE, ALA.
Hydrogen fire blink detector
[NASJ-CASE-HFS-15063] Cl« BT2-25"112
Borescope with variable angle scope
[BASA-CASE-BIS-15162] cia B72-32«52
Guide for a typewriter
[BASA-CASI-BFS-15218-1] C37 B77-19M57
BOEIBG CO., PSSADBBA, TEX.
Bedical subject monitoring systems
[HASA-CAEE-BSC-1H180-1] C52 B76-11757
BOEIBG CO., SIATILE, IASB.
Method of inhibiting stress corrosion cracks in
titanium alloys Patent
[NASA-CASE-BEO-10271] C17 B71-16J93
Strain sensor for high temperatures Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBP-09205] C11 B71-17657
Forming tocl for ribbon or wire
[BASA-CASI-XIA-05966] CIS B72-12108
Solar cell assembly test method
[HASA-CASS-HEO-10Q01] COJ B72-20033












BOBG-IABBBB COBP., CHICAGO, ILL.
Data transfer system Patent
[BASA-CASE-BEO-12107] C08 B71-27255
BBOBH ABD B001-BOEIBBOP, HOOStOB, TEX.
Anti-fog composition
[BASA-CASE-HSC-13530-2] c23 B75-1483II
BBOBH EBGIBBEBIB6 CO., IBC., BOBTSVILLB, ALA.
Air bearing Patent
[BASA-CASZ-XHF-01887] C15 B71-10617
Collapsible nozzle extension for rocket engines
Patent
[HASA-CASI-BFS-11197] C28 B71-16224
Inspection gage for boss Patent
[BASA-CASE-XHF-Oq966] C14 B71-17658
Hethod of recording a gas flow pattern Patent
[HASA-CASE-IBF-01779] C12 B71-20815
Trigonometric vehicle guidance assembly which




SOOBCB 1IOEI BLBCTBO-OPTICAL SIST1BS, IIC.,
Vapor liquid separator Patent
[B1SA-CASE-XB1?-OI|042] C15 B71-23023
Tbrnster maintenance system Patent
[BASA-CASE-BJS-20325] c28 B71-27095
Inflatable transpiration ccoled nczzle
[BASA-CASI-HIS-20619] c28 B72-11708
CALIIOBBIA CCBIOTIB PBODOCTS, IIC., ABABEIB.
Temperature regulation circuit Patent
[BASA-CASI-XBP-02792] c14 B71-28958
CALIIOBBIA I1S1. 0? TICB., PASADBBA.
Attitude ccntrcl for spacecraft Patent
[SASA-CJSf-XBP-02982] c3 1 B70-I41855
CALIIOBBIA DBIV., EEBKBLII.




Lou grav i ty phase separator
[NASA-CASI-HSC-11773-1] C31 H75-32262
Resistive anode mace ccnverter
[NASA-CASI-BCH-1C876-1] c3 3 B76-27473
Automatic nultiple-Eanple applicator and
electroptcresis apparatus
[HASA-CASI-ABC-10991-1 ] C25 B77-12157
Process fcr preparing higher oxides of the
alkali and alkaline earth metals
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10992-1] C25 H77-17178
C1LIIOBBIA Q1I1., LOS AI6BIBS.




CABBOBOBDOB CO., 1IAG1BA IALLS, I. I.
Ceramic filer insulating material and methods of
producing sate
[NASA-CASI-BSC-14795-1] C27 B76-15311
CATBOIIC BHIV. OF ABBBICl, iASBIBGTOB, D. C.
Electromagnetic nave energy ccnverter
[HASJ-CASI-GSC-1139II-1] c09 S73-32109
CBAICB VODGBT COBI., FALLAS, 1EZ.
Coupling fcr linear shaped charge Patent
[NASA-CASI-XIA-00189] c33 »70-368lt6
Spin for l ing tubular elbovs Patent
[NASA-CASI-XBI-01C83] c1S H71-22723
Single acticn separation mechanism Patent
[NASA-CASI-X1A-00188] c15 H71-2287M
CBBBSOIL COBI., EAKEBSFIELB, CAIIP.
Process fcr relieving sulfur dioxide fron gas
streais
[HaSA-CASI-HSC-16299-1] c15 H77-31668
CBBTS1BB COBI., DITBOIt, BICB.
Ceramic insulation for radiant heating
enviiCEients and netbed cf preparing the same
Patent
[NaS»-CJSE-HIS-1H253] c33 H71-2U858
Constant teiperatnre heat sink for calorimeters
Patent
[NASA-CJSI-XHP-011208] c33 H71-29051
CHBISIBB COBI., BOBISVILLB, All.
Apparatus for ejection of an instrument cover
[FlSf-CJS!-IBf-OH132] c15 S69-27502
COU.IBS BADIO CO., CED1B B1IIIS, I0«l.
Power respcnsive overload sensing circuit Patent
[HASA-CJS1-GSC-10667-1] c10 H71-33129
COLLIBS BADIO CO., DALLAS, TBI.
Signal path series step biased multidevlce high
efficiency amplif ier Patent
[NASA-CASI-GSC-10668-1 ] C07 B71-28<I30
Beat conductive resilientlv compressible
structure fcr space electronics package
modules Patent
[HASA-CASE-HSC-12389] C33 B71-29052
Infinite range electronics gain control circuit
[HASA-CASI-GSC-10786-1] c10 B72-28211
COLOBADO STUB OB1V., fOBT COILIIS.
Extraction and separation cf a preferentially
photo-disscciated molecular isotope into
positive and necative icns bj means of an
electric f ie ld
[HASA-CASE-LES-12465-1] c72 H76-27967
COBPBBBBBSIVE DBSIGBEBS, IBC.. SBBBBAH OIKS, CiLIF.
Vehicle for use in planetary exploration
[NASA-CASI-1IPO-11366] c11 B73-26238
COBPOTBB COBItOl CO., IBC., IBABIHGBAB. B1SS.
Test f ix ture for pellet-like electrical elements
CRASA-CASI-IBP-06032] c09 869-21926




COBBAC COBP., PASADEBA, C1L1?.
Penetrating radiation system for detecting the
amount of liquid in a tank Patent
£BASA-CASB-HSC-12280] c27 H71-163M8
COOPBB DBIOB. BODSTOI, TEX.
Pyrolysis system and process
[BASA-CASB-BSC-12669-1] CQ1 B76-16621
COBBE1L OBIV., IIBACA, I. I.
Flux sensing device using a tubular core «ith
toroidal gating coil and solenoidal output
coil vonnd thereon Patent
[SASA-CAEE-XGS-01881] . C09 B70-10123
CBaBE CO., BOBEABE, CALIF.
Bydranlic transformer Patent
[BASA-CASE-BIS-20830] CIS B71-30028
COBTISS-iBIGBI COBI., SOOD-B1D6E, B.J.
Gas turbine combustion apparatus Patent
[BASA-CAS!-XLB-103»77-1] C28 B71-20330
COILBB-BABBBB, IBC., BBLVILLB, l.T.




High field Cd£ detector for infrared radiation
[BASA-CASI-LAB-11027-1] C35 B74-18088
DEBVEB OBIV., COLO.
Metal shearing energy absorber
[BASA-CAEE-BCB-10638-1] CIS S73-30160
DBEABTBEBT 0! TBABSPOBTATIOB, CABBBIDGE, BASS.
Optical noise suppression device and method
[BASA-CASI-BSC-12640-1] c71 H76-31S98
DOBBB ABD BABGOLIB, IBC., BOBBBIA, B.T.
Nose cone mounted heat resistant antenna Patent
[BASA-CAE1-XBS-OU312] C07 B71-22984
OODGLAS AIBCBAPI CO., IBC., SABTA BOBICA, CAIII.
Becoverable single stage spacecraft booster Patent
[BASA-CASI-XBI-01973] c31 870-11588
Snitching circuit employing regeneratively
connected complementary transistors Patent
[BASA-CAEE-XBt-02651|] CIO B70-<4203^
Split nut separation system patent
[BASA-CASE-XBP-069111] CIS B71-21189
Artificial gravity spin deployment system Patent
[BASA-C&SB-XBP-02595] C31 B71-21881
Portable snperclean air column device Patent
[BASA-CASI-XBI-03212] C15 N71-22721




DDKS OBIT., BOBB1B, B. C.
Begolated dc-to-dc converter for voltage step-up
or step-dene vith input-output isolation
[BASi-CASI-BtB-10792-1] C33 87I1-110U3
BItBL-BCCOLLOOGB, IBC., SAB CABLOS, CALII.
flethod of forming ceramic to metal seal Patent
[HASA-CASI-XBI-01263-2] C1S B71-26312
BLECIBAC, IBC,, ABABEIB, CALIF.
Optimum predetection diversity receiving system
latent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-007<K>] C07 571-23098
BLBCTBIC StOBAGB EAIIBBI CO., BALEI6B, B.C.
Electric battery and method for operating same
latent
[BASA-CASZ-1GS-01674] C03 B71-29129
BLBCfBO-OPtlCAL SISTEBS, IBC., PASADBBA, CILIF.






Hethod of producing refractory bodies having
controlled porosity Patent
£BASA-CASI-I8»-10393-1 ] C17 »71-15<lb8




ELECTEOHIC IBA6E STSTIBS CCiP., SODECE IBDEI
Particle detection apparatus including a
ballistic perdulnm Patent
[HASA-caSI-XBS-04201] cHl S71-22990
Polarity sensitive circuit Patent
[BASA-CASI-XBP-00952] c10 H71-23271
Icn engine casing construction and method of
naming sane Patent
[NASA-CASH-XBP-06912] c28 N71-23293




ELECTEOHIC IBASE SISTBBS COEE., CAIBBID6I, BASS.
Drying apparatus for pbctcgraphic sbeet uaterial
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11071-1] C11 N73-28<t89
ESB, INC., BAIEIGB, 1. C.
Storage lattery comprising negative plates of a
wedge shaped configuration
rHASA-ClSE-SIC-11806-1] cUU H7H-19693
ESB, IRC., IJEDIES, Pi.
Electric storage tatterj
[NASA-CASE-SEO-11021] c03 B72-20032
EBBS KNIGHT COEE., EAST BA1ICK, BASS.
Method and means for providing an absolute power
measurement capability Eatent
[HASA-CASE-IBC-11020] c1» B71-2677M
FAIBCBILD HI11BE COEP., GBBBSITOiH, BD.
Two axis fluxgate magnetometer Patent
CBASA-cASE-Gsc-i04<n-i] cii N71-27325
Space simulation and radiative property testing
systen and method Patent
[BASA-CASE-BIS-20096] c1<! B71-30026
Thermal ccntrcl system for a spacecraft nodular
bousing
[BASA-CASI-GSC-11018-1] c31 H73-30829
JABIIAT. LABS., IHC., IA J01IA, CAIIF.
Method for attaching a fused-guartz ilrror to a
conductive metal substrate
[HASA-CASE-HIS-23Q05-1] c26 B77-29260
FBDBBAL-B06UI. COEE., LOS AtAilTOS, CALIF.
Hydraulic casting of liquid polymers Patent
[SASA-CJSE-X8P-0765S] c06 B71-22975
FIOEIEA DBIY., GAIIESYILIE.
Nonegnilibrium radiation nuclear reactor
[BASA-CASI-BO.B-108II1-1 ] c73 H75-22108
Safety flywheel
[NASA-CASB-BCB-10888-1] c37 H77-22481
FBC CCBP., BBS IOEI.
Decomposition unit Patent
[FASA-CASE-XBS-00583] c28 H70-38501
FOOTHILL CCllEGE, LOS A1TOS HI11S, CALIF.
Electrical conductivity cell and nethod for
fabricating tte sane
[KASA-CASE-iBC-10810-1] c33 H76-19339
FOBD BOTOE CO., DIABEOBB, B1CB.
onnidirectional acceleration device Patent
[NASA-CASE-HCH-1C780] dq H71-30265
GABHEIT COEE., LOS AJ6B1ES, CAIIF.
Belief valve
[HASA-CASE-XBS-0589H-1] c15 H69-2192H
Portable envircnnental ccntrol systen Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBS-09632-1] COS B71-11203
Dual latching solenoid valve Patent
[NASA-CASE-XBS-C5890] cC9 B71-23191
Hater lanageiett systei and an electrolytic cell
therefor Patent
[HASA-CASE-BSC-10960-1] C03 H71-24718
Low cycle fatigoe testing nachine
[HASA-CASI-LAB-10270-1] C32 H72-25877
Process for separation of dissolved hydrogen
froi water by use of palladium and process for
coating palladia! with palladia! black
CHASA-CASI-BSC-13335-1] C06 H72-31110




GCA COBP., B1BFOBE, BASS.
Analytical photcionization mass spectroieter
with an argcn gas filter between the light
source and icnochroieter Patent
[HASA-CASE-LAB-10180-1] c06 H71-13161
GEHEBAL OT1ABICS/AS1BOIAOIICS, SA1 DIEGO, CALIF.
Deterninaticn cf spot weld quality Patent
[HASA-CASB-XBP-02588] CIS 871-18613
Pressure transducer calibrator Patent
[HASA-CASE-HP-01660] C14 B71-2J036
Plating nickel on aluminam castings Patent
[HASA-CASE-XBP-OIH18] Cl7 B71-21I8JO





Zero gravity separator Patent
[BASA-CASI-XLI-00586] C15 B71-15968




[SASA-CASE-BIS-22991-1 3 C3<» 811-101(63
GEBBBAI DI1ABICS COBP., SAD DIEGO, CALIF.
Light radiation direction indicator with a
baffle of two parallel grids
[BASA-CASE-XRS-03930] Cl<l H69-2«331
Method and apparatus for attaching physiological
monitoring electrodes Patent
[-BASA-CASI-HB-07658-1] COS B71-26293
Driving lairps by induction
[BASA-CASE-BfS-21214-1] C09 B73-30181
GEBEBAL ELECIBIC CO., CIBCIHHATI, OHIO.
Dual output variable pitch turbofan actuation
system
£BASA-CASE-im-12t19-1 ] C07 B77-14025
Beverse pitch fan with divided splitter
[BASA-CASE-IEB-12760-1 ] C07 BT/-17059
Leading edge protection for coiposite blades
[ HASA-CASI-IEH-12550-1 ] C2<l H77-19170




Platforn for a swing root tnrbomachinery blade
[BASA-CASl-LES-12312-1] C07 B77-321118
Deformable bearing seat
[HASA-CAEE-LEB-12527-1 ] C37 B77-32500
Bearing seat osable in a gas turbine engine
[BASA-CASE-LIS-12H77-1] c37 B77-32501
GBBZBA1 ELECTEIC CO., PBILAOBLPBIA, PI.
Catalyst for growth of boron carbide single
crystal whiskers
[BASA-CASE-XBQ-03903] CIS B69-21922
Didyminn hydrate additive to nickel hydroxide
electrodes Patent
[BASA-CASI-XGS-03505] COJ B71-10608
Bisnath-lead coatings for gas bearings used in
atiospheric environments and vacuum chambers
Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-02011] CIS B71-20739
Automatic ccntrol of liquid cooling garment by
cutaneous and external auditory meatos
temperatures
[BASA-CASE-BSC-13917-1] COS B72-15098






Compton scatter attenuation gamma ray spectrometer
[HASA-CASE-BFS-211111-1] C1I| B73-30392
Inverter ratio failure detector
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13160-1 ] C35 B71-18090
Electrophoretic sample insertion
[BASA-CASE-BFS-21395-1] C25 B71-26918
Apparatus for conducting flow electrophoresis in
the substantial absence of gravity
£BASA-CASE-BFS-2139I(-1] c3« B74-277Q4
Bultiparameter vision testing apparatus
[BASA-CASI-BSC-13601-2] c51 H75-27759
Automatic biowaste sampling
[HASA-CASE-BSC-116IIO-1 J C5H S76-1"t80H
GBBBBAL BLECTBIC CO., PLBASABT01, CALIF.
Bethod of taking a cermet Patent
[BASA-CASE-LEI-10219-1] C18 B71-28729









Directicnally solidified entectic gamma tins
heto nickel-base superalloys
[NASA-OSI-LES-12906-1] C26 B77-32279
GBBBBA1 EHCTBIC CO., QTICA, 1. 1.
• Method cf determining bond guality of potter
transistors attached to EDbstrates
[BASA-CASE-BFS-21931-1] c37 B75-26372
GEB8BAL BOXOBS COBP., DETBOIT, BICB.
Hermetic sealed vibraticn daiper Patent
[BASA-CASI-BSC-10959] c15 H71-26243
6BBBBAL BOTOBS COS?., BHBAORZB, BIS.
Adjustable tension Hire guide Patent
[SASA-CASE-IHS-02383] c15 H71-15918
GEBBBAL B010ES COEf., S1B11 B1BBABA, CALIF.
Besilient wheel Patent
[BASA-CASE-BIS-13929] c15 H71-27091
GEBBBAL PB1CISI01. IBC., 1ITTIB PHIS, 1.3.
Beversible current ccntrcl apparatus Patent
[HASA-CASE-I1A-09371 ] c10 B71-18724
6BBBBAL PBBCISIOB, IBC., SOBBIV1LE, CALII.
Broadband video process »ith very high input
impedance
[BASA-CASE-HJO-1019S] c09 H72-17156
CBBSB1L PBBC13IOH SISTBBS, IBC., IIII1B FAILS, B.J.
flnidic-tberiocbrcBic display device Patent
[BASA-CASB-EBC-10031] C12 871-18603
6EBEB1L TICBBOLOGIBS COBP., BISTOB, »A.
tlethod of fak ing reinforced composite structure
[BASA-CASZ-LES-12619-1] c24 B77-19171
6EOPBTSICS COiP. OF ABEBIC1. EEDFOBD, BASS.
Inflation system for tallccn type satellites
Patent
[HASA-CASB-IGS-03351] c31 871-16081
GEOFBISICS COIP. 0? ABIBICi, EOSTOB, HISS.
Ionospheric batter; Patent
[BASA-CISE-IGS-01S933 c03 B70-35U08
SB086B 8ASBIB6IOB OBIV., SASBI1GTOB, D. C.
Bacteria detection inetrnnent and aetbod
CBASA-CASI-6SC-11533-1] c1» B73-13tt35
Arterial pulse nave pressure transducer
[BASA-CASB-GSC-11531-1] c£2 H7»-27566
GIAII1IIBI SCIHT1FIC COBP., S1ITA AJA, CAIIf.
Electric arc ligbt source laving undercut
recessed anode
[HASA-CASF.-ABC-102ee-1] C33 H75-29318
Ccibinaticn autoiatic-starting electrical plasaa
torch and gas sbutcff valve
CBASA-CASE-I1E-10717] C37 H75-29026
6LOBI-OBIOB, IBC., BIIHOBH, IIS.
Method of coating eclar cell with borcsilicate
glass and resultant product
[BASA-CBSE-GSC-115111-1] c03 B72-24037
GOODIZIB AIBOSF1CB COBP., 1BBCB, OBIO.
Foldable sclar concentrator Patent
[BASA-CASI-ILA-04622] c03 B70-41S80
Method cf taking a filaient-vound container Patent
CBASA-CASE-ILE-03803-2] C15 B71-17651
Filaient icund container latent
[BASA-CASB-I1E-03803] C1S 871-23816
• Penalized tigb perfoiiacct lultilajer insolation
Patent
[BASA-CASE-HIS-14023] C33 B71-25351






GBACB (I. B.) AID CO., CLABBS1I11B, BD.
Metal ccntaicing pclyiers froi cyclic tetraieric
pbenylpbospbcnitrilailde£ Patent
[BASA-CASB-BCB-103e4] c06 B71-27363
6BOBB1B AIBCBAFI BBBIBBBBIB6 COBP., BBtBPAGB, B. I.
Sealed catinetty Patent
[BASA-CASB-HSC-1;168-1] cC9 B71-18600
out of tolerance warning alari systei for
plurality of tonltored circuits Patent
CBASA-C»SB-IBS-10S8«-1] clO B71-19417
GDI! SBBBBA1 HOBIC, SIB D1I6C, CAIIF.
lavefon slinlator Patent
[SASA-CASE-BPO-10251] C10 B71-27365




BABILIOB S1AB11BD, B1BIIOBD, COBB.
Portable breathing systen
[BASA-CASB-BSC-16182-1] C54 S77-21807
BABILIOB STAB1ABD, IIBDSOB LOCKS, COBB.
Venting device for pressurized space suit belnet
Patent
[BASA-CASE-IBS-096S2-1] COS 871-26333
Begenerable device for scrubbing breathable air
of C02 aid icisture without special heat
exchanger equipment
£BAS»-CASZ-BSC-14771-1] c5« B77-32122
BABILTOB STABIAID BIT., DBITBD AIBCBAFT COBP.,
BIBDSOB LOCKS, COBB.
Condensate renoval device for heat exchanger
[BASA-CASE-BSC-14143-1] C77 B75-20139
BATES IBIBBBAtlOBAL COBP., BIBBIBSBAB, ALA.
Space craft soft landing systen Patent
[BASA-CASE-1BF-02108] C31 B70-36845
Device for preventing high voltage arcing in
electron bean velding Patent
[ BAS1-CASE-IBP-08522] C15 B71-19486
BATES IBTBBBAIIOBAL COBP., HDBTSVILLB, ALA.
Bethod and apparatus for cryogenic wire
stripping Patent
[BASA-CaSE-MFS-10340] CIS 871-17628
Self-balancing strain gage transducer Patent
[HASA-CASE-BFS-12827] C14 B71-176S6
Aatoaatic closed circuit television arc guidance
control Patent
t»ASA-CASB-B!S-13046] C07 B71-19133
BAZLETOB LABS,, PALLS CBOBCB, TA.
Dse of the enzyme hexokinase for the reduction
of inherent light levels
[HASA-CAEE-XGS-05533J C04 B69-27487
Light detection instrument Patent
[HASA-CASE-1GS-05534] C23 B71-1635S




BBBC01ES, IBC., BILBIB6IOB, DBL.
Bethod of repairing discontinuity in fiberglass
structures
£»ASA-C4SB-IAB-10416-1] C24 B7H-30001
BOFPBAB ELBCTBOBICS COBP., BL BOBtB, CALIF.
Bethod for producing a solar cell having an
integral protective covering
[SASA-CASE-IGS-04531] c03 B69-24267
BOBBXBB1L, IBC., BOPBIBS, BIBB.
Frequency control network for a current feedback
oscillator Patent
[BiSA-CASE-GSC-10041-1] ClO B71-19418
HOBBXBBll, IBC., BIBHBAPOLIS, BIBB.
Bus voltage compensation circuit for controlling
direct current motor
[HASi-CASE-IBS-OI4215-1] C09 B69-39987





High impedance measuring apparatus Patent
[BASA-CASB-JBS-08589-1] C09 B71-20569






Convolnting device for forming convolutions and
the like Patent
[BASA-CASB-1BP-05297] CIS B71-23811
Failure sensing and protection circuit for
converter networks Patent
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10114-1] c10 B71-27366
Voice operated controller Patent
[BaSA-CASB-ZLA-04063] c31 B71-33160
Load current sensor for a series pulse width
modulated power supply
[NASi-C»SI-GSC-10656-1] c09 B72-2S249






BOOSTCB DBIV.. SOOBCB IBDEX
Hethod of f o r m i n g shrink-fit compression seal
[BASA-CASE-LSB-115e3-1] c37 S77-23482
BODSTCB BBIV., III.
Analysis cf volatile organic compounds
[NASA-C»SI-BSC-1l|i|28-1] C23 877-17161
HOfABB OH!?., SASIIB6TCB, I. C.
Locking mechan i sm foi crthcpedic traces
[BASA-CASE-GSC-12082-1] C51 U76-22911
A cervix-tc~rectum measuring device ID a
radiation applicator fcr use in the treatment
of cervical cancer
[BASA-CAEE-GSC-12081-2] cE2 H77-26796
Locking mechanism fcr crthcpedic braces
[BASA-CASI-GSC-12082-2] C52 B77-27691
BOGBES lIBCBlft CO., COLVIB CITI, CAIIF.
Varactor ligh level mixer
[SASA-CASI-IGS-05171] c09 K69-21321




Solid state chenical source for aamonia lean
naser Patent
[HASA-CASB-XGS-01501] * c16 H70-11578
Canopns detector including automotive gain
control cf phctcmnltiplier tube Patent
[HASA-CASB-XSP-03914] c21 H71-10771
Born ieed laving overlappirg apertures Patent
[NASA-CASJ-GSC-10152] c07 H71-12396
Deflective tod snitch »ith elastic support and
sealing leans Patent
[BASA-CASI-XSP-CS808 j c09 S71-12518
Guidance ana maneuver atalyzer Patent
[BASA-CASB-XBP-OS572] dl S71-15621
Method of naki rg screen by casting Patent
[BASA-CJSI-XIE-00953] c15 H71-15966
Fluid flow ccntrcl value Patent
[HASA-CASB-XII-00703] c15 H71-15967
Lev noise single aperture inltinode monopulse
antenna feed system Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBP-01735] c07 H71-22750
Mul t i l ayer forcus icnizer Patent
[HASA-CASB-XSP-01338] c17 H71-230«6
Construction and Betted of arranging a plurality
cf ion engines tc fcrir a cluster Patent
[SASJ-CASI-XSP-C2923] c28 H71-23081
Hethod for tiberizing ceratic materials Patent
[HASA-CASI-XBP-00597] . c18 B71-23088




Variable frequency oscillator vith teiperature
compensation Patent
[BASJ-CASE-XBP-03916] c09 B71-28810
Bigh efficiercy ionizer assembly Patent
[BASl-CASI-XBP-01951] c28 H71-28850
Appara tus for changing the orientation and
velccity of a spinning bcdy traversing a path
Patent
[BASA-CASI-BfiB-00936] c31 B71-29050




Refractory porcelain enasel passive ccntrol
coating for tigh temperature alloys
[SASA-CAEI-BfS-22220-1] c27 H75-27160





Double optic systea-for ice engine Patent
[HASJ-CASI-IBP-02839] c28 H70-41922








A dc-conpled ncninverting cne-sbot Patent
C H A S A - C A S B - X N P - C 9 K 5 0 ] CIO H71-18723
Phase dencdqJat lcn system lith toe phase locked
loops Patent
[BASJ-CAEB-IBP-OC777] c10 B71-19Q69
High voltage transistor circuit Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBF-06937] C09 B7T-19516
Drift compensation circuit for analog to digital
converter Patent
[BASA-CASE-IBP-04780] C08 B71-19687
System for ncnitoring the presence of neutrals
in a stream cf ions Patent
£BASA-CAS!-XBP-02592] C2Q B11-20518
Broadband frequency discriminator Patent .
[HASA-CASE-BIO-10096] C07 B71-21583
Flexible, repairable, pottatle material for
electrical connectors Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-05180] C18 B71-25881
Phase multiplying electronic scanning system
Patent
[BASA-CASI-BIO-10302] CIO B71-26112
Barro» bandnidth video Patent
[BASA-CAEE-XHS-067<10-1] C07 B7 1-26579
Solar panel fabrication Patent
£BASA-CAEE-XHP-03!|13J C03 B71-26726
Method for removing oxygen impurities from
cesium Patent
[BASA-CASB-XNP-01262-2] Cl7 B71-26773





Injector for use in high voltage isolators for
liquid feed lines
[BASA-CAEE-BPO-11377] Cl5 B73-27406
High efficiency nnltifregnency feed
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11909] C32 B71-20863
Ihiophenyl ether disilozanes and trisilozanes
useful as lubricant fluids
[BASA-CAEE-BPS-22111-1] c37 B7M-21058
Hethod and apparatus for optically monitoring
the angular position of a rotating mirror
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11353-1] C74 B71-2130I4
Apparatus and method for determining the
position of a radiant energy source
[HASA-CASE-GSC-12117-1] CJ5 B77-20<410
tide pover range microwave feedback controller
£BASA-CAE!-GSC-121I|6-1] C3J B77-21322
A system for synchronizing synthesizers of
communication systems
[BASA-CASE-GSC-121148-1] C3^ B77-2231*
Gregorian all-reflective optical system
[SASA-CASE-GSC-1 2058-1] c7«l B77-26912
Opto-mechanical subsystem vith temperature
compensation through isothemal design
[BASA-CASI-GSC-12059-1] c35 F77-27366
BOGBES BESEABCB 1ABS., BALIBO, CAIIF.
Thrust dynamometer Patent
[BASA-CASI-XIE-05260] C1H B71-20129
III BESEABCB IBST., CBICAGO, ILL.
Spectral method for monitoring atmospheric
contamination of inert-gas velding shields
Patent
[NASA-CAEI-XBF-02039] Cl5 B71-15871
Lightweight refractory insulation and method of
preparing the same Patent
[BASA-CASE-XHF-05279] C18 B71-16121
stabilized zinc oxide coating compositions Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBF-07770-2] c18*N71-26772





Hethod of preparing zinc orthotitanate pigaent
[BASA-CAEE-BFS-23315-1] C27 B77-302J7
IBAGE IBFOBBAT10B, IBC., DABBOBI, COBB.
Becorder/processor apparatus
[BASA-CASI-GSC-11553-1] c35 N71-15831
IBCA EBGIHBEBIBG COBP., SIB GABBIBL, CALII.
Apparatus for establishing flow of a fluid mass
having a known velocity
[BASA-CASI-BIS-21121-1] C31 B71-27730
IIS1IIOIB FOB BBSEABCB, IBC., BOOSTOB, IBX.
Bethod of making a perspiration resistant
biopotential electrode
[BASA-CASE-BSC-90153-2] c05 B72-25120
IBSTITOIB OF BBSIABCB ABD I1SIBOBBBTATIOB, BOOSIOB,
NX.
Pressed disc type sensing electrodes with ion-
1-326
SOOBCE 1B1II JEt PBOPOISIQB LIB.,
screening Beans Patent
[BASJ-CASI-IBS-OQ212-1] COS B71-12346
IBTEB1AT1CBAL BOSISBSS BACB1BIS COEP-, HOPBiELL
JDBC1ICH, B. 1.
Ptoducticn cf crystals fioi molten solutions
[BASZ-CAEI-BEC-13969-2] c76 B77-30984
IBTEBBATICHAL BOSIBESS BACBIBIS COBP., BBH JOBS.
Electrical connector pin nith »iplng action
[HASl-CJSI-XBJ-04238) c09 B69-39734
Tcol at tactnent for spreading loose elements
ana; f r c i veil; Patent
[FASA-CASI-XHf-02107] Cl5 H71-10809
Bedundant nenoiy organization Patent
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10564] C10 H71-29135
IBTBBBATIOBAI B1B1ESTEB CO., SIB DIB6O, CALIF.
Silicide coatings foe refractorj metals Patent
[HASA-CASl-IIE-10910] Cl8 B71-29040
IITBBBATIOBAl IJTEI COBP., DOVEB, DBI.
Space salt
[HAEA-CASI-BSC-12609-1] c05 B73-32012
ITT COBP., BoIXEl, l.J.
Time division radio relaj synchronizing system
nsing dif ferent sync cede vords for in sync




Satellite interlace synchronization system
[NASA-CASI-GSC-10390-1] C07 B72-11149
JBT-EBOPOLSICB HE., CA1II. I1ST. Ot TECH., PASADEBA.
Pressure variable capacitor
[HASA-CAEI - IBP-097E2 j C14 H69-21541










Direct radiation cooling of the collector of
linear rcan tubes
[HASJ-CASE-XBP-09227] c15 N69-21319
Excitation and detection circuitry for a flui
responsive lagnetic head
[SASi-CASI-XBE-01183] C09 B69-21329
Telemetry nerd toning unit
[FASi-CASE-XBP-09225] cO 9 B69-2<4333
Solid state snitch
[HASi-CASE-XBP-09228] C&9 B69-27500




Plurality cf photosensitive cells on a




Bimetallic pover controlled actnator
[HASA-CASE-XBP-09776] C09 B69-39929
piping arrangenent through a double chaiber
strncture
[BASA-CASE-XBP-08882] c15 B69-39935
Bicropacked cclunn for a cbzonatographic systea
[NASJ-C8SE-JBP-OII816] c06 B69-39936
temperature sensitive capacitor device
[HASA-CASE-XBP-09750] c1U R69-39937
Thermionic tantalum eiitter doped with oxygen
Patent Application
[BASA-CASE-BIO-11138] C03 H70-3161I6
pata handling systei based on source
significance, storage availability and data
received fion the scarce Patent Application
[BASB-CASI-XBP-011162-1] c08 B70-31675
Electro-optical scanning apparatus Patent
Applicaticn
[HASA-CiSI-BFO-11106] ell B70-3H697
liguid junction and lettod of fabricating the
sane Patent Application
[HASJ-CASI-BEO-1C682] c15 B70-34699
Beliai refiling by superfluidity Patent
[BASA-CASI-XBP-00733] cC6 B70-31946
Beans and Bethcds of depositing thin films on
substrates latent
[BASA-CASE-XBP-00595] CIS 870-34967
Photosensitive device to detect bearing
deviation Patent
[BSSA-CASE-XBP-00438] C21 B70-35089
Antenna beaB-sbaping apparatus Patent
CBASA-CASE-XHP-00611] C09 H70-J5219
Temperatnre-coapensating means for cavity
resonator of amplifier Patent
[B4SA-CASE-XBP-OOU1I9] ell B70-J5220
Parabolic reflector horn feed mth spillover
correction Patent
CBaSA-CASE-XBP-00540] C09 B70-35382
Beans for visually indicating flight paths cf
vehicles between the Earth, Venus, and Heronry
Patent
[H8SA-CASE-XBP-00708] c1t N70-3539Q
Space vehicle attitude control Patent
[BaSA-CASE-IBP-00465] c21 B70-J5395
Binary to binary-coded-decimal converter Patent
[HfiSA-CASB-XBP-000.32] C08 B70-35423
Cassegrainian antenna subflector flange for
suppressing ground noise Patent
[BaSl-CASE-XSP-00683] c09 B7C-35I125
lonization vacuum gauge Patent
[BaSA-CASE-XBP-00646] cl* B70-35666
Iwo-flaid lagnetohydrodynamic system and method
for themal-electric pover conversion Patent
[BflSA-CASI-XHP-006«14] c03 B7C-36803
Bechanical coordinate converter Patent
[BASi-CAS!-XHP-0061!|] c14 B70-36907
High pressure four-nay valve Patent
[BASA-CASI-XBE-00214] C15 B70-36908
Liquid rocket system Patent
(HiSA-CASE-XBP-00610] c28 B70-36910
Badar ranging receiver Patent
(SASA-CASE-XBP-007I18] c07 B7C-36911
Attitude ccntrol for spacecraft Patent
[HASA-CASI-XBP-0029M] c21 H70-36S38
Elastic universal joint latent
£8ASA-CAS!-XBE-00416] c15 B70-36947
Apparatus and method for control of a solid
fueled rccket vehicle patent
IHASA-CASI-XSP-00217] C28 S70-381B1





Omhilical separator for rockets Patent
CBASA-CASI-IB!-OOt25] C11 B70-3H2Q2
Bultiple Belleville spring assembly Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBE-00840] CIS B70-38J25
Ignition system for monopropellant combusticn
devices Patent
[HASA-CASE-XBP-002II9] C28 870-38249
Pressure regulating system Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBP-00450] c1i B70-38603
Slit regulated gas journal bearing Patent
[HASA-CASE-XBE-00476] CIS 870-38620








Trajectory-correction propulsion system Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBS-01104] c28 B70-3S9J1
Electrically-operated rotary shutter Patent
£RASA-CASE-XBP-00637] C14 870-40273
Zero gravity starting means for liquid
propellant motors Patent
[HASS-CASE-IBE-01390] C28 B7C-41275
Parallel motion suspension device Patent
[«»SA-CAS?.-XBF-01567] CIS S70-41310
Ignition means for monopropellant Patent
[NASA-CASE-XBP-00876] C28 B70-01J11
Beinforcing means for diaphragis Patent
[HASA-CASE-IBP-01962] Cii B7C-H1J70
Bigh pressure filter Patent
[NASA-CASE-IBP-00732] c28 870-41447
Phase-locked loop with sideband rejecting
properties Patent
[8ASA-CASE-IHE-02723] c07 B7C-41680
Digital television camera control system Patent
[BASA-CASI-IBE-01472] ell 870-41807
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Antiflutter tall check valve Patent
[HASA-CASI-XSP-01152] c15 870-41811
Bell attitude star sensor system Patent
[8ASA-CJSI-X8P-01307] c21 N70-41856





Closed Icop ranging syste» Patent
CBASA-CASE-XBP-01501] c21 B70-41930
Printed circuit tcard vitl bellcvs rivet
connection latent[BASA-CASI-XBP-05082] c15 H70-41960
Pease-shift data transmission system having a
pseudo-ncise S Y N C code nodulated vith the data
in a sincle channel Pa ten t
[SASA-CASE-XFP-00911] cC8 1170-1)1961
Baseline stabilization system for lonization
detector Patent
[BASA-CAEE-XHP-03128] c10 1170-41991
Single cr ;.cint ampli tude distr ibution analyzer
latent
[BASA-CAEE-XBP-01383] c09 H71-10659
Dual vavegoide mode source having ccntrc l means
for adjus t ing the relative amplitude of two
modes Patent
CBASA-CASE-XBP-03134] c07 N71-10676
Hethod for determining tie state of charge of
latteries ly tie ose cf tracers Patent
[BASA-CASI-XBP-01464] c03 871-10728
High pressure regulator valve Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBP-0071C] c15 N71-10778
Sclar battery vith interconnecting means for
plural cells Patent
[BASA-CJSI-XBP-06506] c03 871-11050
Scaled cattery gas mani fo ld const ruction Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBP-03378] c03 871-11051
Solar cell submodule Patent
[KASA-CJSf-XRP-0£821] c03 N71-11056,
Beflectcmetei for receiver input impedance match
measurement Patent
[BASA-CASE-XRP-1C843 j cC7 H71-11267
.Means for generating a syce signal in an FH
communica t ion system Patent
[BASA-CASI-JBF-10830] c07 H71-11281
Hulti-feed cone Cassegraic antenna Patent
[SASA-CJEI-BPO-10539] cC7 N71-11285
Thermionic dicde snitch Patent
[HASA-CASE-BJO-10404] c03 N71-12255
Anti-tacklash circuit for hydraulic drive system
Patent
[SASA-C8SE-XBP-01020j cO 3 1171-12260
Binary nnmcer sorter Patent
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10112] COS N71-12502
Linear three-tap feedback shift register Patent
(FASA-CASI-BIO-10351] c08 H71-12503
Binary sequence detectcr latent
[8ASA-CASE-XBE-05«.15] COS H71-12505







Starting circuit for vapor lamps and the like
Patent
[BASA-CASI-XBP-01058] c09 H71-12540
Batched tteriistors for aicrovave pover meters
Patent
[BASA-CASE-BFO-10348] C10 871-12554
nicro current measuring device using tlnral
logarithiic response heated filamentary type
diodes latent
[SASA-CASI-XBP-00384] c09 871-13530
Automatic therial svitch latent
[SASA-CASE-JBP-03796] C23 H71-15167
Photoelectric energy spectrcneter Patent
[HASi-CASI-XHP-01161] C14 H71-15599
Anti-glare improvement for optical imaging
systems Patent
[HASA-CASE-BPO-10337] c1l| H71-156QI1
Fluid flov restrictor latent
[NASJ-CASE-BIO-10117] , c15 H71-15608
High teiper&tnre lens construction Patent
[BASA-CJSJ-XBP-011111] C111 H71-15622
Solder f lui vhich leaves corrosion-resistant
coating Patent
[BASA-CAEE-XSP-031159-2] c18 B71-15688
Intermittent type silica gel adsorption
refrigerator Patent
[BASA-CASE-XHP-00920] C15 B71-15906
Dual mode horn antenna Patent
[BASA-CASE-XSP-01057] C07 B71-15907
Neans for controlling rupture of shock tube
diaphragos Patent
[BASA-CASE-IAC-00731] ell B71-15960
Inserticn less measuring apparatus having
transfoner means connected across a pair of
bolometers Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBP-01193] CIO B71-16057
Polarimeter for transient measurement Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBP-08883] C23 N71-16101
Flexible composite membrane Patent
[NASA-CASI-XHF-08837] C18 M71-16210
Dount for thermal control system Patent
[NASA-CAEE-BSO-10138] C33 B71-16J57
Optical characteristics measuring apparatus Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBP-08840] C23 B71-16365
Parallel plate visccmeter Patent
[BASA-CAEI-XBP-09162] C14 B71-1758M
Beans and method of measuring viscoelastic
strain Patent
[HASA-CASS-XBP-01153] C32 N71-176I15
Interferometer direction sensor Patent
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10320] C14 B71-17655
Interferometer servo system Patent
[NASA-CASE-SIO-10300] ell H71-1766i
Electrical spot terminal assembly Patent
[NASA-CASI-BPO-10034] CIS S71-17685
Sealed separable connection Patent
[BASA-CASI-BSO-10064] CIS B71-17693
Incremental notion drive system Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBP-08897] CIS B71-17694
Ricrobalance including crystal oscillators for
measuring contaminates in a gas system Patent
[HASA-CASE-BPO-10144] C14 B71-17701





High impact pressure regulator Patent
[HASA-CASS-BIC-10175] C14 N71-18625
Magnetic cere current steering commutator Patent
[BASA-CAEE-BIO-10201] c08 B71-18694
Hethod of using photovoltaic cell using
poly-B-vinylcarbazole complex Patent
[BASA-CASI-BPO-10373] C03 B71-18698
A dc-couplcd ncninverting one-shot Patent
[BASA-CASI-XBP-09450] CIO B71-18723
Automatic fault correction system for parallel
signal channels Patent
£HASA-CASE-XBP-03263] C09 H71-18843
Data compression processor Patent
[BASA-CASE-BtO-10068] COS B71-19288
Tape guidance system and apparatus for the
provision thereof Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBE-09453] C08 B71-19420
High voltage transistor circuit Patent
[BASA-CASE-XSP-06937] c09 B71-19516
Solar cell matrix Patent
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10821] C03 B71-19545
Electrical switching device Patent
[HASA-CAEE-BPO-10037] c09 B71-19610
Drift compensation circuit for analog to digital
converter Patent
£SASA-CASE-XBP-0«780J COS S71-19687
Roll-up solar array Patent
[BASA-CASE-BIO-10188] C03 H71-20273
Method and device for determining battery state
of charge Patent
£BASA-CASE-BPO-10190] c03 B71-20407
Soil particles separator, collector and viever
Patent
[BASA-CAEE-XBP-09770] C15 B71-20440
Transmission line thermal short Patent
[BASA-CSSB-XBP-09775J c09 B71-20H05
Synchronous servo loop control system Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBP-037011] CIO B71-2QI148
Processing for producing a sterilized instrument
Patent
[BASA-CASI-XBP-09763] c14 B71-20461
Signal-to-coise ratio estimating by taking ratio




SODBCE 1BE1I JET PBOPOLSIOB IAB., COIID
Elimination cf freguency shift in a multiplex
comeunicaticn systen Patent
[NASA-CASI-XBP-01306] C07 H71-20814
Hagh power-high voltage laterload Patent
[BASA-CSSE-XBP-05381] c09 B71-20842
Coaxial calle ccnnsctcr latent
[BASA-CASE-XBP-04732] c09 871-20851
Scldenng with solder flux vhicb leaves
corrosicc resistant ccating Patent
[8ASA-C8SE-IBP-03459] C15 N71-21078
Hiniatnre stress transducer patent
[BASA-CSSE-XHP-02983] c14 H71-21091
Holder for crystal rescnatcrs Patent
[BASA-CJSE-XBP-03637] c15 H71-21311
Correlaticc function apparatus Patent
[BASA-CASI-XSP-00746] C07 871-21476
Split nnt separation system patent
[BASA-CASI-XBP-06914] c15 B71-21489
Light position locating system Patent
[BASf-CJSI-XBP-01059] c23 B71-21821




Error correcting methcd and apparatus Patent
[BASA-CBSE-XHP-02748] 008 871-22749
Counter ano shift register patent
[BASA-CASE-XBP-01753] c08 U71-22897
Friction Beasuring apparatus Patent
[NAS>-C8SI-XSP-C8680] c14 N71-22995






B€duced bandwidth video cotmunication sjsten
utilizing sampling techniques Patent
[8ASA-CAEE-XBP-02791] c07 B71-23026
Hodel launcher for wind tunnels Patent
[BASA-CASI-XBP-03578] C11 871^23030
Drive circuit utilizing twc cores Patent
[NASA-C8SE-XBP-01318] c10 N71^23033
Solar vane actuator Patent
[BASA-CASE-X8P-05535] cIM 871-23040
Time of flight mass spectrometer vith feedback
Beans free the detector to the Ion source and
a specific counter Patert
[BASA-CSSI-INP-01056] clH H71-230U1
Connector internal force gauge Patent
[NASA-CASE-XNP-03918] C1U S71-23087
Circulator having quarter «avelength resonant
post and parametric amplifier circuits
utilizing the sane Patent
[NASA-CASE-IBP-021UO] c09 H71-23097
Method of resolving clock synchronization error
and means therefor Patent
[B4SA-CASI-XBP-06875] clO M71-23099
Impact testing machine Patent
[HASA-CASE-IBP-04817] C11 B71-23225
Zeta potential flovieter latent
[BASS-CiSE-XBP-06509] C1H B71-23226
Comparator for the comparison of tvo binary
numbers Patent
[BASf-CASI-XBP-04819] c08 B71-23295




Indexing ncrovave smtch Patent
[HASJ-CASI-XBP-06507] C09 H71-235I»8
Hillimeter vave radiometer for radio astronomy
Patent
[BASS-CASE-JBP-09832] C30 H71-23723
Radiant energy intensity measurement system Patent
[BASA-CASI-XBP-06510] c1» B71-23797
High speed phase detectcr Patent
[BASS-CASI-XHP-01306-2] c09 H71-24596




Signal processing apparatus for multiplex
transmi£ficn Patent
[HASA-CASI-BPO-1C388] cC7 B71-24622
Self-testing and repairing computer Patent
[BASA-CASE-BtO-10567] COS H71-21633




















High-gain, broadband traveling vave Baser Patent
[BASA-CASE-BIO-10548] Cl6 B71-24831
Fluid containers and resealable septum therefor
Patent
[BASA-CBSE-BIO-10123] CIS B71-24835
Temperature telemetric transmitter Patent
[BASA-CASE-BIO-10649] C07 B71-24840
Tuning arrangement for an electron discharge




Boninterruptable digital counting system Patent
[NASA-CASE-XBP-09759] COB B71-24891
Drive circuit for minimizing power consumption




Process for reducing secondary electron emission
Patent
[BASA-CASE-XSP-09469] C24 B71-25555
ninioal logic block encoder Patent
[HASA-CASE-BIO-10595] ClO B71-2S917
Bovel polycarboxylic prepolymeric materials and
polymers thereof Patent
[HASi-CASE-BPO-10596] C06 B71-25929
Current steering switch Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBP-08567] C09 B71-26000
Dual polarity full wave dc motor drive Patent
[BASA-CASI-XBP-07477] C09 B71-26092
High impact antenna Patent
CB1SA-CASI-BIO-102313 C07 B71-26101
Video communication system and apparatus Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBP-06611] C07 B71-26102
Parallel generation of the check bits of a PB
sequence Patent
[HASA-CASE-XBP-04623] ClO B71-26103
Phase multiplying electronic scanning system
Patent
[BASA-CASE-BIO-10302] ClO B71-26142
Electron beam tube containing a multiple cathode
array employing indexing means for cathode
substitution Patent
[BASA-CASE-BEO-10625] C09 B71-26182
Fluid phase analyzer Patent
[8ASA-CASE-BSO-10691] C14 B71-26199
Variable frequency nuclear magnetic resonance
spectrometer Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBP-09830] C14 B71-26266
Time synchronization system utilizing noon
reflected coded signals Patent
[BASA-CAEB-BPO-10143] C10 B71-26326
Broadband stable power multiplier Patent
£BASA-CASE-XBP-10854] ClO H71-26331
Cascaded complementary pair broadband transistor
amplifiers Patent
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10003] ClO B71-26415
Digital memory in which the driving of each word
location is controlled by a switch core Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBP-01466] ClO B71-26434
Conically shaped cavity radiometer with a dual
purpose cone winding Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBP-09701] Cl4 B71-26475
Analog signal integration and reconstruction
system Patent
[BASA-CASE-BIO-10344] ClO H71-26544
Bapid sync acquisition systen Patent
[BASA-CASE-SPO-10214] ClO B71-26577
Cryogenic cooling system Patent
[BASA-CASE-BEO-10467] c23 H71-26654
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Vacuun evafoiatot »ith electromagnetic ion
steering Patent
EBASA-CSSZ-BEO-10331] c09 N71-26701
Automates lloia chemical analyzer Patent
[BASA-CASZ-IBP-09UE1] c06 B71-26751




Hnltiducted electromagnetic pump Patent
[BASJ-CASZ-8IO-1C755] c15 N71-27081
Peak acceleration lioiter for vibrational tester
Patent
[BASA-CASI-BEO-10556] d't N71-27185
Thin filii capacitive boloieter and temperature
sensor Patent
[BASA-CASE-BPO-1C6C7] c09 H71-27232
Black body cavity radicieter Patent
[NASA-CASI-BPO-1C810] dl H71-27323
Video signal enhancenent sjstem vith dynamic
range compression and ncinlaticn index
expansicn Patent
[BASJ-CAEZ-BIO-10313] c07 B71-27311
Force-balanced, throttle valve Patent
CBAEA-CASI-BPO-10808] c15 B71-27132
Cavity emitter for thenicnic converter Patent
[BASA-CASI-BPO-10112] c09 B71-28121
Frictionless universal jciit Patent
[BASA-CASI-BPO-106II6] c15 B71-28167
Epoxy-aziridine pclyier product Patent
EBASA-CASZ-BPO-1C701] c06 B71-28620
Fluid impervious barrier including liquid metal
alloy and net hod of making sane Patent
[BASA-CASZ-XBP-C8881] C17 B71-287U7
Rind tunnel ilcrophone structure Patent
[BASA-CJSZ-XBP-00250] c11 B71-28779
Trialkyl-dilalctantalni and niobium compounds
Patent
[BASA-CASI-XSP-01023] c06.B71-28808
Digital tencry sense amplifying Beans Patent
EBASA-CASI-XHP-01012] c08 B71-28925
Digital filter for reducing sanpling jitter in
digital centre! systens Patent
[BASA-CASI-BPO-11088] c08 B71-29031
Hethod and apparatus for aligning a laser beam
projector Patent
[BASA-CASZ-BIO-11087] C23 B71-29125
Rubber ccmpcsiticn for vee vith hjdrazine Patent
Application
[SAEA-CASZ-BPO-111133] c18 B71-31110
Retable accurate reflector systei foe telscopes
Patent
[HASA-CASZ-BPO-10168] C23 B71-33229
Encoder/decoder system for a rapidly
Eyncbrciiiable binary code Patent
[BASA-CAEZ-BSO-10312] clO B71-33U07
High ponei ilciovave po«er divider Patent
[BASA-CASB-BSO-11031] c07 B71-33606




Hanually actuated heat pomp
[BASA-CASI-BPO-10677] c05 H72-1108*
Virtual nail slot circularly polarized planar
array antenna
[BASA-CASB-BPO-10301] C07 H72-11118
System for controlling the operation of a
variable signal device
[SASA-CASB-BPO-1106II] c07 B72-11150
Hethod and apparatus for data compression by a
decreasing slope threetcld test
[BASA-CASE-BFO-10769] C08 B72-11171
Apparatns for remote measurement cf displacement
of Barks en a specimen oidergoing a tensile test
[BiSA-CASB-BIO-10778] c1« B72-1136H
Vibration isolation system using compression
springs
tBASA-CAE!-B!0-11012] c15 H72-11391




High voltage transistor amplifier vith constant
current load
[BASA-CASZ-BEO-11023] c09 B72-17155
Reference vcltage svitchinf unit
[BASA-CASI-BPO-11253] c09 B72-17157













Digital quasi-exponential function generator
£HASA-CASE-BPO-11130] COS B72-20176












Optimal control system for an electric motor
driven vehicle
[BASA-CASE-BPO-11210] ell B72-2021II





Solid propellent rocket motor
[BASA-CASB-IBE-03282] C28 B72-20758
Shell side liquid metal boiler
[HASA-C&SI-BSO-10831] C33 B72-20915












Solar cell panels vith light transmitting plate
[BASA-CASZ-BEO-107II7] C03 B72-22012
Data multiplexer using tree switching
configuration
[BASA-CiSE-BPO-11333] COS B72-22162




Analog-to-digital converter analyzing system
£BASA-CASE-BEO-10560] c08 B72-22U6
Feedback shift register vith states decomposed
into cycles of equal length
£BASA-CASZ-BFO-11082] C08 B72-22U7
Self-obturating, gas operated launcher
IBASA-CASZ-BIO-11013] C11 B72-222U1




Deployable solar cell array
[BASA-CASE-BIO-10883] c31 B72-2287»
Thermal to electrical pover conversion system
vith solid-state snitches vith seebeck effect
compensation
£BASA-CASE-BIO-11388] c03 872-23,018





Solid propellant rocket motor nozzle
[BASA-CASE-BPO-11158] c28 B72-23810
Analysis of hydrogen-deuterium mixtures
[BASA-CASE-BPO-11322] C06 B72-25116
Flexible computer accessed telemetry
£BASA-CASB-BIO-113S8] c07 B72-2S172
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Haiti-purpose a n't eon a eiilcying dish reflector
tilth final coaiial lorn feeds
CBASA-CJSZ-BPO-11264} C07 B72-2517*
Communications lint fcr ccipnterE
[SASA-CISI-BEO-111613 CC8 B72-25207
flethod and apparatus for frequency-division
multiplex ccnonnicaticnE by digital fhase
shift ol carrier
[NASA-Cm-SIO-11338] COB S72-25208
Binary coded sequential accuisition ranging system
[SASA-C1SI-BEO-11191] c08 H72-25209
BCD 2 seguential func t icn Generator fcr multibit
binar j sequence
[BASA-CJSI-BEO-10636] c08 B72-25210
Digital videc display system using cathcde ray
tube
[SASA-CASI-BEO-11312] C09 B72-25248













Coaxial injector fcr reacticn meters
tBASA-CASI-BPO-11095] c15 H72-25U55
Ball screv linear actuator
[HASA-CASI-BEO-11222] c15 B72-25H56
Beliui refrigerator and method for
decontaminating the refriceratcr
[BAEA-CASI-BPO-10e3<l] c23 B72-25619
Uninsulated in-core thermionic diode
[BASA-CJSI-BEO-10EH2] cC9 H72-27228






Method for controlling vatcr content cf a gas
[BASA-CASE-BEO-10633] c03 B72-28025
Baser fcr frequencies it the 7-20 GHz range
[NASA-CASI-BEO-11K37] c16 H72-28521




[BASA-CASI-EBC-1021H] . c09 B72-31235
Singly-curved reflector for use in high-gain
antencas
[BASA-CASI-BEO-11361] c07 B72-32169
Digital slope threshold data compressor
tBASA-CASI-BIO-11630] COS H72-33172
Continuously variable vcltage controlled phase
shifter
[HASl-CAEI-BIO-11129] CC9 H72-33204
Psendonoiee sequence generators vith three tap
linear feedback shift registers
[BASA-CASE-HIO-1H06] COS K73-12175
Versatile aritiietic unit for high speed
sequential decoder
[HASA-CASE-BSO-11371] C08 B73-12177
Dual frequency microvave reflex feed
[BASA-CASB-BFO-13091-1] c09 B73-1221«






Program for coputer aided reliability estimation
[NASA-CASI-BfO-13086-1] C15 H73-12H95
Apparatus for deriving synchronizing pulses from
pulses in a single channel ECU corniceications
system
[BASA-CASE-BIO-11302-1] C07 B73-131H9
Eotary vane attenuator vbeiin rotcr has
orthogonally disposed resistive and dielectric
cards
[BASA-CASI-HJO-1lqi8-1] C1K H73-13H20
Gas flon ccptrcl device
[BASA-CASE-BIO-1U79] C15 B73-13062
Electrolytic gas operated actuator
[HASA-CJSI-BEO-11369] C15 B73-13467
Dual purpose momentum wheels for spacecraft ulth
magnetic recording
[NASA-CASI-BEO-1iq81] C21 B7i-1J6«<l
Multiple reflection conical oicronave antenna
[HASA-CASJ-BPO-11661] C07 B73-11130
Cyclically operable optical shutter
[HASA-CASI-BPO-10758] Cl« B73-101I27
Beat detection and compositions and devices
therefor
[HASA-CASE-BIO-10761-1] C14 B73-1«128










Data-aided carrier tracking loops
[SASA-CASI-BIO-11282] CIO B73-16205
stacked solar cell arrays
[SASA-CASI-BIC-11771] c03 B73-200HO
A m-ary linear feedback shift register with
binary logic
[HASA-CASI-BEO-11868] ClO B73-20254
Apparatus for recovering matter adhered to a
host surface
[BASA-CASE-BEO-11213] C15 B7--20S1M
Scan converting video tape recorder
[HASA-CASE-BEO-10166-1] C07 B7i-22076
Collapsible structure for an antenna reflector
[HASA-CASl-BIO-11751] C07 B73-2M176
Pump for delivering heated fluids
[HASA-CASE-BEO-11417] CIS B73-2»513
Ion thruster «ith a combination keeper electrode
and electron baffle
CNASA-CASI-BEO-11880] C28 B73-24783
Solid propellant rocket motor
CBASA-CASE-BEO-11559] C28 B73-2«78<1
Code regenerative clean-up loop transponder tcr
a ma-type ranging system
[HAS&-CASE-BIO-11707] C07 S73-25161
Bumerical computer peripheral interactive device
vith manual controls
[BASA-CASI-BIO-11197] c08 B73-25206
Badiant source tracker Independent of
nonconstant irradiance
[ BASA-CASE-BIO-11686] Cl» B73-25162
Tvo carrier coamnnication system vith single
transmitter
[HASA-CAS!-S!0-115«8] CC7 B7J-26118





Automated attendance accounting system
[ BASA-CASE-B!0-11<156] COS B73-26176
Lov phase noise digital frequency divider
[BASA-CASE-BEO-11569] ClO B73-2622S
Vehicle fcr use in planetary exploration
£BASA-CASE-BEO-11366] Oil B7J-26238





Filter for third order phase locked loops
[BASA-CASE-BIO-11911-1] ClO B73-^7171
Beceiver vith an improved phase lock loop in a





Psendonoise (PB) synchronization of data system
vith derivation of clock frequency frcm
received signal for clocking receiver tv
generator
[BASA-CASE-IBE-03e23J C09 B7 --28080
Apparatus and method for measuring the Seebeck
coefficient and resistivity of materials
[BASA-CASE-BIO-11709] cH B7--*8»8*
Dual purpose optical Instrument capable of
simultaneously acting as spectrometer and
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diffractcieter
[UASA-CJSI-XBP-OE231] c14 B73-28491
Continuous magnetic f l ux pump
[8ASA-CASI-XBE-01 ie7] C15 B73-28516
Preparatico of alkali netal dispersions
[BASA-CASI-XBP-08876] C17 H73-28573
Superconductive magnetic-f leld-trapping device
[NASA-CASE-XBP-01185] c26 B73-28710
Automatic carrier acquisition system
[HASA-CASB-NFO- 11628-1] cC7 (173-30113
Perrofluidic solenoid
[BASA-CASE-BIC-11738-1] c09 B73-30185









Qnadrupole mass filter titb Deans to generate a
noise spectrum exclusive of the rescnant
frequency of the desired ions to deflect
stable icns
[BASA-CASE-XBE-04231] C14 N73-32325




Electrostatically controlled heat shutter
[BASA-CASI-BEO-11942-1] c33 N73-32818
Method anc apparatus fcr a single channel
digital communications sjstem
[BASA-CAEI-BIO-11302-2] c32 N74-10132
Controlled oscillator system mth a tine
dependent output f requency
[BASA-CASI-BEO-11962-1] c33 B74-10194
lew loss dichrcic plate
[BASA-CASE-BEC-13171-1] C32 B7I1-11000
Image data rate converter having a drun mth a
fixed head and a lotatatle head
[NASA-CASI-BIO-11659-1] c35 B7U-11283
Hcnitoring atmospheric pollutants with a
heterodyne radiometer transmitter-receiver
[HASA-CASI-BIO-11919-1] c35 B74-11284
Digital seccnd-order phase-locked loop
[BASA-CASE-BEO-11905-1] c33 B74-12887
Automatic vehicle Iccaticn system
[BASA-CASE-BIC-11850-1] c32 B711-12912
Thermcmagnetic recording and magneto-optic
playback sjstem having constant intensity
laser b e a m ccntrcl
[RASA-CASB-BEO-11317-2] C36 B74-13205
Ose of thir film light detector
[BASA-CSSI-BIO-11432-2] c35 B7U-15090




Short range laser obstacle detector
CBASA-CASE-HEO-1ie56-1] c36 H7<t-151«5
system for stabilizing catle phase delay
utilizing a coaxial cable under pressure
[BASA-CASE-BIC-13138-1] c33 B7U-17927
Storage battery comprising negative plates of a
wedge shaped configuration
[BASA-CASE-BIO-11806-1] c«1 H7H-19693
Sated compressor, distortionless signal limiter
[BASA-CASE-BIO-11820-1] c32 B71-19788
Apparatus for scanning the surface of a
cylindrical body
[BASA-CASI-BIO-11861-1] c36 H7H-20009
Decision feedback loop fcr tracking a polyphase
modulated carrier
[BASA-CASE-BIO-13103-1] c32 H7«-20811
Optically actuated two tcsiticn mechanical mover
[BASA-CASE-NIO-13105-1] C37 B7U-21060
.Thin f i lm gauge
[BASA-CASI-BEO-10617-1] C35 B74-22095
High isolation EP signal selection switches
[BASA-C4SE-BEO-13081-1] C33 B7»-228111
Single reflector irterfereoce spectrometer and
drive system therefor
[BASA-CASE-HFO-1193I-1] c35 B7H-2301IO
Scanning nozzle plating system





Hiniature lultichannel biotelemeter system
[HASA-CASZ-NIO-13065-1] c52 B74-26625
Dispensing targets for ion beam particle
generators
[KASA-CASI-BEO-13112-1] c73 B71-26767
Optically detonated explosive device
[NASA-CASE-BPO-117M-1 ] c28 B71-27a^!b
High voltage, nigh current Schottity barrier
solar cell
[BASA-CASI-BIO-131482-1] ctl B71-30U1I8
Coherent receiver employing nonlinear coherence
detecticn for carrier tracking
[NASA-CASE-BIO-11921-1] C32 B71-3052J
Digital servo control of random sound test
excitation
[HASA-CASE-BEO-11623-1] c71 H7<I-J11118
Apparatus for forming drive belts
[HASA-CASI-BIO-13205-1] c31 H7M-32917
Tool for use in lifting pin supported objects
[NASA-CASE-BEO-13157-1 ] c37 B71-32918




Method of producing a storage bulb for an atomic
hydrogen maser
£HASA-CASE-BtO-13050-1] C36 B7E-15029
Combined pressure regulator and shutoff valve
[HASA-CASE-BIO-13201-1] C37 B75-15050
Simultaneous acquisition of tracking data from
two stations
[HASA-CASE-BSO-13292-1] C3* B7;-15854
Soft X-ray laser using crystal channels as
distributed feedback cavities
[BASA-CAEE-BBO-13E32-1] c36 B75-15973
Shock absorbing mount fcr electrical components
LHASA-CASE-BSO-13253-1] c37 H75-1857J
System for generating timing and control signals
[ BASA-CASE-BEO-13125-1] c33 H75-19519
Hotor run-up system
[BASA-CASE-BtO-1337«l-1] C33 B75-19524
Freguency scanning particle size spectrometer
[NASA-CAEE-BEO-13606-1] C35 B7E-19627
Particle size spectrometer and refractometei
[BASA-CASE-BEO-136KI-1 ] C35 B7E-19628
Deep trap, laser activated image converting system
[HASA-CASE-BtO-13131-1] c36 B75-19652
Bultitarget sequential sputtering apparatus
[BASA-C1SE-BIO-13315-1] C37 B75-19680
Method and apparatus for providing a servodrive




Ride angle sun sensor
[BASA-CAEB-BEO-13327-1] c35 B75-23910
Material suspension within an acoustically
excited resonant chamber
[HASA-CASB-BSO-13263-1] c12 H75-21774
Heat operated cryogenic electrical generator
[HiSA-CASE-BPO-13303-1] c20 B75-24fc37
System for interference signal nailing by
polarization -adjustment
[HASA-CASE-BSO-13140-1] c32 B75-24982
Heat detection and compositions and devices
therefor
[NASA-CASE-BSO-10764-2] c35 H75-25122
Servo-controlled intravital microscope system
[HASA-CASI-BtO-132m-1] c35 B75-25123
Vehicle locating system utilizing AH
broadcasting station carriers
[HASA-CASE-BEO-13217-1] CJ2 B75-2619H
Asynchronous, multiplexing, single line
transmission and recovery data system
[BASA-CASE-BEO-13321-1] c32 B7i-26195
Fluorescence detector for monitoring atmospheric
pollutants
[BiSA-CASE-BSO-13231-1] c45 B75-27585
Cooperative multiaiis sensor for teleoperatlcn
of article manipulating apparatus
[BASi-CASE-BPO-13386-1] c54 B75-27758
Heat sterilizable patient ventilator
[BASA-CASE-BIO-13313-1] C54 N75-27761





SOOICB mil JBI PBOP01SIOB LAB., COltD
Electric pcner generation system directory from
laser power
[SASA-CASI-BIO-13308-1] c36 875-3052*
Snbuiniatore insertable force transducer
[HASA-CASI-BIO-13123-1] c33 B75-31329
Symmetrical odd-modulus frequency divider
[BASA-CASI-BPO-13126-1] . C33 H75-31330
Stored charge transistor
[HASA-CASE-BEO-11156-2] C33 B75-31331
Doped Josepheon tunneling junction for use in a
sensitise IB detector
[HASA-CASE-BEO-133Q8-1] c33 H75-31332
Acoustically ccntrclled distributed feedback laser
[BASA-CASE-BFO-13175-1] c36 B75-31127
Inert gas metallic vapcr laser
[BASA-CASE-BIO-13119-1] c36 875-32111





Nonlinear ccrsingular feedtacX shift registers
[BASA-CASE-BEO-13151-1] C33 876-11373
Strain gace mcuntirg asseilly
rSASA-CASE-SPO-13170-1] C35 876-11130
Interferometer nirror tilt correcting system
[SASA-CASE-HIO-13687-1] c3E B76-11133
Forward-scatter folariieter for determining the
gaseons depolarization factor in the presence
of polluting polydispersed particles
[BASA-CASI-BK>-1375£-1] c35 B76-14131I
Thermostatically controlled non-tracking type
solar energy concentrator
[BASA-CASI-BSO-13197-1] Cll B76-11602
Hulti-compnter multiple data path hardware
exchange system
[BASA-C1SI-BEO-1312/-1] C60 N76-11818
Cermet composition and lethca of fabrication
[BASA-CASI-SEO-13120-1] C27 N76-15311
Dicbrcic plate[BASA-CASI'BSO-13506-1] c35 B76-15135
Ccntrol for unclear theriicnic power soiree
[BASA-CASE-BEO-131KI-2] Cll H76-15573
Hagnetometer nsing superconducting rotating body
[BASA-C1SI-HEO-13388-1] c35 H76-16390
Scan converting video tape recorder
[BASA-CJSI'BEO-10166-2] c35 H76-16391
Hydrogen ricb cas generator
[BASA-CASI'BEO-13312-1] C37 876-16116
A machine fee ose in icntcring fatigue life for
a plurality cf elastcieric specimens
[BASA-CASI-BIO-13731-1] C39 B76-17127
Alternated Ejstem for identifying traces cf
organic cbeiical ccipcunds in aqueous solutions
[BASA-CASl-BEO-13063-1] C25 B76-18215
Analog to digital converter
[BASA-CASI-BEO-13385-1] c33 B76-18345
Sampler of gas tome particles
[BASA-CASE-SFO-13396-1] C35 H76-18101
Stark-effect mcdulaticn of C02 laser vith NH2C
[HASA-CASI-BSO-11915-1] c36 B76-18127
Diffused «av«gniding capillary tube vith
distributed feedback for a gas laser
[BASA-CASE-BEC-13EH-1] C36 B76-18128




[HASA-CASE-BEO-13237-1 ] Cll H76-18611
Hydrogen-rich gas generator
[SASA-CASE-BFO-13460.-1] Cll H76-18612
Zinc-halide lattery »itb molten electrolyte





Biniatnre mscle displacement transducer
[NASA-OSE-BfO-13519-1] c33 H76-19338
Zero torque gear head urencb
IBASA-CASI-BrO-13059-1] C37 H76-20180
Rethod and apparatus for measurement cf trap
density ard energy distribution in dielectric
films
CNASA-CAEI-BEO-13HQ3-1] c76 B76-20991
Indicator providing continnonE indication of the
presence cf a specific pcllutant in air
[BASA-CASI-BIO-1317B-1] CIS 876-21712




Fiber distributed feedback laser
[BASA-CASI-BEO-13531-1] C36 B76-21553
Graphite reinforced bone cement
CBASA-CASE-BEO-13761-1] C21 874-26281
Hethod and apparatus for automatic load sharing
among paralleled converters
[BASA-CASE-BEO-13832-1] CJ3 876-26393
Photoelectrcn spectrometer vith neans for
stabilizing sample surface potential
CBASA-CASE-BPO-13772-1] C35 876-26150
Portable, linear-focused solar thermal energy
collecting system
[HASA-CASE-BPO-13731-1] Cll »7t-26690
RF beam center location method and apparatus for
poner transmission system
[8ASA-C4SI-SEO-13821-1) Cll 876-26692
Hethod and apparatus for generating coherent
radiation in the ultra-violet region and above
by use of distributed feedback
[ BSSA-CASI-BEO-13316-1] C36 876-29575
Stirling cycle engine and refrigeration systems
[BASA-CASE-BEO-13613-1] c37 B76-29590




Hydrogen rich gas generator
£NASA-CASE-BEO-13«61-2] Cll 876-29701
ayocardium vail thickness transducer and
measuring method •
£HASA-CASE-BEO-13611-1] C52 876-29895
Catheter tip force transducer.for cardiovascular
research
[HASA-CASE-SEO-13613-1] C52 876-29896
Beal time analysis of voiced sounds
[HASA-CASE-BEO-13165-1] C32 876-31372







Independent gain and bandwidth control of a
traveling vave maser
[HASA-CASI-BEO-13801-1] c36 876-31511
Hethod of Halting hollo* elastomeric bodies
[BASA-CASE-BEO-13535-1] C37 876-31521




Annular arc accelerator shock tube
[HASA-CASE-BEO-13528-1] C09 877-10071
Cryostat system for temperatures on tbe order of
2 deg K or less
£8ASA-CASE-BEO-13159-1 ] c31 877-10229
The dc-to-dc converters employing
staggered-phase power switches with two-lcop
control
[BASA-CASE-BIO-13512-1] c33 B77-10128





Thin conformal antenna array for microwave power
conversion
[BASA-CASE-BEO-13886-1] C32 877-11269




Space communication system for compressed data





High temperature oxidation resistant cermet
compositicns
CSASA-CASE-BPO-13666-1] C27 B77-13217
Frequency discriminator and phase detector circuit
[BASA-CASE-BEO-11515-1] C33 B77-13315
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Mass spectrometer with magnetic pcle pieces
providing the magnetic fields for both the




M e t h o d anc apparatos fci background signal




[SASf-CJSI-BEC-13839-1] c3 1 H77-15219
Electrceiflosive device
[BASA-CASE-HEC-13858-1] c28 H77-17258
Surface rcuclness measur ing system
[BASA-CASE-BEO-13S62-1] c32 B77-17325
Swept group delay measuremen t
[BASA-CASE-8EO-13909-1] C33 N77-17358
Overload pictection system for power inverter
[BASJ-CASE-HPO-13872-1] c33 B77-17359
Improved no22le for use with abrasive and/or
corrosive materials
[BASA-CASI-BEO-13623-1] c37 1177-17166
Process for purification of waste water produced




Passive intrusion detection system
[8ASA-CASE-BEO-13804-1] c35 H77-19390
Charge transfer reaction laser with
preionizaticn means
[HASA-CASI-BEO-13945-1] c36 H77-19118
A non-tracking solar energy collector system
[BASA-CASI-HEC-13813-1] ell H77-19579
Dual meitrane, hollow fiber fuel cell
[BAEA-CASE-BIO-13732-1] C44 B77-19581
Automated clinical systen for chromosome analysis
[SASA-CASE-BEO-13913-1 ] c52 N77-19750
Hnltif le rate digital command detection system
with r anee clean-up capability
[BASA-CASE-BEO-13753-1] c32 N77-20289
Sclar energy collection system
[NASA-CASE-BEO-13579-2] ell) N77-20565
low cost sclar energy collection system
[NASJ-CASI-BEO-13E79-3] c44 H77-20566
Charge storage diode modulators and demodulators
[8ASA-CASE-BEO-10189-1] c33 N77-21311
Compact, high intensity arc l amp with internal
magnetic field producing means
[BASA-CASE-BEC-11510-1] c33 1177-21315
Depressorizaticn of arc leaps
[BASA-CASE-BEO-1C790-1] c33 B77-21316
Electromagnetic transducer recording lead having




Uniform variable light scarce
[HASA-CASE-BEO-11429-1] cTI B77-21941
Durable antistatic coating for
polymethylmethacrylate
[HASA-CASI-HEO-13867-1] c27 877-22257




Hydraulic drain means for servo-systems
[BASA-CASE-BEO-10316-1] c37 B77-22179
Automated nulti-level vehicle parking system
[BASA-CASI-HIO-130E8-1] C37 B77-22480
Sun directicn detection system
[BASJ-CASE-BEO-13722-1] C71 B77-22951
Eeflel feed system-for dual-frequency antenna
[BASA-CASE-BIO-11022-1] c32 B77-21338
Phase conjugation lethod and apparatus fcr an




Selective image area ccnticl of x-ray film
exposure deneity
[BASJ-CASI-BIC-13808-1] c35 B77-21156
Stabilization of Be2(a-3 S igman( - f ) ) molecules in
liquid hel iui by optical pumping for vacuum DV
laser
[BASA-CASI-BIO-13993-1] c36 B77-24168
Double discharge metal vapcr laser with metal
halide as a lasant
[BASA-CASI-BEO-13118-2] c36 B77-2116S






Internal combustion engine with electrostatic
discharging fuels
[SASA-CASI-BIO-13798-1] C37 B77-25535
Isotope separation using metallic vapor lasers
[SASA-CASI-BEO-13550-1] c36 B77-26177











Phase substitution of spare converter for a
failed one of parallel phase staggered
converters
[HASA-CASE-BEO-13812-1] C33 B77-30365
A thermal energy transformer
[NASA-CAEE-BIO-14058-1] Cl<4 B77-30616




An improved vehicular impact absorption system
[NASA-CAEI-BEO-11011-1] c37 B77-31501
Apparatus for photon excited catalysis
[BASA-CAEE-BEO-13566-1] c25 B77-32255
Strong thin membrane structure
[NASA-CASE-BEO-11021-1] C27 B77-32313
Charge-coupled device data processor for an
airborne imaging radar systen
£BASA-CA£E-BEO-13587-1] C32 B77-32J12
Circuit for automatic load sharing in parallel
converter modules
[NASA-CAEE-HEO-14056-1 ] C33 S77-32102
Direct reading inductance meter
£BASA-CASE-BEO-13792-1] C35 H77-32155
Solar photolysis of water
[SASA-CASE-BEO-13675-1] C")1 B77-32580
Low to high temperature energy conversion system
[BASA-CASE-BEO-13510-1] ell B77-32581
Solar energy collection system
[BASA-CASE-BSO-13810-1 ] Cl4 B77-32582
Three-dimensional tracking solar energy
concentrator and method for making same
[BASA-CAEE-BEO-13736-1] Cll B77-32583
Compact artificial hand
[BASA-CASE-BIO-13906-1 ] C51 B77-32723
KELSEX-HAIES CO., EOBOLOS, HICB.
Variable thrust ion engine utilizing thermally
decomposable solid fuel Patent
[BASA-CASE-1HF-00923] c28 B70-36802
KELTEC IBDOSTBIES, INC., A1EXABOBII, VI.
Dnfurlable structure including coiled strips
thrust launched upon tension release Patent
[BASA-CASE-HQS-00937] C07 B71-28979
KIBELOGIC COSI., PASIDSBA, CALIF.
Excitation and detection circuitry for a flux
responsive magnetic head
[BASA-CAEE-ISP-01183] C09 B69-2U329
Tape-guidance system and apparatus for the
provision thereof Patent
[BiSi-CASE-XBP-09153] COS H71-19120
Incremental tape recorder and data rate
converter Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBP-02778] C08 B71-22710
KOLLSHiB IBSTEOBBIT COBP., ELBBDBST, I. X.
fide angle long eye relief eyepiece Patent
[NASA-CASE-XHS-06056-1] C23 B71-21857
KOLLSHAB IBS1BDBEBI COBP., SIOSSEI, B. I.




KOBIGSBEBG IBStBOBEBTS, IBC., PASADEBA, CAIIF.
Accelercmeter telemetry system
I-33«
SOCBCE IBIII BABTIB BABIETTA COBP.,
[H&SA-CASI-JBC-10819-1] C17 N76-29347
KOBAD COIF., BEI 10BK.
Laser apparatus for relieving material f rcn
rotating objects Patent
[HASA-CASI-BES-11279] C16 H71-20100
LIFE SYSTEMS, IBC., CLEVILA1I, OHIO.
Iodine generator for reclaimed vater purification
[NASJ-CASI-BSC-11632-1 ] C5I1 H75-25591
LIBG-TBBCO-VOOGBT, ISC., EAI11S, TEX.
Latch/ejector unit Patent
[HiSA-CASI-XlB-03538] c15 B71-21897
LITT1E (AB1BOB D . ) > IBC., CABEBIDGB, BASS.
Apparatns for measuring thermal conductivity
Patent
[HASA-CfSI-XGS-01052] dl H71-15992
Bon-flammarle elastcmeric liber from a
fluorinated elastomer and containing an
balogenated flame retarcant
[N&SA-CASE-BSC-1U331-1] c27 N76-21105
Plane retaroant elastcmeric compositions
[HASA-CASI-BSC-1H331-2] C27 N76-21108
Flame retarcant elastcoeric compositions
[HASA-CJSE-BSC-11331-3] C27 H76-21109
IITTCI IHDDSfEIES, BBVEHLI BII1S, CALIF.
Life support system
[HASi-CAS!-HSC-12I|11-1 ] COS H72-20096
LITTCB IBDBSIBIIS, COLLEGE PAJE, BD.
Shrink-fit gas valve Patent
[NASA-CJSZ-XGS-00587] C15 H70-35087
LITTCB IBDDSIBIES, SAB CAEICS, CALIF.
Very high intensity light source using a cathode
ray tube
[NASA-CASE-XHP-01296] c33 B75-27250
LITTCB SISIEBS, IBC., BIBBBAICIIS, BIBB.
Apparatus for sampling particulates in gases
[BASA-CJSZ-BCH-10037-1] oil N73-27376
LOCKBEED AIBCBAfl COBP., iOBHBK, CAIIF.




Absorptive splitter for closely spaced




IOCKBBEB ELIC1ICBICS CO., BCDSTOB, 111.
Television signal scan rate conversion system
Patent
[NASA-CBSE-1BS-C7168] c07 N71-11300
Burst synctrcnizaticn detection system.Patent
[BASA-CASI-XHS-C56CE-1] C10 H71-19168
Automat ic signal range selector for metering
devices Patent
[NASA-CASE-XHS-06«97] c11 571-26211
Honostable multivibrator t i th complementary NOB
gates latent
[HASA-CAS1-BSC-13192-1] C10 N71-28860
Dltrastable calibrated light source
[HASA-CASI-BSC-12293-1 ] Oil N72-27II1 1
Data storace, iiage tote type
[NASA-CAEI-BSC-114053-1] C60 N71-12888
Different ia l ptase shift k e y e d ccnmunicat ion
system
[NASA-CASE-BSC-11065-1] c32 H71-26651
Differential [tase shift k e y e d signal resolver
[HASA-CASE-HSC-1UC66-1) C33 H7H-27705
Hethod and apparatus for decoding compatible
convclut icnal codes
[HASA-CASE-BSC-11070-1 ] C32 H71-32598
Pulse stretcter for nariov pulses
[NASA-CASB-HSC-KI130-1 ] C33 H71-32711
Peak holding circuit for eitremely nar rcu pulses
[BASA-CAEE-BSC-11129-1 ] C33 H75-18179
Kandom pulse generator
[NASA-CASE-BEC-11131-1] c33 H75-19515
Digital tran£iitter for data bus comannications
systet
[HASA-CASE-BSC-la558-1] c32 H75-21186
Lou distortion receiver for bi-level taseband
ICB vaveforas
[NASA-CASE-BSC-11557-1] c32 N76-16219
Dual frequency circularly polarized microvave
integrated antenna
[HASA-CASI-BSC-16100-1] c32 H77-15233
System for producing chrona signals •
CHJSA-CASE-BSC-11683-1] C71 877-18893
Phase array antenna control
[BASA-CASI-BSC-11939-1] C33 H77-19320
LOCKHZED BISSILBS ABD SPACE CO., SOBBIVALE, CAIIF.
Device for handling heavy loads
[HASA-CASE-SBP-01969] C11 B6S-27166
Transient beat transfer gauge Patent
[BASA-CASE-IBP-09802] C33 B71-15611
Dual solid cryogens for spacecraft refrigeration
Patent
[HASA-CASF-GSC-10188-1] C23 H71-21725
Apparatus for detecting the amount of naterial
in a resonant cavity container Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBP-02500] C18 B71-27397
Energency earth orbital escape device
[HASA-CASE-BSC-13281] C31 H7J-18859
Solar energy povered heliotrope
[HASA-CASl-GSC-10915-1] C21 B72-31637
Coaxial inverted geometry transistor having*
buried emitter
[HASA-CASF-ABC-10330-1 ] C09 »7i-3211^
Ihole body measurement systems
[BASA-CASI-BSC-13972-1] C52 B71-10S75
four phase logic systems
[BASA-CA£I-BSC-11210-1] c33 B75-11957
Strain arrestor plate for fused silica tile
IHASA-CAEI-BSC-11182-1] C27 N7t-11261
Bedical subject monitoring systems
[BASA-CASI-BSC-11180-1] c52 B7t-Tt757





A process of forming catalytic surfaces for
oxidation reactions
[HASA-CAEE-BSC-11831-1] C25 B76-23387
Three-compcnent ceramic coating for silica
insulation
[ HASA-CASI-BSC-11270-2] C27 B76-2JH26
Partial polarizer filter
[HASA-CASE-GSC-12225-1] C71 B77-J09J5
10CKBEED PBOEOLSICB CO., BEDLABDS, CALIF.
Propellant grain for rocket motors Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-03556] c27 B70-35531
111 AEBOSPACE COBE., DAILAS, TEX.
Bethod of fluxless brazing and diffusion bonding
of aluminum containing components
[BASA-CASI-HSC-1H135-1} C37 B7t-181»55
M
BACOB-BOSI CO., LEXIBGIOB, KI.
Stretcher Patent
£SASA-CASE-XBF-06589] COS B71-2J159
BABLIB-BOCKBELL COBP., JABESTOiB, I. I.
Drilled ball bearing with a one piece
anti-tipping cage assembly
[BASA-CA£I-LIi-11925-1] C37 B75-31H6
BABQOABDT COBP., VAB BOT.S, CALIF.
Fuel injection pump for internal combustion
engines Patent
[HASA-CASE-BSC-12139-1] C28 B71-11058
Bultislot film cooled pyrolytic graphite rocket
nozzle Patent
[HASA-CASI-XBP-01389] C28 B71-20912
lube sealing device Patent
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10U31] CIS B71-29132
BABTIB HABIBT1A AIBOSEACB, DBBVBB, COIO.
Hethod and apparatus for tensile testing of
metal foil
IBASA-CASI-LAB-10208-1] C35 B76-18100
BABTIB 8ABIB11A COBP., BALTIBOBE, BD.
Landing gear Patent
[BASA-CASI-XBF-01171J C02 »70-al589
Emergency escape system Patent
[BASA-CAEI-XRS-02342] COS B71-1119S
Device to prevent clogging in a hopper
[BASA-CASI-LAB-10961-1] Cl5 1173-1^196
BABTIB BABIE1SA COIF., DBB»EB, COLO.
Flezible/rigidifiable cable assembly
[BASA-CAEI-BEC-13512-1] C15 «7i-2JP8b
Derivation of a tangent function using an
integrated circuit four-quadrant multiplier
[HASA-CASI-BSC-13907-1] C10 R73-262JO




Variable catio nixed-mcoe bilateral naster-slave
control system foi shuttle remote manipulator
system
[HASA-CASE-HEC-1<I2*5-1 ] Cl8 875-270*1




Turnstile and flared ccne DBF antenna
[HASA-CASB-IAB-10970-1] c33 876-1*372
Hethod and appara tus for f l u f f i n g , separating,
and c l ean ing fibers
[BASA-CASE-LAB-1122M-1] c37 876-18*56
Extreme temperature thermal ccntrcl coating
[SASA-CASE-IAB-ln56-15 c2» B76-2628*




BABHASD OJIV.. CC1IBGE PABK.
Hethod and apparatus for optical modulating a
light sdg ta l Patent
[BASA-CAEE-GSC-102U-1] C23 H71-26722
HASSACHOSETTS IBS1. OF TICB., CABBBIDGB.
Pretreatment method for anti-«ettable gaterials
[SASA-CASE-IBS-03537] C15 869-21*71
Hydraulic drive mechanise Patent
[NASA-CASE-XBS-03252] c15 871-10658
Electronic amplifier iiith power supply snitching
Patent
[BASA-CASE-IHS-009*5] C09 H71-10798





Optical frequency waveguide Patent
[BASA-CASI-HQR-105*1-1] C07 H71-26291
Laser machining apparatus Patent
[HASA-CASE-HC.B-105*1-2] c15 871-27135
Optical frequency waveguide and transmission
system Patent
[HASA-C»SE-HCN-10S<I1-1|] C16 H71-27183
Optical f requency waveguide and transmission
system
[BASA-CASE-BO.N-105*1-3] C23 872-23695






Fault tolerant clock apparatus utilizing a
controlled minority of clock elements
[BASA-CASE-BSC-12531-1] C35 F75-3050*
BCOOBBELL AIECBAFT CO., SI. LOUIS, BO.
Hethod for making a heat insulating and ablative
structure
[BASA-CASE-IBS-01108] C15 869-2*322
Beat flux sensor assembly
[BASA-CASE-IBS-05909-1] ell B69-27»59
Apparatus for purging systems haidling toxic,
corrosive, noxious and other fluids Patent
[BASA-CASE-IBS-01905] C12 B71-21089
Power supply circuit Patent
CSASA-CASE-XBS-00913] c10 871-235*3
Multiple circuit protector device
[HASA-CHSB-IBS-02741]
 % c33 B75-272U9
Apparatus for welding sheet material
[SASA-CASE-IBS-01330] c37 B75-27376




BCDOBBELL-DODGLAS ASTBOBAOIICS CO., SABTA BOHIC1,
CALIF.
New polymers of perfluorcbutadiene and method of
manufacture Patent application
[BASA-CASE-HPO-10863] C06 B70-11251
Method of polymerizing perflnorobntadiene Patent
application
[HASA-CASE-HPO-10«»7] c06 B70-11252
BCDOHBBI1-DODG1AS COBP., BDBIIBGTOB BBACB, CALIF.









Device for monitoring a change in mass in
vary ing gravimetric environments
[8ASA-CASI-BIS-21556-1] c35 871-269115
Thrust-isolating mounting
[BASA-CAEE-HFS-21680-1 ] clB 871-^7397
Device for measuring tensile forces
[BASA-CAEI-BIS-21728-1] CJ5 B7«l-i7tl65







Beter for use in detecting tension in straps
having predetermined elastic characteristics
[BASA-CASI-BIS-22189-1] C35 B75-19615
Device for use in loading tension members
[NASA-CASI-BfS-21188-1 ] clU B7;-il|7Sa
SCDOHSBLL-DOOGIiS COBP., BBSEOBT BEACB, CALIF.
Bethod of making membranes
C8ASA-CASI-IHI-On261]
 C03 B69-21JJ7
BCDOHSBLL-D006IAS COB!., SABTA BOBICA, CALIF.
Socket nozzle test method Patent
[SASA-CASE-BIO-10311] C31 871-156*3
Beaction of fluorine with polyperfluoropolyenes
[BASA-CASl-BfO-10862] c06 872-22107





Prevention of hydrogen embrittlement of high
strength steel by hydrazine compositions
[BASA-CASB-BPO-12122-1] c2* B76-1»20J
Utilization of oxygen diflnoride for syntheses
of fluorcpolymers
[8ASA-CASE-8EO-12061-1] C27 B76-16228
BCDOBBB1L-DODGLAS COBP., SI. LOOIS, HO.
Thermally conductive polymers
[BASA-CASE-GSC-1130*-!] C06 B72-21105
BEDICAL SCIEBCES BESEABCH FOOBOATIOB, SIB
FBABCISCO, CALIF.
Seduction of blood serum cholesterol
[BASA-CASE-BPO-12119-1] c52 B75-15270
BEILOB IBSI., PITtSBDBGB, PA.
Instrument for measuring torslonal creep and
recovery Patent
[HASA-CAEE-IIE-01*81] cl* 871-10781
BEIPAB, IBC., FALLS CBOBCB, TA.
Television simulation for aircraft and space
flight Patent
[BASA-CASE-XPB-03107] c09 871-19Q49
compact solar still Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBS-0*533] CIS H71-2J086
BBTCOB, IIC., SALEB, HASS.
Tuning arrangement for an electron discharge
device or the like Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBP-09771 ] c09 871-2*8*1
BETBODIST BOSPIIAI, HOOSTOH, TBI.
Snap-in compressible biomedical electrode
[BASA-C8SI-HSC-1*623-1] c52 N77-28717
BICBOSAVB BLECTBOBICS COBP., PALO ALTO, CALIF.




BICBOIATB BESIABCB COBP., BOBTB ABDOVBB, HASS.
Highly efficient antenna system using a
corrugated horn and scanning hyperbolic
reflector
[BASA-CASE-HEO-13568-1] c32 B76-21J65
BIDIBST BESBABCB IBST., EABSAS CITI, HO.
Preparation of ordered poly /arylenesiloxane/
polymers
[BASA-CASB-IBF-10753] c06 B71-11J37
Inorganic solid film lubricants Patent
[HASA-CASE-IBF-03988] CIS 871-21*03
Fluorinated esters of polycarboxyllc acids
[BASA-CASI-Bf3-210*0-1] C06 B73-30098
BILLIKEB (D. E.) CO.. ABCADIA, CALIF.
Film feed camera having a detent means Patent
[BASA-CASI-LAB-10686] cl* 871-28935
BIBBBAPOLIS-BOBBI1BLL BBGOLATOB CO., Bill.
flicroelectronic module package Patent
[BASA-CASE-XHS-02182] c10 B71-2878J
1-336
SODBCE 11DZI BATIOBAL ABBOBA01ICS ABD SPACE ADBIBISTBATIOB.
BODEIB BACBIBE ABO TOOL CO., 1BBPOBT BBSS, VA.
Beans for accommodating large overstrain in lead
vires
[BiSA-CASI-LAB-10166-1] c33 174-22865






Polyimides of ether-linked aryl tetracarboiylic
dianlydndes
[SASA-CASE-BJS-22355-1] c23 876-15268
BOTOIOLl, IBC.. PBOSBIX, ABIZ.
Automatic frequency discrininators and control
for a phase-lock loop providing frequency
preset capabilities Patent
CBASA-CASI-IHF-08665] c10 871-19467
BOTOIOLA, IDC., SCOTTSDALE, ABIZ.
Sealed cabinetry Patent
CHASA-CASI-BSC-12168-1] c09 H71-18600










BATIOBAl ACADBBT 0? SCIENCES - BATIOBAL BBSBiSCH
CODBCII, 1ASBIBGTOB, D. C.




Optical data processing using parabcloidal
nitror segments
[BASA-CASB-GSC-11296-1] c23 H73-30666
Power supply for carbon dioxide lasers
[SASA-CASF-GSC-11222-1] c16 S73-32391
High field CdS detector for infrared radiation
[BASA-CASI-LfB-11027-1] C35 874-18088




Integrated P-channel BOS gyrator
[8ASA-CASB-HFS-22343-1] c33 874-34638
Automated analysis of cxidative metabclites
[BASA-CASI-ABC-10469-1] c25 875-12086
Hethod of preparing water purification membranes
[SASI-CASI-tBC-10643-1] ' c25 875-12087
Hethod cf toning aperture plate for electron
microscope
[BASA-CASI-ABC-10448-2] c7« B75-12732








Two stage light gas-plasia projectile accelerator
[BASA-CASI-HrS-22287-1] c75 876-14931
Hicrometeoroid velocity and trajectory analyzer
[HASA-CASE-GSC-11892-1] c35 B76-15433
Fethod and apparatus for splitting a beam of
energy
[HASA-CASF.-GSC-12083-1] c36 876-15451




Charge injection method and apparatus of
producing large area electrets
[HASA-CASB-HFS-23186-13 c33 R76-23483
Beadont electrode assembly for measuring
biological impedance
riAS«-CASE-ABC-10816-1] c35 B76-24525
Electron microscope aperture system
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10448-3] c35 N77-14408
Bethod for making a hot wire anemometer and
product thereof
tBASA-CASE-ABC-10900-1] C35 H77-24454
A cantilever mounted resilient pad gas bearing
CHASA-C»S!-LF,»-12569-1]
 C37 H77-24496
Length controlled stabilized node-lock N D : Y 1 G
laser
£HASA-CASE-GSC-11571-1] C36 B77-25499
Hethod of growing composites of the type
exhibiting the Soret effect
[HASA-C&EE-HFS-22926-1] C24 H77-27187





t»ASA-CASE-EBC-10179] . C07 872-20141
Seoicondactor-ferroelectric memory device
[HASA-CASE-EHC-10307] C08 N72-21198
Shielded cathode mode bulk effect devices
JHASi-CASE-EBC-10119] C26 87/-21701
Fabrication of single crystal f i lm semiconductor
devices
tHASA-CASE-EBC-10222] C09 H72-22199
Two color horizon sensor
[BASJ-CASE-EBC-10174] C14 N72-25409
Dltraviclet atomic emission detector
[BASA-CASI-BCB-10756-1] Cl4 B72-25428
Optical pump and driver system for lasers
[HASA-CAEE-EBC-10283] C16 872-25485











Method and apparatus for measuring solar




Auditory display for the blind
[BASA-CASI-BOB-10832-1] C71 N74-21014
Laser system with an antiresonant optical ring
[BASA-CASE-HQB-10844-1] C36 875-19653
Boneguilibriuu radiation nuclear reactor
[HASA-CASE-HOB-10841-1] c7J 875-22108
Physical correction filter for improving the
optical quality of an image
CBASA-CASE-BQB-10542-1] c74 875-25706
Folding structure fabricated of rigid panels
CBASA-CASB-XHC-02146] C18 875-27040
Traveling wave solid state amplifier utilizing a





System and method for tracking a signal source
CBASA-CASE-BCB-10880-1] CJ2 875-30385
Resistive anode image converter
CBASA-CASI-BQB-10876-1] C33 876-27473
Rechargeable battery which combats shape change





BATIOBAL ABBOHAOTICS ABD SPACE ADBIBISTBATIOB. ABBS
BESBABCB CBBTBB, BOFIBTT FIELD, CALIF.




Cryogenic apparatus for measuring the intensity
of magnetic fields
[BASA-CASE-IAC-02407] c14 869-27423




Protective circuit of the spark gap type
[HASA-CASE-IAC-08981] C09 869-39897
Apparatus fcr coupling a plurality of ungrounded





BATIOHAL AZBOBAOTICS AHD SPICE ADHIHStBATIOR. COHID SODBCB IHOBZ
Centrifuge mounted notien simulator Patent
[BASA-C»SI-1»C-00399} oil S70-34815





 C15 H70-34817Magnetically centered liquid column float Patent
[NASA-CASI-XAC-00030] c1H H70-3K820
Propeller blade loading control Patent
[NASA-CASE-XAC-00139] c02 H70-3U856
Temperature compensated solid state differential
amplif ier Patent
[HASA-CASE-XAC-00»35] c09 S70-35HHO
High speed low level electrical stepping switch
Patent
[HASA-C8SE-XAC-00060] c09 H70-39915
Analog-to-digital conversion system patent
[ H A S A - C A S I - X A C - O O H O H ] c08 H70-t0125
Sull-type vacuum aicrobalance Patent
[ H A S A - C A S E - X A C - 0 0 4 7 2 ] c15 H70-<(0180




Electric arc device for heating gases Patent
[SASA-CASI-XAC-00319] c25 N70-U1628
Dynamic sensor Patent
[NASA-CASE-XAC-02877] ' c11 N70-01681






rBASA-CASI-XAC-01101 ] el* N70-<11957
Electrode construction Patent
[HASA-CfE-ABC-10013-1] c05 R71-11193
Telemeter adaptable for implanting in an animal
Patent
[NASA-CASI-XAC-05706] c05 H71-12312
Syrator type circuit Patent
' [BASA-CASE-XAC-10608- -V] c09 N71-12517
Ultraviolet resonance lamp Patent
[HAS'A-CASI-ABC-10030] c09 H71-12521
Differential temperature transducer Patent
[BASA-CASI-XJC-OC812] c11 871-15598
Multiple circuit snitch apparatus with improved
pivot actuator structure Patent
[SASA-CSSI-XSC-03777] c10 H71-15909
tlethod of planetary atmospheric investigation
using a split-trajectory dual flyby node Patent
[HASA-CASI-IAC-08II91] c30 N71-15990
High efficiency multivibrator Patent
[BASA-C1SI-IAC-009Q2] c10 H71-16QI42
Apparatus for leasnring conductivity and
velocity cf plasna utilizing a plurality of




Three-axis finger tip controller for switches
Patent
[HASA-CASE-XAC-02Q05] c09 H71-16089
Electrostatic charged particle analyzer having
deflection members shaped according to the
periodic vcltage applied thereto Patent
[HASA-CASI-XAC-05506-1] c2« N71-16095
















Phase guadrature-plnral channel data
transmission system Patent
[NASA-CASI-XAC-06302] c08 S71-19763
Two force ccipcnent measuring device Patent
[HASA-CASE-XAC-0«886-1] c1» N71-20»39
Attitude controls foi VIOL aircraft Patent
[HASA-CAS2-IAC-089T21 C02 B11-20MO
Electric arc apparatus Patent
[NASA-CASI-XAC-01677] C09 F71-20816
Inertia diaphragm pressure transducer Patent
[NASA-CASE-XAC-02981] ell »71-21072
Stirring apparatus for plural test tubes Patent
[BASA-CASB-XAC-06956J C15 1171-21177
Exposure system for animals Patent
[HASA-CASE-XAC-05333] c11 R71-22875
Vibrating element electrometer with output
signal magnified over input signal by afunction of the mechanical Q of the vibrating
element Patent
[SASi-CASI-XAC-02807] C09 N71-2J021
Ball current measuring apparatus having a series




Hard space suit Patent
[HASA-CASE-XAC-070U3] COS N71-2J161
Hethod and apparatus for continuously monitoring
blood oxygenation, blood pressure, pulse rate
and the pressure pulse curve utilizing an ear
oximeter as transducer Patent
[HASA-CASE-XAC-05122] cOI N71-2J185
Feedback integrator with grounded capacitor Patent
[HASA-CASE-XAC-10607] C10 N71-2J669





Means for suppressing or attenuating bending
motion of elastic bodies Patent
[HASA-CASE-XAC-05632] C32 B71-23971
Device for measuring pressure Patent
[HASA-CASI-XAC-01158] clt H71-212J2
Transducer circuit and catheter transducer latent
CHASA-CASE-ABC-10132-1] C09 N71-2»b97
Skeletal stressing method and apparatus Patent
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10100-1] COS N71-^4738
Modified polynrethane foams for fuel-fire Patent
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10098-1] C06 S71-21739
Deep space monitor communication satellite
system Patent
[HASA-CASE-XAC-06029-1] C31 B71-24813
Laser f luid velocity detector Patent
[SASA-CASE-XAC-10770-1] C16 H71-21828
Transient video signal recording with expanded
playback Patent
[NASA-CASI-ABC-10003-1] c09 H71-25866
Thermally cycled magnetometer Patent
[BASA-CASE-XAC-037HO] Cl« H71-26135
Optical machine tool alignment indicator Patent
CNASA-CASB-XAC-09489-1] c15 H71-26673
Energy limiter for hydraulic actuators Patent
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10131-1] C15 H71-2775I1
Multivibrator circuit with means to prevent
false triggering from supply voltage
fluctuations Patent
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10137-1] C09 B71-28H68
Locomotion and restraint aid Patent
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10153] COS S71-28619
Line following servosystem Patent
[HASA-CASE-XAC-00001] C16 H71-28952
Mechanically limited, electrically operated
hydraulic valve system for aircraft controls
Patent
[HASA-CASE-XAC-000118] C02 H71-29128





Phase shift circuit apparatus
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10269-1] C10 H72-16172
High intensity radiant energy pulse source
having means for opening shatter when light






Apparatus tor antomatically stabilizing the
attitude of a nonguided vehicle
[BASA-CASI-ABC-10134] c30 H72-17873
1-338
SOOBCE IBDEI •ATIOBAL AEBOBAOTICS ABD SPACE ADBHISTRATIOB. COBID
Gas chrcmatccraph injection system
[ N A S A - C A S I - f B C - 1 0 3 i n - 1 ] ell B72-211I33
lethod and apparatus for s«ept-frequency
impedance measureients cf velds
[B4SA-CASE-JRC-10176-1] c15 B72-21161I
Space salt having improved vaist and torso
Jtovenent
[NASA-CASI-ASC-10275-1] COS B72-22092
RF controlled solid state switch
rHASf-CASI-ABC-10136-1] c09 H72-22202
Wide range d y n a m i c pressure sensor
[8ASJ>-CaS!-A8C-10263-1] c1» B72-22I438
Method and apparatus for measuring the damping
characteristics of a structure
[BASA-CASI-AEC-10151-1] c lU B72-224UO
Kagnetic position detection method and apparatus
[HASA-CASI-AEC-10179-1] c21 N72-22619
Fluidic prcfortional thrnster system
[BASA-CASl-JRC-10106-1] c28 N72-22769
ThermodielECtnc radiometer utilizing polymer filn
CHASA-CASI-ARC-10138-1] el* H72-2UU77
Polymeric vehicles as carriers for sulfcnic acid
salt of nitrcsubstituted aromatic amines
[SASA-CASI-JEC-10325] c06 M72-25117
Stereoscopic television sjstem and apparatus
[HASf-CAEI-ABC-10160-1] c23 H72-27728
Hetallic intrusion detector system
[1ASA-CASI-ARC-10265-1] c10 B72-28210
Apparatus for icnization analysis
[NASA-CASl-ARC-10017-1] c1« B72-29M6H
Bondispersive gas analyzing method and apparatus
wherein radiation is serially passed through a
reference and unknown gas
[HASA-CASI-ARC-10308-1] c06 B72-31141
Two degree inverted f lexure
[NASA-CASI-ABC-103II5-1 ] C15 S73-12188
Intumescent paint containing nitrile rather
[HASA-CASE-ARC-10196-1] C18 N73-13562
Temperature compensated light source using a












Dual-foselage aircraft having yawable wing and
horizontal stabilizer[HASA-CASI-ABC-100.70-1] cT>2 H73-26005
Temperature controller for a f luid cooled garment
[HASA-CASE-JBC-10599-1] c05 N73-26071
Visual ezamnaticn apparatus[NASA-CASE-ABC-10329-1] c05 S73-26072
Intumescent composition, teamed product prepared




Low power electromagnetic flowmeter providing
accurate zero set
[BASA-CASI-ABC-10362-1] C1» N73-32326
Protection of ucisture sensitive optical
coaponents
[BiSA-CASI-ABC-107»9-1] C23 N73-325H2
Hand-held photcaicroscope[BASJ-CASE-ABC-10Q68-1] c1« B73-33361
Alignment apparatus using a laser having a
gravitaticnally sensitive cavity reflector
[N*Si-C8SE-AEC-10««<l-1] C16 R73-33397
Polyimide foam for the tternal insulation and
fire protection
[NiSA-CASE-SBC-IOieil-l] c27 B7H-12812
Flexible fire retardant polyisocyanate codified
neoprene foaD
[NASA-CASI-ABC-10180-1] C27 R74-1281I1
Diode-quad bridge circuit means
[HASA-CASE-ABC-1036«-2(B) ] C33 B79-149"H
Heater-mixer fcr stored fluids
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10112-1] C35 B7«-15093
Biietallic fluid displacenent apparatus
[HA.SA-CASI-ABC-10UQ1-1] C35 B7H-15126
Automatic real-tiie pait-feeding system for
animals
[HASA-CASF.-ABC-10302-1] c5 1 H7I1-15778
overvoltage protection network
[HASA-CSSI-ABC-10197-1] c33 B71-17929
Ultrasonic biomedical neasnring and recording
apparatus
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10597-1] C52 H7H-20726











Intumescent composition, foamed product prepared
therewith and process for making same
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10301-2] C27 B7U-27037
Photomnltiplier circuit including means for
rapidly reducing the sensitivity thereof
[BASA-CBSE-ABC-10593-1] C33 B7H-27682
G-load neasnring and indicator apparatus
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10806] C06 B71I-27872
Concentric differential gearing arrangement
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10162-1 ] C37 B7H-27901
deasurenent of plasoa temperature and density
using radiation absorption
[SASA-CASE-AEC-10598-1] C75 B7H-J0156
Abating exhaust noises IE jet engines
[NiSA-CASE-ABC-10712-1 ] C07 B71-3J218
Solid medium thernal engine
[BASA-CASI-ABC-101161-1 ] c«« H7M-3J379
Automated analysis of oxidative metabolites
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10169-1] C25 S75-1J086
nethod of preparing water purification membranes
CBASA-CASI-ABC-106113-1 ] C25 875-1^087
Method of forming aperture plate for electron
microscope
[8ASA-CASE-ABC-10«ll8-2] C7<l 875-1^732
Integrated lift/drag controller for aircraft
[BASA-CASE-ARC-10Q56-1] COS B75-12930




Continuous Fourier transform method and apparatus
[BAS»-CASE-ABC-10«66-1] C60 B75-1J539
Dual wavelength scanning Doppler velociaetei
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10637-1] C35 H75-16783
Signal conditioning circuit apparatus[BASA-CASI-ABC-103II8-1] - C33 B75-19518
Diode-quad bridge circuit means
[ BASA-CASE-ABC-10361-3] C3J B7S-19520
Reversed cowl flap inlet thrust augientor
[BASA-CASE-ABC-1075«-1] C07 B75-2»736
Diode-gnad bridge circuit means
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10364-2] C33 »75-250<H
Rotary plant growth accelerating apparatus
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10722-1] C51 875-25b03
Shoulder harness and lap belt restraint system
[BASA-CASI-ABC-10519-2] COS B7S-25915
Gas chromatograph injection system
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10314-2] C35 B75-26330
Reference apparatus for medical ultrasonic
transducer
CSASA-CASE-tBC-10753-1] C5« B75-27760
Electric arc light source having undercut
recessed anode
[BASA-CASI-ABC-10266-1] C3J B7i-29318
G-load measuring and indicator apparatus
[BiSA-CASH-ABC-10806-1] C3b BTi-29381
HDIR gas analyzer based on absorption modulation
ratios for known and unknown samples
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10802-1] C35 D75-JOS02
Diatomic infrared gasdynaaic laser
[ BiSA-CASS-ABC-10370-1] C36 "7S-J1I126
Apparatus for measuring a sorbate dispersed in a
fluid stream
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10896-1] C3« »75-32J89




Full color hybrid display for aircraft simulators
[BASA-CASE-A5C-10903-1] C09 "7S-101Q8








Piter m o d i f i e d pclyurethane foam for lallistic
protection
[NASf-CASI-APC-10714-1] c27 B76-15310
Transparent fire resistant polymeric structures
[NASJ-CBSI-ABC-10813-1 ] c27 H76-16230
Noise suppressor for turbo fan jet engines
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10812-1] c07 S76-18131
Modulated hydrcgen ion f lame detector
rmSA-CPSI-AEC-10322-1 ] C35 S76-18103
Electrical conductivity cell and nethcd for
fabricating the same
[NASA-CASI-AFC-10810-1] c33 B76-19339
Tread drum for animals
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10917-1] c37 N76-20185
Method and apparatus for compensating reflection
losses in a path length nodulated
absorption-absorption trace gas detector
[NASf-CASI-AEC-10631-1] c74 N76-20958
Trielectrode capacitive pressure transducer
[NASA-CASF.-AEC-10711-2] c33 H76-21390
Null ing device for detection of trace gases by
HDIE absorption
[NASA-CASI-ABC-10760-1 ] c25 N76-22323
Silica reusable surface insulation
[NASP-CASI-ABC-1C721-1] c27 N76-22376





Readout electrcde assembly for measuring
biological impedance
rUASA-CASI-AEC-10816-1] c35 N76-21525
Schlieren systei employing antiparallel
reflector in the forward direction
[HASA-CASI-ABC-10971-1] c09 B76-26221
Honeycomb-lairinate composite structure
[H?SA-CASI-ABC-10913-1 ] c21 N76-26286
An artificial leg employing a mechanical energy
storage device for hip disarticnlaticn
[NASA-CAEI-ABC-10916-1] c5t N76-26871
System for measuring Beynclds in a turbulently
flowing f luid
[NASA-CASI-fBC-10755-2] c34 N76-27517









Miniature ingestible telemeter devices to
measure deep-body temperature
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10583-1 ] c52 H76-29891
Visual exaninaticn apparatus
[UASA-CASJ-BE-ABC-10329-2] c52 H76-30793
Integrated structure vacuum tube
[KASA-CASE-ABC-1C145-1 ] c31 N76-31365





Eeaction cured glass and glass coatings
rnASA-CBSI-JEC-11051-1] c27 B77-10201
Eotary leveling base platform
[BASA-CASI-ABC-10981-1] c35 N77-10198




1. it '-dinitrosulf anilide
[NAS»-C»SE-ABC-110'42-1] C2I1 H77-11119
Angle detector
[N&SA-CASI-SFC-11036-1 ] C35 N77-1136II
Spectrally balanced chromatic landing approach
lighting system
[N&SJ-CASE-ABC-10990-1 ] COU H77-12031





Intnmescent-ablator coatings using endothernic
fillers
[HASA-CASE-ABC-110q3-1] C3« N77-1H372
Electron microscope aperture system
[ NASA-CASE-ABC-10<!«8-3] cJ5 H7
Liguid cooled brassiere and method of diagnosing
malignant tutors therewith
[ HASA-CASF.-ABC-11007-1 ] c52 N77-111736
A walking coot assembly
[»ASA-CASE-ABC-11101-1] C5U »77-iq71l2
An improved cooling system for removing
metabolic heat from an hermetically sealed
spacesuit
[NASA-CASE-AHC-11059-1 ] c5« N77-11713
EKG and ultrasonoscope display
[NASA-CASE-ABC-1099<t-2] c52 N77-1S619




Hingeless helicopter rotor with improved stability
[HASA-CASI-ABC-10807-1] COS H77-17029
Process for preparing higher oiides of the
alkali and alkaline earth metals
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10992-1] C25 N77-17178
Preparation of dielectric coatings of variable
dielectric constant by plasma polymerization
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10892-2] c2^ N77-17215
Contour detector and data acgnisition systen for
the left ventricular outline
[SASA-CASE-AHC-10985-1] c52 N77-17701
The engine air intake system
[SASA-CASI-ABC-10761-1] C07 N77-1815II
A reverse osmosis menbrane of high urea
rejection properties
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10980-1 ] C^7 N77-18265
Spring operated accelerator and constant force
spring mechanism therefor
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10898-1 ] C35 N77-18117
Eotating launch device for a remotely piloted
aircraft
[SASA-CASE-ABC-10979-1] c09 N77-19076
Low density bismaleimide-carbon microballoon
composites
[HASA-CASE-ABC-110MO-1] C2H N77-19173
Tubular snblimatory evaporator heat sink
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10912-1] C31 H77-193S3
Optically selectivev acoustically resonant gas
detecting transducer
[HASA-CASB-ABC-10639-1] c35 H77-19388
Selective data segment monitoring system
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10899-1] C60 B77-19760
Oxygen post-treatment of plastic surfaces coated
with plasma polymerized silicon-containing
monomers
[ NASA-CASI-fBC-10915-2] c27 N77-20256
All sky pointing attitude control system
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10716-1] c35 S77-20399
Hetallic hot wire anemometer
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10911-1] C35 N77-20HOO
Optical instrument employing reticle having
preselected visual response pattern formed
thereon
[H4SA-CASE-ABC-10976-1] c7« H77-22950
Induction powered biological radiosonde
[ BASA-CASE-ABC-11120-1] C52 B77-2J743
Abrasion resistant coatings for plastic surfaces ''
[8ASA-CASE-AEC-10915-3] c^«l N77-21200
Sampling video compression system
[HASA-CASE-ABC-1098H-1] c32 H77-^»J28
dethod for making a hot wire anemometer and
product thereof
[H&SA-CASE-ABC-10900-1] C35 B77-2»lt5<t
Electric discharge for treatment of trace
contaminants
[SASA-CASE-ABC-10975-1] c5« B77-2U771
Pseudo-backscatter laser Doppler velpcimeter





Boron triflnoride coatings for thermoplastic
materials
[BASA-CASE-ABC-11057-1] C27 B77-26J08
System for neasnring three fluctuating velocity
components in a turbulently flowing fluid
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10974-1] c3« B77-273«5
Constant lift rotor for a heavier than air craft
[BASA-CASE-ABC-110U5-1] c05 S77-28111
Process for the preparation of calcini superozide
[SASA-CASE-ABC-11053-1] C25 B7
I-3«0
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[BASA-CSSE-ABC-11106-1 ] COS H77-31130
Reduction of nitric oxide emissions f r o m a
combnstor
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10814-2] c25 B77-31260
Twin-capacitive shaft angle encoder with analog
output signal
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10897-1] C33 877-31404
Anthropomorph ic naster/slave nanifalator system
C&ASJ-CASE-AHC-10756-1] c5« 877-32721
B&TIOBAI ABBOHAOTICS AID SPICE AD1I1ISTBATIOH. HOGB





An inprovea free wing for an aircraft
[BASA-CASE-IBC- 10092-1] COS H77-31135
HATIOBAL ABBOIAOTICS AID SPACE iDBIBISTBAlIOI.
ElECTBOHICS BSSIABCB CEBTBB, CARBBIDGB, BASS.
Hethod and apparatus for wavelength toning of
liquid lasers
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10187] C16 869-31343
A method for the deposition of beta-silicon
carbide by isoepitaxy
CHASA-CASE-EBC-10120] c26 B69-33482
Full f low with shut off and selective drainage
control valve Patent application
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10208] c15 870-10867
A method for selective gold diffusion of
monolithic silicon devices and/or circuits
Patent application
[SASi-CASE-EBC-10072] C09 H70-11148
Hethod and means for an improved electron beam
scanning system Patent
[BASA-CASE-BRC-10552] c09 H71-12539
Apparatus and method for separating a
semiconductor wafer Patent
rSASA-CASB-BPC-10138] C26 B71-1H354
Focused image telegraphy with extended sources
Patent
[BASA-CASI-IBC-10019] c16 N71-15551
Recording and reconstructing focused image
holograms Patent
fBASA-CASE-EBC-10017] Cl6 H71-15567
Sorption vacuum trap Patent
[BASA-CASE-XIB-09519] c14 871-18483
Voltage tunable Gunn-type microwave generator
Patent
[NASA-CASE-XEB-0789II] c09 B71-18721
Array phasing device Patent
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10046] ClO H71-18722
Parametric microwave noise generator Patent
CSASA-CASE-XER-11019] c09 H71-23598
Saturation current protection apparatus for
satnrable core transformers Patent
[RASA-CASF-BBC-10075] c09 H71-24800
Repetitively pulsed, wavelength selective laser
Patent
[BASA-CSSI-EBC-10178] c16 B71-214832
Optical nliror apparatus Patent
[HASA-CASI-EBC-10001] c23 H71-24868
Dnsatnrating saturable core transformer Patent
[mSf-CASE-EBC-10125] c09 871-24893
Leak detector wherein a probe is monitored vith
ultraviolet radiaticn Patent
[SASA-CASE-EBC-1003H] Cl5 H71-24896
Hethod for detecting leaks in hermetically
sealed containers Patent
[HASA-CASE-EBC-10045] c15 871-24910
Satellite aided vehicle avcidance system Patent
[NASA-CASI-EBC-10090] c21 871-24948
Transverse piezoresistance and pinch effect
electronechanical transducers Patent
[HASA-CASE-EBC-10088] C26 S71-25190
A solid state acoustic variable time delay line
Patent
[HASA-CASE-EBC-10032] C10 S71-25900
Bethod and means for recording and
reconstructing hclograis without use of a
reference bea« Patent
[HASA-CASI-EBC-10020] Cl6 871-26154
Electromechanical control actuator system Patent
[BASA-CASI-EBC-100221 c15 871-26635
Hethod and apparatus for detecting gross leaks
Patent
[HASA-CASE-EBC-10033] ell B71-26672




A multichannel pbotoionlzation chamber for
absorption analysis Patent
[H&SA-CASB-EBC-10044-1 ] Cl« B71-27090
Pressure sensitive transducers Patent
[HaSA-CASB-EBC-10087] Cl« B71-2733Q
Constant frequency output two stage induction
aachine systems Patent
[RASA-CASB-EBC-10065] C09 R71-^736<1
Fluid power transmitting gas bearing Patent
[BflSA-CASE-EBC-10097 ] CIS 871-28465
Color televisicn systems using a single gun
color cathode ray tube Patent
[BfiSA-CASB-EBC-10098] c09 B71-28618
Ion oicroprobe mass spectrometer for analyzing
floia materials Patent
[BiSA-CASE-EBC-10014] Cl« B71-28863
Orifice gross leak tester Patent
[HaSA-CASB-EBC-10150] C14 B71-28992
Device for measuring light scattering wherein
the measuring beam is successively reflected
between a pair of parallel reflectors Patent
[BSSA-CASE-XEB-11203] C14 871-28994Quasi-optical microwave component Patent
[B»S4-CASB-BBC-10011] C07 871-29065
Hnltiple hologram recording and readout system
Patent
[BaSA-CAEE-EBC-10151] C16 871-291J1
Plasna flnidic hybrid display Patent
[BSSA-CASE-EBC-10100] C09 B71-3J519
Optical systems having spatially invariant outputs
[B1SA-CASE-BBC-10248] C14 B72-17J^J
Method of detecting impending saturation of
magnetic cores
[BSSA-CASE-EBC-10089] c23 H72-17747
Improved satellite aided vehicle avoidance system
CBiSA-CASE-EBC-10419] c21 H72-21631
Logarithmic function generator utilizing an
exponentially varying signal in an inverse
manner
[BiSA-CASE-BBC-10267] c09 B72-2317J
Hethod and apparatus for limiting field emission
current
[SASA-CASE-EFC-10015-2] c10 872-27246
BATIOSAL AEBOB10IICS ABD SPICE ADBIBISTBATIOl.
FLIGHT BESBABCB CB81BB, ED1ABDS, CALIF.
socket chamber leak test fixture
[BASA-CASE-IFB-09479] C14 B69-27503
Three axis controller Patent
[HASi-CASE-XFB-00181] c21 S70-33279




Controlled visibility device for an aircraft
Patent
[HASA-CASE-XFB-04147] C11 H71-10748
Bionedical electrode arrangement Patent
[BASA-CASE-XPB-10856] COS 871-11189
Lifting body Patent Application
£BASA-CASE-FBC-10063] C01 871-12217
Energy management system for glider type vehicle
Patent
£HlSi-CASE-XFB-00756] C02 B71-1J421Quick attach mechanism Patent
t»m-CASE-IFB-OS421] c15 871-22994
Beat f lux measuring system Patent
[BASA-CASE-XFB-03802] c33 871-23085






Pulsed excitation voltage circuit for transducers
[DASA-CASE-FBC-10036] c09 872-22200
Acoustical transducer calibrating system and
apparatus
[BASA-CASB-FBC-10060-1] Cl4 K73-27379




Full wave modulator-demodulator amplifier
apparatus
I-3H1
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[NASA-CASI-IBC-10072-1] c33 H71-14939
Bctating raster generator
[BASA-CASE-FEC-10071-1 ] c32 H7t-20813
IATIOHA1 AEBCBAOTICS AID SPACB ADHIBISTBMIOH.
60DD1SD IBST. FOB SPICE STUDIES, HER TOBK.
Very narrow band vidth receiver
[SASA-CASI-GSC-12112-1] c32 H77-20299
A rotary electric device
[BASA-CASI-GSC-12138-1;) c33 B77-203«l|
Apparatus and method for determining the
position of a radiant energy source
[RASA-CASI-GSC-121II7-1] c35 B77-20<110
Wide power range microwave feedback controller
[BASf-CASI-GSC-12146-1] c33 R77-21322
A system for synchronizing synthesizers of
conmunicaticn systets
[BASA-CASI-GSC-121II8-1 ] c32 H77-22314
Application of Inciferase assay for A1P to
antimicrobial drug susceptibility
[BASA-CSSE-GSC-12039-1] c51 H77-2279U
Hethod for fabricating a Bass spectrometer inlet
leak
[HASA-CASE-GSC-12077-1] c35 N77-24455
length controlled stabilized node-lock B E : Y A G
laser
[BASA-CASI-GSC-11S71-1] c36 N77-25499
Three phase foil nave oc motor decoder[BASA-CASI-GSC-1182II-1] c33 N77-26386
A cervix-to-rectnm measuring device in a
radiation applicator for use in the treatment
of cervical cancer
[HASA-CASI-GSC-12081-2] c52 H77-26796
Determination of antivicrctial susceptibilities
of infected nrines without isolation
[RASJ-C»SI-GSC-120I(6-1] c52 N77-26797
Gregorian all-reflective optical system
[BASA-CAEE-GSC-12058-1] c7« B77-26912Qnadraphase demodulation
CBASA-CASE-GSC-12137-1] c32' H77-27272
Opto-mechanical subsystem «ith temperature
compensation through isothemal design
[BASA-CASE-GSC-12059-1] c35 N77-27366
Controlled caging and uncaging mechanism
[NASA-CJSI-GSC-11063-1] c37 N77-27100
System for and method of freezing biological
tissue
[BASA-CASE-GSC-12173-1] c52 H77-27693
Locking mechanism for orthopedic traces
[.NASA-CASI-GSC-12082-2] c52 R77-27691
Lou thrust icnopropellant engine
[BASA-CASE-GSC-12190-1] c20 H77-28219
Wideband heterodyne receiver for laser
communication system
[BASA-CASI-GSC-12053-1] c32 H77-283II6
Hethod and apparatus for producing an image f rom
a transparent object
[BASA-CAS1-GSC-11989-1] c7« H77-28932
A complementary DHCS-VHCS integrated circuit
structure
[SASA-CASI-GSC-12190-1] c33 N77-29«03
lo» intensity l-ray and ganua-ray imaging device
[HASA-C8SI-GSC-12263-1] c35 B77-29<!71

















Analog to digital ccnverter for t«o-dimensional
radiant energy array computers
tBAS»-CASE-GSC-11839-3] c60 H77-32731
BATIOBAL 1BBOBAOT1CS ABD SPAC1 ADBIllSTBiTIOB.
GODD1BD SP1CS I1I6BT CJBtEB, 6BEEBBEII, ID.
Begulated dc to dc converter
[BASA-CISE-IGS-03II29] cC3 B69-21330
Apparatus for teasuring snelling characteristics
of mettianes
[BASA-C»SI-XGS-03£65] c1« B69-21363
Tumbler system to provide random motion
[BASi-CASE-XGS-02137] c15 B69-21K72
Automatic acquisition system for phase-lock loop
[HAS4-CASI-XGS-01991] C09 B69-21S13




Scanning aspect sensor employing an apertnred
disc and a commutator
[NASA-CASE-XGS-08266] c1« B6i-2/l|32






Time division multiplex system
[NASA-CASE-XGS-05918] C07 H69-39971
Doppler frequency spread correction device for
multiple! transmissions
[NASA-CASE-XGS-02719] C07 B6S-39978
Alkali-metal silicate protective coating
[BASA-CASE-XGS-04119] CIS B69-J9979
Device for measuring electron-beam intensities
and for subjecting materials to electron
irradiation in an electron microscope
[SASA-CASE-XGS-01725] Clt B69-39982
Light sensitive digital aspect sensor Patent
[HASi-CASE-XGS-00359] Clt B70-31158
Hethod and apparatus for determining satellite
orientation utilizing spatial energy sources
Patent
[BAS&-CAEE-XGS-00466] C21 B70-3<1297
Binary magnetic memory device Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-00174) C08 B70-3U7U3
Full binary adder Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-00689] COS N70-J1787
Ultra-long monostable multivibrator employing
bistable semiconductor switch to allow
charging of timing circuit Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-00381] C09 H70-3H819
Space and atmospheric reentry vehicle Patent
[SiSA-CASE-XGS-00260] c31 B70-3792H
Variable frequency magnetic multivibrator Patent
[BASA-CAEI-XGS-001158] C09 »70-3860a
Switching mechanism with energy storage means
Patent
[SASA-CSSE-XGS-00173] c03 B70-38713
Variable frequency magnetic multivibrator Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-00131] C09 B70-38995
Stretch de~spin mechanism Patent
[NASA-CASE-XGS-00619] C30 B7C-10016
Folding boom assembly Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-00938] c32 B70-1I1J67
Cryogenic ccnnector for vacuum use Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-02H11] CIS B70-11629
Endless tape cartridge Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-00769] clt B70-H16H7
Apparatus for producing three-dimensional
recordings of flourescence spectra Patent
[NASA-CA£E-X^S-01231] clH B70-M1676
Hethod and apparatus for determining
electromagnetic characteristics of large
surface area passive reflectors Patent
[HASA-CASE-XGS-02608] C07 »70-<t1678
Prevention of pressure build-up in
electrochemical cells patent
[HASA-CASE-XGS-01419] C03 B70-11861
Variable time constant smoothing circuit Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-01983] c10 B70-t196it
Endless tape transport mechanism Patent
[HASA-CASE-XGS-01223] c07 B71-10609
Reversible ring counter employing cascaded
single SCB stages Patent
£BASA-CASI-XGS-01«73] C09 B71-10673
Electronic beam switching commutator Patent
CBASA-CASE-XGS-01451] C09 B71-10677
San tracker with rotatable plane-parallel plate
and two photocells Patent
CBASA-CASE-XGS-01159] C21 B71-10678
Ron-magnetic battery case Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-00886] c03 H71-11053
Interconnection of solar cells Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-01«75] COS B71-11058
Frequency shift keyed demodulator Patent
[HASA-CASE-IGS-02889J c07 S71-11282
Bi-polar phase detector and corrector for split
phase PCB data signals Patent
1-342
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[BASA-CASI-XGS-01590;) c07 B71-12392
Data processor having multiple sections
activated at different tines by selective
power coupling to the sections Patent
[BASJ-CASE-XGS-OH767] COS B71-12a9«
Position location system and method Patent
[HASJ-CASI-GSC-10087-2] c21 B71-13958
Fire resistant coating composition Patent
[BASA-CASI-GSC-10072] c18 N71-KI01U
Passively regulated water electrolysis rocket
engine Patent
[BA.Sf-CASI-XGS-08729] C28 H71-1U011




Spacecraft attitude detection system by stellar
reference Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-03131] c21 S71-15612
Cartwheel satellite synchronization systeo Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-05579] c31 B71-15676
Wide range linear fluxgate magnetometer Patent
[NA.SA-CASI-XGS-01587] Clt S71-15962
Low fricticn magnetic recording tape Patent
[H4SA-CASI-X6S-00373] • c23 H71-15978
Method for etching copper Patent
[B4SA-CASI-XGS-06306] C17 B71-1604U
Bacteriostatic ccnformal coating and methods of
application Patent
[BASA-CASI-GSC-10007] Cl8 B71-16046
Serrodyne frequency converter re-entrant
amplifier system Patent
[B&SA-CfSE-XGS-01022] cC7 B71-16088
Position location and data collection system and
method Patent
[B4SA-CASI-GSC-10083-1] C30 B71-16090
Position sensing device employing misaligned
magnetic field generating and detecting
apparatus Patent
[B4SA-CASE-XGS-07514] C23 H71-16099





Dust particle injector for hypervelocity
accelerators Patent
rBASB-CASI-XGS-06628] c2U H71-16213
Ellipsoidal mirror reflectcmeter including means
for averaging the radiation reflected from the
sample Patent
[HASA-CfSE-XGS-05291] C23 B71-16341
Angular position and velocity sensing apparatus
Patent
[HASA-CASE-XGS-05680] C11 N71-17585
Apparatus for controlling the velocity of an
electromechanical drive for interferometers
and the like Patent
[BASA-CASI-XGS-03532] c11 H71-17627
Omni-directional anisotropic molecular trap Patent
[SASA-CASE-XGS-00783] c30 N71-17788
nethod of malting tubes Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-011175] Cl5 H71-18579
Pulst-type magnetic core leiory element circuit
with blocking oscillator feedback Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-03303] c08 B71-18595





Stepping motor control circuit Patent
[BASA-CASI-GSC-10366-1] c10 H71-18772
Traffic centre! system and nethod Patent
[BASA-CASI-GSC-10087-1] C02 N71-19287




Ride range data compression system Patent
[HASA-CASE-XGS-02612] COS H71-19135
Apparatus for computing square roots Patent
[UASA-CJSE-XGS-0<l76e] cC8 H71-19437
Method and apparatus for battery charge control
Patent
[HASA-CASE-XGS-05132] c03 S71-19II38
Stable ampli f ier having a stable quiescent point
Patent
[HASA-CASE-XGS-02812] C09 871-19*66
Tracking antenna system Patent
[BiSA-CASI-GSC-10553-1] c07 H71-1985Q
Electrochemical conlometer and method of forming
same Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-051311] C03 H71-20<!91
Display for binary characters Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-Oa987J c08 H71-20571
Amplifier clamping circuit for horizon scanner
Patent
[BAS4-CASE-XGS-0178Q] CIO B71-20782
Diversity receiving system with diversity phase
lock Patent
[HASA-CASE-XGS-01222] CIO B71-20811
Signal detection and tracking apparatus Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-03502] CIO B71-20852
Polarization diversity monopulse tracking
receiver Patent
[HASA-CASB-XSS-03501J COS S71-20861
System for recording and reproducing pulse code
modulated data Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-01021 ] COS B71-21012
Satellite appendage tie dovn cord Patent
[NASA-CASE-XGS-02551] C31 B71-21061
Beaction* wheel scanner Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-02629] ell N71-21082
BonnagnetiCf eiplosive actuated indexing device
Patent
£BASA-CASE-XGS-02<!22] c15 B71-21529
Bidirectional step torque filter with zero
backlash characteristic Patent
[8ASA-CASE-XGS-0<I227] CIS B71-2171"!
Conforming polisher for aspheric surface of
revolution Patent
[BASA-CASB-XGS-02884] C15 B71-22705
Precision thrust gage Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-02319] Cl» H71-22965
Sealing device for an electrochemical cell Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-02630] C03 B71-2297H
Rotary bead dropper and selector for testing
micrometeorlte detectors Patent
[BASA-C»SE-XGS-0330lt] C09 B71-22988
Moment of inertia test fixture Patent
[BASA-CAEE-XGS-01023] ell B71-22992
Fluid flow meter with comparator reference leans
Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-01331] ClK B7.1-22996
Foamed in place ceramic refractory insulating
material Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-02K35] c18 B71-22998
Digital telemetry system Patent
[BASA-CAEE-XGS-01812] c07 S71-230U1
Bonded elastomeric seal for electrochemical
cells Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-02631] C03 B71-2J006
Apparatus providing a directive field pattern
and attitude sensing of a spin stabilized
satellite Patent
£BASA-CASE-XGS-02607] C31 B71-23009
complementary regenerative switch Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-02751] c09 B71-2J01S
Solid state pulse generator with constant output
width, for variable input width, in nanosecond
range Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-03127] ClO B71-2J029
Sidereal frequency generator Patent
[BASA-CASI-XGS-02610] Cl» B71-23170
Solar cell and circuit array and process foe
nullifying magnetic fields Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-03390] c03 B71-23187
Passive synchronized spike generator with high
input impedance and low output impedance and
capacitor power supply Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-03632] C09 B71-23311
Sealed electrochemical cell provided with a
flexible casing Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-01513] COS B71-23336
Digitally controlled frequency synthesizer latent
[BASA-CASB-XGS-02317] C09 B71-23S2S
Badio frequency coaxial high pass filter Patent
CBASA-CASt-IGS-01018) C09 »71-23573
Apparatus for phase stability determination Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-01118] ClO B71-23662
Tape recorder Patent ,
[BASA-CASE-XGS-08259] Cl« B71-23698
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Selective plating of etched circuits without
removing previous plating Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-03120] c15 H71-21017
Alkali netal silicate protective coating Patent
[HASi-CASE-XGS-011799] c18 B71-24183
Strain gance measuring techniques Patent
rBASA-CASE-lGS-0<t<!78] Cl< l B71-21233
Electromagnetic polarizaticn systems and methods
Patent
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10021-1 ] c09 B71-2U595
Redundant actuating mechanism Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-08716] Cl5 N71-24600
Satellite communicat ion system and method Patent
[NASA-CASH-GSC-10118-1] c07 B71-24621
Programmable telemetry system Patent
[NASA-CASE-GSC-10131-1] C07 B71-24624
Goniometer and third electrode battery charging
circuit Patent
[HASA-CASB-GSC-10487-1] c03 B71-24719
Electronic scanning of 2-channel mono-pulse •
patterns Patent
[NASA-CASE-GSC-10299-1] c09 H71-24804
Annula r slit colloid thrnstor Patent
 s[NASA-CASE-GSC-10709-1] c28 B71-25213
Voltage tc frequency converter Patent
[BASA-CASI-GSC-10022-1] ClO N71-25882
Direct current motor vith stationary armature
and field Patent
[HASA-CASE-XGS-05290] c09 N71-25999
Buck boost voltage regulation circuit Patent
[HASA-CASE-GSC-10735-1] c10 H71-26085
Adaptive system and method for signal generation
Patent
[NASA-CASE-GSC-11367] c10 B71-26374
Control apparatus for applying pulses of
selectively predetermined duration to a
segnence of loads Patent
[HASA-CASE-XGS-04224] c10 B71-26118
Turn on transient limiter Patent
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10H13] c10 1171-26531
Voltage regulator vith plural parallel power
source secticns Patent
[NASA-CASE-GSC-10891-1] C10 B71-26626
Method for generating ultra-precise angles Patent
[BASA-CASB-TGS-04173] c19 N71-26674
Besettatle mcnostable pulse generator Patent
[HASA-CASE-GSC-11139] c09 N71-27016
nicro-pound eitended range thrust stand Patent
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10710-1] c28 N71-27094
Synchronous dc direct drive system Patent
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10065-1] ClO H71-27136
Antenna array at focal plane of reflector with
coupling network for bean switching Patent
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10220-1] c07 H71-27233
Gravity gradient attitude control system Patent
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10555-1] c21 N71-27324
Segmented superconducting lagnet for a broa oand
traveling wave maser Patent
[NASA-CASE-XGS-10E18] c16 N71-28554
Hillineter wave antenna system Patent Application
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10949-1] c07 N71-28965
Sampled data controller Patent
[NASA-CASE-GSC-10554-1] c08 N7^-29033
Variable digital processor including a register
for shifting and rotating bits in either
direction Patent
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10186] c08 H71-33110
Combustion products generating and metering device
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11095-1] c14 B72-10375
Analog spatial maneuver coipnter
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10880-1] c08 B72-11172
Helical recorder arrangement for multiple
channel recording on both sides of the tape
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10614-1] C09 H72-1122II
Bethod and apparatus for eliminating coherent
noise in a coherent enercy imaging system
without destroying spatial coherence
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11133-1] c23 H72-11568
Position Iccaticn system and method
[HASA-CASE-GSC-10087-3] c07 H72-12080






Hininech self-deploying boom mechanism
[HiSA-CASE-GSC-10566-1] c15 N72-18B77
Heated porous plug microthrustor
[SASA-CASE-GSC-10610-1] C28 H7Z-18-766
Optimum performance spacecraft solar cell system
[SASA-CASI-GSC-10669-1] c03 N72-20031
Honostable multivibrator




[SASA-CASI-GSC-10503-1 ] clt H72-20J81
Solenoid valve including guide for armature and
valve member
[HASA-CASE-GSC-10607-1] C15 N72-2aSU2
Fast response low power drain logic circuits
[SASA-CASE-GSC-10878-1] ClO H7Z-22236




Optical system support apparatus
[NASA-CASE-XES-07896-2] C23 872-22673
SCB lamp driver
[NASA-CASE-GSC-10221-1 ] C09 B72-23171
Potassium silicate zinc coatings
£NASA-CASE-GSC-10361-1] Cl8 N72-23581






A dc to ac to dc converter having transistor
synchronous rectifiers
[ NASA-CASE-GSC-11126-1] c09 S72-25253




Honeycomb panels formed of minimal surface
periodic tubule layers
[BASA-CASE-EBC-1036H] C18 B72-255»0
Honeycomb core structures of minimal surface
tubule sections
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10363] C18 B7i-255»1
Gunn-type solid state devices
[BASA-CASE-IEB-07895] C26 B72-25679
nse of nnillominated solar cells as shunt diodes




Electric motive machine including magnetic bearing
[BASA-CASE-XGS-07805] c15 B72-33176
Cosmic dost or other similar outer space
particles impact location detector
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11291-1] c25 B72-33696
Bethod and apparatus for determining the
contents cf contained gas samples
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10903-1] ell B73-12111





Data processor with conditionally supplied clock
signals
[BASA-CASE-GSC-10975-1] c08 B73-13187
Apparatus for vlbratlonal testing of articles
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11302-1] c1« B73-13116
Method and system for ejecting fairing sections'




Star tracking reticles and process for the
production thereof
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11188-2] 021 B73-196JO
Delayed siinltaneons release mechanisi
[SASA-CASE-GSC-1081II-1] c03 B7J-20039
Doppler compensation by shifting transmitted








SODBCE IHDII liTIOBiL AEBOBAOTICS iBD SPICE ADBIBISTBATIOB. COfllD
lov outgassing polydimethylsiloxane material and
preparation thereof
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11358-1] c06 H73-26100
lethod of detecting and counting bacteria in
tody fluids
[HASA-CfSE-GSC-11092-2] c04 B73-27052
Protein sterilization method of firefly
luciferase using reduced pressure and
molecular sieves
[SASA-CJSI-GSC-10225-1] c06 H73-27086
Process for making HF shielded cable connector
assemblies and the prcducts formed thereby
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11215-1] C09 B73-2808.3
Device for determining relative angular position
betveen a spacecraft and a radiation emitting
celestial body
[BASA-CASl-GSC-11<|im-1] C1Q B73-28490
Microscope multi-angle, reflection, vieving






Automatic instrument for chemical processing to









Hethod of making porous conductive supports for
electrodes
fBASA-CASE-GSC-11367-1] clfl B74-19692
Formation of star tracking reticles
CHASA-CASZ-GSC-11188-3] c7<l B74-20008




Rotary solenoid shutter drive assembly and
rotary inertia damper and stop plate assembly
[HASJ-CJSI-GSC-11560-1] c33 N74-20861
ultra-stable oscillator vith complementary
transistors
[BASA-CASI-GSC-11E13-1] c33 N74-20862




Rethod and apparatus for checking fire detectors
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11600-1] C35 B74-21019
Long range laser traversing system
[NASA-CASE-GSC-11262-1] c36 H74-21091
Rethod and apparatus for optically monitoring




Apparatus for controlling the temperature of
talloen-torne equipment
[1ASA-CASE-GSC-11620-1] c3» H7«-23039
Coaxial anode Hire for gas radiation counters
[RASA-CASE-GSC-1KI92-1] c35 »7«-26949




Air conditioning system and component therefore
distributing air flc« f r c m opicsite directions[»AS4-CASF-GSC-11(|q5-1] c3 1 H7«-27902
Passive dual spin misalignment ccmpensatocs
[BASA-CASE-GSC-1ia79-1] c35 B7<t-28097
Star scanner[NASa-casI-GSC-11569-1] c89 074-30886




Bemote p la t form pover conserving system
[SASA-CASE-GSC-11182-1] C15 H75-13007
Bonding of sapphire to sapphire by eutectic




Dish antenna having svitchable beamvidth
[SASA-CASE-GSC-11760-1 ] C33 B75-19516
1-1 alphanumeric character generator for
oscilloscopes
[HASA-CASE-GSC-11582-1] C33 S75-19517




Dually mode locked Bd :TAG laser
[HASA-CASE-GSC-11716-1] C36 B75-19651
Self-regulating proportionally controlled
heating apparatus and technigue
£SASA-CASE-GSC-11752-1] C77 B75-20140
Lou speed phaselock speed control system
[SASA-CASI-GSC-11127-1] c09 N75-21758




Magnetic tape head function snitching system
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11956-1] C35 B75-25131
Badiation hardening of 80S devices by boron
[BASA-CASE-GSC-1iq25-2] C76 B75-25730
Correlation type phase detector
[S4SA-CASB-GSC-117»lt-1] C3J H75-26213
Process for making sheets with parallel pores of
uniform size
[HASA-CASE-GSC-10984-1] c37 B75-26371
Impact position detector for outer space particles
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11829-1] c35 B75-27331
Binary to binary coded decimal converter
[HASJl-CASE-GSC-120«»-1] C60 S76-13781
Single fregnency, t»o feed dish antenna having
svitchable beamvidth
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11968-1] C32 B76-15329
Hicrometeoroid velocity and trajectory analyzer
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11892-1] C35 B76-151J3
Atomic standard Kith variable storage volume
[BAS1-CASB-GSC-11895-1] C35 B76-151J6
Hethod and apparatus for splitting a beam of
energy
£BASA-CASE-GSC-12083-1] C36 B7t-15l(51
High voltage distributor ,
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11849-1] c33 N76-16332
Roving particle composition analyzer
[SASA-CASE-GSC-11889-1] C35 S76-16393





Automatic character skew and spacing checking
network
CBASA-CASE-GSC-11925-1] C33-B76-18353
Axially and radially controllable magnetic tearing
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11551-1] C37 B76-18459
Two-dimensional radiant energy array computers
and computing devices
[SASA-CASE-GSC-11839-2] C60 B76-18803
Apparatus for simulating optical transmission
links
[SASA-CASE-GSC-11877-1] c74 B76-18913
Bonding of sapphire to sapphire by entectic










Bemote sensing of vegetation and soil using
microwave ellipscmetry
[SASA-CiSB-GSC-11976-1] Ct3 B76-2J671
Oltraviolet light reflective coating
 f
[BASA-CASB-GSC-11786-1] C2« B76-24363
Improved lev cost substrates for polycrystalline
solar cells
[SASA-C4SE-GSC-12022-2] C«« B76-26695
Svitchable beamvidth monopulse method and system
[HASA-CASI-GSC-11924-1] C33 B76-27472
Fabrication of polycrystalline solar cells on
lov-cost substrates
CBASA-CiSE-GSC-12022-1] C4H H76-28635
Hethod of detecting and counting bacteria
[HASA-CASE-GSC-11917-2] C51 R76-29891
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Static coefficient test method and apparatus
[NASA-CASE-GSC-11893-1] C35 N76-31489
Digital pics analog output encoder
[SASA-CASI-GSC-12115-1] C62 B76-31946
Method and apparatus for neutralizing potentials
induced en spacecraft surfaces
[HASA-CASI-GSC-11963-1] C33 B77-10429





Linear phase demodulator including a phase











Method and apparatus for measuring veb material
wound on a reel
fHASA-C>SE-GSC-11902-1] C38 B77-17495
Detection of microbial infection in blood and
antibiotic deternnations
tHASA-CASF-GSC-12045-1] C52 N77-18733
Logarithmic circuit mth vide dynamic range
[HASA-CASE-GSC-12145-1] C33 N77-19319
Cyclical bi-directional rotary actuator
[BASA-CASE-GSC-11S83-1] C37 N77-19458
BATIOSAL ABBOBAOTICS AHD SPICE ADHIBISTB4TIOB.
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Coupling device t
[HAS8-CASI-XMS-078II6-1] ' C09 K69-21927
Flow test,device
[BASA-CASI-XBS-0<I917] C 11t H69-24257
Visual target for retiofire attitude control
[BASf-CASE-XMS-12158-1] C31 B69-27499
System for mcnitoring signal amplitude ranges
[•HASA-CASI-XBS-04061-1] C09 B69-39885
Amplif ier drift tester
[NASA-CASE-XBS-05562-1] c09 B69-39986
System for improving signal-to-noise ratio of a
communication signal Patent Application
[HASA-CASI-HSC-12259-1] C07 H70-12616
Two-step rocket engine bipropellant valve Patent
rBASA-CASE-XBS-04890-1] C15 B70-22192
Heat shield Patent
' [BASA-CASE-XBS-OC486] C33 B70-33344
Shock absorbing support and restraint means Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBS-01240] COS H70-35152
Energy absorbing strncture Patent Application
[HASA-CASE-BSC-12279-1] C15 B70-35679










Lignid-gas separator for zero gravity
environment Patent
[N»SJ-CASI-IHS-01<I92] COS B70-H1297
Instrument for use in performing a controlled
Valsalva lanenver Patent
[HASA-CASE-XHS-01615] COS H70-41329
Radial aodule space station Patent
[H»S»-C»SE-XHS-01906] C31 N70-1I1373




Indexed keyed connection Patent
[BASA-CASE-IBS-02532] C15 N70-41808
Discrete Iccal altitude sensing device Patent
[»ASA-C»SE-X«S-03792] Cl« S70-41812
Cryogenic storage system patent
[BASA-CASE-XHS-04390] ' c31 B7C-41871




Transpirationally cooled heat ablation system
Patent
[BASA-CAEE-XBS-02677] c31 H70-12075
Voltage-current characteristic simulator Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBS-01554] CIO B71-10578
Teaming vehicle for controlling attitude Eatent
[BASA-CASE-XBS-02977] ell B71-10746
Gravity stabilized flying vehicle Patent
[BASA-CASE-HSC-12111-1] c02 B71-11039
Helmet assembly and latch means therefor Satent
[HASA-CASI-XBS-04935] COS B71-11190
Pressure suit tie-down mechanism Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBS-0078U] COS B71-12335
Hand-held self-maneuvering unit Patent
[NASA-CASE-XMS-05304] COS B71-12336
Pressure garment joint Patent
[SASA-CASE-XBS-09636] COS B71-123K4
Emergency escape system Patent
[BASA-CASE-BSC-12086-1] COS N71-1234S
Dynamic Doppler simulator Patent
[8ASA-CASE-XBS-05454-1] c07 871-12391
Electrical load protection device Patent
[SASA-CiSE-BSC-12135-1] C09 S71-12526
High voltage pulse generator Patent
[NASA-CASE-BSC-12178-1] c09 H71-13518
Process for conditioning tanned sharkskin and




Fluid power transmission patent
[ 'HASA-CASI-XBS-01445] c12 H71-16031
Spacecraft radiator cover Patent
[BASA-CASE-BSC-12049] c31 B71-16080
Method of improving heat transfer
characteristics in a nucleate boiling process
Patent
[NASA-CASE-XBS-04268] c33 B71-16277
Heated element fluid flov sensor Patent
[SASA-CASE-HSC-12084-1] _ c12 B71-17S69
Biological isolation garment Patent
[HASA-CASE-BSC-12206-1] COS H71-17599
Metal valve pintle with encapsulated elastomeric
body Patent
[HASA-CASE-MSC-12116-1 ] CIS B71-17648
Method for forming plastic materials Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBS-05516] CIS B71-17803
Flexible blade antenna Patent
[HASA-CASE-HSC-12101] c09 B71-18720
Space suit heat exchanger Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBS-09571] COS B71-19439
Light intensity modulator controller Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBS-04300] c09 B71-19479
Solar optical telescope dome control system Patent
[BASA-CASl-HSC-10966] clU B71-19568
High temperature compositions Patent
[SASA-CASE-XBS-00370] c17 H71-20941






Apparatus for machining geometric cones Patent
[HASA-CASE-XBS-04292] CIS B71-2^722
Rescue litter flotation assembly Patent
[BASA-CASE-XHS-01170] COS B71-227H8
Aligning and positioning device Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBS-04178] CIS B71-22798
Tension measurement device Patent
[BASA-CAEE-XBS-04545] CIS B71-22878
Amplitude modulated laser transmitter Patent
[HiSi-CiSE-XHS-OI»269] c16 B7 1-22895




Multiple environment materials test chamber
having a multiple port x-ray tube for
irradiating a plurality of samples Patent
tHASA-CASB-XHS-02930) c11 S71-230H2
Soft frame adjustable eyeglasses Patent
[RASA-CASE-XHS-06064] COS B71-2JOS6
1-316
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Blood pressure measuring system for separating
and separately recording dc signal and an ac
signal Patent
[BASA-CASE-IHS-06061] c05 B71-23317
Signal ratio system utilizing vcltage controlled
oscillators Patent
[8ASA-CASI-JBF-OU367] c09 B71-235U5
Sinch having cable positlet and load indicators
Patent
[BASA-CASE-NSC-12052-1] C15 B71-2U599
Radar antenna system for acquisition and
tracking Patent
[8ASA-CASE-XBS-09610] c07 B71-2U625
Extravehicular tunnel snit system Patent
CNASA-CASE-SSC-12243-1] COS H71-2<<728
Broadband modif ied turnstile antenna Patent
[BASA-CASI-BSC-12209] c09 B71-2»8I»2Quick release hook tape Patent
[HASA-CASI-MS-10660-1] c15 S71-25975
Plated electrodes Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBS-00213-1] c09 B7 1-26002
Audio sigral processor fatent
[BASA-CASE-BSC-12223-1] c07 H71-26181
Fabric for microneteorcid protection garment
Patent
[BASA-CASI-HSC-12109] C18 B71-26285
Antenna array phase quadrature tracking system
Patent
[DASA-CASI-HSC-12205-1] cC7 H71-27056
Hadiometric temperature reference Patent
[BASA-CASI-HSC-13276-1] C11 H71-27058
Pneumatic amplif ier Patent
[BASA-CASE-BSC-12121-1] C15 B71-271II7









Current dependent filter inductance
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10139] c09 S72-17150
Low onset rate energy absorber
rBASA-CASI-BSC-12279] c15 B72-17Q50
Stand-off type ablative teat shield
[BASA-CASI-HSC-121113-1 ] C33 B72-1791I7
Photographic fill restoration system
[BASA-CASI-BSC-12018-1] C11 B72-20390
Optical range finder having nonoverlapping
conplete images
[BASA-CASI-HSC-12105-1] C11 N72-21009
Open type erine receptacle
[BASA-CASI-HSC-1232H-1] COS B72-22093




Rethod and apparatus for detecting surface ions
on siliccc diodes and transistors
CBASA-CASI-EBC-10325] c15 B72-251157
Scientific experiment flexible ncunt
[UASA-CASE-BSC-12372-1J c31 H72-258D2
Burn rate testing apparatus
[SASA-CASE-TBS-09690] c33 B72-25913
System for inproving signal-to-noise ratio of a
communication signal[HASA-CASI-aSC-12259-2] c07 B72-33HI6
Altitude measur ing system
[BASA-CASI-EBC-10H12-1] c09 B73-12211
A method cf delivering a vehicle to earth orbit







Space shuttle vehicle and system
[HASA-CAS!-HSC-12«33] c31 B73-1485U
Apparatus for statistical time-series analysis








Foot pedal operated fluid type exercising device
[BASi-CASB-BSC-11561-1] C05 S73-32011
Digital to analog conversion apparatus
[BASA-CASE-HSC-T2H58-1] c08 B73-32081
Solid state controller three axes controller
[HASA-CASE-BSC-1239<I-1] c08 H7«-109<t2
Sethod for obtaining oxygen from lunar or
similar soil
[BASA-CiSI-BSC-12008-1] C»6 B7«-1J011
Adaptive voting computer system
[BASA-CASI-BSC-13932-1] C62 B7H-1t920






Hethod and apparatus for stable silicon dioxide
layers on silicon grown in silicon nitride
annient
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10073-1] C2M H7H-19769
Pulse code modulated signal synchronizer
[HASA-CASE-HSC-12062-1J C32 H7Q-2080S
Pulse code modulated signal synchronizer
[HASA-CASE-BSC-12191-1 ] C32 B70-20810
Apparatus and method for processing Korotkov
sounds
[BASA-CASI-HSC-13999-1] C52 H71-26626
Differential phase shift keyed communication
system
[NASA-CASE-HSC-1006S-1] C32 S7U-2665U
Technique for recovery of voice data from heat
damaged magnetic tape
" £NASi-CASE-HSC-1«219-1] C32 F7«-^7612
Differential phase shift keyed signal resolver







Flexible joint for pressnrizable garment
[SASA-CASE-HSC-11072] C51 B7H-J25q6
Method and apparatus for decoding compatible
convolntional codes
[SASA-CASE-HSC-10070-1] C32 N71-32598
Field sequential stereo television
[BASA-CASE-BSC-12616-1] c32 B7"l-32601
Pulse stretcher for narrow pulses
{HASA-CASI-BSC-1U130-1] C3J B7K-32711







Four phase logic systems
CBASA-CASE-BSC-1»200-1] C3J B75-11957
Lightweight electrically powered flexible
thermal laminate
[BASA-CASE-BSC-12662-1] c20 B75-1663S




Grain refinement control in TIG arc welding
[HASJ-CASS-HSC-19095-1] CJ7 »7i-1968J
Condensate removal device for heat exchanger
[BASA-CASE-BSC-101U3-1] c77 B75-20139
Television noise reduction device
[SASA-CASE-BSC-12607-1] c32 M7b-21«8b
Digital transmitter for data bus communications
system
[S«SA-CASE-BSC-1H5SB-1] C32 »75-21»8(>




Iodine generatcr tor reclaimed water purification
[BASA-CASE-HSC-10632-1] CbQ B7i-2!)S90
variable ratio mixed-mode bilateral master-elate
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Multiple circuit protector device
[BASA-CASE-IHS-027IH1] c33 H75-272H9
Apparatus for velding sheet material
[NASA-CASI-tBS-01330] c37 H75-27376




Fault tolerant clock apparatus utilizing a
controlled minority of clock elements
[NASA-CASE-BSC-12531-1] c35 B75-30501
Low gravity phase separator
[RASJ-C»SE-BSC-1<I773-1] c31 H75-32262
Filter regeneration systems[HASJ-CASE-BSC-1II273-1] c3<l H75-333112
Gas compression analysis
rNASA-CASE-BSC-1U757-1] c37 B76-13H96




Strain arrestor plate for fused silica tile
[NASA-CASI-BSC-KI182-1] c27 N76-1»26«
Medical subject monitoring systems
tBASA-CASI-HSC-111180-1] c52 B76-14757
Automat ic liowaste sampling
rHAS>-CASI-BSC-1H6l>0-1] c5l» H76-1tt80l»
Method for manufacturing nirrors in zero gravity
environment
CNASA-CASI-HSC-12611-1] c12 B76-15189









Low distortion receiver for bi-level taseband
PCH w a v e f o r m s
[RASA-CASI-MSC-1U557-1] c32 H76-16219
Frequency measurement by coincidence detection
with standard freguenc;
[HASA-Cf SE-HSC-1Q6I19-1] c33 N76-16331




Method of flnxless brazing and diffusion bonding




Anger attachment method for insulation[HASA-CASI-BSC-12615-1]
 C37 N76-19037
Position determination systems[BASA-CASI-MSC-12593-1] c17 N76-212SO
Two-component ceranic ccating for silica
insulation
[HASA-CASI-HSC-1H270-1] c27 N76-22377




Three-comjcnent ceramic coating for silica
insolation
[HASA-CASI-BSC-K270-Z] c27 H76-23U26
Flexible pile therial barrier seal
[HASA-CASI-BSC-1S568-1] c37 H76-23585
Binary concatenated coding system[HASA-C»S!-HSC-1H082-1]
 C60 B76-23850
Non-flammarle elastcmeric fiber f r cm a
flncrinated elastomer and containing an
halcgenated f lame retardant
[NiSA-CSSE-BSC-10331-1] c27 H76-2<ta05
Flame retardant elastcmeric compositions
[»ASS-C»SI-HSC-la331-2] c27 H76-21408








 C37 S76-26511A logic-ccntrolled occlnsiie cuff system
[HASA-C»SE-HSC-11836-1] c52 H76-27839
Beat resistant polymers of oxidized
styrylpbosphine
CKASA-CASE-BSC-1H903-1) c27 N76-28425
Method of producing complex aluminum alloy parts
of high temper, and products thereof
[NASA-CASt-BSC-19693-1 ] c.26 N76-29101
Sun angle calculator
[NASA-CAEZ-BSC-12617-1] cJ5 N76-29552




Flanged major nodular assembly jig
[SASA-CASE-BSC-19372-1] C39 B76-31562
Optical noise suppression device and method
[NASi-CASE-HSC-126<!0-1 ] c7Q N7e-31S98
Optical process for producing classification
maps from nnltispectral data
[NASA-CASE-BSC-1UU72-1) cU3 B77-1058"!
Wiadov defect planar mapping technique
[NASA-CASE-BSC-191H2-1 ] c7l| H77-10899
Differential pulse code modulation
[SASS-CASE-BSC-12506-1] C32 N71-122J9
Receiving and tracking phase modulated signals
[SASA-CASI-BSC-16170-1 ] C32 H77-12218
Stator rotor tools
[HASA-CASE-HSC-16000-1 ] c07 B77-1J062
Hearing aid malfunction detection system
[BASA-CASE-HSC-1tt916-1 ] c33 1177-IJJJb
Shielded conductor cable system
[SASA-CASE-HSC-127115-1] c33 B77-1J338
Process for producing flane resistant polyamides
and products produced thereby
[BAS4-CASE-HSC-1607q-1] c27 B77-l«262
Method and system for in vivo measurement of
bone tissue using a tvo level energy source
[BASA-CASF.-BSC-1U276-1] C52 B77-117J7





Analysis of volatile organic compounds '
[BASA-CASE-HSC-m<t28-1 ] c23 B77-17161
System for producing chrona signals
[BASA-CASE-HSC-11683-1] c7« B77-18893
Bttlti-purpose »ind tunnel reaction control sodel
block
[NASA-CASF-HSC-19706-1] c09 B77-19077
Bit error rate measurement above and below bit
rate tracking threshold
[BAS4-CAEE-MSC-12713-1] c32 B77-19290
Phase array antenna control
[DASA-CASE-BSC-11939-1] c33 B77-19320
Fluid mass sensor for a zero gravity environment
[BASA-CASE-HSC-111653-1]
 CJS B77-1938S









[ HASA-CA£E-8SC-ia8l|0-1 ] c32 H77-2U3J1
Open loop digital frequency multiplier
[HASA-CASE-BSC-12709-1] c33 B77-ZO375









[BASA-CASE-MSC-11905-1 ] C37 877-28*87




Thermal insolation attaching means
[HASA-CASB-MSC-12619-2] C16 B77-31237
An interactive color display for onltispectral
imagery using correlation clustering
CHASA-CAEE-MSC-16253-1] c«3 B77-31583
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lead regulating latch
[BASI-CASI-BSC-19535-1] c37 877-32*99
Begenerablt device for scrubbing breathable air
of C02 and moisture wi thout special beat
ezcbanger eggipment
[1ASJ-CASI-BSC-1I1771-1 ] c5H H77-32722
BATIOB1L JEECBiOTJCS 1BO SIACI ADBIBISTBAIIOB. JOB!
P. KEBBEDY SPACE CBHTEB, CCCOi BEACH, PIA.
Device for determining tie accuracy of the flare
on a flared tabs
[8ASJ-CASI-XKS-03H95] c14 H69-39785Quick attach and release fluid coupling assembly
Patent
[NASA-CASI-XKS-01985] c15 H71-10782
Parasitic probe antenna Patent
[HASA-CASI-XKS-09308] C09 H71-13521
Electronic checkout system for space vehicles
Patent
[BASA-CASE-XKS-08012-2] c31 N71-15566
Apparatus for tensile testing Patent
[BASA-CASI-XKS-06250] C14 U71-15600
weatherproof helix antenna Patent
[NASA-CASE-XKS-08485] C07 B71-19493
Valve seat with resilient support member Patent
[BASJ-CASE-XKS-02582] C15 H71-2123U
Diode and protection fuse unit Patent
[NASA-CBSE-XKS-03381] c09 H71-22796








VEF/OHF parasitic probe antenna Patent
[HASf-CASE-XKS-09340]
 C07 H71-21614
BCD to decimal decoder Patent
[BASA-C8SE-XKS-06167] c08 H71-2U890
Flammability test chamber Patent
[HASA-CASE-KSC-10126] Cl1 H71-2<I985
Video sjnc processor Patent
[UASA-CASB-KSC-10002] c10 H71-25865
Reid preparation machine Patent
[HASA-CASE-XKS-07953] c15 H71-2613U
Validation device for spacecraft checkout
equipment Patent
[NASA-CASI-XKS-10543] cC7 H71-26292
Internal nork light Patent[BASA-CASE-XKS-05932] C09 H71-26787
Emergency escape system Patent
[BASA-CASE-XKS-0781t] C15 B71-27067
Voltage dropout sensor Patent
[BASA-CASE-KSC-10020] c10 N71-27338
^Utoignition test cell Patent[NASf-CSSE-KSC-10198] c11 B71-28629




High speed photo-optical time recording
rHASA-CASE-KSC-10291] c11 H72-18111
High sp«ed direct binary-tc-bicary coded decimal
converter
[NASA-CASE-KSC-10326] c08 S72-21197
Automatic frequency control loop including
synchronous snitching circuits
[HASA-CASE-KSC-10393] c09 N72-212U7












High speed direct binary to binary coded decimal
converter and sealer
[HASA-CASE-KSC-10595] c08 H73-12176





Character indicating display device
[BASA-CASE-XKS-003Q8] c09 B73-114215
Collapsible high gain antenna
£SASA-CASE-KSC-10392J c07 B73-26117
Floating baff le to improve efficiency of liquid
transfer f rog tanks
[BASA-CASE-KSC-10639] C15 B72-26Q72







[HASA-CASE-KSC-10729-1 ] COS B73-32110
Socket borne instrument to measure electric
fields inside electrified clouds
[HASf-CAEE-KSC-10730-1] Cl» B73-32318




Signal conditioner test set
[BASA-CASI-KSC-10750-1] C35 B75-12270





lightning current measuring systems
[SASA-CASZ-KSC-10S07-1] C33 »75-262«6
Dual digital video switcher
[HASA-CASE-KSC-10782-1] C33 B75-301J1




Illumination control apparatus for compensating
solar light
[8ASA-CASI-KSCM1010-1] c«1 B77-15U93
Fiber optic multiplex optical transmission system
[BASA-CASE-KSC-110H7-1] c7» B77-15826
Dicrocompnterized electric field meter
diagnostic and calibration system
[BASA-CAEE-KSC-11035-1] c33 B77-20313
Remote lightning monitor system
[BASA-CASE-KSC-11031-1] c33 B77-21319
lightning current waveform measuring system
[SASA-CAEE-KSC-11018-1 ) C33 B77-21320
Digital automatic gain ampliflier
[NASA-CASE-KSC-11008-1 ] C33 B77-21321
Ocean tberial plant
[HASA-CASE-KSC-1103<I-1] c«a B77-21666
Flame-resistant liquid oxygen compatible
' neoprene rubber composition
[BSSA-CASE-KSC-11020-1] C27 B77-23267





Rotational joint assembly for the prosthetic leg
[NASA-CASE-KSC-11001-1 ] c5« B77-30719
BiTIOHAl AEBOBADI1CS ABD SPACB iDBIBISTBATIOB.
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Transient-compensated SCB inverter
[BASA-CJSE-X1A-08507] c09 H69-39984
Capacitor {over pak Patent Application
[BASA-CASI-lfB-10367-1] c03 H70-26817
Disk pack cleaning table Patent Application




[HASA-CASE-XLA-00120] c2 1 H70-33181
Beentry vehicle leading edge Patent
[BASA-CASH-X1A-00165] c31 H70-33242
notion picture camera for cptical pyrcmetry Patent
[HASA-CASI-XLA-00062] c1« K70-3325I1
Variable sweep King configuration Patent
[BASf-CASI-XLA-00230) c02 B70-33255






landing arrangement for aerial vehicles Patent
[BASA-CASI-XlA-001<t2] c02 H70-33286




High intensity heat and licbt unit Patent
[NASA-CASE-XLA-001U1] ' cC9 H70- 33312
Particle detection apparatus Patent
[HASA-CASE-XLA-00135] c1U H70-33322
Bunway light Patent
C B A S A - C A S E - X L A - 0 0 1 1 9 ] C11 S70-33329
Spherical sclid-propellant rocket motor Patent
[NASA-CASE-XLA-00105] c28 H70-33331
Jet aircraft configuration Patent
[NASA-CASE-XI.A-00087] c02 870-33332




Air frame drag balance Patent
[UASf-CAEE-XLA-00113] c14 H70-33386
Flexible fcam erectable space structures patent
[BASA-CASE-X1A-00686] c31 B70-34135
Hose gear steering system for vehicle with main
skids Patent
[NASA-CASE-X1A-01804} c02 B70-34160




Dynamic precession damper for spin stabilized
vehicles Patent
[HASA-CASE-X1A-01989] c21 H70-34295
Erectable mcdular space station Patent
[HASA-CASI-XIJ-00678] c31 B70- 34296
Electric-arc heater Patert
[HASA-CASE-XIA-00330] c33 B70-34540
Ac power amplifier Patent Application
tHASA-CASI-LAB-10218-1] c09 B70-3U559
Method and apparatus for producing a plasma Patent
[HASA-CASE-XLA-001II7] c25 870-34661




Haodrel for shaping sclid iropellant iccket fuel




Accelerometer vith FB cntpnt Patent
.
Frangible tube energy dissipation Patent
[HASA-CASE-X1A-0075S] c15 H70-3<1850
Landing arrangement for aerial vehicle Patent
[HASH--CASI-XIA-00806] c02 H70-3B858










Production of high purity silicon carbide Patent
[NASA-CASE-XLA-00158] c26 S70-36805
Airplane take-off performance indicator Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLA-00100] ell B70-36807
Aerodynamic measuring device Patent
[SASA-CASE-XLA-00181] clt H70-3682M
Aircraft vheel spray drag alleviator Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLA-01583] c02 H70-J6825
Attitude orientation of spin-stabilized space
vehicles Patent
[HASA-CASB-XLA-00281J c21 B70-36943
Continuously operating induction plasma
accelerator Patent
[HASA-CASE-XLA-01351] c25 B70-369«6




Sandwich panel construction Patent
[HASA-CASB-T.IA-00349] c33 B70-37979
Reflector space satellite Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLA-00138] c31 N70-37981
Variable-geometry Hinged reentry vehicle Patent
[BASA-CASE-ILA-00211] c31 870-37986
Vehicle parachute and equipment jettison system
Patent
[HASA-CASE-XLA-00195] c02 B70-38009
Landing arrangement for aerospace vehicle Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLA-00805] c31 B70-38010
Antenna system using parasitic elements and tvo
driven elements at 90 deg angle fed 180 aeg
out of phase Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLA-0011II] c07 N70-38200
Despin weight release Patent
[SASA-CASE-XLA-00679] c15 H70-38601
Banned space station Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLA-00258] c31 B70-38676
Bissile stage separation indicator and stage
initiator Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLA-00791] c03 B70-39930
Apparatus for producing high purity silicon
carbide crystals Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLA-02057] c26 B70-«0015




Badiation direction detector including means for
compensating for photocell aging Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLA-00183] c11 H70-40239
Passive communication satellite Patent
[BASA-CASE-XIA-00210] c30 B70-M0309
Electrostatic plasma modulator for space vehicle
re-entry communication Patent
[HASA-CASE-XLA-OKIOO] c07 N70-<41331
Hicrometeoroid velocity neasuring device Patent
£BASA-CASE-XLA-OOU95] c1<t H70-11332
Bethod of obtaining permanent record ot surface
flow phenomena Patent
[HASA-CASB-ILA-01353] C11 H70-M1366
Beans for coamnnicating through a layer of
ionized gases Patent
[SASA-CASE-XLA-01127J c07 S70-41372
Quick release separation mechanism Patent
[HASA-CASE-XLA-01441] c15 H70-41679
Flexible ulng deployment device Patent
[SASA-CASE-ILA-01220] c02 H70-41863
Self-sealing, unbonded, rocket motor nozzle
closure Patent
[SlSA-CASE-Xli-02651) c28 H70-M1967
Fatigue testing device Patent
[SASA-CASE-XLS-02131] c32 B70-42003
Techniques for insulating cryogenic fuel
containers Patent
[-HASA-CASE-XLA-01967] C31 B70-42015
Double hinged flap Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLA-01290] c02 B70-42016
Spacecraft separation system for spinning
vehicles and/or payloads Patent
[HASA-CASB-X1A-02132] C31 B71-10582
Bethod for molding compounds Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLA-01091] CIS B71-10672
Automatic force measuring system Patent
[BASA-CASE-IIA-02605] clt B71-10773
Gas analyzer for bi-gaseous mixtures patent
[SASA-CASB-XLA-01131] clt B71-10774
Bultiple input radio receiver Patent
[BASA-CASE-XIA-00901] C07 B71-10775
1-350
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Eotatang space station sinolator Patent
[NASA-CASE-X1A-03127] C11 871-10776




Hot air ballon deceleration and recover? system
Patent
[BASA-CASE-X1A-0682M-2] C02 B71-11037
Control for flexible parawing Patent
tBASA-CASE-XIA-06958] C02 B71-11038
Variable sweep aircraft Patent
[HAS»-CASE-XIA-03659] cC2 871-11041
Translating horizontal tail Patent
[HASJ-CaSI-n.J-08801-1] C02 B71-11013
Space salt pressure stabilizer Patent
[BASA-CASE-X1A-053321 COS H71-11191
Eguipotential space suit Patent
[SASA-CASE-lJH-10007-1] COS H71-11195
Becovery cf potable water f rom human wastes in
below-G conditions Patent
CHASA-CJSE-IIA-03213.] c05 N71-11207
Process for interfacial polymerization of





Adaptive compression of communication signals
Patent
[BASA-CASI-X1A-03076] c07 H71-11266
Reentry cctrnunication by material addition Patent
[BASA-CASE-XIA-01552] c07 B71-11281










Optical communications system Patent
[BASA-CASI-XLA-01090] c07 H71-12389
Jnalog to digital converter Patent
[NASA-CASE-X1A-00670] c08 H71-12501
Integrated tine shared instrumentation display
Patent
[BASA-CASI-XLA-01952] c08 B71-12507
SCB blockirg pulse gate amplifier Patent
[HASi-CASI-XLA-071197] C09 H71-12511
Hinimuir induced drag airfoil body Patent
[NASA-CASE-X1A-00755] c01 H71-13110
Hinimum induced drag airfcil body Patent
[HASA-CASE-XLA-05828] cO1 B71-13411
Rechanical starility aagientaticn system Patent
[BASA-CASI-X1S-06339] c02 N71-13<t22
Automatic balancing device Patent
[SAS«~CASI-I,JE-1C77<I] CIO H71-13545Quick release connector Patent
[HASA-CASE-XIA-01111] c15 H71-13789
Spacecraft experiment pointing and attitude
control system Patent
[BASA-CASI-XIA-0516U] C21 H71-11132
Pressurized cell micrcmetecroid detector Patent
[SASA-CASF-XIA-00936] c11 H71-11996
Crossed-field HBD plasma generator/ accelerator
Patent
[HASA-CASI-XIA-0337U] c25 R71-15562
AdJQstablt attitofle guide device Patent
[HASA-CASE-X1A-07911]
 C15 H71-15571
Control system for rocket vehicles Patent
[BASA-CASE-IIA-01163] c21 B71-15582
Eicessive temperature warn ing system Patent
[HASA-CASI-X1A-01926] c11 B71-15620





Variable geometry manned orbital vehicle Patent
[BASA-CASE-X1A-03691] c31 N71-1567»





File card marker Patent
[BASA-CASE-XlA-02705] C08 B71-15908
Hypersonic test facility Patent
[NASA-CASE-XIA-00378] C11 071-15S25
lest unit free-flight suspension system Patent
[NASA-CASE-IIA-00939] Cll H71-15926
Reduced gravity simulator Patent
[SASA-CASE-XIA-01787] Cll (171-16028
Method of coating carbonaceous base to prevent
oxidation destruction and coated base Patent
£BiSA-CAEB-XIA-00280] CIS 871-16075
Method of coating carbonaceous base to prevent




Omnidirectional multiple impact landing system
Patent
[SASA-CASE-XLA-09881] C31 B71-16085
Flexible ring slosh damping baffle Patent
[NASA-CASE-LAB-10317-1] C32 871-16103
Buoyant anti-slosh system Patent
[BASA-CASE-XIA-04605] C32 871-16106
Detector panels-micrometeoroid impact Patent
[BASA-CSSE-IIA-05906] c31 R71-16221
Wind velocity probing device and method Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLA-02081] C20 B71-16281







logic ABD gate for fluid circuits Patent
[BASA-CASE-X1A-07391] C12 871-17579
Contour surveying system Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLA-08616] Cl« 871-17586
Cable arrangement for rigid tethering patent
[NASA-CASE-XLA-02332] c32 B71-17609
Thermal paip-compressor for space use patent
£8ASA-CASB-XIA-00377] c33 B71-17610
Viscous pendulum damper Patent
[HASa-CASE-lAR-10271-1] c1« B71-17626
Self supporting space vehicle Patent
[SASA-CASE-XIA-00117] C31 S71-17680





Heat protection apparatus Patent
[BASA-CASI-XLA-00892] C33 871-17897
Thermopile vacuum gage tube simulator patent
[ 8ASA-CASE-XIA-02758] C14 871-18181
loaizatioo vacuaa gauge with all but the end of




Controlled glass bead peenlng Patent
[8ASA-CASB-IIA-07390] c15 B71-18616




Dosimeter for high levels of absorbed radiation
Patent
[BASA-CASE-XIA-03615] Cll B71-201JO
Flow field simulation Patent
[8ASA-CASE-LAE-11138] c12 871-20136
Variable pulse width multiplier Patent
[BSSA-CASS-X1A-02850] C09 »71-201»7
deans for measuring the electron density
gradients of the plasma, sheath formed around a
space vehicle Patent
[BASA-CASI-XlA-06232] C25 B71-20563




Inflatable support structure Patent
[BiSA-CASB-XlA-01731J C32 B71-21015
fast opening diaphragm Patent
[B»SA-CASE-I1A-03660] CIS B71-21060
Ellipsograph for pantograph Patent
£BASA-CJSI-ILA-03102] Cll B71-21079
Random function tracer patent
[BASA-CASB-IIA-01101] clb 171-211/9
1-351
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Method and apparatus for bonding a plastics
sleeve onto a metallic tody Patent
[NASA-CASE-XLA-01262] c15 B71-21404
Hypersonic test facility tatent
[NASA-CASI-XLA-05378] c11 B71-21475
lultilegged snpport system Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLA-01326] c11 B71-21481
Facelle af terbody for jet engines Patent
OASA-CASB-XlA-IOi tSO] c28 B71-21493




Self-repeatitg plasma generator having
comnnnicating annular and linear arc discharge
passages Patent
[BASA-CASE-X1A-03103] c25 N71-21693
Attitude ccntrcl and damping system for
spacecraft Patent
rBASA-CASB-XLA-02551] c21 H71-21708




Thermal control nail panel Patent
[BASA-CASE-XIA-01243] c33 B71-22792
Attitude sensor for space vehicles Patent
[SASA-CASI-XLA-00793] c21 S71-22880
Omnidirecticnal microwave spacecraft antenna
Patent
[SASA-CASE-XLA-03111)] , cC9 B71-22888




Station keeping of a gravity gradient stabilized
satellite Patent
[HAS1-CASE-X1A-03132] C31 H71-22969
Semi-linear tall bearing latent
[8ASA-CASE-XLA-02809] C15 B71-22982




Self-calibrating displacement transducer Patent
[SASA-CASE-XIA-00781] c09 N71-22999
Lateral displacement system for separated rocket
stages Patent
[HASA-CASI-XLA-04804] c31 871-23008
Thermal control coating Patent
rSASA-CASE-XLA-01995] C18 B71-23047
Method of making an inflatable panel Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLA-03497] c15 871-23052
Variable duration pulse integrator Patent
[HASA-CASE-XLA-01219] CIO B71-23084
Impact energy absorber Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLA-01530] c14 B71-23092
Hicrometeoroid penetraticn measuring device patent
[BASA-CASE-X1A-00941] C14 B71-23240
Combined optical attitude and altitude
indicating instrument Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLA-01907] c14 B71-23268
Sclar sensor having coarse and fine sensing vith
matched preirradiated cells and method of
selecting cells Patent
[BASA-CASE-XIA-01584] c1« H71-23269
Variable math pulse integrator Patent
[NASA-CASE-ILA-03356] clO N71-23315
Leading edge curvature based on convective
beating Patent
[NASA-CASE-T.IA-01U86] c01 H71-23H97
Measurement cf time differences between luminous
events Patent
[NASA-CASE-HA-01987] c23 H71-23976
Method for measuring the characteristics of a
gas Patent
[NASA-CASE-T.1A-03375] c16 H71-2407H
Laser grating interferometer Patent
[NASA-CASE-XLA-01295] C16 H71-21170
Automatic fatigue test temperature programmer
Patent •
[NASA-CASE-XIA-02059] c33 N71-21276
Eing ving tension vehicle Patent
[NASA-CASE-T.LA-04901] C31 H71-24315
Process for applying black coating to metals
Patent
[HASA-CfSE-T.lA-06199] c15 B71-24875
Velocity limiting safety svstem Patent
[HASA-CASE-X1A-07473] c15 H71-24895
Strain coupled servo control system Patent
[HASA-CASE-XLA-08530] c32 S71-25360
Method of temperature compensating semiconductor
strain gages Patent
[NASA-CASB-X1A-04555-1] C14 N71-25892
Method for improving the signal-to-noise ratio
of the Hheatstone bridge type bolometer Patent
[UASA-CASE-XLA-02810] C14 N71-25901




Thermal protection ablation spray system Patent
[HASA-CASE-XLA-04251] C18 H71-26100
Direct lift control system Patent
[HASA-CASB-LAH-10249-1] C02 S71-26110
Light shield and infrared reflector for fatigue
testing Patent
[NASA-CASE-XLA-01782] C14 H71-26136
Dual resonant cavity absorption cell Patent
[HASA-CASE-LAH-10305] C14 H71-26137
Besilience testing device Patent
[BASA-CASE-X1A-08254J ' c14 S71-26161
Precipitaticn detector Patent
[NASA-CASE-XLA-02619] clO S71-26334
Instrument for measuring the dynamic behavior of
liquids Patent
[HASA-CASB-XIA-05541] c12 N71-26387
Arbitrarily shaped model survey system Patent
CNASA-CASE-LAB-10098] c32 S71-26681
Dielectric molding apparatus Patent
[SASA-CASE-1AH-10121-1] , CIS B71-26721
Method of making a solid propellant rocket totor
Patent
[HASA-CASE-X1A-04126] c28 B71-26779
Dynamic vitration absorber Patent
[1ASA-CASB-LAB-10083-1] c15 B71-27006
Bate augmented digital to analog converter Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLA-07828] c08 B71-27057
High speed flight vehicle control Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLA-08967] c02 B71-27088
Suspended mass impact damper Patent
[BASA-CASE-IAB-10193-1] c15 B71-27146





Fringe counter for interferometers Patent
[BASA-CASB-LAB-10204J c14 B71-27215
Hideband VCO vith high phase stability Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLA-03893] ClO B71-27271
Plural position switch status and operativeness
checker Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLA-08799] ClO B71-27272
Angular displacement indicating gas bearing
support system patent
[BASA-CASE-XLA-09346] CIS B71-28740
Solid state thermal control polymer coating
Patent
[BASA-CASB-XLA-01745] C33 B71-28903
Specialized halogen generator for purification
of water Patent
[BASA-CASE-XIA-08913] C14 B71-28933
Optical communications system Patent
[BASA-CASE-XIA-01090] Cl6 B71-28963
Antenna design for surface wave suppression Patent
[NASA-CASE-XLA-10772] c07 B71-28980
Analog to digital converter tester Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLA-06713] C14 B71-28991




Two component bearing Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLA-00013] c15 B71-29136
Digital pulse width selection circuit Patent
[BASA-CASE-XIA-07788] C09 B71-29139
Magnetically controlled, plasma accelerator Patent
[BASA-CASB-T.IA-00327] c25 B71-29184
Boring bar drive mechanism patent
[NASA-CSSE-XLA-03661]
 C15 B71-33518
Wind tunnel model damper Patent
[BASA-CASE-X1A-09480] ell B71-33612
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Impact measur ing technioue
[BASA-CASE-LSB-10912]" clU B72-16282















Recorder using selective noise filter
[HASA-CASE-EBC-10112] c07 H72-21119




Fast scan control for deflection type lass
spectroseters
[HASA-CASI-LJB-10766-1] dl B72-21432
Lathe tocl bit and holder for machining
fiberglass materials
[HASA-CASE-HA-10II70] c15 B72-21489
Pressure operated electrical switch responsive
to a pressure decrease after a pressure increase
[BASA-CASI-LAB-10137-1] C09 B72-2220Q
Variable geometry wind tnnnels
[SASA-CASE-I1A-07«30] C11 B72-22246
Magn i fy ing scratch gage force transducer
[8ASA-CASE-LAB-10496-1] C1» H72-22Q37
Star image mcticn compensator
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10523-1] c14 H72-22441)




A technigae for breaking ice in the path of a ship
[HASA-CASI-LAB-10815-1]
 ( c16 B72-22520
One hand tackpack harness
[HASA-CASE-1AB-10102-1] c05 H72-23085
Hethod and apparatus for mapping the sensitivity
of the face of a photcdetector specifically a
PHT
[HASA-CASI-1AB-10320-1] c09 H72-23172





Badio fregnency filter device
[BASA-CASI-ILA-02609] c09 H72-25256
Parametric amplifiers with idler circuit feedback
[BASA-CASB-LAB-10253-1] C09 B72-25258
Variable angle tube hclder
[BASA-CASB-LJB-10507-1] C11 H72-25284
low mass truss structure
[BASA-CASE-LAR-10546-1] ell B72-25287










Hethod of making semiconductor p-n junction












nondestructive spot test method for titanium and
titanium alloys
[HASA-CASI-LAB-10539-1] Cl7 B73-125Q7







Flow velocity and directional instrument
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10855-1] ClM B73-13H15








Laser communication system for controlling
several functions at a location remote to the
laser
[NASA-CASE-LAB-10311-1] C16 R73-16536
Apparatus for photographing meteors
£BASA-CASE-LAB-10226-1] C1« B73-19419











Electrical resistance spot welding and brazing
techniques for metal bonding
[BASA-CASS-LAB-11072-1] CIS B73-20535




Apparatus and method for generating large mass









nondestructive spot test method for magnesium
and magnesium alloys
[HASA-CASE-LAB-10953-1] Cl7 B73-27116
Ablation article and method
[BASA-CASS-LAB-10H39-1] C33 B73-27796
Apparatus and method for generating large mass
flow of high temperature air at hypersonic
speeds
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10612-1] Cl2 B73-28KH
Apparatus for aiding a pilot In avoiding a
midair collision between aircraft
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10717-1] C21 B73-30611




Totally confined explosive welding
£BASA-CASE-IAB-109<!1-2] CIS B73-32J71
Transmitting and reflecting diffuser
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10385-3] c23 H73-32538
Lightweight, variable solidity knitted parachute
fabric
[SASA-CASE-LAB-10776-1] C02 B7«-1003q
Technique for extending the fregnency range of
digital dividers
[BASA-CAEE-LAB-10730-1] C33 R74-10223
Fluid pressure amplifier and system
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10868-1] C33 B74-11050
Hethod of making pressure tight seal for super
alloy
CBJSA-CASE-LAB-10170-1] C37 B74-11301
Adjustable fregnency response microphone
[BASA-CASE-LAB-11170-1] C32 B74-12803
System for calibrating pressure transducer
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10910-1] C35 B74-13132
Holding process for imldazopyrrolone polymers
IBASA-CASE-IAB-105K7-1] C31 B74-13177
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Lyophilized spore dispenser
[BASA-CASI-LfB-10544-1] C37 874-13178
Transiittirg and reflecting diffuser
[BASA-CASE-ISB-10385-2] c70 874-13436
Evacuated displacement ccmcressicn melding
[BASA-CASI-LJB-10782-1] c3 1 874-14133
Modification of one man life raft
[FASA-CASI-lAB-10241-1 ] c54 874-14.845
Attitude sensor
[BASA-CASI-LAB-10586-1] c19 B74-15089
Nossbauer spectrometer radiation detector
[NASA-CASE-LJB-11155-1] C35 874-15091
In situ transfer standard for ultrahigh vacuum
gage calibration
[BASA-C8SI-LAB-10862-1] c35 N74-15092
Dual measurement ablaticn sensor
[8ASA-CASE-LAB-10105-1] c34 H74-15652
E^ectable underwater scund source recovery
assembly
[NASA-CASI-LJB-1C595-1] c35 N71I-16135
Wind tunnel model and method
[NASA-CASI-LfB-10812-1] c09 874-17955
High field CdS detector for infrared radiation
[ NASA-CASE-LAB-11027-1 ] c35 B74-18088
Method of fabricating an article with cavities
[NASA-CASE-LAB-10318-1] c31 874-18089
Apparatus for remote handling of materials
[NASA-CASE-L8H-1C63I1-1] c37 874-18123
Nethod for compression molding of thermosetting
plastics utilizing a temperature gradient
across the plastic to cure the article
[NASA-CASE-LfB-10489-1] c3 1 874-18124
Method for determning thermo-phjsical
properties of specimens
[BASA-CASI-LfB-11053-1] c25 B74-18551





(NASA-CI>SE-LJE-1012S-2 ] c37 874-20063
A synchronous binary array divider
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10180-1 ] c60 B74-20836
Orbital and entry tracking accessory for globes
[BASA-CASE-LfB-10626-1] c19 874-21015
Digital ccntrcller for a Banm folding machine
[BASA-CASI-LAI-10688-1] c37 B74-21056
Totally confined explosive welding
[NASA-CASI-LJB-109H1-1] c37 874-21057
Method of fabricating an object with a thin nail
having a precisely shaped slit
fBASA-CASE-LAE-10409-1] c31 874-21059
Deployatle pressurized cell structure for a
micrometeoroid detectcr
[HASA-CASE-LAB-10295-1] c35 F74-21062
Means for accommodating large overstrain in lead
vires
[BASA-CASI-LAB-10168-1] C33 874-22865
Bended joint and method
[SASA-CASE-LAB-10900-1] c37 874-23064
Light shield and coding apparatus
[HASA-CASI-IfB-10089-1] c3« H7U-23066
Bethod of latinating strnctnral members
[HASA-CASI-XIA-11028-1] c2H H71-27035
Rocket having barium release system to create
ion clouds in the upper atmosphere
[NASA-CAEE-IAB-10670-2] c15 B7II-27360
Apparatus for inserting and removing specimens
from high temperature vacuum furnaces
[NASA-CAS!-1AB-108<I1-1] c31 N7H-27900
Grinding arrangement for ball nose milling cutters
[KASJ-CASI-LAB-10II50-1 ] c37 F71-27905
Method of repairing discontinuity in fiberglass
structures
[NASA-CASE-IAH-10116-1] c2H H71-30001
Beal time liquid crystal image converter
[NASA-CASH-1AB-1 1206-1] c71 H7I4-30118
Deployatle flexible ventral fins for use as an
emergency spin recovery device'in aircraft
[HASA-CASI-LAB-1C753-1 ] c08 H7<!-30«21
Apparatus for applying simulator g-forces to an
arm of an aircraft simulator pilot
[NASA-CASE-LAH-10550-1] c09 S7Q-30597
Centr i fugal lycphobic separator
[SASA-C«S!-IJB-1019i|«1] c31| H7«-30608





Measuring probe position recorder
[ NASA-CASE-1AB-10806-1] C35 B71-32877
Stagnation pressore probe
[SASA-CASE-IAB-1VI39-1 ] C35 KT)-32878
Holding apparatus
[BASA-CASI-IAB-10489-2] c31 N71-J2920
Remote fire stack igniter
[HASA-CASE-MFS-21675-1] c25 »7q-33378
Open tube guidevay for high speed air cushioned
vehicles
[NASA-CASI-IAB-10256-1] C85 8711-34672





Apparatus for microbiological sampling
[1ASA-CASI-IJB-11069-1] CJ5 N75-12272
Method of making an explosively welded scarf joint
[NASA-CASB-LAB-11211-1] C37 H7S-12326
Determining particle density using known
material Hugt mot curves
[SASA-CASE-LAB-11059-1] c76 S75-12810
Hethod for making conductors for ferrite memory
arrays
[NASA-CASI-I.AF-10994-1 ] c24 H75-1J032
Growth of gall ium nitride crystals
[BASA-CASE-LAB-11302-1] c25 H75-13051

















Spectrometer integrated with a facsimile camera
[HASA-CAEE-LAB-11207-1] c35 F7S-19613
Instrumentation for measurement of aircraft
noise and sonic boom
[NASA-CASE-IAB-11173-1] C35 B75-19614





Vapor phase growth of groups 3-5 -compounds by
hydrogen chloride transport of the elements
[NASA-CASE-LAB-nitl-l ] C25 875-26043
Besonant waveguide stark cell
[BASA-CASE-LAB-11352-1] C3J B75-2624S




Botating joint signal coupler
[BASA-CASE-LAB-11264-1] c33 H75-27261
Automatic microbial transfer device
[BASA-CASE-LAB-11354-1] C35 B75-27330
A method of preparing aromatic polyimides having
uniquely low softening temperatures
[BASA-CASE-LAB-11828-1] c23 B75-29181
Folyimide adhesives
£ BASA-CASE-LAB-11397-1 ] C27 R75~-2926J
Bonding method in the manufacture of continuous
regression rate sensor devices
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10337-1] C24 H75-30260
Varying density composite structure
[BASA-CASE-LAB-11181-1] C39 H75-31479
Meteoroid impact position locator aid for manned
space station
[BASA-CASE-LAB-10629-1] c35 B75-33367
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Annular mcnentum control Jevice used foe
stabilization of space vehicles and the like
tBASA-CASI-lAB-11051-1] CIS S76-11158
Hultichannel logarithiic BF level detector
[HASA-CASZ-LAB-11021-1 ] c32 H76-11321
Turnstile and flared cone DBF antenna
[NASJ-CASl-LAB-10970-1] c33 H76-1<I372
Static present probe
[UASA-CASI-LJB-11552-1 ] c35 B76-1U129








Beat exchanger systei and lethod
[HASJ-CASI-1AB-10799-2] c31| B76-17317




Magnetic suspension and pointing system
[RASA-CASI-1AB-11889-1] c19 K76-18227
Exhaust f lew deflector
[RASA-CASE-LAB-11570-1] c3"l B76-18361'
Hethod and apparatus for tensile testing of
»etal foil
CHASA-CASB-1AB-10208-1] C35 N76-18100
Hethod and apparatus for f l u f f i n g , separating,
and cleaning fibers





Apparatus fcr positioning nodular components on
a vertical cr overhead surface
rSASA-CASE-LAB-11165-1] c37 876-21551
Airfoil shape for flight at sabscnic speeds
[SASA-CASI-IAB-10585-1] c02 B76-221S1
Two dimensional vedge/translating shroad nozzle
[NASA-CASE-LAB-11919-1 ] c07 876-22202
Particulate and aeroscl detector
[NASA-CASE-LAR-11431-1] c35 H76-22509
Thermal shcck and,erosion resistant t an t a lum
carbide ceraaic< material





High temperature strain gage calibration fixture
[BASA-CASI-LfR-11500-1] cfS H76-24523
Vacuum pressure molding technique
[BASA-CASE-lAfi-10073-1 ] c37 H76-21575
Extreme temperature thermal control coating
[BASA-CASZ-IAB-11756-1 ] c21 H76-26281
Instrumentation for measuring aircraft noise and
sonic been





TV fatigue crack monitoring system
[SASA-CASI-llB-11190-1] c35 B76-28530
Holded compcsite pyrogen igniter for rocket motors
[RASA-CASE-lAB-120ie-1] C20 B76-29365







Hethod for detecting pollutants
[HASA-CASE-lAB-11105-1] CIS N76-31711




Bingtip vortex dissipator for aircraft
[RASJ-CASI-1AB-11615-1] C02 H77-10001
Bozzle extraction process and handlemetec for
measuring handle
[HASA-CASI-1AB-12H7-1] C27 H77-10198
Casting propellant In rocket engine
[SAS»-CASI-IAB-11995-1] C^8 B77-10213
Anti-multipath digital signal detector
[ HASA-CASZ-IAB-11827-1] 032 S77-10J92
Device foi measuring the contour of a surface
[HASA-CASI-1AB-11869-1] c35 B77-101S7
Two wavelength double pulse tunable dye laser[si.sii-cisi-n,B-i20i2-i j c36 im-ios-n
Reid-bonded titanium structures
[ HASA-CAS!-LAB-115<|9-1]' C37 H77-11397
Auxiliary power system for activity cooled
aircraft
[BASA-C4SE-IAB-11626-1] c31 B77-12332
Phase aodulating with odd and even finite power
series of a modulating signal
[BASA-CASE-1AB-11607-1] c32 B71-11292
Hiniatnre biaxial strain transducer
[BASA-CASE-lAB-11618-1] C35 B77-11<107





Apparatus and method for jet noise suppression
[BASA-CASE-IAB-11903-1] C07 B77-15036




A CH ultrasonic bolt tensioning monitor
[BASA-CASI-LAB-12016-1] c32 B77-152J6




[ BASA-CASE-LAB-11617-2] cJ5 F77-17130
A nethod for aerosol analysis by thermolumiescence
[HASA-CASE-LAB-120116-1] Cl5 B77-17609
Automatically lockable axially extensible strut
[HASA-CASE-LAB-11900-1] COS B77-18131





Crosswind landing gear position indicator
[HASA-CASE-1AB-11911-1] C06 H77-20098
Binocular device for displaying numerical
information in field of view
[BASA-CASE-LAB-11782-1] c71 877-20882
Hethod of locating persons in distress
[HASA-CASE-1AB-11390-1] c32 H77-21^67








Ampli fving ribbon extensoneter
[BASA-CASE-1AB-11825-1] C3S R77-22119
nondestructive method for instrumenting
helicopter rotor blades
CHASA-CASE-tAB-11201-1] C35 B77-22152
Differential sound level meter
[BASA-CASE-LAB-12106-1] C35 B77-23111
Hethod of forming shrink-fit compression seal
[BASA-CASE-1AB-11563-1] C37 H77-23182
Collapsible corrugated horn antenna
[BASA-CASE-IAB-11715-1] c3^ B77-21J39
Vortex generator for controlling the dispersion
of effluents in a flowing liquid
CBASA-CASE-IAB-1201S-1] C31 S77-2112J
Process for control of cell division
tSASA-CASE-lAB-10773-3) C51 »77-257b9




KppaialMS for 4eteni.Ei.tt9 thetiophjsicaV
properties of test specimens
[BASA-CASE-1AB-11883-1] c09 877-^7131
Lightweight structural columns
[BASA-CASE-IAB-12095-1 ] C39 H77-27U2
intonated single-slide staining device
[HASA-CASE-I.AB-11619-1] C51 "77-27677
Dual cycle aircraft turbine engine
[BASA-CASI-lAB-11310-1] C07 »7»-2811«i
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Benote 'water ncnitcring system
[HASA-CBSE-LAB-11973-1] c43 877-28563




A seat cushion to provide realistic acceleration
cues for aircraft simulator pilots
[NASA-CASI-IAB-121H9-1] c5« H77-31787
B1TIOBAL AEBOHAOTICS SHE SPACE ADHI1ISTBATIOB.
1EHIS BESBABCB CBBTEB, C1EYI1AHD, OBIO.
Fell seal
[NASA-CASE-XLE-05130} c15 N69-21362
Fluid jet amplif ier
tNASA-CASI-XIE-03512] c12 N69-21466




Thin window, drifted silicon, charged particle
detector
[HASA-CASI-XIE-10529] c14 H69-23191
Probes having ring and primary sensor at sane
potential to prevent collection of stray nail






Triode thermionic energy converter
[NASA-CASE-XLI-01015] c03 B69-39898
Slog flow nagnetchydrodynamic generator
[NASA-CASE-X1E-02083] c03 B69-39983
Reduced gravity liquid configuration simulator
rNASA-C»SI-XLE-02624]
 C12 B69-39988
Transpiration cooled turbine blade manufactured
frou tires Patent
[HAS»-CASI-XIE-00020] c15 H70-33226
Socket prcpellant injector Patent
[NASA-CASI-X1E-00103] c28 B70-33241
Modification and improvements to cooled blades
Patent
[HASJ-CASI-XLI-00092] c15 N70-33264
Cclloid propulsion method and apparatus Patent
[HASA-CASI-XIE-00817] c28 B70-33265
High-vacuun condenser tank for ion rocket tests
Patent
CHASA-CASE-XLE-00168] c11 H70-33278
High temperature nickel-base alley Patent
rBASA-CASE-XIB-00151] c17 S70-33283
Annular rocket motor and nozzle configuration
Patent
[BASA-CASE-XIE-00078] c28 H70-33284
Beinforced metallic composites Patent
[BASA-CASE-X1E-02428] c17 H70-33288
Process for applying a protective coating for
salt bath brazing Patent
[BASA-CASE-X1E-00046] c15 H70-33311




External liquid-spray cooling of turbine blades
Patent
[SASi-CASI-XlE-00037] c28 H70-33372
Apparatus for igniting solid propellants Patent
[KASS-CASI-XIE-00207] c28 H70-33375
Flexible seal for valves Patent
CSASA-CJSI-XIE-00101] c15 H70-33376
Apparatus for making a metal slurry product Patent
[HASi-CASE-XlE-00010] C15 B70-33382
Energy conversion apparatus Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLE-00212] cC3 N70-3<l13a
Enthalpy and stagnation temperature
determination of a h'igh teaperature laiinar
flow gas stream Patent
rBASA-CASI-XlE-00266] c1» H70-311156
Electrothermal rockets having improved heat
exchangers Patent
[HASA-CASI-X1E-01783] c28 B70-3U175
Venting vapor apparatus Patent
[BASi-C8S!-IlE-00288] c15 B70-34247
Electrostatic propulsion system with a direct
nuclear electrogenerator Patent
[BASi-CASI-XlE-00818] c22 B70-34248
Thrust vectcr control apparatus Patent
[BASS-CASE-IlE-00208] c28 H70-34294
Buclear reactor contrcl rod assembly with
inproved driving techanisi Patent
CNASA-CASI-XIE-00298J c22 B7C-34501
High temperature beat source Patent
[1ASA-CASI-XIE-00190] c33 S70-345115
Gaseous nuclear rocket Patent
[NASA-CASE-X1B-00321] C22 B70-J4572
Simulated fuel assembly Patent
[BASA-CAEE-X1E-00724] ell S70-34669
Inlet deflector for jet engines Patent
[NASA-CASI-X1E-00388] c28 N7C-34788
Badiant heater having formed filaments Patent
[ NASA-CASI-XIE-00387] . c33 H70-JU812
Optical torquemeter Patent
[NASA-CASE-XLB-00503] clU B70-34818
Electric propulsion engine test chamber Patent
[NASA-CASI-X1E-00252] ell B70-348I44
Conical valve plug Patent
[BASA-CASI-X1E-00715] CIS N70-34859
Channel-type shell construction for rocket
engines and the like Patent
[BASA-CASE-XIE-00144] c28 B70-34860
Non-reusnable kinetic energy absorber Patent
[BASA-CASE-XIE-00810] C15 B70-34861
High temperature testing apparatus Patent
[HiSA-CASI-XLE-00335] c14 S70-J5368
Ion thrnster cathode Patent Application
[HASA-CASE-lEt)-10814-1] c28 B7C-35122
Formed metal ribbon wrap Patent
[BASA-CASI-X1E-00161] CIS B70-36411








Apparatus having coaxial capacitor structure for
measuring fluid density Patent
[BASA-CAS!-XLE-OOlq3] Cl4 B70-36618
Socket thrust chamber Patent
[HASA-CASI-X1E-00145] c28 B70-36806








Variable sweep aircraft winq Patent
[MASA-CASE-XIA-00350] c02 B70-38011
Apparatus for transferring cryogenic liquids
Patent
CHASA-CASE-XLE-00345] CIS B70-38020
Method of producing porous tungsten ionizers for
ion rocket engines Patent
[SASA-CASI-X1E-00155]
 C28 B7C-38197
nethod of making fiber reinforced metallic
composites Patent
IHASA-CASI-I1E-00231] , c17 B70-381S8
Socket engine injector Patent
[IASA-CiSE-XiE-00111] c28 B70-38199
Beinforced metallic composites Patent
CBASA-CASE-I1E-00228] c17 B70-38490
Socket motor system Patent
£BASA-C»SE-X1E-00323]
 C28 B70-38505
Particle beam measurement apparatus using beam
kinetic energy to change the heat sensitive
resistance of the detection probe Patent
[BiSA-CASE-XlE-00243] clt B70-38602
Penshape exhaust nozzle for supersonic engine
Patent
[NASA-CASE-X1E-00057] c28 B70-38711
Multistage multiple-reentry turbine Patent
[HASA-CASt-XLE-00085] c28 H70-39895
Gas lubricant compositions Patent
[BASA-CASI-X1E-00353] c18 H70-39897
Telescoping-spike supersonic inlet for aircraft
engines Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLE-00005] c28 B70-39899
High temperature spark plug Patent
[BASA-CASE-I1E-00660] c28 B70-39925
Low viscosity magnetic fluid obtained by the
colloidal suspension of magnetic particles
Patent
[BASi-CASI-XLE-01512] C12 B70-4012a
Apparatus for absorbing and measuring power Patent
[SASA-CASt-XlB-00720] cl* B70-40201
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Device for directionally controlling
electroiagnetic radiation Patent
[BASA-CSSE-XLE-01716] C09 B70-10231
Method for continuous variation of propellant
flow and thrust in propulsive devices Patent
[NASA-CJSE-XIE-00177] c28 H70-40367





Liquid storage tank venting device for zero
gravity environment Fatent
[BASA-CJSE-ILE-01119] C15 B70-11616
lethod of Baking a regeneratively cooled
combustion chamber Fatent
[BASA-CASE-XLE-00150] C28 H70-11818
Instrument for the quantitative measurement of
radiation at multiple nave lengths Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLE-00011] ell B70-11946
Small rocket engine Patent
rBASA-CASE-XLE-00685] c28 B70-41992
Apparatus fcr positioning and loading a test
speciien Fatent
[BASA-CASE-XIE-01300] CIS 1)70-11993
Liquid flow sight assembly Patent
rBASA-CASE-XlE-02998] C14 B70-42074
Inductive liquid level detection system Fatent
[BASA-CASE-XLE-01609] cIM H71-10500
Hethod of forming thin window drifted silicon
charged particle detector Fatent
[NASA-CASI-HE-00808] C2Q H71-10560
Electrostatic thrustor with improved insulators
Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLB-01902] C28 B71-10574
Thin-walled pressure vessel Patent
[NASA-CSSE-XIE-04677] CIS H71-10577
Hethod of making a silicon seniconductor device
Patent
[BASA-CASE-XIE-02792] c26 H71-10607
Metallic f i lm diffusion for boundary lubrication
Patent
[BASJ-CSSE-XLE-01765] C18 B71-10772
nclecnlar beam velocity selector Fatent
[1ASA-CASI-X1E-01533] c11 B71-10777
neteoroid sensing apparatus having a coincidence
network connected tc a pair of capacitors
Patent
[BASA-CASE-XIE-01246] c1« B71-10797




Electrostatic ion engine having a permanent
magnetic circuit Fatent
[BASA-CASE-XIE-0112H] C28 B71-11043
Split welding chamber Patent
[SASS-CASH-LEB-11531] C15 H71-14932
Hethod and apparatus for making curved
reflectors Patent
[SASA-OSE-XlB-08917] C15 B71-15597





Hethod of igniting solid propellants Patent
[BASA-C1SE-X1E-01988] c27 K71-1563M
Fluid dispensing apparatus and method Patent
[BASA-CASE-XIE-01182] c27 H71-15635
Automatically deploying nozzle exit cone
extetsicn Fatent
[NASA-CASE-XLE-01610] C31 H71-15637
High temperature cobalt-base alloy Patent
[HASA-CASE-ILE-00726] Cl7 B71-1561Q
Hethod of making a rocket motor casing Patent
rBASA-CASB-XIE-00409] C28 B71-15658
Docket motor casing Patent
[NASA-CASE-XIE-05689] C28 B71-15659
Electrostatic ion locket engine Patent
[NASA-OSE-I1E-02066] c28 B71-15661
High temperature cobalt-tase alloy Patent
CHASA-CASE-IIE-02991] Cl7 B71-16025
Fickel-base alloy containing Ho-W-Al-Cr-
Ta-Zr-C-Bb-B Fatent
[RASA-CASE-XlI-02082] Cl7 B71-16026
Hethod of Improving the reliability of a rolling
element system Fatent
[BASJ-CASE-XLE-02999] CIS B71-16052
Process of casting heavy slips patent
[BASA-CASE-ILE-00106] C15 B71-16076
Boiler for generating high quality vapor Patent
[BSSA-CASI-X1Z-00785] C33 B71-1610t
Method of making self lubricating fluoride-
metal composite materials Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLE-08511-2] Cl8 B71-16105
Thrust and direction control apparatus Patent
[SASa-CASE-XlB-03583] c31 B71-17629
Linear magnetic brake with two windings Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLE-05079] CIS B71-17652
Hethod of lubricating rolling element bearings
Patent
[BSSA-CASE-XLE-09527] C15 B71-17688
Hot wire liquid level detector for cryogenic
fluids Patent
[BSSA-CASI-XLE-00151] C23 B71-17802




Generator for a space power system Patent
[BASA-CASB-XLE-Ot250] C09 B7 1-201)16
Hethod of making electrical contact on silicon
solar cell and resultant product Patent
[BASA-CASI-XLE-01787] c03 B71-20192
Small plasma probe Patent
[BASJ-CASI-XLE-02578] C25 B71-20717
Combined electrolysis device and fuel cell and
method of operation Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLE-01645] c03 B71-20904
Pressure monitoring with a plurality of
ionization gauges controlled at a central
location Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLE-00787] Cll B71-21090
Control of transverse instability in rocket
conbustors Fatent
[BAS&-CASE-XLE-01603] c33 B71-21507
High voltage divider system Patent
[HASA-CASI-XIE-02008] c09 B71-21583
Plasma device feed system Patent
[HASA-CAS1-XLE-02902] C25 B71-21694
Burning rate control of solid propellants Patent
[HASA-CASB-XIE-03U91] C27 B71-21819
Protective device for machine and metalworking
tools Patent
[HASA-CASE-XLE-01092] C15 B71-22797
Cryogenic insulation system Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLE-04222] C23 B71-22881
Method for producing fiber reinforced metallic
composites Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLE-03925] Cl8 B71-22891
Thermal shock apparatus Patent
[BASJ-CASI-XlE-02021] Cll B71-22964
Arc electrode of graphite with ball tip Patent
[BASA-CASE-XIB-01788] c09 B71-22987
Gas purged dry box glove Patent
[BASA-CASI-XIB-02531] c05 B71-23080
Automatic recording HcLeod gauge Fatent
[BASA-CASE-XIB-03280] Cll B71-23093
Electronic cathode having a brash-like structure
and a relatively thick oxide emissive coating
Patent
[HSSA-CASE-IIB-01501] c09 B71-2J190
High temperature ferromagnetic cobalt-base alloy
Patent
£HASA-CASE-XIB-03629] C17 B71-23248
Induction furnace «ith perforated tungsten foil
shielding Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLE-01026] Cll B71-23267
Gd or Sm doped silicon semiconductor composition
Patent
CBASA-CASE-XLE-10715] c26 B71-23292
Protection of serially connected solar cells





Silicon solar cell with cover glass bonded to
cell by metal pattern Patent
[BASA-CASE-XlB-08569] C03 B71-23119
Analytical test apparatus and method for
determining oxide content of alkali metal Patent
[HASi-CASB-IIE-01997] C06 B71-23527
Thermionic converter with current augmented by
self induced magnetic field Fatent
[BASA-CASE-XIB-01903] C22 B71-23599
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Self-lubricating fluoride metal composite
iratenals Patent
[SASA-C?SI-XIE-08511] c18 H71-23710
Alloys fcr bearings Patent
[NASJ-C«SE-XLE-05033] c15 N71-23810




Metallic film diffusion for boundary lubrication
Patent
[8ASA-CASI-X1E-10337] C15 H71-21016
Process fcr producing dispersion strengthened
nickel vith alumnnm Patent
[8ASA-CASI-XLE-06969] C17 871-21142
Thermal radiation shielding Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLE-03132;) c33 B71-21115
Hethod of attachinc a cover glass to a silicon
solar cell Patent
[N1SA-CASI-XLE-08569-2] c03 B71-21681
Bocket engine injector Patent
[NASA-CASE-XLI-03157] C28 871-21736
lultialarm summary alarm Patent
[BASA-CASE-XLE-03061-1] C10 N71-21798
Apparatus for making curved reflectors Patent
[HAS?-CASI-XLE-08917-2] Cl5 N71-21836
Flow angle sensor and read ont system Patent
[BASA-CASI-XLI-00503] dl N71-21861




Heat activated cell vith alkali anode and alkali
salt electrolyte Patent
[SASA-CASE-LHB-11358] C03 871-26081
Method of producing refractory composites
containing tantalum carbide, hafnium carbide,
and hafnium tonde Patent
[NASA-CASI-XLE-03910] c18 871-26153
Ion beam deflector Patent
[NASA-CASI-IIS-1C689-1] c28 N71-26173
Belling element bearings Patent
[BASA-CASE-XIE-09527-2] Cl5 871-26189
Ion thrnster accelerator system Patent
[NASA-CASE-IEW-10106-1] C28 871-26612
Propellant feed isolator Patent
[HASA-CASI-LIB-10210-1] c28 1171-26781
Heat activated cell Patent
[HASA-CASE-LEB-11359] c03 871-28579
Process for glass coating an ion accelerator
grid Patent
[BASA-CASI-LIW-10278-1] C15 B71-28582
Fluid jet ampl i f ier Patent
[HASA-CASI-XLE-093II1] c12 B71-28711
Gas core nuclear reactor Patent
[HASA-CASE-LEB-10250-1] c22 N71-28759




Temperature reducing coating for aetals subject
to flame exposure Patent
[HASA-CASt-XIE-00035] c33 N71-29151
Liquid spray cooling method Patent
[BASA-CASI-XLE-00027] c33 H71-29152
Turbo-machine tlade vibration damper Patent
[BASB-CASI-XLE-00155] c28 N71-2915U







Method of mak ing emf cell
[HASA-CASE-1EH-11359-2] CO 3 H72-2003H













High speed rolling element bearing
[NASA-CASE-LEB-10856-1 ] c15 H72-22Q90
Production of metal 'powders
[NASA-CAS!-XIE-06<461 ] C17 1112-22530
Nickel tas alloy
[SASA-CASE-LES-1087II-1 ] c17 1172-22535
Ion thruster magnetic field control
[NASA-CASE-LE»-10835-1] C28 87^-22771
Electrically conductive fluorocarbon polymer
[NASA-CASE-XLE-06770-2] C06 N72-25150
Analog Signal to Discrete Time Interval
Converter (ASDTIC)
[HASA-CASE-EHC-10018] C09 872-25^51
Controllable load insensitive pover converters
[NASA-CASE-EBC-10268] C09 872-25252
Angular velocity and acceleration measuring
apparatus
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10292] clt 872-25110
Electrical insulating layer process
[BASA-CASI-LES-10189-1] Cl5 872-251117
Method for producing dispersion strengthened
alloys by converting metal to a halide,
comminuting, reducing the metal halide to the
metal and sintering
[8ASA-CASE-LEH-10150-1 ] CIS 872-2511(8
Selective nickel deposition
[8ASA-CASE-LEB-10965-1] CIS B72-2S152
Method of making fiber composites
[8ASA-CASE-LES-10424-2-2] Cl8 B72-2553S





Inductance device with vacuum insulation
[BASA-CASE-LEB-10330-1 ] C09 872-27226
Apparatus for sensing temperature
[BASA-CASI-XLE-05230] C11 B72-27110
Apparatus for producing metal powders
[BASA-CASE-XLE-06161-2] c17 B72-28535
Refractory metal base alloy composites
[BASA-CASE-XLE-039UO-2] c17 B72-28536




Production of high purity 1-123
[BASA-CASE-LEH-10518-1] C21 B72-33681
Electrostatic collector for charged particles
[BASA-CASE-LEB-11192-1 ] C09 873-13208
Hethod of making apparatus for sensing temperature
[8ASA-CASI-XLE-05230-2] ell B73-13117
Method of forming superalloys
[8ASA-CASI-LEW-10805-1] CIS H73-13165
Bocket thrust throttling system
[5ASA-CASI-LEfl-10371-1 ] c28 873-13773




Method and apparatus for sputtering utilizing an














Single grid accelerator for an ion thrnstor
[HASA-CASB-XLE-10153-2] C28 875-27699
Preparation of polyimides from mixtures of
oonomeric diamines and esters of
polycarboxylic acids
[BASA-CASE-LEB-11325-1] c06 B73-27980
Method and apparatus for measuring
electromagnetic radiation
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[BASf-CASE-LEB-11159-1] C14 B73-28488
Helding blades to rotors
[PASA-CASE-LEB-10S33-1] c15 B73-28515
Ac ion exchange nuclear reactor
CBASA-CASE-lEB-11645-2] c22 H73-28660
Lav mass idling element for bearings
[BASA-C"SI-1EB-11087-1] C15 N73-30458
Swirl can primary ccihnstcr
[HASA-CASE-LEB-11326-1] c23 B73-30665
Enhanced diffusion velding
[8ASA-CASE-LEB-11388-1 ] c15 B73-32358
High speed hybrid bearing comprising a fluid
bearing and a rolling tearing convected in
series
[8ASA-CASE-LIB-11152-1] C15 H73-32359






Hethod of fabricating a twisted composite
snpercondnctcr
[BASA-CASE-1EB-11015] C26 H73-32571
Space vehicle with artificial gravity and
earth-like environment
[BASA-CASE-LES-11101-1] 031 873-32750
Production cf hcllcw ccmicnents for rolling






Apparatus for producing high purity 1-123
[BASf-CASE-LEH-10518-3] c3 1 S74-10476
Hethod of heat treating a formed pcvder product
material
[NASA-CJEI-1IB-10805-3] C26 874-10521
Apparatus for velding blades to rotors
[BASA-CASE-LES-10533-2] c37 N74-11300
High powered arc electrodes
[BASA-CASE-LEB-11162-1] c33 B74-12913
Hethod cf forming articles cf manufacture f rom
superallcy powders
[NASA-CASE-LEB-10805-2] c37 B74-13179
Fine particulate capture device
rBASA-CASE-LEB-11583-1] C37 B74-13199








Hethod of making rolling element bearings
[BASA-CASE-LIB-11087-2] c37 874-15128
Gas turbine extaust nozzle
[SASA-CASE-IIB-11569-1] C07 H71-15II53
Demodulator for carrier transducers
[HASA-CASI-BDC-10107-1] C33 K71-17930
Diffusion welding in air
rNASA-CAS!-lES-11387-1] C37 H7H-18128
Airflow ccnticl system for supersonic inlets
[NASA-CASI-1IB-11188-1] C02 N7I1-2061I6
Rapidly pulsed, high intensity, incoherent light
source
tNASA-CASI-XIE-2529-3] c33 B7«l-20859






Glass-to-metal seals ccnprising relatively high
expansicn aetals
[NASA-CASI-LEB-10698-1] C37 H74-21063
Hollow rolling elenent bearings
[NASA-CJSE-IEB-11087-3] C37 H7H-2106H
Low level signal liiiter
[HASA-CASI-X1E-00791] c32 H7U-22096




Jet exhaust ncise suppressor
[NASA-CASE-LEB-11286-1] C07 H74-27»90
Bigh current electrical lead





Production of pure metals
[NASA-CASE-LIB-10906-1) C25 N7H-30502
Sputtering holes with ion beanlets
[NASi-CASE-LEB-11616-1] C20 N7H-J1269




Catalytic trimerization of aronatic nitriles and
triaryl-s-tria2ine ring cross-linked high
temperature resistant polymers and copolymers
made thereby
[FASi-CASE-LEB-12053-1 ] c27 B71-3II579
Ball effect magnetometer
[BASA-CASE-LEB-11632-2] C35 B75-1J213
Method of protecting the surface of a substrate
[BASA-CASE-LEB-11696-1] c37 N75-1J261
Circuit for detecting initial systole and
dietetic notch
[BASA-CASE-LEB-11581-1] C5U B75-13531
Insulation foil and method of making
[BASA-CASE-LEB-11U84-2] C2t B75-14839
Method of making dished "ion thrnster grids





A heat exchanger and method of making
[BASA-CASE-LBB-121411-1 ] C31| H75-19580
High speed, self-acting shaft seal
[BASA-CASE-LEB-112711-1] C37 B75-216J1
High power laser apparatus and system
[SASA-CASE-XLE-2529-2] C36 B75-2736I4
Combination automatic-starting electrical plasma






Protected isotope heat source
[BASA-CASE-LF.B-11227-1] C73 N75-J0876
Drilled ball bearing with a one piece
anti-tipping cage assembly
[BASA-CAEE-LEB-11925-1] C37 875-31116





[HASA-CASE-LEB-11593-1] ^ c20 B76-11190
Rocket chatber and method of making
[BASA-CASE-LEB-11118-2] C20 H76-14191
Shock position sensor for supersonic inlets
[BASA-CAEE-LEB-11915-1] C35 B76-11131
Apparatus for forming dished ion thrnster grids
[BASA-CASE-LEB-11691-2] C37 176-11161
Covered siliccn solar cells and method of
manufacture
[BASA-CASE-LEB-11065-2] ell 876-14600
Solar cell surface treatment
[BASA-CASE-LIB-11330-1] C44 876-14612






Selective coating for solar panels
[BASA-CASE-LEB-12159-1] C44 N76-1b603
Deuteriua pass through target
CBASA-CASE-LEB-11866-1] C72 B76-1S860
Fused silicide coatings containing discrete
particles for protecting niobium alloys
[BASA-CASE-LEI-11179-1] C27 B76-16229
Tantalum modified ferritic iron base alloys
[SASA-CASE-lEB-12095-1) C26 B76-17233
Hethod of torning letal hydride fills
[BASA-CASE-LEB-12083-1] C26 876-18262
Process for making anhydrous metal halides
[BASA-CASE-LBB-11860-1) C37 876-184be
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Thermocouples cf uclybaenon and iridium alloys
for more stable vacuum-high temperature
performance
[BASA-CASE-LE!l-12ni|-1] c35 B76-19<t07






closes loop spray cooling apparatus
CHASA-CASI-IIB-11981-1] c37 B76-20486
Counter pumping debris excluder and separator
rNASA-CASE-IEW-11855-1 ] c37 B76-20H87
Circumferential shaft seal
[NASA-CASI-LIS-12119-1] c37 B76-20488
Method of ccnstructing dished ion thruster grids
to provide hcle array spacing compensation
tBASJ-CASE-LIH-11876-1] c20 B76-21276




Atomic hydrcgen storage method and apparatus
rHASA-C'SI-IIS-12081-1] c28 N76-22399
Fluid seal fcr rotating shafts
[NASA-CASE-LEW-11676-1] c37 B76-225Q1
Thermal barrier coating systen
[BASA-CASE-LEH-1255II-1] c2<l H76-23359
Method of naming an apertcred casting
[NAS*-CAS!-I,EW-11169-1] c37 H76-23570
Multi-cell lattery protection system
[BASA-C«SI-IIW-12039-1] ctl H76-23713
Improved tissue macerating instrument
fBASA-CASZ-LEW-12668-1] c52 876-23837





Method of producing 1-123
[NASA-CASI-LES-11390-2] C25 H76-27383
Extraction and separation of a preferentially
photo-dissociated molecular isotope into
positive and negative icns by means of an
electric field
[BASJ-CASE-IES-121465-1] c72 B76-27967
Liguid metal slip ring
rBASA-CASE-IES-12277-1] C33 B76-28472






Inorganic-organic battery separator for alkaline
batteries
[HASA-CASE-LEH-12649-1] clU N76-3167t
Sclar cell strface treatment
CHASA-CASE-IEB-11330-2] cHH H76-33624
Ion beam thruster shield
[NASA-CASE-1ES-12082-1] c20 S77-10148
Automotive gas turbine fuel control
[NASA-CASI-LEW-12785-1 ] c37 B77-13»26
Dual output variable pitch turbofan actuation
system
[NASA-CASE-LEW-12II19-1] c07 H77-11025
Silicon nitride coated, plastic covered solar cell
[HASA-CASE-LIW-11II96-1] Cl» H77-11580




Encapsulated sclar cell modules
[HASA-CASE-LES-12185-1] c"l« N77-15a90




Hethod of electrically pre-stressing insulation
to provide directicnal increase in dc
potential breakdown
[NASA-CASB-1IS-12273-1] c33 B77-17357
Traveling save tube circuit
[BASA-CASE-LIS-12013-1] c33 H77-17360
Solar cell collector and method for producing same
[NASJ-CASE-LEB-12552-1 ] ell H77-1756*
Improved backnall cell
CHASA-CASE-IEW-12236-1] cUt H77-17565
Apparatus and method for reducing thermal stress
in a turbine rotor
[NASA-CASE-LEH-12232-1] C07 N77-18160
Device for the detection of phenol and related
compounds
[SASA-CASI-IES-12513-1] C25 N77-182J8
in-situ laser retorting of oxl shale
[NASA-CASE-IED-12217-1] c35 H77-18129
Formulated plastic separators for soluble
electrode cells
[NASA-CASE-LES-12358-1] CH<t N77-18560
Leading edge protection for composite blades
[NASA-CfSZ-lES-12550-1] C2« N77-19170
Hethod of raking reinforced composite structure
[HASA-CASZ-LES-12619-1 ] C21 N77-19171
Solar cell assembly
[HASA-CASE-1EH-11519-1] c((« H77-19571
Anode for icn thruster
[SASA-CAEE-IE»-12018-1] C20 N77-20162
Zirconium modified nickel-copper alloy
[NASA-CASE-LE!I-122«5-1 ] c^6 H77-20201
Flov compensating pressure regulator
[NASA-CASE-1ES-12718-1] C35 S77-20408
Reduced chromun stainless steel alloys
[SASA-CASE-IEW-125113-1 ] C26 H77-21^17
Gels as battery separators for soluable
electrode cells
[NASA-CASE-IEB-1236<4-1 ] CMU S77-22606
Method for producing solar energy panels by
automation
[NASA-CASE-1E«-12511-1 ] cl|U N77-22615
Oil cooling system for a gas turbine engine
[NASA-CASE-IEil-12830-1] c07 H77-23106
High toughness-high strength iron alloy
[HASA-CSSE-LIB-12512-1] C26 N77-2<12511
A regulated high efficiency, lightweight
capacitor-diode multiplier DC to DC converter
[NASA-CASE-IEW-12791-1] C33 H77-21385




Application of semiconductor diffasants to sclar
cells by screen printing
[NASA-CASI-lEi-12775-1] cMU H77-21589
Method for fabricating solar cells having
integral collector grids
[NASA-CASI-1EW-12819-1] c»"t N77-21593





Hybrid composite laminate structures
[NASA-CASE-IE»-12118-1] C21 B77-27188











Intra-ocular pressure normalization apparatus
[BASA-CASE-IEH-12955-1] C52 N77-30736





Platform for a swing root turbomachinery blade
[BASA-CASE-IEB-12312-1] C07 B77-32118
Catalytic trimerization of aromatic nitriles and
triayl-s-triazine ring cross-linked high
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Thermocouples cf tantalum and rhenium alloys for
more stable vacuum-high temperature performance
[NASA-CASE-lIR-12050-1] c35 H77-32454
Indicated wean effective pressure instrument
(IBIS)
[B\SA-CASE-U«-12e61-1] c35 177-321161




Bearing seat usable in a gas turbine engine*
[BASA-CASE-lES-12477-1] C37 H77-32501
Cesium thermcnic converters having lanthanum
hexaboride electrodes
[BASA-CASE-LEB-12038-2] C44 B77-32S95
BATIOHA1 AEBOHABtlCS ADD SEiCI ADB1BISTBATIOB.
HASHED SPACECBAFt CBHTEH, CAPE CA1A7BBAI, EIA.
Electrode for biclogical recording
[BASA-CASE-XHS-02872] COS B69-21925
HATIOSAL ABBOBAOtlcS ABD SEACI ADHI1ISTBAT10B.
HAHBED SPACBCBAFT CEHTEB, IA1G1BI STSTIOH, VA.
Floral recorder system
[SASA-CfSE-XHS-06949] c09 B69-21467
HATIOHAL ABBOHAUTICS ABD SFACI 1DHHISTBATIOB.
HABSBALL SPACE PLIGHT CEBTIB, HOHTSVIILE, Alt.
Electrical feed-through ccnnecticn fcr printed
circuit boards and printed cable
[NASA-CJSE-)tBF-01483] c1Q S69-27431
Fethod for detecting hydrccen gas
(BASA-CASE-XBF-03873] c06 H69-39733
Electrical connector Patent Application
[BASA-CASE-HfS-14741] c09 H70-20737
Angular measurement system Patent
[NASA-CASB-XHF-00447] ell H70-33179
Insulating structure Patent
CBASA-CfSE-XB?-003l t1] ' c15 N70-33323
Space vehicle electrical system Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBF-00517] C03 B70-34157
Pivotal shock absorbing pad assembly Patent
[BASA-CASE-X1JF-03856] c31 H70-31H59
Gimbaled, partially submerged rocket nozzle Patent
[NASA-CJSE-XBI-015M4] c28 B70-34162
Becoverable rocket vehicle Patent
fBASA-CASE-XBF-00389] c31 H70-34176
Electrical discharge apparatus for forming Patent
[BASf-CASI-XBI-00375] CIS H70-34249
Optical inspection apparatus Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBF-00462] c14 H70-34298
Belay binary circuit Patent
[SASA-CASE-XHF-00421] c09 H70-34502
Attitude and propellant f low control system and
method Patent
[BASA-CASE-XHF-00185] c21 H70-3H539
Electrical connector for flat cables Patent
[NASA-CASE-IBF-00321] c09 H70-3U596
Externally pressurized f luid bearing Patent
[HASA-CASE-IBF-00515] c15 N70-3H66H
Force measuring instrument Patent
[NASA-CASE-XBF-00<456] el* H70-34705
Seismic displacement transducer Patent
[RASA-CASE-XHF-00179] c1U B70-3479H
Electric arc welding Patent
[HASA-CASE-IHP-00392] CIS B70-3481<l
Assembly for recovering a capsule Patent
[BASA-CJSE-XHF-OC6I41] c31 B70-36110
Printed cable connecter Patent
[HASA-CASE-XBF-00369}
 C09 H70-36H91I
landing pad assembly for aerospace vehicles Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBI-02853] c31 »70-36654




Injector for bipropellant rocket engines Patent
[SASA-CfSI-XBI-001<4e] C28 B70-38710
Electronic notcr control sjstem Patent
[NASA-CASE-XBF-01129] c09 H70-38712




Instrument support tilth precise lateral
adjustment Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBf-00180] c14 S70-39898
Segmented back-up bar Patent
[1ASA-CASI-XBF-006QO] C15 S70-39924
Collapsible loop antenna for space vehicle Patent
MASA-CASE-XHf-OOt37] C07 H70-Q0202
Flexible back-up bar Patent
[SASA-CASE-XHF-00722] C15 B70-10201
Electro-optical alignsent control system Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBE-00908J C11 B70-10238
aissile launch release system Patent
[H»Si-CASI-XBF-03198] C30 H70-»03b3
Double-acting shock absorber Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBF-010145] C15 B70-10J51
portable alignment tool Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBF-OK152] C15 B7C-41J71
Device for suppressing sound and heat produced
by high-velocity exhaust jets Patent
[HASi-CASE-XHF-01813] C28 B70-H1582
Onfired-ceramic flame-resistant insulation and
method of making the same Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBF-01030] Cl8 B70-11583
Pulse counting circuit vhich simultaneously
indicates the occurrence of the nth pulse Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBP-00906] C09 B70-U1655
Support apparatus for dynamic testing Patent
[BASA-CASE-XHF-01772] Cll B70-H1677
Locking device vith rolling detents Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBF-01371] CIS 870-11829
Tank construction for space vehicles Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBE-01899J C31 S70-<119"I8
positive displacement flonmeter Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBF-02822] C14 B70-41991
flydranlic support for dynamic testing Patent
[BASA-CASI-XBF-03248] C11 B71-10604
Fiber optic vibration transducer and analyzer
Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBF-02433] Cl4 B71-10616
Hethod and means for damping natation in a
satellite Patent
[BiSA-CASE-XBF-00«42] c31 H71-10747
Heat pipe thermionic diode power system Patent
£«ASi-CASI-XHF-05843] C03 B71-11055
Synthesis of siloxane-containing epoxy polymers
Patent
[BASA-CASE-BJS-13994-1] C06 B71-11240




Magnetic matrix memory system Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBF-05835] c08 B71-12501
Pulse amplitude and width detector Patent
[SASi-CASE-IBF-06519] c09 B71-12519
Bicrowave power receiving antenna Patent
[BASA-CASE-BFS-20333] c09 B71-13486
Hybrid holographic system using reflected and
transmitted object beams simultaneously Patent
[BASA-CASI-BFS-20074] C16 B71-15565
Beactance control system Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBE-01598] c21 H71-15583
Apparatus for welding torch angle and seam
tracking control Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBF-03287] CIS B71-15607
Bultinay vortex valve system Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBP-04709] CIS B71-15609
Injector assembly for liquid fueled rocket
engines Patent
[BASA-CASE-XHF-00968] c28 B71-15660
Space capsule ejection assembly Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBF-03169] C31 B71-15675
Air cushion lift pad Patent
[BASA-CASE-BFS-14685] C31 B71-15689
Bethod of making a lolded connector Patent
[HASA-CASE-IBF-03498] C15 B71-15986
Begenerative braking system Patent
[KASA-CASE-XBF-01096] ClO B71-16030
Condition and condition duration indicator Patent
fHASA-CASE-XBF-01097] ClO B71-16058
flethod and apparatus for securing to a
spacecraft Patent
[HASA-CASE-BFS-11133] c31 B71-16222
Hethod and apparatus of simulating zero gravity
conditions Patent
[HASA-CASE-BFS-12750] C27 S71-16223







High pressure gas filter system Patent
[HASA-CASE-HFS-12806] C14 H71-17588
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Burst alafhragi flow initiator latent
[BASA-CASB-BPS-12915] 011 H71-17600
Vacuum deposition apparatus Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBF-01667] c15 N71-17647
Quick disconnect latch and handle combination
Patent
rHASA-CASE-BFS-11132] c15 H71-176H9
Method and apparatus for precision elsing and
- joining ef large ilaeetei tabes Patent
[NASA-CASB-XHP-0511<O c15 H71-17650
Lov temperature fleinre fatigue cryostat Patent
[BASA-CASI-XBF-0296*] d* H71-17659






Hethod of making impurity-type semiconductor
electrical contacts Patent
[BASA-CASI-XBF-01016] c26 N71-17818
Apparatus for the deterninaticn of the eiistance
cr non-eiistence of a bonding between two
members Patent
[BASA-CASH-BFS-13686] c15 B71-18132
Static inverters which sun a plurality of waves
Patent
[BASA-CASI-XBI-00663] c08 B71-18752
Space environmental work simulator Patent
[BASA-CASI-XMI-07U88] c11 N71-18773




nechanical simulator cf low gravity conditions
Patent
[BASA-CASE-BFS-10555] c11 B71-1949*
Weld control system using thermocouple wire Patent
[BASA-CASB-BIS-0607*] c15'H71-20393
Evaporant source for vapor deposition Patent
[BASA-CASI-XHF-06065] c15 B71-20395
Satellite despin device Patent
[BASA-CASB-XBF-08523] c31 B71-20396
Hethod cf coating circuit [aths en printed
circuit boards with solder Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBF-01599] C09 B71-20705
Elastcmeric silazane polymers and process for
preparing the sane Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBF-04133] c06 B71-20717
BetBod of producing alternating ether siloxane
copolymers Patent
[HASi-CASI-XBI-025811] C06 N71-20905
Honeycoib panel and nethod of Baking sane Patent
fBASA-CASE-XBF-01*02] c18 B71-21651
Portable Billing tccl Patent
CHASA-CASE-IBF-03511] c15 H71-22799
Energy absorbing device Patent
[HASA-CASI-XBF-100UO] c15 B71-22877
Continuous detonation reaction engine Patent
[BASA-CASI-XBF-06926] c28 B71-22983




Continuous turning slip ring asseobly Patent
[HASA-CASE-XBF-010U9] c15 871-230*9
Automatic welding speed controller Patent
[BASA-CASI-XHF-01730] c15 B71-23050
Positive dc to positive dc converter Patent
rNASA-CASE-IBF-111301] c09 H71-23188
Zero gravity apparatus Patent
[SASA-CASI-XHF-06515] c1« H71-23227
Positive dc to negative dc converter Patent
[HASA-CASI-IBF-08217] c03 N71-23239
Evacuation port seal Patent
[HASA-CASI-XBF-03290] c15 H71-23256
Azimuth laying systei Patent
[BASA-CASE-IHF-01669] c21 S71-23289
Electron team instrnient for measuring electric
fields Patent
[HASA-CASI-XHP-10289] c11 H71-23699
Anemometer with braking mechanism Patent
rNASA-CAS!-XBF-0522<l] c1» H71-23726
Apparatus for testing a pressure responsive
instrument Patent
riiASA-cAsi-xBi-oimio cm 171-23755
Electric welding torch Patent
tHASA-CASE-XBF-02330] c15 H71-23798
Swivel support for gas bearings Patent
[HASA-CASB-XBP-07808] CIS H71-23812
Holding skate with computerized control Patent
[HASA-CASB-XBF-07069] c15 S71-23815
Docking structure for spacecraft Patent
[HASA-CASE-XBF-059M1] - C31 B71-23912
High pressure helina purifier Patent
[NASA-C1SE-XRF-06B88] CIS M71-2UOIIK
Horizontal cryostat for fatigue testing Patent
[HASA-CASB-XHP-10968] c1Q H71-2H23H
Method for leakage testing of tanks Patent
[NASA-CASF-XSF-02392] c32 B71-21285
Internal flare angle gauge Patent
[NASA-CASI-XBF-04U15] ell H71-21693
Pulse rise time and amplitude detector Patent
[HASA-CASE-XBF-08801] C09 B71-2*717
System for maintaining a motor at a
predetermined speed utilizing digital feedback
means Patent
[SASA-CASI-XBF-06892] C09 B71-24805
Power system, with heat pipe liquid coolant lines
Patent
[HASA-CASE-BFS-1U11Q-2] c09 B71-21807
Bagnetomotlve metal working device Patent
[NASA-CASE-XBF-03793] C15 871-2*833
Apparatus for determining the deflection of an
electron beam impinging on a target Patent
[BASA-CASB-XBF-06617] C09 B71-2*8*3
Transistor servo system including a unigne
differential amplifier circuit Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBF-05195] ClO B71-2M861
RC rate generator for slow speed measurement
Patent
£BASA-CASE-XBF-02966] ClO B71-2*863
Bethod and apparatus for precision sizing and
joining cf large diameter tubes Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBF-0511»-3] c15 B71-2*865
Duct coupling for single-banded operation Patent
[HASA-CASB-BFS-20J95] CIS B71-2*903
Brushless direct current tachometer patent
[BASA-CASE-HFS-20385] c09 B71-2*90*
Self-lubricating gears and other mechanical
parts Patent
[BASA-CASE-BFS-1*971] C15 B71-2*98*
Pulse width inverter Patent
[BASA-CASE-HFS-10068] ClO H71-25139
Isothermal cover with thermal reservoirs Patent
[BASA^CASB-BFS-20355] c33 H71-25353
Storage container for electronic devices Patent
[BASA-CASE-BFS-20075] c09 H71-26133
flethod and apparatus for precision sizing and
joining of large diameter tubes Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBF-05111-2] CIS B71-26148
Filter system for control of outgas
contamination in vacuum Patent
£BASA-CASE-BFS-1*711] C15 B71-26185
Image magnification adapter for cameras Patent
[SASA-CASE-XBF-038**-1] c1* 1171-26*7*
Thickness measuring and injection device Patent
[BASA-CASE-BFS-20261] c1» B71-27005
Personal propulsion unit Patent
[BASA-CASE-BFS-20130], C28 B71-27585
Power system with heat pipe liguid coolant lines
Patent
[BASA-CASB-BFS-1*11»] C33 B71-27862
Bethod of making shielded flat cable Patent
£HASA-CASE-BFS-13687] C09 B71-28691
A dc motor speed control system Patent
[BiSA-CASE-BFS-1*610] C09 B71-28886
Cryogenic thermal insulation Patent
[BASA-C*SI-XBF-050*6] C33 B71-28892
Bethod of coating through-holes Patent
[HASA-CASE-XBF-05999] CIS B71-29032
Besponse analyzers for sensors Patent
[BASA-CASE-BFS-1120*] C1» B71-2913*






Bethod of making foamed materials In zero gravity
[BASA-CASE-XBF-09902] C15 H72-11387




Apparatus for obtaining isotropic Irradiation of
a specimen
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[BAS»-CASI-HFS-20095] c2« H72-11595
Win! tunnel test section
CHASA-CASE-HFS-20509] c11 H72-17183
Bultiple inace storing system for high speed
projectile "holography
[BASS-CASI-BIS-20596] cH H72-17321
Method of manufactur ing semiconductor devices
using refractory dielectrics
[HASA-CASI-IIE-08lt76-1] c26 H72-17820
Underwater space salt 5te.eeu.re ccntrcl regulator
[HASA-CASE-HFS-20332] cOS H72-20097








Optical prcbing of supersonic flovs «ith
statistical correlation
[BASA-CASE-HPS-20612] C1U B72-21107
Bechanically actnated triggered band
[HASA-CASE-BFS-201113] Cl5 B72-21163




Shock wave convergence apparatus
CSASA-CASE-BFS-208901 dl B72-22139
Bonding of reinforced Teflcn to metals
[HASA-CASE-HFS-20*82] C15 B72-22492
Inorganic thermal ccntrcl coatings
[NASA-CASF.-BFS-20011] Cl8 N72-22566




Siloxane containing epoxide compounds
[BASA-CASE-SFS-13994-5] C06 B72-25148
Silphenylenesiloxane polymers having in-chain
perfluorcalkyl gicnps
[BASA-CASE-SFS-20979] c06 B72-25151
Emergency Innar communications system
[B4SA-CASI-HIS-21042] c07 B72-25171
Lead attachment to high temperature devices
[HASA-CASE-SBC-10224]
 C09 H72-25261
Device for measuring bearing preload
rHASA-CASE-BFS-20434] Oil H72-25288
Altitude simnlation chamber for rccket engine
testing
[BASA-CASB-SFS-20620] C11 H72-27262





Remote control manipulator for zero gravity
environlent
[HASA-C1SI-SFS-1Q105] c15 B72-28t95




Coaxial h igh density, hypervelocity plasma
generator and accelerator vith icnizable netal
disc
[BASA-CASE-flFS-20589] C25N72-32688









Bednndant hydraulic control system for actuators
[BASA-CASE-BFS-20940] C15 B73-13166
Device and lethcd for determining I ray
reflection efficiency of optical surfaces
[BASA-CASI-HFS-2024*] c23 B73-13662
Process for making diamonds
tBASA-C»S!-«FS-20698-2] c15 B73-19157
Test stand system for vacuum chambers
[BASA-CPSE-BIS-21362] c11 B73-20267




Dndervater space suit pressure control regulator
[SJSA-CASE-BFS-20332-2] COS B73-2S125
Baxoneters (peak wind speed anemometers)
[SASA-CASF.-BPS-20916] Cl<! B73-25460
Bonitoring deposition of films
[SASA-CASB-BPS-20675] C26 B73-26751
Docking structure for spacecraft
[SASA-CASE-BPS-20863] c31 B73-26876
Vide temperature range electronic device with
Lead attachment
[SASA-CASE-EBC-10224-2] COS N73-27150
Restraint system for ergometer
[SASA-CASE-SPS-21016-1] C1H B73-27377









Collimator of multiple plates with axially
aligned identical random arrays of apertures
[NaSA-CASE-BFS-20516-2] C1U B73-30389
Holographic thin film analyzer
[SASA-CASE-BPS-20823-1] C16 873-30176
Semiconductor surface protection material
[BASA-CSSE-EBC-10339-1J C18 B73-30532
Polymerizable disllanols having in-chain
perfluorcalkyl groups
[BRSA-CASE-BFS-20979-2] c06 B73-32030
Bedundant speed control for brnshless Hall
effect motor
[BASA-CASE-BFS-20207-1] C09 B73-32107
Induction motor control system with voltage
controlled oscillator circuit
[BASA-CASE-BFS-21165-1] C10 B73-32115
Synthesis of superconducting compounds by
explosive compaction of powders
[HASA-CAEE-BFS-20861-1] C18 B73-32137
Ultrasonic scanner for radial and flat panels
[NASA-CASE-BFS-20335-1] c35 B71-10115
Digital computing cardiotachometer
[NASA-CASE-BFS-20281-1 ] c52 B70-12778
Integrated circuit package with lead structure




Oltrasonlc scanning system for in-place
inspection of brazed tube joints
[BASA-CASE-BFS-20767-1] C38 B71-151JO
Bethod and apparatus for checking the stability
of a setup for making reflection type holograms
[BASA-CASE-BFS-21155-1] C35 H71-15116
Hethod and apparatus for nondestructive testing
£B&SA-CASB-HFS-21233-1] C38 B71-15395
















Automatic frequency control for PB transmitter
tSASA-CASE-BPS-21510-1] C32 H7H-197SO
Bicrowave power transmission system wherein
level of transmitted power is controlled by
reflections from receiver
CBASA-CASE-BPS-21170-1] Cll R7D-19870




Automatic guadratnre control and measuring system
[SASA-CASE-BFS-21660-1] C3S B71-21017
Thiophenyl ether disiloxanes and trisiloxanes
useful as lubricant fluids
(SASA-CASt-BFS-22<l11-1] C37 «7
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\irlock
[NASA-CASI-BFS-20922-1] c18 H74-22136
Low distortion automatic phase control circuit
[SASA-CASE-BIS-21671-1] c33 B7»-22885




IC-oscillatcr mth autciatic stabilized
•amplitude ma bias current control
rBASA-CSSE-HES-21698-1] c33 N74-26732
Device for monitor ing a change in mass in
varying gravimetric environments
[BASA-CASE-BIS-21556-1] c35 871-26945












Apparatus for establishing flov of a fluid mass
having a knovc velocity
[SASA-CASE-BFS-21424-1] c3» 874-27730
Apparatus fcr conducting f lcv electrothoresis in
the substantial absence cf gravity
[KASA-CSSI-BrS-2139't- ' '] c31 871-27741




Device for measuring tensile forces
[BASA-OSE-BFS-2 1728-1] c35 B74-27865
Three nirrcr glancing incidence system for X-ray
telescope
[NASA-CASE-MFS-21372-1] c74 874-27866
Flame detector operable in presence of proton
radiation
[NASA-CASE-BFS-21577-1] Cl9 B74-29410
Integrated F-ctannel BOS gyrator
[BASA-CASE-HES-22343-1] c33 871-34638




Strain gauge ambiguity sensor' for segmented










Clear air turbulence detector
[NiSB-CAEE-HFS-212<|!(-1] c36 H75-15028
Variable frequency inverter for ac induction








Beter for use in detecting tension in straps




Internally supported flexible duct joint
[NASA-CBSE-HIS-19193-1] C37 S75-19686
Pseudo-noise test set fcr communication system
evaluaticn
[BASA-CASE-BFS-22671-1] c35 N75-21582
Device for use in loading tension members
[HASA-CASE-HFS-21188-1] C11 H75-2»79I»




Apparatus for calibrating an image dissector tube
[BASA-CAEE-BFS-22208-1] C33 B75-262U*
Method of deternining bond quality of pover








Refractory porcelain enamel passive control
coating for high temperature alloys
[BASA-CASE-BFS-22321-1] C27 B75-27160
Real time, large volume, moving scene
holographic camera system
[BASA-CASE-BFS-22537-1] c35 B75-27328
Method and apparatus for vibration analysis
utilizing the Bossbauer effect
[BASA-CASE-XHF-05882] C35 B75-27J29











[ BASA-CASE-BFS-22312-1] c33 N75-30I428
Isolated output system for a class D
svitching-mode amplifier
[HASA-CASE-BFS-21616-1] C33 B75-30129
Solar energy pover system
[HASA-CASE-HFS-21628-1] clt N75-J2581
System for enhancing tool-exchange capabilities
of a portable wrench
[BASA-CAEE-BFS-22283-1] C37 B75-33J95
An improved rotatable mass for a flyvheel
[HASA-CASE-BFS-23051-1] C37 N76-13500
Projection system for display of parallax and
perspective
[HASA-CASE-BFS-2319I1-1] C7U N76-13909
Externally supported internally stabilized
flexible duct joint
[BASA-CAEE-BFS-1919H-1] C37 B76-11160
Quick disconnect filter coupling
[NASA-CASE-BFS-22323-1] C37 876-11163
Panel for selectively absorbing solar thermal
energy and the method of producing said panel
[BASA-CASE-BFS-22562-1] Clt B76-11595
Rapid activation and checkout device for batteries
[HASA-CASE-HFS-22719-1] C11 S76-1»601
Tvo stage light gas-plasma projectile accelerator
[BASA-CASE-BFS-22287-1] C75 B76-11931
Polyimides of ether-linked aryl tetracarboxylic
dianhydrides
[BASA-CASE-BFS-22355-1 ] c23 H76-15268






Self-energized plasma compressor ,
[BASA-CASE-HFS-22115-2] c7S B76-17951





Holographic motion picture camera yith Doppler
shift compensation
[BASA-CASE-BFS-22517-1] c35 B76-18»02
Hethod of peening and portable peening gun
£SASA-CASE-HFS-230«I7-1] C37 B7t-18l|5l»
Semiconductor projectile impact detector
[BASA-CASE-HFS-23008-1] C35 B76-19105




Electronic optical transfer function analyzer
[BASA-CASE-BFS-21672-1] C7Q B7t-19935
System for imposing directional stability on a
rocket-propelled vehicle
[BASA-CASE-BFS-21311-1 ] C20 B7t-21275
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Filtering device
[BAEA-CASB-HFS-22729-1] C32 876-21366
Translator; shock absorber for attitude sensors
[HASA-CASE-HFS-22905-1] C19 B76-22284
Device for installing rccket engines





Apparatus foe reducing aercdynamic noise in a
wind tninel
[BASA-CAEI-HFS-23099-1] C09 B76-23273
Charge injection method and apparatus of
producing large area electrets
[BASA-CASI-HFS-23186-1] c33 B76-23483








Failure detection and control means for improved
drift performance of a gimballed platform system
[SASA-CASE-HFS-23551-1] cOI H76-26175
Field effect transistor and method of
construction thereof
[BASA-CASI-HFS-23312-1] c33 B76-26394
Hethod of test-process intensification of images
en photographic films and plates
[BASA-CASI-BFS-23461-1] c35 B76-26449
Hethod and neans for testing a
glancing-incidence mirror system
[BASA-CASE-HFS-22409-2] c74 B76-26988
Lead-oxygen dc power supjlj system having a
closed IcoJ ciygen and water system
[BASA-CASI-niS-23059-1] C44 876-27664





Germanium coated nicrobridge and method
rBlSA-CASE-BFS-23274-1]
 C76 B76-30084Dual mode solid state power snitch
rBASA-CASI-HFS-22880-1] c33 876-31410
Thermal energy storage system
[BASA-CASE-HFS-23167-1] c44 H76-31667
An improved method and apparatus for use in








Veloci-ty measurement system[BASA-CASE-HrS-23363-1] c35 H76-33469




























Actuator device for artificial leg
[BASA-CASE-BFS-23225-1] c52 B77-14735
System for the measurement of ultra-low stray
light levels
[BASi-CASE-HFS-23513-1] c74 B77-11842




Hethod of and means for testing a tape
record/playback system
[BASA-CASE-BFS-22671-2] C35 B77-17426
Simulator for practicing the mating of an








Bount for continuously orienting a collector
dish in a system adapted to perform both
diurnal and seasonal solar tracking
£BASi-CASE-BFS-23267-1] c35 B77-20401





Device for tensioning test specimens within an
hermetically sealed chamber
[SASA-CASE-BFS-23281-1] c35 F77-22450
Combined docking and grasping device
[BASA-CASE-BFS-23088-1] c37 B77-23483
Computerized system for translating a torch head
[BASA-CASE-HFS-23620-1] c37 S77-24497
Method of growing composites of the type
exhibiting the Soret effect
[BASA-CiSE-BFS-22926-1] c2M B77-27187
Bultilevel metallization method for fabricating
a metal oxide semiconductor device
[BASA-CASE-BFS-23541-1] c33 B77-27308
Betbod for measuring biaxial stress in a body




Bethod for attaching a fused-guartz mirror to a
conductive metal substrate
[BAS1-CASE-BFS-23405-1] C26 B77-29260






Horizontally mounted solar collector
[BASi-CASE-HFS-233149-1 ] c«4 B77-30613
Apparatus for assembling space structure
[BASA-CASE-BFS-23579-1] c12 B77-31213




Alaminam or copper substrate panel for selective
absorption of solar energy and the method of
producing said panel
[HASA-CASZ-HFS-23518-1] C44 877-31610
Stainless steel panel for selective absorption
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Phase control circuits using frequency
multiplications for phased array antennas
[BASi-CASE-EBC-10285] clO 873-16206
Bethod of forming difnnctional polylsobutylene
[SASA-CASE-BSO-10893] c27 873-22710




Dae of thin film light detector
[HASA-CASE-BFO-11432-2] C35 B74-15090
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Temperature compensated dicital inertial sensor
[N\SJ-CBSE-HPO-1301I)-1] " c35 B7II-1509I)
Compact hydrogenator
[NASA-CSSE-BFO-11682-1] c35 S7<1-15127
short range laser obstacle detector
fBASA-CASE-BPO-11856-1] c36 N74-15115
System for stabilizing cable phase delay
utilizing a coaxial cable under pressure
[NASA-CAEI-BFO-13138-1] c33 874-17927
Banded t ransformer cores
[NASf-CASE-NEO-11966-1] c33 N711-17928
Inverter ratio failure detector
fBASA-CASE-BPO-13160-1] C35 N7H-18090
Heat t ransfer device
[BASA-CASI-BPO-11120-1] c3« B74-18552
Storage battery comprising negative plates of a
wedge shaped configuration
[BASA-CASE-BPO-11806-1] c*l| S71-19693
Gated compressor, distortionless signal limiter
[HASA-CASI-BFO-11820-1] c32 B74-19788
Apparatus for scanning the surface of a
cylindrical body
[BASA-CiSE-BPO-11861-1] c36 H71-20009
Decision feedback loop for tracking a polyphase
modula ted carrier
[BASA-CASB-BPO-13103-1] C32 N71-20811






High isclation EF signal selecticn switches
[BASA-CASI-8FO-13081-1] c33 H71-2281lt
Single reflector interference spectrometer and
drive system therefor[NASJ-CASF.-HFO-11932-1] c35 N7U-230HO
Scanning nozzle plating system






Hiniatnre inltichannel bictelemeter system
[SASH-CAEE-llIO-13065-13 C52 S7<t-26625
Dispensing targets for icn beam particle
generators[NASA-CASI-BFO-13112-1] c73 N7Q-26767
Optically detonated explosive device[BASA-CASE-SEO-117113-1] c28 B7H-27425
High voltage, high current Schottky barrier
solar cell
[BASA-CASE-HFO-13182-1] ell B7t-30<4ll8
Coherent receiver employing nonlinear coherence
detecticn for carrier tracking[BASA-CASE-SEO-11921-1] c32 N7H-30523
Digital servo contrcl of r andom sound test
excitaticn[HASA-CASE-SFO-11623-1] c71 B7U-31148
Capacitance multiplier and filter synthesizing
network
[BASA-CASE-BEO-11948-1] c33 H7q-32712
Apparatus for forming drive belts
[HASA-CASE-BIO-13205-1] c3 1 B711-32917
Tool for use in lifting pin supported objects
[BASA-CASI-NPO-13157-1] c37 N7M-32918






Method of producing a storage bulb for an atomic
hydrogen laser
[HASB-CASE-HFO-13050-1] c36~H75-15029
Combined presEure regulator and shutoff valve[HASA-CASI-NPO-13201-1] c37 B75-15050
Seduction of Hood sera a ctolesteicl
[HASA-CASE-BFO-12119-1] c52 B75-15270
Siaultaneotis acquisition of tracking data from
two stations
[HASA-CASE-BFO-13292-1] c32 B75-1585H
Soft X-ray laser using crystal channels as
distributed feedback cavities
[HASA-CASI-BEO-13532-1] c36 H75-15973
Shock absorbing mount fcr electrical components
[HASA-CASE-BPO-13253-1] c37 B75-18573
System for generating tiling and control signals
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13125-1] c33 H75-19519
Motor run-up system
[BASA-CASE-mo-1337«-1 ] c33 N75-19524
Frequency scanning particle size spectrometer
[SASA-CASE-BPO-13606-1 ] c35 N75-19627
Particle size spectrometer and refractometer
[NASA-CASE-BPO-13611-1] c35 B75-19628
Deep trap, laser activated image converting system
[SASA-CASE-BSO-13131-1 ] c36 N7i-19652
Hultitarget sequential sputtering apparatus
[SASA-CASE-BEO-1 3315-1] c37 N75-1S68I4
Method and apparatus for providing a servodnve
signal in a high speed stepping interferoieter
[NASA-CASE-BPO-13569-1 ] c35 N75-21600
notion restraining device
[1ASA-CASI-BPO-13619-1 ] c37 B75-227118
Hide angle sun sensor
[BASA-CASE-NPO-13327-1] c35 B75-23910
Material suspension within an acoustically
excited resonant chamber
[NASA-CASE-BPO-13263-1] c12 B75-2177Q
Heat operated cryogenic electrical generator
[NASA-CASE-BPO-1330J-1 ] c20 S75-2H837
System for interference signal nulling by
polarization adjustment
[BASA-CASB-HPO-13110-1] c32 B75-21982
Beat detection and compositions and devices
therefor
[SHSA-CASE-BSO-1076U-2] c35 H75-25122
Servo-controlled intravital microscope system
[BASA-CASE-BPO-1321«-1] c35 B7
Oltrasonically bonded value assembly
[NASA-CASE-BPO-13360-1] c37 B75-25185
Vehicle locating system utilizing AH
broadcasting station carriers
[SASA-CASE-BPO-13217-1 ] C32 B75-26191
Asynchronous, multiplexing, single line




Very high intensity light source using a cathode
ray tube
[BASA-CASE-XBP-01296] c33 B75-27250
Fluorescence detector fcr monitoring atmospheric
pollutants
[NASA-CASE-SPO-13231-1] c»5 B75-27585
Cooperative mnltiaxis sensor for teleoperation
of article manipulating apparatus
[NASA-CASE-BIO-13386-1] c51 B75-27758
Heat sterilizable patient ventilator
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13313-1] c5t H75-27761
Low cost solar energy collection system
[HASA-CASE-BPO-13579-1] ell B75-28519
Method of heat treating age-hardenable alloys
[NASA-CASE-XBE-01311 ] c26 B75-292J6
Satellite aided vehicle avoidance system
[BASA-CASE-EBC-10IH9-1] c03 B75-30132
Befrigerated coaxial coupling
[ BASA-CASE-BPO-1350U-V] c33 N75r30«30
Electric power generation system directory from
laser power
[ NASA-CASE-HPO-13308-1] c36 B75-J052M
Subminiature insertable force transducer
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13I»23-1] c33 B75-31329
Symmetrical odd-modulus frequency divider
£NASA-CASE-BPO-13<I26-1 ] C33 B75-31330
Stored charge transistor[HASA-CASE-BIO-11156-2] c33 B75-31331
Doped Josephson tunneling junction for use in a
sensitive IB detector[BASA-CASE-BFO-133«8-1] c33 B75-31332
Acoustically controlled distributed feedback laser
£BASA-CASE-BEO-13175-1] c36 B75-31U27
Inert gas metallic vapor laser
[NASA-CASI-BPO-13UH9-1] c36 B75-32111
High temperature resistant cermet and ceramic
compositions
[HASA-CASI-SSO-13690-1] c27 H76-1329H
Prevention of hydrogen enbrittleoent of high
strength steel by hydrazine compositions
[BASA-CASI-BFO-12122-1] C21 B76-11203
Helium refrigerator
[BASA-CASI-BFO-13135-1 ] c31 B76-T»28«
Nonlinear nonslngnlar feedback shift registers
[HASA-CASE-BFO-13151-1] C33 B76-H1373
Strain gage mounting assembly
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13170-1] C35 B76-iat30
Interferometer mirror tilt correcting system
[BASA-CASE-BFO-13687-1] C35 B76-iai33
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Forward-scatter polarimeter for determining the
gaseous depolarization factor in the presence
of polluting polydispersed particles
[SASH-CASE-BPO-13156-1] c35 876-14434
Thermostatically controlled non-tracking type
solar energy concentrator
[BASB-CASI-BFO-13497-1] C44 876-14602
Multi-computer nnltlple data path hardware
exchange system
[BASA-CASE-BIO-13H22-1] c60 876-14818




Control for unclear thenicnic power sonrce
[BASA-CASE-BIO-13114-2] C44 876-15573
Utilization of oxygen diflucride for syntheses
of f laorcjcl jmers[BASA-CASE-8SO-12061-1] c27 H76-16228
Hagnetoaeter using superconducting rotating body
[BASA-C4SE-BPO-13388-1] c35 876-16390
Scan converting video tape recorder
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10166-2] c35 B76-16391
Hydrogen rich gas generator
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13342-1] C37 B76-16446
i machine for use in monitoring fatigne life for
a plurality cf elastcireric specimens
[ B A S A - C A S E - H J O - I S I S I - I ] C39 B76-17427
Automated system foe identifying traces of
organic cheiical ccnpcnncs in aqueous solutions
tlSASA-CAS:E-mo-13063-1] C25 S16-18245
Analog to digital ccnverter[BASA-CASE-BPO-13385-1] c33 B76-18345
Sampler of gas borne particles
[BASA-CASE-BFO-13396-1] C35 H76-1B1I01
Stark-effect nodnlation of C02 laser with HH2D
[BASA-CAEE-BEO-11945-1] c36 876-18427
Diffused waveguid ing capillary tube with
distributed feedback for a gas laser
[BASf-CASE-BEO-13514-1] c36 B76-18428
System for minimizing internal combustion engine
polluticr enission
[HASA-CASE-BPO-13H02-1 ] c37 176-18157
Hydrogen-bromine secondary battery
fNASi-CASE-BSO-13237-1] c44 B76-18641
Hydrogen-r ich gas generator
rSASA-CASE-NEO-13»6l|-1] c44 876-18642
Zinc-halide lattery witt mclten electrolyte
[SASA-CASE-BFO-11961-1] Cl« 876-18643
Priority interrupt system[8ASJ-CASI-1SK>-13067-1;) C60 H76-18800
Acoustic energy shaping
[SASA-CASE-BPO-13802-1] c71 S76-18886
Miniature muscle displacement transducer
[SASA-CASE-BPO-13519-1] c33 876-19338
Zero torque gear head wrench[1ASA-CASE-BEO-13C59-1] c37 876-20480
Hethod and apparatus for measurement of trap
density and energy distribution in dielectric
films
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13«<I3-1] C76 B76-20994
Highly efficient antenna system using a
corrugated horn and scanning hyperbolic
reflector
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13568-1] C32 876-21365
Indicator providing continuous indication of the
presence of a specific pcllntant in air
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13»71-1] CIS B76-217H2
Shared meiory for a fault-tolerant computer
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13139-1] C60 B76-219HI
Ulna sensor[8ASH-CASE-NEO-13162-1] C35 876-215211
Fiber distributed feedback laser
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13531-1] C36 876-21553
Graphite reinforced bcne cement
[BSS»-C»SE-BIO-1376«-1] C21 876-26281
Rethod and apparatus for automatic load sharing
among paralleled converters[BASA-CASE-BIO-13832-1] C33 B76-26393
Photoelectrcn specttometer with means for
stabilizing sample surface potential
[BASA-CASE-BFO-13772-1] c35 876-26150
Portable, linear-focused sclar thermal energy
collecting system
[BASJ-CASE-BPO-13731-1] ClI 876-26690
BF beam center location method and apparatus for
power transiissicn systei
[HASA-CASE-BPO-13821-1] cltl B76-26692
Hethod of forming a wick for a heat pipe
[BASA-CSSE-BPO-13391-1] C34 B76-27515
Hethod and apparatus for nondestructive testing
of pressure vessels
[BASi-CASI-BPO-12112-1] C38 876-28563
Hethod and apparatus for generating coherent
radiation in the ultra-violet region and above
by use of distributed feedback
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13316-1] C36 B76-29575
Stirling cycle engine and refrigeration systems
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13613-1] C37 B76-29590




Hydrogen rich gas generator
[BASA-CASE-8PO-13<l6<t-2] Cll 876-29701
Hyocardium wall thickness transducer and
measuring method
[8ASA-CASE-BPO-13611-1] C52 B76-29895
Catheter tip force transducer for cardiovascular
research
£BASA-CASE-BPO-13613-1] C52 B7S-29896
Beal time analysis of voiced sounds
[HASA-CASI-BEO-13465-1] c32 B76-J1372
Oltra stable frequency distribution system
[BASA-CRSE-BEO-13836-1] C32 B76-31373








Independent gain and bandwidth control of a
traveling wave maser
[BASA-CASE-BSO-13801-1] C36 876-31514
Hethod of making hollow elastomeric bodies
[BASA-CASE-BEO-13535-1] C37 876-31524




Annular arc accelerator shock tube
[BASA-CASE-BIO-13528-1] C09 B77-10071
Ctyostat system for temperatures on the order ot
2 deg K or less
[8AS1-CASE-BPO-13H59-1] c31 B77-10229
The dc-to-dc converters employing
staggered-phase power switches with two-lcop
control
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13512-1] C33 B77-10428





Thin confornal antenna array for microwave power
conversion
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13886-1] C32 877-11269




Space communication system for compressed data
with a concatenated Beed-Solomon-Viterbi
coding channel
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13545-1] C32 B77-12240
Computer interface system[sllS^ -c^ s^ -»8o-•^ 3^ »2^ -•>l etc im-iam
High temperature oxidation resistant cermet
compositions
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13666-1] C27 877-13217
Frequency discriminator and phase detector circuit
[BASA-CASE-BSO-11515-1) C33 B77-1J31S
Mass spectrometer with magnetic pole pieces
providing the magnetic fields tor both the




Hethod and apparatus for background signal






BATIOBAL IBBOBAOMCS ABD SP1CI ADBHISTBATIOB. COITD SOOBCB IBDEI
Electroexplosive device
[NASA-CASI-HPO-13S58-1] c28 B77-17258
Surface rcughness measuring system
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13862-1] C32 H77-17325
Swept group delay measuretent
(•flASA-CASE-SEO-13909-1] C33 877-17358
Overload protection system for poser inverter
[BASJ-CASE-BPO-13872-1J c33 B77-17359
Improved nozzle for use with abrasive and/or
corrosive materials
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13823-1] c37 N77-171I66
Process for purif icat ion cf waste water produced








Charge t ransfer reaction laser with
preionization means
[BASA-CASI-BPO-13915-1] c36 B77-19M8
A non-tracking solar energy collector system
[BASA-CASE-BFO-13813-1 ] ClI 877-19579
Dual membrane , holion fiber fuel cell
tBASA-CASI-BSO-13732-1] Cl* H77-19581
Automated clinical system for chrcmoscme analysis
[BASA-CASI-BtO-13913-1] c52 877-19750
liultiple rate digital ccmmand detection system
tilth range clean-up capability
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13753-1] c32 N77-20289
Solar energy ccllection system
(BASA-CASE-BPO-13579-2] ClI N77-2056S
Lou cost sclar energy collection system
CBASA-CASE-BPO-13579-3] ell 877-20566
Charge storage diode modulators and demodulators
[BASA-CASE-HPO-10189-1] C33 877-21311
Compact, high intensity arc lamp Kith internal
magnetic field producing means
[BASA-CASE-BPO-11510-1] C33 H77-21315
Defressuriaation of arc lamps
[BASA-CASI-BPO-1C790-1] C33 B77-21316
Electromagnetic transducer recording bead having




Uniform variable light source
[BASA-CASE-SFO-11129-1] C71 877-21911
Durable antistatic coating for
polymethyliethacrylate
[BASA-CASI-BSO-13867-1] c27 H77-22257




Hydraulic drain means for servo-systems
[IUSA-CASE-HPO-10316-1] c37 H77-22a79




Sun direction detection system
[HASA-CASE-NEO-13722-1] c7U N77-22951
Reflex feed system for dual freguency antenna
[HASA-CASE-HIO-14022-1] C32 H77-2U338
Phase conjugation method and apparatus for an




Selective image area ccntrcl of l-ray film
exposure density
[H&SA-CASZ-HPO--138Q8-1] c35 H77-21456
Stabilization of He2(a-3 s ignau(») ) molecules in
lignid helium by optical pumping for vacuum 0V
laser
[HASi-CASE-HIO-1 3993-1] c36 H77-2it»68
Doable discharge metal vapor laser with metal
balide as a lasant
[HASA-CASE-S!0-13HI»8-2] c36 B77-2"»l»69






Compact pulsed laser having improved heat
conductance
[NASA-CASE-NPO-131!t7-1] cJ6 N77-25502
Internal combustion engine with electrostatic
discharging fuels
[SASf-CASE-SIO-13798-1] cJT S77-25535
Isotope separation using metallic vapor lasers
[NASA-CASE-SPC-1 3550-1 ] cJ6 H77-26If>7





Conical scan tracking system employing a large
antenna
£NASA-CASE-»SO-1«009-1] cJ2 N77-28JS7
Redundant EF system for space applications
[1ASA-CASE-SPO-13955-1] c32 H77-28J58
Bethod and apparatus for providing a servo drive















Phase substitution of spare converter for a
failed one of parallel phase staggered
converters
[BASA-CAS1-BFO-13812-1] c33 S77-3036b
A thermal energy transformer
[HASA-CASE-HPO-11058-1] c»« K77-30616
Production of crystals from molten solutions
[SASA-CASE-BPO-13969-2] c76 B77-3098<1




An improved vehicular impact absorption system
[BASA-CASI-HPO-110K1-1] cJ7 B77-31501
Apparatus for photon excited catalysis
[HASA-CASE-SPO-13566-1] c25 S77-32255
Strong thin membrane structure
[BASA-CASE-BIO-1H021-1] ' c27 B77-3231J
Charge-coupled device data processor for an
airborne imaging radar system
[HASA-CAEE-HPO-13587-1] c32 H77-J2J12
Circuit for automatic load sharing in parallel
converter modules
[NASA-CASE-NPO-114056-1] c33 B77-J2102
Direct reading inductance meter
[BASA-CASI-BEO-13792-1] c35 B77-J2155
Solar photolysis of water
[BASA-CASI-BSO-13675-1] ctt B77-32580
Low to high temperature energy conversion system
[HASA-CASE-BPO-13510-1] cl)1 B77-32581
Solar energy collection system
[HASA-CASE-BPO-13810-1] . c»1 B77-32582
Three-dimensional tracking solar energy
concentrator and method for making same
[BASA-CASE-BFO-13736-1] c«1 B77-32583
Compact artificial hand
[BASA-CASE-BPO-13906-1 ] c51 1177-32723
lATIOHiL AEEOHAOTICS A8D SPACE ADHIBISTEATIOH.




BATI08AL BQBEAO OF STA8DABDS, BODLDBB, CO1O.
Densitometer Patent
[BASA-CSSE-I1E-00688] ell 870-11330
BATIOBAL OCEABIC ABD ATBOSPBEBIC ADBIBISTBATI01.
BOOLDBB, COLO.
Determining distance to lightning strokes Iron a
single station
[HASA-CASE-KSC-10698] C07 B73-20175
HAIIOBAL BESEAECB COBP., CABBBID6EJ BASS.
Gauge calibration by diffusion
[BASA-CASE-IGS-07752] C11 B73-30390
Oltrahigh vacuum measuring ionization gauge
[BASA-CASB-ILA-05087] c11 873-30391
1-368
SOOBCB IBDEX OAKLA1D OHIV.,
Apparatus for absolute pressure measurement
[BASA-CASF-1AB-10000] Cl» H73-3039B







HOBTB AHBBICAE A7IATIOH, IIC., CABOGA PABK, CALIF.
Hethod of jcining aluminum to stainless steel
Patent
[BASA-CASE-BIS-01369] C15 N71-204U3





Hydrogen fire detection system with logic
circuit to analyze tie spectrum of temporal
variations of the optical spectrum
[NASA-CBSE-BFS-13130] C10 N72-17173
HOBTB ABEBICAB AVIATIOH, IHC., DORHEI, CALIF.
Heat shield oven
[NASA-CASE-IHS-01318] c15 N69-27871
Extensible cable support Patent
rHASf-CBSE-XBF-07587] c15 H71-18701
High pressure air valve Patent
[BASA-CASE-BSC-11010] c15 N71-19485
Load relieving device Patent
fHASA-CaSE-XBS-06329-1] Cl5 871-20411
Optical projector system Patent





HOBTB ABEBICAH AYIATIOR, IBC., BL SBGDHDO, CALIF.
Aerodynamic spike nozzle Patent
[NASR-CASE-XGS-01113] C31 H71-15647
Expanding center probe and drogue Patent
[HASA-CASE-XHS-03613] c31 H71-16316
Badio frequency shielded enclosure Patent
[NASB-CASE-XBF-09422] c07 871-19436




Tube dimpling tool Patent
tHBSS-CASE-XBS-06876] c15 H71-21S36
Positive locking check valve Patent
[BASA-CASI-XBS-09310] C15 B71-22706
Etching of a luninum for bending Patent
[HASB-CASE-XHF-02303] C17 H71-23828
Bethod and apparatus for varying thermal
conductivity Patent
fBASB-CJSE-XBP-055211] c33 B71-211876
Purge device for thrust engines Patent
[SASA-CASB-XHS-04826] c28 B71-288I19
Bethod and construction fcr protecting teat
sensitive bodies fron thermal radiation and
convective heat Patent
[HASA-CASE-IHP-01310] c33 B71-28852




Dniversal restrainer and joint Patent
[HASA-CBSE-XBP-02278] CIS H71-28951
flethod and device for ceding Patent
[NASA-CASE-BCB-00938] C33 H71-29053
BOBTB ABBBICAB A7IATICB, IIC., LOS BBGBLBS, CALIF.
Bethod and system for respiration analysis Patent
[BASB-CASE-IFB-Oe<l03] COS H71-11202
BOBTB ABEBICAB ATIATIOB, IIC., TOBBA1CE, CALIF.
Bethod and apparatus foe detection and location
of micrcleakE Patent
[BiSA-CASE-IBF-02307] c1« B71-10779
HOBTB AHBBICAB BOCKSELL COBP.. CABOGA PABK, CALIF.
Boncontailnating svabs
[BASA-CASE-BIS-18100] C15 H72-11390








HOBTB AHBBICAB BOCKIELL COBP., DOIBBI, CALIF.
Spacecraft Patent
[NASA-CAEI-BSC-13017-1 ] c31 B71-251J11
Latching necnanism Patent
[BASA-CASI-HSC-15470-1] CIS H71-26162
Oye penetrant for surfaces subsequently
contacted by liquid oxygen Patent
t»ASi-CBSE-XBF-02221 ] C18 871-27170
Frangible link
[BASA-CBSI-BSC-11819-1 ] CIS H72-22«88
Impact monitoring apparatus
[1ASA-CBSI-BSC-15626-1] clU B72-25U11
Bonding or repairing process
[NASA-CASE-HSC-12357] CIS B7J-1<!1189
Self-cycling fluid heater
[BASA-CBSE-BSC-15567-1 ] c33 B73-16918
Phase protecticn system for ac power lines
[BASA-CASF-BSC-17832-1 ] C33 B71-14956
Apparatus for remote handling of materials
[RASA-CASF.-LAB-10634-1] c37 B7«-18123
Grain refinement control in TIG arc welding
[BASA-CBSE-BSC-19095-1] C37 B75-19683
BOBTB AHEBICAI BOCKIELL COBP., BL SBGOHDO, CALIF.
Apparatus for testing wiring harness by
vibration generating means
[BASA-CASE-HSC-15158-1] Cl« B72-17325
HOBTB ASBBICAB BOCK8BLL COBP.,. LOS AHGELES, CALIF.
Tactile sensing means for prosthetic limbs
[NASA-CASI-HFS-16570-1] COS N73-J2013
HOBTH CABOLIBA STATE OKI?., BALBIGB.
Thermal shock resistant hafnia ceramic material
[HASA-CASI-LAB-1089M-1] CIS B73-11581
Thermal shock and erosion resistant tantalum
carbide ceramic material
[NASA-CBSE-LBB-11902-1] C27 B76-2JU36
BOBTBEASTEBB DBIV., BOSTOH, BASS.
Pulse-width modulation multiplier Patent
' [SASA-CASI-XIB-09213] C07 B71-12390
HOBTBBOP COBP., BAITBOBBE, CALIF.
Shock tube bypass piston tunnel
[BASA-CASI-BPO-12109] C11 B72-22215
Folding structure fabricated of rigid panels
[HASA-CBSE-XHQ-02lq6] C18 B75-27010
BOBTHBOP BOBTBOHICS, FALOS VBBDBS PEHIISOLA, CALIF.




BOBTHBOP SPACE LABS., BA8THOBBE, CALIF.
Method of evaluating moisture barrier properties
of encapsulating materials Patent
[HASA-CASI-BPO-10051] CIS B71-21931
BOHTBOBICS, FALOS VEBOES PEBIBSOLA, CALIF.
Flexible conductive disc electrode Patent
[BASA-CASE-FBC-10029] c09 B71-2t618
Gas low pressure low flow rate metering system
Patent
[BASA-CASE-FBC-10022] Cl2 B71-26516
Hethod of removing insulated material from
insulated wires
[NASA-CASE-FBC-10038] C15 H72-204<HI
HOTBE DAHB OBIT., IHD.
Synthesis of polymeric schiff bases by
schiff-base exchange reactions Patent
[BASA-CASI-XBF-08651] c06 871-11^36
Direct synthesis of polymeric schiff bases from
two amines and two aldehydes Patent
[BASA-CASE-XHF-08655] C06 H71-11239
Azine polymers and process for preparing the
same Patent
[BASA-CBSI-XBF-08656] C06 B71-11212
Synthesis cf polymeric schiff bases by reaction
of acetals and amine compounds Patent
[BASA-CASF-XBF-08652] c06 B71-112I13
Aromatic diamine-aromatic dialdehyde high
molecular weight Schiff base polymers prepared
in a oonofunctional Schiff base Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBP-03074] C06 B7 1-2471(0
OAKLAHD OBIT., BOCBESTEB, HICH.
Optical process for producing classification
maps from mnltispectral data
[BASA-CASE-BSC-14072-1] C43 B77-10584
An interactive color display for multispectral
imagery using correlation clustering
[BASA-CASE-BSC-16253-1] cQ3 H77-31583
1-369
OHIO STATE OBIV., COLOBBOS. SODBCE IRDBI
OHIO STATE OBIY., COLOBBOS.
Hern antenna having 7-shaped corrugate! slots
rHASA-CASE-L»B-11112-1] c32 N76-15330
01D DCBIBIOH DBI7., BOBF01B, 1A.
Instrumentation for measuring aircraft noise and
sonic bccm
[NASA-CASZ-LAB-11<t76-1] c07 H76-27232
Differential senna level ueter
[HASA-CASP.-LAB-12106-1] c35 H77-23I1<(1
OBBGOB OSIV., POBTIABD.
Automatic f luid dispenser
[NASA-CASI-ABC-1C820-1] c5» H75-32766
OBGABOH DIAGBOSTICS, BI BCBTB, CALIF.
Rater system virus detection
[HASA-CASE-HSC-16098-1] cSI H77-24755
PACKJBD-EIII ELBCTBOBICS COBP., BEtBOBI PABK, CALIF.
Optical alignlent system Patent
[HASA-CASI-XBP-02029] cl* N70-41955
PAHADBA COBP., FBBBSADKEB, B. J.
Method of forilog transparent films of ZnO
tBASA-CASI-IBC-10019] c15 H73-12487
PBBIBSDLJB CBEHBESEABCH, IBC., GAIBESVILLE, FLA.
Hydros; teriinated perflnoro ethers Patent
rnAS»-C»SI-BIO-10768] c06 B71-2725I1
Perflnoro pclyether acjl fluorides
CHASA-CASE-MO-1C765] c06 H72-20121





Highly f lncr inated pclyurethanes
[NASA-CASE-BFO-10767-1] c06 N73-33076
PHILCO-EOBD COBP., BOOSTOB, Til.
Frequency lodulation demodulator threshold
extension device Patent
[NASA-CASE-BSC-12165-1] c07 B71-33696
PHILCO-FOBB COBF., BESPOBT BIACH, CALIF.
Mechanically extendible telescoping been
[NAS»-CASE-BPO-11118] c03 H72-25021
PBILCO-FOBD COBP., PALO ALTO, CALIF.
Composite antenna feed
[HASA-CASE-GSC-11046-1] c07 B73-28013
' Piplitnde steered array
[NASA-CASE-GSC-11IU6-11 ' C33 B7U-20860
PITTSEDBGB DBIV., PA.
Device for the detection of phenol and related
compounds
[HASA-CASf-LE«-12513-13 c25 B77-18238
PBATT ABB SBIIBBT AIBCBAFT, IJST BABTFOBD, COBB.
Liquid-gas separation system Patent
[HASA-CASI-IMS-01621] c15 H70-1I0062
Vibration damping system Patent
[NASA-CASI-MS-01620] c23 B71-15673
Vapor pressure measuring system and method Patent
[UASa-CASI-ZBS-01618] c11 B71-207141
Sealing meiber and combination thereof and
method cf producing said sealing member Patent
[NASJ-CASI-XHS-01C25] c15 H71-23022
QDAITDB ITBABICS, TJBZABi, CHIP.
Bespiratory analysis systei and method
[HASA-CASI-flEC-13136-1] COS H73-32015
BADIAIIOB, IBC., BELBOOBBE, til.
Bemote platfort pover conserving system
[«ASA-CASI-SSC-11182--,3 c15 H75-13007
BAPIATIOB IHSIBUBIBT DEV1LOPBIBT LIB., IBC.,
HILBCSE PABI, III.
High speed binary to decimal conversion system
Patent
CHASA-CASI-XGS-01230] c08 H71-195U1
BADIATIOB S1S1EBS, IBC., BCL11I, VA.
Rcnopnlse tracking system Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-01155] c10 B71-21483
BADIO COBP. OF AB1BICA, LABCASTEB, PA.
Bonding graphite with fused silver chloride
[a»SA-CAEB-IGS-00963] c15 S69-39735
BADIO COBP. OF ABEBICA, BBS IOBR.
Hater cooled contactor for anode in carbon arc
mechanist
[NASA-CSSE-XHS-03700] CIS N69-2U266
Apparatus for ballasting high frequency
transistors
[BASA-CASE-XGS-05003] C09 N69-21318
Helical coaxial resonator EF filter
[NASA-CASI-XGS-02816] c07 N69-2M32J
Radiation resistant silicon semiconductor
devices Patent
[HASA-CASE-IGS-07801] C09 S71-12S13





Hethod of erasing target material of a vidicon
tube or the like Patent
[HASA-CASI-XHP-06028] C09 B71-23189
Transient augmentation circuit for pulse
amplifiers Patent
[BASA-CaSI-XHP-01068] CIO S7
BADIO COBP. OF ABEBICA, PBIBCEIOB, B. J.
connector strips-positive, negative and T tabs
£HASA-CASE-]tGS-01395J c03 H6




Simple method of making photovoltaic junctions
Patent
[HASA-CASE-XBP-01960] C09 H71-2J027
Hethod of electrolytically binding a layer of
semiconductors together Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBP-01959] / C26 B71-2JOII3
Hethod and apparatus for distillation of liquids
Patent
[HASA-CASE-IBP-08124] CIS B71--i7184
Haximum pover point tracker Patent
[NASA-CASE-GSC-10376-1] ell B71-27107
Hethod of changing the conductivity of vapor
deposited gallium arsenide by the introduction
of water into the vapor deposition atmosphere
Patent
[BASA-CASI-XBP-01961] C26 H71-29156








Thermal f lux transfer system
[NASA-CASE-HPO-12070-1] =28 R73-32606
Botary solenoid shatter drive assembly and
rotary inertia damper and stop plate assembly
[HASA-CASE-GSC-11560-1] C33 B74-20861
Frequency measurenent by coincidence detection
with standard frequency
[NASA-CASE-HSC-146U9-1] C33 B76-16331
BAHD COBP., SABIA BOBICA, CALIF.
Satellite communication system Patent
[SASA-CASE-XBP-02389] C07 B71-28900
BAIBOHD EBGIBBEBIBG LAB., IBC., HIDDLBTOBB, COBB.
Synchronous servo loop control system Patent
[RASA-CASE-XHP-0370U] C10 B71-20118
BAITHBOB CO., SODBOBT, BASS.
Laser Doppler system for measuring three
dimensional vector velocity Patent
[HASA-CASE-HFS-20386] C21 B71-19212
Clear air tnrbnlence detector
[NASA-CAEE-BFS-212U4-1] C36 B75-15028
BCA SBBTICE CO., IBC., CABDEB, B. J.
Apparatus for inspecting microfilm patent
[H&SA-CASI-BES-202HO] Cl<» S71-26788
BEBSSBLAEB POLITBCBBIC IBSt., TBOI, B. I.
Coincidence apparatus for detecting particles
[HASA-CASE-ILA-07813] Clt H72-17328
HBSEABCH TBIABGLE IBST., DOBBAH, B. C.
Semiconductor p-n junction stress and strain
sensor
tBASA-CASB-ILA-04980] C09 B69-27422
BOCHBSTEB OBIT., B. I.
Concave grating spectrometer Patent
[BASA-CASE-XGS-01036] Clt B70-40003
BOCKEIDXBB, CABOGA PABK, CALIF.
Frequency to analog converter Patent
1-370
SODBCE IBDII SPACE TECHIOLOGT LIBS., IBC.
[NASA-CASE-XBP-07040] c08 H71-12500




Laminar f lew enhancement Patent
[HASA-CPSE-BIO-10122] C12 H71-17631
Temperatnre sensitive f lew regnlator Patent
[SASA-CASI-HFS-1Q259]
 C15 K71-19213
Hydrogen leak detection device Patent
[SASA-CJSI-HFS-11537] c1« H71-20112
Technique cf elbow bending snail jacketed
transfer lines Patent
[HASA-CASE-XHP-1 01175] c15 H71-2U679
Gas liquefication and dispensing apparatus Patent
[HAS?-C?SI-BPO-10C70;| c15 H71-27372
locking device for turbine rotor blades Patent
[ H A S A - C A S E - X K P - O C 8 1 6 ]
 C28 N71-28928
laser camera and di f fus ion filter therefore Patent
[SASA-CASI-Hro-10<l17] C16 N71-33Q10
Hydraz in ium nitroformate propellant stabilized
with ni t loguanidine
[NASA-CASE-BFO-12000] C27 N72-25699
Bydrazinium nitroformate fropellant vi th
saturated polymeric hjdiccarbon binder
CHASA-CASI-BFO-12015] C27 H73-16764
Hovel polymers and netled cf preparing same
[HASA-CASE-NPO-1G998-1] c06 N73-32029
Internally supported flexible duct joint
[HASA-CASI-BIS-19193-1 ] c37 H75-19686
Method of heat treating age-hardenafcle alloys
[HASA-CASE-XBP-01311] c26 N75-29236
Thrust measnretent
[DASA-CASE-XHS-05731 ] C35 H75-29382
Device for installing rccket engines
[NHSA-C8SI-HFS-19220-1] c20 H76-22296
laser extenscoeter
[NiSA-CASE-BFS-19259-1] ' c36 H77-10516
ROCKSELl IBTBBHATIOHAl COS P., C A BOG A P1BK, CALIF.
Brazing alley binder






Method and apparatus for vibration analysis
utilizing the Rossbaoer effect
[NiSA-CASE-XBF-05882]
 C35 H75-27329





BOCKIBLl. IHTEBH8TIOHA1 COEP., DOHHET, CALIF.
Insulation for piping
[NASA-CASI-MSC-19523-1] ' c31 N76-16215
Apparatus for positioning nodular components on
a vertical or overhead surface
[FASf-C»S!-LA8-11<!65-i;) C37 H76-21551I
Flexible pile theraal barrier seal
CSASf-CASE-HSC-19S68-1] c37 H76-23585
Method cf producing complex a luminum alloy parts









Hindow defect planar mapping technique
[!USA-CAS!-HSC-191»2-1] c7« S77-10899
Bnlti-pnrpcse Hind tunnel reaction ccntrcl model
block •
[NASA-C»S!-HSC-19706-1] c09 S77-19077








BOPH COBP., CBOL1 VISTA, CAI1F.
Bethod cf forming shapes from planar sheets of
tbermosetting materials
[NASA-C'SE-SFO-11036] CIS B72-29522
EOIiL AIBCBAFT BSIABLISBHEBT, FABIBOBODGB (BI61AID).
Garments for controlling the temperature of the
body Patent
[BASA-CASE-Z.HS-10269] COS B71-24H7
BIAB ABB01AOTICAL CO., SAH DIEGO, CAIIF.





SABDEBS &SSOCIITCS, IBC., BASBOA, B. B.
Increasing efficiency of snitching type
regulator circuits Patent
[HASA-CiSE-XBS-09352] c09 B71-23316
SABTA BABBAHA BESIABCB CB1TBB, G01BT&, CALIF.
Camera arrangement
[SASA-CiSl-GSC-12032-2] c35 H76-19&08
SABTA CLABA DHV., CillF.
Beversed covl flap inlet thrust angmentor
[NASA-CSSI-JlBC-107511-1] c07 S75-21736
Boise suppressor for turbo fan jet engines
[NASA-CASE-ABC-10812-1] c07 B76-18131
System for neasnring Beynolds in a tnrbnlently
flowing fluid
JHASA-CASE-iBC-10755-2] c3» N76-27517
System for measuring three fluctuating velocity
components in a tnrbnlently rloving fluid
[HiSA-CiSE-ABC-10971-1]
 C3« H77-273U5
SCBJB1DABL (6. 1.) CO., BOBIHFIBLD, Bill.
Botating aandcel for assembly of inflatable
devices Patent
[HASA-CASE-XLA-OIH13] CIS B71-17687
Traveling sealer for contoured table Patent
[NASA-CASE-XLA-OH9Q] CIS B71-2116H
SCIESCE APPLICATIOBS, IBC., IA JOLIA, CAIIF.
Process for producing flame resistant polyamides
and products produced thereby
[NASA-CASI-BSC-160711-1 ] c27 N77-1Q262
SCOTI A?IAfIOB COBP., 1ARCASTEB, B. I.
Self-contained breathing apparatus
[H&SA-CASI-MSC-1U733-1] c5« B7t-2<1900
SEBT-AI8, IBC., BOOSTOB, IBX.
Stator rotor tools
[NASA-CASB-BSC-16000-1J C07 S77-13062
SIKOBSKI AIBCBAFt, STBATFOBD, COBB.
Automatically lockable axially extensible strut
[NASA-CASE-LAB-11900-1) COS B77-1813*
SIB6BB-GEBBBA1 PBECISIOB, IBC., BIlGBABTOl, I. 1.
CBT blanking and brightness control circuit
[HSSA-CASE-KSC-106117-1] clO H7J-J127J
SBITH ELECTBOBICS, IBC., CLIYBLAIB, OHIO.
Phase detector assembly Patent
[HSSA-CASB-XHF-00701 ] c09 H70-10^72
SSITBSOBIA1 ASTBOPBISICAL OBSBBVATOBI, CABBBIDGB, ,
BASS.
Atomic hydrogen maser with bulb temperature
control to remove wall shift in masec output
frequency
[NASA-CASE-HCH-10651-1] clt H73-13489
Tunable cavity resonator with raip shaped supports
[SiSA-CASE-HQH-10790-1] c36 »7<l-11313
SOLID STATE BADIATIOBS, IBC., IOS A1GIIBS, CAIIF.
Biomedical radiation detecting probe Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBS-01177] COS H71-19HUO
SOJTBEBB BBTBODISt OBIT., DALLAS, TIZ.
Growth of gallium nitride crystals
£BASA-CASB-LAR-11302-1] c25 B75-1JOb«
Improved low cost substrates for polycrystalline
solar cells
[BASA-CASE-GSC-12022-2] cOQ N76-26695
SPACE SCIBBCBS, IBC., iALTBAB, BASS.
Ooppler shift system
£HASA-CASB-HO»-107i|0-1] c72 H7H-19310
SPAC8 TBCBBOLOGI LIBS., IBC., BBDOBDO BBACB, CA1IF.
Betbod and apparatus for measuring potentials in
plasmas Patent
[NASA-CASI-XlE-00821] c25 B71-15650
AC logic flip-flop circuits Patent
[HASA-CASE-IGS-00823] ClO H71-15910
Apparatus for field strength measarement at a
space vehicle Patent
[BASA-CASB-XLE-00820] Cl« B71-16014
Herietically sealed explosive release mechanism
Patent
[BASA-CASB-XGS-0082Q] cIS 171-16070
Apparatus for measuring electric tield strength
on the surface of a model vehicle Patent
1-371
SPACE1ABS, IBC., SOOBCE IBDEI
[NASA-CASI-XLE-02038] c09 N71-16086
Sclar cell mounting Patent
[ N A S A - C A S E - X N P - 0 0 8 2 6 ] c03 H71-20895
Prestressed refractory structure Patent
[NASf-CSSE-XNP-02888] c18 H71-21068
linear accelerator frequency control system Patant
[NASA-CASE-XGS-051I I41] c10 N71-22962
Fluid lubricant system Patent
[ N A S f - C A S E - X H P - 0 3 9 7 2 ] c15 N71-23018
Compensating bandwidth switching transients in
an ampl i f ier circuit Patent
[NASA-CJSF.-XHP-01107] c10 N71-28859
SPACF.L&BS, ISC., TAB HOIS, CALIF.
Peak polarity selector Patent
[HASA-CASI -FHC-10010] C I O N71-2U862
Kespiraticn mcnitor
[NASA-CASI- IBC-10012] c14 H72-17329
SPACO, IHC., BOHTSTIILE, AIA.
Sight switch using an infrared source and sensor
Patent
[NASA-CASI-XBF-0393II ] c09 H71-22985
Hethod and device for detecting vcids in low
density laterial Patent
rNASf -CASE-BFS-200«U] cla N71-28993
SPECTBA-PBTSICS, IBC., HODBTAIB TIBS, CALIF.
Optically pumped resonance magnetometer for
determining sectoral ccmponents in a spatial
coordinate system Patent
[ H A S A - C A S E - X G S - O U 8 7 9 ] c11 N71-20428
SPBCTBOLAB, IHC., STIBAB, CAIIF.
Oltraviolet filter
[1ASA-CASE-XHP-023HO] c23 N69-24332
Central spar and module joint Patent
rNASA-CASF-XBP-02311] c15 N71-21531
Apparatus for applying cover slides
rnASf -CASE-HJO-1C575] . cC3 N72-25019
SPEBBT GTBCSCOPE CO., CHEAT BECK, N. T.
Automatic gain control system
f N A S A - C A S E - X H S - 0 5 3 0 7 ] c09 N69-21330
SPEBBT BARD COEP., BIDE BEII, PA.
Flipflop interrogator and bi-polar current
driver latent /
[ f lASf-CASI-XGS-03058] c10 N71-195U7
SPEBBT BAUD COBS., HDBTS7IHE, A1&.
Optical trackitg mount Patent
[NASA-CASE-HIS-ia017] c1» N71-26627
Collapsible antenna boom and transmission line
Patent
[BASA-CASF.-BFS-20068] cC7 N71-27191
Device for handling printed circuit cards Patent
[HASA-CPSF.-MFS-20I453] c15 H71-29133
Fregnency division multiplex technique
[HASA-CAS*-KSC-10521] cQ7 873-20176
Device for ccnfiguring multiple leads
[NASA-CASE-HFS-22133-1]
 C33 N74-26977
System for enhancing tocl-exchange capabilities
of a portable wrench.
[NASA-CASE-HFS-22283-1 ] c37 H75-33395









[HASA-CASE-HFS-23675-1 ] c?ll H77-28937
SPEBBT BillC COEP., EBOBBIX, ABIZ.
Isolation coupling arrangenent for a torque
measuimc system
[NASA-CASF-X1A-01I897] c15 H72-22482
STABFOBD BESIABCB I8ST., BBB10 PABIt, CALIF.
Automatic fault ccrrecticn system for parallel
signal channels Patent
[HASA-CASE-XNP-03263] c09 N71-18843
Hercnry capillary interrupter Patent
[NASA-CASE-XHP-02251] C12 F71-20896
Magnetic power switch Patent
[HASA-C»SE-HKl-102«2] c09 S71-24803
Procedure and apparatus for determination of





nultiloop EC active filter apparatus having low
parameter sensitivity with low amplifier gain
[HASA-CASI-ABC-10192] c09 H72-21215
Spacecraft attitude control method and apparatus
[NASA-CASE-HQH-101139] C21 B72-2162I1
Laser system with an antiresonant optical ring
[MASi-CASB-HQH-1081114-1] C36 D75-19653
Traveling wave solid state amplifier utilizing a
semiconductor with negative differential
mobility
[NASA-CASE-BCN-10069] C33 H75-27251
An improved controller arm for a remotely
related slave arm
[SASA-CASE-ABC-11052-1 ] c5« H77-30751
STABFOBD OBIT., PALO ALTO, CALIF.
BC networks and amplifiers employing the same
[1ASA-CASE-XAC-051I62-2] C10 B7k-17171
STATE OBIT. OF IORA, IO»A CUT.
(fixture separation cell Patent
[HASA-CfSl-XBS-02952] Cl8 H71-207I42
STLTABIA BLECTBOBIC STSTEHS-CBHTBAL, IILLIAISTILLE,
H. T.




TAAG OESIGIS, IHC., COLLEGB PABK, 8D.
Recovery of radiation damaged solar cells
through thernal annealing
CNASA-CASE-XGS-04047-2] c03 B72-11062
Phototropic composition of natter
[ HASA-CASF.-XGS-03736] c1M N72-224I13
TAFT BBOADCASIIBG COEP., BODSTOB, TEX.
Television noise reduction device
CJIASA-CASI-HSC-12607-1] C32 H75-21185
TAHAHACK SCIEITIFIC CO., INC., OBJBGE, CAIIF.
Detector absorptivity measuring method and
apparatus
[NASA-CASE-LAB-10907-1] cJ5 B76-29551
TECBHICOLOE, IHC., PAEABDS, H.J.
Automatic lightning detection and photographic
system
[HASA-CASE-KSC-10728-1] C14 H73-32J19
TECBBIDTBE, IBC., SSST CHESTER, Pi.
Methods and apparatus employing vibratory energy
for wrenching Patent
[HASA-CASE-BFS-20586] c15 H71-17686
TECHHOIOGT, IBC., BODSTOH, TBX.
Apparatus and method for processing Korotkov
sounds
[HASA-CASI-BSC-13999-1 ] c52 H7<4-26626
TECBBOLOGT, IBC., SAB ABT08IO, TBX.
contourograph systen for monitoring
electrocardicgrams
[NASA-CAEE-HSC-13107-1] CIO H7i-20^25
aodificaticn of the physical properties of
freeze-dried rice
[HASA-CASE-BSC-13540-1] c05 H72-3J096
TELEDTBE BBOSB EHGIHBBBIHG, BOHTSTILLE, All.
Self-recording portable soil penetrometer
[NASA-CASE-BFS-2077Q] ell N73-19M20
TEBPLB OBI7. EBSEABCB IBST., EBIL6DELIBIA, PA.
Barium release system
[NASA-CASE-LAB-10670-1 ] c06 H73-30097
Rocket having barium release system to create
ion clouds in the upper atmosphere
[HASA-CAEB-LAR-10670-2] c15 N7U-27360
TEXAS ASH OUT., COLLEGE S1ATIOI.
An improved method and apparatus for use in
examining the lattice of a semiconductor wafer
by x-ray diffraction
£HASA-CASE-HFS-23315-1] c76 H76-3^029
TEXAS IHSTBOHBHTS, IHC., DALLAS.
Integrated circnit including field effect
transistor and cermet resistor
[HASA-CAEE-GSC-10835-1] <=<>9 H7i-3J205
TEXAS TBCBHOLCGlCAL OUT., IOBBOCI.
Insulated electrocardiographic electrodes
[HASA-CAEE-BSC-11339-1] COS N75-24716
TBIOKOL CHBBICAL COB?., BBISIOL, PA.
Casting propellant in rocket engine
[HASA-CASE-LAB-11995-1] C28 H77-1021J
TBAIS-SOIICS, IBC., LBXIHGTOB, BASS.
Capacitive tank gaging apparatus being
independent of liquid distribution
[HASA-CASE-BFS-21629] Cl« H72-22«<12
TBIDBBT EHGIHBBBIHG ASSOCIATES, IBC., AHAPOLIS, ID.
Spectroscope equipment using a slender
cylindrical reflector as a substitute for a
1-372
SOOBCE IBDEX 1BSTIB6BODSB BLECTBIC COBP.,
slit Patent
[BASA-CfSE-XGS-08269] c23 B71-26206
TBW EQOIPBE8T LABS., CLEVELABD, OHIO.
Poised energy power systen Patent
[SASA-CASE-BSC-13112] c03 871-11057
TBW, IHC., BEDCSBO BEACH, CM.lt.
Hethod of ana device for asterniuing the




[8ASA-CASE-LF.W-1 0199-1] C27 B71-23125
Capillary flon veld-bending
[8ASA-CASI-LAB-11726-1] c37 876-27568
TBW STSTBBS, BEDCBDO EBiCH. CALIF.
Electromechanical actaator
[BASA-CASE-XBP-05975] C15 H69-23185
control valve and co-axial variable injector
Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBP-09702] c15 H71-17651I
Holtiple crifice throttle valve Patent
[SASA-CASI-IBP-09698] C15 B71-18580
Seoitoroiaal diaphragm cavitating valve Patent
CSASA-CASE-XBP-09701] c12 B71-18615
Electrohydrodyiiamic contrcl valve Patent
[BASA-CASE-BPO-10116] c12 H71-27332
Lou thrust icnctropellant engine
[BASA-CASI-GSC-12191-1] C20 1177-28219
TBB SYSTBIS GEODP, BEDOBOO BEACH, CALIF.
Ablative resin Patent
[BASA-CASI-IIE-05913] - c33 871-11032
Passive caging lechanisn Patent
[BASA-CASI-6SC-10306-1] C15 B71-21691
Multiple vaiactor fregaency Joubler Patent
[BASA-CAS1-IBF-OU958-1] c10 B71-26111
Booster tar* system Patent
[SASA-CASE-MSC-12390] c27 H71-29155
Besonant infrasonic ganging apparatus
[BASA-CASI-HSC-118»7-1] ell H72-11363
Hide range analog-to-digital converter vith a
variable gain amplifier
[8ASA-CASE-BPO-11018] COS H72-21200
System for preconditioning a combustible vapor
[BASA-CASI-BSO-12072] c28 B72-22772
Failsafe multiple transfcrner circuit
configuration
[BASA-CAEE-BPO-11078] c09 H72-25262
Digital ccnttol and information systen
[HASA-CfSI-BPO-11016] COS H72-31226








Spatial filter for Q-svitched lasers
[BASA-CASI-1EW-121611-1] C36 H77-32178
TTCO LABS., IBC., SAITBSH, BiSS.
Bonding thermoelectric elements to noimagnetic
refractory netal electrodes
rBASA-CASB-XGS-OI)55U] C15 B69-39786




OLTBASISTBBS, IBC., IBVIBE, CALIF.
Beat resistant polymers of oxidized
styrylphosphlne
[BASA-CASI-BSC-1H903-1] c27 B76-28H25
OBIFIED SCIEBCE ASSOCIATES, IBC., PASADBBA, CALIF.
Method of pioducing crystalline materials
[SASA-C1SE-BFO-10HIIO] c15 B72-21U66
OBIOB CABBIOI COBP., BB« TOBE.
Laser apparatus for removing material f r c m
rotating objects Patent
fBASA-CASI-BFS-11279] C16 B71-20I100
OIITED AIBCBAFT COUP., EAST BABTPOBD, COBB.
Supporting and protecting device Patent
[HASA-CASI-IBF-00580] c11 B70-35383




Foreshortenea convolute section for a
pressurized salt Patent
[BSSA-CASE-IBS-09637-1] COS B71-2M730
Tertiary flov injection thrust vectoring systen
Patent
[BASA-CASI-BFS-20831] C28 B71-29153
Restraint torso for a pressurized suit
[BASS-CASE-BSC-12397-1 ] COS B72-25119
DBITBD AIBCBAFT COBP., STBATFOBD, COBB.
Bonded joint and method
[BASA-CASB-LAB-10900-1] C37 B71-2J06"!
DBITBD AIBCBAFT COBP., WIST PALB BBACB, FLA.
Inherent redundacy electric heater
[BASA-CASB-BFS-21Q62-1 ] c33 871-11935
OBITBD AIBCBAFT COBP., WIBDSOB LOCKS, COBB.
Rater separating system Patent
[1ASA-CASE-XHS-13052] ell B71-20127
Bethod of forming a root cord restrained
convolute section
CHASA-CASE-BSC-12398] COS F72-20098
OBITBD TECBBOLOGI CEBTEB, SOBBITALB, CALIF.
Solid propellant liner Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBP-09711] C27 B71-16J92
TAPOB COBP., CBICA60, ILL.
Sethod and apparatus for controllably heating
fluid Patent
[BASA-CASE-XBP-01237] C33 871-16278
7ABIAB kSSOCIATES, PALO ALTO, CAIIF.
High pover-hlgh voltage vaterload Patent
[BASA-CASE-IBP-05381 ] c09 B71-2U812
III-V photocathode »ith nitrogen doping for
increased quantum efficiency
£BASA-CASE-BPO-1213<1-1 ] C33 B76-31Q09
7IB5IBIA POLTTBCBBIC IBST. ABD STATE OBIT.,
BLACKSBOB6.
Logarithmic circuit vith vide dynamic range
[BASA-CASE-GSC-12115-1] C33 B77-19319
Very narrov band ¥idth receiver
[BASA-CASE-GSC-12112-1] C32 877-20299
TIBSIBIA OBIT., CBABLOTTESTILLE.
Depositing semiconductor filns utilizing a
thermal gradient
[BASA-CASB-XKS-01611] CIS H69-21160
Active microwave irises and vindovs
[JASA-CASE-LAB-10513-1] C07 872-25170















WBBBB 1IBCB1TT COBP., BDBBAHK, CAIIF.
Articulated multiple coach assembly Patent
[HASA-CASE-HSC-11253] COS B71-12313






Broadband cboke for antenna structure
[HASA-CASE-XHS-05303] c07 B69-27462
Electronic background suppression method and




BESIIBGHOOSB BIECIBIC COBP., BDSISVILIB, ALA.




WBSTIBGBOOSE ELECtBIC COBP., LIHA, OBIO.
Transistor drive regulator Patent
[BASA-CASB-tEW-10233] ClO B71-27126
•ESIIISBOOSS BLECIBIC COBP., PITTSBURGH, PA.
Linear savtooth voltage-nave generator employing
transistor tiling circuit having
capacltor-zeoer diode combination feedback
Patent
[BASA-CASE-IBS-01315] C09 B70-H1675
Thermal conductive connection and method of
making same Patent
1-373
»ESTCB IBSTBDBIBTS, IHC. , SOOBCE IBDBI
[BASA-CASI-SBS-02087] c09 N70-141717
Gas cooled high tenperature thermocouple Patent
tNASA-CSSI-HS-09U75-1] c33 H71-15568
High resolution developing of photosensitive
resists Patent
[«l>Sll-CJSI-X6S-Oi|993] ell H71-17571
Begulated pcver supply Patent
[NASA-CASI-XBS-01991] C09 H71-21«<|9
Poise modulator providing fast rise and fall
times Patent
CHASA-CASE-XBS-011919] c09 H71-23270
Extended area semiconductor radiation detectors
and a novel readout arrangement Patent
[HASA-CASE-XGS-03230] Cl« H71-23H01
Frequency shift keying apparatus Patent
[NSSA-CASI-XGS-01537] c07 N71-23105
Phase locked phase modulator including a voltage
controlled oscillator Patent
[NASA-CASE-XBP-05382] c10 1171-23511
Bearing and gimbal lock mechanism and spiral
flex lead nodule Patent
rNASA-CAS£-GSC-10556-1] c31 N71-26537
Multiple slope sveep generator Patent
[HA,SA-CftSI-IBS-035<l2] c09 H71-28926
Self-adjusting multisegment, deployakle, natural
circulation radiator Patent
runSA-CASI-XHQ-03673] c33 H71-29016
Thermally cascaded thermoelectric generator
[ B4SA-CASI-HFO-1C753] C03 H72-26031
Phototransistcr imaging system
[HASi-CASE-BrS-20809] c23 N73-13660
Demodulator for carrier transducers
rNASA-CASE-BOC-10107-1] c33 H71-17930




Glass-to-metal seals ccmprising relatively high
expansict netals
[NASA-CASE-IIB-1C698-1] c37 H71I-21063




Bethod of fcrning a wick for a heat pipe
[HASA-CASI-HPO-13391-1] c3P S76-27515
WESTOH IHSTBDBEH1S, IDC., CCIIJJGB PABK, BO.
Electronically resettable fuse Patent
rNASB-CA£I-XGS-11177] cC9 N71-27001
HHIBIPOOL COBE., SI. JOSEEB, BICB.
Belief container
CHASA-CASI-XBS-06761] COS H69-23192
Fluid sample collector Patent
[NASA-CBEI-XFS-06767-1] c11 H71-20135
RBITTAKEB COBF., IOS SSGEIES, CAIIP.
Polynrethaies cf fluorine containing
polycartcnates
CHASA-CASE-BPS-10512] c06 H73-30099









»BITTAKES COEF., SIB DIEGO, CAIIP.




Coaxial ancde «ire for gas radiation counters
rNASf-CA£!-GSC-11192-1] c35 B7H-269119
Bethod and system for in vivo measurement of
bone tissue using a t«c level energy source
[BASA-CASI-HSC-1U276-1] c52 B77-11737
tOOBGSTOSB Still OBIT., OHIO.
Instrumentation for leasurement of aircraft
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BASA-CASE-ARC-10263-1 .. c14 N72-22438
SASA-CASE-ABC-10261-1 C09 H73-20231
RiSJ-CASF-SRC-1026S-1 . c10 S72-2S210
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BASA-C ASE-ABC-10806 .. ... .
BASA-CASE-ARC-10806-1 .
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BASA-CASB-ARC-10808-1 ........ . .
BASA-CASE-ABC-10810-1 . . .
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This bibliography is issued in two sections: Section 1 - Abstracts,
and Section 2 - Indexes. This issue of the Abstract Section cites
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